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Abstract
A stiucturai model of discourse for natural language
interaction developed for the LINLIN-system is evaluated using the Wizard-of-Oz metod. 21 dialogues
were collected usingfivedifferent background systems,
making it possible to vary the type and number of
tasks possible to perform by the users. The results indicate that the structural complexity of the discourse
in man-machine dialogues is simpler than most human
dialogues, at least for information retrieval and some
types of ordering systems, suggesting that computationally simpler discourse models can be used in these
domains.
Introduction
T h e aim of the LINLIN-project is to develop a natural language interface for Swedish. O n e important
characteristic of the project is that it is based on a
sublanguage approach (Grishman & Kittredge, 1987).
T h e system is viewed as a shell that needs to be customized to different applications. T h e general parts
are the different processing modules, whereas the static
knowledge bases used by the processing modules need
to be adapted to the different applications. T h e purpose of the present paper is to describe the empirical foundations of the project's approach to discourse
structure. T h e linguistic and computational aspects of
the project have been described elsewhere (Ahrenberg,
1989, Ahrenberg, Jonsson & Dahlback 1990, Jonsson
1991). Other aspects of the empirical work are presented in Jonsson & Dahlback (1988), Dahlback &
Jonsson (1989).
T h e LINLIN-approach to discourse differs in some
important respects from the 'standard model' of discourse within computational linguistics (Grosz&Sidner
1986). O u r intention is not to create a general discourse theory. It is only concerned with man-machine
interaction in natural language; there is no claim that
it is applicable to all types of discourse, or even all
types of dialogue. In a sense, computational efficiency
within a limited domain is preferred to generality with
This work was supported by the Swedish Council for
Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences (HSFR).

u n k n o w n properties. It is thus a computational theory
in the sense that its focus is on interaction with computers, but also in the sense that it is implemented
(albeit not as yet integrated with the other modules in
the system) (Jonsson, 1991).

The Dialogue Model
The dialogue model of the LINLIN-system (called
L I N D A , for LINkoping DiAlogue) is an abstract characterization of the dialogue structure in NLI-dialogues.
In its pure form, the model is only about the transfer
of content between interlocutors in so-called 'transactional dialogues' (Brown & Yule, 1983, p 1). I will first
describe this pure model, and then return to the necessary amendments. T h e description below is based on
Ahrenberg, Jonsson & Dahlback (1990).
T h e dialogue objects are divided into three main
classes on the basis of structural complexity. There
is one class corresponding to the size of the dialogue,
one corresponding to the size of a discourse segment,
and a third corresponding to the size of a single speech
act or dialogue move. T h e dialogue is thus structured
in terms of discourse segments, and discourse segments
in terms of moves and embedded segments. Utterances
are not analyzed as dialogue objects, but as linguistic objects which function as vehicles of one or more
moves.
T h e basic discourse segment unit is an initiativeresponse-unit {JR-unit). i.e. an initiative (which opens
a segment) and a response (which closes the segment).
Initiatives are basically directives in standard speechact terminology. A n initiative can be seen as an act
where the speaker introduces a goal and the expectation that it will be satisfied. A response is an act
where the goal is satisfied, i.e. the value is given, or
the expectation is eliminated by other means. T h e
prototypical case of this is where a question is followed by a content answer or saying that the speaker
does not k n o w the answer (elimination of expectation
by other means). T h e response closing the segment
need not be adjacent to the initiative, since interruptions and clarification sub-dialogues m a y intervene,
but it must follow at some point. T h e IR-units are

then sub-classified into different types, such as Q / A
(question-answer) do you have any books on AI? /
No, Q / A S (question-assertion) who is the author of
Winnie-the-Pook? / P U B has no information about
that book, D / A C K (directive-acknowledgement) Luxor
Symphony ordered / O K , etc.^
The basic categories in the dialogues are turn and
move. A turn is a continuous period of the dialogue
where one participant "speaks". A turn is co-extensive
with an utterance by user or system, since mid-turn
interruptions cannot occur. Each turn consists of one
or more moves. A move consists of one (speech) act.
The entire dialogue is thus structured by the recursive use of IR-units, which give the dialogue a tree
structure. In contradistinction to some other models
intended for computational use (e.g. Wachtel, 1986),
there is no intermediate topic-based descriptive level.
Instead a number of topical parameters are distinguished, e.g. CurrentObject, Current Attribute, and
CurrentSet, which may vary independently of each
other. The managemet of topic and topic structure
is thus more elaborate than in the Grosz and Sidner
(1986) model. A basic distinction is made between
different topic domains, e.g. tcisk-related (T) and discourse related (D) moves and IR-units. Other topic
domains are also used, but the types and numbers vary
between different dialogue domains.
It should be noted that Levinson (1981) has convincingly argued against the possibility of basing general
structural models of dialogues on speech act categories
and an adjacency pairs structure, i.e. that there can
be no syntax of conversational structure. T w o important parts of the argument is that there are no means
of determining what counts as what in a dialogue independently of the situation in which it takes place,
and that different speech-acts within an utterance need
not be separated into different sub-parts, but that the
same part of an utterance can perform more than one
such act. A rather strong assumption of the L I N D A
model is that this need not be true for man-computer
dialogues.

answered by an empirical analysis, in the present case
we have used so-called Wizard-of-Oz experiments. (For
a review, see Jonsson & Dahlback (1988), and Fraser
and Gilbert (in press))
The basic idea is simple. W e have our subjects sit
down at a terminal to solve some problem which requires them to use the computer. But instead of interacting with the system through our "newly developed
natural language interface", we have one person sitting
at the other end of the line, simulating such a device.
The idea might be simple. But to actually run such
an experiment is not quite that simple, since you want
the output from the simulated 'system' to be everything that the person simulating it is not — providing quick, consistent answers without spelling mistakes
and other signs of human fallibility. To achive this, we
use a simulation environment with pre-stored answers
and other help systems. W e consider the quality of
the simulation environment a crucial factor behind the
ecological validity of the dialogues collected and the
concomitant applicability of conclusions obtained from
analysing them. It can also be noted that researchers
not having such a method at their disposal often comment on the need for it when discussing their work (e.g.
M c Kevitt, 1990). None of our subjects have realized
that the 'system' was not a system.
Background systems

To circumvent the risk of drawing general conclusions
that in fact are only a reflection of the specific experimental setting used, we have usedfivedifferent background systems. W e have varied not only the content
domain, but also the 'intelligence' of the systems, and
the number and types of tasks possible to perform by
the user.
W e have used two database systems. P U B is a library D B in use at our department. C-line is a simulated D B containing information about the computer
science curriculum at Linkoping University.
In the ^iFJ-system the user can order HiFiequipment after having queried a (simulated) D B containing information about the available equipment.
The Travel system simulates an automated travel
Empirical analysis
agency offering charter holidays to Greek islands.
The LINDA-model has some obvious computational
These systems differ from the two above in two readvantages, and some obvious deficiencies as a general
spects; the system is more 'cognitively' advanced, and
computational model of discourse. The question, then,
there are more actions that can be performed by the
is to what extent the L I N D A model is sufficient for this
user, i.e. not only asking for information but also order
application domain in its entirety, or to some subsets
something.
thereof. Since we lack an adequate sub-language deThe Wine system is a simulated advisory system, cascription of this domain^, this question can only be
pable of suggesting suitable wines for different dishes,
if necessary within a specific price range.
^For at least some spoken dialogues, the minimal
The total number of dialogues is 21; P U B : 4, HiFi:
segment seems to consist of three units; (I)nitiative,
(R)esponse, (C)onfirmation, cf Stubbs, 1983, Bilange, 1991. 5, C-line: 5, Wine: 4, Travel: 3. The total number
of utterances is 1055.^ This gives us an average of
^For a theoretical analysis of the differences between
hu50 utterances/dialogue.
The longest are in the travel
man dialogues and NLI dialogues, see Jonsson&Dahlback
(1988), Dahlback (1991). An experimental investigation of
^Apart from the dialoges analyzed here, we have colthis is currently in progress at our lab.
lected more than 60 others, using four other leal or simu-

domain, where the average dialogue is 92 utterances
long, and the shortest are the P U B dialogues with an
average of 25 utterances. (The dialogues arc available
onfileor in print on request. All are in Swedish.)
Analysis criteria
Our analysis is based on the same IR categories that
are used in the LINLIN system. One important reason
for this is that the categories are domain independent.
W e can therefore compare dialogues from different domains. Another advantage is that the categories are
(fairly) simple to define and identify, making it possible to code the dialogues with sufficient inter-rater
reliability (97.1 % ) . The computational advantage of
not having to infer the invisible intentions behind an
utterance in order to structure the dialogue is thus parallelled by a similar advantage from an analysis point
of view.
W e use only two basic types of moves, initiatives (I)
and responses (R). The definiton of the categories is
based on local information only. If the move is seen as
introducing a goal it is scored as an initiative, if it is a
goal-satisfying move, it is scored as a response. In the
analysis of the dialogues we do not take into consideration the fact that in the L I N D A model only segments
of the I-R type are allowed, but not for instance I-R-R.
It then becomes an empirical question, which we will
return to, as to what extent the dialogues follow the
structural constraints postulated by the model, e.g. its
tree structure.
In most cases the I and R categories of the L I N D A
model can be used in a fairly straightforward way.
There are however some cases requiring further consideration. One case is where the system cannot answer
the question and replies with phrases such as "Don't
understand", or "What do you mean by X?". W e code
thefirstcase, where the utterance concerns the entire
phrase, as a response, and the latter as an initiative.
Thus we only identify subdialogues of clarification if
part of the previous input is understood by the system. W h e n the system replies that it cannot provide
an answer because the parameter or value can not be
found in the background system,we code this as a response, and not an initiative for clarification, even if
the system supplies information about what value or
field was missing.
To illustrate these definitions, consider the dialogue
below (PUBl:17-20). Note that the second move spans
two sentences. The dialogue is scored I, I, R, R. The
reason for not scoring thefirstpart of the second turn
as a response, is that it does not in a strict sense answer
the question about where these books can be found.
Nor is it a response giving reasons for why an answer
cannot be provided, but rather a question about how
the answer should be presented to the user, or if any
further processing should be done before presenting it.
lated background systems. Dahlback (1991) describes some
of these in more detail.

U> Where can I find books about Artificial
Intelligence?
S> There are five books on Artificial
Intelligence. Do you wamt me
to find out where all axe?
U> Yes
S> (LIST OF BOOKS)
Discourse management moves such as "Can I help
you with anything more?" are all scored as initiatives.
W e subcategorize them as D O (discourse opening), D C
(discourse continuation), and D E (discourse ending),
to make it possible to exclude them from some of the
analysis presented below. (Responses to these kind
of initiatives are optional in the model). Only one
type of move cannot be coded as initiative or response,
namely acknowledgements of input (AI) where the system replies " P U B searching" or something similar.
Results
The results of the analysis will be presented in two
main parts. This section gives an overview of the
discourse in the difi"erent domains, and at the same
time discusses the applicability of the L I N D A model
to them. The next section raises some general issues
emerging from the analysis.
Database dialogues
The P U B dialogues can be characterized as a sequence
of isolated question-answer sequences with no global
structure. A large number of the utterances do not,
however, follow the simple pattern of I followed by R.
The reason for this is that the system, when asked
about e.g. books about a specific topic, often does not
print all items that have been found, but instead tells
how many books have been found and asks if the user
wants to see all of them, as in the example above.
These dialogues allfitthe L I N D A model very well.
In fact, they all consist of sequences of only three types;
(I R ) , (I (I R ) R ) , or (I (I R ) (I R ) R ) , with only one
instance of the last type. Almost all of the embedded
segments concern the presentation of the information
found by the system. The sub-dialogues never go more
than one level down, the longest being six moves long.
The C-line dialogues, also database dialogues, have
a clear and simple IR structure. Apart from the ending
of the dialogues, where the system does not always send
some kind of good-bye response when the user declares
he hasfinished,there are only three cases where the dialogues deviate from being a sequence of pure IR-units
with no embeddings. One occurs because of a mistake by the Wizard (or malfunctioning of the system).
The other two occur because of requests of clarification from the system. In one of these user supplies the
requested information, in the other the user rephrases
the entire question, and thus aborts the current IRsegment and creates a new one. The sub-dialogues are
never more than two moves long, and their m a x i m u m
depth is consequently one level down.

Suuiinary of the database dialogues Both sets of
database dialogues show a simple and clear discourse
structure, characterized by only local and no global coherence. Or, if you so wish, there is one global structure, but no intermediate structures, something which
was also found in Grosz' (1977) analysis of her DBdialogues. The sub-dialogues are of a simple character,
being concerned either with requests for clarification or
questions of how the result should be presented on the
screen. These sub-dialogues are the only cases where
the system takes over the initiative; for the major part
the dialogues are user driven.
Ordering dialogues
W h e n we come to the dialogues where the user can
place an order, HiFi and Travel, the situation is somewhat more complicated. The main reason for this is
that the user and the system in these cases have more
tasks to perform; seek information, order, and tell
where to send the ordered goods. As a consequence
there are more kinds of topics to consider.
The HiFi dialogues all have a simple discourse structure that can easily be accommodated to the structural
constraints of the L I N D A model. In most dialogues
the user discusses the available equipment of one kind,
e.g. receivers, and thereafter orders one of these before
continuing to the next kind of equipment. In all cases
(but one) the move where the user orders something
is immediately followed by an explicit confirmation of
the order, either by telling which item that has been
ordered, or simply by a confirmatory O K . The vast majority of dialogue segments consist of simple IR-units
with no embeddings. There are in fact only two embeddings in the entire HiFi corpus, both caused by
requests for clarification, making the sub-dialogues in
HiFi as simple as in the previously discussed systems.
Apart from the initiatives sub-classified D O , D C , and
D E , there are only three moves which do notfitinto the
structural constraints of the L I N D A model, in a total
of more than 300 utterances and even more moves.
There is in fact one exception to the discourse pattern described here, namely HiFil. The strategy of this
user differs from the others as she uses a kind of "zooming in" strategy. Instead of choosing one item at the
time, she asks initially for a set of models suitable for
a small room. This set turns out to be too expensive,
and the rest of the dialogue concerns which items to
change to get an optimal set given the stipulated cost
constraints. W h e n she is satisfied, she declares this explicitly "this is what I want to order" (HiFi 1:27), followed by the system's confirmation of the order, after
which the sytem takes the initiative to obtain information about the delivery in the usual way.
This stategy is also seen in all the Travel dialogues.
They contain a number of utterances where the user
niether seeks information, nor orders something, but
instead declares some intents or preferences. These
moves have an important communicative function,

since they constrain the set of alternatives to discuss
further, but also the set of possible referents for referring expressions. After having declared the intent
to go to Crete, a question like "are there any cheaper
hotels?" is actually about hotels on Crete, not about
hotels in Greece. Because of this gradual 'zooming in'
on the order, there are no moves in the dialogue where
the system explicily acknowledges what has been decided upon or ordered so far.
The way these moves are categorized and analyzed
obviously affects the structural analysis of these dialogues. It is in fact possible to make the three dialogues allfitthe structural constraints of the L I N D A
model. The way this can be done is to be somewhat
'liberal' in the assignement of responses to the initiatives where the user declares his intent. If we accept
such an analysis strategy, there is actually only one
case of an incomplete IR-unit in the entire corpus of
Travel dialogues comprising some 300 moves, and this
occurs because of a simulation mistake by the Wizard.
The problem with this analysis is that it fails to
capture that which makes these dialogues differ from
the database and HiFi dialogues (except for HiFil).
The problem of how to handle the confirmations of
the orders or the bookings is from a system development point of view perhaps no large obstacle, since it
concerns what the system does, and therefore its interpretation seems not to be all that critical. From an
analysis point of view, the problem is that we seem to
touch the limits of the model used.
Because of the difficulties with the structural analysis, it is somewhat difficult to assess the length and
depth of the sub-dialogues here. If we restrict ourselves
to the clear-cut cases, we find here such insertion sequences with a m a x i m u m length of 8 utterances and
depth of three levels.
Summsu-y of the ordering diadogues Perhaps the
most interesting result emerging from the analysis of
these dialogues is that, despite being conducted in a
more complex situation than the pure database dialogues, they have a surprisingly simple discourse structure. The number of sub-dialogues are few and they
are all rather short. There is one case going three levels
down, but most of them are only one level deep.
The distribution of initiatives differs between the two
dialogue domains. The HiFi dialogues are almost exclusively user-driven, whereas the opposite is more accurate for the Travel dialogues, though not to the same
high extent. The important consequence of this is that
there does not seem to be any simple connection between who has the initiative and the type of discourse
strategy, since wefindthe 'zoom' strategy both in userdriven and system-driven dialogues.
Advisory systems
The Wine system is the only advisory system in our
corpus of dialogues. This means that we have some difficulties in discerning how much of the patterns found

in the present corpus are reflections of the class of system it represents and h o w m u c h it reflects the specific
domain used.
These dialogues are by far the most difficult to analyze using our I R dialogue model. There are m a n y
reasons for this, on m a n y diff"erent levels. Since the
domain for these dialogues is not as clearly circumscribed as for the other systems under study, both as
regards the competence of the system and as regards
the mutual knowledge of the interlocutors, the users
sometimes find it difficult to understand the limits of
the linguistic and conceptual competence of the system.
Another important reason for the difficulties w e encounter when analyzing the dialogues is that the dialogues have a mixed initiative structure. W e saw previously that mixed initiative dialogues are not necessarily difficult to analyze using our model. T h e structures
we find in the W i n e dialogues are, however, of a diff'erent kind. They are not sub-dialogues of clarification,
but rather of development of the topic discussed. This
makes some utterances difficult to classify as consisting of separate moves consisting of pure initiatives or
responses. There are 17 instances of the type of cases
discussed here in the W i n e dialogues. In other words
they are quite frequent, covering approximately 40 %
of the entire W i n e corpus.
There is also another kind of m o v e occurring in these
dialogues that makes their structure deviate from some
simple and 'pure' IR-pattern. This is when the system solicits information not requested by the user, and
which shapes the continuation of the dialogue without being initiatives that makes the partner issue a
response. These cases are the only ones in our dialogues where our simplified classificatory scheme is insufficient. There are five such utterances in the W i n e
dialogues. T h e surprising thing is not that we find
these kind of sequences in our corpus, but rather that
they are so few, and that they only occur in the W i n e
dialogues. In ordinary h u m a n discourse they are probably the rule rather than the exception
Using the criteria described above for the structural
analysis, w e find in this system sub-dialogues of a complexity similar to the one found in the Travel dialogues.
T h e m a x i m u m length being 8 moves and the m a x i m u m
depth three levels.

Evaluating the LINDA model
In its most simple form the dialogue structure is a sequence of IR-segments. It is one remarkable result of
our analysis that such large parts of our dialogues actuallyfitthis simple structure. O n e way of expressing
this is to compute h o w m u c h of the different dialogues
thatfitthis pattern, using some simple complexity index. T o do this we first exclude all initiatives that
are coded DI, D C , or D E , and also all lA-moves, as
the structure of the dialogues at these points is more
a reflection of the design of the simulated system than

anything else. W e then count the number of times that
the dialogue adheres to the prototypical adjacency-pair
sequence of initiative followed by a response, divided
by the number of pairs of moves(i.e. moves divided by
two).
This complexity-index, which shows the extent to
which the dialogues conform to the basic adjacencypair sequence of an initiative followed be a response,
gives the followingfigures:P U B 75.0; C-line 95.7; HiFi
98.0; Travel 87.5; W i n e 78.1.
W e can see that 7 5 % or more of the dialogues consist
of sequences of simple IR-units, a surprisingly high figure. This does not m e a n that the dialogues consist of
a sequence of isolated questions and answers, as there
is frequent use of anaphoric expressions. In fact 49 %
of the inHiaiives contain some kind of anaphoric expression (Dahlback & Jonsson, 1989).'' W h a t the figures show is rather that in spite of being clear cases of
connected discourse, these dialogues have a m u c h simpler structural complextity than most other genres. It
thus seems as if most man-machine dialogues in natural language, even when no restrictions on the users'
way of expressing themselves, lack most of the complexity found in other types of discourse. Our corpus
is admittedly of a limited size, but it covers some of the
most typical possible applications for N L I technology,
and is not tied to one particular topic domain. This
gives us some confidence in believing that the results
have some generalizability.
75 % is not 100 %, and a system that fails in one case
out of four is obviously not sufficient. But the model is
not as simple as this; recursive embedding of IR units
is one of its central features. T h e low index figure
for the P U B dialogues is due to the large frequency
of simple clarification sub-dialogues. T h e index is thus
misleading for this group, which means that for three of
the dialogue systems the L I N D A model can probably
be used here without amendments.
T h e fit to the model, even w h e n insertion sequences
are taken into consideration, is not perfect even in
these three sets of dialogues, but the causes for this
are all rather simple. First, w e have the opening and
closings of the dialogues, but here w e believe that careful design of these aspects of the dialogue will eliminate most of those cases. T h e other case of deviation
from the pattern of strict and embedded IR-sequences
is w h e n the system initiates a clarification sub-dialogue
which leads the user to abort this sequence and either
rephrasing the question or even bringing up a new issue, leading to a ....R)(I (I ))(I... sequence. W h a t is
interesting about these cases is that they seem to be
more frequent in man-computer dialogues than in dialogues between people, the reason obviously being that
there is no need to be polite to a computer!
If w e expand the L I N D A model to handle these cases
*Work is currently in progress on the relationship between the IR-structure and the use of anaphoric expressions
in these dialogues.

too, we claim that our results support the notion that
such a model can be used in an NLI for database applications.
W h e n we come to the class of ordering system, the
issue gets a bit more complicated. The results from the
HlFi system seem to indicate that the model can also
accommodate these kinds of dialogues, but when we
come to the Travel system we encountered some difficulties. The sample is too limited to make it possible
to draw any definite conclusions on this issue, but as
a working hypothesis we suggest that it is possible to
allow for more than one task to be performed by the
system, given that it is clear to which task each move
belongs. From a system development point of view,
there is another possible solution, namely to physically
separate the two tasks into two windows on the screen.
(These isssues are discussed further in Dahlback 1991)
So far we have not found any cases that cannot be
handled by a slightly modified L I N D A model. But in
the advisory Wine dialogues we seem to touch the borders of the model, and perhaps even cross them. There
are a number of interrelated issues here. Space limitations prohibit a detailed discussion of them here, but
not mentioning them would make us paint too bright
a picture of the model discussed.
Structurally, we found some cases of IRR-sequences
and other deviations from the basic IR-structure. Expanding the model to allow for this kind of structure
is perhaps possible to do and still preserve its basic
assumptions. W h a t is more troublesome is that we
found some cases where it was difficult to classify an
utterance as a clear case of an initiative or a response,
it was rather a little of both. This is of course something quite natural in most dialogues, but it creates
problems for the L I N D A model. The difficulties above
can be seen as illustrating the limitations of the L I N D A
model in its pure form. It was never meant to be a general discourse model, so the fact that it cannot handle
some discourse types is not critical. But the interesting
point is then in a sense not that cases of these kinds
are found in our corpus, but rather that they are so
few and confined to one type of dialogue.

Summing up
The most important result of the present study is the
demonstration that man-machine dialogues in natural
language do not show the structural complexity often
found in human dialogues. A caveat is that a sublanguage approach to this domain suggests that the
successful management of connected discorse in natural language interfaces need not be that far off, at least
for some of the most important application domains.
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Abstract
An optimal control theory of story comprehension and recall is proposed within the framework of a "situation" stale
space. A point in situation state space is specified by a
collection of propositions each of which can have the values of either "present" or "absent". Story comprehension is
viewed asfindinga temporally-ordered sequence of situations or "trajectory" which is consistent with story-imposed
constraints. Story recall is viewed asfindinga trajectory
consistent with episodic memory constraints. A multistate probabilistic (MSP) machine representational scheme
is then introduced for compactly and formally assigning a
"degree of belief (i.e., a probability value) to each trajectory in the slate space. A conneclionisl model is also
introduced which searches for trajectories which arc highly
probable with respect lo a set of constraints and an M S P
machine representation. Like human subjects, the model
(i) recalls propositions with greater causal connectivity as
retention interval is increased, and (ii) demonstrates h o w
misordered propositions tend to "drift" more towards their
canonical position in a text as retention interval is increased.

General Theory
W e have currently been approaching the problem
of story comprehension and recall within the framework of a special high dimensional state space which
is called the "situation" state space. A point in situation state space consists of a collection of d facts
about the world, each of which can be classified as being either "present" or "absent." T h e reader's current
mental state is therefore modelled as a single point
in a d-dimcnsional situation state space. A t s o m e
later point in time, the reader's mental state would b e
modelled as another point in the s a m e d-dimensional
situation slate space. It will be convenient, therefore.
This research w a s supported in part by National
Institute of Health post-doctoral fellowship H D 0 6 9 4 3
to the first author while he w a s at Stanford University,
and the Program in Cognition and Neuroscience at the
University of Texas at Dallas where thefirstauthor is
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to order these points according to a time index. Thus,
the "unfolding" or "evolution" of the reader's mental
state as a function of time, m a y be represented as an
ordered sequence of points or trajectory in situation
stale space.
S o m e trajectories in situation stale space will
be m o r e likely to occur than others. For example, a u-ajectory in a four-dimensional situation state
space might be specified b y the sequence of three
four-dimensional situation state vectors depicted in
Table 1. World knowledge is represented by a belief
function which assigns a specific "degree of belief
to different trajectories in the situation stale space. In
particular, trajectories which are m o r e likely are assigned values close to one, while trajectories which
are less likely are assigned values close to zero.
A story is a set of constraints upon the class
of possible trajectories in situation stale space. T h e
features possessing the value "present" along the trajectory are fixed in value. T h e remaining features
possessing the value "absent" m a y have their values
modified.
T h e problem of story comprehension is n o w formally defined as finding a trajectory in situation state
space which is most probable with respect to s o m e
probabilistic belief function (for s o m e closely related
ideas see Rumelhart, 1977). W e suggest that readers
m a y find highly probable trajectories by "running"
their probabilistic mental models forwards and backwards in time. T h e resulting trajectory is then used
to update the parameters of the belief function via
s o m e learning process, and then a reconstructed story
trajectory is recalled from m e m o r y b y using another
partially specified u-ajectory (perhaps the title of the
story) as a retrieval cue, and "rerunning" the probabilistic mental model. Note that once a trajectory
has been constructed following the comprehension
process or reconstructed following the recall process,
the resulting representation m a y be used by other systems to answer questions about the story, summarize
the story, or recall the original story.

Story Feature

t=l

t=2

t=3

Hear (M, IC Music)

1

1

0

Desire (M,Eat(M,IC)

0

1

0

Eat (M, IC)

0

0

1

Sleep (M)

0

0

0

Table 1. A situation state space trajectory. M=Mary.
IC=Ice-Cream. 1 = Feature Present. 0=Feature
Absent.

Representation and Model
Multi-state probabilistic machines.
Gabrielian and his colleagues (for a review see
Gabrielian and Iyer, 1991) have been developing the
theoretical foundations of a new class for machines
known as hierarchical multi-state machines for specifying the performance requirements of complex highdimensional systems. W e have found that a probabilistic extension of the multi-state machines studied
by Gabrielian and his colleagues provides a useful
way of implicitly, yet precisely, representing complex
belief functions that assign degrees of belief to specific trajectories in situation state space. W e will call
this special notation for representing complex probabilistic knowledge structures a M S P (multi-state probabilistic) machine.
A M S P machine consists of three distinct types
of entities: local stales, transitions, and controls. The
local states of the M S P machine correspond to the
set of d features required to specify a point in a ddimensional situation slate space. The set of all states
of the M S P machine is sometimes referred to as a
global state of the machine. A marking of the M S P
machine indicates the values of local states of the
machine at an instant in time. Thus, a marking of
the machine identifies a point in the d-dimensional
situation state space. The transitions and the controls
of the M S P machine specify how the global state of
the machine evolves from one instant of time to the
next
Table 2 and Figure 1 show a more complicated
example where the multi-state probabilistic machine

notation is used to represent the causal knowledge
structure underlying an actual story. The story was
parsed into propositions following Trabasso, Secco,
and Van Den Brock (1984). All probabilistic transitions are designed to "fire" with probability 0.9. Close
inspection of Figure 3 reveals a very compact notation for specifying complex causalrelationsover time.
Like the notation of Trabasso and his colleagues, the
links in this representation are derived from a combination of intuitive considerations supported by countcrfactual arguments. This notation has the advantage, however, of permitting multiple local stales to
be simultaneously active, and permitting multiple local transitions to simultaneouslyfire.W e also exploit
a Markov randomfieldframework to formally link
thefiringof the "local probabilistic" transitions, with
the global subjective probability function which assigns a probability to each trajectory in the system.
Thus, once the probabilistic causal chain representation has been constructed, it is possible to implicitly
assign a degree of belieftoall possible trajectories in
situation state space through the use of interpretable
local probability distributions.
The parallel distributed processing model.
The theory of story comprehension and recall we
have been describing is based on a two-step process.
First, a highly probable (believable) trajectory is computed by the reader which is consistent with the constraints of the story. This story trajectory is the
reader's mental model of the story. The reader then
learns the constructed mental model. During the recall process, thereaderis given the initial portion of
the trajectory (story) as a retrieval cue, and the remainder of the story is retrieved.
Network Architecture. We have devised a recurrent parallel distributed processing model which
searches for highly probable trajectories where the
probability of a trajectory is formally defined with respect to a M S P representation consisting of d local
states or propositions.. Figure 1 shows a convenient
way of thinking about this system. Instead of trying to visualize the complex temporal dynamics of a
d-unit system, a system of d M units is considered
where the unit in the ilh row and ;th column of the
array corresponds to the value (absent or present) of
the ilh feature at time ;. Thus, the each column of
the array represents a point in the d-dimensional situation state space, and the M columns of the array
correspond to an ordered sequence of A/ points in situation state space.

Feature

Sentence Fragment associated with Story
Feature

1.

Once there was a little boy

2.

w h o lived in a hot country.

3.

O n e day his mother told him to take
some cake to his grandmother.

4.

She warned him to hold it carefully

5.

so it wouldn't break into crumbs.

6.

The little boy put the cake in a leaf
under his arm

7.

and carried it to his grandmother's.

8.

W h e n he got there

9.

the cake had crumbled into tiny pieces.

10.

His grandmother told him he was a silly
boy

11.

and that he should have carried the cake
on lop of his head

12.

so it wouldn't break.

13.

Then she gave him a pat of butter to
take back to his mother.

14.

The little boy wanted to be very careful
with the butter

15.

so he put it on top of his head

16.

and carried it home.

17.

The sun was shining hard

18.

and when he got h o m e

19.

the butter had all melted.

20.

His mother told him that he was a silly
boy

21.

and that he should have put the butter in
a leaf

22.

so that it would have gotten h o m e safe
and sound.

Table 2. Situation State Space Representation of
Epaminondas Story

Figure 1. Epaminondas Causal Chain Representation. The numbered states refer to propositions in
Table 2.

time=l
timc=2
tiiiie=3
time=4
lime=S
Figure 2 A n "expanded" version of a recurrent P D F
network. The recurrent network m a y be visualized as
a matrix of units where the pattern of connectivity
from one time instant to the next is identical. In
this example, a four unit recurrent network has been
rewritten as a sequential 20 unit network which can
reconstruct state space trajectories of length five or
less.

long retention intervals so the strength of the episodic
m e m o r y trace of the story trajectory is strong. Small
values of p correspond to short retention intervals so
the strength of the episodic m e m o r y trace of the story
trajectory is weak.

Notice that the connectivity pattern between units
at adjacent time intervals is identical because this twodimensional array is intended to model a two-layer recurrent network. T h e network shares important similarities with recurrent back-propagation (Rumclhart,
Hinton, and Williams, 1986) and the brain-state-in-abox model (Anderson et al, 1977; Golden, 1986).
Golden (submitted) has found a discrete-time Liapunov function for this algorithm which explicitly
states w h e n all trajectories will converge to the set
of system equilibrium points.

T h e recall process is then similar to the comprehension process, except that only thefirstfew features
of the story in thefirstthree time steps of the trajectory are clamped as a retrieval cue. The network
must then reconstruct the remainder of the trajectory.
Although this is a very high dimensional parameter
estimation problem, the inu-oduction of the learning
constraint helps by restricting the search to trajectories close in an Euclidean distance sense to the original story trajectory. In particular, each unit at time
t uses a weighted s u m of the activations of the units
at times t-l and i+l to update its activation value,
but each unit at time t also has its activation value
modified by the episodic m e m o r y u-ace of the story
weighted by the p parameter.

Comprehension Process. T h e comprehension
process is modelled by beginning with a story which
has akeady been parsed into a situation stale space trajectory as in Table 1. If situation feature i at time; is
equal to one (indicating feature i at time j is present),
then the activation value of the unit in the /th row and
ylh column of the array in Figure 4 is clamped to the
value of one during the comprehension process. T h e
term clamped refers to the case where the activation
of a unit is not permitted to change. T h e u n d a m p e d
unit representing situation feature / at time; then computes a weighted s u m of the activations of the units at
time;-/ and time;+7, and uses this weighted sum to
increment or decrement the u n d a m p e d unit's activation value. T h e u n d a m p e d unit's activation value is
also decremented by an amount inversely proportional
to p so that the system searches the high-dimensional
trajectory space in a region near the original story
trajectory. Finally, the activations of all units in the
system are constrained to he in the range of zero to
one. W h e n the activations of the u n d a m p e d units
are updated in this manner, then the network m a y be
formally viewed as seeking a trajectory in situation
state space which is highly probable with respect to
a probability (beUeO function. T h e system updates
the activations of the units for s o m e pre-dctcrmined
m a x i m u m number of iterations, or until the system
stabilizes. T h e resulting pallem of activation over
the d M units is the constructed story u-ajectory, and
represents the system's "understanding" of the story.

T h e reconstructed recall trajectory is then used
to generate the model's free recall responses. In
particular, the "most active" unit in each situation is
assumed to be the model's s u m m a r y of that situation.
Moreover, since the situation vectors are ordered in
the recall trajectory, the responses of the model will
be ordered as well. If the maximally active unit's
value was less than 0.5, the model does not recall a
situation feature summarizing that situation. If several
units in a situation are maximally active, then exactly
one of the units is randomly chosen to summarize the
situation.

Simulation Experiments
H u m a n m e m o r y for simple causally coherent stories is characterized by at least four fundamental phen o m e n a (Trabasso, Secco, & Van D e n Broek, 1984;
Van D e n Broek & Trabasso, 1985). First, propositions with more causal connections are more likely
to be on the main causal chain of the story and are
more likely to be recalled. Second, as the retention
interval between reading and recalling the story is increased, the percentage of propositions recalled decreases but those propositions will be more likely
to lie on the main causal chain of the story. A n d
third, more propositions will be recalled from stories
which are more causally coherent (i.e., stories possessing more propositions on the main causal chain
of the story). In thisfirstset of simulations, w e were
interested in whether the proposed model would exhibit some of these qualitative phenomena.The average causal connectivity of a group of propositions

Learning and Recall Processes. It is assumed
that people learn the story u-ajectory (mental model)
which they constructed during the comprehension
process. Rather than attempt to model the details
of this learning process, w e are currently content to
model the end results of that process. In particular, it
is assumed that w h e n people are asked to recall a story
from m e m o r y , an episodic m e m o r y trace of the story
trajectory is available to guide the recall process. In
the model, the strength of this episodic m e m o r y u-ace
is the p parameter. Large values of p correspond to
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Turner, 1979; Mandler, 1978). Moreover, the magnitude of these effects tend to increase as retention interval is increased (Bischofshausen, 1985). W e would
expect to see these effects in the model as well since
as the retention interval factor is decreased, the local
probability of predicting a feature at the next instant
of time becomes less dependent upon the episodic
m e m o r y trace of the story formed during the comprehension process.

was computed by counting the number of forward atul
backward connections in the M S P representation each
statement in the group possessed, and then averaging
over the group of propositions.
Each of the four stories were individually "comprehended" by the model, "learned" by the model, and
"recalled" by the model as previously described. The
p parameter during the recall process was varied, and
took on the values:/) = 0.1, /? = 0.2, and p = 0.3
corresponding to short, medium, and long retention
intervals respectively.

To model these phenomena, the simulations described above were repeated using exactly the same
four causal knowledge structures (i.e., sets of connections a m o n g the units), but using stories which
were slight distortions of the original four stories. For
example, a "distorted" story was generated from the
original Fox and Bear story by switching statement #8
with statement #21. Three distorted stories for each
of the original four stories were generated in this m a n ner, and the recall of the model for each of the twelve
stories was recorded. Because the retention interval
factor was varied in this experiment as well, thirty six
independent simulation runs of the model were done.
The number of steps along the recalled trajectory a
misordered statement "drifted" towards its canonical
position was used as a dependent measure.The results
of these experiments are shown in Figure 4.

Effects of causal connectivity.
Figure 3 shows h o w variation of the retention
interval parameter of the model affects which propositions are recalled by the model from memory. The
dependent measure was relative causal connectivity
which was defined as the average number of causal
connections per proposition in a story subtracted from
the average number of causal connections per proposition in the set of propositions recalled by the subjects. Like h u m a n subjects (e.g., Trabasso et al.,
1984; Van D e n Broek & Trabasso, 1985), propositions with greater causal connectivity (greater causal
cohesiveness) are more likely to be recalled as retention interval increases. W e would expect to see these
effects in the model since the algorithm is minimizing an energy function which becomes more closely
related to the relative causal connectivity as the retention interval parameter p is increased (Golden, submitted).

An analysis of variance of the data using a story
by retention interval design where the story factor was
treated as random supported the hypothesis that as
retention interval increased, the magnitude of the drift
increased as well {F{2,6) = 15.6, p < 0.01). Also the
drift measure was significantly greater than zero (r(l 1)
= 6.1, p < 0.01) indicating that misordered statements
did indeed "drift" towards their canonical positions in
the text rather than in the opposite direction.

A n analysis of variance of the data using a story
by retention interval design where the story factor was
treated as random, however, did not support the hypothesis that statements with greater causal connectivity are more likely to be recalled as retention interval
increases although the effect was marginally significant (F(2,6) = 4.2, p < 0.10). O n the other hand, the
average relative causal connectivity was significantly
greater than zero (/(ll) = 2.4, p < 0.05), indicating
statements with greater causal connectivity are more
likely to be recalled (e.g., Trabasso et al., 1984; Trabasso and Van D e n Broek, 1986) was replicated by
the model.
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Abstract
We have identified mechanisms that generate questions
when individuals solve problems, comprehend text, and
engage in conversations. Some of these mechanisms have
been discussed in previous research in cognitive science
and discourse processing, whereas other mechanisms were
discovered when w e analyzed videotapes of student-tutor
interactions. The present study tested whether anomalous
information causes an increase in questions when
individuals solve mathematics problems and comprehend
stories. College students were instructed to generate
questions while they were solving problems (i.e., algebra
and statistics) or while they were comprehending stories
(e.g., fables and parables). There were several different
versions of each problem or story: (1) complete original, (2)
deletion of critical information, (3) addition of
contradictory information, and (4) addition of irrelevant
information. The deletion versions elicited the most
questions whereas the original versions elicited the fewest
questions; the addition versions were in-between. The
validity of some of the question generation mechanisms is
supported by the fact that these transformations of content
caused an increase in questions.

A critical part of learning consists of generating
illuminating questions and of transforming questions
to b e c o m e more illuminating. Collins (1988) has
discussed h o w learning m a y be enhanced by having
tutors ask students questions that expose the students'
misconceptions during the course of answering the
questions. T h e learning environment should also
encourage students to ask questions and to model
effective question asking (hopefully displayed by
teachers). In the best of worlds, the learner would be
an active, inquisitive, creative individual w h o
energetically asks questions and insists on good
answers.

Question generation has had a controversial status in
cognitive science and education. At one extreme,
there are models of cognition which postulate that
question generation plays a critical role in
comprehension, curiosity, and learning (Collins,
1988; Collins, Brown, & Larkin, 1980; Olson, Duffy,
& M a c k , 1985; Palinscar & B r o w n , 1984; R a m ,
1990; Schank, 1986; Sternberg, 1987). According to
Schank's S W A L E model, for example, learning
occurs w h e n an individual observes an anomalous
event and generates questions that lead to an
explanation of the event (Schank, 1986).

The other end of the continuum provides a more
pessimistic picture. It is well documented that
student-generated questions are both infrequent and
unsophisticated (Dillon, 1988; R a m m e r , 1981; Kerry,
1987). O n the average, only one question is asked by
a student per hour in a classroom setting. These
questions are normally shallow questions that address
the content and interpretation of explicit material
rather than high-level questions that involve
inferences, application, synthesis, and evaluation. A
learner needs to master a significant amount of the
material before the learner formulates good questions
(Miyake & N o r m a n , 1979). There are costs to posing
questions in a classroom setting. T h e student is
humiliated for revealing his or her lack of knowledge.
The student imposes on the teacher, w h o rarely wants
to be bothered by students' questions. Teachers
frequently have trouble understanding the students'
questions w h e n the student has low domain-specific
knowledge ( C o o m b s & Alty, 1980), so the teacher
ends up dismissing the question or answering the
wrong question.

This research w a s funded by grants awarded to the
first author by the Office of Naval Research
(N00014-88-K-0110 and N00014-90-J-1492).

Unfortunately, teachers are normally poor role
models for generating good questions. Less than 4 %
of the teacher-generated questions are higher-level
demanding questions, i.e., those that involve
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inferences, the application of an idea to a new domain
of knowledge, or the synthesis of a new idea from
multiple information sources (Kerry, 1987).
Teachers are rarely sq)histicaled Socratic tutors w h o
ask carefully planned sequences of thoughtprovoking questions, thereby exposing the students'
misconceptions and contradictions.

(1) Correction of knowledge deficits. W h e n
individuals discover that their knowledge base is
either incomplete or in error, they attempt to correct
such knowledge deficits by asking questions from
information sources that/who have useful, relevant
information. Five question generation mechanisms
arc associated with this group:

The nature of question generation mechanisms in
humans has profound implications fcx- expert systems,
decision support systems, and intelligent tutoring
systems (Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1984; Sleeman &
B r o w n , 1982; Wenger, 1987). T h e users of these
sophisticated computer systems m a y need to radically
alter their styles of learning and thinking to the extent
that the users are expected to be active, creative
question askers. A n inept question asking or question
answering facility on a computer will rapidly kill any
incentive for a user to ask the computer questions.

(a) An Qbstaclg in planning or probigm solving. The
question elicits information that removes or
circumvents the obstacle.
(b) A decision among alternatives that are equallv
attractive. The question elicits information that
breaks the tie.
(cS GUtch in an explanation of an event. The question
elicits information that explains w h y an anomalous
event occurred in a situation.
(d) G a p in knowledge that is needed for
comprehension. The question ehcits information that
fills a gap in the questioner's knowledge base when
he or she attempts to comprehend a written message.
event, or conversation.
(e) Contradiction. The question elicits information
that resolves the contradiction.

Given the above theoretical and practical issues
surrounding question generation, cognitive scientists
need to understand the mechanisms that trigger
questions w h e n individuals genuinely seek
information. T o the extent that w e understand these
question generation mechanisms, w e can design
programs that tap into these mechanisms and
maximize the generation of good questions.
Lxaming, creativity, and problem solving will be
facilitated to the extent that good questions are asked
by students and computer users.

We were particularly interested in this first group of
question generation mechanisms in the present study.
(2) Monitoring common ground. Successful
communication requires that the speech participants
keep track of what information is in the "common
ground", i.e.. knowledge that the speech participants
believe they share. Speech participants frequently
ask questions in order to update, verify, and monitor
the knowledge in the c o m m o n ground. Graesser et al.
(in press) identified several question generation
mechanisms which perform these functions:
estimating or establishing c o m m o n ground (e.g.. "Do
you k n o w about X?"). confirming whether some
belief is true ("Is X really true?"), and gauging
whether the questioner or answerer comprehends
something ("Do you understand what I'm saying?",
" A m I understanding what you are saying?").

Mechanisms that Generate Questions
Graesser, Person, and Huber (in press) identified four
groups of mechanisms that generate questions. S o m e
of these mechanisms exist in computer models of
question generation, problem solving, and reasoning,
such as A Q U A ( R a m , 1990; Reisbeck, 1988),
S W A L E (Schank, 1986), S O A R (Laird, Rosenbloom,
& Newell, 1987). and S D D S (Klahr & Dunbar,
1988). Other mechanisms exist in theories of
conversation (Allen, 1983; Clark & Schaefer. 1989),
education (Collins. 1988; Sleeman & Brown, 1982),
and question generation per se (Graesser, Lang, &
Horgan, 1988; van der Meij, 1987). In addition to
these theoretical contributions, Graesser et al. (in
press) discovered question generation mechanisms
when they analyzed transcripts of tutc»ing sessions on
a variety of topics (e.g.. research methods.
mathematics, computer systems, climate, agriculture).
The four groups of question generation mechanisms
are summarized below.

(3) Social coordination of action. Questions are
frequently generated to coordinate actions of speech
participants, to manipulate people, or to get
permission to do something. Graesser et al. identified
the following mechanisms in this group: indirect
requests (e.g., "Would you do X?"), indirect advice
("Why don't you do X?"), asking permission ("Can I
do X?"), offers ("Would you like m e to do X for
you?"), and negotiations ("If I do X, would you do
Y?").
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(4) Control or conversation and attention.
Questions are frequently asked to monitor the flow of
conversation a m o n g speech participants. This
includes getting a speaker's attention, maintaining
attention on a speaker, and changing speakers.
Graesser at al. identified the following mechanisms in
this group: greetings, replies to summons, changing
speakers, maintaining focus on an agent's actions,
rhetorical questi(xis, and gripes.

A D D I T I O N . A bottle of Harvest T i m e Apple Juice
contains 64 ounces and costs 99 cents. There are
coupons which give the customer a 1 0 % savings on
all items. Farm Fresh Juice is available in bottles that
contain 1 gal for $1.88 each. W h i c h is the better
buy?

The purpose of the present study was to test some of
the question generation mechanisms in the first
group, i.e., correction of knowledge deficits. In two
experiments, college students were instructed to
generate questions while they solved mathematics
problems or while they comprehended stories. There
were alternative versions of each problem or story.
O n e version was the original complete problem or
story. The other versions were transformations of the
original version that were designed to elicit additional
questions. A critical piece of information was
removed in deletion versions. Addition versions
contained an extra piece of information that
introduced either a contradiction or an irrelevancy. If
the question generation mechanisms are valid, then
the transformed versions should yield more questions
than the original versions. Moreover, a subset of the
questions should address the particular
transformations.

The subjects were 28 college students who were
enrolled in a Research Methods course at M e m p h i s
State University. Each subject received 4 problems
in each of the 3 versions, yielding 12 problems
altogether. The assignment of problem versions to
subjects was counterbalanced so that approximately
the same number of subjects received each version of
a particular problem. Each subject received a 12page booklet, with one problem per page.
The subjects were instructed to work on each
problem in three phases, which were timed by the
experimenter. The subjects read the problem during
phase 1 for 30 seconds. The subjects wrote d o w n
questions that came to mind about the problem during
phase 2 (90 seconds). The subjects solved the
problem and generated additional questions during
phase 3 (150 seconds). The subjects were given 30
seconds of rest before starting on the subsequent
problem. Therefore, 5 minutes was allocated to each
of the 12 problems.
Results. We scored the number of questions that
each subject generated for each problem.
An
expression counted as a question if it was in an
interrogative form, as opposed to an assertion or other
type of speech act. Questions can be identified by
trained judges with a high degree of reliability
(Graesser et al., in press). The m e a n number of
questions per problem significantly differed a m o n g
versions, with means of 1.81, 2.49, and 2.09 in the
original, deletion, and addition versions, respectively,
F(2, 54)= 5.61, p < .05. Planned comparisons
revealed the following differences: deletion >
addition = original. Therefore, the deletion
transformations had a more robust impact on question
generation than did the addition transformations.

Q u e s t i o n G e n e r a t i o n in t h e C o n t e x t of
Mathematics Problems.
Methods. Twelve original mathematics problems
were selected from textbooks. Six of the problems
were word problems from a basic algebra text at the
seventh grade level; the other six were statistics
problems from a college-level statistics textbook. In
addition to the original version of each problem, w e
prepared a deletion version and an addition version
that contained irrelevant information. A n example of
these three versions is presented below.
ORIGINAL. A botUe of Harvest Time Apple Juice
contains 64 ounces and costs 99 cents. Farm Fresh
Juice is available in bottles that contain 1 gallon for
$1.88 each. Which is the better buy?

In a follow up analysis, we scored those questions
that addressed the transformations in the deletion and
addition versions. For example, a question that
would address the deletion version would be " H o w
big is the bottle of the Harvest Time apple juice?"; a
question that would address the addition version
would be " W h y is there this information about
coupons when it makes no difference as to the true
value?" The mean number of transformation-relevant

DELETION. A bottle of Harvest Time Apple Juice
costs 99 cents. Farm Fresh Juice is available in
bottles that contain 1 gallon for $1.88 each. Which is
the beuer buy?
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questions per problem was significantly higher in the
deletion versions than the addition versions, .81
versus .41, respectively, t(27)= 4.32, p < .05. Both
the .81 and the .41 significantly differed from 0 (i.e.,
the baseline level of the original version). Therefore,
both types of transformations caused a significant
increase in the number of transformation-relevant
questions.

doors properly. But on the way theroosterdied."
ADDITION-SALIENT-IRRELEVANCY. The
additional information was an episode that would
probably not occur in the story, and was not relevant
to the main plot and point of the story. For example,
the following statement was added to the text: "The
teacher showed him h o w to do the equations."

Question Generation in the Context of
Stories.

The subjects were 24 students enrolled in an
Introductory Psychology class at M e m p h i s State
University. Each subject completed a 10-page
booklet, with one page assigned to each story. Each
subject had one fable assigned to each of the 5
versions and one parable assigned to each of the 5
versions. The materials were counterbalanced so that
each story had approximately the same number of
subjects assigned to each of the 5 versions. The
subjects' task was to read each story and to generate
questions that came to mind while reading the stories.

Methods. The original stories were 5 parables and 5
fables selected from anthologies of classical or
famous writers. T h e stories had a short length of
approximately 100 words. A n example story is
presented below.
A hunter caught a wild rooster and
brought it to the city for sale. A merchant
asked: "What kind of bird is this? " "A
phoenix," cheated the hunter. "That is a
lucky symbol, which I see for the first
time. D o you want to sell it to m e ? "
"Sure, if you pay a high price." T h e
merchant gave him 2 0 tael because he
wanted to bring it to the king. But on the
w a y the rooster died. H e cried loudly,
because he could not bring it to the king.
People heard of this. Later, even the king
knew of it The king then gave him 200
gold pieces for his kindness, although he
did not k n o w it had only been a rooster.

Results. The mean number of questions per story
was 3.13, 3.63, 3.21, 3.65, and 3.54 in the original,
deletion, addition-contradiction, addition-subtleirrelevancy, and addition-salient-irrelevancy
conditions, respectively. T h e mean of the four
transformation conditions was significantly higher
than the mean of the CMiginal condition, F(l, 23)=
4.67, p < .05; the four transformation conditions did
not significantly differ from one another.
We computed the mean number of questions that
were relevant to the transformations of the story
content.
T h e four transformation conditions
significantly differed on this measure, with means of
.77, .47, .38, and .67 in the deletion, additioncontradiction, addition-subtle-irrelevancy, and
addition-salient-irrelevancy conditions, respectively.
All of these scores significantly differed from a zero
baseline (which would correspond to the original
version that had no transformations). Therefore, the
transformations in content caused an increase in
generated questions and a subset of the questions
addressed the U-ansformations. Our data suggest that
the deletions and additions of salient irrelevancies
were more obvious to the students than were the
contradictions and additions of subtle irrelevancies.

There were five versions of each story as specified
below.
O R I G I N A L . This was the original, complete story.
DELETION. A critical piece of information was
deleted; the point or moral of the story could not be
grasped without this information. In the context of
the example story, w e deleted this sentence: "But on
the w a y the rooster died."
ADDITION-CONTRADICTION. Information was
inserted that contradicted a major idea in the original
story. For example, w e added this sentence: "The
merchant had the bird shipped to his daughter."

Conclusions
ADDITION-SUBTLE-IRRELEVANCY. The
additional information was an episode that could
occur in the story, but was not relevant to the main
plot and point of the story. For example, the story in
this condition reads: "The merchant locked all the

W e found that the transformed versions of the
mathematics problems and stories elicited more
questions than did the original versions. Moreover,
in the transformed versions, a subset of the questions
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Abstract
Researchers investigating discourse coherence typically
examine the various mechanisms that bring about
coherence. This body of research has acknowledged that
the speciHc coherence relations which unite the individual
discourse units work as a result of an assumption about the
coherence of discourse in general. The standard approach
to coherence investigation has been to analyze
conventional texts and conversations in which both
coherence relations and the assumption of coherence are
present. By limiting themselves to the analysis of standard
discourse, researchers have ignored nonstandard sources,
which can provide insight into the necessity and sufficiency
of these mechanisms. This paper provides several
examples of nonstandard discourse. From these examples,
we conclude that an assumption of coherence is the only
necessary and sufficient mechanism required for judgments
of coherence.

analysis is usually taken from conversations involving
adult speakers (Craig & Tracy 1983), or from well-known
publications such as The Wall Street Journal (e.g.,
Dahlgren 1988, 1989). From such analyses, researchers
have established a variety of coherence mechanisms. For
our purposes, these mechanisms can be divided into two
general categories: structural relations, and the
assumption of coherence.

Coherence Mechanisms
Structural relations refer to the ways in which words,
phrases, sentences, and larger units keep the discourse
unified and connected. These are relations which
speakers and writers build into their discourse so that
readers and listeners can unite potentially disjointed
Although coherence is crucial for the perception of
segments into a coherent whole. Structural relations m a y
well-formed discourse (Dahlgren 1988, 1989; Green
be explicitly marked in the syntax, or inferred. Examples
1989; Hobbs 1978,1979,1985; Kintsch & van Dijk 1978;
of explicit relations include argument overlap (Kintsch &
M a n n & Thompson 1986), definitions of coherence are
van Dijk 1978), and some of the "lexicogrammatical"
often circular. If coherence is defined as text which
devices of Halliday and Hasan (1976). Relations which
"hangs together," no real insight is gained. Definitions
implicitly connect discourse occur when inferences are
which merely replace the idea of coherence with other
made about the presented information. In general, these
imprecise terms like "unified" or "related" are not useful.
implicit relations require participants to m a k e inferences
Coherence researchers usually begin with discourse
based on world knowledge. For example, participants
which is intuitively coherent and then describe the
make inferences based on an understanding of causality or
mechanisms that are present (e.g., Dahlgren 1988, 1989;
logical reasoning. Because structural relations must be
Hobbs 1978, 1979, 1985; M a n n & Thompson 1986). In
recognized as such in order for a discourse to be judged
other words, whenever discourse strikes one as coherent,
coherent, there are probably only afinitenumber of them
coherence mechanisms are assumed to be present and
(see Dahlgren 1989; Hobbs 1978, 1979, 1985; M a n n &
derivable. Because noncoherent discourse should not
Thompson 1986).
contain these mechanisms, it has been dismissed as only
The assumption of coherence is part of a participant's
the logical opposite of coherent discourse. A s a result, it
general understanding about the w a y discourse is
has been ignored by coherence researchers.
supposed to w o r k — e v e n when discourse execution is
The intuitively coherent discourse used in coherence
technically flawed. T h e assumption of coherence is
maintained through the c o m m o n desire of the discourse
Partial support for the preparation of this article was
participants (see Grice 1975; Daly, Weber, Vangelisti,
provided by a Center of Excellence grant from the State of
Maxwell. & Neel 1989; M a n n & Thompson 1986). B y
Tennessee to the Department of Psychology at Memphis
assuming diat a discourse is intended to be coherent.
State University.
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powerful tests of the necessity and sufficiency of the two
coherence mechanisms.
Nonstandard discourses which are generally not
studied for discourse coherence include poetry, discourse
from linguistically deviant populations (e.g.,
schizophrenics and aphasics), and literary texts from
purposefully nonstandard authors (e.g., the experimental
writing of James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, or Eugene
lonesco).
The following excerpt from "Tender Buttons" by
Gertrude Stein is an example of a nonstandard discourse
that some readers would consider coherent and others
would not (cited in DeKoven 1983, p. 80):

participants work to unite potentially disjointed pieces of
it (see de Beaugrande 1987). Moreover, participants
actively work to achieve coherence for all presented
information. Vuchinich (1977), for example, reported
increased response latencies after unrelated information
w a s presented during conversations. Presumably,
response time increased because the respondent needed
more time to try and incorporate the irrelevant utterances
into the ongoing conversation.
Because the structuralrelationsand the assumption of
coherence normally work together in coherent discourse,
researchers usually do not consider separating diem. A s a
result, it is difficult to assess the relative importance of
these two mechanisms. Intuitive judgments of coherence
m a y not necessarily be tied to both kinds of mechanisms.
There are actually four possible combinations
between intuitive judgments of coherence and the
presence or absence of coherence mechanisms. The two
most obvious combinations were previously mentioned:
(1) coherence mechanisms are present in the discourse
and the discourse is judged as coherent; and (2) no
coherence mechanisms are present in the discourse and
the discourse is judged as noncoherent. In addition, there
are two other possible combinations which have generally
been overlooked. Specifically, it is possible that (3) a
discourse is judged as coherent even though no coherence
mechanisms are present; and (4) a discourse is judged as
noncoherent w h e n there are coherence mechanisms
present.
It is the examination of the latter two combinations
which also should be of interest to investigators of
coherence. This paper will demonstrate the utility of
examining discourse coherence by using discourse which
could be judged as either coherent or noncoherent. In
general, discourse which contains various coherence
mechanisms, but which is still considered noncoherent,
should establish the insufficiency of these mechanisms.
Similarly, discourse that lacks various coherence
mechanisms, but which is considered coherent, can be
used to establish the non-necessity of these mechanisms.

A cushion has that cover. Supposing you do not like
to change, supposing it is very clean that there is no
change in appearance, supposing that there is
regularity and a costume is that any of the worse than
an oyster and an exchange. C o m e to season that is
there any extreme use in feather and cotton. Is there
not m u c h more joy in a table and more chairs and
very likely roundness and a place to put them.

If this discourse is coherent, it is not immediately obvious.
Such nonstandard examples should be useful in
determining h o w judgments of coherence are made.
Comparing the presence or absence of coherence
mechanisms in nonstandard examples provides a more
complete understanding of coherence in standard
examples.
The following table shows the relation between the
presence or absence of coherence mechanisms and types
of discourse. For nonstandard discourse, one mechanism
is present while the other is absent
Assumption of Coherence
Present Absent

Present
C o h e r e n c e a n d N o n s t a n d a r d Discourse
Discourse which m a y or m a y not be judged as
coherent is found in nonstandard sources. The ambiguity
of coherence judgments arises because the coherence of
nonstandard passages m a y only exist for a limited number
of readers or speakers. Therefore, nonstandard discourse
is not generally studied in discourse processing, artificial
intelligence, or computational linguistics. Passages in
which coherence is less well defined could serve as

Standard texts
and
conversations

Schizophrenic
discourse

Structural
Relations

Absent
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Experimental
writing (Stein)
Theater of the
absurd (lonesco)
Nonstandard
poetry
(cummings)

Gibberish

losing coherence. These inferences, however, are also
unnecessary for coherence. This conclusion can be
supported by looking at another type of nonstandard
discourse, in this case from the theater of the absurd.

Schizophrenic Speech
The psychotic disorder k n o w n as schizophrenia is
characterized by noncoherent speech (American
Psychiatric Association 1987). This is true even though
schizophrenics can produce discourse which uses explicit
and implicit structural coherence relations. Therefore,
these structural coherence relations must be insi^icient
f w the realization of coherence.
There is no overall coherence in the following lett^,
written by a schizophrenic patient. However, explicit
structural relations are present, and appropriate inferences
can be drawn (Bleuler 1950, p. 17):

Theater of the Absurd
According to Altenbemd and Lewis (1969), the
theater of the absurd is based in nihilism: Language is
"employed illogically—fragmented, m a d e into
mechanical nonsense, kept non sequitur, kept banal and
worn out. Once the sense of association and congruity
necessary to keep language communicative has been
removed, the attempt at communication itself becomes an
absurdity" (p. 517).
Consider the following example taken from lonesco's
play The Chairs (in Altenbemd & Lewis 1 % 9 , p. 519):

1 am writing on paper. The pen which I am using is
from a factory called Terry & Co.* This factory is in
England. 1 assume this. Behind the n a m e of Perry
Co. the city of London is inscribed; but not the city.
The city of London is in England. 1 k n o w this from
m y school days. Then, I always liked geography.
M y last teacher in the subject was August A. H e was
a man with black eyes. I also like black eyes. There
are also blue and grey eyes and other sorts, loo. I
have heard it said that snakes have green eyes. All
people have eyes. There are some, too, w h o are
blind. These blind people are led about by a boy. It
must be very terrible not to be able to see. There are
people w h o can't see, and in addition, can't hear. I
k n o w some w h o hear too much. O n e can hear too
much. There are m a n y sick people in Burgholzli
(sic); they are called patients.

Old Woman: Come on now, imitate the
month of February.
Old Man: I don't like the months of the
year.
Old Woman: Those are the only ones we
have, up till now. C o m e on,
just to please m e . . .
Old Man: All right, here's the month of
February. (He scratches his
head like Stan Laurel.)

In this example, arguments found in each sentence are
linked to arguments found in following sentences. For
example, the word "eyes" appears in five consecutive
sentences. Although the reader m a y be able to understand
the meaning of the individual sentences, there does not
appear to be any overall unity or global coherence. A s
Hobbs (1982) has pointed out, "coherence isn't mere
comprehensibility" (p. 225).
These explicit relations may actually contribute to the
incoherence of the passage: T h e writer spells out
inferences which should be obvious (e.g., sick people are
called patients). The reader also must make inferences,
based on world knowledge, that are not explicitly staled.
For example, the reader must infer that geography is a
subject taught in school. This letter is a good example of
h o w explicit and implicit coherence relations alone are
insufficient to establish coherence.
Structural relations are also unnecessary for
judgments of coherence to be made. The ability of
participants to generate inferences demonstrates that
explicit coherence relations can be eliminated without
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In this example, explicit coherence relations are present
since the arguments in each line of the dialog overlap.
However, n e w inferences about the months of the year
(e.g., February looks like Stan Laurel scratching his head)
must be made: The usual inferences (e.g., February is a
cold month) no longer apply. The plays of the theater of
the absurd use the audience's expectations of reality in
order to violate them.
Such plays are understood coherently because the
audience maintains the general communicative
assumption of coherence. Theater of the absurd is an
example of h o w normal inferencing mechanisms can be
rejected without a loss of coherence, as long as the
audience believes that the discourse is intended
coherently.
Nonstandard Poetry
T h e poetry of e e c u m m i n g s . It is possible for a
discourse to be considered coherent when both the explicit
and implicit subdural relations are missing or disordered.
Such is the case in some forms of poetry. For example,
the e e cummings p o e m "a like a" is nonstandard both

linguistically and typographically (in Fairley 1980, p.
243):

of Andrd Breton (cited in Scholes, Comley, & Ulmer
1988, p. 66):

a like a

... there go the fuses blown again
Here's the squid with his elbows on the window sill
A n d wondering where to unfold his sparkling sewer
grill
Is the clown of the eclipse in his white outfit
Eyes in his pocket...

grey
rock wanderin
g
through
pasture
worn

Unlike cummings' poem, which is an unconventional
rendering of an image, Breton presents a conventional
rendering of a "non-image." If the passage is intended
metaphorically, then the reader must actively work to
decode it. The reader is willing to m a k e this effort
because he or she believes that there is a coherent
message to be derived.

an creature whom
than
earth hers
elf
could
silent more no
be

Nonstandard Discourse and Mental Models
These examples demonstrate that readers of
nonstandard plays and poetry are able to construct
coherent representations without recourse to conventional
structural relations. According to Johnson-Laird (1983),
the coherence of a discourse is ultimately dependent upon
the construction of a mental model or representation for
that discourse. In other words, coherent discourse is
different from a random collection of sentences because a
mental model is constructed.
The establishment of a mental model should not
imply that only one mental model is available for each
coherent discourse. Discourses simultaneously m a y be
represented by competing mental models, and each one
m a y be coherent or not coherent in varying degrees. For
example, the novel Gulliver's Travels by Swift
(1726/1967) could be simultaneously represented as a
series of fantastic adventures or as a critique of English
society. The construction of a mental model of the story
at one level does not preclude a coherent representation of
the story at another level. Readers w h o do not recognize
the satire can nonetheless construct a coherent mental
model of the story.
A definition of coherence based upon a mental model
does not require explicit structural relations, implicit
structural relations, or knowledge about the world. The
essential requirement for coherence is the willingness of
participants to construct such a model. Nonstandard
discourse, such as poetry, is a good example of h o w
mental models can be built without any structural
coherence relations. In addition, the language of
schizophrenics demonstrates that these relations alone do
not guarantee coherence.

Because normal word order is not used, the syntax and
semantics on which coherence relations are based cannot
account for the coherence of the poem. It can be argued,
however, that the p o e m describes an image very
effectively. A standard rendering of the poetic image
would be m u c h different, and arguably less powerful: " A
w o m a n creature is like a grey rock, she (or it) is
wandering through pasture. . . earth herself could not be
more silent than her" (Fairley 1980, p. 244).
T h e coherence of this p o e m results from the
abandonment of standard, prescribed, coherence relations.
Fairley (1980) points out that it is precisely the deviations
from normal structure which m a k e the poem coherent.
Although words which explicitly signal structural
relations are present (e.g., " w h o m " is a referent for " w o m
an creature"), the p o e m would remain disjointed and
fragmented unless the reader worked to relate the pieces
into a unified representation.
The following stanza from another cummings poem
succinctly sums up this argument (cummings 1968, p.
290):
since feeling is first
w h o pays any attention
to the syntax of things
will never wholly kiss you;
In much of cummings' poetry, syntax and semantics are
used bizarrely. T h e reader cannot resort to the
conventional mechanics of language, and cummings
encourages us not to try.
T h e poetry of A n d r ^ Breton. Another example of
nonstandard poetry m a y be found in the surreal writings
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Conclusions
Normally, the structural relations and the assumption
of coherence work in tandem to make coherence obvious
and robust. Writers and speakers try to build coherence
into their texts and utterances by using various structural
coherence relations. Indeed, some writers and speakers
may be better communicators because they are better at
signalling how their message coheres (see Britton 1990).
Similarly, some readers and listeners may be better
comprehenders because they are better at deciphering
these explicit and impUcit devices.
Although structural coherence relations would not be
interpretable without the assumption of coherence, it is
not easy to continue assuming coherence when linguistic
structure seemingly belies it. Furthermore, with the
exception of schizophrenic speech, it is difficult to
imagine a discourse in which the structural coherence
relations are present, and yet the discourse is not
considered coherent. This must be the case, however, if
the assumption of coherence is abandoned. Even the most
compelling arguments would be unrecognizable.
The popular arts have used the reliance upon the
assumption of coherence for humorous effect. In the
movie Big and the novel Being There (Kosinski 1970) the
main characters are not linguistically competent adults:
They are "children" thrust into an adult world, in which
their linguistic competence is assumed. Consequently,
their bizarre linguistic productions are not perceived as
such: Their listeners put in the necessary work to make
these productions coherent. As a result, their discourse is
considered remarkably insightful, when in fact the insight
comes from the listener, and not from the child-like
speaker.
By assuming that other participants are trying to be
coherent, participants work to make the discourse
coherent for themselves. Coherence structures facilitate
this process for participants; however, the failure to use
coherence structures does not mean that coherence fails.
Examples from nonstandard discourse have demonstrated
that these structures are neither necessary nor sufficient
for coherence. The only necessary component a discourse
requires to be judged as coherent is the prior assumption
that it will be coherent. Therefore, the assumption of
coherence alone is sufficient to establish coherence.
It has been shown that the necessity and sufficiency
of coherence mechanisms can be understood through the
investigation of nonstandard discourse. Typically,
researchers who study language examine linguistic
samples which are selected for their normalcy.
Investigations of coherence which are limited to ordinary
discourse are unnecessarily restrictive. Because
coherence is in the eye of the beholder, participants will
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manage to make even the most bizarre linguistic
productions cohere.
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inferences woric separately. Second, information is
represented in an all-or-none fashion that does not
reflect the gradedness of information in the real
world.
For example, the likelihood of a causal
Third, revision is
relationship is not represented.
difficult
because
changes
to
an
all-or-none
Consequently,
representation are necessarily drastic.
these systems are conservative and rarely m a k e
predictions or other risky inferences that might require
revision.
A
m o r e workable approach to comprehension
processes is offered by the idea of w e a k constraint
satisfaction (Rumelhart, Smolensky, McClelland, &
Hinton, 1986). T h e explicit text places constraints o n
an interpretation, and the constraint satisfaction process
computes the interpretation that best satisfies these
constraints. According to this approach, representing
the explicit text, resolving pronouns, and drawing
inferences are part and parcel of the same process of
constraint satisfaction. Second, because constraints can
be graded, degrees of likelihood and strengths of
relationships can be represented and used. Third, the
gradedness of the representation m a k e s revision easier
and prediction inferences less risky.
Constraint satisfaction has only recently been
applied to higher levels of text comprehension (Allen,
1987;
Dolan
&
Dyer,
1989; Kintsch, 1988;
Miikkulainen & Dyer, 1989). T h e most comprehensive,
both in processing and learning, is the Miikkulainen &
Dyer model. O n e portion of their model combines
propositions into a schema representation. T h e model
represents the propositions as vectors of activation
across an input layer, sequentially integrates these
propositions into a schema representation, and learns
the mapping from propositions to schemas through
practice. T h e model is able to perform a number of
important knowledge intensive comprehension processes.
O n e shortcoming of the Miikkulainen & Dyer
model, however, is that it does not learn its schema
representation through training.
O n e advantage to
learning is that a model would not be restricted to any
a
priori schema
representation
defined
by a
programmer. A second advantage is that the burden of
developing a schema representation falls to the model
and its training environment, where it ultimately
belongs.
T h e goals of this paper are to describe a constraint
satisfaction model of text comprehension similar to the

Abstract
H o w are knowledge intensive text comprehension
processes computed? Specifically, h o w are 1) explicit
propositions remembered correctly, 2) pronouns resolved,
3) coherence and prediction inferences drawn, 4) on-going
interpretations revised as more information becomes
available, and 5) h o w is information learned in specific
contexts generalized to novel texts? The Story Gestalt
model, which uses a constraint satisfaction process to
compute these processes, is successful because each of the
above processes can be seen as examples of the same
process of constraint satisfaction, constraints can have
strengths to represent the degrees of correlation among
information, and the indepjendence of constraints provides
insight into generalization. In the model, propositions
describing a simple event, such as going to the beach or a
restaurant, are sequentially presented to a recurrent P D P
network. The model is trained to process the texts by
requiring it to answer questions about the texts. Each
question is the bare predicate from a proposition in the
text or a proposition that is inferrable from the text. The
model answers the question by completing the proposition
to which the predicate belongs. The model accomplishes
the five processing tasks listed above
and provides
insight into h o w a constraint satisfaction model can
compute knowledge intensive processes in text
comprehension.
How do readers comprehend text? How do they
build a representation of the event to which the text
H o w d o they infer important causal
refers?
information that the text does not explicitly mention,
and h o w is information from different past experiences
combined and modified to fit a n e w current context?
For example, h o w d o readers comprehend, "Jolene raced
d o w n the track ahead of her rivals. A t the finish line,
the judge handed her the trophy," and infer that Jolene
w o n the race? In general, h o w are knowledge intensive
text comprehension processes computed?
In Chamiak's (1983) model of text comprehension,
a sentence is processed into a proposition, then a
semantic network is traversed to find a path connecting
the proposition to previous propositions. Concepts
along the connecting path constitute inferences drawn
to m a k e a coherent interpretation. Alternately, as in
Schank's (1981) model, a detailed script is retrieved
from m e m o r y and the text is mapped onto it.
These models are problematic in several ways.
First, in both of these approaches, processing the
explicit text, resolving
pronouns, and drawing
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idea is that readers immediately updating their
interpretations as each n e w piece of information is
processed (Carpenter & Just, 1977), and that carefully
written "garden path" texts can precipitate more
dramatic revisions.

Miikkulainen & Dyer model, and to tie its processing
more closely to a greater set of psychological results
concerning 1) representing the explicit text, 2)
resolving
pronouns, 3) drawing
coherence
and
prediction
inferences,
4)
revising
on-going
interpretations as n e w information becomes available,
and 5) sharing knowledge learned in different
contexts. Additionally, the model is designed to learn
its o w n schema representation in a hidden layer. This
larger learning component in the model should enhance
our understanding of what is required from a corpus of
experiences, and from the training task posed to the
model, to achieve good performance.

Knowledge sharing and generalization. A critical
question for any system that learns is h o w it fares on
novel examples. Specifically in text comprehension,
w e can ask whether knowledge about people and events
learned in specific situations remains tied to those
situations, or whether that knowledge can be shared
among all situations?
Will the model be able to
represent and remember novel texts composed of
familiar pieces, or will it forget or even regularize
novel texts to look more like familiar texts? Bartlctt
(1932), for example, presented English college
students with highly unusual Native-American folk
tales. The students forgot bizarre events, reorganized
sequences of actions, and invented information that fit
their interpretations.
O n the other hand, unusual
stories often spur our memories. It is not clear when
people represent n e w texts correctly and when they
regularize. A good possibility is that forgetting and
regularization increase with the unusualness of the text
since unusual stories depart more from the reader's
repertoire of schemas.
The comprehension model
should demonstrate this effect.

Comprehension Tasks
Representing Multiple Propositions.
A
basic
requirement for text comprehension is the ability to
represent more than one proposition at a time without
becoming confused about w h o did w h a t
In some
models, however, these role assignments are lost when
causal inferences are drawn, and expensive additional
processing is required to recover them (Chamiak,
1983).
Resolving Pronouns. Pronouns create substantial
ambiguity in text. Language cues, such as focus and the
gender and number of a pronoun provide some
constraint on an interpretation (Corbett & Chang,
1983; Carpenter & Just, 1977).
Additionally, the
situation itself can often provide some constraint
(Hirsh & Brill, 1980).
The comprehension process
should be able to use every available constraint to help
compute the referent.
Finally, the referent for a
pronoun m a y remain ambiguous for some time. The
model should be able to tolerate this ambiguity and
then use information as it becomes available to resolve
the pronoun.

Simulation Method
The model's task is to take a text as input and
understand the text so that the model can answer
questions.
A text m a y leave out information or
contain pronouns which the model must resolve to
answer questions correctly.
The model learns to
comprehend texts through experience comprehending
example texts. Once trained, the model's performance
on each task can be evaluated by using example texts
from the corpus or by using novel texts.

Inferring propositions. Inferred propositions can be
divided into two categories. Coherence inferences are
drawn to explain or justify the text, and prediction
inferences are drawn to predict additional information,
such as future actions, thatfitthe context.
Empirical evidence suggests that both coherence and
prediction inferences are drawn, but that prediction
inferences are only activated weakly according to the
amount of support provided by the text (Graesser,
1981; M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1986; but see Potts, Keenan,
& Golding, 1988). Coherence inferences, on the other
hand, are fully activated because of their stronger
support from the text. Models of text comprehension
should consequently incorporate a mechanism that uses
the degree of support provided by the text to determine
the activation level of inferences.

Corpus. The corpus consists of a large number of texts
that describe events in six different contexts: going to
die beach, restaurant, bar, park, airport, or race. Each
text is represented in the input as a sequence of
propositions that describe actions or attributes of a
character or of the situation.
A proposition is represented as a set of thematic
roles: agent, predicate, patient or theme, recipient or
destination, location, manner, and attribute.
For
example, the proposition that conveys the fact that the
judge gave the trophy to Jolene, would
be
(agent=judge,
predicate=gave,
patient=trophy,
recipient=Jolene).
A proposition is represented in the network as a
vector of activation values.
The concepts are
represented locally. There are 19 units to represent
each of the 19 agents, 34 different units to represent
each of the 34 patients, and so on. It is important to
understand that the localist representation pertains

Revising an on-going interpretation. Readers revise
their interpretations when n e w information makes their
initial interpretations unlikely (Rumelhart, 1981). The
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There are 136 units in the current proposition layer,
100 units in the story gestalt and previous story gestalt
layers, 100 units in the intermediate layers, 34 units in
the question layer, and 136 units in the complete
proposition layer.
After a proposition is presented, the model is
trained on the part of a text that has been presented in
the input up to that point. After the first proposition,
the model is asked only about the first proposition.
After the second proposition is presented, the model is
asked about both the first and second propositions.
Propositions that are missing from the input are only
asked about after they have been skipped in the input.
For example, if the third proposition were missing, the
model would only be asked about it after the fourth
proposition were presented.
Before training on the corpus began, the model was
trained on
single, random
propositions.
The
propositions were generated by randomly activating one
unit in each thematic role, and the model was required
to reproduce that proposition in the output.
The
purpose of this training was to help the model leam to
remember the propositions actually presented by
learning to m a p single propositions from the input to
the output. Once this mapping was been learned, the
model was trained on whole texts. So that the model
would not immediately lose the mapping it learned in
the pretraining, the random, single proposition training
continued on 2 0 % of the training uials.

only to the input and output layers.
The internal
hidden
layers are free lo develop distributed
representations.
The corpus of texts is generated from a set of six
scripts, one for each context
Propositions in each
script are chosen probabilistically to be included in a
particular text.
Across the six scripts, the total number of different
events is 28,480. For example, in the restaurant script,
there are 20 different sequences of events involving two
of ten possible characters and one of four possible
vehicles for a total of 7200 restaurant events (20 * 10 *
9*4).
The number of possible input texts is m u c h
higher because of pronouns and missing propositions.
Architecture and Training Regime. The architecture
is similar to that of St. John & McClelland's (1990)
sentence processing model and Miikkulainen & Dyer's
(1989) text processor.
The
model
processes
propositions one at a time to iteratively build and
refine a representation of the whole text. The network
is trained to perform this task by receiving feedback on
comprehension questions.
The questions provide a
predicate from a proposition in the event and the
network is required to complete the whole proposition.
The network can be divided into two parts according
to their functions. Part A of the network (see Figure
1) sequentially processes propositions to refine its
interpretation of the text. The input consists of the
current proposition and a copy of the activations of the
units in the story gestalt layer on the previous cycle.
At the beginning of each text, the activations in the
previous story gestalt layer are 0.0. Activation feeds
forward to produce a n e w story gestalt that represents
what is known about the text interpretation at that
point in processing. O n each new cycle, the next
proposition in the text replaces the last, and the story
gestalt activations are copied to the previous story
gestalt layer.
Part B of the network performs the question
answering computation.
A question is created by
removing everything except the predicate from a
proposition.
Activation from the question and the
story gestalt feed forward to the complete proposition
layer.

current
roposition

C

Simulation Results
The model was pretrained on the single propositions
until the total sum squared error across the output fell
below .05.
This training itself required 145,000
training trials with a learning rate of .001. T h e model
was then trained on texts for 160,000 trials with more
single propositions mixed in between trials.
The
learning rate was .0001, and the m o m e n t u m was .9.
Finally, 20,000 more texts were trained using a
m o m e n t u m of 0. The model's performance was then
evaluated.
Pronoun resolution and inference. The model's
performance here is described by example.
A text
about visiting a restaurant is presented to the model

question

mtermediat
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C

previous
"s
story g e s t a l t x
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Figure 1. T h e architecture of the Story Gestalt network. The boxes highlight the functional parts: Area A
process the propositions into the story gestalt. Area B processes the story gestalt into the output propositions
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Table 1 shows the activations of lipstick versus
cheek in the fourth proposition averaged across three
test cases per cell. The model revises its activations as
evidence accumulates roughly in accord with the
probabilities.
The
contradictory
cases
(polite-slapped
and
obnoxious-kissed) show that the model assigns greater
weight to the more reliable third proposition and
reverses its predictions accordingly. T h e conflict in the
evidence, however, is visible in the moderate activation
values.

that contains a pronoun and that skips several
propositions.
T h e restaurant script contains a number of
regularities, that if learned, can be used to help
perform these tasks. O n e such regularity is that the
character w h o orders also pays the bill and receives
back his credit-card. Given which character performed
any of these tasks, the model can infer w h o performed
the other two. A s the example below shows, given
that Clement paid the bill, the model is able to infer
that he also ordered, and that he was returned his creditcard. In effect, the model has assigned Clement to the
"payer" script role and has instantiated the character in
each relevant proposition to be Clement.

Table 1
Successive Revision in the Bar Script
Andrew decided to go to a bar.
H e m a d e a polite/obnoxious pass at Roxanne.
Roxanne kissed/slapped him.
A n d r e w rubbed lipstick/cheek.

Input Text
Albert and Clement, decided to go, restaurant
restaurant, quality, expensive
Clement, paid, bill, restaurant
H e , tipped, waiter, restaurant, small

Propositions
2nd
none
none
3rd
Activations
lipstick
.7 (.5)*
cheek
.2 (.5)

S o m e Missing but Inferred Propositions
restaurant, distance, far
Clement, ordered, cheap wine
waiter, returned, Clement, credit-card
Another regularity is that, in the corpus, expensive
restaurants are always far a w a y and cheap restaurants
are always nearby.
If the model has learned this
regularity, it can use the explicit information that the
restaurant is expensive to infer that it is far away. A s
the example shows, the model draws this conditional
inference.
Finally, the model can draw inferences based on a
previous experience with particular characters.
The
model uses previous experience with Clement to infer
that he wiU order cheap wine.
Note that the model draws both coherence and
prediction inferences. Both inference types are drawn
by the s a m e mechanism. Constraints from information
explicit in the stories activates correlated information
regardless of whether that information involves past or
future events. T h e only limit on drawing inferences is
the degree of correlation: as the correlations diminish,
so do the activation of inferences.

Propositions
2nd
none
none
3rd
Activations
.7 (.5)
lipstick
cheek
.2 (.5)

polite
none

polite
kissed

polite
slapped

.6 (.7)
.2 (.3)

.7 (.9)
.1 (.0)

•2 (.0)
.5 (.9)

obnoxious obnoxious obnoxious
none
slapped
kissed
.3 (.3)
.5 (.7)

.1 (.0)
.7 (.9)

•6 (.9)
.2(.0)

*Probabilities are in parentheses.
Novel texts.
Finally, h o w might novel stories be
understood?
Under the constraint satisfaction view,
the comprehension of novel stories simply consists of
combining novel sets of constraints to produce an
interpretation of a novel text
T h e constraints on a
text interpretation can be divided into two categories:
direct constraints and associative constraints. Direct
constraints represent the correlations of information
with itself, and they are responsible for the recall of
the information explicitly mentioned in a text.
Associative
constraints represent the correlations
between pieces of information, and they are responsible
for inferences and pronoun resolution.
For novel stories, direct constraints from each part
of the text are used to activate parts of the story
gestalL T h e difficulty for novel stories is that each
explicit
proposition,
through
its
associative
constraints, actually constrains m a n y parts of the text
in context specific ways. W h e n propositions are placed
in n e w combinations, m a n y of these correlated parts of
the text interpretation will contradict each other. The
difficulty, then, is keeping the associative constraints,

Revision. Next, the model's ability to revise it's ongoing interpretation of a text was tested (See Table
1.). In the bar text, the second and third propositions
predict the fourth.
Before either proposition is
presented, rubbed lipstick and rubbed cheek are equally
likely: 5 0 % . T h e second proposition predicts the fourth
proposition probabilistically.
A polite pass predicts
rubbed lipstick 7 0 % and rubbed cheek 3 0 % , while an
obnoxious pass predicts rubbed lipstick 3 0 % and rubbed
cheek 7 0 % . T h e third proposition predicts the fourth
proposition absolutely: kissed predicts rubbed lipstick
1 0 0 % and slapped predicts rubbed cheek 1 0 0 % . These
probabiUties derive from the frequency of training of
the various scenarios.
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However, the default is felt even w h e n a value is
provided in the input. These "graded slots" occur where
constraints compete according to their strengths.
O f course sharing knowledge
runs in both
directions. While the restaurant context gains the use
of the direct constraints, the other contexts gain the
constraints a m o n g role values. W h e n a value is missing
in one of these contexts, the script-appropriate default
value from the restaurant context is inferred. So, in an
expensive beauty salon where the tip w a s large, the
model will infer that a credit-card w a s used.

that activate the correlated parts, from overriding the
direct constraints.
These ideas were tested in a n e w corpus pared d o w n
to the essentia] details. First, a corpus was designed to
demonstrate
the
ability
of
strong
associative
constraints to override information in novel stories.
This corpus contained only two stories: one about an
expensive restaurant and one about a cheap restaurant.
The stories were four propositions long.
Each
proposition contained a role that could take on one of
two values. T h e cheap restaurant had the values cheap,
near, change, and small. T h e expensive restaurant had
the values expensive, far, credit-card, and large.

Conclusions: Limitations and Abilities
T h e model successfully performs a number of
knowledge intensive comprehension processes, but
several
of
the
model's
specific
features
are
problematic.
O n e problem is that the propositional
representation is clumsy and will not scale. First, each
text can use a jarticular predicate only once because the
predicates must be used as unambiguous questions for
training.
Second, the seven thematic roles in the
propositions are both arbitrary and confining. Ideally,
the model would learn its o w n representation for
propositions just as it learns its o w n representation for
whole texts.
Another problem is that learning is very slow due,
in part, to the depth and size of the network. T h e error
must be passed back through several layers of weights,
and each layer contains a large number of weights, so
credit assignment is difficult.
A larger issue here is that the model has n o intrinsic
understanding about what can and cannot occur together
in a text. It does not intrinsically k n o w that you
cannot be at a beach and an airport at the same time.
T h e model can acquire this knowledge only from the
fact that it never occurs in its training corpus.
In spite of these difficulties, the model performs
well on the comprehension tasks and demonstrates the
utility of a constraint satisfaction approach for text
comprehension
generally,
and
for
modeling
psychological processes specifically. W e a k constraint
satisfaction
brings
several
new
ideas
to
our
understanding of text comprehension. T h e most basic
idea is that the interpretation of the text is supported
by constraints from the text rather than build from it
by
appending
successive
propositions
to
some
structure. The constraint view carries with it the idea
that resolving pronouns, drawing inferences, and
representing the explicit text result from the same
process: the constraining of an interpretation.
Each
constraint supports or inhibits features of the story
gestalt it constrains what the gestalt will represent.
T h e gestalt that results from applying all of the
constraints is the one that satisfies these constraints the
best. Inferences and pronoun resolution occur w h e n one
part of the text provides constraints on other parts that
were missing from the text. This process is more
sophisticated than simple pattern completion since it is
capable of binding characters to their roles in a script.

Organization of the New Restaurant Stories
restaurant, quality, {cheap, expensive)
restaurant, distance, (near, far)
Andrew, paid, bill, restaurant, {change, credit-card)
Andrew, tipped, restaurant, {small, large)
Once trained, the model was tested with stories
containing combinations of role values the model had
not seen: e.g. an expensive restaurant where Andrew
pays with change. T h e model strongly overrides change
and activates credit-card. T h e associative constraints do
not allow the irregular role value to be activated by
the m u c h weaker direct constraint from change.
A fresh model w a s then trained on an expanded
corpus. T h e expanded corpus again contained the two
restaurant stories. In addition, it contained stories in
four other locations.
Each of these stories again
consisted of the same four propositions, except that the
context w a s changed to the n e w location. In each of
these four n e w locations, all 16 of the possible
combinations of role values (2 ) were trained. With
this n e w corpus, the model cannot rely on associative
constraints to predict one part of a text from the
others because there are no correlations between role
values. Instead, the model must learn strong direct
constraints to be able to comprehend these stories. T h e
hope is that the stronger direct constraints will
override the associative constraints in the restaurant
context, and allow the novel restaurant stories to be
recalled accurately.
O n c e trained, the model w a s again tested with the
expensive-restaurant-change text. The model n o w can
represent the text despite never having seen that
combination of role values before, and despite the
strong regularities in the restaurant context fighting
against that combination. T h e direct constraints win,
but the activation of change is reduced due to the
competition
from
the
associative
constraints.
Interestingly, if the proposition about paying is
missing, the associative constraints are applied, and the
model infers credit-card, the regular value.
W h a t the model has learned from this corpus, then,
is something like a variable slot that has a default
value. T h e model will recall the actual input, but if
the input is missing, it will infer the default.
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A second idea is that these constraints can be graded,
and their support of an interpretation can be graded.
Pieces of text often m a y be only partially reliable as
constraints on an interpretation. A polite or obnoxious
pass, for instance, is only partially reliable at
predicting the outcome in the bar texts.
Allowing
constraints to take on strength values according to their
reliability, therefore, allows the model to utilize even
partially reliable information.
The constraint view also carries with it the idea that
each constraint makes its o w n contribution to the
interpretation.
Each new constraint adds its o w n
support
to the evolving
interpretation.
This
independence of constraints allows the model to update
its interpretation as each new constraint is processed.
The idea of independent constraints also shows h o w
novel stories can be understood. The direct constraints
from each part of the input add their o w n support and
influence to the interpretation.
The associative
constraints from each part add extra information, but
they
may
support
conflicting
information.
Misremembering a text to better fit prior experience
can be one result of conflicting associative constraints,
as Bartlett's (1932) study demonstrates.
The question as to whether a system should
remember or misremember depends, in ^ e model, on
the relative strengths of the direct and associative
constraints.
Stronger associative constfaints produce
regularizations. The corpus of training examples has a
strong influence on the constraints that are learned. A
wide range of examples is important for weakening
associative
constraints
and
strengthening
direct
constraints, as the simulation experiments with the
restaurant stories showed.
Finally, the graded strengths of constraints allows
them to be learned incrementally with experience. The
model does not have to decide all-or-none whether a
constraint is valuable. It simply assigns a strength to
that constraint commensurate with its reliability for
comprehension.
T o sum up, weak constraint satisfaction is a useful
approach to knowledge intensive processes in text
comprehension. S o m e of the difficulties found in other
models of text comprehension are ameliorated by the
quaUties of this approach.
There is much to text
comprehension that the model does not yet do, and the
model faces some difficulties in learning speed and
architecture, but the fundamental characteristics of the
approach are successful and promising.
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ABSTRACT

by a concept learning system. This approach leads
to some difficult questions for the perceptual system:
This paper presents a method, generalization to
the number of primitives is not known, nor methods
interval, that can encode images into symbolic exfor mapping continuous image information into sympressions. This method generalizes over instances
bolic primitives. Ideally, a perceptual system should
of spatial patterns, and outputs a conslraint probe general-purpose, and not restricted to a particular
gram that can be used declaratively as a learned conset of symbolic predicates.
cept about spatial patterns, and procedurally as a
method for reasoning about spatial relations. Thus
Figure 2 demonstrates one problem with using a priour method transforms numeric spatial patterns to
ori primitives for concept learning. Suppose that a visymbolic declarative/procedural representations. W e
sion system has six primitives to represent the distance
have implemented generalization to interval with
between two objects: very very near, very near,
Acorn,^ a system that acquires knowledge about spanear, far, very far, very very far. Given two scenes
tial relations by observing 2-D raster images. \Ve have
of two objects A and B,their distances are 11 and 19,
applied this system to some layout problems to demonas examples for target concept. The vision system enstrate the ability of the system and the flexibility of
codes these values to predicates: {very-near(A,B),
constraint programs for knowledge representation.
near(A,B)} and { far(A,B) }. Some learning systems simply apply a kind of dropping condition rule
to these predicates. This would mean that the system
1. Introduction
could not describe both examples with a single concept
Representation of spatial knowledge is an important
(all conditions would be dropped), even if this may be
task for intelligent agents. This task can arise in many
an appropriate decision.
domains: visual scene understanding, problem solving, robot navigation and so on. One important aspect of spatial knowledge is the use of a set of symboHc predicates that define spatial relations among
Image
objects in a scene. Classic system such as Strips
i
[Fikes 71] or G P S [Newell 63] use symbolic prediImage
PERCEPTUAL
cates for representing spatial knowledge. For examMODULE
i
ple, in the blocks world domain, such systems usuPERCEPTUAL
Numeric Output
ally use primitive predicates such as: on(blockl, taMODULE
I
ble), right-of(blockl,block2), and top-of(block3).
1
CONSTRAINT
These primitives are an abstraction of the actual scene
symbolic Oulput
GENERATOR
- they give only approximate information about the lo_£POC//_^
1
cation of objects - but they are important abstractions
Constraint Expressions
Problem
for recisoning about objects in the environment.
Solver
However, in order to apply such system to realPERFORMANCE
MODULE
world domains, one would need a perceptual .system
to provide the appropriate symbolic primitives for rea(b)
(a)
soning (see Figure la). Winston's A R C H system
[Winston 75] and Connell's system [Connell 87] are deFigure 1: Datastream for classic problem solver (a)
signed in this fashion: a vision system translated imand A c o R N (b).
ages into a set of symbolic facts, which were then used
'Acquisition Of Relations from Numeric data
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A c o r n is a general-purpose system for learning symbolic relational predicates directly from numeric, image information. The next section describes our system
more completely, focusing on knowledge representation
and a description of the learning method. Section 3
describes the performance system and our experimentation thus far, and we conclude the paper with a discussion of future work with A c o R N .
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2. Description of ACORN

AcoRN consists of three modules: the perceptual m
distance(A, B) = 19
(far)

ule, the constraint generator (or learning m o d u l e ) a n d
the performance module. Figure lb shows the data
stream between these modules. The perceptual module
generates initial, numeric scene descriptions directly
from raster information. From these descriptions, the
constraint generator learns a set of constraint expressions that describe the spatial relations between objects in the scene. Finally, the performance module
can use these constraints to make predictions about a
scene, make inferences with the learned relations, or
generate scenes given a set of objects and relationships
among those objects.

Figure 2: A n inappropriateness of using a priori primitives

In contrast with defining a priori primitives, w e ass u m e all symbolic expressions are grounded in the environment. Primitive expressions should b e learned
from spatial patterns. According to this assumption,
w e have developed A c O R N , a system that addresses
the task of learning such expressions directly from visual scenes. In particular, our learning task can b e
described as follows:
Given;

Find:

Perceptual Module
Although AcoRN uses numeric input, it does not work
with images directly and requires an intermediate representation of objects. Currently, we have Umited our
domains to two-dimensional images of rectangles.^ For
these images, the perceptual module's task is to scan
a scene of dark rectangles on light paper, identify the
rectangles and output a numeric representation and
an arbitrary label for each rectangle. Although nontrivial, this is well within the ability of current vision
systems.
In m o r e detail, the numeric representation of each
rectangle includes:

A set of positive training instances,
w h e r e instances are 2-dimensional raster
images of a scene of labeled objects.
Constraint expressions a m o n g given images.

There are two important features of tills task. First,
it requires a translation from continuous, numeric information to m o r e approximate symbolic knowledge.T h e learned expressions should b e invariant under
translation, a n d should hold true over a variety of
minor perturbations to the numeric coordinate input.
Second, the learned knowledge should be u.seful for a
variety of performance tasks. It should be possible to
recognize examples, to generate scenes that satisfy a
set of constraints, to m a k e inferences from a set of relations, or to detect r e d u n d a n c y a n d inconsistencies
in a set of relations. T o this end, A c o R N uses constraint p r o g r a m m i n g [Sussman 80][Leler 88] to represent its acquired knowledge.
In this paper, w e focus o n layout problems to d e m o n strate A c o r n ' s performance. T h e layout task has
been studied in s o m e fields ([Ilaar 82] [ Y a m a d a 90]).
H o w e v e r , they lack the generality of A c o R N ' s learning
mechanism.

• Coordinates of each vertex of the rectangle on the
global x-y coordinate system.
• Coordinates of the center of the rectangle on the
global x-y coordinate system.
• Object-centered coordinate axes (major axis and minor axis) for the rectangle.
• Height of rectangle.
• Width of rectangle.
Note that only the first item need be observed from
the raster image; once the four vertices are k n o w n , all
other representational data can b e c o m p u t e d . T h e r e is
nothing special-purpose about this representation; indeed, w e expect that the system could use other types
of representations for other shapes.

^Note that this is not thefirstsystem to leain symbolic
information from numeric data. Aha's Ibl system [Alia 91],
Quinlan's C4 system [Quinlan 87] and the C A R T system
[Breiman 84] are classifiers that work with numeric data.
However, these have not been applied to spatial relations,
and their learned knowledge structures have only been used
for classification.

•'In Section 4, w e discuss the possibility of extending
A c o r n to work with a richer variety of shapes.
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• distance (7) between corresponding vertices of tin
objects (0 < 7 ) .

Constraint Expression
A c o r n represents learned knowledge with constnuiit
logic programfjaffar 87]. In general, constraint luf^ic
progrann consists of the set of extended horn clauses in
the form:

• direction (Oij) from verttXi to vertexj (0 < 0ij < ir).

Certainly, other relational attributes could be used
(angle between major axes, relative height or width,
etc.), but thus far, these attributes have proved suffiRelation{{args)) *- PyAP^A.. .AP„ACiACjA. . .ACm
cient.
where P, is a term (as in Prolog) and Cj is an algebraic As the system observes positive instances of the relation, it builds both necessary and preferred constraints.
constraint expression such as an equation or inequality.
Necessary constraints represent the necessary condiO n e of the most remarkable features of constrainttions that any instance of the relation must satisfy.
based language is that the user does not have to write a
They
are expressed by a set of ranges defined by alprocedure explicitly in order to solve constraints. T h e
gebraic
inequalities. For example, the necessary conuser has only to give declarative relations a m o n g varistraints
for "point a is right-of point b" is expressed
ables. Therefore constraints can be used to make a
by the fan-shape region illustrated in Figure 3a. Bevariety of inferences. For example, the constraint
cause Epoch's constraint solver only works with linear
problems, w e approximate this region with four hnear
convert{C, F )
(F = f + 32)
inequalities.^ E p o c h incorporates these inequalities in
a constraint program that represents the fan-shaped
can be used to m a k e predictions either about F given
region; Figure 3b shows the program in Prolog form.
C 01 C given F, without requiring separate rules. In
T h e four inequalities (the necessary constraints) corregeneral, constraint expressions m a k e use of a powerspond to four lines delimiting the region used to define
ful constraint solver that is used to make inferences or
"right-of T h e satisfying region shrinks as the n u m solve problems. This approach lets declarative knowlber
of constraints increases (e.g. by adding "point b
edge be used procedurally, allowing A c o R N to reason
is
right-of
point c"). If the region becomes null, the
about its learned spatial relations in a variety of tasks.
constraints
cannot be satisfied.
O n e of the advantages of using a constraint logic
programming language is that semantics can be
formulated more easily than other constraint-based
languages[Sussman 80][Leler 88][Borning 81],
using logic programming semantics (see [JaiTar 87] for
further discussion). Constraint logic programming has
proved valuable in a number of domains, such as option
trading[Lassez 87] and scheduling [Dincbas 88].
A c o r n uses E p o c h , a constraint logic programming
system developed in our laboratory.'' Epoch's constraint solver uses the simplex algoritlim to solve linear
programming problems. E p o c h is similar to CLP(3?)
[Lassez 87] in its ability as a constraint solver. H o w ever, E p o c h uses two types of constraints: necessary
constraints that must be satisfied and preferred constraints that should be, but do not have to be satisfied.
Preferred constraints are used to choose an ojitimal solution when there is more than one possible answer (see
[Hiraki, in press] for more details).

(a)
constraintC a([Xa.Ya]).b(CXb,Yb]) ) :X = (Xb - X a ) , Y = (Yb - Y a ) ,
Y =< 20.0*X - 100.0,
Y >= -0.6*X, Y =< 0.4*X,
Y >= 20.0+X - 200.0,
pref:(X = 7 . 5 ) , pref:(Y = 0 . 0 ) .
(b)

Learning Method

Figure 3: (a) A region defined by some constraints, (b)
A simple constraint program for the region.

As described in the previous section, learned knowledge is represented with constraint expressions.
A c o r n uses binary constraints - it looks at information about a pair of rectangles. Note that these can
be used to model n-ary spatial relations, simply by
learning about all C2 pairs of objects in the scene.
Currently, the learning module of A c o R N takes the information from the perceptual module and generates
constraints based on the following relational attributes:

On the other hand, preferred constraints represent a
typical m e m b e r of the learned spatial relation. In Figure 3b, pref: indicates a preferred constraint. A c o R N
uses preferred constraints for finding the optimal location of an object given a region that satisfies the
necessary constraints of the learned relation. Preferred
constraints are created by computing averages over the
set of training instances.

*Both Epoch and A c o r n are implemented in Qiiintiis
Prolog.

^Tliere are constraint solvers that can deal with nonlinear forms, but these are more expensive [Sakai 89].
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In order to learn the necessary constraints for a s|)atial relation, A c o r n uses a simple learning rule as it
observes training instances. This rule is an application
to constraint programming of Michalski's "closing interval generalization" heuristic [Michalski 83]; we will
refer to this as generalization to interval:
For each relational attribute, given numeric
values, xi and 121 from two positive training
instances, assume that all numeric values between xi and X2 are also examples of positive
instances.

eyebrow1,eye1).
eyebrow 1, nose
eyebrowl, moul
eyebrow2, eye2
eyebrow2, nose
eyebrow2, mout

righl-ol
righl-o(
righl-o(
right-o(
righl-ol
righl-o(

(a)

This can be used directly with linear attributes such as
distance, but for cyclical attributes, such as direction
defined as an angle, two positive instances produce a
pair of intervals. In this case A c o R N adopts tlie heuristic of generalizing over the smaller interval.
Table 1 presents the incremental algorithm for a single linear attribute in more detail. Given the old constraint for an attribute, C,, and the value of the attribute for the new positive instance, Vj, this algorithm
returns a new constraint, C'j. A constraint, C, is defined by the bounding interval [a,/?].

eyebrow2, eyebrowl),
eyebrow2, eyel),
eyebrow2, nose ,
eye2, eyebrowl),
eye2, eyel),
eye2, nose).

(b)

Figure 4: Face domain input for A c o R N : (a) Images
(b) Partial list of training relations.

In this section, we describe AcORN's ability with
two performance tasks. W e begin with the layout task:
generating scenes from a set of relational specifications.
Next, we consider a variation on this task: completing
partial scenes. In this task, the system learns a set of
constraints that represent the spatial relations among
a set of objects in a scene. Then, the system can use
these constraints to predict the location of missing objects.

Table 1: Acorn's learning algorithm for a linear relational attribute.

The Layout Task

generaIization-to-iiiterval(C,, Vj)
If Vj satisfies the constraint Cj
T h e n return C'j := C,
Else U v j < a T h e n return C- := [vj,p]
Else return Cj := [0,1^;]

For the layout problem, we use the simple task
of arranging a set of six rectangles into a 'face'.
Figure 4a shows the training instances given to
Acorn.
In order to learn relations, the system
needs the relation names, as well as labeled scenes.
Thus, the rectangles in these figures are labeled
This learning method is only an initial heuristic; it
is
cycl,eye2,eycbrotvl,eyebrow2,vose,7no^ith
and there
a simple method, and has a number of drawbacks. One
are two relations given: nb<)vc(X,Y) and rightproblem occurs with negative training instances: it is
of(X,Y). Figure 4b gives a partial list of the relaunclear how to modify constraints when the negative
tions that were associated with each scene. A c o R N
instance includes values between a and /?. Additionuses these as positive training instances for building
ally, a and /? are hard thresholds: after learning, a test
the necessary constraints that define the spatial relainstance with values a — e, or /? -f £ does not satisfy
tion. In particular, it builds a constraint p r o g r a m for
the constraint. Especially in noisy domains, one would
each relation as follows:^
prefer a more Hexible approach. Despite its limitations,
con straint(Rel at ion-name,
we have found that even this simple form of learning
Vertex], Vertexl, Vertexl, Vertexl
can be very useful for recognizing and rea.soning with
Vertexi, Vertexl, Vertex^, Vertex^)
spatial relations.
necessary.constr\, •••, necessary.constrn,
preferred.constri, •••, preferred-constrm.

3. Performance of ACORN

Note that the two arguments to this relation are represented as lists of vertices.
After building constraint programs for the relations
above and right-of, A c o R N can construct any arrangement of rectangles given a specification in terms
of tlie two acquired relations. For example, given the
specification:
{right-of(eye2,eyel),
above(eyebrowl,eyel),

A s w e described earlier, the advantage of using constraint expressions is that the k n o w l e d g e c a n b e used
in a variety of p e r f o r m a n c e tasks without requiring
special p u r p o s e representations or rules. If k n o w l e d g e
a b o u t spatial relations is represented as a set of constraint expressions, the p e r f o r m a n c e .system should b e
able to recognize e x a m p l e s of a given relation, generate scenes that satisfy a set of relations, m a k e inference
f r o m a set relations, or detect r e d u n d a n c y a n d inconsistencies in a set of relations.

'We use standard Prolog notation here.
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Figure 5: Faces generated from specifications.

above (eyebrow2 ,eye2),
above(eyel,nose), above(nose,mouth)} ,
Acorn generates the scene in Figure 5a, while
{right-of(eye2,eyel),
above (eyebrow 1 ,eyel),
above(eyebrow2 ,eye2),
above(eye2,nose), above(nosc,mouth)} ,
creates the scene in Figure 5b. Note that the nose
and mouth are 'off-center' in tiiese scenes because tlie
preferred constraint for above is straigiit above. If
we add the constraints right-of(eyel,uose), rightof(nose,eye2) to the specification, we get the 'corrected' scene as in Figure 5c.

Figure 6: T w o incomplete faces, and their completion
by Acorn.

face relation, A c O R N can complete the scene. Figure
6 shows a pair of incomplete 'faces', and the resulting
scenes as completed by A c o R N . This task is similar to
the layout problem: the system uses the preferred constraints to generate the location of the missing object.
In general, A c O R N can predict the location of any
number of missing components. As more and more
components are missing, the necessary constraints become looser and looser. If all components are missing,
then the system uses only the preferred constraints,
and this becomes a form of the layout task.
This is a simple demonstration of the generality of
Acorn's acquired knowledge, and the versatility of
constraint expressions. Once the system has learned
a few key spatial relations, it can use this knowledge
in a variety of domains and performance tasks.

Completing Partial Scenes
In addition to binary relations, A c o r n can learn
more complex n-ary spatial relations. As described
in Section 2, the system simply models ?i-ary relations by building constraints for every pair of arguments. Although this means that there is a computational limit to the number of arguments in a
relation (there are 0{n-) constraints needed for an
)i-ary relation), we imagine that most u.seful relations do not have too many arguments.
For
example, the faces from the previous section can
be used to learn a sLx-argument spatial relation:
face (eyel,eye2,eyebrowl,eyebx-ow2,mouth,nose).
Since there are six components of each face, there are
15 constraints that make up the constraint program
for learning the face relation. Each constraint must
include tiie component labels, but is otherwise similar
to that presented in the previous section:

4. Discussion and Future Work
As described in the above section, A c O R N can perform lots of tasks with acquired constraint programs.
However, A c O R N includes a number of limitations that
should be addressed in the future. In this section, we
discuss the limitations of Acorn's learning method
and indicate the directions in which the research is
proceeding.
One task that seems important is to improve the
learning algorithm. The system should be able to learn
from negative instances and build constraints that define disjunctive spatial relations. For examples, the
spatial relation next-to(X,Y) has to be represented
by di.sjunctive constraint expressions. Hiraki and Anzai [Hiraki 90] describe an initial version of A c O R N
that was able to learn from negative instances, but only
with user input, and objects that were represented as
points.
A second area for improvement is the range of input
images. A c o R N should be able to work with triangles, circles or any concave polygon, rather than only
simple rectangles. One possibility is to use 2-D generalized cylinders; the.se provide a consistent method for
representing a variety of shapes. The potential difhculty of this approach is that it greatly increases the

constraint{
obj-namel{[Vertex], Vertex^, Vertex^, VertexVl),
obj-name2{[Vertexi, X'ertex^, Vertex^, Verlexi]))
necessaryjconstrI, •••, riecessary.constr,i,
preferred.constri, •••, preferred.constr„i.
(The relation name can be omitted since the system is
learning only one relation.)
After acquiring a definition for this relation, it can
be used in a number of ways. First, scenes can be
'recognized' as satisfying the constraints that define a
face. Alternatively, the constraints can be used to predict the location of missing objects in a 'face' scene.
That is, given a partial face, and knowledge about the
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number of relational attributes between each pair of
objects, and thus the complexity of the constraint programs. For this problem, we should consider methods
that can find the importance of relational attributes of
a spatial relation and then reduce the number of given
attributes.
Ultimately, knowledge about spatial relations should
be used by higher-level systems such as problem
solvers, natural language system, and navigation systems. In the future, we hope to connect A c o R N
with such a system.
For example, Yamada's
SPRINT[Yamada 90] system reconstructs spatial configurations from a given natural language description,
can be a good application for AcoRN. S P R I N T uses
hard-coded constraint expressions corresponding to
special words that have spatial information. A c o R N
may be used to learn the meaning of such words and
any new spatial concepts that may be used. In general, our system may be useful as an initial phase for
any of the higher-level uses of spatial knowledge: route
knowledge, spatial maps, and path planning.
W e believe that A c o r n addresses a critical task for
an intelligent learning system: acquiring symbolic relational knowledge from numeric image data. Certainly,
our current system includes many limitations, but we
hope that it is a good start toward a general-purpose
learning system for spatial relations.
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Abstract

Although the psychological validity of mental imagery
has long been debated, images have often served usefully for modeling knowledge in computational systems
(Funt 1980; Waltz & Boggess 1979). O n e of the arguments against imaginal representations and for propositional ones has been that images seem to possess a
certain level of detciil in representation that cannot
jJways be provided by an abstract description being
used to generate the image (Pylyshyn 1973). For example, in imagining a tiger, people often report that
the tiger has stripes but they cannot say h o w m a n y
(Kosslyn 1980). Yet if an image of a striped tiger had
been generated, it is argued, surely its stripes could

have be counted. If default information had been used
tofillin the required details, the image would have
been unjustly over-committed; the necessary information in the image would have been indistinguishable
from those deteiils which were consistent but arbitrary.
Pinker (1984) cleiims that this problem "would speak
against a totally factored structural description," suggesting that imaginal representations are inherently incapable of handling such indeterminacy. W e call this
the Indeterminacy Problem.
T h e Indeterminacy Problem has been acknowledged
in at least one computational system that uses images
for reeisoning (Waltz & Boggess 1979). Boggess's computer program takes a sequence of (restricted) natural
language sentences as input, constructs an internal image of the spatial relationships implied by the prepositioneJ phrases, and answers questions about these spatial relationships by examining the image. Nouns like
"table," "box," and "goldfish bowl" are drawn as right
parzdlelpipeds with default height, width, and depth in
a three-dimensional bitmap representations of space. ^
Prepositions like "on" and "in" are realized as procedures for placing and locating objects in the image
relative to other objects.
In Boggess's program, the meaning of a preposition
can be sensitive to the kinds of objects being related, so
a shadow can be "on" a wall in a diflferent w a y than a
book can be "on" a table. Nevertheless, for any instantiated proposition, the program has default knowledge
for drawing and evaluating images. For example, to
draw a book on a table, a specific spot which "tends
to a particular corner" of the table is used. This of
course simplifies the task of finding the book on the
table later, but the use of such default information can
lead to some embarrasing conclusions. Consider Waltz
and Boggess's o w n example: the program is given "The
shelf is on the wall" and "Theflyis on the wall" as input. Using default knowledge, the program constructs
an acceptable model in which theflyis below the shelf.
W h e n the program is queried with "Is the fly below

'This material is based upon work supported under
a Nationed Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship and
C N R grant N00014-88K0124.

'Bitmaps are quantized representations of space and
its occupation by objects. In this paper, a Cartesian
coordinate system will be assumed.

One of the classical problems faced by theories of
mental imagery is the Indeterminacy Problem: a
certain level of detail seems to be required to construct an image from a generating description, but
such detail might not be available fiom abstract,
categorical descriptions. If w e commit to unjustified details and incorporate them into an image,
subsequent queries of the image might indiscriminantly report not only information implied by the
description but also information that was arbitrarilyfixed.T h e Indeterminacy Problem is studied in
a simplified domain, and a computational model
is proposed in which images can be incrementally
adjusted to satisfy a set of inter-constraining assertions as well as possible. In this model, queries
can discriminate between those details in an image which are necessary (implied by the generating
description) and those which are incidental (consistent but arbitrarily fixed). T h e computational
model exploits the graded prototypicality of the
categorical relations in the simplified domain, and
suggests the importance of a grounded language
for reasoning with categories.
Introduction
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X is SORT OF
Left of Y

Y

X
:ry
X is NOT VI
Left of Y

X
X is ABSOLUTELY
NOT Left of Y

Figure 1: The categorical preposition Left has many
meanings, which are distinguished by the use of various
hedges in natural language.

the shelf?" it responds affirmatively. Yet the program
was not told this directly, nor was it implied by the
input. The information was derived as an artifact of
using defaults to construct the image; this is a direct
demonstration of the Indeterminacy Problem.
A Simplified Domain
To study the Indeterminacy Problem, we define a simplified domain in which categorical relations are used
to generate and query images. The domedn consists of
three structureless points, labelled X, Y, and Z, initially assumed to exist in some arbitrary spatial arrangement on a plane. W e decompose the use of images into two processes that interact. There is a client
process which can make a sequence of (possibly interleaved) assertions and queries to an image server in a
propositional language. The language consists of three
constants-X, Y, and Z—and four two-place predicatesLeft, Right, Above, and Below. The image server must
update the image when given assertions, and must derive the answers to queries by examining the image (as
opposed to proving theorems with the assertions).
The categorical nature of the four relations can be
explored byfirstmaking some intuitive observations on
how people might hedge descriptions in this simplified
domain (see Figure 1). There is a technical sense of
the Left relation between two points, say X and Y: X
is "definitely" left of Y if X is on the left half-plane with
respect to Y and the line X Y is horizontal. However,
if the absolute value of the angle between the line X Y
and the horizontal is small but non-zero, we might say
that X is "sort of" left of Y. As the line X Y approaches
verticality, we might say that X is "not very" left of
Y. A n dfinally,if X is anywhere on the right half-plane
with respect to Y, then X is "absolutely not" left of Y.
The other relations can be defined symmetrically. Note
that these definitions do not depend on the distance
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between X and Y and are invariant under translation.
Also notice the internal symmetry in each relation; for
example, given any image, X is just as much to the
left of Y as the image in which X is flipped across the
horizontal peissing through Y.
Lakofr(1973) has shown that the use of hedges with
propositions constructed from a particular predicate
strongly suggests that the propositions should be allowed to take on not only True and False as truth values, but also intermediate degrees of truth. If we follow the conventions of Fuzzy Logic (Zadeh 1965) and
m a p truth vtJues into the unit interval, [0,1], where 0
represents falsity and 1 represents truth in their classical senses, the intermediate values can be interpreted
as prototyicality ratings-estimates of the closeness of
some state of the world (in this case, modeled by an image) to the "central meaning" of the categorical predicate (Smith & Medin 1984). Given these two representation languages-images and fuzzy-truth-valued
propositions-we must specify how they are related so
that asserted propositions can be used to update images and so images can be used to answer queries.
Specificeilly, for any instantiated proposition, such as
'(Left X Y ) , we must describe how images are related
to truth vailues.
The examples of hedging ia Figure 1 suggest that the
prototypicality rating of an image for the the proposition '(Left X Y ) is a function of only the absolute
value of the angle between the line X Y and the horizontal (based on independence from distance and on
internal symmetry).^ Prototypicality is highest when
the angle is zero, decreases monotonic2illy as the absolute value of the angle increases to 90 degrees, and is
essentially zero when X is in the right half-plane with
respect to Y (although there are still slight differences
in distances from the prototypical Left relationship).
Figure 2 describes a method for computing the truth
value of an image for the proposition '(Left X Y ) using a function L E F T that has these properties. The
other relations can be computed similarly to the Left
relation byfirstrotating the image. The negation of a
proposition with a fuzzy truth value q is defined to be
the same proposition with the truth value 1-q (Zadeh
1965).
This method for computing prototypicality only
models the "perception" of images in terms of fuzzytruth-valued propositions. The inverse relation is oneto-many because, for any instantiated proposition and
*We assume that the hedges ia Figure 1 roughly reflect prototypicality. That is, for any proposition P,
an example of "definitely" P is more prototypic2il than
an example of "sort o P P, which is more prototypical
than an example of "not very" P, which is more prototypical than an example of "absolutely not" P. See
LakoflF (1973) for a formal discussion of the relationships of hedges to prototypicality based on possibility
distributions.

should return N O .
• UNSPECIFIED indicates that the assertions have
not constrained the model enough to favor either
the queried proposition or its negation; both are
consistent with the previous eissertions. For example, initially X, Y, and Z are in some arbitrfry arrangement. Since no assertions have been made, any
query should return U N S P E C I F I E D .
• CONTRADICTION should be returned if the previous assertions contained two contradictory propositions, like '(Above X Y ) and '(Below X Y ) , or were
similarly overconstrained to make any sense.

A Computational Model
W e propose two procedures as a computational model
of how the image server can process a sequence of assertions and queries and stiU avoid the Indeterminacy
Problem. Consider the case when the image server
is given an assertion that is categorical and has some
choice as to how to update the image to satisfy the assertion. As a working example, suppose wefirstassert
'(Above X Y ) . As long as X is on the upper half-plane
with respect to Y, the image would satisfy the assertion
somewhat. But, since there are no other constraints,
the best image is one in which X is directly above Y.
Even if we choose this spatial arrangement we must
arbitrarily choose a distance between X and Y to construct the image. To see how these choices can be
defeated with additional constraints, suppose we now
assert '(Right X Y ) . As long as X is on the half-plane to
the right of Y, the image would satisfy this new proposition somewhat, and the way to satisfy the proposition
in the most prototypical sense would be to have X directly to the right of Y. But these constraints interact;
intuitively, the most appropriate spatial arrangement
in which X is both above and to the right of Y has
X on a 45 degree angle above the horizontal from Y.
Thus we have to modify some of the details that we
arbitrarily chose for modeling thefirstassertion.
Figure 3 shows the Adjustment Procedure, which
can be used by the image server to handle a sequence
of assertions properly. The Adjustment Procedure
assumes the image server is maintaining a record of
the previous assertions and has a current image which
models the previous assertions as well as possible. To
determine how well an image models a set of propositions, we take the minimum^ prototypicaUty rating of
the image for any previously asserted proposition; this
is called the evaluation of the image with respect to
the set of propositions. W h e n an assertion is made to
the image server, it calls the Adjustment Procedure,
passing to it the set of previous assertions, the new
assertion, and the current image. The image server resets the current image to the one which is returned by

Figure 2: To compute the truth value of '(Left X Y )
for a particular image, translate both X and Y so that
Y is at the center of the image. Then apply a function L E F T , which might look like this plot but must
be investigated empirically, to the translated location
of X. The number that is returned represents the prototypicality of the image as an example of '(Left X
Y). The function L E F T decreases monotonically as the
absolute value of the angle between the line X Y and
the horizontal increases from 0 to 90 degrees. There
is a slight gradient in L E F T when X is in the right
half-plane with respect to Y because, eventhough X
is "definitely not" left of Y for any of these positions,
they are not equivalent; some relative positions of X
are closer to the prototypical Left relationship with Y
than others.

some truth value, there are many equivalent images
which differ in distance between the arguments or
which are symmetric. Also note that the "meaning" of
a proposition becomes a possibility function among images such that the distribution reflects prototypicality.
This property will later be exploited to generate default information when updating images with asserted
propositions.
In this simplified domain, queries should return one
of four values:
• Y E S means the queried proposition was perviously
asserted verbatim, or the image is sufficiently constrianed by the previous assertions that the queried
proposition must be true (have an acceptably high
truth value). For example, after asserting '(Above X
Y ) and '(Above Y Z), the query '(Below Z X ) should
return Y E S .
• N O means the previous assertions sufficiently constrain the image so that the negation of the queried
proposition must be true. For example, after asserting '(Above X Y ) , the query '(Above Y X ) should

^This is a standard aggregator function for conjunctions in Fuzzy Logic (see Zadeh 1965).
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1. Call the Adjustment Procedure with F, P, and I.
Let A be the evaluation of the returned image with
respect to F U {P}.

1. Generate a set $ of adjusted images.
2. If no image in $ has a better evaluation with tespect
to r U {P} than I, then return I.

2. Call the Adjustment Procedure with F, the negation
of P, and I. Let B be the evaluation of the returned
image with respect to F U {the negation of P}.

3. Else reset I to some image J in $ such that no other
image in # has a better evaluation with respect to
r U {P}, and goto step 1.

3. If A > C and B < C , then return Y E S .
Figure 3: The Adjustment Procedure takes as input
a set of propositions F, a new proposition P, and a
starting image I, which is expected to be the best model
of F that could be found. The procedure returns an
updated image that models the propositions F U {P}
as well as possible.

the Adjustment Procedure, and it also adds the new
assertion to the set of previous assertions.
Rather than search all possible spatial arrangements
for an image for which no other image has a better
evaluation, it is a central proposal of the Adjustment
Procedure that the search proceed in a directed and
incremental way. The only images that are considered
are the ones constructed by adjusting the position of
thefirstargument of any leeist-satisfied assertion (with
respect to the current image) a small distance in any
direction,* and the ones formed by similarly adjusting
the position of the second argument of such an assertion. K none of these evaluates better with respect
to the set of propositions (including the most recent
assertion), then we are done so we return the current
image. Otherwise we reset the current image to one
of the adjusted images such that none of the other
adjusted images has a better evaluation, and then we
iterate. This search procedure is called hill-climbing
(Winston 1984). It is guaranteed to halt, possibly at
a locally but not globally best image, if the representation of images admits only afinitenumber of states,
which is true for bitmaps.
It should be clear that the Adjustment Procedure
will find an appropriate spatial arrangement for our
working example. Given an image that satifies the
first assertion '(Above X Y ) prototypicaUy, the prototypicality of the second assertion '(Right X Y ) will be
nearly 0. According the the Adjustment Procedure, we
construct and evaluate the images in which X or Y are
adjusted independently, and we discover that moving
X to the right or Y to the left increases the evaluation
of the image. This process iterates until X is on a 45
degree angle above the horizontal with respect to Y;
any adjustments of this image would have equivalent
evaluations (if X were moved directly toward or away
from Y ) or the prototypicality of one of the asserted
*With bitmap representations, space is already
quantized (at a hopefully adequate resolution) so the
finite number of possible adjustments to the position
of an object is explicit.
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4. If A < C and B > C , then return N O .
5. If A > C and B > C , then return U N S P E C I F I E D .
6. IF A < C and B < C , then return C O N T R A D I C T I O N .
Figure 4: The Decision Procedure takes as input a set
of propositions F, a queried proposition P, and an image I, which is expected to be the best model of F
that could be found. The Decision Procedure returns
one of four responses. A represents how consistent P
is with F since it is the evaluation of the best model
of F U {P} that could be found by the Adjustment
Procedure. Similarly, B represents how consistent the
negation of P is with F. Since these consistency values come from evaluations of images, which are minima of prototypiceility ratings, they fall into [0,1]. W e
differentiate high consistency from low consistency in
this range with a cutoff C, which should be determined
empirically.

propositions would drop, decreasing the overall evaluation.
Figure 4 shows the Decision Procedure, which uses
the Adjustment Procedure to avoid the Indeterminacy
Problem when answering queries about an image. To
answer a query, we mustfirstcheck to see how the
queried proposition interacts with the previous assertions. So we call the Adjustment Procedure to find
a best adjusted image if we were to assert the proposition, and we evaluate that image. If it has a high
evaluation, then the Adjustment Procedure was able
to find a spatial arrangement in which all of the asserted propositions plus the queried one could be satisfied fairly well. This alone does not imply that the
previous assertions necessitate the queried one, however; it might spuriously be consistent or just not interact with the previous assertions. Thus we have to
call the Adjustment Procedure to see what the effect
would be if we had asserted the negation of the queried
proposition, and we evaluate the image that is returned
this time as well.
The two evaluations are enough to make a decision.
To respond affirmatively to the query, it must be the
case that the queried proposition is consistent with the
previous assertions, but its negation over-constrains
the image, producing a low evaluation for the best
model that could be found if the negated proposition
had been asserted. The analysis b symmetriced for
the negative response. If both the queried proposition

and its negation aie consistent with the pievious assertions, then the pievious asseitions do not constrain
the answer, and, regardless of the actual details of the
image maintained by the server, the response is UNSPECIFIED. Finally, if neither the queried proposition
nor its negation are consistent with the previous assertions, the previous assertions must be contradictory
(over-constrained) since for any not-over-constrained
model we expect at least one of the ptopostions to be
true.
This computational model heis been implemented for
the simplified domain in ISR, a computer program
written in C o m m o n LISP. A n image is represented
with a 10 X 10 bitmap, which is a list of ten lists of
ten symbols. ISR avoids the Indeterminacy Problem
by using the Adjustment Procedure to update images
when assertions are made, and by using the Decision
Procedure to answer queries about the current image.
As an example, ISR begins with an arbitrary spatial
arrangement of the points X, Y, and Z; all queries respond with UNSPECIFIED. If we assert '(Left X Y )
and then '(Left Y Z), ISR can tell that us '(Left X Z)
and '(Right Z X ) are true but '(Right X Y ) is false. If
we query '(Above X Y ) , ISR responds U N S P E C I F I E D
because X could be either above or below Y and still
satisfy the constraints of the previous assertions. ISR
can also handle interacting assertions and canfindan
appropriate image (with X on a 45 degree angle above
and to the right of Y ) in our working example, after
'(Above X Y ) and '(Rjght X Y ) have been asserted.
Discussion
Kosslyn (1980) has developed a detailed computational model of imagery based on an imaginal representation cedled a visual buffer, which is essentially a
two-dimensional bitmap. However, the Indeterminacy
Problem is not a difficulty in this model because of the
restricted range of tasks it was designed to explain.
The phenomenon Kosslyn was trying to model is how,
given a question about the appearance of some object, people seem to retrieve an image and examine
it to find the answer. For example, it was hypothesized that, to compute how far apart the &ont and
rear wheels of a car are, one simply scans the distance
in the visual buffer between the tires in a default image of a car. Thus, default information was expected
to be used to answer queries, and no subsequent eissertions were made which could interact with and defeat
such details in an image. W h e n addressing the common introspection that images can somehow be sketchy
and abstract, Kosslyn claims that this effect could be
achieved in visual buffers by simply leaving out deteiils,
but it remains unclear how this would work.
From a general computational perspective, we might
want to use images as mental models (Johnson-Laird
1983) to reaison about knowledge in other formats. For
example, images can form an oracle for inferring things
from an alternate description because theirfixedlevel

of detail in representation makes implications explicit.
The source of the Indeterminacy Problem lies in translating between the language in which the knowledge is
described and the "language" of images. For propositional representations, descriptions might be indeterminate because they simply do not mention some aspect of the world, or because they are categorical in
the sense that they can only give a possibility distribution over some states rather than implying which are
necessarily true and which are necessarily false. This
abstraction away horn, insignificant deteiils is the power
of propositional representations, but modeling knowledge in this format with images is not streiightforward.
Our solution to using detailed images to model
indeterminate propositional descriptions is to incrementally adjust an image to satisfy as many of the
previously asserted constraints as possible, making
and modifying consistent but not necessary choices eis
needed. To distinguish the necessitated from the justconsistent information in an image when we query it,
we consider both the consistency of the queried proposition and of its negation with the previous assertions,
again relying on adjustment tofindthe most satisfactory models. This computational model discredits a
classical argument against imagery by showing how
detailed models of indeterminate descriptions can be
maintained and used without committing to consistent
but unnecessary details required by the representation.
It has been acknowledged that statements about the
limitations of imaginal representations often fail to address the variety of possible processes that could operate on them (Anderson 1978; Johnson-Laird 1983).
Our computationzil model suggests an interesting process that surprisingly would provide imaginal representations with the potential to handle indeterminacy.
If we view the image server from the perspective of
the propositional client, it appears to be doing default
reasoning with categories. This capability can be expleiined by the grounded nature (Lakoff 1987) of the
"language" of images; this language is so close to perception that it can distinctly represent all the relevant
states of the world, and the interactions among categories can be explicity described at this level. Our
computational model demonstrates how a grounded
language can be used to model categorical knowledge
in such a way that 1) defaults can be assumed at one
time and retracted or modified at a later time, and
2) implications of the generating description found by
examining a detailed model can be distinguished from
information in the model that is consistent but not
necessary. Thus, if knowledge can be translated into a
grounded language, default reasoning with categories
reduces to a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (Mackworth 1990).
The domain in which we developed our computational model was greatly simplified; we should consider the possibility of extending the model to handle more interesting categories used in imagery (Her-
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skowitz 1986). Even for Left, Right, Above, and Below,
there are complications we have ignored, such as the
fact that the sense of these predicates can be influenced
by their arguments or by context. One subtle aspect
of determining the meeining of spatial prepositional
phrases, for example, is choosing a frame of reference
(Clark 1973). A s another example, the spatial preposition "over" has been shown to have nearly one hundred
qualitatively different senses, as opposed to quantitative differences in distance or angle (Brugman 1983).
Hopefully, these can be disambiguated prior to assertion to keep the prototypicality functions amenable to
hiQ-climbing. Even still, it is possible that hill-climbing
czinnot find the globidly best adjusted image. Maybe
we can call on prototypes to help us "jump" out of
local maxima. Or perhaps we can detect the need to
change representations, like switching to higher resolution, three dimensions, or polar coordinates.
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in an exact manner. Along any straight line in the image, the
rotational contribution to the image velocity component orthogonal to the line varies linearly with length, so that taking
^proximations to the second derivative of this component of
velocity cancels out rotation. Thus despite the unrestricted
motion and unrestricted shape involved in the problem, the
motion parameters can be unlocked by a search for the correct direction of translation, which is a mere 2-dimensional
search and incurs a far lower computational cost than other
algorithms that search in higher dimensions. T h e algorithm,
termed the F O E Algorithm, uses an operator that simultaneously cancels out rotation exactly and samples the translation contribution to find the direction of translation. Earlier,
da Vitoria L o b o & Tsotsos (1990) showed that for three noncollinear image points, the pair-wise relative depths of the
three scene points are dependent only on the u n k n o w n 3-D
direction of translation and the k n o w n image velocities and
image positions (i.e., that, in principle, knowledge of rotation
is irrelevant to the calculation of shape from motion). For
other work that cancels rotation see Prazdny (1983), Nelson
& Aloimonos (1988) and Heeger & Jepson (1990). O u r approach also straightforwardly detects points that d o not m o v e
in a manner consistent with the assumption of arigidscene.
In this p £ ^ r w e argue that due to its simplicity, low computational cost, inherent parallelism, and robustness to noise, this
method is biologically plausible, and w e explore its consequences for research in biological systems. W efirstreview
our F O E algorithm and its extension to detecting independent motion. Then w e discuss the importance of the F O E
and present the arguments for biological plausibility, along
with predictions that result from the model.

Abstract
W e summarize our recent novel approach to computing the Focus of Expansion for an observer moving with unrestricted motion in a scene with objects of unrestricted shape. This method
also detects points not movingrigidlywith the scene. The
approach, using collinear image points, is based on an exact
method for cancelling effects of the observer's rotation from
opticflow.The computational results are being presented elsewhere (da Vitoria Lobo & Tsotsos 1991). Here, w e argue that
this algorithm is biologically plausible.
Introduction
Many years ago researchers (Helmholtz 1925, Gibson 1957)
hypothesized that the 3-D motion and the shape of the environment are perceivable from the projected motion arising
out of the relative motion between a monocular observer and
the scene. In this paper, w e summarize our recent computational solution to this problem and discuss its biological
plausibility.
The paradigm w e work within assumes that an approximation to instantaneous image velocity (also termed image/low
or opticflow)can be measured, and s o m e progress has been
made towards achieving such measurements (see Watson &
A h u m a d a 1985, Heeger 1988, Fleet 1990). The subsequent
step, that of computing the 3-D motion parameters and shape
information from the instantaneous image velocity, has received ample attention from researchers. However, in addition to the fact that every 3-D algorithm proposed so far is
not robust to noise in the input instantaneous velocity, the algorithms typically suffer from other important problems that
disqualify them from biological candidacy. Algorithms that
permit general rigid motion and unrestricted shapes have to
search in spaces that have at least three dimensions (Bruss
& Horn 1983), and the non-linear numerical methods used
are very sensitive to the initial guess. Others assume some
restricted form of motion (eg., no rotation in a certain dimension; see Barron 1988), or restrict the allowable shapes
(eg., planarity), in order to get closed-form solutions for the
unknowns ( W a x m a n & W o h n 1987), or assume that some
parameters are k n o w n and solve for the others (Ballard &
Kimball 1983, Matthies et al. 1989) — all of them too restrictive for biological plausibihty.
The basis of our approach is a technique for combining
collinear image points which allows rotation to be cancelled

Locating the FOE and independent motion
In this section, we summarize work appearing in da Vitoria
Lobo (fe'Kotsos (1991).
Image velocity and scene parameters
When the relative motion between the viewer and a scene
point (at depth Z ) is described by an instantaneous translation (C/, V, W ) , and an instantaneous rotation {A,B, C ) ,
the projected velocity in the image plane at position {x, y)
is (u, v), (Longuet-Higgins &. Prazdny 1980), where

u = = ^ ^ ^ - Axy + Bix^ + I) - Cy,
V = ^^^!^-Aiy^ + l) + Bxy + Cx.

*John K. Tsotsos is the Canadian Pacific Fellow of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research. This work was supported
by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council and the
Information Technology Research Center, a Province of Ontario
Center of Excellence. The range data came from the Range Image
Database of N R C Canada.

(1)

T h e F o c u s of E x p a n s i o n
W e define the Focus of Expansion ( F O E ) to be the position
of intersection of the imaging surface^ and the direction of
'This surface could be planar, hemi-spherical, etc.
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Figure 1: T h e F O E : Thisfigureshowsflowfieldsgenerated w h e n
observer a) only translates, b) only rotates, and c) moves with both
rotation and translation, the most typical situation. In the second
case there is no F O E because there is no observer translation, while
in thefirstand third cases the F O E is in the same position for both
cases, just above and to the right of the image center. That is, our
definition of FOE renders its position in the image completely independent of observer rotation.
instantaneous observer translation. This^ defines the FOE to
b e independent o f the viewer's instantaneous rotation. Figure 1 illustrates h o w our definition of F O E m a k e s its position
invariant to rotation.
Several authors h a v e researched the computation of the
F O E either b y restricting the allowable motion to translation
or b y approximately cancelling rotation(Jain 1 9 8 2 , Reiger
8l Lawton 1985). In work related to ours, Weinshall (1990)
finds the F O E but needs to find elliptical surface patches beforehand. T h e contribution o f the w o r k in d a Vitoria L o b o
& TSotsos (1991) is that w e find the F O E in a n exact m a n ner, even w h e n the motion includes general rotation, with n o
restriction o n surface shape.
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Figure
2: T h e F O E Operator This
shows
h
p w oooo
an operator is
oao
DDOOO
BOOooaooeooaooaeBa
made up of intersecting lines of points
in the
image.
On a regular
oaaaoB
BBBaaaaa
aaaeo
aaooaaooBBDBaooooaoaoooBooo
aOOOBBBB
256x256 square optic array, at a OOOBBOBBO
single pointOBBOO
we can
have about 60oaeaBBOo
OBaeaoooooaao
70 intersecting lines each of which
passes through
at least several
ooooaimage
oooaaoooD
oBooooao
image points. Here, only 9 lines are shown. The
is a dense
oaaaoooo eachOBBBB
grid of points, shown as hollow squares,
withOOOBBBBB
a flow estimate
oooaBDooao
associated with it Some of the points
used byooooa
eachOOODODOO
line have been
OBOsaeooBooo
oooaoaoooo
blackened to identiiy them. Along each line a Line Sum is calcuoooo
aooooBoo
lated (see Fig 3). The Line Sums are added to give the response of
the operator at position (x,y) which is where the lines intersect
T h e computation is the weighted^ s u m ^ .

Sum = (— sin 0){nui — (m + n)u2 + rnus) +
(2)
(cos^)(nvi — (m + n)v2 + mv^)

where 9 is the angle that the line through the three image
points makes with the image x-axis, going from the x-axis to
the line in a counterclockwise manner, and where m is the
distance between thefirstand second image points and n the
distance between the second and third. B y substitution of
(ti,, vi), this generalized S u m can be verified to be

('t/sin^
- Vcostf -I- \fjL (? + '")
Sum
+
= (' W y 3 cos e - W x 3 sin 0 )\Z,
We refer to three image points as a triplet. The unit computation of our algorithm is a collinear triplet computation. The
i.e.. S u m = product of translation factor and depth factor.
computation is a generalization of an approximation to the
S u m is zero either if the scene points are collinear, or the
second derivative of the velocity component that is normal to
translation factor is zero, or if the line passing through the
the line joining the three collinear image pxaints, the "derivathree image points also passes through the F O E . Thus, in
tive" being taken in the direction of the line. For points subgeneral, for a scene containing sufficient depth variation, if
scripted by i, (i =1,2,3), let the image coordinates of the w e compute m a n y such collinear triplet sums across the compoints be (i,, j/,). tl^eir image velocities be (uj, f,), and
the
image, the F O E will be in the position of intersection
plete
depths to their counterparts in the scene be Z,.
FOE From Collinear Measurements

^ When the collinear points are equi-spaced, the weights are (1 ,2,1) which is an approximation to the second derivative (Rekt
^This definition differs from that of Regan & Beverley (1982)
and Cutting (1986) who define the FOE as the intersection of1969).
the
image and the direction of motion, thus making it dependent ^onWe use the symbol =' to define a calculation; this is to dis
guish it from an expression of equality.
rotation.
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Figure 3: This shows how points on a line were processed. Flow
estimates at points are grouped into triplets and summed according
to the weighted sum of equation (2). Then the absolute values of
these weighted sums are summed to give the Line Sum for the line.

of many triplet lines for which, in each case, the triplet sum
is zero. Next, w e describe an operator and an algorithm to
locate the F O E .
The FOE Operator
Consider an operator (called the F O E operator) with many
lines passing through its center (centered at some (x,y) position in the image) in m a n y directions in the image (see
figure 2), such that each line passes through several image
points. Along the line, overlapping triplets of image velocity are used and s u m m e d (seefigure3).
The absolute values of all triplet sums (as defined by equation 2) along a line are s u m m e d to give a LineSum, and then
the LineSums are s u m m e d to get a response at the center. For
arigidscene, there are three reasons w h y the response could
be zero. First, each of the triplets s u m m e d by this operator
could be a collinear triplet in the scene; however, since each
line contains overlapping triplets, for the zero response to
be caused by collinear scene points, the whole scene would
have to be a single plane, which is quite rare. Second, there
could be no translation. Third, the true F O E could be at the
position of the center of the operator. Fortunately, if either of
thefirsttwo cases were to hold, the operator would respond
with zero everywhere; whereas, in the third case, assuming
thefirsttwo do not hold, there will be a unique zero. So, the
first two cases can be detected easily and eliminated. Thus,
w e can sweep this operator across the wholeflowfieldto obtain a response map, detecting where it gives a zero response
surrounded by sufficiently non-zero responses.
Testing the FOE computation
Here tests of the F O E algorithm are described. The range
image shown in Fig 4 was used to generate the synthetic opticflowfieldshown in Fig 5. This flow was used as input
to our F O E algorithm. For the implementation of the F O E
algorithm, an F O E operator was centered at each element
in the optic array. Each F O E operator consisted of 24 lines
passing through it (see Fig 2). Along each line w e centered

Figure 4: Range data that was used to generate the synthetic
flowfieldused in these experiments. Observer moves with some
instantaneous 3-D rotation and translation parameters with respect
to these depth points and the flow equations are used to give an
image velocity vector at each grid point on the optic anay.

a triplet at each point on that line. Within each triplet, the
intra-triplet spacing was such that three alternate points on
the line were used.
Fig 6 shows the response m a p for the operator as a function of (x.y). Here, response maps are shown with brightness
proportional to the Log (response). The darkest point, the
global minimum, corresponds to the computed F O E and it is
not surprising that it is exactly correct. Even with noise (as
high as 8 % on average) in theflow,the F O E is found easily.
With noise, the pit of the m i n u m u m broadens out but is still
pronounced (somewhat like Fig 8.)
Functioning in a non-rigid scene
Objects in a moving observer's view will often m o v e independently. Our computation remains competent in these situations. Fig 7 depicts the flow field generated by combining the originalrigidflowfieldused in the previous section
with the flow for an independently moving rectangular patch
in the upper middle of the iniage. Tlie frontoparallel patch
translates upward and to theright,with an image flow magnitude comparable to those of the flower petals. The F O E
algorithm was tested on this combined flow field. The output direction of translation is still correct (filter response m a p
in Fig 8.) Tests indicate that even with larger patches the
F O E computation is accurate, demonstrating robustness to
patches of non-rigidity in the scene.
Finding points that thwart rigidity
A biological agent needs the ability to detect parts of the
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Figure 7: Flowfieldcombining the originalrigidflowfieldand
an independently moving patch in upperrightpart of image. The
fi-ontoparallel rectangular patch translates upward, to theright,with
an image flow magnitude that is comparable to those of the flower
petals.

Figure 5: Flowfieldgenerated vising some 3-D motion and range
data of Fig 4. Field shown sub-sampled.
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as that which will segment it from its background.
O u r algorithm can easily signal that certain points are
moving inconsistently relative to the rest of the scene. W e
achieve this by using the operator that gave the m i n i m u m response indicating that the F O E is at its center. W e traverse
each of its various lines searching for triplets that don't give
near-zero sums. Such triplets correspond to points such that
at least one of the three points moves inconsistently with the
rest of the scene^. Fig 9 shows the region around the patch
in the flow field of Fig 7 being marked by the program as
sets of inconsistent triplets. Note that because the patch itself is moving in a planar fashion, the triplet sum, w h e n all
three points are inside the patch, is zero. So, at an independently moving planar region, only the boundary areas of the
region will be detected (this depends on the intra-triplet spacing used). For an independently moving non-planar region,
all the triplets, in any w a y overlapping the region's points,
will be detected.

•• *: ^\' *

^^

Importance of the F O E

Figure 6: Response m a p for noise-freeflow.In these maps, w e
show brightness proportional to Lop(response). For this input, the
global minimum is exactly at the true F O E .
scene where the overall-rigidity assumption does not hold.
A point m a y be measured as moving differently from the rest
of the scene either because it m a y b e a noisy measurement
- in which case any subsequent use of this erroneous flow
value such as in the shape reconstruction step, should be approached with caution - or because it could legitimately belong to an independently moving part of the scene. If this is
the case, this moving part will probably need additional attention and possibly s o m e special purpose processing, such
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As mentioned earlier, we have already shown in princip
that relative depth is a function of the direction of translation
and is independent of rotation. In other work, w e are proposing that for the noisy cases shape information be recovered in
stages, involving qualitative and quantitative recovery based
on knowledge of the F O E . T h e qualitative recovery work has
akeady appeared in Weinshall (1990), and in da Vitoria L o b o
& T^otsos (1990).
* W e have already stated earlier in this section that if such a
collinear triplet were moving with the samerigidparameters as the
scene, the triplet S u m must be zero.

Figure 8: Response map for theflowassociated with the nonrigid
scene in which a patch moves independently. The global minimum
is in the same position, indicating that the F O E computation is robust to non-rigidity in the scene.
In addition to its use in computing shape, the FOE tells
where one is heading. This could be useful for navigation
tasks. Also, since our computation is a monocular one, a
binocular system could compute an F O E for each eye seperately, and this could be used to obtain information about the
relative poses of the two eyes.
Relation to biological systems
We suggest that the FOE Algorithm summarized above is
biologically plausible because our simple calculations can
easily be implemented by the visual cortex. Consider Fig 10.
O n the left w e show one of the motion pathways from M a u n sell & N e w s o m e (1987). O n the right w e show the stages w e
use to compute our F O E operator response m ^ , suggesting points in the cortical pathway at which our computations
could be implemented. Cells in area V I could compute normal velocities for moving intensity structure, and then connect to area M S T either directly or via area M T . (Maunsell
& Van Essen 1983, Ungerleider & Desimone 1986).
Tanaka et al. (1989) have described cells in macaque dorsal M S T that appear to be responsive to patterns composed
of points moving outwardly or inwardly along radial lines.
These cells have been termed "changing size" or "expansion/contraction" cells. A family of such cells, similar to
each other, could be computing in parallel an inverse of our
response m a p , with each cell responding strongly when the
F O E is at its center. That is, each cell would be encoding
a different direction of translation. If such a cell were computing a sum of our LineSums, then a cell that responds to
a suictly expanding/contracting radial flow should continue
its response even when a rotationalfieldof the kind shown
in Fig lb is added to the expanding/contracting pattern. If
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Figure 9: A n enlarged portion of the ou^ut from the program
that detects triplets centring inconsistently moving points, when
it was run on theflowof Fig 7. The delected points correspond to
areas around the independently moving patch. Because the patch
itself is moving in a planar fashion, the triplet sum, when all three
points are inside the patch, is zero. So, these internal points are not
marked.
this were to be found, this would be very strong evidence for
a computation similar to our algorithm.
T o compute our F O E operator response at nearby positions, neighboring M S T cells would receive input from overlapping triplet Sums. Hence it would be reasonable to expect
that these S w n % are not being re-computed each time, but
rather that some intermediate cells compute something akin
to triplet Sum%. There are cells in area M T that are k n o w n
to respond to patterns of activity in which the center differs
from its surround. This would be an appropriate substrate
in which our triplet S u m i could be computed. These could
appear in the form of elongated cells computing an approximation to the second derivative of the normal velocities, the
derivative taken along the long axis. A n analogue of such
receptivefieldshas been proposed by Dobbins et al. (1987)
for curvature detection. T o reduce connectivity to the M S T
cell computing the response for the m a p , the flow field m a y
be sampled quite sparsely, and w e need to study the computational effects of such sparse sampling.
If the response m a p is being computed in parallel using
a family of M S T cells, then some subsequent mechanism
would need to find the global m i n i m u m . This could possibly be accomplished using computations at multiple scales
across the m a p , so that a coarse sampling of the m a p would
indicate the ballpark of the m i n i m u m , while further finer
grain spatial sampling would give better resolution of the position of the F O E . A framework involving attention would be
suitable for achieving this (Tsotsos 1990).
Detecting independently moving points requires topd o w n activation of the particular M S T cell positioned at the
F O E . W e hypothesize that such feedback exists under attentional control, but its exact nature would need to be discovered.
Finally, there are connections from area M S T to areas 7a

wide field
opponent
vector
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Figure 10: Is the F O E algorithm biologically plausible? O n
the left, an abstraction of one of the motion pathways described
in Maunsell & N e w s o m e (1987). O n the right, stages leading up to
the computation of our F O E operator response map.
and STP where wide field, "opponent vector" organizations
have been found. These cells respond to patterns of radial
flow to and firom thefixationpoint (Maunsell & Van Essen
1987). W e are studying the possible roles these would play
in our framework.
Conclusion
We have summarized a recent novel approach to computing the direction of the translation component of egomotion, and detecting points not moving rigidly with the scene,
in the view of an observer moving with unrestricted m o tion. T h e detailed computational work appears elsewhere,
but here w e argued that this approach is biologically plausible and sketched s o m e of its consequences.
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Abstract

representation, the symbolic array representation and
the surface representation - each appropriate for a different kind of processing. While the deep representation is
used as a permanent store for information, the symbolic
array and surface representations are only constructed
when retrieving spatial information not explicitly stored
in the deep representation.

After many years of neglect, the topic of mental imagery has recently emerged as an active area of debate.
O n e aspect of this ongoing debate is whether an image is represented as a description or a depiction of its
components. This paper is not so concerned with h o w
mental images are stored, as with what machine representations will provide a basis for imagery as a problem solving paradigm in artificial intelligence. In fact,
we argue that a knowledge representation scheme that
combines the ability to reason about both descriptions
and depictions of images best facilitates the efficient implementation of the processes involved in imagery.

2

Mental

Imagery

Although no one seems to deny the existence of the phen o m e n o n called imagery, there has been an ongoing debate about the structure and the function of imagery in
h u m a n cognition. T h e imagery debate is primarily concerned with whether images are represented as descrip1 Introduction
tions or depictions. It has been suggested that descriptive
representations contain symbolic, interpreted inforNumerous experimental and neuropsychological studmation,
whereas depictive representations contain geoies have been carried out and several, often conflicting,
metric,
uninterpreted
information (Finke, Pinker &: Farmodels of mental imagery have been proposed. This pa1989).
T
h
e
debate
can also be expressed as whether
rah
per does not present another computational model, but
or not, where epiphenomena
images
are
epiphenomenal
instead treats imagery as a problem solving paradigm
are
effects
that
do
not
play
any causal role in the brain's
in artificial intelligence (AI). O u r thesis is that there
1981).
information
processing
(Block
exists a concept of computational imagery, which has
This paper does not attempt to debate the issues
potential applications to problems whose solutions by
in mental imagery, but to describe effective
involved
humans involve the use of mental imagery. In order to
computational
techniques for storing and manipulating
define the concept of computational imagery, w e require
imagery-related
representations. T o achieve this goal,
a knowledge representation scheme. Although psychow
e
believe
it is necessary to better understand
though,
logical theories are used as a guide to the properties of
the
processes
involved
in mental imagery.
mental imagery that our scheme should preserve, whenin
the
area
of
cognitive psychology have sugResults
ever possible w e attempt to overcome the limitations of
gested
several
properties
of mental imagery that the
the h u m a n information processing system. Thus, our
proposed knowledge representation scheme should atprimary concerns are efficiency, expressive power and
tempt to capture. Finke summarizes these properties by
inferential adequacy.
proposing five "unifying principles" of mental imagery:
T h e knowledge representation scheme for computathe principles of implicit encoding, perceptual equivational imagery includes three representations - the deep
lence, spatial equivalence, transformational equivalence
•Support for this research was provided by the Institute for
and structural equivalence (Finke 1989).
Robotics and Intelligent Systems Federal Center of Excellence of
While individual experiments attempt to explain a
Canada and the NaturjJ Science and Engineering Research Counlimited
number of imagery phenomena, theories are
cil of Canada.
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more general and attempt to explain a large number
of such phenomena. Pylyshyn, a forceful proponent of
the descriptive view, argues that mental imagery simply
consists of the use of general thought processes to simulate perceptual events, based on tacit knowledge of how
these events happened (Pylyshyn 1981). He disputes
the idea that mental images are stored in a raw uninterpreted form resembling mental photographs and argues
for an abstract format of representation called propositional code. Kosslyn's model of mental imagery (Kosslyn 1980) is a depictive theory, which claims that images are quasi-pictorial. According to Kosslyn's model,
mental images are working memory, surface representations generated from long-term memory, deep representations. A set of procedures serves as an interface
between the surface representations and the underlying
data structures, which may be decidedly non-pictorial
in form.
Interesting findings, provided by the study of patients
with visual impairments, have been interpreted by some
researchers, for example (Kosslyn 1987), as suggestive of
two distinct components of mental imagery: the spatial
and the visual. The spaha/component of imagery preserves information about the relative positions of the
meaningful pars of an image. The visual component
preserves information about how (size, shape, etc.) an
image looks.
W e do not propose a computational model for imagery. Rather, we present a knowledge representation
scheme that attempts to capture the functionality of
mental imagery. Although the scheme is similar to Kosslyn s in some ways, it extends his approach by defining
image representations that are 3 D and hierarchical. Our
approach also considers two working memory representations, corresponding to the visual and spatial components of imagery.

(Samet 1980) and simple primitive volumes (Biederman
1985). A major contribution in representational formalisms for visual images is the progression of primal
sketch, 2-1/2D sketch and 5D sketch (Marr & Nishihara
1978).
Kosslyn, in a discussion of the implementation of his
computational model for mental imagery, expresses frustration with existing computational tools as well as the
need for a metadescription for theories of imagery:
There is a major problem with this approach
however; the program will not actually run
without numerous "kluges", numerous ad hoc
manipulations required by the realities of working with a digital computer and a programming
language like A L G O L or LISP... The ideal
would be a precise, explicit language in which
to specify the theory and how it maps into the
program. (Kosslyn 1980)
A formal theory of arrays provides such a metalanguage. Array theory is the mathematics of nested,
rectangularly-arranged collections of data objects (More
1979)(Jenkins & Glasgow 1989). Similar to set theory,
array theory is concerned with the concepts of nesting,
aggregation and membership. Array theory is also concerned with the relative spatial positions of data objects
in a collection.
Nial, an interactive programming language that combines concepts from LISP and A P L , constitutes an implementation of array theory (Jenkins, Glasgow & McCrosky 1986). Thus, the language of array theory provides for a specification of the representations and functions for computational imagery as well as a mapping
into Nial programs.
3.1 Deep Representation

Research in vision and imagery has focused almost exclusively on the format of the on-line conscious representations, to the exclusion of that entailed in long-term
AI programs rely on the ability to store domain de- storage. In our view, the deep representation falls more
within the limits of research in long-term memory than
scriptions and formally manipulate these descriptions
imagery. Thus, we base its implementation on the hierto derive new knowledge about the given domain. Traarchical
network model of semantic memory (Collins k
ditional approaches to knowledge representation include
Quillian 1969). This network model is suitable for storlogic representations, which denote the objects and relaing images since it can be used to denote the decompositions in the world in terms of logic rules, and structural
tion and classification hierarchies involved in imagery, as
representations, which denote concepts and relations in
well as the features of concepts and instances of images.
terms of hierarchies. In addition to general knowledge
representation schemes, there exist specialized schemes
There are two kinds of hierarchies in the network
concerned with the representation of shape, volume and
representation: the A K O (a kind of) and the P A R T S .
other spatial qualities of images. These include disThe
A K O hierarchy provides property inheritance: an
crimination trees (McDermott & Davis 1984), quadtrees

3

Knowledge

Representation
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frame structure corresponds to the cognitive ability to
make conjectures and infer information when the existent knowledge is incomplete.
Despite its attractive properties, the deep representation is not the most suitable representation for all computations. Certain tasks, such as determining the spatial relations between image components, surface pattern matching and image scanning, require information
that is not explicitly stored in long-term memory. Thus,
the construction of representations corresponding to the
visual and spatial components of imagery are required
to facilitate the efficiency of the scheme.
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3.2 Working-Memory Representations
Unlike the deep representation, which is used for the
permanent storage of information, the working-memory
representations of an image exist only while the image
is active (when visual or spatial information processing
takes place).

Britain (1 0)

POPULATION

'find-population'

b) Frame representation
Figure 1: Deep representation

3.2.1 Surface Representation

image can inherit features from more generic images.
The P A R T S hierarchy is used to denote the structural
decomposition of images into their meaningful components.
For the implementation of the deep representation in
our scheme we use a frame language, in which each image frame contains (or inherits) all the salient information about the image. This information includes propositional knowledge, in addition to encodings that permit
the reconstruction of the working-memory representations.
A frame corresponding to the image of a m a p of Europe and part of the semantic network for a geographic
map domain is illustrated in Figure 1. Each node in
the network corresponds to an individual frame and the
links describe the structural and conceptual relationships between frames.
The frame implementation of the deep representation
has several attractive properties. First it provides a
natural way to represent knowledge since the hierarchical structure of an image is captured by the network
structure. It also incorporates the concept of semantic networks in a computational implementation that
provides features, such as multiple hierarchies and procedural attachment (ability to attach procedures to slot
values). The non-monotonic feature of defaults in the
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The surface representation corresponds to the visual
component of imagery, and it can either be reconstructed from the underlying deep representation or generated from low level vision processes. Similar to Kosslyn's skeletal image (Kosslyn 1980), the surface representation is depictive and incorporates geometric information, including shape and volume. Unlike these representations, we assume that the surface representation
can be 3D. In such cases, we assume an object-centered
description of an image.
For the current implementation of the surface representation we use occupancy arrays. A n occupancy array
consists of cells, each mapped to a local region of the visualfieldand representing information such as lightness,
color, texture, edge orientation or depth about this region. Objects are depicted in the arrays by patterns of
filled cells isomorphic in shape to the objects. Figure
2 illustrates a 2D occupancy array corresponding to a
m a p of Italy. Even at low resolution, this surface representation contains information about the shape and size
of the country.

3.2.2 Symbolic Array Representation
A primary characteristic of a good formalism for knowledge representation is that it makes relevant properties
explicit. While an occupancy array provides a representation for the visual component of imagery, it is basically
uninterpreted. For the spatial component of imagery we
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FiRure 3: Syinholic array representation

Sweden

are best served by a descriptive representation that denotes the spatial relations between meaningful parts of
a n i m a g e . T h u s w e use a multidimensional symbolic array to depict the spatial structure of an i m a g e , w h e r e ele m e n t s of the array denote the meaningful c o m p o n e n t s
of a n i m a g e . T h e symbolic array captures the spatial
relationships of i m a g e c o m p o n e n t s , but not necessarily
relative sizes or distances. T h e interpretation of the
spatial relations in a symbolic array is dependent o n
the given d o m a i n . If, for e x a m p l e , w e use the s c h e m e to
represent m e n t a l geographic m a p s , interpretations could
include predicates such as north, east, south a n d west;
if the array is used to represent the i m a g e of a r o o m ,
then the interpretation w o u l d involve predicates such as
above, behind, left-of, beside, etc.
Symbolic arrays can b e generated using the frame's
procedural attachment facility. T h e information to define this representation can either be stored explicitly,
as in the e x a m p l e of Figure 1 w h e r e the P A R T S slot
contains the indices for the subimages, or derived from
a geometric description of an image. Figure 3 illustrates
the symbolic array corresponding to the i m a g e of a m a p
of E u r o p e . N o t e that s o m e parts occupy m o r e than one
element in a n array (e.g., Italy, France). This is necessary to capture all the spatial relationships of the i m a g e
c o m p o n e n t s . Also note that there is n o attempt to capture size or distance information in this representation.
According to Pylyshyn, i m a g e s are not r a w uninterpreted mental pictures, but are organized into m e a n ingful parts, w h i c h are r e m e m b e r e d in terms of their
spatial relations. Furthermore, w e can access the m e a n ingful parts; w e are able to focus attention o n a specific feature of a n i m a g e (Pylyshyn 1973). Nested s y m bolic arrays capture this property of mental imagery by
representing i m a g e s at various levels of abstraction (as
suggested b y the structural hierarchy of the deep representation). For instance, focusing attention o n Britain
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Figure 4: E m b e d d e d array representation

in the array of Figure 3 w o u l d result in a n e w array in
which the s y m b o l for Britain is replaced by the symbolic
array specifying its parts (see Figure 4). This subimage
is generated from the f r a m e representation for the image
of Britain.
Similar to the surface representation, a symbolic array can be 2 D or 3 D depending o n the application. T h e
symbolic representation can be thought of as descriptive since it can b e expressed as a prepositional representation, w h e r e the predicates are spatial relationships and the a r g u m e n t s are concrete, imaginable, objects. A l t h o u g h information in the symbolic representation can be expressed as propositions, the t w o representations are not computationally equivalent. T h e spatial structure of images possesses properties not found
in deductive prepositional representations. T h e s e properties help avoid the combinatorial explosion of correct
but trivial inferences that m u s t b e explicitly represented
in a prepositional system. Lindsay argues that spatial
i m a g e representations (symbolic representations in our
case) support non-deductive inference by a constraint
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satisfaction mechanism built into the processes that construct and access them (Lindsay 1988). Consider, for
example, the image of the m a p of Europe. Determining the countries north of G e r m a n y can be achieved by
mentally scanning a small portion of the mental image
of a m a p . Similarly, in the corresponding symbolic array
we only need to search the subarray above Germany.

This paper treats imagery as a problem solving
paradigm in AI and proposes a knowledge representation scheme for computational imagery. Aside from related research in vision, the A I community has given
little attention to the topic of imagery. T h u s w e rely on
the relevant theories of cognitive psychology to provide
initial guidance for our research. Although psychological plausibility is one of its goals, the scheme was not
designed to be a model of h u m a n information processing
but a tool for practical applications.

Another advantage of symbolic arrays, with respect to
prepositional representations, concerns the frame problem. A n y cognitive system, natural or artificial, should
be able to deal with a dynamic environment in which
a change in a single item of knowledge might have
widespread effects on m a n y other items. Suppose that
we change the position of a country in our m a p of Europe. Using propositions, we might need to change
several relations involving the given country, and perhaps relations derived from the initial propositions. Using a symbolic array to store the m a p , w e need only
delete the country from its previous position and insert
it in the new one. Since spatial relationships are determined functionally (not logically inferred) from image representations, w e eliminate the problem of nonmonotonicity in domains involving spatial reasoning.

3.3

Conclusions

P r i m i t i v e F u n c t i o n s for I m a g e r y

Approaches to knowledge representation are distinguished by the the operations performed on the representations. Thus, the effectiveness of our scheme can be
partially measured by h o w well it facilitates the implementation of imagery related processes. Several primitive functions for imagery have been specified in array
theory and implemented in Nial. These include functions for constructing images, transforming images and
accessing images.
Images can be constructed in unique and creative
ways by defining a symbolic array whose components
correspond to existing frames in the deep representation. N e w images can also be created through low level
perception techniques that transform an uninterpreted
surface representation into a symbolic array. Operations that transform the symbolic and surface representations through rotation and translation have been implemented. A s well, a focus function, which transforms
a symbolic array by replacing a symbol with its corresponding symbolic array, has been defined. Operations
that extract propositional information, relative to a particular domain, have also been implemented. For a more
complete and detailed list of functions for computational
imagery see (Glasgow 1990).
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T h e knowledge representation scheme for computational imagery includes three image representations,
each appropriate for a different kind of processing: an
image is stored in long-term m e m o r y as a deep representation that contains relevant descriptive information
about the image; the surface representation contains geometric information about the image components; the
symbolic array representation is a spatially indexed description of the meaningful parts of the image. A set
of primitive functions, which correspond to the fundamental processes involved in mental imagery, have been
designed and implemented.
Since the representation scheme is not intended to be
a psychological model of mental imagery, we do not suggest that in h u m a n working-memory two "mind's eyes"
exist that process symbolic and surface representations
identical to the ones that we have implemented. W h a t
we do claim is that the scheme is informationally equivalent to the representations involved in mental imagery,
where two representations are said to be informationally
equivalent if all the information in one representation is
also inferable from the other and vice versa (Larkin &
Simon 1987).
Like Kosslyn's model (Kosslyn 1980), the scheme is
based on an array theory of imagery. According to
such theories, mental images are array-like surface representations generated through perception, or from longterm, deep representations. Several types of image arrays have previously been suggested. Kosslyn's model
uses 2 D arrays for the implementation of the surface
representation. Pinker has suggested 2 D arrays combined with information about the 3 D shapes of objects
in long-term m e m o r yfilesfrom which array patterns are
generated (Pinker 1980). A recent model based on an array theory of imagery describes h o w visual information
can be represented within the computational framework
of discrete symbolic representations in such a way that
both mental images and symbolic thought processes can
be explained (Chandrasekaran & Narayanan 1990).
Mental imagery can provide insights that contribute

to effective problem solving techniques. A goal of our
research is to develop knowledge-based systems that integrate computational imagery with other AI problem
solving paradigms. One such system, which is currently
under development, is an application to the problem
of molecular scene analysis (Glasgow, Fortier and Allen
1991). Other potential applications include vision and
tactile perception, medical imaging, motion planning
and game playing.
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Abstract
Since the "equivalence" of imagery and perception has
been one of the cenU^al tenets of the pictorial theory,
the negative results of Chambers and Reisberg (1985)
on an image reinterpretation task m a y be seen as
posing a fundamental challenge for the pictorial
account. Finke, Pinker and Farah's (1989) claimed
refutation of these negative results may be questioned
on a number of methodological grounds. In addition to
examining these issues, w e report results of an
experiment which tests what is seemingly another
direct prediction of pictorial theories. O u r
investigation employs newly devised imagery tasks
whose success depends on being able to "rotate",
"inspect" and reinterpret images. Our negative results
add further weight to a tacit knowledge account of
images as intrinsically interpreted, abstract symbols.

149) explains, one purpose of imagery involves
"recognition processes" to discover information which is
not stored explicitly in m e m o r y and thus w e "look" at
our images in a w a y which is analogous to the w a y w e
look at external objects in order to inspect them.
Divergent Predictions

New Focus for Imagery Debate
After twenty years of the recent controversy, the 'imagery
debate' is widely regarded as having become stalled, with
no n e w ideas on h o w to break the impasse by bringing
some decisive evidence to bear. It is in this regard that the
possibility of reinterpreting visual patterns in mental
imagery has recently emerged as n e w focus for the longstanding controversy. The question of whether, and under
what conditions, novel information m a y be discovered
from images m a y shed n e w light on the debate, since it
provides a n e w means for testing the claimed parallel
between imagery and perception and the properties of the
conjectured pictorial medium.
"Equivalence" of Imagery and Perception
Specifically, the possibility of reinterpreting an image
follows as a direct implication of the pictorial theory
which posits an "equivalence" between imagery and
perception. O n the pictorial view, a mental image is
conceived to be a "surrogate percept, allowing people to
detect some pattern or property in a remembered scene
that they did not encode explicitly w h e n they saw the
scene initially" (Pinker and Finke 1980, p. 246). It is in
this sense that the uninterpreted images in a spatial
m e d i u m are themselves "functionally equivalent to
physical objects or events" (Finke, 1980 p. 113), and
cause the same mechanisms to be activated as in actual
visual perception itself (ibid, p. 130). Kosslyn (1987, p.
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B y assimilating imagery so closely with vision, indeed
by claiming their "equivalence", pictorialism is
committed to predicting closely similar "perceptual"
p h e n o m e n a in imagery to those found in perception
itself. It is this deep c o m m i t m e n t to the perceptual
character of imagery which is the source of its
vulnerability to such asymmetries as those of Chambers
and Reisberg (1985) and our o w n results.
Thus, Kosslyn suggests that "image interpretation is
at the heart of the role of imagery in cognition (if one
cannot inspect imaged patterns, they are useless)" (1988,
p. 249). In line with the remarks w e have seen by Pinker
and Finke, Kosslyn too suggests, " T h e recognition
mechanisms [of vision] can be used in imagery as a w a y
of accessing stored information" (1988, p. 264) and his
model entails that "images depict visual information, and
that this information is interpreted by s o m e of the same
sorts of classificalory procedures used in classifying
sensory input during vision" (1980, p. 32). Kosslyn
explains further that "the purposes of imagery, in large
part, parallel those of vision" and "one m a y 'recognize'
parts and properties of imaged objects that had not been
previously considered" through the "use of recognition
processes" (1987, p. 149). Thus, the significance of
reinterpreting images as a crucial test of the pictorial
theory is evident in Kosslyn's exphcit predictions:
The image is formed by forcing a change of state in the
visual buffer in the attended region, w M c h can then be
reprocessed as if it were perceptual input (e.g., the
shape could be recategorized), thereby accomplishing
the purposes of imagery that parallel those of
perception. (1987, p. 155; emphasis added)
By contrast with these direct implications of the
quasi-perceptual, pictorial-medium theory, the 'tacit
knowledge' account would predict that the reinterpretation of images is difficult because it construes

the mental representations as highly abstract entities
which are the output of 'higher' cognitive processes;
these are encodings of conceptualizations or beliefs and,
in this sense, already meaningful and not requiring
interpretation, - nor susceptible of easy r^-interpretation
(Pylyshyn 1973, 1978).

novel properties which "can be 'read off the display" and
should emerge from images after mental rotation. Finke
and Slayton (1988) have extended this work, providing
further evidence "that people are capable of making
unexpected discoveries in imagery" and that novel
patterns can "emerge" from within imaged patterns.

New Paradigm: Non-Chronometric Tests

Response by Finke, Pinker and Farah.

At least part of the reason for the persistence of the
imagery debate has been the fact that the dispute has
involved alternative explanations of the s a m e
chronometric evidence. Accordingly, experiments are
needed on which the contending accounts deliver different
predictions. In particular, more directly illuminating
would be data concerning a task whose success is directly
dependent upon the operation of the postulated process.
Julesz's (1971) random-dot stereograms served in this
way as an unambiguous and unfakeable test for
stereopsis. Divergent predictions of the contending
theories on an *all-or-none' task is a significant feature of
the experiment which w e report here. Our own evidence
concerns a perceptual organisation task which provides
unequivocal criteria of the successfiil rotation, inspection
and re-interpretation of images using "recognition
processes" and "shape classification" procedures. Despite
the demonstrated ease of our task under perceptual
conditions, naive subjects have been uniformly unable to
succeed in the task under imagery conditions as would be
predicted on the pictorial theory.

Most recently, Finke, Pinker and Farah (1989) have
sought to reinforce these claims with new experiments
which also purport to show that subjects can inspect and
reinterpret their images by "applying shape classification
procedures to the information in imagery" (1989, p. 51).
This latter work is of particular interest because it has
been specifically designed to counter the skeptical
conclusions warranted by the negative results of
Chambers and Reisberg and sets the scene for our own
investigation. Thus, it is in the light of this clash of
experimental results and theoretical claims that our own
experiment is to be understood: Our new experiment
avoids the specific objections to Chambers and Reisberg
results while also addressing potential problems of their
own procedures. In this way, by falsifying central
entailments of the pictorial medium theory in a different
manner, our results can be seen as illuminating the
precise conditions under which such seemingly
contradictory results can be obtained.

Chambers & Reisberg Negative Results
This question of reinterpreting visual images had been
brought into sharp relief with the work of Chambers and
Reisberg (1985) who found that subjects were uniformly
unable to reverse their mental images of the familiar
ambiguousfiguressuch as the duck/rabbit and Necker
cube. Chambers and Reisberg see their results as
supporting the "philosophical" arguments for taking
imagery to be more conceptual and cognitive, in the
sense that they are intrinsically interpreted symbols
which do not need, and do not easily permit, further
interpretation. Since the close parallel, indeed
"equivalence" of imagery with the mechanisms of
perception has been one of the central tenets of the
pictorialist theory (Podgomy and Shepard 1978, Finke
1980, Farah 1988), the results of Chambers and Reisberg
are surprising and may be seen as posing a fundamental
challenge for the pictorial theory.
O f course, the negative results of Chambers and
Reisberg provide experimental support for the specific
claims made over a decade ago by Pylyshyn (1973,1978)
in his critiques of pictorial theories. Etespite these earlier
skeptical claims, however, in the intervening period there
has been experimental evidence of just such abilities of
people to detect novel properties in imagined scenes.
Pinker and Finke (1980) report subjects' ability to "see"
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Methodology of Falsification
Discounting "philosophical" considerations, Finke et al.
claim to "refute" Chambers and Reisberg by showing
them to have been mistaken on the "strictly empirical"
claim that mental images are not subject to reconstrual.
Construing the question at slake in this way as a "suictly
empirical" one, Finke et al. assert "our experiments show
that the answer to it is that such reinterpretation is
possible" (1989, p. 74). But this notion of refutation
uncharitably construes the Chambers and Reisberg case in
its most implausible and most uninteresting form. The
logic of their claim is not merely that images cannot be
interpreted in some unqualified and completely general
sense, and consequently refuted byfindinga contrary case.
The Chambers and Reisberg investigation derives its
significance from showing the inability of image
reconstrual precisely under conditions in which we would
have expected it according to the quasi-perceptual account.
By demonstrating the possibility or reinterpretation under
entirely different conditions, Finke et al. have merely
avoided the issue. It is not the "strictly empirical
question" of whether or not images can be reconstrued
simpliciter. To be sure, this is an empirical question in
an unproblematic sense, but it is not the question raised
by the investigation of Chambers and Reisberg.
Undeniably, "given suitable conditions", as Finke et al.
say, people are able to reconstrue their images. But
clearly, it only begs the deeper questions raised by

Chambers and Reisberg, - questions which arc, moreover,
inescapably the "philosophical", that is, theoretical, ones
Finke et al., have wished to dismiss (See Slezak 1990).
The apparent conflict a m o n g the data requires careful
analysis which will clarify the precise conditions of
discrepant results.
Interpretation and Nothing But
In their attempt to deflect the consequences of the
negativefindingsof Chambers and Reisberg, Finke et al.
claim that they "refute one kind of explanation for this
difficulty: [namely] that visual images do not contain
information about the geometry of a shape necessary for
reinterpreting it..." (1989, p. 51; emphasis added). That
is, Finke et al. devote m u c h of their effort to refuting
what they refer to as "the strong position that images are
nothing but interpretations" and consistently attribute to
Chambers and Reisberg the conclusion that "images do
not contain uninterpreted information" (1989, p. 54).
They take Chambers and Reisberg to claim "that images
lack 'uninterpreted' information pertaining to the
geometry of an object" (ibid, p. 54). This is misleading
because Chambers and Reisberg do not need to go so far
as to deny the presence of any purely geometric
information in images. They only assert the intrinsic
association of such information with a semantic
interpretation and that this information is abstractly
encoded, inherently interpreted and, therefore, not readily
dissociated from the old interpretation and re-associated
with a n e w one by visual mechanisms. That is, the claim
of Chambers and Reisberg is only that images are
"created as symbols of something and hence need no
interpretive process" (1985, p. 317).
Interpretation as Semantic Content
It is essential to notice that the notion of interpretation at
issue for Chambers and Reisberg is explicitly 'semantic'
in the sense of taking the symbol (the image) to have a
referent or meaning. T h o u g h they dismiss such
"philosophical" considerations as irrelevant, this point is
crucial in appreciating both the failure of the critique by
Finke et al. and also the manner in which their o w n
experimental design is problematic. The relevant notion
of interpretation certainly does not preclude the encoding
of geometric information as Finke et al. have claimed,
and is a semantic one, being referential or 'intentional' in
Brentano's sense that every mental phenomenon has
"reference to a content" or "direction toward an object"
(1985, p. 318). T h e interpretation of an image in this
conception consists in the fact that images are about
some object or scene
Consistent with having neglected this "philosophical"
point in their critique, Finke et al. also design their
experiment in a w a y which minimises the crucial
relevance of the intentionality of symbols. The departure
of the experiments of Finke et al. in this regard from the

paradigm, serves to weaken their relevance for those of
Chambers and Reisberg. Finke et al. want to show that
"people can assign novel interpretations to ambiguous
images" (1989, p. 51) but the "stimulus" figures or
patterns employed were all of a purely geometric character
including letters and numbers. That is, there is, at best,
only a very attenuated sense in which one can speak of
'interpretation' and 're-interpretation' in regard to these
patterns at all, and certainly there is nothing which
corresponds to the full-bodied meanings or semantic
content of the ambiguous duckA-abbit, for example. This
crucial difference in the stimuli used by Finke et al., is
such as to weaken the force of their claimed refutation of
the Chambers and Reisberg results. It is significant,
therefore, that in our o w n experiment, w h e n the stimuli
have a semantic interpretation in the fullest sense, once
again the subjects were unable to accomplish the
reconstruals which are easy and instantaneous in
perception.
Finke et al. anticipate a possible objection that their
stimuli had no initial construal of their stimuli to be
switched away from. They answer by claiming that all of
their "stimuli" had at least two interpretations,
notwithstanding " T h e fact that one of the two
interpretations was invariably characterised by a complex
articulated description rather than by a single word"
(1989, p.69). However, the issue is not the complexity
or otherwise of descriptions but rather the nature of a
perceptual gestalt. In particular, it is not the one-word
labels which might attach to the ambiguous figures such
as 'duck' or 'rabbit' which is their salient property, but
rather the fact that the figure permits a visual
identification and interpretation as something in the first
place - that is, other than the geometrical figure itself. It
is the claimed "equivalence" with the interpretive
mechanisms of visual perception which is at stake here,
and it is precisely this possibility of semantic
interpretation which is absent from the geometrical
figures in Finke et al.'s experiment.
"Suitable Conditions"
Finke et al. claim that their experimental results "show
that the kind of object a mental image corresponds to
need not be assigned during an act of perception" (1989,
p. 67) in a w a y which might prevent its easy reinterpretation, as would be expected on Pylyshyn's view.
However, it must be noticed that, in a further significant
departure from the experimental paradigm of Chambers
and Reisberg, the "stimuli" and "patterns" used in their
experiments were not visually presented perceptual
objects at all. Finke et al. use verbal descriptions of
certain patterns. A s is well k n o w n , seeing the film and
reading the book are radically different in their
consequences for m e m o r y encoding and in the constraints
placed on imagination. A s a matter of experimental
procedure, Finke et al. rightly require that any n e w
interpretation of a pattern should not have been the result
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of "having encoded that interpretation while the stimulus
was actually visible" (1989. p.55; emphasis added), but
they m a n a g e to avoid this problem of perceptual
confounding by avoiding relevant perceptual encoding
altogether. In the absence of explicit theoretical
justification, this further departure from the experimental
conditions which have been central to the dispute
obscures the relevance of their results. A particular virtue
of our o w n experiment is its reverting to visual stimuli,
while avoiding the confounding by perceptual reconstrual
in other ways.
Episodic and Semantic Images
The relevant distinctions here correspond closely with
Tulving's (1972) distinction between 'episodic' and
'semantic' memory. Tulving's 'episodic' m e m o r y stores
information about dated episodes or events such as
specific perceptual experiences coded in terms of
perceptible properties or attributes of the events and their
autobiographical reference. O f particular relevance in
connection with the debates over re-interpretation of
visual images is the supposed difference between episodic
and semantic m e m o r y regarding the retrieval of
information. Tulving writes:

and Slayion (1988) claim to have shown "that people are
capable of making unexpected discoveries in imagery".
Non-Chronometric Test
The n e w stimulus materials have been designed to have
two distinct interpretations which are highly orientation
specific. Thus, thefiguresare recognizable as a certain
object in one orientation, but are interpretable as an
entirely different object when rotated by 90 degrees. These
stimuli are variants of the stimuli used by Rock (1973),
and are considerably improved in their recognizability. In
this respect, the shapes have the important feature that
the alternative interpretations are readily obtained by
rotation under perceptual conditions.

Figure 1.
It is important that the task of reinterpretation can be
readily accomplished in this w a y during perception
because this makes the conditions for reconstrual under
imagery conditions as favourable as possible. Thus, for
example, w h e n subjects are shown figure 1 in one
orientation, it is immediately recognized as the duckling;
then upon rotating the figure by 9 0 degrees, subjects
immediately notice (with frequent expressions of surprise
and delight) the alternative interpretation, the rabbit.

The episodic memory system does not include the
capabilities of inferential reasoning or generalization.
Inferential reasoning, generalization, application of
rules and formulas, and use of algorithms, on the other
hand, represent important methods of utilization of
information stored in semantic memory. B y relying on
his semantic m e m o r y , it is literally quite possible for a
person to k n o w something he did not learn. (1972, p.
390)

T h e Experiment
Predictions of the Pictorial Theory
The experiment^ is concerned to test the 'quasiperceptual' claims of the pictorial theory according to
which "the purposes of imagery, in large part, parallel
those of vision" in "the use of recognition processes"
through which Kosslyn claims "one m a y 'recognize'
parts and properties of imaged objects that had not been
previously considered" (1987, p. 149) The abilities being
tested are exactly those which are claimed to have been
demonstrated by Pinker and Finke (1980) w h o reported
subjects' ability to "see" novel properties which could
emerge from images only after they had been mentally
rotated where n e w properties of images "can be 'read off
the display" (1980, p. 262). T h e ability to "re-parse" an
image by using perceptual shape classification procedures
has been claimed by Finke et al. (1989), just as Finke

Figure 2.

Independently, Reisberg and Chambers (1990) have conducted
methodologically similar experiments, but they are not concerned
with the "format" question as such, and, in fact, appear to endorse
Kosslyn's pictorial medium view as "fully persuasive".
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The direct expectation of the pictorial medium theory is
that the same effect should be obtainable under imagery
conditions. That is, if subjects are shown thefiguresin
only one orientation, it would be expected that they could
rotate their image and discover the alternative construal
by inspection from their rotated image. O f course, the
tacit knowledge alternative account takes images to be
abstract, intrinsically interpreted conceptualizations and
would predict that such reinterpretation would be difficult
or impossible for subjects to perform in this w a y on their
rotated images.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were IS students and staff at the
University of N e w South Wales w h o participated on a
voluntary basis.
Materials and Viewing Arrangement. The
stimulus figures were presented in the form of black and
while computer displays to subjects w h o were seated at a
normal viewing distance of approximately 4 0 c m from a
high-resolution Apple Macintosh screen. The display was
under the control of the experimenter.
Procedure. Without marking any distinction among the
stimulus figures, subjects were first shown several
distractors in the form of sillhouettes of easily
recognizable animals such as an elephant, ostrich and
marlin, none of which were orientation-dependent shapes
having any alternative interpretation. This was to set
subjects' expectations for the subsequent stimuli which
were, in fact, orientation-dependent figures. For each
presented figure, subjects were asked if they could
recognize it and to n a m e it. Subjects were then shown an
orientation-dependentfigureand were asked to remember
it in order to answer a question afterwards. After 10
seconds the stimulus figure was then removed from view
and the subject was asked to imagine rotating it by 90
degrees in a clockwise direction. W h e n the subject
confirmed that the figure w a s being imagined in this
rotated position, he/she w a s asked if it could be
interpreted as anything else from this viewpoint. This
procedure was repeated with each of the orientationdependent shapes in turn.
A s Finke et al. rightly emphasize, an important
methodological problem arises from the danger that
subjects might encode both interpretations during the
original perceptual exposure since in this case they would
not be relying on imagery processes to discover the
alternative interpretation. In particular, it is evident that
the problem m a y arise w h e n subjects are set the imaginal
rotation task more than once, since after the fu-st one they
are no longer naive concerning the possibihty of a second
construal of the figure. O n any subsequent test, they m a y
unavoidably seek a second interpretation during the initial
perceptual exposure. This possibility can be minimised
by restricting exposure time as Chambers and Reisberg
have done to a duration which is long enough to establish
the image and yet not long enough to seek alternative
interpretations. However, this is a risky procedure since
subjects w h o are aware of a possible reconstrual are
frequently able to notice both interpretations almost
immediately and simultaneously.

reinterpretation of the rotated image was difficult to
perform, even if not always impossible. However, these
results across multiple presentations take on a greater
significance w h e n the order of presentation is taken into
account: It is most significant that no subject was able to
reconstrue the first stimulus presented, which is, of
course, the only one for which they did not k n o w in
advance that there might be an alternative interpretation.
This striking relevance of stimulus order confirms the
anticipated effects due to loss of naivete concerning the
task. Subsequent stimuli were, nevertheless, worth
testing and it is significant that even in these cases the
difficulty of reconstrual is apparent.
T h e interpretation of these preliminary results will be
clarified in subsequent testing which can eliminate
possible confounding due to two factors. T h e ordering
effect in which subjects showed an improvement from
initial failure could be due to practice in the task rather
than perceptual confounding. This will be controlled in
follow-up experiments by giving subjects prior practice
with image rotation using Cooper's (1975) random
polygons. The uniform observed difficulty with the first
naive exposure to an orientation-dependent shape will
then be less likely due to the inherent difficulty of the
task itself. Present data showing slight improvement
following the fu-st stimulus could also have been due to
the fact that the shapes were not presented in random
order. Given the considerable difficulty in devising
suitable figures, they are not equally good in their
orientation specificity. Stimuli were presented in order of
decreasing suitability and this could account for the
slightly improved success rate across subjects. In
repeating the experiment, the shapes can be independently
rated for their recognizability and orientation-specificity,
and the order of presentation can be randomized.
Even if w e disregard ordering and other effects such as
practice which might have m a d e the task easier, the m e a n
success rate overall was still only 35 per cent Typical of
the predicted difficulty of reconstrual w a s the reaction of
subjects when pressed to reinterpret their rotated image of
the duckling: just as w e would expect on a tacit
knowledge account according to which the image is
intrinsically bound to its interpretation, m a n y subjects
would volunteer the response that it is a "duckling on its
back"!

Discussion and Conclusion. We have noted that
the significance of our negative results derives from the
fact that, unlike chronometric data, our o w n experiment
permits a direct inference about the rotation and
inspection of imagery. O f additional importance is the
fact that the task is readily performed under perceptual
Results. At first glance, the experimental results appear conditions, thereby entitling us to expect it in imagery as
well according to the pictorial account. Further favouring
somewhat equivocal on the question of reinterpretation
reconstrual of images is the fact that our figures are
since subjects were generally able to reconstrue in
considerably simpler than the representations of blocks
imagination about one third (35%) of the figures they
stacked in three dimensions employed by Shepard (1971)
were presented. E v e n on these data it is clear that
for which the mental rotation has been claimed, and our
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own shapes are geometrically no more complex that
those of Cooper (1975) for which complexity was
specifically found no/ to be a factor in the claimed ease of
rotation.
Rock, Wheeler and Tudor (1989) have receniJy obtained
negative results which also challenge the claims of
mental rotation and scanning in a pictorial medium.
Although supporting his results and conclusions, our
experiment has the advantage of utilizing recognizable
shapes whose identification is the unambiguous criterion
of success in the imagery task. A s Rock et al. have
acknowledged, their amorphous-shaped wire stimuli are
unusual and not representative of objects typically
encountered. Although this factor is discounted by Rock
et al., the issue does not arise as a potential objection
with our stimuli.
As distinct from reaction-time data, when tested on a
task which actually requires these abilities for success w e
have found subjects to perform very poorly or not at all.
Although these results are contrary to the explicit
predictions and direct implications of the pictorial theory,
they are precisely as would be expected on a tacit
knowledge account. It must be admitted that the tacit
knowledge theory is little more than a sketch or hint of
the kind of theory required rather than a worked out
alternative to the quasi-perceptual account. Nevertheless,
filling out this sketch will draw on theories of higher
cognitive processes in long term memory which have
independent theoretical justification.
Contrary to some views (Anderson 1978), w e have
shown that there are significant empirical differences
between these two theories of imagery, and their
markedly divergent predictions may be readily tested. As a
follow-up, w e have devised experiments which
reconstruct other perceptual phenomena in imagery.
Preliminary investigations suggest that figure-ground
separation is exceedingly difficult or impossible to
perform in imagery, although once again the parallel
would be expected on the pictorial account. Likewise, the
Kanizsa illusory contours appear not to be imposed under
imagery conditions. W e are also repeating an earlier
image inspection experiment of Binet's using an array of
letters which has not received discussion in the recent
debate, but which has the same negative implications
regarding the claimed ability to "inspect" images. A
pattern of such failures on diverse perceptual phenomena
would leave only ad hoc ways of avoiding their
significance for the pictorial theory of imagery.
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Pronunciation information nevertheless partially
constrains the written forms of words, and there is
abundant psychological evidence, from the study of adult
and child spelling errors, that pronunciation information is
used in spelling. T h e spelling of non-words is also
generally assumed to implicate mechanisms for translating
sound into spelling, as are the characteristic patterns of
breakdown exhibited by patients suffering from various
forms of head injury (see Shallice, 1988, for a review).
These considerations have lead psychologists to produce
models of spelling in which there are two separate routines
available to translate sound into spelling. Early spelling is
assumed to occur by learning the visual forms of a small
vocabulary. Subsequent development of "alphabetic
spelling" occurs with the realisation that there are useful
regularities in the sound-to-spelling mapping system.
W h e n a child has grasped this principle, the ability to spell
non-words will emerge, along with an advantage in
spelling words which conform to the sound-to-spelling
"rules" of English. For the reasons discussed above,
however, rules alone are not sufficient. A second "lexical"
routine is required to enable the correct spelling of irregular
words, and to distinguish between non-homographic
homophones such as THEIR and T H E R E . It is assumed that
skilled spellers have both strategies available to them. This
"dual-route" approach has provided a successful
framework for describing spelling development and
classifying developmental and acquired spelling disorders
(Ellis, 1984; Frith, 1985; EHis & Young, 1988).
A consequence of the "dual-route" approach is that word
classifications have tended to label items as either "regular"
or "irregular," according to whether or not they conform to
the sound-to-spelling translarion rules of English.
However, a connectionist model should be able to exploit
regularities at various levels in the mapping from sound to
spelling without making use of explicit rules. In the case of
reading, the connectionist approach has lead to a different
classification of words in terms of the spelling-to-sound
"friends" and "enemies" that they possess (Brown, 1987;
Jared, M c R a e & Seidenberg, 1990). According to this
approach, only words with enemies would be counted as
irregular, but regular words can differ according to the
number of friends they have. Table 1 illustrates this

Abstract
In this paper w e describe a connectionist model of the
development of alphabetic spelling. The model learns
to spell regular words more quickly than words with
irregular spellings. W h e n the computational resources
available to the model are restricted, the model learns
more slowly and, analogously to developmental
dyslexics, fails to learn some of the irregular items in
its vocabulary. Experimental evidence is reported,
which shows that both normal and dyslexic children of
various ages have difficulty with particular word types
that are similar to the problems experienced by the
model on the same words. Finally, the model is
"lesioned," and its performance is then similar to that
of "surface dysgraphics." The goodfitbetween model
and data is taken as evidence that, throughout m u c h of
the relevant developmental period, the task facing
children can be usefully viewed as a statistical one.
Introduction
Our purpose in the present paper is to apply the
connectionist modelling approach, which has provided
useful unifying models of spelling-to-sound translation in
reading (e.g. Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989a), to the case
of spelling development. Here, the computational task
faced by children is one of mapping phonology onto
orthography. This mapping is more "irregular" than the
mapping from spelling to sound investigated by Seidenberg
& McClelland, and one of our aims is to determine whether
a connectionist system could learn this more demanding set
of associations.
The spelling of m a n y English words cannot reliably be
derived from phonological information alone, because of
words such as S O A P (cf. R O P E , C O P E , H O P E ) , and pairs or
triples of words that are pronounced identically but spelled
differenUy (e.g. B A R E / B E A R and HAIR/HARE).

The research reported in this paper was supported by grants
to the second author from the Medical Research Council
(U.K.), the Economic and Social Research Council (U.K.)
and the Leverhulme Trust.
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classification as applied to the case of spelling, and shows
that "number of friends" and "number of enemies" reflect
different dimensions (here, as elsewhere, we use the "rime"
of a word to classify it: there is ample evidence that this is
the relevant psychological dimension: Treiman & Chafetz,
1987).

Enemies, no friends
N o enemies, no friends
Friends, no enemies

4Word

Friends

Enemies

SOAP
LOCK
BULB

none
DOCK, R O C K etc
none

HOPE, COPE etc
none
none

I
§3H

Table 1: Classification of Word Types

1Thus friends and enemies effects can be assessed
independently: a difference between "bulb" type words
and "soap" type words would reflect an independent effect
of number of sound-to-spelling enemies, and a difference
between "bulb" type words and "lock" type words would
reflect an independent effect of number of sound-tospelling friends. In the case of single word reading it now
appears that there are independent friends and enemies
effects on reading time (Brown, 1987. Jared, McRae &
Seidenberg, 1990). Many experimental investigations of
spelling have, however, not distinguished between soundto-spelling friends and enemies, and empirically it is not
clear which is the relevant factor, although several recent
experiments on spelling have found influences of factors
other than simple regularity on spelling performance (e.g.
Barry & Seymour, 1988). In this paper w e report an
experimental investigation of this question which focusses
on the three word types illustrated in Table 1. First,
however, we describe a connectionist model that we have
implemented to investigate learning of the English soundto-spelling mapping system.
A Connectionist Model of Spelling
The model is a feedforward backpropagation net with 50
input, 30 hidden and 50 output units. The training set
consisted of 250 words. These included all 63 words used
in the experiment discussed below. The remaining words
were friends and enemies of words in the group of 63.
Input patterns encoded the phonological forms of words,
and output patterns represented the corresponding
orthographic forms. These patterns were created using a
scheme similar to that employed by Seidenberg &
McClelland (1989a): words were treated as sets of
"triples," (e.g. SOAP = _SO + SOA + G A P -i- AP_ ; Iswpl =
_sw + swp + wp_ ). Patterns were created independently
for all the triples that occurred in the training set. Each
triple pattern contained four O N bits and 46 O F F bits:
these were chosen quasi-randomly in such a way that
similar triples had similar patterns. The pattern for a word
was made by superposing the patterns for its triples. The
learning rate was set at 0.01, and the momentum parameter
was 0.9. The model was given 2000 epochs of learning
with the training set

0

400

800
Epochs

1200

1600

Figure 1: Error Score for 30-Hidden-Unit Model
The vocabulary of the model contained 21 matched word
triplets. The words were selected with a view to their later
use in the experimental investigation, and corresponded to
the three word types in Table 1. Words within each triplet
varied in their sound-to-spelling correspondences but were
matched as closely as possible on word frequency,
positional bigram frequency, and word length. N o word in
the sample was homophonic with any other English word.
In addition to examining the development of spelling in
normal children, w e wanted to assess the possibility that
the spelling problems experienced by developmental
dyslexics could be characterised in terms of reduced
computational resources being devoted to the learning
process. Similar claims have been m a d e in the case of
reading: Seidenberg & McClelland (1989b) found that a
version of their spelling-to-sound translation model, which
was given fewer hidden units over which to represent its
regularities, produced a pattern of jjerformance that was
6-1

Enemies, no friends
N o enemies, no friends
-D-^

5-

Friends, no enemies

4\
5 3H
IXI

—•
0

1
400

'

1
•
1
•
1
800
1200
1600
Epochs

Figure 2: Error Score for 20-Hidden-Unit Model
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analogous lo that of developmentally dyslexic or delayed
readers. In our simulations w e adopted a similar approach.
The "normal" model was given 30 hidden units, while the
"developmentally dyslexic" model was provided with only
20 hidden units during the learning process.

24n
2016-

Results of Simulations
1
w

The behaviour of the model during learning is presented in
Figures 1 through 4. Figure 1 shows the mean s u m m e d
squared error for each of the three word types during
learning in the "normal" model, and Figure 2 shows the
same measure for the "developmentally dyslexic" model.
In both cases the same ordering of word type difficulty is
seen throughout, but the dyslexic model learns more slowly
and has higher error scores at any given point in learning.
Of more direct relevance is the actual number of items
that the network was able to spell correctly at any point.
In order to assess whether a word was spelled correctly, the
following procedure was carried out.
First, 30
"competitor" spellings were generated for each of the 63
words by randomly changing one of the letters in the
correct, "target" spelling. For the words with enemies, one
competitor was always the regularised spelling of the word.
Thus, the competitors for S O A P included S O P E , S S A P ,
SOOP, S O A B , T O A P and so on. At each stage of learning, a
summed squared error was calculated for all competitors of
each word, as well as for the target spelling. A word was
classified as correctly spelled, and counted as such in
Figures 3 and 4, w h e n the error score for the correct
spelling was lower than the error score for all of the
competitor spellings. Figure 3 shows the number of words
correct (out of the 21 words of each type) as a function of
training for the normal (30 hidden unit) model, while
Figure 4 shows the same for the restricted version.
Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that by 2000 epochs of
learning the normal network was producing the correct
spelling of every word in its vocabulary. At all earlier
stages in learning, the model produced the correct speUing
of more of the words with friends and no enemies than
words with neither friends nor enemies, and even fewer of
the words with enemies and no friends.
Comparison of Figures 1 and 3 with Figures 2 and 4
shows that the dyslexic model exhibits a qualitatively
similar pattern of performance to the non-dyslexic model,
but that performance lags behind the non-dyslexic model at
all stages. By the end of 2000 epochs of learning, the
dyslexic model correcUy spells 20 out of the 21 words with
friends only, 17/21 of the words with neither friends nor
enemies, and also 17/21 of the words with enemies and no
friends. This pattern of selective difficulty with
exceptional items is similar to the pattern observed in
developmentally dyslexic children.
It is clear that the non-dyslexic model was successful in
learning the relevant sound-to-spelling mapping
characteristics within its limited vocabulary. Furthermore,
the performance of the model leads to a clear prediction
about the ordering of word type difficulty during learning.

12-

"2
Friends, no enemies
N o enemies, no friends
Enemies, no friends

I

800 1200
Epochs

—I—'—I
1600 2000

Figure 3: N u m b e r of Correct Spellings ("Normal" Model)
The results of the two simulations suggest that the
difference between normal and dyslexic spelling
development can be well characterised in terms of the
amount of computational resources devoted to the task.
W h e n insufficient resources are allocated to learning the
relevant sound-to-spelling associations, the result is that a
lower overall level of performance is achieved at any given
stage in learning, but the ordering of the different word
types in terms of accuracy is the same. This is consistent
with a "delay" rather than a "deviance" picture of dyslexic
spelling: the model predicts that when dyslexic and nondyslexic subjects are matched for overall level of
performance, they should show the same qualitative pattern
of errors on the three word types. B y contrast, "deviance"
models assume that qualitatively different processing is
involved in developmental dyslexia.
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Figure 4: Number of Correct Spellings ("Dyslexic" Model)
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Experimental Studies

1.0n

W e now report the results of experiments carried out on
both normal and dyslexic children to test the predictions of
the models reported above. W e describe the spelling
performance of four different age-groups of normal
children, and a separate comparison between dyslexic and
spelling-level matched non-dyslexic subjects.

1
8 0.8I
^0.6-1

Subjects
132 non-dyslexic children aged between 91 and 143
months were tested. Data were also collected from 12
"junior" dyslexics and 13 "senior" dyslexics from a
specialist school. One of the senior subjects (with the
lowest total spelling correct score) was excluded from the
analysis to make equal sized groups. All the dyslexic
subjects tested in this study had been formally diagnosed as
having specific learning difficulties by an independent
examiner and were attending a special school for dyslexic
boys. Additional tests showed that the junior dyslexics had
a reading age 30 months behind their chronological age,
and the senior dyslexics were 37 months delayed. Reading
ages were assessed by the British Ability Scales.
Materials and Procedure
The stimulus materials for the experiment were the 21
word Uiplets used in the models. For the spelling test, each
stimulus word was presented in a short sentence that used
the word in a meaningful context but did not define its
meaning. A separate comprehension test was conducted
and error rates were examined only for words that were
known to individual subjects.
Analysis and Results
The 132 non-dyslexic subjects were divided into four
groups of 33 subjects on the basis of spelling ability. To
compare normal and dyslexic spellers, conu-ol subjects
were selected from the sample of normal spellers. They
were matched with individual dyslexics on the basis of
total correct spelling scores. The dyslexics were on
average around two years older than the control subjects
spelling at the same level.
The results were examined in terms of the proportion of
errors made to known words only. T w o triplets were
withdrawn before analysis because insufficient subjects
knew the meanings of one of the words in the Uiplets.
Spelling scores were expressed as the number of correctly
spelt words as a proportion of the items known, and
subjected to angular transformation prior to analysis.
Figure 5 presents the (untransformed) error proportions for
the four different age groups of conuol subjects, and Figure
6 gives the proportions for the junior and senior dyslexics
and controls.
For normal subjects (data in Figure 5), A N O V A revealed
main effects of age-group and word-type, and a significant
group X word type interaction reflecting a ceiling effect in
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Friends, no enemies
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Figure 5: Fraction of Correct Spellings (Normal Subjec

the more able groups. Post-hoc analyses of the error r
revealed independent effects of both sound-to-spelling
friends and sound-to-spelling enemies within the main
effect of word type. ("Friends effects" were assessed by
comparing error rates to words with many friends and no
enemies to words with neither friends nor enemies;
"enemies effects" were assessed by comparing error rates
for words with neither friends nor enemies to words with
enemies but no friends).
In the error analyses comparing dyslexic and conuol
subjects, there was no significant difference between
conuol and dyslexic subjects (as expected, given that
groups were matched on total spelling score) and no
significant interactions. There were, however, main
effects of both ability group and word type. Post-hoc
comparisons of the word type means indicated that there
were independent sound-to-spcUing friends and enemies
effects.
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Figure 6: Fraction of Correct Spellings (Dyslexic Subjects)
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The results m a y be summarised as follows. Both
dyslexic and control subjects showed independent effects
of sound-to-spelling friends and sound-to-spelling enemies
on error rates. Furthermore, dyslexic subjects showed the
same pattern of effects as younger non-dyslexic subjects
matched on overall spelhng scores.
These results are in accord with the predictions made by
the model. The ordering of difficulty of the three different
word types, in terms of the proportion of errors made at
different times during development, is exactly the same for
the connectionist model and for our human subjects.
Furthermore, despite the fact that w e have used a more
fine-grained classification of word types than has
previously been used to compare normal and dyslexic
spelling performance, w e find that the dyslexics perform
similarly to younger control subjects spelling at the same
overall level. This is consistent with the behaviour of our
"developmentally dyslexic" model.

Results of Lesioning the M o d e l
The results of zeroing 2 % , 5 % or 1 0 % of the connections in
the input or output layers are s h o w n in Figure 7.
Performance on words with enemies (i.e. words with
exceptional sound-spelling patterns) does indeed drop off
more quickly with increasing damage. Thus with 1 0 %
damage to the connections between input and hidden
Friends,
no enemies
N o enemies,
no friends
N

.

^

Enemies,
no friends

hidden units ->
output units

Lesioning the Model
input units ->
hidden units

W e wish to argue that the development of normal spelling,
and the delayed development in young dyslexics, can be
characterised in terms of the computational demands of
mastering a statistical mapping system. A natural question,
then, is whether the performance of head-injured patients
can be accounted for in terms of a loss of the computational
resources available to achieve the requisite mapping (cf.
Patterson, Seidenberg & McClelland, 1988).
The relevant phenomena m a y be summarised as follows.
S o m e patients, generally k n o w n as "phonological
dysgraphics," lose the ability to spell non-words while the
ability to spell real words (whether regular or irregular) is
relatively well preserved (e.g. Shallice, 1981). In terms of
dual-route models of spelling, this is taken as evidence for
loss of the non-lexical sound-to-spelling translation
pathway. So-called "deep dysgraphics" exhibit similar
problems but also produce semantically-related errors. The
complementary syndrome, variously known as "surface
dysgraphia" (Ellis, 1984), "lexical dysgraphia" (Beauvois
& Derouesnd, 1981) or "phonological spelling" (Hatfield &
Patterson, 1983) appears to involve a relative sparing of the
sound-to-spelling translation routine along with impairment
of the lexical spelling routine. These patients therefore
have particular difficulty in spelling words with
exceptional sound-spelling correspondences. The picture is
of course more complex than the simple one presented
above (see ElUs & Young, 1988, for a review), and patients
vary in the extent of dissociation which Uiey exhibit. For
present purposes, however, w e are concerned to examine
the possibility that our connectionist model of spelling
could become "surface dysgraphic" and selectively lose the
ability to spell irregular words correcUy.
W e simulated acquired spelling disorders in the model
by setting 2 % , 5 % , and 1 0 % of Uie weights in eiUier the
input or the output layer to zero. The performance of the
model was then examined to see whether it produced the
correct speUings of the words in its vocabulary. A total of
10 simulations were carried out at each level of damage.

% Damage
Figure 7: Performance of the Model After Lesioning
layers, the model still correctly spells 13 out of Uie 21
friends-only words, but only 8 of the 21 words with
enemies.
H o w does this compare with the pattern of performance
produced by surface dysgraphic patients? S o m e patients
show a sharper dissociation than our model: Shallice
(1988) summarises the results of several studies on the
relevant patients. Most patients show very good
performance on non-words and words with low ambiguity
(i.e. regular items), performing at over 9 0 % on these
categories. Performance on words with medium levels of
ambiguity ranged from about 7 0 % to 1 0 0 % , and
performance on highly ambiguous items varied from 4 0 %
to 9 0 % . Thus only a very few patients show a sharp
dissociation, although all perform worse on the ambiguous
items.
The average performance of our model at low levels of
damage was similar to the relatively unimpaired patients,
but Figure 7 shows that a 4 0 % level of performance on our
exception words (those with enemies) was accompanied by
just over 6 0 % correct performance on words with friends
only.
This appears to contrast with the sharper
dissociations exhibited by some of the patients, but two
further factors need to be taken into consideration. First,
Figure 7 represents the average of 10 lesioning simulations.
There was considerable variability in the simulations, as in
the patient populations, and some of our individual runs
showed more extreme dissociations. In several simulations
no friends-only words were lost but 5 exception words
were lost. In one run, after just 2 % damage, 20/21 of the
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W e believe that these limitations do not compromise our
main conclusion, however. This conclusion is that much
psychological data concerning normal spelling
development, developmental dyslexia, and acquired
spelling disorders can be well described in terms of the
degree to which the various subject populations have
mastered the statistical properties of the English soundsjjelling mapping system.

regular words (with friends) were spelled correctly but only
14/21 of the exceptional items. A further point is that the
vocabulary of our model was relatively small, and so it
included only a few enemies for our exception words. The
patient data shows that much less severe impairments arc
found with words of only medium level ambiguity, and this
perhaps provides the best characterisation of the words in
our model, given its limited vocabulary. With this
assumption, the model's performance provides a goodfitto
the empirical data. Furthermore, the inclusion in our
simulation of words with neither friends nor enemies leads
to a prediction (untested to our knowledge): surface
dysgraphics will have difficulty with words with neither
friends nor enemies as well as with "exception" words,
even though the words with neither friends nor enemies are
not ambiguous in their sound-to-spelling correspondence.
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Conclusions
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replacing the descriptive-level insights from developmental
and cognitive psychology.
The model is successful in that its performance closely
mirrors that of human subjects under a wide range of
circumstances. W e conclude that much of the process of
learning to spell is usefully viewed as a statistical one.
Observed performance in both developmental and acquired
disorders can be characterised as being due to a lack of, or
loss of, computational resources over which to represent
the statistical regularities and sub-regularities implicit in
the English sound-to-spelling mapping system. This
abstract, high-level characterisation is, of course, far
removed from any strictly neurobiological interpretation of
the connectionist approach. However some researchers,
(e.g. Galaburda, 1989), have pointed to the parallels
between connectionist characterisations of developmental
reading disorders in terms of provision of computational
resources, and the atypical symmetry distribution of the
planum temporale found in dyslexic brains.
Our model is clearly limited in a number of resjjects. It
operates with a small and constant vocabulary, and
contains no mechanism for modelling early "logographic"
spelling or strategic change. Rather, it is concerned only
with the development of alphabetic spelling, and so does
not address the issue of developmental stages and
strategies. Furthermore, it only accounts for one type of
acquired spelling disorder: extensions to the model would
be necessary to account for complementary syndromes
such as phonological dysgraphia, and also to enable the
model to distinguish non-homographic homophones such
as THEIR and T H E R E . A final comment concerns the
nature of the "triple" representation used on both input and
output units. As Prince & Pinker (1988) have shown, such
representations are not adequate for representing the whole
of English vocabulary, although they suffice for the 250
word vocabulary w e have modelled to date.
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Abstract

nominals could be m a d e to share lexical entries.^ In
the context of N L understanding, Dahl et al [1987] urge
the desirability of returning the s a m e semantic representation w h e n interpreting clauses and their nominalizations. In a generation system, w e want to be able
to generate both syntactic forms. It is convenient, for
instance, to be able to refer anaphorically to an eventuality (introduced by a clause) using a pronoun, as in
this example from Schuster [1988:602]:

We note (a) the well-rehearsed linguistic observation that eventualities can be referred to by using
either noun phrases or sentences, and (b) the seductive ontological parallels drawn by Bach [1986]
between eventualities and individuals. W e show
how the mechanisms for knowledge representation
and referring expression generation in an existing
natural language generation system [Dale 1988,
1989] can be easily extended to combine these two
insights in the generation of a wide variety of forms
of reference to eventualities.

(3) I want to m o v e a block of text as a unit. H o w do
I do it?
O n this basis, w e m a y impose the following condition
on a generation system. Desideratum 1: w e must select a sufficiently neutral K B format, and provide sufficiently strong mapping rules from K B entities to surface strings to allow the generation of both forms. W e
urge below that this in turn leads us towards another
relevant desideratum.

Referring to Eventualities
Most domains consist both of things and events.
In order to communicate effectively, it is necessary to
be able to generate appropriate references to ordinary
physical objects, like chairs, cats and carrots, and to
eventualities, like being in love, chopping carrots and
having two hours of negotiations. A natural language
generation system will thus have to encode information
about both things and eventualities in its underlying
knowledge base (kb) (cf. [Kowalski and Sergot 1986;
Moens and Steedman 1987]). N o w , consider the following examples:

Eventualities and the Mass-Count
Distinction
The space of possible eventualities possesses considerable structure, and this structure has been taxonomised in various ways. Following Vendler [1967],
much consideration has been given to the 'aspectual
types' of utterances of English sentences (cf. [Mourelatos 1978; Hinrichs 1986; Dowty 1986; Moens and
Steedman 1987]). Bach [1986] takes the space to include states and non-states; in turn, states consist
of dynamic and static states, while non-states consist of processes and events. Events are then either protracted or nionientaneous; momentaneous
events are either happenings or culminations.

(1) a. John and Bill discussed the paper.
b. John and Bill had a discussion about the paper.
(2) a. Caesar died slowly.
b. Caesar's slow death upset Mary.
The data indicate that very similar information about
eventualities can be conveyed via either sentences or
noun phrases. In the context of theoretical linguistics,
Chomsky [1970] observed that to avoid problems arising from syntactic parallelism, verbs and their derived

^The issues involved in nominalization are broad; some
provisos are therefore in order. W e here consider only nps
which explicitly refer to eventualities; thus we do not discuss
nominals with 'hidden events' in their analyses (cf. [Pustejovsky and Anick 1988]). W e do not here consider the relation between tense and aspectual systems and NPs referring
to eventualities. Further, although we pursue a relationship
between nominal reference and eventualities, there is no direct relation to Partee [1984], where a DRT treatment is given
of the thesis that tense is an expression allowing anaphoric
reference to times.

^Also of the H u m a n Communication Ftesearch Centre at
the University of Edinburgh, hcrc is supported by the UK
Economic and Social Research Council. The work was also
supported in part by the UK Science and Engineering Research Council through project grant GR/g22077. Email:
J.Oberlanderffluk.ac.edinburgh
^Also of the Department of Artificial Intelligence at the
University of Edinburgh. Email: R.Daleffluk.ac.edinburgh
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Putting states to one side, we wish here to focus on
loach's observation of the seductive parallels between
the mass-count distinction in nominal systems and the
aspectual classification of verbal expressions.'* Bach
exploited Link's [1983] treatment of nominal systems in
the context of verbal expressions. In particular, he expounded 'this proportion: events: processes :: things:
stuff' [1986:5]. The algebra of events and processes derived has a number of appealing features, and explains
why 'temporal mass' indicators, like ttvice last night,
occur with some VPs but not others, as well as indicating under what circumstances we can switch from a
count-expression to a mass-expression, and vice versa.
However, Bach does not discuss a class of expressions
which share some of the features of both sides of the
analogy, and these are precisely the NPs which refer to
eventualities we adverted to above. Further examples
include: war, concert, discussion and the destruction of
Carthage by the Romans. W e would argue that just as
Bach's interpretation of the mass-count distinction applies to verb phrase reference to eventualities, so too it
applies to nominal reference to eventualities; and that
the distinction should again be understood in terms of
a process-event division. For example:
(4) I had a discussion with Fred.
(5) I had two discussions with FYed.
(6) I had a lot of discussion with Fred.
(7) I had two hours of discussion with Fred.
Here, (4) and (5) represent the use of discussion as a
count noun, appearing with an indefinite and a number expression respectively; (6) and (7) represent its
use as a mass noun, appearing with the quantifier a
lot of and a measure expression respectively. Lewis's
[1983] 'Universal Grinder', which converts a count expression into a mass one, seems to apply rather easily to eventualities, and, following Bach, we may say
that we have moved from the discrete event of discussion into the process stuff that composes it. Since
grinding and packaging seem to be zero-morphological
operations, leaving no trace of their operation in lexical realisations, it is perhaps unsurprising that English
should contain many eventuality-denoting words that
appear both as count nouns and mass nouns; killing,
for example, can co-occur both with mass-measures
and count-measures.
W e therefore wish to place a new condition to our
generation system. Desideratum 2: if our generation
.system is to produce reference to eventualities, it must
be able to generate both mass and count eventuality
expressions. Given the two desiderata, we want to be
able to generate sentential and noun phrase references
to eventualities, in the latter case aJlowing singular,
mass or plural expressions. W e demonstrate below that
this is possible by relatively simple augmentation of the
"In a fuller analysis, we would argue that states are to
be represented via objects possessing temporally-constrained
properties.

ontological structures and generation mechanisms in
an existing natural language generation system [Dale
1988, 1989].

T h e R e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f Entities
Dale's [1988, 1989] epicure system contains knowledge base structures appropriate for generating reference to count, mass and plural reference to things. The
system makes use of a notion of a generalized physical
object or physobj. This permits a consistent representation of entities irrespective of whether they are
viewed as individuals, masses or sets, by representing
each as a knowledge base entity (kbe) with an appropriate structure attribute. To construct a referring expression corresponding to a kbe, we first build
a deep semantic structure which specifies the semantic content of the noun phrase to be generated.
W e call this the recoverable semantic content, since it
consists of just that information the hearer should be
able to derive from the corresponding utterance, even if
that information is not stated explicitly: in particular,
elided elements and instances of one-anaphora are vepresented in the deep semantic structure by their more
semantically complete counterparts. From the deep
semantic structure, a surface semantic structure is
then constructed. Unlike the deep semantic structure,
this closely matches the syntactic structure of the resulting noun phrase, and is suitable for passing directly
to a PATR-like unification grammar. It is at the level
of surface semantic structure that processes such as
elision and one-anaphora take place. The transitions
from KBE to deep semantic structure (the issue of content determination) and from deep semantic structure
to surface semantic structure (the choice of anaphoric
strategies and broad linguistic choice) are performed
by means of independent sets of m a p p i n g rules which
rewrite the appropriate structures from one level into
those of the other.^
Dale's [1988] system encoded only rudimentary information about eventualities, although still in the
same general form as the encoding of physobjs. Eventualities were treated simply as operators which change
the properties of objects. Hence (as appropriate to the
sublanguage chosen for the system), eventualities appeared as (imperative) sentences, such as peel and slice
the onions or simmer the soup. Effectively, they were
treated, in accordance with situation-calculus based
planning, as transitions from global state to global
state. However, by representing eventualities as the
(near) equals of physical objects, we can satisfy both
of our desiderata. Below, we extend the parallels between the two types of entities.

^There is insufficient space in the present paper to provide
examples of these two levels of representation; see Dale [1988,
1989] for examples.
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C o m m o n Features of Physobjs and
Eventualities

index = Xq
stage = sq

The domain in which the system operates consists of a
finite set of entities. Each entity is represented by a distinct symbolic constant called its index.® A n entity
is either a physobj or an eventuality, where these
are defined as follows: a physobj is any (not necessarily contiguous) collection of contiguous regions of
space occupied by matter; a eventuality is any (not
necessarily contiguous) collection of contiguous regions
of time occupied by process stuff. Physobjs have spatial parts; if a physobj can be decomposed into parts,
those parts will be physobjs. Eventualities have temporal parts; if an eventuality can be decomposed into
parts, those parts will be eventualities. Every entity
has, in addition to its index and type, a specification. The specification of an entity provides all the
information known to the system about that entity.
A n entity may have as part of its specification a location. In a physobj, this will typically be its spatial location; in an eventuality, this will typically be
its temporal location, given via begin and end points
(which may coincide). In both cases, the system need
not know any value for the location. However, every
entity must have, as part of its specification, a substance. In the case of physobjs, the substance is the
kind of matter from which the object is made; in the
case of eventualities, the substance is the kind of process stuff that makes up the eventuality. There is a finite but extensible set of substances and process stuffs
represented within the system by means of symbolic
constants, which are organised into a taxonomic graph
structure.
As a further part of its specification, every entity has
a structure. This corresponds to the way in which the
entity is perceived. Whether the entity is a physobj or
an eventuality, its structure is either individual, set
or mass. A n eventuality is treated on a par with a
physobj. Whether it is referred to as a process or an
event is determined by whether its structure is mass
or individual. Any entity may have any number of
additional properties specified as part of its specification, where those additional properties are drawn from
afinitebut extensible set of properties. These properties are binary valued features with -|- and - being the
possible values. For example, for either Caesar died
slowly or Caesar's slow death, we would expect the KB
specification to include [slow = +] as part.
If an entity has structure individual, then it also
has a packaging as part of its specification. A packaging is a tuple consisting of a shape and a size. The
possible values of shape and size are each drawn from
twofinitebut extensible sets: one in each case relevant
to physobjs, the other to eventualities. If an entity is
a mass, it may or may not have a quantity. If the
* W e will not disciiss here the obvioiis benefits of this generalisation for anaphoric reference to eventualities.
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structure = set
quantity =

unit = kilogram
number — 2

structure = individual
substance = onion

apec =
elt =

pack =

shape = onion
size = regular

Figure 1: The knowledge base entity corresponding to
two kilograms of onions

index = xq
stage =• s^
structure = mass
quantity =
spec =

unit = kilogram
num,ber = 2

substance = onion
chopped = +

Figure 2: The knowledge base entity corresponding to
two kilograms of chopped onion

entity is a set, it may have either a cardinality, a
quantity, an explicit list of constituents, or none of
these (in which case it can only be described by a bare
plural).
Cardinality is specified as a numerical value, or a
range of numerical values where the range consists
of a lowerlimit and an upperlimit. The quantity
of an entity is specified as a tuple consisting of some
unit of of measurement, and a number; or a range
consisting of two such tuples, one for the lower limit
and one for the upper. The possible values for the
unit feature are drawn fromfinitebut extensible sets
appropriate to physobjs and eventualities. If an entity
whose structure is set has the feature constituents,
the value of this feature is a list of symbolic constants
which are the indices of other entities. If an entity
whose structure is set does not have an explicit list
of constituents, then it will have an elements feature,
which provides a specification which is true of all the
elements of the entity.
Special Features of Physobjs
Since a physobj can change its properties through time,
we let properties hold true of physobjs at stages.''^
^This was termed 'state' in Dale [1988, 1989].

The invariant properties (substance and quantity)
hold true of an object at all stages; all other properties
of objects m a y change. In general, any change in a
physobj's properties is mediated by the occurrence of
an eventuality. Figures 1 and 2 show two different
KUEs, which might be realized by the noun phrases two
kilograms of onions and two kilograms of chopped onion
respectively; these correspond to the same physobj at
different stages.

index = eo
begin = ti
location =
end = ^2
structure = individual
substance = dying
spec =

particips = m = agent = c
slow = -f-

Special Features of Eventualities
A s stated above, eventualities have temporal parts,
while physobjs have spatial parts. Just as we don't always know the spatial location of a physobj, we don't
always know the temporal location of an eventuality.
But it is an option: for some eventualities the location
will take as value a begin time and/or an end time.
Then, an eventuality will have, as part of its specification, afinitebut extensible set of participants. These
are collected into two substructures, corresponding to
the in participants and the out participants: the in
participants are those participants which exist in the
begin location of the eventuality, and the out participants are those participants which exist in the end
location of the eventuEdity. This allows us to model
eventualities which result in the destruction of existing
entities or the creation of new ones.* The participants
in each set will include those entities known by the
sjstem tofillvarious participant roles within the eventuality, such as agent, patient or theme. Each role
has as its value a symbolic constant that corresponds
to an entity in the domain. Note that we can capture
the notion of causation in this way: an eventuality may
contain other eventualities amongst its participants.

Figure 3: The kbe corresponding to Caesar dies slowly
index = Ci
location =

begin = tg
end = tj
structure = individual
substance = upsetting

spec =
particips =

in =

agent = eo
affected = m

Figure 4: Mary's being upset by Caesar's death

(10) The fact that Caesar died slowly upset Mary.
(11) Caesar's slow death upset Mary.
(12) The slow death of Caesar upset Mary.
(13) Mary was upset by Caesar's slow death.
Here, the alternation between (9) and (10) is determined by the specific mapping rules chosen to
construct deep semantic structures from the underlying KBEs (a question of 'chunking' and content
determination);^ and the alternation between (11),
(12) and (13) is determined by the specific mapping
rules chosen to construct surface semantic structures
from the corresponding deep semantic structures (a
question of the choice of gross syntactic structure and
clause-internal information structure).
This characterisation misses a crucial element, of
course: how do we choose between these different possible realisations? In particular, it is not yet clear what
will lead a speaker to choose an np rather than an s as
the resource for realising a particular eventuality specification. T w o kinds of considerations might be brought
to bear. First, where the available information is less
than complete, syntactic constraints may rule out certain realisations. Facts about obligatory arguments
roles are particularly relevant here. For example, Rappaport [1983:137] observes that 'Bach's generalization

Generating Reference to Eventualities
Sentences vs N P s
Consider the kbe in Figure 3, where c is the index of
the KBE corresponding to the individual named Caesar, this represents the event of Caesar dying. The
choice of whether this is to be realized as a sentence or
as a noun phrase is decided by the mapping rules that
determine the content of the deep semantic structures
underlying a text. If a sentence realisation is chosen,
then, given an appropriate speech time, the sentence
will be something like
(8) Caesar died slowly.
N o w consider the kbe in Figure 4, where m is the index of the KBE corresponding to the individual named
Mary, and the agent of the event is the eventuality
shown in Figure 3; this represents the event of Mary
being upset by Caesar's death. This allows us various
possible realizations:
(9) Caesar died slowly. It upset Mary.
*Noun phrase reference to eventualities will not in general
require this; but Caesar's death may well do.
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®An alternative approach to this question, which partitions the task of language generation slightly differently, is
described in Meteer [1990].

index = 64

index = 62
structure = individual
substance = discussing
spec =
particips = in = [agent = {s, /)]

spec =

structure = mass
substance = discussing
quantity = extended.amount
particips = in = [agent = (a,/)]

Figure 5: I had a discussion with Fred
Figure 7: I had a lot of discussion with Fred
index = 63
index = Cj

structure = set
cardinality = 2
spec =

^H _

structure = masa

structure = individual
substance = discussing
particips =

quantity =
spec =

in = [agent = (s, /)]

unit = hour
number = 2

substance = discussing
particips = in = [agent = (5, /)]

Figure 6: I had two discussions with Fred
Figure 8: I had two hours of discussion with Fred

[Bresnan 1982:418], that verbs of obligatory object control may never be detransitivized, does not hold for the
corresponding nominals'. In the case of interpretation,
the PUNDIT system [Dahl et al 1987:137] analyses both
clauses and nominalizations; analysis fails in the case
of a clause with an unfilled obligatory role (such as
John discussed with Bill), but succeeds with the nominalization {John and Bill's discussion). The moral for
generation should be clear: where the system lacks critical information about participants in an eventuality,
an NP should be generated in preference to a clause.
The second kind of consideration concerns issues
that might be regarded as rather more stylistic in nature, although we would prefer to follow Scott and
Souza [1990:47] in viewing these constraints as being
cognitive rather than aesthetic. In particular, several
of Scott and Souza's heuristics for generating effective
texts in the framework of Rhetorical Structure Theory (rst) may help here. For example, they suggest
that a generator (a) should attempt to make a single sentence out of every rhetorical relation [1990:54],
and (b) should prefer syntactically simple embeddings
over more complex ones [1990:60]. Taken together, in
appropriate rhetorical circumstances these heuristics
support the use of an NP reference to an eventuality
embedded within a simple s. This would be preferred
to an s reference to that same eventuality, either embedded within a complex s or within a multi-sentential
structure; on these grounds, (11) is preferable to (9).
One might wish to extend such a cognitively-oriented
account to claim that, in general, an NP is to be preferred to an s on the grounds of efficiency, since NPs offer rather convenient reduced forms, such as pronouns,
for referring to previously mentioned entities. But such
a claim cannot be supported: ss are equally flexible.
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since they allow vp ellipsis. It should also be borne in
mind that the use of more concise forms carries a price.
Just as an antique lover is ambiguous as to whether we
mean a lover of antiques or a very old lover, using an
NP in preference to an s may introduce an ambiguity in
interpretation: Sue Ellen's betrayal could refer to Sue
Ellen betraying J. R. or to J. R. betraying Sue Ellen.
Considerations of efficiency are more likely to choose
between NPs than to choose between an NP and an S;
it is to the choice between NPs that we now turn.
Mass vs Count Descriptions
Consider examples (4)-(7), repeated below as (14)(17):
(14) I had a discussion with Fred.
(15) I had two discussions with Fred.
(16) I had a lot of discussion with Fred.
(17) I had two hours of discussion with Fred.
The KBEs underlying these eventualities are shown in
Figures 5-8 (with s corresponding to the speaker and
/ corresponding to Fred).
In each case, the structure of the underlying KBE
determines, as in the case of descriptions of objects,
whether a mass or count noun phase is to be used in the
realization. Note, however, that we have four distinct
KBEs here; perhaps at least some of these ought to be
represented by the same underlying object. Arguably,
one and the same eventuality underlies (14) and (17)
above; but we have represented these by distinct kbes.
Recall that our KBEs correspond to the way in which
entities are perceived; this same issue arises, although
less obviously so, in the case of physobjs, since we can
often describe one and the same object, quite apart
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from any physical transformations that might be ai>plied to it, by means of count or mass descriptions
(again, cf. Lewis's [1983] 'Universal Grinder' and 'Universal Packager'). Ultimately, we require some means
of tying different kbes together as different perspectives on the same entity. W e are then faced with a
question analogous to that raised in the previous section: how we choose between the different perspectives? There are clear differences amongst the candidates in terms of informational content and specificity,
and so the criteria would appear to be more a matter
of what to say rather than how to say it. Such issues
are beyond the scope of the present paper, but must
ultimately be addressed, since strategic decisions have
an impact on subsequent tactical decisions; indeed, in
some models of the generation process, the two mutually constrain each other.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Generation of appropriate reference to eventualities in
discourse will involve a number of interacting factors.
WTiether we refer to an eventuality with a mass or
count noun (in np reference), and the aspectual class
of a reference (in sentential reference), is currently a
matter decided within the KB, where the entity's structure is encoded as individusd, set or mass. W e have
suggested here that it is a relatively simple matter to
permit the generation of either sentences or NPs referring to eventualities. This leaves open the question of
'chunking' information: issues that have been touched
upon in the use of RST relations in generation are relevant here (cf. [Hovy 1990; Scott and Souza 1990]).
The major area for future study is the generation
of appropriate reference to eventualities in connected
discourse. The existing generation system is geared
toward the production of reference to objects in multisentence texts; hence we would argue that the extensions to it described here should allow a natural path
into the area. A current limitation of our approach is
that the nominals are de-coupled from the generation
of tense and aspectual class; nonetheless, the KB entities contain the appropriate attributes, and we hope
to remedy this limitation.
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Abstract

errors typically occur: semantic (e.g. c h e e r => "laugh"), visual ( S W O R D => "words"), morphological ( g r o w n => "growDeep dyslexics are patients with neurological damage who exing", also called "derivational"), visual-and-semantic (paper
hibit a variety of symptoms in oral reading, including semantic,
=> "page") and visual-then-semantic (SYMPATHY =>• "orchesvisual and morphological effects in their errors, a part-of-speech
tra").
In addition, there is a pronounced part-of-speech efeffect, and better performance on concrete than abstract words.
fect, with the ordering of correct performance being roughly:
Extending work by Hinton & Shallice (1991), w e develop a
nouns > adjectives > verbs > function words. Furthermore,
recurrent connectionist network that pronounces both concrete
concrete, highly imageable words are read m u c h better than
and abstract words via their semantics, defined so that abstract
abstract, less imageable words. Finally, pronounceable nonwords have fewer semantic features. The behavior of this networds cannot be read. O f these effects, the morphological
work under a variety of "lesions" reproduces the main effects
errors and pan-of-speech effects m a y well be secondary to
of abstractness on deep dyslexic reading: better correct performance for concrete words, a tendency for error responses to
other characteristics (see Funnell, 1987), but any account of
be more concrete than stimuli, and a higher proportion of vithe disorder needs to explain all the other apparently indepensual errors in response to abstract words. Surprisingly, severe
dent symptoms.
damage within the semantic system yields better performance
In the conclusion of their review article, "Deep Dyslexia
on abstract words, reminiscent of CAV, the single, enigmatic
since 1980," Coltheart, Patterson & Marshall (1987) argue
patient with "concrete word dyslexia."
that deep dyslexia presents cognitive neuropsychology with a
major challenge. They raise two main issues specific to the
Introduction
domain of reading. First, they argue that standard "box-andarrow" information-processing accounts of deep dyslexia (e.g.
Extensive work within cognitive neuropsychology suggests
Morton & Patterson, 1980) provide n o explanation for w h y
that there are (at least) two separable processing routes for prosuch a variety of s y m p t o m s should virtually always occur
nouncing a written word: a "semantic" route that recognizes
in patients w h o m a k e semantic errors. Second, they point
the word and accesses its pronunciation from its meaning, and
out that the standard explanations for semantic errors and for
a "phonological" route that obtains the pronunciation based
effects of abstractness imol\e. different impairments along the
on spelling-to-sound correspondences. Strong evidence for
semantic route.
the separability of these routes comes from the existence of
The loss of semantic information for abstract words that extwo complementary sets of neurological patients (Marshall &
plained visual errors in oral reading cannot readily explain
N e w c o m b e , 1973). "Surface" or"semantic" dyslexics (Pattersemantic errors in oral reading, since semantic errors typically
son et al., 1985) have an impaired semantic route and so must
occur on moderately concrete words.... The deficit in the serely primarily on spelling-to-sound correspondences in oral
mantic routine that gives a pretty account of semantic errors is,
reading. In contrast, "deep" dyslexics (Collheart et al., 1980)
rather, an abnormal sloppiness in the procedure of addressing
have lost the ability to derive phonology directly from print
a phonological output code from a set of semantic features.
and so can pronounce words only via their meaning. These
.... Must w e now postulate several different semantic-routine
latter patients shows a number of characteristics. Five types of
impairments in deep dyslexia, and if so, why do w e not observe patients who have one but not the other: in particular,
'Most of the research presented in this paper was carried out
patients w h o make semantic errors but do not have difficulty
while the authors were visiting researchers in the Departments of
with abstract words? [Coltheart et al., 1987, pp. 421-422]
Psychology and Computer Science at the University of Toronto under
Hinton
& Shallice (1991, hereafter H & S ) put forward
the generous support and guidanceof Geoff Hinton, w h o m w e believe
a
connectionist
account that addresses the first i s s u e — w h y
deserves to be a co-author of this paper but would not be persuaded to
be included. W e also wish to thank Marlene Behrmann and Angela semantic, visual and mixed visual-and-semantic errors coHickman for their help. All of the simulations described in this occur. Based on previous work by Hinton & Sejnowski
paper were run on a Silicon Graphics Iris-4D/240S using the Xcrion (1986) with Boltzmann Machines, they trained a recurrent
simulator developed by Tony Plate. This research was supported by back-propagation network to m a p from the orthography of
grant 87-2-36 from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
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Orthography

Samantlct

capable of describing both concrete and abstract words, and
develop a network that maps from orthography to phonology
via semantics. W e then subject the network to a variety of
lesions and compare its impaired performance with that of
deep dyslexics.
Effects of abstractness in deep dyslexia

The effect of the abstractness of the stimulus on deep dyslexic
reading has been investigated in a number of ways. The
most basic is its effect on the probability that a word will be
read correctly. Coltheart et al. (1987) claim that all patients
w h o make semantic errorsfindconcrete words easier to read
C A T => "cot
than abstract ones. In many patients a very large difference is
observed: 7 3 % vs. 1 4 % for KF(Shallice & Warrington, 1980),
Figure 1: H o w damage to semantic attractors can cause visual errors.6 7 % vs. 1 3 % for P W and 7 0 % vs. 1 0 % for D E (Patterson &
The solid ovals depict the normal basins of attraction; the dotted one
Marcel, 1977).
depicts a basin after semantic damage.
A more subtle effect is the w a y that the concreteness of
a word can affect the probability of the occurrence of visual
errors. In the three patients in which the relative concreteness
4 0 three- or four-letter words to a simplified representation of the stimulus and response for visual errors has been investiof their semantics, described in terms of 68 predetermined gated, the response was consistently more concrete for two of
semantic features. They then systematically lesioned the net- them ( 8 8 % for G R (Barry & Richardson, 1988); 7 3 % for K F )
work, by removing proportions of units or connections, or by and showed a similar trend in the third (p < .06 for PS (Shaladding noise to the weights, and found that the damaged net- lice & Coughlan, 1980)). The same effect is also apparent in
work occasionally settled into a pattern of semantic activity the corpora of visual errors m a d e by P W and D E (see Coltheart
that satisfied the response criteria for a word other than the one et al., 1980, Appendix 2) and by F M (Gordon et al., 1987)). In
presented. These errors were more often semantically and/or addition, stimuli with a low concreteness rating produce more
visually similar to presented stimuli than would be expected visual errors than stimuli with high concreteness in the two
by chance. While the network showed a greater tendency to patients in which it has been examined (KF and PS). Also,
produce visual errors with damage near the input layer and stimuli producing visual errors were less concrete than those
semantic errors with damage near the output layer, both types producing semantic errors for P D (Coltheart, 1980) and F M
of error occurred for almost all sites of damage.
(but not for G R ) . Thus a semantic variable—concreteness—
H & S explain the co-occurrence of visual and semantic er- clearly influences the nature of visual errors.
There is a single k n o w n exception to the advantage for
rors in terms of the effects of damage in a network that builds
attractors in mapping between two arbitrarily related domains concrete words shown by deep dyslexics: patient C A V with
(see Figure 1). T h e network can generate completely differ- "concrete word dyslexia" (Warrington, 1981). C A V failed
ent meanings from visually similar words (e.g. cat and cot) to read words like milk and tree but succeeded on highly
by constructing large basins of attraction around each famil- abstract words such as applause, evidence, and inferior.
iar meaning, such that any initial semantic pattern within the Overall, abstract words were more likely to be correctly read
basin will m o v e to that meaning. Visually similar words are than concrete ( 5 5 % vs. 3 6 % ) . In complementary fashion,
free to generate similar initial semantic patterns as long as 6 3 % of his visual error responses were more absu-act than
they each fall somewhere within the appropriate basin of at- the stimulus. However, the incidence of visual errors was
traction. D a m a g e within the semantic system distorts these approximately equal for words above and below the median
basins, occasionally causing the normal initial semantic pat- in concreteness. While C A V m a d e no more semantic errors
tern of a word to be "captured" within the basin of a visually than might be expected by chance, he appeared to be relying
similar word. Essentially, the layout of attractor basins must at least in part on the semantic route because his performance
be sensitive to both visual and semantic similarity, and so improved when given a word's semantic category. C A V is
these metrics are reflected in the types of errors that occur as clearly a very unusual patient, but any account of the relation
between visual errors and concreteness can hardly ignore him.
a result of damage.
The nature of attractors in the H & S model addresses the
first challenge raised by Coltheart, Patterson & Marshall—
w h y various error types virtually always co-occur in deep
dyslexia.The current research investigates whether essentially
the same account can be extended to successfully address
the second difficulty they raise, relating to the abstractncss
of the stimuli. The next section describes in more detail
the effects of abstractness on the reading behavior of deep
dyslexics. Following this, w e define a semantic representation
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A semantic representation for concrete and abstract
words
The type of semantic feature representation used by H & S
is quite similar to that frequently employed in psychological theorizing on semantic m e m o r y (e.g. Smith & Medin,
1981). M o r e complex, frame-like representations can be implemented using this approach if units can represent a conjunction of a role and a property of whatfillsit (Hinton, 1981).
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(1985) has argued that words vary greatly in the ease with
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which predicates about them can be generated, and that this
measure reflects a psychologically important properly of sec
32 orthographic units J
mantic representation. For example, more predicates can be Figure 3: T h e network for m a p p i n g from orthography to phonology
generated for basic-level words than for subordinate or su- via semantics. A r r o w s represent unidirectional sets of connections
perordinate words (Rosch et al., 1976). Jones showed that between groups of units—sets that will b e lesioned are labeled b y
there is a very high correlation (0.88) between a measure of the initials of the source and destination unit groups (e.g. 0 = > I for
ease-of-predication and imageability, and that the relative dif- orthographic-to-intermediate connections).
ficulty of parts-of-speech in deep dyslexia maps perfectly onto
their ordered mean ease-of-predication scores. H e argued that
the effects of both imageability and part-of-speech in deep was trained separately to m a p from semantics to phonology.
dyslexia can be accounted for by assuming that the semantic These two networks were then combined into the complete
route is sensitive to ease-of-predication. Within the present network, shown in Figure 3.
framework, the natural way to realize this distinction is by
The task of the input network is to generate the semantics of
representing the semantics of concrete and abstract words in each word from its orthography. Orthography is represented
terms of different numbers of features.
in terms of 4 groups of 8 features, with a separate group for
To examine the effect of concreteness on visual errors, a set each letter in a word. The set of features was designed to
of 20 abstract and 20 concrete words were chosen such that ensure that visually similar letters (e.g. E and F) have simieach pair of words differed by a single letter (see Figure 2). W e lar representations, while keeping the number of features to
represented the semantics of each of these words in terms of a minimum. The architecture of the input network is shown
98 semantic features.' Sixty-seven of these are taken from the in the bottom half of Figure 3. It was trained with an itH & S semantic features for concrete words (e.g. main-shape- erative version of the back-propagation learning procedure,
3d, found-woods, living). The 31 additional features (e.g. k n o w n as "back-propagation through time" (Rumelhart et al.,
has-duration, relates-location, quality-difTiculty) are required 1986), to activate the appropriate semantic units for a word
to make distinctions a m o n g abstract words, but occasionally when presented with the word's orthography corrupted by
apply to concrete words as well. Overall, concrete and abstract independent gaussian noise with mean 0.0 and standard dewords differ systematically in their semantic representations: viation a = 0.1. The purpose of training on noisy input is
concrete words have an average of 18.2 features while ab- to encourage the development of strong semantic attractors
su-act words have an average of only 4.7 features. W e do by enforcing a particular kind of generalization: inputs that
not claim that this type of representation adequately captures are near k n o w n patterns must give identical responses. The
the richness and subtlety of the true meanings of any of these network was required to activate each semantic unit to within
words. Rather, w e claim that it captures important qualitative 0.1 of its correct state over the last 3 of 8 iterations to ensure
distinctions about the relationships between word m e a n i n g s — it had developed stable, accurate fixedpoints for each word.
namely, that similar words (e.g. LACK and loss) have similar The network satisfied these criteria reliably after 4700 sweeps
representations, and that there is a systematic difference be- through the training set.
tween the semantics of concrete and abstract words reflecting
S o m e procedure is needed for converting the pattern of setheir relative ease of predication.
mantic activity produced by the input network into an explicit
response. H & S use an external procedure, comparing the
Mapping from orthography to phonology via
semantic activity produced by the network with the correct
semantics
semantics of all k n o w n words, selecting the closest-matching
A network that maps from orthography to phonology via se- word as long as the match is sufficiently good (the proximmantics was developed incrementally. A n "input" network, ity criterion) and sufficiently better than any other match (the
analogous to the H & S model, was trained to m a p from orthog- gap criterion). However, H & S provide no evidence that these
raphy to semantics. A similarly structured "output" network criteria adequately approximate the input requirements of a
network that can generate actual phonological outpuL A n
'See Plaut & Shallice (1991) for precise details of the ortho- even more severe problem is that the criteria are based on the
graphic, semantic, and phonological representations of words, as semantic representations themselves. A n y differences found
well as for how the network architecture and training procedure were in performance on concrete and abstract words might simply
motivated.
be due to an inherent bias in the response criteria. However,
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by developing an output network that pronounces concrete
and abstract words equally well under normal operation, any
systematic differences observed under damage must be due to
properties of the network itself and not some external interpretation procedure.
Phonology is represented in terms of 7 "slots," each consisting of a group of position-specific, mutually-exclusive
phoneme units (including one for the "null" phoneme). There
are three slots for the initial (onset) consonant cluster, one
slot for the vowel, and three slots for the final (coda) consonant cluster. The task of the output network is to generate
the phonological representation of each word from its semantic representation. The architecture of this network is shown
in the top half of Figure 3. In addition to the major sets of
connections, p h o n e m e units in the same consonant (or vowel)
cluster are fully interconnected. This connectivity allows units
within a slot to develop a "winner-take-all" strategy while still
cooperating with units in other slots within the same cluster.
T h e clean-up units provide for coordination and competition
between clusters.
T h e output network was trained in a w a y that maximizes the
strength of the attractors it develops—no attempt was m a d e to
simulate the development or m o d e of operation of the h u m a n
speech production system. Specifically, the "direct" pathway
(from semantics to phonology) was trained to produce the
correct phonemes of each word during the last 2 of 5 iterations
w h e n presented with its semantics corrupted by noise (a =
0.1). After about 3000 sweeps through the training set, the
activity of each p h o n e m e unit was accurate to within 0.2 of
its correct value for each word. At this point, intra-phoneme
connections and the clean-up pathway were added and the
amount of noise was increased to 0.2. In this w a y the cleanup pathway learned to compensate for the limitations of the
direct pathway w h e n pressed by severely corrupted input. The
network was trained to produce the correct phonemes over the
last 3 of 8 iterations to within 0.1 of their correct values.
The amount of noise prevented the network from achieving
this criterion consistently, and after 18,000 training sweeps
performance had ceased to improve. However, the network
easily satisfied the criterion for every word given uncorrupted
input.
Finally, the output network was attached to the input network and given about 100 sweeps of additional training with
the weights of the input network held fixed. This ensured that
the output network could generate the correct pronunciation
of each word over the last 3 of 14 iterations with semantics
generated by the input network rather than being clamped.
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Figure 4: Correcl response rates as a function of severity of lesions
to the 5 main sets of connections in the input network.

corrupted output of the network as an oral response. Given the
pattern of activity over p h o n e m e units produced by the stimulus, w e determined the most likely binary output vector for
each slot, interpreting unit states as independent probabilities.
If each of these vectors had exactly one phoneme active and
probability greater than 0.6, the set of active phonemes constituted the response of the network (which might be correct
or an error). Otherwise, the network was considered to have
m a d e an omission—in fact, patients frequently produce no response to a word, or respond, "I don't know." This procedure
is closely related to the maximum-likelihood interpretation of
the cross-enu-opy error function that was used to train the network (Hinton, 1989). In contrast to the response criteria that
H & S applied to semantics, it does not rely on any knowledge
of what the network has been trained o n — i t only considers
the form of the output representation. In particular, it cannot
distinguish concrete from abstract words.
Each of the 5 main sets of connections in the input network was subjected to "lesions" of a wide range of severity, in
which a proportion of the connections were chosen at random
and removed. Fifty instances of each location and severity
of lesion were carried out, and correct, omission, and error responses were accumulated. Figure 4 shows the overall
correct performance of the network as a function of lesion
severity. Considering correct responses to concrete and abThe effects of lesions
stract words separately, there is a significant advantage for
After training, the complete network successfully derives the concrete words ( 5 5 % correct) over abstract words ( 4 9 % corsemantics and phonology of each word when presented with rect, F(l,2205) = 489.3, p < .001). The relative difference
its Orthography W e model the neurological damage of deep in correct performance between these two sets is shown in Figdyslexic patients by removing a proportion of the connections ure 5. T w o main results are apparent from the figure. The first
between groups of units in the network. A s in patients, this is that the advantage for concrete over abstract words arises aldamage impairs the ability of the network to derive the cor- most entirely from lesions to the direct pathway, where the marect pronunciations of words. In order to directly compare the jority ( 8 8 % ) of errors are produced. T h e second, unexpected
behavior of the damaged network with the reading responses result is that severe lesions of the clean-up pathway produce
of patients, w e used the following procedure to interpret the the reverse advantage—abstract words are responded to more
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concrete and abstract words, (C — A)/(C + A ) , where C and A
are the number of correct responses to concrete and abstract words,
Figure 6: Overall proportions of error types for concrete (con) and
respectively. Positive values reflect a concrete advantage.
abstract (abs) words for each lesion location (except S => I lesions
which produce so few errors). Remaining errors (summing to 100%)
are unrelated to the stimulus.
accurately than concrete words ( f (1,49) > 22, p < .001 for
each of S^C(0.5,0.7) and C=>S(0.5,0.7)). This result is consistent with what is k n o w n about the concrete word dyslexic,
C A V (Warrington, 1981). His reading disorder was quite se- for abstract words (F( 1,2205) = 92.24, p < .001), while the
vere initially, and he also showed an advantage for abstract proportion of errors which are semantic is higher for concrete
words in picture-word matching tasks and with auditory pre- words (F(l,2205) = 228.8, p < .001). This effect is most
sentation, suggesting modality-independent impairment at the clearly shown in Figure 6 for lesions of the direct pathway
(which produce the majority of errors). A s a measure of the
level of the semantic system.
Error responses were categorized in terms of their visual "abstractness" o\ the errors produced by a lesion, w e used
and semantic similarity to the stimulus. Words were con- the number of errors to abstract words minus the number of
sidered visually similar if they overlapped in two or more errors to concrete words. Applying this measure to visual
letters, and semantically similar if their semantic representa- and semantic errors separately revealed that visual errors are
tions overlapped by at least 8 4 % for concrete words and 9 5 % more abstract (mean 0.1644) than semantic errors (mean for abstract words.^ Figure 6 shows, for concrete and abstract 0.1458, F(l,2205) = 249.6, p < .001). Finally, for each
words separately, the overall error rates and the proportions pair of visually similar words of contrasting types (e.g. TART
of error types for each lesion location (and for "chance" error and TACT), w e compared h o w often each word produced the
responses chosen randomly from the word set). Overall, the other as an error. Overall, abstract words are more likely
network replicates (on a different word set) the H & S finding to produce the paired visually similar concrete word as an
of mixtures of error types for lesions throughout the network, error than vice versa (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, n = 900,
including purely visual errors for lesions entirely within the Z = 3.68, p < .001). However, severe lesions of the cleansemantic clean-up system. Interestingly, a number of the un- up pathway produce the opposite effect (n = 80, .^ = 1.98,
classified errors are actually of the visual-then-semantic type p < .025).
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found in deep dyslexia (e.g. plan ^ (flan) => "tart"). W h e n
this type of error occurs, the semantic activity tends to match
the intermediate word only moderately well.
A comparison of error types for concrete and abstract words
revealed that the proportion of errors which are visual is higher

These effects can be understood in the following way. A s
abstract words have fewer semantic features, they are less effective than concrete words at engaging the semantic clean-up
mechanism and must rely more heavily on the direct pathway.
Concrete words are read better under lesions to this pathway because of the stronger semantic clean-up they receive.
^The definition of semantic similarity is more complicated be- Abstract words are more likely to produce visual errors as the
cause of the systematic differences between concrete and abstract se- influence of visual similarity is strongest in the direct pathway.
mantics and because the semantic representations are not organized Slight or moderate damage to the clean-up pathway impairs
into categories as in the H & S simulations. Note that two typical what little support abstract words receive from this system,
unrelated words have roughly 6 7 % overlap if both are concrete and but also impairs concrete words, producing no relative diffcr9 1 % if both are abstract.
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ence. Under severe d a m a g e to this pathway, the processing of
most concrete words is impaired but m a n y abstract words can
be read solely by the direct pathway, producing an advantage
of abstract over concrete words in correct performance.

on normal and impaired reading mechanisms in humans.
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Abstract
ers, histochemical features), connection patterns (e.g., input
N e w data on the large number of modality-specific areas in the
and output areas, laminar origins and targets of connections),
post-central cortex of several non-human primates, and recent
visuotopic organization (e.g., mirror-image or non-mirror-imanatomical and functional studies of the human brain suggest
age m a p of hemifield, bounding areas, pattern of m a p
that very little of the cortex consists of poly-modal 'association' discontinuities, degree of retinotopy), and physiological propareas. These observations are used to reinterpret psychological
erties (e.g., excitatory receptive field size, direction selectivity,
and neuropsychological data on language comprehension in norattention-related modulation). Areas differ in the degree to
mal and brain-damaged humans. I argue that language
which these criteria have been explored. V I (primary visual
comprehension in sighted people might best be thought of as a
cortex) and M T (middle temporal area) are distinct, well-studkind of code-directed scene comprehension that draws heavily
ied areas in primates that are convergently identified by m a n y
upon specifically visual, and probably largely prelinguistic proof these criteria. Other areas-e.g., in inferotemporal cortexcessing constraints. The key processes of word-recognition and
are less well studied. There is no evidence to suggest that they
the assembly of visual word meaning patterns into interacting
are any less distinct.
chains, however, may be mediated in part by species-specific acVisual Areas in Prosimians and M o n k e y s . T h e first primates
tivity patterns in secondary auditory cortex similar to those
were probably nocturnal, judging from the large size of their orgenerated by uninterpreted speech-sound sequences.
One obvious reason to study non-human primate brains is thatbits. T h e primates living today most closely related to these
they resemble the h u m a n primate brain in m a n y ways. Yet hu- early primates are also nocturnal or crepuscular. T h e bush baby
mans exhibit behaviors-especially the comprehension of or galago, the only prosimian primate studied in detail (Allman
linguistic discourse-that are qualitatively very different from and McGuinness, 1983), has on the order of 16 visual areas.
behaviors of primates and other animals. Because of this, some Almost all visual areas in galagos exhibit a substantial degree
have concluded that animal brains m a y be poor models for the of retinotopic organization, including areas in the inferotempohuman brain. There are presently quite substantialriftsbe- ral cortex. In these studies, the entire extent of visual cortex
tween psychological, neuropsychological, and neurobiological was physiologically mapped in detail for the first time. In a
approaches to language. Recent developments in studying hu- passive animal, visual areas only respond to visual stimuli, aum a n and animal brains, however, provide a strong impetus to ditory areas only to auditory stimuli, and somatosensory areas
only to somatosensory stimuli. Visual cortical areas border alre-open discourse a m o n g these disciplines.
The neocortex of all m a m m a l s is n o w k n o w n to consist pri- most directly upon somatosensory areas (dorsally) and auditory
marily of a mosaic of visual, auditory, somatosensory, motor, areas (ventrally). T h e transitional strip between, for example,
and limbic areas. Primitive m a m m a l s have a small number of auditory and visual areas (in which neurons have both a visual
areas in each of these modalities, while carnivores and primates and an auditory receptive field) is less than one m m wide.
M o n k e y s (anthropoids) are thought to have diverged from
have many. In monkeys, for example, a mosaic of 25 visual areas occupies more than half of the entire neocortex (Merzenich the ancestors of galagos at least 4 0 million years ago. All but
& Kaas, 1980; Sereno, 1988; Felleman & V a n Essen, 1991; one of the anthropoids are diurnal (day-living), suggesting
Sereno and Allman, 1991). T h e traditional site for higher-level strongly that day-living habits evolved early in the m o n k e y linfunctions-"polymodal association cortex"-has been reduced eage. T h e one nocturnal monkey, the N e w World owl monkey,
to a few diminutive strips in between large expanses of unimo- lacks a tapetum, suggesting that its ancestors had diurnal habits.
dal visual, auditory, and somatosensory areas. T h e potential T h e organization of visual cortex has been studied in detail in
significance of this reparcellation of cortex for the study of lan- two different monkeys-the owl m o n k e y and the macaque m o n guage and the brain has hardly been explored. T h e aim of this key. Figure IB shows a flattened s u m m a r y m a p of visual areas
paper is to re-introduce a thoroughly comparative perspective in the owl m o n k e y (Weller and Kaas, 1987; Sereno and
into the evolutionary acquisition of the capacity for language, Allman, 1991). A s in galagos, V I is the largest area, followed
but one that does not back away from the obvious cognitive dif- by V 2 . There appear to be at least three somewhat separate
ferences between humans and other animals. T h e anatomical 'streams' of information passing through V I and V 2 - t h e magand physiological organization of cortical areas in primates, in- nocellular, parvocellular interblob, and parvocellular blob
cluding recent work on h u m a n cortex, is reviewed first. T h e streams (named after their relay structures in the dorsal lateral
implications of this work for theories of h u m a n language com- geniculate nucleus and area Vl)-that remain somewhat separated as one m o v e s on to higher areas (Livingstone and Hubel,
prehension are then explored.
1984; D e Y o e and V a n Essen, 1988). These pathways process
different
aspects of the visual signal in parallel-roughly, m o Cortical Sensory Areas in Primates
Definition of a Visual Area. Cortical sensory areas are best tion, location, and depth in the magnocellular pathway, and
defined by multiple converging criteria (Van Essen, 1985; color, shape, and shading in the parvocellular pathways. T h e
Sereno and Allman, 1991). 1 begin here with visual areas, since pathways pass through layer 4 B , layer 2-3 interblobs, and layer
they constitute the largest of the primary subdivisions of the 2-3 blobs in V I , and the thick stripes, interstripes, and thin
cortex. Criteria for the definition of a visual area presently in- stripes in V 2 , respectively. There is a broad subdivision of the
clude architectonic features (e.g., degree of myelination, cell more rostral visual areas into parietal (e.g., T P , ST-recciving
size, cell morphology, and cell packing density in cortical lay- primarily magnocellular stream input) and inferotemporal
(e.g., ITcd, ITr-receiving primarily parvocellular interblob and
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Figure 1. Cortical visual areas in the macaque monkey (A) and the owl monkey (B). A cut was made in VI medially to allow the cortex to lie flat. The insets illustrate the location these areas in occipital, parietal, and temporal
cortex (after Sereno and Allman, 1991). All areas shown are visual except for area P M (owl monkey) and area
STP (macaque), which border on somatosensory and auditory cortices (not shown).
parvocellular blob input). Retinotopy is lost in the most anteri- ondarily nocturnal owl monkey. A n important point is that
or m e m b e r s of these two streams. O n e can define a hierarchy there does not appear to be any substantial increase in the area
of visual areas based on the laminar targets of corticocortical of overlap between modalities. The zone in the dorsal bank of
projections; feedforward projections synapse mainly in layer 4 the superior temporal sulcus that responds to more than one
of the target area, while feedback projections avoid layer 4 modality is several millimeters wide (Seltzer and Pandya,
(Rockland and Pandya, 1979; Felleman and V a n Essen, 1991). 1989); this is in line with the greater overall area of the primary
The border between different modalities appears to be as sharp cortical areas in the macaque compared to the owl monkey.
as in galagos; detailed mapping experiments at the anterior bor- Auditory and Somatosensory Areas in M o n k e y s . Auditory
der of visual cortex reveal that the transitional strip between and somatosensory areas have been studied in parallel with vivisual and somatosensory areas in parietal cortex as well as the sual areas. The main differences are the basis for topography
strip between visual and auditory areas in temporal cortex is
(tonotopy and somatotopy vs. retinotopy), the one-dimensional
less than one millimeter wide (Sereno and Allman, 1991).
nature of tonotopy (in contrast to two-dimensional retinotopy
Figure 1 A shows a similar summary m a p for the macaque and somatotopy), the smaller overall size of auditory and somam o n k e y (an Old World m o n k e y ) (based on V a n Essen, 1985; tosensory cortex, and the greater diversity of types of
Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Felleman et al., 1986; 1987; information collected by somatosensory receptor types (light
and personal communication; Colby et al., 1988). Although touch, pain and temperature, muscle length changes, force on
m a n y of the areal names are not the same, and though the relatendons, joint position). In both N e w and Old World monkeys,
tive sizes of similar areas differ, the overall configuration of the
there are about 9 auditory cortical areas (Merzenich and
m a p , the retinotopic and functional organization of individual Brugge, 1973; Pandya and Yeterian, 1985) and about 9 somaareas, and the interareal connection pattern is remarkably sim- tosensory cortical areas (Merzenich et al., 1978; Burton, 1986;
ilar to our results in the owl monkey. N e w and Old World
Cusick et al, 1989). A s in visual cortex, one can define a hiermonkeys diverged over 30 million years ago. The main differarchy of areas based on the laminar targets of between-area
ence between the m a p s is the reduced size of the areas between projections, and, as in vision, there is a successive loss of recepV 2 and M T in owl monkeys, the shape of V 3 (owl monkey D M ,
totopy as one progresses to higher levels in the two systems.
its probably homologue, is m u c h less elongated than the Most of the somatosensory maps are based on responses to cumacaque area), and the somewhat larger size of several inftaneous stimulation (it is difficult to stimulate muscle and
erotcmporal areas. Most of these differences reflect the
tendon receptors without also stimulating the skin).
reduced emphasis on the center of gaze in the retina of the sec-
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These maps (and data from other species) suggest that the
parcellation of most of the cortex has not changed radically
during the evolution of the primate order. Notably, there does
not seem to be any significant increase in regions where modalities overlap; rather, modality-specific areas have increased in
size, and quite moderately in number; the number of cortical areas has probably not changed in N e w and Old World monkeys,
which have evolved independently for over 30 million years.
Visual Areas in Apes and H u m a n s . The organization of the
cortex in a variety of m a m m a l s including humans was studied
extensively by Brodmann and others at the beginning of the
century using stains for cell bodies and myelin (Brodmann,
1909). Since then, anatomical and physiological studies have
revised m a n y of Brodmann's conclusions with respect to nonhuman primate brains (e.g., Brodmann's area 18 in Old World
monkeys is twice as wide as it should have been; Brodmann's
area 19 actually contains m a n y distinct cortical areas). But it is
only very recently that h u m a n cortex has been approached from
a m o d e m perspective. Preliminary results suggest that human
visual cortical areas are organized quite similarly to those of
other primates.
The h u m a n visual area whose borders are best k n o w n is
V I - b y far the most distinct visual area on architectonic
grounds. Fixed- tissue injections of membrane-intercalating
dyes suggest that local circuit connections within, and long
range connections between, h u m a n areas V I and V 2 are very
similar to those of other primates (Burkhalter and Bernardo,
1989). There is a densely myelinated, ellipsoidal area in a dorsolateral occipital sulcus that m a y correspond to h u m a n visual
area M T , an area found in all primates (Sereno et al., 1988;
Screno and Allman, 1991) (see Figure 2). Studies using P E T to
monitor blood flow and a stimulus designed to selectively activate M T (based on animal studies) have uncovered an active
locus near the densely myelinated region (Miczin et al., 1987).
N o w clearly, there is a great deal of 'additional' non-primary
cortex in humans.^Despite the fact that monkeys, apes and humans all have about the same number of cells in the retina, the
dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus, and in V I (Frahm et al., 1984;
Tolhurst and Ling, 1988), V I comes to occupy a smaller and
smaller proportion of the total neocortex-about 10-12% or the
neocortex in monkeys, about 6 % of the neocortex in apes, but
only about 2.5% of the total neocortex in humans. The preliminary studies cited above suggest a n e w answer to the problem
of this 'exu^a' cortex in humans-it m a y be occupied mostly by
larger versions of areas already familiar from work in monkeys
(as opposed, for example, to an evolutionarily unprecedented
'language organ'). V 2 in humans, for example, is m u c h wider
than would be expected w h e n normalized with respect to the
area of V I . Similarly, there is m u c h more area between V 1 and
the putative h u m a n M T than would be expected (this region is
mostly occupied by area V 4 in Old World monkeys). Finally,
the area of the putative h u m a n M T is about 3 to 4 times as big
as would be predicted on a macaque model. If the other 25 or
so extrastriate areas in h u m a n visual cortex increased in size
(relative to V I ) as m u c h as this preliminary data suggests that
V 2 , V 4 , and M T have, w e could almost completely account for
the 'extra' non-primary cortex in humans relative to monkeys.
These observations, combined with the lack of any trend toward increased polymodal cortex in neocortical evolution,
suggest a radical revision of current neuropsychological theories of human cognitive processing.
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Figure 2. Cortical visual areas in the human (preliminary). A left
occipital lobe (reversed here to aid comparison with previous figures) was physically flattened, sectioned, and stained for myelin.
The exposed crowns of the gyri are colored black. A cut was
made in VI medially to allow the cortex to lie flat. The insets illustrate the location these areas in the intact brain (after Sereno
and Allman, 1991). Note that the scale is now in centimeters.

especially given the preliminary state of our current knowledge
in this area. A certain tradition in cognitive science and neuropsychology seems to have taken as its goal, the isolation of
higher levels of explanation from their lower level implementadon. Such a so-called 'functional' approach is quite curious
from a biological perspective. Surely, biologists are interested
in function (e.g., the heart serves as a p u m p for blood). But the
goal there is to try to explain h o w it is that the structure of the
heart gives rise to its function-not to ignore that structure and
build an independenUy motivated theory in a different language
(a language of 'heart'?!). T h e fact that the same program can
run on somewhat differentiy designed von N e u m a n n machines
(e.g., Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988) seems an insufficient reason
to abandon a biological and evolutionary approach to the functional organization of die h u m a n brain.
This tendency to ignore the structure of the brain is quite
unfortunate in light of the recent progress m a d e in primate neurobiology. Most current texts of physiological psychology,
neuropsychology, and cognitive neuroscience (e.g., Caplan,
1987; Ellis and Young, 1988) still impliciUy employ a model of
the organization and evolution of the cortex that dates to the associationists of the late nineteenth century. In this w a y of
thinking,
'primitive' m a m m a l s tike rats start out wiUi primary
Language Processing in the Primate Brain
visual, auditory, and somatosensory areas almost touching.
Modularity and Levels of Explanation. The question of what
Next up the rung of an essentially pre-evolutionary scala natulanguage processing looks like in the brain is a contentious one.
ra c o m e animals like cats, which have a small amount of
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'uncommitted' space in between. Finally, at the top, are primates and especially humans, where w e find a great deal of
uncommitted 'association' cortex, properly situated to integrate and associate the modality-specific information presented
to it by visual, auditory and somatosensory cortices (see e.g.,
Fodor, 1983; Ellis and Young, 1988, on the 'semantic system'
postulated in most models of word processing; Damasio,
1989).
Fine-grained mapping experiments in hedgehogs, rodents,
cats, and primates, during the past decade have shown this picture of the evolution of the cortex to be incorrect. Cats and
primates do have more cortex in between the primary sensory
areas; but that cortex consists not of poly-modal association areas, but rather larger and more numerous modality-specific
(i.e., visual, auditory, and somatosensory) areas. The studies
discussed above provide no indication that humans are any different in this regard. T h e problem is, then, in the spirit of
biological studies of functional organization, to try to describe
h o w the basic anatomical modules of primate cortex-namely
visual, auditory, somatosensory, motor, and limbic areas-support a new, peculiarly h u m a n function.
Language as Code-directed Scene Perception. Vision is
very important to primates; in fact, over 5 0 % of the cortex in
primates, probably including humans, consists of areas devoted
to specifically visual processing. This is not to deny that information about an object perceived via another modality—say the
somatosensory system-might be able to enter visual areas in
the form of a visual copy of the somatosensory areas' activity
pattern (see e.g., experiments by Haenny et al. (1988) in
macaque visual area V 4 using a somatosensory-visual matching task). But it does suggest that w e carefully distinguish a
visual copy of a somatosensory stimulus (in a visual area with
a visual m a p ) from a somatosensory copy of a visual stimulus
(in a somatosensory area with a somatosensory m a p ) .
S o m e linguists have independently suggested that visual
representations m a y be very important in the semantics of natural language (Jackendoff, 1987; Fauconnier, 1985; Lakoff,
1987; Langacker, 1987). A n idea c o m m o n to several different
approaches is that more concrete visual meanings m a y have
been extended by analogical processes to deal with more abstract objects and relations. T h e present proposal goes further
in suggesting a particularly direct relationship between the
mechanisms of scene and discourse comprehension.
T h e integration of successive glances in the comprehension of a visual scene requires a kind of serial assembly
operation similar in s o m e respects to the integration of word
meanings in discourse comprehension. Primates (but also
m a n y other animals) m a k e long series of fixations at the rate of
several n e w views per second during scene comprehension.
Each fixation brings the retina to a n e w part of the visual scene
and generates a burst of activity in V I , which largely replaces
the burst caused by the previous fixation. Higher visual areas
with less precise retinotopy s o m e h o w integrate information
from these disconnected activity sequences to generate an internal representation of the location and identity of the relevant
objects in the current scene (e.g., predators, food items, particular conspecifics, escape routes, suitable sleeping trees, etc.)
that can serve as a basis for action. M a n y aspects of this process are redolent of linguistic integration-e.g., the
underspecified, context-free information in an isolated glance
is sharpened and focused by context (cf polysemy); information from temporally distant glances must be tied together (cf.
anaphora). N o n e of this implies that scene representations (or
their presumed linguistic fellows) need look anything like pictures; the patterns in question would be disU-ibuted across m a n y
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areas, some of which show little retinotopy.
O n e main difference between scene and discourse comprehension is, of course, that scene comprehension is tied closely
to the current scene. Discourse comprehension might best be
thought of as a kind of fictive visual scene comprehension directed, in the case of spoken language comprehension, by
sequences of phoneme representations in secondary auditory
cortex. T h e advantage of linguistic discourse comprehension is
that w e are no longer tied to the current scene. However, once
the appropriate visual word meaning patterns have been called
up and bound together, the nature and interactions of the composite pattern m a y be conditioned mainly by the prelinguistic
rules of interaction of scene representations in primate visual
areas networks. In this sense, a large part of what has been
called linguistic syntax and semantics might not be modular
with respect to the neurobiology of vision.
There is in fact substantial evidence that visual areas in humans are involved in specifically linguistic functions. There is
a kind of aphasia confusingly called 'U-anscortical sensory'
aphasia (i.e., 'across-from-the-language-cortex' aphasia!) that
is generated by a lesion in left h u m a n inferotemporal cortex
(Rubens and Kertesz, 1983). M a n y of these lesions are so posterior and ventral that they are associated with overt visual field
defects. Transcortical sensory aphasics have poor, "Wemicke's-like" comprehension, yet paradoxically (at least in the
context of traditional models of language comprehension), can
repeat words effortlessly. Far from being 'across from the language cortex', the visual areas in posterior inferotemporal
cortex damaged in these patients m a y be the primary site of semantic processing in sighted humans. Transcortical sensory
aphasics recover more quickly than patients with more dorsal
lesions; this m a y only be an indication that the functions performed by visual cortex in language comprehension are less
lateralized than those performed by auditory cortex. This is
consistent with what w e k n o w about primate visual areas; permanent deficits in visual pattern recognition in monkeys
require bilateral inferotemporal cortex lesions (Gross, 1973).
There is no need to assume that all the cortical areas involved
in language comprehension are equally lateralized; for example, the functions performed by the superior temporal gyrus
(see below) m a y be more lateralized than the functions performed by the inferotemporal cortex.
Psycholinguistic experiments using pictures inserted into
sentences and picture-word priming (e.g.. Potter et al., 1986)
suggest that it is surprisingly easy for visually represented concepts to be integrated into ongoing linguistic discourse
comprehension. This m a y be another indicator of the closeness
of visual category representations to linguistic meanings.
S o m e P E T Experiments. Recently, it was suggested on the
basis of P E T experiments that semantic processing m a y be localized instead in the frontal lobe, just in front of "Broca's area
(Petersen et al., 1988; Posner et al., 1988). In the key experiment, subjects performed two tasks-1) repeating visually
presented nouns, and 2) generating "uses" (related verbs) upon
viewing an otherwise comparable series nouns. U p o n subtracting these two conditions, an activated locus w a s uncovered in
frontal cortex, just anterior to the representation of face,
tongue, and throat muscles in primary motor cortex. Given the
ease with which preparation for m o v e m e n t elicits strong activation in premotor areas (see e.g., Roland et al., 1980), however,
it seems likely that the activity uncovered in this experiment actually represents the different motor programming demands of
the two tasks. In the first case, a motor pattern is called up directly via overleamed connections between visual word shape
and articulatory movements. In the second case, by contrast,

the subject must m a k e a n e w motor plan to say a word that is
different from that which was viewed. In fact, the subject must
also suppress an output that would normally be generated by
looking at the first word (in the context of reading words
aloud). Frontal cortex lesions in monkeys and m a n are known
to especially impair the ability to m a k e delayed responses.
Given that posterior inferotemporal cortex has rarely if ever
been selectively activated in a blood flow experiment, and that
the P E T technique has limited resolution, the activation underlying semantic processing m a y not yet have been seen. A
posterior locus for semantics is more in line with the observation made long ago (and not overturned by more recent studies)
that patients w i ^ large posterior lesions are generally m u c h
more impaired in extracting meaning from linguistic discourse-and surely seem to have a m u c h more severe derangement of
thought processes-than patients with large anterior lesions.

region on the middle and inferior temporal gyri, a typical 'Wernicke's aphasia' m a y require d a m a g e to both the auditory
cortex meaning assemblers and the visual cortex meanings they
assemble.

N e w Routes Between Modalities. In monkeys, one pathway
responsible for cross-modal matching performance has been
well-defined. Performance on somatosensory-visual matching
tasks is catastrophically impaired by lesions to the basolateral
amygdala (Murray and Mishkin, 1985). This part of the
amygdala receives projections from secondary and tertiary visual, somatosensory, and auditory areas, and projects back to
them. There is also a small polymodal stiip on part of the upper
bank of the superior temporal sulcus (e.g.. Seltzer and Pandya,
1989). But this strip cannot by itself support cross-modal
matching in monkeys.
T h e situation in humans must be somewhat different, at
What's in Wernicke's Area? Wernicke's area has occupied least with regard to the relative importance of the amygdala in
several different gyri over the years. Sometimes it is placed on one particular kind of cross-modal mapping that characterizes
the angular gyrus; sometimes it sits more anteriorly on the su- h u m a n language-tiie mapping between speech sounds and viperior temporal gyrus; and often it sneaks across the superior sual word meanings. The patient H.M. w h o had his amygdala
temporal sulcus (the boundary between auditory cortical areas removed bilaterally is quite unimpaired in recognizing visual
dorsally and visual cortical areas ventrally in primates) to sit objects named for him (or in naming visual objects himselOpartly in inferotemporal cortex. T h e left-right asymmetry orig- This suggests that humans must have a more robust connection
inally demonsu-ated by Geschwind and Levitsky (1968) was in between areas on either side of the superior temporal sulcus
yet a different place-on the planum temporale (not even clearly than monkeys do. Cross-modal matching experiments of the
visible in a lateral view). Several architectonic studies (Braak, kind that amygdala-lesioned monkeys fail to perform have not
1978; Galaburda and Sanides, 1980) have identified a distinct yet been tried with H.M., and so the cross-modal pathway
area that shows a considerable left-right asymmetry (Braak's through the amygdala could very well still be important for
temporal magnopyramidal zone; Galaburda and Sanides' area some tasks in humans.
Tpt) confined entirely to the posterior part of the lateral superior temporal gyrus. B y comparison with other primates, this Conclusion
area is very likely to be a unimodal, secondary or tertiary audi- Language is recently derived; based on the evidence of stone
tory cortical area. Merzenich and Brugge (1973) recorded tools and other more spectacular artifacts like cave paintings, it
diffuse auditory responses from a geographically similar area seems likely that peculiarly h u m a n cognition and presumably
in macaques.
language use originated rather suddenly less than 50,000 to
If Wernicke's area proper (e.g., of Braak) is in fact a sec- 100,000 years ago. In view of our knowledge of the strong simondary or tertiary auditory area, w e are left with something of ilarities between the brains of various non-human primates, it
a conundrum. W h y should a lesion in an auditory area cause seems unlikely that the cortex could have been completely redeficits in the assembly of the meaningful units of language? organized in so short a time. Surely, there is no positive
The deficits exhibited by m a n y patients with a lesion in this evidence for such a major reorganization. Recent evidence inarea seem to extend beyond mere problems with auditory rep- stead suggests that h u m a n and non-human primate brains are
resentations of words-their thoughts seem disarranged; often organized quite similarly. W e need more attempts to explain
they are unable to manipulate even words with concrete visual the large qualitative differences between animal cognition and
meanings. The traditional conclusion has thus been that Wer- h u m a n language-based cognition as the result of relatively minicke's area must be an evolutionarily n e w 'language organ' nor modifications and re-use of pre-existing primate neural
not tied to one modality. A n e w interpretation more in line with circuitry.
the animal literature, is Uiat the internal representations of
This paper suggests that it might be profitable to view lanspeech sound sequences that a primate neurobiologist would guage comprehension in sighted people as a kind of codeexpect to find in Wernicke's area proper must have s o m e other directed scene comprehension taking place primarily in unimofunction besides merely serving as internal copies of the speech dal visual areas in posterior inferotemporal cortex. A second
su-eam; these uninterpreted speech sound representations must suggestion is that internal representation of speech sound
also be involved in word recognition and assembly of (primari- chains in secondary auditory cortical areas (Wernicke's area
ly visual) meaning into coherent discourse stiTictures. B y this proper) m a y have other functions besides merely serving as inaccount, what distinguishes humans is the ability to use a se- ternal copies of the speech code chain; they m a y be intimately
quence of symbol patterns from another modality to cause the involved in word recognition and the binding together of visual
assembly of meaning patterns in tertiary visual cortex. But the cortex meaning patterns. Code-directed pattern binding is
product of that assembly m a y be very similar to patterns assem- clearly a specifically h u m a n faculty; but m a n y of the conbled from direct visual inputs arriving via V I during scene straints on the resulting bound-together patterns m a y reflect
comprehension. The implication is that the trick of language prelinguistic (non-modular) constraints on interactions bewas not to have invented the basic meaningful units but to have tween activity patterns in tertiary visual areas. Studies of the
found a w a y of making standardized connections between them connections of superior temporal sulcus region in humans-just
(see Sereno, 1986; 1991a; 1991b). In monkeys, the superior n o w becoming possible-may throw more light on the presentiy
temporal sulcus forms, as noted, the border between auditory obscure neural substrate of language and h u m a n thought.
and visual cortices. Since clinically defined Wemicke's-like
aphasics often have lesions that extend into the inferotemporal
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Focal a n d Diffuse Lesions of Cognitive M o d e l s
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specification of the analogical relationships by the m o d eller. This holds equally for the lesions inflicted on comWith the recent abihty to construct fault tolerant computer putational networks in the n a m e of neurological or cognimodels using connectionist approaches, researchers are n o w able tive impairment. In this paper, w e explore the ways in
to investigate the effects of damage to these models. This has great which a connectionist network can be lesioned, and disappeal for cognitive science as it provides a further way to verify cuss their plausibility in terms of both basic neurobiology
or falsify acomputermodel. Existing studies employ a concept of and clinical neurology.
network "lesioning" that fails to have explanatory adequacy for
neurobiology. While using anatomically plausible architectures
Neurological Lesions
for cognitive models, they nonetheless use biologically implausible methods for simulating neurological damage to these net- Acquired damage to the h u m a n brain leads to dysfuncworks. This paper examines the different objects of computa- tional jjerformance in a variety of modalities, depending
tional networks and their analogical neurobiological counter- on both the quality of the d a m a g e and its quantity. T h e
parts, and suggests a taxonomy of cormectionist network lesion damaged area of the brain is considered the "lesion"
methods. Finally, an existing visual system model is used as a (Damasio and Damasio, 1989) and neurologists focus on
testbed to study the differential effects of focal and diffuse lesions. using various intellectual and radiographic techniques to
Tlie exj)erimcnts with focal damage versus diffuse damage sug- characterize the location, size, and cause of a particular
gest that while the effects of focal brain injury m a y be due to the
lesion. In the case of visual or linguistic disorders, neuropparticular computations performed in some brain area, the effects
sychologists employ specialized examination techniques
of diffuse brain injury or degeneration m a y cause cognitive
to m a k e these inductions (Boiler and Grafman, 1990).
defici ts because of the inherent nature of the brain as a distributed
While it has always been questioned to what extent
computational device, and not through differential local effects.
different functions localize to different parts of the brain,
the currently prevailing view is that there is in fact a
Part I: Introduction
tremendous localization of function (Galaburda, et al.,
1978). Such a view is necessary for the inductive reasonO n e feature of connectionist networks that makes them
particularly interesting for cognitive modelling is their ing steps described above to be meaningful. Although
computational relationship to the h u m a n brain. This rela- localization of function definitely exists to s o m e extent
tionship, expressed to a greater or lesser degree in different (e.g., primary motor area), there is ample reason to ask two
things: (1) W h a t functions are the ones that localize? (2)
types of network architectures and domains of modelling
Over h o w large an area do functions localize, given the
(i.e, cognitive and/or neurobiological), contributes a n e w
probable distributed representations of the neural impleclass of constraints to the validation of such models (Sejnow- mentadons of these functions? A corollary to question (2)
ski and Churchland, 1988). O n e valuable n e w constraint is is h o w minutely can w e attempt to localize particular
that of lesionability. Instead of evaluatingamodelsolely on functions?
its performance with respect to the normal processing
M a n y causes exist for brain lesions. Examples include
behavior of the object being modelled (e.g., input/output strokes, tumors, intoxications, and degenerative diseases.
behavior, intermediate representations), a model m a y n o w A useful w a y to classify them is to divide them into two
be subject to computational disruption and be expected to main categories: Focal lesions represent d a m a g e to well
produce behaviors that are analogous to k n o w n abnormal circumscribed regions of brain substance; while the extent
of such lesions cannot always be perfectly demarcated,
processing behaviors as well.
and frequently changes over time, there is nonetheless a
The analogy between the computational structures of a
focus of impaired nervous system funcdoning. Strokes
cognitive model and the neurobiological structures of naconstitute the most prevalent cause of focal brain lesions.
ture can be of variable strength, due in part to (a) the nature
Diffuse lesions involve d a m a g e to a large number of
of the computational architectures themselves; and (b) the
discrete neural elements over a widespread area of the
Address: Cognitive Modelling Laboratory, Department of brain,
Neu- involving one or more particular classes of neurons
rology, University of Pittsburgh, 325 Scaife Hall, Pittsburgh, or neuronal elements. Alzheimer's Disease is the most
PA 15261. Phone: (412) 648-9200. Network: sls@dsl.pitt.edu. prevalent cause of diffuse brain lesions.
Abstract
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Study

Function

Nature of Model Disruption(s)

Damage

(1) Proportion of weights set to zero
Dyslexia

Focal

(2) R a n d o m number added to all weights
(3) Removal of some hidden units

(b)

Spatial neglect

(c)
(d)

Schizophrenia

Focal
Diffuse

Unspecified "damage" to "connections"
Decrease gain in particular subnetwork

Aphasia

Focal

Unspecified "noise" to "connections"

(a)

Table 1: Existing Computer Model Lesioning Experiments
Computational M o d e l Lesions
With therecentability toconstructfaulttolcrantcompuier
models using connectionist approaches, researchers are
n o w able to investigate the effects of damage to these
models. Several investigators have taken this approach to
the study of cognition, and have lesioned particular cognitive models, and then attempted to compare the resulting
model performance with that of people w h o have suffered
brain lesions. This method has great appeal for cognitive
science as it provides a further w a y to support or falsify a
computer model.
This method has been attempted in several areas, including (a) acquired dyslexia (alexia) (Hinion and Shallice, 1989); (b) "neglect dyslexia" (spatial neglect in
reading) (Mozerand Behrmann, 1989); (c) schizophrenia
(Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1989); and (d) aphasia
(dysphasia) (Miikkulainen, 1990). In each case, an interesting cognitive model w a s disrupted to produce one or
more behaviors that resemble h u m a n information processing under some condition of neurological damage. Table
1 shows for each model whether the human condition
reflects diffuse or focal damage and h o w the model was
disrupted to simulate that condition.
Note that these studies employ a concept of network
"lesioning" that fails to have explanatory adequacy
(Chomsky, 1965) in the neurobiological sense. Whereas
these researchers go to great trouble to build anatomically
plausible architectures for cognitive models, they nonetheless use biologically implausible methods for simulating neurological damage to these networks. For example,
while aphasia is typically the result of focal neurological
damage (e.g., a stroke), Miikkulainen (1990) adds "noise"
to the connections of his network, which is a diffuse
Model Analogue

strategy. Spatial neglect also arises most typically from
focal brain damage, yet Mozer and Behrmann (1989)
nonspccincally "damage" some connections. In applying
their notion of "gain" in a diffuse manner to a subnetwork
of their model, Cohen and Servan-Schreiber (1989) do in
fact meet the explanatory criteria suggested here, as they
are using diffuse lesions to account for impaired problemsolving behavior in patients with diffusely damaged brains
(i.e., schizophrenia).
The study of Hinton and Shallice (1989) investigates the
effects of three different methods of network lesioning.
They applied each method to the different layers of their
model to observe the effects, and explored empirically the
relationships between the reading behaviors of differently
impaired networks and dyslexic patients. While acquired
dyslexia typically results from focal brain insults, the study
explored diffuse model lesions (i.e., resetting a proportion
of weights, adding a random number to all weights) in
addition to a method of focal lesioning (i.e., removing
some hidden units, which is only focal if these units are
physically adjacent to each other).
Part II: A Taxonomy of Lesions
Connectionist models of cognitive processing typically
incorporate architectures that limit specifically the types of
lesions one might consider for computational experiments
of dysfunctional cognitive performance. Table 2 lists some
neurobiological concepts and their analogues in connectionist models. It docs not matter that a single unit in a
parallel distributed (PDP) cognitive model does not represent a single neuron in the brain (Sejnowski, et al., 1988).
Biological nervous systems have motivated massively
parallel approaches (Feldman, 1989) and in this paper, the

Nature
Abstraction

Description

C N S Concept
Neuron
Synaptic strength

Unit
Connection weight

A x o nfiringrate

Unit potential

Value

Real number
Real number

Synapse
Inhibition

Unit input
Negative weight

Value
Value

Weighted unit potential
Negative real number

Excitation
Depolarization
Threshold

Positive weight
Potential function

Value
Function

Positive real number
Adjusted s u m ot inputs

Bias

Value

Real number

Value

Associated values and functions

Table 2: Computer Model Correlates of Neurobiological Concepts
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analogy between neurobiological and computational networks will be analyzed in terms of lesions that can be
produced.
For each biological entity shown in the Table, a variety
of neurological disruptions naturally occur in h u m a n illness. Furthermore, in vitro and in vivo studies of the
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and neuropharmacology
of these entities have led to some valuable information.
Structures to Lesion
Processing Units
Connection Weights
Activation Functions

most accurate w a y of (focally) lesioning a cognitive
(neuroscientific) model. This is a consequence of the
vascular organization of the brain, which leads to brain
lesions that follow a spatial pattern, rather than a functional
one.
Dynamic aspects of computational networks include the
values associated with thefixedstructures over time. Table
5 lists several specific categories of values that can be used
as selection criteria for choosing structures to lesion. Note
that both ranges of values and their signs alone are useful.
N e t w o r k Lesions
Ablation (Deletion)
Attenuation
Augmentation
Resetting
Addition of Noise

Table 3: Objects to Lesion

In focal neurological disease, whole collections of neurons, supporting structures, and connections are lost in one
Table 6: Lesion Methods
brain area. B y contrast, in diffuse disease, one particular
aspect of (one typ)e o O neuronal functioning might be lost
The neurobiological plausibility of the different selecthroughout the entire brain.
tions by value depends to s o m e extent on the specific
intended analogy between the lesioned structures and the
Lesion Objects
brain or cognitive system. However, the existence of
Lesions to network models can occur either focally or anatomical differences between (certain) inhibitory and
diffusely to the three general structures listed in Table 3. excitatory synapses in the brain (Shepherd and Koch,
Each network object has a neurobiological correlate, and 1990) suggests that a strategy based on signed values (or
different lesions to these objects have neurological ana- signs alone) m a y have validity for different classes of
structures.
logues.
The specific subpopuiation for focal lesions depends on
the architecture of the particular network representations Lesion Methods
in the model. O n e method of classification is by location in A network model can be computationally lesioned by a
the overall network. Table 4 shows that the concept of
number of different operations. Table 6 lists a few possilocation has several possible interpretations, all of which
biUties, involving (a) removal of an object; (b) increasing
are interesting and relevant.
or decreasing its value by a fixed percentage or by adding
random noise; and (c) setting the value of an object to s o m e
Locations
previous value.
Functional Location in Cognitive System
Functional Location in Computational Processing
Spatial Location

Units

Insofar as the computational units are analogous to neurons
in the brain, they represent a well founded candidate
population for lesioning experiments. Since a typical
The input and output layers of a network are locations
from the vantage point of computational function. The computational unit represents a collection of values and
subpart of the input layer that represents the phonological functions, the designation of a lesion must be more speinput lexicon for a model of lexical access is a location in cific, e.g., unit output value, as shown in Table 7.
A straightforward disruption of the functioning of an
the cognitive domain. T h e bottom left quadrant of a two
dimensional drawing of a network is a topographically individual unit is to delete it from the network. This is
achieved by removing all of its connections, such that no
further network processing includes computations origiValues
nating there. Less drastic manipulations include increasing
Range of Absolute Values
or decreasing its output by a certain percentage or a fixed
Range of Signed Values
amount or adding noise (random values within some range)
All Values of a Particular Sign
to the output.
Unit deletion has a neurobiological correlate in destrucTable 5: Object Selection by Value
tive brain damage (e.g., stroke). T h e biological correlate of
unitwhich
potential is the axonalfiringrate. Augmentation and
specified location. Note that this latter specification,
attenuation
of this value are analogous to increases and
sounds more arbitrary and unlheoretical, m a y in fact be the
Table 4: Object Selection by Location
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decreases in firing rate, which could be ihc result of
changes in (a) neurotransmitter (or neuromodulator) concentration; (b) excitatory inputs; (c) inhibitory inputs; or
(d) axonal conduction. Certain conditions lead to changes
in neurotransmitter concentrations in particular brain areas, e.g., dopamine concentration in the striatum in
Parkinson's disease. A n analogy to random noise in affecting axonal firing rate might be brain intoxications of
various kinds, either by external toxins (e.g., drugs) or
internal ones (e.g., metabolic derangements).

Unit Lesion Sites
Potential (Output Value)
Input Values
Activation Functions

and the precise sigmoidal curve obtained depends on a
value called the "gain", the adjustment of which is the
subject of the interesting lesioning experiments of Cohen
and Servan-Shreibcr (1989) discussed earlier. Lastly, action potential propagation depends on this final value
exceeding a threshold, which can also be varied. The
Activation Function Lesion Sites
Unit Input S u m
Adjustment of Input S u m
Gain
Threshold (Bias)
Table 8: Activation Functions
presence of different physiological properties of neurons
and responses to neuromodulators (Shepherd, 1990), e.g.,
peptides, provide ample neurobiological correlation of
these mathematical manipulations.

Table 7: Aspects of Units
The biological correlate of a unit input value is the
synapse. Since the synapses of a neuron are spatially
distributed along a variety of dendrites, it makes more
sense to talk about subpopulations of units than either
individual synapses or all synapses. Relevant subpopulations include the synapses on a particular dendrite or ones
that utilize a particular neurotransmitter. Attenuation or
augmentation of the analogous values in the model corresponds to the under- or over-sensitivity of particular synaptic transmission (e.g., post-synaptic receptor density),
and could be caused by local neurotransmitter changes.
Toxins could produce effects analogous to the addition of
noise.

Weights
The connection strengths or weights of an artificial neural
network correspond to synaptic strengths of connections.
Negative weights are analogous to inhibitory synapses,
positive weights to excitatory synapses. Weight lesions
thus correspond to disruptions in the role of particular
synapses in effecting the action potential.
Part III: Experimental Results

W e have recently been investigating network lesions in a
general manner by incorporating lesioning into a connectionist simulator (called D Y S N E T ) and using it to study
Activation Functions
various models in cognitive neuroscience. Lesion specifiActivation functions take unit inputs and produce an out- cation in D Y S N E T involves selection of one feature from
put. T h e neurobiological correlate of the activation func- each column of Table 9, and then declaration of the
tion is m e m b r a n e depolarization, and m a n y different fac- appropriate parameter(s). Particularly useful selection
tors bear on the ability of the neuronal membrane to criteria include specific network partitions (subnetworks),
depolarize. While the absolute number of active synapses which m a y be lesioned independently, and value ranges,
plays a role, perhaps more important are their spatial either absolute (e.g., all weights with absolute value less
distribution and chemical characteristics. This was noted than 2.0), signed (e.g., all values between -1.0 and 1.5), or
above, and lesions to subpopulations of unit inputs consti- signs themselves (e.g., all inhibitory weights).
tute reasonable analogies to neurological damage to neurotransmitter systems or dendritic locales.
Motivation
Table 8 lists four aspects of activation functions that are
O n e computational experiment was motivated by an intersubject to lesioning. Each of these aspects corresponds to
esting
difference in visual system performance under difa stage in the application of the function, and affects the
ferent
conditions
of damage. Focal damage to the parietoultimate behavior of the unit. The unitfirstcomputes the
(weighted) s u m of all inputs, corresponding roughly to the occipital junction can lead to a syndrome of visuospatial
combined membrane electrical effects of
the chemistry of the synapses. This numLesion Type
Object T y p e Functional Location
Range
ber is then manipulated arithmetically to
Deletion
Weight
Layer
Absolute Value
produce another value, which corresponds
Attenuation
Partition
Unit
Signed Value
to the total m e m b r a n e depolarization. In
Sign
Reset
connectionist networks, the s u m m e d valNoise
ues are combined by a "squashing function" (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986),
Table 9: Parameters Characterizing Computational Lesions
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disruption k n o w n as Balinl's Syndrome (Balinl, 1909).
Patients with this syndrome are unable visually to guide
their hands to apanicular location in space in order to grasp
an object They are able to tell what object was shown to
them, but seem to have difficulty in using visuospalial
knowledge. Focal damage to the posterior temporal lobes
can lead to objectrecognition problems, without visuospatial difficulties.
Patients with diffuse neurological damage from
Alzheimer's Disease have problems with both object recognition and spatial orientation. However, problems with
object recognition both precede the development of
visuospatial dysfunction and are more serious than the
spatial problems (Mendez, et al., 1990).
Two Pathways

Lesion M e t h o d

N U M B E R OF
EXPERIMENTS
All
Weight
Selection
Method

Unselected
Layer
Partition
Value
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In order to model this difference, a number of lesion
experiments were conducted using the visual system model
Table 10: Lesion Experiments Conducted
of Rueckl and his colleagues (Rueckl, et al., 1989). Their
network classifies two-dimensional visual images into two recognition in all cases (Mendez, et al., 1990).
categories, (1) what object was shown, and (2) where in the This information, combined with the modelling results
visual image the object appeared. The empirical studies of described above, has led to two hypotheses regarding
Mishkin and his colleagues (1983) on macaque visual lesions to the Rueckl network:
Focal Lesion Hypothesis: Focal lesions to an object
processing constrained the architecture of the connectionist model and led to computational hypotheses. W h e n recognition and spatial localization task can disproportionately affecteither spatial localization or objectrecognition,
required to perform the dual task of visual object recognidepending on the site of damage.
tion and spatial localization, the macaque uses two separate
Dijfuse Lesion Hypothesis: Diffuse lesions to an object
visual systems to perform the two tasks, a temporal "what" recognition and spatial localization task initially affect
system and a parietal "where" system (Desimone, et al., object recognition, but with sufficient damage, can disrupt
1985; Mishkin. et al.. 1983). Rueckl, Cave, and Kosslyn spatial localization as well.
(1989) showed that a computational neural network learned
Multiple computer model lesioning experiments were
the two tasks m u c h faster if the network were subdivided conducted to test these hypotheses.
into two parallel networks, one to perform the object
recognition and the other to perform the spatial localiza- Lesioning the Rueckl Model
tion.
For this project, the (non-recurrent) feed forward connecHypotheses
The conclusion of these researchers is that the learning of
an object recognition and spatial localization task is easier
with separate "what" and "where" networks than with a
single integrated network. T h e current investigation of
lesioning aims to build upon this research, and to lest
further its neurobiological plausibility by comparing its
functioning when lesioned to several general features of
impaired human functioning.
A s noted, Balint's Syndrome (Balint, 1909) involves
significant problems in visuospatial analysis ( N e w c o m b e
and Ratcliff, 1989). Brain lesions that cause such problems
are in the junction of the occipital and parieial lobes, and
are typically the result of focal damage such as stroke.
Patients with Alzheimer Disease(AD) can also get Balint's
syndrome from their diffuse degenerative disease, but
early deficits in A D involve object recognition and not
visuospatial tasks. In fact, the appearance of Balint's
syndrome in A D is accompanied by very impaired object
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lionist network described in (Rueckl, et al., 1989) w a s
rcimplemented using the D Y S N E T simulator. Specific
choices regarding potential functions, learning parameters, error measure, and weight updating function m a y
differ from those in the original model (available on
request). T h e "what" and "where" components of the
network were implemented as distinct partitions of the
network that share c o m m o n input nodes.
M a n y different lesions were introduced into the model,
and a simple analysis of the resulting behavior w a s recorded. This included (a) the number of spatial location
errors (false positive and false negative); (b) the number of
object identification errors; (c) the sum squared errorof the
"where" subnetwork; (d) the s u m squared error of the
"what" subnetwork; and (e) the s u m squared error of the
entire network.
The different lesions performed on the network are
summarized in Table 10. This Table lists the number of
specific exjjeriments conducted using each selection method
(e.g., selecuon by location or value) and specific network
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Abstract

design of OOPS emphasizes the production of behavior
from perceptual rather than inferential mechanisms.

OOPS is a reactive planner which integrates sensory
perception and action selection.
A principal
feature of the OOPS architecture is the use and
discovery of cheap, diagnostic features to indicate
opportunities, which are then verified in more
expensive computations. This diagnostic relationship is established analytically and refined
using tools from decision theory. T h e use and
refinement of diagnostic features depends upon
assumptions of conditional independence. However, in the case of a multiplanning agent (one which
simultaneously pursues several goals), while conditional independence holds true for features vis-avis individual opportunities, plans m a y interact in
the world, and conditional independence m a y not
hold. In this paper w e discuss h o w the knowledge
needed to avoid detrimental action interactions
can be incorporated into OOPS's inexpensive diagnostic computations, with benefits for robustness,
performance, and learning.

O n e of the central thrusts of the design of OOPS
is finding and relying upon very cheap perceptual
features that can trigger actions with high potential
utility^ This reflects a research assumption that an
agent m a y be successful in its world with only a limited
ability to consider complex interactions between states
and actions. In order for this to be true, there
must exist a wide range of cheaply computed and
conditionally independent features, which can account
for the greater part of the agent's useful behaviors. In
the following discussion, w e discuss the strengths and
apparent limitations of this hypothesis, and h o w to
deal with the fact that multiplanning violates the conditional independence assumption, without departing
significantly from our perception-intensive framework.
OOPS' view of the world
The world that OOPS is being designed for is not unlike
the world of an animal: changing, perceptually rich
and noisy, requiring constant monitoring and rapid
action. A s previous work in reactive planning and
action architectures [Brooks, Connell, & Ning, 88,
M a e s & Brooks 90, Firby 89, H a m m o n d Converse
& Martin 90, Agre & C h a p m a n 87] has shown, w e
have found that being tightly coupled with such a
demanding environment shifts the emphasis in planning from correctness and completeness to concerns
about ecological adequacy,flexibility,and reaction
speed. Realtime planning means that quickly identifying usable and desirable actions is preferable to
synthesizing and verifying plans, and that the commitment of resources to potential actions—including
computational attention—must reflect those actions'
applicability and utility. There is a p r e m i u m on the
ability to rapidly identify and execute, as well as
suspend, resume, or abandon useful plans in response
to the face of novel circumstances.

Realtime action and multiplanning
The Optimizing Opportunistic Planning System
(OOPS) is an action architecture designed to propel
a purposeful agent through an environment that is
rich with opportunities and threats. It is designed for
realtime perception and multiplanning: at any given
time, OOPS is juggling several ongoing plans, each in
the service of a different active goal, and all selected
by an integrated perception/decision system.
Multiplanning poses challenges to any planner, synthetic or reactive, that go beyond the normal difficulties of protecting satisfied subgoals. Interactions
between concurrently executing plans can demolish
any plan's hope for success. This is a particular concern for memory-based and reactive planners, which
generally substitute pre-specified plans with protections already worked out for the machinery which
ensures protections. Such planners are ill-equipped to
deal with resource conflicts between unrelated plans.
This is a particular concern in our research, since the

'For similar views on the significance of low-level features in representation, see [Forbus &c Centner 90]
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Integral perception a n d action

correctly predict opportunities in the vast majority of
c o m m o n situations, without requiring heaving computation. This means that the feature should be
computable with little regard to context, yet still be
applicable in many contexts. For example, innate
releasing mechanisms in animals such as the red breast
of the courting frigate bird are good conditionally
independent features, because they are easily detected,
yet have the same meaning in almost all contexts [EiblEibesfeldt 75]. As will be discussed below, assumptions
of conditional independence are even more important
to learning.

The tight coupling between an action agent and its
world should be reflected by a tight coupling between
sensory and motor processing.
OOPS meshes the
ethological model of drive hierarchies [Tinbergen 51,
Baerends 76, Dawkins 76] with connectionist-like perception networks [Rumelhart &McClelland 86], in
order to achieve a smooth integration of perception
and action selection. The architecture embodies the
idea of computational economy: an expected value
can be calculated for every prediction of a feature
or action opportunity, and then used to determine
which features and proposed actions should receive
computational attention. This yields a uniform and
principled procedure for allocating resources to promising perceptual and action hypotheses.

Conditional independence and learning For
learning, a third phase follows in which the results
of the two phases are compared, and the resultant
information is incorporated into estimates of the predictive value of features using signal-detection theory
[Green &; Swets 66]. The diagnosis of a feature with
regard to any other feature or action is classified into
True Hit, False Alarm, Correct Rejection, or Missed
Opportunity, and this is used to derive the expected
value of the feature [Brand 9l]. This information is
then incorporated into connection strengths between
them.

OOPS epistemics: diagnostic features
The COPS network includes a hierarchy of "quick and
dirty" diagnostic features and more expensive, precise
features. A cheap feature, when signalled, can be
validated by a more expensive feature [Birnbaum 86,
Sussman 75]. Features can be more expensive in their
C P U requirements, the larger array of subfeatures they
depend on, or in that they take longer to detect in
the world and thus have less predictive value. In
OOPS the main thrust of learning is to validate existing
feature relationships, and tofindever cheaper features
that detect situations of utility to the agent. As this
proceeds, attention focusing and its motor equivalent,
action selection, become increasingly efficient and
accurate.
Action selection is a two-tiered process. First, values
are obtained for all features and drives? then used
to identify the most highly applicable and desired
actions. This computation is very cheap; the update
cycle is constrained to yield a result in time linear
in the size of the OOPS network. In the second
phase, proposed actions are verified according to more
elaborate specifications of conditions of applicability,
and then effectors are allocated to selected actions.
The specifics of attention focusing, representation, and
information flow are discussed in [Brand & Birnbaum
90].

Resource conflicts The rate and success of learning
is partly determined by the degree that features actually are conditionally independent. A problem in the
operation of the OOPS simulator is that though its first
pass correctly chooses a set of applicable actions, many
of these actions fail to execute after inspection because
of conflicts over effectors and external resources. That
is, with regard to resource management, these actions
are not conditionally independent. At first blush,
this merely means a waste of computation; it would
be preferable if thefirstpass proposed fewer actions
with likely conflicts. However, the problem is more
serious in that this generates unwanted false alarms:
Proposed actions fail even though their conditions
of applicability are satisfied. Unwanted false alarms
retard learning the relationships of predictive features,
because the learning algorithm construes false alarms
as incorrect diagnoses of opportunities, independent
of other plans that may be executing. Such failures cannot simply be discounted or re-interpreted as
semi-successes. Discounting means losing information
important for learning. Re-interpreting means trying
to represent in a connection a relation that does not
hold between the feature and action it connects: that
under unknown conditions some other proposed action
m a y usurp effectors needed to execute the action.

Conditional independence The use of cheap diagnostic features to rapidly winnow the range of action
down to a few promising choices is a response to
the need for a agent to be "on the ball," able to
act fast on new information. In order for diagnostic features to be worth their costs, assumptions of
conditional independence must hold: features must

Multiplanning
^In actuality, one of the principal advantages of the
notion of computational economy is that only selected
features are computed, according to their expected utility
and the availability of C P U resources. Nonetheless, values
are available ioi all features, and are accurate in proportion
to the agent's interest in ejich feature.
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Inside the agent, the primary challenge of multiplanning is the selection, execution, and retirement of
plans. In OOPS this is achieved through a simple
extension of the attention focusing system, which
enforces an economy of internal resources, notably

computation and memory.

R e c o g n i z i n g R e s o u r c e Conflicts

Outside the agent, the primary challenges arise fioni
the need to coordinate actions: the planner must avoid
conflicts over resources. Depending on the number of
effectors an agent has under independent motor control, it m a y be pursuing several plans simultaneously,
interweaving plans, or using different plans to control
separate eff"ectors in the service of the same goal.
Where there is a concurrency of action, interactions
between plans under execution become a serious concern. O n e m a y walk and chew g u m successfully, but
whistling and chewing g u m is an uncertain proposition.
This is a simple conflict over an effector. More subtle
conflicts arise over resources frequently manipulated
by separate effectors: A musician can certainly sing
and play at the same time, but doing vocals over
a solo is a bad idea because one m a y drown out
the other, or both m a y be too complicated to listen
to simultaneously. There is limited space in the
dynamical and informational bandwidth of a listener's
hearing. This must be learned by musicians just as
toddlers learn that banging pots obscures the content
of their screams for attention.

The scope of this problem has had a substantial
impact on our assumptions about what makes for an
adequate epistemology of the dynamics of an agent's
world. It is prohibitively expensive to inferentially
predict the consequences of action interactions, yet
there is a strong motivation to incorporate s o m e sort of
knowledge about conditional dependence into the our
planner.
Noting that the greater range of h u m a n activity
does not require provably correct planning—people
routinely m a k e planning errors and action slips^ [Norm a n 88] and survive—one plausible hypothesis is that
m u c h of the knowledge about conditional dependencies
is brought to bear on planning in a manner more
associative, and less accurate, than truth-preserving
inferential reasoning. That is, up to a point, a planner
benefits from from knowledge about h o w its actions
lock up and consume resources, but that point does not
extend as far as costly inferential reasoning in all cases.
T h u s we have focused on moving such knowledge out of
the expensive action-validation process and pushing it
d o w n into the computation-efficient process of actionproposal.

Looking to ethology

Interactions are an equally difficult problem for
classical planners. Consider a case-based classical
planner which must pursue multiple plans. Using a
m e m o r y store of useful plans instead of synthesizing
new ones becomes less and less advantageous, since
the overhead of checking interactions between known
plans is just as bad as the cost of doing such checking
when synthesizing new plans. Nor will simple solutions
help. A s pointed out above, it is not satisfactory
to simply block actions that require already allocated
resources. It is entirely reasonable to interrupt a walk
to kick a soccer ball back to the g a m e it rolled out of,
but somewhat less reasonable to do so when jogging,
and not very wise to do so w h e n being chased. T h e
process of resource allocation must account for varying
priorities.

Animals avoid the potential problem of ambivalence; stimuli appropriate for more than one
behavior m a y be present but the animal usually
can only perform one behavior at a <ime.[Toates
80]
W h a t makes an animal so good at picking a workable
behavior for each situation?
T h e knowledge-poor
answer is that things are stacked so that all possibilities
can be considered in parallel. T h e knowledge-rich
answer is that things are arranged so that the most
appropriate possibilities are considered first. Cognitive scientists might attribute this to priming, A I
researchers might say indexing. Ethologists tend to
talk about suppression: Given the kind of situation
the animal is in, a whole range of behaviors will be
suppressed. For simple animals, there are perhaps
10-50 kinds of situations: feeding, predation, fight,
flight, courtship, mating, gestation, sleep, birthing,
patrolling, etc.
Each of these has characteristic
resource needs, and behaviors with inimical resourceconsumption patterns are suppressed.

The fact that plans have different resource usages
over their execution course further complicates the
matter: O n e cannot lock up every effector that an
action will require over its execution life right from the
outset. S o m e actions have very long execution courses,
and will run concurrently with, or be punctuated by,
more staccato actions. T h e effectors a plan uses near
the end of execution shouldn't be reserved from the
beginning. For example, running deep to catch a
football should not preclude using one's hands to repel
opposing players on the way. Nor should resources
be completely available to be usurped by an unrelated
plan: while in the workshop gluing wood, one does not
want to "notice" an opportunity to fix a table using
nearby clamps, only to find that none are left to take
the place of one's hand holding the wood together.

Avoiding resource conflicts
Consider a very simple example from the low end of
the food chain: T h e gastropod Pleurobranchaea is a
voracious eater. It will routinely abandon mating
if food appears nearby. In its evolutionary history,
energy intake probably was its greatest challenge.
W h e n laying eggs, however, it must suppress feeding
^Planning errors and action slips correspond to failures
to preserve external and internal state, respectively.
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to protect its o w n progeny. In its very simple world,
the short-term resource strategy of energy intake (eat
everything within range) must be subordinated to the
long-term resource strategy of propagating its genes
(stabilize the environment until the eggs hatch).
T o take another example, mobility is a resource
that m a n y animals will temporarily sacrifice for extra
manipulative capacity (e.g. woodpeckers wedge nuts
into corners so that they can peck them, beavers
wedge themselves against branches to gain leverage in
fitting together new d a m parts). W h e n frightened,
woodpeckers will avoid places in their environment
that have been useful for wedging, but they will go near
other places that are significant for them. Presumably,
fear-related behaviors suppress behaviors that relate to
reduction of mobility.
T h e key observation here is that suppression inhibits
behaviors with incompatible resource usage patterns.
Usually, these rival behaviors fail to become sufficiently
active to claim efi"ectors. Mapping this onto the twotiered operation of OOPS, it is likely that suppression
operates in the cheaper computations which find applicable actions, rather than the m o r e expensive validation of proposed actions. In this view, suppression
operates in the realm of m e m o r y more than it does
in realm of reasoning. Although this provides only a
weak protection from detrimental interactions, it m a y
suffice to account for enough successes to m a k e an
agent environmentally viable.
Finally, in business planning, time-sensitive behaviors should suppress the consideration of behaviors
that treat time as a limitless or free resource. A n
example lies in the reaction of liquor retailers to
the alcohol sales tax imposed at the beginning of
1991. A n owner of a large chain of liquor stores in
Milwaukee was interviewed a few months prior to the
date. H e was stocking up in September for a sale
in December. T h e reporter asked him w h y not have
a long, huge sale to beat the deadline. T h e retailer
answered that sales take an unpredictable amount of
time to unload inventory; it was better to rent a
warehouse, stock it up with pre-tax beer, and sell it
off w h e n consumer awareness of the tax was at its
highest. In this case, a sale with specific time costs
is preferable to one with indeterminate time costs,
because the latter m a y not satisfy its goal before the
deadline. T h e latter plan will also fail because it ties
up m a n y other resources, including store space, for
its duration. Although the retailer's explanation m a y
refer to more sophisticated reasoning about resource
tradeoffs, suppression of inimical resource-strategies is
sufficient to produce the preference.

unae

flee

|,j£gL-4challenge .mouthJ y^^^

Figure 1: A schematic of a subnetwork from an
OOPS simulation of an animal that must keep up both
its territory and its food supply. T h e circles represent
feature nodes; flee, challenge, and hoard are action
nodes; mouth and legs represent effectors. Fear and
hunger are drive nodes that boost the chances of their
servant actions threshholding.

spent scavenging, retrieving, and hiding. Once these
characterizations are available, mutually inhibitory
relations should hold between behaviors with incompatible resource characterizations. This will reduce the
likelihood of conflict, and thus failed actions.
Resource characterizations can in m a n y cases be
deduced from the effectors that are involved. In the
current set of OOPS simulations, where the domain is
animal behavior, all the needed resource characterizations thus far have been available this way. Each
effector is good for manipulating a particular kind
of resource. A plan's resource consumption can be
derived from the spans of time that it monopolizes
various effectors. For example, consider the plan
carry-back-to-nest. This monopolizes the jaw for the
duration of the trip, and thus blocks access to, and
use of, resources associated with the mouth: dexterity,
weaponry, food. In simple animals, where all efi'ectors
are just bodily parts, one can produce a resource
analysis purely by examining all the behaviors that
compete for the s a m e effectors. In m a n y h u m a n
domains, there are resources that are not explicitly
manipulated by effectors, thus the analyses are more
complicated.
Consider a dog carrying a tasty bone. Another dog
approaches. Normally the first dog would approach
to inspect and challenge, out of territoriality. In
this case, it makes more sense to run away with the
bone. W h y ? W h a t is it that causes the flee action to
threshold before the challenge action? W e can take
figure 1 to be a simplified model of the drives and
behaviors involved. Normally, w h e n fear is active and
a foreign dog is perceived, challenge would threshhold
higher than flee. It would be validatedfirstand gains
control of the legs. Flee would also be validated, but

Suppressing resource competitors
Most behaviors can be characterized in terms of the
resources that they conserve and the resources that
they expend. For example, hoarding conserves the
potential energy of food at the expense of the time
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then fail to claim the legs, and thus signal a false
alarm. But in this case, challenge is being suppressed
by hoard, because the two actions tend to have resource
conflicts. It fails to threshhold. Flee threshholds and
the the system chooses to run, without the additional
overhead of considering challenge. In this example,
the conditionality expressed in the lateral inhibition
between actions suffices to bias the network in favor of
flight.
Generalized resource analyses
In animals, eff"ectors are synonymous with body parts,
and it is easy to propagate information about the full
catalog of effectors back into the network, where it
takes the form of suppression links between actions. In
modelling more abstract h u m a n tasks, the use of tools
expands the range of potential effectors. In these cases,
the network must be updated as new tools become
available. However, this is probably a low overhead
operation, compared to savings in computation gained
from such additional knowledge.

for each behavior B
for each effector E used by behavior B
for each resource R consumed by effector E
for each effector £ ' indexed under resource iZ
for each behavior B ' which uses effector E '
if iZ is a { monopolizable, exhaustable,
core, time } resource
increase inhibition between B and B '
if iJ is a { replenishable,
self-replenishing, sharahle,
renewable, } resource
decrease inhibition between B and B '
Figure 2: A simple heuristic for establishing a priori
resource conflicts w h e n constructing an action network. This algorithm depends on an abstract characterization of resource depletion and replenishment.
Renewable, replenishable, and self-replenishing refer
to resources that can be restored instantaneously,
willfully, and automatically, respectively. A n example
of each is river water, food stores, and food crops in
the management of a town. A preliminary typology of
resources appears in [Brand 90].

For a model of an agent in the financial industry,
effectors are what economists call financial "instruments." Options, contracts, holds, voting blocks, etc.,
are all instruments. A n interesting aspect of instruments is that they are largely understood by those
w h o use them as devices for exchanging resources. In
any newspaper discussion of devices and their use,
they are discussed almost exclusively in terms of the
resource trade-offs that they embody. Options preserve
opportunities at the loss of cash or credit. Voting
blocks are nonliquid assets that reduce opponents'
control of other companies.
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Consider two corporations in a takeover battle,
predator and prey.
T w o of the m a n y plans for
fighting a takeover are (1) raise one's o w n stock price
through buy-backs, and (2) achieve a voting bloc of
the predator's stock, and lead a shareholder vote to
challenge the takeover internally. T h e instruments
used here are voting blocks and options, particularly
options on one's o w n stock and on that of potential
predators.
Both of these instruments consume liquidity. In fact,
to be effective, both devices consume indeterminate
amounts of liquidity, since it is not clear in advance
h o w m u c h one's o w n share price must be driven up
to drive off a suitor, nor h o w m a n y voting shares
are necessary to lead a shareholder revolt against the
suitor's takeover plans. Even if sufficient liquidity is
available for exercising both options at the outset, since
both plans m a y require m o r e cash or credit, it would
be foolish to pursue both tracks.
A n analysis of either instrument shows that they
both require large amounts of liquidity. This information can be propagated back to both plans, where the
lack of a specification of h o w m u c h liquidity is needed
shows that both plans require indeterminate amounts
of money. T h u s labelled, an inhibitory connection is
added so that in the future, they are less likely to
undermine each other through concurrent execution.
Note that this is not a conflict over instruments, but
the underlying resources that they consume.
Although both plans consume a resource of general
universality—financial liquidity—the s a m e treatment
applies to more specific resources. Alternative plans
for taking legal action should have the s a m e mutually
inhibitory relationship because of possible conflicts
over the resources of the legal department, money, and
intra-office information flow.

Summary
OOPS is an action architecture designed with an e m p h a sis on the perception of opportunities. It reflects
the belief that inferential mechanisms are not efficient enough to produce realtime behavior over a
course of situations routinely encountered in a robot's
world.
T h e system attempts where ever possible
to substitute inexpensive computations for expensive
computations, without loss of utility. C h e a p diagnostic
features yield probablistic indications of opportunities,
and then more expensive mechanisms are invoked to
verify the opportunities and select a m o n g proposed
actions. Decision-theoretic methods are used to learn
the probablistic value of each feature's diagnosis; the
results are used to allocate computation to hypotheses
about opportunities in the world. Both the utility
and the learnability of these features depends u p o n
assumptions of conditional independence. Conditional
relations between features are only handled after the
winning hypotheses have thresholded. However, the
conditional independence of hypotheses does not nec-

essarily hold; frequently, viable plans are considered
that have conflicting requirements. They may need
the same eflfectors, or need different effectors that
usurp the same resources. Anticipating and handling
such conflicts is far to expensive to do inferentially.
Rather than leave it up to expensive action validation
to protect against such conflicts, it is much more
economical to "push down" this knowledge into the
cheap pre-thresholding computation, where inhibitory
connections between action hypotheses bias perception
against seeing conflicting opportunities. This insulates
the multiplanner against the twin problems of ambivalence and overextension.

A second generation mobile robot, AI M e m o 1016,
M I T Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, 1988.
[Eibl-Eibesfeldt 75] Irenaus Eibl-Eibesfeldt. Ethology:
The Biology of Behavior. N e w York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1975.
[Dawkins 76] Richard Dawkins. Hierarchical organization: a candidate principle for ethology. In P.P.G.
Bateson and R.A. Hinde (eds.) Growing Points in
Ethology, pp. 7-54. Cambridge University Press,
1976.
[Firby 89] R. James Firby. Adaptive Execution in
Complex Dynamic Worlds. P h D Thesis, Yale University Computer Science Department, 1989. Available as Report RR-672.
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Abstract
In earlier work, we proposed a memory model
that would facilitate the detection of opportunities to satisfy suspended goals. In this opportunistic m e m o r y model, suspended goals are indexed under feature sets that are predictive of
the presence of the opportunity, and which are
likely to be encountered in the normal course of
future activity. T h e functional benefit of such
encoding depends crucially on the particular vocabulary of features used, the costs of their detection, and the overlap of features relevant to
the pursuit of different goals. In this paper
we investigate the feature vocabulary implied by
recent work on visual search [Treisman, 1985,
Tsotsos, 1990], and its use in indexing goals suspended due to the lack of a particular object.

T h e central problem for accounts of opportunistic
behavior is h o w to reconcile the background status of
a goal that is not under active consideration with the
fact that an opportunity to satisfy it can be recognized
at all. Recognition requires perceptual and inferential
work. If recognizing an opportunity to satisfy a background goal assumes as m u c h work as actively seeking
to satisfy it does, then the functional benefit of focusing on a small set of goals is lost.
Opportunistic Memory
In earlier work [Hammond, 1989b, H a m m o n d et ai,
1988] we proposed a memory architecture that supports remindings of background goals at appropriate
times. T h e idea of opportunistic m e m o r y relies on the
fact that normal work toward the satisfaction of an active goal demands perceptual and inferential effort. In
contrast to accounts of opportunistic behavior where
foals are imbued with autonomous processing power
Birnbaum and Collins, 1984], the opportunistic m e m ory model relies on encoding-time work to appropriately index passive notations in the same m e m o r y used
in execution, so that suspended goals can be cheaply
reawakened in the course of execution. Once "awakened" , a suspended goal can be more thoroughly considered to see if it is plausible to pursue now. T h e potential benefit is that given proper encoding-time work,
opportunity recognition can exploit the effort already
being expended on goals that are currently active.
In brief, the opportunistic m e m o r y "algorithm" is as
follows:

Opportunism
In daily life, people pursue a large number of different
goals, and display greatflexibilityin shifting attention
from one goal to another. These shifts in focus are
often in response to n e w information that could not
have been predicted in advance. W e all capitalize on
chance encounters with people we have been intending
to talk to, buy things because w e happen to see them
displayed in a store, realize that w e can perform one
errand while "on the way" to perform another, and so
on.
There is good reason to believe that a better understanding of this sort of opportunistic behavior is
important for designing artificial agents as well. A n y
agent that must pursue multiple goals in an unpredictable world faces a problem of focus — which goals
should be acted on n o w ? If there are too m a n y goals
to plan for completely, or if not all of them are available when action must begin, then there must be some
heuristic selection of a subset of goals that should be
actively pursued. O n the other hand, the agent needs
to be ready to reconsider these choices in the face of
unanticipated opportunities.

• Goals that cannot be immediately satisfied or integrated into a currently active plan are considered
blocked, and are suspended [Schank, 1982].
• Suspended goals are associated with features in
m e m o r y that, if encountered in the world, would indicate that the goal m a y n o w be satisfiable.
• T h e same m e m o r y structures are used to parse the
world and m a k e routine execution-time decisions.
W h e n the features that a suspended goal has been
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associated with are activated in the course of this,
the goal is brought back under consideration.

that a blocking condition is no longer true should be a
strong predictor that the goal is now satisfiable.
Some of the categories above are abstract, and the
corresponding opportunities are probably difficult to
recognize (for example "having time"). From here on
we will focus on opportunity recognition that corresponds simply to visually recognizing a particular object.

The objective of this encoding is that the agent will
have goals "resubmitted" to attention by mennory at
exactly those times when they can be acted on. This
will be successful to the extent that
1. the agent can characterize the ways in which the
world would have to change to make the goal satisfiable, and

Functional requirements on
indexing features

2. the agent can associate the goal with a set of easily
computed operational features that strongly predict
that such a change hcis taken place.

Clearly even with a good characterization of what
would constitute an opportunity, the benefit of the
encoding depends strongly on the particular vocabulary of features and the costs of detecting them. If a
suspended goal is to be indexed under a given set of
features, then

W e now treat the first of these briefly, and then spend
the remainder of the paper on the second.
Reasons for goal blockage

1. The feature set should be cheap to compute relative
to the cost of completely verifying the existence of
the opportunity.

The simplest way that a goal can become blocked is if a
standard plan associated with it is presently unusable
for some reason. The possibility of encountering such
a situation is an inevitable consequence of a case-based
planning framework [Hammond, 1989a], where the attempt is made to reuse plans in situations that may
not be exactly the ones for which they were designed.
A m o n g the things which can block the use of a standard plan are:

2. As much as possible, the features should be ones that
are likely to be checked anyway in pursuing other
courses of action. (This consideration trades off with
the previous one.)
3. The ratio of false negatives (missed opportunities)
to false positives (inappropriate activations of suspended goals) should be in line with the urgency of
the goal and the cost of verification.

• Lack of time.
Due to other pressing goals and activities, there may
not be time at the moment to run the standard plan.
For example, the goal to run an errand to purchase
something m a y have to be suspended when running
late for an appointment.

W e now discuss these requirements in the context of
recent experimental results on visual search.
Visual search
It is extremely difficult to design experiments in cognitive and perceptual psychology that balance the conflicting demands of experimental control and relevance
to real-world activity. Visual search is an attractive
paradigm in part because, although people rarely face
tasks exactly like the experimental task, it seems plausible that the faculty being tested is a building block
(and possibly a bottleneck) in larger-scale visual activity.
In visual search experiments, subjects are given the
task of quickly detecting a target image amid afieldof
distractors, and response time is measured. Treisman's
interpretation of such experiments is to suggest that
there is a small set of attributes of the visualfieldwhich
are computed preattentively and in parallel [Treisman,
1985]. W h e n the search task involves simply identifying that such a "pop-out" property is present, response times tend to be independent of the number of
distractors. W h e n identification of the target requires
verifying a more complex property, or a conjunction of
pop-out properties, response times vary linearly with
the number of distractors, suggesting that serial attention is required in the verification. A small number
of properties pop out, among them color, brightness,
closure, curvature and tilt.

• Lack of tool or resource.
The plan depends on something we don't possess at
the moment. For example, our plan to drink wine
with our picnic lunch might be blocked by lack of a
corkscrew.
• Lack of knowledge.
In this case there is no state in the world that is
blocking our efforts, but we lack the knowledge to
properly exploit it. For example, the plan to get
downtown via the infrequent commuter train might
be blocked by lack of knowledge of the schedule.
• Lack of proximity.
Being in a particular location is a c o m m o n sort of
prerequisite for a host of mundane tasks. R e m e m bering that your plants need watering does not help
you when you are away from home.
The features that should cause a goal to become reactivated don't have to be limited to those produced by
a characterization of what originally blocked its satisfaction — it might be reasonable to index a goal under
features that indicate unusual preconditions of a standard plan, on the theory that it is worth checking the
other preconditions at that point. But the realization
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Tsotsos [Tsotsos, 1990] has argued for the intrinsic
difficulty of unbounded visual search, where success depends on satisfying a function that, rather than being
a straightforward match to a target, m a y depend on
arbitrary interrelations of portions of the test image.
Examples are tasks such as identifying the "odd m a n
out" of afieldof distractors, where the properties that
will be unique are not identified in advance. Tsotsos
proves an abstraction of unbounded visual search to be
NP-hard, and uses this result to motivate a particular
attentional architecture.
O n e implication of these results is, of course, that it
is very unlikely that w e can instantly identify all the
objects in a complex visual scene. Ballard [Ballard,
1990] suggests that in general, the problem of simultaneously relating m a n y difi'erent models to m a n y visual
locations m a y be too hard, and argues for the separation of location and identification algorithms, where
location algorithms attempt to find a known object in
the visualfield,and identification algorithms do object recognition in situations where the location is not
the issue. (In this he makes a functional argument for
a specialization that is believed to exist in biological
systems [Maunsell and N e w s o m e , 1987, Mishkin, 1982,
Mishkin et ai, 1983].) W h e n incorporated in taskdependent behaviors, location and identification algorithms can use methods that are tailored to the outstanding attributes that are likely to be present in the
context of the task, further avoiding visual reconstruction in its full generality. See e.g. [Swain, 1990] for
real-time algorithms for identification or location of objects by their colors.

one time don't warrant actively searching for it all the
time. Still, if by chance it is encountered, it might be
worth having a word with the current wearer.
Choosing visual indices
H o w should the opportunity represented by seeing the
jacket be indexed in m e m o r y ?
Our aim here is to have as m u c h as possible of the
work needed for opportunity recognition be done in
the normal course of activity, with our suspended goal
remaining a passive annotation. At the risk of drastic
oversimplification, w e can use the results cited above
to sketch a hierarchy of effort that might be expended
in recognizing an opportunity associated with a particular object.
1. Recognition of a particular pop-out property in the
visual scene. For example, simply detecting an object of a certain color. Also, it m a y be possible
to preattentively detect the conjunctive presence of
more than one pop-out property, without necessarily
verifying that they are in the s a m e location or due
to the same object.
2. Verification of a conjunct of pop-out properties
in the same location, or any other process that
demands serial visual attention, whether overt or
covert.
3. True object recognition, i.e. classifying a seen object
as a jacket or a fork or a car.

Visual search and opportunism
One way in which visual search experiments idealize
real-world search is that, regardless of how the object
of search is specified,findingthe object is the only goal.
It seems likely that in h u m a n activity, while there m a y
often be a particular object being sought or identified,
there are a number of other things that it is worthwhile
to notice if they are seen. Visual cues that indicate
opportunities to satisfy suspended goals m a y be a m o n g
them.

An example
To motivate the rest of the discussion, w e will tell a
story:
When I was in college, my black leather jacket
was stolen. For s o m e weeks after that, whenever
I saw anyone wearing anything black and shiny, it
"caught m y eye", and I checked to see if it was
m y jacket. This happened even though, to m y
knowledge, I wasn't thinking about the jacket beforehand.
Depending on the importance of the goal of recovering the jacket, this is a functional response. T h e
urgency and the chances of seeing the jacket at any
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4. Inference based on object recognition. Here w e m o v e
into processing that m a y or m a y not be completely
non-visual, but that has the recognition of a particular object as a prerequisite. Note that m u c h
of the work of actually evaluating an opportunity
represented by seeing an object falls into this category, since even if the object seen is exactly what
was being sought at encoding time, circumstances
m a y have changed so that the goal is not satisfiable
for some other reason.
T h e point of this hierarchy is that, while the processes occurring at a given level m a y be very complex
(and poorly understood), it seems reasonable to ass u m e that the higher-numbered levels are dependent
on the lower ones, and work at all levels will have to
be done at some point to detect, verify, and evaluate
opportunities represented by seeing particular objects.
If a description that falls at one of these levels is associated with a suspended goal, w e assume that activation of those features will be enough to activate the
goal, which in turn will lead to the direct suggestion
of the rest of the work necessary in its verification. So
the question in determining indexing features then becomes: what is the lowest level at which a given goal
should be indexed?
A s w e said above, a good recommendation for a
potential index is that it will be computed anyway.
Almost by definition, pop-out properties qualify (although detecting a particular one m a y well require

s o m e non-spatial attention, e.g. to a particular feature
m a p ) . There are two reasons w h y pop-out properties
m a y not provide good indices in particular cases. T h e
first is simply that m a n y of these properties are quite
low-level and even in conjunction are not expressive
enough to characterize interesting opportunities. T h e
most promising ones seem to be motion, brightness,
and especially color - but if the relevant type of opportunity is seeing a restaurant, then they do not suffice.
T h e second reason is the possibility of an unacceptably
high rate of false alarms.
In our example story, the suspended goal of recovering the jacket might simply have been indexed in association with the color black.^ Whenever that color
appeared in the visualfield,the goal would be reactivated, and further verification that in fact the color
was not due to the missing jacket would have to be
performed, probably resulting at least in redirection of
visual attention. O n e w a y to interpret the story is that
in fact the goal was associated with the conjunction of
a color and a texture, and that even that requirement
gave a sufficiently high false alarm rate that it caused
the experience to be memorable.
Indexing an opportunity at the level of full object
recognition m a y offer a better characterization and result in fewer false alarms, but it m a y also then restrict
discovery to things that are fully attended to and identified. This m a y be acceptable when the cost of completely missing the opportunity is low. It m a y also be
acceptable w h e n enough is k n o w n about the structure
of future activities and tasks to predict that the given
object will be attended to at some point [ H a m m o n d ,
1990]. For example, it m a y be reasonable to index the
goal of responding to a particular letter lost on a messy
desk by actually seeing and identifying the letter, if you
k n o w that you will be cleaning the desk at s o m e point
in the future.
N o strong theory of h o w to determine the appropriate level of indexing is offered here - in part it m a y just
have to be a process of adding features to conjuncts or
moving up the hierarchy given above in response to
a high false alarm rate. (For a decision-theoretic approach to tuning opportunity recognition, see [Brand,
1991].) T h e one thing that seems clear is that if the
feature set under which a goal is indexed needs to be
refined, there is a functional benefit to starting on the
overly inclusive side. It is easier to notice inappropriate
remindings than it is to notice the lack of appropriate
ones.
M o r e realistic theories of attention and incremental
object recognition doubtless allow for better-defined
intermediate "hooks" on which annotations about op*Here we make the simplifying assumption that the
properties are binary—of course, the actual responses of
"detectors" for the features are likely to be complicated
and graded. The point here is that the goal is associated
with some visual characterization of the object that can be
detected preattentively.
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portunities can be hung. But to a great extent the
lower-level visual vocabulary seems likely to be fixed,
and choices of appropriate indexing level need to be
m a d e from the options provided by it; the visual
system cannot be dynamically reconfigured to detect
leather jackets preattentively.
Discussion
R e l e v a n c e to artificial s y s t e m s
All the discussion so far has been grounded in the
particular feature vocabularies resulting from experiments on h u m a n vision. H o w do these ideas transfer
to constructing systems that m a y operate under different perceptual constraints?
There seem to be strong design advantages to giving
autonomous agents highly optimized peripheral perceptual systems, which compute a wide (butfixed)variety of low-level features all the time, very efficiently.
More recently, there has been growing interest in the
vision community in task-directed short-term control
of perception, which actively directs the orientation
of the perceptors, and uses attention to select a very
small task-relevant subset of the provided information.
At the same time, there is increased interest in the
planning-and-action community in the realities and
costs of perception
At its most abstract, our argument here is for creating indices for suspended goals on thefly,where the
indices are composed of primitive perceptual features
(whatever they happen to be) or features that m a y
be derived due to attention to other goals. These indexed goals become activated when all their features
are seen, but until then do not compete for attentional
resources.
A closing story
There are types of opportunistic behavior which are
not covered in the framework we've been discussing,
one of which is exemplified by the following story:
While on vacation at a lakeside cabin, the frisbee
I was throwing became lodged in a tree. I moved
d o w n to the nearby shoreline to look for a small
rock or piece of wood I could throw at the frisbee
to dislodge it. A s I looked, I saw a long paddle
from a paddle-board, which I realized I could use
to poke the frisbee free.
In effect, the opportunism here is in the recognition
that the means to pursue an alternate plan is at hand.
In part this is outside the framework we've presented
because our focus has been on what goals should be
attended to at all, rather than on suggestion of plans.
T h e type of recognition that needs to be done is also
subtly different, however. T h e recognition depends
not only on object identification (as a paddle), but on
further inference about the uses to which the object
could be put (its suitability as a reach-extender), and

[Mishkin et ai, 1983] M . Mishkin, L.G. Ungerleider,
and K.A. Macko. Object vision and spatial vision:
two cortical pathways. Trends Neurosci., 6, 1983.

as such falls into the highest category in the hierarchy
we sketched above.
The only connection between the object and the current goal is through the plan that is eventually suggested. For some suggestions how of this integration
of top-down and bottom-up inference might be implemented, see [Hammond et ai, 1990].

[Mishkin, 1982] M . Mishkin. A memory system in the
monkey. Philos. Trans. Royal Society London, 298,
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[Schank, 1982] R.C. Schank. Dynamic Memory: A
Theory of Reminding and Learning m Computers
and People. Cambridge University Press, 1982.
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Abstract

explicitly, and an explicitly represented model of these
procedures is used to diagnose expectation failures.
An intelligent agent which is involved in a variety of
Castle is broken up into a number of components,
cognitive tasks must be able to learn new methods
which reflect a functional decomposition of the decisionfor performing each of them. W e discuss how this
making process [Collins et ai, 1991]. Each component
can be achieved by a system composed of sets of
is dedicated to a particular cognitive task, and is
rules for each task. To learn a new rule, the system
implemented as a set of rules which provide different
first isolates the rule set which should be augmentmethods for performing the task. This decomposition
ed, and then invokes an explanation-based learning
of the agent into distinct components enables a uniform
mechanism to construct the new rule. This raises
learning process to learn methods for any cognitive task
the question of how appropriate target concepts for
in which the system is engaged.
explanation can be determined for each task. W e
For example, one such component has the task of
discuss the solution to this problem employed in
noticing threats and opportunities as they become
the CASTLE system, which retrieves target concepts
available. Rather than recomputing these at each turn,
in the form of performance specifications of its
CASTLE maintains a set of active threats and opporcomponents, and demonstrate the system learning
tunities which is updated over time. To accomplish
rules for several different teisks using this uniform
this incremental threat detection, the system uses a
mechanism.
detection focusing component, which consists of focus
rules that specify the areas in which new threats may
have been enabled. Then, a separate threat detection
Cognitive tasks and components
component, consisting of rules for noticing specific types
In the course of determining its behavior, an intelligent
of threats, detects the threats that have been enabled.
agent must activate goals, notice opportunities, and
A sample focus rule is shown infigure1, which embodies
devise and select among plans of action that will
the system's knowledge that the most recently moved
accomplish its goals. In competitive planning domains,
piece, in its new location, m a y be a source of new
including such games as chess (in which our system
threats. Another focus rule, not shown, specifies that
operates), an agent must additionally notice threats
the move recently moved piece can also be a target of
posed by other agents and develop plans to respond
newly enabled attacks. Using focus rules such as these,
to them. Such an agent should be able to learn new
the actual threat detector rules will only be invoked
methods for accomplishing each of these cognitive tasks.
on areas of the board which can possibly contain new
The CASTLE system^ engages in these tasks while
threats.
playing chess [Birnbaum et ai, 1990; Collins et
A second system component has the task of generatai, 1991]. In the course of its decision-making, CASTLE
ing
responses to enemy threats. This counterplanning
generates explicit expectations about future actions and
abilities, and learns from failures of these expectations.
A variety of decision-making methods are represented
(def-brule focus-new-source
(focus focus-moved-piece ?player
(move ?player ?move-type ?piece ?locl ?loc2)
(world-at-time Ttime))
<=
(move-to-make (move ?player ?prev-move-type
?piece ?old-loc ?locl)
?player ?goal (1- ?time)) )

'This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval
Research under contract N00014-89-J-3217, and by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, monitored by
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract
F49620-88-C-0058. The Institute for the Learning Sciences
wcis established in 1989 with the support of Andersen
Consulting, part of The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization. The Institute receives additional support from
Ameritech, an Institute Partner, and from IBM.
^ Castle stands for Concocting >lbstract 5trategies
Tlirough iearning from Expectation-failures.

Figure 1: Focusing on new moves by a moved piece
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(def-brule coimterplan-1
(counterplan ?player
(goal-capture ?piece ?loc
(move opponent (capture ?piece)
?opp-piece ?opp-loc ?loc))
?tiine Tthe-response)
<=
(and (move-legal
(move ?player move ?piece ?loc ?new-loc))
(no (and (at-loc ?opponent ?other-opp-piece
?other-opp-loc ?time)
(move-legal
(move ?opponent (capttire ?piece)
?other-opp-piece ?other-opp-loc
?neB-loc))))
(is-seq ?the-response
(move ?player move ?piece ?loc ?new-loc))))
Figure 2: Reacting to a threat by running away

component is invoked whenever an enemy threat is
noticed, and generates moves that the system can make
in response. It is additionally invoked whenever the
system has to reason about responses to an action, as we
will see later. One such counterplanning rule is shown
infigure2, which says that a possible response to an
enemy threat is to move the threatened piece to a safe
location.
These two components, and others like them, span
the spectrum of cognitive tasks, including monitoring
the environment, reacting to external actions, planning
computer actions, and selecting among possible actions.
Each component consists of a set of rules which collectively achieve the desired task. For each of these
components, learning new methods for achieving their
tasks is accomplished by constructing new rules for their
rule sets.
Counterplanning by interposition
Consider one way in which CASTLE can learn a new
rule for the counterplanning component. In the chess
situation shown infigure3(a), the computer has two
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Figure 3: Interposition: Computer (black) to

options — it can capture the opponent's knight or it
can construct a plan to take the opponent's bishop.
One plan to capture the opponent's bishop would be
to move the queen two squares to the right and capture
the bishop on the subsequent turn. In deciding whether
this is a viable plan, the computer considers whether
the opponent would have a response to its move that
would disable the attack before it could be carried out.
In other words, the computer checks whether there is a
possible counterplan for the opponent [Krulwich, 1991].
It is clear infigure3(b) that the opponent would
in fact have a possible counterplan, namely moving its
knight to block the attack. Suppose, however, that the
system had an incomplete collection of counterplanning
rules that included rules for moving a piece to a safe
location (the rule shown in figure 2) and capturing
the attacking piece, but did not include a rule for
interposing a piece to block a threat. Under these
circumstances, when considering the viability of its
plan, the system would conclude that the opponent
will not have a response to the threat. Given this
assumption, the system would consider the plan to take
the bishop foolproof, and would proceed to carry it out.
Of course, this plan will fail, because the opponent
will block the attack by interposing its knight, as we
see in figure 3(c). Because the plan failure came
about due to the system's lack of counterplanning
knowledge, our system should respond to the failure
by constructing a rule for counterplanning against an
attack by interposing a piece.
Learning from the component failure

To learn from this plan failure, the system must first
determine which component is at fault. The system's
diagnosis engine has this task of identifying the faulty
component. Castle accomplishes this using a modelbased reasoning approach [Davis, 1984; deKleer and
Williams, 1987; Simmons, 1988]. Currently, our model
is limited to the case in which only one component is
at fault. Failures of more than one component could
be handled by repairing the two components independently, if the failure reflects separable faults in the two
components. Alternatively, the higher-level component
which made use of the two faulty components may need
to be repaired, to account for unanticipated interactions
between the two components. In this paper we are
limiting our discussion to the case of single-component
faults.
Castle performs its diagnosis using explicit justification structures [deKleer ei a/., 1977; Doyle, 1979], which
record how the planner's expectations are inferred from
the rules that constitute its decision-making mechanisms, in conjunction with the policies and underlying
assumptions which it has adopted. Diagnosing the failure then involves "backing up" through the justification
structures, recursively explaining the failure in terms of
move
faulty rule antecedents [Smith, Winston, Mitchell, and
Buchanan, 1985; Simmons, 1988; Birnbaum, Collins,
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and Krulwich, 1989]. In the cases we are considering,
this procedure will "bottom out" by faulting a completeness assumption for a component. In other words,
many of the underlying assumptions of the system will
refer to the completeness of its component rule sets,
and faulting one of these assumptions is a signal that
a rule set must be augmented. There are, of course,
other types of assumptions that could be faulted.
Castle examines the form of the faulted assumption
to determine which type of repair is necessary. In our
example, the diagnosis will indicate that the failure was
due to the lack of a counterplanning rule to predict
the opponent's response. The structure of the faulted
assumption will direct castle to repair the failure by
constructing a new counterplanning rule.
The task now at hand is for the system to analyze
the failure and encapsulate the relevant information
into a new rule for counterplanning by interposition.
One c o m m o n approach to learning from failures is
to equip the system with critics, which m a p directly
from failure descriptions to repairs [Sussman, 1975].
Castle's more general approach is to use explanationbased learning ("EBL") [Mitchell, Keller, and KedarCabelli, 1986; DeJong and Mooney, 1986]. In its
general form, E B L constructs new rules for category
membership by explaining why a particular instance
is a member of a category, and then determining the
most general preconditions under which the explanation
will still be correct. To accomplish this, E B L is
given a target concept, which is a description of the
category being learned. As has been widely discussed,
target concepts must relate to the purpose to which
the acquired category membership rules will be put.
In previous work, however, this observation has been
applied in a framework in which the purpose of the rules
to be learned has beenfixed,such as recognizing objects
for use in plans [Kedar-Cabelli, 1987] or speeding up
a search process [Keller, 1987; Minton, 1988]. W e
would like to extend the notion of E B L target concept
formulation for an intelligent agent which is involved in
many cognitive tasks.
Constructing a counterplanning rule
Once the system has determined that the plan failure is
due to its set of counterplanning rules being incomplete,
it knows that it needs to construct a new rule to
perform counterplanning, i.e., a rule whose consequent
matches the generic form of counterplanner queries.
The antecedent of this new rule should encode the
type of counterplan that the opponent used in the
situation that caused the failure. More specifically, the
antecedent should be a generalized description of the
counterplan (i.e., the move) that the opponent used.
To construct this rule, CASTLE uses explanation-based
learning to generalize a description of the move that the
opponent made. The E B L target concept should thus
be an expression which implies the assertion that the
counterplanner should have generated.
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Castle has expressions whichfitthese requirements,
in the form of component performance specifications.
These specifications are part of a larger planner selfmodel [Collins et ai, 1991], which is used for planning, expectation formulation, failure diagnosis, and,
as described here, fault repair. In general, performance
specifications describe the correct behavior of each
component, in a way that can be recognized after the
fact in a situation in which the component should have
produced a particular behavior.^ In other words, when
the system has reason to believe that a component
should have been executed in a given situation, based
on information from the diagnosis module, this specification will enable the system to conclude that the
component should have behaved in a particular way,
and to construct an explanation of why it should have
done so.^ A n explanation (proof) of the correctness of
the specification as applied to a particular situation can
then be generalized using E B L , and the new rule can
be constructed.
For example, the system's performance specification
for the counterplanning component says, simply, that a
correct counterplan to an attack is a one-move sequence
consisting of a move that disabled the attack. Since this
specification is only used to explain why a particular
move is a correct counterplan, M O V E - D I S A B L E D M O V E need not be implemented in a way which can be
evaluated before the fact. In other words, even without
a specific rule for disabling an attack by interposing a
piece, the system has the ability to observe the game
board sequence after the fact and use its domain physics
knowledge to realize how the attack was blocked.
In our example from figure 3, after the opponent
has responded to the computer's attack by interposing
its knight, the diagnosis module determines that the
counterplanning component must be augmented. To
construct a new counterplanning rule, the system uses
its counterplanner specification as a target concept,
and invokes a deductive explanation mechanism to
construct an explanation of the opponent's counterplan.
This explanation, shown in figure 4, says roughly
that the opponent counterplanned against the queenbishop attack, because the attack was disabled by the
opponent's move, because the line of attack was no
^Castle's component performance specifications serve
the purpose of prodigy's target concept specifications
[Minton, 1988], which specify EBL target concepts for each
type of search-control rule. In PRODIGY terms, CASTLE is
(a) genercJizing from search-control rules to functional agent
components, (b) embedding the specifications in a general
planner self-model, and (c) replacing example recognizers
with expectation-failure diagnosis.
^Castle's component performance specifications, cdong
with the desired component result which is provided by the
diagnosis module, can be viewed as a "performance improvement objective" as discussed in Chapter 5 of [Keller, 1987]
and in [Keller, 1989]. The leverage gained from being failuredriven enables CASTLE to generate these performance objectives automatically as a consequence of failure diagnosis.

(counterplan 7cp-method opponvnt (qoal-capture bishop (loc 1 3) (nove queen ...))
(time 2)
(plan (ttove opponiint move-move kniqht (loc 2 41 (loc 4 3) (time 2))))

(move-disabled-move
(is-seq (plan (move opponent move-move
(move opfjonent move-move knight
knight (loc 2 4) ...))
(loc 2 4) (loc 4 3) (time 2))
(move opponent move-move knight
(move computer (move-take bishop) queen
(loc 2 4) (loc 4 3) (time 2)))
(loc 5 3) (loc 1 3) (time 3))
(time 21)
(move-to-malce ?move opponent
(- 7move
(loc-on-line 4 3
7goal (time 2))
(move opponent move-move
S 3 1 3)
knight (loc 2 4) (loc 4 3)
(time 2)))
(cols-equal 3 3)
(interm-col- 3 3)
Figure 4: Explanation of desired counterplanner performance

longer clear, because the opponent's knight w a s m o v e d
into the line of attack.
Explanation-based learning is then invoked, which
generalizes the details of the explanation which are not
relevant to its correctness. For example, it is irrelevant
what type of piece is interposed, because all links in the
explanation which relate to the interposed piece will
remain valid for any type of piece. T h e system then
collects the most general operational expressions in the
proof tree (operational assertions are s h o w n below the
dotted line). These expressions are then "backed u p "
in time so as to be predictive instead of explanatory.
A n example of a leaf which m u s t be backed u p is
the M O V E - T O - M A K E assertion about the opponent's
actual m o v e , which took place after the counterplanner
was invoked. C a s t l e accomplishes this transformation
using a set of rules for backing-up propositions in time.'*
These generalized a n d adjusted proof-tree leaves will
then form the antecedent of a n e w rule. Since the
leaves imply the target concept, a n d the target concept
implies the correct behavior of the counterplanner, the
leaves are sure to specify a correct counterplanning
method. T h e n e w counterplanning rule which the
system constructs says, roughly,
T O C O M P U T E : A reactive counterplan to a capture
D E T E R M I N E : A location on the line of attack
that another piece can move to
When this rule is added to the set of counterplanning
rules, the system will correctly predict the opponent's
response in a situation where interposition is viable,
such as the situation of figure 3(b). Furthermore,
* These rules are merely an approximation of the ideal behavior: A system should examine the implicit assumptions
that underly an assertion's being true (e.g., that the legtihty
of a move underlies its being made), and select from them
the appropriate predictive tests.
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because the s a m e set of rules are used for actual
counterplanning against the opponent's threats, the
system will be able to respond to threats in a n e w w a y
[Krulwich, 1991].
Tangentially, it should b e noted that the explanation
from which the n e w rule w a s generated will form a
justification for the rule's correctness [Mitchell, Keller,
and Kedar-Cabelli, 1986]. This justification structure
could then be used for maintaining correctness w h e n
underlying assumptions change [deKleer et al., 1977;
Doyle, 1979; M c D e r m o t t , 1989]. M o r e importantly,
C A S T L E can use these justifications for constructed rules
to facilitate further failure diagnosis. This will enable
the system to further refine its learned rules, in the
event that a constructed rule fails in the future.
Learning threat detection
The main point of our model of target concept retrieval
is, of course, that it enables a system to learn new rules
for a variety of cognitive tasks. Consider, for example,
how CASTLE can learn a new rule for the detection
focusing component which we discussed earlier. As we
saw, this component determines the areas of the board
in which threats may have been recently enabled.
Suppose CASTLE had an incomplete set of detection
focusing rules, in particular that it knew about threats
being enabled either to or from the new location of a
piece that has just been moved (as we discussed earlier),
but did not know that threats could be enabled through
discovered attacks, namely, by moving a third piece
out of the line of attack. If this were the case, there
could be threats enabled through discovered attacks
which CASTLE would not be aware of. In the situation
shown infigure5(a), the opponent advances its pawn
and thereby enables an attack by its bishop on the
computer's rook. W h e n the system updates its set
of active threats and opportunities, its threat focusing
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Figure 5: Discovered attacks example: Opponent (white) to move
(focus ?focus-method computer
(move opponent (move-take rook) bishop (loc 1 3) (loc 5 7) (time 4)1
(world-at-tlme 3))

(move-enabled-move
(move opponent move-move
pawn (loc 2 4) (loc 3 4) (time 2))
(move opponent (move-take rook) bishop
(loc 1 3) (loc 5 7) (time 4)))

(move-to-make
(move opponent (move-take rook) bishop ...)
opponent 7goal2 (time 4))

(move-to-make
(raove-to-make
(loc-on-line 2 4
(move opponent
(move opponent
13 5 7)
move-move pawn
(move-take rook)
(loc 2 4) (loc3 4)
bishop
(time 2))
(loc 1 3) (loc 5 7)
(loc-on-diagonal
opponent ?goall
(time 4)))
2 4 13 5 7)
(tine 2))
Figure 6: Explanation of desired detection focusing

rules will enable it to detect its o w n ability to attack the
opponent's p a w n , but it will not detect the threat to its
rook. Because of this, w h e n faced with the situation in
figure 5(b), the computer will capture the opponent's
p a w n instead of rescuing its o w n rook, and it will
expect that the opponent's response will be to execute
the attack which it believes to the only one available,
namely to capture the computer's pawn. T h e n , in
the situation s h o w n in figure 5(c), w h e n the opponent
captures the computer's rook, the system has the task
of diagnosing and learning from its failure to detect the
threat which the opponent executed.
A s in the interposition example discussed earlier, the
system invokes its diagnosis engine to determine the
component which is at fault. In this case it will conclude
that the failure resulted from having an incomplete set
of detection focusing rules, and it will try to learn from
the failure by constructing a n e w one. T o accomplish
this, the system retrieves a specification of the detection
focusing component, which says that focus rules will
indicate any m o v e s which have been enabled. T o learn
from the failure, C A S T L E uses this specification as a
target concept to construct an explanation of what the
focus rules should have computed. This explanation,
which is s h o w n in figure 6, says roughly that the focus

rules should have focussed on the bishop-rook attack,
because a n e w threat was enabled, because the line of
attack was opened up, because the opponent's pawn was
moved out of the line of attack.
A s in the previous example, explanation-based learning is used to generalize this explanation and collect
the operational leaves of the proof tree. C a s t l e then
constructs a rule from the proof tree leaves which will
correctly focus on discovered attacks. This rule says
roughly:
TO COMPUTE: Moves that may have been enabled
DETERMINE: Moves through the square
vacated by the most recent move
While the two rules that we have seen learned are very
similar in terms of their structure and the computation
which they perform, they fulfill very different purposes
in the C A S T L E system, and m o r e generally they relate
to very different cognitive tasks. Using component
performance specifications, C A S T L E can learn rules
to focus perceptual detection by m e a n s of the s a m e
mechanism that it uses to learn counterplanning rules.
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Conclusions
We have given a framework for determining appropriate
explanation-based learning target concepts from explicit performance specifications of agent components.
This framework enables explanation-based learning to
be applied to the spectrum of cognitive tasks which are
performed by intelligent agents. W e have demonstrated
this within the CASTLE system, which learns new rules
for such tasks as counterplanning and threat detection
focusing.
Applying this technique to learning rules for other
cognitive tasks involves extending CASTLE's model in
two ways. First, the explicit decision-making model
must be extended to include the cognitive task in
question. Secondly, a performance specification must
be given for any new components. W e are in the
process of extending the model to include components
for goal-regression planning, execution scheduling, and
case-based planning. W h e n these and other tasks are
expressed in castle's decision-making vocabulary, and
performance specifications are given for them, castle
will be able to learn new methods for them in response
to failures. Future work will determine h o w well the
technique applies to other cognitive tasks, as well as to
other types of intelligent agents.
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Abstract

the best of previous models. This algorithm produces
fast action in a tight connection with the environment,
while providing a notion of goals and run-time arbitration. Just like traditional planners, our algorithm uses
an explicit description of the conditions and expected
effects of actions (cf. S T R I P S operators). But instead
of implementing action selection as a deliberative, sequential reasoning process, we use this information to
construct a network, in which action selection is an
emergent property of an activation/inhibition dynamics among the nodes (operators/actions). The algorithm provides a distributed solution to the problem
of action selection through the use of a connectionist computational model on a symbolic representation.
The results of experiments prove that our algorithm
does arbitrate among actions, and implements a form
of prediction, planning and anticipation.

In earlier papers we presented a distributed model
of action selection in an autonomous intelligent
agent (Maes, 1989a, 1989b, 1991a, 1991b). A n
interesting feature of this algorithm is that it provides a handful of parameters that can be used
to tune the action selection behavior of the algorithm. They make it possible, for example, to
trade off goal-orientedness for data-orientedness,
speed for quality, bias (inertia) for adaptivity, and
so on. In this paper we report on an experiment we
did in automating the tuning and run-time adaptation of these parameters. The same action selection model is used on a meta-level to select actions
that alter the values of the parameters, so as to
achieve the action selection behavior that is appropriate for the environment and task at hand.

One of the interesting properties of the algorithm
is that its behavior can be tuned by hand according
to the requirements of a particular application. The
algorithm has five global, numerical parameters which
make it possible to make the action selection more goaldriven versus more data-driven, faster versus more cautious, biased towards the recent history versus adaptive, and more or less sensitive to goal and itction conflicts. This is useful because different tasks and applications require different action selection behavior. For
example, if an agent has very unreliable sensors, we
want it to bias its action selection towards the past
history of action selection. Or if the environment is
very dynamic, we want the action selection behavior
to be very "reactive" and data-driven.

Introduction
A n important problem to be addressed when modeling
an intelligent agent is the problem of action selection:
what mechanism can an agent use to determine what
to do next, given that it has a repertoire of actions
it can engage in, wants to achieve certain goeils (or
has certain motivations) and is facing a particular situation. Computational models of action selection are
important both for producing actions in an artificial
agent (e.g. an autonomous mobile robot) as well as for
understanding the action selection behavior of biological agents (human and animal). In previous papers we
argued that none of the models of action selection that
have been presented in the literature on AI present
a satisfactory solution to the problem (Maes, 1991a,
1991b). T w o classes of approaches can be identified:
traditional planners and reactive systems. The former
are not satisfactory because they do not produce fast
(re)action, are completely goal-driven and not adaptive. The problem with reactive systems is that they
are completely sensor-data driven, do not have a notion of goals, cannot anticipate or predict the outcome
of actions and are hard to design.
In (Maes, 1989a, 1989b, 1991a, 1991b) we presented
an action selection algorithm which tries to combine

Until recently, we set the values of these parameters by hand by means of a generate and test iterative
process. This solution is far from ideal, first of all,
because this process turned out to be very difficult in
certain cases, and second, because the parameters did
not adapt to changes in the task or environment at
run time (unless the programmer would go through
the same process again). In this paper we describe an
extension of the algorithm which allows the system to
autonomously adapt the parameters to the characteristics of the task and environment. This functionality is
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Brooks, 1990). There is a predecessor link from competence module A to competence module B (competence module A has competence module B as predecessor) if competence module B (through the actions
it takes), makes certain conditions of competence module A come true (the intersection of B's add-list with
A's condition-list is non empty). For example, 'pickup-board' may make the condition of'sand-board' that
The Basic Algorithm
the board has to be in the hand of the agent, become
This section summarizes the basic action selection true. Second, there is a matching successor link in
model and algorithm, without the meta-level control.
the opposite direction for every predecessor link. FiMore elaborate descriptions of the algorithm and its renally there is a conflicter link from competence modsults can be found in (Maes, 1989b, 1991a, 1991c). A n
ule A to competence module B (competence module
intelligent agent is viewed as a collection of competence
B is seiid to conflict with competence module A ) if
modules. Competence modules are like the (mindcompetence module B makes a certain condition of
less) agents populating the Society of Mind (Minsky,
competence module A undone (the intersection of B's
1986): they are autonomous modules that are expert
delete-list with A's condition-list is non empty). For
in achieving a particular competence, such as grasping
example, 'put-down-board' may make the condition of
a cup. Every competence has an associated activation
'sand-board', that board has to be in the hand, untrue.
level, which is a real number. A competence module
The intuitive idea behind the action selection mechfurther also hjis a set of conditions which have to be
anism is that competence modules use the links of the
observed in order for the competence module to be
network to activate and inhibit each other (respectively
executable. And finally, a competence module has an
increase and decrease each other's activation level), so
add-list and delete-list which describe the expected efthat after some time the activation energy accumulates
fects on the state of the world that the module has.
in the competence module that represents the "best"
An executable competence module whose activation
choice, given the current situation and motivational
level surpasses a preset threshold can be selected (bestate of the agent. Once the activation level of a comcome active). This means that a set of processes start
petence module reaches a certain threshold, it may be
running which try to "realize" the competence (cerselected, and its processes start operating. The pattern
tain real world actions are performed at that moment).
of spreading activation among competence modules, as
Consider Jis an example the pick-up-board competence
well as the input of new activation energy into the netmodule described below.
work is determined by the current situation and the
motivational state of the agent. The input of new acti(defmodule PICK-OP-BOARD
vation energy into the network of competence modules
:condition-list '(board-aithin-reach head-empty)
is defined as follows:
:add-li»t '(board-in-hand)
:delet«-list '(boaxd-vithin-reach hand-empty)
e Activation by the Current Situation. The currently
:pxoce8ses <a set of processes that implement
observed perceptual conditions (sensor data) inthe action of picking; up the board>)
crease the activation level of the competence modachieved by using the same action selection algotithm
on a '^eta^level". A metarnetwork was constructed
which consists of actions that observe the behavior of
the object-level network and control its parameters so
as to achieve some preset goals (in terms of performance).

ules that have those conditions. For example, if the
An agent also has a set of goals (or motivations),
agent observes a board within its reach, then the
which have an associated number representing the
activation level of the 'pick up board' competence
strength of that goal at a particular moment in time.
module is increased.
For example, the agent can have the goal of sanding
the board with associated strength 40 and the goal of
e Activation by the Goals. The goals of the agent inspray painting itself with strength 90. A n agent also
crefise the activation level of the competence modhas a set of protected goals, which are goals that are
ules that might achieve them (have the goal in their
achieved and that should remain achieved. E.g. once
add-list) with an amount which is relative to the
the board has been sanded, this becomes a protected
strength of the goal. For example, the activation
goal. The set of goals and their associated strengths
level of 'sand-board' is increased with some amount
vary over time as the agent takes actions. Finally an
proportional to the strength of the goal 'boardagent has a set of perceptual conditions (or sensor data)
sanded'.
that it observes at a particular moment in its environe Inhibition by the Protected Goals. Finally the proment
tected goals of the agent decrease the activation level
The different competence modules of an agent are
of the competence modules that might undo them
linked in a network through "predecessor", "succes(have the protected goal in their delete-list) with an
sor" and "conflicter" links. In this paper we assume
amount that is relative to the strength of the goal.
that these links are known. The idea is that these
links among competence modules are either innate (i.e.
These processes are continuous: there is a continual flow of eictivaticn energy towards the competence
programmed) or learned through experience (Maes &
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modules whose condition list partially matches the current situation and towards the modules whose eiddlist matches the goals. The modules that would undo
protected goals continuously weakened. If the situa^
tion or the motivational state changes (e.g. the perceived conditions change or the strengths of the goals
change), the input of activation energy automatically
flows to other competence modules. Besides the impact on activation levels from the current situation
and goals, competence modules also activate and inhibit each other. Competence modules spread activation along their links as follows:

cessor links, predecessor links and conflicter links is
computed.
3. A decay function ensures that the overall activation
level remains within some boundaries.

4. The competence module that fulfllls the following
three conditions becomes active: (i) it has to be executable, (ii) its level of activation has to surpass
the threshold and (iii) it must have a higher activation level than all other competence modules that
fulflll conditions (i) and (ii). W h e n two competence
modules fulfill these conditions (i.e., they are equally
strong), one of them is chosen randomly. Once a
• Activation of Successors. An executable competence competence module has been activated (it actually
module spreads activation forward. It increases (by
performs its actions at that moment), its activation
a fraction of its own activation level) the activation
level is reset to 0 (but it may quickly increeise again,
level of its successors. Intuitively, we want these
since the spreading activation process goes on consuccessor competence modules to become more actinuously).
tivated because they are "almost executable", since
We have evduated the algorithm empirically by permore of their conditions will be fulfilled after the
forming a wide series of experiments using several excompetence module has become active. For examample applications. The networks cannot be said to
ple, if the 'pick up board' competence module is exshow a 'jump-first think-never' behavior. They do executable (i.e. a board is withing reach of the agent
hibit planning or "reasoning" capabilities. The effects
and it's hand is empty), this will increase the actiof
a sequence of actions are considered before actually
vation level of its successor, the 'sand-board' comembarking on its execution. If a sequence of modules
petence module.
exists that transforms the current situation into the
• Activation of Predecessors. A competence module
goal state, then this sequence becomes highly activated
that is not executable spreads activation backward.
through the cumulative effect of the forward spreadIt increases (by a fraction of its own activation level)
ing (starting from the current state) and the backward
the activation level of its predecessors. Intuitively,
spreading (starting from the goals). If this sequence
a non-executable competence module spreads to the
potentially implies negative effects, it is weakened by
competence modules that can fulfill its conditions
the inhibition rules.
that are not yet true, so that the competence modMore specifically, goal-relevance of the selected module itself m a y become executable afterwards. For
ules is obtained through the input from the goals and
example, if 'sand-board' is not executable because
the backward spreading of activation. Situation relethe agent is not holding the board, it will spread acvance and opportunistic behavior are achieved through
tivation energy to 'pick up board' to encourage this
the input of the sensor data and the forward spreadcompetence module to become active (so that aftering of activation. Conflicting and interacting goals are
wards 'sand-board' can become active).
taken into account through inhibition by the protected
• Inhibition of Conflicters. Every competence module
goals and inhibition among conflicting modules. Further, local maxima in the action selection are avoided,
(executable or not) decreases (by a fraction of its
provided that the spreading of activation can go on
own activation level) the activation level of its conflictors. Intuitively, every competence module will
long enough (the threshold is high enough), so that the
network can evolve towards the optimal activity pattry to prevent a competence module that undoes
tern. A n dfinally,the algorithm automatically biases
one of its true conditions from becoming active. For
example, the 'sand-board' competence module will
towards ongoing "plans", because these are favored by
the remains of the past spreading activation patterns.
decrease the activation energy of its conflicter 'putboard-down', because the latter would undo the condition that the board has to be in the hand.
The Need for Adaptive Action Selection
The global algorithm performs a loop, in which at
every timestep the following computation takes place
over all of the competence modules:
1. The impact of the current situation and goals on
the activation level of a competence module is computed.
2. The way the competence module activates and inhibits related competence modules through its suc-
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In the recent past, researchers have been arguing about
different action selection models, trying to convince
their peers that one model is more appropriate than
another (Al-magazine, 1990). For example, advocates
of the traditional planning model argue that reactive
systems are not very "thoughtful" because they do not
model and reason about the consequences of actions.
They argue that such systems would fail in "critical"
environments such as a nuclear power plant. O n the

othet hand, advocates of the reactive systems model
claim that traditional planners are slow, brittle and
notflexibleand will fail in environments that are very
dynamic. W e believe that the desired characteristics
for an action selection model differ from application to
application. T h e degree to which an environment or
task is "critical' (the cost of non-optimal actions) determines h o w m u c h prediction is desired. T h e degree to
which an environment is "dynamic" (changes rapidly)
determines h o w reactive or fast the action selection
has to be. The degree to which an environment is predictable, determines the usefulness of internal models,
and so on.
Therefore any action selection model that aims to
be "generally useful" should be tunable to the characteristics of an environment and task. This is possible
for the action selection algorithm that w e described
above. Its behavior can be tuned to the characteristics of a particular application by a handful of global
parameters (Maes, 1989b, 1991a):

every timestep). It determines in h o w far the 'history' of spreading activation plays a role in the action
selection. This parameter can be used to tradeoff
adaptivity (quick response to changes in the sensor
data or goals) for bias towards the ongoing plan (inertia).
In the original algorithm presented in the previous section, these parameters have to be set by hand.
There are several problems with this approach. O n e
problem is that it is difficult to come up with the "optimal" parameter settings. It is hard to understand
the characteristics of the environment and task well
enough to decide what the optimal parameter values
are. A second problem is that the parameters are not
independent from one another, so changing the value
of one also affects the others. Typically, the values for
the parameter were chosen by running an experiment,
noticing whether something goes wrong, tuning the parameters and starting anew. This process was iterated
until the parameter values were stable. A third problem with this solution is that the parameters did not
adapt to changes in the task and environment. E.g.
if something about the network or the environment
changed at run-time, the parameter values were not
adapted to the new situation.
Therefore w e decided to automate the continuous
run-time adaptation of these parameters. T h e same
agent selection algorithm is used in a "meta-level network", which runs in parallel with the network w e had
before. T h e nodes of this network do not take actions
in the environment, but instead alter the parameter
values for thefirstnetwork so as to adapt the action
selection behavior of thefirstnetwork to the characteristics of the particular task and environment at hand.
T h e meta-level network also proved to be useful for
dealing with a related problem. Occasionedly w e observe problems of a "non-local" nature in the action
selection networks: a network can get stuck in a deadlock (the activation levels of modules are not changing
anymore and none of the modules has enough energy
to exceed the threshold), or in a loop (the network
keeps activating the same set of modules without making progress). Noticing these problems requires a more
global perspective: it is not possible for a single m o d ule to decide that the network is stuck in a deadlock
or a loop. However, this proved to be easily diagnosed
by the meta-level network.

• Threshold 9. This parameter determines h o w m u c h
activation energy has to be accumulated by a module
before it can be selected. B y varying 9 one can tradeoff speed for thoughtfulness. T h e higher 9, the longer
the activation spreading goes on before a module has
accumulated enough activation energy. A s such, it
allows the network to look ahead further, thereby
avoiding local m a x i m a (in time) of activation levels.
• Goal-onentedness f. This parameter determines the
strength of the backward spreading of activation energy. It determines (i) h o w m u c h activation energy
is put into the network by the goals (as opposed to
the sensor data) and (ii) what the (global) weight
is of the predecessor links. B y varying 7 the action
selection behavior can be m a d e more or less goaldriven.
• Data-orientedness <f>. This parameter determines the
strength of the forward spreading of activation energy. It determines (i) h o w m u c h activation energy is
put into the network by the sensor data (as opposed
to the goals) and (ii) what the (global) weight is of
the successor links. B y varying <f> the action selection
behavior can be m a d e more or less data-driven.
• Goal-conflict sensitivity 6. This parameter determines the strength of the inhibitory spreading of
activation. It determines (i) h o w m u c h activation
energy is taken away from the network by a protected goal (as opposed inserted by a goals) and (ii)
what the (globid) weight is of the conflictor links. B y
varying 6 the action selection behavior can be m a d e
more or less sensitive to goal conflicts. For example,
if 6 is larger than 7, the system cares more about
avoiding goal conflicts than about achieving goals.

The Meta-Network
T h e idea of the meta-net is related to other research in
the Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science literature. M a n y of the A I systems that have been built have
a meta-level architecture. T h e y consist of two distinct
levels, where one level, called the object-level, solves
problems about and acts upon an external problem
domain, while the meta-level solves problems about
and acts upon the object-level problem solver. For an
overview see (Maes & Nardi, 1988).

• Bias towards past history w. T h e parameter n determines what the m e a n level of activation is that
the activation levels are reduced to (decayed) at every timestep (activation levels are not reinitialized at
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In our model, the meta-level control is implemented
using the same action selection algorithm in a meianetwork. The nodes (or competence modules) of this
network are experts in diagnosing and curing typical
problems with action selection networks. The meta
network contains nine competence modules. Four of
those increase and decrecise the threshold and mean
activation level. Three more increase the goal orientedness, data orientedness and goal conflict sensitivity.
There are no meta modules that decrease these three
parameters. This is the case because whenever one
parameter is increased, the other parameters are decreased a little (i.e. the total sum of all the parameters
is constant). W e only experienced the need for increasing the sensitivity to sensor data, goals and goal conflicts. It does not seem to be necessary ever to decrease
their sensitivity, except to change their respective ratios (make the action selection more goal oriented than
data oriented, or more goal conflict sensitive than goal
oriented, and so on). Finally there are two more metanodes that deal with "global" problems with the object level network: one node decreases the threshold
when the object level is in a deadlock, and the other
one restores the threshold to its origintd value afterwards. The following is a description of the diff"erent
meta-nodes:
• Make-faster decreases the threshold 6 when activated. It is triggered when the object-level network
is too slow. In particular, when the average time it
takes for the object network to select an action b
longer than the average time it takes for the environment to change spontaneously. This is what the
deflnition of this meta-node looks like:

(selecting an action in one goal tree) to working on
another goal (activating an action in a disjunct goal
tree) without any good reason to do so (without the
situation representing a unique opportunity, i.e. the
two paths are equally long), and (ii) when the sensor data seem to be very noisy and unstable (something is true all the time and then false for just one
timestep, or vice versa, something is false all the
time and then true for just one timestep).
• Make-more-adaptive decreases the mean activation
level ir when activated. It is triggered when the
object-level is not adaptive enough. This is the case
if the object level does not react enough to important changes in the goals or the sensor data (e.g. a
sudden opportunity to achieve a different goal than
the one it is working on easily).
• Make-more-goal-oriented increases the goal-orientedness 7 when activated. It is triggered when the
object-level is not goal oriented enough. In particular, this is the case when, after selecting an objectlevel action, the total length of the tree (branching
paths) from the goals to executable modules has increased.
• Make-more-data-oriented increases the data-orientedness <f> when activated. It is triggered when the
object-level is not data-oriented enough, i.e. when
the action selection does not respond to changes in
the environment fast enough, even thought the mean
activation level (bias towards past history) x is low.
• Make-more-sensitive-to-goaUconflicts increases the
goal-conflict-sensitivity 6 when activated. It is triggered when the object-level is not enough sensitive to
goal conflicts. This is the case when the object level
is no longer able to satisfy a particular (sub-)goal (a
particular proposition can theoretically not be made
true anymore). This is the case when the network
contains a lot of conflictor links and negative (protected) goals for which no "reversible (restoring) actions" exist.

(dafmodule MlXE-FiSTER
:condition-list '(slov)
:add-list >(appropriate-Bpa«d)
:d«lat«-list '(slov)
:processes '((dacraase (natwork-thxashold
•object-netffork«))))
• Make-more-thoughtful increases the threshold 0
when itctivated. It is triggered when the object-level
is too last, i.e. when the average time needed to
select an action is shorter than the average width
of the object-network (the average length of a path
from executable nodes to the goal nodes). Things
are slightly more complicated in that this module
also takes into account how unpredictable the environment is. In a very unpredictable (dynamic) environment the threshold has to be set higher for the
network to be thoughtful than in a predictable environment (one for which the object level network
reliably models how it changes).

• Deal-with-deadlock decreases the threshold 6 when
activated. It is triggered when the object-level is in
a deadlock situation. This is the case when the activation levels of the object level modules change less
then a small value e and none of the modules has
accumulated enough activation energy to exceed the
threshold. Deal-Mrith-deadlock is activated repeatedly until the threshold is low enough so that some
executable module has enough activation energy.
increases the
• Restore-threshold-after-deadlock
threshold 6 again after the deadlock problem has
been dealt with (it restores it to its previous value).
It is activated whenever deal-with-deadlock has been
activated, except if deal-with-deadlock is being activated very often (in half or more of the cases that
an object level module gets selected). In the latter
case, the effect of deeil-with-deadlock (the decrease

• Make-more-biased increases the mean-activationlevel X when activated. It is triggered when the
object-network is not biased enough towards the
past history. This is true in two cases: (i) when
the object-level "jumps" from working on one goal
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of the threshold) is permanent.

object-level parameters. It would be nice if the threshold would increase as the system proceeds, so as to
The metaplevel network does not have any goals.
implement some notion of "temperature" as in simIt is completely data driven. Whenever the condiulated annealing. This way the system would make
tions for a meta-module are fulfilled (the meta-module
changes to the object-level parameters more easily in
is executable) and the meta-module has accumulated
the beginning and be more reluctant to change things
enough activation energy (from the sensor data) to exas the object-level action selection behavior improves.
ceed the meta-net threshold, the module is selected.
In conclusion, this experiment proves that the metaThe latter condition means that the meta-node's trignet is a convenient method for adapting the parameters
gering conditions should be observed for a sufficiently
of our action selection algorithm to the characteristics
long time, so that they can increase the node's actiof the task and environment. In addition, it proves
vation level to a point where it exceeds the threshold.
that meta-level control does not necessarily imply a
This implements the desirable feature that meta-nodes
rigid, hierarchical control structure, but instead can
look at the average recent behavior of the object netbe implemented in a distributed way. The meta-net
work (where the relevance of observations is weighed
runs in parallel with the object-net Jind as such does
over time).
not make the latter less adaptive or reactive. FinaUy,
more experiments will have to be performed to deterDiscussion
mine whether the current set of meta-nodes is sufficient for dealing with a wide range of tasks and enviThe metaplevel network was tested by running several
ronments characteristics. To this end, we plan to use
experiments with very different applications. Some ap"TUeWorld" (Pollack & Ringuette, 1990), which is a
plications required very fast action selection, others
highly parametrized environment simulator, enabling
required very thoughtful action selection, yet others
to control the characteristics of an environment.
emphasized goal conflict sensitivity and so on. W e
evaluated the system by adopting random values for
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Abstract
An important feature of human memory is the ability to
retrieve previously unsolved problems, particularly when
circumstances are more favorable to their solution. Zeiganiik
(1927) has been widely cited for the fmding that interrupted
tasks are better remembered than completed ones; however,
frequent replications and non-replications have been explained
in terms of social psychological variables (Prentice, 1944).
The present study examines differences in memory for tasks
based on completion status by appealing to cognitive variables
such as the nature of interruption, time spent during
processing, and set size. In one experiment using word
problems, subjects were interrupted on half of the problems
after a short interval of active problem solving, and completed
tasks were in fact better remembered than interrupted ones.
However, less processing time was necessarily spent on
problems that were interrupted. A second experiment held
time constant, allowing subjects to abandon tasks they could
not con^lete. In this experiment, the opposite result occurred,
replicating Zeigarnik and showing better access to unsolved
problems in free recall. However, enhanced memorability in
this study m a y have resulted from a subject-generated impasse
in problem solving rather than "interruption" per se. This
successful replication also included set size differences in favor
of incomplete problems. Under these conditions, the status of
completion can serve as a useful index to past problem
situations. These experiments are successful in identifying
cognitive variables that explain when one can suspend effort
on a failed problem, and recall it at a later time.
Introduction
In the world, we are constantly presented with problems to
solve. Learning to operate a n e w appliance, balancing a

This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research
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first experiment
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checkbook, or doing a crossword puzzle, for example, are
just a f e w of the problems w e typically encounter.
Sometimes, w e are able to solve a problem at the m o m e n t
that it presents itself; one might have a n e w appliance
operating soon after taking it h o m e from the store. At
other times, due to interruption, lack of needed resources,
or failed attempts, w e are forced to give up work on a
problem before w e have successfiilly arrived at a solution.
It is easy, for instance, to imagine getting stuck on a
crossword puzzle problem and eventually giving up in
favor of pursuing other activities. Obviously, it would be
to great advantage to be able to retrieve previously
unsolved problems in order to retry tasks. There is some
suggestion that h u m a n cognition is able to take advantage
of improved circumstances in order to reattempt previously
failed task goals. In order to d o so, however, incomplete
problems must be stored and retrieved from memory.
W h a t , if any, are the differences in the w a y in which w e
encode and r e m e m b e r completed versus interrupted
problems? Is there a special status in m e m o r y for problems
w e meant to solve, versus those w e have already solved?
Widely-cited results of a classic experiment by Zeigarnik
(1927) claim that interrupted problems d o indeed hold
s o m e special status in m e m o r y . In Zeigamik's experiment,
subjects were given approximately 2 0 tasks to perform.
These tasks included mental problems such as arithmetic
and puzzles, as well as manual skills including constructing
cardboard boxes and creating clay figures. In the course of
half of these tasks, subjects were interrupted before
finishing the task and were forced to put it aside. The
interruption c a m e "when the subject looked most engrossed
in his work." This w a s reported to have occurred w h e n the
subject discovered h o w the problem was to be done but had
not yet envisioned the ultimate resulL Subjects were
allowed to complete the other half of the tasks.
After performing all of the tasks, though not always to
completion, the subjects were asked to report all of the

problems using afreerecall method. Zeigamik found that
unfinished tasks were 9 0 % more likely to be recalled than
finished ones. Additionally, in bodifirstand second recall
positions, unfinished tasks were mentioned three times as
often as completed tasks. Zeigamik concluded that a
significant memory advantage exists for interrupted tasks
as compared with completed ones.
While the theory that unsolved problems hold some
special status in memory is an appealing one, the results of
Zeigamik's experiment appear somewhat counterintuitive.
Any memorial advantage in the Zeigamik experiment
should lie with completed tasks, since a subject logically
must spend more time on average on completed tasks.
However, though less processing time is presumably spent
on interrupted problems, they are recalled more frequently
in Zeigamik's experiment. Zeigamik accounted for this
effect in terms of motivational factors, suggesting that
when a subject sets out to perform the operations required
by one of the tasks, there develops a "quasi-need" within
the subject for the completion of the task. This is like the
occurrence of a tension system, where completing the task
means resolving the tension system or discharging the
quasi-need. Thus, claims Zeigamik, the memorial
advantage enjoyed by interrupted tasks must be due to the
continuation of that quasi-need, which motivates retrieval
of unsatisfied tasks.
Additional social, motivational, and personality factors
have since been suggested to account for results of
variations and modifications of the original Zeigamik
experiment. Bogoslavsky and Guthrie (1941) suggested
that tension present during the solving of a problem
increases the problem's memorability. This hypothesis
accounts for theirfindingsthat subjects best remembered
tasks that followed interrupted tasks, regardless of whedier
the "follow-up" tasks were themselves interrupted or
completed. Other studies discovered contexts where the
Zeigamik effect did not occur. Rosenzweig (1943)
hypothesized a form of repression to account for the nonreplication of Zeigamik's results. In this study, in which
subjects were told that the tasks comprised an intelligence
test, they remembered more completed than intemipted
tasks. Others have suggested stress-related factors
(Glixman, 1949), individual differences (Alper, 1946), and
subject fatigue (Zeigamik, 1927) to account for
discrepancies between their results and the original
findings of Zeigamik. The use of theories based on social,
motivational, and personality-related variables to account
for m e m o r y differences, has met with limited success.
Such theories have been unable to explain numerous
seemingly contradictoryfindings(see Prentice, 1944).
A greater degree of success might be met in trying to
account for Zeigarnik's original results and s o m e
subsequent manipulations in terms of a cognitive model of
problem solving. B y re-examining the Zeigamik effect in
terms of m o d e m dieories of problem represenudons, goals,
and context effects, perhaps w e can explain the
circumstances under which the Zeigamik effect will occur,
and h o w it m a y function within a broader m e m o r y and
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problem solving cognitive architecture. In this article, w e
examine the Zeigamik effect, and explore factors including
the nature of the interruption, the processing time spent on
problems, and the context of set size of die incomplete
problems. B y examining these cognitive factors, w e
attempt to account for both the original effect and the
variety of stiidiestiiatat times failed to replicate it
Experiment 1
In this first experiment, we attempted to match Zeigamik's
methods (1927) as closely as possible, and to replicate the
effect of better m e m o r y for incomplete problems.
However, one necessary change w a s to employ only
problem solving tasks, rather than including manual and
artistic tasks as in Zeigamik. In order to look at the role of
cognitive factors in predicting and explaining problem
memorability, the following experiment will attempt to
replicate Zeigamik's original results using exclusively
cognitive problem solving tasks. Using word problems,
w e manipulated task interruption versus completion on
each problem. Our goal was to determine whether the
counterintuitive effect Zeigamik observed can hold as a
m e m o r y p h e n o m e n o n under controlled laboratory
conditions.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 39 undergraduate students
(25 female and 14 male) from the University of Michigan.
T h e subjects received credit from an introductory
psychology course.
Materials. Twenty word problems, including
mathematical, logical, and insight reasoning (from Mosler,
1977), were used in this study. All of the problems were
pretested on a separate group of subjects and were selected
for successful completion rate, each requiring between 15
seconds and four minutes for solution. Each problem was
presented on a separate half-sheet of paper with space
below the problem to write a solution. Each problem was
presented with a short title such as "The Bridge".
Following each problem was a rating scale. For each
problem, subjects were asked to rate h o w confident they
were that their answer was correct. A rating of 1 meant
"certain it is incorrect" and a score of 7 meant "certain it is
correct," and subjects were told to use intermediate values
when appropriate.
Design and Procedure. Each subject was tested
individually in a one hour session. The subjects were
given the following instructions:
Y o u will be presented with a series of problems. Y o u
will work on the problems one at a time. Please work
as quickly and accurately as you can. S h o w your
work. Don't guess at a problem; try to solve each one
and indicate your best answer. Once you have
completed a problem I will give you another one to

to 0.9 with a mean of .54. This difference was significant,
t(38) = 4.368, p=0.00, with completed tasks recalled more
frequently than incomplete problems. The same result
obtains when comparing thefreerecall only up to the point
offirstpause, as in Zeigamik's (1927) analysis. For the
completed problems, there were no differences in recall
whether or not the solutions given were in fact correct
(mean proportion of correct problems recalled was .60, of
incorrect, .52, t < 1).
Another indicator of completion status m a y be the
subject's level of confidence in her answer. Therefore, an
analysis was performed using the subject's confidence
rating as an independent variable. D u e to the concentration
of ratings at the ends of the scale (perhaps because, with
subjects deciding w h e n to stop working on a problem, they
m a y have had a clear idea of w h e n their answers were
correct or incorrect), the seven-point confidence scale was
broken d o w n into three parts. There was a main effect of
confidence rating, where subjects remembered the
problems they answered confidentiy (above four on the
seven point scale) with a m e a n of .56 recalled, better than
tiiose for which they lacked confidence (rated less than
four on the seven point scale), with a mean recall of .27,
t(38)=4.349, p=0.000. The completed-confident problems
were also recalled better than those rated at the midpoint
(for problems rated 4 on the seven point scale, mean
These
number recalled = .32), t(38)=3.434, p=.001.
completed-confident problems were also recalled
significantiy more often than the interrupted problems
(t(38) = 3.6, p = .001) However, there were no differences
in recall proportions for interrupted, completedunconfident and completed-midpoint problems.
While correctness had no effect on the finding that
completed tasks are recalled better than interrupted tasks,
the level of confidence the subject has regarding the
completion of Uie tasks does correlate witii recall. There is
difference in recall for completed-confident and
completed-unconfident categories, with the "confident"
rated problems morefrequentiyrecalled. Confidence may
be considered a reflection of h o w "complete" a subject felt
their answer was, so that problems with lower confidence
ratings are recalled asfrequentiyas interrupted problems.
Because subjects themselves terminated their problem
solving efforts, low confidence ratings m a y indicate having
abandoned solution attempts even though incomplete.
Higher confidence ratings m a y indicate subjects' feelings
of satisfactory completion for the problems they were
allowed to finish.
The above analyses show that free recall memory for
completed tasks is better than m e m o r y for interrupted
tasks. However, Uiis is not surprising given Uiat subjects
spent substantially more time, both w h e n solving correctly
and solving incorrecUy, on the completed problems than on
the incomplete problenis. This difference is logically
required if one wants to manipulate which problems are
completed, and keep the set size of the two conditions
equal. In Zeigamik's description of her methodology, Uiere

work on. Each of these problems is randomly paired
with a time interval of varying length. I will be
stopping you according to these times. Don't worry if
you do not get tofinisha problem. 1 will administer
another one and you can proceed as instructed. D o
you have any questions?
Following these instructions, the subjects were given two
practice problems. T h efirstwas simple, and every subject
completed it between 30 and 210 seconds. The second was
very difficult, and every subject w a s successfully
interrupted by the experimenter saying, "Please stop n o w "
between 15 and 6 0 seconds into the problem. T h e
experimenter followed this practice set procedure with
each of the 2 0 test problems. T h e test problems were
presented in a single random order for all subjects. Each
subject w a s interrupted on half of the problems and
allowed to complete the other half. T h e order of
interruption within the problems was counterbalanced by
subject If a problem was to be completed, the subject was
allowed enough time tofinishand to indicate so ( m a x i m u m
time to completion w a s 4 minutes). If a problem was
scheduled to be interrupted, the experimenter attempted to
interrupt the subject w h e n she was "most engrossed in the
problem" (Zeigamik, 1927) (after she had read the problem
all the w a y through, but before she had written a complete
answer). M i n i m u m time to interruption was IS seconds on
each problem, and between 15 and 30 seconds for most
trials in order to ensure subjects would be stopped before
solution. W h e n a subjectfinisheda problem, the subject
gave a confidence rating (no ratings were given for
unfinished problems). After a subject was interrupted, or a
problem was finished and rated, the experimenter removed
the problem and administered another. This cycle repeated
until all of the problems had been presented.
Immediately after exhausting the problem set, the subject
was given a free recall test. Subjects were asked to recall
all of the problems that they could remember. They were
asked to write only enough to uniquely identify the
problem they had in mind. Following Zeigamik's
procedure, the point in free recall was recorded where
subjects seemed to exhaust an initial recall spurt.
Results
All of the problem solving answers were scored as
"completed" or "not completed" by an independent rater
based on the information written by the subjects. All trials
in which the planned interruption or completion was not
successful were eliminated from the analysis. This
constituted 11 out of 680 attempts or 1.6% of the data. Ten
out of these eleven discarded trials were trials that should
have been interrupted, but were actually completed by the
subject.
T h e free recall w a s scored by counting a problem as
remembered if the written protocol uniquely identified one
oftiie20 test problems. The range of recall proportions for
interrupted tasks was 0 to 0.9 with a m e a n of .39. The
recall proportions fortiiecompleted tasks ranged from 0.1
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is no information on h o w long subjects were allowed to
work on interrupted compared to completed problems.
It is, of course, possible to correct for the confound of
differing times spent on the problem if one is willing to
forego control over which problems are interrupted. This
can be accomplished by allowing subjects a specified
amount of time to work on each problem. O n e can then
compare the memorability of problems completed in the
short time interval with those problems left incomplete. In
this procedure, subjects are determining which condition a
given problem falls into, by either completing or getting
stuck on the problem within the time interval. Therefore,
the nature of the interruption in this procedure m a y be
more likely to be based on a failure in problem solving
attempt, rather than on interruption of ongoing problem
processes. In the following experiment, the time interval
was kept fairly short (1 minute) in order to ensure that no
subject would successfully solve all problems. In addition,
because some problems might be quickly solved, subjects
were told to continue to check their answers w h e n
completed for the full amount of time available for each
problem-

The following experiment uses this timed procedure to
look at the effect of holding time constant across
completed and incomplete problems. If the greater amount
of time spent on completed problems had been preventing
an emergence of the Zeigamik effect in Experiment 1, w e
expect that the effect will n o w emerge under equal
processing time conditions.

series of word problems, one on each of the subsequent
pages of the workbook. They were to work consistently
and diligently throughout the experiment, making every
attempt to solve each problem. All work was to be
recorded in the space provided underneath each problem.
Subjects were told that they would be given exactly one
minute in which to work on each problem. T o assist in
determining when an answer was completed, subjects were
asked to circle their answer when fmished, and to spend the
remainder of the minute checking their work. They were
instructed not to circle any part of their woiic unless they
truly believed they had arrived at an adequate solution to
the problem posed.
In accordance with the instructions, subjects were given
one minute in which to work on each problem. At the end
of each minute, they were reminded to circle their solution
if they had arrived at one and to go on to the next problem.
This procedure continued until all thirty problems had been
exhausted.
Immediately following the last problem, subjects were
administered a free recall test Test instructions were as
follows:
Your next task will be to recall as m a n y problems as
you can from the first part of the experiment. W h e n
you are told to do so, please jot d o w n problems in the
space provided below in the order in which they c o m e
to your mind. Write only enough information so that
someone else could recognize which of the earlier
problems you are referring to. Y o u will have 3
minutes in which to recall the problems.
After three minutes of free recall, subjects were told to stop
work on the task.

Method

Results

Experiment 2

Subjects. Sixty-nine undergraduates at the University of AH of the problem solving answers were scored as
"completed" or "incomplete" by the experimenter based on
Michigan (34 female and 35 male) participated in the
the solution information written and circled by the subjects.
experiment. The subjects received credit towards an
Additionally, completed problems were scored as either
introductory psychology course.
"correct" or "incorrect" in their solutions. O n average, 20
Materials. Thirty word problems, requiring mathematical, out of the 30 problems were completed by each subject.
The remaining 10 problems, a proportion of .33 problems,
logical, and spatial reasoning skills, were used in this
were left incomplete. O f the completed problems, a mean
study. Problems were drawn from numerous published
of 11 were answered correctly, while 8.9 were answered
collections (e.g. Friedland, 1970; Muller, 1989; Morris,
incorrectly.
1988). All of the problems were pretested on a separate
In free recall responses, subjects recalled a mean of .45
group of subjects, and were found to require approximately
incomplete
problems, with proportions ranging from 0 to 1.
thirty seconds to two minutes for solution. Each problem
T
h
e
recall
proportions for completed problems, also
was presented to subjects on a separate sheet of paper with
ranging from 0 to 1, had a mean of .33. This difference
space below the problem for work and solution to be
was significant, t(68)=3.66, p=0.000, indicating that
recorded. The problems were contained in workbooks.
incomplete problems were recjdled more frequently than
Each workbook consisted of a problem solving instruction
completed ones, and replicating the Zeigamik effect. A
sheet, thirty word problems, and a subsequent recall
significant difference was found between recall proportions
task.The problems were presented in a different random
for completed, correctly-answered problems (.37) and
order to each subject
tfiose for completed, incorrectly-answered problems (.28),
t(68)=2.59, p=.012, indicating that subjects best recalled
Design and Procedure. Subjects were tested in groups of
the correcUy-answered problems. This difference in
10 to 20 in one-hour sessions. At the outset of a session,
memorability for correcUy answered problems can be
subjects were told that they would be presented with a
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contrasted with the results of Experiment 1 in which no
difference was found. Finally, memorability of completed,
correctly-answered problems and of completed-incorrectly
answered problems (the two subcategories of completed
problems) can be individually compared to incomplete
problems. A significant difference is found between
incomplete (.45) versus correctly-answered (.37) problems
(t(68)=2.48, p=0.016), as well as between incomplete (.45)
versus incorrectly answered (.28) problems (t(68)=4.61,
p=.000). Thus, incomplete problems are better remembered
than either category of completed problems.
F r o m this second experiment, w e conclude that the
Zeigamik effect (better m e m o r y for incomplete problems)
does not depend o n a time difference in favor of
incomplete problems. At most, subjects w h o completed
the problems and checked their answers for the remaining
time spent only marginally less time on the problems than
on the ones where they were not able to provide an answer
within the one minute interval. With time as nearly
equivalent as possible, w e still observed enhanced
memorability for incomplete problems.
Discussion
There were important differences in the two experiments
presented that appear to be critical factors in the occurrence
of the Zeigamik effect W h e n comparing thereplicationof
Zeigamik in Experiment 2 to the non-replication of
Experiment 1, the large time difference in favor of
completed problems in Experiment 1 m a y account for the
finding of better m e m o r y for completed problems. In
Experiment 2, where time on the problem was equivalent, a
m e m o r y advantage occurred for incomplete problems that
cannot be based on time. Therefore, a possible explanation
for Zeigamik's result, that of unintentionally allowing
subjects to spend more time on incomplete problems
thereby producing better recall, can be ruled out.
Substantial differences in time spent on processing,
however, as in Experiment 1, m a y wash out any existing
memorial advantage for incomplete problems.
A n additional factor is the nature of interruption in the
tasks. In Experiment 1, subjects were stopped in their
processing before it could reach completion. From pilot
sessions, w e learned that subjects must be stopped early in
dieir woric on a problem in order to ensure that a particular
problem be successfully interrupted. In contrast, in
Experiment 2, subjects themselves determined which
problems were interrupted through failure to complete the
problem. While they m a y sometimes have simply run out
of processing time, there was more frequent opportunity to
become "stuck" on a problem, to reach an impasse from
which no further processing direction was apparent
This "stuck" state m a y be of more interest than simple
interruption in terms of comparison to real world problem
solving. It is impossible to tell, however, from Zeigamik's
reports, whether her subjects were actually of the
interrupted (knowing h o w to proceed if more time is given)
or of the "stuck" (at a problem solving impasse) state in her
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incomplete conditions. Given the reported results, w e
might expect that if her subjects were allowed to continue
to the point of their o w n "stuck" state, better memorability
(and more time on the problem) m a y have resulted. If
instead, interruption was utilized in other studies, the
timing differences alone might account for better memory
(and more time) on the completed problems, resulting in
the non-replication of the effect
A final factor that must be considered is the set size of
the completed vs. incomplete problems. In Experiment 1,
w e carefully controlled the two sets to be equivalent by
manipulating which problems fell into the two conditions.
Even so, a m e m o r y advantage for completed problems
resulted (again, with longer times on completed problems).
In Experiment 2, however, w e allowed subjects to
determine h o w m a n y problems fell into completed vs.
incomplete categories. T h e resulting ratio of 2/3
completed to 1/3 incomplete characterized the situation
where better m e m o r y for incomplete tasks was replicated.
Possibily, under these conditions, completion status acts as
a recall cue, increasing the likelihood that particular
problems from a smaller set will be recalled relative to
problems from a larger set. Further experiments are under
w a y attempting to manipulate set size. Results obtained
thusfar suggest that w h e n time is held constant and set
sizes are equal, no recall advantage is found for either
completed or incomplete problems. Thus, set size appean
to be a critical factor in determining w h e n the Zeigamik
effect will occur.
That set size equivalence results in elimination of the
Zeigamik effect should not however, imply that the
Zeigamik effect is irrelevant or unimportant to real-world
problem solving. For example, in a set of tasks to be
accomplished in a list of errands, most m a y be completed
successfully, leaving as pending problems only a subset of
tasks. So, if the completion status alone is working as a
cue to facilitate retrieval of past problems, even if only
w h e n that set is smaller than the completed, the status of
intended tasks has been successfully shown to be an
important factor in memory. If information about intention
to complete, or failure in completion, can be used as a
general m e m o r y cue, then task status can be successfully
used inretrievalof target items from memory.
Conclusion
We have argued from the evidence of two experiments that
the effect first identified by Zeigamik does in fact have
demonstrated replicability as a m e m o r y phenomenon. Free
recall access to incomplete problems m a y in fact be better
than for completed problems under certain circumstances.
In particular, w e point to die need to control die amount of
time spent in processing, the nature of the interruption, and
die relative set size of the two problem conditions. W e
believe these factors explain the difficulties some studies
m a y have had in replicating the effect and will serve as a
methodological guideline for the study of task interruption.
This cognitive explanation is sufficient and more

straightforward than appealing to more complex
explanations involving individual differences, threat of
evaluation, or states of "tension" resulting from blocked
tasks (Prentice, 1944).
However, the results w e describe have an even greater
importance in work on memory for tasks. This is apparent
by examining the implications of thefinding.W h y might
memory be designed to note and take advantage of task
status in retrieving past problems? What purpose would
this memory advantage serve? Obviously, keeping track of
the status of problem attempts and being able to use that
information in retrieving those past failures would be very
useful in the later solution of the interrupted problems. If a
goal to solve a problem is not satisfied, information about
that failure can be used to preserve and encode the problem
in a way that might facilitate its later retrieval.
Consequentiy, failed problems may be more likely to be
recalled, and to be pursued for a second time. Such a
memory enhancement would assist in bringing to mind past
failures so that solution can be reattempted at a later time,
perhaps when circumstances will favor success. This
cognitive ability is critical for the optimal satisfaction of
goals given that many tasks are being pursued. RaUier than
persist at a difficult problem, effort can be suspended, and
work on the goal can be resumed at a later time. The
memory effect w e have been discussing is an important
factor in such an ability.
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knowledge) as they gain understanding of recursive
concepts.
In this regard, an empirical study w a s carried out to
study mental models of recursion with the following goals
in mind: 1) W h a t are mental models of recursion in the
context of computer programming? 2) H o w do these
models develop and h o w are they modified? 3) H o w does
migration from one model to another model take place? 4)
H o w do different models relate to one another? 5) W h e n
multiple models exist, are they all applicable or are they
situation dependent? 6) W h a t are the transformation
operators or mapping functions a m o n g different mental
models? 7) Are changes in mental models evolutionary or
revolutionary in nature?
The protocol analysis and preliminary findings of our
empirical study were discussed in (Bhuiyan, Greer &
McCalla 1989). This paper takes the work further by
characterizing mental models of recursion, rationalizing
students' problem solving in light of these models, and
providing a system for reifying these mental models.

Abstract
Mental models reflect people's knowledge about entities
and systems around them. Therefore, knowing and
understanding mental models can help in exploring
cognitive issues in instruction including why a student
takes a certain approach or applies a particular strategy to
solve a problem, why a student makes mistakes, and why
and h o w misconceptions are developed. Four different
mental models of recursion, used for synthesizing
solutions to recursive programming problems, have been
identified through students' protocols. Each model has
been characterized in a way consistent with the students'
protocols. Various problem solving behaviours are
rationalized in terms of the models. Suggestions are made
as to h o w the mental models develop and evolve in the
course of learning. W e also present a learning
environment in which these mental models are reified and
w e show how mental models can be incorporated into an
intelligent tutoring system.
Introduction
A mental model is a coherent collection of knowledge held
by a person about s o m e aspect, entity or concept of the
world. People use mental models to interpret the world,
and therefore, aspects of human behaviour can be explained
through these models (Centner and Stevens 1983). Since
mental models reflect people's knowledge about entities
around them, knowing and understanding mental models
can help in understanding cognitive issues in instruction
such as w h y a student takes a certain approach or applies a
particular strategy to solve a problem, w h y a student
makes mistakes, and w h y and h o w misconceptions are
developed. B y understanding the mental models of a
student, a tutor or mentor can design appropriate
individualized pedagogical guidance.
M o s t mental model research has been conducted in
domains involving physical devices with well-structured
physical principles. Working on the Student Computing
E N v i r o n m e n T ( S C E N T ) L I S P programming advisor
(McCalla et al 1988), an ongoing intelligent tutoring
project at the A R I E S Laboratory, w e became interested in
understanding mental models of abstract concepts,
especially recursion in computer programming. Recursion
is a very interesting domain to study because m a n y
students claim to experience a significant cognitive change
(often describing this as a radical re-organization of
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Background
Various researchers have studied students' conceptions of
recursion in the context of computer programming. Their
findings can be summarized as follows: I) Novices at early
stages of learning about recursive programming possess a
loop model; that is, they view recursion as some son of
iterative process (Anzai and Uesato 1982; Kahney 1982;
Kurland and Pea 1985; Kessler & Anderson 1986). 2) A
syntactic model of recursion has been suggested by PiroUi
(1985) as an ideal novice model of recursion, yet with a
syntactic model a student cannot explain the behaviour of a
recursive procedure (Kahney 1982). 3) First learning
iteration m a y help students learning recursion, but not vice
versa (Anzai and Uesato 1982; Kessler and Anderson
1986). 4) Experts' mental models of recursion are different
from those of novices (Kahney 1982). 5) There are no
significant difference in students' performance with
recursive tasks when they were taught with theoretical vs
syntactic methods, although there is some indication that
transfer is enhanced through a theoretical approach (Greer
1987).
Although the literature hints at several different mental
models of recursion, no comprehensive work has yet been
done in this domain. Therefore, w e believe it is important

to investigate mentaJ models of recursion more carefully,
especially h o w the models are used in synthesizing
recursive programs, and hence w e carried out the empirical
study. The intent of the study was not to statistically
validate mental models of recursion, but rather to explore
the goals mentioned above.
Mental Models of Recursion
Our empirical study involved monitoring the problem
solving of six non-major computer science students on a
weekly basis to analyse their knowledge of recursion as
they learned the concept in a programming course. Four
different mental models of recursion: loop model, syntactic
model, analytic model and analysis/synthesis (A/S) model
have been identified through analysis of the students' verbal
protocols. These four mental models of recursion were
used by various students at varying times as they
synthesized solutions for recursive problems. Earlier
papers (Bhuiyan et al. 1989; Greer 1987) provide evidence
justifying these mental models. A number of analysis
models were also used by the students for analyzing and
tracing recursive programs, but these are not discussed
here. Here an attempt is made to characterize students'
problem-solving behaviour consistent with each model.
Loop

Model

The loop model is a flawed model of recursion that many
students develop early in their study of recursive
programming (Anzai and Uesato 1982; Kahney 1982;
Kurland and Pea 1985; Kessler and Anderson 1986). This
model comes into existence when the student tries to
understand and explain recursion in terms of prior
knowledge about iterative programming.
Typically, the beginner has some basic declarative
knowledge about recursion either from a text book or from
a teacher. This knowledge could include facts such as: a
recursive function calls itself, a recursive function has a
base case and a recursive case, and so forth. The student
may not have acquired any means to apply this declarative
knowledge, i.e, he/she m a y not have the procedural
counterpart of the knowledge. O n the other hand, his^er
knowledge about iteration typically consists of both
declarative and procedural knowledge. The student's
knowledge about iteration dominates his/her knowledge
about recursion, and it is likely that the student tries to
understand recursion by drawing analogies to loop or
iterative strucuires.
Usually students develop informal solution plans before
writing programs. A student with a loop model is likely
to develop an iterative solution plan. If he/she attempts to
translate this to a recursive algorithm, there is a good
chance that the algorithm will be flawed, incorporating
such features as declaration of loop index variables,
initialization of loop index variables, update (increment/
decrement) of these variables, and a termination test.
Manifestation of these features depends upon the initial
selection of the loop structure that the student had in mind
while developing the algorithm. The student's program
usually does not contain an explicit loop, because the

student knows that recursions are different from iterations,
but instead substitutes the intended loop structure with a
recursive call.
Protocol analysis revealed several issues related to
students' use of the loop model. Learning iteration m a y
assist later learning of recursion, as Kessler and Anderson
(1986) and Uesato and Anzai (1982) claim, but w e
observed that the loop model did not help students in
understanding recursion; rather students became confused as
they tried to apply the loop model to synthesizing
recursive solutions. B y the end of the second week of our
investigation, all students w h o were initially using the
loop model seemed to have moved on to more suitable
mental models. Greer (1987) m a d e a similar observation
in his experiment.
Syntactic

Model

Students acquire the syntactic model by abstracting
structural features of recursion w h e n they have little
conceptualization of recursion as a problem-solving
technique, but have considerable declarative knowledge
about recursion. At this stage, their declarative knowledge
focuses on two structural featiu'es of recursive functions: a
base case and a recursive case; where a process to solve a
problem is repeatedly called in the recursive case, and the
base case stops the process. W h e n a student transforms
such knowledge of recursion into problem solving for
simple problems, he/she usually abstracts these two
features into a recursion template, a schema with slots for
base case and recursive case as shown in Figure 1. Again,
each case has a condition part and an action part.
(defun <function-narno (<argl> ... <arg n>)
(cond
(<condition-l> <action-l>) ;; base case
(<condition-2> <action-2>) ;; base / recursive case

(<condition-k> <action-k>))) ;; recursive case
Figure 1: Syntactic model template
To synthesize a solution to a recursive programming
problem using the syntactic model, first a template is
selected. The selected template can be a 'basic template'
like the one in Figure 1 or a template from an earlier
problem analogous to the current problem. After selecting
the template the studentfillsin the condition and the
action parts in the case slots with programming language
specific code chunks. In general, a student makes several
attempts tofillin recursive case slots when partial results
are to be passed back. The protocols in Figure 2 illustrate
the use of the syntactic model.
A serious shortcoming of the syntactic model is that
although a student is aware of the conditions and actions in
a template, he/she m a y not k n o w h o w to derive them.
This frequently results in nearly random slot-filling
behaviour by novice programmers. Moreover, while
synthesizing programs using this model, novices.
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generally, think of the solutions at the programming
language code level. This m a y be due to the fact that they
are simply concerned with filling in the template slots.

language. Students in the empirical study were found to
use natural language phrases to outline the solution plan.
3) Translate input conditions and output actions into
programming language code.
(a) Snident K is looking for an arbitrary recursion template The analytic model provides two levels of intermediate
K: .. I don't know. I have to ... I can't remember the
representations between the problem statement and the
"format" that goes here. You showed m e a couple of
solution (step 1 and step 2 above). The step 2 intenmediate
minutes ago.
representation is particularly interesting because it supports
Tutor: Okay. W h y do you have to see a format?
a pseudo-language; a mixture of natural language and
K: Well, the base case and the recursive case - how they are
programming language primitives, which students use to
set up, I forgot
elaborate the input conditions and the corresponding output
actions for the problem. T o describe a solution in natural
(b) An example of template filling behaviour
language, a student needs to attain a deeper level of
K: So, w e need a base case. The base case would be: if the
cognition than for the syntactic model. The protocol in
list is empty then return 0, else .. (over a minute) ..
Else take rest of L. ... return Count + 1.
Figure 3 shows a student's solution plan for the LIST-B
....This is not how it's done
problem, to return a list of all top level B's in a list:
Figure 2: Protocol demonstrating the syntactic model
Although the syntactic model is better than the loop
model it does not constitute a complete understanding of
recursion. Nevertheless, w e observed that novice students
frequently used the syntactic m o d e l in synthesizing
recursive solutions. This corresponds to Escott's (1988)
research, where she found 8 0 % of students' programs were
structural analogies of earlier programs. T h e LISP Tutor
(Anderson and Reiser 1986) encourages students to use
recursion templates which they fill in to arrive at a final
program. W e have found that for solutions to routine
problems, the syntactic model is sufficient, although its
usefulness diminishes w h e n students are faced with novel
or difficult problems. Perhaps for this reason the LISP
Tutor augments the problem solving by guiding students
through a planning dialog to formulate solutions.
Analytic

Model

Although a student m a y solve simple recursive problems
employing the syntactic model, complex problems require
a deeper understanding in order to m a p the problem to a
recursive construct. This "deep understanding" involves
the ability to analyze input-output behaviour of a problem
and to determine input conditions and corresponding output
actions together with associated transformations. Such
analytic cognitive ability to synthesize a recursive solution
givesriseto the analytic model.
With the analytic model, a student does not view
recursion simply as a physical construct like the syntactic
template; rather he/she views recursion as a problemsolving technique. Therefore, the significance of this
model is to analyse the input-output behaviour of the
given problem.
Solution synthesis using the analytic model has the
following three steps: 1) Determine cases: Analyze the
various input cases for the given problem. Determine the
input cases and the corresponding output strategies. In this
step, the student specifies his/her intentions, an informal
solution specification, for the problem. 2) Translate input
cases to input conditions and translate output strategies to
output actions: In this step, the student plans a high-level
solution, which can be translated to any programming

S:....So, these are lists, then? O.K. If Null L then Return the
empty list. If First of the list is a B then return B, and
work (on) the rest. Else Gather ..
The solution plan consisted of the following three cases:
Case 1: If N U L L L then return an empty list.
Case 2: If the first of the list is a B then return B, and
work on the rest of the input list
Case 3: Else (for none of the above conditioru).
Gather
Figure 3: Protocol demonstrating the analytic model
In Figure 3, student S was not working directly with
base case(s) or recursive case(s) as in the syntactic model.
Moreover, she was also not concerned with transforming
the solution plan into program code. For example, in
Case 2, she did not articulate the exact code for the
condition part or for the action part. Interestingly, she
m a d e no mention of constructing an output list of B's,
which the problem asked for, but she wanted to process
("work on") the rest of the input list. This suggests her
intention (or goal) w a s implicit from the problem
statement
The main difference between the analytic model and the
syntactic model is that with the syntactic model a student
writes program code directly from the problem statement,
whereas with the analytic m o d e l the student first
determines a solution plan from the problem statement
using an intermediate language and then transforms the
plan into program code.
Analysis/Synthesis

Model

The analysis/synthesis (A/S) model is the most powerful
model of recursion encompassing both structural and
functional properties. Expert programmers seem to
possess this model. Only one student in our study began
to acquire this model and attempted to use it in the
solution of a challenging problem in the last week of our
study. W e have uncovered little direct evidence for this
model, although other work (cf. Greer 1987) supports the
existence of the A/S model. W e include a brief description
of the A / S m o d e l in this paper for the sake of
completeness.
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T h e A l S m o d e l gives the ability to reduce a given
problem into smaller o n e s a n d to synthesize the
corresponding solutions into a global solution Tor the
problem. T h e usual steps of solving a problem using the
AlS m o d e l are as follows: 1) Determine the smallest
pieces that can b e solved instantaneously. 2 ) Break the
problem into subproblems w h e r e solution to a subproblem
is the solution to a smallest piece plus solution to a
smaller subproblem. 3) Determine stopping case(s).
E v e n expert p r o g r a m m e r s d o not apply the A / S m o d e l
every time they solve a problem recursively. If the
problem is simple then there is a g o o d chance that a
similar p r o b l e m has b e e n previously solved, thus
providing a template or a chunk to e m b o d y the solution.
In other words, for familiar problems, most programmers
seem to employ a syntactic model.
Evolution of Mental Models
Students acquire (or develop) mental models of recursion
during instruction and problem solving. Mental models
seem to evolve in a sequential fashion, roughly in the
sequence of loop model, then syntactic model, analytic
model and finally the A/S model.
Over the five weeks of our study students were asked
(among other things) to solve nine problems with
recursive solutions. From their protocols, the mental
model that they were trying to use for formulating each
problem solution was identified. The problems generally
increased in difficulty through thefirstfour weeks and a
difficult, challenging problem was given in thefinalweek.
Table 1 shows the mental models that the six students used
while attempting to formulate a solution to the problems.
In a number of cases one mental model proved insufficient
for the student, and a second attempt using a different
mental model was observed. Table 1 demonstrates that in
most cases students evolved more sophisticated mental
models over time.
Student
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Table 1: Evolution of Mental Models of Recursion
Our empirical study supports the hypotheses that
students construct particular mental models, that the
models are enhanced by n e w material that they learn from
class lectures or from other sources, that the models
become inappropriate for certain problem solving
situations, andfinallythat new models evolve. It seems
that mental models, once formed, are persistent Students
frequently return to more established mental models when a
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first attempt to solve a problem with a n e w model fails. It
also seems that some students will attempt to apply a well
established mental model, find that it is not sufficient to
conceptualize the solution to the problem, and only then
will they apply a n e w mental model. Students seem to
adopt more sophisticated mental models of recursion as
they meet with more difficult recursive problems.
A Learning Environment to Support
Mental Models
W e have determined that mental models play an important
role in students' understanding of recursive programming.
It follows that mental models can be utilized in better
understanding students' intermediate problem solving
behaviour and also can help in promoting students'
learning of recursion. In essence, mental models, if
properly used in intelligent tutoring systems, will increase
the diagnostic precision and the appropriateness of
pedagogical guidance offered by the system. T o this end,
w e have constructed a prototype learning environment
(named P E T A L ) in which students m a y choose from a
variety of Programming Environment Tools (PETs)
which correspond to various mental models of recursion.
At the present time P E T A L is being used to further
explore mental models of recursion by observing student
problem-solving behaviour when they are constrained by
an environment that supports a particular mental model.
P E T A L does not simulate the execution of explicit
runnable mental models; rather it uses what w e believe
about the existence of these models in the learner's mind to
provide scaffolding to support the learner's use of the
models. It is important to realize that it is the learner w h o
"runs" the mental model on his/her mind with P E T A L
merely providing support and constraint. P E T A L directly
supports specific models of recursion by providing an
intelligent computer-based environment in which students
formulate solutions to programming problems. T h e
student first selects a problem to work on and then
specifies the parameters for the function to be synthesized.
Next the student selects a m o n g the available P E T s to
choose an environment corresponding to a mental model in
which to solve the problem. Students m a y switch from
one P E T to another as they attempt to solve a problem.
Since the loop model is not a viable model of recursion,
there is no corresponding P E T . In our prototype
implementation of P E T A L , only the syntactic and the
analytic P E T s have been built. Twenty-three programming
tasks have been included so far.
The syntactic P E T supports solution synthesis from the
viewpoint of the syntactic model. T h e student using this
P E T must construct a recursive template of base case(s)
and recursive case(s). Next he/she mustfillin the case
slots with problem specific code chunks. In order to assist
the student, the syntactic P E T provides a m e n u of available
code chunks specific to the selected problem. The code
chunks for a particular problem are created in advance by a
domain expert. C o d e chunks m a y contain distractors,
which can be useful in diagnosing and clarifying potential

misconceptions which the student might possess. Once
the code chunks have been filled into the template,
corresponding LISP code is automatically generated by the
PET.
The analytic P E T corresponds to the analytic model for
solution synthesis. With the analytic P E T , the student
views recursion as a problem solving technique based on
input/output (I/O) analysis of the problem whereupon
these I/O behaviours are mapped to properties of recursion:
base case(s) and recursive case(s). Unlike the syntactic
model, the analytic model provides cognitive support to
the student to derive the cases through I/O analysis.
Program synthesis using the analytic P E T consists of three
stages. Intention stage: Determine input cases and
corresponding output strategies for the given problem.
Plan stage: Determine the solution plan by deriving
input conditions and output actions corresponding to the
input cases and the output strategies respectively. C o d e
translation stage: Translate the solution plan into
program code.
Figure 4 shows the analytic P E T initialized with the
count-atoms problem (counting the n u m b e r of top level
atoms in a list). T h e analytic P E T manifests these three
stages of solution synthesis. First, at the intention
stage, the student determines the possible input cases and
the corresponding output strategies for the problem. Lists
of such choices of the input cases and the output strategies
are displayed in Input Case Choices and Output Strategy
Choices tables (in the upper left part of die screen display).
A s input case choices and output strategies are selected,
each is displayed in the I-Cases and O-stralegies tables (in
the lower left part of the screen display). Together the
cases and the strategies constitute an informal and coarsegrained solution to the problem. In a broad sense, the
student's intentions are captured in this informal solution.

During the plan stage, the student develops a solution
plan consisting of input conditions and output actions,
derived from the input cases and the output strategies
respectively. A n input condition and its corresponding
output action together m a k e a subplan, where the condition
is the context of the subplan and the action is the goal of
the subplan. T h e analytic P E T provides natural language
phrases to elaborate the solution plan. These phrases are
problem specific and are supported by empirical evidence
from our earlier study of problem-solving protocols.
After developing the solution plan, the c o d e
translation stage begins. T h e translation is not fully
automatic since precise code cannot always be inferred from
the student's natural language plans. W h e n the student
presses the Edit P r o g r a m button, a LISP Editor appears
which shows all the input-output analysis (as commentary)
together with a partially filled code template for the
solution. It is left to the student to flesh out the program
code derived from the solution plan.
T h e example above, s h o w s h o w the analytic P E T
provides students support for synthesizing solutions to
recursive problems consistent with the analytic model of
recursion. P E T A L currently acts as a stand-alone
p r o g r a m m i n g environment, and not as a complete
instructional system like the Bridge System (Bonar &
C u n n i n g h a m , 1988) or the L I S P Tutor (Anderson &
Reiser 1986). P E T A L is designed to ease students'
transitions through increasingly sophisticated mental
models of recursion. E v e n without knowledgeable
feedback to the student, P E T A L is proving to be a useful
p r o g r a m m i n g environment, since students explore
solutions to problems in a rich conceptual environment
and can produce L I S P code with little effort. After pilottesting P E T A L with a small n u m b e r of students w e are
n o w beginning to consider its potential as an interface to
an intelligent tutoring system (specifically the S C E N T - 3
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system). Interacting with P E T A L , students make explicit
the general strategies and specific plans they arc
considering. This knowledge about strategies and plans is
extremely useful and difficult to infer in a standard
intelligent tutoring system. The additional knowledge
available to a tutoring system that uses a mental modelbased interface is considerable. At the same lime, the added
benefit of knowledgeable feedback to the student using
P E T A L should prove to be substantial. Although much
more research is needed, P E T A L promises to be a viable
front-end for the S C E N T intelligent tutoring system.
Conclusion
Intelligent tutoring systems will achieve their fullest
potential when they can support students' learning at the
deep "mental modelling" levels, rather than merely support
their understanding at a surface level. W e have examined
how to create such support tools for the domain of
programming, in particular for recursive programming
concepts. A prerequisite to the success of our endeavour
has been to carry out an empirical study delineating the
space of mental models actually used by students. Then
support tools for each identified mental model have been
defined and are currently being tested on students. Student
use of these tools is feeding back into our understanding of
the mental models themselves. The symbiotic relationship
between empirical studies and the system that grows out of
these studies is an important lesson of this research.
This research also contributes to the burgeoning body of
knowledge about mental models. In contrast to the usual
mental models of physical systems, w e investigate mental
models in an abstract domain. Recursion in computer
programming has two features: first, it is a problem
solving technique used in synthesizing programs, and
second, it is a process or control structure that controls the
execution order of the program. Using the synthesis
models of recursion, discussed in this paper, students
formulate recursive solutions. O u r experiments have
shown that students do indeed employ mental models in
recursive problem solving, that they adopt more
sophisticated mental models as the need arises, and that
they can switch among mental models as appropriate.
Moreover, our woiic on P E T A L adds to the repertoire of
tools to support deep conceptualization by students as they
learn. Our P E T s are similar to so-called intermediate
representations employed in various intelligent tutoring
systems such as the Bridge Tutor (Bonar & Cunningham
1988), G I L (Reiser et al 1990), and Angle (Koedinger &
Anderson 1990). However, w e provide several different
representations, rather than just one as in these other
systems. These multiple representations are proving to be
valuable pedagogically, and are being used to help us refine
and clarify our understanding of the structure and use of
mental models. They also provide us with a precise lens
through which to view the genetic relationships students
evolve among several different mental models.
Our future work will continue to refine and elaborate
these mental models. W e will explore h o w students
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actually use the mental models, especially h o w use of the
models is altered as student knowledge evolves. Finally,
w e will continue to investigate h o w to build effective
support tools for the mental model level of learning.
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Abstract

which typicality or similarity are computed, and the
second variable is the descriptor(s) with respect to which
typicality or similarity are computed. T h e last two
examples of relational statements represent the fact that
ducks and geese are similar in their habitats, but dissimilar
in neck length.
The other two types of expressions in Table 1 are called
mutual implications and mutual dependencies.A mutual
implication specifies h o w one statement is related to
another statement. T h e example states that warm
temperature and heavy rainfall imply rice growing, and
vice versa. A mutual dependency relates two terms (e.g.
latitude(place) and temperature(place)). O u r model of
dependencies and their use in plausible inferences is much
like Russeirs(1986) notion of determinations. The
example represents the belief that the average temperature
of a place is inversely related to its latitude.
Each type of statement carries with it various kinds of
certainty information that affects inference conclusion
certainty:
Certainty
(y)
annotates all state- ments. It
indicates overall level of belief in a statement
•
Typicality (x) annotates G E N and S P E C
statements. T h e more typical England is of Europe,
or Surrey is of England, with respect to climate (or
any variable that affects flower growing), the more
certain the inference.
Similarity
(a) annoutes the S I M and DIS
statements. Hence, the more similar Holland is to
England, and the less similar Java is to England, with
respect to climate, the more certain the inference.

When one looks at transcripts of people answering
questions or carrying on dialogues about everyday
matters, their c o m m e n t s are filled with plausible
inferences -- inferences that are not certain, but that
m a k e sense. Often, in forming these inferences,
generalizations are m a d e that are equally uncertain,
but are nevertheless useful as a guide to their
reasoning. This paper describes some extensions to
our earlier description of a core theory of plausible
reasoning (Collins and Michalski, 1989), based in
large part on a recent protocol study. T h e primary
focus is on the inductive inference patterns people use
to form plausible generalizations, weakly held beliefs
based on few examples. W e also show h o w the
model was extended to deal with plausible inferences
involving continuous quantities and inequalities.

Introduction
In a previous paper (Collins & Michalski, 1989) we
presented a core theory of h u m a n plausible reasoning
based on analysis of a large set of people's answers to
everyday questions about the world (Collins 1978). T h e
theory w a s characterized in terms of Michalski's (1987)
variable-valued logic notation. This paper briefly
describes several kinds of revisions to the formalism
developed in that earlier paper, based on the results of a
more recent protocol study.
There are four types of expressions in the core theory
of Collins and Michalski (1989) that are shown in Table
1. T h e first are simple statements consisting of a
descriptor d (e.g. means-of-locomotion) applied to an
argument a (e.g. birds) and realized by a referent r (e.g.
flying). The brackets and dots around the referent indicate
that there m a y be other means of locomotion for birds,
such as walking. T h e second kind of expression involves
one of four relations: G E N for generalization, S P E C for
specialization, S I M for similarity, and D I S for
dissimilarity. Each relational statement specifies a
context ( C X ) where thefirstvariable is the domain over

Conditional

Likelihood (a,P)

modifies

dependencies and implications. For example, a
indicates h o w m u c h latitude depends on temperature,
and P h o w much temperature depends on latitude.
Frequency (0) reflects the all/some distinction in
logic, but as a continuous variable. I.e., the
frequency of daffodils and roses in different parts of
England. The more frequent daffodils and roses are in
England, the more likely they are found in Europe,
Surrey, Holland, or even Java.
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Table 1: Different Types of Expressions in the Core Theory

Statements (S):

ai R E L 32 in C X (A.d)

Statements (R)

ai G E N 32 in C X (A.d)

bird G E N robin in C X (birds, 3II charscCeristics)

31 SPEC 32 in C X (A.d)
31 SIM 32 in C X (A,d)

chicken SPEC fowl in C X (birds, biological chars.)
duck SIM goose in C X (birds, habitat)

31 DIS 32 in C X (A.d)

duck DIS goose in C X (birds, neck length)

Mutual
Dependencies (D)

•

Examples
means-of-locomolion(birds)= {flying...}

Relational

Mutual
Implications (I)

•

Form
d(a) = r

di(a) = ri < = > d2 (a) = r2

temperature(place)=w3nn & r3infall(place>=heavy
< = > grain(place)=rice

average temperature (place) <--"-> latitude (place)

d;(a)<-±->d2(a)

Surrey, which is a small county in England, has daffodils
and roses (a specialization transform); that Holland,
which is similar to England in its climate, has daffodils
and roses (a similarity transform); and that Jav3, which is
quite dissimil3r to Englsnd in clim3te, does not have
daffodils 3nd roses (3 dissimilarity transform). In gener3l,
when an inference involves a dependaincy, relationships
between terms ( G E N , S P E C . S I M , D I P ) these
relationships 3re specified within 3 context, C X , that
relates to the dependancy governing the inference. T h e
overall certainty of the conclusion will vary depending on
the similarity/difference between the related terms in that
context, not simply with respect to overall similarity
(which is written as "all characteristics").
The other four transforms vary the referent, daffodils
and roses. If you believe that daffodils and roses are
flowers of England, it is plausible thst most temper3te
flowers grow there (3 generalization transform), thst
yellow roses grow there (a specialization transform), that
peonies grow there (a similarity transform), and that
bougainvillea. a tropical pl3nt. does not grow there (3
dissimiliarity transform). These eight transforms were
one of four classes of inferences in the core theory.
O n the right side of the table, is a matrix showing
h o w and in which direction each certainty parameter afi"ects
each of these transforms. Thus, typicality (t), which
relates terms to their specializations, affects G E N and
S P E C transforms, while similsrity (a) affects S I M and
DIS transforms. The certainty of each of these inferences
is affected by the certainty (y) of the person's belief in
each of the premises in the inference. For example, the
more certain the person is that England produces daffodils
and roses, and that flowers depend on climate, the more
certain the inference. These parameters are described in
more detail in the Collins & Michalski (1989).
There are a number of other inference types over these
forms of statements that are described in detail in Collins
and Michalski (1989), and 3 computer implementation of
the core theory was described in Baker et al (1987).

Dominance
( d ) applies to G E N and S P E C
inferences andreflectsthe degree the subset comprises
a large part of the set. For example, since Surrey in
only a small part of England, growing daffodils and
roses is less certain than for Southern England as a
whole.
Multiplicity of the a r g u m e n t (H-a) reflects
the degree to which more than one country (the
superordinate of the argument) has daffodils and roses.
Since m a n y countries presumably have daffodils and
roses, H a is high and the argument-based inferences
are more certain (except for the DIS inference).
Multiplicity of the referent ( H r ) reflects the
degree to which England has more types of flowers
(the superordinate of the referent) than daffodils and
roses. Since countries usually have m a n y different
types of flowers, Hr is high and the referent-based
inferences more certain (except for the DIS inference).

A similarity transform (a basic inference type) would
make use of these as follows:
flower-type(England) = roses
: Y = high, ^ig = high,Hb = high, (j) = high
England S I M Holland in C X (place, climate)
: 7 = high, a = high
climate(place) < — > flower-type(place)
: Y = high, a = high, P = moderate
England, Holland S P E C place
: y = high, t = high, 5 = low
flower-type(Holland) = roses:: y = high
Table 2 shows a pattern of eight statement transforms
from the core theory (Collins & Michalski, 1989). Given
a person believes that the flowers of England include
daffodils and roses, thefirstfour transforms all vary the
argument, England. Given no other information, it is a
plausible inference that daffodils and roses areflowersof
Europe in general (a generalization transform); that
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Table 2: Eight Transforms on the Statement "flower-type(England)={daffodils, roses...}"
Parameter:
x
Argument-based Transforms
(1) G E N
flower-typc(Europe)={daffodils,roses...)+
flower-type(Surrey>= {daffodils, roses...)
+
(2) SPEC
flower-type(Holland)= {daffodils, roses...) 0
(3) SIM
flower-type(Java)= {daffodils,
roses...}
0
(4) DIS
Referent-based T r a n s f o r m s
(5) G E N
flower-type(England)={temperate
flowers...}
(6) S P E C
flower-type(England)={yellow roses...)
(7) S I M
flower-type(England)= {peonies...)
(8) D I S
flower-type(England)={bougainvillea...)

+
+
0
0

a

^ia

^r

0
0
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
0
0

+
0
+

0
0
0
0

0
0
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
0
0

0
0
0
0

+
0
+

+ means higher values of parameter increase the certainty of the inference, and
- means higher values of parameter decrease the certainty of the inference.

A Protocol Experiment

were asked a number of questions with respect to the same
set of variables, they accumulated more knowledge about
the same topic area in this context. S o these protocols
had more a flavor of scientific investigation to form
generalizations than earlier protocols.
In analyzing the transcripts of these sessions, w e
sought to identify and formalize as m a n y of the plausible
inferences as w e couldfind,each time considering whether
the formal theory, as described in Collins and Michalski
(1989) accounted for the observed behavior. Where there
were discrepancies, w e considered h o w the theory was
inadequate, and considered possible extensions and their
ramifications.
O n e issue that arose w a s found in the protocol of
Subject 1, w h o tried to use the value for the amount of
available fresh water supply in Italy to reason backward to
infer the value for precipitation in Italy. In the matrix,
there were two variables that directly affected water
supply. The principal one w a s a qualitative value (light,
moderate, abundant) for the average amount of
precipitation of the country. T h e second w a s a variable
indicating whether there were anyriversin the country or
not (yes or no). For Italy, the water supply was listed as
being moderate, and the column labeled H A S - R I V E R ?
had the value Y E S .

The extensions to the core theory of Collins and
Michalski (1989) described in this paper are based on a
n e w set of protocols collected as subjects tried to reason
about geographical attributes. This experiment provided
lengthy examples of plausible reasoning from given to
u n k n o w n information. In this experiment, designed and
conducted by Michell Baker, w e gave h u m a n subjects a
partially-specified matrix of geographical variables crossed
by countries, shown in Table 3, that w e had developed for
the computer simulation. W e then interviewed five
different scientists ( w h o were not geographers) as they
attempted tofillin the missing cells in the matrix. T h e
resulting protocols forced us to consider h o w people
reason about quantities using "less than*' and "greater
than", and h o w they generalize to form n e w knowledge.
Subjects were shown the entire matrix and asked to
fill in the missing cells, in whatever order they chose.
They were asked to verbalize their reasoning as they tried
tofillin each cell, and were prompted to expand on that
reasoning anytime the reasoning w a s unclear. T h e
sessions varied in length from one half hour to one and
one half hours for different subjects. Each session w a s
recorded on audio tape and transcribed.
While the tasks for subjects w a s less natural than the
teaching dialogue and question answering tasks used
earlier, w e think m u c h of the flavor of natural plausible
reasoning was captured by the task. There are two reasons
w e believe this is so: First the same kinds of inference
forms that w e have specified in earlier papers (Collins
1978; Collins and Michalski, 1989) were predominant in
the reasoning on this task. Second, the subjects talked
quite naturally and at length about w h y they m a d e their
guesses, so there does not seem to be anything artificial
about the discourse they produced. The task did have two
aspects that m a d e it different from earlier protocols w e had
collected. Because the subjects had the matrix in front of
them, they could consider more cases and variables than
the one or two they usually do. Second, because subjects

S I : Let's g o back and d o Italy first then... W h a t the
mountains tell y o u is that increases the
precipitation. A n d the Mediterranean climate tells
you that it doesn't typically have a lot;
Mediteraneans tend to be fairly dry climates. So m y
guess about Italy is that it probably... but the fresh
water supply also implies... well it could get its
fresh water all from therivers,so the moderate fresh
water supply... because with Egypt had moderate and
that other one I inferred w a s moderate. M y
inclination would be to say that implies that there is
not a lot of rainfall, okay. But the mountains imply
that there israinfall,okay. S o that leads m e to...
I'm not sure what variables I have forrainfall,very
light and light, so I'd go for light.
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Table 3; Experimental Matrix of Geographic Data
12x«

Climaifl

AlghinltMn

Florida
Iran
Italy
Java
Louisiana
Peru
S(*k«lchewan
Upper
Volta
West
Indies

Grain
Grown

NChE
Moderate
Abundant Corn
Modsrat* Whieat
(Irrigated)

Angola
Egypt

.Walfil
Suficly

Dry
Climate
SublropicaJ
Humid Trop.
Semi-Arid
Mediteranean
Mediteranaan Moderate
Humid
Tropics

Humid
Tropics

PreclD-

YES

Abundant

YES

Very Ught

Corn

to
YES
Rice
Corn

Subtropical Abundant
Highland
Arid
Dry
Climate

tlu
Rlv»r?

Moderate Corn
(Irrigated) Rice
Wheat
Oats.Rye
Rice
Abundant Millet
Abundant Rice
Corn

ND
YES

YES
YES
ND

Season
Description

SfiU
TVBC
Brown
Grey
Summer Rain DarIt Brown
Grey

Grey
MlldWir^ter
Moderate
Long Summer
Abundant
Even Rain
Winter Rain
Grey
Light
Mild Winter
Complex
Hot Summer
Red-Yellow
Winter Rain
Abundant
No Winter
Very Wet Even Rainfall
li/lild Winter
Red-Yellow
Long Summer
Black
Even Rainfall
Very Ught S u m m e r Rain Complex
Ught
Dark Brown
Winter Rain
Ught
Brown
Complex
Very Wet
Abundant
Very Wet

In thefirstpart o f this response, the subject focused
on the evidence that the Italian climate w a s Mediterranean,
and the fact that there w e r e mountains. T h e Mediterranean
climate led the subject to infer that Italy h a d limited
precipitation, while the presence o f m o u n t a i n s indicated
that there w o u l d b e m o r e rain than other, similar, lowland
areas with the s a m e general climate. In the second half of
the response, the subject based his inferences o n the
evidence that the fresh water supply given for Italy w a s
moderate, a n d the fact that there w e r e rivers. There are
t w o kinds o f uncertain information here. O n e is the
question o f h o w m u c h o f a contribution each o f those
factors can m a k e to overall water supply, a question for
which the subject presumably h a d little direct k n o w l e d g e .
T h e other p r o b l e m is the lack o f information of even a
qualitative kind as to the a m o u n t o f water available from
rivers. All the matrix supplied w a s the fact that there
were at least s o m e rivers.
It appears from the pattern of this subject's protocols,
and from subsequent questioning o f the subject, that h e
normally treated water supply a s if it w a s directly
dependent o n precipitation, independently of the presence
of rivers. O t h e r subjects treated the t w o as m o r e
"additive". In general, either precipitation or rivers could
account for the water supply of a place, a n d this subject
generally a s s u m e d water supply w a s directly correlated
with precipitation, unless there w a s evidence to the
contrary. In m a k i n g a c o m p a r i s o n to E g y p t , the subject
reasoned that E g y p t h a d m o d e r a t e water supply e v e n
though the precipitation there w a s very light, because
there w a s a river. T h u s the analogy to E g y p t supported

N o Winter
Even Rainfall

TemptratufB
IfljxaJa
Range
Hot
Mountains
Very Hot

Hot
Very Hot

Plains
Lowlands
Plains

Mild
Hot

Hot

Mountains
Plains
Mountains
Lowlands
Lowlands
Plains
Mountains

Cool
Mild
Hot
Very Hot

Red-Yellow

Plateau
Lowlands
Plains

Hot

the conclusion that the precipitation w a s v e r y light. B y
c o m b i n i n g evidence f r o m tlu-ee sources: the analogy to
Egypt, the presence o f mountains, a n d the Mediterranean
climate, the subject concluded that the precipitation w a s
probably light.
Reflning the Core Theory
Several issues were raised in this protocol that were not
specifically covered by the core theory. T h efirstwas the
reasoning about inequalities on ordinal referents. Another,
related issue w a s the use of reasoning about deviation
from a default value.The logic of this inference was:
Whatever is determined to be the normal value of rainfall
in a place based on other variables, mountains tend to
m a k e the rainfall higher. S o if Mediterranean climates
have light rainfall, the mountains would m a k e the rainfall
greater than light. A third problem for the core theory
occurred w h e n the "counter evidence" to this w a s
considered. W h e n the subject saw that Italy hadrivers,and
that accounted for Italy's moderate water supply (by
analogy to Egypt), then that decreased the certainty of the
inference that Italy's moderate water supply implied
moderate precipitation. This inference type has been called
a Functional alternative meta-inference in Collins
(1978), and is quite c o m m o n (Pearl, 1987). T h e pattern
occurs when there are several variables that independently
can influence a dependent variable. The conclusion is not
that the original inference w a s wrong, but that the
evidence used to m a k e the inference could be accounted for
by other means.
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T h e next portion of the protocol of Subject 1
illustrates a n e w component of the theory, the formation
of a n e w implication from the water supply variables for
Italy and Egypt, and h o w that knowledge is used to guide
his inferences about Louisiana. In the matrix, Louisiana
was given as having a subtropical climate, abundant water
supply,rivers,and a terrain of lowlands and plains. This
protocol reveals that sometime between the earlier
protocol, where he reasoned about Egypt and Italy, and
this one, he m a d e a generalization that what w a s true of
Egypt and Italy w a s true of all places.

that if Louisiana had an abundant water supply, then it
must have "at least moderate" precipitation. In the
formalization of this inference, w e have described the
pattern as predicting simply that it should be "greater than
light", light being the corresponding value in the
implication. W e take these as equivalent with respect to a
{low, medium, high) scale. (For precipitation, the term
light corresponds to the more neutral referent low, and
a b u n d a n t is the same as high.)
Has-river(place) & Precipitation(place) <--+-->
Water-supply(piace)
Has-river(place) = yes & Precipitation(place) = light
< = > Waier-supply(place) = moderate
Has-river(Louisiana) = yes
Water-supplvrLouisiana) = abundant for > moderated
Precipitation(Louisiana) > light (or > moderate)

SI: Louisiana ... Precipitation, what is the
precipitation? So the places with just a river and
very little rainfall were moderate in their fresh water
supply, and this is abundant. N o w , unfortunately
that is a case where I really k n o w that Louisiana has
a lot of rainfall. But that would be the nature of m y
inference, that it at least has a moderate precipitation
... from the fresh water supply.

This is an example of a class of inferences that was
not explicitly dealt with previously. T h e issue is
reasoning with inequalities on continuous or ordered
variables, in conjunction with dependencies between those
types of variables. These inferences all depend on the
presence of a specified dependency: specified dependencies
are those labeled with a + or - to indicate that an
increase/decrease in the values for a term on one side has a
corresponding positive or negative effect on the other.
However, by extending the formalism to include explicit
orderings on referents and allowing all inferences that
contain statements of the form d(a) = r to also allow the =
to be replaced by any of <, >, <, and >, w e were able to
rewrite m a n y of the original rules to cover this kind of
inference (Burstein, Collins and Baker, 1991). For
example, in a SIM-based argument transform, w e would
rewrite the rule as:

The generalization from Egypt and Italy is formalized
as follows:
Has-river(place) & Precipitation(place) <—>
Water-supply(place)
Has-river(Egypt) = yes
Precipitation(Egypt) = very light
Water-supply(Egypt) = moderate
Has-river(Italy) = yes
Precipitation(ltaly) = light
Watp.r-siipnlvritalv) = moderate
Has-river(place) = yes & Precipitation(place) = light
< = > Water-supply(place) = moderate
This generalization is one of the new rules added to
the theory, described in detail in (Burstein, Collins and
Baker, 1991). It is called Reflning a dependency to
form
an
implication (Table 10, Rule 3 ) .
Generalizations like above inference, where an existing
dependency is combined with specific examples to form an
intermediate statement (the implication), are essentially
the analogs in our plausible reasoning theory of the
explanation-based generalizations described by DeJong
(1981) and Mitchell (1983). except that the initial
knowledge is in the form of dependencies, not full causal
All of these generalization
or inferential rules.
mechanisms hinge on the combination of general causal
or explanatory background knowledge with a n e w specific
case or cases to form a new, potentially more useful
general rule. W e call the class of such generalizations
refinements.
In this second protocol, the subject reasons that
places withriversand a little rainfall have moderate water
supply, so places with abundant water supply must get
more rain. Louisiana's abundant water supply, being
greater than both Egypt and Italy's, means that it should
have greater precipitation as well. The conclusion was

d(ai)_r where ~ is one of =,<,>,<, or >.
32 S I M ai in C X (A, D )
D(A) <
> d(A)
ai,a2SPECA
d(a2)~r
This reformulation to introduce inequalities also
yields s o m e n e w derivation, transformation and
generalization rules. All of the n e w inferences involve
specified dependencies (dependencies of the form di(A)<-"'•->d2(A) or di(A)<~--->d2(A)), like the inference about
precipitation above. T h e n e w rules for creating
inequalities with SIM-based transforms on dependencies
and implications are m u c h like the SIM-based referent
transform rules described in Collins and Michalski (1989).
In the n e w rules for generating inequalities from directed
dejjendencies, the two arguments ai and a2 are related by
an inequality instead of by similarity (as by di(ai) <
di(a2)). For example, the relationship between latitude
and temperature range might be inferred as follows:
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latitude(Alaska) = high : y = hi, n,. = lo. ^a = ^>
temp-range(Alaska) = cold: y = hi, p^ = lo, ^ig = hi
latitude(Equador) = low: 7 = hi, \Xj = lo, ^a = ^^
temp-range(Equador) = hot: y = hi, \ij = lo, [i^ = hi
Equador, Alaska S P E C place: Yj = hi, Tj = lo, 6j = lo
hot > cold: Y = high
low < high: y = high
latitude(place) <--•--> temp-range(place)
: Y = low, a = moderate, P = low

The extent parameter. Collins (1978) identified a
parameter he called "extent" which w a s particularly
prevalent in temporal and spatial inferences. It is
necessary because people have a notion of h o w far
rainstorms vs. parades vs. continents extend in space,
and h o w long they extend in time. This notion is
central to people's reasoning about space and time,
and features of categories.
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• The tradeoff between ranee and certaintv. Subjects
appear to trade off certainty about a belief against the
range of the referent. For example, one might be
very certain that the average rainfall in Louisiana is
"at least moderate," somewhat less certain that it is
"heavy," still less certain that it is between 4 0 and 60
inches a year.
• Merging gf qHalit^tivg and q^antitativg rgagoning.
Sometimes subjects bring in various quantitative
relationships to guide their qualitative reasoning (e.g.
the A m a z o n jungle averages 85° or 1 mile in altitude
affects temperature as much as 800 miles in latitude).
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Abstract

to get past. The novice's mistake stems from an otherwise plausible assumption: namely that the direction
One way novices improve their skill is by learningof an opponent's gaze is predictive of the opponent's
not to repeat mistakes. Often this requires learndirection of motion. This assumption makes the novice
ing entirely new concepts which must be operavulnerable to a fake.
tionalized for use in plans. W e model this learning process in seven stages, starting with the
An approach to learning from failures
generation of expectations which, when proven
W e have been exploring an approach to these probfaulty, invoke mechanisms to modify decisionlems in a system that learns to improve its chess playmaking mechanisms in order to prevent the failing abilities (see, e.g., Collins, Birnbaum and Krulure from occurring again. This process is demonwich, 1989; Birnbaum, Collins, Freed and Krulwich,
strated in the context of our testbed system which
1990). The system learns when expectations about
learns new rules for detecting threats, formulatevents in a chess game prove faulty. For example,
ing counterplans and other cognitive tasks. It is
the system expects to be able to block all captureshown how this process m a y be used to learn the
threats to pieces. If the opponent captures a piece, the
concept of immobility as it occurs in the domain
expectation fails. Expectations are justified by a set of
of chess.
assumptions about what can and cannot happen in the
domain and about what the system will do to insure
that expectations succeed. Often, an expectation will
N o v i c e A c q u i s i t i o n of Strategic
fail because an opponent employs some tactic which
Concepts
the system was unaware of and which was therefore
not accounted for by the assumptions underlying the
Some of the concepts needed to successfully practice
expectation.
a skill will be unknown to a novice when beginning to
A n expectation's justification makes assumptions
learn the skill. A novice bzisketball player, for instance,
not only about the 'physics' of the domain but also
will be made aware of the concept of scoring a basket
about the decision-making process employed by the
in the course of learning the rules of the game. Howplanner (Birnbaum, Collins, Freed, Krulwich, 1990).
ever, the concept of a fake, in which a player pretends
For instance, the expectation that all threats against
to go one way but actually goes another, may not be
pieces will be blocked is justified in part by the assumpevident unless the player is told about it or experiences
tion that all threats will be detected. Decision-making
it first hand^. Novices advance their level of skill by
in our system is performed by a set of components,
discovering such concepts and using them in plans.
each designed to perform some domain-independent
One way human novices improve their abilities is by
task such as detecting threats or formulating counterlearning not to repeat mistakes. A novice basketball
plans. Components are implemented as sets of rules
player with the job of preventing an opponent with the
which provide difi"erent methods for achieving the comball from moving past him might believe that his oppoponent's purpose. Learning to improve performance
nent's leftward glance indicates imminent travel in that
involves adding to or altering the set of rules in one or
direction. In anticipation, the novice player may go left
more of these components.
to block his opponent's motion. However, the opponent may look left and then go right, employing a fake

Case Study: The Pin
'Concepts may also be imported from other domains
(see e.g. Collins and Birnbaum, 1988). The fake, for
instance, may be learned from experience with almost any
sport.

In the course of learning chess, novice players are
almost invariably victimized by the p m which is a configuration of pieces achieved by positioning one'piece
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Figure 1: T h e pin: c o m p u t e r (black) to m o v e at t i m e to

on a line of attack that includes two opposing pieces
so that the closer of the two pieces cannot be moved
without exposing the other piece to the threat of imminent capture. In figure 1 at to, white's bishop is pinning black's knight; moving the knight would allow
black's queen to be captured. In effect, the knight
is immobilized — not because the rules of the g a m e
prevent movement, but because the consequent loss of
the queen is undesirable. T h e opponent can exploit
this situation in several ways; the simplest is to attack
the immobilized knight. T h e player is then left in the
position of choosing between leaving the pinned knight
in place and allowing it to be captured, or moving it
away, thereby permitting capture of the queen.
Not knowing about the pin tactic or h o w a pin
might be exploited by the opponent, the computer
might decide to advance its p a w n at <i reasoning that
there are no particularly dangerous threats or appealing opportunites and that advancing the p a w n might
pay off in the future. In coming to this conclusion
the system looks at several moves including using the
knight to capture the rightmost pawn. This m o v e is
rejected because it would expose the queen to attack
from the opponent's bishop. In rejecting the p a w n capture, the computer has noted the role of its knight
in protecting the queen and has effectively committed itself to keeping the knight immobile. However,
it does not yet construe this situation as a threat or
have even implicit knowledge of the tactical concept of
a pin. T h e opponent is in a position to exploit this
situation by advancing its p a w n to attack the knight.
It does so after ti, leaving the system in a double bind
— i.e. a situation in which all plans to prevent one loss
are mutually exclusive with plans to prevent the other
loss. Since the queen is more valuable the computer
decides to sacrifice the knight.

Krulwich 1989; Birnbaum, Collins, Freed, Krulwich,
1990). This process can be decomposed into a series
of steps as summarized in figure 2, each of which will
be described following an abbreviated account of h o w
this process is used to learn about pins.
Before encountering the scenario of figure 1, the system prepares to learn by deciding w h a t to expect and
h o w often to check whether its expectations are true.
In particular, it decides to have the expecation that
all capture threats against its pieces will be blocked
and to monitor this expectation by checking it after
every opponent m o v e . W h e n the opponent takes the
computer's knight after is, the computer's expectation monitor signals a failure immediately afterward
at <4. T h e signalled failure invokes diagnostic machinery which examines the computer's last few m o v e s in
search of an alternative m o v e which would have avoided the loss of the knight (or anything worse). It discovers that advancing its p a w n at to w a s a mistake; if
it had m o v e d its queen out of the bishops's path at to,
no pieces would have been captured.
Having identified a better action, the system uses its
explicit m o d e l of the decision-making process to determ i n e which c o m p o n e n t m u s t be modified to allow the

1. Generate expectation
2. Note an expectation-failure
3. Determine what action or inaction caused the failure
4. Determine what bad underlying decislon(s) led to the
faulty action
5. Generate one or more candidate modifications for preventing recurrence of the failure
6. Select the best modification

Learning a New Strategic Concept

7. Inductively merge with similar modifications

In our model of the learning process, a strategic concept is discovered and operationalized following the
failure of an expectation (see, e.g. Birnbaum, Collins,

Figure 2: Seven-stage failure-driven learning process
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planner to m a k e the better m o v e in similar circumstances in the future. Put another way, the diagnostic
machinery determines which component of the planner
is to blame for making the wrong move. T h e underlying cause is found to be the threat-detection component's feiilure to construe a certain configuration of
pieces (the pin) as a threat. T o prevent this failure
in the future, a rule which identifies such a configuration as a threat is generated and then added to the
threat-detection component^.

the expectation in our chess-playing planner that all
capture-threats will be blocked is monitored by checking it after each opponent move; an expectation that
a plan will prove workable should be monitored during
the plan evaluation process.
Determining what action or inaction
c a u s e d t h e failure
W h e n an expectation-failure is detected, the learning machinery is invoked to diagnose the problem and
repair the system. T h efirststep in diagnosis is determining which executed action led to the failure. Locating this action is a matter of searching backward from
the time of the failure for a time when the system had
an alternative which, if taken, would have prevented
the failure and would not have led to an equally bad
or worse failure (cf. Minton, 1985).
Let us consider the pin example once again. At t^ the
expectation failure is noticed and the search for a faulty
action begins. T h e search proceeds by examining the
system's opportunites to act in reverse temporal order,
starting with the time of the failure. T h e most recent
opportunity to act before <4 occurred at t2, when the
planner advanced its pawn. At this point, the system
could have saved the knight and prevented the failure
by moving it away from the attacking bishop and pawn,
but this m o v e would have been a poor choice since
it would have exposed the queen and led to the even
worse failure. At t^, the computer was in a double bind
— nothing could have prevented the loss of a piece.
T h e search continues until an opportunity to prevent the failure is found in which no double bind would
negate the value of preventive action. At to, the system could have prevented the failure by moving its
queen 2 spaces to the left, thereby defusing the pin
and maintaining the guard on its knight. This would
have prevented any expectation failure from occurring;
therefore the action taken at this time is blamed for the
failure.
This method of locating failure-producing actions
is adequate for the simple turn-taking games we are
studying. Similar methods have been proposed by
Minton (1985) for learning about the fork and by
Utgoff (1983) for constraint back-propogation.

Generating expectations
Expectations are explicitly represented beliefs about
what will or will not occur. W h e n an expectation fails,
i.e. w h e n the belief is demonstrably in error, the system invokes learning machinery to prevent recurrence
of the failure^. For novices, it is worth asking h o w
the initial set of expectations is arrived at. O n e way
to learn which expectations to monitor is to be told.
Since all initial expectations are entered by hand, our
system learns what to monitor in essentially this way.
Another way is to generate them automatically (Doyle,
Atkinson and Doshi, 1986). Automatic generation of
expectations should accompany the generation of new
goals'* For example, in learning to detect and avoid
pins, the system should also learn to expect to avoid
being pinned. T h e new expectation provides a basis
for future learning.
Notice an expectation failure
Having generated a set of expectations, the system
must devote resources to monitoring these expectations and detecting w h e n they fail. If the system has
a lot of expectations and checks them frequently, looking for failures can be very costly. Therefore decisions
must be m a d e about which expectations to monitor
and when.
M a n y factors constrain the set of expectations which
can profitably be monitored at any particular time.
Clearly irrelevant expectations such as those used
exclusively in one domain — say checkers — can not be
profitably monitored while engaged in another domain
such as chess. Even within a domain, the best time
to monitor an expecation will vary. For instance,
Actually, many components besides the threatdetection component shou d be modified as a result of
learning about pins. For example the counterplanning
component will be modified so that detected pin-threats
can DC avoided. Other modifications cause pin-avoidance
jlans to be ranked against other plans, pinning plans to
)e employed tactically against opponents and expectations
that the computer will not get pmned to be generated. The
need to separate planning knowledge among components
in this way is discussed in (Collins, Birnbaum, Krulwich,
Freed, 1991)
•'Alternately, the system may learn that an expectation
is unrealistic in some respect and modify it (Krulwich, Birnbaum, Collins, 1988).
* Expectations are generated by inferentially determining which observable events indicate the success or failure
of achievable goals.
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Determining which component caused the
failure
Every action in our system is the product of decisions m a d e by components of the system's planner.
O n e component is responsible for detecting threats and
opportunities to achieve the system's goals. Another is
responsible for formulating plans, another for comparing candidate plans to determine which is best. Our
current formulation of the planning process includes
22 classes of decision and therefore 22 distinct planning components (Freed, 1991). W h e n a faulty action
is m a d e , one or more of these components is responsible for the failure and should be modified to prevent
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cess used by our system to produce component modifications is described by Krulwich (1991).
A s it stands, the system learns to detect an overly specific class of threats because its single experience being pinned could not illustrate other ways being
pinned could be costly. W e will discuss h o w the system
might learn the more general rule below.

has-legal-path(pi loc(pi) loc(p2) path a )
has-legal-path(pi loc(pi) loc(p3) patha)
has-legal-path(p4 loc(p4) sq pat h e )
has-legal-path(p4 sq loc(p2) patho)
blocks-path(p2 pathe)
-> blocked(pa</i>»)
-> blocked(pa</ic)
-1 blocked(pa</ix))
l-own(p2)
I-own(p3)
-> I-own(pi)
-> I-own(p4)

Choosing the best modification
T h e learning element will frequently be able to generate several modifications that vary in eflfectiveness and
cost. T o see w h y this would be the case, consider the
following informal example: a person breaks a traffic
law — say by making a U-turn in an intersection — and
consequently collides with another car. Attempting to
prevent future collisions, the driver could decide: to
be more careful when breaking that law in the future,
not to break that law at all, not to break traffic laws
in general or simply not to drive because it is too dangerous. In deciding which lesson to learn, the driver
must reason about the tradeoff between effectiveness
(at reducing the likelihood of future accidents) and cost
(inconvenience).
In deciding which rule to learn, the system should
consider such factors as generality and computational
expense. T h e more general rules will typically be more
expensive to use. For example, the threat-detection
rule of figure 3 is more general and more expensive
than a similar rule which only considers pins arising
from bishops. Such a rule would prevent a recurrence
of the exact failure seen in the example (in which the
pinning piece was a bishop), but fail to detect pins
m a d e by rooks and queens. T h e m o r e specific rule is
cheaper to use because it only has to be checked on
bishops.
Extensive knowledge of the domain m a y be used to
predict what level of generality optimizes the tradeoff
between effectiveness and computational expense. For
the novice, such knowledge will normally be unavailable; however, conservative guesses about this level can
be adjusted in light of new experience by inductively
generalizing similar modifications (cf. Pazzani 1989).

—• isa-threat(<...>)
Figure 3: Rule for detecting pin-threats against p2

recurrence of the the faulty behavior. See (Birnbaum,
Collins, Freed, Krulwich, 1990) for a description of the
diagnostic process used by our system to determine
which component is responsible for a faulty action.
In some cases, no single component can be held solely accountable for the failure. Diagnosing the failure
in these cases means locating a (preferably minimal)
set of components which m a y be modified to prevent
recurrence of the failure. A s the system was unaware
of the pin tactic, m a n y components require modification in order to defend against it and employ it against
other agents. T h e component responsible for threat
detection should be modified to detect the pin; the
component for counerplanning must be able to generate a response to a pin-threat if one is has been detected. Learning and operationalizing knowledge of the pin
entails modifying each component. For simplicity w e
will only consider modifications to the threat-detection
component.
Generating candidate modifications
Once the cause of the failure has been traced to a faulty
component, an explanation-based learning algorithm
(cf. Mitchell, Keller and Kedar-Cabelli, 1986; DeJong
and Mooney, 1986) is used to construct a modification
to the component which will prevent recurrence of the
failure. Modifying the threat-detection component to
detect pins entails constructing a rule to signal a threat
when the opponent is in a position to pin one of the
computer's pieces.
Figure 3 shows a threat-detection rule which, if
added to the rule set employed by the threat-detection
component, will prevent recurrence of the piece-loss
seen in the example. It should be noted that the rule
detects a more specific class of threats than would be
expected given a full understanding of the danger of
being pinned; only pins which the opponent can exploit
by attacking the pinned piece are detected. T h e pro-

Merging similar modifications
T h e rule for detecting pins illustrated in figure 3
detects too narrow a range of threats. In effect, it
assumes that the only pins worth responding to are
those which the opponent can exploit by attacking the
pinned piece. However, the mobility-limit produced by
the pin can have other costly consequences. For example, the computer will be unable to m o v e a pinned
piece to capture an opponent's piece without exposing
itself to attack. Essentially any chess goal which can
be served by moving a piece is compromised if the piece
is pinned.
Although the necessary mechanisms are not yet
implemented in our system, I will discuss h o w the more
general rule m a y be produced after a second experience
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of being pinned. Briefly, this second experience might
take the following form:
One of the system's general expectations is that it
will always be able to capture unguarded pieces. If
the attack piece is pinned, the attack would have to
be aborted, causing the expectation to fail. A learning episode, similar to the initial pin example, would
then occur. The new threat-detection rule would be
very similar to the initial pin rule, and could then be
combined with it to yield a new rule, detecting all pins.
The crucial elements of this step are methods for
identifying similar rules and for merging them (cf.
Minton, 1988). For each of these steps we assume a
concept called reasons-to-move for which avoid-capture
and capture-opponent-piece are specializations. Associated with the latter concepts are abstract descriptions
of the chessboard positions which enable them, represented in the same language as the rules employed by
the detection component.
To notice the similarity of the two detection rules,
the system mustfirstlabel a subset of the propositions
in thefirstrule (figure 3) as equivalent to the enabling
conditions of avoid-capture and similarly label a portion of the second rule as equivalent to the enabling
conditions for capture-opponent-piece. Treating these
labels and the unlabelled propostions in each rule as
features, a simple inductive generalization algorithm
(e.g. Winston 1970) can be used to produce a new
rule which includes only the c o m m o n features of the
first two. The new rule detects all pins.
Conclusion
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Abstract
Several investigations have found that students learn
more when they explain examples to themselves while
studying them. Moreover, they refer less often to
the examples while solving problems, and they read
less of the example each time they refer to it. These
findings, collectively called the self-explanation effect,
have been reproduced by our cognitive simulation program. Cascade. Cascade has two kinds of learning. It
learns new rules of physics (the task domain used in
the human data modeled) by resolving impasses with
reasoning based on overly-general, non-domain knowledge. It acquires procedural competence by storing
its derivations of problem solutions and using them
as analogs to guide its search for solutions to novel
problems. This paper discusses several runs of Cascade wherein the strategies for explaining examples is
varied and the initial domain knowledge b held constant. These computational experiments demonstrate
the computational sufficiency of a strategy-based account for the self-explanation effect.
Introduction

understood what they had just read. The Good
solvers tended to say that they did not understand
what they had just read, whereas the Poor solvers
tended to say that they did understand. Since the
Poor solvers scores show that they understood less
than the Good solvers, their self-monitoring was less
accurate than the Good solvers'.
3. During problem solving, the Poor solvers tended to
refer back to the examples more often than the Good
solvers.
4. W h e n the Good solvers referred to the examples,
they read fewer lines then the Poor solvers. The
Poor solvers tended to start at the beginning of the
example and read until they found a useful line,
whereas the Good solvers started reading in the middle of the example and read only one line.
Thefirsttwofindingshave also been observed in similar studies of students learning Lisp (Pirolli & Bielaczyc, 1989) and electrodynamics (Fergusson-Hessler
& de Jong, 1990). This cluster offindingsis called the
self-explanation effect.
Hypothesized sources of the
sell-explanation effect

The long-term goal of the Cascade project is to develop a model of knowledge acquisition in scientific
Cascade is based on the hypothesis that the self-explantask domains. The short-term goal is to model the
ation effect is caused by knowledge-level learning that
self-explanation effect. Cascade has been tested using
occurs as the students explain examples and solve probdata from a study by Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann and
lems. This section introduces the hypothesis by first
Glaser (1989) who studied students learning classical
examining competing hypotheses.
particle dynamics, thefirsttopic in a typical first-year A plausible hypothesis is that the two groups of stucollege physics course. The 8 subjects studied the first dents had accumulated different knowledge of physics
three chapters of college textbook, then read the prose
just prior to studying the examples. This difference
might be due to prior exposure to physics or to readpart of a chapter on Newton's laws. They took a test
ing the text of the chapter more carefully. The ones
on their understanding of the chapter, then studied 3
worked examples and solved 25 problems. Protocols
who had more prior knowledge solved more problems
correctly, and thus were classified as Good solvers. Unwere taken as they studied the examples and solved
der this prior-knowledge hypothesis, all subjects try to
the problems. O n the basis of the scores on problem
explain the text and the example lines, but those who
solving, the 8 subjects were divided two groups. The 4
students with the highest scores were called the Good
already know a lot are better able to explain the exsolvers; the others were called Poor solvers. Since the
ample and so produce more self-explanations (finding
1 in the list above). Moreover, because they produce
students in both groups scored the same on pre-tests,
more derivations during example processing, they use
the Good solvers seem to have learned more during
fewer (finding 3) and more economical (finding 4) refthe experiment (but see discussion below). Using proerences during analogical problem solving. Thus, the
tocol analysis, Chi et al. attempted tofindout how
prior-knowledge hypothesis is consistent with 3 of the
the Good solvers managed to learn more than the Poor
4findings.There are, however, three sets of evidence
solvers from the same material. They found five difagainst the prior knowledge hypothesis.
ferences:
1. After reading the text of the target chapter, the stu1. The Good solvers uttered more self-explanations as
dents in the Chi et al. study took a test on their
they studied examples, whereas the Poor solvers'
knowledge of Newton's laws. The mean scores of
comments were mostly paraphrases of the examples'
the Good and Poor students on this test were exstatements.
actly the same (Chi et al., 1989). This suggest that
2. Ail students commented frequently on whether they
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both groups of students had roughly the same prior
knowledge.
2. Chi and VanLehn (1991) conducted a fine-grained
analysis of all 258 self-explanations in the protocols,
reducing each to a set of propositions. For each
proposition, they attempted to determine whether
it was inferred (a) from the example line, (b) from
c o m m o n sense knowledge, (c) from knowledge acquired from previous example lines, or (d) from the
text. Thefirstthree categories are considered nontext sources. Of the propositions whose source could
be determined, 68.5% were inferred from non-text
sources. More importantly for the present argument, this proportion was the same for both Good
and Poor students. If the Good students had more
prior knowledge, more of their propositions would be
encoded as coming from the text. Thus, this result
is inconsistent with the prior knowledge hypothesis.
3. The prior-knowledge hypothesis predicts that Poor
subjects would utter more negative self-monitoring
statements because they more often fail to explain a
line. In fact, they utter fewer negative self-monitoring
statements.
Although it is unlikely that all 9 students had exactly
the same prior knowledge, the above difficulties indicate that variations in prior knowledge cannot be the
sole source of the self-explanation effect. There must
be some kind of learning going on.
Because the subjects are explaining examples, a plausible type of learning is E B L (Mitchell, Keller <k SmadarCabelli, 1986). E B L is symbol-level learning (Dietterich, 1986), in that all the knowledge is assumed
to be present in some form before the learning begins. Learning consists of making the knowledge more
efficiently usable. E B L , knowledge compilation (Anderson, 1983) and chunking (Newell, 1990) are all instances of symbol-level learning. However, the hypothesis that self-explanation is caused by symbollevel learning has two difficulties.
1. W h e n the subjects took an untimed test on the content of the text, their mean score was only 5.5 out
of a possible 12. Moreover, after studying the examples and solving the problems, the Good student's
score increased to 8.5. This suggests that students
did not learn much physics from studying the text,
and that some more physics was learned by studying
the examples and working the problems.
2. The text does not contain all the information needed
by the subjects to explain the examples or solve the
problems. To quantify this inadequacy, an extensive
task analysis and simulation conducted with the aid
of Bernadette Kowalski and William Ball. Starting
with the task analyses of Bundy, Byrd, Luger, Mellish and Palmer (1979) and Larkin (1983), we developed a set of rules and a representation of physics
problems that was simple and yet sufficient for solving all but 2 of the 25 problems in the Chi study.
(Solving the 2 problems would require a type of
mathematical reasoning that we did not bother to
implement). During this time, extensive, albeit informal, analyses of the Chi protocols were conducted
in an effort to align the proposed knowledge repre-
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sentations with the subject's comments. The resulting target knowledge base contained 62 physics
rules. Next, two people who were not involved in
the development of the target knowledge base were
asked to judge each rule and determine whether it
was mentioned anywhere in the textbook prior to
the examples. There was 9 5 % agreement between
the judges. Disagreements were settled by a third
judge. Of the 62 rules in the target knowledge base,
29 (47%) were judged to be present in the text prior
to studying the examples. Thus, more than half the
knowledge required for explaining the examples and
solving the problems is not presented in the text,
and presumably is not known by the subjects prior
to explaining the examples and solving the problems.
These results suggest that the major prerequisite
of symbol-level learning is not met, for the students
did not seem to have complete knowledge before the
example studying and problem solving began. Thus,
some kind of knowledge-level learning must be going
on during the explanation of examples and the solving
of problems.
Because the examples contain more information than
the problems, a plausible hypothesis is that all knowledge-level learning occurs during the explanation of
examples. Using the 33 rules that did not occur in the
text, we estimated that only 11 of the rules were used
during the examples. The other 22 werefirstused during the problems. This suggests that two-thirds of the
rules are acquired during problem solving. Thus, it
appears that some kind of knowledge-level learning is
going on during both example explaining and problem
solving. This is the hypothesis upon which Cascade is
based.
The hardest technical challenge is to find a knowledge-level learning method that can learn correct rules
during problem solving. Learning during problem solving is harder than learning during example explaining, because the examples provide partial description
of their solution paths which allows the program to
do less guessing than it must do when learning during
problem solving. Because students often refer to examples as they solve problems, we assume that they
are using the example's solutions to constrain their
generation of the problems' solutions, and this in turn
facilitates correct learning during problem solving. W e
hypothesize that knowledge-level learning takes place
in the context of analogical problem solving and example explaining.
Since the Poor students learn fewer rules during analogical problem solving than the Good students, and
the Poor students generated fewer self-explanations
during example studying, we hypothesize that there is
something about explaining the examples that causes
analogical problem solving to be more effective. It generates solution paths that are more often correct and
this in turn establishes a better context for knowledgelevel learning. W e built Cascade order to work out
the interactions between example explaining, analogical problem solving and learning, and thus provide a
test of the computational and empirical sufficiency of

our hypotheses.
The Cascade model
Cascade models two basic activities: explaining examples and solving problems. Knowledge-level learn
ing goes on during both. Because the type of physics
problems used in Chi et al.'s study involve only monotonic reasoning in a single state, Cascade uses a rulebased, backchaining theorem prover (similar to Prolog) to implement both activities. A physics example
is presented to Cascade as a set of facts representing
the givens of the problem and a list of propositions
representing the force diagram and the lines of the
problem's solution. Cascade explains each proposition
by proving that it follows from the givens and the preceding propositions. T o solve a problem, Cascade is
presented with facts representing the problem's givens
and is asked to prove a proposition involving the quantities the problem seeks. For instance, the translation
of, " W h a t is the tension of string A ? " is "Prove the
proposition value(tension(stringA), X ) . " In the process
of proving the proposition, Cascade derives a value for
the variable X, thus solving the problem. Although
this model of problem solving and example explaining
is clearly too simple to cover all task domains, it suffices for physics and other task domains dominated by
monotonic reasoning.
Cascade includes two kinds of analogical problem
solving. O n e kind of analogy is used when Cascade
has multiple rules that can be applied to achieve a
goal and it does not know which one to choose. T o
get advice, it refers to its derivation of the examples'
lines, which are stored as the examples are explained.
(A derivation is represented by a set of pairs, each containing a goal from the proof of a line and the rule used
to achieve that goal.) This type of analogy begins by
retrieving an example (retrieval is currently not m o d eled in a psychologically plausible way), establishing
a mapping between the example's givens and the current problem's givens, then using the mapping to see
if the example's derivation has a goal that is equivalent to the goal that it is currently worried about. If
itfindsan equivalent goal, the rule that achieves that
goal is chosen for attempting to prove the worrisome
goal. This type of analogy is called analogical search
control, because it uses the example as a source of advice on which of several alternative to tryfirst.For
instance, a student might say, "I cannot tell whether I
should project this onto the x-axis or the y-axis. At an
analogous point in the example, they projected onto
the x-axis, so I'll try that too." Analogical search control is also used in the Eureka (Jones, 1989).
T h e second type of analogy is used when Cascade
cannot find a rule that will apply to the current goal.
Here, it tries to find a line in an old example that it
can convert into an appropriate rule. It begins just
like analogical search control by retrieving an example
and forming a mapping between the givens of the example and the problem. Next it n o w looks for a line
in the example's solution that mentions the current
goal (or rather, a goal equivalent to the current goal
under the mapping). Most lines are equations, so it is
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simple to convert a line to a temporary rule which can
then be used to try to achieve the goal. For instance,
a student might say, "I need s o m e w a y to get the tension of string A. T h e example has a line saying that
string I's tension is m g sin 30. Those two strings are
analogous, and 30 degrees is analogous to 45 degrees
in this problem, so I bet that the tension of string A
is m g sin 45 degrees." This type of analogy is called
transformational analogy, after a similar method explored by Carbonell (1986). A s Carbonell discovered,
transformational analogies often yield wrong answers.
Cascade's mechanism for learning at the knowledge
level is called explanation-based learning of correctness
or E B L C (VanLehn, Ball & Kowalski, 1990). T h e basic idea is divide knowledge into domain knowledge
and non-domain knowledge. D o m a i n knowledge contains rules that are believed to be correct and appropriate for the task domain. Non-domain knowledge contains rules that are believed to be incorrect or relevant
only to other task domains. T h e most important nondomain rules for learning are overly general rules. T h e
basic process of E B L C is to use overly general rules
whenever domain rules fail, then to save the particular usage of that rule if its use turns out to be correct.
E B L C begins when Cascade reaches a knowledge-level
impasse. A knowledge-level impasse occurs when there
is no domain rule for achieving a goal and there is no
successful alternative solution path that uses only domain rules (VanLehn & Jones, in press, describe h o w
such impasses are detected). T o resolve a knowledgelevel impasse. Cascade tries to use non-domain rules,
such as, "If an object has a part, then the property
values of the part and the whole are the same." If
the use of such non-domain rules ultimately leads to
a successful explanation of an example line or a successful solution t9 a problem, then Cascade forms a
new domain rule that is a specialization of the overly
general one. T h e specialization is chosen so that it is
also a generalization of the particular usage. For instance, on one problem Cascade could not determine
the pressure in a part of a container even though it
knew the pressure in the whole. Since there was no
alternative solution to the problem, Cascade was at
a knowledge-level impasse. It used the overly-general
rule just mentioned, which ultimately led to a solution
of the problem. Cascade then formed a new domain
rule, "If a container has a part then the pressure in
the part is equal to the pressure in the whole."
From a machine learning point of view, Cascade
does both knowledge-level learning (via E B L C ) and
symbol-level learning (via analogical search control).
Analogical search control is a form of learning, because each time an example is explained or a problem
is solved, the system gains another derivation that can
be used by analogical search control. However, analogical search control does not change the set of problems solvable with infinite resources. It only changes
the efficiency of the search. Thus, it is a symbol-level
learning mechanism.
Cascade's learning is similar to those proposed by
existing theories of skill acquisition. W e believe that
analogical search control can eventually provide an

account for the practice effects usually explained by
chunking (Newell, 1990), knowledge compilation (Anderson, 1983), and other also symbol-level learning
mechanisms. E B L C is similar to proposals by Schank
(1986), Lewis (1988), Anderson (1990) and others, which
also acquire new knowledge by specializing existing,
overly general knowledge. Although all these models
of skill acquisition are similar in spirit, they differ in
significant ways. For more on the Cascade system and
a detailed comparison with its predecessors, see VanLehn and Jones (in press).

3 correct rules via E B L C . O n 6 other problems, Cascade found an incorrect solution. E B L C did not occur on these problems. O n the remaining 8 problems,
Cascade failed to find any solution or its search went
on for so long that it was cut it off after 20 minutes.
Although E B L C was used extensively on these problems problems, the rules produced were always incorrect. O n the assumption that a poor student would
not believe a rule unless it led to a correct solution
to a problem, rules acquired during failed solution attempts were deleted.
Run 3 was intended to separate the benefits of E B L C
Modeling the self-explanation effect
from the benefits of analogy. Cascade studied the exwith C a s c a d e
amples as in run 1, learning the same 7 rules as on
run 1. During problem solving, both analogical search
Given the learning mechanism of Ceiscade, a simple
control
and transformational analogy were disabled.
hypothesis for explaining the difference between Good
As
would
be expected of a symbol-level learner whose
and Poor solvers is that Good solvers chose to explain
learning
was
turned off. Cascade was slower on run 3
more example lines than Poor solvers. To test this,
than on run 1 (249 seconds per correctly solved probseveral simulation runs were made, varying the numlem vs. 154 seconds for run 1), and it answered only 19
ber of example lines explained and turning on and off
of 23 problems correctly. More importantly, a large invarious learning mechanisms. All these simulations beteraction was found with E B L C . W h e n analogy is not
gan with the same initial knowledge state. The initial
used
during problem solving, E B L C learned 10 rules,
domain knowledge consisted of the 27 rules that three
only
6
of which were correct. Moreover, three of the 6
judges found to be present in the text (see above). The
were the same three that it learned on run 2. Thus, of
rest of the initial knowledge base consists of 45 nonthe 15 rules learned during problem solving on run 1,
domain rules, of which 28 represented c o m m o n sense
3 can be learned without benefit of the rules learned
physics (e.g., a taught rope tied to a object pulls on
during example studying, 3 others require the example
it) and 17 represented over-generalizations, such as "If
studying
rules but can be learned without analogy, and
there is a push or a pull on an object at a certain angle,
the remaining 9 require both analogy and the examplethen there is a force on the object at the same angle."
studying rules. Thisfindingmakes sense. Analogical
See VanLehn, Jones and Chi (in press) for a list of the
search control and, to a lesser extent, transformational
45 non-domain rules.
analogy influence! the exact location of impasses, which
in turn determine the rules learned by E B L C . Their inThe simulation runs
fluence is strong enough that analogy is necessary for
R u n 1 was intended to simulate a very good student
E B L C to learn 9 of the 15 rules (60%) acquired during
w h o explains every line of every example. Cascade first
run I's problem solving.
explained the 3 examples in the study, then it solved
In order to determine whether this effect is due to
the 23 problems. (The 2 problems that are not solvable
transformational analogy or analogical search control,
by the target knowledge were excluded.) It was able to
a fourth run was conducted that wcis similar to run
correctly solve all the problems. It acquired 22 rules: 7
3 except that only analogical search control was diswhile explaining examples and 15 while solving probabled. Cascade still used transformational analogy.
lems. The new rules are correct physics knowledge,
This allowed it to get two more problems correct, raisallowing for the simplicity of the knowledge represening its score to 21 of 23 problems. More importantly,
tation. Moreover, they seem to have the right degree
E B L C acquired the same 6 correct rules as on run 3.
of generality in that none were applied incorrectly and
The fact that no further correct rules were acquired
none were inapplicable when they should have been.
implies that it is analogical search control and not
However, some of the rules dealt with situations that
transformational analogy that helped E B L C during
only occurred once in this problem set, so they were
run 1. Thus, it appears that analogical search connever used after their acquisition.
trol (or some other kind of search control) is necessary
Run 2 weis intended to simulate a very poor student
during problem solving if E B L C is to learn successwho explains none of the example lines. To simulate
fully.
a student w h o merely reads an example without explaining it, the lines from the 3 examples were placed
Explaining the self-explanation
in Cascade's memory without explaining them. Thus,
correlations
there was no opportunity for E B L C to learn new rules
Cascade should be able to explain the four differnor were any derivations left behind to act as search
ences observed by Chi et al. (1989) between Good
control for later problem solving. Cascade was given
and Poor solvers. Assuming that the number of selfthe same 23 problems given to it in run 1. It corexplanatory utterances is directly proportional to the
rectly solved 9 problems. Apparently these problems
number of lines explained during example studying,
require only knowledge that Cascade had been given
the job facing Cascade is to explain why explaining
initially. As it solved these problems, Cascade learned
more lines causes better scores on quantitative post-
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tests (finding 1), more accurate self-monitoring (finding 2) and more frequent (finding 3) and more economical reference to the examples (finding 4).
The contrast between runs 1 and 2 indicates that
Cascade can reproduce the positive correlation between
the number of example lines explained and the number
of problems solved correctly. O n run 1, it explained
all the example lines and got all 23 problems correct;
on run 2, it explained none of the example lines and
got 9 of the problems correct. Knowing the operation of Caiscade, it is clear that having it explain an
intermediate number of lines would cause it to correctly answer an intermediate number of problems. So
the two extreme points (runs 1 and 2) plus Cascade's
deterministic design are sufficient to demonstrate the
main finding of the self-explanation effect.
Several mechanisms contributed to this result, and
each will be examined in turn. First, when more lines
are explained, Cascade is more likely to stumble across
a gap in its domain knowledge. Such missing knowledge causes impasses, which lead to E B L C and the acquisition of new rules during example explaining. Of
the 19 rules that were learned during run 1 and not
run 2, 7 (37%) were learned while explaining examples. As the domain knowledge becomes more complete, performance on problem solving rises. Thus,
the more self-explanation, the more E B L C during example studying, and hence the more improvement in
problem solving.
The acquisition of rules during example studying
helps produce contexts during problem solving that allow E B L C to learn more rules during problem solving
even without the aid of analogical search control. Of
the 19 rules, run 3 shows that 3 (16%) were acquired
in this fashion. These new rules also contributed to
the improvement in problem solving.
Analogical search control contributes to the correlation both directly and indirectly. W h e n more lines
are explained, more derivations available for analogical search control. Because analogical search control
prevents Cascade from going down some dead ends,
it directly helps raise the score during problem solving (compare runs 1 and 4). There is an indirect effect as well. Analogical search control causes impasses
to occur at places where knowledge is truly missing,
rather than at local dead ends in the search space, so
E B L C is more often applied to appropriate impasses,
and thus more often generates correct domain rules.
The remaining 9 of the 19 rules (47%) require analogical search control for their acquisition.
Cascade provides a simple explanation of the correlation between the amount of self-explanation and the
accuracy of self-monitoring statements, assuming that
negative self-monitoring statements (e.g., "I don't understand that") correspond to impasses, and that positive self-monitoring statements (e.g., "Ok, got that.")
occur with some probability during any non-impasse
situation. W h e n more example lines are explained,
there are more impasses, and hence the proportion of
negative self-monitoring^tatements will be higher. In
the extreme case of run*, where no example lines are
explained, all the self-monitoring statements during
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example processing would be positive, which is not far
off from Chi et al.'s observation that 8 5 % of the Poor
solver's self-monitoring statements were positive.
The third finding involves the frequency of analogical references during problem solving. Chi et al. observed that during problem solving, the Good solvers
make fewer references to the examples than the Poor
solvers (2.7 references per problem vs. 6.7). These
were mostly physical references, wherein the solver
turned to the example and reread part of it. Cascade
does not distinguish memory references from physical references. However, it does have two different
kinds of analogical references. Analogical search control searches for a sought quantity in the derivation of
a solution, while transformational analogy reads consecutive lines in an example looking for one that contains the sought quantity. Suppose we assume that all
of the transformational analogy references are physical
and that few, say P, of the references due to analogical search control are physical. O n the Good solver
run. Cascade made 551 references for analogical search
control and 40 for transformational analogy. Using the
assumption, this would yield 551 x P-l-40 physical references. O n the Poor solver run. Cascade could not
use analogical search control because no derivations
were available from explaining examples. However, it
made 91 references for transformational analogy. If
P < .092, then 551 x P -|- 40 < 91 and Cascade correctly predicts that the Good solvers make fewer physical references than Poor solvers.
Chi et al. observed that the Good solvers read fewer
lines when they referred to examples than the Poor
solvers (1.6 lines per reference vs. 13.0 lines per reference). Cascade can model this effect, although an
assumption is again needed about the percentage of
analogical search control references that are physical.
Suppose we assume eis before that P of the analogical
search control references are physics, and furthermore,
assume that a physical reference by analogical search
control reads only one line. O n the Good solver run.
Cascade read 340 lines during transformational analogy and 551 x P lines during analogical search control,
for a total of (551 x P + 340)/(551 x P -(- 40) lines per
reference. O n the Poor solver run, Cascade read 642
lines during its 91 transformational analogy references,
for 642/91 = 7.1 lines per reference. If P > .017, then
(551 X P-i-340)7(551 x P-l-40) > 7.1 and Cascade correctly predicts that the Good solvers read fewer lines
per references than the Poor solvers.
Notice that the lower bound (.017) on P does not
have to be beneath the upper bound (.092). If P had to
be above, say .1 in order to get the lines-per-reference
finding correct and below .05 in order to get the reference frequencyfindingcorrect, then Cascade could not
model both thesefindings.Thus, thesefindingsjointly
have the power to test Cascade, and yet it passed their
test.
Discussion
The major technical hurdle in developing Cascade was
finding a way to constrain problem solving so that
knowledge-level learning could operate correctly dur-

ing it. This was achieved by adding analogical search
control, a form of symbol-level learning. There was
no way to tell in advance of running Cascade whether
analogical search control was sufficient. Fortunately,
it was, and Cascade weis able to learn all 15 rules that
it needed to learn.
As a model of the self-explanation effect, Cascade is
both qualitatively and quantitatively adequate. It exhibits the same qualitative behavior as subjects: It can
self-explain examples as well as "paraphrase" them.
It can solve problems with and without referring to
examples, and its analogical references can both dive
into the middle of the example to pick out a single fact
(analogical search control) or read the example from
the beginning searching for a useful equation (transformational analogy). Cascade's performance is quantitatively similar to the Good and Poor solvers as its
reproduction of the 4 self-explanation findings shows.
Cascade is based on the assumption that the selfexplanation effect is due solely to a difference in example studying habits rather than a difference is prior
knowledge. This is probably too extreme. W e plan to
explore the tradeoff by fitting protocols of each individual subject. Cascade will be forced to explain exactly
the lines that the subject explains. W h e n given problems to solve, Cciscade should reach impasses in the
same places that the subject does. However, the subject will probably display more impasses than Cascade,
thus indicating gaps in the prior knowledge. Thus, we
should be able to tell exactly how much variation in
performance is due to prior knowledge and how much
is due to learning strategies.
As a general model of cognitive skill acquisition,
Cascade shows promise but needs considerable work.
In order to be a more complete account of the phenomena at hand, it needs a model of analogical retrieval
and of the difference between physical and mental references to the examples. W e believe the existing mechanisms can also handle some well-known phenomena
of skill acquisition, such as practice and transfer effects, but this needs to be demonstrated. The major
limitation on the generality of Csiscade 3 is its use of
monotonic single-state rezisoning. With the help of
Rolf Ploetzner, we are currently incorporating a version of the situation calculus which will greatly enhance the types of reasoning Cascade can model, and
thus the number of task domain that it can model. W e
are encouraged to extend Cascade to become a more
complete, more general model of learning by its similarity to other theories of cognitive skill acquisition
(e.g., Anderson, 1990; Schank, 1986). It is considerably simpler than those theories and probably more
thoroughly implemented and tested. W e hope that its
simplicity and empirical adequacy remain intact as it
is extended.
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Abstract
In case-based reasoning, a given problem is
adapting the solutions to similar problems encountered
in the past. A major task in case-based problem solving
is to generate modifications that are useful for adapting a previous solution to solve the present problem.
W e describe a model-based method that uses qualitative models of cjises for generating useful modifications.
The qualitative model of a case expresses a problemsolver's comprehension of how the solution satisfies the
constraints of the problem. W e illustrate the modelbased method in the context of case-based design of
physical devices. A designer's understanding of how the
structure of a previously encountered design produces
its functions is expressed in the form of a functionstructure model. The functional differences between
a given problem and a specific case are mapped into
structural modifications by a family of modificationgeneration plans. Each plan is applicable to a specific
type of functional difference, and uses the functionstructure model to identify the specific components that
need to be modified. W e discuss the evaluation of this
model-based method in an experimental case-based system called KRITIK.

heuristic search [Stallman and Sussman 1977], heuristic
association [Hammond 1989], and derivational analogy
solved
by
1986]. The case-based method itself has been
[Carbonell
recursively used to adapt cases [Kolodner and Simpson
1990].
Methods for case adaptation differ in the types of
knowledge, inference, and control they use. The method
of heuristic-association, for example, uses knowledge of
situation-specific associations that directly m a p differences between the specifications of the new and the
known problems into modifications to the solution of
the known problem. In addition, case-adaptation methods differ in the types of knowledge stored in the cases.
In the method of derivational analogy, for example, a
case contains a specification of a problem, a specifica^
tion of a solution to the problem, and a specification
of the problem-solving process by which the cognitive
agent arrived at the solution.
In this paper, we describe another computational
model for case-based reasoning in which qualitative models of cases are used to generate case modifications.
A Model-Based Method for
Case Adaptation

C a s e Adaptation in C a s e - B a s e d Reasoning
Much of real-world problem solving appears to be casebased. Cognitive agents often seem to solve new problems by retrieving and adapting solutions to similar
problems that they have encountered in the past. These
observations have recently led to the development of several computational models of case-based reasoning [Ashley and Rissland 1988] [Hammond 1989] [Kolodner and
Simpson 1990] [Riesbeck and Schank 1989]. These computational models posit different methods for adapting
previous cases for solving new problems. For example,
*Some of this work was conducted when the author was
with the Laboratory for Artificial Intelligence Research at
the Ohio State University. There this work was supported by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, contract
F-49620-89-C-0110, and the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, grant 89-0250. At Georgia Institute of Technology, this work has been partially supported by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, contract F-49620-88C-0058.
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The core idea in the model-based approach to case adaptation is that in addition to their knowledge of solutions
to problems encountered previously, cognitive agents often also comprehendhow a solution actually satisfies the
constraints of the problem. This comprehension can be
expressed in the form of a qualitative model for the case
and used for adapting the case in solving a new problem. A designer, for example, may not only know the
functions and the structure of a previously encountered
artifact, but m a y also comprehend how the structure
of the artifact produces its functions. If and when this
type of knowledge is available in memory, it can be accessed and used in adapting the structure of the known
artifact to design new ones.
The main issues in this model-based approach to case
adaptation, then, are (i) how to represent the qualitative
models of cases, (ii) how to index the models in m e m ory, (iii) how to access them when needed, and (iv) how
to use them in case adaptation. The KRITIK project
investigates these issues in the context of solving design

problems in the domain of physical devices [Goel 1989].
K R I T I K is a fully operational system that uses the casebcised method for designing physical devices, and the
model-based method for adapting design cases. It thus
integrates model-based reasoning with case-based reasoning.
In KRITIK, the case-adaptation task is to m a p the
differences between the function desired of a device and
the function delivered by the retrieved design case into
candidate modifications to the structure of the known
design (functional differences —^ structural modifications). K R I T I K uses knowledge of how the structure
of the known device achieves its functions (structure —*
function) for generating useful candidate modifications.
This knowledge is expressed as a qualitative functionstructure model that specifies how the internal causal
mechanisms of the known device compose the functional
abstractions of its structural components into the functions of the device as a whole.
A design case in K R I T I K contains three types of
knowledge: (i) a specification of the functions delivered
by a previously encountered design, (ii) a specification
of the structure of the stored design, and (iii) a pointer
to the qualitative function-structure model of the design. The cases are indexed by the functions delivered
by the stored designs, and themselves act as indices
to the function-structure-models of the designs. The
knowledge content of a given function-structure model
is specific to a particular design case but the representation language is useful for specifying the models of a
large class of physical devices.
K R I T I K uses a family of modification-generation
plans for mapping the differences between the function
desired of and delivered by the retrived design case into
candidate modifications to the structure of the known
design. These plans are indexed by the types of functional differences to which they are applicable. Each
plan knows of the types of structure modifications that
can help to reduce a specific functional difference but
does not know what components in the specific design case need to modified. The modification-generation
plans access the case-specific qualitative model, and use
it to identify the specific components that need to be
modified.
An Illustrative Example from KRITIK
Let us consider, as a simple illustrative example from
KRITIK, the task of designing a device to cool highacidity Sulfuric Acid by the case-based method. Let us
assume that a number of previously encountered designs
are available in memory, and that the case-retrieval task
results in retrieving the design of a Nitric Acid Cooler
( N A C ) that cools low-acidity Nitric Acid. The design
of N A C is shown in Figure 1.
The desired function and the delivered function in this
example differ in (i) the substance to be cooled (Sulfuric Acid instead of Nitric Acid), and (ii) a property of
the substance (high-acidity instead of low-acidity). The
task of case adaptation is to m a p these functional differ-
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Figure 1: The Nitric Acid Cooler

ences into modifications to the structure of NAC s
that the modified design can deliver the desired function of cooling high-acidity Sulfuric Acid. The task of
modification generation is to propose candidate modifications that can help to deliver the desired function.
Model-Based Case Adaptation:
K n o w l e d g e , Inference, a n d Control
The generation of useful candidate structural modifications is in general computationally complex because (i)
the differences between the function desired of and delivered by the retrieved design case can be large and
many, (ii) the needed structural modifications can be
non-local and many, (iii) there may be no simple correspondence between the functional differences and the
structural modifications, and (iv) the structural modifications can interact with one another and with the components in the structure of the known design. Therefore,
solving the modification-generation task computationally efficiently and effectively in general requires knowledge that can help to constrain and focus the process of
generating useful modifications.
K R I T I K uses three types of knowledge for adapting
design cases:
1. Typologies of Functional Differences and Structural
Modifications: The typology of functional differences
cleissifies differences between the functions desired of
and delivered by a design case; the typology of structural modifications similarly classifies modifications
to the structure of a design.
2. Case-Specific Function-Structure Models: These
models describe how the solution in a design case (the
design structure) satisfies the constraints of the design
(the functions of the design).
3. A Family of Modification-Generation Plans: These
plans specify compiled sequences of abstract operar

tions for mapping functional differences into candidate structure modifications.
Given a specific difference between the function desired of (e.g., to cool high-acidity Sulfuric Acid) and delivered by (e.g., to cool low-acidity Nitric Acid) a design
case, K R I T I K sets up four subtasks of the modificationgeneration task:
(i) Plan Selection: First, the functional difference is
used as a probe into the functionally-indexed m e m o r y
of modification-generation plans to select the applicable plan.

BEGIN BehaviorCoolNitricAcid-2
state2

temperature
Tl
Nitric
fitric
J prop I—I param I
flow
p2
Acid
icid y /
R
I loc I
1 sub H prop I—f param

" " ^ { l i l H prop
(it) Plan Instantiation: Next, the retrieved plan is instantiated in the context of the specific design case to
be adapted.

heat magnitude
-2L
USING-FUNCln ^
A L L O W NitricAcidof
pipe2 {endl ,end2,space2}
BEHAVIORAl^REQUIREMENTS
state
liquid

(Hi) Model Retrieval: Then, the instantiated plan uses
the case as a pointer to retrieve the function-structure
model for the design case.
(iv) Plan Execution: Finally, the plan uses the casespecific function-structure model to generate candidate structure modifications that can help to achieve
the desired function.

1 prop |—I param
low
acidity_
USING-FUNChON
A L L O W Heat of pipe2{endl,end2^ace2}
IN-CONTEXT-STRUCTURAL-RfeLATION
INCLUDES
Chamber(endl,end2,end3,end4,spacel}
pipe2 {end 1 ,end2,space2}
AS-PER-DOMAIN-PRINCIPLE
Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics
IN-CONTEXT-STRUCTURAL-RELATION
CONTAINS
'.end
Pmiii)er
{endlprop
•end2.end3.eijd4.snacej}
sub
— L param
Water
temperature
tl < T 1
UNDER-CONDITION-TRANSrnON
transition 1-2 of BehaviorHeatWater
PARAMETER-RELATION
T2-Tl=f(+(Q2-Ql));
Q2-Ql=f(-R);
Q2-Ql=f(-r3);

A Function-Structure Model
A case-specific function-structure model in KRITIK is
an instantiation of a more general component-substance
model of the functioning of a large class of physical devices. T h e component-substance model extends and
generalizes the component and substance ontology used
earlier in the consolidation method for deriving the behaviors of a device from the behavioral interactions between its structural components [Bylander and Chandrasekaran 1985]. Knowledge of a case-specific functionstructure model in K R I T I K is represented and organized in a behavioral representation language. T h e behavioral representation language extends and generalizes the functional representation scheme for representing knowledge of the functioning of a device [Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran 1986].
The function-structure model of a given design case
in K R I T I K explicitly represents the structure, the functions, and the internal causal behaviors of the design.
The behaviors compose the structural and behavioral
interactions between the structural components into the
functions of the device as a whole.

Structure: T h e structure of a device is viewed as constituted of components (e.g., battery, pipe), substances
(e.g., water, electrical charge), and structural relations
between them (e.g., connection, containment). T h e substances can be abstract, e.g., heat. T h e components
and substances can have behavioral interactions. For
example, substances can flow from one component to
another if there is a certain type of structural relation
between the two components, viz., the connection relation. T h e model borrows a typology of behavioral
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interactions from the consolidation method. For example, a battery pumps electrical charge and a pipe allows substances with certain properties. Knowledge of
the structure of the device is organized in a structuresubstructure hierarchy. A substructure is represented
as a schema that specifies its functional abstractions,
structural relations, modalities, parameters, etc.

Functions: Knowledge of the functions of a device is
also represented in the form of schemas. The schema
for function specifies the behavioral state it takes as input and the behavioral state it gives as output. It also
specifies the internal causal behaviors responsible for
transforming the input behavioral state into the output
behaviored state. Thus, like in the functional representation scheme, the functions act as indices to the behaviors. In addition, the function schema specifies the device conditions under which the behavior accomplishes
the function, and the stimulus from the environment
which triggers the behavior.

Internal Causal Behaviors: Knowledge of the internaJ causal behaviors of a device is represented as directed acyclic graphs ( D A G S ) of behavioral states and
state transitions. A fragment of one behavior of N A C
is shown in Figure 2. A behavioral state in an internal behavior is represented in the form of schemas. The
state schema specifies the location, property, and pa^
rameters and parameter values of a substance. For example, the schema labeled state2 in Figure 2 specifies
that (some quantity of) Nitric Acid is at point p2 in
the device space, and has the properties of temperature
and flow rate with values T l and R respectively. The
state schema may also specify the substances contained
within a substance, e.g., in state2 in Figure 2, Nitric
Acid contains heat with magnitude Ql.
A behavioral-state transition in an internal behavior
is annotated by the behavioral interactions that cause
the transition to occur, e.g., the transition state2 =^
stated in Figure 2 is caused (among other causes) by
the function allow of pipe2, where pipe2 allows the flow
of low-acidity liquids. A state transition m a y also be
annotated by the enabling conditions under which the
behavioral interactions result in the transition. Some
of the enabling conditions m a y pertain to structural relations between components, e.g., the structural relation that the heat-exchange-chamber includes pipe2 in
transition 8tate2 ^ stated (see Figure 1). Also, the
enabling conditions in one behavior m a y act as indices
to another other behavior, e.g., the enabling condition

under — state — transition in transition state2 =>• siateS
refers to another behavior of N A C (BehaviorHeatWater,
not shown here). In addition, a transition m a y be annotated by knowledge of deeper domain principles and
qualitative equations as indicated in Figure 2.
Functional Differences and
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Structure Modifications
The component-substance model provides a vocabulary
for expressing (i) certain types functional diflferences
between design cases, and (ii) certain types of modifications to the structure of a design. The typology
of functional differences includes the categories of substance difference, substance property difference, substance location difference, component difference, component modality difference, and component parameter
difference. The typology of structure modifications includes the categories of substance substitution (including substance generalization and specialization), component modification (including component replacement,
component modality change, and component parameter adjustment), relation modification (such as series-toparallel and parallel-to-series conversion), substructure
deletion (such as component deletion), and substructure
insertion (such as substructure replication).
Given a function desired of a design, (e.g., to cool
high-acidity Sulfuric Acid) and the function delivered
by a specific design case (e.g., to cool low-acidity Nitric Acid), K R I T I K classifies the differences between
the two functions according to its typology of functional differences. If the desired and the delivered functions differ in more than feature, then it heuristically
ranks the differences in order of the difficulty of reducing them. In the N A C example, for instance, the
desired function and the delivered function differ in
two features: subsiancel — substance2 (Nitric Acid
—• Sulfuric Acid), and propertyl —» property2 (lowacidity —• high-acidity). Since, in the domain of physical devices that can be modeled in terms offlowof
substances between components, reducing the difference
substancel —• substance2 is in general less difficult than
reducing property! —<• property2, KRITIK reduces the
latter before the former.
A Family of Modification-Generation Plans
The types of knowledge, inference, and control, needed
for reducing different types of functional differences are
in general different. This implies a family of plans for
generating structural modifications, where each plan
in this family is applicable to a specific type of functional difference. For example, the substance-propertydifference plan is useful for reducing the difference in the
property of a substance, e.g., low-acidity —*• high-acidity.
KRITIK uses modification-generation plans for several
different types of functional differences. These plans
are indexed by the type of functional differences they
can help to reduce. The substance-property-difference
plan, for example, is indexed by the functional difference propertyl —» property2. Each plan knows of the
types of structure modifications that can help to reduce
a specific functional difference. The substance-propertydifference plan, for example, knows that a difference in
the property of a substance can potentially be reduced
by the structural modifications of (i) component parameter adjustment, (ii) component modality change, and
(iii) component replacement.

The modification-generation plans, however, do not
know what components in the given design need to
modified. The substance-property-difference plan, for
example, does not know which components in NAC's
design need to be modified. This is determined by
the component-substance model for N A C . First, the
substance-property-difference plan uses the N A C case as
a pointer to retrieve the component-substance model for
N A C (recall that a case contains a pointer to its qualitative model). Next, since the substance property differ-

on house doors, and rotational devices such as reaction
wheels.
KRITIK shows that the model-based method is
quite effective for adapting design cases because the
caae-specific component-substance model explicitly represents the behavioral states of the known device,
the functional role played by each structural component in the state transitions, the enabling conditions for the transitions, and so on. It also shows
that the model-based method is quite efficient beence low-acidity —>• high-acidity occms in the function of cause each modification-generation plan needs to search
cooling low-acidity Nitric Acid, the substance-propertyonly a small portion of the design. For example, the
difference plan uses this function to access the internal
substance-property-difference plan searches only the internal causal behavior responsible for the function of
causal behavior responsible for it, a fragment of which
cooling low-acidity Nitric Acid (ignoring all structural
is shown in Figure 2 (recall that in the componentcomponents that do not play any functional role in
substance model, functions act as indices to the bethis behavior). The organization of the componenthaviors responsible for them). Then, the substanceproperty-difference plan traces through the retrieved
substance model thus constrains and focuses the search
for generating structure modifications that can help to
behavior, checking each state transition in it to determine whether reducing the substance property differreduce a given functional difference.
ence low-acidity —>• high-acidity requires any component
Of course, the model-based method, like any other
method, is applicable only when the types of knowlin the transition to be modified (or replaced). If so,
it generates the corresponding structure modification.
edge it uses are available in the domain of interest.
For example, when the plan arrives at the transition
Our experience with KRITIK suggests that case-specific
state2 =*• stated shown in Figure 2, itfindsthat pipe2 al- component-substance models are readily available in the
lows the flow of only low-acidity substances. It therefore
domain of physical devices. Whether the model-based
generates the structure modifications of (i) component
method is useful outside physical domains is an empirparameter adjustment (in case pipe2 can allow the flow
ical issue that KRITIK does not answer. In any event,
the domain of physical devices is very large and imporof high-acidity substances in a different parameter setting), (ii) component modality change (in case pipe2 can
tant; it includes, for example, all engineering devices.
allow the flow of high-acidity substances in a different
Related Research
mode of operation), and (iii) component replacement
(in case thefirsttwo modifications are not possible and
Goel and Chandrasekaran [1989] have earlier proposed
pipe2 has to be replaced with some new — pipe2 which
the use of function-structure models for generating modcan allow theflowof high-acidity substances). The genifications to the designs of physical devices for achieverated modifications can now be evaluated but that is
ing new device functionalities. The KRITIK system
different task altogether (see Goel [1989] for how KRItransforms their proposal into a computational model
TIK uses the model-based approach to solve it).
for case-based problem solving.
In this way, the substance-property-difference plan
Simmons and Davis [1987] have used causal domain
uses the component-substance model for N A C to genermodels for debugging plans but only for testing modate structural modifications that can help to reduce the
ifications to a plan, not for generating the modifica^
functional difference low-acidity —>• high-acidity. The
tions. Koton [1988] has used causal domain models for
substance-difference plan corresponding to the funccomprehending diagnostic problems in internal medicine
tional difference of substancel —^ substance2 (Nitric
and retrieving appropriate diagnostic cases from m e m Acid —>• Sulfuric Acid) similarly results in the generation
ory. Sycara and Navinchandra [1989] similarly have proof the structure modification of substance substitution
posed the use of causal domain models for elaborating
NitricAcid —• SulfuricAcid.
engineering design problems and retrieving appropriate cases from memory. The KRITIK system uses the
Evaluation of the Model-Based Method
model-based approach for three subtasks in case-based
The KRITIK system evaluates model-based method for
reasoning: retrieval of relevant cases from memory, gencase adaptation in two different domains: heat exchangeration of modifications to the retrieved case, and evaluation of the generated modifications. In this paper, we
ers such as N A C , and electrical circuits such as the
have described only its use of the model-based method
electrical circuit in aflashlight.This insures that the
for generation of case modifications.
method is not specific to any narrow domain. The deIn addition to the differences in tasks and domains,
sign tasks KRITIK solves range from simple "naive"
our model-based approach to case-based reasoning difdesign tasks in the domain of electrical circuits to comfers from that of Simmons and Davis, Koton, and Sycara
plex "expert" tasks in the domain of heat exchangers.
W e are currently extending the KRITIK system to two
and Navinchandra, in the representation and organization of the qualitative model it uses. Below, we describe
new domains: electromagnetic devices such as buzzers
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these differences by comparing our model-based method
to Sycara and Navinchandra's. First, while their methods use causal models, our method uses deeper functionstructure models. The states and the state transitions
in their models are grounded neither in the function
nor in the structure of the system. In contrast, the
component-substance model explicitly relates the internal causal behaviors to both the function and the structure of a device, and thus constrains them both from the
top and the bottom. Second, the states and the state
transitions in their models are represented as character strings. In contrast, the behavioral representation
leinguage provides a specific vocabulary for expressing
the semantics of behavioral states and state transitions.
Third, their methods do not provide any scheme for
organizing knowledge of the internal causal behaviors
of a system. In contrast, the behavioral representation
language provides a specific vocabulary for organizing
knowledge of the behaviors around the functions they
achieve. Fourth, their models do not provide any typology of structural or behavioral interactions between
the components of a system, or of the functional differences and structural differences between cases. In
contrast, the component-substance model explicitly provides these typologies. Fifth, as a consequence of above,
their model-based methods can handle only very simple forms of causal reasoning. In contrast, our modelbased method involves teleological reasoning about the
functions of physical devices and topographic reasoning
about their structures, in addition to causal reasoning.
As mentioned earlier, the component-substance
model and the behavioral representation language integrate and generalize two earlier device representations:
the functional representation scheme and the consolida^
tion method. The model and the language are complementary to the commonsense algorithms of Rieger and
Grinberg [1978]. The representation of behavioral states
and state transitions in our scheme is similar to their
representations. The typology of structural, causal, and
behavioral relations in our scheme and the types of inferences this scheme enables, complement those used in
the commonsense algorithms.
Finally, the model-based method for case adapta^
tion is complementary to Carbonell's [1986] method of
derivational analogy. The method of derivational analogy uses knowledge of the problem-solving process by
which the agent arrived at the solution to a previous
problem. The model-based based, in contrast, uses
knowledge of how the solution of the previous problem
satisfies its constraints. The interaction between the
two approaches is an open research issue.
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Abstract
Over the past few years there has been a growing interest in the notion of using causal explanations in both learning ([Dejong and Mooney,
1986] [Mitchell et a/., 1986]) and planning ([Hammond, 1989], [Hammond, 1987] and [Simmonsand
Davis, 1987]). The study of how complex causal
explanations can be used in learning has turned
into something of a cottage industry in AI; however, little attention has paid to how explanations
may be constructed. In this paper, we will examine some of the current proposals concerning the
process of explanation, augment them with a few
ideas of our own, and suggest a new, more strategic level of knowledge about explanations that can
be used to guide the explanation process. In particular, we are interested in the problems involved
with integrating rule-based methods of explanation construction with memory-based approaches.

E x p l a n a t i o n : U s e vs. C o n s t r u c t i o n
In recent years, explanation has been rediscovered as
a theoretical issue in Cognitive Science. The stress,
however, in the study of explanation has been aimed at
the use of explanations, rather than their construction.
Little work has been done on the issue of explanation
as a constructive task. Our goal is to develop a model
of the task that is a content theory of the process of explanation. In particular, we are interested in a theory
that includes a strategic level of knowledge about explanations that can be used to guide the construction
as well as the use of explanations.
The need for such a theory is straightforward: Explanations are being billed as the answer to the problem of credit assignment in learning ([Dejong and
Mooney, 1986] and [Mitchell et ai, 1986]) as well as a
'This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, monitored by the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research under contract F4962088-C-0058, and the Office of Naval Research under contract
N0014-85-K-010.
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credible approach to avoiding extensive search in planning ([Hammond, 1989], [Hammond, 1987] and Simmons and Davis, 1987]). For these claims to be anything more than the exchange of one set of intractable
problems for another, we need a theory that provides
us with a method for constructing as well as for using causal explanations. As afirststep towards this,
we will examine the different proposals that have been
made concerning explanation as a task and attempt
to organize the operations required by each in into a
single knowledge base. W e will further propose a threeleveled organization of that knowledge base into Task,
M e t h o d and D o m a i n level knowledge.
Explanation in Learning: Backward
Chaining
The most recent impact that causal explanation has
had in Artificial Intelligence is as a mechanism for
credit assignment in various theories of learning. Initially proposed as a method for learning macro operators in STRIPS ([Fikes et ai, 1972]) it was rediscovered by both DeJong and Mitchell and implemented
in E G G s and E B G respectively. Although both researchers suggest an interesting use for explanations,
neither has gone on to suggest an advancement over
existing methods for the construction of the explanations that they use.
DeJong, because he has been concerned with domains involving planful action, has relied on a P A M like ([Wilensky, 1978]) process of explanation that performs goal regression; that is, backward chaining from
a perceived goal through the steps that are input to the
system. The back chaining is done using a set of causal
rules that include provide links between actions, states
and intentions. As in P A M , an action is explained
when it is linked to a plan, a plan is explained when
it is linked to a goal and a goal is explained when it is
either linked to an existing theme or has been provided
to the system as part of its input.
Unfortunately, also like P A M , this process is nondeterministic and therefore potentially exponential.
DeJong handles this problem by introducing an arbitrary length limit to the chains that the explanation

process is allowed to construct. As a result, any set of
inputs that include gaps larger than this limit simply
cannot be explained. This limit is, in some sense, essential to the overall argument that DeJong proposes
for the use of explanations in learning. Without it, all
inputs would fall into the class of "explainable" cases,
and there would be no reason to build new scripts that
are the result of the learning process. With it, the only
inputs that can be explained are those which are either
sufficiently detailed to allow the explanation process to
link the steps, or those that are examples of previously
constructed scripts.
E B L is not the only theory with this drawback;
Mitchell's E B G , though concerned with more structural explanations and categories, also faces this problem. The fact that Mitchell has tended to use theorem provers as the basis for the explanation process
tends to make this fact even more apparent because
the techniques he uses are known to be worst-case exponential. While these techniques are known to be
potentially exponential, their extensive use has minimized the problematic status of these solutions to the
explanation problem.
Explanation Patterns: Reminding and
Transformation
Outside of the realm of E B L , some work has been done
in the area of explanation generation. Schank has suggested a memory intensive approach that uses structures called Explanations Patterns ([Schank, 1986])
that record existing explanations in a form that allows them to be reused analogically. Schank's approach combines a retrieval stage in which the features
of an unexplained event are used tofindan explanation
pattern (or X P ) in memory, followed by a transfer or
"tweaking stage" in which the existing explanation is
transformed tofitthe current case. This approach differs from backward chaining because it involves search
of a space of transformations rather than a space of
operators. Given the nature of most domains (nonhomogeneous with clusters of viable explanations), this
approach is a potential winner in terms of efficiency of
search.
It appears that the techniques that Schank suggests
m a y be directly adaptable to the problem of building
the causal dependency structures that the E B L methods require. A much clearer case for the reuse of packaged explanations in the construction of dependency
structures has been provided by Simmons' G T D , an explanatory system that uses associational rules to generate approximate explanations and detailed causal rules
to debug them ([Simmons and Davis, 1987]). While
different in form, this approach depends on the same
principle as Schank's XP's. That is, viable explanations for events in a domain tend to be found in clusters, making the approach of "approximate and debug"
an effective one.
Both of these approaches rest on the overall coher-
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ence of most domains. They construct approximate
solutions Schank through recall of existing patterns
and Simmons through the use of associational rules
that are then modified tofitthe facts that require explanation. The interesting aspect of both is that they
are alternatives to simple backward chaining, and provide a different means by which the space of possible
explanations can be searched. Specifically, the space
of explanations is searched via transformational rules
that allow the explanation process to change the structure of an explanation without any backtracking.
Understanding as Explanation: Script
Application
There is a third view of explanation that is, in some
sense, the simpliest theory of how explanations are constructed. This is the view of understanding as an explanation process, in which new events are explained
by virtue of their identification within a script. The
result of this view is the notion that script application
is an explanatory process in which attention is focused
on relevant aspects of the situation by the script or
frame ([Minskv, 1975], [Charniak, 1977], [Schank and
Abelson, 1977], [Wilensky, 1978] and [DeJong, 1979]).
The basic process of script (or frame) application
has two parts: script selection and script application.
Script selection requires the use of semantic indexing
of scripts in a knowledge base that is traversed in the
initial phases of understanding. Once a script is found,
it is applied (or instantiated) by having empty fields
in the scriptfilledin with information gleaned from a
piece of text or set of conceptual structures.
Like the process of explanation transformation suggested by Schank and Simmons, this process rests of
the existence of structures in memory that approximate thefinalform of the explanation. Like backward
chaining, however, it is essentially non-deterministic in
both selection and instantiation of the scripts, opening
the door to the possibility of exponential search.
Rules, Memories and Scripts
Each of these three approaches to explanation makes
use of a different knowledge base; specifically, domain
level inference rules for backward chaining, explicit
memories for reminding/transformation and scripts for
selection/instantiation. But what is the relationship
between these approaches? Is there a way to combine
them into a single model of explanation?
A n obvious approach would be to characterize
scripts and episodic information as macro versions
(combinations) of the inference rules. This approach
is immediately problematic: The basic algorithm of
transformational (memory-based) explanation is very
different than that of backward chaining, in that the
internal structure of the reminding is altered using domain neutral transformation rules ([Kass et al., 1986]).
Likewise, the process of script selection and instantiation makes use of control heuristics that have little to

do with the search control rules of backward chaining.
Since the methods are incompatible, simply combining
the rule sets is unworkable.
The opposite approach, that of characterizing backward chaining as a degenerate form of reminding
plus transformation, seems to be equally problematic.
There are dynamics and technology involved in backward chaining that cannot currently be reproduced
within the confines of the reminding/transformation
approach.
The only alternative, then, is to view these three
approaches to explanation as exactly that, three separate and distinct methods for constructing explanations. This implies, however, that we must now think
in terms of how they interact, and how we can integrate
them into a single theory of explanation. In effect, it
implies the need for a theory of how to control the
movement between these approaches in constructing
viable explanations. In some ways, this theory will be
analogous to content theories of search control; however, the basic operations that make up the right-handsides of the control rules will differ in that they will refer to the components of reminding - transformation,
selection and instantiation - as well as rule application. The intention here is to provide for explanation
what Stefik did for planning ([Stefik, 1981a]); that is,
suggest a content theory of the processes involved in
the construction of explanations.

be modified. And script based explanation requires a
knowledge base of abstracted scripts that can be refined through the use of slotfillingmechanisms. These
different kinds of facts about a domain make up what
we call the D o m a i n Level of knowledge used in explanation.

Step Two: The Task
The task of explanation begins with the notion of an
anomaly ([Schank, 1986]) and ends when that anomaly
supported by a dependency structure that serves to
link it to known or assumed facts. As we have said,
this can be done through the use of any one of the three
methods we have discussed. But each of these methods
brings its own characteristic method and dynamic to
the problem.
Backward chaining involves the use of domain rules
to traverse a virtual A N D / O R tree, using control rules
to guide the search. Reminding/transformation requires the retrieval of explanations from memory and
the subsequent transformation of those explanations.
This is supported by rules that select the appropriate
features from the initial problem for use in indexing,
and rules that control the application of the transformation rules themselves. Script application also depends on the use of indexing techniques to find the
appropriate script in a library of possibilities.

Step Three: The Actions
Step One: Representation

In this section, the central issue of the set of actions
that can be applied during the construction of a explanation is addressed. W h a t we examine here are the
"right hand sides" of the control rules that guide the
construction of explanations. Some of these actions,
such as rule or script selection, are already part of the
standard repertoire of understanding and explanation.
Others, such the feature selection and recasting of representation, are more recent additions to this list. For
presentation purposes, the more familiar of these actions are consideredfirst,followed by more recent additions. However, the unifying notion is that these
actions may be taken at any time during the construction of an explanation. While some are logically dependent on others (e.g., you have to select a set of
features to use in indexing before looking for an explanation in memory), the idea is that these actions are
on the right hand side of rules that theoretically can
befiredat any time during the explanation process.
In particular, we want to stress that the selection of
an explanation method (chaining, script application or
reminding/transformation) is notfixed:A n explainer
can (and almost always will) move between the different methods.
There really are only two actions (aside from backing
up) that can be taken in constructing an explanation
out of a base of domain rules; namely, rule selection
and rule application. While they are not the most important rules in the library we are constructing, search

Our basic notion of explanation comes out of the literature on plan understanding ([Wilensky, 1978] and
[Charniak, 1983]) and DeJong's work in explanationbased learning ([Dejong and Mooney, 1986]). In this
work, an explanation is a set of dependencies in which
states are supported by action/rule pairs, actions are
supported by plan/rule pairs, plans are supported
by goal/rule pairs and goals are supported by the
theme/rule pairs. W e will ignore for a moment the
support structure of the rules themselves.
While, each support requires both a rule and a fact,
either can be an assumption required to construct the
explanation. This form is exactly what is produced
through backward chaining, and is stored in memory
for use in the construction of new explanations. Scripts
take a slightly different form in that they organize multiple part-of relationships into a single structure that
has a standard goal associated with it. The final form
of the type of explanation associated with scripts, however, still consists of these dependency structures.
Although there is a single final form for each of
these methods, each uses a different sort of knowledge
base. Explanation via chaining requires a base of inference rules that allows the incremental addition of
individual links to the final dependency chain. Explanation via reminding plus transformation requires
a knowledge base of known explanations and a set of
transformation rules that allows these explanations to
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nation that includes multiple actors and goals that tie
the anomalies together. For example, in trying to explain the correlation between a rise in ice cream sales
and a rise in the occurrence of drownings, one important step is to see the two facts as the dual effects of a
single cause; namely, the onset of s u m m e r . A n attempt
to explain these events by creating a causal chain leading from one to the other ("eating ice cream gives you
stomach cramps when you try to swim" or "people who
watch drowning victims being taken away tend to eat
a lot of ice cream") leads the explainer away from a
more reasonable explanation.

control rules are the most familiar. These are rules
that guide the selection of the individual domain rules
that are applied to explain an anomaly when a disjunct
of possibilities is presented. For example, in trying to
explain w h y Jack is out of orange juice, w e could have
attempted to find an explanation that involved s o m e
use of orange juice other than as an ingestible liquid.
But this line of reasoning is cut short by control rules
that give preference to the explanation that includes
the "standard" use. But chaining is only a small part
of the overall explanation process and is really only attempted after m a n y other steps are taken. In fact,
there are m a n y steps involved with constructing an
explanation that c o m e well before the selection of a
backward chaining rule or even the decision to apply
backward chaining as a method in the construction of
the explanation.
Before building an explanation, there must be something to explain; therefore, thefirststep is the selection
of the anomaly or set of anomalies to explain. W h a t
is needed at this stage is a set of rules for deciding
which anomalies are even candidates for inclusion in
a single explanation. These rules are needed to initially focus the explainer's attention on the events and
states that it should attempt to connect. In an earlier
paper ( [ H a m m o n d and Hurwitz, 1988]), w e suggested a
set of heuristics based on temporal, physical and systemic proximity that guided the attempts at joining
separate anomalies into a single coherent explanation.
These rules are particularly important when the explainer does not have a complete set of domain rules,
and thus must m a k e assumptions about the connectivity (or lack of connectivity) of a set of input features.
These rules allow a system to propose causal relationships between anomalous features that were proximate from one of m a n y possible points of view. Schank
has also proposed this type of heuristic ([Schank,
1986]); in particular, attempting to coordinate anomalies that occur at the s a m e time as well as those that
are of the s a m e type. Likewise, Falkenhainer ([Palkenhainer, 1988]) has proposed a similar heuristic that
looks for particular differences in the input (as compared to a standard model) to try to connect.
T h e important point here is that these heuristics focus the explainer's attention of a select sub-set of features that will be included in the explanation itself. O f
course, these are heuristics, and, as such, are open to
error. But it is important to understand that, like the
search control rules of backward chaining, they are essential to controlling the m o v e m e n t through the space
of possible explanations that can be constructed for
any one set of inputs.
O n c e a set of anomalies are selected, the next step
is to decide on the basic strategy that should be taken
in trying to join them into a single explanation. This
is just the decision as to whether to try to find a single cause for all of the anomalies, to explain them in
terms of a flow of cause and effect or to find an expla-

Examples of useful heuristics include attempting to
build chains forward from earlier actions, building out
from intentional actions to states, and attempting to
construct the typical theme->goaI->pIan->action
chains that are often used to explain h u m a n behavior
([Schank and Abelson, 1977]). Like the rules determining the selection of the anomalies, these heuristics
are a large part of what controls the search for the
explanation.
Next, somewhat dependent on the selected strategy, comes the selection of actual method to use in
the construction of the explanation (or part of an explanation). This involves deciding on which of chaining, script application or reminding/transformation to
apply to the problem. A s w e mentioned earlier, this
decision is not a fixed one that will remain unchanged
throughout the explanation process. Existing scripts
or explanations often have to be extended using individual causal rules. Likewise, a partial explanation
constructed using backward chaining will uncover a
new set of features that m a y be used to find a script
or existing explanation.
Thisflexibilityin method application is an important point in this model: W e are proposing an integrated approach, not advocating one method over
others. It is clear that each of these methods has its
advantages, and that each has its problems. Script
and memory-based methods provide a good means
for searching very regular spaces of explanations, and
chaining gives us the ability to do a formal analysis
of the search. However the complexity of script and
memory-based approaches when applied to less regular domains has yet to be solved, while simple chaining
methods do not allow for the possibility of reuse of already formed explanations. So, it is clear that the best
approach is one that attempts to integrate these into a
single methodology for constructing and saving explanations. It m a y in fact be the case that, as a model of
h u m a n cognition, a variety of such approaches are necessary to replicate theflexibilityof the explanation process. Depending upon how these separate processes are
defined, there m a y be functional justifications for their
existence within an arsenal of methods to be applied
to problems. Finally, some psychological evidence suggests that problem solving ability, and creativity, m a y
be linked to the individual's ability to flexibly move
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between approaches to a problem.
Along with explanation retrieval and transformation, there is another sort of action that needs to be
taken by m e m o r y based explanation systems that is
often ignored: This is the recasting of initial representations into forms that might provide better feature
sets for use in retrieval of existing explanations. Intuitively, this is what w e do when we "see something
from a different point of view" or "in a different light".
In order for this to m a k e sense, however, it must be
driven by a set of heuristics that makes these changes
for a reason.
Kass, Leake and O w e n s have done some tentative
work in this area in the S W A L E project ([Kass ei ai,
1986]). In this work, they looked at the issue of transforming slotsfillersof partiallyfilledstructures in order
to generate more indices for search into memory. For
example, viewing a race horse as an athlete in order
to find explanations related to athletes that might be
applied to horses. Most of this work centered on the
notion of moving around in a semantic net however
and was not concerned with either the notion of generating characterizations of an overall situation or in
using aspects of the macro structure of the representation to generate new features. A n example of the first
would include representational changes such as seeing
a take-over of space in an office complex as imperialism
([Schank, 1986 ) or seeing the decision to go to sleep
or keep working as a resource allocation problem. T h e
point in both of these is that there is a representation that captures aspects of the situation that are not
captured by a simple listing of the actions involved.
Recasting, as we are defining it, involves looking at
event and goal configurations at a more abstract level.
For example, in the following story:
Bob was sitting in a hallway when a w o m a n c a m e
out and took a drink from the near by water fountain. A few m o m e n t s after she left, she returned
for another drink. A few m o m e n t s after this, she
came back for a third drink. A s she was drinking,
a m a n c a m e up behind her and held a knife above
her, poised to strike. She turned, screamed, and
then the two of them laughed and walked away
together.
As with the single bug assumption, a strategy selection
decision is m a d e to try to find a single goal that both
drinking water and being attacked might satisfy. H o w
to find such an explanation? T h e flat representation
of individual actions can be recast as the repetition
of a single event - leading to a m e m o r y search that
attempts to explain w h y events are repeated - followed
by the threat of attack and laughter. This leads to an
attempt to explain the story in terms of the possible
reasons for multiple versions of the s a m e action.
In protocol studies [Seifert, 1989] subjects seem
to perform this particular recasting of representation
whether or not they go on to find an explanation for
the story. In particular, subjects often propose the no-

tion of rehearsal to explain the repeated events, either
as part of a play or movie, or for a real attack. In either case, the structural form of the actions is used to
recognize a feature which can then be used to either
find an existing explanation or help in the construction of a new one. T h e point is that there is a basic
piece of vocabulary being used to store information in
m e m o r y (and as part of backward chaining rules) that
must be derived from even the deepest representations
of events.
A second piece of recasting appears to be critical
in the development of indices that will successfully retrieve a particularly apt explanation from m e m o r y . In
representing the attack, the outcome (shared laughter)
is not the expected one, and that it therefore did not
achieve the desired result. Therefore, the notion of a
different intention or action m a y be considered through
a variety of strategies: the outcome that did occur can
be considered the intended one, and the actions recast
tofit;or the outcome can be considered a side effect of
the actions rather than the intended outcome. In both
cases, if the attempted attack is recast in terms of its
actual outcome, the scream is viewed as a successful
outcome of an attempt to scare the w o m a n . T h e addition to the representation through recasting - that the
attack "scared" the w o m a n - facilitates the connection
of the repeated actions with the attack. Attempting to
incorporate "scaring someone" and "someone drinking
water" as plans in service of the s a m e goal are m u c h
better indices to retrieve from m e m o r y the goal of curing the hiccups, an explanation satisfying all of the
information in the problem.
This process of recasting representation, although presented here as an aspect of reminding/transformation, actually belongs at the level of
anomaly, strategy and method selection. This is because the recasting of representation has a global effect on the course of the explanation in m u c h the
same way that it does in problem solving. That is,
it allows the introduction of new features that themselves present alternative paths for chaining and/or
script and explanation retrieval. These four basic actions m a k e up what we call the T a s k Level knowledge in explanation. That is, a level of knowledge
about h o w to proceed in building an explanation in
general. T h e other actions are part of what we call
the M e t h o d Level in that they are the subparts
of specific approaches. These division play the s a m e
role in explanation as the divisions suggested by both
Stefik ([Stefik, 1981b]) and IIayes-Roth&Hayes-Roth
([Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth, 1979]) play in planning.
They allow different types of knowledge to have access
to the process control during the entire process, rather
than just at a single stage.
T h efinalset of actions in the method level are those
associated with script application. T h e two most relevant are script selection and slot instantiation. W e
hold with the idea that script selection is an issue
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open to guidance by both semantics and pragmatics
(fSchank and Birnbaum, 1980]) and that slot instantiation is best guided by the semantic constraints provided by the script itself ([DeJong, 1979]). A full treatment of either of these issues is well beyond the scope
of this paper, but it is important to note that these
are the two most relevant actions in script application,
even though each is further decomposable into subactions.
The actions involved with explanation construction
fall into two main groups: Task Level action and
M e t h o d Level actions. Task level actions relate to
global issues of representation and strategy. Method
level actions are the actions used in the control of the
actual building of the explanations within a particular method being used. A n important point is that
method level actions tend to be used only within the
confines of particular methods while task level actions
are always available to guide the construction of the explcination. Knowledge of rules, individual scripts and
memories of existing explanations is stored on its own
D o m a i n Level.
Conclusions and the next step
Our goal in this paper was to outline the process of
explanation as a task. W e have tried to accomplish
this in three basic steps. First, we have posited a general representation for explanations that can be (and
in many cases is) used for work in both E B L and plan
debugging. Second, we have tried to at least partially
explicate the different process models that have been
proposed. And third, we have suggested an integration of those proposals through the decomposition of
the primitive actions thatfitinto a three level organization of Task, M e t h o d and D o m a i n level knowledge. This decomposition is thefirststep in a true
integration of the different methods into a single theory of explanation construction. W e suggest that the
final form of this integration will be similar to the distributed systems suggested by Stefik, and Hayes-Roth
and Hayes-Roth, for use in planning.
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however, case-based reasoners c o m e with an adaptation component for resolving mismatches between past
For a case-based reasoner to use its knowledge flexibly,
cases and current problematic situations. If the adapter
it must be equipped with a powerful case adapter. A
can efficiently resolve an interesting class of c o m m o n l y case-based reasoner can only cope with variation in the
occurring mismatches, then the case-based reasoner will
form of the problems it is given to the extent that its
be able to solve a wider range of problems than a schema
cases in memory can be efficiently adapted to fit a wide
applier.
T h eflexibilityof a case-based reasoner thus derange of new situations.
pends
heavily
on the power of its adapter.
In this paper, we address the task of adapting abstract
In this paper, w e consider a particular adaptation
knowledge about planning to fit specific planning sittask: adapting abstract knowledge about planning to fit
uations. First we show that adapting abstract cases
specific situations. A real-world activity in which this
requires reconciUng incommensurate representations of
task arises is taking advice. People often communicate
planning situations. Next, we describe a representation system, a memory organization, and an adaptation
advice about planning in terms of high-level culturallyprocess tailored to this requirement. Our approach b
shared models of the planning process [White, 1987].
implemented in BRAINSTORMER, a planner that takes
T h e vocabulary of these models m a y be very different
abstract advice.
from the vocabulary of the representations the person
actually uses to solve the problem. In other words, the
initial
form of the advice is not necessarily operational
Introduction
for problem solving. T h e person taking the advice is
Most knowledge-based systems are unable to use their
therefore faced with the task of adapting abstract knowlknowledge flexibly: they can only solve problems that
edge tofither current problem solving needs.
are stated in exactly the right way. This is one aspect of
W e have built the b r a i n s t o r m e r system to investithe 6n«/eness problem [Feigenbaum et ai, 1971], which
gate the problem of adapting abstract knowledge [Jones,
limits the scope of m a n y existing artificial intelligence
1990; Jones, 1991]. B r a i n s t o r m e r is a planner that
systems both as practical tools and as cognitive models.
takes advice about problems in the domain of terrorist
Even if a system contains the knowledge it needs
crisis management. Whenever it encounters a difficulty,
to solve a problem, it m a y not be able to bring this
it asks for advice. A user then presents advice in the
knowledge to bear. At one extreme are systems that
form of a proverb or aphorism, represented in a highuse radically incomplete inference procedures such as
level vocabulary of culturally-shared planning concepts.
schema or script application [CuUingford, 1977], which
B r a i n s t o r m e r adapts the advice it receives by conalthough efficient, can only solve a limited class of
verting it into specific information in the operational
problems. At the other extreme are systems that
vocabulary of the planner, which the planner can then
countenance multistep inference chaining [Rieger, 1976; use to resolve its difficulty and continue planning.
Wilensky, 1978]. In principle, these systems are capable
W e have focused on proverbs for two reasons. First,
of solving a large number of problems, but in practice
proverbs are a well-defined class of abstract cases that
they m a k e so m a n y useless inferences that the number
encode useful culturally-shared knowledge about the idof problems they can actually solve under reasonable
iosyncrasies of h u m a n planning and social interaction
resource constraints remains small.
[Owens, 1988; Schank, 1986; White, 1987]. The grass
Case-based reasoning has been proposed as a promisis always greener on the other side of the fence, for exing middle ground [ H a m m o n d , 1986; Kolodner et ai, ample, expresses a peculiarity of the h u m a n planning
1985]. Like schema appliers, case-based reasoners trade
process: when comparing options, people tend to be bicompleteness for efficiency. Unlike schema appliers.
ased in favor of the unfamiliar or the unpossessed.
Second, representing a large n u m b e r of proverbs has
*This research was supported in part by D A R P A contract
proved an effective strategy for developing and testing
F49620-88-C-0058 and A F O S R contract 89-0493. The Instiour representational vocabulary for advice. The grass is
tute for the Learning Sciences was estabUshed in 1989 with
always greener on the other side of the fence, for examthe support of Andersen Consulting, part of The Arthur Anple, not only encodes an important truth about h u m a n
dersen Worldwide Organization. Additional funding is proplanning, but also points to the need for a conceptual
vided by Ameritech, an Institute Partner, and by IBM.
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vocabulary sufficient to encode the idea of choosing between options in terms of estimates of thetr utility.
B r a i n s t o r m e r is capable of accepting a range of
advice expressed in its high-level, culturally-shared vocabuljiry of planning concepts: proverbs are just one
useful class of expressions representable in this vocabuleiry. T h u s our approach to abstract case adaptation
not only contributes to the field of case-based reasoning,
but also addresses the m o r e general problem of flexible
understanding of ^bitrary abstract advice.

The Problem
TaJcing abstract advice imposes particular inferential
requirements that constrsdn the design of an adapter.
B r a i n s t o r m e r ' s descriptions of the problematic situations it faces Jire typically encoded in a very different vocabulary than the advice it receives; therefore, its
adapter has to be able to infer the connection between
the two. For example, one of brainstormer's goals is
preventing terrorism, which it pursues by trying to analyze and counterplzm against particular past terrorist
attacks. There are m e m y ways that a piece of abstract
advice might characterize a terrorist attack, including
an act of frustration, an act of defiance, an act of revenge, an attack on civilians, a goal conflict, an illegal
action, an immoral action, part of a propaganda campaign, and a political statement, a m o n g others.
Conversely, there are m a n y ways in which any of the
above abstractions could be plausibly inferred from different specific planning situations as a planner might
initially represent them. For example, a goal conflict
can be plausibly inferred by observing an action on the
part of one person that violates a goal of someone else,
or from the knowledge that two different people hold incompatible goals, or by noticing that someone is angry.
It follows that adapting abstract knowledge requires
being able to reconcile descriptions of given objects expressed in incommensurate vocabularies. This is essentially a problem of bidirectional search. A s the above
examples indicate, this problem is potentially serious,
because the branching factor is high in both directions:
on the one hand, there are m s m y possible abstractions of
a given concrete situation; on the other, there are m a n y
ways to plausibly recognize an instance of any particular
abstract concept in a concrete situation.
In the remainder of this paper, w e present an approach to adaptation sufficient to solve this problem.
First, w e give an example showing h o w the need to reconcile representations in incommensurate vocabularies
arises in B R A I N S T O R M E R . Second, w e show that our
underlying representation system is sufficiently powerful to represent the results of this process. A s w e will
see shortly, this is a nontrivial requirement. Third, w e
sketch a m e m o r y organization that allows alternate encodings of a given situation in different vocabularies to
be efficiently related. Finally, w e specify an algorithm
for this task, which works by redescribing one representation in the vocabulary of the other.

T h e N e e d for Redescription: A n
Example
A typical interaction between brainstormer and a
user is as follows. Brainstormer issues a query for an
explanation of a particular past terrorist attack, as part
of trying to c o m e up with plans for preventing terrorism.
T h e user responds with advice in the form of a representation of a proverb; let us suppose that the proverb is no
trouble but a pnest is at the bottom of il, which BRAINS T O R M E R represents as a causal connection between religious leaders and goal conflicts. Figures 1 and 2 depict
the query and the initial representation of the advice.^
It is the task of BRAINSTORMER'S adapter to turn the
advice into an answer to the query.
?explanation
explained terrorist-attack
actor group
typical-elt terrorist
Figure 1: A query from the planner.

cause

action
actor religious-figure
caused goal-conflict
Figure 2: Initial advice representation.
T h e adapter begins by transforming the advice into a
form that could conceivably match the system's query.
A s the query asks for an explanation, the adapter converts the initial causal relation into an explanation
structure based on that causality, cis shown infigure3.
T h e need for redescription arises in the next stage
of adaptation, w h e n the system tries to match or unify
this newly created explanation structure with the query.
N o difficulty is encountered until an attempt is m a d e to
match the terrorist-attack to the goal-conflict.
At that point, the matcher complains that these are instances of incommensurate concepts and starts trying to
redescribe the terrorist attack in terms of goal conflicts.
causal-explanation
explained goal-conflict =gc
causals
(cause
cause action
actor religious-figure
caused =gc)
Figure 3: The advice transformed into an explanation.

^Brainstormer uses a frame-based representation system
with a slot-filler notation:
<fra]Be>
<slotl> <fillerl>
<slot2> <filler2>
Answers to queries are bindings to the free variables in the
query, which are prefixed by "?''s. Variable binding constraints are expressed using the notation =<var>.
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Redescription, Vagueness, a n d D y n a m i c
C o n c e p t Formation
Before we can talk about how to efficiently carry out
this redescription, w e have to m a k e clear what w e want
the result to look like. W h a t did the user really m e a n
in using the proverb no trouble but a priest is at the
bottom of it to explain a terrorist attack? Presumably,
that the religious figure caused the terrorist attack as
part of causing a goal conflict. Notice that the intended
meaning is vague, in that it doesn't specify exactly h o w
the religious figure was involved. T h e output of the
adapter should be a representation of this information
at the right level of abstraction. W h a t should this look
like? W e start with three inadequate answers to this
question that point the w a y to a more acceptable one.
In brainstormer's ontology, a goal conflict exists if
two diff"erent agents hold incompatible goals, the pursuit
of one of which negatively impacts the other. Here w e
can safely assume that the terrorists had the goal to
carry out a terrorist attack and that carrying out the
attack violated goals of other agents: goals of people
injured or killed in the attack, for example, and also
brainstormer's goal to prevent terrorism. Therefore,
various goal conflicts obtain as a consequence of carrying
out the terrorist attack.
A first attempt to represent the result of adaptation
might involve a four-step causal chain: a religious figure
incited the terrorists to carry out the terrorist attack,
causing the attack to occur, which violates a goal of
someone else, thereby producing a goal conflict. Unfortunately, this representation is more specific than the
user intends by the advice, as it asserts that the religious figure actually caused the terrorists to have the
goal to carry out the attack. W h a t the user really intends is vaguer. In particular, the religious figure m a y
have been causally implicated in producing the terrorist
attack in other ways as well: by facilitating its execution, for example, or by helping to ensure that its results
would be effective.
A second possibility is to represent the advice using
a one-step causal chain: the religious figure caused a
goal conflict involving a terrorist attack. This representation, however, is too general. T h e output of adaptation is supposed to explain the terrorist attack, not the
goal conflict. T h e proposed representation would cover
a situation in which a religious figure caused someone
to have the goal to prevent the terrorist attack; while
this m a y well cause a goal conflict to exist once the terrorist attack occurs, it is hardly an explanation for the
terrorist attack.
A third possibility is a disjunctive representation: list
all of the ways that the religiousfigurecould have helped
the goal conflict c o m e about that were also causally implicated in producing the terrorist attack, and represent the result of adaptation as the assertion that the
religious figure interfered in one of these ways. While
this approach adequately captures the meaning of the
advice, it is still somewhat unsatisfying. Representing
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a vague piece of advice by cashing out all the ways it
can be m a d e more specific, while epistemologically adequate, is hardly concise or easy to reason with.
A truly satisfactory approach should allow us to represent the intended vague meaning of the advice nondisjunctively, by creating afirst-classobject to represent "the thing that the religious figure caused, leading
to the terrorist attack and the goal conflict." T h a t way,
the advice can be represented and reasoned about directly, without having to enumerate the various ways it
could be specialized.
But what in fact does the advice assert that the religious figure caused? T h e answer, w e believe, is an instance of a brand n e w concept: an instance of the class
of actions which, like the terrorist attack, are performed
intentionally and violate a goal of someone else, thereby
signaling a goal conflict. In other words, w e suggest that
the advice asserts that a religious figure caused the terrorist attack under a n e w description in terms of a set of
recognition conditions or features for plausibly inferring
a goal conflict.
M o r e generally, an important part of using knowledge flexibly is being able to create and reason with
novel concepts. Even if B R A I N S T O R M E R has never before been asked to describe a terrorist attack in terms
of goal conflict, it should be able to do so if asked. This
imposes n e w d e m a n d s on our representation language.
M a n y knowledge representation systems are incapable
of representing n e w concepts on the fly. Usually, all
possible concepts are hard-wired into a type hierarchy
in advance, and the system can only categorize inputs
as being instances of these fixed concepts.
B r a i n s t o r m e r , in contrast, can dynamically extend its base set of concepts by the mechanism of
A-abstraction [Sowa, 1984]: A(a)(representations m e n tioning a) defines a n e w concept, whose instances are
all of the a's that satisfy the conditions in the body
of the lambda. In b r a i n s t o r m e r , w e represent Aabstractions using the notation of views, which encode relationships between incommensurate representations of a single situation. Views are instances of Aabstractions that permit one concept to be redescribed
in terms of recognition conditions for another.^
Figure 4 shows our preferred representation of the
advice after it has been adapted to fit the planner's
query. T h e pzurt-Hhole-view frame in thefigureencodes a redescription of the terrorist-attack as an
instance of the dynamically-constructed abstract concept A(a)(a is an intentional action of s o m e agent that
violates a goal of someone else). This n e w concept was
^Actually, there are two kinds of views: part-whole view3
and whole-whole views. Only part-whole views create new
concepts dynamically. Whole-whole views, in contrast, reference only preexisting concepts. For example, a terrorist
attack can also be redescribed in terms of the preexisting
concept of illegal action using a whole-whole view. Wholewhole views are similar in spirit to the views in Jacob's ACE
system [Jacobs, 1987].

gc-schema2
Ihsl goal -goall
; Someone has a goal
actor agent -actorl ; that an action occur
state action -act
; which causes the
lh82 cause -cs
cause -goall
; action to occur.
caused -act
lhs3 action -act
actor agent
lhs4 violates-goal -v
; The action violates a
state -act
; goal of someone else.
goal =goal2
IhsS goal -goal2
actor agent -actor2
rhs goal-conflict
actorl -actorl
actor2 -actor2
goall -goall
goal2 =goal2
abductively-infer (-goall -cs)

causal-explanation
explained —
part-shole-view "view
source
terrorist-attack -attack
actor group "terrorists
typical-elt terrorist
recog-conds (cause
cause achieve-goal »gl
actor "terrorists
state -attack
caused -attack
violates-goal
state -attack
goal prevent-goal =g2
actor brainstormer
state terrorist-attack)
target
goal-conflict
actorl -terrorists
actor2 brainstormer
goall =gl
goal2 -g2
concept
(gc-scheina2 lhs3)
causals (cause
cause action
actor religious-figure
caused -view)
Figure 4: The trace of redescription.

Figu re 5: A viewing schema for goal conflicts.

allows results like this to be efficiently computed. The
basic task to be addressed is redescribing specific planning situations in terms of abstract concepts present
in advice. As we have seen, this involves bidirectional
search, and unfortunately, the branching factor is high
in both directions. Therefore, neither chaining backbuilt out of a configuration of plausible recognition conwards from the advice nor forwards from the planning
ditions for goal conflicts (determined, as we will see in
situation looks attractive.
the next section, by the schema gc-schema2). The filler
One way to achieve greater efiiciency would be to
of the recog-conds slot shows how this concept is inmake
the abstract concept work together with the spestantiated by the terrorist attack: the terrorists had
c
i
f
i
c
planning
situation to guide inference. This sugthe goal to carry out the terrorist attack, and the atgests
the
following
general strategy for organizing memtack violates brainstormer's goal to prevent terrorory
to
support
redescription
inference: create schemas
ism. The source slot stores the terrorist-attack
difi"erences
in
vocabulary
and index them
for
resolving
prior to redescription, while the target slot holds
in
terms
of
the
endpoints
of
the
inference
chains they
the goal-conflict that follows from the instantihelp
to
construct.
Search
can
then
take
place
in a much
ated recognition conditions. The latter is the original
smaller space of ways to instantiate these schemas.
goal-conflict of the advice, fleshed out to include the
W e have followed this approach in brainstormer.
information supplied by the terrorist attack.
Associated with each of brainstormer's hard-wired
The petrt-whole-view in our example reifies "the
abstract concepts such as goal conflict are viewing
thing the religiousfigurecaused" cis an instance of a
schemas, which are special rules for inferring that abnew class of action, so that the system can reason about
stract concept. The antecedents of these rules are plauit without making any definite commitment as to how
sible recognition conditions for instances of the abstract
the religious figure caused it. This representation of
concept; their consequents specify how the abstract conthe advice compactly encodes an answer to the plancept should be instantiated. A viewing schema that can
ner's original query, which BRAINSTORMER can use to
relate the terrorist attack to the goal conflict is shown
continue planning. As we saw above, the only way that
infigure5. The Ihs slots are the schema's antecedents,
BRAINSTORMER could represent this somewhat vague inthe rhs slot its consequent. The abductively-infer
formation without the benefit of views is in terms of a
slot is described below.
clumsy disjunction of all the ways the advice might be
Viewing schemas are indexed in memory in mulmore specific. Of course, the system might later wish to
tiple ways, under every conjunction of the form
postulate one or more of these specializations itself; if it
(concept, recoQi), where concept is the concept that
does, the information necessary to do so is stored in the
the schema infers, and the recogi are components of
recog-conds slot of the view.
the schema's recognition conditions whose presence is
predictive of the schema's applicability. The schema
Memory Organization for Redescription
shown infigure5, for example, is indexed in terms of
(goal-conflict,action), (goal-conflict,goal), and
N o w that we have specified the results we want from
(goal-conflict,violates-goal).
adaptation, we demonstrate a memory organization that
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T h e R e d e s c r i p t i o n Inference P r o c e s s

( M A T C H adv qry):

Brainstormer's memory of viewing schemaa helps i(.
to adapt abstract advice it receives tofitqueries from
the planner: whenever the system tries to match pairs
of incommensurate concepts, it uses viewing schemas
to efficiently resolve its difficulty. For example, we saw
BRAINSTORMER attempt to match a goal-conllict in
advice it is handed to a terrorist-attack in a query.
These two concepts are incommensurate, so BRAINSTORMER retrieves all viewing schemas indexed in terms
of them, or generalizations thereof.
The system's predefined concepts are arranged in a
type hierarchy; action dominates terrorist-attack
in the hierarchy.^ Therefore, the system retrieves
gc-scheina2, as shown above, using (goal-conflict,
terrorist-attack) as an index.
Next, the system matches the goal-conflict in the advice to the
consequent of the viewing schema and matches the
terrorist-attack to its lhs3 antecedent, then attempts to satisfy the schema's remaining antecedents.
BRAINSTORMER tries to match all of these antecedents to existing memory representations, but is
prepared to abductively infer some of them if necessary.
First, the system attempts to retrieve items from m e m ory that satisfy the antecedents of the viewing schema.
In this example, it retrieves its own goal to prevent terrorist attacks. Next, the system tries one-step backward
chaining to satisfy the remaining antecedents. Limiting the system to one-step backward inference is somewhat arbitrary, but it has proved sufficient for our needs,
while putting a hard limit on the adapter's computation.
Finally, if some antecedents are still unsatisfied, then the
system uses the abductively-inf er slot of the viewing
schema to determine if it is reasonable to abductively
hypothesize them: abductive inference can proceed if
the remaining antecedents are a subset of thefillerof
this slot. (Seefigure5.)
If all antecedents of the viewing schema are now satisfied, the resulting variable bindings are then used
to instantiate the schema's consequent, which is already bound to a component of the advice (here, the
goal-conflict). Finally, a part-whole-view frame is
built from this instantiated schema, as shown earlier in
figure 4, and redescription inference is complete.
Matching antecedents of a viewing schema can recursively trigger further redescription inference. In the
current example, the lhs3 recognition condition of the
viewing schema requires that the actor of the action
be of type agent. The actor of the terrorist-attack,
however, is a group of terrorists, and groups are not
agents. BRAINSTORMER is, however, capable of redescribing a group of agents as a composite agent by
retrieving and applying an appropriate viewing schema.
The possibility of recursive redescription inference
means that brainstormer's matching algorithm is actually a kind of means-ends analysis process [Fikes and
^Two type labels are commensurate if and only if they
can be related in the system's type hierarchy.
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IF the type labels of adv and qry match
THEN recursively MATCH corresponding
slot fillers of adv and qry
ELSE (REDESCRIBE adv qry).
(REDESCRIBE adv qry):
1. Retrieve all viewing schemas indexed under
(adv', qry'), where adv' and qry' are generalizations of adv and qry in the type hierarchy
2. Until successful, or no more viewing
schemas, pick a viewing schema and
a. MATCH adv to the schema's consequent;
MATCH qry to the appropriate antecedent.
b. Attempt to satisfy the other antecedents:
i.
Try memory retrieval.
ii. Try one-step backward chaining.
iii. Try abductive inference.
c. IF all antecedents are satisfied
THEM schema application is successful.
Construct an appropriate view frame
as the binding associated with adv.
Figure 6: Matching and the redescription process.
Nilsson, 1971], where the differences to be resolved are
incommensurate type labels on concepts being matched,
and the operators for resolving differences are viewing
schemas. Brainstormer can thus engage in a nontrivial amount of search in attempting to match two incommensurate items. It is important to note, however, that
this means-ends analysis approach is considerably more
efficient than any obvious forward or backward chaining alternative, because search is much more tightly
focused. Inference is only attempted if an important
recognition condition of a concept is already known, and
the system already wants to relate this condition to the
concept. Figure 6 sketches brainstormer's algorithm
for matching advice to queries.
Discussion
brainstormer's task is adapting abstract cases to fit
planning specific situations; we have seen that this requires being able to dynamically categorize these situations as instances of abstract concepts. Existing representation systems are generally inadequate to this task.
Like many frame-based representation systems, brainstormer starts with a fixed set of base concepts arranged in a taxonomic hierarchy that supports property inheritance. The system's representations of planning situations and advice are initially encoded as instances of these concepts. In contrast to many other systems, however, the redescription process allows BRAINSTORMER toflexiblyand dynamically redescribe instances in terms of other concepts, thereby categorizing them in new ways. Brainstormer can categorize
instances both in terms of other base concepts and in
terms of new concepts that it dynamically constructs
from recognition conditions for other concepts.
Brainstormer's redescription mechanism relates to
three areas of past work in cognitive science and ar-

tificial intelligence. First are investigations into the
idea of viewing or redescription inference, starting with
MERLIN [Moore and Newell, 1973] and KRL [Bobrow
and Winograd, 1977] in the 1970's, More recently, Jacobs has resurrected these ideas in the context of natural language generation [Jacobs, 1987]. His ACE system redescribes concepts with no associated generation
method in terms of other concepts that have one. A C E
cannot create new concepts on thefly,but it would be
pointless to do so in any case, as the newly created concepts would lack generation methods. Redescription in
BRAINSTORMER, in contrast, is driven by the need to
relate abstract advice to concrete situations. W e have
seen that BRAINSTORMER needs to introduce new concepts to adequately express the intended meaning of abstract advice cis it applies to a specific situation.
Our research also relates to past work on analogical
reasoning. For example, recategorizing a terrorist attack
in terms of recognition conditions for a goal conflict can
be thought of as answering the question "in what way
is a terrorist attack like a goal conflict?" Redescription
maps the terrorist attack into a target concept that is
simultaneously (1) an instance of a covering class of intentional actions that violate goals of others and (2) a
set of conditions sufficient for inferring a goal conflict.
This is a kind of analogical reasoning. Unlike many existing systems, however (e.g.. Centner's structure mapping engine [Falkenhainer et ai, 1986]), BRAINSTORMER
does not depend on preexisting structural or predicate
correspondences between base and target domains. All
that is required is that the source can be extended to a
set of plausible recognition conditions for the target.
Finally, our work extends earlier research on case
adaptation in the field of case-based reasoning. In
particular, Kass describes his research on ABE [Kass,
1989] as extending script/frame theory to handle a wider
range of input situations; similarly, we are interested in
flexibly relating past cases to new situations. Brainstormer's cases, however, are much more abstract than
abe's. Consequently, a principal concern of BRAINSTORMER is making abstract descriptions more specific;
in contrast, ABE spends most of its time trying to replace components of past explanations that do not apply in a new situation with different components that
do. Therefore, while dynamic redescription is of central
importance in BRAINSTORMER, it does not exist in abe,
and if it did, it would probably play a peripheral role.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have focused on the problem of adapting abstract knowledge about planning tofitspecific
planning situations. W e have shown this to entail redescribing aspects of particular planning situations in
terms of a dynamically-constructed abstract concepts.
W e have presented a memory organization and a redescription process that efficiently accomplishes this
task. Our redescription process is implemented as part
of the BRAINSTORMER system, a planner that takes abstract advice in the context of ongoing problem solving.
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Abstract

inferences together o n thefly,in response to each n e w
problem. Examples of this approach include [Rieger,
1975] and [Wilensky, 1978]. Researchers w h o take this
approach are led to concentrate on methods of controUing the combinatorial explosion inherent in the
inference-chaining process. Parallel methods of rule activation, bi-directional search, and application of either
domain-dependent or abstract, thematic search-control
knowledge are a m o n g their important methods.

Figuring out what plan another agent might be executing is an important and difficult type of explanation problem which involves a special type of knowledge about plans and goals. Elsewhere, we have discussed an approach to the general explanation problem that involves adapting stored explanations to new
situations. In this paper, we review that discussion
very briefly and then examine the special issues that
arise when applying that approach to explaining intentional actions, focusing on adaptation strategies that
are specifically relevant to plan recognition.

There is another school of research that seeks to view
the entire explanation process as an indexing problem. These researchers postulate the existence of readym a d e knowledge schemes, such as scripts or frames
([Schank and Abelson, 1977], [CulHngford, 1978], [Minsky, 1975], [Charniak, 1977]) that will provide all of
the proper inferences, if only the right structure can
be found in memory. This is the "retrieve and apply"
school of explanation construction. Its concerns revolve
around h o w these knowledge structures are represented,
and especially h o w they are organized in m e m o r y so
that the right one can be found at the right time.

Introduction
Making sense of other agents' actions can be hard. Reconstructing the chain of reasoning that led someone to
believe that an action might service its goals is complex
for several reasons: (1) the other agent's goeds m a y be
obscure; (2) the set of goals that a given action might
conceivably serve can be large; (3) the chain of reasoning needed to connect actions to goals can be long and
complex; and (4), the other agent's knowledge m a y be
incomplete or even incorrect.
Plan-recognition is a type of explanation problem in
which the explanations are cast in terms of goals and
intentional actions. T h e principal problem in designing any explanation-building system is h o w to bring
the system's causal knowledge to bear on a problem
so that it can efficiently infer an unseen cause of observed events. In [Kass et ai, 1986, Kass, 1990a,
Kass, 1990b] w e have discussed an approach to the
explanation problem that involves adapting stored explanations to n e w situations. In this paper w e review
that discussion and then examine the special issues that
arise when applying that approach to explaining intentional actions, focussing on adaptation strategies that
are specifically relevant to plan recognition.

Both approaches have crippling limitations. T h e
script-application approach originally arose out of the
realization that the "chaining -I- control" method was
ignoring issues of memory. Rule-chaining systems treat
each experience as completely novel, dooming them
to perform expensive analyses every time they recognized a n e w instance of a pleui. However, the scriptapplication approach can only be employed when m e m ory contains a script that precisely matches the plan to
be recognized. In order for the matching process itself to be relatively inference-free, it is important that
the expectations represented in a script be at a very
specific level. This means that a "retrieve and apply"
system is stymied w h e n confronted with situations that
stray even slightly from its specific expectations. In
short, "chaining -|- control" is a weak approach because
it knows nothing of stereotypes, and "retrieve and apply" is limited because it knows only its stereotypes.
What's needed is a system that knows stereotypes, but
also knows h o w to go beyond them when necessary.

Previous approaches
Approaches to plan recognition have essentially fallen
into two categories. T h efirstapproach was to chain
*This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and monitored by the Air
Force Office for Scientific Research under contract number
F49620-88-C-0058. The Institute for the Learning Sciences
was established in 1989 with the support of Andersen Consulting, part of The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization.

Adaptation-based Explanation
It is possible to build a system that enjoys both the efficiency benefits of employing stored knowledge structures and theflexibiUtyto handle novel input by extending script/frame theory in the following ways:
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• Augmenting the knowledge structures stored in m e m ory, so that in addition to representing specific expectations to be matched, each structure also includes a
representation of the causal inferences that underUe
those specific expectations.
• Building into the system strategies that make use
of this caus2d annotation to adapt the structures it
retrieves when they don't precisely match the plan
being recognized.
In this augmented theory, scripts evolve into variablized explanations (called Explanation Patterns, or
X P s for short), and "retrieve and apply" evolves into
"retrieve, evaluate, adapt, apply". This is essentially
an application of the case-based methodology applied
to constructing explanations. (For a discussion of X P s
see [Schank, 1986], [Kass, 1986], and [Leake and Owens,
1986]. For examples of some previous work relevant to
case-bjised reasoning see, [Kolodner et ai, 1985], [Simpson, 1985], [Hammond, 1986], and [Sycara, 1987]). The
system uses its pre-stored stereotypes as a starting
point, but when it determines that its stereotyped explanations don't quitefita new sitution, it can learn a
new variation on one of those explanations, which, in
addition to enabling it to understand the current input,
can be stored in memory to help process future inputs.
A B E (Adaptation-Based Explainer) [Kass, 1990b]
is an implementation of this theory that can develop
explanations of unexpected deaths and disasters by
adapting X P s stored in its memory to new contexts.
For instance, A B E can adapt an explanation of a hum a n dying from the exertion of recreational jogging to
explain the death of a famous racehorse, or it can explain death of a star athlete by adapting an explanation
of why rock stars die of drug overdoses.
A B E employs a library of XPs containing the explanations that the system has generated to solve past
problems, as well as a set of patterns that is hand-coded
into it. A B E has a number of built-in X P s about death,
some volitional, others non-volitional. For instance,
A B E knows explanations of death involving drug overdoses, overexertion, and terrorism. In addition to its
X P library, A B E contains a large knowledge-base of
specific facts and causal rules, and a semantic hierarchy for objects and actions.
The core of A B E is its library of tweaking strategies. Each strategy encodes an algorithm for making
a small change to an X P in response to a specific mismatch between the X P and a particular anomaly. There
are three main categories of tweaking strategies: Those
which replace slotfillerswith causal equivalents, those
which generalize over-specific explanations, and those
which elaborate incomplete explanations. Tweaks are
more general than domain-specific heuristics, but they
are quite knowledge-based. Each tweak knows how
to search the system's semantic memory for domainspecific knowledge, and to use that knowledge to produce a slightly altered variation of a given X P Thus,
tweaking strategies relevant to plan recognition do not
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encode knowledge that is specific to any particular planning domain (that knowledge is encoded in the knowledge base). However, they do encode general knowledge
about planning, about what can make a plan-based explanation more plausible, and about how plan-related
knowledge can be found in the knowledge base. Since
explanations involving intentional actions involve special types of beliefs and rules, it is useful for a system to
employ special memory-search and inference techniques
when modifying these explanations. The remainder of
this paper will be devoted to illustrating these techniques through a discussion of three such strategies.
Three plan recognition strategies
Explanations that involve volitional actions only make
sense if the agents involved could reasonably be imagined to have performed each of the actions that the explanation hypothesizes they performed. In other words,
evaluating whether such an explanation makes sense involves simulating the various agents' decision-making
processes. This requires some specialized knowledge
about motivation and decision-making. The simple
utilitarian model of decision-making which underlies
all three of the strategies described here is that an
agent weighs the positive effects of a prospective action
against the negative efi'ects, and then decides whether
to perform the action based on whether the positive
outweighs the negative. These weighting functions are
very subjective, of course, so that in order to accept
the hypothesis that a given agent might have carried
out a particular plan, an evaluator must attempt to
understand the situation from the other agent's point
of view. The system must simulate the agent's ability
to project the eflfects of the action, then it must decide
whether the action would be worth performing from the
agent's point of view by summing the projected positive
and projected negative efl!"ects and seeing whether the
grand total is positive or negative. W h e n the system's
simulation of the agent predicts that the agent would
give a negative score to an action which explanation
claims the agent performed, the explanation will not
be acceptable. Building an acceptable variant on such
an explanation involves accounting for the discrepancy.
Let's consider this in terms of an example story, and
how explanations can be adapted to provide an explanation of the story.
• The Suicide Bomber Story
A teenage girl exploded a car b o m b at a joint post
of Israeli troops and pro-Israeh militiamen in southern Lebanon. The bomber and a number of Israeli
soldiers were killed by the blast.^
ABE knows a standard TERRORIST BOMBING XP,
which essentially states that people who feel oppressed
will sometimes explode bombs in the vicinity of those
'See [Ram, 1989] for an in-depth discussion of many issues related to understanding this story.

who they consider the oppressor. Applying that X P
to this story yields a plausible reason w h y the bomber
killed her victinis. But that explanation has a major inadequacy when applied to this particular story; the fact
that the bomber did something which resulted in her
own death, which is a central part of the anomaly raised
by this is not addressed by the X P . In other words, the
standard T E R R O R I S T B O M B I N G X P is inadequate because the negative side effects of the action seem to
outweigh the benefits.
The T E R R O R I S T B O M B I N G X P is clearly a reasonable starting point for understanding this story even
though it does not explain the entire anomaly. It would
be a mistake to ignore the X P entirely. But in order to produce an explanation which adequately covers this story the T E R R O R I S T B O M B I N G X P must be
amended with sub-explanations that explain w h y the
bomber might have decided that objective(s) achieved
outweighed the negative side-effects.
A B E knows several strategies for elaborating its explanations in cases like this. Each strategy encodes a
method of producing a reason that the system's simulation of the agent's plan evaluator might have been
inadequate. Each can be conceptualized as an algorithm for asking — and answering — a specific question about the explanation. Such strategies do inference
chaining, which can potentially be expensive. However,
since they only add small sections to otherwise preconstructed explanations, the expense is m u c h less than
chaining together entire explanations from scratch.
In the sections that follow, w e describe three planrecognition-related adaptation strategies in terms of the
general question that each strategy asks, examples of
how that question is instantiated to build variations on
the T E R R O R I S T B O M B I N G X P that account for the
SUICIDE B O M B E R S T O R Y , and some of the details of
the memory-search and inference algorithms the strategy uses to answer that question.
Elaborate motivation : Downplay negative
Underlying question: T W E A K 1 involves asking,
" W h y w o u l d the negative effects of the action
b e particularly u n i m p o r t a n t to the agent?"
E x a m p l e : T W E A K 1 searches for rules that indicate
reasons w h y one of the bad side-effects of a problematic action might have been given less weight by the
agent than the evaluator would have expected. In the
suicide-bombing example, dying might have been less
important to the suicide bomber if she were convinced
that she knew she would die soon anyway, or if she
were depressed enough to have decided that it wasn't
particularly important to go on living.
Discussion: T h e system's knowledge base contain
a set of inference rules called value-system adjustment
rules. These rules indicate ways in which the desirability of certain states can become raised or lowered
for a particular individual. T h e subcategory of valuesystem adjustment rules used by this strategy are those

concerned with reasons that the importance of a preservation goal can become reduced. They are called goalstate value decreasers, and have the following form:
• General f o r m of a goal-state value decreaser:
Preserving goal G , will decrease in importance for
agent A if fact F is true of A.
Examples of goal-state value-decreaser rules:
1. T h e goal of living in a neighborhood with a good
school system will become less important to A when
A's children get beyond school age.
2. T h e goal of staying alive m a y become less important
to A if A has a chronic, painful illness.
3. T h e goal of staying alive m a y become less important
to A if A is deeply depressed.
Goal-state value decreasers are used by T W E A K 1 to
build a causal chain linking a state that the agent is
in, to a reason w h y he might not have attached m u c h
importance to the projected negative effect. For each
of the projected negative side effects of the problematic
action, the system collects the value-decreasers relevant
to that event-type. It then tries using these rules to
construct a causal chain linking a fact about the agent
to a reason he might value the negative side effect less
than the evaluator originally predicted.
W h e n trying to process the suicide bombing story,
the system would retrieve rules 2 and 3, and attempt
to infer that the agent was depressed or terminally ill.
Inference a n d m e m o r y search: There are two
components to the task of building the causal chain
mentioned above. T h efirstis to retrieve relevant valuedecreaser rules, and the second is to build the inference
chain necessary to satisfy the antecedent portion of the
rules. Recall that each of the rules has three slots, G ,
A, and F, corresponding to the goal whose value is decreased by the rule, the agent for w h o m it is decreased,
and the fact which must be true about the agent in order to put the rule into effect. Retrieving rules which
m a y be applicable involves finding all the rules whose
G slot can befilledby any of the event types that any
of the negative side effects of the action fall into.
T h e steps followed in the attempt to build this chain
are as follows:
1. T h efirststep in the process is to collect all the negative side-effects of the action.
2. These events are used to retrieve goal-state valuedecreasing rules. Event categories all have links to
rules which call for events of that category tofilltheir
G slots. (For example, the event category, M-DIE has
links pointing to rules like 2 and 3 above).
3. If any appropriate rules are found, the system then
checks to see if the fact whichfillsthe F slot is k n o w n
to be true of the agent in question. This means checking to see if the knowledge-base explicitly states that
this fact is true of the agent himself, or of a category which the agent is in. If no such fact is retrieved, a limited amount of bi-directional inference
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1. The goal of acquiring alcohol will increase in importance for yl if i4 is an alcoholic.

is performed to try to infer that F is true of-4. The
system forward chains from the facts which are explicitly stated about A, and backward chains from
rules which would imply F, attempting to find an
intersection between the two chains. The amount of
chaining is an adjustable parameter set by the system
at large.

2. The goal of living in a safe neighborhood will incre
in importance for A if A has children.
3. The goal of killing a military enemy will increase in
importance for A if the enemy directly harms someone close to A.

Elaborate motivation : Amplify positive
Underlying question: T W E A K 2 involves asking,
" W h y would the positive effects of the a n o m a lous action b e particularly important to the
agent involved?"
E x a m p l e : T W E A K 2 is like T W E A K 1 in that it also
looks for value-system adjustment rules which might be
relevant to the story at hand, but T W E A K 2 looks for
a different kind of rule. While T W E A K 1 looks for a
rule indicating why a bad side could have been less
important than normally expected, T W E A K 2 assumes
that the negative side effects have their normal value,
and instead searches for a reason to believe that one
of the positive effects might have been more important
than expected.
For example, the T E R R O R I S T B O M B I N G X P could
be made suitable to the suicide bombing story if it were
elaborated to include a sub-explanation that showed
why the death of the IsraeU soldiers was especially important to the bomber; so important that it outweighed
the negative effect of the bomber's own death. For instance, since the system knows that the importance of
killing an enemy will increase for an agent if the enemy
kills a member of the agent's family or one of his close
friends, and it knows that many Palestinians have had
family and friends killed by Israeli soldiers, it could hypothesize that one of the soldiers might have killed a
friend or faunily member of the bomber.
Discussion: It is important to recognize that the
main focus of this strategy is not to identify a positive
effect of the action which the evaluator didn't originally
project ( A B E has another strategy — not described in
this paper — which does that). The main idea behind T W E A K 2 is to isolate one of the positive effects
which the original explanation projects, and to propose
a previously-overlooked reason why the agent involved
might have placed more importance than expected on
that positive effect; in other words, this strategy works
by proposing that an agent employed a different value
system than expected, rather than proposing that he
had different expectations.
The rules used to suggest an increase in how much
importance an agent will place on a certain outcome
are called goal-state value increasers. They have the
following form:
• General form of a goal-state value increasers:
Achieving gocil G will increase in importance for
agent A if fact F is true of A.
Some examples of value-system modification rules of
this type are:
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TWEAK 2 uses goal-state value increasers in a manner very similair to the way in which T W E A K 1 uses
the value decreasers; the rules guide the strategy in its
search for a causaJ connection between the problematic action and a state which the agent might have had
an exceptionally strong desire to achieve. T W E A K 2
examines the states which typically result from the action and then searches for a goal-state value increaser
which admits one of those states in its G slot and whose
F slot matches a fact true about the agent.
It is important to emphasize that the system does
not attempt to foresee every conceivable effect of the
action. This would be too hard (the combinatorial explosion which results from considering the effects, and
then the effects of the effects, and so on would quickly
overwhelm the system); it would also be inappropriate
because the idea is to simulate the agent's thinking, and
the agent cannot be expected to have thought through
every possible implication of his actions either. The set
searched is a smaller one: those indexed as stereotypical effects of the action, and those which are mentioned
as effects of the action by either the X P or the current
story.
With regard to the suicide bomber example, the system would examine the effects of the bombing, principal
among these being the deaths it caused. It would then
retrieve the third of the above rules. Next it would try
to determine if the soldiers might have killed anyone
close to the bomber. Since it doesn't know anything
directly about the bomber herself, it would examine
what it knew about categories the bomber is in. Since
the bomber is a Palestinian, and the system knows that
many Palestinians have had friends and faunily killed by
Israeh soldiers, it would construct the hypothesis that
perhaps the bomber had had someone close to her killed
by the Israeli soldiers, and that because of this, the
value of killing the soldiers had become elevated above
the counter-balancing desire to keep herself alive.
Inference and m e m o r y search: The following
outhnes how these rules can be put to use by the
adapter to build the sub-explanations needed. Most
of the inference algorithm is quite analogous to the
one used by T W E A K 1; the maun differences are that
T W E A K 2 uses positive effects and value increasers
where T W E A K 1 uses negative effects and value decreasers. There is one significant addition to the algorithm; if the explicitly-mentioned positive effects don't
index any useful value-increasers, the strategy adds an
extra step, in which inference is performed to determine
implications of the positive effects which are explicitly

mentioned by the X P , in order to see if the implications
Unk to any goal-state value increasers.
1. The process begins by collecting the events which the
original X P mentions as causal consequences of the
problematic action. These events serve as the first
candidates in the search for an event which may have
had special importance to the agent.
2. The system then uses these candidate events collected as indexes into the library of goal-state value
increasing rules, to see if there any rules in the knowledge base which call for the collected event tofillthe
G slot.
3. If any appropriate rules are found, the system then
checks to see if the fact whichfillsthe F slot is
true of the particular agent involved in this situation.
This involves checking if the knowledge-base explicitly states that this fact is true of the agent himself,
or of a category which the agent is in. If that doesn't
pan out, a limited amount of forward chaining from
the facts which are true of the categories the agent
is in is done to see if F can be inferred to be true
about the agent (the amount of forward chaining is
one of the adjustable parameters set by the system
at large).
4. If any of the events collected in step 1 index a rule
which can be connected up to a category which the
agent is a member of, then a new variation on the
X P is built, incorporating this new causal chain. If
no such chain can be built then a step of forward
chaining from the events mentioned in the X P is performed, to form a new set of events to use as candidates, and the process goes back to step 2 to look
for relevant rules again. In other words, if the immediate effects of the action don't yield any results,
then the effects of those effects are tried. The loop
continues until the forward-chaining limit is met, or
until a reasonable chain is found.
Elaborate motivation : Identify gap
Underlying question: T W E A K 3 involves asking,
"Which negative effect of his decision might the
agent not have k n o w n about, and w h y ? "
Example: This strategy can be applied to suicide
bombing example to give a different sort of answer
than that given by the previous two strategies. Instead of looking for reasons why she would not have
cared about dying (as T W E A K 1 does) or reasons why
she would have been especially anxious to kill the Israeli
soldiers (as T W E A K 2 does), T W E A K 3 would elaborate
the T E R R O R I S T B O M B I N G X P by identifying possible
reasons that the bomber would have failed to predict
one of the negative effects of the action, and therefore
wouldn't have brought its negative value into the equation at all. For instance, by using this strategy the
system could hypothesize that perhaps the bomber did
not predict that she would die because she didn't realize that she would be inside the car at the moment of
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the explosion. Perhaps the people who convinced her
to perform the bombing had not told her that the car
would explode while she was inside.
Discussion: T W E A K 3 puts forth the hypothesis
that an agent performed an anomalous action because
he failed to project some negative eflfect of his actions.
It attempts to explain why this would be by identifying
which of the pieces of knowledge needed to infer the
negative effect the agent might have been missing
There are two phases to this strategy. So the simpler part of the process is identifying a knowledge gap
which might have been involved. The harder part of
the process is to produce an explanation of why the
knowledge gap might have existed. It isn't necessary to
do this to produce a coherent explanation, but if such
a sub-explanation is included it will make the overall
explanation more convincing.
Inference and m e m o r y search: Thefirstphase
involves identifying a fact, F, such that if the agent
hadn't known F, it would have caused him not to predict one of the negative effects of the action. This works
as follows:
• First, collect up each expected negative side-effect of
the action, along with the causal chain which allows
one to infer that the negative side-effect.
• For each negative side-effect, Fl, there is a set
of other beliefs which comprise the inference chain
which leads to the belief in F\. Each belief, F 2 which
appears on the inference chain leading to Fl is a candidate for a hypothesis of the form, "The agent did
not anticipate F l because he did not know that F 2
was true."
The second phase involves building a sub-explanation
to explain why it would be the case that "The agent did
not know that F 2 was true." This involves explaining
why the inference leading to F 2 would not take place
when the agent projected the results of his action.
Building sub-explanations must be handled by another strategy, the general sub-explanation builder (not
described in this paper, see [Kass, 1990b]). Some of the
kinds of explanations relevant to why an agent might
not believe a particular fact are as follows:

• Is there a plausible contradictory belief that the age
might have held? For example, the bomber could
have believed that the car wouldn't blow up while he
was inside because he believed that there would be a
time delay between when the car stopped and when
it exploded.
• Could the agent have leicked the time necessary to
infer the relevant belief. Perhaps in the heat of the
moment the agent had failed to think about the fact
that her pleui implied that she would be inside the
car at time of the explosion.
• Could the agent have lacked the inference rule necessary to infer F21 Could the suicide bomber have
been missing the rule that proximity to the b o m b is

[Kass et ai, 1986] A. M. Kass, D. B. Leake, and C. C.
Owens. Swale: A program that explains. In Explanation
Patterns: Understanding Mechanically and Creatively,
pages 232-254. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale,
A prospective knowledge gap is not considered a vi- NJ, 1986.
able candidate if ignorance of the belief would have
[Ka-ss, 1986] A. Kass. Modifying explanations to undercaused the agent to feiil to predict the main positive
stand stories. In Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Coneffect of his action. For instance, it is not reasonable to
ference of the Cognitive Science Society, Amherst, MA,
hypothesize that the bomber did not know that exploAugust 1986. Cognitive Science Society.
sives would cause damage — even though this knowl[Kass, 1990a] Alex Kass. Adaptation-based explanation:
edge gap would account for the bomber's failure to preExtending script/frame theory to handle novel input. In
dict her own death — because this would also have
Proceedings of the Eleventh International Joint Confercaused the bomber to fail to predict that her enemy
ence on Artificial Intelligence, pages 143-147, Detroit,
MI, August 1990. IJCAI.
would be killed. O n the other hand, it would be reasonable to entertain the hypothesis that the bomber did
[Kass, 1990b] A.M. Kass. Developing Creative Hypotheses
not know she would be inside the car when the b o m b
by Adapting Explanations. PhD thesis, Yale University,
went off since this would break the causal chain which
1990. Also available as ILS Tech Report No. 6, Northwestern University.
leads to one of the negative side effects without breaking the chain leading to the main desired effect.
[Kolodner et ai, 1985] J. Kolodner, R. Simpson, and
K. Sycara. A process model of case-based reasoning in
problem solving. In A. Joshi, editor. Proceedings of the
Conclusion
Ninth International Joint Conference on Artificial IntelA case-based explainer depends on the availability
ligence, pages 284-290, Los Angeles, CA, August 1985.
of adaptation strategies that know enough about the
IJCAI.
structure of the knowledge base to efficiently perform
[Leake and Owens, 1986] D. Leake and C. Owens. Orgathe memory search and inference necessary to build
nizing memory for explanation. In Proceedings of the
variations on stored explanations in a variety of doEighth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Somains. Because plan recognition calls for explanations
ciety, Amherst, M A , August 1986. Cognitive Science Socontaining the special classes of inference rules and
ciety.
memory links that are relevant to understanding in[Minsky, 1975] M. Minsky. A framework for representing
tentional actions, it also calls for a specialized set of
knowledge. In P. Winston, editor. The Psychology of
adaptation strategies which know how to employ those
Computer Vision, chapter 6, pages 211-277. McGrawHill, New York, 1975.
classes of rules and links.
In this paper we have attempted to contribute to the
[Ram, 1989] Ashwin Ram. Question-driven understanding:
understanding of case-based plan recognition by preAn integrated theory of story understanding, memory and
senting three such strategies. While the three strategies
learning. PhD thesis, Yale University, New Haven, CT,
described here represent only a fraction of what is nec1989. In preparation.
essary in order to account for the full range of failures
[Rieger, 1975] C. Rieger. Conceptual memory and inferthat can occur when applying old explanations to new
ence. In Conceptual Information Processing. Northsituations ([Kass, 1990b] describes 21 strategies; there
Holland, Amsterdam, 1975.
are probably more waiting to be discovered) they illus[Schank and Abelson, 1977] R.C. Schank and R. Abelson.
trate the kinds of knowledge that the knowledge base
Scripts, Plans, Goals and Understanding. Lawrence Erlmust contain, and the kinds of search and inference
baum Associates, Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1977.
techniques that can be used to apply such knowledge
[Schank, 1986] R.C. Schank. Explanation Patterns: Underin building variations on stored explanations when atstanding Mechanically and Creatively. Lawrence Erlbaum
tempting to understand novel plans.
Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 1986.
what determines how much damage someone is likely
to suffer, and therefore failed to realize that someone
inside the car would be killed by the explosion?

[Simpson, 1985] R.L. Simpson. A Computer Model of Casebased Reasoning in Problem-solving: A n Investigation in
the Domain of Dispute Mediation. PhD thesis, School of
Information and Computer Science, Georgia Institute of
Technology, 1985.
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Abstract

having been stolen, then the appropriate recovery involves obtaining fuel from some other source (turning
To reason about a plan failure requires an apback, calling for assistance).
propriate explanation of the failure. Such explaSimilarly, an appropriate explanation can lead to an
nations, as has been argued elsewhere, can be
appropriate repair. T h e robot, for example, could exgenerated by instantiating and adapting abstract
plain its current predicament in terms of a prior deciknowledge structures. But the two fundamental
sion not to take on extra fuel, which was m a d e with
goals in reasoning about failure, recovering from
the expectation that the fuel cache would be present
the failure and repairing the knowledge that led to
and easy to find. T h e explanation implicates the
the failure, require qualitatively different types of
agent's reasoning about the persistence of fuel caches
explanation. This paper presents an abstract tax("I should have known someone might have stolen the
onomization of failures, oriented toward the latter
fuel."), its predictions of its o w n navigation abilities
problem. Each abstract failure type in the tax("I should have realized it would be hard to find the
onomy is tied to heuristics for recognizing occurfuel."), and its reasoning about resource reserves ("I
rences of failures of that type and for identifying
should have taken on a full tank w h e n it was availthe knowledge that can be repaired to avoid future
able.").
occurrences of the same failure.
M e m o r y - b a s e d explanation
A n obvious way to build an explanation is to chain
through a space of explanatory inference rules so as
to connect the anomalous experience to k n o w n facts.
W o r k on memory-based explanation (e.g. [Schank,
86],[Kass, 90], [Leake, 90], [Owens, 90a]) has argued
that a better way to build explanations is to retrieve,
instantiate, and adapt knowledge structures that characterize familiar, recurring patterns of causality. These
knowledge structures are referred to as explanation
patterns, or X P s . O n e advantage of explanation
by adaptation and instantiation is that, given an incomplete and imperfect domain theory, explanations
derived by incremental modification of known valid
causal patterns are more likely to be useful than explanations built by chaining through the space of primitive rules. Another advantage is that storing successful explanations for re-use provides a natural learning
mechanism.^

Failures and explanations
Autonomous agents operating in complex environments will inevitably experience failures. A robot vehicle, for example, m a y find an expected fuel cache
missing, run low on fuel, and therefore be unable to
continue operation.
A standard approach to handling failure (see, for
example, [Sussman, 75], [Hayes-Roth, 83], [ H a m m o n d ,
89], [Birnbaum and Collins, 88]) dictates that an agent
experiencing a failure must both recover from the immediate failure, and repair its knowledge so as to
avoid similar situations in the future. Recovery and
repair are predicated upon building a good causal explanation of the failure.
For the purposes of reasoning about failure, an explanation is a pattern of inference that causally connects the anomalous experience to previously known
facts. A good explanation is one that correctly assigns
blame for the failure, and that assigns blame to some
condition under the planner's control, therby leading
to an appropriate recovery strategy. If the autonomous
vehicle, for example, explains its predicament as being
due to its o w n poor navigation and inability tofindthe
cache, the appropriate recovery m a y involve gathering
more position information. If the explanation posits
that the fuel cache is actually missing, for example

M e m o r y , r e c o v e r y , a n d repair
In [Owens, 90a], and [Owens, 90b] I present an additional argument in favor of memory-based explanation.
I argue that abstract explanatory knowledge structures
known as plan failure explanation patterns, or
'These arguments are made in more detail in [Kass and
Owens, 88].
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P F X P s , can play a direct role in both recovery and
repair. For each k n o w n category of failures, the corresponding P F X P provides a place in m e m o r y to store repair and recovery strategies appropriate to that class of
failure. Instead of dynamically calculating a repair or
recovery strategy from the explanation, a pre-existing
strategy, stored in m e m o r y with the causal pattern,
can be instantiated and used. For example, if a P F X P
stores the causal pattern describing situations in which
s o m e needed object is not found where expected, it can
package the recovery strategies:

G o a l - r e l a t e d failures
Running out of fuel is on the surface a resource management problem, but not necessarily. It can also
be the presenting s y m p t o m for goal-related problems.
T h e robot, for example, m a y have failed to generate the
goal of preserving its fuel supply, or it m a y have inappropriately let another goal take precedence. Agents
mismanage goals by neglecting goals, by pursuing irrelevant goals, or by inappropriately mediating among
conflicting goals. M a n y of the goal relationships described in [Schank and Abelson, 77] and (Wilensky,
83] can be useful in building goal-related explanations
of failures, and it is in the context of that work that
the the goal-related failure explanations below are described.

• Gather more information about your current position.
• Gather more information about the location of the
needed object.

Neglected goals

• Find an alternate w a y to obtain the object.

T h e simplest goal-related explanation for the out-offuel situation is that the agent did not have the goal
of preserving its fuel supply. This could reflect such
underlying flaws in the agent's knowledge as:

A key question associated with such explanatory
patterns is indexing: h o w should structures be labeled,
and what features should the system use to describe
the world. A step towards the development of labeling features is to taxonomize the types of explanations the system will be required to make. T h e appropriate basis for such a taxonomy is functional: the
system should discriminate between different abstract
patterns of causality occurring in the world, to the degree that different patterns of causality suggest different recovery and repair strategies.

• Having no knowledge about the consequences of having no fuel.
• Failing to infer a threat to the goal of preserving fuel.
Recognizing neglected goal failures Recognizing
a failure resulting from a totally absent goal is diflficult.
Since the vehicle does not have the goal of preserving
its fuel supply, it will never notice nor reason about
threats to that goal. A person w h o doesn't know that
automobiles require gasoline, will be at a loss to explain
w h y his car suddenly stops working. Only once an explanation is obtained — either by consulting an external knowledge source or, less likely, by reasoning from
known principles, can the system build the causal connection between having an adequate fuel supply and
being able to perform operations. At that point it
can recognize that preserving a fuel supply is goal that
should have been present.
If the agent has the goal of preserving its fuel supply but does not correctly infer a threat to that goal,
the failure is easier to detect simply because the agent
already has a goal structure in place against which to
explain the failure: " M y goal of preserving m y fuel supply has been violated, and I have no record of having
reasoned about any threats to that goal." Detecting
this class of neglected goal failures requires maintaining a trace of reasoning about threats to goals, indexed
by the goal that was threatened.

Taxonomizing for repair
Recovery depends upon the concrete particulars of the
situation. Failures involving a resource shortfall suggest one class of recovery strategies; failures involving being in an inappropriate location dictate another;
failures involving lacking s o m e piece of information, a
third. T h e appropriate explanation for selecting a recovery strategy is one that attributes blame to some
condition in the world that is under the planner's control.
Repair, on the other hand, requires an explanation
that ties the current failure to some inappropriate decision m a d e by the planner, and which in turn ties
that inappropriate decision to either a missing piece of
knowledge or an inappropriate control strategy. Once
the appropriate missing knowledge or inappropriate
control strategy has been identified, the planner can
learn by acquiring the knowledge or modifying the
strategy.
T h e remainder of this paper outlines a taxonomy of
abstract descriptions of plan failures. These abstract
descriptions are presented at a domain-independent,
but task-specific level of abstraction, and are oriented
toward repair rather than recovery. This particular taxonomization breaks failures into goal-related,
task-related, resource-related, and time-related
failures. Each failure type is briefly described, along
with strategies for recognizing and repairing failures of
that type.

Repairing plans that neglect goals If a failure
results from a system totally lacking a certain goal,
then the obvious repair is to add that goal. But goals,
in their detailed, specific instantiations, are not static
objects in a system's memory. If one wanted to add,
as a static entity, the goal to preserve one's fuel supply
w h e n operating in uncertain territory, it is not clear
where in m e m o r y this static entity should reside or
h o w it should be activated at the appropriate time.
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If, on the other hand, a system explains its failure in
terms of failing to notice a threat to a goal, the repair
involves building a detailed causal explanation of the
failure, and using that explanation to learn features
that are predictive of the threat.

goal or because, despite achieving the goal, it has an
unacceptable side effect. A task-selection explanation
of the out-of-fuel situation would be that searching for
a fuel cache was an inappropriate task in service of the
goal of obtaining fuel.
Although the action turned out to be inappropriate,
the agent had good reason to expect the approach to
work: searching for a cache is a k n o w n plan for obtaining fuel. It just didn't work here — either because
another agent took the fuel or because the location
of the fuel cache was not as well k n o w n as had been
believed.

I n a p p r o p r i a t e g o a l priorities
More c o m m o n goal-related failures involve assigning
inappropriate priorities to conflicting goals. M a n y goal
prioritization failures result from inappropriately resolving goal conflict or other goal interrelationships.
For example, the robot vehicle might have placed
more emphasis on completing its mission quickly than
on preserving its fuel supply, and therefore decided not
to take on additional fuel from a known supply and
chance the availability of the fuel cache.

Recognizing task selection failures Whenever an
action fails to achieve its intended goal, by definition
the action was an inappropriate choice given the state
of the world prior to undertaking that action.^ T h e
question, from the point of view of repair, is whether
the choice was inappropriate given the k n o w n or inferrable state of the world. Certain conditions can
strengthen the planner's belief that the choice of actions was faulty, the most significant being the planner's knowledge that it m a d e a difficult choice. Just as
with the traces of goal mediation described above, the
agent can keep a trace of all decisions involving substitution of one action for another, indexed by the action
that was the final result of the choice. For example,
if the standard plans for obtaining fuel are to take on
extra at a k n o w n supply point or to rely on a cache,
and the system m a d e a close call in choosing between
them, that choice becomes suspect in building a repairoriented explanation of the failure. Keeping track of
selections that were close calls can be integrated into
the framework for saving the justifications for decisions
described in [Carbonell, 83] and [Carbonell and Veloso,
88].

D e t e c t i n g goal prioritization errors
Just as the system must keep a trace, indexed by the
involved goals, of all reasoning about inferred threats
to goals, it must also keep a trace of all goal conflict
resolutions if it is to detect goal prioritization errors.
If a plan fails and the initial explanation relates the
failure to a violated goal, and the system has a record
of having mediated a conflict between that goal and
some other goal, then the goal mediation is suspect.
Repairing goal prioritization errors Explicit
reasoning about conflicting goals is often expressed in
terms of costs — paying too high a price to obtain
some goal, or wrongly failing to undertake a plan when
because the cost was (erroneously) considered too high.
But characterizing an error in terms of, for example, being too conservative about costs, does not repair
the incorrect knowledge that caused the error. If the
priorities of two goals are inappropriate (e.g. if the vehicle inappropriately rates the time necessary to take
on extra fuel as more costly than the consequences of
running out of fuel far from h o m e , then the repair is
to change the priorities of those goals. But one cannot
simply find the "preserve fuel" goal and increase its
weight, because there is no preserve fuel goal except
when the goal is dynamically spawned by the interaction of knowledge about fuel supply and the knowledge
about the likely fuel utilization of the current mission.
If a failure results from goal conflicts being resolved inappropriately, than the repair must look at and modify
the source of the goals.

Repairing task selection errors Merely recognizing that the planner chose an inappropriate action is
not a functionally useful explanation because it does
not suggest a repair to the planner's knowledge. A n y of
several causes might underlie the inappropriate choice
of actions:
1. It was the only action known to satisfy that goal.
2. It was one of several actions k n o w n to satisfy that
goal, but it was the only one without k n o w n unacceptable side-effects.
3. It was one of several apparently equally appropriate
actions known to satisfy this goal, and the planner
chose arbitrarily.

Task-related failures
The second major category of planning failures captures the errors that arise from choosing an inappropriate action in service of some goal, from pursuing an
otherwise appropriate course of action either too vigorously or not vigorously enough, from wrongly combining two actions into a single plan, and from splitting a
task into subtasks inappropriately.

4. There was no action k n o w n to satisfy this goal, but
the planner selected this action because it is k n o w n
to satisfy a similar goal.

T a s k selection
Task selection errors involve choosing an action that
is inappropriate either because it fails to achieve its

Barring, of course, the explanation that the failure resulted from some unforseeable fluke beyond the control of
the agent.

T h e repair consists of augmenting or refining those
specifications. T h e planner can, for example, repair its
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knowledge of the domain by adding new side-effects or
constraints to the description of a particular action,
such as "Searching for a cache is unreliable if the territory is k n o w n to be used heavily by other agents, or
if the description of the location of the cache is k n o w n
to be approximate."

performing an action too intensely is that they result
from taking a good plan (a travel plan), and applying a
good plan transformation to it (get the job done faster
by traveling faster.) Despite the desirable plan transformation strategy, the resulting, transformed plan, is
inappropriate. T h e problem is analogous to the problem with task selection: either that the applicability
conditions for that plan transformation were not well
enough defined, or that the description of the current situation was not rich enough. T h e repair is to
learn features that m a k e sharper discriminations between situations in which the transformation is applicable and those in which it is not.

Task scaling
A different class of task-related failures results from
pursuing a course of action too vigorously or from not
pursuing it vigorously enough. For a robot vehicle,
a clear example of performing an action too intensely
is traveling too quickly. T h e actual failure can take
the form either of a bad side effect of the action that
would not be a problem at a reduced degree of intensity
(running off the road) or from the waste of resources
that is entailed.
Failing from insufficient intensity is a more obvious
type of failure. T h e critical question in this latter class
of situation is w h y the agent failed to perform the action with sufficient intensity — whether the required
level of intensity was beyond the agent's capabilities,
whether the agent did not assess the required level correctly, or whether the agent was overly conservative
about a potential side effect.

T a s k c o m b i n a t i o n a n d splitting
T h efinalclass of task-related planning failures involves
splitting and combining tasks. Several transformations
that are normally desirable can have bad results if applied indiscriminately. These are:
• M a k e m a x i m u m use of your time by working on more
than one task at a time. W h e n this fails, symptoms include missing deadlines and failing to complete subtasks because one lacks the capacity. The
failure comes from the system's inability to predict
the interaction of the two tasks; the repair is to enrich the descriptions of each of the tasks involved so
that bad interactions can be more easily predicted.

R e c o g n i z i n g task scaling failures There are two
different kinds of situations in which task scaling failures occur. In thefirst,the system m a d e an explicit
decision about the degree of intensity with which to
pursue the task (such as deciding to travel faster than
the "normal"^ speed in order to accomplish s o m e mission more quickly). In the second, the original "normal" level of intensity with which the action was performed was inappropriate — for example the normal
rate of travel for a given road is inappropriate if it is
snowing.
In the former case, with an explicit decision to m o d ify the level of intensity, that decision can be remembered and used as a starting point for explanations of
failures involving that task. In the latter case, failures
are difficult to notice. "Overload" failures resulting
from increasing the intensity of a particular action (e.g.
running off the road from excessive speed) tend to have
distinctive presenting s y m p t o m s , but failures that result from not performing an action intensely enough
do not have their o w n set of presenting symptoms.

• Subdivide a task and work on part of it at a time
such that the entire task is done more slowly. Not all
tcisks can be subdivided because some tasks require
continuity. O n e cannot, for example, strip the old
paint off a house one season and paint it the next,
because the intervening weather will destroy the exposed surfaces. Again, this failure comes from an
inadequate representation of the interaction of the
two tasks.
Resource-related failures
T h e third major category of planning failures reflects
to errors in resource management. Once a planner has
identified a worthwhile goal and chosen a plan to satisfy this goal, errors arise in choosing the resources and
the scale of the resources that will be used in service
of this plan.
R e s o u r c e selection

There are two fundamental resource selection failures;
they are analogous to the tcisk selection failures described above. T h e first, inappropriate resource
failure, occurs when an agent uses an inappropriate
resource in service of an otherwise acceptable plan.
T h e failure results from inadequate representations of
the resources involved and inadequate specifications of
the relationship of the resources to the task. If its
knowledge about fuel and vehicles were underspecified,
the robot vehicle, unable to obtain its usual fuel (diesel
fuel), might inappropriately apply the transformation
•'A great deal has been swept under the representational substitute similar resource and generate a plan to
fill its tanks with some other kind of fuel (gaisoline), or,
rug here.
R e p a i r i n g task scaling errors Obviously the repair to a plan causing a task scaling failure is to change
the intensity with which the task is pursued. But, as
was the case with goal prioritization errors, that dodges
the issue of knowing w h e n the change should be applied. If the vehicle runs off the road, does that m e a n
that the vehicle should travel more slowly in general?
Probably not.
A noteworthy aspect of the failures resulting from
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by mis-estimating the scale of the task or by misestimating the rate at which the task consumes the
resource.

if its knowledge were even less rich, with some other
liquid that is put in tanks in other situations (water).
The problem is that the system's representations of
its fuel needs, of gasoline, and of diesel fuel were not
sufficiently rich.
The second, resource substitution conservatism
occurs when an agent fails to recognize that one resource is an acceptable substitute for another. For example, the vehicle might have avoidedfillingits tanks
with an acceptable substitute (winterized diesel fuel) if
its normal fuel (straight diesel fuel) were unavailable.

• T h e agent might have mis-estimated the available
stock of resource before commencing the task.
• T h e agent might have started the task without
enough of the resource on hand, under the mistaken
assumption that more would be available.
Recognizing resource scaling failures A resource
shortfall is easy to detect. W h e n a system goes to use a
particular resource and finds it unavailable, the current
plan will block. This condition will be the s y m p t o m
by which the failure is m a d e k n o w n to the planner.
Unfortunately, as seen above, a resource shortfall can
often be the s y m p t o m for other failures as well.
A resource surplus is more difficult to detect because
there is no reason for a system to check its supply of
a resource that it is not currently using. A resource
surplus can be detected if it is explicitly searched for
(whenfinishinga trip, check to see if there is excessive
reserve fuel) but it does not present itself as a failure
as does a resource shortfall.

Recognizing resource selection failures Resource selection failures are somewhat difficult to separate from task selection failures. If an agent chooses a
particular task and a resource to implement that task
and the task fails, it is difficult to say whether the task
or the resource was inappropriate.
O n e heuristic solution is to look at which choice (action or resource) was more questionable at the time it
was m a d e (e.g. which involved a substitution or second choice, or which was decided arbitrarily). If the
choice of tasks was less problematic than the choice
of resources, then any subsequent plan failure can try
to implicate the resource choice as a possible explanation. A s with task selection, resource selection failures involving inappropriate conservatism are difficult
to detect.
Repairing resource selection errors In a manner
analogous to task selection errors, the repair of a resource selection error depends upon an explanation of
why the system m a d e that selection:
• If the resource was the only possible choice (if no
substitute was available) there is no repair.
• If the resource was chosen arbitrarily from a m o n g
several apparently equal possibilities, then the refine the description of the resource. For example,
if gasoline and diesel fuel are both described as fuel
for running engines, and if the system failed because
it chose gasoline tofillthe tanks of a diesel vehicle, then the selection criteria for fueling need to be
modified to reflect vehicle engine type as a discriminator.

Repairing resource scaling errors Repairing resource scaling errors is very m u c h like repairing task
scaling errors: the obvious repair is to apply more or
less of this resource to the task next time. Analogously
to task scaling repairs, there is a problem with situating the repair at the appropriate level of generality.
If, for example, the vehicle finds that it did not take
on enough fuel to complete the full range of planned
activities, it should not always take on more fuel in
the future. T h e system must explain w h y it predicted
the required a m o u n t of the resource incorrectly, and it
must modify the erroneous knowledge that led to that
prediction.
Time-related failures
T h e fourth major category of plan failures relates
broadly to to time. Along with scaling errors involving
decisions about h o w m u c h time to spend on a particular task (which look very m u c h like resource scaling errors), time-related errors include errors resulting from
decisions about task scheduling and task ordering.

• If the resource was chosen as a substitute for another
unavailable resource, then the substitution procedure needs to be modified.
Resource scaling
Resource shortfalls provide a a good example of h o w
explaining toward repair diff"ers from explaining toward
recovery. If a vehicle is low on fuel, the recovery strategies involve either finding more fuel or altering the operation so as to reduce the rate of fuel consumption.
The repair strategies, however, require a different kind
of explanation:
• The agent might have mis-estimated the amount of
the resource necessary to complete the task, either
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T a s k ordering
"Goal Clobbers Brother Goal" and related characterizations in [Sussman, 75] and [Sacerdoti, 77] are the prototypical task ordering failures. T w o specializations
of task ordering failures are failure to establish precondition and prematurely establishing precondition. They
describe the potential results of decisions about w h e n
to schedule the task that will establish a precondition
for some larger goal. T h e system can establish this precondition as soon as possible, which guarantees that
the precondition will be enabled in time to satisfy the
larger goal but which risks wasting resources — establishing that precondition for nothing if the larger
goal is deferred. O n the other hand, the system can

defer enabling a precondition until it becomes necessary, which avoids the risk of wasting the effort, but
which risks the precondition not being enabled in time
to meet the need..

Using repair as a functional basis, on the other hand,
can drive the development of a domain-independent
model of the agent's interaction with its o w n knowledge.

R e c o g n i z i n g task ordering failures Failure to establish a precondition is its o w n presenting s y m p t o m .
Consider, for example, arriving at a door and being
unable to open it because one lacks a key. This failure
can be a s y m p t o m of an improper task ordering, e.g.
i should have stopped by the hardware store to pick
up the keys that were being copied before going h o m e
for lunch rather than on the way back to work." W h e n
the system is blocked because some precondition has
not been met, it can check to see if it ever explicitly
planned to achieve that precondition. If so, then the
failure resulted from having scheduled that plan inappropriately. If, on the other hand, the system never
planned to achieve the precondition, the problem is
not one of tjisk ordering but rather of a neglected goal
described above.
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Repairing task ordering errors A s with other
failure types, the correct repair to a task ordering error
depends upon h o w the tasks c a m e to be misordered.
For example, if the tasks are mis-scheduled because
s o m e transformation put them out of order (see, e.g.
[Collins, 87] for a taxonomy of teisk reordering transformations), then the transformation was insensitive to
the dependence of one of the tasks on the other. A s
with task selection and resource selection errors, the
problem is either that the descriptions of the tasks being reordered is underspecified, or that the applicability criteria for the re-ordering transformation is underspecified. T h e repair is to add discriminating features
to either of these descriptions.
O t h e r scheduling errors Other types of scheduling
errors include making plans contingent upon an event
whose occurrence has not been ascertained (counting
on the availability of the fuel cache), for which the
repair is to patch the knowledge used to predict the
likelihood of the event.
Conclusions
The purpose behind taxonomizing plan failures is that
certain abstractly defined failures tend to recur. If a
system possesses a canonical set of abstract descriptions of plan failures, it can use those descriptions
to recognize occurrences of familiar failures, and can
use the recognition as a basis for selecting appropriate
recovery and repair strategies. Accordingly, the appropriate basis for taxonomizing plan failures is functional: it must be informed by a model of recovery and
repair.
Examples of planning failures are important data
that can serve two purposes. Using recovery as a functional basis for taxonomization can drive the development of domain-level knowledge about the relationship
between an agent, its actions, and the environment.
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Catastrophic forgetting a n d t h e o v e r l a p o f
representations
I suggest the following relation between
catastrophic forgetting and representations in a
distributed system:

Abstract
In connectionist networks, newly-learned
information can completely destroy previouslylearned information unless the network is
continually retrained on the old information.
This behavior, known as catastrophic forgetting,
is unacceptable both for practical purposes and
as a model of mind. This paper advances the
claim that catastrophic forgetting is a direct
consequence of the overlap of the system's
distributed representations and can be reduced
by reducing this overlap. A simple algorithm is
presented that allows a standard feedforward
backpropagation network to develop semidistributed
representations,
thereby
significantly
reducing
the
problem
of
catastrophic forgetting.

Catastrophic forgetting is a direct
of the overlap
of
consequence
distributed representations and can be
reduced by reducing this overlap.

Introduction
Catastrophic forgetting is the inability of a
neural network to retain old information in the
presence of new. N e w information destroys old
unless the old information is continually relearned by
the net McCloskey & C o h e n [1990] and RatclifT
[1989] have demonstrated that this is a serious
problem with connectionist networks. A related
problem is that connectionist networks are not
sensitive to overtraining. A network trained 1000
times to associate a pattern A with a pattern A' will
forget that fact just as quickly as would a network
trained on that association for 100 cycles. Clearly, this
behavior is unacceptable as a model of mind, as well
as from a purely practical standpoint.
Once a
network has thoroughly learned a set of patterns, it
should be able to learn a completely n e w set and still
be able to recall thefirstset with relative ease. In this
paper I will suggest that catastrophic forgetting arises
because of the overlap of distributed representations
and I will present an algorithm that will allow a
standard
feedforward
backpropagation
(FFBP)
network to overcome to a significant extent the
problems of catastrophic forgetting and insensitivity
to overtraining.
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Very local representations will not exhibit
catastrophic forgetting because there is little
interaction a m o n g representations. Consider the
extreme example of a look-up table where there is n o
overlap at all a m o n g representations. There is n o
catastrophic forgetting; n e w information can be
added without interfering at all with old information.
However,
because
of its completely
local
representations, a look-up table lacks the allimportant ability to generalize.
At the other extreme are fully distributed
networks where there is considerable interaction
among
representations.
This interaction is
responsible for the networks' generalization ability.
O n the other hand, these networks are severely
affected by catastrophic forgetting.
T h e moral of the story is that you can't have it
both ways. A system that develops highly distributed
representations will be able to generalize but will
suffer fi-om castastrophic forgetting; conversely, a
system that develops very local representations will
not suffer from catastrophic forgetting, but will lose
s o m e of its ability to generalize. T h e challenge is to
develop systems capable of producing semidistributed representations that are local enough to
overcome catastrophic forgetting yet that are
sufFiciently
distributed
to nonetheless
allow
generalization.
In what follows, I will examine two distributed
systems that d o not suffer from catastrophic
forgetting. Both of these systems work because their
representations are not fully distributed over the
entire m e m o r y , but rather are semi-distributed and
hence exhibit limited representation overlap, at least
prior to m e m o r y saturation. Finally, I will present a
simple method
that allows standard
layered

feedforward backpropagation networks to develop
semi-distributed representations in tlie hidden layer.
Not only does this method appear to dramatically
reduce catastrophic forgetting but it also allows the
system's representations to partially reflect tlie degree
to which a particular pattern has been learned. Even
after a particular pattern has been learned,
overlearning continues to modify connection weights
in such a way that unlearning of tlie pattern will be
m a d e more difTjcult.
Two examples of semi-distributed representations
I will briefly examine two systems that produce
semi-distributed representations. In botli systems,
assuming that they are not saturated, there is little
overlap of the representations produced. For iJiis
reason, they exhibit little catastrophic forgetting.
Sparse Distributed Memory
Sparse Distributed M e m o r y (hereafter, S D M
[Kanerva 1988]) is an auto-associative, contentaddressable m e m o r y typically consisting of one
million 1000-bit "memory locations". The memory is
called "sparse" because it uses only one million
locations out of a possible 2

(i.e., 10

of

approximately 10 possible locations). At each of
these locations there is a vector of 1000 integers,
called "counters". N e w data are represented in the
system as follows: If w e wish to write a particular 1000bit string to this memory, w e select all memory
locations that are within a H a m m i n g distance of 450
bits of the write address. This gives us approximately
1000 locations (i.e. 0.1% of all of the entire address
space). Wherever there is a 1 in the bit-string to be
written to memory, we increment the corresponding
counter in each of the vectors at the 1000 memory
locations; wherever there is a 0, we decrement the
corresponding counter.
This is clearly a semidistributed representation of the input data: storage
of the bit-string is distributed over 1000 different
m e m o r y locations but these 1000 memory locations
account for a mere 0.1% of the total available
memory.
This system can easily store new information
without interfering with previously stored information
as long as the representations do not overlap too
much. As soon as the memory starts to become
saturated (at somewhat less than 100,000 words
written to memory), there is interference a m o n g
representations, and learning new information begins
to interfere with the old. In this case, not only is
there forgetting of the old information but the new
information cannot be stored either.

ALCOVE
A L C O V E [Kruschke 1990] is a computer
memory model based on Nosofsky's exemplar
memory model [Nosofsky 1984]. This model does
not suffer from the phenomenon of catastrophic
forgetting noted by RatclifFand McCloskey & Cohen.
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As we will see, ALCOVE, like SDM, uses semidistributed representations.
A L C O V E is a three-layer feed-forward network
in which the activation of a node in the hidden layer
is inversely exponentially proportional to the distance
between the hidden node position and the input
stimulus position. The hidden layer can be regarded
as a "covering" of the input layer. The inverse
exponential activation function has the effect of
producing a localized receptive field around each
hidden node, causing it to respond only to a limited
part of the inputfield.This kind of localization does
not exist in standard FFBP networks. This system
therefore represents its inputs in a semi-distributed
manner, with only a few hidden nodes taking part in
the representation of a given input.
The architecture of A L C O V E is such that the
representation of new inputs, especially of new inputs
that are not close to already-learned patterns, will not
overlap significantly with the old representations.
This means that the set of weights that produced the
old representations will remain largely unaffected by
new input.
As in S D M , the representations in A L C O V E are
also somewhat distributed, conferring on the system
its ability to generalize. W h e n the width of the
receptive fields at each node is increased, thereby
making each representation more distributed and
causing greater overlap a m o n g representations, the
amount of interference a m o n g representations
increases.
Semi-distributed representations in FFBP
networks
If catastrophic forgetting could be reduced, the
order in which inputs are presented to the network
would be less important. Training could be done
either sequenUally or concurrenUy. In other words,
the artificial constraint of requiring training data to
be presented to the network in an interleaved fashion
could be relaxed. If, in addition, the representations
also reflected the amount of training required to
produce them, it might be possible to produce a
system that would better model overlearning than
standard FFBP networks. A n initial attempt to reduce
catastrophic
forgetting
with
semi-distributed
representations by differentially modifying the
learning rates of the connections in the network was
described in [French & Jones 1991]. While this
technique gave promising results on very small
networks, it failed to scale up to larger networks. The
algorithm presented below, using a different
technique, allows semi-distributed representations to
evolve
that
significantly
reduce
catastrophic
forgetting.
Activation overlap and representational
interference in F F B P networks
Catastrophic forgetting is closely related to the
much-studied phenomenon of crosstalk.
The
discussion of crosstalk has traditionally involved the
capacity of a network to store information [WiUshaw

1981]: above a certain capacity, distributed networks
can no longer store new information without
destroying old. In standard backpropagation models,
there is a m u c h more serious problem. As things
currendy stand, FFBP networks will not work at all
without artificially interleaved training sets. Even
when the network is nowhere near its theoretical
storage capacity, learning a single new input can
completely disrupt all of the previously learned
information. Catastrophic forgetting is crosstalk with
a vengeance.
A
feedforward
backpropagation
network
represents its inputs as activation patterns of units in
the hidden layer. The amount of interaction among
representations will be measured by their degree of
"activation overlap". The activation overlap of a
number of representations in the hidden layer is
defined as their average shared activation over all of
the units in the hidden layer. For example, if there
are four hidden units and the representation for one
input is (0.2, 0.1, 0.9, 0.1) and for a second is (0.2,
0.0, 1.0, 0.2), we calculate activation overlap by
summing the smaller of the two activations (the
"shared" activation) of each unit and averaging over
all of the units. Here the activation overlap would be
(0.2+ 0.0+ 0.9 + 0.1)74 = 0.3.
I suggest that the amount
that two
representations interfere with one another is directly
proportional to their amount of activation overlap.
For example, consider the two following activation
patterns: (1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1, 0). Their activation
overlap is 0. Regardless of the weights of the
connections between the hidden layer and the output
layer, there will be no interference in the production
of two separate output patterns. But as activation
overlap increases, so does the level of interference.
Therefore, if we can find a way to coax the
network to produce representations with as little
activation overlap as possible, we should be able to
significantly reduce catastrophic forgetting.
Sharpening the activation of hidden units
A technique that I call "activation sharpening"
will allow an FFBP system to gradually develop semidistributed representations in the hidden layer.
Activation sharpening consists of increasing the
activation of some number of the most active hidden
units by a small amount, slightly decreasing the
activation of the other units in a similar fashion, and
then changing the input-to-hidden layer weights to
accommodate these changes. The new activation for
nodes in the hidden layer is calculated as follows:

= A ,,+a(l-A ,j) for the nodes to be
old
^
old'
sharpened;
for the
\ew
other
" ^old
nodes;
~ "^old
where a is the sharpening factor.
A

new

The idea behind this is the following. Nodes
whose activation values are close to 1 will have a far
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more significant effect on the output, on average,
than nodes with activations close to 0. If the system
could evolve representations with a few highly
activated nodes, rather than many nodes with average
activation levels, this would reduce the average
amount of activation overlap a m o n g representations.
This should result in a decrease in catastrophic
forgetting. In addition, because sharpening occurs
gradually over the course of learning and continues
even after a particular association has been learned,
the representations developed will reflect the amount
of training that it took to produce them.
Let us consider one-node sharpening. O n each
pass we find the most active node, increase its
activation slightly and decrease the activations of the
other nodes. T o preserve these changes w e then
backpropagate the difference between the presharpened activation and the sharpened activation to
the weights between the input layer and the hidden
layer. Here are the details of this activation sharpening algorithm for A-node sharpening:
• Perform a forward-activation pass from the
input layer to the hidden layer. Record the
activations in the hidden layer;
•
"Sharpen" the activations of A nodes;
•
Using the difference between the old activation and the sharpened activation on each node as
"error", backpropagate this error to the input
layer, modifying the weights between the input
layer and the hidden layer appropriately;
•
D o a full forward pass from the input layer to
the output layer.
•
Backpropagate as usual from the output layer
to the input layer;
•
Repeat
Alternative Implementations of the
Algorithm
The experiments described below were run
using the "backpropagation-and-a-half algorithm
described above. However, for one-node sharpening,
lateral inhibitory links a m o n g the nodes of the
hidden layer might achieve a similar effect. These
inhibitory links would allow the node with the highest
activation to d a m p the activation of the other less
active nodes, thereby effectively "sharpening" the
activation of the most active node with respect to the
others. It is less clear how sharpening of two or more
nodes could be achieved in a straightforward manner
by means of lateral inhibitory connections.
Experimental results
The experiments consisted of training (and
overtraining) an 8-8-8 feedforward backpropagation
network on a set of eleven associations. The learning
rate was 0.2 and m o m e n t u m 0.9. The network was
then presented with a new association. After this new
association had been learned, one of the associations
from thefirstset was chosen and tested to see how
well the system remembered it.
O n the first
presentation of this previously learned association.
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general, the less activation overlap, the less the
catastrophic forgetting as measured by the number
of cycles required to relearn a previously-learned
pattern.
In Figure 2 we can see the effect of this
sharpening algorithm on the representations of one
association. For each of twenty runs, the activation
patterns on the hidden nodes at the end of the
initial training period were recorded. The nodes in
each of the twenty runs were sorted according to
their activation levels and thesefigureswere then
averaged. As might be expected, for standard
backpropagation the distribution of activations over
the eight nodes was approximately uniform. This
gives an activation profile from the most active
nodes to least active nodes of approximately
constant slope. However, the result of one-node
sharpening is quite dramatic; one of the eight nodes
was m u c h more active than the other seven. The
same phenomenon can be observed for the other
experiments where two or more nodes where
sharpened.

the network invariably did very badly.
The
m a x i m u m error over all output nodes was almost
always greater than 0.95 and the average error
greater than 0.5. T h e amount of memory refresh
required for a standard backpropagation network to
relearn this association was recorded and compared
to a network with one-node, two-node, three-node,
etc. sharpening. In each case the sharpening factor
was 0.2. The results are given in Figure la. (Note:
0-node sharpening is standard backpropagation.) It
can be seen that one-node, two-node and threenode sharpening perform dramatically better than a
standard FFBP network.
Over twenty separate runs, the standard
FTBP network required an average of 330 cycles to
relearn the previously-learned association. This
figure dropped to 81 cycles for one-node
sharpening and to 58 cycles for two-node
sharpening. (Note: all runs were terminated at 500
cycles.) W h e n the activations of three or more
nodes were sharpened, the amount of relearning
began to rise again. With three-node sharpening
175 cycles were required. With four-node (326
cycles) and five-node (346 cycles) sharpening, the
modified system does no better than standard
backpropagation. Above this, it does significantly
worse. [Figure la]
The two graphs in Figures la and lb suggest
that amount of memory refresh required varies
directly with the amount of activation overlap
a m o n g representations.
Figure lb shows the
amount of activation overlap of the eleven
originally-learned inputs with various degrees of
activation-sharpening.
(As
before
"0 nodes
sharpened" indicates standard backpropagation.) In

Why does activation sharpening work?
Let us examine why activation sharpening
reduces catastrophic forgetting. Consider two-node
sharpening. As the system learns thefirstset of
associations, it develops a set of sharpened
representations in the hidden layer.
A new
association is then presented to the network.
Activation sharpening immediately starts to coax the
new representation into a sharpened form where
two of the eight hidden nodes are highly active and
Thus, very early on, the newly
six are not.
developing representation will have less chance of
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activation overlap v^th the already f o r m e d
representations than in standard backpropagation,
where the activation is spread out over all eight
nodes.
Sharpened activation patterns interfere less
with the weights of the network than unsharpened
ones. T h e reason for this has to d o with the w a y the
backpropagation algorithm changes weights. W h e n
the activation of a n o d e is near zero, the weight
changes of the links associated with it are small.
Thus, if a significant n u m b e r of the nodes in the
n e w representation have a very low activation, then
the weights o n the connections to a n d from that
node will b e modified m u c h less, o n average, than
the weights associated witfi a highly active n o d e .
Therefore, the only representations significandy
affected by the n e w representation will be those in
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which highly active n o d e s overlap. Consequently, if
w e reduce the probability of this overlap by
activation sharpening, there will b e a decrease in
the a m o u n t of disruption of the old weights a n d
catastrophic interference will b e reduced.
T h e idea is to sharpen n e w activation
patterns as quickly as possible, thereby decreasing
their potential to interfere with already learned
patterns. Keeping the learning rate low (< 0.2) with
a relatively high sharpening factor (0.2) allows n e w
activation patterns to b e c o m e sharpened before
they have a chance to d o m u c h d a m a g e to
previously-learned
weights.
Preliminary
experiments in fact indicate that as the learning rate
is decreased with the sharpening factor held
constant, catastrophic forgetting decreases.
It seems
likely
that
semi-distributed

representations will cost the network some of its
ability to generalize.
Optimal generalization
depends on as m u c h information as possible taking
part in mapping from the input space to the output
space. Any mechanism tending to reduce the
amount of information brought to bear on a new
association would most likely reduce the quality of
the mapping. In some sense, activation sharpening
forces the input data through a representational
bottleneck and this results in information being
lost. T h e extent and severity of this loss and its
effect on generalization is a subject of ongoing
study.
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capabilities while reducing catastrophic forgetting is
to use semi-distributed representations. T o this
end, I presented a simple method to allow a
feedforward
backpropagation
network
to
dynamically
evolve its own
semi-distributed
representations.

RatclifT, R., [1990], "Connections models of
recognition memory: Constraints imposed by
learning and forgetting function". Psychological
Review, Vol. 97, 285-308.
Sloman, S. and Rumelhart, D., [1991], "Reducing
interference in distributed memories through
episodic gating". In A. Healy, S. Kosslyn, and R.
ShifFrin
(eds.), Essays in Honor of W. K Estes (in
press).
Weaver, M., [1990], "An active symbol connectionist
model
of
concept
learning"
(unpublished
manuscript).
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Abstract

interferes with the person's ability to recognize
unusual uses.

We investigate the role of physical properties in
determining h o w people select objects for use
in physical activities. W e propose a geometric
model in which dimensions represent properties
relevant to the goals of the activity and objects
occur as points in this property space. A n object's proximity to an ideal value on each property is additively combined across properties to
produce a measure of the usefulness of the object
for that activity. W e report an experiment that
shows that this ideal-point model successfully describes h o w people select an object for use in a
physical activity by using physical properties as
an intermediary factor. This model is derived
from models of preference choice in which an individual selects objects that he or she prefers.

Properties a n d Functionality
If you want to pound in a nail, but have no hammer, would you rather use a pillow, a metal paperweight, or a table? Although w e typically
think of using an object for its intended purpose,
most objects can be used in different ways, depending upon the demands of the activity. T h e
classic studies of functional fixedness (Duncker,
1945) show that people can decide to use objects
for unusual purposes, but that the intended (or
most frequent or recent) use of an object strongly
This report is based on thefirstauthor's doctoral dissertation (Jordan, 1991). W e are grateful to
Gordon Bower and Misha Pavel for extensive support
and advice in this work. Correspondence should be
addressed to Daniel S. Jordan, Xerox P A R C , 3333
Coyote HiU Rd., Palo Alto, C A , 94304
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When people list attributes of objects, they frequently include the functional uses of an object a m o n g its characteristics (e.g., "makes m u sic" for a piano; Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch,
Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976;
B. Tversky & Hemenway, 1984). Other listed
attributes include physical properties (e.g., "is
m a d e of wood") and parts (e.g., "has keys").
Richards, Goldfarb, Richards & Hassen (1989)
found that affecting an object's ability to perform
its main function strongly affected the classifica^
tion of that object. For example, few people still
called an object "that is just like a shower cap but
had big holes in it" a shower cap. Thus, h o w people categorize an object depends upon h o w physical properties relate to the object's functional
use. In this paper w e present and empirically validate a mathematical model that describes h o w
physical properties influence h o w people select
objects for use in physical activities.
A Strategy for Object Choice
One strategy for deciding what to use to pound
a nail is tofirstprioritize the physical properties
required of any object to be used in the task. For
example, you might identify the physical properties "hard" and "graspable" as being important
aspects of the object. Next, order the set of available objects relative to an ideal value for each of
these physical properties for the activity. Finally,
combine this ordering information to select an object for use. Thus, in the absence of a h a m m e r ,
you might prefer a metal paperweight over a pillow (which is not hard) or a table (which is not

graspable).
To make our hypothesis more specific, we identify the following steps for selecting an object for
use in an activity. First, physical properties that
the goals of the activity require be true of the object are identified and weighted according to their
importance for achieving the goals. Second, the
object is rated on each physical property dimension. Independently, an optimal value, or "ideal
point", is selected on each property dimension.
T h e ideaJ point specifies the value that any object should have on the dimension to best achieve
the goals of the activity. Finally, this information
is combined to produce the "usefulness" of the
object in the given activity.

diamond

hammer

baseball

pillow

"hardness"
Figure 1: Illustration of the ideal-point model in
one dimension. Objects "diamond" through "pillow" are ordered on the dimension of "hardness."
Y and Z are ideal points for different activities.
Usefulness increases upward.

The weightings of properties according to the
goals of the activity are independent of specific
objects, and hence can be used for any set of objects. Also, the ratings of an object on each of
the property dimensions are independent of any
activity, and hence can be used for any activity.
However, because the placement of an ideal point
on a property dimension is dependent on the activity, object ratings relative to the ideal point
are dependent on the activity.
A Preference Choice Model
This process of determining the usefulness of objects in a physical activity is similar to that described by models of preferential choice in which
an individual selects items that he or she prefers
based on relevant feature dimensions. C o m p a r ing our model to the preference choice models, w e
replace the agent that does the selecting, i.e., the
individual, with the physical activity. Thus, the
physicad activity "selects" the object that best
satisfies its goals (i.e., that it "prefers") based on
relevant physical properties. T o emphasize the
difference between the two scenarios, in a preferential choice situation, preferences are assumed
to vary across individuals as well as across contexts, whereas in selecting an object in a physical activity, preferences are assumed to only vary
across activity contexts. In particular, it is ass u m e d that for each activity the usefulness of
an object is objectively determined by the constraints of the physical universe. Differences between individuals in their assessment of an objects usefulness could arise from individual experience with the objects or in the activities.
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T h e notion of an ideal point, relative to which
preferences for items are determined, was first
studied by C o o m b s (1950, 1964) with his unidimensional unfolding model. C o o m b s proposed
that preference functions are single-peaked and
symmetric with respect to items that lie on
s o m e ordered dimension. W e follow C o o m b s ' approach, and show infigure1 an example of a function that specifies the usefulness of an object in
an activity. Several objects are ordered along the
single dimension of "hardness." T h e usefulness
of an object is displayed in the dependent zixis
(increasing upward) and is assumed to peak, for
a given activity, at s o m e ideal point on the item
dimension, such as Y or Z. For the activity with
ideal point Y the usefulness ordering of objects
is: h a m m e r , diamond, baseball, pillow; whereas
for the activity with ideal point Z the usefulness
ordering of objects is: baseball, pillow, h a m m e r ,
diamond.
The single peaked preference function of Coombs
was extended to the multi-dimensional case by
Bennett and H a y (1960) and Carroll (1972, 1980).
T h e current model for object functionality follows
the computational analysis presented by Carroll.
A s in Carroll's model, the current model represents the selection or choice process in a geometric model, where the property values of objects
occur as points in a multi-dimensional space with
physical properties as dimensions. W e assume
the standard Euclidean distance metric in this

multi-dimensional property space. T h e n the distance d(i, j) between a point x and an ideal point
y in this space is given by:

Objects: boomerang, bowl, cap, diamond, hammer,
helmet, knife, needle, pillow, plate, rolling pin,
screwdriver, sofa, table, tennis ball.
Properties: hardness/softness,flexibility,thickness/thinness, smoothness/roughness, fragility,
size,flatness/curvedness,graspability, weight.

d\i, j) = ^

wii, k) X {y{i, k) - x{j, k))'

(1)

where d{i,j) is the distance of object j from the
ideal point for activity t, y(i, k) is the coordinate
of ideal point y on dimension k for activity i,
x{j, k) is the coordinate of item j on dimension
ib, w{i, k) is the importance that dimension k has
in activity i, and r is the n u m b e r of dimensions.
W e further assume that the usefulness of object i
in activity j is proportional to the square of this
distance, d^{i,j), and is linear. Then:

Activities: unscrew a 1/2-inch screw, anchor a
helium-filled balloon that is attached to a string,
flatten dough for baking cookies, slice a carrot,
poke a hole in the side of a soda can, protect your
head from harmful blows, pound a 1-inch nail into
a wooden wall, sit down comfortably on an object,
pry open a can of house paint.
Table 1: The objects, properties, and activities
used in the experiment.

the importance of properties in an activity context (w(i,k)).
uii,j) = a(i)xd'ii,j) + b(i)

(2)

Method

where u{i, j) is the usefulness rating of object j in
activity i, and a(i) and b{i) are constants specific
to activity i. T h e assumptions of a Euclidean
metric in the property space and a linear relation between u(i,j) and d^{i,j) implies that the
usefulness function as shown in Figure 1 will be
parabolic and centered at the ideal point y.

Fifteen commonly known objects were chosen so
as to provide a variety of similar and dissimilar
object pairs, as well as to have physical properties that are highly associated with the object's main function. In addition, 10 physical
activities were chosen. All objects and activities were represented by line drawings. Finally,
nine properties were obtained in a preliminary
Equation 2 provides the computational form of
session where eight subjects were instructed to
a quantitative ideal-point model for determining
list those physical properties that the activity
the usefulness of objects in different activities.
suggested should be true of objects. Table 1
T h e ideal points y{i,k), the weights w{i,k), and
gives the objects, properties, and activities. Usthe constants a{i) and b{i) are the u n k n o w n paing these stimuli, 29 subjects gave three different
rameters to be estimated from the data.
types of ratings: (1) object-on-property ratings,
in which subjects rated objects on the given properties, (2) property-on-activity ratings, in which
A n Empirical Test
subjects rated h o w m u c h the property mattered
for
We have tested the ideal-point model by collect- an object that was to be used for the given activity, and (3) object-on-activity ratings, in which
ing data for the right hand side of Eq. 2 to calsubjects rated the usefulness of objects m the
culate a predicted value for u{i,j). W e also coldifferent activities. Objects (other than these
lected data for the left hand side of Eq. 2 to
stimuli
objects) were given as endpoint references
provide observed values for u{i, j) to which prefor
the
object-on-property
rating task in order to
dicted values were compared and used to evalum
a
k
e
the
scale
endpoints
more
determinate.
ate thefitof the model. T o reduce the number
of u n k n o w n parameters in the model, w e assume
the weights w{i, k) as given; therefore, the total
number of u n k n o w n parameters is r + 2. T h u s
w e obtained data for three different rating tasks:
rating objects on properties {x{j,k)), rating objects in an activity context (u(i,j)), and rating

Results
To test that subjects sufficiently discriminated in
their ratings of the selected items (objects, properties) on their respective scales (property, activity), w e calculated all pairwise T-tests for ratings
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between items on a scale. The percentage of item
pairs whose ratings on a scale were significantly
different at the a = 0.05 level averaged 5 9 %
across properties for object-on-property ratings,
5 7 % across activities for object-on-activity ratings, and 4 3 % across activities for property-onactivity ratings. The averages above 5 0 % for the
object-on-property and object-on-activity ratings
were taken to imply that subjects sufficiently discriminated between items on these scales, and
that the data could be used in the model. (The
only exception was the object-on-activity ratings
for the activity "to protect your hand while holding a hot pan", which was eliminated from further analyses due to a small percentage of significant T-tests.) The below-50% average for the
property-on-activity scales indicates that, at least
in this rating task, properties do not vary much
in their relative importance in a given activity,
or equivalently that many property weights are
about equal. For this reason we report results in
which the w{i, k) property weights in Eq. 2 are
assumed to be equal.

of the model to the data. The chi-square term
was equal to the sum, over objects, of squared
Z-scores, where Z-scores were calculated by dividing the difference between the predicted and
averaged observed u{i,j) values by the standard
error of the mean of the observed u{i,j) values.

We performed this analysis for each of the nine
activities using from one to all nine properties
in the ideal point model (i.e., in Eq. 2 the index r ranged from 1 to 9). W e used the average
observed property-on-activity ratings {w{i, k)) to
determine the order in which properties were
added to the model for a given activity. Properties rated as more important for that activity
were added to the model first. (Other methods m a y also be used to determine an ordering.) For each activity, Table 2 gives the estimated ideal point values for the minimum number of properties needed to achieve chi-square
significance using the ideal point model in Eq.
2. For example, for the activity "to unscrew
a screw," six properties were needed before the
model achieved significance with the data. The
We fitted the ideal point model given in Eq. 2 average
to
minimum number of properties needed
the data for each of the activities. Observed data
to achieve significance was 6.22, which is greater
were used for the known parameters in the model,
than 1 (t(8) = 6.56, p < .01) and less than 9
the u{i,j) and x{i,k). Averaged values (over
(t(8) = -3.48,p<.01).
the 29 subjects) were used for these parameters.
The w{i, k) or property-on-activity ratings were
Discussion
set equal to 1 (without loss of generality). W e
used an iterative weighted non-linear regression
In all activities the ideal-point model fit the data,
method to estimate the unknown parameters, the
and in general more than one physical property
y{i, k) or ideal points, and the constants a{i) and
was needed to determine an object's usefulness.
b(i). Although Carroll (1972, 1980) showed that
In
addition, the set of properties needed is deEq. 2 reduces to a standard linear regression
termined
by the context of the activity. For exequation from which the unknown parameters
ample,
only
one property, weight, is important
(the y{i, k), a{i) and b{i)) can be analytically defor determining how useful an object is for antermined from an exact least-squares solution, we
choring a balloon; however, this property is not
could not use this approach because we wanted to
important for determining how useful an object is
restrict the ideal point estimates to the range of
for unscrewing a screw, although six other propthe object-on-property (i(i, k)) scales. Also, the
erties
are important.
reduced linear regression equation is too sensitive
to collinearities between the property dimensions
that do not exist in the original non-linear regression equation (Eq. 2). The non-linear regression procedure minimized the weighted sum
of squared errors between the predicted and average observed u{i,j) values with each error term
in this sum divided by the variance (across subjects) of the observed u{i,j) value. W e used a
chi-square test to determine the goodness-of-fit

The ideal point values given in Table 2 vary
widely across activities, as expected, and are intuitively reasonable.^ For example, the ideal
point values for the property "thickness" imply
that a thick object is most useful for protecting
your head from harmful blows, but that a thin
^Only ideal point vdues for the property "hardness" appear to be counter-intuitive, a result for
which we currently do not have a good explanation.
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Activity

Minimum
Number of
Dimensions

FItmtu

FrutOk,

GmpMUtf

cliUd-s
baU

llfht
bulb

police
pistol

Hu4mai

Wtltlu

KigidH,

Size

Smooth-

nuk.

kitchen
stove

WiDC
llaa.

aulo•oi>Ue

•i^lUe

hair

bedraoa
dresMr

AiKfaori
hcUiuilul-

I (3.234)

FUtua cookie
do.«h

7 (6.928)

2.4

5.8

1.0

2.5

1.2

1.0

Protect jrovr
bcwirran
blows
Pound t Ball
iBtoawall

8(6.170)

6.2

6.0

7.1

9.0

9.0

6.7

3.3

9 (7.047)

6.2

7.5

4.6

1.6

3.4

1.0

9.0

Pry open •
paint M B

7(7.411)

7.4

9.0

1.7

1.9

1.1

3.9

PokcahoklB
a soda can

5(7.557)

2.r

4.8-

8.3-

9.0-

1.9-

Unscrew a
screw

6(11.119)

8.9

2.5

1.7

1.4

6.9

$11
comrortably

5(4.157)

7.6"

4.5-

9.0-

Slice a carrot

8 (9.940)*

2.3

7.5

5.9-

9.0

9.0

9.0

1.5

2.0

1.2

1.5

9.0

Ironing
board
lop

Unker
anchor

rain
barrel

diamond

maple
lear

bow
(ribbon)

shirt
button

1.2
3.7

6.3
6.8

CO
I—*•
O
»
1

C/3
o

5.6-

7.4

glass
bottle

raior
blade

Table 2: Ideal points occur o n the rating scale from 1 to 9 s h o w n at the right. For each property, the
objects used as scale endpoints are s h o w n at the top (for "1") and b o t t o m (for "9") of each column.
a. For all reported chi-squares, the null hypothesis that the predicted and observed u{i,j) values are
equal could not be rejected at the a = .05 level (i.e., p > .05), except for the last item, m a r k e d by "a",
for which p > .01.
~ Values indicated by tilde (~) are anti-ideal points (see Carroll, 1980), i.e., values that are the least
useful rather than the most useful. C o m p a r i n g to Figure 1, the usefulness curve for an anti-ideal point is
inverted and concave upward. Hence objects b e c o m e m o r e useful the farther they are from an anti-ideal
point in either direction along the dimension.
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preference data. Psychometrika, 25, 27-43.

object is most useful for prying the lid off a paint
can. O u r ideal point values suggest design strategies for "ideal objects" as well as an account of
the affordance characteristics of objects in particular activities (Gibson, 1977; N o r m a n , 1988).
For example. Table 2 suggests that the ideal object for protecting your head from harmful blows
should be light but rigid. In fact, manufacturers
of helmets are constantly searching for new m a terials to satisfy these constraints; the problem
being, of course, that lighter materials tend to be
flexible.

Carroll, J.D. (1972). Individual differences and multidimensional scaling. In R.N. Shepard, A.K. Romney, and S. Nerlove (Eds.), Multidimensional scaling:
Theory and applications in the sociad sciences, Volu m e I: Theory. N e w York: Seminar Press, Inc., 105155.
Carroll, J.D. (1980). Models and methods for multidimensioned analysis of preferential choice (or other
dominance) data. In E.D. Lantermann and H. Feger
(Eds.), Similarity and choice. Bern: Hans Huber
PubUshers, 234-289.

This phenomenon can also be viewed from the
standpoint of ad hoc categories (Barsalou, 1983).
Selecting objects for an activity such as "to
pound a nail can be viewed as rating objects
in the ad hoc category "things to use to pound
a nail." F r o m this standpoint, our research describes h o w a set of objects leads to a particular
graded structure for particular activities. Also,
this work can be viewed as a study of the effect
of activtyi context on properties and concept definition. Previous results have shown that context
affects the salience of properties (Barsalou, 1982;
A. Tversky, 1977) as well as concept definition
(Roth & Shoben, 1983).

Coombs, C.H. (1950). Psychological scaling without a unit of measurement. Psychological Review,
57, 148-158.
Coombs, C.H. (1964). A theory of data. New York:
WUey.
Duncker, K. (1945). On problem solving. Psychological Monographs, 58, No. 270.
Gibson, J.J (1977). The theory of affordances. In
R.E. Shaw &i J. Bransford (Eds.), Perceiving, acting, and knowing. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates.
Jordan, D.S. (1991). The role of physical properties
in understanding the functionality of objects. Unpublished doctorjJ dissertation, Stanford University.

In summary, the ideal-point model used to describe preferential choice data for individuals was
successful in describing h o w people use physical
properties to determine the usefulness of objects
in different activities. Properties relevant to the
goals of the activity are identified and an ideal
value for each property is selected. A n object's
proximity to the ideal value on each property is
additively combined across properties to produce
a measure of the usefulness of the object for that
activity. This characterization provides us with a
better understanding of h o w people c o m e to use
objects in different activities, as well as h o w they
perceive functionality in general.

Norman, D. (1988). The Design of Everyday Things.
N e w York: Basic Books, Inc.
Richards, D.D., Goldfarb, J., Richards, A.L, k Hassen, P. (1989) The role of the functionality rule in
the categorization of well-defined concepts. Journal
of Experimental Child Psychology, 47, 97-115.
Rosch, E.H. & Mervis, C.B. (1975). Family resemblances: Studies in the interned structure of categories. Cognitive Psychology, 7, 573-605
Rosch, E.H., Mervis, C.B., Gray, W.D., Johnson,
D.M. &: Boyes-Braem, P. (1976). Basic objects in
natural categories. Cognitive Psychology. 8, 382-439.
Roth, E.M. &c Shoben, E.J. (1983). The effect of
context on the structure of categories. Cognitive Psychology. 15, 346-378.
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units of different traces also influences the final state of
activation as traces compete for activation of shared
properties. Properties that ultimately remain active constitute
the recalled information, regardless of whether they all
occurred in the same trace, although mutual reinforcement of
same-trace properties often leads to the retrieval of a single
trace anyway. It would seem that this sort of "multiple-trace"
access model would predict abundant errors during everyday
recall - "blend" errors, consisting of mixtures of m o r e than
one trace.

Abstract
Connectionist models of memory account for recall
behavior using processes which simultaneously access
multiple memory traces and interactively construct the
recalled information. This also allows the models to
account for prototyping phenomena, but seems to predict
retrieval of composite or "blended" information during
ordinary recall. B y contrast, models that simulate recall as a
probabilistic selection of a single trace would not predict
recall blend errors. T o examine memory blending during
recall, three experiments were performed; in each, subjects
read sentences, some sharing words with one other sentence.
They later recalled the sentences given partial-sentence
cues. In all experiments subjects made blend errors,
recalling one word from each of two similar sentences more
often than one word from each of two dissimilar sentences,
as predicted by multiple-trace models. The frequency of
blend errors was relatively low, but a good account of this
and other aspects of the results was provided by a multipletrace model based on an Interactive Activation network as
applied to memory retrieval in McClelland (1981).

©

Introduction
M u c h of the current interest in connectionist models of
m e m o r y stems from their ability to capture not only recall
and recognition behavior, but also the prototyping and
generalization found in concept formation experiments (Knapp
& Anderson, 1984; McClelland, 1981; McClelland &
Rumelhart, 1985). In all of these models, m e m o r y retrieval
processes can lead to prototyping because they involve an
activation and synthesis of multiple m e m o r y traces to produce
a pattern of activation that m a y not necessarily correspond to
a single trace as originally stored.

Figwre 1; Mwltipk-tr^te mptigl from MyQgllanil fl9?l)
Not all theories of memory retrieval assume that recall
involves synthesis of multiple m e m o r y traces. S o m e models
view the recall process as a search through m e m o r y to find a
single trace; most m e m o r y models before the 1980's had this
character. Without the joint contributions of multiple traces,
single-trace models do not automatically lead to prototyping
or generalization - and as a side effect, m e m o r y blends would
be avoided. Shiffrin's S A M model of associative m e m o r y
(Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; GiUund & Shiffrin, 1984)
provides one example of a more recent single-trace model. In
the S A M model, cued recall proceeds as a probabilistic
selection of a single trace from the collection of all traces.
T h e probability of selecting a given trace is a function of the
baseline "strength" of the trace as well as the degree of match
between the cue's properties and the trace's properties. Once
selected, all properties of the trace are accessible, and no other
traces will b e accessed. Another single-trace model,
Anderson's A C T theory (Anderson, 1976; 1983), represents
related information as being subsumed under a single "trace"
node; the goal of recall is the selection of one of the possible
trace nodes, as a function of the activation of its subsumed

For example, McClelland (1981) outlined a connectionist
model of m e m o r y wherein each m e m o r y trace consists of one
"instance" unit representing the trace as a whole along with
"property" units for each of that trace's properties (see Figure
1). Property units within a trace reinforce each others'
activation through the centralized instance unit, while
inhibiting the activation of competing property units from
other traces. During retrieval, traces in m e m o r y b e c o m e
active to the extent that they include the properties given as a
recall cue, and to the extent that their properties reinforce one
another. The inhibition between the property and instance
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nodes. A s with Shiffrin's model, once a single trace is
selected, all of its constituent information can be retrieved
without interference from other traces.

retrieval. Finally, subjects were given cues which consisted
of the words corresponding to the positions shared by
overlapping sentences. They were asked to recall the two
missing target words from a single sentence studied earlier in
the experiment.

So the question arises: D o blend errors actually exist? Or
more specifically, do they occur as several m e m o r y traces
combine at the time of recall? While m e m o r y blends have
been studied in the context of eyewitness testimony (Loftus,
1977; Loftus, Miller, & B u m s , 1978), the procedure used to
induce blending in those and other experiments has left open
the possibihty that subjects integrated multiple traces at the
time of encoding rather than retrieval. Both single- and
multiple-trace models can easily account for blending in such
circumstances ~ any traces blended during encoding must
necessarily be retrieved as blended information. Therefore, in
order to distinguish single- from multiple-trace models, the
focus of investigation was directed solely to blending of
similar m e m o r y traces at the time of retrieval. The present
experiments sought to find evidence for or against the
existence of blend errors using sentence materials based on the
classic studies of Anderson (1976), with methods designed to
minimize the possibility that subjects might integrate
sentences during encoding.

In all three of the experiments, two general results were of
primary interest, each following a hypothesis of multipletrace models concerning recall blends. Thefirsthypothesis
was that subjects should blend similar m e m o r y traces, as
evidenced by more cross-over intrusion errors between the
similar overlapping sentences than between the dissimilar
control sentences. If no difference was discovered, the null
hypothesis of single-trace models would be supported. The
second hypothesis was that subjects should be less likely with
overlapping than with control sentences to correctly recall a
complete sentence after having already accessed its trace. This
result would be expected because while the overlapping
sentence traces would continually influence each other during
the independent retrieval of the trace properties, the control
sentence traces would be i m m u n e from such post-access
interference. This hypothesis was tested by examining the
conditional probability that a subject would correctly recall
both target words given that they had already correctly recalled
one of the words. If no difference was found in this
conditional probability as a function of sentence similarity,
then single-trace models would be supported. Such models
account for interference effects during the search for a trace,
but once one is accessed, other traces are assumed to be of no
further relevance.

Imagine the situation wherein two sentences share three out
offivecontent words, and the three shared words are used as a
recall cue. This cue would match the two overlapping
sentences equally well. If a subject were asked to recall the
other two content words from one of the sentences, they could
correctly answer with the two remaining words from either
overlapping sentence. For example:
#l:'The doctor gave the plumber the coat in the lobby."
#2: "The doctor gave the plumber the watch in the kitchen."
cue:"The doctor gave the plumber the
in the
."

Experiment 1

Assuming that each sentence is encoded as a single trace, with
its constituent words as properties, a multiple-trace model
would predict difficulty for a subject's recall, because the
ambiguous cue would equally activate the traces for both of
the sentences and their constituent properties. A s a
consequence, subjects m a y be prone to making a "cross-over"
intrusion error by responding coat + kitchen, or watch +
lobby, mixing words from each overlapping sentence. B y
contrast, a single-trace model would predict that either of the
two traces matching the ambiguous cue would be accessed in
a probabiUstic search with equal Ukelihood, yet the words
from only one of these two traces would be retrieved.
Therefore, a single-trace model would predict no blending of
these highly similar m e m o r y traces despite the ambiguous
cues.
In accordance with the logic of this example, the following
experiments used a list of sentences in which half of the
sentences shared several content words with one other
sentence, while the other half served as completely dissimilar
controls. Subjects studied the sentences individually under the
pretense of a cover task, unaware that they would need to later
recall any sentences. They therefore had no reason to
continually rehearse sentences or actively integrate the traces
of overlapping sentences, thereby allowing the experiment to
plausibly investigate blending during retrieval alone. After
subjects learned the list of sentences, a delay task ensured
some degree of temporal separation between encoding and
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Thirty-two experimental sentences were randomly created for
every subject. Each sentence included five word-positions
which werefilledby random selection (without replacement)
from a prearranged list of words of the appropriate semantic
type. Care was taken to avoid words closely-related across
semantic types, such as "barber" and "barbershop". T w o
sentences from each set of four were selected to become
overlapping sentences, the other two left as matched control
sentences. Three of the word-positions in each set were
randomly chosen for the overlap; any three of the five were
equally likely to be chosen for overlap. The three words in
the overlap positions of one of the two overlapping sentences
were then replaced with the corresponding words from the
other sentence, thereby creating a pair of sentences differing
by only two words. T h e order of presentation of the 32
sentences was randomized for each subject with the constraint
that a m i n i m u m of 12 sentences intervened between any two
matched overlapping or matched control sentences from a
matched set of four.
The random generation of sentences created many unlikely
combinafions of sentence consfituents, enabling the
experiment to use a convincing cover story: subjects were told
that the experiment was designed to explore h o w people read
sentences that "sound strange," those in which the content
words do not seem to belong together in real life. They
therefore had no cause to believe that they would later need to
remember anything about the sentences. Subjects read each
sentence and m a d e a judgement about the overall
"plausibility' of the sentence, followed by judgements of how

appropriate each of the five main words seemed, given the
content of the rest of the sentence. First the sentence appeared
along with a pron^t to rate it as a whole, then each of the
five words appeared sequentially underneath the sentence along
with a prompt to rate it. T h e purpose of these ratings was
both to m a k e the cover story more convincing and to ensure
that the subjects paid attention to every sentence and its
primary words, forming m e m o r y traces through processing
them at a "deep," semantic level.
After a 5-minute delay task, subjects were given recall cues
containing all words from a previously-presented sentence
except the two words in the non-overlapping word-positions
(replaced by blanks of a fixed length). Presenting any one
sentence from an overlapping pair in this manner therefore
acted as a cue for either of the two paired sentences. Subjects
were told that they m a y have seen two sentences thatfita cue
equally well, but that in those cases, they would have to
remember both of them, one at a time. However, they were
never told that a particular test cue matched two sentences
until they had first already recalled one sentence. It w a s
stressed that in choosing each response, they should take care
to recall two words from within the same sentence from the
first phase. Therefore, with overlapping sentence cues, after
the subjectfirstrecalled two words from one sentence, they
were asked to recall two more words belonging to the other
matching sentence. In this manner, all 16 of the overlapping
sentences from the first phase were tested, along with 8
randomly-selected control sentences, all in a random order.'

seen in Figure 2. Subject data can be seen in the solid
columns (error bars indicate 9 5 % confidence intervals),
illustrating the proportion of responses for both control and
first overlap conditions as a function of the number of words
correctly recalled. Results of the first hypothesis test
supported a multiple-trace model: subjects m a d e cross-over
errors m o r e often (using a sign test across subjects, p < .01)
w h e n tested in the overlap conditions (5.4% with the first,
2.1% with the second) than in the control condition (0.7%).
The difference between the rates in the second overlap versus
control conditions w a s not significant (p > .05) while the
difference between thefirstand second overlap conditions w a s
significant (p < .05). T h e greater frequency of intrusions
between overlapping sentences w a s not simply a result of a
greater tendency to recall words from overlapping sentences,
because words from overlapping sentences intruded into recall
of a matched control sentence only 1.4% of the time; words
from control sentences intruded into recall of a matched
overlapping sentence 2 . 7 % of the time.
Results of the second hypothesis test also supported
multiple-trace models: the conditional probability of recalling
two words from the same sentence given the correct recall of
one word was lower in the overlap condition (p = .50, first
overlap; p = .36 second overlap) than with controls (p = .58).
Using a Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests across subjects, the
conditional probability in the control condition w a s
significantly higher than in either thefirstoverlap (z = 1.81,
p < .05) or the second overlap conditions (z = 4.11, /? <
.0001); the conditional probability in the first overlap
condition w a s significandy higher than in the second overlap
condition (z = 3.10,/j < .001).

a model
Experiment 2

•5

It was difficult to k n o w h o w to best interpret the data from
the two overlap conditions in Experiment 1. The fact that the
first sentence recalled in the overlap condition is likely to be
the stronger of the two, while the second m a y be
contaminated by the earlier recall of the first, m a k e s
quantitative comparison of the overlap and control conditions
difficult. Experiment 2 w a s designed to generate clearer data,
by using unambiguous overlapping-sentence test cues and
thereby allowing only one correct answer in all cases. This
w a s accomplished by reducing the number of content words
shared a m o n g overlapping sentences from three to two, while
continuing to use cues with only two blanks. For example:

03-

1
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2
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1 x 2
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#1: 'The doctor gave the plumber the coat in the lobby."
#2: "The doctor gave the lawyer the watch in the kitchen."
cue: "The doctor gave the plumber the
in the
."

Number Correct by Condition
(X s crot*-ov»r Intrusion*)
FiiVK 2; Expgrimgm 1 Pata

Note that this cue only matches thefirstoverlapping sentence
con^letely, while offering a partial match to the second
sentence. With this experiment, w e expected to replicate the
findings of Experiment 1, perhaps with less overall blending
due to the lessened overlap between sentences.

The overall recall performance of the 35 subjects can be

Thirty-six sentences were randomly created for every
subject, 2 4 overlapping and 12 control. O n e of the
overlapping sentences in each overlapping pair w a s also used
as a mate for a control sentence, since it did not share any
content words with the control sentence. T h e order of
presentation of the 36 sentences w a s randomized for each

'Post-test questionnaires indicated that most subjects were
unaware of sentence overlapping during thefirstphase of the
experiment. Only two subjects reported that they had recalled
or integrated overlapping sentences at the time of encoding;
excluding their data from the analyses had no significant
effect. These results held across all three experiments.
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subject by presenting 12 control sentences and 12 overlapping
sentences (the "overlap-test" sentences, one from each pair of
overlapping sentences) as the first 24 sentences, followed by
the rest of the overlapping sentences (the "overlapdistractors"). This allowed the overlap-distractor sentences to
provide retroactive inhibition, both for the overlapping-test
sentences and the control sentences. T h e order w a s then
randomized with the further constraint that a m i n i m u m of 12
sentences intervened between overlap-test or control sentences
and their paired overlap-distractor sentence. T h e 2 4 test cues
contained all but t w o words from an overlap-test or control
sentence, and were presented in a completely random order.

Experiment

3

O n e potential critique of Experiments 1 and 2 concerns the
evaluation procedure used in the study phase of the
experiments. Subjects had been asked to rate the plausibility
of a whole sentence, and then of each individual content word;
this latter requirement could conceivably have caused subjects
to encode a separate individual m e m o r y trace for each content
word as well as for the whole sentence. If this was the case,
both multiple- and single-trace models might explain the
conflicting pattern of results by proposing that subjects were
occasionally able to exploit associations between traces for
individual words along with more con^lete traces for the
sentences containing them. Therefore, Experiment 3 was
performed, using the same materials and procedure as
Experiment 1, but with the elimination of subjects' ratings of
individual words during the study phase.

Overall, the 38 subjects performed worse than those in
Experiment 1 (see Figure 3.) Perhaps the lower overall level
of performance in this experiment indicates that subjects had
too difficult a time recalling the earlier of the two overlapping
sentences due to the recency of the overlap-distractor sentence.
In fact, fully 9 % of subjects' answers with overlap-target cues
consisted of recalling both words from its paired overlapdistractor sentence ~ a sort of double cross-over intrusion despite the fact that the cue unambiguously matched the
overlap-target sentence.

D nnodel
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 Data

Overall, the 37 subjects performed worse than the subjects
in the other experiments, no doubt because the n e w procedure
led subjects to encode the stimuh less rigorously (see Figure
4). N o cross-over errors were obtained between control
sentences. Consequently, cross-over errors were significantly
m o r e frequent (sign test, p < .01) in the first overlap
condition (2.4%) than in the control condition. They were
also m o r e frequent (p < .05) in the second overlap condition
(1.7%) than in the control condition. There w a s no
significant difference (p > .05) between the cross-over error
rates in first and second overlap conditions. These differences
again provided support for a multiple-trace model.

Results of thefirsthypothesis test showed that cross-over
errors were m o r e frequent between matched overlapping
sentences (18 occurrences, or 4.0%) than between overlapdistractors and their matched controls (6 occurrences, 1.3%).
A s in Experiment 1, the difference between the cross-over
error rates of the overlapping and the control sentences w a s
significant (sign test, p < .05), as predicted by multiple-trace
models.

T h e conditional recall probabilities did not significantly
differ (z = -1.16, p > .05) between the fu-st overlap condition
(p = .35) and the control condition (p = .31). O n the other
hand, the difference between the conditional probability in the
control and second overlap (p = .16) conditions w a s
significant (z = 2.78, p < .005), as w a s the difference between
the first and second overlap conditions (z = 2.93, p < .005).

T h e test of the second hypothesis supported single-trace
models, however. T h e conditional recall probability w a s
essentially the s a m e in both conditions: .43 with overlappingtest sentences, and .44 with control sentences (z = 1.07, p >
.05). This pattern of results would be expected if there were
no post-access influences from similar m e m o r y traces.
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activation of the mutually-inhibitory units. Eventually, the
activation levels of all units will stopfluctuating,after the
network has "settled", and the units with the highest
activations can be chosen as the response. Note that if the
cue had been words from a control sentence then the correct
answer would be retrieved without competition, because
activation would flow to only one word per pool.

Models
In all of the experiments, cross-over errors were more frequent
between overlap sentences than controls, supporting the first
hypothesis of multiple-trace models that similar sentence
traces should blend during recall. O n the other hand, the
pattern of conditional recall probabilities, indicating the
presence or absence of post-access interference between
sentences, did not consistently support the second hypothesis
of multiple-trace models. However, one important concept
has been missing from the discussion of the models'
predictions thus far: encoding failure. Subjects did not have
perfect m e m o r y for every sentence in any of the experiments,
considering the rate of 5 0 % or more recall failure. In any
model of m e m o r y , an item cannot be recalled if it was
improperly encoded in thefirstplace. Yet the models as
discussed so far have simply assumed that subjects con:q)letely
encoded all sentence information into well-integrated traces.
Therefore, one needs to examine h o w both multiple- and
single-trace models perform when a significant proportion of
the properties in traces are either missing or too weak to be
recalled.

Actually, as outlined above, the model would not be able to
settle the competition between overlapping sentence words,
because their inputs and resulting activations would always be
equal. Based on this, the model led us to expect that our
experiments would generate more blend errors than were
actually obtained. However, there is a general problem wdth
the interactive activation model that has recently been
uncovered in other applications which appears to reflect a
failure to take account of the important role of inherent
variability in processing (Hinton & Sejnowski, 1986). Once
this variability is introduced to the model, several difficulties
are resolved (McClelland, 1991). In the present application,
adding variability causes the model to tend to favor one of two
complete sentence traces rather than a blend; the blend states
represent less-optimal points in the "goodness" landscape of
network states (c.f. Rumelhart et. al., 1986), and variability
allows the network to escape such local minima. McClelland
(1991) indicates that variability m a y be introduced in a variety
of ways. In this case, w e sinply injected a small amount of
normally distributed random noise into the input to each unit
at each update.

H o w would a multiple-trace model deal with encoding
failure? Because of the simultaneous access of all relevant
traces in a multiple-trace model, whenever one of the two
target words in an overlapping sentence had not been
adequately encoded, the corresponding word from the other
overiapping sentence trace should automatically be retrieved
instead, as long as it had been properly encoded itself.
However, multiple-trace models were already predicting blend
errors when encoding failure was not considered; wouldn't they
n o w predict entirely too m a n y blend errors relative to the
fairly low frequency obtained in the experiments?

The addition of intrinsic variability allowed the model to
produce approximately correct blend rates, but tended to
produce too large a difference in the probability of conpletely
correct recall between the control and overlap conditions.
(This is equivalent to over-predicting the difference in the
conditional probability of recalling both words). The addition
of the assumption of occasional encoding failures allowed the
model to overcome this problem. T o capture encoding
failure, w e assumed that each link between a property unit and
its associated instance unit had a 2 0 % chance of being absent
entirely. In the experimental data, subjects' errors indicated
that there were s o m e associations between words from
completely different sentences; these associations were
captured by inserting randomly determined, non-negative
weights ( M = 0.2, S D = 0.25) between all word and instance
units. T h e weights on connections within pools of word
units were all set to -1.0, while those within the instance unit
pool were stronger (-2.1), to counterbalance the activation
coming from the three word units and ensure adequate
competition between sentences.

In order to discover whether or not a multiple-trace model
could exhibit behavior conforming to that of our subjects, w e
devised an interactive activation model based on the simple
connectionist model discussed in McClelland (1981). This
model was adapted for the current experiments by assuming
that the learning of each sentence created a instance unit for
the sentence trace as a whole, linked with bidirectional
excitatory connections to five property units, one for each
major content word in the sentence. All of the instance units
together formed a "pool" of units, as did all of the property
units corresponding to a given sentence position. All units
within a pool were linked by bidirectional inhibitory
connections (using negative weights), reflecting the fact that
the units within them represent mutually-exclusive
information that should not be recalled simultaneously.

T h e model networks for each experiment reflected the
materials used in that experiment. For Experiments 1 and 3,
the network therefore contained of a pool of 32 instance units,
two pools of 32 target word units, and three pools of 24 word
units (16 control words + 8 overiap words per pool). For
Experiment 2, the network consisted of 36 instance units, two
pools of 24 overiapping cue units (12 overiap + 12 control),
one pool of 36 non-overlapping cue units, and two pools of
36 target units. Because the differing results from
Experiments 1 and 3 were thought to have been a result of
less rigorous encoding in Experiment 3, the only difference
between the networks for Experiments 1 and 3 rested in

Because the overlapping sentences shared words, the
corresponding units in the property unit pools would also be
shared. Simulation of recall proceeded by activating the
property units representing the recall cue words. In the case
of an overiapping sentence, activation from the cued units
would be sent along excitatory connections to the instance
units for both overlapping sentences. The two instance units
would compete for activation, due to their inhibitory
connections; they would also feed back activation to the cue
words, as well as the target words. In the pools containing
the target words, further competition would result from the
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increasing the model's encoding failure rate for Experiment 3
from 2 0 % to 3 5 % . T o test recall, external activation was
input to the three cue word units for each of the test
sentences. The response of the con^uter subject was simply
taken as the unit with the highest activation above a response
threshold (.1) in each target word pool after 100 time cycles,
enough time to allow the network to settle into an
equilibrium and form a reasonable response hypothesis. A
total of 100 computer subjects were run for each computer
simulation; with each computer subject, a new random set of
stimulus and random association weights was generated. The
performance of each network was fit to the data as shown in
Figures 2 through 4. In so doing, w e ensured that the model
not only had the correct overall recall rates, but also the
appropriate performance with respect to both hypothesis tests
- blend rates and post-access interference rates.

models in general, as w e have abandoned the original notion
of unintended blending of con^lete traces in favor of the
somewhat less dramatic notion of fiUing in missing parts of
incompletely encoded traces.

In the datafitsillustrated in Figures 2 to 4 (in which error
bars reflect 9 5 % confidence intervals), the model's
performance was not statistically different from that of our
human subjects (for Exp.l, ;f^(7) = 7.0, p = .42; for Exp.2,
X H 9 ) = 15.9, p = .07; for Exp. 3, x H D = 112, p = .13).
However, thefitcomes close to failing significantly in two of
the three cases. W e were able to obtain even closer data fits
by increasing the inhibition between instance units in
Experiments 1 and 3 (to -2.5) and decreasing it for Experiment
2 (to -2.0). Thus, with the use of an additional free parameter
one can achieve a nearly perfect correspondence between the
performance of the model and experimental subjects (for
Exp.l, x ^ O ) = 1.8, p = .97; for Exp. 2, x H 9 ) = 2.5, p =
.98; for Exp.3, x^(7) = 3.0, p = .89). It is not entirely clear
w h y that particular parameter should differ between
experiments, though it might reflect subjects' ability to
strategically increase competitive inhibition between
equivalently-cued overlapping traces in Experiments 1 and 3.
Given the success of our particular multiple-trace model, it
is worth considering h o w a single-trace model would behave
given similar assumptions about encoding failure. A singletrace model like Shiffrin's S A M model might also fit the data
if multiple access attempts were allowed in cases where an
initial trace selection resulted in incomplete recall.
Successive attempts proceed just like thefirst,with the
probability of selecting a given trace based on that trace's
similarity to the cue. Since overlapping sentence traces
equally match the cue, they have an equally good chance for
selection. So if a first attempt accessed an overlapping
sentence trace containing only one of the two target words,
and a second attenpt accessed the other overlapping sentence,
the subject could rnake a cross-over error. It seems plausible
that an account could be given for all aspects of the data based
on such a possibiUty. However, this kind of extension of the
single-trace model in some sense amounts to turning it into a
multiple-trace account. The primary difference between this
and our account is sin5)ly that the multiple traces are accessed
in succession in one case and simultaneously in the other.
Conclusion
In the end, what has been learned here about the nature of
m e n w r y blending during recall? The present experiments and
simulations have changed the way w e approach multiple-trace
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What remains to be studied is how other instantiations of a
multiple-trace model, such as the more superpositionai
matrix- or convolution-based models (for example, Knapp &
Anderson, 1984, or Metcalfe, 1990), would manage the Usk
of simulating the specific patterns of recall performance found
in our experiments. It will be of interest to discover whether
these types of models could produce as few blend errors as
were obtained in our studies, given their tendency to blur the
distinctions between traces. Conversely, it will be interesting
to examine whether the prototyping and generalization
properties of these other models can be captured with the
model w e have presented here. These complementary studies
m a y take us some distance toward understanding what governs
the h u m a n ability to generalize well and yet preserve
relatively distinct access to particular prior events.
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Abstract
This paper reports on the learning of spatial concepts
in the £o project. The starting point Ls the identifi. TR
cation of a visual primitive which appears to play a
central role in the visually-based semantics for terms
"Above"
which express spatial relations between two objects.
LM
This primitive is simply the orientation of the imaginary ray connecting the two related objects where
they are nearest each other. Given this, an important part of the learning consists of determining which
other orientations this particular one should align with
Figure 1: Learning to Associate Scenes
(e.g. it should align with upward vertical for "above").
with Spatial Terms
These other orientations may be supplied by an objectcentered coordinate frame, as in English "in front o f
and Mixtec "cii", as well as by the upright coordinate
frame. A central feature of the system design is the use
of orientation-tuned Gaussian nodes which can learn
basic spatial terms in English, and handled the probtheir orientation and <t, and which perform the critical
lem of learning the semantics for these in the absence of
task of orientation comparison.
explicit negative instances. It did not, however, cover
object-relative terms, i.e. spatial terms which are senIntroduction
sitive to an inherent orientation that a L M m a y have,
such as "in front o f in English. "In front o f makes
The Lo project (Feldman et al. 1990; Weber & Stolreference to a coordinate frame centered in the L M itcke 1990) concerns the computational task of acquirself:
if the L M (a person, for example) has an inherent
ing natural language in the visually-based semantic dofront,
"in front o f is determined relative to that front.
main of spatial relations between geometrical objects.
in contrast to terms like "above", which are unThis
is
The goal is to learn to determine, for any natural lanaffected
by any inherent orientation of the L M .
guage, whether a scene description in that language is
This
paper
presents a way of viewing spatial contrue of a particular scene. A significant part of this
cepts in which the semantics for object-relative terms
task is learning the perceptually grounded semantics
and non-object-relative terms are learned in m u c h the
for the individual spatial terms in the language. Thus,
same
manner. This is based on the identification of a
as a subtask, w e would like to learn to associate scenes,
useful
visual primitive, and the specification of a mechcontaining several simple objects, with spatial terms deanism
for using it. T h e system presented here successscribing the spatial relations in the scene. Languages
fully learns the perceptually-based semantics of objectdiffer widely in the perceptual features encoded in their
relative terms such as "in front o f , as well as that of
spatial terms (Talmy 1983; B o w e r m a n 1989), making
non-object-relative terms such as "above", "on", and
this subtask a challenging one.
the like.
W h e n learning a particular spatial concept, the system is supplied with a scene, and an indication of which
General Approach
object is the reference object (called the landmark, or
L M ) and which is the object located relative to the
A central assertion of this work is that one of the crureference object (called the trajecior, or T R ) . This is
cial primitives used in determining spatial relations is
illustrated in Figure 1.
the orientation of the (imaginary) ray from the L M to
Earlier work on this subtask (Regier 1-990; Regier
the T R where they are nearest to each other. Consider
1991) used connectionist mechanisms to learn several
Figure 2. Here w e have small circles located relative
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• Learning what the values of some of these reference
orientations should be. For example, the system
starts learning without knowledge of the fact that upward vertical is an important reference orientation. It
must learn to tune itself so that upward vertical becomes one of the reference orientations available to
the T R orientation for alignment.

(b)

These two aspects of the learning occur simultaneously
in the system.
Some reference orientations are not learned, however.
The orientations of the major and minor axes of the
landmark are critical for learning object-relative terms,
together with an indication of whether or not one end of
each axis is inherently marked as the positive direction
(e.g. the positive direction of the major axis for an erect
human being is upwards, while the positive direction
for the minor axis is toward the ventral side). The
values of these orientations clearly change with each
new landmark; thus, they are not learned.
Orientation alignment does not suffice to represent
such important perceptual features as inclusion and
contact. Another crucial primitive is a bitmap representation of the interior of the L M , i.e. a 2-D visual
m a p such that all points that fall in the interior or on
the boundary of L M are activated, and all others unactivated. Ideally, afixedconnectionist visual preprocessing stage will produce these primitives for the learning system, given the input image. Currently, they are
computed in a non-connectionist fashion.
The system learns spatial concepts by combining evidence from these two forms of representation,
orientation-based and bitmap-based. The detailed architecture will be presented below.

Figure 2: Good and Poor Instances of English "Above"

to two triangles, with the shortest possible connecting
line between the L M and T R drawn in. Note that in
both cases, the circle is above some part of the triangle.
The assertion is that (a) is a better instance of "above"
because the orientation of the ray is closer to upward
vertical in this case than in (b). This has, at any rate,
proven to be a productive working hypothesis. This
orientation where the L M and T R are nearest is called
the T R orientation.
Another potentially useful primitive, to be incorporated in the future, is the orientation of the ray connecting the centers of mass of the two objects (the C o M
orientation). Figure 2 can actually be seen as supplying evidence that a combination of these two primitives
might play a role in the determination of exactly when
one object is "above" another. For if the small circle in (a) were moved down the slope of the triangle,
it would eventually reach a point at which we would
no longer feel comfortable calling the relation between
the two objects "above"; however, the T R orientation
would have remained unchanged. This can be explained
by postulating that both the T R orientation and the
C o M orientation must play a part in the determination
of "above", and that the C o M orientation in this new
case is too far from vertical to allow one to label the
scene "above". The C o M orientation is not used in the
system presented here; this is primarily to simplify the
exposition.
Given orientation primitives of this sort, a large part
of the task of learning the perceptually-based semantics
for spatial terms is to determine which other orientations in the scene the T R (and/or C o M ) orientation
aligns with, and to what extent. As a very simple example, if the T R orientation aligns perfectly with upward vertical, we consider this an excellent instance of
"above". If it deviates a little from upward vertical,
this is a fair instance, and so on. Thus, what is required is an orientation comparison mechanism of some
sort. 6-nodes, to be described in detail below, fulfill
this function.
There are in fact two distinct aspects to the process
of learning orientations:

The Mixtec Spatial System

As mentioned above, part of the goal of the Lq project
is to build a system that will be able to learn the spatial
system of any natural language. For this reason, this
paper focuses on the learning of spatial concepts from
the Mixtec language, a system radically different from
that of English. Both Mixtec and English concepts are
learned by the system.
The Mexican Indian language Mixtec has a spatial system based on an extensive body-part metaphor
(Brugman 1983), featuring a number of object-relative
terms. In general, in Mixtec one would say "The [TR]
is located (near/at) the [LM]'s [body-part-name]",even
if the L M were not an animate object. Thus, the region
above a tree would be described as "(near/at) the tree's
head". One intriguing aspect of Mixtec is that it uses
human body-part terms to describe relations relative to
L M s which are vertically extended, and animal bodypart terms for horizontally extended L M objects (since
animals such as dogs and horses are generally seen on all
fours, horizontally extended). There is a Mixtec term
which is used for both humans and animals, however,
• Learning which of several available reference orientaand therefore, for both vertically and horizontally extions the T R orientation should align with.
tended objects. This is the term cii, or "belly", which
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Figure 3: Some Training Data and Results
for Mixtec "ctj" (see text)

indicates the area in front of a vertically extended object (where human bellies are), and the region below a
horizontally extended object (where animal bellies are,
most of the time). Thus, this term is object-relative in
the case of a vertically extended L M , and not objectrelative in the horizontally extended case. I.e. the relevant reference orientations are supplied by the L M in
the vertically extended case, and by the (learned) upright coordinate system otherwise.
Training and Results
The T R is restricted to be a single point for the time
being; current work is directed toward the more general
case of an arbitrarily-shaped T R .
Figure 3 presents training data and results for Mixtec
c» ("belly").
Figure 3 (a) contains some of the training data for
Mixtec cii ("belly"). It shows an oriented upright L M
(the large "-I-" 's on the L M mark the positive directions
of the major and minor axes), and a number of point
TRs: the circles indicate positive examples of en with
respect to this L M , and the small x-marks indicate negatives. Note that the positive examples are all located
in the positive direction of the minor axis, or "in front
o f the L M .
Figure 3 (b) also holds training data for cii. It shows
an unoriented horizontally extended L M (no end of either axis is marked as positive), again with a number
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of point T R s indicating positive and negative examples. Recall that in the case of horizontally extended
LMs, dii (or "belly") is associated with that region of
space which is found where animal bellies usually are,
viz the area below the L M . Thus, for horizontally extended LMs, it does not matter whether the axes of the
object are marked for direction or not.
There is training data relative to other L M s as well
(upright L M s pointing to the right, horizontal L M s with
directed axes, such that the minor axis points downward, etc.), but considerations of space preclude presentation of all of these.
Figure 3 (c) illustrates the results of the learning.
The size of the black circles indicates the appropriateness, as judged by the trained system, of using the term
Hi to describe the relation between a point T R at that
location, and the L M shown. Note that the L M points
to the right here, and that it is the region to the right
that is considered to be cii the L M . In the case of an
upright L M pointing to the left (like the L M presented
with the training data in (a)), points to the left of the
L M would be considered en the L M .
Figure 3 (d) illustrates the results of the learning relative to an unoriented horizontally extended landmark.
As desired, points under the L M are considered to be
cii the L M . Again, space considerations rule out presentation of the results for all possible L M s , but the
concept is successfully learned.
The system has learned the English concepts in front
of, in back of, above, below, left, right, in, out, off, and
on. It has also learned the following concepts from
Chalcatongo Mixtec: ini ("spleen, gut", meaning inside), sini ("human head", above an upright L M ) , cii
("belly", already discussed), ha?a ("foot", at the base
of an upright L M ) , siki ("animal back", above a horizontally extended L M ) , and yata ("human back", in
front of an upright L M ) . Clearly, several of these are
object-relative terms.
System Design
One of the central mechanisms used in the system is
one that determines to what extent a given orientation
matches a reference orientation. A node mechanism
is presented here which allows this sort of orientation
comparison, and allows the node to learn to tune itself
to embody an appropriate reference orientation and tolerance.
Once this node mechanism has been presented, the
network as a whole will be presented and discussed.
0-Nodes
All orientations in the system are represented in
(sin,cos) pairs. ^ The structure of a single 0-node, which
learns to tune itself to a preferred orientation and tolerance using this representation, is presented in Figure 4.
Note that sing,case, and ae are variables internal to
'This representation can be viewed as a minimalist version of coarse-coding.

W efirstconsider orientation-based processing. This
is done by the left-hand half of the network, which receives input from the T R orientation and the major and
minor axis orientations of the L M (here labeled " M A O "
and " m A O " , respectively). If the L M major axis has
no inherent direction, then the two possibilities for that
orientation are loaded into the M A O ( l ) and MA0(2)
inputs (e.g. if it is a tall object with neither the top
nor the bottom marked as the positive direction, the
inputs are loaded with the (sin,co8) representations of
90 degrees and 270 degrees). If, on the other hand,
the L M has an inherent direction for its major axis,
both M A O ( l ) and M A 0 ( 2 ) are loaded with the representation for that direction. The minor axis orientation
inputs (mAO(l) and mA0(2)) are handled analogously.
All hidden nodes marked 0 are 0-nodes of the sort
described above, and all receive their {8ini,coSi) inputs (recall Figure 4) from the T R orientation input.
Of these nodes, the middle three learn their sing,cosg,
and <Tg, while the others learn only ag, and have their
{sing,cosg) internal variables set by the lines leading
to them from the M A O and m A O inputs. Thus, the
middle three nodes learn to tune themselves (generally
to the upright vertical and to left and right), while the
two on the left are always tuned to whatever the major
axis orientation is, and the two on the right to whatever
the minor axis orientation is, with ambiguously oriented
L M s handled as described above.
Consider node H, above the 0-node layer. It, like the
other nodes not explicitly marked with a 0, computes
the usual sigmoid of its weighted and summed input.
Notice that the two 0-nodes associated with the major cLxis project to H, on links which are constrained to
be of the same weight, denoted "r" (see (LeCun 1989)
for details on this technique of weight-sharing). The
two links from the M A O 0-nodes to node J will also
be constrained to be the same, though not necessarily
the same as "r". Weights from the m A O 0-nodes are
similarly constrained.
Notice that under these constraints, node H will treat
both M A O 0-nodes identically, so that it can learn to
respond to ambiguously directed L M s without worrying
about which of the two possible orientations is represented by which of the two 0-nodes. Note also that if
the L M does have inherent orientation, then H can receive greater input from these nodes than it would in the
case of an ambiguously oriented L M , since in the ambiguous case, at most one of the two Gaussian 0-nodes
will be responding strongly, while in an unambiguously
directed case, both m a y be.
This played a role in the learning of Mixtec cii: if
there was an inherent minor axis orientation, that direction was the correct one for cit as learned by the
system. If there was not any inherent directionality to
the minor axis however, the system responded to the
coincidence with downward vertical of one of the two
possibilities for the minor axis. Since a node such as
H will receive greater input in the case of an unambigously oriented L M with a T R in that direction, but

/#(stnj,cos,)

strii

cosi

Figure 4: Internal Structure of a Single 9-node

the 0-node, defining its preferred orientation a n d tolerance. These internal values m a y be learned together
with weights in the network as a whole, or m a y be imposed from the outside to order to "tune" the node.
T h e function of a 6-node is simply a Gaussian (see
( M o o d y & Darken 1988) for earlier work using G a u s sian nodes in a s o m e w h a t different w a y in connectionist
networks):
... . , (sine - sinty + (cose - cosi)^
fe{sini,cosi) = exp [
'-—j

^J

The partial derivatives of fe with respect to each of
the internal variables are:
dfe
dsing

dfe
dcosg

—2{sing — siui)

(2)
exp
—2{cosg — cosi)
stnt — sin.-TT

exp [^

^].

(3)

dfe _ 2(ising - sirii)^ + {cosg — cosi)"^)

(4)
9o7 ~

exp[^^""*""'"-^''^/""""^^](Tg

From these, we can easily find ^ , ^ , and | ^ ,
which enables us to use back-propagation to train the
internal variables of a given 6-node, together with the
weights of the network in which they are embedded.
Every 0-node will learn its <Tg, and several, though
not all, will learn their orientations as well (sing,cose).
Network Architecture
Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the network
used here. Note that all weights below the dotted line
are frozen at 1.0, so learning occurs only above this line.
Recall that the system uses both orientation-based
and bitmap-based primitives. W e examine the halves
of the network handling each of these in turn.
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will still respond somewhat in the case of an ambiguous
L M with a T R in one of the two possible directions, this
concept was learnable.
W e now consider the processing of the bitmap-based
L M representation, performed by the right-hand part of
the network, which receives input from the L M interior
map. Each of the three nodes in the cluster labeled "I"
(for interior) has a receptivefieldoffivepixels.
W h e n a T R location is specified, the values of the five
neighboring locations shown in the L M interior map,
centered on the current T R location, are copied up to
thefiveinput nodes. The weights on the links between
thesefivenodes and the three nodes labeled "I" in the
layer above define the receptivefieldslearned. W h e n
the T R position changes,fivenew L M interior m a p pixels will be "viewed" by the receptivefieldsformed. This
allows the system to detect the L M interior (or a border
between interior and exterior) at a given point and to
bring that to beao' if that is a relevant semantic feature
for the set of spatial terms being learned.
Note that the four outer links in this small receptive
field are tied to the same value, so that this receptive
field is radially symmetric. Thus, this half of the network handles strictly local features such as contact and
inclusion, while the rest of the network handles directional features.
The orientation-based and bitmap-based representations are combined at the output level of the network,
so that the learned semantics for a given spatial term
m a y involve a mixture of evidence from the two representation types.
Conclusions
A connectionist system has been presented which
learns perceptually grounded semantics for both objectrelative and non-object-relative spatial terms, from English and Mixtec. The system relies on the use of a
particular visual primitive, the orientation of the imaginary ray connecting the two relevant objects where they
are nearest to each other. This orientation is compared
to various reference orientations, by Gaussian G-nodes
tuned for a particular orientation and tolerance. These
0-nodes learn their as, and some learn their reference
orientations as well.
Immediate future work is directed toward extending
the system to handle trajectors which are not simply
a single point. In addition, moving trajectors, and a
means for handling the resulting polysemy, are on the
agenda.
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Abstract
Theories of object recognition and categorization rely
on a set of primitives to represent objects. The nature
and the development of these primitives have been
neglected in computational vision and in concept
learning theories. W e present a theory of part
ontogeny in which not only perceptual, but also
categorical constraints play a role. A two-phase
experiment using categories of synthesized 3 D objects
(Martian rocks) was conducted to test the theory. T h e
first phase tested the hypothesis that part identification
is dependent on categorical context. The second phase
tested whether the units extracted in the first phase
played a conceptual role in learning a n e w category.
In both phases, subjects interactively delineated the
parts of the stimuli while learning the categories. T h e
units subjects identified in thefirstphase were those
that were predictive of the object's category. These
units then influenced the perception of parts in the
new categories of the second phase.
Introduction
Most accounts of object recognition and categorization
assume that in order to identify an object, one must first
identify its components. O f course, not all components of
an object must be identified before an object can be
categorized, but m a n y of them are probably recognized
during the categorization process. For example, m a n y
accounts of categorization (see Smith & Medin, 1981)
would claim that a person w h o sees a cat might identify a
global shape, a size, body parts such as the head, tail and
whiskers, a color, a texture, and so on. After these
perceptual components of the object have been identified,
they arc compared with m e m o r y representations in order to
categorize the object. Theories that embody this general
approach include Rosch and Mervis's (1975) family
resemblance model, Marr and Nishihara's (1978)
generalized cones, and Biedcrman's (1987) Recognition B y
Components.
The topic of this paper is the nature of the
components themselves. H o w are these components
derived? Are the components independent entities, or does
category learning influence them? In particular, w e will be
interested in what might informally be called the parts of
an object. Tversky and H e m e n w a y (1984) showed that the
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most useful categories (i.e., Rosch et al.'s 1976 basic
categories) can be distinguished by parts whereas less
useful categories cannot (see also Murphy, in press).
Furthermore, parts have a privileged place in a number of
accounts of object identification (Biederman, 1988;
Biederman & Ju, 1988; Binford, 1981; Marr, 1982; Marr
& Nishihara, 1978; Pentland, 1989).
Although parts m a y well be important in
categorization, the question arises as to h o w people
identify an object's parts and encode them in memory. The
most c o m m o n assumption concerning parts and other
components of an object is that they are the result of
perceptual structures. That is, our perceptual apparatus
identifies the colors, size and parts of an object which then
form the basis for conceptual tasks. Certainly, perceptual
structures provide important constraints on what can be a
part of an object.
But important research in
computationnal vision and psychophysics has shown that
part extraction without constraints is essentially an illposed problem (Bertero et al., 1987; Biederman, 1987;
Braunstein et al., 1989; Hoffman & Richards, 1985;
Koenderink & van D o o m , 1982; Poggio et al., 1985).
However, an additional constraint, which has received little
attention, is the effect of category learning itself. T h e
process of concept formation m a y alter the interpretation
of objects such that n e w parts and combinations of parts
are encoded.
T o understand h o w this might occur, consider this
thought experiment. Suppose you were a Martian with no
experience of Earth objects. Thefirstobject you see is a
cup which can be segmented into the analytical units
handle and container. However, your Martian conceptual
system does not possess these primitives. Supposing
your low-level visual system were roughly like ours, you
could describe the cup by mentioning at least that
something seems to break the regularity of its surface:
something sticks out. Supjwse the second object you
experience is a glass. This object is m u c h smoother;
nothing sticks out. From n o w on, you could use the
primitive X d @ M (you certainly would not call it a handle),
because it categorizes the two objects: one has a X d @ # and
one doesn't. Before encountering the glass, you might
have represented the cup as a whole, as a single unit.
Thus, the category learning situation m a y select s o m e
parts and suppress others in representing objects.

This p h e n o m e n o n illustrates what w e call the
Homogeneity Principle. This principle says that if a
component or group of components occurs frequently
throughout a category, then it will be treated as a single
unit. In other words, the objects of the category provide a
sufficient context to change a component's status from a
potential part to an actual part--or unit--that is used to
represent the object. W e will call these analytical parts
"conceptually instantiated units," or simply "units."
Units are the parts that arc input into concept
representation. Examples of units are head, tail, handle
and so forth. Conceptually instantiated parts play a
conceptual role by segmenting the external world into
categories of objects. O n c e a unit is instantiated in the
context of one particular category, it can then play a
conceptual role in other contexts of categorization. T o
illustrate, if the Martian had extracted what w e call a
handle, it could use it in categorizing n e w objects that
have a handle. The Homogeneity Principle also assumes
that exposure to different contexts m a y result in the
instantiation of different units. Therefore, this theory
provides a framework to study the ontogeny of part/whole
relationships. T h e representation of an object could
eventually be decomposed into two units if the parts
composing the object appear to play a conceptual role in
another context; otherwise, the whole m a y be treated as
one instantiated unit.
The study reported here examines the Homogeneity
Principle through a two-part experiment using categories
of novel objects. Thefirstphase tested the hypothesis that
part instantiation into units is dependent on categorical
context. It also investigated a claim of sufficiency, that
the context of one category is sufficient to instantiate the
parts needed to represent the objects of the category.
Components that were homogeneous throughout the
category were expected to be instantiated as units, and
other components were expected to be rejected, over the
course of learning. The second phase introduced a n e w
category, which overlapped somewhat with the previous
one. This allowed a test of the conceptual role played by
the units learned in thefirstphase. The overlapping units
were expected to be parsedfirst,and thereby to bias the
extraction of other components in the n e w category. A
group with no prior experience with those units served as a
control. It was expected to identify a different part
structure (see below).
Studying the ontogeny of units presents certain
methodological challenges. Using familiar objects is
obviously inappropriate, because the theory concerns the
effect of category learning on part analysis. However,
most artificial categories used in previous experiment of
this sort could not be used here because it was necessary to
avoid familiar units as well as familiar objects. So, it
would not do to teach subjects a n e w kind of furniture if
they could already identify familiar units such as legs,
seats, cushions, drawers, etc. O n e would not expect to
counteract subjects' extensive prior knowledge of these
parts. Therefore, the experiment used 3-dimensional
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spherical objects with various mountain-like projections.
Each projection or group of projections could serve as a
potential part. The experiment examined the degree to
which subjects' perception of parts could be influenced by
the context of one category of objects, and h o w the units
acquired in this context would influence the extraction of
new units in another category.
Phase 1
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two conditions
in which they were exposed to exemplars of a particular
category (A or B). Category A was a collection of objects
on which a specific part (a) was always present Category
B was also a collection of objects, but they were
characterized by another consistent part (b). W e recorded
the parts subjects considered important before, during and
after category learning.
The Homogeneity Principle predicts that the parts
subjects select after exposure to a category should be the
ones that hold the category together. Therefore, subjects
should pick part a or part b if they are in condition A or B,
respectively. Also, the number of nontarget parts subjects
pick should decrease as they gain more and more
experience with the category. A corrolary of homogeneity
is that subjects should not consider as relevant parts those
that do not glue a category together. Thus, if subjects
from group A were exposed to the target part of group B,
they would not pick part 6 as a relevant part.
Method
Subjects. Twelve Brown University undergraduates
participated in thefirstphase of the experiment Subjects
were assigned randomly to condition A or B with the
constraint that the number of subjects be equal in each
condition.
Stimuli. "Martian rocks" were synihetized threedimensional gray-level shaded objects displayed on the
screen of a graphic mini-supercomputer (Stellar G S 1(XX)).
Each stimulus was generated on a Lisp Machine using the
S-Geometry package. A Martian rock was created from a
sphere by specifying eight equidistant regions along its
equator. Each region covered a surface extending from the
equator to the two poles of the sphere, and deformations
were applied to each region. A deformation consisted of
pulling out a facet of a region for a certain distance along
the surface normal at that point. The deformations were
deterministic for the target parts, while the seven
remaining regions were randomly distorted. The top
pictures of Figure 1 show the deformations that created
unit a and unit b, and the bottom pictures present complete
exemplars of categories A and B. R a n d o m Martian rocks
were also created by randomly distorting all the regions.
W e will call the objects in the category being learned the
M l rocks.
Procedure: Initial delinatlons. Before experiencing
objects of their category, subjects were asked to delineate

Figure 1: This figure illustrates the stimuli used in P h a s e 1. T h e top pictures s h o w part
a (left) a n d b (right) in isolation. T h e b o t t o m pictures s h o w e x a m p l e s of the complete
objects.

They continued this delineation until the entire part was
indicated. Once one part was delineated, subjects could
either center another part of the object or quit part
delination for that object.

the parts they thought were important on one M l rock.
Subjects were instructed to delineate at least one part per
object, but no upper limit was specified. The purpose of
this initial stage was to test for the salience of the target
parts. Part delineation was done using a computer mouse.
Using the left and right buttons of the mouse, subjects had
to center the part they wanted to delineate with respect to a
vertical bar that appeared on the screen. Then, subjects
moved a cursor on the screen with the mouse in order to
mark with a red line the part they had previously centered.
That is, by clicking the mouse, subjects extended the line
from its last vertex to the current location.

Learning stage. The learning stage was divided into 6
trials. O n each trial, subjectsfirstsaw an M l rock. This
rock would rotate once clockwise and once counterclokwisc
in front of them. Subjects were told to study this rock to
learn what M l rocks were like in general. Then this
stimulus was replaced with another rock on which subjects
were instructed to delineate parts as described earlier. For
five out of six delineation rocks, this item was an M l , and
the other delineation rock was from the category of the
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other condition (category B for subjects in group A, and
vice versa).
Test stage. In order to ensure that subjects learned the
category, a categorization stage with 6 test rocks was
conducted. T w o of the test rocks were M l rocks, and the
other four were random rocks. One test rock at a time
would rotate--once clockwise, once counterclockwise-on
the screen and subjects had to decide, by pressing the "yes"
or the "no" key on the keyboard, whether the rock was an
M l . If subjects were correct on all six items, the first
phase of the experiment was over. Otherwise, they
repeated as many learning blocks as needed to perform the
test stage without mistake. N o feedback was given during
the testing phase.
Results
W e constructed two grids of points in the exact
configurations of part a and part b. The measure of
subjects' accuracy in part identification was the number of
points of the target parts contained within their
delineations. Fifty percent or more of the target's surface
had to be delineated in order to score the subject as having
identified the target. To test the salience of the target
parts, w e collected the total number of part delineations in
the initial delineation stage (before learning). A total of
44 parts were initially delineated; only one of them met
the criterion for being a target part. Thus, the targets were
not very salient units before learning.
To test thefirstaspect of the Homogeneity Principle,
we considered the last learning session for all subjects (the
one preceding a successful test stage). In this session, we
computed the average number of points included in the
delineation of the last target part (the M l part), and
compared it with the average number of points included in
the delineation of the part from the other condition.
Subjects delineated 9 3 % of the target from the category
they learned, but only 8 % of the target from the other
category on average. These means were significantly
different t(l\) = 11.88,p < .001.
The corrolary of homogeneity was tested by recording
the number of nontarget delineations per object for all
subjects. W e expected the number of nontarget selections
to decrease with learning. Thus, w e divided each subject's
learning stage intofiveblocks (since each subjects saw 5
M l rocks for delineations per learning stage, the total
number of M l objects seen in learning was always a
multiple of 5) and counted the number of nontargets
delineated in each block. The number of nontargets
decreased significantly from thefirsttofifthblock (F(4,44)
= 18.63, p < .001; means of 2.78, 2.09, 1.68, 0.70 and
0.21). A contrast showed that this decrease was linear
(F(l,44) = 73.59, p < .001), and there was liule remaining
variance (f(3,44) = .32).

constraints and the context of several objects forming a
category provide a sufficient means to conceptually
instantiate potential parts. At the end of learning, subjects
picked the part that was redundant throughout the category.
It is worth emphasizing that prior to the experiment,
subjects didn't know the parts composing the objects. The
corollary of homogeneity is that as subjects gain more and
more experience with the context of one category, they
should progressively reject infrequent potential parts as
plausible candidates for a conceptual unit status. This
prediction was corroborated with a linear decrease of the
nontarget delineations.
If the unit instantiated in one particular context has a
conceptual role, it should be used to describe objects of a
new category. Once instantiated, these units have a status
similar to hand, wheel, handle and so forth. That is, they
can be used to characterize new objects. The purpose of
the second phase of the experiment was to test both
implications of the conceptual role by presenting subjects
with a new category of objects in which a number of units
are distributed throughout the category, with either one or
none of them being already instantiated.

Phase 2
Subjects from both groups of thefirstphase were exposed
to a new group of objects, category C. In addition to
groups A and B, a new group of subjects, group C, who
did not participate in Phase 1, served in Phase 2. All
objects of Phase 2 were characterized by part a and part 6
adjacent to one another.
Method
Stimuli. N e w stimuli were created in which part a and
part b were adjacent to one another and only 6 regions were
random. Figure 2 shows different views of a Martian rock
from this phase.
Subjects. 18 Brown undergraduates participated in the
second phase of the experiment. 12 of them were the
subjects of the previous phase and 6 subjects were new to
the experiment.
Procedure. Phase 2 took place immediately following
Phase 1 for groups A and B. As in the previous phase,
subjects went through three main stages: an initial
delineation stage, a learning stage and a testing stage. As
before, subjects went through six trials in the learning
phase, and they had to delineate 5 rocks of category C (the
remaining rock was a random rock). In the test phase, 6
rocks were presented (2 of them with part a only, two with
part b, and two with part a and part b), and subjects had to
categorize them correctly to end the experiment. No
feedback was given during the testing phase.
Results
W e recorded the number of times part a or part b was
delineated in the only object tested before learning. The

Discussion
The results confirmed the two predictions of the
Homogeneity Principle. The conjunction of perceptual
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Figure 2: This figure illustrates the stimuli from P h a s e 2. Subjects in conditions A a n d B
delineated the t w o parts presented in the top pictures. Subjects in condition C selected the
part s h o w n in the b o t t o m picture as one unit. This part is the conjunction of the t w o parts
s h o w n above. During the experiment, subjects could rotate the object to center the part
they w a n t e d to delineate.

subjects of group A always delineated part a, and never b.
The subjects of group B always delineated b, and never a.
On the final learning trial, the subjects from groups A and
B all delineated parts a and b as two distinct units, while
all subjects from group C (the group with no prior
experience with Martian rocks) delineated part a and 6 as a
single unit. Typical delineations from groups A and B are
presented on Figure 2 (the top pictures) and a typical
delineation from group C is presented on Figure 2 (the
bottom picture).

Discussion
This study investigated the role of previous knowledge in
parsing new objects. W e can see that the units instantiated
in thefirstphase were applied to categorize objects of
category C. This shows that they played a conceptual role
in the sense explained earlier. The bias created by units on
part extraction is also illustrated in the second phase.
Specifically, subjects with prior knowledge ended up
instantiating two units--the one they had learned in the
previous phase, either a or b, and the other part adjacent to
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the one they knew already. In contrast, subjects from
condition C didn't segment a and b into two instantiated
units. Instead, they considered a andftto be one single
unit c. This is interesting for two reasons. First, a and b
adjacent to one another can clearly be segmented as two
units-as shown by the other subjects. This means that
the two parts are separable on a perceptual basis. In fact,
the parts could be extracted with a scheme along the lines
of Hoffman and Richard's (1985) minima rule. Subjects in
group C apparently encoded c as a perceptual unit which
was not composed of the units a and b, which were not
known as such to the subjects of condition C. This leads
to the second point. The context of categorization may
influence what is considered a unit in an object
representation. The context enables the selection of a
perceptual interpretation that maximizes the homogeneity
of a category. Since parts a and b are always present on
the object of the category, there is no reason to segment
them into two separate parts, unless they have already been
distinguished.
This last result has far-reaching
consequences for understanding the development of a
conceptual system. Potential parts become instantiated
units if the right categorical context offers them a
functional or conceptual role. This provides, among other
things, a theoretical framework within which the
development of part/whole relationships can be understood,
as well as the circumstances under which hierarchies occur
in conceptual representations.
The theory of unit ontogeny presented in this paper
may be considered an extension of the principles of
concept learning. The arbiuary situation of the Martian
rocks could be comparable to the kind of learning that
takes place in infants when they stan forging a conceptual
system (Baldwin, 1989; Clark, 1973; Schyns, 1990). The
conjunction of perceptual constraints with a context of
categorization seems to be a promising framework to
ground the development of a simple conceptual system on
f>erceptual foundations. Clearly that will not account for
all concepts, but these simple principles may account for
the genesis of object concepts from "scratch.'
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Abstract
Despite people's strong bias to sort exemplars based
on a single dimension, various situations where
family resemblance (FR) categories tend to be
created have been identified. In a previous study
(Ahn 1990b), knowing prototypes or theories
underlying categories led subjects to create F R
categories. T h e current study investigates w h y
existence of background knowledge encourages
creation of F R categories. Comparison of results
from two experiments indicates that there is no
intrinsic tie between knowing theories or prototypes
and F R structure. The role of background knowledge
on F R sorting seems to lie in leading subjects to
weight dimensions equally, in helping them to infer
unavailable values in favor or F R sorting, and / or
in relating surface dimensions in terms of a deeper
feature.

created when people k n o w underlying dimensions or
theories of surface dimensions and perform unidimensional sorting based on the deeper dimensions
(Ahn 1990b; Medin et al 1987).
T h e current study concerns w h y background
knowledge helps people create F R categories. Four
possible reasons are investigated: (a) There is some
intrinsic link between prototypes or theories and F R
structure, (b) the background knowledge changes weights
of dimensions, (c) the background knowledge helps
people infer unavailable information, and (d) a deeper
dimension constructed by underlying theories can be
serve as a basis as uni-dimensional sorting. This paper
first briefly reviews previous studies on the effect of
background knowledge in F R categories. Then two
experiments testing the above four possibilities is
presented.
Previous Studies on FR Sorting

Introduction
The general consensus is that natural categories do not
have defining features and members in the same category
are related in terms of a family resemblance (FR)
principle: exemplars in the same category are generally
similar to each other, but exemplars in different
categories are dissimilar to each other (Rosch & Mervis
1975; Smith & Medin 1981). Along with this principle,
it has also been expected that when sorting unclassified
exemplars, people achieve a compromise between
maximizing within-category similarity and minimizing
between-category similarity (Rosch 1975). Unlike
Rosch's prediction, however, subjects in free sorting
experiments show a strong bias to sort exemplars based
on values on a single dimension and create categories
with defining features (Ahn 1990a; A h n & Medin 1989;
Imai & G a m e r 1965 1968; Medin, Wattenmaker, &
Hampson 1987).
W h e n do w e observe F R category construction?
Previous research shows that F R categories can be
created through two stages where thefirststage involves
uni-dimensional sorting of exemplars into a prescribed
number of categories and the second stage involves
assigning exceptional exemplars into initially created
categories based on their overall similarities (Ahn
1990a; A h n & Medin 1989). F R categories can also be

Sorting in Knowledge-Poor Domains. In
previous category construction experiments, subjects
have shown a strong tendency to create categories with
defining features. T o capture this bias, A h n and Medin
(1989) proposed a two-stage model of category
construction; peoplefirstsort exemplars based on the
most salient dimension and then in the second stage they
assign remaining exemplars based on their overall
similarity to the initially created categories.
A h n and Medin argued that the reason w h y F R
sorting was not observed in the previous experiments
was that the examples had characteristic features that
would appear in contrast categories. Therefore, if
subjects carry out uni-dimensional sorting in the first
stage based on these characteristic features, F R
categories could not be created. Take an example from
the sets used in A h n and Medin (1989) shown in Figure
1 under Characteristic Set. (There are ten examples with
four dimensions (Dl, D 2 , D 3 , and D 4 ) in each set. They
are represented in terms of the example number (e.g..
El), and values (0, 1, or 2) for each dimension. The
examples in the same column (e.g.. El, E2, E3, E4, and
E5) belong to the same category if the set is grouped
according to the F R principle.)
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Sufficient Set

El
E2
E3
E4
E5

Dl
0
0
0
0
1

D 2 D3 D4
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 0
0
1 0
0
0 0 0

Dl
2
E6
2
E7
2
E8
2
E9
ElO 1

Characteristic Set

D2
2
2
2
1
2

D3
2
2
1
2
2

D4
2
1
2
2
2

El
E2
E3
E4
E5

Dl
0
0
0
0
2

D2 D3
0 0
0 0
0 2
1 0
0 0

D4
0
1
0
0
0

E6
E7
E8
E9
ElO

Dl D2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 0
1 2

D3
2
2
1
2
2

D4
2
0
2
2
2

Figure 1. Structure of Examples used in Ahn & Medin (1989)
Suppose the task is to create two categories. Then
regardless of which dimension is chosen as the initial
defining feature, the resulting categories cannot be PR
categories.
O n the other hand, consider the Sufficient Set. The
resulting P R categories from this set consisted only of
sufficient features (i.e., O's and 2's). Suppose the first
dimension was chosen for the most salient dimension in
thefirststage. Then the model categorizes El, E2, E3,
and E4 into one category and E6, E7, E8, and E9 into
another category. In the second stage, one of the
remaining exemplars, E5, is grouped with El, E2, E3,
and E4, and ElO is grouped with E6, E7, E8, and D9,
based on overall similarity. As a result, the final
categories have an PR structure.
In Ahn and Medin's experiments, as predicted by the
model, no subjects given the Characteristic Set created
P R categories whereas more than half of those given the
Sufficient Set created P R categories. This failure to
obtain P R categories from the Characteristic Set was a
very robust effect that appeared in various types of
materials as long as subjects could not use any existing
background knowledge. (See also Ahn, 1990a.)
Sorting in Knowledge-Rich Domains. Ahn
(1990) extended these results using materials in which
some hypothetical background theories could be
developed. Por example, in one set of stimuli, subjects
received pictures of flowers and one group of subjects,
called Theory Group, received a theory about how each
class of flowers can attract a hypothetical group of birds
or bees. In the other group (Prototype Group), subjects
simply received prototypes of the resulting PR
categories before they started sorting. The structure of
the exemplars was the same as the Characteristic Set in
Pigure 1. Using these materials, the Theory and
Prototype Groups mostly produced P R sorting.
Providing knowledge or an underlying theory before
sorting had the greatest influence on producing PR
sorting. In contrast, when no background knowledge was
provided (Control Group), few P R sortings were
obtained.
It is not clear why prototypes and underlying theory
helped people create P R categories. Ahn (1990) provided
three suggestions. Pirst, there might be some intrinsic
link between prototypes or theories and PR sorting. If
this is the case, then providing background knowledge
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should result in PR sortings regardless of types of
materials or domains. The two experiments presented in
this paper used materials from two different domains in
order to test effectiveness of different types of
background knowledge.
Second, the effect of background knowledge on PR
sorting might derive from its role in helping people
infer missing features. In Ahn (1990b), the I's in Pigure
1 did not have particular values and subjects were told
that these values were not available for the exemplars.
Many real world cases seem to have features that are
unavailable to us. Then, background knowledge might
help people infer these parts of instances in accordance
wiUi the values in prototypes or theories that are the
most similar to the instances in other respects. To test
this possibility, in the current experiments the noncharacteristic value I's were either present or absent.
Given an instance, 0 0 0 1, for example, if the value 1
is absent and if background knowledge would help
people assume it is 0, then it would be more likely for 0
0 0 1 to be grouped with 0 0 0 0 than when the value 1
takes an actual value.
Third, although both the Prototype Group and the
Theory Group produced more PR sorting in the previous
experiment, the processes involved in PR sorting might
be different in the two groups. The subjects' protocols in
the previous experiment indicate that the Prototype
Group seemed to be able to get over the strong bias of
uni-dimensional sorting and instead they seemed to
assign equal weights on all four dimensions present.
Still, they seemed to treat the dimensions independently.
O n the other hand, the Theory Group seemed to abstract
an underiying dimension of each category (e.g., degree of
attracting hypothetical birds or bees in the above
example) and consider how values in a given exemplar
as a whole satisfies this underlying dimension. The
difference in strategies seems subde but the results from
the following two experiments will be discussed in
terms of this conjecture.
Experiment 1
Method
Procedure. Subjects received a set of exemplars and
were asked to sort them into two groups of any size.
After they sorted the exemplars, they wrote down how
and why they created the categories.

Dimensions
1. types of clothes
2. types of religion
3. types of leadership
4. types of funeral

Value 2
leather
polytheism
a single leader
cremated the dead

Value 0
cotton
monotheism
hierarchical leaders
buried the dead

Value 1
silk
atheism
three leaders
buried in river

Table 1. Dimensions and Values used in Experiment 1
Design and Material. T h e design of the experiment
was a 3 (types of background knowledge) X 2 (presence
or absence of value 1) between-subject factorial design.
The structure of exemplars are the same as the
Characteristic Set in Figure 1. The four dimensions and
the values used for 0, 2, and 1 are illustrated in Table 1.
The value I's were present only in Presence Condition.
In Absence Condition, no value was present and subjects
were told that these values were not available.
Within each Presence / Absence Condition, there
were three groups depending on types of background
knowledge they received before sorting. T h e types of
background knowledge that the subjects received were
either none (Control group), prototypes (Prototype
Group), or underlying theories (Theory Group). T h e
Control Group which did not receive any information
was simply asked to sort ten cards in a w a y that seemed
natural to them. T h e Prototype Group received eight
non-prototype exemplars (i.e., eight exemplars except
for 0 0 0 0 and 2 2 2 2 in Figure 1) to be sorted. They
also received two prototypes of the potential F R
categories before sorting and were told that these were
the most typical exemplars of the two categories that
they were to create. The Theory Group received only the
eight non-prototype exemplars coupled with theories
underlying each category they were to create. M o r e
specifically, they were told that one type of tribes were

agricultural tribes and the other group were nomadic
tribes. Then they were told that agricultural tribes wore
cotton clothes obtained in their farms, were monotheists
because they hardly had any chance to encounter other
types of religion, had hierarchically organized leaders to
control farmers living in their areas, and buried the dead
near their farms. Subjects were also told that nomadic
tribes wore leather clothes obtained from their hunting,
were polytheists because they had contacted m a n y types
of religions while travelling, had a single leader to make
flexible and quick decisions in their changing
environments, and cremated the dead because they were
always on the move.
There were 150 subjects randomly assigned to 6
groups with 25 subjects in each group.
Results
The results are summarized in Figure 2. Numbers
indicate percentages of F R sorting within each group
within each set. Other responses were uni-dimensional
sorting except for one or two in each group.
Comparison between Absence and Presence
Condition. Overall, the Absence Condition produced
more F R sortings in all three groups. The chi-square test
(or the Fisher's exact test where it is appropriate)

100

•

•

control

prototype

Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1
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theory
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presence
absence

involved symptoms associated with Ketasysm, which
was a technic^ term for abnormal fat metabolism. Since
Disease A was caused by an external virus in contact
with the skin, the major infection usually, but not
necessarily, appeared around exposed areas such as face,
hands, and neck, it usually showed sudden onset because
symptoms appeared as soon as a person contacted the
virus, few family members of the patient had the same
skin disease because the disease was produced by external
agent, and the lesions were at first sharply limited to the
site of contact and later spread to neighboring areas. On
the other hand, since Disease B was produced due to
Ketasysm, the major infection of Disease B usually
appeared in hidden areas such as the abdomen and thighs
where body fat was most concentrated, it usually showed
gradual onset as Ketasysm progressed, about 5 0 % of the
patient's family members had history of the same skin
disease due to genetic characteristics of Ketasysm, and
the lesions were not sharply limited to a local area
because body fat distribution was not sharply
distinguished.
There were 120 subjects randomly assigned to 6
groups with 20 subjects in each group.

indicates a main effect of the Absence / Presence
manipulation. Within each instructional group, the
differences between the Absence and the Presence
condition were significant for the Theory and the
Control Groups (p<0.05) but it was not significant for
the Prototype Group although the direction of the
difference was consistent with other groups.
Comparison among Groups within Each
Condition. Overall, in each condition, the Theory
Group produced FR categories most frequently and the
Prototype Group produced them next most frequently.
Only a few FR sortings were obtained from the Control
Group as in the previous studies (Ahn & Medin 1989).
Within each condition (Presence / Absence), the pairwise
comparisons among three groups were all significant
(p<.05) except for the difference between the Prototype
Group and the Theory Group in the Presence Condition.
Experiment 2
Method
The design and procedure of Experiment 2 were exacdy
the same as in Experiment 1. The materials used for
Experiment 2 were descriptions of skin diseases
instantiated for the Characteristic Set in Figure 1. The
four dimensions and values are illustrated in Table 2. As
in Experiment 1, value I's were present only in the
Presence Condition.

Results
The results are summarized in Figure 3.
Comparison between Absence and Presence
Condition. As in Experiment 1, the Absence
Condition produced more F R sortings in all three
groups. The chi-square test (or the Fisher's exact test
where it is appropriate) indicates that the overall
difference between the Absence and the Presence
condition were marginally significant (p=0.06). Within
each group with different background knowledge, only
the difference between the Absence and the Presence
Conditions of the Prototype Group was significantly
different

There was a slight change in instructions to make
the sorting task more realistic. All subjects were told
that each card had a description of one patient and that
these patients suffered from inflammatory diseases of the
skin and subcutaneous tissue characterized by lender red
nodules. They were also told that their symptoms were
very similar, but medical doctors had found that there
were actually two different types of diseases with these
symptoms and that it was important to distinguish these
two skin diseases because they required different types of
treatment. Then they were told about the four
dimensions. The rest of the instructions for the Control
Group and the Prototype Group were similar to those in
Experiment 1.
For the Theory Group, subjects received the
following additional instructions. They were told that
Disease A was caused by Virus X B 5 whereas Disease B
Dimensions
1. area of infection
2. onset
3. % of family members
with the same disorder
4. boundaries of lesion

Value 0
face, hands, and neck
sudden
no family members

Comparison among Control, Prototype, and
Theory Groups. There was a large main effect of
type of background knowledge (p<0.(X)l). Interestingly,
however, the direcdon of the differences showed a pattern
different from Experiment 1. Overall, the Prototype
Group produced FR categories most frequently (80%)
and the Theory Group produced next most frequently
(72.5%). Again, only a few FR sortings were obtained
Value 2
abdomen and thiLih
gradual
50 % of family members

Value 1
hands and thigh
neither sudden nor gradual
2 5 % of family members

somewhat moderately
sharp boundaries
Table 2. Dimensions and Values used in Experiment 2
sharply limited

not sharply limited
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Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2

from the Control Group as before. Within the Absence
Condition, the Prototype Group produced significantly
more F R sortings (95%) than the Theory Group (75%),
which in turn produced more F R sortings than the
Control Group (15%). Within the Presence Condition,
the Theory and the Prototype Groups produced more F R
categories than the Control Group but no difference was
found between die Theory and the Prototype Groups.

might be some differences between simply knowing
surface features (Control and Prototype Groups) and
knowing deeper features (Theory Group).
The reason w h y the Control and Prototype Groups
produced more F R sorting in the Absence Condition
seems to be the following. In these groups, subject
mightfillor infer unknown features with values that are
consistent with cortelational structure shown in other
similar instances or prototypes. The other possibility is
that if people follow the two-stage model, the absence
of value 1 on the most salient dimension used in the
first stage might force them to pay attention to the other
dimensions, resulting in sorting based on all the present
dimensions.
T o investigate reasons w h y the Theory Group
showed different patterns across the two experiments, the
differences between the two experiments in materials and
instructions were further analyzed. First, the types of
features were different. In Experiment 1, the values were
used as nominal values so that value I's, w h e n they
were present, are not intermediate values between value
O's and 2's. In contrast, the values in Experiment 2 were
continuous in that value I's always were a middle or a
mixture of the two extreme values on the same
dimension.
H o w could the different types of dimensions lead to
differences in the two Theory Groups? Perhaps the
Theory Group is doing a special kind of uni-dimensional
sorting where the defining dimension is the underlying
dimension constructed by the theories. If this is the case,
the continuous values used in Experiment 2 have more
advantages over the nominal values in Experiment 1
because continuous values might be easier to be
incorporated. Take an example of the tribe stimuli. If a
person knows theories about w h y a tribe wearing cotton

General Discussion
General Effect of Background Knowledge
The basic results of Experiments 1 and 2 replicated the
previous findings in A h n (1990). Knowing underlying
theories or prototypes before sorting led to more F R
category constructions.
Differences Between Theory and Prototype
However, the Theory Group was not always more likely
to produce F R sorting than the Prototype Group as
shown in Experiment 2. This result suggests that
knowing theories is not necessarily better than knowing
prototypes in producing F R sortings. Instead, the
advantage of knowing underlying theories in producing
F R categories seems to depend on factors such as
domains.
Differences Between Theory and Prototype
with Respect to Missing Features
Comparing the Absence and the Presence Conditions in
Experiment 1, F R sortings were obtained more
frequently when the value 1 was absent. In Experiment
2, however, this difference disappeared in the Theory
Group whereas it still appeared in the Control and the
Prototype Groups. These results suggest that there
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clothes tends to be monotheistic, it would be much
more difficult to explain why a tribe wearing silk
clothes (i.e., nominal value) tends to be monotheistic
than to explain why a tribe sometimes wearing cotton
clothes and sometimes leather clothes (i.e., continuous
value) tends to be monotheistic. That is, for "silk
clothes', subjects had to develop a new explanation for
the novel feature. This idea needs to be tested in more
systematic ways in future studies.
The second difference between Experiments 1 and 2
is that in Experiment 2, the goal of sorting was
specified (i.e., treatment of diseases). Also the theories
in Experiment 2 were in terms of causes of diseases.
Several investigations of lay people's belief in
psychopathological disorders showed that people have a
strong belief in the interaction between causes of
disorders and their treatment. For example, if people
believe schizophrenia is an innate disorder, they believe
the appropriate treatment is hormonal and not behavioral
(e.g. F u m h a m 1988). Due to this kind of existing
belief, the Theory Group might have given more weight
to those dimensions that seem to be a better indicator of
causes no matter whether the value 1 was present or
absent. This peculiarity of domains can also serve as an
explanation for why the theories in Experiment 2 were
not as effective as those in Experiment 1 in comparison
to prototypes.
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Conclusion
All of the issues discussed above deserve further
investigation. What can be concluded from the current
studies seem to be the following. First, there seems to
be no intrinsic tie between theories and family
resemblance sorting. The advantage of theories over
prototypes depends on domains, the goal of category
construction, and the types of theories. Secondly,
exemplars with missing features are more easily
categorized in terms of the F R principle than exemplars
with non-characteristic features. Thisresultsuggests that
F R structure might be obtained because sometimes w e
do not have complete information about instances, and
w e infer these missing features in accordance with other
similar features.
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Abstract
O n e possible method for improving real-world
quantitative estimation is to "seed the knowledgebase" with explicit quantitative facts. This method
was employed in two population estimation
experiments. In Experiment 1, subjects estimated
the populations of 99 countries. They then studied
the populations of 24 of these countries. Finally,
they estimated the populations of all 99 countries
a second time. A s predicted, the post-learning
estimates for the 75 "transfer" countries were
m u c h more accurate (48%) than the pre-leaming
estimates. However, the rank-order correlations
between estimated population and true
populations showed almost no improvement.
These results suggested that there m a y be two
analytically distinct components to estimation, a
range component and a ranking component, and
that an arbitrary set of quantitative facts is likely
to affect the former but not the latter. The aim of
Experiment 2 w a s to demonstrate that one can
affect the ranking component by presenting
subjects with a consistent set of population facts.
In this experiment, one group of subjects w a s
presented with facts that consistently confirmed
their prior beUef that European countries are quite
large and Asian countries are quite small. Another
group w a s presented with a set that consistently
disconfirmed this view. A s predicted, rank-order
correlations between estimated and true
populations were negatively affected by the biasconfirming facts and positively affected by the
bias disconfirming facts.
The worid is composed of innumerable discrete entities;
each of these entities has m a n y properties; some of these
properties can be specified in quantitative terms. It is
c o m m o n for a person to k n o w n that a certain entity exists,
to recognize that this entity must have a certain
quantitative property, and still to have no knowledge of the
value of that property. For example, the typical U.S.
college student is likely to have heard of Malaysia, to be
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absolutely certain that some number of people live there,
and to be very uncertain as to what that number might be.
Nonetheless, w h e n pressed, this student will produce an
estimate that is at least more accurate than a random guess
and often will express s o m e confidence in the rough
accuracy of the estimate.
H o w do people generate real-world quantitative
estimates of this sort? T h e cognitive literature provides
two distinct perspectives on the matter. O n e focuses on
domain-specific knowledge. According to this view, the
estimation process is driven by a cycle of retrieval and
inference. This process first recovers a fact from long-term
m e m o r y that is related to the "target" entity (e.g.,
Malaysia) and/or to the "target" property (e.g., population).
If the fact is relevant, it triggers an inference that narrows
the response range in s o m e way. For example, a person
attempting to estimate the population of Malaysia might
recall that there are about 120 million Japanese. If this
person also believes that Malaysia has fewer people than
Japan, he or she can confidently infer that the population
of Malaysia is less than 120 million. Generally, a single
fact will not allow the response range to be narrowed
enough to yield a precise estimate. A s a result, the cycle of
retrieval and inference m a y continue until a precise
estimate has been reached, until all immediately relevant
knowledge has been exhausted, or until some time or effort
limit is exceeded (Collins, 1978; Collins & Michalski,
1989).
The second perspective on real-world estimation holds
that people depend on a small number of general purpose
heuristics (e.g., availability, representativeness) to estimate
the quantitative properties of objects and events (e.g.,
B r o w n , Rips, & Shevell, 1985; Lichtenstein, Slovic,
Fischhoff, L a y m a n , & C o m b s , 1978). According to this
view, a person attempting to estimate the population of
Malaysia might realize that he or she k n o w s relatively
little about this country. This would imply, via the
application of the availability heuristic (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1973, 1974), that the population of Malaysia
is relatively small. Alternatively, a person attempting to
estimate the population of N o r w a y might depend on its
representativeness. This person might decide that N o r w a y
is typical of Scandinavian countries and then infer that the
population of N o r w a y is likely to be similar to the
populations of other typical Scandinavian countries, such
as Sweden.
Interestingly, the same estimation task often produces
results consistent with bodi the knowledge-based and
heuristics perspectives. For example, a number of studies

have demonstrated that people consider weU-known public
and autobiographical events to have happened more
recently than less well-known events of the same objective
age (e.g.. B r o w n et al., 1985; Wagenaar, 1986). These
results indicate that availability plays a role in date
estimation. There is also clear evidence that domainspecific knowledge plays a central role in this task. For
example. B r o w n (1990) reported an experiment in which
subjects were asked to think aloud as they estimated dates
for a set of well-known public events. Analysis of these
protocols revealed that 7 8 % of the estimates were justified
with reference to one or more domain-specific fact.
The existence of evidence within a single task that is
consistent with both perspectives suggests that any
satisfactory approach to estimation must account for the
influences of both general heuristics and domain-specific
knowledge. O n e way to reconcile these two approaches is
to assume a knowledge-based architecture and to view a
given estimate as a weighted blend of available relevant
information. Thus, w h e n estimaUng the population of
Malaysia, one might recall the population of Japan and use
it to truncate the response at 120 million. O n e might also
use availability to classify Malaysia as a not-very-large
country. Taken together these two sources of information
suggest not only that the target population is smaller than
120 million, but that it probably is a good deal smaller.
Viewing estimates as a weighted blend of relevant
information provides a plausible mechanism for
reconciling knowledge-based and heuristic perspectives.
However, w h e n estimates are conceived in this way, one is
confi-onted with the issue of h o w the estimation process
weighs competing sources of information. Drawing on
recent work carried out within the cue validity framework
(e.g., Gigerenzer, Kleinbolting, & Hoffrage, in press;
MacWhinney, 1987), w e hypothesized that competing facts
are weighed according to (a) their predictive strength or
validity, and (b) their specific relevance to the task. In the
current context, predictive strength reflects the ability of a
fact or inference to correctly predict the value of the to-beestimated quantity. In other words, w e assumed that people
believe s o m e inferences to be more credible or more
reliable than others and that they weigh the more credible
inferences more heavily than the less credible inferences.
W e also believed that inferences based on specific
quantitative facts (e.g., the population of Japan is 120
million) would be weighed more heavily than those that
were not. T h e two experiments described below bear
direcdy on the accuracy on this particular instantiation of
the specificity assumption.

knowledge of naUonal populations is extremely
u n c o m m o n , and the second to indicate that availability
played a major role in this task.
The aim of the current experiment was to see if we
could improve estimation performance and decrease the
dependency on availability by introducing a set of relevant
quantitative facts. In this experiment, subjects first
estimated the populations of 99 countries. They then
learned the actual populations of 24 of these countries.
Finally, they were provided another set of estimates for all
99 countries. W e expected that subjects would use the
population facts they learned in two ways. First, these
facts might serve as the basis for accurate generalizations
about the geographical, social, economic and historical
factors that result in populations of various sizes. Second,
it seemed likely that the populations might be retrieved and
used as quantitative reference points w h e n subjects
attempted to estimate the populations of the "transfer
countries." These reference points would allow subjects
either to truncate the range of possible responses or to
select a numerically anchored region within the range that
was likely to contain the target country's population.
Given these expectations, w e predicted that "seeding the
knowledge-base" would have the following effects on
estimation performance. First, subjects should display a
decreased dependence on availability. This follows from the
specificity assumption m a d e above; both the population
facts and the newly derived demographic generahzations are
more specifically relevant than availability judgments.
Therefore, inferences based on this new information should
be weighed more heavily than inferences based on
availability. Second, w e predicted that seeding the
knowledge-based would lead to an improved rank-order
correlation between true populations and estimated
populations for the transfer countries. This would come
about if subjects were able to use the seed set to correctly
induce the factors that predict population size, or if they
were able to select the most appropriate seed country or
countries to serve as quantitative reference points. These
same considerations led us to predict that mean estimates
across the the transfer countries should be much more
accurate in an absolute sense after the knowledge-base had
been seeded.

Method

Experiment 1
In an earlier experiment we found that (a) estimates of
national populations tended to be very inaccurate in an
absolute sense; the average population estimate was 3/4 of
an order of magnitude away from the actual population. W e
also found that (b) better-known countries were considered
to have larger populations than less well-known countries,
odier things being equal (Brown & Siegler, in preparation).
W e took the first finding to indicate that accurate
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Twenty-four Carnegie Mellon undergraduates participated
in this experiment Each of these subjects performed four
tasks during a 1 hr experimental session: a knowledge
rating task, an initial estimation task, a learning task, and
a final estimation task. In all but the learning task,
subjects were exposed once to each of 99 countries. These
99 countries represented all but one of the countries that
had populations of at least 4 million in 1989 (Information
Please Almanac, 1989). The one exception was the United
States, whose population was given to subjects as an
example before thefirstestimation task.
During the knowledge rating task, subjects were
presented wiUi the names of the 99 test countries, one at a
time, on a computer controlled video display. They were

instructed to evaluate their knowledge of each country on a
O-to-9 scale, with 0 indicating no knowledge of the country
in question, 9 indicating a great deal of knowledge, and
intermediate values indicating intermediate levels of
knowledge. In this task, as in the others, subjinis
responded by typing their answers at the computer
keyboard.
Following the knowledge rating task, subjects
performed the initial estimation task. Again, the 99 test
countries were presented, one at a time in a random order.
Subjects were instructed to respond to each country with
their best estimate of that country's current population.
Subjects were then presented with the four study-test
blocks of the learning task. During each block, subjects
were given the opportunity to study the actual population
of each of 24 seed countries and were then tested on their
knowledge of these populations. These countries were a
subset of the full set of 99 countries. They were selected so
that there were 6 countries in each cell of a 2 (country
knowledge: High and L o w ) X 2 (estimation accuracy: High
and L o w ) factorial design. Half of of the seed countries had
received high knowledge ratings in a prior experiment and
half received low ratings; half had received accurate
estimates in the prior experiment and half had received
inaccurate estimates. The high-knowledge, high-accuracy
seed countries were: South Africa, Spain, Egypt, Italy,
Great Britain, and West Germany. The the high-knowledge,
low-accuracy seed countries were: Israel, Switzeriand,
Greece, Australia, Canada, and Vietnam. T h e lowknowledge, high-accuracy countries were: the Netheriands,
Venezuela, Kenya, Romania, the Sudan, and Argentina.
The low-knowledge, low-accuracy countries were: Bolivia,
Zimbabwe, the Ivory Coast, Chile, Zaire, and Thailand.
The study-test blocks were divided into a study phase
and a test phase. During the study phase, each seed country
was presented with its population for 6 seconds. After
subjects had studied all 24 study-test countries, they began
the test phase. T h e task here was to respond to each
country's n a m e by typing its true population. W h e n
subjects could not recall a country's exact population, they
were to respond with their closest approximation.
After completing the learning task, subjects began the
second estimation task.The procedure followed during this
task was identical to the one followed during the first
estimation task.

In contrast to the large decrease in M A D , the seeding
procedure had little effect on the correlation between
estimated and true population. For the 75 transfer
countries, the average (taken over subjects) rank-correlation
between these two measures was .40 before the learning
liisk, and .43 after the learning task (/(23)=1.57, p > 1).
Finally, the data completely failed to support the
prediction that seeding the knowledge-base would decrease
reliance on availability. T h e results relevant to this
prediction c o m e from a pair of regression analyses, one on
the estimates before the learning task and one on the
estimates after the learning task. In both cases, the
dependent measure was the median estimated population for
each of the transfer countries. The predictor variables were
mean knowledge rating, true population, and true land area.
The medians were computed over subjects. T h e three
largest countries, China, India, and the Soviet Union, were
excluded from these analyses because they unduly
influenced the outcome of the regressions. T h e R ^
computed for the pre-leaming estimates was .66, as w a s

the r 2 for the post-learning estimates.
If subjects had depended less on availability after the
learning task than before, then the knowledge variable
should play a larger role in the analysis conducted on the
the pre-leaming estimates than in the analysis conducted on
the post-learning estimates. Contrary to this prediction, the
knowledge variable played a smaller role in the former than
in the latter. In the pre-leaming analysis, country
knowledge accounted for 3 5 % of the unique variance; in the
post-leaming analysis, it accounted for 4 2 % (p < .001. in
both cases). Neither actual population nor actual land area
accounted for more than 4 % of the unique variance in either
analysis.
These results suggest that there m a y be two
analytically distinct components to real-world quantitative
estimation. O n e component is an absolute or range
component, and the other is a relative or r a n k i n g
component. In the population estimation task, the absolute
component can be equated with the assumptions
concerning the plausible range of national populations, and
the relative component with the knowledge used to locate a
country's population within the assumed range.
The seeding procedure primarily affected the absolute
component. It makes sense that studying the populations
of 24 countries would lead subjects to develop a better
understanding of the response range. There is support for
Results and Discussion
this claim. The subjects w h o decreased the size of their
estimates to the greatest extent across the two estimation
The results provided clear support for only one of the three
tasks were those w h o provided the largest overestimates in
predictions m a d e above. A s predicted, "seeding the
the pre-leaming task. Similarly, the subjects w h o increased
knowledge-base" resulted in a large decrease in absolute
their estimates the most were those w h o provided the most
error across 75 transfer countries (i.e., the 75 countries that
extreme underestimates in the pre-leaming task (r=.98).
were not presented during the learning task). Specifically,
At the outset of this study, w e expected that the seeding
for each subject, w efirstcomputed the absolute difference
procedure would affect both the relative and the absolute
between the estimated population and the true population
components. However, the two failed predictions described
for each transfer country. Then, w e computed the median
above indicate that this procedure had little or no effect on
absolute difference ( M A D ) , for each subject, over all 75
the relative component. W e believe that there are two
transfer countries. Average M A D for the transfer countries
reasons for this outcome. First, it appears that high task
decreased 4 8 % , from 20.9 million in thefirstestimation
specificity is not necessarily equivalent to high predictive
task, to 10.9 million in the second (t{23)= -2.45, p < .05).
strength. That is, quantitative reference points will not
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necessarily dominate performance when other credible
source of information are available. Recalling the
population of Japan m a y provide m upper bound for an
estimate of Malaysia's population, but it m a y have no
effect on a strongly held, availability-based belief that
Malaysia has a fairly small population.
In addition to overestimating the potential usefulness of
explicit reference points, w e also seem to have
overestimated the ability of subjects to act as "naive
demographers." It appears that subjects were not able to
use the population facts presented during the learning task
to correctly update their beliefs about relative populations
of different countries. In retrospect, this is not too
surprising. Information provided by populations of the
high-accuracy countries was consistent with subjects' prior
beliefs, while the information provided by populations of
the low-accuracy was inconsistent It seems unlikely that an
ambiguous situation of this sort would compel subjects to
reevaluate their beliefs.
Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to demonstrate that seeding
the knowledge-base with sets of population facts that are
consistent and informative can influance relative
population estimates. In the current context, a consistent
set of facts is one in which all of the seed countries from
an identifiable geographical region have similar
populations (e.g., all of the European populations are
small), and an informative set of facts is one in which the
generalizations implicit in the set always confirm or
always disconfirm prior beliefs about populations.
W e knew from prior experiments (Brown & Siegler, in
preparation) that subjects tended to believe that small
European countries have relatively large populations and
that large Asian countries have relatively small
populations. In the current experiment, w e attempted to
influence these beliefs, and hence the ranking of European
and Asian countries, by seeding the knowledge-base with
sets of facts that consistently confirmed or consistently
disconfirmed them. T h e expectation was that exposure to
disconfirming population facts (i.e., facts about small
European countries and large Asian countries) would
improve the rank-order correlation between estimated and
true population, and that exposure to confirming
population facts (i.e., facts about large European countries
and small Asian countries) would decrease this correlation.

countries (Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Malaysia). Finally, 20
subjects were run in a control condition; these subjects
were never exposed to the actual populations of any
countries.
Trial block and U-ansfer region were both withinsubjccts factors. Subjects in all three groups were required
to estimate the populations of 36 countries once during
each of 4 trial blocks. This set of countries consisted of the
12 seed countries and 24 transfer countries. Six transfer
countries were selected from Asia (Burma, South Korea,
Pakistan, Bimgladesh, Japan, Indonesia), six from Europe
(Norway, Denmark, Austria, Belgium, Greece, Portugal),
six from Africa (Chad, Zimbabwe, the Ivory Coast, South
Africa, Ethiopia, Nigeria) and six from Latin America
(Honduras, Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina, Mexico, Brazil).
W e refer to Asia and Europe as the seeded regions because
both the confirming and disconfirming countries were
drawn from them, and to Africa and Latin America as the
unseeded regions, because subjects were not exposed to the
populations of any of the countries from these regions.
The procedure followed on the first of the four uial
blocks was identical to the procedure used during the
Experiment 1 estimation tasks, except that subjects were
only tested on the populations of 36 countries. A s in the
earlier experiment, subjects were instructed to enter a
response that reflected their best estimate of each counuy's
current population.
At the beginning of the second trial block, subjects in
the bias-confirming and bias-disconfuming conditions. For
the bias-disconfuming subjects, the computer display listed
the names and populations of the smallest European seed
country and the largest Asian seed country. Similarly,
subjects in the bias-confuming condition saw the names
and populations of the smallest Asian country and the
largest European country. At the beginning of the third
estimation block, two m o r e country names and
populations were added to the display. During this block,
subjects in the experimental conditions were presented with
information about the second largest of the small seed
countries and the second smallest of the large seed
countries. Finally, during the fourth block, the
experimental subjects saw all six of the relevant seed set
countries.
Subjects in the control condition simply provided four
sets of estimates for the 36 stimulus counuies and never
saw the actual populations of any of these countries.
Presentation order of the stimulus countries was
randomized for each subject and each block.

Method
Predictions
Three factors were varied: seed set, transfer region, and Uial
The central prediction of this experiment concerned
block. Seed set was a between subjects factor. It involvled
possible changes in rank-order correlations across blocks.
the particular population facts that subjects learned. The 20
Specifically, w e predicted a Seed Set X Transfer Region X
subjects in one group, the bias-disconfirming group, saw
Trial
Block interaction. W e expected that subjects who
the populations of three small European countries
received
the disconfirming seeds might realize that some
(Switzerland, Sweden, the Netherlands) and three large
European
countries have very small populations and that
Asian countries (Thailand, the Philippines, Viemam). The
some
Asian
countries have quite large populations. This
20 subjects in a second group, the bias-confirming group,
understanding
should lead subjects to decrease estimates for
saw the populations of three large European counu-ies
the European transfer countfies and increase them for the
(Great Britain, Italy, West Germany) and three small Asian
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Asian transfer countries. This in turn should lead to an
inaeased rank-order correlation between estimated and true
population for the countries in the seed regions.
In the bias-confirming condition, w e expected thai the
seed facts would increase subjects* confidence in tiieir pnor
biased beliefs. T o the extent that these beliefs are
strengthen by exposure to the confirming seed set, subjects
should increase population estimates for the European
counuies and decrease them for the Asian counties, leading
to an overall deaease in the rank-order correlation between
estimated and true population.
In brief, for countries in the seeded regions, rank-order
correlation between estimated and true population should
increase over blocks in the bias-disconfinning condition
and decrease over block in the bias-confirming condition.
In contrast, w e predicted no change in rank-order correlation
for the countries in the unseeded regions, in either the biasconfirming or bias-disconfirming conditions. This is
because neither seed set had clear implications for the
accuracy of the beliefs that determine the relative size of
African and Latin American countries. Finally, since the
control subjects were given no information about national
populations, w e expected no change in the rank-orderings
of the countries in either the seeded or unseeded regions.
W e expected a large decrease in M A D for the countries
from the seeded regions and for countries from the unseeded
regions, in both the bias-confirming and biasdisconfirming conditions. This is because the seed facts
should provide information that would allow subjects to
evaluate and update their range assumptions. Since range

assumptions play an important role in determining the
absolute accuracy of all responses (at least w h e n range
assumptions can be off by several orders magnitude), the
improvement in M A D should not be restricted to the
countries drawn from the seeded regions. T h e M A D scores
for the control subjects should not change over blocks.
Results and Discussion
In order to test predictions concerning changes in the rankordering of countries, w efirstobtained eight rank-order
correlations per subject. For each subject and each trial
block, w e computed one correlation between estimated and
actual population for the 12 transfer countries drawn from
the seeded regions, and one for the 12 transfer countries
drawn from the unseeded regions. These correlations were
then submitted to an A N O V A , which indicated that the
interaction between seed set, transfer region and trial block
was significant (F(6,171)=5.21, p < .0001).
A s predicted, the rank-order correlation for the seeded
regions increased w h e n subjects were presented with biasdisconfirming seed populations and decreased w h e n tJhey
were presented with bias-confirming seed populations (see
Figure 1). Also as predicted, the rank-order correlations for
the unseeded regions were unaffected by the presence of
either confirming or disconfirming information. Finally,
the control condition indicates subjects did not alter their
ranking-ordering of countries in the absence of externally
provided cues.

i

Seeded-Disconfirming
Seeded-Confirming
Seeded-Control
Unseeded-Disconfirming
Unseeded-Confirming
-0.1-

Unseeded-Control

Block
Figure 1. M e a n rank-order correlations computed aaoss countries in the seeded regions (Asia and Europe: solid lines) and the
unseeded regions (Africa and Latin America: dashed lines), for subjects in the bias-disconfirming (squares), bias-confirming
(triangles), and conu-ol conditions (circles). Experiment 2 data.
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A n A N O V A was also performed on the the accuracy
data. In order to do this, w e first computed the absolute
difference between the estimated and actual population for
each response. Next, for each subject and each block, w e
obtained medians of these absolute differences over the 12
seeded transfer countries and over the 12 unseeded transfer
countries.
The most interesting result in this A N O V A was a
significant Seed Set X Trial Block interaction
(F(6,171)=3.27, p < .01). Across the four trial blocks,
estimates in the control condition became slightly less
accurate ( M A D = 27.9 million in Block 1, M A D = 34.5
million in Block 4); estimates in the bias-confirming
condition became somewhat more accurate ( M A D = 35.6
million in Block 1, M A D = 24.0 million in Block 4); and
estimates in the bias-disconfinning condition improved a
great deal. ( M A D = 34.5 mUlion in Block 1, M A D = 18.5
million in Block 4). In contrast to the analysis performed
on the rank-order correlations, the Seed Set X Transfer
Region X Trial Block interaction was not signficant for
the M A D measure (f (6,171)=1.19, p > A ) . This is
consitent with the prediction that the seeding proceedure
would improve preformance in an absolute sense for both
the seed and unseeded regions.
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explicitly quantitative. Second, estimation can be seen as
having two distinct components: an absolute or range
component and a relative or ranking component W h e n the
knowledge-base is seeded with an arbitrary or neutral set of
quantitative facts, one can expect to improve performance
in an absolute sense but not in a relative sense. Finally, it
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hopes to improve performance in both relative and absolute
senses. Specifically, the set of facts presented to subjects
must be consistent, informative, and valid. A consistent
set of facts is one that allows for an obvious mapping
between the items' qualitative and quantitative category; an
informative set of facts is one that provides subjects with
evidence that suggests changes in their beliefs; and a valid
set of facts is one that leads to an increase of the predictive
validity of the modified bebefs.
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Abstract
W e report on an experiment in which subjects were asked
to predict the location of a stimulus based on observation
of a series of five events. Unbeknownst to subjects, the
location of the sixth event was deternoined by a double
contingency between the second and fourth events in the
sequence. This material is therefore highly complex, since
the relevant events are embedded in a large number of
irrelevant contexts. The results indicated that subjects
improved their prediction performance over 10 sessions
encompassing over 2400 trials of training, despite the fact
that they remained completely unaware of the existence of
the rule, and unable to verbalize their knowledge of the
contingencies in the material. W e propose a model of
performance in this task, in the form of a PDP model of
sequence processing. The model successfully accounts for
performance and illustrates how knowledge about the
temporal context may develop in a way that does not
necessarily yield decomposable representations.
Interestingly, the model also predicts that performance
would be worse if subjects were required to predict
successive events rather than simply observe them.
Introduction
Imphcit leaming is the process whereby knowledge about
complex, rule-governed stimulus environments is acquired
without specific intentions to learn and largely independently
of conscious knowledge about what was learned (Reber,
1989). This process has been explored in a wide variety of
experimental contexts including artificial grammar leaming
(Reber 1967, 1989), patterned sequence learning (Lewicki,
Hill, & Bizot, 1988; Nissen & BuUemer, 1987; Cleeremans
& McClelland, in press), concept formation (Brooks, 1978),
probability leaming (Reber & Millward, 1968, 1971), and
process control of simulated manufacturing plants (Berry &
Broadbent, 1984). In all cases subjects learn to make
decisions, classify novel stimuli, anticipate events, and solve
problems that required knowledge of the regularities in the
stimulus environment while showing little or no explicit,
reportable knowledge about those regularities.
This research was supported by Grant BNS-89-07946 from the
National Science Foundation and by a PSC-CUNY Grant from the
City University of New York to Arthur S. Reber.
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As has been argued elsewhere (Reber, 1989; Cleeremans
& McClelland, in press), these experiments all have in
c o m m o n the property that the underlying knowledge base
that subjects extract from their interacdons with the
stimulus environments can be captured by the notion of
covariation. That is, subjects' behavior in all of these
experiments appears to reflect a single process: the detection
of covariations among events as they are instantiated in the
stimulus display. The generality of this process is
considerable and it has been observed across a wide range of
stimulus materials (see Reber, 1989, for a review).
In this paper w e explore this notion of the detection of
covariation further by introducing a stimulus environment
that is based on a complex array of events whose underlying
structure is characterized by a remote, double- dependency
rule that is far more complex than anything that has been
studied to date. If implicit leaming is as robust a process as
some have suggested (Lewicki, 1986; Lewicki & Hill, 1989;
Reber, 1989), then w e ought to be able to observe this
process emerging in situations where the associative links
between events are complex and non-salient.
The procedure used in this study is a relatively simple
prediction experiment in which subjects had to "guess" the
successor of a sequence of similar events. Subjects were
exposed to a series offivestimuli presented successively on
a computer monitor and were asked to predict the location of
the sixth stimulus. There were three possible locations,
arranged as the vertices of a triangle, at which the stimuli
could appear. The first five stimuli always appeared at
random locations; the location of the sixth stimulus was
determined on the basis of the relationship between the
locations of the 2nd and 4th stimuli. The 1st, 3rd, and 5th
stimuli were always irrelevant.
There are at least two reasons w h y this task m a y be quite
hard. First, there are more irrelevant events than useful ones.
Second, the rule that defines the location of the target
sfimulus is complex in that it involves a relationship
between events rather than the particular events themselves.
This results in each component of the rule being instantiated
by different pairs of events, each of which m a y in turn be
embedded in a large number of different irrelevant contexts.
Nevertheless, w e show that subjects do learn double
dependencies of this kind, and that they do so independently
of any explicit knowledge of the rules. W e also show that

once the pattern has been picked up subjects are capable of
transferring their knowledge to a "shifted" rule despite the
fact that they were unaware of the rule change.
Finally, w e present a simulation of the human data using
a Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) model based on the
simple recurrent network ("SRN") architecture first
introduced by Elman (1990). Cleeremans and McClelland (in
press) showed that this model could successfully account for
implicit learning of sequential material in a choice reaction
situation where the sequences were generated from an
artificial grammar. This model therefore appears to be a
natural candidate for modeling implicit learning processes in
prediction tasks such as the one w e describe in this paper.
W e show that the model is successful in accounting for
some (but not all) aspects of performance in our situation.
The model illustrates h o w successful prediction performance
m a y emerge from representations that are not easily
decomposable, and thus possibly hard to verbalize. The
model also predicts that the particular training conditions
used in this experiment are critical for successful
performance. W e conclude that the S R N model has the
potential of giving a reasonable characterization of implicit
learning in a variety of stimulus environments.

trials (i.e., 30 blocks of 81 trials). During this phase, the
location of the sixth event could be predicted perfectly based
on the relationship between the locations at which the
second and fourth stimuli of the current trial had appeared. If
these stimuli had appeared at the same screen location, then
the sixth stimulus appeared in Box 1. If they had been in a
clockwise relationship, the sixth stimulus appeared in Box
2. The sixth stimulus appeared in B o x 3 if the second and
fourth stimuli had been in a counter-clockwise relationship.
In Phase II (the "transfer" phase), the rule was
surreptitiously modified by shifting the location of the sixth
stimulus by one box for each component of the rule. For
instance, sixth events which had appeared in B o x 1 during
Phase I n o w appeared in Box 2. Similarly, sixth events
which should have appeared in Box 2 n o w appeared in Box
3, and those which should have appeared in Box 3 now
appeared in B o x 1. Subjects were asked to make 972
predictions (i.e., 12 blocks of 81 trials) in this phase.
During Phase HI (the "random" phase), the rule was again
modified: the location at which the sixth stimulus may
appear was n o w simply determined at random Subjects were
again asked to m a k e 972 predictions (i.e., 12 blocks of 81
trials) in this phase of the experiment.
Finally, w e conducted extensive interviews with each
subject immediately after completion of the experiment.

A complex sequence prediction task

Results
Method

For each session of the experiment, w e computed the average
proportion of correct predictions about the location of the
sixth stimulus. The results of this analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1. Subjects become increasingly better at making
accurate predictions over the first 10 sessions of training, and
end up reaching about 4 5 % correct responses in the 10th
session. This is significantly above chance level ( 3 3 % ) ^ and
clearly indicates that subjects have acquired knowledge about
the relevant regularities embedded in the material. The second
phase begins with a dramatic drop in performance (to chance
level), but there is again evidence of learning over the next
three sessions (p < .01). This suggests that subjects are able
to transfer relatively easily from one stimulus-response set
to another one. A s expected, performance in the third,
random, phase is low and fails to be significantly over
chance level.
Despite this clear sensitivity to the complex regularities
embedded in the material, none of the subjects exhibited
explicit knowledge of the sequential structure when asked
after the task. Post-experimental interviews revealed that
subjects felt frustrated in their attempts to "learn the rule"
that determined the location of the sixth stimulus. All
subjects reported that they eventually abandoned the search
for rules, and started predicting according to their "hunches"
or according to "what feltright".Subjects were unable to
specify which covariations were crucial in the sequence of
five stimuli, not even in a general form such as "when the
nth stimulus was in box X, the correct answer was usually

Subjects. Six Brooklyn College undergraduates
participated in the experiment. They were paid $40, and
received a bonus of one cent per correct prediction beyond
chance level.
Apparatus and display. The experiment was run on an
I B M microcomputer. T h e display consisted of three
numbered boxes located at the vertices of an invisible
inverted triangle, and measuring 6.5 c m X 7.5. c m each. A
trial consisted offivesuccessive events. Each event consisted
of the appearance of a square stimulus (2.5 c m wide) in one
of the boxes. The stimulus remained on screen for 250 msec.
The inter-stimulus interval was 250 msec. During a series of
5 events, the stimulus moved from one box to another. After
thefifthevent had occurred, subjects were asked to predict in
which box the stimulus would appear next. They entered
their prediction by typing a number between 1 and 3 on the
keyboard. The con^uter then displayed the correct response
by presenting the stimulus in the correct box for 2000 msec.
Subjects initiated the next trial by pressing the space bar.
Design and stimulus generation. We constructed 18
different random orders of the set of 243 (3^) possible
sequences of 5 stimuli. Each of these 18 sets of 243
sequences was then blocked in 3 groups of 81 trials, for a
total of 54 blocks. Subjects were exposed to a total of 4374
trials over 6 days. There was a short pause between any two
blocks. All subjects were exposed to the same 18 random
orders. Intentionally vague instructions described the
experiment as being about "prediction behavior".
The entire experiment was broken d o w n in three phases
(the existence of which subjects were naturally kept
unaware). Phase I (the "training" phase) consisted of 2430

' All statistical tests reported in this section were conducted by
using a normal approximation to the binomial distribution, at
the .01 level.
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Y". N o subject reported awareness of the rule shifts between
the three phases of the experiment.

A

simulation of h u m a n

prediction

performance
This study is a natural candidate for exploring h o w well a
model of sequence processing first inti"oduced by Elman
(1990) m a y be used to simulate h u m a n prediction
performance. Cleeremans & McClelland (in press) used the
"Simple Recurrent Network", or "SRN", to model implicit
learning processes in a choice reaction situation. The S R N
(Figure 2) is a standard fully connected three-layers backpropagation network (see Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams,
1986), withtiieadded property that the hidden unit layer is
allowed to feed back on itself with a delay of one time step,
so that the intermediate results of processing at time t-1 can
influencetiieintermediate results of processing at time t. In
practice, the S R N is implemented by copying the pattern of
activation on the hidden units onto a set of "context units",
which feed back into the hidden layer along with the next
input. All the forward-going connections intiiisarchitecture
are modified by back-propagation. The recurrent connections
from the hidden layer to the context layer implement a
simple copy operation and are not subject to training.
A s reported elsewhere (Cleeremans, Servan-Schreiber &
McClelland, 1989, in press), w e have explored the
computational aspects of this architecture in considerable
detail. Following Elman (1990), w e have shown that an
S R Nti-ainedto predict the successor of each element of a
sequence presented one element at a time can learn to
perform this "prediction task" perfectly on moderately
complex material. For instance, Uie S R N can learn to predict
optimally each element of a continuous sequence generated
from smallfinite-stategrammars such as those used by
Reber (1989). After training, the network produces responses
that closely approximate the optimal conditional
probabilities of presentation of all possible successors of the
sequence at each step. Note that the network is never
presented with more than one element of the sequence at a
time. Thus, it has to elaborate its o w n internal
representations of as much temporal context as needed to
achieve optimal predictions. Throughti-aining,the network
progressively comes to discover which features of the
previous sequence are relevant totiieprediction task.
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Figure 1: Mean proportion of correct predictions, over the 18
sessions of training, and for the three phases of the experiment
('Training", "Shift", & "Random").

Subjects' poor knowledge of the constraints embedded in the
material was also confirmed by their performance on a
ranking task, in which they were asked to rate each of the
five stimuli in terms of their relevance in predicting the
location of the sixth stimulus. The results failed to reveal
sensitivity to the crucial events: O n a scale of 1 (very
important) to 5 (not important), the crucial events received
average ranks of 3.5 (2nd event) and 2.67 (4th event),
whereas the first, third andfifthevents were ranked 3.33,
3.67 and 1.83 respectively. However, there was some
evidence that particularly salient sequences which were
reported by subjects also elicited very good predictions. For
instance, sequences in which the first five stimuli had
appeared at the same location always predicted Box 1 as the
location of the sixth trial, (i.e., "11111 ^ 1", "22222 ^
1". "33333 -^ 1"). Similarly, alternating sequences such as
"12121" always predicted B o x 1 as well. Subjects could
correctly predict the successor of repeating sequences in
about 6 1 % of the cases of Phase I ( 4 9 % for the alternating
sequences) — considerably better than average. This result
clearly indicates that, at least in some specific cases like
this, subjects have become aware of some of the regularities
embedded in the material. Subjects' successful prediction
performance is far from being based only on these salient
patterns, however: The average prediction score during Phase
I only dropped by .0046 percentage points when the 3
possible "repeating" and 6 possible "single alternating"
sequences were eliminated from the analysis. Clearly,
subjects have become sensitive to contingencies about which
they are unable to report.

O U T P U T UNITS : Element t+1

HIDDEN UNITS

C O N T E X T UNITS

INPLTT UNITS: Element t

Figure 2: The simple recurrent network (SRN). Adapted from
Qeeremans & McClelland (in press).
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This architecture — as well as other connectionist
architectures with which the S R N shares several basic
features — appears to be a good candidate for modeling
implicit learning phenomena. For instance, because all the
knowledge of the system is stored in its connections, this
knowledge m a y only be expressed through performance.
Further, the back-propagation learning procedure implements
the kind of elementary associative learning that seems
characteristic of m a n y implicit learning processes. However,
there is also substantial evidence that knowledge acquired
implicitly is very complex and structured (Reber, 1989) —
not the kind of knowledge one thinks would emerge from
associative learning processes. The work of Elman (1990),
in which the S R N architecture was applied to language
processing, has demonstrated that the representations
developed by the network are highly structured and accurately
reflect subtle contingencies, such as those entailed by
pronominal reference in complex sentences. Thus, it appears
that the S R N embodies two important aspects of implicit
learning performance: elementary learning mechanisms that
yield complex and structured knowledge. T h e S R N model
shares these characteristics with m a n y other connectionist
models, but its specific architecture makes it particularly
suitable for processing sequential material.
T o model our experimental situation, w e m a d e the
following assun^tions: First, each of the three possible
locations at which the stimulus m a y appear was represented
by activating a single unit in either the input pool or the
output pool. Second, w e assumed that the activations of the
output units represent the network's predictions about the
location of the next stimulus. Third, since no predictions
were required from subjects during presentation of the first
five trials of a series, learning was turned off for those trials.
The network was therefore merely storing successive events
during presentation of thefirstfour trials. W h e n the fifth
trial was presented as input to the network, learning was
turned on, and the network was trained to activate the output
unit corresponding to the location at which the sixth
stimulus would appear. Finally, since trials (i.e. blocks of
five events) were totally independent from each other, the
context units were reset to zero at the beginning of each
trial. Thus, the temporal context could influence processing
within a block of five events, but it was prevented from
carrying over to the next block.
Procedure. Three SRNs with 15 hidden units were trained
in exactly the same conditions as h u m a n subjects. Each
network used a different set of initial random weights, and
the learning rate w a s set to 0.5. (the m o m e n t u m parameter
was not used in these simulations). O n each of the 18
sessions of training (10 during Phase I, and 4 each during
Phases II and III), each network w a s exposed to 243
sequences of five events. O n each trial, the network was
exposed to one of these sequences by activating the input
unit corresponding to each event in turn. Note that the
network was not trained at this point; it merely processed the
sequence of events. W h e n the fifth event was presented,
however, learning w a s turned on, and the network w a s
trained to activate the unit corresponding to the sixth event
on its output layer. T h e error between its prediction and the
actual sixth event (as specified by the rules appropriate for
die current phase of training) was then con^)uted and back-
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propagated to modify the weights. T o evaluate the model's
performance, w e recorded the activadon of the output units,
and determined which unit was most active. A prediction
response was considered correct if the activation of the unit
corresponding to the actual sixth event was higher than the
activation of the two other units. O n the next trial, the
context units were reset to zero, learning was turned off, and
the network was presented with another sequence of five
events.
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Figure 3: Mean proportion of correct predictions over the 18
sessions of training, and for the three phases of the experiment.
Filled symbols represent human data; open symbols represent
simulated data (epsilon = 0.5).

Figure 3 compares the h u m a n data with the average
proportion of correct prediction responses produced by the
networks, for each of the 18 sessions of training. It is clear
that the model is learning the regularity in Phase I. There are
other aspects of the data for which the correspondence with
the simulations was far from perfect. In particular, the main
discrepancy is located in Phase 11: the model isn't nearly as
good as the human subjects to readjust its performance to the
n e w rule. This is interesting because it points to a
shortcoming shared by most current simulation models of
implicit phenomena: their relative inability to transfer to a
different set of stimuli and responses which is structurally
identical to the original, but instantiated by different tokens.
W e will return to this point in the discussion.
Figure 4a contrasts the model's performance in predicting
the sixth event with its average performance in predicting
events 2-5. Recall that the network was not trained to predict
successive events during presentation of thefirstfour events.
However, it still produced responses, which m a y be used to
compute a baseUne "prediction" score against which to
compare actual prediction responses of the sixth event.
Figure 4a shows that this baseline curve remainsflatand at
about chance level throughoutti-aining,thereby confirming
that die network is indeed acquiring information which is
specific to predicting die sixth event.

prediction that subjects would fail to learn the contingencies
embedded in the material if the task was such that they were
required to guess the nature of each successive event.

06

Discussion
Subjects were run on a complex task in which they were
required to predict where the sixth event of a series would
appear. Unbeknownst to them, the location of the sixth
stimulus was determined based on the relationship between
the second and fourth events of a sequence. Subjects'
prediction performance improved with training, despite the
fact that they remained unable to specify which events were
relevant, or even that there was any kind of structure present
in the material. Further, subjects could successfully transfer
the knowledge acquired during training to a different,
"shifted", rule.
T h e simulation work reported in this paper has
demonstrated h o w the S R N model m a y be applied to this
experimental situation. There are several interesting issues
here worth commenting on:
First, the results show that the model is capable of
learning the complex rule instantiated in the training
material, and to do so at about the same rate as h u m a n
subjects^. W h a t are the mechanisms underlying this
sensitivity? During the first five events of each trial, the
model is merely storing information about each event, in the
form of a time-varying pattern of activation over the hidden
units. W h e n thefifthtrial is presented to the network, this
pattern of activation n o w represents the entire sequence of
five events. Different sequences will result in different such
representations, even in the absence of any training . This is
simply the result of the recurrent nature of the architecture
(see Cleeremans, Servan-Schreiber & McClelland, in press,
for a discussion of this point). It is on the basis of the
differences and similarities between these internal
representations that the network becomes capable of
predicting the sixth event. T o do so, however, it has to learn
h o w to m a p clusters of internal representations
corresponding to sequences resulting in the same prediction
onto the output units corresponding to these predictions.
Another, more interesting point, is the observation that
the representations developed by the network are completely
opaque, in the sense that the information encoded by the
network allows successful performance, but is not readily
decomposable into critical features. Indeed, it would take
sophisticated analysis methods (such as hierarchical
clustering, see Cleeremans, Servan-Schreiber & McClelland,
1990) to uncover the regularities embedded in the internal
representations developed by the network. This characteristic
of the representational system of the S R N , and of P D F
networks in general, provides a natural explanation for the
fact that h u m a n subjects are unable to describe what
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Figure 4: Proportion of correct prediction responses plotted
separately for Events 2-5 (open symbols) and for Event 6 (filled
symbols), [a]: Data from an S R N trained only on presentation of
the 5th event, [b]: Data from an S R N trained on all events.
This analysis is most useful when con^aring its results
with those of the same analysis conducted on the responses
of an S R N trained to predict the successor of each event.
Figure 4b represents these data. Interestingly, the model's
performance is m u c h worse under these conditions than when
it is trained to predict only the sixth event. Indeed, there is
almost no difference between the curves corresponding to
predictions of events 2-5 and to event 6: both curves remain
flat and at about chance level throughout training.This is
because the network is trained to predict random events
(events 2 to 5) four times as m u c h as it is trained to predict
structured events (event 6). Because of the error
minimization resulting from back-propagation, the responses
of the network tend to represent the average probabihty of
each output unit to be active in the entire training set. Since
the probability of an output unit to be on in the entire
training set is about 0.33, the responses of the S R N are
essentially random when it is trained under these conditions.
Thus, the S R N model makes the somewhat counter-intuitive

2 Obviously, the learning rate is a free parameter in this model.
W e conducted a large number of simulations, each with different
parameters. In some cases, the network failed to learn. In some
other cases, performance was better than in the human data. The
simulations discussed in this paper yielded the bestfitswith the
human data.
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elements of their knowledge are responsible for successful
performance. Whether models are to be taken literally is
arguable, particularly w h e n it comes to their representational
system, but this provocative interpretation of the S R N ' s
behavior is quite compelling.
A further point is related to training. T h e results revealed
that the network is unable to learn the task w h e n trained on
each event of a series. T h e corresponding experiment with
h u m a n subjects remains to be done, but it is interesting to
speculate on the reasons for this interference. A typical result
in inq)licit learning experiments is that asking subjects to
look for structure where there is none results in worse
performance (see for instance Reber, 1976). In our situation,
asking the network to predict successive events rather than
simply observe them appears to have the same effects, and
for the s a m e reasons: the model tends to elaborate
representations that fail to capture the relevant covariations,
because the structure is deeply embedded in m a n y irrelevant
contexts.
O n e aspect of the S R N ' s performance in this task seems
to suggest that it is not yet a complete model of the h u m a n
data, however. Indeed, the lack of transfer to the new, shifted,
rule system used in Phase II of the experiment m a y be
incompatible with the idea that performance is based only on
the kind of mechanisms instantiated by the S R N . W h y is it
hard for the S R N model to adjust its responses to the n e w
rule? T h e answer Ues in an examination of h o w the S R N
model stores and processes knowledge about sequences.
Basically, in the case of this particular task, the connections
between the input units and the hidden units implement a
mapping between sets of sequences of events and distinct
internal representations. Optimally, each set of sequences
which results in the same prediction about the sixth event
should be associated to a unique code on the hidden units.
M o r e likely, there is a number of distinct clusters of internal
representations, with each cluster grouping those internal
representations which result in the same response. T h e
connections between the hidden units and the output units,
in turn, m a p these clusters of internal representations onto
the responses. T h e rule shift introduced in the experiment is
in effect a change in this latter mapping. Indeed, it does not
result in any change in which events are important, or in the
number of possible responses, etc. A s a result, all the
network really needs to do in order to produce the shifted
responses is to adjust the connections from the hidden units
to the output units. But, even though weight adjustments are
k n o w n to be m u c h faster in the last layer of connections
than in the others, this process of remapping the internal
representations appears to be quite a slow one: even though
it would eventually learn the correct n e w mapping, it appears
unable to d o so within the limited amount of training
available during Phase U.
This difficulty in dealing with "shifted" material exhibited
by the S R N model is a very interesting shortcoming.
Subjects do indeed seem to be able to readjust their responses
to the n e w shifted rule rather quickly. Another, similarly
intriguing transfer result has been repeatedly described in
grammar learning experiments. For instance, Reber (1969)
reported that transfer performance was significantly over
chance with material generated from a grammar which had
the same structural properties as the grammar used during
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training, but used a different set of letters. B y contrast (but
not surprisingly), transfer performance was much worse in a
control condition in which the same set of letters but a
different grammar were used. There appears to be no simple
w a y of accounting for this kind of result. The basic problem
is that successful models of implicit learning, including the
S R N , base their performance on the processing of
exemplars. If the representations that these models develop
encode the relevant structural properties of the material, they
are nevertheless expressed in terms of the exemplars
themselves, and not as more abstract characterizations of
these structural properties. The fact that subjects do transfer
successfully in this situation suggests that some additional
mechanisms m a y play an important role in implicit learning
performance. There is no doubt that the current generation of
simulation models of implicit learning phenomena will have
to address this issue in the future.
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Abstract

tions in the context (rf a physical model. In the second part of
the paper, w e provide a theoretical analysis of students'
understanding, and describe h o w our model functions within
this theoretical framework.

W e present a theoretical analysis of students' implicit understanding of the concepU of variables and functions, and present
a cognitive model of this understanding based on the idea that
reasoning involves a successful interaction between psychological agents and the things and other people in a situation. In
the first part of the paper, we provide evidence that middle-and
high-school students demonstrate implicit understanding of
functional relations among quantities when they reason about
a physical model of linear fimctions. Implicit understanding is
knowledge of concepts or principlestfiatoiables and constrains performance, but is not articulate. In the second part of
the pa^r, w e describe several theoretical properties of our
compuUtioTud model: a.) activities are modelled as interactions between a parson and a situation; b.) reasoning is modelled as a form of activity that produces new information; and
c.) understanding is modelled as attunement to the constraints
of conceptual activities.

Implicit Understanding

W e use the term "implicit understanding" of a concq)t or
principle to refer to reasoning in which the concept or principle plays a functional role, but the person does not give
evidence of having an explicit rq}resentation of the concept
or principle. That is, implicit understanding is knowledge of
concepts or principles that enables and constrains performance, but is not articulate. T h e concept of implicit understanding has been used to account for successful reasoning in
several domains. For instance, Gelman and Gallistel (1978)
inferred from pie-school children's counting perfcxmance
that they have implicit understanding of the priiKiples of oneIn most information-processing models, the symbolic exto-one correspondence, the order oi numerals, and cardinalpressions of some programming language are assimied to
ity.
Children's implicit understanding also has been studied
correspond lo cognitive representations that are constructed
the
areas of biology (Carey, I98S; Hatano & Inagaki,
in
through perception and reasoning. W e have developed a
1987),
physical causality (Bullock, Gelman & Baillargeon,
model based on the idea that reasoning involves a successful
1982),
theory of mind (Wellman & Estes, 1986), ontological
interaction between psychological agents and the things and
categories
(Keil, I979),andphysical force and motion (diSessa,
other people in a situation, in which only some symbolic
1983;
McCloskey.
1983).
expressions are int^preted as cognitive representations. W e
This
study
is
an
attempt to demonstrate the same kind of
interpret other symbolic expressions as statements that are
understanding
by
middleand high-school students of the
assumed to be true about the situation, but w e do not assume
concepts
of
variables
and
functions
when they reason about a
that these expressions correspond to rqiresentations conT h e particular physical
physical
model
of
linear
function.
structed by the person whose reasoning the model simulates.
model that w e used is sketched in Figure I, and is a variation
W e make this distinction in order to capture several important
of
adevice used by Piaget, Grize, Szeminska, & Bang (1977).
theoretical prc^rties in our model. Firstly, activities are
The
device consists of a board, about a yard long, with two
modelled as interactions between a person and a situation.
grooves
that run lengthwise. Beside each groove is a ruler,
Secondly, reasoning is modelled as a form of activity that
marked
in
inches, and inside each groove is a small metal
produces n e w information. Finally, understanding is modblock
with
a pointer on its top sur£ace. At the end of each
elled as attunement to the constraints of conceptual activities.
groove
an
axle
with a handle is attached to a wheel so that the
The conceptual domain that w e model involves the conturned.
Metal spools of various circumferences
axle
can
be
cepts of variables and functions. Thefirstpart of this paper
can
be
placed
on
the
two axles, and each spool is attached by
summarizes an empirical investigation of middle- and higha
string
to
a
block.
A
s a spool turns, the string winds around
school students' implicit understanding of functional relathe spool and the block moves toward the spool. T h e two
'This research is supported by National Science Foundation axles can be linked together so the spools turn simultaneously, or separated so that they turn indq)endently.
Grants BNS-87I8918 and MDR-9053605.
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Figure 1. Physical model of linear functions.
In this physical model, the distance that a block m o v e s is
directly proportional to the number erf turns of the spool, and
the position of a block after a given number of turns can be
found by adding the initial position to the distance travelled.
Because of these properties, the winch device can be thought
of as an embodiment of the linear function y = m x + b, where
y is the position of the block after a certain number of turns,
b is the block's starting position, m is the circumference of the
spool, and x is the number of turns.
Participants and Procedure
There were three groups of students: four pairs of seventh
graders w h o had no prior algebra instruction, seven pairs of
ninth grado^ w h o had one year of algebra instruction, and
four pairs of 11th graders w h o had two years of algebra
instruction. Sessions of approximately 4 5 minutes were
conducted with pairs of students of the same sex. Students
were asked a series of increasingly difficult problems by an
intCTviewer.
Results
Overall, students were quite successful on these tasks. Transcriptions of the interview sessions were used to infer whether
students demonstrated implicit understanding of linear functions. T w o examples are discussed below to provide a sense
of the kind of interactions that w e observed.
Multiple-solution Problem. Approximately 20 minutes into
the interview, afier an introduction to the winch, students
were asked " H o w could you m a k e both blocks get to 24 at the
same time?", and then "Can you think of another way?". W e
then asked for solutions with unequal starting positions, with
different spool sizes, and with different numbers of turns.
Symbolically, this question required fmding conditions such
that nijX, + bj.tbc expression for one track of the winch,
equals/ryTj + 6 ^ , the expression for the second track of the
winch, and both equal 24. T h e easiest solution is to have all
the variables equal, which is the solution that every pair of
students chose initially. If one of the variables is m a d e
unequal, such as making one spool size larger than the other,
then another variable has to be m a d e unequal in the opposite
direction by an appropriate amount.
T h e operations that students performed to arrive at their
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answers were functionally equivalent to algebraic operations;
however, the understanding they showed about variables and
functions was implicit in their reasoning about quantities in
the physical system, rather than being about the symbolic
expressions of algebra. W e analyzed students' solutions to
infer features of the problem spaces in which they reasoned
about the winch. Implicit understanding of a concept will be
reflected in the problem-solving operators that are part of a
person's problem space.
For this problem, w e focussed on students' implicit understanding of variables. For example, one 7th-grade pair said;
S2:
You could put a bigger one [spool] and put the other one
[block] ahead. [...] 24, thisone[a6-spool] willbeiq)
there in 4 turns, this one [a 3-spool] in 8.
INT: Okay.
S2:
Sothat'slike2tumsofthis[red'sspool]toltumofthis
[blue's spool].
T o say h o w the two blocks can get to 24 at the same time,
given that one of the spools is larger than the otho-, suidents
need to understand: (a) that a specified property functions as
a variable, in this example, that spool size is a parameter d the
system; (b) the w a y in which a variable influences the behavior of the system, in this case, that the block with the largospool will m o v e further on each turn; and (c) h o w the
variables interact, for instance, that a variable other than spool
size can be varied to compensate for the effect of the difference in spool sizes. All students were able to give answers in
which variables compensated for one another.
Quantitative Inference Problem. The second example
occurred approximately 35 minutes into the interview and
had a situation with a 3-spool for the red block and a 6-^)ool
for the blue block. T h e axles were linked and both blocks
started at 0. The formulaic representation for this question is
yl = 3x and y2 = 6x. T h e question hadfiveparts, the fust two
are discussed briefly:
(a)
W h e n you turn the handle, will the red bkx:k ever get
ahead? ( W h e n or w h y not?)
(b) H o w far ahead will the blue block be after 4 turns?
T o answer questions such as these, students needed to
m a k e inferences based on functionalrelationsamong quantitative prc^rties of the systems. T o the extent that they
reasoned successfully, w e can infer that they had (at least)
implicit understanding of those functions.

Thefirstpart of this question is about a general property of
the two functions - one of the functions is monotonically
greater than the other. A n 11th grader said that the red block
would never get ahead, and w h e n asked " W h y ? " replied:
S1: Because right offfromthe start, after the Tirst turn this
one [6-5pool] has a 3-inch lead, so it can never get
ahead. Every turn it'll gain 3 inches.
The second part of this question, which called for a calculation, w a s " H o w far ahead will the blue block be after four
turns?" or, in symbolic terms, evaluate 6x - 3x for x = 4. O n e
of the 7th-grade pairs said:
S2:
Let's see [measures intervals withfingersfrom0 on
blue side] 1,2.3, so 24. And then this one will b e —
what was that, 3? — so 3 times 4 is 12. So it'll be —
SI:
12 inches — double the amount
S2:
So, however many turns w e turn together, this one
[blue] will always be double the amount, so like if it was
30, then this one would be at 15.
INT: Ok, and how far ahead would the blue block be after 4
turns?
S1&2: 12.
This pair found the blue block's position by counting
increments on the winch, and inferred the red block's position
by multiplication. They then stated a general property of the
two functions: that the position of the blue block will always
be twice the position of the red. O n this problem, all students
recognized general properties of the relationship between the
two functions, and were able to use the functional relations to
calculate specific answers.
Ow&aXL, our results indicate that children have the capacity
for reasoning about functional relations a m o n g quantities in
the context of a physical model. W e are currently exploring
the hypothesis that this implicit understanding could be used
as a foundation for learning about symbolic representations of
algebra, and thus provide an environment for developing
conceptual understanding of the mathematical symbols that
denote variables and functions.

described above. W e discuss implicit understanding by
developing the idea that reasoning involves a successful
interaction between a person and a situation, which includes
both objects and people (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989;
Greeno, 1989; Jordan, 1987; Laboratory of Comparative
H u m a n Cognition, 1983; Lave, 1988; M c C a b e & Balzano,
1986; Shaw.Turvey, & M a c e , 1982; Suchman, 1987), Within
our analysis representations play a significantrolein reasoning; however, w e also assume s o m e features of the environment can support cognitive activity without being mentally
rq}resented. Gibson's (1979) concepts of direct percq)tion
of affordances are used to describe this support O u r analysis
extends Gibson's concq>tof affordances to include affordances
for reasoning since w e consider reasoning to be a form of
activity that produces n e w information.
Action Schemata
Figure 2 presents a taxonomy of s o m e of the elements of our
model. Each branch of the tree will be discussed in turn. A
state ofaffmrs, a termfiromsituation theory (Barwise, 1989;
Devlin, 1988), is represented by a true statement about a
situation, such as " E m m y is eating yogurt". A state of affairs
is a relation between objects that holds in the world. W e
characterize the space in which the model operates as a set of
states of affairs, and will later distinguish between types of
states of affairs and h o w they are used in reasoning.
A n action schema is a description of an agent-situation
intoaction. This concept of a schema is different fiom that
developed in cognitive science during the 1970's, w h a e it
w a s assumed to consist of a representation of abstract concepts which could be used to construct a representation of the
current situation. In contrast, w e assume that a schema is a
pattern of interaction that a person has learned to participate
in. ThisisconsistentwithBartlett'suseof theteim: "'Schema*
refers to an active organisation of past reactions, or of past
experiences, which must always be siq)posed to be operating
in any well-adapted organic response" (Bartlett, 1932, p.

Theoretical Analysis
201).
In this section, w e discuss the theoretical framework that w e
are using to develop a computational model of the reasoning
S T A T E S O F AFFAIRS
Registered sUte of affairs

Action schemata

Material states of affairs
Actual PotenUal

Interaction Interaction ...

/ / \
Op. Op. ... Op. Op. •••

^ /

Potential

Actual

\

Winch

Person

Other

spools / \
blocks ••
Figure 2. T a x o n o m y of model.
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W e have analyzed s o m e of the activities that students
engaged in with the winch into a network of interactionoperation units. T h e term interaction will be used to emphasize that activity is jointly constituted by an agent and the
setting in which the activity occurs. In this view w e follow
other theorists, including D e w e y and Bentley (1949). Lave
(1988).McCabeandBalzano(1986),andRiegelandMeacham
(1978). T h e term operation will be used to refer to a means
or method of an interaction, following a distinction m a d e by
Leont'ev (1981) in an analysis of activity. T h e description of
an interaction will focus on the function of activity, while the
description of an operation will focus on the ways in which an
activity is performed.
FcM- example, imagine a situation in which the block starts
at the ten-inch maiic, a 4-spool is placed on the winch and the
student is asked " W h e r e will the block be after three turns?".
A n interaction that might occur in this situation could be
described as "determining an end position after s o m e number
of turns from a starting position". W e observed students use
at least four different operations for this interaction: (a)
turning the handle of the winch, and then attending to the
resulting position of the block; (b) marking intervals of
distance on the ruler to indicate where the block(s) would be
after each turn of the handle; (c) making a table of values to
indicate the numerical position of the block after each turn;
and (d) multiplying the n u m b e r of turns times the spool size,
and adding that number to the starting position of the block.
T h e distinction between interactions and operations is
relative to the level of description. That is, our analyses are
nested, with units that are interactions at one level of description and operations at another. T h e description at any level
distinguishes between an interaction (what is accomplished)
and an opoation (how it is accomplished). T h e distinction
provides a convenient expression of relations between alternative methods few- achieving a functional result
W h a t does it m e a n for an activity to be joinUy constituted
by an agent and the situation? T h e possibility of a person
interacting in a certain w a y with a physical and/or conceptual
system depends on the affordances provided by the situation
and the abilities of the person. T h e term c^ordances (Gibson,
1979) refers to features o( a situation that support certain
activities - these are specified relative to an agent acting in that
situation. Abilities are those activities that an agent can
perform-theseareqjecifiedrelativetoasituation. (Weprefer
the term abilities to the term effectivities that S h a w , Turvey,
and M a c e (1982) coined, but w e believe that w e m e a n the
same thing.) Fot example, in order fot a student to turn the
handle of the winch, the handle must be "graspable" and
"tumable", that is, it must be a certain size and shape, and must
be connected to the rest of the device in a w a y that allows it
to be rotated. However, a handle is only graspable and
tumable by an agent with an ^propriately shaped hand and
the ability to ttun something in a circular motion. A n
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affordance and an ability are two sides of the same possibility:
affordances for activities depend on the characteristics (rf an
agent, and abilities for activities depend on characteristics of
the situation.
Reasoning as a Form of Activity
Figure 2 indicates the relationships between sevoal kinds of
states of affairs. Material states of affairs are those that hokl
in the physical world. Before distinguishing h o w different
kinds of material states of affairs are used in reasoning, it is
necessary to deflne s o m e terms. A situation type is a parameterized state of affairs, that is, a partially specified state of
affairs that applies in m a n y situations. For instance, " E m m y
is eating yogurt" is a state of affairs that m a y or m a y not hold
in a given situation, while "someone is eating yogurt" is a
situation type that holds in the class of situations in which a
person is eating yogurt.
In any situation, various states of affairs hold. Because of
affordances for activity, there are also potential states of
affairs that hold. A state of affairs that might occur, such as
" E m m y m ight eat yogurt" is a potential state of affairs. These
dq)end on the affordances for an activity being available, as
well as an agent with the appropriate abilities. Potential states
of affairs designate ways in which an agent or something in
the situation can contribute to an interaction.
A constraint is a relation between situation types such as "If
someone is eating yogurt then that person might drop the
spoon". It is this relation between situation types that supports inferences by a person w h o is attuned to the constraint
For example, if someone is eating yogurt with a spoon, then
it can be inferred that the spoon might be dropped.
Actual stales of affairs are those that are true about the
material aspects of a situation. Potential states of affairs are
generated from an actual stale of affairs through a set of
constraints. Figure 2 shows a further breakdown of kinds of
actual states of affairs that w e use in modelling interactions
with the winch. T h e same distinctions could be m a d e for the
potential states of affairs.
T h e final distinction between states of affairs that w e make
is between material and registered states of affairs, indicated
in the fu^t level of Figure 2. W e distinguish two aspects of a
situation: what is h^pening - the material situation, and what
is recognized about what is happening - the registered situation. Material states of affairs are relations in the wcM'ld, while
registered states of affairs are those states of affairs which
have been attended to. Registering a state of affairs often
involves saying it and communicating it in a conversational
groiq). In general, it is the set of properties and relations that
have symbolic representations. W e distinguish registered
states of affairs mainly to analyze activities that include
inferences and communication. W e assume that registration
makes the information available for inferences; however,
both material and registered states of affairs play a role in

supporting certain kinds of activity. W e are assuming,
therefore, that the role of representation is to provide objects
that function in inferences, and w e use the notation of registered states of affairs to distinguish symbolic representations
of information that are available for inferential reasoning.
W e characterize reasoning within this framework as inference of new registered information using an infer^tial process that involves transformation of a representation. Reasoning about a situation can include generating potential
stales of affairs and registering those potential states of
affairs. Representations of states of affairs affwd reasoning
activities that infer other states of affairs. In this view,
material systems, registered states of affairs, and the person or
p o ^ n s participate interactively in the activity of reasoning.
Understanding Based on Constraints

mining the location of a block after some turns from a starting
position". For the operation of turning the handle, all three
constraints are embodied in the mechanism of the device.
That is, the ending position of the block is determined by the
physical constraints of the device. For the opoation of
measuring increments, the constraint of propcxtional quantities is provided through the abilities of the student, rather than
through the affordances oi the winch. The student must
explicitly determine the size of the intoval to be measured,
and simulates the change in the position of the block for each
turn. For the operation of creating a table, both the constraints
of proportional quantities and linearly related measures are
supplied by the abilities of the student The student explicitly
determines a numerical difference and adds that difference
rq)eatedly to calculate where the block would be fw each turn
of the handle. The number in the last row of the table can then
be read as the ending position of the block. For the operation
of mental arithmetic, all three coistraints have shifted to the
abilities of the student Proportional quantities and linearly
related measures are captured as part of the calculations in the
multiplicative/additive constraint

W e hypothesize that activities, such as the interaction-c^ration units presented earlier, depend on constraints. Turning
the handle to reach an end position works because certain
relationships exist between states of affairs in the system,
such as the handle being connected to the spool and a string
being attached to both the spool and the block. Since activities
can be conceptual as well as physical, 'loiowing a concq)t" in Conclusions
thisframeworkis being attuned to the constraints of concep- The analysis of this interaction indicates that alternative
operations for an interaction differ in having constraints
tual activities. This characterization of knowing a concept
includes implicit understanding, as well as more explicit
contributed by the situation's affordances or the agent's abiliforms of knowing. A reasoner can represent a constraint and
ties. Across the four operations discussed above, the interacreason about it explicitly, as well as simply being able to use tion is increasingly abstracted from the physical constraints of
a constraint in an activity.
the device. Having more constraints of a concq)t embodied
The concept of linear function includes sevwal constraints:
in a student's abilities, and reasoning mate, explicitly about
1. proportional quantities: a change in one variable causes constraints, constitute more understanding of the concq)t
a proportional change in another variable;
W e hypothesize that an important aspect of undostanding
is a kind of cwrespondence between constraints of interac2. linearly-related measures: each increment of a variable
has the effect of adding a constant number to the previous
tions. In the handle-turning vMstd^Xxaa the proportional
numerical value of the function;
quantities constraint is met through the physical constraints of
3. nudtiplicativeladditive properties: the cumulative effect
the device. In measuring increments the constraint is met
of n increments of k each is equal to n x it; and a final
through the size of the interval that the student has created.
quantity measure is equal to an initial measure added to
However, the process of measuring a s^es of intervals along
nxk.
the ruler only makes sense with respect to the constraints of
In terms of the winch, "proportional quantities" means that the physical device. It is through the correspondence of the
each turn of the handle causes a constant change in the
constraints of the two interactions that measuring increments
position of the block. "Linearly-related measures" means that
gains its meaning.
for each turn oi the handle a constant number is added to the
numerical position of the block. The "multiplicative/addiAcknowledgements
tive" constraint means that the distance a block moves for
Other people who participated in this research are Jean-luc
some number of turns can be calculated by multiplying the
Guertner, Barbara Katzenberg, Jan Kerkhoven, M e g Korpi,
spool size times the number of turns, and the final position of
and Richard Mander. The authors would also like to thank
the block can be calculated by adding the starting position to
Richard Mander for extensive comments on an earlier draft of
the distance moved.
the paper.
Since we are characterizing activities as being jointly
constituted by affo-dances and abilities, the question arises as
to what aspect <rf a situation is providing a certain constraint.
W e have analyzed the constraints iot the impaction "deter-
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Abstract
Anderson and Milson (1989) derived optimal performance
functions for memory based on assumptions about the
goals of memory, the computational costs of achieving
those goals, and the statistical structure of the
environment. Based on these assumptions, and a good
deal of Bayesian analysis, they accounted for a substantial
number of empiricalfindings.Here w e started with the
same assumptions about the goals of memory, but instead
of simulating the statistical structure of the environment,
we analyzed it directly. It was found that the factors that
govern memory performance also predict the probability
with which words are spoken in children's linguistic
enviroiunents. These factors include frequency, recency,
and spacing between exposures. The ability of these
factors to predict word use was analyzed in the context of
four laboratory memory phenomena: 1) the power law of
practice; 2) the power law of forgetting; 3) the interaction
between study spacing and retention interval and 4) the
combined effects of practice and retention. These factors
predict information demand and lend strong support to
Anderson and Milson's claim that memory behavior can
be understood in terms of the statistical structure of the
environment.
Introduction
The environment constantly makes demands on memory.
For instance, w e m a y need to remember a particular friend's
telephone number 23 times during the past semester and
only once in the current semester, while w e have had to
recall another friend's number three times during the past
semester and three times during the current semester. W h a t
do these two patterns predict about the probability of
having to recall either friend's number today? Anderson &
Milson (1989) proposed that the phenomena of h u m a n
memory could be understood as memory's response to
questions like this. They argued that h u m a n m e m o r y
behaves as if it is performing a Bayesian inference to
determine the probability that a given m e m o r y will be
needed now. They contend that this probability is based on
1) the pattern of prior use of the m e m o r y (i.e., its history)
and 2) the similarity of the current context to the previous
contexts in which it had occuired.
Lacking any direct data about patterns of human m e m o r y
use, Anderson and Milson adapted statistical models
developed to describe patterns of use in other information
retrieval systems, such as library borrowings (Burrelll,
1985) and computerfileaccess (StriUer, 1977), to create a
model of the demands that the environment might m a k e on
human m e m o r y .
B y applying Bayesian inference
mechanisms to this model of the environment, they
accounted for a number of m e m o r y phenomena including
the effects of practice, retention interval, and study spacing
on memory performance.
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T h e model proposed by Anderson and Milson has
basically two assumptions:
(1) Memories vary in their rate of use. Thus one of
memory's goals is to estimate a particular memory's true
rate of use, based on information about h o w often it has
been needed in the past
(2) Memories undergo fluctuations in their rate of use and
s o m e memories are m o r e volatile than others. Thus,
m e m o r y must infer changes in a particular memory's rate of
use.
Assumption (1) helped to account for practice and
forgetting effects. Memories which have been used often and
recently would be identified as having high rates of use.
Assumption (2) helped to account for the forgetting and
spacing effects. Memories that have not been used recently
would be identified as having undergone a loss in their rate
of use and memories that occurred in massed patterns with
long periods of disuse would be identified as undergoing
rapid fluctuations in their rate of use. It should be
emphasized that the Anderson and Milson model did more
than just predict these effects; it generated the parametric
form of the practice and forgetting functions and the exact
interactions that occurred in spacing experiments.
There are, however, a number of problems with the
Anderson and Milson analysis. First, one can question
whether the statistics of library usage andfileaccess, the
basis of their environmental model, are representative of
those faced by people. Second, the published analyses of
these non-human systems only justify assumption 1. While
Anderson and Milson argued that assumption 2 plausibly
held, they could not provide hard evidence for it. The raw
data from these sources is unavailable and this is needed to
determine whether massing and spacing occurred. Third,
the predictions were derived from an interaction between
Bayesian inference procedures and a mathematical model of
the environment. Replacing this model with actual statistics
from the environment would help to remove an entire layer
of assumptions from the theory.
These problems can be addressed by undertaking an
analysis of the statistical properties of the environment; w e
need to get detailed records of informational demands being
placed on h u m a n memory. W e have analyzed three such
sources of informational demand: speech to children, word
usage in newspaper headlines, and electronic mail messages.
For each of these sources w e have conducted analyses that
reveal strong similarities between a number of m e m o r y
phenomena and statistical properties shared by each of these
sources. T o illustrate our methods, w e report the results w e
have obtained from our analyses of speech to children.
Each word a child hears is another demand to retrieve the
meaning of that particular word.
Hall & Tirre (1979)
collected nearly 100 hours of preschool children's verbal
interactions. These have been assembled and standardized in
a larger database ( M a c W h i n n e y & S n o w , 1985). W e
analyzed roughly a quarter of Hall & Tirre's data, the

transcripts of 9 white middle-class children. W e excluded the
children's o w n utterances from the analysis, because w e are
interested in the m e m o r y d e m a n d s m a d e by their
environments and not on those demands resulting from
production.
Building a case for each analysis requires first,
characterizing the relevant results from the experimental
literature; second, specifying the method for analyzing the
environment; and third, comparing the results of the
environmental analysis to its experimental counterpart. In
particular, w e will discuss four laboratory m e m o r y
phenomena: 1) the power law of practice 2) the power law
of forgetting 3) the interaction between study spacing and
retention interval and 4) the effects of practice and retention.
Power Law of Practice
A n y m e m o r y experiment can be thought of as presenting
some items to m e m o r y s o m e number of limes and then
testing for recall at some later lime. In the Anderson &
Milson model, an experiment was encoded as a set of times
that described the pattern of presentation and test.
Presentation of information in the environment can be
characterized similarly. A single exposure to a piece of
information in the lab maps onto the occurrence of an item
in the environment. The probability of recall or recognition
in the lab m a p s onto the probability that an item in the
environment will be used in the next time unit. This is
what Anderson & Milson call "need probability".
Within this framework, the mappings between need
probability and performance measures, such as probability
of recall and recognition, is somewhat more complex then
they might initially appear. O n e might expect that need
probability and performance would simply b^ proportional
to each other, but this is not so. Take for example the
relationship between need probability and latency of recall.
The model assumes that memories are considered in the
order of their need probabilities. Thus, estimating the time
it would take to retrieve a given m e m o r y requires an
estimate of the number of memories with need probabilities
greater than the given memory. Anderson and Milson
argue that this implies that latency of recall should be a
power function of need probability. They argue for a
similar power function relating practice and probability of
recall. Such power functions will preserve ordinal
relationships between need probability and some parametric
relationships.
Results from the empirical literature further constrain our
expectations about the form of the relationship between
frequency and need probability. The relevant experiments
are those that examine the relationship between practice and
m e m o r y performance. This relationship is
often
characterized as taking a power or exponential form. A
power relationship, in its simplest form, means that
performance, P, equals the amount of practice, L, raised to
an exponent r, the learning rate:
P = kLr
This can be conveniently transformed into a linear
relationship by taking the natural logs of each side:
log P = log k + r log L
In contrast, an exponential function takes the form:
P = k e^L
Taking the natural log of this yields:

These transformations allow the use of linear regression
to determine whether power or exponential relationships
best capture the relationship between practice and
performance. The transformed power equation implies that if
performance and practice are m a power relationship with
each other, then when log performance is plotted against log
practice the result should be a straight line. In contrast, the
transformed exponential equation will be curved when
plotted in log log, but straight when log performance is
plotted against practice.
Using linear regression in combination with these
transformations, w e have analyzed the results of several
learning experiments and in general the power relationship
accounts for more variance than does the exponential form.
These results are also consistent with
Newel and
Rosenbloom's (1981) detailed analyses of many other
learning experiments. Based purely on these experimental
results w e can expect a power law relationship between
word frequency, the environmental analog of practice, and
the analog of performance, need probability.
W e are not too concerned with whether the memory or
environmental functions are truly power functions or just
good approximations. Rather, the goal is to establish that
the functional forms of statistical regularities in the
environment are the same as the functional forms of human
memory performance.
Method
The analog of the practice curve amounts to calculating
the conditional probability that a word will occur in an
utterance given that it has occurred n times in the previous
k utterances. W e calculate this probability by looking at
examples of words that occur n times in some period, say,
thefirst100 utterances and determining h o w often they
occur in the lOl'st utterance. Our analysis program first
made a list of the words that occurred exactly once in the
first 100 utterances. T o store the partial results of the
analysis the program created a variable, or bin, labelled
occurred-]-time. Each time a word was found that occurred
just once the instances field of the bin labeled occurred-!time was incremented by 1. If the word occurred in the
critical (101'st) utterance, the uses field of \ht occurred1-time bin was incremented by 1. Dividing the number of
uses by the number of instances, yields the need probability
for items used exactly once. The analogous process was
repeated to calculate the probabilities for words occurring
exactly 2,3,4.. 100 times.
The focus of the analysis then shifted onto utterances 2
through 102, with utterance 102 becoming the critical
utterance. Again, the program made a list of all the words
occurring exactly once between utterance 2 and utterance
101, incrementing the appropriatefieldsof the occurred-1time bin. A s before, the process was repeated for those
words that occurred exactly 2,3,4.. 100 times. The focus, or
window, then covered utterances 3 through 103, with
utterance 103 acting as the critical utterance. The process
repeated until all utterances between utterance 101 and the
last had played the role of the critical utterance.
Results
T h e Hall corpus contained over 18500 utterances that
were on average 7.88 words long. The size of the corpus
resulted in m a n y instances of infrequently occurring words;
there were well over 1.6 million instances of words

lnP=lnK + bL
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occurring 1 time in a 100 utterance window, and 525,000
words occurring 2 times. In figure 1 w e have plotted the
probability that a word will be used in the criticd utterance
against the number of times it has been mentioned in the
previous 100 utterances. A s the sample was insufficient to
generate adequate numbers of high frequency instances,
some cells corresponding to frequencies greater than 10 were
collapsed together in blocks of five to achieve reasonable
levels of accuracy. For example, one cell corresponds to
words that were used between 11 and 15 times, another to
words used between 16 and 20 times, etc.
Practice Analog

Power L a w

of Forgetting

Another classic memory phenomenon is the retention
function-the effect of the interval since the last exposure lo
a m e m o r y item on m e m o r y performance. Typically, this is
studied by giving subjects a constant experience with one or
more studies of an item, and then varying the retention
interval. W efita number of experiments that manipulated
retention. Again it turns out that there is a power
relationship between the independent measure of retention
interval and a number of performance measures. T h e same
form holds in time scales from seconds all the w a y up to
years. This is again despite the frequent claim (e.g., Loftus
1975) that the forgetting function is exponential in nauire.
A s w e have observed in the analysis of the practice
function, a power function with respect to need probability
implies a power function with respect to performance.
Thus, the critical question is whether there is a power
function in the environment. That is, if w e look at the
probability of an item being used as a function of h o w long
it has been since it was last used, do w e get a power
function?

Method
W e are interested in calculating the conditional
probability that a word will occur in the critical utterance
given that it has not been mentioned in the last k
utterances. Each time a word w a s found that had last
occurred in thefirstutterance, the instancesfieldof the bin
labeled last-seen-in-utterance-1 was incremented by 1. If the
Number of Menlionings
word occurred in the critical utterance, the uses field of the
Figure 1. Need Probability (i.e., probability of a word
last-seen-in-utterance-1 bin w a s incremented by 1. This
occuring in the critical utterance) as a function of
)rocess was repeated, in turn, for all items that had not
"practice" (i.e., frequency).
)een mentioned since the 2, 3,4...100 utterance. A s in the
Consistent with the empirical and theoretical results the practice analysis, the window shifted to cover utterances 2
through 102.
exponential (R^ = .78) form faired poorly. However, there
is nearly a perfect lii^ear relationship between frequency and
need probability, (R^ = .98). A linear function is a special
case of a power function, and so is consistent with the
Retention Analog
theory. It is worth noting that the Anderson & Milson
model predicts exactly such a linear relationship between
frequency and need probability.
W e have identified three power relationships relating the
Anderson & Milson model, the practice effect and children's
linguistic environment
u
1) Theoretically, Anderson & Milson predict that
performance, P, should be related to need probability, N , by
a power function: P = a N ^
I
2) Empirically, there is a power functionrelatingpractice,
or frequency, L, to need probability in children's linguistic
N = c L^
environments:
<l
3) Empirically, there is a power function relating
.0
memory performance to practice: P=f L**
s
M
Composing the power functions in (1) and (2) leads to a
0
prediction of the power function in 3: P = a(cL")^ = a c** L*^^
Log Utterances Since Last Mentioning
In conyast, if w e had found that need probability was in
Figure 2. Log Need Probability as a function of log
an exponential relationship with frequency in the
"retention" interval (i.e., the number of utterances since
environment, N = ke""^, then this would imply that
the word was last mentioned). Straight line indicates
power function.
memory performance should be in an exponential
relationship with practice: P = aCke""^ )*'= a k*' e"^^^
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Results
Figure 2 plots the power form of the data. Here the data
is best captured by a power (r^ =.98) relationship as
compared to the exponential (r^ = .88) and linear {x^ =.55)
forms. Note that here, unlike the practice function, the
data is only Tit by a power function and not by a linear
function.
Spacing

Effect

U p to this point w e have considered independently the
contribution
that retention and practice m a k e on
performance. N o w w e will look at h o w these interact in the
spacing effect. T h e spacing effect results from manipulating
the spacing between study presentations. Glenberg (1976)
illustrated the nature of this interaction by orthogonally
manipulating the lag between two study presentations and
the lag between the second exposure and test (Figure 3).
T h e size of the retention interval produces the largest
effects; short test lags are always belter than long ones,
indicated by the separation between the various curves. It is
apparent, however, that the lag between the two studies
interacts with retention interval. If the test is going to be
given after a long delay it is best to have a long & g between
studies. In contrast, w h e n testing occurs after short delays
it is best to have short lags between studies. Apparently as
the length of the retention interval increases better
performance is obtained with longer study lags.
Method
The parallel to the effect of study spacing is the
probability that an item will occur in the critical utterance,
given a particular combination of spacings between
previous occurrences. T o start, the program collected all
the items used exactly twice in the first 100 utterances.
T h e interval between the first occurrence and second
occurrence corresponds to the "study" lag and the interval
between the second occurrence and the critical (101 st)
utterance the "test" lag. For example an item that first
occurred in utterance 3 0 and then again in utterance 60,
would have a study lag of 30 and a lest lag of 41. A s this
is an example of a study-30-test-41, the instances field
would be incremented by 1. In addition, if the word occurs
in the critical utterance, the usesfieldwould be incremented
by 1. This process was repeated for each word that occurred
twice. A s in the previous analyses the focus next shifts to
utterances 2 through 102.
Results
Compared to the retention and practice analyses there were
relatively few instances for each combination of study and
test lag. For example, in the practice analysis there were
over 1.6 million instances of items used exactly once, and
in the retention analysis there were over 26 thousand
instances of words that last occurred in the previous
utterance. In contrast, there were only 6 0 7 instances of
items with study and tests lags respectively of 1 and 5, the
most c o m m o n combination in the spacing analysis. T o
gain adequate statistical power w e had to aggregate the
data, collapsing it into a three by three mauix. This matrix
consists of short (1-9 utterances), medium (10-30), and long
(31-99) test and suidy lags.
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T h e interaction between study and test lag that was
apparent in the Glenberg experiment is evident in the child
language data (Figure 4). The shorter the interval between
the second occurence and the target utterance the higher the
probability that the word will be mentioned. This
corresponds to Glenberg's general result that the shorter
tests lag lead to better performance. W h a t is striking is the
interaction between the spacing between the occurence of
the words and the length of the interval between the second
exposure and the critical utterance. W h e n the interval
between the second exposure and the critical utterance is
long, the probability that the word will be included in the
critical utterance increases with the spacing between
occurences. In contrast, w h e n the interval between the
second exposure and the critical utterance is short, the
probability that the word will be included in the critical
utterance decreases with the spacing between occurences.
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Combinded

Effects o f P r a c t i c e
Retention

Hellyer's Data

&

Recently, there has been considerable interest in h o w
different degrees of initial study affect the form of the
retention function(Loftus, 1985). If a retention curve takes
the form of a power relationship in standard coordinates,
then there will be a linear relationship between log
performance and log time. Further, w e can interpret the
slope of this line as a decay rate. Parallel slopes indicate
that the retention functions associated with various levels of
practice share the same decay rate.
A number of experiments bear directly on this question.
For example, Knieger (1929) had subjects learn word lists
to various degrees of over learning. Subjects were then
asked to recall the lists after retention intervals that lasted
between 1 and 28 days. M o r e recently, Hellyer (1962)
looked at similar issues but on a m u c h shorter time scale.
In this experiment subjects were presented with "syllables"
composed of 3 consonants. These were presented from 1 to
8 times at a rate of 1 per second. Subjects were then required
to recall the consonants after retention intervals ranging
from between 3 and 27 seconds.
Subjects in the Hellyer experiment demonstrated nearly
perfect recall at the three second retention interval. W h e n
measured in terms of the probability of recall, such near
perfect performance approaches the limits of the measure
(i.e., approaches 1). In contrast, a power function is
unbounded above. Therefore a bounded performance
measure, such as probability of recall, can obscure what
could best be described in terms of a power relationship.
This problem can be easily overcome by using an
unbounded measure. Here, w e used the odds of recall,
another standard performance measure. If p is probability of
recall, then o = p/ (1-p) will be the odds of recall.
The transformed results of both experiments are plotted
in log log coordinates to test the degree to which they
exhibit power law forgetting (Figures 5 & 6). In addition,
w e have estimated the decay parameters for the various
retention curves. In these experiments the interaction
between the degree of initial learning and the rate of
forgetting is not statistically significant (Tables 1 & 2).
Though perhaps a hint of an interaction can be seen in the
Krueger data. In short, the effects of practice and retention
appear to be essentially additive.
Degree of
Decay
9 5 % Confidence R2
Parameter
Interval
Learning
100%
(-1.88.-.87)
.96
-1.37
150%
(-1.20,-.88)
.98
-1.02
200%
(-1.22,-.82)
.98
-1.02
Table 1. Decay parameter estimates (i.e., regression
coefficients) for the various levels of over learning in
Krueger (1929).
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Method
This analysis involves calculating different retention
functions for various levels of practice. T h e program
gathered all the words that occurred exactly once in the
first 100 utterances. From these it selected those words that
last occurred in thefirstutterance. For each word in this
list the instances field of the bin labeled occurred-1-laslseen-1 w a s incremented by 1. In addition, if the word
occurred in the critical (101'st) utterance, the uses field
was incremented by 1. This process w a s repeated for all
those words that had occurred 1 time and had not been seen
since the 2, 3,4... 100 utterance. The analogous process
w a s repeated to calculate similar probabilities for words
occurring exactly 2,3,4..100 times. A s in all the analyses
the window shifted to utterances 2 through 102 and so on.

9 5 % Confidence R^
Decay
Degree of
Parameter
Leaming
Interval
-1.78
(-2.72,-.85)
.99
1
-1.70
(-2.35,-1.05)
.98
2
-1.33
(-1.78.-.88)
.99
4
-1.82
(-2.66,-.98)
.98
8
Table 2. Decay parameter estimates (i.e., regression
coefficients) for the various numbers of stimulus
presentations in Hellyer (1962)
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Results
A s with the previous analyses, the data was aggregated to
obtain reliable statistics. T h e data was collapsed into cells
by the degree of practice and the length of the retention
interval. Each cell had a range of 5 mcntionings and 5
utterances. For example, one ceU represented all instances of
words that had been mentioned from 6 to 10 limes and had
not been mentioned for from 21 to 25 utterances, whereas
another cell consisted of examples of words that had been
mentioned from 16 to 2 0 times and were unmentioned for
from 1 to 5 utterances. Each curve plots successively
higher ranges of practice (Figure 7). T h e bottom curve
represents words used from 1 to 5 times, the second from 6
to 10, etc. The plots use log retention for the abscissa and
log odds of need probability as the ordinate. Certain
combinations of practice and retention ranges were rare. For
instance, there were only 5 instances of words that were
used 21 to 25 times and had last been mentioned for
between 46 and 50 utterances. So the graph contains only
those points for which over 500 instances have been
reccrded.
Plotting the data in log log coordinates enables us to
use regression to estimate the decay rates. These results
indicate that the decay parameters associated with low
frequency words are approximately the same as those
associated with the high frequency words (Table 3). But, as
with the Krueger results, there is a hint of an interaction
between frequency and retention interval, with the lower
-^"^•"^-J ""•'
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Figure 7. Retention curves at 4 frequency levels.
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Abstract^
The
shape
of the m e m o r y
representation for a 1000 word text was
measured
for the text's author, 7
independent subject matter experts and 2
groups of novices ( N = 83 Air Force
recruits). T o measure the shapes, w e chose
the 12 most important concepts from the
text, and then collected proximity data on all
possible pairs of them. Then w e m a d e maps
of the mental representations from the
proximities. In Experiment 1, results of
empirical tests of text learning showed that
the novices' mental representations after
reading the Original Version of the text
were correlated only +.1 with the author's
But for a
or experts' representations.
Principled Revision the correlations were
above +.5. In Experiment 2, the proximity
data from Experiment 1 were used to
diagnose
specific misconceptions and
missing conceptions in both the Original text
and the Prmcipled Revision. This revealed
unsuspected cognitive misconceptions, as
well as intrusions of affective and attitudinal
factors
into
the
novices'
mental
representations. These diagnoses were then
used to revise both texts to repair the
misconceptions and insert the missing
conceptions. Results of empirical tests of
these revisions ( N = 160 Air Force
Recruits) showed that novices' correlations
with
the
author's
and
experts'
representations were shifted close to ceiling
(r = + .8 - + .9). These results show that
novices' mental representations can be
shifted to correspond with experts by using

our methods to diagnose and repair misand missing conceptions.
The "shape" of the memory
representations that are created by texts was
investigated. B y "shape" w e m e a n the configuration
of relations between the concepts in the text. T h e
shape is measured by asking subjects to rate the
relatedness of all possible pairs of important
concepts from the text. This yields a set of
proximity measures (i.e., distance measures), which
are used to construct a graphic representation or
m a p of the underlying mental structure. T h e m a p
represents the shape of the reader's m e m o r y
representation.
W e compare each reader's
structure to the structure intended by the text's
author and qualified experts in the subject matter.
T h e result provides a quantitative measure of the
goodness-of-fit of the readers' structure to the
expert structure. Since this test measures cognitive
structures, w e will call it the Cognitive Structure
Test.
Experiment 1: Comparing the Mental
Representations of Novices. Experts and the Text's
Author
We measured the shape of mental
representations for a text by collecting proximity
data on the important concepts in a naturally
occuring 1000 word text on Air Force history
(Earhart, 1978).
Method
T h e proximity data were collected as
follows:
(a) T w o judges chose the 12 most
important concepts from the text, (b) Then all
possible pairs of the 12 concepts were constructed
- 66 in all. (c) Since these pairs represent all
possible relations between pairs of important
concepts in the text, they should capture all the
relations between importjmt concepts, and closely
approximate a collection of all the important
relations in the text, (d) Proximity data were

This work was supported by the Learning Abilities
Measurement Project at the Air Force H u m a n
Resources Laboratory under A F O S R grant 890515. W e acknowledge indispensible assistance
from Patrick Kyllonen and A b r a h a m Tesser.
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of Military Strategy. Military Advisers, and furthest
away. Success. Those familiar with this period of
history, or w h o have read the passage, (available
from the authors) will recognize this
representation.
Experiment 2: Diagnosing and Repairing Mis- and
Missing Conceptions bv Revising the Text
In this study w e successfully used these
proximity data to revise the Air Force Vietnam
text, greatly improving the goodness-of-fit of
novices' mental representations to the author's and
experts'
representation.
For
expository
effectiveness, w e report the resultsfirst,and then
the revision method. Table 2 shows the results.
The entries at the left replicate the results in the
two rows of Table 1.
ttortil liila'~]

successfully to shift novices' mental representations
toward experts'.
H o w did we use the proximity data to decide which
revisions to make?
T o know what to revise in the text, we
needed to know: (a) what novices knew correctly
after they read the text; i.c., what correct
conceptions they had; but more importantly (b)
what they knew that wasn't so; i.e., what
misconceptions they had after reading the text; and
(c) what they didn't know after reading; i.e., what
missing conceptions they had.
Table 2
Corrclatioiu of Four Rtmiit GrouK "iih Author's and
Eltvcni Slnjcni/es on Coimiiivt Stnicrure Test
Original Prinapled Original Principled
Version
Revision
Version wiih Veisionwich
S Revision
5 Revisioo
Aiulior
.18
59*
SS'
Experts 22 .62'

KMoers ot Jonflson naiinisu-ation

XT

Sb'

*]f < JOS^ diCTercnl from its control
fiotiert itcwurj

Psvcnoioqicai i

ErioiJatio
Resoonsc
Slrateay

T o get this information, we further
analyzed the cognitive structure data from
Experiment 1. W h e n we looked at the novices'
network structure for the Original Version (Figure
3, built from the proximity data using Pathfinder
(Schvaneveldt, 1990)) we were unable to interpret
it plausibly. So w e began to believe that the
Original group might contain several subgroups,
each
with
a
somewhat
different mental
representation. If Figure 3 was those different
representations superimposed on each other, the
result would be a composite of different structures
rather than a true representation of the central
tendency of the Original group.
So, using factor analysis, we looked for
subgroups in each condition w h o were correlated
with each other. Then we took each subgroup's
subjects, and looked at their structure. These
structures were much more interpretable, and we
derived our revisions from them for the present
study.
Identifying subgroups by factor analysis.
W e proceeded as follows: (a) For the 46 subjects
who read the Originjd Version, we took each
subject's vector of 66 responses, and correlated it
with the vector of each other subject who read the
Original Version.
This produced a large
correlation matrbc, showing which subjects were
correlated with each other, (b) W e then factor
analyzed this matrix, using the individual subject as

Q n u a n A3»isers |
d-ejiotit .£n;ison
Kilitarr itrattiT

KllltiTY MYisers

Figure 2 - E x p e r t s '

Pathfinder

Network
The revisions were done in 5 sentences (of
43 sentences in all) of the Original and Principled
Revisions. The entries at therightof Table 2 show
that these revisions had very large positive effects
on the novices' correlations with the author's and
experts' structure. These correlations were so close
to the reliability of the Cognitive Structure Test
that a ceiling effect is probably present. These
results show that our techniques can be used
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collected b y having e a c h subject rate the
"relatedness" of each pair of concepts o n a sevenpoint scale, r a n g b g f r o m "very closely related" to
"very distantly related" ( N = 8 3 Air F o r c e Recruits).
This is the Cognitive Structure Test, (e) W i t h
proximity data for all pairs of entities, a m a p can b e
m a d e of the configuration of relations b e t w e e n the
entities, using a n y of a variety o f algorithms; w e
chose n e t w o r k analysis (Schvaneneldt, 1990).

Robert M c N a m a r a and Maxwell Tavlor. as well as
military advisers. T h e military advisers proposed
the military strategy, which was to b o m b North
Vietnam very heavily.
T h e civilian advisers
proposed instead the graduated response strategy.
which was to b o m b North Vietnam a httle and then
pause to see if that had "broken their will"; if it
hadn't, the bombing would be escalated gradually.
Since the focus was on breaking the North
Vietnamese will, this was described in the passage
as a psychological strategy. Johnson chose the
graduated response strategy, and the resulting
operation was code-named Rolling Thunder.
Success and failure could be attributed to the
various persons, poUcies, actions, and consequences
in the passage.

MMliers of Johnson Uiinistratian
fresideni Jofinson

HilitarT W»isers

CWilian iiiiitn

\
\
\Kanrell Taylor
\

RoDePt
KcKaaara

Results and Discussion
T h e recruits' 66 ratings of relatedness were
correlated with those of the author and experts.
Results showed that: (a) the author's and expert's
representations
were
inter-correlated
+.8,
indicating they all had similar representations; (b)
recruits w h o read the Original version correlated
only +.10 with the author and experts (Table 1,
column 1); and (c)
recruits w h o read our
Principled Revision correlated above + .5 with the
author's and experts' representations, indicating
that the Revision had improved the quality of their
mental representation (Table 1, column 2), where
"improved quality" means closer correspondence to
the author's and experts' representation.

Kilitarr Strategy

\
nse Strategy
Graouated Reso
Psycnological

(tollini) munoer

Failure
Figure
Test

1-12

Terms Used

in
Correlaliom of Two Recroit Groups with Auchor's aod
Expcns' Stnicnires on Cognitive Slnicnirc Test
(Author and Experts read Originai Version)
Original Version
Principled Revision
Author
.08
52'
Expert
.10
J5
•J < jOS, differentfromOriginal

These proximity data were collected from
novices for two different versions of the text: T h e
Original version and a Principled Revision (derived
from the Original using the Kintsch and V a n Dijk
(1978) model, as described in Britton & Gulgoz,
(in press) available from the first author). T h e
same Cognitive Structure Test was also given to the
text's author (a History Professor at the Air Force
Academy), and to seven independent experts on
the text's subject matter (an ambassador, three
military historians, etc.)
T h e 12 Terms. T o clarify the character of
the test, the content of the passage is here
described briefly with the terms used in the test
arranged graphically in Figure 1 and underlined
here. (Figure 1 was not shown to the subjects).
The texts began by describing s o m e m e m b e r s of
the Johnson Administration, including President
Johnson, w h o had civilian advisers, including

Figure 2 shows the network structure
created f r o m the average experts' proximity data b y
the Schvaneveldt P a t h f m d e r progrzmi. It h a s the
G r a d u a t e d R e s p o n s e Strategy in the center,
surrounded b y a starlike pattern c o m p o s e d of: (a)
the various persons involved in that strategy:
President Johnson. Robert M c N a m a r a . Maxwell
Taylor. M e m b e r s of the Johnson Administration.
and Civilian Advisers: (b) its main characteristic that it was Psychological: and (c) its consequence - Rolling Thunder, which was a Failure. Toward
the periphery of the representation are the notions
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the unit of analysis. The result was that w e ended
up with 3 subject factors (i.e., each factor was
inhabited by a number of subjects). (The Scree test
was used to select the number of factors; a
standard varimax rotation was then used; subjects
w h o loaded above +.40 on a factor were
considered to be inhabitants of that factor.) (c)
The subgroup of subjects w h o loaded above + .40
on any factor were then segregated from the rest of
the subjects, into a factor of their own. (d) Then
for each factor separately, w e averaged the
subgroup of subjects' responses for each item,
producing an average vector for that factor, 66
items long, representing the cognitive structure
characterizing that factor, (e) W e also did steps a
through d for the 37 subjects who had read the
Principled Revision, (f) W e now had the mental
structure for each subject factor, for six factors in
all, including three factors for each text.

Tible3
CorrcUtioiu of Factor Scores in Groups with Author and Ezperu

Author
Eiperu

It was no siu-prise that the author's and
experts' structure w a s found as Factor 1 -the
largest factor- in the Principled Revision. But w e
also found the experts' structure as Factor 3 in the
Original Version, albeit as the factor with the
smallest n u m b e r of subjects of the three factors.
M o r e o v e r , those t w o factors — the t w o correlated
with the author a n d experts - w e r e also highly
correlated with each other (i.e.. Original Factor 3
and Principled Factor 1 w e r e correlated + .76 with
each other) indicating that both of those factors
h a d approximately the s a m e pieces of the author's
and experts' structure.
Identifying misconceptions a n d missing
conceptions. What w e needed to know m order
properly to revise the text for the subjects m any
factor was this: O n which concepts did they deviate
greatly from the experts' structure?
Those
concepts would represent misconceptions, or
missing conceptions, and these we should
specifically address in our revision, in order to
repair those novices' faulty representations.
W e identified each factor's mis- and
missing conceptions by dividing each factor's string
of 66 numbers into 12 equal parts. Each part
represents the structure for one of the 12 concepts.
Figure 4 shows this graphically for one concept on
which the subjects in Factor 1 of the Principled
Group were very similar to the experts (Graduated
Response Strategy), and Figure 5 shows it for one
concept on which Factor 3 of the Original Group
was dissimilar to the experts (McNamara). (These
figures have the 12 terms abbreviated along the
side, and the rating scale that subjects used is
shown along the bottom.
Each plotted point
represents the average relatedness rating between
the term shown m the title of the figure and the
corresponding term along the side. Missing in each
figure is the relatedness rating between the term in
the figure's title and itself.)
The first two panels in each figure show
the pattern separately for the experts and the
novices; the third panel shows the patterns
superimposed to show the similarity and
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Figure 3 - Original Version
R e a d e r s ' Pathfinder Network.

The next question was: What knowledge
structures do these factors represent? The first
answer was easy: surely some factors must be
similar to the author's or experts' structiu-e. T o test
this, we correlated the string of 66 numbers for
each factor with the author's and experts' structure,
yielding the results shown in Table 3.
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Figure 5
Cognitive Structures for "Robert McNamara" in
Expert Group and Factor 3 of Original Group;
Superimposition Shows Dissimilar Conceptions

Figure 4
Cognitive Structures for "Graduated Response
Strategy" in Expert Group and Factor 1 of Principled
Revision Group; Superimposition Shows
Similar Conceptions
EXPERTS GRADUATED RESPONSE STRATEGY

EXPERTS ROBERT MCNAMARA

M e m b J. Admin.
Pres. J.
Taylor
McNam
CivAdv
MilAdv
psych
Grad R St
Roll Thun
Success
Failure
m Strat

M e m b J. Admin;
Pres. J. •
Taylor •
McNam
CivAdv
Mil Adv
psych
Grad R St
Roll Thun •
Success •
Failure •
Mil Strat •
1 2
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3

4

5

6

7

K

1
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Memb J. Admin.Pres. J. •
Taylor
McNam
Civ Adv
Mil Adv
psych
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Roll Thun
Success
Failure
Mil Strat
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dissimilarity, respectively. T h e correlation between
novices and experts (n=ll terms) for Graduated
Response Strategy was + .87, for M c N a m a r a it was
-.66. Obviously, these subjects have misconceptions
about M c N a m a r a . Moreover, w c can read off the
figures what those misconceptions are.
T h e results of all 12 of these analyses
showed that the novices' representations for
M c N a m a r a and for Taylor were grossly discrepant
from the experts'. So for our revisions w e chose
sentences mentioning those two terms.
O u r analysis of all the factors in Table 3
proceeded in the same way. T h e recruits in two of
the factors (one factor in each group) thought the
whole operation was a resounding success, perhaps
revealing an intrusion of affective and attitudinal
factors due to these recruits being in their eleventh
day of Air Force Basic Training. So the terms
"success" and "failure" were also chosen for revision
to help this group of novices with their
representations. T h e final two factors indicated
additional misconceptions for "military advisers"
and "civilian advisers," and so the sentences
involving those terms were also revised accordingly.
A s it turned out, all these revisions could be done
in 5 of the 43 sentences in the text. T h e results of
that study have been shown in Table 2.

Schvaneveldt, R. W . (Ed.) (1990).
associative networks:
Studies in
organization. Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Conclusions
These
studies
show
that
novices'
representations can be shifted toward experts' by
repairing novices' mis- and missing conceptions.
This was done by using the Cognitive Stucture Test
to identify mis- and missing conceptions. A side
benefit is that the problematic conceptions can be
specified at a grain size that is the same as the
grain size of appropriate revisions, i.e., at the grain
size of text sentences that mention the concepts.
This technology for improving instructional texts
appears to be widely applicable.
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Abstract

communication to continue w h e n the spoken or written text
is misleading. Understanding the error recovery capability of
The ambiguity inherent in natural language requires us to make
the h u m a n language processor will aid in the development of
many decisions about the meaning of what we hear or read. Yet
more useful language understanding systems, and will lend
most studies of natural language understanding have assumed
insight
into the architecture of the h u m a n language procesthat although language may be ambiguous, w e always make
sor
itself.
In this paper w e examine two models of lexical
the right choice when faced with a decision about ambiguity.
error recovery in text understanding, and show h o w the two
Consequently, very little is said about how to recover from inmodels might be merged into a single unified model of lexcorrect decisions. In this paper we look at two rare examples
ical error recovery under a highly parallel architecture for
of investigations into recovering from erroneous decisions in
resolving lexical ambiguity. After examining the correspondlanguage understanding.
ing theories, wefindthat what at first appear to be competing
theories can in fact be resolved into a unified theory of lexiError recovery without text reprocessing
cal error recovery based upon a highly parallel architecture for
A s Text 1 above clearly indicates, it is not necessary to relanguage understanding.
process misleading input in order to recover from erroneous
decisions. W h e n Text 1 is presented aurally, the listener w h o
Why error recovery?
hears "writing" instead of "righting" will be unable to reResearchers in natural language understanding have often asprocess earlier text when the mistake is later revealed after
sumed that although spoken or written text m a y be ambiguous
hearing "the capsized canoe." Because the m e m o r y of the
in many ways, it is not misleading. In other words, it is asverbatim text is available for only a short period of time (e.g.,
sumed that when the understander resolves an ambiguity, the
only until a clause boundary, according to Jarvella (1970)),
choice that is m a d e is always the correct one. Consequently,
some mechanism other than reprocessing must account for
the question of h o w an understander can correct its mistakes
the listener's abiUty to recover from this mistake.
in interpretation is seldom asked. Yet to ignore the issue of
A theory of lexical access and disambiguation, called conerror recovery in natural language understanding is to ignore
ditional retention, accounts for a h u m a n understander's abihty
one of the most vital aspects of the h u m a n language underto recover from an incorrect choice of word meaning withstander. A s the following example, due to Lashley (1951),
out reprocessing the text (Granger, Holbrook, & Eiselt, 1984;
illustrates, spoken or written text is often misleading, and
Holbrook et al., 1988). According to this theory, all meanhumans frequently appear to be able to recover from misings of an ambiguous word are retrieved, the meaning most
takes in semantic interpretation quite gracefully, without any
appropriate to the preceding context is chosen, and the other,
conscious awareness that a mistake has been made:
less appropriate meanings are temporarily deactivated but retained. If later text contradicts the initially chosen meaning,
Text 1 Rapid righting with his uninjured hand saved from
the retained meanings are reconsidered in light of the updated
loss the contents of the capsized canoe.
context and a n e w meaning selected.
The combined deactivation and retention of the meanings
People will often hear the second word as "writing" and real- not chosen accomplishes two goals for the language understander. First, it permits the processing at the lexical level to
ize their mistake only w h e n they hear "the capsized canoe."
continue to m a k e immediate decisions about the meanings of
This ability to recover from errors serves us well. Ambiguity
subsequent words in the context of a single, plausible interin natural language allows us to economize in our communipretation of the preceding text instead of multiple interpretacations by eliminating m u c h of what could be said or writtions of varying plausibility. If the unchosen meanings were
ten and relying on the listener or reader to supply the missnot completely deactivated, there could be resulting confuing knowledge. B y doing so, however, w e also increase the
sion in making decisions about n e w word meanings. Second,
potential for misunderstanding. T h e ability to recover from
it allows the retained decisions to be used by other processes
erroneous word sense decisions w h e n resolving ambiguities
in correcting wrong decisions m a d e by the original process
is an important compensatory mechanism that allows useful
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without reprocessing the original input text, at least for a short
time. Tracking retained meanings allows the error recovery
to be done without maintaining separate copies of all possible
interpretations of the text processed so far, thus reducing both
storage and processing overhead.
O n e argument against conditional retention is that several
cross-modal lexical priming ( C M L P ) experiments have shown
that, within 200 msec after a meaning of an ambiguous word
has been selected, the alternate meanings are as inactive as
unrelated concepts that are used for comparison—they are as
inactive as if they had never been activated in thefirstplace
(Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Seidenberg et al., 1982; Swinney, 1979; Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Seidenberg, 1979). This
model of lexical access and disambiguation is called active
suppression. There are two problems with using this body of
data to argue in favor of the active suppression model over
conditional retention. Thefirstis that most of these studies
used texts that ended with the ambiguous word (cf. Onifer &
Swinney, 1981).^ For such texts, then, meaning selection will
always occur at the end of the text when there is no chance
of disconfirming information. Under this condition, the conditional retention theory also holds that unsclected meanings
will be forgotten. But these experiments do not test what happens when the ambiguous word is embedded in the text, with
more text to follow the ambiguous word. Hudson and Tanenhaus (1984) found that meanings were available longer when
preceded by neutral context and embedded within the text.
Holbrook (1989) has found evidence that unselected meanings are retained w h e n the ambiguous word is embedded in a
longer texL Thus, the C M L P studies that best support active
suppression alone did not include materials that would test
for conditional retention under appropriate conditions. The
second problem is that while the C M L P studies that support active suppression do in fact demonstrate that unselected
word meanings are very quickly deactivated at the end of
a text, these experiments do not thoroughly test whether the
meanings have been completely forgotten. They use only one
type of measure (reaction time) on two closely-related tasks
(lexical decision and naming).
The experiments above do not address the question of h o w
recently-deactivated word meanings might differ from those
which have been inactive for a m u c h longer duration. This
difference might appear as different degrees of sensitivity
to re-activation while processing additional input, or some
other quality that does not correspond to the relative activation level and is therefore immeasurable in C M L P studies.
Furthermore, lexical decision tasks and lexical naming tasks
are good for acquiring data about subjects' response times,
which in turn correlate to the degree of facilitation of the individual word meanings. However, the conditional retention
theory suggests that retention m a y not show up as facilitation
because retained meanings have been de-acdvated. This suggests the need for an experimental methodology other than

the lexical decision or lexical naming task.
New experimental evidence
W c designed a study which uses a binary forced-choice task
to test for conditional retention of unselected meanings across
sentential boundaries. The forced-choice task offered the ability to detect indirectly the existence of conditional retention
by studying the subjects' decisions instead of their response
times. The use of texts with sentences following the ambiguous word allowed us to test whether suppression of unselected
word meanings always occurs at the end of a sentence, or
whether meanings can be retained when information with the
potential to change the representation is at hand.
In this experiment, subjects were asked to read short texts
of one to three sentences in length. Experimental texts were
two sentences in length, and the others werefillertexts. Filler
texts were of varying length in order to ensure that subjects
would not know whether there was more information to be
added to the representation after their word choice. This
provided the appropriate conditions under which retention is
thought to occur. There were two types of experimental texts
that are important to the current discussion:
• Consistent bias surrounds ambiguous word: The context preceding the ambiguity biases towards one meaning
but does not preclude the other. The context following
the ambiguity provides information requiring the original
biased-for meaning.
Example: Mary realized that she had examined the wrong
bat. She took it back and got one that was aluminum.
• Conflicting bias surrounds ambiguous word: The context preceding the ambiguity biases towards one meaning
but does not preclude the other. The context following the
ambiguity provides information consistent with the early
context but requiring the unselected meaning.
Example: Mary realized that she had examined the wrong
bat. She took it back and got one that was male.
The texts were presented on a computer monitor a few
words at a time, with each group of words replacing the group
before it. A n information probe was displayed on the monitor
at one of two points in the text: either between the ambiguous
word and the disambiguating text or after the disambiguating
text. The probe consisted of a pair of words, and the subject's
task was to decide which of the two words was more related
to the text. The choice was indicated by pressing one of two
buttons, each corresponding to one of the two probe words.
A n example of materials presentation is shown below:
Mary realized
that she had examined
the wrong bat. She took
it back and got
CAVE
PITCH
one that was
male.

'Although Onifer and Swinney (1981) used texts that continued
for several words after the ambiguous word, their materials were not
as carefully controlled as has become common; specifically, meaning
frequency, number of syllables of probes, and similar issues could
have erased effects of meaning retention.

The first line would appear, centered on the monitor, for 64
msec. The second line would then replace thefirstline for
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consistent
bias
surrounds
(n=18)

CR
AS
data
conflicting
bias
surrounds
(n=27)

CR
AS
data

Cell 1
correct incorrect
word
word

75
100
61

100
100
89

25
0
39

Cell 4
correct incorrect
word
word

25
0
33

Cell 2
correct unrelated
word
word

0
0
11

Cells
correct unrelated
word
word

75
100
67

100
50
70

0
50
30

Cell 3
incorrect unrelated
word
word

0
50
6

100
50
94
Ce 116
incorrect
word

unrelated
word

100
100
85

0
0
15

Table 1: Predictions and results at early probe point during forced choice task.

640 msec, and so on. W h e n the two capitalized probe words
appeared on the screen, the subject would press a designated
key on the left side of the computer keyboard if he or she
thought the word on the left was more appropriate to the text
than the word on the right, or would press a designated key
on the right side of the keyboard if the word on the right was
thought to be more appropriate. Presentation of additional
text did not continue until the subject pressed one of the two
keys.
A n early probe point and a late probe point were used for
each text in a between-subjects design. The early probe point
occurred some time after the ambiguous word but before the
disambiguating information in the second sentence. The late
probe point occurred at the end of the second sentence, after
the disambiguating information had been presented. (For the
sake of brevity, w e will discuss only the results obtained at
the early probe point in detail.) The probe word pairs were
rotated between three types of words: a word related to the
meaning of the ambiguous word that was correct at the end
of the text, a word related to the incorrect meaning at the end
of the text, and a word unrelated to either meaning or to the
text as a whole. In the example above, the three words used
were "PITCH," " C A V E , " and "PAIR." " P I T C H " is related
to the baseball meaning of "bat," and is more appropriate
at the early probe point.^ " C A V E " is related to the animal
meaning of "bat," and is more appropriate to the text at the
late probe point. "PAIR" is unrelated to either meaning of

the ambiguous word or the text.

^The bias of thefirstsentence of each text was guaranteed with
two groups of informants. Thefirstgroup, naive judges, read and
paraphrased each sentence. Those sentences which were paraphrased
to reflect one meaning in 100% of the paraphrases were read by
a second group of informants. These judges were informed that
each sentence contained an ambiguous word. Each sentence read
by this second group was followed by the two target words that
were semantically related to the ambiguous word at the end of the
sentence. The informants were asked to choose the word more
related to the meaning of the sentence, or to indicate that both were
equally related. A text was used in the experiment if the intended
target word was chosen more than 8 0 % of the time and was never
judged as related to the other target word.

Conditional retention (CR) predicts that the unselected
meaning of the ambiguous word will be retained throughout
the text, and that this will cause interference in the forcedchoice task between the correct and incorrect probe words
(Cell 1). The simplest model of this interference is that it will
be reflected in 2 5 % of the responses (the intermediate point
between a prediction of no interference, which would be reflected in 0 % of the choices, and complete interference, which
would be reflected in 5 0 % of the choices). However, when
the correct word is paired with the unrelated word (Cell 2),
there is no reason to select the unrelated word over the correct
word because it is not being retained. Therefore, the correct

In this experiment, the theories of conditional retention
and active suppression are set up as opposing theories, so
it is useful to compare the two theories' predictions of the
outcomes for the different conditions of this experiment. The
predictions of the subjects' responses at the early probe point,
and the data gathered at this point are summarized in Table 1.
This table refers to three types of word stimuli. Correct word
stimuli are words related to the meaning of the ambiguous
word that could be integrated with context at the conclusion
of the text. Incorrect word stimuli are words related to the
meaning of the ambiguous word that could not be integrated
with context at the conclusion of the text. Unrelated word
stimuli are words that were unrelated to either meaning of
the ambiguous word at any point in the text. The tables
give predicted choices as percentages of the total number of
responses.
Thefirsttype of text reported in Table 1, called "consistent bias surrounds," was designed so that the context which
occurs before the ambiguous word is encountered biases towards one meaning of the ambiguous word. Thus, the reader
will have enough information from the text on which to base
a decision, and will choose the meaning which is more related to the previous context. The context which follows the
ambiguous words for these texts agrees with the context that
precedes the ambiguous words, so the meaning choice that
was made remains correct throughout the text.
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word should always be chosen in this condition. W h e n the
incorrect word is paired with an unrelated word (Cell 3), the
incorrect word will always be chosen by virtue of its relationship to the retained meaning of the ambiguous word.
Active suppression ( A S ) makes a different set of predictions. W h e n a meaning for the ambiguous word is selected, the unselected meaning will be actively suppressed.
At the point of the forced-choice task, the suppressed meaning should have no effect on the word chosen in the task.
Thus, in Cell 1, active suppression predicts that the correct
word will be chosen 1 0 0 % of the time. In Cell 2, the subject
again will always choose the correct word. In Cell 3, there is
n o reason to suppose that the incorrect word is chosen with
m o r e probability than the unrelated word. T h e conditional
retention theory is supported by the results for all three conditions, while the active suppression theory is supported only
by the results of Cell 2.
T h e other type of text reported in Table 1, called "conflicting bias surrounds," w a s designed so that the context which
occurs before the ambiguous word is encountered biases towards one meaning of the ambiguous word. During the meaning decision process for the ambiguous word, the meaning
that is a better fit with the previous context will be chosen.
T h e context which follows the ambiguous words for these
texts disagrees with the context that precedes the ambiguous
words, so the meaning that is contextually appropriate at the
early probe point will be inappropriate at the end of the text.
Correspondingly, the probe word that is correct at the end of
the text in in "consistent bias" texts is incorrect at the end of
"conflicting bias" texts, and the probe word that is incorrect
in the former case is correct in the latter.
In Cell 4, conditional retention and active suppression both
predict a significant effect of context type and target type. Although significance did not obtain, a binomial probability test
supported the conditional retention theory. Conditional retention predicted this difference in Cell 5, but active suppression
did not In Cell 6, both theories predicted the finding. Conditional retention is again supported by all three conditions,
whereas active suppression is only supported by one condition.
Overall, the weight of the evidence from this experiment
clearly supports the conditional retention theory. The two
theories predicted different results in four of the six different
test conditions shown in Table 1: Cells 1, 3, 4, and 5. Analysis of the data showed that the conditional retention theory
predicted the results better than the active suppression theory did in all four cells. A n analysis of the data obtained
with a late probe point also supported the conditional retenUon theory (Eiselt, 1989; Holbrook, 1989). Holbrook (1989)
performed two additional related experiments which also support the conditional retention theory over active suppression.
Still further support comes from another experiment which
used a divided visualfieldmethodology to find that the time
course of the activation and suppression of two meanings of
an ambiguous word followed significantly different paths in
the different hemispheres of the brain (Burgess & Simpson,
1988). W h e n the ambiguous word was presented only to the
right visualfield,and therefore to the left hemisphere of the
brain, the more likely meaning w a s activated while the less

likely meaning was suppressed, m u c h like active suppression.
W h e n the ambiguous word was presented to the left visual
field, however, the right hemisphere kept the less likely meaning active and suppressed the more likely meaning, indicating
that a form of retention was taking place.
Error recovery with text reprocessing
The evidence offered above strongly indicates that the hum a n language processor does have a mechanism which would
enable recovery from errors in lexical ambiguity resolution
without text reprocessing. Yet c o m m o n sense tells us that error recovery by backtracking and reprocessing is also a viable
option. In fact, studies of h u m a n readers' eyefixationsduring
the reading of misleading texts indicate that one method used
by readers for recovery from lexical decision errors is simple
reprocessing of the text. T h e following passage was used in
an experiment by Carpenter and D a n e m a n (1981, p. 137):
Text 2 The young man turned his back on the
rock concert stage and looked across the
resort lake. T o m o r r o w was the annual one-day
fishing contest and fishermen would invade
the place. S o m e of the best bass
guitarists in the country would c o m e to this
spot. T h e usual routine of thefishingresort
would be disrupted by the festivities.
Subjects in this experiment were asked to read passages
such as the one above while the duration and location of their
eye fixations were automatically recorded. In the example
above, most readers initially interpreted the word "bass" as a
kind offishbecause the preceding text is biased toward this
interpretation. T h e interpretation is contradicted, however,
by the next word, "guitarists," which forces a reinterpretation
of "bass" as a low-frequency musical note. Carpenter and
D a n e m a n found that most readers' eyes fixated on "bass,"
then m o v e d forward to and fixated on "guitarists," then regressed back to "bass," m o v e d forward to "guitarists" again
and continued reading the remainder of the passage.
The reprocessing heuristic is just one of several error recovery heuristics proposed by Carpenter and Daneman. Another heuristic involves making a larger-than-normal inference encompassing both the inconsistent concept with the
preceding text. This is done, they say, if the contradiction
is only "mildly semantically inconsistent" and does not involve a syntactic inconsistency (Carpenter & Daneman, 1981,
p. 141). Still another error recovery heuristic is to continue
reading the text with the expectation that later information
will resolve the inconsistency.
In addition to permitting error recovery without reprocessing. Carpenter and Daneman's theory also demonstrates the
need for retention of some sort. Their proposed heuristic
of checking the previous text for words that caused processing difficulties, such as ambiguous words, does not specifically address h o w the reader knows which word or words
to reread, but Carpenter and D a n e m a n theorize that difficulties encountered during processing m a y leave a memory ttace
which makes finding the ambiguous word m u c h easier. The
Carpenter and D a n e m a n model follows the premise that the
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activation levels of those concepts not selected for use in the
interpretation either decay or are actively dampened to a base
level, which would preclude the possibility that the m e m o r y
trace is represented as activation, so this model strongly suggests a retention mechanism which is related to but distinct
from the activation mechanism.

Integrating t h e m o d e l s
We have seen experimental evidence for two different theories of recovery from erroneous word sense choices, one
relying on reprocessing of the text, and the other relying on
conditional retention. If w e believe the evidence, then both
approaches to error recovery are used by the h u m a n language
understander, although perhaps in different situations. This
apparent dichotomy gives rise to the following question: h o w
does the language understander k n o w the difference between
these two situations? That is, h o w does the reader k n o w
when to backtrack and w h e n to use retention to recover from
an erroneous lexical decision?
Characterizing the differences
Consider again the two experiments discussed above. Target
texts used by Carpenter and D a n e m a n were multi-sentence
passages containing an ambiguous word that had two different pronunciations and a different word sense associated with
each pronunciation. T h e passages were constructed so that
the initial context more strongly primed for one meaning of
the ambiguous word. In half of the passages, information that
was inconsistent with the primed meaning followed the h o m o graph, while in the other half of the passages, the information
following the ambiguous word was consistent with the primed
meaning. A single passage was presented at once, thereby
allowing the reader to backtrack as necessary. This construction is illustrated by Text 2, presented earlier. O f particular
interest here is h o w closely the disambiguating information
follows the ambiguity. In Text 2, the disambiguating information is the word immediately following the ambiguity. A
survey of Carpenter and Daneman's target texts reveals that
the disambiguating information was seldom separated from
the ambiguity by more than two words, it was always in the
same sentence as the ambiguity, and it was usually in the
same clause as the ambiguity.
O n the other hand, the target texts used in our experiment
consisted of two sentences. T h e ambiguous word was always
the last word of thefirstsentence, and the disambiguating
information was contained in the second sentence. T h e text
was presented to the subject in parts, so that only a few words
of the entire text were available at any one time. In addition,
the presentation was constructed so that there was at least one
line of text presented on the monitor after the line containing
the ambiguous word and before the line containing the disambiguating information. In other words, there was always
at least a 640 msec delay between the reading of the ambiguity and the reading of the disambiguating information—long
after active suppression of less appropriate word meanings
should have taken place.
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Resolving the differences
The essential difference between the two experiments, at least
for the purposes of this discussion, can be summarized as
follows: Carpenter and Daneman's experiment establishes a
situation conducive to error recovery by reprocessing, and
subjects demonstrated reprocessing behavior. O u r experiment
prevented subjects from backtracking, and subjects exhibited
behavior consistent with conditional retention. In either case,
the subjects appeared to m a k e the best use of whatever information was available to them to interpret the target text correctly.
A s noted above. Carpenter and D a n e m a n propose a suite
of error recovery heuristics, of which reprocessing is just one
example. W e propose, however, that the two different error recovery techniques described herein, reprocessing and
retention, can be explained by a single mechanism. Recall
that Carpenter and D a n e m a n suggest that processing difficulties, such as word sense ambiguities, leave a m e m o r y trace to
the ambiguous word which is independent of the activation
levels of the word senses themselves. This is supported by
their observations of subjects' eye movements which indicate
that subjects did not simply reread the text; instead, the eye
movements indicate that the subjects searched selectively for
the source of the ambiguity.
It is not entirely clear that this m e m o r y trace or pointer
to the ambiguous word is different from the retained but unchosen meanings of that ambiguous word. However, because
research indicates that m e m o r y for verbatim text is limited by
clause boundaries (Jarvella, 1970), and Carpenter and Daneman's experiment tested only very small separations between
the ambiguous word and the following disambiguating information, w e can assume that the pointer to the ambiguous
word has a relatively brief life span. In contrast, conditional
retention effects persist across clause boundaries, so w e assume that the pointer to the ambiguous word exists independently of the retained meanings (although this remains to be
explored).
Following this assumption, w e propose that a reader's error
recovery process works as follows:
1. Upon reading an ambiguous word, the reader selects the
context-appropriate meaning, deactivates but retains the unselected meanings, and retains a pointer to the source of
the ambiguity.
2. If disambiguating information which conflicts with the chosen meaning follows the ambiguity, the reader attempts to
reinterpret the text byfirstfollowing the m e m o r y trace back
to the source of the ambiguity and making a n e w choice of
meaning based on the additional contextual information.
3. If the memory trace no longer exists, either because of
a clause boundary or because the actual text is no longer
available, the reader will then attempt to reinterpret the text
in light of the additional context by re-evaluating the retained meanings, although the actual word which gives rise
to those different meanings is no longer known. A computational model of such a mechanism, called A T L A S T , has
been implemented successfully using a marker passing (or
spreading activation) architecture to retrieve and evaluate

the alternate meanings in parallel. This work is described
in greater detail elsewhere (Eiselt, 1987; 1989).
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Abstract
This study is concerned with the issue of
whether word meanings are mentally represented in
a decontextualized form, similar to dictionary
definitions. If this assumption is correct then
students should understand the meaning of an
unfamiliar word when they read its definition. To
test this hypothesis, German high school students
were given unfamiliar English words and their
monolingual English dictionary entries. Students
used each target word in an English sentence, and
then translated their sentences into German. The
translations permitted the assessment of
comprehension and the specification of its underlying
components. The results indicate that students
often did not understand the meaning of an
unfamiliar word even though they did
"understand" its definition. Information that
specified in which contexts an entry word and its
definition
are
synonymous
promoted
comprehension. Meaning representations are
therefore best conceived of as contextual
representations.

meaning of the word in an abstract, context-independent
form. Dictionary definitions presumably reflect what a
word means, however, they do not state in which contexts
you can use it. K n o w i n g h o w to use a word
appropriately, on the other hand, is exactly what w e
expect of a competent speaker of a language (Miller
1986). T o illustrate this claim, consider the definition of
the word bachelor. T h e definition tells you that
bachelor means unmarried m a n , but it does not prevent
you from producing non-idiomatic usages, such as /
planted a bachelor. O f course, you wouldn't think of
using bachelor in this context because you k n o w that
you can't use m a n as an argument of to plant. Y o u
could certainly claim that if you didn't k n o w h o w to use
m a n , you should look up its definition. But, as Fodor et
al. (1980) have pointed out, "definitions have to stop
somewhere," or, in terms of the issue at hand: definitions
must provide context at s o m e point. But d o they?
Dictionary definitions, instead, seem to trust the word
knowledge that their readers bring to the task. If this
evaluation correctly characterizes the state of affairs, then
anyone w h o advocates definitions, i.e., decontextualized
meaning representations, as a model of people's mental
lexicon faces a serious dilemma.
T h e notion of decontextualized
meaning
representations has been widely adopted by psychologists
interested in semantic development or vocabulary learning.
In the developmental literature, for example, contextindependent meanings are viewed as the end point of
development (e.g., Keil & Carroll 1980; Keil &
Batterman 1984). Learning the meanings of words is thus
believed to result in acquiring their definitions. A similar
argument is m a d e by Sternberg w h o investigates the
acquisition of word meanings from written context
(Sternberg 1987; Sternberg & Powell 1983). Readers are
assumed to formulate tentative definitions of unfamiliar
words based on contextual information.
Psychologists, it seems, view learners as lay
lexicographers, or vice versa, lexicographers are seen as
having turned into a craft what people normally do.
Whatever comparison one might favor, the s a m e
conclusions follow: Dictionary definitions reflect what
people k n o w w h e n they k n o w die meaning of a word, and
they m a k e easily accessible to learners what they would
otherwise have to derive from numerous contexts. This
line of reasoning also contributes, to a large extent, to the

What do people "know" when they know the meaning
of a word? O n e intuitively appealing answer calls upon
dictionary definitions since dictionaries are believed to
be the authority in matters of meaning. There you will
find everything you need to k n o w about the meanings
of words. Conversely, this view implies that knowing
the meaning of a word consists of knowing its
definition. This position is certainly not new; rather it
is the lexical twin of the classical account of concepts.
Qualms about its validity are not n e w either. Critics
have questioned the classical claim that concepts can be
specified in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions
(e.g., Rosch 1975). A n d what is criticized about
concepts in general, also applies to lexical concepts.
Other opponents have attacked the classical
presupposition that there are primitive, unanalyzable
lexical concepts that define more complex ones (Fodor
et al. 1980). In this paper, I will take a somewhat
different perspective. The focus of m y argument will be
on the assumption that definitions are models of
people's mental lexicon, and I want to argue that this
position is untenable.
W h e n lexicographers define a word, they extract its
meaning from a corpus of actual usages. T h e resulting
definition, though derived from context, represents the
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dominant role that dictionaries play in vocabulary
instruction. But d o dictionaries, in fact, provide
students with the information they need in order to
understand the meaning of a word?
Research on the use of dictionaries in vocabulary
instruction has primarily focused on the efficiency of
definitions in comparison to other teaching methods. It
was found that students frequently failed to learn novel
words from definitions (Johnson & Stratton 1966;
Gipe 1979). The results, however, are inconclusive as
to w h y students w h o had received definitions performed
so poorly. Since students' vocabulary knowledge was
assessed several days after the study period,
comprehension and retention arc confounded variables.
It is thus unclear whether students could simply not
remember the meaning of a target word, or whether its
definition was inadequate for conveying its meaning in
thefirstplace. The fact that neither Johnson & Stratton
(1966) nor Gipe (1979) addressed this issue suggests
that they took the adequacy of definitions for granted.
Research by Miller & Gildea (1985), on the other
hand, challenges the belief that students understand the
meaning of a word when they read its definition. Tenyear-old American students were asked to look up
unfamiliar words in a dictionary, and to compose a
sentence using them. Half of the sentences that the
students wrote were idiomatically unacceptable English
sentences. This suggests that the students often did not
achieve an adequate understanding of the unfamiliar
words. Gross et al. (1989) found that m a n y of the
students' misuses of the novel words could be explained
in terms of a substitution strategy. This strategy is
thought to involve the following three steps: (1)
Students take a familiar piece of the definition, (2)
compose a sentence with it, and then (3) substitute the
entry word for the familiar piece in their sentence. It is
important to note that substitution is, in principle, an
appropriate strategy for comprehending definitions. It is
in line with lexicographical practice (Landau 1984), as
well as the definition of synonymy (Lyons 1968). The
students in the Miller & Gildea (1985) study frequently
failed to apply the substitution strategy successfully
because the definitions did not m a k e sufficiently clear in
which contexts an entry word and its definition were
synonymous. W h a t else could a student do when she
reads that erode means to eat out but to assume that
O u r family erodes a lot is an appropriate usage of the
WOTd?

provides contextual information within definitions in
addition to illustraUve phrases, whereas the second
dictionary, the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of
Contemporary English ( O A L D ) seldom does. The
O A L D is also inconsistent in including illustrative
phrases in its entries. A s an illustration of h o w the
dictionaries typically define words, consider the following
entries:
CCD: accrue, accrues, accruing, accrued
1. If m o n e y or interest accrues, it gradually increases in
amount over a period of lime. EG...$100,000 plus
accrued interest at 8%...tax benefits accruing to owner
occupiers.
OALD: accrue '" (to sb) (from sth)
c o m e as a natural growth or development. If you keep
your money in the Savings Bank, interest ~s. A n ~ed
interest is due, but not yet paid or received.
As can be seen, the CCD but not the OALD
definition, specifies which arguments {money, interest)
the verb accrue can take. Students reading the C C D
definition should therefore understand the meaning of
accrue, and accordingly use it in appropriate contexts.
Students w h o see the O A L D definition, on the other hand,
should encounter problems similar to those of Miller and
Gildea's subjects. It was hypothesized that students w h o
receive CCD-definitions will in general perform better
than students w h o see OALD-definitions.
The second goal of the present study concerns the
psychological reality of the substitution strategy. In the
analysis by Gross et al. (1989), substitution was assumed
to have occurred whenever it was possible to substitute
part of the definition for the target word in a student's
sentence to yield an idiomatically acceptable sentence.
Even though substitution seems plausible, there was no
independent evidence aside from the English sentences that
the students had actually used this strategy. The present
study attempts to test the hypothesis that students
commonly employ a substitution strategy. In order to do
so, G e r m a n high school students w h o were learning
English participated as subjects in a task similar to the
one used by Miller & Gildea (1985). In addition to the
English sentence production task, the students were also
asked to translate their sentences into German. If
substitution had occurred, then part of the German
sentence should be a translation of the definition. German
was thus used as a metalanguage to shed light on whether
and h o w students understand definitions.

Experiment
T h e research by Miller & Gildea (1985) suggests that
students should be m o r e likely to understand the
meanings of unfamiliar words w h e n their definitions
include explicit contextual information. This hypothesis
w a s tested in the present study by comparing the
effectiveness of two British dictionaries. O n e , the
Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary ( C C D ) ,

Method and procedure
Subjects: One-hundred and thirty-four German high
school students participated in the study. Subjects had
seven or eight years of formal instruction in English. All
subjects were native speakers of G e r m a n , and were
between 17 and 20 years old.
Stimulus materials: Sixty-three target words
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or one was a hyponym of the other), a/ar-/nfl/c/t(mcaning
of standard entailed meaning of translation, or vice versa),
or a no-match (translation was not semantically related to
the standard). A monolingual G e r m a n dictionary
(Deutsches UniversalwOrterbuch) and a dictionary of
synonyms (Duden sinn- und sachverwandter Worter) were
used to determine the adequacy of students' translations.
The same rater also coded the strategies students
seemed to have employed in the sentence production task
(see below for a detailed description of the strategies). A
second rater, also a native speaker of German, was asked
to check the judgments of the first rater. Disagreements
were resolved through discussion.

(12 nouns, 18 verbs, 33 adjectives) were used in ihc
study. Fifty-seven of the 63 words were selected Ironi
the Miller & Gildea (1985) study. The study employed
entries from two dictionaries. The Oxford Advanced
Learner's Dictionary of Contemporary English
( O A L D ) , and the Collins Cobuild English Language
Dictionary ( C C D ) . The 63 target words were assigned
to three questionnaires. W o r d s of the same part of
speech were randomly distributed across the
questionnaires, so that each included four nouns, six
verbs, and eleven adjectives. Since there were both
O A L D and C C D entries for each word, six
questionnaires were obtained: three O A L D and three
corresponding C C D questionnaires. Each page of a
questionnaire stated a target word and its corresponding
O A L D or C C D entry. The order of the target words in
the questionnaires was randomly varied. Every student
in the study received one questionnaire.
Procedure: Students from eight different classes
participated in the study. Each test session lasted 2
hours and consisted of three successive parts: (1)
synonym test to assess familiarity with the target
words; (2) dictionary test; (3) synonym re-test to
evaluate vocabulary learning.^ After the first
synonym test, subjects received either an O A L D or a
C C D questionnaire. They were asked to compose an
English sentence using a given target word and to
complete the questionnaire in the given order. Since the
students were only familiar with the O A L D but not
with the C C D , they were supplied with a hand-out
explaining the abbreviations and symbols used in the
C C D entries. After about an hour, subjects were
interrupted. They were asked to return to their first
English sentence, and to write the German translation
for each sentence they had composed. Prior to this
point, no mention had been m a d e of translating the
sentences.

Results and Discussion
Since the results of the pre-test showed that most of
the students were unfamiliar with the vast majority of the
words, all data were included in the analysis. Overall
5628 responses, including no-responses, were
obtained.^
A d e q u a c y of usage a n d comprehension of
target w o r d s : A s can be seen in Tables 1 and 2,
OALD-students performed similarly to students in the
CCD-group.
Adequacy
Omissions
Incorrect
Questionable
Correct

OALD

CCD

35.3
22.5

36.6
18.0

3.9

2.9

38.3

42.6

Table 1: Adequacy of usage of
words (in percent)

Coding of the data
Coding of the English sentences: T w o
native speakers of English independently rated whether a
target word had been used in an idiomatically correct,
questionable, or incorrect manner. Disagreements were
resolved through discussion.
Coding of the G e r m a n translations: A
native speaker of German evaluated h o w well students'
translations matched a standard; i.e., the G e r m a n
equivalent of a target as stated in bilingual dictionaries
(Der kleine Muret-Sanders: Englisch-Deutsch and
Collins German Dictionary: German-English, EnglishGerman). It was judged whether a translation was a
match (translation was equivalent to the standard), a
near-match (translation and standard were hypemyms,

Table

target

Adequacy

OALD

CCD

Omissions
No-Match
Far-Match
Near-Match
Match

36.9
26.4

37.9
22.9

3.7
5.4

5.3
5.9

27.5

28.0

2: A d e q u a c y of translations
w o r d s (in percent)

of target

An Analysis of Variance was computed on the number of
idiomatically correct English usages per subject in each
dictionary group, and on the n u m b e r of adequate
translations per student in each group. Translations that
were rated as match, near-match, and far-match counted
as adequate translations. Dictionary type did neither
influence word usage (F(l,133) = 1.78; ns) nor the
^ No-responses were included in the analysis since students
apparently omitted entries that they felt did not povide
sufficient information.

' Details about the synonym test can be found in
Fischer (1990) and will not be described here since
they are not relevant to the focus of the paper
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adequacy
with which students translated target
words (F(1.133) = 0.59; ns). Overall the low
percentages of adequate English usages and G e r m a n
translations indicate that students frequently did not
understand the meanings of unfamiliar words w h e n
given their dictionary entries.
Students'
dictionary
strategies:
Students' strategies were inferred from their translations
of the target words and the dictionary entries they had
seen. T h e occurrence of a substitution strategy was
noted whenever the u-anslation of a target word was
either a literal or a non-literal translation of part of its
dictionary entry. Based on the distinction between literal
and non-literal, two classes of substitutions, literal
substitutions and abstract substitutions, were observed.
In addition to the literalness of a translation, the degree
to which a translation took all or only part of the
information that was stated in a definition into account
was also coded. Complete string substitutions refer to
translations (e.g., verschmutzen) in which students
selected an appropriate part {make diriy) of the
definition of a target word {sully).
Substring
substitutions are literal or non-literal translations of an
inappropriately sized piece (e.g., erlaubi [= allowed]) of
the definition {[of materials] not allowing [water, etc.]
to pass through) of a target word {impervious).
Altogether then there were four classes of substitutions:
Complete string substitution, abstract complete string
substitunon. substring substitution, and abstract
substring $ut)$titMtion.
Copying and modeling refer to responses in which
students directly incorporated information from either
definitions or illustrative phrases. Copying was coded
when an English sentence involved part of the definition
or an example. Besides utilizing information verbatim,
students also modeled their sentences after an example
or the definition. The strategies that were distinguished
can account for 90 percent of the sentences that students
in the O A L D - g r o u p wrote, and for 87 percent of the
sentences of students in the C C D - g r o u p .
A s can be seen in Figure 1, students in both groups
c o m m o n l y adhered to a substitution strategy. M o r e
importantly, when disregarding the distinction between
complete string and abstract complete string
substitutions, it can be seen that students selected an
appropriately sized piece of the definition 55 percent of
the time. That is to say, about 55 percent of the time,
did students choose an appropriate meaning equivalent
to an enu-y word and had apparently understood the
definitions.
Selecting an appropriate meaning equivalent from
its definition, on the other hand, did not always lead to
an adequate understanding of an entry word. It was found
that about 4 0 percent of the incorrect English sentences
of students in both dictionary groups could be accounted
for by complete string and abstract complete string
substitutions.

CCD
ei O A U D
e
u
V

A-C

S

AS

Model

Copy

Strategies

Figure

1:

Distribution of
O A L D - and C C D

strategies
students

for

Explanation of Abbreviations:
C
Complete String Substitution
A-C
Abstract Complete String Substitution
S
Substring Substitution
A-S
Abstract Substring Substitution
Model
Modeling
Copy
Copying
Effect of contextual information: The
frequencies depicted for copying and modeling in Figure 1
refer to the number of instances in which students
employed only these strategies and no additional
substitutions. Overall, modeling was observed in 24
percent, and copying in 19 percent of the sentences that
students in the O A L D group wrote in response to 59
entries that specified contextual constraints in definitions
and/or mentioned example phrases. In the CCD-group,
modeling occurred in 43 percent and copying in 14 percent
of the students' responses to all 63 dictionary entries.
This indicates that students often did not consider
contextual information even though it was available to
them. Students apparently took contextual information
into account when it was sufficiently constraining as to
point to a unique lexical concept, and disregarded it
otherwise as uninformative. In particular, students were
more likely to m a k e use of contextual information when
it alluded to a context in which a specific German word
frequently occurs. For instance, the C C D definition of
skim mentions as context remove
cream, scum,
etc.from a liquid: skim the fat from the milk. This
context readily maps onto one frequent usage of the
G e r m a n verb abschopfen: R a h m von der Milch
abschopfen. Given the context, students could thus infer
that skim means abschopfen, and use it appropriately.
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The previous example suggests thai sludciUs
performed better w h e n they did consider contexiual
information. This indeed was found. A one-sample ltest was performed to test whether the difference
between the number of correct responses based on
contextual information and the number of correct
responses without use of contextual information was
greater than zero. For this analysis, a correct
response refers to a response in which a target word
was used correctly and its translation was a far-match, a
near-match, or a match. For each student the number of
correct responses without contextual usage was
subtracted from the number of correct responses
involving contextual information. It was found that
O A L D - and CCD-students gave more correct responses
when they utilized contextual information than when
they did not do so (toALD (^^) = ^•^^' P < 00'; tccD
(63) = 7.69, p < .001). The additional information that
was provided in the context apparently helped students
to understand what a given target word meant.
Conclusion
The present research indicates that students w h o
were learning English as a foreign language quite often
did not understand the meaning of an unfamiliar English
word even though they did "understand" its definition,
i.e., did select an appropriate meaning equivalent.
Furthermore, comprehension was better when students
considered information that specified in which contexts
an entry word and its definition were synonymous.
These findings confirm earlier research by Miller &
Gildea (1985) which showed that American fifth-graders
frequently misunderstood dictionary definitions. Both
studies suggest that learners need to k n o w the contexts
in which a word can be used in order to understand its
meaning. Nonetheless one could argue that once you
know the meaning of a word, you k n o w its definition.
Contextual information accordingly is assumed to be
necessary only for learning. There are at least three
arguments against this position. (1) Given that the
subjects in the study were between 17 and 20 years old,
it is safe to assume that they did not learn new concepts
per se; rather they learned a new label, i.e., the English
word, for an already familiar concept. That is to say,
they merely had to identify to which concept a given
definition referred (see Miller (1991) for a general
discussion of this issue). The poor performance of the
students therefore suggests that there was a mismatch
between the definition of a word and students' mental
representation of its meaning. (2) Research on the
acquisition of word meanings from written context has
shown that readers infer the meaning of a novel word by
analogy to a familiar word that suits the context of the
unfamiliar word (van Daalen-Kapteijns & ElshoutM o h r , 1981; M c K e o w n , 1985; Fischer, 1990).
Clearly, in order to do so people have to k n o w in which
contexts a word can be used. (3) Even though a
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definition does not explicitly specify in which contexts
the entry word can be used, dictionary users are expected to
k n o w in which contexts the definition can be used. For
example, to understand the O A L D definition of accrue
that was stated previously, readers have to k n o w of which
entities one can say that they come as a natural growth.
Comprehending definitions thus presupposes mental
representations of word meanings that are richer than the
definitions themselves.
The claim that people k n o w the definition of a word
when they k n o w its meaning could be refined to yield a
weaker version: People k n o w the definition of a word
plus the contexts in which it is used. However, this
assumption is also untenable. (1) Developmental
psycholinguists (e.g., Litowitz, 1977; Wehren, de Lisi &
Arnold, 1981; Watson, 1985) have pointed out that
children achieve an appropriate understanding of the
semantic and formal requirements of definitions relatively
late in their language development. Wehren et al. (1981),
for example, observed that even sixth-graders could not
provide adequate definitions of such c o m m o n words as
hat and clock. O n the other hand, no one would
seriously want to claim that eleven-year-olds do not k n o w
the meanings of these words. They certainly k n o w when it
is appropriate to use them.
(2) Definitions are
metalinguistic statements about the meanings of words.
They are derived from reflecting on h o w words are used.
That is to say, youfirsthave to k n o w what a word means,
i.e., h o w it is used, before you can define it. Definitional
knowledge rests on contextual knowledge and it does not
add anything new to it. Accordingly, when people k n o w
the meaning of a word, they need not k n o w its definition
plus its contextual usage. All there is to k n o w is h o w the
word is used in context.
T h e context of a word can be conceived of as a
particular configuration of concepts that endow it with
meaning. T o illustrate this claim, consider the sentence
Only after his wife confronted him with the n a m e of his
mistress, did he confess his adulterous behavior. T h e
meaning of the sentence could be represented in the form
of a network structure which specifies h o w the elements
of the event are related, and what these relations imply.
The meaning of a word, e.g., adulterous, thus results from
its position in the network structure (see Berwick (1989)
for a similar view).
Given that words become meaningful in context,
meaning representations are therefore best thought of as
representations of words in context. They are, as Miller
& Charles (1991) propose, contextual and not
decontextualized representations. T h e meaning of a word
emerges from actual contextual usages. Its mental
representation then reflects those contextual configurations
in which it frequently occurs. Meaning representations
could be conceived of as either schemata, i.e., generalized
knowledge sD^uctures with default values, or alternatively
as distributed representations. In the latter, P D F approach
to meaning representations, various contextual usages of a

word impose numerous constraints on its meaning. In
adjusting the connection weights of its units, a P D P
system would attempt to settle into a solution that
maximally satisfies the various constraints. What is
commonly referred to as the meaning of a word would
accordingly correspond to a configuration of units with
strong interconnections (see Rumclhart et al. (1986) for
a discussion of schemata in P D P models). C o m m o n to
both approaches is the notion that meaning
representations are generalizations of contexts rather
than abstractions from contexts.
Meaning
representations are thus not definitions but instead
reflect the kinds of contexts in which a word is
commonly used.
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Abstract

of users and is therefore subject to wide variations in
the terminology used. O u r system is able to infer the
We present a computer-based model of acquisi- meanings of m a n y u n k n o w n words in these application of word meaning from context. The model
tiops. T h e examples in this paper will be taken from
uses semantic role assignments to search through
one of these applications. T h e texts in this appUcation
a hierarchy of conceptual information for an apdescribe sequences of actions to be performed on an
propriate meaning for an unknown word. T h e
assembly line.
implementation of this approach has led to m a n y
In this paper, we will provide a sketch of our wordsurprising similarities with work in modelUng hulearning approach. In particular, we will focus on the
m a n language acquisition. W e describe the learnacquisition of word meanings. T h e reader is referred
ing task and the model, then present an empirical
to Lytinen and Roberts, 1989] for a more detailed distest and discuss the relationships between this apcussion of syntactic learning in L I N K . W e also present
proach and the work in psycholinguistics.
the results of an empirical test, in which our approach
was used to learn the meanings of 22 undefined verbs
from a corpus of 100 inputs from one of our application
Introduction
domains.
This paper describes a computational model of acquiOur approach to the word-learning task was not desition of lexical items from context. T h e learning task
veloped with the modeling of h u m a n behavior in mind.
is defined as follows: given a set of natural language
T h e constraints of the learning task, however, guided
sentences in which a previously unknown lexical item
the implementation to a state that closely resembles
appears, infer the syntactic class and the meaning (or
theoretical and empirical linguistic explanations of lanmeanings) of the word. W e assume that the vast m a guage acquisition in humans. W e will discuss these rejority of other words appearing in the set of sentences
lationships after the presentation of the empiricaJ test.
are already known.
Our approach has been implemented as part of a
The Learning Task
unification-based natural language processing system
called L I N K [Lytinen, 1990]. LINK's grammar rules
T h e L I N K parser is often able to infer the syntactic
are quite similar in form to those used in PATR-II
category of an unknown word using grammatical con[Shieber, 1986]. W e have incorporated semantic inforstraints. Knowledge of the syntactic category allows
mation into link's grammar, along the lines of H P S G
L I N K to m a k e certain inferences about the semantic
[Pollard and Sag, 1987]. T h e integration of syntactic
connections between the u n k n o w n word and other conand semantic knowledge into the same grammar forstituents of the sentence. This role-filling information
malism is key to our system's abihty to infer informais used in conjunction with a simple IS-A hierarchy in
tion about unknown words.
order to formulate hypotheses about the meaning of an
W e are using L I N K in two prototype appHcations
undefined word. All of the semantic predicates defined
involving relatively narrow domains (i.e. the necessary
in LINK'S knowledge base are included in the hierardomain knowledge can be described fairly completely),
chy. Each concept definition includes a set of thematic
but the textual input is entered by a large number
roles or "slots" that can be (optionally or obligatorily)
attached to the concept, as well as the type of concept
which canfilleach slot. T h e set of restrictions on fillers
of slots for a concept must be at least as specific as the
restrictions for its ancestors in the hierarchy (i.e. more
general concepts). T h e ordering on generality of slotfiller constraints as well as other semantic information

'The research was funded in part by a grant from the
Kellogg Foundation through the Presidential Initiatives
Fund at the University of Michigan
'This author is also affiliated with E D S Center for Machine IntelUgence, 2001 Commonwealth Boulevard, Suite
102, Ann Arbor, M I 48105
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determines the structure of the semantic hierMchy.
Figure 1 presents a portion of the IS-A hierarchy for
actions that is used in describing our assembly-line domain. Constraints onfillersof slots for actions are also
represented in thisfigure.Slot-filling constraints on a
concept are inherited from the concept's ancestors in
the tree. For example, since G E N E R A L - F A C T O R Y A C T I O N requires an O B J E C T that is a • F A C T O R Y O B J E C T * , this restriction also implicitly holds for
actions like * G E T * and *INSPECT*. • R E C O R D A C T I O N * is an example of a concept which makes
a further restriction on a previously constrained slot.
• R E C O R D * , the O B J E C T of this action, must be a
descendant of * F A C T O R Y - O B J E C T * .
link's concept hierarchy guides the process of
learning word meanings. Initially, it is assumed that
every concept in the hierarchy is a candidate hypothesis for the meaning of an unknown word. Example sentences can provide two types of restrictions on the set
of candidate hypotheses. First, the unknown word may
appear as thefillerof a thematic role of another word,
as in Secure theflarge.Becauseflargeis assigned as
the direct object of secure, LINK's grammar suggests
that it is the semantic O B J E C T of * S E C U R E * . This
condition places an upper bound on the generality of
the word's meaning:flargemust be an A U T O - P A R T
or one of its descendants in the hierarchy.
The second type of restriction that context may suggest is afillerfor a thematic role of the unknown word,
as in Flarge the door. In this case, LINK's unification
grammar suggests that * D O O R * is the semantic O B J E C T of flarge. Information about role-fillers of an
unknown concept place a lower bound on the specificity of the concept: given that * D O O R * is the O B J E C T ,flargecan refer to concepts like • G E N E R A L F A C T O R Y - A C T I O N * and • A S S E M B L E ^ , but not
to concepts like • F A S T E N ^ , •REFILL^, or • T A P E A C T I O N * (or any of its descendants) since a * D O O R ^
violates the restrictions that these concepts place on
their O B J E C T S .
Thus, two types of information are supplied by example sentences: information which provides a lower
bound on the level in the hierarchy of the mejining of
an unknown word, and information which provides an
upper bound. This would suggest a least-commitment
approach to learning, such as Mitchell's candidateelimination algorithm [Mitchell, 1990]. Mitchell's algorithm used version spaces to represent the set of
candidate hypotheses, and slowly narrowed the version
space depending on the additional constraints provided
by new examples. Unfortunately, in our word-learning
task, often it is the case that particular kinds of words
only appear in examples that provide one of the two
types of restrictions. Nouns, which usually refer to
things, almost always appear as role-fillers of actions
or states; thus, examples only serve to limit the upper bound of the candidate hypotheses. Verbs, on the
other hand, usually appear with role-fillers attached
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to them, and not as role-fillers themselves, since they
refer to actions or states. Thus, exaunples only serve
to place a lower bound on their candidate hypotheses. Thus, since examples only provide one of the two
kinds of restrictions for many word classes, a leastcommitment algorithm would not converge on a single
hypothesis for the meaning of most unknown words.
Because of this, our algorithm is not a leastcommitment algorithm. For nouns, we assume the
most general candidate hypothesis is the correct one.
Thus, the hypothesis for Secure theflargeis that flarge
means • A U T O - P A R T ^ . In the case of verbs, the most
specific candidate hypotheses are kept. From flarge
the nut, then,flargeis assumed to mean •FASTEN*
(since this concept requires a • N U T * as its O B J E C T ) .
A later example likeflargethe door would eliminate
the hypothesis •FASTEN^, since a • D O O R ^ cannot
be its O B J E C T . This would result in a generalization
procedure which ascends the hierarchy and branches
out until a concept (or concepts) whose constraints
are satisfied by this set of slot-fillers (•DOOR* and
• N U T ^ ) . The resulting set of hypotheses would then
be •INSTALL^, •POSITION^, and • S E C U R E ^ since
• D O O R ^ and * N U T * are both *AUTO-PART*s.
Limitations of This Technique
Several artifacts of the learning mechanism limit the
sort of word definitions that can be learned. Thefirstis
the assumption that the representation of the ontology
is complete, i.e. that every concept which is part of
the domain is a priori represented by some node in
the semantic hierarchy. This clearly Hmits the range
of concepts which can be learned.
In addition, this technique relies solely on one type
of information, the semantic constraints of role-fillers.
While this information is sufficient to differentiate between many of the word meanings, large classes of
words exist that require additional information to distinguish the members of the class from one another.
As mentioned above, the learning algorithm can not
handle ambiguous words. In such cases, an apparent
contradiction is found between competing hypotheses,
and an over-general concept is then chosen. Some sort
of mechanism is needed to determine whether a more
general concept or a disjunctive mapping is justified in
specific situations.
Finally, the learning algorithm (as we have described
it so far) often does not converge on a single hypothesis for the meaning of a word, especially in the case
of verbs. To see why this is true, consider again the
example Flarge the nut. Intuitively it seems that the
best hypothesis for the meaning offlargeis *FASTEN*,
since only nuts can be fastened, and * F A S T E N * is the
only action in the hierarchy which can be done to only
nuts. However, many other hypotheses cannot be eliminated as possibihties:flargemight mean *INSTALL*,
since according to our hierarchy nuts can be installed,
too. Given the hierarchy as it stands, no examples
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can be given which will eliminate all other candidate
hypotheses (assuming fiarge really does m e a n * F A S T E N * ) , since nothing which meets the restrictions o n
the slots of • F A S T E N * will violate any of the restrictions on the slots of these other candidates.
T o remedy this problem, our algorithm ranks the list
of cauididate hypotheses according to h o w tightly eaw;h
candidate's constraints o n slots m a t c h with the actual
slot fillers found in the examples. For the example
fiarge the nut, * F A S T E N * is the highest-ranked candidate hypothesis for the m e a n i n g offiarge,since its
restriction o n the O B J E C T slot exactly matches the
O B J E C T o{ fiarge in the example sentence.
In addition, the final set of meaning hypotheses for
an u n k n o w n word is checked at the end of the parse
to see if all of the required slots for each hypothesis is
present in the parse. T h u s for an example likefiargethe
door handle, where I N S T A L L * , *POSITION*, and
* S E C U R E * would be hypotheses based on the filler
of the O B J E C T slot, * S E C U R E * would be eliminated
from consideration because its required instrument slot
is missing in the sentence.

descriptions of sequences of actions to b e performed
on an assembly line. This corpus w a s chosen for the
test because w e h a d already developed extensive sets
of greunmar rules and lexical entries for it.
W e were particularly interested in evaluating our algorithm's performeince o n learning verbs, since they
presented the largest chedlenge. For the test, w e rem o v e d the definitions of all of the verbs that appeared
in the 100 examples from L I N K ' s lexicon. There were
22 verbs in this set of examples. W e then ran the syst e m o n the 100 examples a n d inspected the definitions
of the verbs to see whether the system h a d inferred
their meanings correctly. Table 1 presents 2 typical
verbs from the set of examples as well as the sentences
in which they appeared.

Table 1: Typical verbs a n d example sentences
secure Secure rr/dr hndl w / 2 nuts
(secure right-rear door handle ...)
>ecure hrns to rsb w / 2 int clips
(Secure harness to right-side
bolster with 2 int-clips)
Get inspection record
get
A t bench, get manifest
Get lock cylinder kit
Get driver

The Empirical Test
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, an empirical test w a s conducted. In the test, a set of 100 example inputs from one of our application corpora w a s
chosen at random. T h e test corpus consisted of short
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A representative set of verbs along with their inferred meanings is presented in table 2. In table 3, the
verbs are grouped according the quality of the result
achieved. T h e 17 verbs in group 1 ( 7 7 % of the total
set) were learned to the m a x i m u m extent possible given
the a m o u n t of knowledge that exists in the system.
For 7 of these words, the correct meaning was the topranked hypothesis. For the others, the correct meaning
is included a m o n g a set of hypotheses that are indistinguishable using only the role-filler constraints. For
example, the actions * I N S T A L L * and * P O S I T I O N *
are both defined as requiring an * A U T O - P A R T * for
an object. Without additional information, there is no
w a y to distinguish between these concepts. Thus, both
of the concepts remain as hypotheses for the meanings
of install amd position at the end of the test run. Verbs
of this type are counted as having been successfully
learned in our test results.
G r o u p 2 contains verbs that were ambiguous, i.e.
that referred to two or m o r e nodes in the semantic
hierarchy. A s stated above, the algorithm currently
has no w a y of successfully handhng such words.
T h e verbs in group 3 were the victims of shortcomings in the implementation. Allow always occurs with
a sentential object, e.g. Allow to load paper to printers. This causes difficulty for the learning algorithm
since it can only haindle one word at a time (notice that
load doesn't show up in the results). T h e word preload
was only found in one sentence in this test set, so the
hypothesis w a s overly specific.
T h e results of this test suggest that a large portion
of the meaning of u n k n o w n words can be inferred automatically using only very basic conceptual information
about the domain.

Table 3: Grouping
uping of verbs in test results
crumple, fasten,
Group 1 aside,
ide, break,
b
fold, get, install, position,
reach, remove, return, route,
secure, step, toes, uncoil, walk
Group 2 apply, check, place
Group 3 allow, preload

input means. It is not clear if Zernik's approach can be
adapted to a situation in which feedback is not available.
Selfridge's C H I L D program [1986] used contextual
information to provide constraints on definitions of undefined words in much the same way as our system does
for nouns. However, C H I L D learned from only one example, and could not further refine meanings based on
subsequent examples.
Jacobs and Zernik [1988] describe the RINA system,
in which a task very similar to our word-learning task is
performed. R I N A examines large corpora, extracting
many examples of a given unknown word. Although
they do not describe their algorithm in detail, it appears from examples discussed in the paper that word
meaning acquisition in R I N A is driven more heavily by
discourse context than in LINK.
Relationships to Developmental
Psycholinguistics
Although this model was developed solely to allow efficient use of the limited information available to the
natural language processing system, some of the challenges we faced in the development of the system bear
a striking resemblance to issues brought up in the psycholinguistic literature. This suggests that these challenges are not unique to computational models but
are inherent difficulties in language learning in general.
Some of these issues are discussed below.

Ta >le 2: Sample results of test run
Verb
check

crumple
fasten
install
prelocid
rcjich
uncoil

O r d e r e d m e a n i n g hypotheses
•ASIDE* * C H E C K - O B J E C T * * G E T *
•INSPECT* *LOAD* *LUBRICATE*
•OPEN* *PLACE* * R E M O V E *
•REPAIR* • R E S T O C K * * R O U T E *
•TOSS*
•BREAK* *CRUMPLE*
•FASTEN*

The No-Negative-Evidence Problem
W h e n children learn language, they must induce the
structure of the language and the meanings of the
words relying almost entirely on examples of utterances which are within the language. They don't have
the benefit of negative evidence to help them in their
learning task. This lack of discriminating information
makes the learning process computationally very complex, yet children do learn language. The Subset Principle was described in [Berwick, 1985] as one way that
children could reduce the complexity of the learning
task. This principle suggests that children have a hierarchiced mental representation of languages ordered on
the specificity of the grammars. W h e n learning syntaix, childrenfirsthypothesize the most specific grammar that accounts for the input in order to avoid overgeneralization.

*INSTALL^ 'POSITION^
•SECURE^
•REACH^
•UNCOIL^

Related C o m p u t e r M o d e l s
Similar efforts at using machine learning techniques
in lexical acquisition were reported in [Zernik, 1987].
Zernik described his approach as using a version space
technique to learn phrasal lexicon rules. However,
Zernik's system receives feedback from a teacher in the
form of user-supplied "contexts" that explain what the
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W e are faced with a similar problem in our model
of meaning acquisition. T h e lack of negative evidence
about word mecinings as well as the nature of the rolefiller constraints provides a lower bound on the set of
hypotheses, but no upper bound. Thus w e are forced
to choose the most specific hypotheses to be able to
learn from a training set consisting of only positive
examples.
Bowerman [1983] presents a model of how children
deal with the no-negative-evidence problem in learning verb meanings. She describes a method in which
children could use syntactic information to, in effect,
subcategorize verbs according to aspects of their meanings (e.g. causation). B o w e r m a n suggests that additional discriminatory information such as this can
be used as pseudo-negative evidence in that children
can make predictions about word usage from syntactic
clues. T h e violation of their assumptions provides the
negative evidence that meikes the learning process less
computationally overwhelming.
In our model, we try to find the most specific, falsifiable hypotheses. If a later example has a slot-filler that
violates our original hypothesis, w e choose one that can
accommodate both the old and the new slot-fillers.
Syntactic and Semantic Bootstrapping
Gleitman [1990] detailed a mechanism called "syntactic bootstrapping" that children might use to guide
their search for meanings of verbs through the space
of possible meanings that could be inferred from the
immediate context. She suggested that children as
young as 17 months have strong capabilities for recognizing syntactic distinctions and using them to constrain the meanings of verbs they are learning. For
example, children w h o had no prior knowledge of the
word flex were shown two videos, one of Big Bird and
the Cookie Monster crossing and uncrossing their o w n
arms, and another with one of them crossing the arms
of the other. W h e n the sentences Big Bird is flexing
with the Cookie Monster and Big Bird isflexingCookie
Monster were broadcast through a speaker, the children showed a definite preference for the "syntactically
congruent screen", i.e. the video that was showing the
action that was being described, even though they had
no semantic knowledge of the meaning offlex.Gleitm a n argued that without such a constraining mechanism, the task of word learning would be computationally infeasible. But while her approach relies solely on
the syntactic structure of the sentence to yield semantic clues, our approach combines use of syntactic and
semantic information (but no external context) to generate hypotheses.
In Shatz' [1987] description of a similar bootstrapping mechanism, she gives an example of a 4-year-old
who said "I pricked m y finger" after she had stuck herself with a needle, and then asked, " W h a t does prick
mean?" This suggests that children learning language
can use their limited knowledge of the context in which
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a word is used to develop a partial hypothesis for the
meaning of that word, just as our system incrementally
refines inferred meanings over multiple examples.
Later Language Acquisition
Although our approach presents mauiy similar properties to some aspects of children's language acquisition,
it cannot be seriously considered a model of the learning process of children because of the assumption that
the system's domain knowledge is complete at the time
of word meaning acquisition. In this sense, the model
is more similar to h u m a n language acquisition that is
done later in life. T w o examples of this are Genie and
second language learners.
A s Curtiss explains [Curtiss, 1982], Genie, during
her developmental years, was deprived of all of the linguistic input that children usually receive. She was
also partially deprived of information about the world.
She still had information about her o w n surroundings,
however, and presumably the maturation of her cognitive abilities gave her a m u c h more developed (though
still quite limited) conceptual representation for the
world than, say, a 2-year-old would have. But Genie
didn't know the words that went with the concepts
she knew. Because of this. Genie's task of learning
language is very similar to the one that our model is
faced with. Unfortunately, Genie's linguistic deprivation during her "sensitive years" appears to have rendered her syntactic ability permanently limited. Although Genie has done quite well in acquiring the
meanings of words, there are still noticeable deficits. In
the face of this computer model and the work on syntactic bootstrapping, it is easy to see w h y she would
have difficulties in learning. A large part of the information that constrains the word-lejirning process is
unavailable to her.
T h e learning of a second language is another case
where a fully developed conceptual representation exists w h e n word learning takes place. Unfortunately, the
second language acquisition literature tends to concentrate on teaching methods and problems, and not on
psychological or linguistic theories of the processes involved. O n e example of the former that leans toward
the latter is Cornell's description [1985] of the difficulties of teaching second-language learners the meanings
of phrasal verbs (verb-particle pairs). H e cites m a n y
reasons for these difficulties, a m o n g them the subtle
differences between meanings for these verbs, and varying syntactic constraints. Unfortunately, our model
doesn't contain the answers to these problems either,
since we're still trying to learn the gross differences
in meanings of words in our Hmited domain. Cornell
does give us motivation, however, stating, "Presumably what is needed is a computer intelligent enough
to scan a corpus and recognize phrasal groupings and
assign meanings to them."
A s mentioned above, our model of language learning
was not developed for the purpose of simulating lan-

guage acquisition in humans. If the similarities found
between our model and the psycholinguistic models are
more than coincidence, however, then our model will
provide a valuable testbed for the computational evaluation of language theories.

Future Work
There aire many ways in which our algorithm can be extended. First, the algorithm as it currently stands uses
only information about semantic dependencies that the
parser is able to identify between words in example sentences. It should be able take advantage of other information avEiilable from the examples, such as the syntactic constructions used with am unknown word, additional semantic contextual information, and so on. The
use of such additional information would enhance the
similarity between this approjich and syntactic bootstrapping.
Second, the assumption that a word must m a p directly to a unique concept in the hierarchy is not a realistic one. M a n y words are ambiguous, and thus refer
to two or more nodes in the hierarchy. Even an unambiguous word's meaning may not correspond exactly to
an alrecidy existing node in the hierarchy. In fact the
mutual exclusivity (contrast) assumption, described in
[Markman, in press, Clcirk, 1989], suggests that children learning word meamings are biased against two
words having the same meaning. Our system should
be able to use a similar bias by entertaining disjunctive
hypotheses for word meanings, and should also be able
to consider "splitting" a node in the hierarchy (similar
to the approach in [Winston, 1975]), so that a word
can refer to a new subconcept. In addition, a mechanism could be added to the system to check for words
that refer to particular concepts. If a concept already
has a referent word, it can be skipped when looking for
a meaning for an unknown word.
Finally, we will continue to examine the related issues found in the psycholinguistic literature and explore methods of incorporating these theoretical and
experimental results into our computational model.
Hopefully these relationships will allow us to make our
model more efficient and more relevant to human learning.
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Abstract
This paper presents experimental evidence for
a model of h u m a n language processing in which
ambiguity resolution is delayed when there is a conflict
between semantic contextual bias and the syntactically
preferred interpretation. If there is no conflict, an
immediate decision is made. Decision is not delayed
indefinitely; the length of the delay is limited by available processing resources.
Introduction
Are ambiguous sequences initially treated as
if they were unambiguous? Alternatively are both or all
of the possibilities considered until it is possible to
make a choice? These questions continue to interest
researchers concerned with language comprehension.
In this paper I will propose that neither of these alternatives is correct. I will summarize recent evidence that
ambiguities are recognized and decision m a y be
temporarily delayed, waiting for evidence that can
decide the issue. However, it appears (not surprisingly) that there are limits on the extent of delay that is
possible. If no disambiguating evidence becomes
available within the limits on delay, an arbitrary decision must be made. This model appears to extend to
both syntactic ambiguity resolution, which will be the
major focus of this paper, and lexical ambiguity resolution.
Immediate Resolution Models
Many researchers have proposed that one
analysis is initially pursued; the alternative initially
pursued m a y be based on syntactic (e.g. Frazier &
Rayner 1982) or on semantic criteria (e.g. Grain &
Steedman 1985). The major type of evidence that has
been adduced for initial treatment of syntactically
ambiguous structures as if they were unambiguous is
the "garden path" effect. In garden path sentences, a
hearer or reader is "led up the garden path," that is the
sentence appears initially to have one structure and
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then it turns out, to the surprise of the hearer, that the
sentence in fact meant something else entirely. This
effect suggests that at least under some circumstances
people do not wait until they receive disambiguating
evidence before selecting one of the alternatives. If
they do so immediately, the initial unambiguous model
is supported.
A n example of a characteristic garden path
structure is the reduced relative clause, shown in (1).
(1)
a. The officers hidden in the bushes observed
the practice attack.
b. The officers taught at the military academy
were very demanding.
A n easily interpreted example of such a structure
appears in (la). H o w e v e r , if the reduced relative
contains a passive participle which is not formally
differentiated from the past tense form, as in (lb),
ambiguity results. It has long been recognized that
reduced relatives containing such verbs are typically
misanalyzed as main verb phrases, producing a garden
path effect w h e n the actual main verb phrase is read.
This effect implies that the wrong structure has been
calculated.
Syntactic Resolution Procedures
An important question for any model of
ambiguity resolution is what determines which structure is selected. For reduced relative clauses, the fact
that people are surprised when they encounter the main
verb phrase shows that they had assumed the reduced
relative clause to be a main verb phrase. A specific
proposal made by Frazier (1978) is that the main verb
phrase analysis is initially pursued because it is the
simplest, in terms of the number of nodes necessary to
build a phrase structure representation: the Minimal
Attachment Hypothesis.
T w o other sentence types cited in support of
the Minimal Attachment Hypothesis (Frazier & Rayner
1982; Rayner, Carlson & Frazier, 1983) are sentential
complement sentences, as in (2) and prepositional
phrase attachment ambiguities, as in (3).

Table 1: M e a n Reading Times for Reduced Relative Clauses: Accumulating Presentation

Animate Subject
Ambiguous
Unambiguous
Inanimate Subject
Ambiguous
Unambiguous

RelVerb

Next

Next

MainVerb

Next

364
371

366
377

367
385

488
475

599
495

343
358

382
378

374
394

506
493

476
511

(2)

The reporter saw the w o m a n w h o came in was
not happy.
In (2), due to the absence of the grammatical marker
that, it is not initially clear that the phrase following
the verb see is the subject of a sentential complement
rather than a direct object. Constructing the direct
object structure does not require accessing as m a n y
phrase structure rules as the sentential complement
structure, and therefore is simpler. S o m e people m a y
feel that the verb phrase w a s not happy is unexpected
(i.e., a garden path). Frazier and Rayner (1982) found
that eye-tracking patterns suggested that people had to
go back to and reprocess the ambiguous sequence only
if it turned out that a sentential complement structure
had to be assigned.
(3)
The spy saw the cop with the binoculars.
A s can be seen in (3), a prepositional phrase m a y
frequently attach either to a verb phrase (e.g., saw
using the binoculars) or to a direct object noun phrase
(e.g., the cop w h o had the binoculars). Rayner, Carlson and Frazier (1983) argued that the lower (noun
phrase modifier) attachment is not minimal, thus predicting that people tend to prefer the verb phrase attachment interpretation. W h e n the meaning of the
prepositional phrase forces the lower attachment, as
saw the cop with a revolver (i.e., you can't see using a
revolver), they found evidence for longer reading times
and more regressions, apparently to "fix up" the initial
error. Thus difficulties involving both of these types of
structures can be predicted and explained under the
Minimal Attachment Hypothesis.

Semantic Resolution Procedures
However, before accepting that the Minimal
Attachment Hypothesis is the correct account of the
data, it is appropriate to consider if other types of
information affect the structure initially assigned to the
phrase, and if so h o w . T h e M i n i m a l Attachment
Hypothesis does not predict that semantic information
has any initial effect on the structure that is built.
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Nevertheless, it is clear that the comparative interpretability of the two structures can have an impact on
which is eventually constructed, as illustrated in (4).
(4)
a. The officers taught at the military academy
were very demanding.
b. The courses taught at the military academy
were very demanding.
Moreover, Crain and Steedman (1985), Cupples and
Stowe (1991), and Taraban and McClelland (1989),
have argued that semantic information can have an
early impact on h o w a m b i g u o u s reduced relative
clauses and prepositional phrase attachment ambiguities are handled.
Cupples and Stowe (ms.) used the accumulating self-paced reading task to compare h o w subjects
read sentences like those in (4). Subjects had to press a
button to get each n e w word of the sentence, until the
entire sentence was present on the screen. The time
from the appearance of the word on the screen until the
button was pressed is a measure of the time necessary
to read the word in the sentential context. In (4a), the
animate subject noun is equally plausible as either
subject or object of the following verb; in (4b) the
inanimate subject noun is anomalous as subject of the
following verb, but plausible as its object. This semantic information, if available to the parser, can potentially decide between the active main clause reading and
the passive reduced relative clause reading at the
ambiguous verb itself, as soon as the ambiguity is
encountered. W e m a y call this the Immediate Semantic Decision Hypothesis. Certainly readers have the
intuitive judgment that the semantic information makes
the ambiguity easier to deal with.
Results for this experiment are summarized in
Table 1. W h e n the reading times for these sentences
are compared with syntactically unambiguous controls
(containing the phrase that were in the relative clause),
a very large and significant increase in difficulty was
found at the main verb phrase for (4a), as predicted by
the Minimal Attachment Hypothesis. However, no
significant difference w a s found at any point in the

sentence for (4b). Here, of course, semantic information is available to decide which structure is assigned
to the relative clause. This evidence clearly indicates
that semantic information can be used to assign the
correct structure to the ambiguous sequence before
reaching the syntactically disambiguating region.
A m o d e l in w h i c h semantic information is used
immediately to decide immediately between the two
possible structures, such as the Immediate Semantic
Decision Hypothesis, is compatible with this data.
It might be suggested that this result is consistent with a version of the Minimal Attachment
Hypothesis in which an unacceptable interpretation
provides feedback to the parser and revision is started
during the relative clause itself. However, this account
suggests that the revision should cause increased reading times in the relative clause instead. N o such difference w a s found, and to that extent the Immediate
Semantic Decision Hypothesis is more compatible with
the experimental results.
Taraban and McClelland (1989) examined the
effect of sentential context preceding a prepositional
phrase. They found that people consistently rated a
nominal modifier completion as less expected than a
main verb phrase completion for Frazier and Rayner's
materials, like the sentence in (3). They constructed a
set of materials for which the nominal attachment was
rated more favorably instead, as in (5).
(5)
a. The reporter exposed corruption in govern
ment.
b. The reporter exposed corruption in the
article.
In (5a), the expected low attachment reading is compatible with the ending (e.g. corruption which is found in
the government), while in (5b), the final word is more
compatible with verb phrase attachment (e.g., exposed
in the article). According to the Minimal Attachment
Hypothesis, the syntactic bias should take priority over
contextual effects. Under the Immediate Semantic
Decision Hypothesis, however, the context is used to
make a decision between the alternatives as soon as the
ambiguity is recognized; here, that point is the preposition.
Taraban and McClelland tested both sets of
sentences using the self-paced reading paradigm. They
found that there w a s no main effect of high vs. low
attachment, providing no support for the hypothesis
that Minimal Attachment is preferred. However, there
was a significant interaction with sentential context;
w h e n the context predicted high attachment, verb
phrase attachment was easier, but w h e n the context
predicted nominal attachment, attachment to the noun
phrase w a s easier instead. These results support the
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Immediate Semantic Decision Hypothesis then, rather
than Minimal Attachment.
Delayed Resolution Procedures
The experiments that I have reviewed here
suggest that the Minimal Attachment Hypothesis is in
need of replacement or revision. At the very least, the
model must be extended to include an early and almost
cost-free revision procedure based on semantic information. W h e n semantically biasing information is
available, recovery from the incorrect analysis is not
problematic
D o these experiments provide unequivocal
evidence for the Immediate Semantic Decision H y pothesis? It would be difficult to argue that. A s just
pointed out, the Minimal Attachment Hypothesis with
the above modifications can also account for the data.
The Taraban and McClelland results provide the clearest evidence for the Immediate Semantic Decision
model, since they show evidence of garden pathing in
both directions, based on differences in context.
However, in the Cupples and Stowe materials, animate
subjects were explicitly selected that were rated as
equally plausible when taken as the subject or object of
the following verb. Thus, there is no basis for an
Immediate Semantic Decision between the two alternatives and no garden path is predicted. This is clearly
not an insuperable objection to the Immediate Semantic Decision Hypothesis. Crain and Steedman (1985)
propose that discourse conditions can explain the clear
preference for the main verb phrase interpretation.
However, there is additional evidence that is worth
considering before accepting this model.
Holmes, Stowe and Cupples (1989) looked at
sentences like those in (6) using the self-paced reading
task described above, with the exception that in this
experiment only one word at a time appeared on the
screen, although their positions were the same as if the
entire sentence had been present. A s discussed above,
according to the Minimal Attachment Hypothesis, the
direct object reading is preferred for ambiguities of this
sort. This predicts that reading times during the verb
phrase of the embedded clause should be longer than
for versions of these sentences containing the disambiguating grammatical marker that.
a. The reporter saw the w o m a n was not very
(6)
happy.
b. The student realized the answer was not
clear.
The Immediate Semantic Decision Hypothesis, on the
other hand, predicts that sentential context can be used
to choose among the alternatives. In (6a), the verb saw

has a primary meaning of physical perception, compatible with the direct object. In (6b), the verb realize has
a primary meaning of comprehension of a concept,
which is most compatible with a clausal complement.
This information should be used to choose between the
alternatives, according to the Immediate Semantic
Decision Hypothesis. This in fact was the pattern that
was found for the sentences in (6). However, in the
Holmes, Stowe and Cupples experiment, the length of
the ambiguous phrase was also varied (e.g. the w o m a n
vs. the w o m a n w h o cam in). The differences in reading
times between the ambiguous and control sentences for
the complement verb phrase, which provides disambiguating information for the ambiguous sentences, are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Mean Difference between Ambiguous and
N o n - A m b i g u o u s Sentences for Holmes, Stowe and
Cupples Experiment 3
Verb Next Next
Object Preference
Short N P
LongNP
Complement Preference
Short N P
LongNP

97
71

49
36

8
16

1
68

25
36

-17
-3

A positive difference means that the verb phrase causes
increased parsing difficulties in the ambiguous sentences, in other words that people have garden pathed.
For the short versions, the Immediate Semantic Decision Hypothesis appears to be correct. People only
have difficulty in those cases where the semantic bias
of the sentence should cause the choice of the wrong
structure. However, for the long versions, it appears
that the Minimal Attachment Hypothesis is correct.
People have trouble with the more complex syntactic
structure despite the semantic bias. Frazier and Rayner
(1982) found a trend in the same direction. Clearly, the
predictions of neither hypothesis are completely met.
H o w then are these results to be accounted
for? The way that the results were described in the last
paragraph perhaps provides a clue. Both the hypotheses appear to tell part of the story. That is, early in
processing, semantic information has an impact that
mimics an immediate decision in the correct direction.
However, if the ambiguous region is long, it appears
that semantic information loses its effect and the syntactic structure determines what happens. It hardly
seems credible that semantic information is used to
m a k e an early decision and then a structurally based
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criterion causes a revision. However, the lack of a
garden path effect at the verb phrase for the sentences
containing a bias toward a complement completion
m a y not be because the complement structure has bee
chosen but because no decision has been made. That
is, semantic information appears to delay the decision,
rather than causing a decision to be m a d e , for this
ambiguity.
Clearly the Delayed Decision Model requires
elaboration. First, if ambiguity is typically recognized
and decision is delayed until disambiguating information is available, there is no reason to expect garden
pathing for any of these sentences. The results do not
support that prediction. In the case of the long ambiguous region, people typically do garden path. The
most obvious explanation for that is that they cannot
delay the decision any longer. That is, the hypothesis
is that there is a Limited Delayed Decision.
There are two other points to notice about
these results. First, it is clear that w h e n the decision
cannot be delayed any longer, the basis for the decision
is syntactic structure rather than contextual bias, since
Minimal Attachment effects are found for both context
types. A second point is that the decision is delayed
only for those sentences where the semantic bias is in
opposition to the minimal attachment structure. Even
short ambiguous regions for those sentences with a
contextual bias toward the direct object structure show
garden path effects.
Additional support for this model comes from
further experiments reported by Cupples and Stowe
(ms.). Sentences like those in the experiment discussed earlier were used, but the memory or processing
load was altered in various ways. In one version, an
introductory phrase was added to the beginning of the
sentence, as illustrated in (7).
(7)
a. According to the major, the officers taught
at the military academy were very demand
ing.
b. According to the major, the courses taught
at the military academy were very demand
ing.
This phrase must be integrated with the rest of the
sentence and thus must be held in m e m o r y and accessed during comprehension of the rest of the clause.
Another change in method was that the words did not
accumulate on the screen; only one word was visible at
a time, although each word appeared in the position
that it would have if the entire sentence were visible.
Presumably both of these alterations change the processing load associated with reading the sentence.
In another version, the sentences did not

Table 3: M e a n Reading Times for Reduced Relative Clauses: Central Presentation
RelVerb Next Next MainVerb
Animate Subject
Ambiguous
416
Unambiguous
419
Inanimate Subject
Ambiguous
428
Unambiguous
414

Next
401
415

396
410

497
439

492
435

421
407

402
402

485
448

459
422

accumulate on the screen, but appeared only one word
at a time. This means that subjects must rely on their
m e m o r y of the preceding material to accomplish sentence comprehension. Table 3 contains data from this
version of the experiment. It is obvious that people
required additional reading time during the main verb
phrase for both the animate and inanimate versions.
This pattern of results suggests that people select the
main verb phrase analysis despite the presence of
semantic information that could guide the choice. This
result w a s found for the version with an introductory
phrase described above as well.
Thus, w e again see a pattern where in the
easier case, semantic information is used in a way that
mimics a correct decision, but that structure appears to
guide the decision under more difficult conditions. A s
with the direct object/complement clause ambiguity,
these results can be accounted for by a model in which
a decision about an ambiguity is delayed in just that
case where there is semantic information in opposition
to the smictural bias. Again there are limits past which
a decision cannot be delayed, although the limits are
set by other processing load considerations rather than
by simple length.
O n e last question concerns the contrast
between the pattern of results seen in the reduced relative clause and complement clause cases and those
reported by Taraban and McClelland (1989). There
semantic information appeared to be used to actually
make a decision, producing garden paths in both directions, as predicted by the Immediate Semantic Decision model. I would like to suggest that this case is
different than those that I have just discussed and an
immediate decision is indeed made. The cases differ in
that for both of the sets of experiments that supported
the Limited Delayed Decision model, additional information is always eventually available to disambiguate
between the two alternatives: that is, there is something to delay for. With the prepositional attachment
case, no syntactically disambiguating information can
be expected and therefore, in terms of the syntactic
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structure, there is nothing to delay for.
O n e implication of this a r g u m e n t is that
Minimal Attachment, as such, is not the reason for the
syntactic preference found in reduced relative clauses
and complement sentences. There is no overall preference to build the simplest structure. If there were,
Taraban and McClelland ought to have found evidence
of a conflict of syntactic and semantic bias and a
delayed decision, just as for the reduced relatives and
complement clauses. In stead of an across the board
preference, a syntactic preference seems to be found
only where at least one of the alternatives cannot be
completed without the presence of additional material,
but the other can. Consider The courses taught at the
university. If that is the entire sentence, then in fact the
ambiguous sequence is the main verb phrase, no matter
h o w anomalous the interpretation. It is only locating
an alternative main verb phrase that allows the reduced
relative interpretation. If it is not found by the end of
the sentence (or within a reasonable period of time),
then the main verb phrase analysis is chosen. In other
words, it is not the simplicity of one structure as
opposed to the other that determines the choice, but
instead whether additional structure is necessary to
validate one of the structures. I have called the alternative that does not require additional material the syntactic default.
Conclusion
To summarize then, I have discussed evidence
that when a sentence contains a syntactic ambiguity:
(1) An immediate choice is made if
possible.
(2)
Both syntactic preference and semantic information are taken into account in making the
choice.
(3)
The basis of syntactic preference is
not simplicity of structure, but whether the structure
requires additional material to be completed. If it does

not, it can serve as the preferred syntactic default.
If the syntactic default and semantic
(4)
bias arc in opposition, the decision is delayed.
(5)
The decision can only be delayed as
long as there are processing resources available to do
so: Limited Delay.. If resources run out, an immediate
decision is made, and the basis of the decision is the
syntactic default, not semantic bias.
Clearly additional evidence is necessary to fully support this model. However, it seems to be compatible
with a large amount of data for which the Minimal
Attachment and Immediate Semantic Decision models
fail.
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than containing it as a feature. There is often a dual-

Abstract
methods of representing concepts are

nature of concepts: concepts as bins used in

distinguished and empirically investigated. Negatively

classifying objects, and concepts as the units that

defined concepts are defined in terms of other concepts
at the same level of abstraction. Positively defined

define, elaborate, and explain other concepts.
Concepts appear to be isolated fi-om each other, each

concepts do not m a k e recourse to other concepts at the
same level of abstraction for their definition. In two

acting as an independent detector polling the world
and yet concepts also seem to be intricately and deeply

experiments, subjects are biased to represent concepts
underlying visual patterns in a positive manner by instructing subjects to form an image of the the learned

connected to each other in a virtually seamless
network.

concepts and by initially training subjects on minimally distorted concept instances. Positively defined
concepts are characterized by a large use of nondiagnostic features in concept representations, relative to
negatively defined concepts. The distinction between

Ways to be a Negatively Defined
Concept

Two

The original use of "negatively defined" concepts
comes from Ferdinand de Saussure (1915/1959) who
argued that all linguistic concepts are solely negatively
defined. H e argued that "Language is a system of interdependent terms in which the value of each term re-

positively and negatively defined concepts can account
for the dual nature of natural concepts - as directly accessed during the recognition of items, and as intri-

sults solely from the simultaneous presence of the
others" (p. 114) and that "concepts are purely differential and defined not by their positive content but negatively by their relations with the other terms in the
system." (p. 117). For example, the French word
"redouter" (dread) is defined by its opposition to words

cately interconnected to other concepts.
Introduction
The central purpose of this paper is to characterize two
different methods of defining concepts. The characterization is supported by experiments that systematically
affect the relative use of these two definition methods
by h u m a n subjects. T h e distinction is between positively and negatively defined concepts. A concept is
negatively defined if it is defined in terms of, or depends upon, other concepts at the same level of abstraction. A concept is defined positively if its intension does not m a k e recourse to other such concepts.
Concepts seem to be directly accessed on the one
hand, and intricately connected to each other on the
other hand. While certain shapes seem to be instantly
recognized as d o g examples, the concept d o g also
depends on concepts such as m a m m a l , tail, and
domesticated for its meaning. T h e complex and
structured nature of concepts such as domesticated is
more consistent with viewing the dog concept as relating to an equally rich domesticated concept rather
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such as "craindre" (fear) and "avoir peur" (Be afraid). If
"redouter" did not exist, then "all its content would go
to its competitors." (p. 116). Specific examples of
negatively defined concepts might include:
1. Relative properties: "Concept X is P-ier than
concept Y." Part of our toy poodle concept is that
they are smaller than standard poodles. Cafe Latte is
capuccino, but milkier. Often concepts that belong to
the same contrast set (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday...
belong to the same contrast set) are defined in terms of
relative properties, where the values are relative to the
other members in the contrast set.
2. Added or missing properties: "Concept X has
property P where concept Y doesn't." Unicorns, as a
first pass, are horses with horns. A person might
think of the absence of laces w h e n thinking about
moccasins, and the absence offlight w h e n thinking of

themselves; h a m m e r is an extrinsic concept because

penguins. A property can be missing if it was expected (Kahneman & Miller, 1986), and "added" if it

its meaning involves used to hit nails where nails is a

was unexpected. T h e use of " A n d everything else"

separate concept. Natural kinds such as robin are

concepts also falls into this category. T h e concept

mostly intrinsically defined, because the concepts they

Gentile is used as an " A n d everything else" category

m a k e reference to, such as wings and eyes, are parts of

that means anybody that is not Jewish. J e w could be

the robin; they are not extrinsic to the bird.

positively defined, and Gentile would gain its meaning
by contrast to this category.

Degrees of Positive Categorization

3. Functional or theoretical definitions: "Concept
X is part of a system with terms A, B, C." Within

one m a y agree with Saussure - all concepts are com-

the g a m e of baseball, the meaning of strike depends on
such concepts as batter, ball, strike zone, and swing

pletely negatively defined. O n e logical reason to
doubt this is that 1) finding a negative definition for

and, in turn, is necessary to define terms such as out

concept X

and steal. Philosophers have been interested in con-

bors/associates/theories X is related to, but 2) finding

cepts that are defined by their role in a system. Fodor

these, in most or all cases, requires that X first have
s o m e positive characterization.
For example,

U p o n reading the list of negative-definition techniques,

(1983) has recently discussed "Quinean" (where "the
degree of confirmation assigned to any given

first requires finding what neigh-

Saussure claims that mutton is influenced by its
neighboring concepts of sheep and roast. But, this

hypothesis is sensitive to properties of the entire
belief system" (p. 107)) and "isotropic" (where "the

analysis already assumes that there is a method for

facts relevant to the confirmation of a ... hypothesis

determining where a concept is roughly located in a

m a y be drawn firom anywhere in thefieldof previously

conceptual space. O n e can have neighbors only if one

established ... truths." (p. 105)) systems. Theory-de-

first has a location. This location can be considered

pendent concepts are not defined in terms of their con-

the concept's initial positive definition.

trast set, but in terms of their theory cohabitants.

A good question for deciding whether a concept is

4. Niche-defined concepts: "Concept X , not con-

positively defined is: "Could this concept still be pos-

cept Y , extends to region R." Saussure gives the ex-

sessed if some/most/all other concepts were eliminated?" S o m e of the same features associated with
Fodorian (Fodor, 1983) modules (fast processing, au-

ample of the French word for Sheep: "mouton."
While English speakers have a separate word for sheep
that is eaten ("mutton"), French speakers have n o

tomaticity, cognitive impenetrability, informational

equivalent term. A s such, "mouton" extends to cover

encapsulation) would be associated with positively-de-

the "eaten sheep" extension whereas "sheep" does not

fined categories. Going from clear cases of positive
definition to less clear cases:

T h e governing metaphor is one of regions and feature
spaces. A particular term covers a certain conceptual

1. Feature Detectors. Hubel & Wiesel (1968) fea-

area, and terms that are close neighbors will compete

ture detectors are clear cases of positive identification.
In order for a feature detector tofirewhen a line of a

for the right to cover a particular area. Recent models
of categorization have given mathematical rigor to this
notion by representing category examples as points in

particular orientation appears in a certain area, the fea-

While

ture detector needs to k n o w absolutely nothing about
other feature detectors or concepts or theories. T o the

Nosofsky's intensional representation of categories is
solely in terms of their examples, Saussure argues that

extent that other recognition decisions can be made by
higher-level feature detectors, these categorizations are

the actual intension of concepts changes due to "border
wars."
5. Extrinsic definition: "Concept X involves con-

also positively based.
2. Templates. Related to feature detectors, it has
been proposed that categorization proceeds by

cept Y." Barr & Caplan (1987) have recently m a d e the
distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic concepts.

comparing the item to be categorized to a template
representing a typical example of the cate-

a MDS

space (notably, Nosofsky, 1986).

Extrinsic concepts m a k e reference to objects outside of
posed into or dependent upon other concepts. If faces
are recognized by comparing them to learned
templates, then the concept of Sam's face is not

gory. The template is often considered to be a nondecomfK)sable or holistic representation. A s such, templates are also clearly positive definitions - not decom-
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defined in terms of concepts such as bushy eyebrows

F then F will be part of X's positive definition, and
the probability of categorization items into X will

and thick lips - the concept is simply the image itself.
3. Decomposable concepts. A concept can still be

increase if the items have F.

quasi-positive even if it is decomposable in terms of

Diagnosticity, or cue validity, of features only be-

other concepts, as long as the component concepts
seem to be on a lower level, where "level" roughly

comes an issue when there are a set of candidate categories, and the system is looking for ways to distinguish between the possible choices. Nondiagnostic

refers to abstractness or processing distance from perceptual input. Bruner, G o o d n o w , and Austin's (1956)

features, features that do not distinguish between the

concept formation stimuli are decomposable into more
elementary features: number of borders, shape, size,

possibilities, should have n o effect on categorization
for N D C s . If there are only two equally likely cate-

and color. However, their concept red or large square
still seems positively-defined. While it is true that the
criterial question yields a negative answer ("The con-

gories possible, and both categories have an 8 0 %
chance of having feature F, then the cue validity of the
feature for either category will be 5 0 % (the feature is

cept could not exist without the red concept"), it
seems quasi-positively-defined because 1) there is
some hope that the component concepts can someday

categories). T h e experimental question, then, is
whether features with 5 0 % cue validity and greater

uninformative with respect to deciding between the

than 5 0 % category validity increase the accuracy of
categorizing if they are present in the item to be

be perceptually given (by feature detectors, for
instance), and 2) the concept does not make recourse to
other concepts at the same level of abstraction.
4. Hermit concepts. While some concepts are in-

categorized. For P D C s these nondiagnostic features
should increase accuracy. For N D C s nondiagnostic
features should not increase accuracy. A full range of

volved in tight contrast sets, others seem not to have
close, interchangeable neighbors. While some con-

intermediate results are possible, depending on factors

cepts take part in intense competition for a particular
region, others seem to have a relatively "off the beaten
path" niche. While spaghetti and linguine fight over

that would bias concepts to be encoded positively or
negatively. A n informative operational measure is to
take the ratio of the effect of a nondiagnostic feature
on categorization accuracy divided by the effect of a
diagnostic feature. Pure P D C s predict this value to be

small parcels of dear real estate and would therefore be
expected to greatly influence each other's definition,
lasagna has more breathing room and might be rela-

concepts. T h e taxonomy of N D C s indicates an
eclectic assortment of concepts. In this paper, a tool
for identifying a subset of N D C s is proposed. The
subset corresponds roughly to those N D C s that are
defined by added or missing properties. O n e w a y to
tell whether a concept is positively or negatively

1; pure N D C s predict this value to be 0.
Artificial stimuli are used in the experiments because it is important that subjects do not have
previous familiarity with the materials to be learned,
and features must be identifiable as diagnostic or
nondiagnostic. For one experiment, the category
items shown here were used.
Subjects see distortions of the examples of Foos
and Bars shown on the previous page, and categorize
the distortions into the correct group. The distortions
are formed by randomly switching, on a certain
proportion of trials, each of the 2 0 line segments (7
black lines, 13 white lines) that m a k e up these

defined is by observing the influence of nondiagnostic
features on categorization accuracy. The difference
between diagnostic and nondiagnostic features is only
relevant for negatively defined concepts (NDCs). For
positively defined concepts (PDCs) any feature that is
present in the concept representation will be used for

prototypical Foo and Bar pictures.
The features are assumed to be the individual line
segments. A line segment is nondiagnostic if Foos
are as likely to have the segment as Bars are. A
feature is diagnostic if the feature is part of one
category's prototype but not the other's. Task

categorization purposes. For P D C s , category validity,
the probability that concept X has feature F, is the
representational basis. If instances of X usually have

manipulations hypothesized to m a k e F o o and Bar
positively defined should result in a relatively strong
influence of nondiagnostic features. Manipulations

tively more positively defined.
Methods for Analyzing Conceptual
Structure
It is not clear whether N D C s share any deeper similarities other than being defined by other equally-abstract
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that tend to m a k e one concept defined in terms of the

categorize a picture.

other concept should yield N D C s and less influence
due to nondiagnostic features.

previous page, indicate that this is the case. A s w e

T h e results, s h o w n on the

change a greater number of features, categorization
performance uniformly decreases (all of the lines slant

Diagnostic line

downwards). T h e graph also indicates that altering
diagnostic features (represented by circles in the graph)
is more detrimental to categorization than changing
nondiagnostic features (represented by squares). This
is indicated by the slope of the lines. Going from 0 to
4 features changed has more of an influence if the
features that are changed are diagnostic features than if
Foos

/

they are nondiagnostic features. This is an intuitive
result because if a concept's diagnostic feature is

Bars

changed, then the picture becomes more similar to the

Non-diagnostic line

other concept. If a white line segment in a certain
position is diagnostic of Foos, then a black line
segment in the same position is diagnostic of Bars.
Conversely, altering nondiagnostic segments decreases

Manipulation 1: "Form image" vs. "Find
distinguishing

features" instructions

Twenty-eight undergraduates from University of

the resemblance of the distorted picture to both

Michigan were divided into two groups. O n e group of

concepts.
A less obvious resuh is that nondiagnostic lines do

subjects (the Image instructions group) were told

increase categorization accuracy if they are present.

"While y o u are learning the t w o categories, you
should try to form an image of what each category
looks like."

Even though a nondiagnostic feature, by itself, cannot
serve to discriminate between the categories, it does

T h e other groups of subject (the

Discriminate instructions group) were told "While you
are learning the two categories, you should try to find

increase the percentage of correct classifications. If
line segments are in fact the psychologically relevant

particular features in the pictures that help you
distinguish between the two categories." T h efirstset

features

of instructions w a s aimed at promoting P D C s ; if an
image is formed for each group, then there should be
little influence of one concept on another's concept's
representation. T h e second set of instructions was

categories are positively defined to at least some
degree. P D C s benefit from the presence of
nondiagnostic features because such features increase
A
the similarity of the picture to concept.

aimed at promoting N D C s ; a concept's distinguishing
features are only diagnostic relative to another concept.

categorization rule for P D C s might be "If there are X
or more features in c o m m o n between a picture and a

(see b e l o w ) then

the influence of

nondiagnostic lines o n accuracy suggests that the

concept's prototype, then the picture belongs to the

Six hundred pictures were displayed to subjects.
O n each trial, either a F o o or a Bar prototype was

concept. If both pictures exceed the threshold, or
neither do, then categorize the picture randomly."
Using this threshold rule, categorization accuracy will
often (depending on the stimulus structure and thresh-

distorted by randomly changing each of its line
segments from black to white or from white to black
2 0 % of the time. Eight of the line segments were

old) be greater if nondiagnostic features are present

diagnostic (shared by both Foos and Bars) and twelve
were nondiagnostic. Once a picture was displayed, the
subject pressed one of two keys, to indicate their
category prediction. They received feedback indicating

than if they are not. For an alternate mathematical

whether their choice was correct and what the correct

model that predicts an influence of nondiagnostic
features on accuracy, see Nosofsky (1991).
In addition to the interaction between segment diag-

response was.
Each picture can be analyzed in terms of h o w m a n y

nosticity and number of features changed on accuracy,
there is also a three w a y interaction involving these

diagnostic and nondiagnostic features are altered from
the category's prototype. In general, the more features
that are altered, the harder it will be to correctly

two factors and the instruction type. W h e n subjects
are given the P D C instructions ("form an Image" represented by black figures in the above graph) then
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segments; discriminate = 6.7 correct). This provides

w e find that nondiagnostic features are more important
than if subjects are given the N D C instructions ("look

s o m e evidence that the instructional manipulation

for distinguishing features"

ures). If nondiagnostic features are altered and subjects

changes the internal representations of the concepts,
and not just the categorization profiles. T h e P D C

are given the N D C instructions, there is very Uttle ef-

group is more likely to represent their concepts in

fect on accuracy. These nondiagnostic features have a
significantly greater influence w h e n subjects are told

terms of nondiagnostic features than is the N D C

to form

an image

indicated by while fig-

of the concepts.

group.

Using

T h e following rebuttal is possible: This

analysis depends on individual Une segments being the
correct unit of analysis. W h a t if psvchological

categorization accuracies, the ratio

(0 N D A ) - (4 N D A )
^ " (0 D F A ) - (4 D F A )
was computed for each subject, where N D A is
"nondiagnostic features altered" and D F A is

features d o not coincide with the experimenterdetermined features? For example, suppose that
subjects have " F o o " encoded as "has an 'X' in the
lower left hand quadrant." This feature is diagnostic in
that Bars do not typically have this feature. But, by

"diagnostic features altered." A large D value indicates
a relatively large influence of nondiagnostic features.
The ratios were significantly larger for the P D C

taking away so-called "nondiagnostic" lines, w e are
eliminating this diagnostic feature.

instruction group than the N D C group (Unpaired T
(26) = 2.7, p<.05). A s such, the instructional manipulation seems to support the functional distinction be-

choice of line segments as features. Under s o m e circumstances, subjects' analysis of features dja coincide

However, the results w e obtained validates our

tween positively and negatively defined concepts.

with the experimenter-determined analysis.
Specifically, w h e n subjects are instructed to look for
diagnostic features, the lines w e are calling nondiagnostic d o not have m u c h influence on categorization
accuracy. Simply saying that subjects' features do not
agree with the experimenter's features will not explain
w h y sometimes the two d o agree, and if w e can
present a characterization of concepts that explains
w h e n and w h y the two agree, then the P D C / N D C

At the end of the experiment, subjects were asked
to draw a picture of the "best example of each of the
categories" on a 3 X 3 grids. T h e pictures were
analyzed for h o w m a n y diagnostic and nondiagnostic
features were correctly drawn. "Image" instructions
yielded higher proportions of correctly drawn features
(an average of 14.6 out of 20 correct segments) than
"Discriminate" instructions (13.9 correct segments).
Importantly, the difference is particularly large for
nondiagnostic features (image = 8.2 out of 12 correct

conceptual analysis gains support.

non-diagnostic features changed

Q Discriminate instructions,
diagnostic features changed

Image instructions,
non-diagnostic features changed
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diagnostic features changed
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From

Prototype

Manipulation 2: increasing vs constant dis-

tively (independent of other concepts) and negatively
(in terms of other concepts). The proposed distinction

tortion
Using stimuli similar to thefirstmanipulation,

was empirically tested by two task manipulations that,

sixteen subjects saw distortions in which, on average,

on a priori grounds, were thought to bias subjects to-

1/5 of the line segments were switched on every trial.

ward positively or negatively defined concepts. Task

Sixteen other subjects were shown pictures that be-

manipulations that bias subjects toward positively de-

came successively more distorted. In thefirst100 tri-

fined concepts result in greater relative sensitivity to

als, 1/15 of the line segments were switched; in the

nondiagnostic stimulus features, and greater incorpora-

second 100 trials, 1/10 of the line segments were

tion of nondiagnostic features in subject's drawings of
concepts. In contrast to previous work on categoriza-

switched; in the remaining 400 trials, 1/5 of the line
segments were switched. Thefirstgroup saw pictures
at a constant level of distortion. The second group

tion that stresses the learning of diagnostic features,

saw pictures highly similar to the prototype early in
learning, that became increasinglv distorted with

involves comparing objects to representations that incorporate nondiagnostic features. Features that by

practice.

some analyses cannot distinguish between concepts

the current work suggests that much of categorization

The "increasing distortion" group was

hypothesized yield more P D C s than the "constant

still can serve to increase categorization accuracy by

distortion" group because A ) it would be easier to
form an image of the concepts early in training, and B)

increasing item-to-concept similarity. Not only do we
look to distinguish between choices; w e also look for

the instances from the concepts would be more
dissimilar from each other, and consequently would

information that is consistent with one possibility,
irrespective of other candidates.

not require thefinedistinctions and focused testing
that is characteristic of searching for discriminating
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categories, their descriptions, and members. T h e system
has been evaluated in the domains of soybean disease,
breast cancer, and primary tumor cases. W h e n compared
to humans and existing leaming-from-examples systems,
I N C 2 shows comparable performance in terms of prediction accuracy.

Abstract
This paper describes INC2, an incremental category formation system which implements the concepts of family
resemblance, contrast-model-based
similarity, and
context-sensitive, distributed probabilistic representation.
The system is evaluated in terms of both the structure of
categories/hierarchies it generates and its categorization
(prediction) accuracy in both noise-free and noisy
domains. Performance is shown to be comparable to both
humans and existing leaming-from-example systems,
even though the system is not provided with any category
membership information during the category formation
stage.

INC2
I N C 2 shares the object/category representation formalism
with its predecessor, the I N C system (Hadzikadic & Y u n
1989). Also, they both incrementally build a hierarchy
(tree) of disjoint categories (although an object m a y
match descriptions of more than one category) in an
unsupen sed fashion. That, however, is where the similarities end. W e will n o w concentrate o n the description
of the I N C 2 system.

Introduction
The issues of category formation and categorization
represent an important research topic due to the fact that
categories lie at the core of our thought, perception,
speech, and action. Researchers from several diverse disciplines (psychology, philosophy, linguistics, anthropology, and computer science) actively work in this area.
Computer science, in particular, offers wealth of results
under the c o m m o n term of concept formation.
Fisher & Langley (in press) describe concept formation as the incremental unsupervised acquisition of
categories. A system which can accomplish this task can
be used both as an aid in organizing and summarizing
complex data and as a retrieval system which can predict
properties of previously unseen objects. Such a system
will be useful in domains where knowledge is incomplete
or classifications and/or h u m a n experts do not exist.
This paper describes I N C 2 , an incremental concept
formation system which combines the effectiveness of
similarity-based learning methods (computer science)
with the plausibility of the modified contrast-model
(philosophy)
(psychology) and family-resemblance
theories. T h e system uses a context-sensitive, distributed
probabilistic representation to store the knowledge about

Representation
A s ah-eady mentioned, I N C 2 builds a hierarchy of nondisjoint category descriptions. T h e leaves of the hierarchy are objects (singleton categories). T h e root of this
hierarchy has associated with it a description which is a
s u m m a r y of all descriptions of the objects seen b y the
system to date. A s one traverses the hierarchy, d o w n w a r d
pointers lead to nodes with more specific descriptions,
while upward pointers lead to nodes with more general
descriptions.
A description of each category C is defined as a set of
features / (attribute-value pairs). Each feature has a conditional probability p { f \ C ) associated with it. Thus,
representing the color feature of red apples would take
the form {color red 0.25). T h e 0.25 means that
m e m b e r s of this category are red 2 5 % of the time. Consequently, singleton categories will have probabilities
equal to 1.0. In addition to nominal attributes, I N C 2
supports the structural ones as well. Representing a
structural fact such as the fact that object a is inside
object b would take the form {contains {b a ) 1.0).
Finally, I N C 2
supports structured domains, i.e.,
{shape triangle I.O) will mdXch {shape square 1.0), provided the knowledge that both triangles and squares are
specializations of polygons.

This work was supported by a grant from the UNCC, College
of Engineering.
Currently with the Energy Management Associates, Inc, Atlanta, Georgia.
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The notion of probabilistic concept representations
was inuoduced by Smith & Medin (1981). However,
since members of a given category may reside in distinct
portions of the hierarchy, the adopted representation formalism is referred to as distributed probabilistic concept
hierarchies (Fisher & Langley in press).

thus reducing the number of comparisons needed by
5 0 % , and (c) normalization of the function so that the
values fall into the (-1.0, 1.0) range, with 1.0 denoting
identical objects/categories and -1.0 indicating completely dissimilar ones. The new function is now formally defined as

Family Resemblance

s(A£)-'^~'^~^
' ^ ^ ^ ^ - X + a-Hp

In addition to its features and hierarchical pointers, each
category description contains an estimate of its cohesivcness given in the form of family resemblance. Family
resemblance,firstadvanced by Wittgenstein (1953), is
defined here as the average similarity between all possible pairs of objects in a given category. More formally,
w e define the family resemblance F R of a given
category, C , to be

X =

'"A X L P^AB 1-4) + m B ^ Y , pifAB IB)
/a£
fAB
m^+mB

/a

'Z[s(.a,b) + s{b,a)]
FR{C)^

2x

n
12 J

p-m^ xXp(/bIB)
/b

where a ^ b, a and b are members oi C , s{a,b) is any
similarity function defined for two objects described with
feature sets, n is the number of children of the node
associated with the category C , and

2

where A and B are (possibly singleton) categories, X
represents the contribution of the common features, while
a and P introduce the influence of the features of A not
shared by B and vice versa, respectively, m^ is a
number of objects stored under the node associated with
the category A , mg is similarly interpreted for the
category B , f^s is the set of features shared by A and
B , /a is the set of features present in the description of
A but not B , and /b is the set of features present in the
description of B but not A .

'^ the number

of distinct two-element sets of objects in C .
W e interpret family resemblance as a measure of the
cohesiveness of a category. To save processing time,
1NC2 compares pairs from the children of C rather than
from all the objects stored in the subtree headed by C to
approximate the family resemblance for a given category,
C . A special case arises for categories which do not
have any pairs, namely singleton categories. The value
w e used for the family resemblance of a singleton
category is the family resemblance of its least compact
sibling. If there are no siblings, the family resemblance
of the parent is used instead. In essence, this means that
two objects will form a new category if their similarity is
greater than either the average similarity associated with
the least compact sibling or the average similarity
between all pairs of objects within the given context
(assuming that no other category represents a better host
for the object).

Operators
INC2 uses four operators to guide the category formation
process: create, extend, merge, and delete. Create forms
a new category for an object found to be dissimilar to all
examined categories, while extend adds a new object to
the most similar category found.
Merge unites two or more categories at the same level
in the hierarchy that are found to be similar to a new
object to form a new category. The object is then recursively classified with respect to the category which maximizes Ihe increase in its cohesiveness upon incorporating the oDject.
When the family resemblance of a given category is
less than the family resemblance of its parent, that
category does not represent a proper specialization of its
parent. Such a situation is likely to occur in noisy
domains upon application of the merge operator. The
delete operator rectifies this problem by removing the
category and promoting its specializations.

Similarity Function
The similarity function s used by INC2 represents a variation of the contrast model (Tversky 1977) which defines
the similarity between an object and a category as a
linear combination of both common and distinctive
features. Our modification of the contrast model includes:
(a) elimination of a referent since comparisons take place
between nodes at the same level of the hierarchy, (b)
consequent introduction of the symmetric!ty property.
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Algorithm

(d)

Figure 1 presents the classificaiion procedure of 1NC2. It
implements a hill-climbing strategy which encourages
advancement toward the maximal improvement of the
hierarchy as measured by the increase in the family
resemblance of every candidate host category.
The algorithm can be paraphrased as follows. T o
begin, pass to the procedure both an object, a, and the
root of the hierarchy, C . The first action is to update the
description of the category C based on the description of
the object a. Next, find the change in the family resemblance measures (AFR) that would result from temporarily placing a in each of C's specializations (subcategories).
If only one subcategory experiences improvement (an
increase in its family resemblance measure), then either
extend this subcategory (if singleton) or call the
classification procedure recursively on a and that subcategory, the besthost. If two or more subcategories
experience improvement, then find the subcategories
which are at least as similar to a as the family resemblance of C , i.e., those subcategories which are more
similar to a than the degree of compactness in the given
context. These categories are merged together to form a
new category, with a continuing the classification process recursively with respect to the new best host (maximizing the increase in its family resemblance). If no
subcategory experiences improvement, then a is unique
and a new singleton category is created.
Once a h o m e for a is found and all category descriptions affected have been updated, the system updates the
family resemblance measures of the categories on the
path from a to the root.

determine the subcategory (best host) that
maximizes A F R

(e) call CIassify(a, best host)
ELSE
(no subcategory has a positive A F R )
call Create(a) (create a n e w singleton
category for a )
Update the F R s of the categories on the path from a to
the root.
IF a merge was done

THEN
search that subtree for any class with a F R less
than the F R of its parent, deleting if found, promoting its children one level higher, and recomputing the F R of the parent of the deleted category.
Figure 1: The classification algorithm.
Figure 2 presents the retrieval procedure of INC2. We
begin by passing the procedure an object a and the root
of the hierarchy. The next step is to compute the similarity between a and each of C s subcategories. Then, the
procedure is called recursively with the subcategory that
maximizes the similarity function. The process stops
after reaching a singleton category. Note that the
retrieval procedure utilizes the similarity function rather
than the concept of family resemblance since the latter is
needed mainly for plausible clustering of objects.
Retrieve(a,C)
IF C is a singleton category
T H E N return C
ELSE
(a)

Classify(a,C)
Update the description of the category C using a.
Compute A F R for each of C's subcategories.
IF a single subcategory (besthost) has a positive A F R
THEN

compute the similarity between a and all the subcategories of C

(b) find the subcategory (best candidate) that maximizfi: the similarity
(c)

call Retrieve(a, best candidate)
Figure 2: The retrieval algorithm.

IF the best host is singleton
T H E N call Extend(a, best host)

Drop Threshold

E L S E call Classify(a, best host)

Although it is not specified in the algorithms, both the
classification and retrieval procedures rely on the drop
threshold. This threshold allows for category descriptions to be either probabilistic or logical. It can be set
between 0.0 and 1.0 and means that any feature which
falls below this threshold in conditional probability
should be dropped from the description of the given
category. A value of 1.0 for this threshold would yield a
logical category description.
However, the nature of the classification process calls
for a dynamically adjustable threshold rather than a fixed

ELSE
IF many subcategories have a positive AFR

THEN
(a) find the subcategories which are at least as
similar to a as the F R of the parent category
(b)

call Merge(a, similar subcategories)

(c)

compute the description of the new category
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one. For example, at the top level of the hierarchy all
features are important no matter h o w low their probabilities might be, due to the potential noise in object
descriptions as well as the diversity of objects in the
domain. Therefore, the drop threshold should be set
close to 0.0. At the lower levels of the hierarchy, however, certain patterns have been delected, resulting in
high conditional probabilities for 'participating features'
and, consequently, lower probabilities for the ones not
significantly present in those patterns. However, since
all categories at the lower levels have few members, all
the features found in their descriptions will have relatively high conditional probabilities (1 out of 2 still gains
the probability of 0.5). T o avoid the interference of
unimportant features with the retrieval process, the drop
threshold should be set close to 1.0. T h e intermediate
categories will, then, require the drop threshold somewhere between 0.0 and 1.0, depending on the level of the
hierarchy (the lower the level, the higher the drop threshold).
In order to alleviate this problem, w e rely on family
resemblance to provide an estimate of the drop threshold.
A s w e stated earlier, family resemblance can be interpreted as an estimate of the category compactness. It is
naturally close to 0.0 at the root (summarizing the whole
universe) and to 1.0 at the leaves. Therefore, during both
classification and retrieval I N C 2 sets the drop threshold
to the value of the family resemblance of the parent
category. It increases with the object traversing the
hierarchy downward.
This dynamically adjustable drop threshold and the
fact that the expand, merge, and delete operators depend
on the family resemblance of the parent category (as
well as the candidate subcategory's siblings in the case
of merge) represent two important features introduced by
I N C 2 . A s a result, I N C 2 performs a context-sensitive
classification/retrieval due to its adaptive behavior that
changes from level to level of the hierarchy. In that process, consequently, I N C 2 uses different representations to
describe objects/categories at different levels of the
hierarchy, possibly moving from the probabilistic
representation (drop threshold = 0.0) at the top level to
the logical one (drop threshold = 1.0) at the leaves.

tumor cases included a lot of data with incorrect or missing values (a noisy domain). In each experiment, the
information concerning the ideal category for a given
object was not given to the system and training sets were
randomly both selected and ordered.
T h e soybean disease domain consisted of forty-seven
cases with four ideal categories represented. A high
number of features used to describe the cases were comm o n to all forty-seven cases, making the domain very
compact. Training sets of sizes five to twenty-five in
increments of five were selected randomly from the
domain. For assessing prediction accuracy (determining
category-membership for previously unseen objects),
twenty cases were randomly selected from the set of
remaining cases. Table 1 shows the range, mean, and
sample standard deviation prediction accuracies for five
experiments per training set size.

Training Size

(#)
5
10
15
20
25

Range

(%)
75-95
95-100
95-100
95-100
95-100

Mean

(%)
82
98
99
99
99

Sample Std.
Deviation
10.4

2.7
2.2
2.2
2.2

Table 1: INC2's prediction accuracies for five experiments per training set size in the soybean disease
domain.
With four ideal categories in the soybean disease
domain, there is a 2 5 % chance of simply guessing the
correct diagnosis. INC2's prediction accuracy was consistently above chance, even at low levels of experience.
From the results summarized in the table 1 it is obvious
that INC2's performance improves with experience and
that it needs a small portion of objects from a domain to
m a k e a plausible decision with respect to category
membership of previously unseen objects.
T h e breast cancer domain' (prediction of cancer
recurrence five years later) consisted of 286 cases with
two ideal categories represented, yes and no. The
domain itself can be characterized as very noisy. A total
of nine features were randomly missing from the 286
cases, with no more than two features missing from any
one case. There were cases from two different
categories bearing the same exact description. Five specialists^ were presented this data and then tested for
diagnostic accuracy. They were correct 6 4 % of the time.

Performance Evaluation
T h e performance of I N C 2 was evaluated in the domains
of soybean disease, breast cancer, and primary tumor
cases. Although a true expert in these domains would
have access to m u c h richer data, w e show that the
knowledge representation and algorithm used by I N C 2
yield a useful hierarchy of categories. T h e soybean
disease domain w a s selected as a representative of
noise-free domains, while the breast cancer and primary

Data from this domain were provided by ihe Institute of Oncology of the University Medical Center in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia.
Mlie specialists were from the Institute of Oncology, Ljubljana.
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The other oncology-related example, the primary
tumor domain' (prediction of tumor locations), consisted
of 339 cases with 20 ideal categories represented. A total
of 224 features were randomly missing from the 286
cases. Once again, there were cases from two different
categories having the same exact description. Four internists and four specialists^ were tested for diagnostic
accuracy. Internists were correct 3 2 % of the time, specialists 4 2 % .
Since the results obtained in the soybean disease
domain suggest tiiat 2 5 % of the total number of objects
in the domain is sufficient for estimating a m a x i m u m
achievable performance by the system, w e have decided
to use 2 5 % cases for training and the remaining 7 5 %
cases for prediction. This is in sharp contrast with other
learning systems which used 7 0 % of the objects for
training and the remaining 3 0 % for prediction.
Table 2 presents the prediction accuracies for two
leaming-from-examplcs systems ( A Q 1 5 [Michalski et al
1986] and Assistant-86 [Cestnik et al 1987]), h u m a n
experts, and INC2. Note that in a system which learns
from examples, training cases are associated with the
correct response, and the goal of the system al that point
is to find a set of rules which will cover that data and be
useful for classifying previously unseen objects.

System
AQ15
Assistant-86
INC2
H u m a n Experts

Breast Cancer

Primary T u m o r

(%)
66
78

(%)
39
44
30
42

69.2

64

u-aining set to ten ( 2 5 % of the complete set), while varying the drop threshold from 0.0 to 1.0 with the increment
of 0.25. T h e results are summarized in the table 3.

Drop
Threshold

Range

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

90-100
100-100
95-100
90-100
95-100

Mean

(%)

(%)
98
100
98
98
99

Table 3: Prediction accuracies for the fixed-value drop
threshold in the soybean disease domain.
The results are obviously equal or slightly better than
that of the variable drop threshold. That is especially true
for the value of 0.25 with its perfect score. However,
when w e applied I N C 2 with the drop threshold = 0.25 to
the breast cancer domain its prediction accuracy dropped
from 6 9 . 2 % (for the variable drop threshold) d o w n to
63.3%. T o m a k e sure that this was no accident w e
checked the basic case (drop threshold = 0.0), where all
the featuies are taken into consideration at all times, and
recorded a similarly reduced performance, 63.6%. It
seems that the variable, context-sensitive drop threshold
provides a more robust alternative for noisy domains
while retaining a good performance in the noise-free
ones.
Finally, in order to estimate the effect of ordering of
objects on the resulting classification, w e evaluated prediction accuracies for five different random orderings of
the same set of objects. Table 4 presents the obtained
results.

Table 2: M e a n prediction accuracies for the oncology
domains. The INC2's accuracy is obtained by averaging
values achieved in five runs on randomly chosen sets of
objects.
There is a 50% chance of simply guessing the correct
diagnosis for the breast cancer domain and 5 % for the
primary tumor domain. INC2's prediction accuracy was
shown to be significantly above chance. Furthermore,
1NC2 compares to both h u m a n experts and leamingfrom-examples systems given the same task (significantly
better in the breast cancer domain than in the primary
tumor domain). This is despite the fact that I N C 2 is
never given any help from a teacher.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the fixed-value
drop threshold compared to its variable, context-sensitive
alternative, w e have carried out a sequence of experiments in both soybean and breast cancer domains. In the
soybean-disease experiments w e fixed the size of the

Ordering

Accuracy

(#)
1
2
3
4
5

(%)
71.0
64.5
61.7
64.5
68.2

Table 4: Prediction accuracies for five random orderings
of the set of input breast cancer cases.
If we compare the sample standard deviation for the
data presented in the table 4 (3.63) and for the data used
to derive the value reported for the breast cancer domain
for I N C 2 (4.53; Table 2), a decrease of 2 0 % , then w e
can conclude that I N C 2 represents a relatively robust
incremental category formation system with respect to
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the ordering of input objects, which has been a major
drawback of all incremental systems. Furthermore, w e
suggest that the performance of different hierarchies
rather than their form should be measured when evaluating the effect of object orderings on the system's performance.

enhancing the representation with continuous (linear)
attributes, and (c) performing further experiments in
order to objectively evaluate the INC2's results in the
light of both fan and typicality effects as well as the
structure of categories.
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tricky computational problems. E v e n though two
domains m a y have a one-to-one correspondence between
their parts, they can hold a great potential for ambiguous
matches; for one-to-many and many-to-one matches
between their parts. Psychologically, these problems
only surface w h e n w e m a k e the mapping task difficult,
such as in the following problem from Holyoak &
Thagard (1989):

Abstract
One of the central problems in analogical mapping
is overcoming the ambiguities which can occur
when matching up corresponding concepts in two
domains of knowledge; specifically, to ensure that
one-to-many and many-to-one matches are resolved
to be one-to-one matches. Various analogy theories
have attempted to deal with these problems by
maintaining that analogical matching is
constrained in various ways. For example, that
only predicates of the same structural-type are
matched, that primacy is given to matches that are
similar or identical, and that a match which comes
before an alternative match is preferred. T w o
experiments are reported, involving an attributemapping problem, which isolate the effects of
similarity and order. The first shows that the
semantic similarity of predicates in the two domains
has a facilitating effect on analogical mapping
when other constraints are held constant. The
second experiment shows that analogical mapping
is sensitive to the order in which matches are made.
The implications of these results for current
computational models of analogy are discussed,
with a special emphasis on the consequences that
order effects have for connectionist models.

A
Bill is smart.
Bill is tall.
T o m is timid.
T o m is tall.
Steve is smart.

Introduction
When we draw an analogy the hard work is done by the
process that performs an analogical mapping between
two domains of knowledge (see e.g., Burstein 1986;
Carbonell 1986; Centner 1983, 1989; Gick & Holyoak
1980, 1983; Holyoak 1985; Keane 1985, 1988a).
Ranged about this core process are the other processes of
analogical thinking; for example, processes concerned
with the representation of the domains and the retrieval
of analogues from long-term memory. Typically, when
an analogical mapping is m a d e t w o distinct
computations occur; first, the corresponding concepts in
both domains are matched and, second, a portion of the
conceptual structure of one domain is transferred (or
carried over) into the other domain to form the basis of
analogical inferences. For example, if you want to
understand w h y electrons revolve around the nucleus in
the atom, and are told that the atom is like a miniature
solar system (see Centner 1983), you would match the
corresponding R E V O L V E S relations in both domains
and transfer relations of A T T R A C T I O N from the solar
system domain to apply in the atom domain.
In general, people appear to match up the concepts
in two domains with an effortlessness that masks some
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B
Fido is hungry.
Blackie is friendly.
Blackie is frisky.
Rover is hungry.
Rover is friendly.

In this problem, subjects are asked to say which
things in list A correspond to which things in list B
(ignoring the meaning of the words). Essentially,
subjects have to discover a one-to-one mapping between
all the individuals and attributes in list A and list B.
This is quite a difficult task as a lot of ambiguous
matches have to be resolved. For example, smart m a y
match hungry or friendly or frisky and the correct match
can only be determined by eliminating the inconsistent
matches which follow from all but one of these matches.
T h e unique one-to-one mapping which solves the
problem involves matching Steve and Fido, Bill and
Rover, T o m and Blackie, smart and hungry, tall and
friendly and timid and frisky.
Palmer (1989) has pointed out that any adequate
theory of analogical mapping, which accounts for
problems like the above one, will have to operate at
several levels of description (for similar ideas see Marr
1982). At the highest level, one needs to characterise the
informational constraints implied by the task situation;
this level is concerned with describing what an analogy
is, what needs to be computed to produce appropriate
outputs given certain inputs (like Marr's computational
level). Below this level is the level of behavioural
constraints which have to capture the empirical facts of
people's observable analogical behaviour (Marr's
algorithmic level). Hence, this level should include
constraints that predict w h e n one analogy is harder than
another and the sorts of errors that people produce.
Finally, there is the level of hardware constraints which
aims to capture the hardware primitives of analogical
thought (Marr's hardware level).
Current theories of analogy propose m a n y
informational constraints but less attention have been
given to the behavioural and hardware constraints. In
this paper w e test one of the well-established.

information constraints, and a prediction from
behavioural constraints previously proposed by Keane
(1990a).
Informational Constraints on
Analogical Mapping
W e have already seen, that there are several difficulties
associated with achieving optimal analogical mappings.
Three informational constraints have been proposed to
solve these problems (see e.g., Centner 1983; Holyoak
& Thagard 1989; Keane 1990a).
The most important set of constraints are structural
constraints. These constraints are used to enforce a oneto-one mapping between the two domains (Falkenhainer,
Forbus & Centner 1986; Holyoak & Thagard 1989).
This is done using several techniques:
• matches are made only between entities of the same
type; for example, only attributes are matched with
attributes, objects with objects and two-place
predicates with two-place predicates. This reduces
the total number of matches that needs to be
considered (see Centner 1983; Holyoak & Thagard
1989).
exploit structural consistency, that is, if the
REVOLVES(A
B)
and
propositions
R E V O L V E S ( C D ) match, then the arguments of
both should also be matched appropriately, A with
C and B with D. This is especially useful in
eliminating many-to-one and one-to-many matches
(see Falkenhainer et al. 1986, 1989).
favour systematic sets of matches (Genlner's 1983,
systematicity principle); this proposes that if one
has two alternative sets of matches then the matchset with the most higher-order connectivity should
be chosen. This aids the choice of an optimal
match-set from among many match-sets.
These techniques have been shown to be very powerful.
In many cases, structural constraints alone canfindthe
optimal mapping between two domains (as in the above
attribute-mapping case).
A similarity constraint can also be used to reduce the
number of matches considered or to disambiguate
between alternative matches. W h e n this constraint is
applied only identical concepts are matched between the
two domains (Centner 1983) or, more loosely,
semantically-similar concepts are matched (Cick &
Holyoak 1980). Semantic similarity can be used to
disambiguate matches because if one match in a set of
one-to-many matches is more similar than the others
then it can be preferred.
A final constraint on analogical mapping is the
pragmatic constraint (e.g., Holyoak 1985; Keane 1985).
Again, this may disambiguate a set of matches. For
example, if in a certain analogical mapping situation one
match is pragmatically more important (or goal-relevant)
than other alternatives then it will be preferred over these
alternatives.
These informational constraints constitute a very,
high-level specification of what makes a particular
comparison between two domains an analogical
comparison. As such, they can and, indeed, have been
implemented by many different algorithms.
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Falkenhainer et al.'s (1986. 1989) Structure Mapping
Engine (SME) implements structural and similarity
constraints in a serial fashion that generates all the
possible match-sets between two domains and then
chooses the best match-set according to structural
criteria. Forbus & Oblinger (1990) have extended S M E
to implement the pragmatic constraint. Holyoak &
Thagard's (1989) Analogical Constraint Mapping Engine
( A C M E ) uses parallel constraint satisfaction to ease a
network of possible matches into a single stable set of
matches, in accordance with the three constraints. Keane
& Brayshaw's (1988; Keane 1991) Incremental Analogy
Machine (lAM) implements the same constraints, using
a different serial algorithm to S M E that computes parts
of the analogy incrementally.
Behavioural Constraints on
Analogical

Mapping

Any model which solely implements the above
informational constraints can make certain behavioural
predictions. For example, Skorstadt, Falkenhainer &
Centner (1987) have shown that S M E can produce
outputs that parallel broad trends in subjects' soundness
ratings of different comparisons. Holyoak & Thagard
(1989) have shown that the number of cycles their
network goes through before settling into a correct
mapping bears some correspondence to the difficulty
subjectsfindin analogical mapping. However, because
these models do not embody behavioural constraints,
they fail to capture significant facets of human analogical
performance. While they may predict the outputs of
analogical mapping they do not predict response-time
differences for different analogies (see Experiment 2).
They also tend to be silent on the source and nature of
errors in analogical performance.
Keane (1988b, 1990a, 1990b) has elaborated two
behavioural constraints;first,that analogising should be
subject to constraints imposed by working memory
limitations and, second, that differential background
knowledge about the target domain affects the ease with
which analogical transfers are validated. It should be
noted that both of these constraints are predicted to affect
response times even though the content output from
analogising may be unchanged. Hence, the separation
between informational and behavioural constraints.
Working memory limitations may also result in errors
(see Keane 1990b).
Keane (1990a) has also argued that working memory
limitations have wider implications for the nature of
analogical processing. In particular, that human
analogical processes will reduce the computational
overheads in analogising. As such, human analogisers
will tend to only map portions of the base domain (see
Keane 1985) or will choose one optimal mapping. This
is the theoretical rationale for the Incremental Analogy
Machine. Rather than generating all possible mappings,
l A M tries to build just one mapping resolving
ambiguities in a local fashion. It may even use fairiy
arbitrary means to resolve an ambiguity. For example,
if a one-to-many set of matches is encountered and there
are no grounds for selecting one match over the others,
l A M will simply choose the first match in the set.

Clearly, there will be occasions when l A M will commit
itself 10 one mapping only tofindthat it is non-optimal.
When this happens it will undo this mapping and start
constructing an alternative mapping. So, while l A M
tries to avoid constructing all possible mappings it may
backtrack repeatedly to construct several alternative
mappings.
As we shall see in Experiment 2, l A M predicts that
the order in which the attributes are presented in versions
of the attribute-mapping problem will differentially affect
subjects' response times. This prediction is to be
contrasted with the outputs of the S M E and A C M E
models. Both of these models do not predict such order
effects.
The Effects of Similarity and

Order on Analogical M a p p i n g
Many experiments have shown that varying the
similarity of two analogues affects the ease of analogical
mapping (e.g., Keane 1985; Centner & Landers 1985;
Gick & Holyoak 1980; Holyoak & Koh 1987). It
should also be possible to show this in a very precise
fashion in the above attribute-mapping problem.
In Experiment 1, we systematically vary the number
of predicates that are similar while controlling the other
constraints. For instance, a modified version of the
problem with similar attributes should be much easier:
B
Bill is intelligent. Fido is clever.
Bill is tall.
Blackie is big.
Blackie is shy.
Tom is timid.
Rover is clever.
Tom is tall.
Steve is intelligent. Rover is big.
In Experiment 2, we examine the prediction of l A M
that ordering effects should be observed under some
conditions in this attribute-mapping problem. Holyoak
& Thagard (1989) had randomised the order of
presentation of the attributes in both lists thus
abolishing any order effects. To appreciate how these
effects might arise consider what makes the problem so
difficult.
In the abstract version of the attribute-mapping
problem, each list has two individuals (e.g., Bill and
Tom) with two attributes and a remaining individual
(i.e., Steve) who has just one attribute. This is very
important because matching up the single individuals in
both lists (i.e., Steve and Fido) is the key to achieving
the isomorphic mapping. The presence of these single
individuals with one attribute (which we will call
singletons) disambiguates the set of matches between the
two lists (this also applies to the single attribute in both
lists). W e expect, on the basis of simulations using
lAM, that order has an effect on matching and that
people match items incrementally starting with the first
item in list A. Hence, the problem should be easier
when the singletons are placed at the beginning of the
list where they can be matched first.
Experiment 1: Similarity Effects
To test the prediction that semantic similarity can
facilitate analogical mapping three groups received three
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different versions of the attribute-mapping problem
which had either no similar attributes, one set of similar
attributes or three sets of similar attributes. W e predicted
that subjects would produce the correct one-to-one
mapping more rapidly as a function of the increasing
similarity between the two domains.
Method
Subjects & Design. Twenty-four undergraduates at
the University of Wales College of Cardiff took part
voluntarily in the experiment. The experiment used a
between-subject design and subjects were assigned
randomly to one of the three conditions. Three subjects
were dropped from the experiment before data analysis
because they misunderstood the experimental
instructions. Data analysis was carried out on the
remaining 21 subjects, who were equally distributed
across the three conditions.
Materials. We used three versions of the attributemapping problem (see Table 1). Each version had two
lists of attributes. In each list, there were three individuals
and three attributes; two individuals had two attributes and
one individual had a single attribute. The three versions
differed in terms of the number of attributes that were
similar in both lists. In the None-Similar version none of
the attributes were semantically similar; in the One-Similar
version one set of the attributes was semantically similar
("intelligent" in list A and "clever" in list B); in the AllSimilar version, all the attributes in one list had a
semantically-similar parallel attribute in the second list (see
Table 1).

Bill is intelligent.
Bill is tall.
T o m is timid.
T o m is tall.
Steve is intelligent.

B (None-Similar)
Fido is hungry.
Blackie is friendly.
Blackie is frisky.
Rover is hungry.
Rover is friendly.

B (One-Similar) B (All-Similar)
Fido is clever.
Fido is clever.
Blackie is friendly. Blackie is big.
Blackie is frisky.
Blackie is shy.
Rover is clever.
Rover is clever.
Rover is friendly.
Rover is big.

Table 1
The Different Problems Used in the
Three Conditions of Experiment
1 (Only
B
differed in each)
Subjects were instructed in writing that their "task is
to figure out what in the left set corresponds to what in
therightset of sentences". A single column below
list A listed the names of the individuals and attributes
in that list. Next to each was a space for subjects to
write the corresponding name or attribute from list B.
The order of sentences in each list was randomised with

u n d o its matches and so finds the isomorphism faster
than w h e n the singletons c o m e later in the lists.
Specifically, l A M does not backtrack at all in the
Singleton-First case but has to backtrack four times in
Procedure. Subjects were first shown the instructions
the Singleton-Last case.
which they were asked to read carefully. They were then
the proviso that sentences with attributes about the same
individual were kept together.

shown the problem and asked to solve it. A stop-watch
was used to time them from this point to when they
solved the problem. If subjects produced an incorrect
answer they were told so and asked to continue solving
the problem. Only when the correct answer was
produced was the clock stopped and the elapsed time
recorded.

Method

Results & Discussion
The results corroborated our expectations. The presence
of semantic similarities between the elements of the two
domains has an important facilitating effect on the ease
of analogical mapping (see Figure 1). The elapsed time
taken to solve the problem gradually decreases across the
three conditions, with the None-Similar Condition being
the slowest (A/ = 210.9 sees.), the One-Similar
Condition being faster (M = 164.9 sees.) and the AllSimilar Condition being the fastest (Af = 69.7 sees.)
[F(2, 18) = 8.747, p < .005]. This is the first
demonstration that domains which systematically-differ
in terms of their similarity, giveriseto systematicallydiffering solution times.

Subjects & Design. Twenty-three undergraduates at
the University of Wales College of Cardiff took part
voluntarily in the experiment. A s before, the experiment
had a between-subject design and subjects were assigned
at r a n d o m to o n e of the t w o conditions. Again, three
subjects had to b e excluded from the experiment prior to
data analysis b e c a u s e they m i s u n d e r s t o o d the
experimental instructions. Data analysis w a s carried out
o n the remaining 2 0 subjects, w h o w e r e equally
distributed across the t w o conditions.
Materials & Procedure. The materials consisted of
t w o abstract versions of the attribute-matching problem
(see Table 2 ) . In the Singleton-First version the
singletons w e r e at the top of both lists, while in the
Singleton-Last version the singleton in list A w a s in the
last position, while the Singleton in list B w a s in the
first position (see Table 2). T h e order of the remaining
sentences w a s randomised as before.
T h e remainder o f the materials w e r e as in
Experiment 1, with the exception of the additional
sentence: " T h e meaning of the words in the sentences is
irrelevant". H o l y o a k a n d Thagard used this sentence
w h e n they g a v e subjects the abstract version of the
problem.
Subjects w e r e s h o w n the sheet containing the
instructions and problem, and were timed, as before.

Singleton-First

B
None-Similar One-Similar

All-Similar

Steve is smart.*
Bill is tall.
Bill is smart.
T o m is tall.
T o m is timid.

Conditions
Figure 1 T h e M e a n Solution
Conditions of Experiment 1

Times

in the

Fido is hungry.*
Blackie is friendly.
Blackie is frisky.
Rover is hungry.
Rover is friendly.
Singleton-Last

E x p e r i m e n t 2: O r d e r Effects
Our second experiment tested whether there were order
effects on analogical mapping, as is predicted by the
Incremental Analogy Machine. As w e said earlier, the
key tofindingthe isomorphism, in the abstract version
of the problem, lies in matching the two singletons in
both lists. So, if one group receives the singletons first
they should match them and solve the problem quicker,
than if they form the singleton match later. In two
models of analogy, S M E and A C M E , simple changes of
this sort do not significantly change the course or
outputs of analogical mapping. However, lAM's
processing is radically different for both versions. W h e n
l A M matches the singletonsfirstit does not have to
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A
Bill is smart.
Bill is tall.
T o m is timid.
T o m is tall.
Steve is smart.*

B
Fido is hungry.*
Blackie is friendly.
Blackie is frisky.
Rover is hungry.
Rover is friendly.

Table 2
The T w o Versions of the Problem
Used in Experiment 2 (*the singleton)

Results &

The present work was deeper implications for
connectionisl models in cognitive science. A C M E was a
important program because it showed that an example of
high-level cognition, namely analogical thought, could
be modelled by connectionist techniques. The present
work suggests that A C M E is not a wholly adequate
model of analogical behaviour. It fails to capture the
more serial aspects of analogising manifested in the
present study. This, therefore, keeps open the debate in
this area on whether the nature of high-level cognition
can be captured singularly by connectionist, "brain-style'
AI.

Discussion

The slight change in the ordering of the singletons has a
marked effect on the ease of analogical mapping (sec
Figure 2). Subjects in the Singleton-First condition
were almost twice as fast at solving the problem
(M = 178.0 sees) compared to the Singleton-Last
condition (M = 363.1 sees) [Mann-Whitney U = 1,
p < .005, 1-tailed].

400
References
300S

200100-

??TO8m*sS:;:;:;s:

Singleton-First
Singleton-Last
Condition*
Figure 2 The M e a n Solution Times for the
Conditions in Experiment 2

This result clearly shows that the order in which the
attributes are presented affects subjects' response-times.
In this experiment, w e have looked at a situation in
which the 'easy' problem had the two singletons in the
same position. l A M does not predict that being in the
same position per se is important. The singletons could
be in different positions and still show different response
times. For example, if the singleton in list A was first
and that in list B was last then l A M would predict a
slower response time than, say, a problem where the
list B singleton was third. These are predictions that
need to be examined in future experiments.
Conclusions
Both experiments provide strong evidence for the effects
of similarity and order on analogical mapping. If the
predicates in both domains bear some unambiguous
similarity to one another then the mapping is
considerably facilitated. Furthermore, these predicates
need not be identical to aid matching but may be merely
similar (e.g., big and tall).
W e have also seen that under certain conditions the
order in which the information in a domain is presented
can have significant effects on the ease of analogical
mapping. As we have seen these results are not predicted
by the S M E and A C M E models. l A M does, however,
predict these effects because it has mechanisms that try
to reduce the computational overheads on analogical
mapping, by heuristically disambiguating one from a set
of matches using order, in accordance with the
behavioural constraint of working memory limitations.
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Abstract

densed into a single categorization decision. Posner
and others (e.g., Garner 1974) have established that
When humans learn to categorize multidimen- gating tasks are generally easier to learn than condensionjJ stimuli, they learn which stimulus dimensation tasks. In this article I show that standcu-d backsions are relevant or irrelevant for distinguishing
propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams 1986) and
the categories. Results of a category learning exthe configural-cue model (Gluck & Bower 1988) cannot
periment are presented, which show that catecapture that basic result, while another connectiongories defined by a single dimension are much easist model called alcove (Kruschke 1990a,b, in press)
ier to learn than categories defined by the combican. I report results of a category learning experiment
nation of two dimensions. Three models arefitto
andfitsof the models to the data. The key difference
the data, ALCOVE (Kruschke 1990a,b, in press),
between the models is that alcove incorporates constandard back propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton
straints to reflect the dimensional attention learning
& Wilhams 1986), and the configural-cue model
abilities of people, whereas the other models do not.
(Gluck & Bower 1988). It is found that alcove,
with its dimensional attention learning mechaThe ALCOVE Model
nism, can capture the trends in the data, whereas
back propagation and the configural-cue model
Alcove is a feed-forward network that learns by gracannot. Imphcations for other models of human
dient descent on error, but it is unlike standard back
category learning are discussed.
propagation (Rumelhart et al. 1986) in its architecture, its behavior, and its goals. Unlike the standard back-propagation network, which was motivated
Introduction
by generahzing neuron-hke perceptrons, the architecture of alcove was motivated by a molar-level psyImagine learning to classify mushrooms as "poisonous"
chological theory, Nosofsky's (1986) generalized conor "edible." You are shown one mushroom after antext model (gcm). The psychologically constrained
other and told which category it belongs to. After seearchitecture results in behavior that captures the deing many examples, your accuracy of classifying new
tailed course of human category learning in many situexamples improves. One of the key aspects of such
ations where standard back propagation fares less well
learning is the determination of which features of the
(Kruschke 1990a,b, in press). And, unlike many apmushrooms are relevant to the categorization. For explications of standard back propagation, the goal of
ample, it might be that all red mushrooms Eire poialcove is not to discover new (hidden-layer) represonous, but red mushrooms occur in the same range
sentations after lengthy training, but rather to model
of sizes as edible mushrooms. In that case it would
the course of learning itself, by determining which dibe wise to weigh information about about color more
mensions of the given representation are most relevant
heavily than information about size. O n the other
to the task, and how strongly to associate exemplars
hand, it might be that more than one dimension is relewith categories.
vant to the categorization; e.g., perhaps red or spotted
mushrooms are poisonous. In that case, one should
Like the gcm, alcove assumes that input patpay attention to both dimensions of color and texture.
terns can be represented as points in a multiPosner (1964) called situations in which there was
dimensional psychological space, as determined by
a single relevant dimension gating tasks, since the irmulti-dimensional scaling algorithms (e.g., Kruskal
1964; Shepard 1962). Each input node encodes a sinrelevant dimension(s) could be gated out of consideration, and he called situations in which more than one
gle psychological dimension, with the activation of the
dimension was relevant condensation tasks, since the
node indicating the value of the stimulus on that diinformation from multiple dimensions had to be conmension. Figure 1 shows the architecture of alcove,
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Figure 2: T o p panel shows that increasing attention to the horizontal dimension and decreasing attention to the vertical dimension causes exemplars of
the two categories (denoted by filled and open circles) to have greater between-category dissimilarity
and greater within-category similaxity (after Nosofeky
1986, Fig. 2). Lower panel shows that a l c o v e cannot
differentially attend to diagonal axes.

Figure 1: The structure of ALCOVE. The pyramids
in the hidden layer indicate the activation profile of
hidden nodes, as determined by Equation 1, with r =
9=1.

illustrating the case of just two input dimensions.
Each input node is gated by a dimensional attention
strength a,. T h e attention strength on a dimension reflects the relevEince of that dimension for the particular
categorization task at hand, and the model learns to
allocate m o r e attention to relevant dimensions and less
to irrelevant dimensions.
Each hidden node corresponds to a position in the
multi-dimensional stimulus space, with one hidden
node plciced at the position of every training exemplar. Each hidden node is zictivated according to the
psychological similarity of the stimulus to the exemplar represented by the hidden node. T h e similarity
function comes from the G C M and the work of Shepard
(1962; 1987): Let the position of the j"' hidden node
be denoted as (hji,hj2, • •)y and let the activation of
the j*'* hidden node be denoted as a^"*. T h e n

c o m e less similar, and exemplars within categories become more similar. Consider a simple case of eight
stimuh that form the corners of an octagon in input
space, as in Figure 2. T h e stimuU are m a p p e d to one
of two categories, as indicated byfilledor open circles.
W h e n only one dimension is relevant, as in the top
panel of Figure 2, a l c o v e learns to increase the attention strength on the relevant dimension, and to decrease the attention strength on the irrelevant dimension. B y contrast, a l c o v e cannot stretch or shrink
diagonally, as suggested in the lower panel of Figure 2.
T w o points m a d e in this article are (1) to demonstrate
that this constraint is an accurate reflection of h u m a n
performance, in that categories separated by a diagonal boundary take longer to learn than categories separated by a boundary orthogonal to one dimension,
and (2) to show that standard back propagation and
configural-cue model do not capture this fact.
Each hidden node in A L C O V E is connected to output nodes that correspond to response categories. T h e
connection from the j"* hidden node to the ^"' category node has a connection weight denoted ly^. , called
the association weight between the exemplar and the
category. T h e output (category) nodes are activated
by the linear rule used in the G C M and the network
models of Gluck and Bower (1988):

q/r^
a''''' = exp f-c(5]a,|/.^,-a;"|'

t

(1)

where c is a positive constant called the specificity of
the node, where the s u m is taken over all input dimensions, and where r and q are constants determining the
similarity metric and similarity gradient, respectively.
For separable psychological dimensions, the city-block
metric (r = 1) is used, while integral dimensions might
call for a Euchdean metric (r = 2; cf. Garner 1974,
Shepard 1964). A city-block distance metric (r = 1)
with exponential similarity gradient (g = 1) is used
here (Shepard 1987).
T h e dimensional attention strengths adjust themselves so that exemplars from different categories be-

,out

^E-^i^'"hid
i

(2)

In A L C O V E , unlike the G C M , the association weights
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are learned and can take on any real value, including
negative values. Category activations are m a p p e d to
response probabilities using the same choice rule (Luce
1963) as was used in the G C M and network models.
Thus,
P t { K ) = exp{<j>ar)/j^exp{<f>ar)

Figure 4: Locations of stimuli in psychological similarity space. Dashed lines suggest the four category
boundaries used in the learning experiment.

(3)

out
k
where <^ is a real-valued scaling constant. In other
words, the probability of classifying the given stimulus into category K is determined by the magnitude
of category K's activation relative to the s u m of all
category activations.
The dimensional attention strengths, a,, and the association weights, lUj.-, are learned by gradient descent
on sum-squared error, as used in standard back propagation (Rumelhart et al. 1986) and in the network
models of Gluck and Bower (1988). Space constraints
prohibit further discussion of the model; details can be
found in Kruschke (1990a,b, in press).
InfittingA L C O V E to h u m a n learning data, there are
four free parameters: the fixed specificity c in Equation 1; the probability mapping constant <^ in Equation 3; the association weight learning rate; and, the
attention strength learning rate.

A Human Learning Experiment
To test the implications of attention learning in ALCOVE, h u m a n subjects were trained on the category
structures shown in Figure 2. T h e stimuli were geometric forms, as shown in Figure 3. Each stimulus
consisted of a rectangle with one of four heights, and
an interior vertical segment at one of four lateral positions. Only 8 of the 16 possible combinations of height
and position were used, corresponding to the abstract
structure in Figure 2.

do this, one obtains similarity ratings of pairs of stimuli, and determines the coordinate values in psychological space that best predict those similarities (Kruskal
1964; Shepgird 1962). This process is analogous to generating a spatial m a p of cities w h e n all you are told is
the distances (dis-similarities) between cities.
Procedure: T h e two stimuli of each pair were presented sequentially on a computer screen for 1.75 seconds each, separated by a 0.75 second blank screen.
T h e subject then entered a similarity rating from 1
to 9 on the computer keyboard. Each pair was presented four times in each order, for each of 50 subjects,
yielding 400 similarity ratings for each pair.
T h e best-fitting psychological coordinates of the
stimuli accounted for over 9 8 % of the variance in similarity ratings, and are shown in Figure 4. Notice that
while the physical values of height and horizontal position were equally spaced (see Figure 3), the psychological vaAues were not. Note also that the two dimensions
are about equally salient, in that the total range is
about the same on the two dimensions, but the middle
interval on the horizontal-position dimension is bigger than the middle interval of the height dimension.
That implies that a category boundary indicated by
the horizontal dashed line in Figure 4 should be easier
to learn than a category boundary indicated by the vertical dashed line. This will be confirmed in the learning
data.
Category learning results
T h e strong prediction of a l c o v e is that the four alternative category disctinctions indicated in Figure 4
should not be equally easy; rather, the distinctions for
which only a single dimension is relevant (the vertical

Scaling the stimulus space
Thefirststep in modelling this situation is to determine the psychological coordinates of the stimuli. T o
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Figure 5: Human learning data. Filled markers correspond to single-dimension categories (filled circle is
horizontal position relevant,filledsquare is height relevant); open markers show diagonal categories.

and horizontal dashed lines in Figure 4) should be easier than the diagonal distinctions, because attention
learning cannot differentially accentuate diagonal directions. T h e four category distinctions were given to
different groups of subjects. For example, one group
learned the position-relevant distinction, for which the
stimuli marked 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 4 were given one
category label, with the remaining stimuli (numbered
5-8) were given a different category label.
Procedure: Subjects were given instructions that included exposure to the eight stimuli without any category feedback. Eeich training trial consisted of a presentation of a stimulus, which was terminated w h e n the
subject pressed a response key. T h e subject was then
given feedback indicating whether the response was
correct or incorrect, and the correct response. Each
of the four groups saw the same fixed sequence of 64
stimuli. All that varied between groups was the category labels given to the stimuli. A total of 160 subjects were run, 40 in each group. Category labels were
counter-balanced within groups.
Results are summarized in Figure 5. Each d a t u m
shows the m e a n percent correct for the preceding 8
trials (one epoch). T w o effects are clear: T h e singledimension categories are learned m u c h faster than the
diagonal categories; and, the horizontal-position dimension is learned faster than the height dimension.

sions, eight hidden nodes, corresponding to the eight
training exemplars, and two output nodes, corresponding to the two categories. T h e task for the model was
tofitthe learning curves from the four category types
using a single set of parameter values. T h e discrepancy of A L C O V E from the h u m a n data was measured
as the squared difference between observed category
choice probabiUties and predicted choice probabilities,
s u m m e d across the 64 individual trials in each category type, across both category choices within each
type, and across the four types.
T h e bestfitof a l c o v e is shown in Figure 6. T h e fit
produced a root m e a n squared deviation ( R M S D ) of
0.116, with parameter values of <^ = 1.568, c = 1.662,
association weight learning rate of 0.08431 and attention learning rate of 0.6593. A l c o v e clearly shows the
two main trends seen in the h u m a n data; T h e singledimension categories are learned m u c h faster than the
diagonal categories, and the horizonted-position dimension is learned faster than the height dimension. A l c o v e learns the single-dimension categories faster by
virtue of attention learning — the attention strength
on the relevant dimension increases rapidly, while the
attention strength on the irrelevant dimension decreases rapidly. A l c o v e learns the position dimension
faster than the height dimension because the exemplar
nodes reflect the greater distinctiveness of the middle
interval of the position dimension.
Fit of back propagation

Modelling the learning
Fit of A L C O V E

Standard back propagation (henceforth "backprop")
was also applied. T w o input nodes and two output
nodes were used, as in the application of ALCOVE. In
order to equilibrate the backprop architecture with the

A l c o v e was applied to this situation by using two input nodes, corresponding to the two stimulus dimen-
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Figure 7: Best fit of standard back propagation to hum a n learning data in Figure 5.

Figure 8: Bestfitof the configural-cue model to human
learning data of Figure 5. All four curves are exactly
superimposed.

ALCOVE architecture as much as possible, the two output nodes were hnear, with response probabilities computed using Equation 3, and eight hidden nodes were
used (with standard linear-sigmoid activation functions; Rumelhart et al. 1986).
The backprop network was given five free parameters: The learning rate on the output weights; the
learning rate on the hidden weights; the learning rate
on the hidden node thresholds; the response mapping
constant 4> in Equation 3; and, the value of a fixed
gain parameter in the sigmoidal activation function
(see Kruschke & Movellan 1991). Initial values of hidden weights and thresholds were drawn from a uniform
distribution over the interval [—1,-1-1].
For any choice of parameter values, thefitwas measured in the same way as for alcove, but choice predictions of backprop were computed byfirstaveraging
over 200 difierent random initializations of the hidden
weights and thresholds.
The best fit of backprop to the learning data is
shown in Figure 7. It yielded an R M S D of 0.152, using
(j) = 0.6636, output weight learning rate of 0.2049, a
hidden weight learning rate of 1.091, a hidden threshold learning rate of 0.04159, and a gain of 2.249. The
fit of backprop is much worse than that of alcove,
and the qualitative behavior of backprop departs badly
from the data. Indeed, backprop learns the singledimension and diagonal categories at essentially the
same pace. The best backprop can do is try to match
the mean learning curve across all four category types.
W h y does backprop do so poorly? To explain why,
first I'll define a hidden node's weight vector as the ordered list of connection weights fanning into the node.
The weight vector of a hidden node specifies the direc-
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tion in stimulus space that causes the biggest change
in the node's activation value, and thereby indicates
the underlying dimension in stimulus space to which
the node is responding. The weight vectors can, potentially, point in any direction in stimulus space. In
particular, they can ahgn with the diagonal axes of the
stimulus space just as easily as they can align with the
canonical axes. Standard back-propagation learning is
isotropic in that sense, unlike human learning.
Fit of the configural-cue model
The configural-cue model (Gluck k Bower 1988) was
originally proposed for stimuli with binary-valued dimensions, and therefore is not directly applicable to
the present situation. However, it can be reasonably
extended as follows: Each value on each dimension is
encoded by a separate input node, and each combination of values from the two dimensions is encoded by
a separate node, yielding 4 -f 4 -f 16 = 24 input nodes.
A given stimulus activates a subset of 3 of the 24 input nodes. The input nodes are connected directly to
the output nodes, which are governed by Equations 2
and 3. The configural-cue model has two parameters,
the learning rate for the connection weights and the
mapping constant in Equation 3.
The best fit is shown in Figure 8 (</> = 0.9289,
connection weight learning rate was 0.1591, yielding
an R M S D of 0.150). Figure 8 shows that all four
learning curves are exactly superimposed, quite unlike
the human data. The reason is that the (extended)
configural-cue model makes no structural distinction
between the category types in its input representation;
the model has no representation of the fact that some

values lie on the same dimension but other values come
from different dimensions.

attention, competition and categorization. In: R.
P. Lippmann, J. Moody and D. S. Touretzky (eds.).
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems
3. San Mateo, C A : Morgan Kaufmann.

Discussion
It is possible that back propagation or the configursdcue model could be modified to include some form of
dimensional attention learning; this awaits future research. The results reported here pose a challenge for
other models of category leeirning that do not incorporate attention learning, such as Hanson and Gluck's
(1991) Cauchy-node model. It remains to be seen if
such models can fit the data reported here, without
extending them to include some form of dimensional
attention learning. Other models that do include attention learning, such as J. R. Anderson's (in press) rational model, or Hurwitz's (1990) hidden pattern unit
model, could, no doubt, capture the difference between
single-dimension and diagonal categories.
All of these models, however, would probably fail
to match one other prominent aspect of the data: the
extreme rapidity with which the single-dimension categories are learned, very early in training (see Figure 5).
Some subjects, in fact, made virtually no errors after
thefirsttwo or three trials. There is Httle hope that
learning algorithms that take small incremental steps
on each trial could accomplish that.
W h a t is needed, I believe, is a rule hypothesizing
system: Early in training the subject might guess the
right rule and make no more errors. Perhaps the primary question for such a rule generating system is.
Which rules should be hypothesized and tested first?
The behavior of alcove suggests that one might generate and test rules using the dimension(s) with the
largest attention strength. The notion is that category learners always employ an ALCOVE-like system,
and simultaneously try to summarize, generalize, and
leap-frog the performance of that system by hypothesizing and testing rules. The underlying ALCOVE-like
system steers the rule generating system and acts as a
fall-back when adequate rules are not yet found.
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this case, we must make a decision before counting
commonalities and differences: either the two circles
are placed in correspondence and 'shading' and
'location' are distinctive features, or the two leftmost
objects are placed in correspondence and 'shading' is a
c o m m o n feature, while 'shape' becomes a distinctive
feature. The point is, before w e can determine what
is c o m m o n and what is distinctive, w e must align the
representations based on their structure.

Abstract
Tversky demonstrated that the similarity of two
objects increases with their commonalities and
decreases with their differences. W e believe that
determining commonalities and differences is a
complex task. Using analogical mapping as a
guide, w e propose the process of frame-alignment
which can be employed to find the commonalities
and differences of structured representations. W e
then test the predictions of this approach by
asking subjects to list the commonalities and
differences of word pairs that vary in their degrees
of similarity. The results of this study support
the predictions of the frame-alignment view.

%

O

Circle
Circle
Medium-Sized
Medium-Sized
^ ^ Shaded
Shaded

Introduction^
Similarity is a central aspect of virtually all
cognitive processes, whether of categorization (Smith
and Medin, 1981), problem solving and transfer
(Ross, 1989, Holyoak and K o h , 1987), or even skill
acquisition (Logan, 1989). Thus, it is incumbent on
cognitive psychologists to detail the algorithm by
which similarity is determined.
Tversky (1977) provides evidence that the
similarity of t w o objects increases with their
commonalities and decreases with their differences.
Given this assumption, the process of calculating the
similarity of two objects reduces to the subtasks of
finding their commonalities and differences and
combining these elements. At first blush, this
approach seems straightforward. Consider the pair of
circles in Figure la. W e could describe both circles
using lists of features. T h e features 'circle' and
'medium-sized' are c o m m o n to both objects, and will
increase the similarity of the pair. However, one
object has the feature 'shaded', while the other has the
feature 'striped'. These distinctive features will
decrease similarity.
If w e consider the pair in Figure lb, w e see the
need for a more complex account. Notice that each of
these scenes can be described by exactly the same set
of features, though clearly they are not identical. In

/
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^ Z ^

W Z
Circle
Square
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Striped
Medium-Sized
Medium-Sized

^

,, .

^

Circle
Square
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Medium-Sized
Medium-Sized

(b)
Figure 1: Examples of feature alignment.
There is empirical support for the claim that
similarity is a process of alignment of structured
representations. For example, Goldstone, Centner
and Medin (1989) demonsQ-ated that pairs of objects
with consistent relations between their parts are more
similar than objects that d o not have consistent
relations between their parts. Furthermore, Centner
and Rattermann (1987) found that stories with similar
plots and different characters (and hence similar
structural elements) are often thought to be m o r e
similar than stories with different plots and similar
characters (thus sharing few structural elements).
Taken together, this evidence indicates that any theory
of similarity must take relational structure into
account.

'This work was supported by N S F grant B N S 87-20301
and O N R grant N00014-89-J1272 awarded to the second
author as well as a University Fellowship awarded to the
first author by the University of Illinois.
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O n e format for structured representation is
conceptual f r a m e s (Minsky, 1981, Schank and
Abelson, 1977, Lenat and G u h a , 1990, Barsalou,
1990, N o r m a n and Rumelhart, 1972).
In a
conceptual frame, objects are represented as slot-value
pairs with relations between them. Slots represent
dimensions along which a particular object varies.
For example, a car m a y have a color or a type of
engine (see Figure 2). T h e value associated with a
slot represents the w a y that role is filled for that
object. This value m a y be a single entry (e.g.
powerDevice: engine) or it m a y be a list of entries
(e.g. instances:
D a t s u n B 2 1 0 , ToyotaCorolla,
LincolnTownCar...). Furthermore, relations between
slots, such as mutual constraints between the values
of two slots and information about the function of
particular slots, are included. All slots, values and
relations are themselves represented by frames.

slots have been aligned, their values m a y also be
comjjared.
Figure 3a depicts schematic object representations
for two highly similar objects. Every slot in the first
representation has a corresponding slot in the second
representation (i.e. slotl in Framel matches slotl in
Frame2). Further analysis of the values associated
with the corresponding slots indicates that slots 1, 2
and 3 all have identical values in both frames. These
matching slot-value pairs represent commonalities
between the objects. In contrast, slot4 has value4 in
Framel and valuelO in Frame2. These mismatching
values represent differences between objects fill
corresponding (aligned) slots. Thus, w e will refer to
this kind of difference as an alignable difference (AD).
Frame 2

Frame 1

[-<iiotr>rvam

[-^7^7T>4nrri

lot

Frame: Car
specializationOf: Vehicle
instances: DatsunB210, ToyotaCorolla,
LincolnTownCar. . .
locomoiionDevice: Wheels
numberOfWheels: 4
powerDevice: Engine
engineTypes: V-8, V-6, Rotary . . .
structureOfBody: EnclosedBody
colorOfBody: Red, Green. Blue.. .
fuel: Gasoline, Gasahol

Val2

>Tot
-<g7^T3>-[VallO|

Frame 3

Frame 1
|-GlotL>-|vall

c

Figure 2: Sample Frame

-A iQiota;

Val3

r^gjotHH

rsiot-T
Lenat and Guha (1990) detail a long-term project
in which all of c o m m o n sense knowledge is to be
encoded into an enormous knowledge-base composed
entirely of frames. In this system, slots are organized
in hierarchies. Through the creation of a consistent,
global ontology, similar objects (which have similar
slots) will have a c o m m o n structure defined by the
position of their slots within this organization. In
addition, Barsalou (in press) reviews w o r k
demonstrating that frames m a y be used as the basis
for diverse cognitive processes including mentalmodels, categorization, conceptual-combination and
planning.
Given structured representations, w e require a
mechanism for comparison that can be used to
determine similarity.
W e postulate that the
commonalities and differences of representations can
be found through a process of frame-alignment.
During the alignment of two frames, w e assume that
slots are placed in correspondence if they are identical,
or if they play the same role within the relational
structures of both frames. O n e candidate for this
process would be the local to global computation
proposed to mediate analogical reasoning (Centner,
1983, 1989, Holyoak and Thagard, 1989). Once the

Figure 3: Schematic Frames
There is a third possibility, as shown in Figure 3b
which depicts the frame representations of two
dissimilar objects. Besides the two alignable
differences [slot l:(vall/val5)] and [slot2:(val2/val6)],
there are two non-alignable differences. These
differences between frames arise because the slots do
not correspond. For example, slot3 in framel has no
equivalent slot (and hence no corresponding slot-value
pair) in frame2. A similar analysis m a y be made for
slot4 in framel as well as slotl 1 and slotl2 in
fTame2.
The frame-alignment view of similarity gives rise
to the ternary distinction of commonalities, alignable
differences and non-alignable differences.^ Each of

^Other models of similarity make different partitions of
commonalities and differences. Mental-distance models
(Kruskal and Wish, 1978) are based on a unary scheme
which does not differentiate commonalities from
differences. Feature models (Tversky, 1977) are based
on a binary distinction of commonalities and
differences.
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a plant (i.e. salamander/oak) are at a distance of 1, an
animal and an artifact (i.e. salamander/bus) are at a
distance of 3 and an animal and any abstract term (i.e.

these factOTs is expected to play a discemably different
role in the determination of similarity. Like the
model proposed by Tversky (1977), the framealignment view assumes that the similarity of two
objects increases with the number of their
commonalities and decreases with the number of their
differences (both A D s and N A D s ) . However, the
numbers of commonalities A D s and N A D s is
expected to differ for objects of high and low
similarity.
For example, the comparison of similar objects,
like those in Figure 3a, should yield m a n y matching
slot-value pairs (commonalities) as well as matching
slots that have mismatching values (ADs). Similar
pairs should have few slots that have n o
corresponding slot in the other frame (NADs). For
dissimilar pairs the pattern should be quite different.
A s depictol in Figure 3b, w e suggest that dissimilar
objects have few c o m m o n slots. Hence there should
be few commonalities and few A D s . Rather, w e
expect that m a n y slots will have no corresponding
slot in the other representation, resulting in m a n y

salamander/meeting) are at a distance of S.'^
Thing

I ugiBle

intucible

ing Nonliving External Eventi Inteniil Evei
imaU Plants Funuture Vehicle! Events Processes Cognitions Emc
Animals
Figure 4: Ontology tree used here.
In the classic account, in w h i c h objects are
represented as lists of features (and w e retain the
simplifying assumption that the representations are
roughly the s a m e size"*), the prediction is that similar
objects should have m a n y commonalities and f e w
differences, while dissimilar objects should have f e w
commonalities and m a n y differences. T h e framealignment m o d e l also predicts that similar objects
will have m a n y commonalities and f e w non-alignable
differences, while dissimilar objects will have f e w
commonalities a n d m a n y non-alignable differences.
H o w e v e r , an opposite pattern is predicted for
alignable differences: similar objects should have
m a n y alignable differences, while dissimilar objects
will have few. Thus, in this account all differences
are not alike.

NADs.
This analysis leads to four major predictions of the
frame-alignment m o d e l of comparison. First, w e
expect that, as the n u m b e r of commonalities between
two objects increases, the n u m b e r of A D s should
increase as well. Second, because A D s arise from a
matching slot, there should b e a semantic link
between A D s a n d commonalities. Third, similarity
should increase with the n u m b e r of commonalities
and decrease with die n u m b e r of differences (both A D s
and N A D s ) . Finally, if w e m a k e the simplifying
assumption that the frames being c o m p a r e d are
roughly the s a m e size (have the s a m e n u m b e r of
slots), there should b e f e w N A D s w h e n there are
m a n y A D s and commonalities (and vice versa).
Thus, the total n u m b e r of differences listed need not
increase with distance.
T o test these predictions, w e asked subjects to list
commonalities and differences for various pairs of
concepts in a n effort to tap the output of the
comparison process. In order to vary similarity
systematically, w e used an ontology tree similar to
the ones used b y Keil (1979) and Lenat (Lenat and
G u h a , 1990). This tree is s h o w n in Figure 4. Eight
basic level object n a m e s were listed at each leaf of the
tree. These objects were taken from t w o different
categories that fall in that area of the ontology. For
example, w e used four birds and four reptiles under
the animal branch of the ontology. Sixty-four terms
were spread evenly a m o n g the eight branches of the
tree.
Subjects were presented with pairs that differed in
their distance within the tree. Distance w a s calculated
by the n u m b e r of nodes that need to b e traversed to
get from o n e term to the other. Thus, t w o animals
(i.e. salamander/robin) are at distance 0, an animal and

Experiment
Method
Subjects: Subjects were 44 students at the
University of Illinois w h o received course credit for
their participation. A second group of 4 0 subjects
produced similarity ratings.
Stimuli: A s described above, w e use the ontology
depicted in Figure 4. Eight basic level terms (4 from
each of 2 categories subsumed under that node of the

^These a priori distances were highly related to the
subjects' similarity ratings, with similarity decreasing as
distance increased.For pairs of distance 0, m e a n
similarity was 5.06. For pairs of distance 1, m e a n
similarity was 3.02. For pairs of distance 3, m e a n
similarity w a s 2.01. Finally, for pairs of distance 5,
mean similarity w a s 1.59.
'*In the context of this experiment, this assumption
requires that size of frame and ontological distance be
decorrelated. Although abstract and concrete objects
probably differ in the number of slots in their frames,
equal numbers of pairs of abstract and concrete items are
used at distances 0, 1 and 3. Pairs of distance 5 are made
of one abstract item and one concrete item, so this
assumption m a y be less tenable for these items. If
abstract or concrete items are analyzed alone the same
pattern of results is obtained.
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subject listed more commonalities for the highly
similar pair <Chair/ Dresser> than for the dissimilar
pair <Pine/Moiorcycle > (6 vs. 3). Interestingly, the
same number of differences was listed for the similar
and dissimilar pair: however, the pattern of A D s and
N A D s differed. The differences for the similar pair
{Car/Motorcycle) were mostly A D s (i.e. Cars carry
more people than motorcycles) while the differences
for the pair <Sofa/Frog> were mostly N A D s (Frogs
have bulging eyes. Sofas don't). 6
This pattern of results was obtained across items
as well. W e averaged the responses for each item and
performed analyses on the average scores for each of
the 64 pairs. The First prediction that commonalities
would decrease as similarity decreased was borne out.
A s shown in Figure 5a, the number of commonalities
for each pair was greatest for pairs of distance 0 and
decreased as distance increased. These differences were
significant (F(3,60)=11.65 p<.001).
Consistent with the predictions of the framealignment view, more A D s were listed for similar
items than for dissimilar items, while more N A D s
were listed for dissimilar items than for similar ones
(see Figure 5b). A M A N O V A on the number of A D
and N A D listed for items indicates that these
differences are significant (F(6,118)=5.272, p<001).
Strikingly the total number of differences did not
change with distance in the ontology (F(3,60)=0.011,
p>.5).
Next, w e examined the relationship between the
number of commonalities listed and the numbers of
A D s and N A D s listed. A s predicted, there was a
positive correlation between the n u m b e r of
commonalities listed for a particular pair and the
number of A D s listed for that pair (r(62)=0.74,
p<.001). However, as expected, there is no positive
correlation between the n u m b e r of listed
commonalities and the number of listed N A D s for
each stimulus (r(62)=-0.12, p>.05).
Finally, w e assumed (in c o m m o n with Tversky's
featural account) that commonalities would increase
similarity, while A D s and N A D s would decrease
similarity. W e performed a multipleregressionof
similarity (SIM) on commonalities ( C O M M ) , A D
and N A D , and found

ontology) were listed at each node for a total of 64
terms. T w o stimulus sets were created. Each set
contained 16 pairs of distance 0,8 pairs of distance 1,
4 pairs of distance 3 and 4 pairs of distance 5. Each
word used in a pair of distance 0 in one set was used
in a pair of distance greater than 0 in the other set
Procedure: Subjects were run individually.
Subjects were seated at a table in front of a pile of
index cards (face down) and a tape recorder. Each card
contained a word pair and instructions to list either
commonalities or differences for that pair. Subjects
were given one minute to m a k e their listings aloud.
If the subject did not m a k e a response for 30 seconds,
the trial was terminated and the next word pair was
presented. All sessions were taped.
A separate group of subjects was given the pairs
with the instructions to rate the similarity of the pairs
on a scale firom 1 (low) to 9 (high). Twenty subjects
rated each stimulus seL
Design: All distance conditions were within
subjects. Half of all trials were commonality
listings, and half were difference listings. Thus,
commonalities and diffwences were obtained between
subjects. T w o different stimulus sets were used in
this experiment. Stimulus set w a s a betweensubjects factor.
Scoring: All subject tapes were transcribed. The
transcripts were scored as follows. For listings of
commonalities, one commonality was counted for
each distinct item listed (i.e. both a car and
motorcycle have wheels).^ However, grammatical
commonalities, commonalities of the actual words
and associations between the words were not counted
as commonalities, and will not be considered further
here.
For difference listings, the items were broken
d o w n into alignable differences ( A D ) and nonalignable differences ( N A D ) . A listing was considered
to be an A D if subjects mentioned a contrasting value
for both objects in their protocol (i.e. a car has 4
wheels and a motorcycle has 2). Subjects need not
have mentioned the exact values for both objects (i.e.
cars and motorcycles have different kinds of engines).
All other listings (except for differences in grammar,
differences in the actual words or associations) were
considered to be N A D s (i.e. cars have trunks,
motorcycles don't). A n independent rater reviewed a
random 2 0 % subsample of the data. Interrater
reliability was 0.89.

SIM = 0.676 (COMM) - 0.293 (AD) - 1.528 (NAD).

Results
Eleven subjects listed commonalities and
differences for each of the 64 pairs in this study.
Table 1 shows sample protocols. A s predicted, this

As expected, similarity increases with the number of
listed commonalities and decreases with the number
of listed A D s and N A D s (although the regression
coefficient for A D s is not significantly greater than
0). Overall, this equation accounts for 67.6% of the
variance in the similarity judgments. Finally, a

^Listed commonalities did not have to be true of the
items. Half of the subjects considered frogs as
amphibians, but half considered them to be reptiles.

"The two commonality listings were taken from one
subject and the two difference listings were taken from
another.
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Commonalities
Chair/Dresser (Similarity=5.40)
1
Both are pieces of furniture
2
Both found in the home
3
Both can be made of wood
4
Both might be in your room
5
Both can be bought at the furniture store
6
Both are common, but chairs are more common

i'ine/Motorcycle (Similarity=1.35)
1
Both are l(ept outdoors
2
Both can be dangerous
3
Both touch the ground

Differences
Car/Motorcycle (Similarity=6.20)
AD
Car has 4 wheels/Motorcycle has 2
AD
Car has bigger engine than Motorcycle
AD
Car can carry more people
AD
Motorcycle can go faster than a car
NAD
Car can carry luggage/A motorcycle can't
NAD
Car protects from rain/Motorcycle doesn't
AD
Motorcycle's engine is exposed/Car's
engine is under the hood

Sofa/Frog (Similarity=1.30)
AD
Frogs are greenish/Sofas come in many colors
AD
Frogs found outdoors/Sofas found indoors
AD
Sofas are furniture/Frogs are animals
N A D Sofas can be sat irVFrogs can't
N A D Frogs jump/Sofas can't
NAD
Frogs have bulging eyes/Sofas don't
N A D Sofas can be jumped on/Frogs can't
N A D Frogs can jump/Sofas can't

Table 1: Sample subject protocols
similar regression performed with only
commonalities and the total number of differences
( A D + N A D ) accounted for only 5 9 . 8 % of the
variance7

A D s and N A D s than w h e n they are aggregated
together.
In addition to the numerical relationship between
commonalities and A D s , there are semantic
relationships. Examination of subjects' protocols
clearly reveals this link as well. For example, 9 1 %
(10/11) of subjects asked to list commonalities of the

Discussion and Conclusions
From our analysis of the frame-alignment model,
w e derived four predictions about the nature of
commonalities and differences. First, similarity
should increase with commonalities and decrease with
differences. Second, the number of commonalities
and A D s should be positively correlated. Third,
commonalities and A D s should be linked
conceptually as well as numerically. Finally, the
number of N A D s should decrease with similarity.
The results obtained in this experiment support all
four of these predictions.
W e found that the number of commonalities and
A D s listed for each item is indeed positively
correlated. Despite this relationship, commonalities
serve to increase similarity, while differences (both
A D s and N A D s ) decrease similarity. However A D s
and N A D s are distributed differently. Subjects list
more A D s for similar items than for dissimilar items,
while they list more N A D s for dissimilar items than
for similar ones. In fact A D s and N A D s appear to
play a different role in the calculation of similarity.
A regression equation that predicts similarity from
commonalities and differences accounts for more of
the variance w h e n the differences are broken d o w n as

Mean Commonalities and Alignable,
Non-Alignableand Total Differences as a
Function of Distance in the Ontology
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Number
Items
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0

1
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Figure 5: N u m b e r of Items listed in Experiment
pair <bus/bicycle> stated that both have wheels,
while 8 2 % (9/11) of the subjects asked to list
differences for this pair noted that a bus has more
wheels than a bicycle. In another example, 1 0 0 %
(11/11) of the subjects listing commonalities of the

'Since Total Differences=AD + N A D , we can conclude
that merely redescribing the difference data as A D s and
N A D s accounts for more similarity variance than total
differences alone. N o statistical test is required.
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pair <chair/car> noted that you can sit in both, while
7 3 % (8/11) of the subjects listing differences staled
that the primary function of a chair is sitting, while
the primary function of a car is travelling. This
pattern of responses arose often, and indicates that
m a n y of the commonalities and differences are
strongly linked. This conceptual connection between
commonalities and A D s is a direct prediction of the
frame-alignment model. O n the other hand, featurebased models, which are unambiguous in their
prediction that the sets of c o m m o n and distinctive
features are independent, forbid such conceptual
associations.
The frame-alignment model draws on earlier work
on analogical mapping (Centner, 1983, 1989,
Holyoak and Thagard, 1989) in order to provide an
account of h o w similarity is determined. Our results
indicate that the seemingly simple task of
partitioning representations into commonalities and
differences requires that the alignment process be
sensitive to the relations between features. The use
of analogical mapping allows features to be placed in
correspondence based on their c o m m o n position
within a relational structure.
The debt of the frame-alignment model to featural
models of similarity is clear. Tversky's (1977)
contrast model (a featural account of similarity)
proposed that similarity increases with the
commonalities of the pair and decreases with the
differences, a result which was obtained in this
experiment. However, the frame-alignment model
represents an advance over the feature-matching view
in three areas. First, the frame-alignment model
predicts the relationship (both numerical and
conceptual) between commonalities and alignable
differences. Second, the ternary distinction of
commonalities, A D s and N A D s accounts for subjects'
similarity ratings better than the binary distinction of
commonalities and differences. Finally, and perhaps
most importantly, the frame-alignment view provides
a mechanism for comparing two conceptual
representations that captures the role of c o m m o n
relational structures in determining what counts as a
commonality and what counts as a difference.
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Abstract
Searching for objects in scenes is a natural task for people
and has been extensively studied by psychologists. In this
paper w e examine this task from a connectionist perspective. Computational complexity ai:guments suggest that parallel feed-forward networks cannot perform this task
efficiently. One difficulty is that, in order to distinguish the
target from distractors, a combination of features must be
associated with a single object. Often called the binding
problem, this requirement presents a serious hurdle for connectionist models of visual processing when multiple objects are present Psychophysical experiments suggest that
people use covert visual attention to get around this problem. In this paper w e describe a psychologically plausible
system which uses a focus of attention mechanism to locate
target objects. A strategy that combines top-down and bottom-up information is used to minimize search time. The
behavior of the resulting system matches the reaction time
behavior of people in several interesting tasks.
Introduction
In 1986, Sejnowski wrote: "The binding problem is a
touchstone for testing network models that claim to have
psychological validity" (Sejnowski 1986). In 1991. the
statement is still true. In visual search two aspects of the
problem are important: feature integration and localization. Feature integration is concerned with the interference
between features of different objects w h e n a parallel representation is used. Consider an image with red, blue, vertical and horizontal objects. B y computing a global O R of
appropriate feature maps, one can detect in parallel which
colors and orientations are present in the image. However,
to detect a red and horizontal object in the presence of other objects one would have to pre-compute every possible
conjunction of features at every location. Similarly, the interference between objects makes it difficult to recover the
locations of individual objects. With a selective attention
mechanism that inihibits all but the features of a single object, the interference is removed and the binding problem
goes away. Such a model impUes that in s o m e situations a
serial search is required. This line of reasoning is used to
explain experimental results on visual search (reviewed in
(Treisman 1988)). T h e original experiments showed that
search for targets defined by a single feature can be computed in parallel but that targets defined by a conjunction
of two features required time linear in the total number of
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objects. (See, however, the section o n simulations for excq)tions to this rule.)
For a network implementation of visual search to b e
useful as well as psychologically plausible, a n u m b e r of
constraints must be m e t T h e system should work for high
resolution images and must therefore b e efficient along
several dimensions. T h e complexity of the n e t w w k should
be low. T h e time per attention shift should be small. C o vert attention shifts in people take about 40-60msecs (Julesz & Bergen 1987). Since neurons can onlyfireevery 510 msecs, this leaves time for at m o s t 8-12 sequential
steps. T h e system must b e able to deal with objects that
vary continuously in size. Finally, the serial component of
the search process should be as small as possible, so the
number of successivefixationsshould be minimized.
W e have previously described an efficient mechanism
for selective attention in the context of a connectionist netw o r k for c o m p u t i n g spatial relations ( A h m a d &
O m o h u n d r o 1990a). In the following section w e describe
an extended version for modeling visual search. This network meets the efficiency constraints listed above. A parallel search strategy, S W I F T , is used to minimize search
time. In afinalsection w e present simulation results of the
system and discuss its relation to recent experimental results on visual search.
A Model Of Visual Attention
In this section we describe a connectionist model of covert
visual attention (see Figure 1). A set of basic features are
first computed from the image. The information is then fed
to two different systems: a gating network and a priority
network. T h e gating network implements the focus - its
function is to restrict higher level processing to a single
circular region. T h e priority network ranks image locations in parallel according to their relevance to the current
task. Finally, a set of control networks are responsible for
mediating the information flow between these two networks, as well as incorporating top-down knowledge.
Each of these parts are described in more detail below.
The Feature Maps
Feature m a p s in the network are analogous to the topographic maps early in the visual system. A set of basic features (orientation, coIot, etc.) are detected at each pixel in

H i g h Level Recognition

Priority Networlc

Gated Feature M a p s
Control
Networic

, Feature M a p s

^
aung N e t w o

y^ Image
Figure 1. An overview of the network.
the image in parallel, using one unit at each location for
every feature. In addition there is a unit for each feature
m a p which computes the global sum of the activity in the
map. Exactly which features should be included is an active area of research. For our purposes, any local feature
m a y be used. O u r current implementation uses four feature
maps: red, blue, horizontal, and vertical.

low, this ability is crucial in efficiendy carrying out visual
search. There is even s o m e direct psychological evidence
to support die current architecture. W h e n attention is highly focused, people are able to report primitive features of
stimuli appearing outside the focus of attention (Rock et
al. 1990) but they are unable to report shape information
suggesting diat higher level processing is afTected.

The Gating Network and Gated Feature Maps

The Priority Network

T o tackle the binding problem the network must be able to
inhibit the transmission of features to the recognition
stage. This is accomplished by the gadng network and the
gated feature maps. T h e gating network contains one imit
per pixel. Each gate unit receives as input three parameters
(Ax,Ay, and -4^) representing the center and radius of the
current circular focus of attention. Only the gate units outside the circle turn on (see ( A h m a d and O m o h u n d r o
1990a) for details). Each unit within the gated feature
m a p s receives activation from the corresponding feature
detector and inhibition from a gate unit (Figure 1). Only
the portion of the gated feature m a p diat falls within die
current focus will respond. T h e resulting system can filter
image properties based on an external control signal. A s
widi regular feature maps, die network computes a global
s u m for each gated feature map. W h e n attention is focused
on an object, the activity of diese simi units will reflect the
object's features, regardless of distractors. Retrieving the
location of an object is simple: with attention centered on
the object, the units representing A^^, and Ay will reflect the
object's location. T h e complexity of the network is linear
in the n u m b e r of pixels and the time to focus is a small
COTistanL
A n alternate architecture would use direct inhibition of
the feature m a p s themselves. This would eliminate the
need for a separate set of gated maps. However, in a focused state, such a network would be unable to m a k e global
decisions based on the features. With the configuration described above, die network can efficienUy access boUi local
and global information simultaneously. A s w e will see be-

This gating method relies on an external mechanism for
detCTmining focus locations and diis is provided by die priority network. Its job is to rank image locations in order of
importance and to help shift the focus to diose locations.
T h e main component is a coarse coded m a p in which die
output of each unit reflects die priority of the region within
its receptivefield.A simple and efficient w a y to rank regions is to use the mass of the points within die receptive
field ( A h m a d & O m o h u n d r o 1990a). If diis is the only
ranking available, however, then search for attributes other
than size could be inefficient Several psychophysical experiments have pointed out other possibilities. (Yantis &
Jonides 1990) provide evidence that stimuli which appear
abrupdy are attended to sooner dian persistent stimuli, but
that this can be overriden by explicit instructions to die
subject Experiments on visual search suggest diat objects
with the same features or form as the target object can get
higher priority than odier objects (Egedi, Virzi, & Garbart
1984). All of this suggests a m u c h more dynamic and flexible priority system than one which simply ranks the locations based on pixel density.
This son offlexibUitycan be added to die networic without sacrificing efficiency. T h e priority network contains a
unit associated with each feature m!^), P,, whose value indicates the importance of that map. This value is dynamically adjusted according to die task. The priority of units in
the error m a p is computed as:
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4=

G
Kx.yeRF/eF

Aj is the activation of the feature unit at location (x.y).
RF^ denotes the receptivefieldof unit i. and G is a monotonically increasing function of its input (we use a sigmoid). W h e n Pf is 0, feature/has no effect on the priority
map. This allows the system to completely shut off the effect of any feature m a p in parallel.
W e also need a w a y to update the focus of attention to the
relevant locations. T o accomplish this each location in the
priority m a p contains two additional units whose values encode an "error vector". T h e error vector is simply the difference between the units' location and the current center
of focus. These vectors are constantly updated as the focus
moves around. This representation isflexibleand efficient
To m o v e the focus to the highest priority location, the control network simply chooses the corresponding error vector
and adds its components to A ^ and Ay. T o choose the nearest
location, the control network selects the smallest error vector. T o choose locations to therightit can select a vector
whosefirstcomponent is positive?
The Control Network
The control network coordinates the information flow between the gating network and the priority network. It consists of a collection of autonomous sub-networks carrying
out independent tasks. There are netwwks which continuallyfinetune the scale and location of the focus of attention, networks for storing locations, and a network for
updating the focus to the next error vector. These are described in detail in ( A h m a d & O m o h u n d r o 1990ab). T h e
main addition is the subsystem S W I F T which controls the
search process. This is described below.
The SWIFT search strategy. The main function of
S W I F T is to integrate lop-down and bottom-up knowledge
to efficiently guide the search process. Top d o w n information about the target feamres are stwed in a set of units. Let
T be this set of features. Since the desired object must contain all the features in T, any of the corresponding feature
maps m a y be searched. Using the ability to weight feature
maps differently, the S W I F T netwoik can remove the influence of all but one of the features in T. B y setting this map's
priority to 1, and all others to 0, the system will effectively
prune objects which do not contain this feature. (Hence the
name S W D T : Search With Features Thrown out) T o minimize search time, it should choose the one corresponding
to the least number of objects. Since it is difficult to count
the number of objects in parallel, the network chooses the
m a p with the minimal total activity as the one likely to contain the minimal number of objects.
S W I F T was inspired by the experiments in (Egeth, Virzi,
& Garbart 1984). These authors present evidence suggesting that serial search can berestrictedto objects with a par1. The error vector representation was inspired by a similar
mechanism for controlling eye saccades in the monkey
superior colliculus (Sparks 1986).
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ticular feature. For example, if subjects were instructed to
attend to red objects, and the number of red objects were
k q H small and constant, then search time was constant with
respect to the number of distraciors. In our implementation,
the system dynamically computes the best feature.
Simulations
T h e simulation proceeds as follows. Initially the network
is presented with an image and "shown" the target object
by focusing attention on it. T h e network stores the activity
of the gated feature m a p s in a set of units and these bec o m e the target features. For each subsequent image, the
total activity of all the feature m a p s is computed in parallel. A m o n g the target features, the network chooses the
one with the least activity and sets its priority to 7 and all
others to 0. Search then proceeds by sequentially visiting
locations in order of their saliency. A s the focus of attention stabilizes on each location, the control network
checks the features of the current object against the stored
target representation. This continues until a match is found
or there are no more objects.
The output of the simulator is shown in Figure 3(a). T h e
lower left quadrant displays the image (the one shown is
64x64 pixels). The top left quadrant displays the activity of
the four gated feature m ^ s . Clockwise from top left the
features are: blue, red, vertical and horizontal. In the figiu-e
the system is attending to the leftmost red-vertical object,
so only the units at that location are active. T h e bottom
right quadrant shows the feature maps that are currently affecting the priority map. Since the target is a blue-vertical
object, the system has chosen the vertical m ^ as the minimal feature m ^ . T h e toprightquadrant displays the error
vectors in the priority map. Note that only vertical objects
have significant priority. T h e run-time behavior of the network is discussed in the following sections.

Search Time With SWIFT
Since SWIFT always searches the minimal feature map,
the critical variable, M , that determines search time is:

where/ranges over all the target object's features, and
0(f) is the number of objects with feature/. Search time
will always be linear in M , but does not necessarily have
anything to do with D , the number of distractors. For example, in images such as in Figure 3(b), the vertical m a p
will be chosen as the minimal feature m a p . Search time
will not depend on the n u m b e r of horizontal items. In a
sense the search time is dependent on the discriminability
of the target object and not on the total number of distractors. Figure 4 plots the actual search time averaged over
several trials for various combinations of M and D. In Figure 4(a), the number of distractors is fixed at 4 0 as A/ is
gradually increased. A s expected, m e a n search time in-

creases linearly. Since the search is self-terminating, the
ratio of the slopes for the target absent and target present
cases is about 2:1. In Figure 4(b). the graphs s h o w that
search time can remain relativelyflatas D increases, as
long as M is held constant T o our knowledge this specific
set of experiments has not been performed on people. In
the following sections w e discuss S W I F T in relation to
m a n y of the experiments that have been done.
Relationship With Psychological Data
Single and conjunctive feature searches. We first show
that the original search results (Treisman 1988) can be replicated with S W I F T . T h e experiments showed that targets
defined by a single feature (e.g. a red target a m M i g blue objects) can be detected in parallel, l ^ e t s defined by a conjunction of two features (e.g. a red-horizontal target a m o n g
red-vertical and blue-horizontal objects) required time linear in the number of objects.
For single feature searches, T contains one feature so
S W I F T will always choose it T o detect whether the target
is present just requires one step since there can be at most
one object with that feature. For conjunction searches T
contains two features. If the number of objects with each
feature is chosen randomly, on average M will be 1/2D.
Therefore average search time will grow linearly with D
(see (Egeth, Virzi, & Garbait 1984) for a similar argument).
T h e ratio of slopes for images with target absent to target
present will be 2:7, consistent with any self-terminating serial scan. M o r e recently it was shown that accurately detecting conjunctions depended on accurate localization of
the target (Treisman & Sato 1990). This is also consistent
with our architecture ( A h m a d & Omohundro, 1990a).

a combination of activity in the vertical m a p and the m a p
coding a successive orientation. If this is true, then a pattern
containing a single oblique line a m o n g afieldof vertical
lines will cause several regions of activity in the vertical
m a p but only a single region of activity in the other map.
T h e presence of the oblique line can therefore be detected
in constant time by computing a global O R . However, the
image of a vertical line a m o n g several oblique lines will
generate several active regions in both m a p s except at one
location, where only the vertical m a p is activated. In this
case, the network must bind the presence of activity in one
m a p with the absence of activity at the same location in another map. This requires s m a l search.
Similar asymmetries are present when detecting curvature, circles vs eUipses, single vs paired lines, etc. In all of
these cases, a central question is: h o w does the brain know
what to do? T h e subject has no knowledge about his^er internal representations. Just knowledge about the target object is insufficient - the m a p that is searched depends on the
particular image. T h e answer is simple if S W I F T is used:
searching the m a p with the least total activity will always
produce the correct results.

Parallel processing of conjunctions. Some authors have
reported conjunctive feature searches which always result
inflatslopes. (McLeod, Driver, & Crisp 1988)reportthat
the detection of a moving X a m o n g static X*s and moving
O's can be done in parallel. (Nakayama & Silverman 1986)
tested conjunction searches using the features color, m o tion, and depth. They found that motion-color conjunctions
required serial processing, whereas depth-color and depthmotion conjunctions could be processed in parallel.
Recently (Treisman & Sato 1990) and (Wolfe, Cave &
Franzel 1989) have suggested models where conjunctions
TViple conjunction search. Search for an object defined by
can be detected in constant time with top-down informaa conjunction of three features results in different search
tion. It is possible to implement Treisman and Sato's Feaslopes (Quinlan & Humphreys 1987). There were two situture Inhibition model in our architecture. They suggest that
ations that were tested: (a) every distractor shares exactly
if the features that are not present in the target inhibit the
one feature with the target object, or, (b) e v w y distractor
priority m a p (i.e. Pjis negative) then a location containing
shares exactly two features with the target Both cases rethe conjunction ot two features would retain the highest
sulted in sequential search, but the slope in (b) was always
priority. This can be easily modeled in our network, howsteeper than the slope in case (a). These results are consisever there is one problem: it cannot explain sequential
tent with S W I F T . In case (a), on average the minimal feasearch! If people can use such a general strategy, w h y do
ture will eliminate 2/3 of the distractors. In (b), only 1/3
w e get Unear search times at all? A related problem is that
would be eliminated on average. Thus S W I F T predicts that
both models cannot explain w h y only specific feature comthe slope in (a) should be about half that of (b).
binations giveriseto parallel search.
S W I F T can explain these results if one assumes that cerSearch asymmetries. There is another search paradigm
tain
feature combinations are represented in parallel. For
where constant and linear time searches have been rejwrtexample,
(McLeod, Driver, & Crisp 1988) mentions that
ed. Searching for a line oriented 18° a m o n g vertical lines
area
M
T
contains
cells which are tuned to both direction of
can be done in constant time, but searching for a vertical
motion
and
orientation.
Since a primary feature that distinline a m o n g these oblique lines takes linear time (Treisman
guishes
X's
from
O's
is
an
orientedfine,a moving X should
1988). This asymmetry is explained by assuming that the
produce
a
unique
pattern
of
activity in this feature map. If
early representation includes afinitenumber of orientasuch combinations are present, then S W I F T would select
tions that are coarse coded, including vertical and an orienthe appropriate feature m a p and detect the target in constant
tation greater than 18°. Each oblique line is represented as
time.
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Figure 3. (a) Sample output from our simulator, (b) A n image with M = 5 . (No shading => red,filledblack => blue.)
ratios in the slopes. In addition, the model requires complete connectivity of the units in the feature maps. This
Optimal features for visual search. In light of the
wouldabove
require O(N^) weights (resulting in £q)proximately
results it is natural to ask what the best set of features
10^^ connections for a l(XX)xl(X)0 image) and is therefore
should be. If SWIFT is used as a constraint, then we want
not implementable for high-resolution images. Neither of
the set of features that minimize M over all possible images
these models implement a continuous focus of attention:
and target objects, i.e. that best discriminate objects. It is each object is assumed to occupy exactly one pre-detereasy to see that the optimal set of features should be maximined location.
mally uncorrelated and that the distribution of feature valT o our knowledge, the only realistic implementation of
ues should be uniform over the space of possible objects. In
visual search that works with pixel-based images is in
other words, the optimal features should be the principal
(Mozer, 1991). T h e model also implements a continuous
components of the distribution of images. It is interesting
focus. There are s o m e differences in our models. In our
to note that a single H e b b neuron extracts the largest prinmodel every aspect of the control process is m a d e explicit,
cipal component of the input distribution and with inhibiincluding the use of top-down information. In their model
tion, sets of Hebbian neurons can extract successively
the differing search slopes are explained by assuming a
smaller components. Moreover, as some researchers have
specific amount of noise in the activations of the feature
demonstrated (e.g. Linsker 1989), simple Hebbian learning
maps. In our model search time depends on the feature
can lead to features that look very similar to the features in
representations and the minimal feature m a p .
the visual cortex. If the early features in visual cortex are in
Conclusions. We have presented efficient psychologically
fact the principal components, then S W I F T is a simple
plausible connectionist mechanisms for visual attention.
strategy that takes advantage of it.
These mechanisms have been integrated into a complete
Other computational models. (Chapman 1990) has imsystem for visual search. The resulting network scales well
plemented a pyramid model of attention. It has only been
both in terms of the number of connections (linear in the
used to replicate the original single feature vs conjunctive
number of pixels) and in the focusing time (constant). T h e
feature searches although, in principle, a control strategy
implementation of a single plausible search strategy,
like S W I F T could be employed. (Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel
S W I F T , w a s shown to be consistent with the single/con1989) have simulated a model of visual search which they
junctive search, the 2:1 ratio in the target absent/present
call the Guided Search model. Their model accounts for a
slopes, and dependence on localization. T h e strategy exwider range of results than Chapman's. Our model is contends other sequential integration models in that it is also
sistent with their philosophy in that a smart parallel strategy consistent with search for triple conjunctions, search asymis used to rank possible candidates. However their model
metries, search within a feature, and possibly the constant
cannot account for the search asymmetry results or the 2:1
time detection of certain feature combinations.
Concluding R e m a r k s
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Figure 4. In (a), D is constant at 40 while M is varied. In (b) M is keptfixedand D is varied. (Target absent only. Target
present results are similar.)
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Abstract
This paper describes a formal framework for
perceptual categorization that can account for the
salient qualitative predicates h u m a n observers are
willing to ascribe to a closed class of objects, and
consequently the simple groupings they can induce
from small sets of examples. The framework hinges
on the idea of a generative process that produces a
given set of objects, expressed as a sequence of
group-theoretic operations on a primitive element,
thus ascribing algebraic structure to perceptual
organization in a manner similar to Leyton (1984).
Putatively, perceivers always seek to interpret any
stimulus as a formally generic result of s o m e
sequence of operations; that is, they interpret each
object as a typical product of s o m e generative
process.
The principle formal structure is a " m o d e
lattice," which a) exhaustively lists the qualitative
shape predicates for the class of shapes, and b)
defines the inferential preference hierarchy a m o n g
them. T h e mechanics are worked out in detail for
the class of triangles, for which the predicted
qualitative features include such familiar geometric
categories as "scalene," "isosceles," and "right," as
well as more "perceptual" ones like "tall" and
"short." Within the theory it is possible as well to
define "legal" vs. "illegal" category contrasts; a
number of examples suggest that our perceptual
interpretations tend to regularize the latter to the
former.

of informational complexity (e.g. Chaitin 1966,
Kolmogorov, 1965), in which the complexity of a string is
defined as the length of the shortest computer program that
can generate it. However, these perceptual theories have
often suffered from the fact that the description languages
used must be somewhat arbitrary; the atoms of the
language—individual features, predicates, and types of
spatial relationships that are worth incorporating into
descriptions—^are difficult to motivate by underlying theory.
Rather than finding one "minimum principle" underlying
perception, as would be desired, perceptual theorists find
many.
Moreover, the relationship between descriptive
simplicity and descriptive correctness—if there is a n y — h a s
never been made completely clear.
This paper attempts to get around these problems by
proposing a framework of stimulus description which
explicitly generalizes across different ways of conceiving of
the stimulus as having been constructed. A particular
conception of the generating process underlying a particular
class of stimuli entails a lattice relating the subspaces and
half-spaces. This lattice both a) exhaustively enumerates the
qualitative structural predicates and features of the class of
objects, and b) makes the inferential preference relationships
a m o n g them explicit. T h e scheme is worked out here in
detail for one class of object, triangles; the resulting legal
shape predicates seem, intuitively, both simple and natural.
In this w a y the qualitative shape predicates that h u m a n
observers are willing to ascribe to diangles, as evidenced in
the categories they are able to induce from a handful of
examples, are thus characterized formally, and (in theory)
exhaustively.

Introduction
A m o n g all the descriptions of a stimulus configuration that
are in principle possible, h u m a n observers seem to favor the
simplest ones, a generalization that can be traced back as
least as far as the Gestaltists (e.g., Koffka, 1935; Kohler,
1947). Consequently, m a n y perceptual theories have
attempted to account for preferred descriptions by showing
that they minimize s o m e measure of complexity, often
description length in s o m e description language (e.g.,
Buffart, Leeuwenberg, & Resde, 1981; Darrell, Sclaroff, &
PenUand, 1990; Hochberg & McAlister, 1953; Simon,
1972; see also Hatfield & Epstein. 1985; Leeuwenberg &
Boselie, 1988; Perkins, 1976). This notion, often termed
the "minimum principle," parallels the mathematical theory

Mode lattices
Leyton (1984) developed a view of perceptual interpretation
in which a stimulus is treated by the observer as the product
of a sequence of nested geometric transformations.
Perceptual interpretation, then, proceeds by factoring the
input, layer by layer, into successively simpler structures to
which more complex ones are referenced. T h e algebraic
su-ucture this theory imposes on perceptual organization is
intriguing and compelling—explaining, for example, w h y a
parallelogram is perceived as a slanted rectangle, and a
rectangle as a stretched square. A line segment, in this
framework, might be the visible product of a translation
operation on a point in the plane, which w e label the origin
(giving us translation invariance): (O)Tr^Q. The space of all
line segments constructed this way (the configuration space)
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has two dimensions, r and 9. A generic jxjint in this
s p a c e — a typical product of the generative process w e are
assuming to have produced all line segments—is a line with
non-zero length that is neither exactly horizontal nor exactly
vertical. Non-generic points fall on one of the subspaces
(i.e., axes) of the space, and correspond to the class of
vertical lines, the class of horizontal lines, and the origin
point itself. Line segments that fall into one of these
subspace classes are very special, and it is worthwhile
making their specialness explicit in the perceiver's
representation.
In general, w e model each stimulus configuration u as
the visible product of the action on the origin of a sequence
of one-parameter operations

subspace lattice, to which is added, for each subspace, the
two modal half-spaces of the embedding superspace into
which the subspace divides it. T h e resulting construction
makes the dimensionaUty and subspace relationships among
interpretations of objects in the class explicit. Then,
putativeiy, all allowable predicates on these objects can be
read off the m o d e lattice in an automatic fashion. The next
section describes a m o d e lattice for u-iangles.

where d, the number of one-parameter operations, is the
dimensionality of the resulting configuration space, and each
operation Tj is carried out to a magnitude a,. A n y
operation whose magnitude is zero reduces to the identity
operation, and thus drops out of the expression completely;
this corresponds to a subspace of the configuration space.
Within a given space (or subspace) the generic objects are
all produced by generative strings in which none of the
operations has dropped out. Recursively, a non-generic
object that falls in a given subspace can either be generic in
that subspace, or it can actually fall in a subspace of the
subspace, in which case it is even more non-generic; that is,
it has higher codimension in the overall configuration space.
(The codimension is simply the difference between the
dimension of an object and the dimension of the space in
which it is embedded.) Each proper subspace divides each
embedding superspace (of dimension one greater) in half; w e
call the two half-spaces m o d e s of the space. Conversely,
each (possibly improper) subspace of dimension k can be
divided into two half-space m o d e s by a subspace (of
dimension k - \ ) ' m k different ways.
Generic interpretations are preferred. Apparently,
perceivers always seek to interpret the observed
configuration as a generic product of s o m e sequence of
generating operations. The generating sequence of operations
is pruned of identities until a generic sequence can be seen to
yield the observed object; that is, if an observed object can
be expressed with one of the operations as the identity, the
object's interpretation drops d o w n a dimensional level to an
e m b e d d e d subspace. Lower-dimensional (higher
codimension) subspaces, since they have more dimensions
fixed in a w a y unlikely to occur by accident, always m a k e
stronger inferences of structure. For a closed class of
objects in one configuration space, therefore, all the
predicates a perceiver is willing to apply to objects in the
class should correspond to subspaces or half-spaces of the
configuration space.
These spaces can all be connected up schematically in a
m o d e lattice." T h e m o d e lattice is built around the ordinary
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Mode lattice for triangles
O n e w a y of conceiving a triangle is as two legs joined at a
fulcrum, and a third leg joining their ends. W e n o w cast this
generating process formally as a sequence of operations on
the origin, and construct the corresponding m o d e lattice.
Note that any alternative w a y of formally conceiving the
construction of triangles would lead to a different mode
lattice, one which imposes a different geometry on the space
of triangles. There are afinitenumber of such alternatives.
In this w a y of conceiving triangles, there are two
controlling dimensions: the angle 9 between the two sides
that meet at the fulcrum, and the difference Ar between the
lengths of the legs. Assuming scale invariance, the
dimension of the configuration space d is thus 2, so that
there are 3 (2^ - 1) proper subspaces: r\ = r2, 9 = nil, and
the origin, at which both r\ = ri and 9 = 7t/2. (9 = till is an
identity, briefly, because only this special angle differs from
its complementary angle by the identity transform.) The
m o d e lattice appears in Figure 1; the legend and explanatory
schematics are on the left of thefigure,and the lattice itself
is drawn on the right. A dot has been drawn on all the
sample triangles at the reference vertex, both in order to
define it and to encourage the reader's perceptual apparatus to
treat it as special, thus hopefully creating a bias towards
seeing the triangles as products of a generative process of
the sort described.
The "scalene" triangle (the term here meaning generic in
the overall configuration space) appears at the top of the
lattice. A n arbitrary triangle, that is, a typical product of
this generative process, is scalene. The proper subspaces are
also familiar triangle categories: the axes are "isosceles" and
"right", two categories traditionally treated specially, and the
origin is of course "right isosceles." Necessarily, the origin
triangle is shape-invariant, since there are no degrees of
shape freedom left to vary. This triangle, via the spatial
parameters it hasfixed,in a sense implies the entire lattice.
T h e feature predicates that appear on the m o d e lattice
should all be categories of triangles that h u m a n observers
can induce easily from even a very small set of examples.
This is most acutely seen w h e n categories are contrasted
with one another, as in a "Bongard" problem (Bongard,
1970; Feldman, in preparation; Richards, 1988). The next
section proposes a definition of "legal" category contrasts,
i.e., legal pairings of m o d e s and subspaces from a mode
lattice. T h e criterion for legal contrasts, though motivated
on independent formal grounds, turns out to be intimately
related to a simple model of naturally-occuring categories.

(a)

(b)

S 1 = generic ("scalene") triangles
S 2 = <q * rZ^ = isosceles
S 3 = <e = t/2> = right
S4 = <q*='2. 6 = ii/2> = right isosceles
Ml 1= = M 2 * left leg longer

M 22 = M 2 *rightleg longer
M 3 =Af 3 = obtuse
M4 =M^o* acute
M5=Af_^ (within S2) = obtuse isosceles
M 6 = W^^ (within S2) = acute isosceles
M 7 =McA (*i*i" S3) = right, with right leg longer
M 8 = A/_4 (within S3) = right, with left leg longer

f
'"1 = ^2

SI

S3

•S4

e =7t/2

S2

(c)
Fig. 1.

(d)

M o d e lattice for triangles: (a) list of subspaces and modes (half-spaces); (b) m o d e lattice; (c) schematic of a

triangle, labeling the angle and sides; and (d) schematic of the configuration space, showing the relation of the
four subspaces. The notation A/-, ^^'c) indicates the mode that is on the plus side of subspace 82.

L e g a l category contrasts
The 2-D triangle space has 4 subspaces (including the entire
space) and 8 modes, so there are a total of 12 theoretically
reasonable categories; in the absence of constraint any of the
66 pairings of these might m a k e a good contrast. W e n o w
cut this number d o w n by proposing constraints.
Legal category contrasts naturally fall into two types:
between-space and within-space.
Between-space contrasts. Between-space contrasts, such
as those between the two axes of the triangle space, or
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between the entire space and one axis, involve categories
that can be written as completely different sequences of
generative operations. A subspace of a space is generated by
a subsequence of its defining operations, with the identity
operation dropping out. T w o crossing subspaces m a y be
thought of as the product of two different operations on the
same point. In either case, the resulting categories amount
to different "species" of object; with different generative
identities, a perceiver might justifiably expect them to have
qualitatively different structural properties and attributes.

<

n

fh^'l

e = 7c/2

-L-

R

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. (a) "Right" (L) vs. "Isosceles" (R) triangles; (b) schematic of the contrast, showing it as two subspaces
of triangle configuration space.
For example, if the full 2-D space is divided in half, there is
conu^si between the two half-spaces across one axis (the
bisecting one), but symmetry across the perpendicular axis.
In such an arrangement, w e call the asymmeuical axis the
contrast component, and the symmeuical axis the extrusion
component (because the contrast is extruded along it). Legal
contrasts are defined to be those that can be expressed as a
pure combination of an extrusion component of magnitude e
and a contrast component of magnitude c, such that c > 0
(or else there is no contrast) and c -^ e = d (all dimensions
are accounted for). In the extreme case of pure conu-ast {e =
0), two diagonally opposite quadrants meet at the origin. In
this case the contrast between the categories is complete:
they differ on every essential structural parameter.
A n example of a legal within-space contrast appears in
Figure 3. Again, the contrast seems to capture a
perceptually intuitive and salient distinction.

A n example appears in Figure 2. T h e reader m a y
confirm that the category inductions are perceptually
apparent and intuitively natural.
WUhin-space contrasts. A category within a (sub)space
is a collection of quadrants of the space; any two such
categories correspond to different classes within the same
basic generating process. Though they cannot be expressed
as the product of different sequences of operations, the
contrasting categories manifest different values along some
structural dimensions. That the differences between them
are m o d a l — t h e y cross the boundaries delineated by the
subspaces—suggests that such categories might, like
between-space contrasts, exhibit qualitatively different
structural properties or attributes.
T o motivate the definition of legal wiihin-space
contrasts, consider that s o m e collections of quadrants in a
2-D can be expressed as a contrast along one dimension that
is then extruded symmetrically along the other dimension.

rfi = ^2

•e=n/2

R

R

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3. (a) "Obtuse" (L) vs. "Acute" (R) main angle; (b) schematic of the contrast, showing it as two
modal half-spaces of the configuration space. The categcffies are contrasted along theG dimension,
and extruded along the Ar dimension.
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:h='2

e = 7i/2

Q=n/2
R

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) "Right & right leg longer" (L) vs. "Isosceles" (R); (b) schematic showing the
regularization of the contrast to "Right" vs. "Isosceles."
These two examples are meant only to give the general
flavor of legal contrasts: they capture in a formalism the
intuitively natural contrasts that one m a y exhibit between
mangles (at least those that were created by this generative
process). There are other qualitative types of legal category
contrast, for which space does not permit examples. All the
basic types can be catalogued exhaustively, so that theory's
categorization of hypothetically "natural" perceptual
categories is complete.
Illegal category contrasts: regularization?
Non-modal contrasts. M a n y of the a priori possible
category contrasts, both between- and within-space, are
illegal as defined. Each of these, apparently, is regularized
by our perceptual apparatus to one of the legal types. Figure
4 gives an example. The space of right triangles (L) is
incomplete, including only triangles with the right leg
longer, but our perceptual apparatus apparently either fails
to notice this or considers it insignificant.
A m o d a l contrasts. S o far, in considering possible
classes of object within a space, w e have completely ignored
most possible subregions of the configuration space, in
favor of the subspaces and modes. Nearly all subregions of
the configuration space, of course, are not composed, even
illegally, of subspaces and modes. Arbitrary contiguous
patches of the space, not to even mention discontiguous
parts (such as topologically disconnected or even nowhere
continuous point sets), might in the absence of any
constraint constitute reasonable stimulus categories. W e
would not expect our perceptual apparatus, however, to be
able to correctly characterize world categories of arbitrary
complexity. T o reflect this, it should be the case that most
topologically possible categories are not modal in any
parameterization of the object class. Moreover, the total
number of modal categories, considering all conceivable
generative processes, should be finite. This turns out to be
the case; all but a finite family of categories are amodal, that
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is, are not constructed from legal modal categories in any
parameterization.
In pilot work w e have looked at a particularly simple
case of such amodal categories, which as such is a
particularly good candidate to falsify the theory: a pair of
simple linear categories that cross at a point (like the two
axes of the configuration space), but whose crosspoint is
not an origin in any parameterization (unlike the axes').
Such categories cross modal boundaries in a manner
inconsistent with any legal category interpretation. The
result is a pair of categories that seem not to have a
perceptually reasonable distinction between them. W h e n the
categories are mixed together, moreover, the perceiver tends
to regroup them modally. The "real" category is regularized
to one which is incorrect but is at least perceptually
reasonable.
Conclusion: legal categories as world
categories
Though the term "qualitatively similar" has s o m e intuitive
meaning to human perceivers, a formal definition is elusive;
formally, any two distinct items in a set share the same
number of properties unless some theory constrains the
properties (Watanabe, 1985). Formal theories of perception
(Bennett, Hoffman, & Prakash, 1989; Bobick & Richards,
1986; Feldman, 1991; Jepson & Richards, 1991; Leyton,
1984, 1986, 1988. 1989; see also Fell, 1976; Witkin &
Tenenbaum, 1983, 1986) attempt, in essence, to distinguish
the perceptual predicates that perceptual systems such as
ours favor from the m u c h wider class of arbitrary predicates,
nearly all of which are perceptually useless. The m o d e
lattice theory provides a formal definition, which the
examples suggest matches h u m a n intuitions.
W e m a y n o w reasonably ask, w h y does this definition
work for the h u m a n perceptual system? In particular, do
"legal" categories correspond reliably to extant natural
categories in the physical and biological world? It turns out
that they do. It can be shown that an extremely simple,

formal model of natural categories and processes reduces
exactly to the legal categories, as defined above. The model,
briefly, assumes that natural categories manifest heavy
internal structure within themselves, and correspondingly
sharp contrasts (that is, sharper than a priori necessary)
between each other. This idea is a particularization of the
Principle of Natural Modes, articulated by Bobick (1987)
and Richards & Bobick (1988). Space requires that a full
discussion, including the requisite formal definition of
"structure," be left to a future paper. The thrust is that the
apparent psychological preference for modal categories, as
evidenced by the various types of regularization
demonstrated above, seems to be rooted in sensible
inferential logic.
Perceptual interpretations, it has long been assumed in
perceptual theories, should (1) be as simple as possible
consistent with the image data, and (2) accurately represent
the essential structural features of the object. The theory
outlined in this paper sheds light on what these two
desiderata have to do with each other, and suggests w h y
achieving the second might require achieving the first. If
the perceiver is able to identify a formal model of the
generation of the stimulus class that more or less correctly
mirrors the actual physical process by which the stimulus
object was created, then the lowest-dimension description
possible within that generation scheme, read directly off the
m o d e lattice—in a very particular sense, the simplest
description possible—will accurately represent the
structurally important properties of the object.
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information to the word level, were also assumed to
exist.
A second major assumption of the model is that
visual perception involves parallel processing. This
means not only parallelism in terms of processing
information about several letters of a word
simultaneously, but also in terms of processing
information at all of the levels simultaneously.
T h e third assumption is closely related to the
second. It is the idea that since processing in the
visual system is massively parallel, there is a great
deal of interaction both between and within the levels
of processing, and this interaction ultimately
determines what is perceived. In the model, there are
top-down, conceptually driven aspects of processing,
such as knowledge of words and orthographic
structure, which occur simultaneously with bottom-up,
data-driven aspects, such as featural information. T h e
multiple constraints created by these two types of
processing result in perception of a word or letter that
is consistent with both (cf. N o r m a n & Bobrow, 1975).
T h e interaction between die nodes discussed above
is achieved through simple excitatory and inhibitory
activations of a neural type (Anderson & Hinton,
1981; McCleUand, Rumelhart & Hinton, 1986). Each
node is connected to a number of other nodes in a bidirectional fashion. These connections m a y be within
a given level and between adjacent levels.
A
connection between nodes will be excitatory if the
nodes are consistent with each other; if not, the
connection will be inhibitory. Every word node
inhibits all other word nodes, and every letter node
inhibits all other letter nodes at a particular position
in a word. Connections between the word level and
the letter level m a y be either excitatory or inhibitory,
depending on whether the letter is a part of the word
in that particular letter position. In the same way, the
type of connections between the feature level and the
letter level depend on whether or not the features
present at a given letter position are consistent with
the letter in question.
At any given time, each node has a specific
activation level that varies continuously between a

Abstract
The effect of featural priming on word identiiication was
investigated as a test of the interactive activation model of
word perception put forth by McClelland and Rumelhart
(1981). Observers were presented with a 250 msec featural
prime, which was either consistent with or inconsistent with
the letters in the target word that immediately followed.
Reading latencies were recorded for 96 trials per subject.
A neutral prime condition consisting of a random dot
pattern was used as a control in order to obtain baseline
identification times. The prediction of the interactive
activation model that mean reading latency would be
significantly longer for words that were primed with
inconsistent features than for those that were primed with
consistent features was confirmed, adding to the empirical
support for the model.
Introduction
T h e interactive activation model of visual word
perception w a s proposed by McClelland and
Rumelhart in 1981. Essentially, it was a combination
of the basic assumptions of the Rumelhart (1977)
interactive model with the spreading activation
notions of the McClelland (1979) cascade model.
The model w a s designed to represent the processes
involved in word recognition. In the discussion of
this model that follows, the initial emphasis will be
on the assumptions m a d e in its construction, and these
assumptions wUl then be examined in light of the
predictions they suggest for the present experiment.
T h e first main assumption of the interactive
activation model is that perceptual processing takes
place in a system of several levels of processing. In
their original discussion, McClelland and Rumelhart
(1981) described three such levels in depth: the
feature level, the letter level, and the word level.
Each level is m a d e up of a set of parallel nodes, with
one node representing each possible element at that
level. For instance, at the feature level, there is a
node for each possible feature at each letter position
in a word. Similarly, there is a letter node for each
letter in each position in a word, and there is a word
node for each word at the word level. Higher levels
of processing, which supply so-called "top-down"
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letters that were used as a prime, the greater the
percentage of correct target identifications. The
finding that these context-enhancement effects were
more profound w h e n the extra contextual information
c a m e before rather than after the target letter points to
the conclusion that the context must affect perception
of the target letter itself as it is being processed.
Presumably, this occurs because the context spreads
activation to the appropriate letter node, and this
activation is reinforced w h e n the target letter appears,
allowing the node to reach an activation level
sufficient for letter identification more quickly than
would be possible without a contextual prime.
T h e spreading activation notions central to the
interactive activation model of McClelland and
Rumelhart (1981) are by no means new, and they are
certainly not exclusive to this model. Ever since
Quillian introduced his theory of spreading activation
(Quillian, 1962, 1967), studies have been conducted
to assess whether this concept is a usefiil one in
building a model of h u m a n perceptual processing (e.g.
Collins & QuiUian, 1969; Meyer & Schvaneveldt,
1971; Ratchff & M c K o o n , 1981). Based on the
results of such experimentation, the idea of spreading
activation has become widely popular, forming the
central mechanism in a number of models of memory
and information processing (e.g. Anderson, 1976;
CoUins & Loftus, 1975; D e U & Reich, 1977; Hinton,
1981).
A large portion of the research on spreading
activation has centered on semantic priming.
Significant semantic priming effects have been
reported by a number of researchers (e.g. Collins &
QuiUian, 1969; Meyer, 1970; M e y e r & Schvaneveldt,
1971). This research supports the notion that memory
storage is structured so that associated words and
concepts can activate each other. Letter recognition
tasks have also been used to study spreading
activation. In addition to the experiments mentioned
earlier that were conducted by Rumelhart &
McClelland (1982), other research has shown effects
of orthographic structure on letter perception that are
consistent with the top-down processing ideas in the
interactive activation model (Massaro & Klitzke,
1979; Spoehr & Smith, 1975).
A s one can see from the discussion above, research
evaluating the notion of spreading activation, and in
particular the model put forth by McClelland and
Rumelhart
(1981),
has
concentrated
almost
exclusively on the letter and word levels of
processing. T o date, litde evaluation of the model has
been done in terms of h o w well it can predict and
account for the results of experimentation at the level
of basic features. Since the processing that takes

m i n i m u m and m a x i m u m level. W h e n there is no
input from neighboring nodes, a node is said to be
inactive, and its activation level decays to a resting
level. However, w h e n the neighbors of a node are
active, the result is either excitation or inhibition of
the node, depending on the relationships a m o n g the
nodes. T h e net input to the node is a weighted s u m
of the activation levels of the other nodes in the
system and the connection strengthsfiromthose nodes.
T h e net input, current activity level, resting level, and
decay rate are then used to update the activity level of
the node (cf. Golden, 1986; McClelland & Rumelhart,
1981).
In this model, then, w h e n a word is presented, the
parallel layer of feature nodes is activated first,
presumably by feature detectors in the visual system.
Activated feature nodes then send excitatory messages
to letter nodes that contain those features and
inhibitory messages to those that d o not. Activated
letter nodes can then activate consistent word nodes,
and once a word node becomes activated, it begins to
inhibit all other word nodes. Top-down, conceptually
driven processing also occurs, since partially activated
word nodes excite their component letter nodes and
inhibit all other letter nodes. These interactions
a m o n g the nodes at the different levels continue until
a single word node gains superior activation and
drives the activation of the other nodes d o w n through
massive inhibition. W h e n this occurs, the system has
essentially "recognized" the stimulus word as the
word represented by the node with the highest
activation value at the time of outpuL
W h e n the interactive activation model was
experimentally tested (Rumelhart & McClelland,
1982), the results provided a very close representation
of s o m e of the major phenomena in letter and word
perception, including the w a y contextual inputs
influence perceptual processing.
In particular,
Rumelhart and McClelland tested the perceptibility of
a single target letter in four-letter displays. They
manipulated the onset and offset times of the context
letters in order to determine the extent to which they
could facilitate perception of the target. Consistent
with the predictions of the model, the duration and
timing of the presentation of contextual information
had significant effects on the perceptibiUty of a target
letter embedded in a word.
Specifically, greater accuracy on a forced-choice
task of target-letter identification w a s associated with
longer context durations and greater numbers of
letters enhanced within the context. In other words,
the longer the context letters (or "primes") were
present before the target letter appeared, the easier it
w a s to identify the target letter. Similarly, the more
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spoke into a Wollensak 3 M microphone that was
placed in a stand about 30 cm from their mouths.

place at the feature level is vital to the functioning of
the model, such evaluation is necessary before an
assessment of the model as a whole can be made.
The present experiment is designed to test the
interactive activation model by attempting to produce
priming effects at the feature level. If the processing
of words proceeds according to the interactive
activation model, priming an observer with features
that are consistent with the letters in a target word
should facilitate recognition of that word. In this
case, the appropriate letter and word nodes
presumably would be activated sooner than if there
were no prime. In the words of McClelland and
Rumelhart (1981, p.382), "If the input features were
close to those for one particular set of letters and
those letters were consistent with those forming a
particular word, the positive feedback in the system
will work to rapidly converge on the appropriate set
of letters and the appropriate word."
Similarly, a prime consisting of features that are
inconsistent with the letters in a target word should
interfere with the recognition of the word. The model
would predict that inj^propriate letter and word nodes
would be activated, and the appropriate letter and
word nodes would be initially inhibited. The letters
and words would compete with each other and,
"perhaps no single set of letters or single word will
get enough activation to dominate the others. In this
case the various active units might strangle each other
through mutual inhibition" (McClelland & Rumelhart,
1981. p. 382).
In terms of reading latencies, then, the model
would predict that consistent featural primes would
result in shorter reading latencies than neutral primes,
and that inconsistent featural primes would result in
longer reading latencies than neutral primes.

Materials
Ninety-six words were chosen for this experiment.
The words used were all four to six letters long. All
of the words chosen were relatively common (25
appearances or more in print per million words). The
words were chosen such that most of their letters had
predominantly vertical, horizontal, slanted, or curved
visual features, for example:
HELP, T H E R E ,
M A N Y , or D R O O P , respectively.
Each of the target words was printed on a card
measuring 13.5 cm wide by 24 cm high in order to be
presented in the tachistoscope. These stimulus items
were generated by a Macintosh Plus computer with an
Apple laser printer, using Chicago font. The letters
in each word were in upper case and were 1.1 cm
wide by 1.2 cm high. When the words were
presented in the tachistoscope, each letter subtended
.84 degrees of visual angle in width and .96 degrees
of visual angle in height
Stimulus cards to be used as primes in the
experiment were constructed for each word. A prime
card for a particular word consisted of features
consistent with the letters of that word in their
appropriate spatial position. For example, the prime
for the word "HELP" would consist of the five
vertical features of the four letters, each in their
correct position. There were four general types of
primes: vertical, horizontal, slanted, and curved,
corresponding to the words with these predominant
features.
A "neutral" prime card was also constructed. It
consisted of a random dot pattern of the same
dimensions as the featural primes on the other cards.

Method
Procedure
Observers
Observers werefirstgiven a vision test in order to
ensure that only those with normal vision were
included in the experiment.
They were then
instructed to read each word that was presented to
them out loud as quickly as possible without making
errors. Observers were given six practice trials in
order to eliminate any confusion and to orient them to
the task. The 96 experimental trials were then
presented, with afive-minutebreak at the halfway
point.
For each trial, the experimenter gave the observer
a verbal ready signal and then presented the stimuli.
The prime was presented for 250 msec and was
immediately followed by the target word, which

The observers were 18 graduate and undergraduate
students at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. All
observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Apparatus
The stimuli were presented using a Scientific
Prototype model 800F two-channel tachistoscope with
a Psionix, Inc. timer (model 1248B) and a LaFayette
Instrument voice-activated relay. The sensitivity of
the voice-activated relay was set at a level that was
effectively activated by human speech, but was
sufficiently insensitive to extraneous noise so that
there were no inappropriate activations. Observers
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remained on until the observer read the word, thus
activating the voice relay. There were three types of
primes: (a) consistent = the prime created for that
particular target word using its predominant features
( all features being either vertical, horizontal, slanted,
or curved), (b) inconsistent = a prime whose features
did not match the predominant features of the target
word, and (c) neutral = the random dot pattern.
Reading latencies were recorded in milliseconds for
each trial.
T h e 9 6 trials were presented in a different random
sequence to each observer. Both word order and
priming condition (consistent prime, inconsistent
prime, or neutral prime) were randomized, with the
constraint that there w a s an equal number of trials
with each type of prime. Observers saw each target
word only once.

than the mean latency for inconsistently primed words
is supportive of the interactive activation model's
representation of the role of the feature level of
processing in visual word recognition. It appears that
having accurate information about the features of the
letters in a word before the word is actually presented
gives the appropriate letter nodes and the target-word
node a "head start" in terms of activation as compared
to a situation in which the featural information is
inconsistent with the letters in the target word. O n
the other hand, when the featural information is
inconsistent with the target word, the relevant letter
nodes and the target-word node itself tend to be
initially inhibited, resulting in longer word recognition
times. This result fits in nicely with the research
findings on priming at the letter and word levels of
processing. It lends support to the idea of spreading
activation in h u m a n information processing, and in
particular to the parallel-distributed-processing,
connectionist formulation of the interactive activation
model of visual word recognition.
It should be stated, however, that the present
experiment w s not designed to provide a critical test
of the interactive activation model in comparison to
other models of word recognition. The purpose here
was to test a specific prediction about the role of
featural input in this model. T h e present results
would also have been predicted by a number of other
models of word recognition, such as Morton's (1969)
logogen model. Smith's (1971) feature model, and
Paap et al.'s (1982) activation-verification model, to
n a m e a few.
Although these models are very
different, they all share the assumption that analysis
of the features in words is critical for successful word
perception. T h e featural priming effects reported here
should be viewed as supportive of this assumption in
general. O n the other hand, the present data could
not be accounted for explanations of word recogntion
that rely on "holistic" or global features of words,
such as word "envelope" or shape (e.g. Haber, Haber
& FurUn, 1983; M o n k & Hulme, 1983) or on the
contours of adjacent letters (e.g. Wheeler, 1970).
Features of only some of the letters were presented as
primes in this experiment, so the overall word shape
could not have been determined from the prime. In
addition, only upper-case letters were used for the
stimuli, so these words did not have the distinctive
shapes, defined by ascending, descending, and neutral
letters, that supposedly underlie word recognition by
word shape.
Although the results of the planned comparisons
revealed that the mean reading latency for the neutral
prime condition was not significanUy different from

Results
W h e n all of the data were collected, a single-factor,
within-subjects A N O V A was conducted on the
reading latencies. T h e result was a significant effect
for type of prime [F(2,34) = 3.18, e<.05]. T h e mean
reading latencies for the words in each priming
condition were: consistent prime = 556 msec, neutral
prime = 561 msec, and inconsistent prime = 567
msec. A planned comparison between the means of
the inconsistent and consistent priming conditions
revealed that m e a n reading latency for words that
were primed inconsistendy were significantly longer
than the m e a n latency for words that were primed
consistenUy [F(l,17) = 5.45, 2<.05]. The m e a n
latency for the neutral prime condition was not
significanUy different from either the m e a n latency for
the inconsistent prime condition [F(l,17) = 1.17,
2>-05] or the m e a n latency for the consistent prime
condition [P(l,17) = 1.12, 2>.05].
T o examine the data more closely, separate sign
tests were conducted between the neutral prime
condition and each of the other two priming
conditions. It was found that 13 of the 18 observers
had shorter m e a n reading latencies in the consistent
priming condition than in the neutral priming
condition. This result was significant (2<.05). For
the sign test comparing the neutral prime condition to
the inconsistent prime condition, 11 of the 18
observers had shorter m e a n reading latencies in the
neutral prime condition than in the inconsistent prime
condition. This result was not significant (2=24).
Discussion
T h e fmding that the m e a n reading latency for
consistently primed words w a s significantly shorter
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interactive activation model of context effects in
letter perception: Part 1. A n account of basic
findings. Psychological Review, 88, 375-407.
McClelland, J. L., Rumelhart, D. E., & Hinton, G. E.
(1986). The appeal of parallel distributed
processing. In D. E. Rumelhart & J. L. McClelland
(Eds.), Parallel distributed processing: Explorations
in the microstructure of cognition. Volume 1:
Foundations (pp. 3-44). Cambridge, M A : M I T
Press/Bradford.
Meyer, D. E. (1970). O n the representation and
retrieval of stored semantic information. Cognitive
Psychology, 1, 242-300.
Meyer, D. E., & Schvaneveldt, R. W . (1971).
Facilitation in recognizing pairs of words: Evidence

the mean of either the consistent or the inconsistent
prime conditions, the sign test showed that the
number of observers whose mean for the consistent
prime condition was lower than their mean for the
neutral prime condition was significandy greater than
would be expected if the two types of primes had the
same effect The 5 msec difference between the
overall means for the consistent prime condition and
the neutral prime condition was quantitatively small,
but it appeared fairly consistently across our sample
of observers. TherefOTe, consistent featural priming
seems to have a slight facilitative effect on word
recognition speed as compared to even a neutral
prime.
There are at least three reasons w h y the reading
latencies in the neutral prime condition were not
significantly different from those in the inconsistent
prime condition. First, observers m a y recover rather
quickly from misleading featural information in a
word recognition task. The initial inhibition of
appropriate feature, letter, and word nodes due to the
inconsistent prime m a y be easily and quickly
overcome once the target word appears. This m a y be
a reflection of more emphasis being given to
excitatory connections than inhibitory connections in
the lower featural levels of the visual word
recognition process (in contrast to the emphasis on
inhibition in McClelland and Rumelhart's (1981)
simulations). Second, the correct choice of a true
"neutral" prime or baseline control in these types of
experiments is problematic. The random dot prime
itself m a y cause some degree of inhibition. After all,
it is a type of visual noise. Thus, w e m a y have been
optimistic to assume that the random dot prime would
not have an interfering effect on the perception of the
target Finally, the 250 msec exposure duration w e
used for the primes m a y have been too long to
achieve maximal excitation and inhibition effects.
Given Di Lollo's (1980) work on visual persistence
and visual integration, a prime exposure duration of
under 100 msec m a y be a better choice for future
research on featural priming.
Although further
research is necessary to identify the underlying
mechanisms are that are responsible for the results of
the present study, it is clear that they are generally
consistent with the predictions that foUow from
Rumelhart and McClelland's (1981) paralleldistributed-processing, interactive activation model of
visual word recognition.
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Abstract

This paper discusses some of the issues that must be
addressed in developing such a framework. In particThis paper explores the ways in which resource
ular, it focuses on the influence of resource limitations
Umitations influence the nature of perceptual and
on early visual processing. Marr [1982] has made a becognitive processes. A framework is developed
ginning in this domain, showing how vision can be anthat allows early visual processing to be analyzed
alyzed in terms of constraints that allow good use to
in terms of these limitations. In this approach,
be made of the information available in the image. W e
there is no one "best" system for any visual prowill show how this framework can be expanded to hancess. Rather, a spectrum of systems exists, difdle other kinds of resource limitations, yielding added
fering in the particular trjide-offs made between
insight into the interconnections that exist among task,
performance and resource requirements. ^
algorithm and architecture. Since many of these issues
are general ones, the framework presented here will conIntroduction
tain elements that are also applicable to other areas of
and cognition.
Consider a cat in its natural environment. If it isperception
to
catch prey and escape from predators, the cat must not
Resource Limitations and Explanation
only be able to process visual information, but must
also do so in real time. Its visual system is therefore
Many of the earlier analyses based on resource limibest explained not only in terms of limitations on the
tations (e.g., [Norman and Bobrow, 1975]) focused on
information available to the eye, but also in terms of
limitations in the system architecture, for example, limlimitations on other resources, such as time and space.
ited memory or channel capacity. These did not yield
There is an increasing awareness - especially within
the insights that had originally been hoped for; indeed,
the more computational sub-disciplines of cognitive sciit has been argued [Navon, 1984] that such limitations
ence - that these more general resource limitations influare inherently incapable of leading to unequivocal inence many kinds of perceptual and cognitive processes.
sights into the operation of perceptual and cognitive
For example, Cherniak [1984] argues that classical logprocesses.
ics cannot form the basis for cognition because such
But architectural limitations are not the only kind
cognition is computationally intractable; this has led
that arise - more general limitations also exist, such
to an examination of heuristics by which fast reasonas limits on the available information, and on the time
ing could take place [Levesque and Brachman, 1985,
and space allowed for a computation. These "processorLevesque, 1989]. Similarly, Tsotsos [1987, 1990] haa
indifferent" limits are potentially more powerful than
argued that the processes of early vision must have
those based on architectural limitations, essentially deat most polynomial-time complexity if they are to be
scribing the structure of the task itself.
carried out in real time. But although there is an
Given that these general limitations must be taken
increasing appreciation of the role of resource liminto account, how might they be used to analyze the
itations (e.g. [Bylander et ai, 1989, Kasif, 1986,
underlying mechanisms? One of the most successful
Rosenfeld, 1987]), no general framework for discussing
approaches to date has been the computational framethese issues has emerged to date.
work put forward by David Marr [1982], in which visual
processing is analyzed in terms of constraints that al'The work by R. Rensink was supported by NSERC
low good use to be made of the information available
grant, via R.J. Woodham. Much of the work by G. Provan
was done at the University of British Columbia, under
in the image. In what follows, we will show that this
NSERC grant A9281. The authors would like to thank Marframework can be expanded to accommodate not only
ion Rodrigues and Marc Romanycia for their comments on
limits on available information, but other kinds of reearUer versions of this paper. Many thanks also to Bob
source limits as well, and that such a revised framework
Woodham for his support of R. Rensink
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can lead to a new understanding of several aspects of
early vision.

"invariants", or "deep structure" that underlie the particular mapping that is made. The constraints sought
for at the computational level provide exactly this kind
of explanation. To justify the choice of a particular set
of constraints (explaining why), requires showing that
the constraints lead to an acceptable set of associations
between image and scene in the world under consideration.
But although Marr's approach has helped explain several parts of low-level vision, it has not helped in our
understanding of many others, e.g., color perception or
texture perception [Morgan, 1984]. For example, in texture perception, it is the resources available to the processor (e.g. time and space) which are relatively scarce,
rather than the information in the image. Marr's framework cannot handle such matters, since the computa^
tional level of analysis (implicitly) assumes that perception relies on processors with unlimited computational
resources. ^

Marr's Framework
According to Marr [1982], a complete analysis of a visual
process involves three distinct levels of explanation:^
1. Computational level. Analysis at this level is entirely concerned with the specification of the task
itself. This consists of two parts: (i) describing the
constraints that exist between the input of a visual process and its output, and (ii) describing the
reasons why these constraints have been chosen.
2. Algorithmic level. This level views explanation in
terms of the representations and algorithms used
for the process. More precisely, an "algorithmic"
explanation is a constructive demonstration that
there exists a formal algorithm sufficient to perform
the required task.
3. Implementational level. This level is concerned
with the physical substrate on which the algorithms
are implemented. A n "implementational" explanation is a constructive demonstration that there
exists a physical system sufficient to carry out the
required computations.

Resource Limitations and Constraints
To see how these more general kinds of resource limitations influence the operation of a visual process, it is
important to note that these limitations fall into three
main groups:

One of the great strengths of Marr's approach is its
recognition of a "computational" level of explanation,
in which emphasis is placed upon determining the what
and the why of the particular operations being carried
out. This has helped clarify our understanding of several processes of low-level vision, including edge detection [Marr and Hildreth, 1980], stereopsis [Marr and
Poggio, 1979], and motion perception [Hildreth, 1984].
Consider, for example, the computational analysis of
stereopsis. Determining the what consists offindingthe
constraints on the acceptable correspondences between
features in the left and right images, and constraints
on the form of the recovered surface. These constraints
must be sufficient to describe a unique mapping between
the image and the resulting m a p of disparity estimates.
Determining the why essentially consists of a demonstration that these constraints serve to allow a satisfactory recovery of disparity estimates from the image
pairs.
Hence, the stereopsis problem can be seen as the specification of a mapping from a given set of image pairs
to a set of (reconstructed) surfaces. This mapping can
easily be described by its "extension", viz., a list of the
pairings made between individual images and surfaces.
Such a description, however, does not really provide an
explanation for the process, any more than a list of planetary positions over some given interval explains their
motions. Explanation must involve a description of the
^It is important to note that Marr considers explanations
at each level to be essentially independent of those at the
other two [Marr, 1982, Chapter l]. For example, analysis at
the algorithmic level is not concerned with ultimate purpose
nor does it depend on any details of implementation.
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1. Projective limitations. The available information
in the image may be considered a basic resource
acquired by the sensors of the system; the limitations on this resource stem from the way in which
the scene is projected to the image. The type and
amount of available information may strongly influence the kinds of computations that can be performed; if so, the process can be characterized as
"data^limited" [Norman and Bobrow, 1975].
2. Computational limitations. A processor is also limited by many aspects of the way in which it operates, aspects which have no direct connection with
its physical composition. Although many of these
are specific to the particular computational architecture used (e.g., the particular set of elementary
operations available, bandwidths, etc), more general ones also exist. It is this latter set of resources
- in particular the time and space required for a
computation - that will be considered here. Limitations on these resources will be referred to here
as complexity limitations.
3. Physical limitations.
A processor is also governed by limitations stemming from its physical
make-up. Again, many of these quantities refer to the particular architecture of the processor. But limitations also arise from more general consideration, such as the matter and energy required for a given task [Bennett, 1982,
White, 1988].
^Marr [1982] does consider efficiency to be important,
but only once the task itself has been laid out. As such, it
does not enter into the general analysis carried out at the
computational level.

In order to overcome these sets of limitations, a processor must impose corresponding sets of constraints
on its operation. To completely understand a given
process, therefore, is to understand these sets of
constraints.'* Thus, for example, in Marr's framework,
projective limitations are the only kind the visual system is considered to grapple with. To make up for
such lost information, a corresponding set of projective constraint^ is needed on the mappings between
image and scene; essentially, these determine which of
the many possible scenes actually corresponds to a given
image.
But such "processor-indifferent" explanations need
not be restricted to invariants of the form of this mapping - there may also exist a set of constraints on the
algorithm and representation used to carry it out. More
generally, such "complexity" constraints describe the resources used by a given process. This in turn limits the
kinds of mappings that can be made. To completely
explain the form of a mapping, then, both projective
and complexity constraints will usually be required.
Only when computational resources are unlimited (as
assumed in Marr's approach) will projective constraints
alone be enough to explain a visual process.
Note that in Marr's framework, no general constraints
are imposed on an algorithm, so that they often have
a large element of the ad hoc, being based on current
beliefs of psychology and physiology. But complexity
constraints can provide such general guidelines, thereby
substantially reducing the initial number of candidate
algorithms and thereby reducing the need for the ad hoc
element in any particular model.

1. Computational level. This includes not only the
projective constraints, but also those complexity and physical constraints that are "processorindifferent". Since the mapping from image to
scene is completely independent of the structure
of the processor, the constraints at this level must
be sufficient to uniquely determine its form.
2. Algorithmic level. This involves the more specific
complexity and physical constraints that are placed
on the "internal" structure of the system to give the
algorithm and representation a unique determination; since projective constraints have no further
bearing on this matter, they are necessarily absent
from this level.
3. Implementational level. Although not developed
here, it is apparent that this level concerns the remaining constraints on the particular system being
modelled.

Thus, the three levels of Marr's framework are preserve
in large measure - analysis still occurs at each of the
computational, algorithmic, and implementational levels. But the constraints required at the computational
and algorithmic levels of analysis have been tightened
up significantly, due to new sets of constraints. The
most important change, however, is that analysis is
based on the generality of the constraints. Since constraints on algorithms and implementation result from
both general and more specific constraints, this provides
an interesting linkage between mappings, algorithms,
and implementation.
Analyzing Vision Systems

A Revised Framework

The explanation of a visual process is essentially the
A computational explanation of a visual process, then,
description and justification of the projective, complexwill include a description and justification of the proity,
and physical constraints that govern its operation.
jective, complexity, and physical constraints imposed
Since
the use of projective constraints is already an inteto handle the corresponding types of resource limita^
gral
part
of "conventional" analyses, and physical contion. ® Different levels of explanation still exist, but are
straints are not considered here, we will focus on the
now based on the degree of generality of the constraints,
way in which complexity constraints can be used to anrather than on issues of abstract mapping, process, and
alyze the operation of a vision system.
implementation:
The theory of computational complexity (cf. [Garey
and
Johnson, 1979]) can be used to formalize many
*In what follows, 'limitations' will be used when referring
of the concepts pertaining to complexity constraints.
to resource limits imposed on the system, limits over which
the process hjis no control (e.g. total amount of time, space, Specifically, it can define the time and space requirements of particular tasks, independent of the algorithm
energy, etc). These must be distinguished from 'constraints',
or architecture. For the purposes of this paper, it is sufwhich are imposed by the system itself to make good use of
ficient to distinguish tasks which can be solved quickly
its avtiilable resources. When talking about a system, the
term 'constraint' will only be used in this latter sense.
(e.g. the class P of tasks solvable within a time propor*The term 'projective constraint' is meant to replace
tional to some polynomial of the input size), from more
'computational constraint' as used in Marr's framework.
time-consuming tasks (e.g. the class of NP-complete
The alternate term is used to avoid confusion between conproblems, which - in the worst case - require time that
straints placed on the form of the "interpretation mapping"
increases exponentially with the size of the input).^
between image and scene, and the constraints on the algorithm used to compute it.
^It is entirely possible that the average resource use is
*In this paper, much of the focus will be on complexity
much more representative that the worst case situation, and
constrciints, since projective constraints are relatively well
this may be used as one of the complexity measures. Howunderstood, and physical constraints add little (at least at
ever, worst-case situations must still be dealt with.
this stage of development) to what can be learned by discussing complexity constraints.
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Efficient u s e o f r e s o u r c e s

P e r f o r m a n c e trade-offs

If the computational demands of a task exceed the resources available, it is obvious that the task will need
to be reformulated. However, this reformulation m a y be
kept to a m i n i m u m by making efficient use of the time
and space that is available. A s used here, the term "efficient" does not necessarily m e a n optimal; rather all
that is mejint is that relatively little time or space is
wasted.
T h e efficient use of resources depends greatly upon
the choice of particular algorithms and representations
used in a process. However, there exist a few general
considerations that are relevant:

Even though a process is as efficient as possible, it m a y
still be impossible to carry it out using the available
time and space. If so, the process cannot be used; it
must be replaced by one that does satisfy the resource
constraints. T h e efficiency of such "approximating"
processes is obtained by lowering the quality of the m a p ping between input and output. More generally, there is
usually a trade-off" between the complexity of the m a p ping between image and scene, and the resources required to compute the mapping. Thus, depending on
available computational resources, the visual process
most suitable for a particular task can range from "traditional" processes that use unlimited computational resources, to "quick and dirty" systems that require only
a small amount of time and space. Part of a computational explanation of a visual process is therefore to
specify what the particular choice of trade-off" is, and
w h y it was m a d e .
There appear to be some general aspects to the methods by which performance can be "gracefully" traded off"
for reduced computational complexity, and it is likely
that these strategies will enter into m a n y of the particular processes of early vision. A few of these strategies
(together will some possible applications) will now be
discussed in regards to the reduction of processing time.

1. Parallelism. Perhaps the most obvious way of reducing the time required for a task is to carry it out
in parallel. However, it must be noted that it is not
eilways possible for processes to take advantage of
parzillelism- e.g., there can be no reduction in time
for Constraint Satisfaction Problems [Kasif, 1986],
since they are inherently sequential. Thus, if a task
is to take advantage of parallelism, it must be such
that most of its computations can be done locally.
But each of these local computations must operate
within the given time, and - taken as an ensemble
- they must also operate within the given space.
2. Resource trade-offs. T h e specification of a desired
level of performance does not uniquely determine
the exact resources necessary to attain it - tradeoffs between various computational resources can
still be m a d e . O n e well-known example of this is
the trade-off between time and space: for instance,
look-up tables can be used instead of computing
values on demand. Thus, G o a d [1983] presents an
object recognition scheme where the poses of objects are precomputed so that viewpoint determination is speeded up. Alternatively, redundant coding
can often be used to decrease processing time (see,
e.g., [Arbib, 1987, pp 87-89]). Note that this use
of redundant representations contrasts with Marr's
approach, in which the goal is to use nonredundant
(orthogonal) systems of representation as m u c h as
possible.

1. Reducing quantity of input. In general, more information requires more computation time [Levesque
and Brachman, 1985]. Thus, one way to reduce
time is to reduce the amount of data in the input that has to be handled. For example, visual
search is an NP-complete problem, requiring time
that increases exponentially with the size of the
input [Tsotsos, 1987]. This time can be reduced
(see below) by taking advantage of the coherence
and uniformity of the world to represent the original image by a smaller set of coarser-grained patterns that could be comfortably handled with the
available resources. A s the grain of these patterns
increases, the number of distinctions that can be
m a d e in the input decreases; however, these distinctions m a y be quite suitable for m a n y purposes.
2. Reducing quantity of output. Given that computational complexity can be reduced by effectively
reducing the amount of information in the input,
a natural "dual" would be to reduce complexity
by reducing the amount of information in the output. Such outputs would contain coarser-grained
descriptions of the more important aspects of the
scene. Note that this "coarse grain" need not always correspond to a diminished resolution in some
property such as spatial location or velocity of m o tion; instead, the "equivalence classes" of outputs*

3. A priori knowledge. One final consideration that
also enters into the efficient use of resources in visual processing is the possible use of "high-level" a
priori constraints based on the particular characteristics of the objects in the scene. In m a n y cases,
higher-level constraints could significantly reduce
the computational complexity of a process; if these
constraints could be selectively "loaded into" lowerlevel processes, this could often achieve a considerable speedup of processing. T h e relation between
early vision and later levels of processing is a complex one, and will not be discussed here, but it is
worth pointing out that if such "downloading" of
a priori knowledge does indeed occur, issues of resource use will prove to be critical for its analysis.

*An equivalence class is defined as the set of algorithms
and representations which carry out the same mapping
while using the same information content and computational
resources.
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could be based on such things as topological properties. In a very general sense, then, these outputs
m a y be regjirded as providing qualitative descriptions of the scene. For example, in Marr's theory it is assumed that the S-dimensional structures
of objects in space are represented as point-bypoint mappings of locsd depth and/or orientation.
Such representations are computationally difficult
to compute, and it is possible that they are not
computed at all. Indeed, it appears that more qualitative descriptions - such as descriptions of affine
or ordinal structure - m a y provide all the information that is required by subsequent processes [Todd
and Bressan, 1990].
3. Reducing qualiiy of the mapping. Reducing the
information in the input and output of a mapping
is often sufficient to reduce complexity, but it isn't
always necessary. For m a n y processes, the availability of a spatiotopic array of processors is sufficient to allow them to be carried out in constant
time. For exsanple, a simple remapping of all intensities in an image can be done immediately on a
parallel array, no matter h o w m u c h information is
contained in the input and output. A process can
therefore trade off performance against complexity
by altering the nature of the mapping itself; essentially, it is the quality of the mapping that is being
traded off. This is the strategy adopted in rapid
line interpretation (see below) - increased speed is
obtained by reducing the validity and global coherence of the recovered scene.

hundred miUiseconds, while others require a time directly proportional to the number of items in the image
(e.g. [Treisman and Gormican, 1988]).
T h efirststep in the analysis is to determine the extent to which time and space can be reduced while maintaining optimal detection performance. Tsotsos shows
that hierarchical coding can help to minimize the resources required, but that the problem still remains N P complete, since the target must be compared against all
possible aspects of all possible subsets of the image. If
visu«d search is to be carried out rapidly, this can only
be done for a select group of image subsets (or equivalently, a select group of target patterns).
Even by defining preferred patches as convex patches
with uniform properties (arising from the convexity and
uniformity of objects in the physical world), the time required is still too high to be compatible with the complexity constraint. Consequently, a more radical step is
taken: information is thrown away. This is done both
by reducing spatial resolution in the basis set of patterns
and by reducing the number of properties that can be
considered at any one time. Although the completeness
of the system is thereby sacrificed, these constraints do
allow an architecture to be specified that is compatible
with the time and space limitations generally found in
biological systems. Interestingly, this architecture has
m a n y of the general characteristics of the h u m a n visual system, viz., a small set of physically separated
spatiotopic maps, columnar organization of processors,
and coarse coding of local properties [Tsotsos, 1987,
Tsotsos, 1990].
Rapid interpretation of line drawings

Examples
To illustrate how resource constraints can help explain
various aspects of visual perception, w e will briefly
sketch h o w this approach can be applied to two particular processes in early vision: visual search and the
preattentive recovery of three-dimensional orientation
from line drawings. If described in the "conventional"
way, i.e., making optimal use of available information,
both problems are NP-complete. But the processes of
early vision are generally carried out within several hundred milliseconds, making it unlikely that these problems can be formulated in this way. This suggests a shift
in the w a y these processes should be viewed: instead of
making optimal use of information, they appear instead
to emphasize "quick and dirty" performance.
Visual Search
One of thefirsttreatments of complexity in early vision was that of Tsotsos [1987, 1990], w h o analyzed the
process of visual search. Here, the problem is to determine as rapidly as possible the presence or absence of a
known target pattern in an image. Tsotsos showed that
if optimal decisions are to be m a d e , this problem is N P complete, requiring an exponential amount of time in
the worst case. This is at odds with evidence that m a n y
kinds of targets can be reliably detected within severd
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Another problem in which time limitations play an important part is the rapid interpretation of line drawings.
T h e goal of the line interpretation task is to recover
the three-dimensional structure of opaque polyhedral
objects from line drawings describing their projection
onto the two-dimensional image plane (see, e.g. [Sugihara, 1986]). Interpretations generally take the form
of a labeled drawing in which each line element (or
region) is assigned a unique interpretation as a threedimensional structure (e.g., that the line has a particular three-dimensional orientation, or that it forms the
boundary of the object being viewed, etc.). This process has been shown to be NP-complete [Kirousis and
Papadimitriou, 1985], ruling out the possibility that it
is carried out in early vision.
However, it has recently been shown [1990, 1991] that
the three-dimensional orientation of some objects can
be recovered at early stages of visual processing, within
several hundred milliseconds of display onset. A s in the
case of visual search, then, optimal use of information
is not to be expected for such a process; part of the explanation must involve complexity as well as projective
constraints.
In the model proposed by Enns and Rensink, interpretation is accomplished via two parallel stages, each
of which involves only a small number of steps. T h e

first stage is carried out in parallel on each trilinear
junction in the image. These junctions are places in the
image where three line segments join up. Any junction
m a y correspond to several three-dimensional structures
in the scene; here, however, only the most likely interpretation is assigned. Once these initial interpretations
have been established, consistency is tested by comparing the interpretations at each junction against those
of their immediate neighbors. This can be done within
some constant time simply by propagating the local estimates along the lines that connect the junctions.
If such a "quick and dirty" process is used in the early
stages of vision, this should allow some line drawings
to "pop out" of a display on the basis of the threedimensional orientation of the block they describe.*
Enns and Rensink [1991] show that this is exactly what
happens.
Thesefindingssuggest that other "quick and dirty"
processes m a y edso be used in early vision. For example, it is possible to rapidly determine the concavity/convexity of surfaces, based on the patterns of shading in the image [Ramachandran, 1988]. If these processes are representative of the operations carried out
at early levels, this will force a new look at the nature
of early visual processing.
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For example, Treisman and Gelade (1980) assumed that
focal attention w a s required to determine the features
present at any single location; more recently, Wolfe, Cave,
and Franzel (1989) allowed that in effect, feature m a p s
could be superimposed upon each other, so that the
combined activity of relevant feature m a p s could be
determined for all locations simultaneously. But what is
important to note is that these different theories share the
idea that features are bound together by virtue of their
c o m m o n location.

Abstract
The representation of visual features is investigated by
examining the types of information that are encoded at
the feature level which are used for feature binding.
Features are often assumed to be bound together by virtue
of their c o m m o n location, but the current study shows
that shared context, as well as location, acts to constrain
the feature binding process and the formation of illusory
conjunctions. T w o different sorts of context
manipulations are reported In one manipulation, the
context of each item in the display is established by
flanking bars, and binding errors are examined as a
function of this shared context Also examined is a more
global context manipulation in which the items presented
form either a word or nonword Both sorts of contexts
affect feature binding, although in different ways.
Finally, some of the computational difficulties in
implementing a feature representation that encodes
context are considered.

a.

o

Does a feature detector detect something more than just
the presence of a feature? In fact, the answer is prol)abIy
yes. For example, consider a retinotopic feature m a p , in
which m a n y feature detectors with limited receptive fields
are distributed to span a large region of visual space. Since
each detector is tied to a particular location within the
visual field, an active detector specifies both the presence
of a feature and the location of that feature. In such a
feature m a p , it would be correct to say that features are
encoded with location information.

o

o

O
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Red
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Vertical
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b.

Figure 1. a) This feature representation cannot distinguish
between the simultaneous presentation of a red vertical
with a blue horizontal line and a red horizontal with a
blue vertical line, b) This representation specifies the
location of all features as well as the location of the red
vertical and blue horizontal lines

The possibility that feature detectors may encode more
than the mere presence of a feature is important w h e n
considering the problem oi feature binding — that is, w h e n
determining which features belong to the same object and
which features belong to different objects. Figure 1 shows
a set of feature detectors that encode only the presence of
features. T h e activation of these detectors by themselves
cannot be unambiguously interpreted. If instead w e have a
set of retinotopic feature m a p s , and w e k n o w the
correspondence between locations on the t w o maps, then
the activity of the feature detectors specifies not only the
location of features, but also the location of feature
conjunctions. Theorists in psychology have differed o n
how easily the correspondence between two m a p s might be
accessed, or h o w available this correspondence might be.

But should location be special? Or might features encode
other types of information? Might there be a w a y of
identifying which features belong together besides shared
location? Duncan (1989) suggests that the visual system is
most likely not limited to location cues for integrating
features together. This report will examine the possibility
that features encode aspects of their surrounding context. In
this w a y , features that share a similar context would be
bound together in the same w a y as features sharing similar
locations. For example, consider the letter A in the word
C A T . O n e constraint o n the w a y the features of the A
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would be conjoined is their shared context: all the features
of the A appear in a context consisting a C on one side and
a T on the other. This information could be useful in
deciding that all the features of the A belong together.
It is already well-established that context plays a central
role in our perceptions. T h e famous example illustrated in
Figure 2 shows h o w the s a m e figure, in this case the
ambiguous A/H object, can be interpreted in different ways
depending upon the object's surround. However, it is a
very large j u m p from the claim that context can affect our
interpretation of objects, to the claim that aspects of
context are encoded at the feature level. Furthermore, there
is a considerable difference between encoding location
information at the feature level and contextual information
at the feature level.

T

A

E

C

A

conjunctions, or the false recombinations of features
(Treisman & Schmidt, 1982), should be more likely to
occur a m o n g features given similar encodings. Cohen &
Ivry (1989) found higher rates of illusory conjunctions
a m o n g features that were displayed close together,
suggesting that features encode location information. In the
same way, if contextual information is encoded at the
feature level, then illusory conjunctions should occur more
frequently between features sharing similar contexts.
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Figure 2. A n example of the effect of context on the
interpretation of an ambiguous object.

h
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Figure 3. A sample feature m a p based on surrounding
context, a) Sample stimulus, b) Encoding of stimulus
using context based feature map. Each detector encodes
information about the context of its associated feature, in
this case the position of neighboring elements.

It seems intuiti\ely reasonable, or at least consistent
with the k n o w n anatomy of the MsuaJ cortex, to imagine a
feature representation consisting of m a n y vaneties of
retinotopic map>s. Such m a p s can be quite general purpose,
in that they can specify all the possible locations in which
an object might appear. It seems m u c h more difficult to
sf)ecify all the different contexts in which an object might
appear; in fact, it can be hard to visualize the orgamzation
of a feature "map" encoding contextual information.
Figure 3 shows one possibility. T h e m a p specifies the
presence of different features within several contexts.
Contexts which are similar to each other are close together
in this contextual encoding space. Such a m a p has s o m e
interesting properties. T h e contextual m a p does not specify
w h e r e in the image a feature m a y occur, but instead
specifies w h a t sort of surround the feature occupies.
Although this m a p does not directly encode location, it is
still useful for feature binding, since features that share the
same contexts will lend to belong together. Also, such a
m a p can explain s o m e sorts of perceptual grouping effects.
In the representation used in Figure 3, a set of colinear
points will share a more similar representation than a set of
haphazardly arranged points. This similarity in encoding
could serve as one basis for grouping the points together,
so that the perceptual grouping would be explained at the
level of feature representation.

Two sorts of contexts are examined in the current
experiment. T h e first sort of context is very simple,
consisting of a pair of bars that flank display items either
vertically or horizontally. This context manipulation,
referred to here as "shared context", is local to the features
present in the display; for example, items in the display can
be presented in the same or in different contexts, and the
effect of shared local context on feature binding can be
observed. Based on the principle of encoding similarity,
features presented in the same contexts should be more
likely to be incorrectly conjoined. This simple context
manipulation seems like a good starting point for finding
contextually bound representations. T h e position of
neighboring elements has been suggested before as a
nonspatial basis for feature binding by Strong and
Whitehead (1989). In the Strong and Whitehead model, the
relative position of elements outside the focus of attention
are used to provide a unique "tag" for the set of features
within the focus of attention. T h e second type of context is
a more global property of the stimulus, namely whether the
features presented comprise a word or a nonword. A n effect
of these global projserties would imply that the feature
representation is determined only after a higher level of
processing for which the global properties can be defined.
At the same time, the experiment further investigates the
encoding of location information by systematically varying
the distance between features in these contexts.

The experiment reported here is based upon a principle
of encoding similarity. It is assumed that the processes
responsible for binding together features use information
encoded by the feature detectors to determine likely feature
conjunctions. Features that are encoded in similar ways,
perhaps due to their similar locations or similar contexts,
are therefore likely to be bound together. Likewise, illusory
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Method
Stimuli. The ex()enmental materials used in this
expenment were ver>' similar to those developed by
Pnnzmetal and Millis-Wnght (1984, Expenment 2). Each
stimulus display contained a string of three colored letters
that appeared unpredictably to the left orrightof fixation.
There were six possible stnngs formed by the three letters,
all OMitaining the letter P: the words PIE, S P Y , and M A P .
Letters were
and the nonwords P L F , B P T , and N V P
randomly colored inred,blue, green, or yellow, with the
constraint that the same color w a s never used more than
once in a letter string.
Each letter appeared in either a vertical or horizontal
context. T h e vertical context consisted of white bars
appeanng above and below the letter; the horizontal
context consisted of bars to the left and right of the letter.
The bars forming the context always appeared to "bracket"
their associated letter - that is, bars in the vertical context
were oriented horizontally and bars in the horizontal
context were oriented vertically. Stimuli were constrained
so that each display contained letters in both the horizontal
and vertical contexts, for a total of six possible
arrangements of contexts a m o n g the letters. Figure 4
illustrates a sample display.

There were a total of 2 1 6 trials in the experiment.
Pairing each of the six letter strings with each of the six
possible context arrangements yielded 3 6 stimulus items,
which appeared both to the left and right of fixation for a
total of 7 2 stimulus displays. Each display w a s presented
three times: once as a positive trial, in which the color of
the target letter P matched the signal color; once as a
feature trial, in which the signal color w a s not present in
the display; and once as a conjunctive trial, in which the
signal color af^jeared in one of the letters other than the
target letter P. T h e conjunctive trials were the crucial trials
of the experiment, since they allowed the possibility of
feature conjunction errors. In all, three variables w e r e
manipulated in the conjunctive trials of the experiment: (1)
whether the display consisted of a word or nonword; (2)
the distance in characters between the letter P and the letter
appearing in the signal color; and (3) whether the P and
the signal color shared the same horizontal or vertical
context. Subject to these constraints, the color of stimulus
materials was determined randomly.
Before the expenment began, subjects received 32
practice trials in which feedback was provided.
Subjects. Fourteen Carnegie Mellon undergraduates
participated for class credit The data frcMn one subject were
discarded due to very high error rates, averaging 4 8 %
correct on the conjunctive tnals, which are the crucial trials
of the experiment, and 5 7 % over all trials.
Resolts
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The average error rates for positive trials, feature trials,
and conjunctive trials were 3 4 % , 6 % , and 2 3 % respectively.
There were significantly m o r e false alarms in the
conjunctive conditions than in the feature conditions, t(12)
= 44.5, p < 0.001. False alarms on the conjunctive trails
are assumed to indicate feature binding errors; however,
clearly there m a y be other causes for errors on the
conjunctive trials. Therefore, it is not the absolute levels of
errors that are interesting, but the effects of word stimuli,
distance, and shared context o n performance in the
conjunctive trials. These effects are illustrated in Figure 5.
A rich variety of both spatial and nonspatiaJ influences on
feature representation and binding can be examined in the
current experiment: the effects of a simple shared context,
the effects of distance between the conjoined features, and
the effects of a "high level", more global context, created by
word versus nonword stimuli.

r

^^^mB:

Figure 4. Sample stimulus. Each letter subtends 0.8 x 0.8
degrees with 2 4 degrees between letters. In this example,
the P and F appear in the vertical context, and the L in the
horizontal context.

Procedure. T h e task for subjects w a s to decide if the
target letter P was the same color as a predesignated signal
color. Each trial proceeded as follows. A colored squeu-e
appeared in the center of the display for 1000 msec. T h e
square served both to mark the fixation point and to
designate the signal color for the trial. T h e stimulus
display was then presented for 150 msec. Subjects pressed
a key to indicate whether the color of the target letter P
matched or did not match the signal color. Subjects were
instructed to answer as quickly as possible without
sacrificing accuracy. However, no feedback was provided
during the experiment

The effects of shared context will be examined first.
Averaging over the word and distance factors, subjects were
significantly more likely to m a k e conjunctive errors on the
shared context trials than on the different context trials.
False alarm rates averaged 2 7 % for shared context trials and
2 0 % for different context trials. F(l,12) = 5.225, p =
0.041. T h e probability of subjects conjoining features is
therefore affected by the context surrounding the features.
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Illusory conjunctions a s a function of w o r d status,
context, a n d distance

0.4
--0--

Word, distance 1
Word. distar)ce 2

+..

h4onword, distarx:e 1
Nonword, distarxie 2

0.3Blusory
ooniunction
rate

0.2-

01
Shared

Different
Context t y p e

Figure 5. Illusorj conjunctions, measured by the false alarm rate for the conjunctive trials.

such that features are more likely to be conjoined if they
appear in the same context. This Tinding suggests that
features £ire encoded in a context sensitive way. But as
Figure 5 illustrates, the effect of shared context appears to
vary considerably depending upon whether the features
appear within a word or nonword. Although the interaction
of shared context and word did not quite reach significance,
(1,12) = 3.85, p = 0.073, the effect of shared context can be
clearly seen for the nonwords, but not at all for the word
stimuli.
The effect of distance was also modulated by the word
nature of the stimuli. There was a significant interaction
between the word and distance factors, F(l,12) = 8.18, p =
0.014, so that the effects of distance were more pronounced
in nonwords than in words. T h e principle of encoding
similarity appeared to hold in the nonwords, in which
adjacent features were more likely to be conjoined than
nonadjacent features. If there is any effect of distance on
word Items, it is that adjacent features are less likely to be
conjoined than nonadjacent ones. However, the magnitude
of the distance effect is m u c h smaller for words than
nonwords, 3.0% versus 8.5%.

Despite the influence of word displays on other
experimental variables, there was no evidence of any main
effect of word versus nonword displays, F(l,12) = 0.416.
This result m a y at first seem at odds with the findings of
FYinzmetal and Millis-Wright (1984), w h o reported fewer
conjunctive errors in nonword displays than word displays.
In the current experiment, most conditions showed fewer
errors for word than nonword stimuli; however, when
conditions were optimized for error-free performance based
on the principle of encoding similarity (different context,
distance 2), there were fewer errors on the nonword than
the word items. T h e current finding therefore offer some
limits to the generality of the Prinzmetal and Millis-Wnght
results.
Discussion
The pattern emerging from these results suggests that the
representation of a feature depends both upon local
attnbutes of the feature, like its location and immediate
context, as well as more global properties of the feature
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environment, such as whether the feature appears within a
word or nonword. In the current experiment, the
representation of features in nonwords included information
about feature location and aspects of the immediate context.
At least for nonwords, this location and contextual
information is used in the feature binding process, as
evidenced by the greater number of illusory conjunctions
occurring between features shanng similar locations and
contexts.
But another sort of feature representation seems to be
established when features appear within words. The current
results suggest that thefinalrepresentation of features can
be determined at least in part by knowledge about higher
(Mder structures, like words. However, the influence of word
structure on feature representation is a contextual effect
very different from the effect of the flanking horizontal and
vertical contexts. It appears that the feature representation
established cis a result of the interaction with word
knowledge is not sensitive to the specifics of feature
instances, like location or surrounding context. Instead, it
seems that these local attnbutes of features are overridden
by the influence of higher level organization. This raises
the interesting question of h o w feature binding might
proceed in cases where top-down influences are relevant.
A n interesting sidelight is that although the word factor
interacted with other experimental factors, a postexperiment survey found only one subject w h o was aware
of any words being presented during the experiment.
The most interesting result of the experiment may be the
evidence it provides for context sensitive feature encoding,
since it appears that the feature binding processes use both
location and contextual information to bind features
together. However, implementing a contextually encoded
feature representation raises a number of difficult
computational problems. O n e concern is the possible size
of the feature encoding space. T h e horizontal and vertical
contexts used here are one simple example of a context that
m a y be encoded at the feature level, but there is a
potentially enormous space of possible contextual
encodings. Coarse coded representations are one way of
reducing the number of detectors required to span a given
encoding space, and Hinton (1981) has shown that the
savings advantage of coarse coding increases with the
number of encoded dimensions. Other savings could be
introduced by using dynamically programmed feature
detectors. A relatively small set of detectors might be
programmed to encode task relevant context information. A
purely speculative approach at this point might be an
implementation based upon the C I D model of McClelland
(1985).
A second problem in implementing contextual maps is
using information from a nonspatial contextual m a p in
conjunction with feature m a p s based on other types of
spatial and nonspatial metrics. T w o spatially organized
maps for different features can be meaningfully compared

and correlated, since a direct correspondence between
locations in the two maps can be established. However,
different contextual m a p s will be laid out according to
different metncs, and there m a y be no direct mapping from
positions within one type of context m a p to those in
another. O n e w a y around this difficulty m a y be to link
feature maps based upon different metrics indirectly,
through a higher, object level representation. In this
scheme, each m a p would act as a source of constraint on the
number and description of objects in the environment. T h e
final representation of the environment would be
determined by a constraint satisfaction process using both
location and contextual information, operating over the
entire set of feature maps. In the resulting representation,
each object in the environment description would be linked
to the relevant values on all the feature maps. In this way,
corresponding positions on differently structured m a p s
could be found by specifying a particular object
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Abstract
We investigate the situation in which some
target vadues in the training set for a neural network are left unspecified. After
trsiining, unspecified outputs tend to assimilate to certain values as a function of
features of the training environment. T h e
roles of the following features in assimilation are analyzed: similarity between input vectors in the training set, similarity between target vectors, linearity versus
non-linearity of the mapping, training set
size, and error criterion. All are found to
have significant effects on the assimilation
value of an unspecified output node.

network leaning issues. It involves an interesting form of generalization, in which the input
patterns for the don't-care targets have been
seen by the net during training, rather than
having been reserved for a separate test phase.
H o w a don't-care node responds depends on
h o w the representational resources of the hidden units have been employed to perform the
task. This, of course, would seem to depend on
the similarity structure in the input and target
domains and other characteristics of the m a p ping. T h e value which an output assimilates to
m a y also suggest values which would be easier
for the output to learn if it were required to.
Thus, understanding assimilation m a y offer insights on the general learning process.

Introduction

The Assimilation Effect

We consider here the case in which the target
vectors in the training set for a neural network
are not completely specified. That is, for certain output units on some input patterns, the
desired (target) values m a y be indeterminate or
irrelevant (don't-care). During Back Propagation [Rumelhart et ai, 1986] the error at these
don't-care outputs is zero, so weight changes
do not include terms from these nodes.
W e define assimilation in neural networks to
be the act of a don't-care output unit taking
on (assimilating to) a value after training. T h e
focus of this work is on examining the characteristics of the training environment which
determine a node's assimilation value.
Assimilation in neural networks is interesting
because it has been used to model the articulation of words or phrases occurring in natural
language [Jordan, 1986] [Hare, 1990]. O u r ability to evaluate these models and apply them to
other domains relies heavily on our level of understanding of the underlying assimilation phen o m e n o n in the model.
O u r interest in assimilation also derives from
its involvement with other more general neural

W e briefly review two works which use assimilation to model articulation data from linguistics [Jordan, 1986] [Hare, 1990]. Each work
offers an alternative hypothesis to explain the
assimilation results which were witnessed. W e
will present these two explanations, and offer
counter-examples demonstrating that neither is
accurate in all cases.
Both works use the same Jordan network
model^ trained to generate a sequence of
phonemes representing the articulation of a
word or phrase. Phonemes are represented as
feature vectors, euid some of the features for
certain phonemes are left unspecified. For example, the nasal feature for the phoneme subsequence /ria/ might be left unspecified in
the articulation of freon (phoneme sequence
Ifrian/) [Jordan, 1986]. After training, this
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'The network can be viewed as a feed forward
network except that a portion of the input vector
(the "state") is a function of the previous outputs:
the state at time t equals the state at t - 1 times
a decay parameter /'.(O < /* < 1) plus the output
at time t - 1. See [Jordan, 1986] for a detailed
treatment of the Jordan Network architecture.

Time
1
2
3

.5
1.3
.8

.5
.3
.2

Input/State
.5 .5
.5
.3 .3
3
.2 1.2 .2

.f)
13
.8

.5
1.3
1.8

1
0
*/0.9

0
0
0

Target
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

1 1
0 1
1 1

Table 1: Jordan's hypothesis based on input similarity predicts that the don't-care output («*") will
assimilate to value 0. This is because the third input pattern is more like the second input than hke
thefirstinput, and the don't-care output at time < = 2 is 0. However, assimilation is to 1.

the second than like thefirst(by euclidean distance). However, assimilation is actually to 1
{ m e a n = 0.9, stddev = 0.05, 50 samples).

feature might take on intermediate values (between low /// and high / n / ) , indicating that
the model predicts anticipation of the nasal feature for the phonemes before the /n/.

Target Similarity
Input Similarity
Coarticulation in speech is a phenomenon in
which the pronunciation of two phonemes overlaps in time. That is, there can be a blurring of
articulation features between phonemes which
are nearby temporally.
In Jordan's assimilation model of this phenomenon, don't-care outputs also assimilate to
nearby articulated features. Jordan's explana^
tion for this observed assimilation effect in the
network is that, typically, similar inputs generate similar outputs. W e m a y justify this input similarity hypothesis by reasoning that the
function computed by a network is a continuous
mapping; therefore, two similar inputs will generate two similar outputs, unless trained otherwise. Additionally, Jordan notes that the sequence of states traversed by the network tends
to be continuous in time (that is, nearby states
in time will tend to be more similau- than arbitrary pairs). H e calls this the continuity property of the next-state function. This, in combination with the hypothesized input similarity effect^, predicts the observed results: that
don't-care outputs will assimilate to specified
outputs that are nearby in time.
Although this hypothesis is useful in explaining Jordan's results, a counter-example can be
provided. Table 1 depicts such a case (due
to Hare^). A don't-care target is denoted by
a "*" in the table, followed by the m e a n assimilation vsdue after training. In this case,
an input similarity explanation predicts assimilation to 0 since the third input is more like
^Note that in this model, the "state" acts as the
input for the mapping performed at each time step.
Thus, similar states also generate similar outputs.
'Our assimilation results in this case (averaged
over 50 samples) differ somewhat from the results
reported in [Hare, 1990], although this m a y be attributable to different initial weights or a larger
sample size. Results are achieved with initial state
= 0.5, fi (state decay) = 0.6, t] (learn rate) = 0.1,
and a (momentum) = 0.0.
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In the Hungarian vowel harmony system, suffix vowels will alternate in backness in order
to agree with the last vowel of the root. For
example, the suffix vowel a in pugo + nak \s
a back vowel in order to agree with the back
vowel 0. However, in certain exceptional cases,
the last vowel of the root will be transparent
to the assimilation process. In this case, the
suffix vowel will agree for backness with a nonfinal root vowel, ignoring thefinaltransparent
vowel. A n example is taxi -f- nak, in which i is
transparent and the suffix vowel alternates to
agree with the back vowel a.
In Hare's assimilation model of this phenomenon, the don't-care outputs assimilate to
the last vowel of the root in the general case,
and also correctly assimilate to the back vowel
in the exceptional case. This linguistic data is
satisfied without the stipulation of transparent
vowels by the model.
Hare's explanation for this observed assimilation effect in the network is that high similarity between target patterns can override the effect of input similarity. Thus, although a suffix
vowel will usually assimilate with another vowel
that has the most similar input (which, according to Jordein, will be the most recent vowel),
the suffix vowel will override input similarity
in the case w h e n the suffix and another vowel
share m a n y of the same target features. In this
case, assimilation is to the similar target, rather
than input. A possible justification for this target similarity hypothesis is that similar outputs
will constrain the hidden unit representation
of their inputs to nearby regions in activation
space. This is plausible since the hidden unit
representation must be linearly separable for
the mapping to be learned. Therefore, two hidden unit representations generating very simil e outputs m a y be relatively similar, causing
a don't-ceu-e output in one pattern to take on
the value of the specified output in the other.
A s in the case with Jordan's input similarity hypothesis, w e can also construct a contra-

Time
T
2
3

Input/State
-:5—z—r^?s—:s—z—y
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3 .3
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Target
TJ
1
*/0.0

0

0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2: Hare's hypothesis based on target similarity predicts that the don't-care output will assimilate to value 1. This is because the target pattern at time t = 3 is very similar to the tau-get at
< = 2, and the output at ^ = 2 for the don't-care node is 1. However, assimilation is to 0.

diction to Hare's teirget similarity explanation.
This case is illustrated in Table 2. Although the
target at the third time step is exactly hke the
second tau-get but unlike thefirst,assimilation
of the don't-care output is to thefirstoutput
{mean = 0.0, stddev = 0.03, 25 samples).

active effects of input similarity, target similarity, training set size, and error criterion,
on the assimilation process. For each of the
3 • 3 • 3 • 11 = 297 cells in the experiment, 50 trials were performed. In each trial, a randomly
initialized network was trained on a parameterized randomly initiahzed training set.

Some Factors Affecting

Design W e use a strategy in which certain
patterns (called Key) in a training set serve as
potential "magnets" or sources of assimilation
for other patterns (called Don't-Care) which
contain unspecified units. The training set is
parameterized by the input similarity and target similarity factors (each are one of L O W ,
M E D I U M , or H I G H ) , and the training set size
(one of 4, 8, or 12). Table 3 depicts an example training set for factor values input=HIGH,
target=LOW, and T S size=4. The training
set is constructed as foUows: 1) random binary
vectors are generated for the Don't-Care pattern, 2) the Key pattern is generated such that
its input and target vectors are as similar to
the Don't-Cjire pattern as is specified by the
input and target similarity factors, 3) Neutral
patterns are added to make the training set the
size of the T S size factor, and 4) the extra target unit for the Don't-Care pattern is made a
don't-care ("*"), the target unit for the Key
pattern is made a 1, and for all Neutral patterns it is made a 0^.

Assimilation
W e have presented two possible explanations
for the aissimilation effect in neural networks:
assimilation based on similar inputs, and assimilation based on similar targets. Both hypotheses have intuitive justifications and have
been used to explain network behavior in the
literature. Nevertheless, the counter-examples
suggest that other factors are also involved.
W e turn now to a set of experiments which
examine the effects on assimilation of the following factors:
• input and tairget similcu-ity,
• Unearity versus non-linearity of the mapping,
• the error criterion to halt treiining, and
• the size of the training set (TS), for fixed
hidden layer size.
These factors are considered because they
are conspicuous features of the simulaitions in
[Hare, 1990], and therefore may contribute to
the observed assimilation effects. SpecificaJly,
in Hsu'e's work, input and target similarity are
not independently varied while testing the assimilation effect (see section V in [Hare, 1990]
- varying thefirsttarget in the sequence also
varies all subsequent states). Also, the networks tended to be highly trained and have
twice as many hidden units as there are patterns to learn. Lastly, all mappings were linear.
W e restrict our attention to feed forward binary mappings'*. In the following experiments,
Tj (leau-n rate) = 0.2 and a (momentum) = 0.9.

The network is a 3-layer feed forward architecture with 10 inputs, 4 hidden units, and 11
outputs. The network is trained until the error criterion factor is reached (one of 11 mean
squared error levels between 2.0 and 0.0002
in roughly a logarithmic progression)^. Once
trained, the Don't-Care input is presented, and
the don't-care output unit is examined. A
value near 1 indicates high assimilation to the
Key pattern; lower values indicate a decreasing

*There is a bias introduced by making the extra target unit for all of the Neutral patterns a
0. With many Neutral patterns in the training set,
A 3 x 3 x 3 x l l experiment was performed
the
don't-care output is biased towards 0 more than
in order to test the independent and interwith fewer Neutral patterns.
*Note that Hare's simulations can be posed as ^A trial is aborted if the network takes many
static feed forward tasks, because all inputs are
cycles without reaching the error criterion. Theredetermined by the initial state and target vectors.
fore, there are not 50 samples in each test cell.
Input and Target Similarity
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Pattern
Don't-Care
Key
Neutral-1
Neutral-2

Input (10)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0
1 0
0 0 0
1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1

Target (10-1-1)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1
0 0 0 1 1 0
0
1

|
0
1 1
1 1
1 1

*
1
0
0

Table 3: An example training set. The Key pattern has HIGH input similarity with the Don't-Care
pattern, but L O W target similarity. The 2 Neutral patterns all have N E U T R A L input amd target
similarity with the Don't-Care pattern.

Assimilation by Input/Target Similarity
(IS size = 4 , M S E criterion = 0.0002 )
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Figure 2: M e a n assimilation results by input and target similarity as the M S E criterion
varies between 2.0 and 0.0002. High M S E values (corresponding to networks trained for a
short time) are on the right; low M S E values
(for highly trained networks) are on the left.

Figure 1: M e a n assimilation results b y input
a n d target similarity for a n underconstrained
(TS size = 4) and highly trained ( M S E =
0.0002) network.

assimilatory effect of the K e y pattern.
Results All four factors examined as well as
all possible interactions between factors have
significant effects on assimilation (with p <
0.001 for all factors, except size x input and
size X input x target with p < 0.01; the size=12
training set case is excluded from the analysis
of variance because at this level, too few of the
networks respond in all variations of the other
factors). T h e single largest effect is due to target similarity { F = 293.9), followed by interaction between target similarity and error criterion (F = 197.2), input similarity ( F = 99.9),
error criterion ( F = 58.0), and training set size
( F = 52.0).

similar and the other is neutral or similar. T h e
assimilation response is also above the a priori rate (0.33) whenever either input or target
similMity is high, regardless of the similarity
of the other vector. T h e assimilation response
is actually suppressed (below the a prion rate)
w h e n one of the input or target patterns is dissimilar and the other is neutral or dissimilar.
Figure 2 displays m e a n assimilation values
as the M S E criterion varies between 2.0 and
0.0002. Initially, input similarity alone has a
higher m e a n assimilation value than target similarity alone, and generally mimics the case in
which both input and target patterns are similar. However, below M S E = 0.1 input similarity steeidily decreases, and is eventually overtaken by the increasing target similarity case
just above M S E = 0.001. Thus, a high degree

Figure 1 displays m e a n assimilation values
by the 3 x 3 combinations of input and target
similarity. Note that assimilation is high whenever one of the input or target patterns is highly
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Input
Assimilation by Input/Target Similarity
(TS size = 8 , M S E criterion = 0.0002 )

CO
o

0
0
1
1

X HIQH Input armlarKy
+ NEUTRAL Ir^xit Slirtl«t1y
O L O W Input Stnlarlty

0
1
0
1

Hidden
0 0
0 1
0 1
1 1

Output
0
0
1
1
1
1
•/I 0

(10
0
1
1
0

units)
... 0
... 1
... 1
... 0

Table 4: An example of the X O R mapping, including the hidden unit representations learned
during one trial. Although target similarity
predicts assimilation to 0, the don't-care output never sees the "boxed" hidden units (11)
during training and instead assimilates to 1.

LOW

NEUTRAL

with random weights is trained on this task. 17
of the 50 samples did not solve the problem at
the end of 500 epochs and were discarded.
Based on target similarity, we would predict
that the don't-care value should take on a value
0. This is because the target vector containing
the don't care output is all O's, and this is identical to another target vector in the training set
which is also all O's and specified on all units.
In fact, the opposite occurs. In 30 of the 33
trials (91%), the don't-care output assimilates
to 1 rather than 0.
These results can be understood by analyzing the internal representations learned to solve
the task. The representations learned during
one trial, in which assimilation is to 1, axe depicted in Table 4. The don't-cau-e output is
never trained on the fourth internal state corresponding to input = (11). Thus, it never sees
thefirsthidden unit on. Because of this, the
don't-care output simply learns to be on whenever the second hidden unit is on. All other
output units learn to be on if the second hidden unit is on and thefirsthidden unit is off.
A n interesting fact occurs in the X O R case:
assimilation to similar twgets can be encouraged by adding another layer for possible recodings. To demonstrate this, an awlditionaJ
hidden layer with 4 units is cidded between the
first hidden layer and the output layer. Of 74
sampled networks which learn the mapping, 42
(57%) assimilate to 0. Recall 0 is the value
which would be expected if target similarity
was having an effect on assimilation. 22 (30%)
assimilate to 1 and 10 take on intermediate values. Thus, "target similarity" based assimila^
tion can occur in the non-linear case, but it
requires an extra layer for recoding.

HIGH

Target Similarity

Figure 3: M e a n assimilation results b y input
a n d target similarity w h e n the training set increases in size ( T S size = 8) relative to a fixed
n u m b e r of hidden units (4).

of training s e e m s to accentuate the role of target similarity over input similarity.
Figure 3 displays m e a n assimilation values
b y input a n d teirget similcirity for the case in
w h i c h the training set has increased in size to
8. In this case, with high target similarity there
is s o m e assimilation response regardless of the
level of input similarity (and the response gets
larger as input similarity increases, as w o u l d b e
expected). H o w e v e r , the s a m e is not true for
high input similarity. W h e n input similarity is
high but target similarity is low, there is n o assimilation response. T h u s , the target similarity
effect appears to b e s o m e w h a t robust to a n increase in the training set size, whereas input
similairity appears less robust.
Non-linear Task Effect
The relationship between assimilation and the
non-linearity of the mapping task is tested using the 2, 3, and 4 bit parity problems with
varying numbers of hidden units. Only the 2
hidden unit X O R case is reported; more hidden
units and 3 and 4 bit parity yield qualitatively
similar results.
Ten output units are used. The 10 targets
are identically the X O R of the 2 inputs, except
that a single output unit is left unspecified for
one of the input patterns (00) or (11). See Ta^
ble 4 for an example. For 50 trials, a network

Non-linear Interaction
It is interesting to examine what happens if
similar and dissimilar inputs and targets are
pl2w:ed in a single training set. Our experiment
to test this has a design quite similar to the 3
X 3 X 3 x 11 design, except that there are no
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Neutral patterns, and there are four Key patterns corresponding to the four combinations of
similar and dissimilar inputs and targets. The
Don't-Care pattern also has four don't-care bits
instead of just one, in order to examine the assimilation vadues in the four cases in a single
training set.
Non-Unear interactions are observed when
similar and dissimilar patterns are grouped in
this way. For example, in a small training set
(4 Key patterns and 1 Don't-Care pattern), the
response when both input and target are similar in the same pattern is larger than the sum of
the responses for similar input alone and similar target alone. As the training set size increases (to 12 Key patterns 3 sets of similar
and dissimilar inputs and targets), the effect
is magnified tremendously. A n assimilation response is only achieved when both input and
target are similar in the same pattern, and the
response is very strong and consistent. In the
other cases, the assimilation response is suppressed to 0.0.

role for target similarity or input similarity individually on the assimilation value. Rather,
assimilation will tend to coincide with patterns
in which both the input and the target are similar to the assimilation pattern.
Further work is needed before we can provide a complete explanation of the assimilation
effect in networks. The current focus on binary
mappings and feed forward networks should be
widened. Also, although our training set construction is a convenient formulation, it does
not cover the ramge of possible similarity rela^
tionships between vectors in a training set. For
a truly complete account, we further need an
understanding of the effect of individual training patterns on the learning process, perhaps
through analyzing the induced error surface.
Conclusion
W e have examined two hypothesized explanjitions from the hterature for the effects of similarity on assimilation in networks with don'tcare outputs. Both are demonstrated to be
incomplete by counter-example. Experimental
evidence is provided which suggests factors to
be included in a more comprehensive au:count.
These factors aie: the similarity of the don'tcare pattern to other input and target vectors,
the non-linearity of the mapping, the amount of
training performed, and the size of the training
set for afixednumber of internal units. Results
in the literature can be reexamined in light of
the currentfindings.This provides an alternate descriptive framework, and allows predictions of a model's behavior in novel training
environments.

Discussion
The results presented here suggest the following framework for understanding assimilation
in feed forward nets on random boolean tasks:
• both input and target similarity have an effect on assimilation,
• in a non-linear mapping, positive target assimilation responses are minimal unless an
extra hidden layer is provided,
• the assimilation response for the target similarity case appears robust to an increase in
the number of patterns in the training set;
the input similarity response is less so,

Acknowledgements: The authors wish to
thank Mary Hare and Mark St. John for useful discussions. Thefirstauthor is supported
by a Cubic Fellowship and Peregrine Systems,
Inc., Carlsbad CA., and can be reached at
bbartell@cs. ucsd. edu.

• when the error criterion is high, input similarity has a stronger assimilation response;
for low error criteria, target similarity is
stronger, and
• when similar and dissimilar inputs and targets are in the same training set, non-linear
interactions can occur: in our simulations
both input similarity and target similarity
together are necessciry for any assimilation
response (for a large training set).
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Abstract

of verbs to phonological representations of their stems
and/or past tense forms (cf. Gasser & Lee [1990]).
The performance of a recurrent neural network in
The mapping function to be learnt m a y be considmapping a set of plan vectors, representing verb
ered analogous to aspects of the production process
semantics, to associated sequences of phonemes,
in which meaning is mapped to sound representations.
representing the phonological structure of verb
Phonological regularities between verb classes must be
morphology, is investigated. Several semantic repcaptured by the hidden unit representations generated
resentations are explored in attempt to evaluate
through training. Homophones in this formulation
the role of verb synonymy and homophony in deare unproblematic, as they consitute a many-to-one
teriming the patterns of error observed in the net's
mapping. However, two new potential problems arise.
output performance. The model's performance
First, as Pinker & Prince [1988] point out, the semanoffers several unexplored predictions for developn
tics of a verb is not a good predictor of the type of
mental profiles of young children acquiring English
inflectional mapping that it must undergo. The three
verb morphology.
verbs hit, strike and slap are closely related semantically but they have different mapping types relating
their stem and past tense forms {hit —» hit, strike —»
Introduction
struck, slap —> slapped). The network must learn to igPrior attempts to model the acquisition of English verb
nore this similarity in learning the mapping. Second,
morphology in connectionist nets (Plunkett ic Marchthis
same problem arises in general for the network, inm a n [1991]; Plunkett, Marchman & Knudsen [1990];
sofar
as there is an arbitrary relationship between the
Rumelhart & McClelland [1986]) have focused on the
of the verb and its phonological form. Similar
meaning
problem of Iceirning the relationships between phonoinputs
do
not lead to similar outputs. In particular,
logical representations of various forms of the verb.
highly
similar
inputs, modeling synonyms, provide a
Phonological information is exploited by children and
potential
source
of error in these networks.
adults when prompted for the past tense form of a
Our
goals
in
this
work are twofold:
novel stem (Bybee & Slobin [1982]; Marchman [1988]).
Nevertheless, the phonological form of the verb does
1. To examine the performance of the network in solvnot uniquely determine its past tense form. Although
ing a mapping problem that is analogous to that of
all verbs which have identical stem and past tense
mapping meaning to sound and determine its generforms possess a dentalfinalconsonant (e.g. hit —» hit),
alization characteristics.
not all verbs that end in a dental consonant have identi2. To evaluate the pattern of outputs and errors procal stem and past tense forms (Pinker & Prince [1988]).
duced by the network during the course of training
Furthermore, connectionist models that learn purely
and use these errors to predict those produced by
xTifro-level phonological mappings cannot distinguish
children acquiring English verb morphology.
verb-stem homophones that take different past tense
forms. For example, to brake and to break take past
We report on three sets of simulations that differ eith
tense forms braked and broke respectively. Since the
in the nature of the semantic representations used to
inputs to the network in these cases are identical, so
encode verb meanings and/or in the number of meanwill their outputs remain identical.
ing/form pairs that the network is required to learn. In
In this paper, we present a connectionist model of
each C£ise, we provide an evaluation of the performance
the acquisition of English verb morphology in which a
of the network on trained verbs and of the ability of
network is trained to m a p a semantic representation
the network to generalize to verb forms on which it has
not been trained. In one set of simulations, we provide
*We thank Steen Ladegaard Knudsen for his assistance
in programming, analysis and running of simulations.
a detailed error analysis.
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Methodology

by a 2-bit vector at the input level. The inventory
of verbs (both stems and past tense forms) that the
network is required to produce at the output is taken
directly from previous simulations conducted by Plunkett, Marchman & Knudsen [1990]. In this work 500
stem/past tense pairings are used. Each stem consists
Phoneme
of a Consonant-Vowel-Consonant ( C V C ) string, a C C V
string or a V C C string. Each string is phonologically
2. Hidden
well-formed, even though it may not correspond to an
actual English word. Verbs are assigned to one of four
classes. Each class corresponds to a different type of
1. Hidden
transformation
analogous to a distinct past tense form
Context
in English as in (Plunkett & Marchman [1991]). The
first class follows the regular rule in English. The three
Verb Plan
irregular clfisses are: (1) arbitrary verba have no systematic relationship between the stem and past tense
Figure 1: General Network Architecture
form {go —> went), (2) identity verbs are unchanged
between forms {hit —» hit), and (3) vowel change verbs
15 bit vector that reflects standard phonological conundergo a change in vowel in C V C forms [strike —>
trasts. A noteworthy characteristic of this phonemic
struck). Verbs are assigned randomly to each of the
representation lies in its attempt capture the sonorfour classes, with the constraint that stems possess the
ity relationships between vowels a n d consonants (see
appropriate characteristics of a given class.
features 0 1 - 7 in Table 1).^ T h e task of the network
Semantic representations of verbs are of two types.
In the first set of simulations, each verb is represented
in a localist manner in a 500-bit vector. A n additional
LO MD HIGL SN FRjST PLACE
_ BK TN 07 06 05 04 03 02 Ol LA CR VLf£SSB vo
two units encode whether the network is to produce
vat ae-1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
a sequence of phonemes corresponding to the stem of
cut • + 1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
the verb or the past tense of the verb at the output.
ate e -1 + 1 -1 +1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
In the second and third set of simulations a similarbet e -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
boat o + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
ity structure is imposed on the semantic representabought O + 1 — 1 — 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 — 1-1 — 1— 1-1 +1
tions by using distortions of several prototype vectors
beat I -1 + 1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
(Chauvin [1988]). Distortions may vary in their disbit I -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
boot u + 1 + 1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
tance from the prototype. W e use 9 or 50 prototype
foot U + 1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
vectors (and thus cis many categories) depending on
7 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
vocabulary size. T w o extra inputs specify the stem or
-1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
w +1
h -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
the past tense form. For the large simulations, 10 disr -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 +1
tortions each of the 50 prototypes are generated at 3
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 +1
m -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 + 1-1 +1
levels of distortion.
n -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 + 1-1 +1
Training proceeds by randomly selecting a plan vecV — 1 — I — 1 — 1 — 1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 — 1 + 1+ 1— 1+1
tor (the verb's semantic representation) and a tense
t -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
T -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -X -1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 +1
bit (stem or past tense). This composite vector is then
9 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 + 1 -1
presented at the input units over a number of time
I -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1+ 1 +1
steps that correspond to the number of phonemes in
theatre e — 1 — 1 — 1 -1 — 1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 — 1— 1 -1
mother 6 -1 — 1 — 1 — 1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 +1
the output form. At each time step, the discrepancy
p -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
between
the actual output of the network and the tar+
1
+
1
—
1
1
—
1
—
1
—
b -1 _1
-1 -1 -1 +1
-1 -1 -1
t -1 — 1 -1 — 1 — 1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
get phoneme is used cis the error signal to a back prop>d -1 — 1 -1 — 1 — 1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 +1
agation learning algorithm. W e use the T l e a r n simk -1 — 1 -1 -1 — 1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 + 1-1 -1 -1
ulator
developed by Jeff Elman at U C S D . As part of
K -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + 1 -1 -1 + 1-1 -1 +1
silence + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+1
the teaching signal, the verb plan is trained to produce an end-of-form signal (corresponding to the silence phoneme in Table 1). The "context units" are
Table 1: Phonological representation
reset between forms.
is to output a sequence of phonemes that correspond
to the stem or past tense of the verb whose semanAnalysis
tic representation is presented at the input. The disThe performance of the network is analysed at regutinction between stem and past tense forms is encoded
lar intervals in training. In this paper we present two
types of analysis. First, we determine the hit rate for
'The phonological representation presented here was
originally designed by Alan Prince and Kim Plunkett.
stems and past tense form, both on the entire training
All simulations utilize a simple recurrent network of
the type developed by E l m a n [1990] (see Figure 1).
In all simulations the output p h o n e m e consists of a
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the other hand, generalization from stem to past tense
never exceeds 55%. It should be noted that we use a
very strict criteria for generalization: All past tenses
are assumed to be regular. Over several simulations,
we find that performance on past to stem generalizations is always good, while stem to past varies. This
result is to be expected given that the form which the
p&si tense takes is a better predictor of the stem than
the stem is of the past tense form (e.g. if the peist tense
of a verb is talked then its stem form is unambiguous,
but if the stem is hit then, in principle, its past tense
form is underdetermined). Indeed the discrepancy between the generalization curves in Figure 2 (b) can be
accounted for in this fashion.

set and o n a class-by-class basis. Hit rate is evaluated
by determining which of the p h o n e m e vectors (as defined in Table 1) is closest to the output vector using
a least squares measure at each time step. This yields
a sequence of output p h o n e m e s for each verb plan. In
the first t w o sets of simulations w e report on whether
the output sequence is a hit or a miss.
W e analyse the generalization characteristics of the
network by first training the network with 25 verb
plans to produce only the stem form of the verb and
with another 25 verb plans to produce only the past
tense form of the verb. Each verb plan is then tested
on the phonological form of the verb to which it heis
not been trained i.e. 25 stem forms a n d 25 past tense
forms. T h e output of the network o n these novel inputs
is used to evaluate the net's generalization properties.
Fincilly, in the third set of simulations w e provide a
detailed analysis of the output of the network w h e n
trained o n just 50 verb plans i.e. 100 p h o n e m e sequences. These analyses relate the role of semantic simileirity to the similarity of the p h o n e m e sequences across different verbs, and the syllabic structure that the network extracts over the sequence of
output p h o n e m e s .

Regular

Identity

Vowel Change

Arbitrary

100-1

Experiment One

7o
T
o
t
a
I

This experiment reports the results of simulations using a 500 word vocabulary and orthogonal representations of the verb plan. Figure 2 (a) provides a summary
of the network performance on all past tense forms and
all stem forms while Figure 2 (b) compares the gener-
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Figure 3 provides a class-by-clciss breakdown of netw o r k performance o n stems. T h e s e result indicate that
the regular, identity m a p p i n g a n d vowel change clcisses
are learnedfirst,while arbitrary m a p p i n g s are delayed.
Figure 4 reveals a similar rank ordering of classes with
past tense forms.

20 40 60 80 100

Training Epochs

Training Epochs

(a)

(b)

Experiment Two

This experiment reports the results of simulations using a 5 0 0 w o r d vocabulary a n d semantically structured
representations of the verb plan. Figure 5 (a) proalization characteristics of the network in predicting
vides a s u m m a r y of the network performance o n all
the past tense forms of the verb when it has only be
past tense forms a n d all stem forms while Figure 5
(b) c o m p a r e s the generalization characteristics of the
trained on the stem and vice versa. Figure 2 (a) shows
that the network is equally fast at learning both stem
network in predicting the past tense forms of the verb
and pfist tense forms and that learning undergoes a
w h e n it has only b e trained o n the s t e m a n d vice versa.
spurt in growth around the 20 epoch mark. In conA s with E x p e r i m e n t O n e , Figure 5 (a) s h o w s that the
trast, the test verbs differ with respect to their perfornetwork is equally fast at learning both stem a n d past
mance on stems and past tense forms. Figure 2 (b)
tense forms. Learning undergoes a spurt in growth
shows that when a verb plan is trained to a past tense
around the 2 5 epoch m a r k . Similarly, there is a contrast between the test s t e m s a n d the test past tense
form, the network is quite accurate in predicting the
forms. H o w e v e r , the generalization characteristics for
correct stem (> 9 0 % after 70 epochs of training). O n
Figure 2: Overall Orthogonal Results
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Regular

Identity

of three of these classes has one lexical item more frequently represented than the rest, a regular in one, and
an arbitrary in the other.
W e perform two kinds of analyses on this network:

100-1

1. W e mecisure the changes in the stem output strings
during learning from the point of view of the syllabic
structure of the target language.
2. W e mecisure the changes in similarity of stem and
past output strings during learning with respect to
the semantic clusters.

Arbitrary

Vowel Change
100-1

Syllabic structure changes

0

In order to assess the vocabulary development of the
network, we divide the stem output strings of the network into three classes:

20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

W o r d s : Strings that belong to the target vocabulary.
Training Epochs

Training Epochs

Figure 4: Past Forms by Class (Orthogonal)

Pseudo-words: Strings that are not in the target vocabulary but conform to the syllabic structure of the
language — C Y C , V C C , or C C V .

Trained Verbs Test Verbs

Non-words: Strings that do not fit the above criteria

100- — btemi

— CCC, CVV, VCV, V V C and VVV.
A graph of the numbers of unique forms of each kind
over learning, along with the total number of unique
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forms, is s h o w n in Figure 6. Interestingly , long before
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Figure 5: Overall Orthogonal Results

this network are more restricted than in the simulations where an orthogonal verb plan is used. A n examination of the output for test stems indicates that
the network has difBculty generating the epenthisized
form of the ed suffix.
A cleiss-by-class analysis of pcist tense forms and
stem forms reveal results similar to the class-by-clciss
analysis in Experiment One and so will not be reported
here.
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Figure 6: Vocabulary Structure

Experiment Three
This experiment reports the results of analysis of the
effects of input and target similarity structure on the
forms the network learns. The semantic cljisses in this
experiment are designed to highlight these effects. In
this experiment, we use a 54-stem subset (with one new
arbitrary) of the larger set, with 31 regular forms, 3 arbitraries, 8 identities and 12 vowel-change verbs. W e
use 9 prototype vectors, where each exemplar within a
class has the same amount of distortion from the prototype. Three of the classes use high distortion, three
medium distortion, and three low distortion. T w o out
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it has acquired any words in the language, the netw o r k has captured the syllabic structure, €is evidenced
b y the high proportion of pseudowords in the set of
unique forms. O v e r learning, there is a n inverse relationship between these forms a n d the correct forms
as the pseudo-words migrate into the target vocabulary. This set of curves is reminiscent of a similar set
of curves found b y Plunkett [1990] in a case study of
language acquisition in t w o Danish children between
the ages of 12 and 26 months. The total number of
consistently produced and applied non-(adult) Danish
phonological forms weis inversely related to the number of Danish words over the period studied. That is,
the children had their own vocabulary early in development that wcis eventually replaced by target forms.

This is the distance between the output phonemes in

Note that in the simulation, the number of nonwords actually increases during the acquisition of the
target vocabulary. Further analysis reveals a simple
explanation for this effect. W e assign each string of
the network's stem outputs to one of 8 clcisses given
by the possible combinations of { C V V } , { C V V } and
{ C v V } . Three of these classes characterize the target
language's syllabic structure which consists of 41 C V C ,
7 C C V , and 5 V C C strings (there is one less than 54
due to a homophone). A plot of the number of network
outputs that belong to each of these classes over training is shown in Figure 7. The network quickly learns
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C V C (Legal) C C V (Legal

a string relative to the distance they should be after
learning. TlVij should tend to 1 cis the network learns,
so Similarity(^) should tend to 0.
W e apply this similarity measure to the strings produced by the network for each of the 9 prototype
classes. For comparison purposes, we subtract the
within-group similarity of the total output of the network from each score. Figure 8 (a) shows the average
of this meMure across the low-distortion (synonym)
classes and the average across the high- and mediumdistortion classes. The curves show that, in general.
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Figure 7: Syllabic Structures
Figure 8: Synonym Analyses
the dominant CVC form of the language, overgenerating strings in this class initially. In order to extend
to the target language syllabic structure these strings
have to mutate from C V C to C C V and V C C during
epochs 30 through 120. Strings changing from C V C
to C C V have to change the mid-vowel to a consonant
and the coda consonant to a vowel. The possible intermediate forms are C C C and C V V . Similarly for C V C
to V C C , the possible intermediate forms are C C C and
V V C . Indeed, a graph of the number of these forms
produced by the network shows that they occur only
during the cross-over from pseudo-words to words. The
(logically possible) forms V V V and V C V never occur.
Similarity EfTects
W e hypothesized that the synonym groups would produce outputs that were more similar to one another
than the non-synonym groups and the vocabulary as
a whole. In order to test this hypothesis, we use the
following measure of within-group similarity:
Similarity(^) = 1 -

E

N { N - 1)

^^^.>

i,3 e g
where i, j range over the m e m b e r s of Q, a n d G is of size
N . T^'Dij is a relative distance meeisure given by:

'^^'•' = * < , + 1
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semantic classes produce surface forms that are more
cohesive than the forms of the network are as a whole.
However, this effect disappears over training. This
is the result of the network overcoming the false cue
of input similarity. As expected, the synonym classes
have higher within-group similarity throughout training than non-synonym classes. It is noteworthy that
during the period that the network is actually acquiring the target vocabulary, i.e. from 70-120 epochs (cf.
Figure 6), the within-group similarity of the synonyms
increases compared to the rest of the classes. That is,
synonyms are forced to be near-homonyms.
This "squeezing" effect is greatly magnified when
there is only one synonym (Low distortion) cluster out
of the nine clzisses (Figure 8 (b)). The explanation
in terms of the network's organization is that patterns
that are more ecisily learned (because they have less input similarity) are dominating the error gradient. The
patterns m a y be characterized as competing for representational resources at the first hidden layer.
Examination of the network outputs over the training period reveals that the output strings for synonym
classes during the steepest rate of target acquisition
are within 2 or 3 features of one another. A n interesting question here is: W h a t is the string the outputs
of a s y n o n y m class are pushed towards? Is it a blend
of all of the strings of the class, or does one string in
the class "capture" the output for that cleiss? W e tentatively find that w h e n there is one lexical item that

is more frequent than the others, it captures the class.
Interestingly, this is not the case if the more frequent
item in a synonym class is an arbitrary verb, probably
due to the fact that they m a p similar inputs to very
different outputs (see Bartell, Cottrell & Elman, this
volume for a thorough discussion of this issue). In the
case that all are equally frequent, a blend of all of the
outputs for the class is produced.
Taken in combination, these results suggest an unorthodox account of the source of the non-word forms
found in Plunkett's subjects. These consistently-used
pseudo-words are the result of two constraints or pressures on the child's language production: (l) A pressure to produce forms that are in keeping with the
syllabic structure of the language at the output level,
and (2) a pressure to produce similar forms based on
input similarity. T h e child is thus producing the best
approximation to a word in the language that is a blend
of all of the words for that semantic clciss, with a tendency for this blend to be similar to the most frequent
element of that class. A second counter-intuitive prediction of this work is that, during acquisition of the
correct forms, the child will produce strings that m a y
be inappropriate for the target language because they
are between a c o m m o n (over-acquired) form and a less
c o m m o n form.

other forms. Finally, the model suggests that during
the vocabulary burst, synonyms will be forced to be
homonyms.
O n e problem that we have avoided addressing in this
work, and suggested by other research (McClelland,
personal communication) is that such models have difficulty learning uneven length strings. W e plan to investigate ways to overcome this limitation in future
research.
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Conclusions
W e have described a connectionist model of morphology acquisition in which input forms representing the
semantics of words are m a p p e d to sequences of outputs representing their phonological forms. T h e network is successful in producing appropriate forms, even
in the case where the input forms have a similarity
stucture that is independent of the output similarity
structure. Furthermore, the learning curves indicate a
spurt-like acquisition profile. There is ample evidence
for the spurt-like nature of vocabulary growth (McShane [1979]). It is unclear whether the acquisition
of inflectional morphology in children shows a similar
non-linear growth to that observed in the network.
The network experiences difficulty in generalizing
from the stems to past tense forms. T h e model predicts that children are better at generalising from past
tense forms to stems than vice versa. Further analysis is needed to investigate what modifications must be
m a d e to the model in order to achieve good generalization in the structured input case.
The analysis of the influence of input and target similarity on the acquisition of phonological form suggests
some radical predictions. Children's non-adult forms
m a y be a result of blending words for the same category. Looked at another way, words are distorted
by their neighbors in a semantic class. T h e effects of
similarity at the phonological level suggest that children will produce forms that do not belong to the
syllabic structure of their language if these forms are
between the most c o m m o n form in the language and
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Thus rime structure is taken to be the basic level at which
accounts of stress systems are formulated. Stress patterns are
Metrical phonology is a relatively successful theory that controlled
atby metrical structures built on top of rime structures.
tempts to explain stress systems in language. This paper disT h e version of metrical structure adopted here is metrical feel.
cusses a perceptron model of stress, pointing out interesting parW e assume the parameters formulated by Dresher & Kaye
allels between certain aspects of the model and the constructs
([Dresher & K a y e 1990, p. 142]):
and predictions of metrical theory. The distribution of learning
times obtained from perceptron experiments corresponds with
(PI) The word-tree is strong on the [Left/Right]
theoretical predictions of "markedness." In addition, the weight
(P2) Feet are [Binary/Unbounded]
patterns developed by perceptron learning bear a suggestive
(P3) Feet are built from the [Left/Right]
relationship to features of the linguistic analysis, particularly
(P4) Feet are strong on the [Left/Right]
with regard to iteration and metrical feet. Our results suggest
(P5) Feet are Quantity-Sensitive { Q S ) [Yes/No]
that simple statistical learning techniques have the potential to
(P6) Feet are Q S to the [Rime/Nucleus]
complement, and provide computational validation for, abstract
(P7) A strong branch of a foot must itself branch [NoAfes]
theoretical investigations of linguistic domains.
(P8) There is an extra-metrical syllable [Yes/No]
(P9) It is extra-metrical on the [Left/Right]
Basics o f metrical theory
(PIO) A weak foot is defooted in clash [NoA'es]
This section outlines the structure of the syllable and the basics
(PI 1) Feet are non-iterative [NoA'es]
of metrical theory^. A syllable is composed of an onset, which
contains the material before the vowel, and a rime. T h e rime
As an example of the application of these parameters, conis composed of a nucleus, which contains the vocalic matesider the stress pattern of Maranungku, in which primary stress
rial, and a coda, which contains any remaining non-vocalic
falls on thefirstsyllable of the word and secondary stress on
material.
alternate succeeding syllables. Figure 1 shows an abstract
representation of a six-syllable word, with each syllable repA syllable m a y be open (ends in a vowel) or closed (ends
in a consonant). Viewing syllable structures as trees, an open
resented as (J. T h e assignment of stress is characterized as
syllable has a non-branching rime (therimehas a nucleus, but follows. Binary, quantity-insensitive, left-dominant feet are
not a coda), while a closed syllable has a branching rime (the
constructed iteratively from the left edge of the word. Each
foot has a "strong" and a "weak" branch (labeled " S " and "W,"
rime has both a nucleus and a coda). A syllable m a y also have a
long vowel, in which case the nucleus is considered to branch.
respectively, in the figure). T h e strong, or dominant branch asIn m a n y languages, stress tends to be placed on certain kinds
signs stress to the syllable it dominates. Since the feet are leftdominant, odd-numbered syllables are assigned stress. Over
of syllables rather than on others; the former are termed heavy
the roots of these metrical feet, a left-dominant word-tree is
syllables, and the latter light syllables. W h a t counts as heavy or
lightdiflfers across languages but, most commonly, a heavy sylconstructed, which assigns stress to the structure dominated by
lable is one with a branching rime ([Goldsmith 1990, p. 113]).
its leftmost branch. T h e third andfifthsyllables are each dominated by the dominant branch of one metrical structure (a foot),
However, it is possible for other properties to contribute to syllable weight. For example, in s o m e languages, only syllables
while thefirstsyllable is dominated by the dominant branches
with a long vowel (i.e., branching nucleus) count as heavy.
of two structures (a foot, and the word-tree). Even-numbered
Closed syllables with short vowels d o not count as heavy, as
syllables are dominated only by non-dominant branches of feet.
they would in the m o r e commonly-occurring heavy/light disT h e result is that even-numbered syllables receive no stress;
the third andfifthsyllables receive one degree of stress (secu n c u o n ([Goldsmith 1990, p. 179]).
Languages that distinguish between heavy and light syllaondary stress); and thefirstsyllable receives two degrees of
bles are termed quantity-sensitive, while languages that do not
stress (primary stress.) T h e parameter settings characterizing
m a k e this distinction are termed quantity-insensitive. There
Maranungku are: [PI Left], [P2 Binary], [P3 Left], [P4 Left],
seems to be theoretical agreement that, in quantity-sensitive
[P5 N o ] , [P7 N o ] , [P8 N o ] , [PIO N o ] , [P11 N o ] . Parameters
systems, the placement of stress is sensitive to the structure
P 6 and P 9 are irrelevant because of the settings of parameters
P 5 and P8, respectively.
of the rime, but not the onset. W e follow this assumption^.
Abstract

*The second author was supported by a grant from Hughes Aircraft Corporation, and by the Office of Naval Research under contract number N0001486-K-0678.
^For an overview of metrical phonology, see [Goldsmith 1990, chapter 4], [Kayel989, pp. 139-145], [van derHuIst& Smith 1982] or
[Dresher&Kayel990,pp. 140-147].
^See, for example, ([Dresher & Kaye 1990, p. 141] or [Goldsmith 1990,
p. 170]). However, both [Davis 1988] and [Everett & Everett 1984] present
evidence that onsets may in fact be relevant to the placement of stress.
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Sixteen stress systems
Six quantity-insensitive (QI) languages and ten quantitysensitive (QS) languages were examined in our experiments.
T h e data, summarized in Table 1, were taken primarily from
[Hayes 1980]. Note that the Q I stress patterns of Latvian &
French, Maranungku & Weri, and Lakota & Polish are mirror
images of each other. T h e Q S stress patterns of Malayalam &
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Figure 1: Metrical structures for a six-syllable word in Maranungku.

Yapese, Ossetic & Rotuman, Eastern Permyak K o m i & Easte m Cheremis, and Khalka Mongolian & Aguacatec M a y a n are
also mirror images^.
Learning stress with a perceptron
In separate experiments, w e taught a perceptron to produce the
su-ess pattern of each of the sixteen languages. The domain
was limited to single words, as in the previous learning models
of metrical phonology developed by Dresher & Kaye, and
Nyberg ([Dresher & K a y e 1990, Nyberg 1989]). Again as in
the other models, the effects of morpho-syntactic information
(such as lexical category) were ignored, and the simplifying
assumption was m a d e that the only relevant information about
syllables was their weight.
Words up to 7 syllables long were slid across a 13-element
input window as shown in Figure 2. At each time step, the
perceptron was trained to predict the stress of the center element. In order to distinguish heavy from light syllables, each
input element consisted of two units. Thus the perceptron had
a total of 26 inputs, plus a bias connection. The input patterns
used were [1 0] for a heavy syllable, [0 1] for a light syllable,
and [0 0] for no syllable."* The output targets used in training
were 1.0 for primary stress, 0.5 for secondary stress, and 0 for
no stress.
The input data set for all stress systems consisted of all
255 word-forms of up to seven syllables. Each word was
processed one syllable at a time. Connection weights were
adjusted at each time step using the back-propagation learning algorithm of [Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams 1986]. O n e
epoch consisted of one presentation of the entire training set.
The network was trained for as m a n y epochs as necessary to
ensure that the stress value produced by the perceptron was
within 0.1 of the target value, for each syllable of the word,
for all words in the training set. A learning rate of 0.05 and
momentum of 0.90 was used in all simulations. Initial weights
were uniformly distributed random values in the range ±0.5.

Figure 2: Perceptron m o d e l used in simulations.

E a c h simulation w a s run at least three times, a n d the learning
times averaged. Results are s h o w n in Table 2.
IVf arkedness, learnability, and simulations
A universal grammar ( U G ) of stress should incorporate a theory
of markedness, so as to predict which features of stress systems
are at the core of the h u m a n language faculty and which are
at the periphery. The distributional approach to markedness
treats as "unmarked" those linguistic forms that occur m o r e
frequently in the world's languages. This seems to be the
approach taken by, for example, Hayes^.
Such an approach can be criticized, however, on the grounds
that the frequency of occurrence of some linguistic form does
not necessarily determine its status as "core" or "peripheral",
and the non-occurrence of s o m e form does not s h o w that it is
"impossible." The distribution of languages in the world is a
function of all kinds of historical, non-linguistic, factors, and
does not necessarily have linguistic-theoretic significance*.
Another approach to markedness is learnability theory,
which examines the logical process of language acquisition^.
Thus, for example, Dresher & K a y e taJce iteration to be
the default or unmarked setting for parameter Pll, because
there is evidence that can cause revision of this default if it
turns out to be the incorrect setting: the absence of any secondary stresses serves as a diagnostic that feet are not iterative
([Dresher & Kaye 1990, p. 191]). Ifnon-iteration were the default, their learning system might not encounter evidence that
would enable it to correct this default setting, if it were in fact
incorrect. It should be noted that, while this is a representative
application of subset theory, the choice of default parameter
values depends on the particular learning algorithm employed.

'([Hayes 1980, p. 50]): "In justifying a foot inventory as the unma
one, a minimal requirement is to show that all the members of the inventory
are attested in a fair number of languages..."
' To quote Pullum([PuUum 1982, p. 343;p. 340]); •'... no one has any idea
to what extent the history of the human race has skewed the distribution of
[linguistic] types by skewing the distribution of people... to postulate a default
assumption that, say, w/i-movement cannot berightward,merely because it is
'We have somewhat simplified the descriptions of Pohsh and Malayalam
compared with those in [Halle & Vergnaud 1987,pp. 57-58] and [Hayes 1980, commoner (in currently well-studied languages) for it to be leftward, is surely
p. 66, 109]. However, this does not detract from our discussion in any way, perverse as well as unnecessary. Language acquisition lakes place within
the infant, not within the context of a statistical survey of currently attested
as stress systems corresponding to our simplifications are reported to exist:
languages..."
Swahih ([Halle & Qements 1983, p.l7]) and GurkhaL ((Hayes 1980, p.66]),
"As an example, the Subset Principle ([Berwick 1985],
corresponding to Polish and Malayalam, respectively.
[Wexler&
Manzini 1987]) has implications for markedness. Suppose that
*Note that the distinction between heavy and light syllables is irrelevant
settings a and b for parameter P result in the learner respectively
two
possible
in a quantity-insensitive language. However, this representation was used in
all simulations to maintain consistency across quantity-sensitive and quantity- accepting sets Sa and 5* of linguistic forms. If Sa is a subset of 5*, then, once
P has been set to value b, it will never get re-set to a, even if that was the
insensitive systems.
335 correct setting. Uimiarked values for parameters should therefore be the ones
yielding the most constramed system.

Language
Latvian
French
Maranungku
Weri
Lakola
PoUsh
Koya
Eskimo
Malayalam
Yapese
Ossetic
Kotuman
Komi
Cheremis
Mongolian
Mayan

DESCRIPTION OF STRESS PATlTiRN
Fixed word-initial stress.
Fixed word-final stress.
Primary stress onfirstsyllable, secondary stress on alternate succeeding syllables.
Primary stress on last syllable, secondary stress on alternate preceding syllables.
Primary stress on second syllable.
Primary stress on penultimate syllable.
Primary stress onfirstsyllalDle, secondary stress on heavy syllables.
(Heavy = closed syllable or syllable with long vowel.)
(Primary) stress onfinaland heavy syllables.
(Heavy = closed syllable.)
Primary stress onfirstsyllable except whenfirstsyllable light and second syllable heavy.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress on last syllable except when last is light and penultimate heavy.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress onfirstsyllable if heavy, else on second syllable.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress on last syllable if heavy, else on penultimate syllable.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress onfirstheavy syllable, or on last syllable if none heavy.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress on last heavy syllable, or onfirstsyllable if none heavy.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress onfirstheavy syllable, or onfirstsyllable if none heavy.
(Heavy = long vowel.)
Primary stress on last heavy syllable, or on last syllable if none heavy
(Heavy = long vowel.)

Examples
S'5"5"5"5"5"5"
5"5"5"S"S"S"5'
S'5°S^S°S^S°S^
S^S°S^S°S^S°S^
5"5'S"S"S"S"S"
S"S"S"S"S"5'S"
L'L''L''H^L°L''L''
L°L°L''H'L°L°0
L°L°L°L'L''L°L'
L°H'L'>H°L''L°L°
L°L°L°fr'L''L°0
H'L''L''lfL''L°L°
l°Ol°l°l°l°l°
l''l''l°l''l°Ol°
L°L''H'L°L°tfL°
L°L°L°L''L°L°L^
L°L°H°L'>L°H'L''
L'L°L°L'L'L'>L°
L''L°H'L°L°H°L'>
L^L°L°L°L°L°L°
L°L°L°L°L°L°L^

Table 1: Stress patterns: description and example stress assignment. Examples are of stress assignment in seven-syllable words.
Primary stress is denoted by the superscript 1 (e.g., S'), secondary stress by the superscript 2, and no stress by the superscript 0. " S " indicates
an arbitrary syllable, and is used for the QI stress patterns. For Q S stress patterns, " H " and "L" are used to denote Heavy and Light syllables,
respectively.

If leamability arguments should propose the setting x for
parameter P, then s o m e explanation would b e needed if 9 5
per cent of the world's languages could b e analyzed as having
the setting y for the s a m e parameter. Although distributional
observations m a y not be an appropriate starting point for theory
construction, they d o provide a set of additional data points.
H o w e v e r , given the previously noted criticisms, it appears they
can only provide a w e a k constraint o n metrical theories. S o m e
other source of evidence would be valuable.
It is therefore interesting to note that the simulations described in this paper d o provide "leamability" results for a
variety of stress patterns. B y extension, they m a k e predictions
about the leamability of various linguistic forms in metrical
phonology. W e claim that these results provide a source of
data that can c o m p l e m e n t theoretical investigations.
Table 2 shows the stress systems grouped by their theoretical
analyses in terms of the parameter scheme discussed in the
first section. T h e last column of the table shows the average
learning time in epochs for each group of stress patterns. A s can
be seen, there appears to be a fairly systematic differentiation
of leaming times for groups of stress patterns with different
clusters of parameter settings.
First of all, leaming times appear to be significantly higher
for stress systems in groups 5 through 9, which have noniterative feet, than for those in groups 1 through 4, which
either d o not have metrical feet at all, or else have iterative
feet. This m a k e s the interesting prediction that non-iterative
feet are m o r e difficult to learn, and hence marked. This prediction corresponds with both Halle & Vergnaud's Exhaustivity
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Condition^, and with the choice of marked and unmarked settings in Dresher & Kaye's parameter scheme (Parameter PI I)'.
Comparison of leaming times for group I vis-a-vis groups
2, 3 and 4 suggests that a stress system with only a word-tree
(i.e., with n o metrical feet) is easier to learn than one with
(iterative) metrical feet.
T h e dramatic difference in leaming times between groups 8
and 9 suggests that it is marked for the dominant node to be
obligatorily branching'^. G r o u p 8 differs from group 9 only in
not having obligatory branching, and average leaming times
were 2 1 8 epochs vs. 2 3 0 8 epochs.
This prediction agrees with the distributional view that
obligatory branching is relatively marked''. However, it runs
counter to Dresher & Kaye's choice of default values (parameter P7)i2
H o w e v e r , comparison of group 6 with group 7 suggests that
systems with obligatory branching m a y be m o r e easily learned:
group 6, with obligatory branching, has a leaming time of 19
*"The niles of constituent boundary consiruction apply exhaustively ..."
([Halle & Vergnaud 1987, p. 15]).
'in Dresher & Kaye's model, iteration is the default or unmarked parameter
setting, because there is evidence that can cause revision of this default. The
absence of any secondary stresses serves as a diagnostic that feet are not
iterative ([Dresher & Kaye 1990, p. 191]).
'"This means that the strong branch of a foot must dominate a heavy syllable,
and cannot dominate a light one.
"(Hayes 1980, p. 113]:"... the maximally unmarked labeling convention
is that vk-hich makes all dominant nodes strong ... the convention that wins
second place is: label dominant nodes as strong if and only if they branch..."
'^Obligatory branching is the default because evidence (the presence of any
stressed light syllables that do not receive stress from the word-tree) can force
its revision ([Dresher & Kaye 1990, p. 193]).

Language

3

Latvian,
French
Maranungku,
Weri
Koya

4

Eskimo

i

Lakota. Polish

6

Malayalam,
Yapese

1
2

7
8
9

Ossetic,
Rotuman
Komi,
Cheremis
Mongolian,
Mayan

CHARACTERIZATION
Word-tree, no leet
Word-tree, iterative binary
Qlfeet
Word-tree, iterative unbounded Q S feet
No word-tree, iterative unbounded Q S feet
Word-tree, non-iterative
binary QI feet
Word-tree, non-iterative
binary Q S feet, dominant
node branches
Word-tree, non-iterative
binary Q S feet
Word-tree, non-iterative
unbounded Q S feet
Word-tree, non-iterative
unbounded Q S feet, dominant node branches

EPOCHS
ANALYSIS A

1

ANALYSIS B

2
Word-tree

2

Word-tree

3
9

Foot
A

19
(±1)

W S W W
cr cr o" cr

29
(±1)

Syllables

Extra-metrical syllable
Figure 3: T w o metrical analyses for a four-syllable w o r d in
Lakota. Strong branches are labeled " S " , and w e a k branches
"W".

218
(±1)
2308
(±4)

of the word. This, together with the left-dominant word-tree,
results in the assignment of primary stress to the second sylTable 2: Learning times for Q I and Q S stress patterns grouped
lable. A s has been s h o w n , under this analysis, the perceptron
by theoretical analysis. Each figure is the average earning
learning results support the markedness of non-iteration (recall
lime for languages in the group.
the differing learning times of Groups 1 through 4, vs. G r o u p s
5 through 9).
However, an altemative analysis is that Lakota has a leftepochs, compared with group 7, without obligatory branching,
dominant word-tree with no metrical feet, and the first syllable
but with a learning time of 29 epochs. This runs counter to the
is extra-metrical ([Dresher & K a y e 1990, p. 143]). Let us call
distributional argument, but agrees with the leamability view.
this Analysis B. A s illustrated in Figure 3, the leftmost syllable
T w o points are worth noting. First, it is interesting that where is treated as "invisible" to the stress mles, and the word-tree
there is a conflict between the distributional and leamability
assigns primary stress to the leftmost of the "visible" syllables.
theory predictions of markedness, there is also conflicting eviT h e result is that the second syllable receives primary stress.
dence from the perceptron simulation. Second, these conflictUnder this analysis, Lakota and Polish (Group 5, in Table 2)
ing perceptron results highlight the fact that it m a y be infeasible differ from Latvian and French (Group 1 in Table 2 ) only in
to analyze the effects of different settings for mdjv/dMa/param- having an extra-metrical syllable. T h e differing leaming times
eters; it may only be possible to make broader analyses of the
for the two groups (1 epoch vs. 9 epochs) then suggest that
effects of clusters of parameter settings. Strong interactions
extra-metricality is marked. H o w e v e r , this m n s counter to
between parameters have also been observed in other compuboth the distributional view ([Hayes 1980, p. 82]) and the
tational learning models of metrical phonology (Eric Nyberg,
leamability-theoretic view ([Dresher & K a y e 1990, p. 191]).
personal communication).
T o summarize, Analysis A views Lakota and Polish as havHowever, in view of the greater differential in learning times
ing non-iterative feet, which both the distributional/theoretical
between Groups 8 and 9 than between Groups 6 and 7, w e conand leamability approaches treat as marked. Analysis B views
clude that the effect of obligatory branching is to increase learn- these stress patterns as having an extra-metrical syllable, which
ing time. Thatis,we view our learning results as supporting the
both approaches treat as unmarked. S o far, there is nothmarkedness of obligatory branching. This raises the interesting
ing theory-external to help choose between the analyses. W e
possibility that learning results such as those from the present
claim that the present simulation results provide such a means:
perceptron simulations can provide a n e w source of insight into
since the learning results are consistent with the theoretical
questions of markedness. A s previously noted, there is contromarkedness of non-iteration, but not with the unmarkedness
versy over the relevance of distributional facts to theories of
of extra-metricality, they provide at least w e a k support for
markedness. Moreover, the distributional view of the markedpreferring Analysis A over Analysis B.
ness of obligatory branching ([Hayes 1980, p. 113]) seems to
In summary, the present leaming results are from a model
conflict with the leamability view ([Dresher & Kaye 1990, p.
whose initial state is devoid of any information about the con193]). The present simulations seem to agree with the distristructs of metrical theory that characterize different stress sysbutional view, and, w e suggest, provide a potential means of
tems. Nevertheless, the leaming results exhibit interesting
validation for theoretical analyses.
correspondences with theoretical predictions. These results
This contribution to theoretical analysis can be further illussuggest that computational modeling m a y have something to
trated for the stress systems of Lakota and Polish, which are
contribute to the development of a markedness theory and,
mirror images. The analysis so far adopted for Lakota is that
more generally, to aspects of linguistic analysis.
it has non-iterative binary right-dominant Q I feet constmcted
from left to right, with a left-dominant word-tree'^. Let us call Analysis of weight patterns
tiiis Analysis A. A s illustrated in Figure 3, this leads to the con- In leaming a stress pattern, the perceptron has acquired and enstruction of one binary right-dominant QI foot at the left edge
coded in its connection weights its "knowledge" of that pattem.
'^This is based on Hayes' analysis of penultimate stress ([Hayes 1980, p. Connection weights for all the languages studied are shown in
Figure 4. Each display is a representation of the network as
551).
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™ French 2.18

Figure 4: Learned connection weights for the sixteen stress patterns.

a whole. T h e large grey shaded rectangle represents the input
layer of the network, with its two rows of input units. T h e single square protruding from the left of the input layer is the bias
connection. T h e output unit is represented by the protruding
square at the top of the input layer.
A blob in a particular position denotes a weight from the
unit in that position to the output unit. White blobs denote
positive weights, and black blobs negative weights. T h e size
(area) of the blobs is proportional to the absolute magnitude
of the weight. Weights are scaled so that the largest absolute
magnitude is depicted in each display as a perfect square; other
weights in that display appear as blobs of proportionate size.
T h e scale (i.e., absolute magnitude of the largest weight) is
s h o w n in the title bar of each display. Thus, for Maranungku,
the absolute magnitude of the largest weights is 2.18; these are
the large (black) negative weights left of center in the input
layer.
Just as with learning times, the fact that two stress patterns
are mirror images of each other is reflected in the connection
weights. Moreover, there seem to be correspondences between
the form of the encoded knowledge and the characterization of
the stress pattern in terms of parameters. Maranungku and Weri
are the only stress systems with iterative binary feet (Group
2, Table 2). For these systems, but for no others, there is a
very clear binary alternating pattern of positive and negative
weights (see the alternation of black and white blobs in the
weight displays for M a r a n u n g k u and Weri). If, as is natural, w e
take a positive weight to correspond to the strong branch, and
a negative weight to correspond to the weak branch of a foot,
then for M a r a n u n g k u w e see left-dominant binary feet, and
for Weri right-dominant binary feet - just as in the theoretical
analysis'"*. It does not seem too far-fetched to say that the
perceptron has discovered a version of iterative binary feet.

T h e single set of negative weights for Latvian and French
(immediately to the left and right of center, respectively) can
perhaps be interpreted as a left-dominant and right-dominant
word-tree.
Recall that Lakota has non-iterative binary right dominant
Q I feet constructed from left to right, and that Polish has noniterative binary left dominant Q I feet constructed from right
to left. That is, there will be a single binary tree, constructed
at the left edge of the word for Lakota, and at therightedge,
for Polish. Under this analysis, the weights to left andrightof
center for Lakota and Polish can be interpreted respectively as
(single) right-dominant and left-dominant binary Q I feet.
T h e weight patterns for K o y a and E s k i m o are close to mirror
images, but not completely symmetric. K o y a assigns primary
stress to thefirstsyllable and secondary stress to non-initial
heavy syllables, while Eskimo assigns only one level of stress
tofinaland heavy syllables. T h e chief theoretical difference
between the two languages is that the former, but not the latter,
has a word-tree. This difference is reflected in the fact that there
are t w o magnitudes, or levels, of center connection weights for
K o y a (the large negative, and the smaller positive weights),
whereas for Eskimo, there is only one level of weights (the
positive and negative weights at the center are approximately
equal.) This can be viewed as analogous to the two levels of
metrical structure in K o y a (metrical feet and word-tree) vs. the
single level of structure in E s k i m o (metrical feet only.)
Table 2 shows that Malayalam, Yapese, Ossetic and Rotum a n (Groups 6 and 7) are the only languages with non-iterative
binary Q S feet. These are also the only patterns that have more
than two large negative weights grouped together to the left (for
Malayalam and Ossetic) orright(for Yapese and Rotuman) of
center. W e can take these three-or-four negative weight struc-

constructed iieratively from the left edge of the word. Weri has binary, right**As discussed previously, Maranungku has binary, left-dominant dominant
QI feetQI feet constructed iteratively from the right edge of the word.
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lures 10 correspond to a non-iterative binary Q S foot. There is
a clear structural difference as compared with the (analogues
oO non-iterative binary QI feet in the weights for Lakota and
Polish.
Komi, Cheremis, Mongolian and Mayan are the only languages with non-iterative unbounded Q S feet (Groups 8 and
9, Table 2). The connection weights for these systems show a
pattern of nearly-identical negative weights spanning a set of
several input units, and such a pattern does not occur for any
other of the stress systems. Such a set of "spanning" weights
seems analogous to an unbounded foot. The pattern of weights
for K o m i seems to correspond to an unbounded right-dominant
Q S foot, while weights for Cheremis seem to correspond to
an unbounded left-dominant Q S foot (note the single positive
weight at the right and left, respectively, of the sets of weights,
similar to the dominant branch of the foot). The difference in
analysis between K o m i & Cheremis and Mongolian & Mayan
is that feet in the latter pair have obligatory branching, meaning the strong node of the foot must dominate a heavy syllable.
As for K o m i and Cheremis, the weights for Mongolian and
Mayan show a pattern that can be interpreted as an unbounded
Q S foot. However, they additionally have a set of weights
adjacent to the positive weight (i.e., to the "dominant branch"
of the unbounded foot), which are not present for K o m i and
Cheremis; these additional weights can loosely be interpreted
as corresponding to a branching dominant node.
It should not be too surprising that correspondences can be
found between learned weight patterns and metrical constructs:
both representations are derived from the same data in an attempt to explain or model the same phenomena. Nonetheless,
we find it somewhat encouraging that these correspondences
exist.
Conclusions
One of the supposed attractions of connectionist learning is
that networks can start out with no theoretical preconceptions,
developing their representations de novo. In truth, though, any
computational model is founded on preconceptions, and ours
is no exception. W e have preprocessed the data to remove
all detail from the words except for the heavy/light syllable
distinction. In addition, w e assume that all the syllables of
the word are simultaneously accessible, i.e., that the word
fits in a buffer, and that the stress assignment process can
access the entire buffer in parallel. These are not unreasonable
assumptions, but neither are they indisputable.
W e have tried to show that, within the range of observed
human stress systems, our model exhibits interesting behaviors, providing a fresh source of insight about linguistic stress.
However, the model does not accurately reflect human capabilities for processing stress systems. For example, it is incapable
of learning some existing human stress patterns (e.g., Warao,
Southern Paiute), and is capable of learning stress patterns that
are unlikely ever to exist amongst human languages. (However, as has been argued here, distributional evidence is in
itself only weakly suggestive of what is "impossible"). Thus,
our model is not suitable for defining the boundaries of human
abilities, but this is scarcely surprising given that w e are merely
optimizing a linear threshold function.
Nevertheless, this simple model has produced interesting results. Although the simulations did not incorporate the foot and
word tree constructs of metrical phonology as computational
primitives, there appear to be correspondences between the
performance of the model and the analyses of metrical theory.
First, the learning results correspond with theoretical predictions of markedness. The theoretical predictions, as they stand,
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m a y be based either on distributional facts or on leamability
theory. Our simulation results provide predictions of markedness that are based on actual "learning." Second, there seem
to be parallels between theoretical characterizations of various
stress systems and the knowledge of those stress systems encoded in the perceptron's weights. These parallels are at least
suggestive of a mapping between the level of representation at
which the perceptron performs its computations and the level
of investigation at which metrical phonology is formulated.
In conclusion, these experiments suggest that simple statistical learning techniques such as the perceptron model have
the potential to provide computational validation for, and to
complement, theoretical investigations of domains of language
such as stress systems.
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Abstract
A connectionist model of auditory word perception
in continuous speech is described. T h e aim is to
model psycholinguistic data, with particular
reference to the establishment of lexical percepts.
There are no local representations of individual
words: feature-level representations are mapped
onto phoneme-level representations, with the
training corpus reflecting the distribution of
p h o n e m e s in conversational speech. T w o
architectures are compared for their ability to
discover structure in temporally presented input.
The model is applied to modelling the phoneme
restoration effect and phoneme monitoring data.

Introduction
T h e recognition of a spoken word involves correctly
matching somerepresentationdoived from the acoustic
input, often of poor quality, with s o m e stored
representation. T h e nature of the recognition problem is
partly determined by the frequency distribution of
elements in spoken language. This paper presents a
model of h o w these distributional statistics can effect the
recognition of spoken words. T h e aim is to capture as
m u c h of the relevant psycholinguistic data as possible in
terms of statistical properties of streams of phonetic and
phonemic input, without adverting directly to
explanation at the word level ^

T h e process o f lexical access
Speech sounds arrive over time and must be matched
against s o m e kind of stored representation.
Psycholinguistic theories have variously proposed that
such input is represented in terms of features, phonemes,
morphemes and words. T h e Cohort Model (MarslenWilson & Welsh 1978; Marslen-Wilson 1987) has
generated a "lexicalist-localist" tradition in which the
incoming signal is seen as directly contacting specific
1 W e would like to thank the following: Geoff Lindsey
for advice concerning the phonemic and featural
descriptions, Steve Finch for assistance and advice with
bigram and trigram statistics, Alex Monaghan for the use
of the C S T R text-to-phonemes program, Ellen Bard,
Henry Thompson and Richard Rohwer for valuable
discussion.
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lexical representations, which are activated in proportion
to their match with the input. These activated
representations then compete until one of them is
uniquely distinguished by the input and/or is integrated
into the ongoing interpretation of the utterance. That is, it
is assumed that contacting the lexical entry for the word
automatic, for instance, makes available all of its
associated information (pronunciation, orthography,
semantics, and so on) and that once automatic is alone in
the cohort (at some point during its third syllable), then it
exclusively determines processing from that point until
the end of the word.
Within this approach, less has been said about the
development of the representation which makes initial
contact with the lexical entry (/o/, /at/, /ota/... for
automatic). There are different claims concerning the
types of information which m a y influence the activation
of lexical representations, the effect of non word-initial
partial matches (/ot/ in the input matching porter or short
in the lexicon), the mechanism which mediates
competition between activated lexical representations,
and the continuing role of representations which cease to
match the input. However, one computationally explicit
account, the T R A C E model (McClelland & Elman
1986), based on the early Cohort Model, has captured
m a n y aspects of human spoken word recognition in a
principled w a y and represents a coherent stance on the
issues mentioned above. For instance, constraining the
activation of lexical representations and segmenting the
continuous input are two major issues in spoken word
recognition, and T R A C E provides a computationally
explicit answer to both.
Three aspects of T R A C E suggest avenues for further
research. First, the implementation of T R A C E is limited
to 15 different phonemes; it is desirable to be able to
model the full scale and richness of human word
recognition both to handle real discourse and to be able
to assess the model's performance on actual stimulus
materials taken from psycholinguistic experiments.
Second, T R A C E does not learn; T R A C E ' S knowledge of
the language is confined to the word frequency values
which are built into its lexicon. Third, T R A C E ' S lexical
level mediates influence between adjacent phonemic
material. A n alternative possibility is that processing may
be adequately captured just by statistical dependencies at
the phonemic level. For example, there is a
TRACE/Cohort prediction that monitoring of a wordmedial phoneme, like /t/ in curtail should be facilitated
to the extent that it lies on, or close to, the word's

any wider model of sentence processing. It prevents the
model from learning sub-word regularities, except to the
extent that word-initial similarity occasions activation of
a cohort, and also super-word regularities, unless strings
like that's, or out of oi good morning are lexicalized by
being given a dedicated output node.
The model w e present in Section 4 resembles Norris'
model in network architecture and in involving a
mapping from feature-level descriptions. Crucially,
however, the m o d e l does not contain local
representations of words; a number of advantages spring
from this fact. Before describing the model, however, it
is necessary to motivate further the exclusion of local
lexical representations.

uniqueness point: at this point only one lexical
representation remains in the cohort, the listener has all
the information necessary to identify the word and its
constituent phonemes. In a T R A C E simulation, curtail
would become the most highly activated word node at or
just beyond the uniqueness point and would supply lopdown information to the phoneme-nodes representing its
constituent phonemes. If, however, it could be
demonstrated that the perception of the /t/ in curtail
could be captured by a model which had no local lexical
nodes, and had had no previous experience of the word
curtail, then w e would be justified in preferring this
simpler explanation.
The model advanced below is motivated by the belief
that it is necessary to account for as m u c h of the data as
possible on the basis of processing in which there are no
explicit exclusive lexical representations. T h e model
makes no distinction between representations of any
frequent sequence, whether it be specifically a
morpheme, a syllable, a word or an idiom. This model
builds on the recent departure from the lexicalist-localist
view of lexical access, involving a distributed
connectionist model, as described in the next section .
This perspective does not rule out the possibility that
explicit specific lexical representations might be
necessary to account for certain data. Only after
investigating exhaustively h o w m u c h of the data can be
accounted for by a model which does not possess such
representations can the role of lexical representations in
explaining psycholinguistic data be properly assessed.
M o r e recently a second computationally explicit
model of spoken word recognition has been presented by
Norris (1988), which employs an architecture also
investigated by Elman (1988, 1990). In Norris' model
feature-level representations of consecutive phonemes
are mapped onto local representations of words via one
layer of hidden units. Recurrent connections from the
hidden units copy their pattern of activity to a set of state
nodes which then re-present this pattern to the hidden
units at the next time-step. Thus the network has the
potential to respond to patterns of phonemes across time.
(This approach is described in more detail below.)
Norris's model is architecturally more elegant than
T R A C E . It learns the frequency of the words it can
recognize from its training set, and, as Norris (1988)
reports, it captures a range of "cohort behaviours". In
simulations with miniature lexica the model generally
assigns a spread of activity to all words which are
congruent with the input up to and including the current
phoneme. At the uniqueness point of a word the model
generally opts overwhelmingly for that word and
maintains its level of activation until the end of that word
in the input. Again, three aspects of the model suggest
possible further research. First, the simulations which
Norris reports are aU with small scale lexica (each word
which the model can recognize is given a specific output
node). Second, there is a considerable volume of
psycholinguistic data which addresses infra-lexical
processing (e.g. phoneme-monitoring) and which it is not
feasible to model using the activation levels assigned to
whole words which are the output of Norris' model.
Third, the inclusion of a specifically lexical level, the
output level of Norris' model, is unduly constraining on

S e i d e n b e r g a n d M c C l e l l a n d ' s m o d e l of
pronunciation
Considerable coverage of psycholinguistic data has been
achieved with Seidenberg and McClelland's (1989)
connectionist modelling of word naming and visual word
recognition. In modelling naming, orthographic
representations are m a p p e d onto phonological
representations; there are no local representations of
words, only weights between the three layers of nodes.
A n extension of the model, involving an identity
m o p i n g of the orthographic level, captures aspects of
visual word recognition. Crucially the training regime
reflects the frequency with which the words appear in the
language.
H o w can word recognition data be modelled w h e n
there are no local representations of words and therefore
no activation levels which might be assigned to specific
words? A s an example, Seidenberg and McClelland
argue that in tasks in which subjects are required to
discriminate between orthographically regular words
(e.g. fellow, tanker) and orthographically irregular
nonwords (e.g.fnrkte. jplerhn), their performance m a y
be accurately modelled by the accuracy with which an
identity mapping m a y be m a d e between t w o
orthographic levels mediated by a layer of hidden units
and trained by back-propagation.
In the model of spoken word recognition described
below, an analogous approach is taken within the
auditory domain: feature-level representations are
m a p p e d onto phoneme-level representations. T h e
training regime is taken from spoken discourse and
reflects the frequency with which speech sounds
corresponding to phonemes occur and co-occur in
spoken language.

T h e p r o b l e m of learning the structure o f
temporal sequences
Neural network methods have been developed largely to
learn to classify static patterns. Since m a n y important
aspects of cognition involve processing temporally
structured sequences, there has been considerable
attention devoted to extending network methods to learn
the structure of time-varying sequences. O n e strategy is
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simply to represent a "moving window" of past inputs
explicitly (used, for example in the N E T T A L K model of
reading (Sejnowski & Rosenberg 1987)). Explicit
buffering of past input can be avoided by using recurrent
connections which recirculate past input so that it m a y
continue to have an influence on network performance,
rather than being "flushed through" the network. There
has been m u c h recent work on various ways in which
back-propagation can be generalized to recurrent
networks (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams 1986; Almeida
1987; K n e d a 1987; Pearlmutter 1990). In some of these
regimes, learning occurs w h e n the net has settled into a
stable pattern, and in some continuous time signals are
used. Rumelhart, Hinton & William's original
suggestion, "back-propagation through time", which
simply unfolds a recurrent network into m a n y copies
arranged in a feed-forward architecture and applies
standard back-propagation to the result, is the most
appropriate for this kind of task. T h e more time-steps
back the network is unfolded, the better the network will
be able to learn to respond to temporally remote
information, but at greater computational expense.

The model
The model, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, simply
consists of a mapping between t w o levels of
representation within the auditory modality - a feature
level and a phoneme level.

( m }

( V ) ( 7 ) ( 2 ) C D

^^^P^^

possesses a three-segment output w i n d o w - current,
predicted and last.
T w o phonemes m a y share a number of features (/p/
and A/ are identical on all but one). In the hypothetical
case where two phonemes possess the same feature-level
instantiation (as a result of noise, for instance), the only
w a y in which they m a y be distinguished is by their
surrounding context thus the phoneme designated * will
be classified as /s/ in /y e */ and as /f/ in /i */, given that
its feature-level description is ambiguous between /$/ and
/{/ and it has been trained on the words yes and if. In the
model, each phoneme possessed a unique feature-level
description. This resulted in "current" identifications
approximating to 1 0 0 % and remaining at that level in the
"last" position, in which confirmation was expected. In
human speech perception, however, segments are often
underspecified since the signal is noisy, and information
relevant to the identification of any one segment is often
spread over several surrounding segments. In some of the
simulations below w e rely on the addition of noise to the
signal during u-aining to encourage the network to rely
on the phonemic context since the information m a y no
longer be encoded in a single segment
The mapping in Fig. 1 m a y be achieved by means of
any one of a family of networks which are sensitive to
structure across time. The m i n i m u m sensitivity to such
structure involves replicating simple bigram
probabilities. T h e extent to which the networks under
study are sensitive to more than bigram probabilities is
an empirical question. Comparison with simple bigram
and trigram statistics is a powerful means of assessing
the performance of the models (although detailed
analysis is not reported here). Finally, it is important that
the network be tested with die full extent of the feature to
phoneme mapping in the language. Below w e report
results using the Elman/Norris net and a feedforward net
incorporating a moving window.

T h e networks

101110101 l T )

input

Figure 1: Feature to phoneme mapping. The input is
a binary feature-level description of the current
s e g m e n t T h e output is the identity of the current
p h o n e m e , the predicted next p h o n e m e and a n u m b e r
of previous phonemes.
Input is a bundle of features corresponding to the
segment at that point in time. This input is replaced by
successive bundles of features corresponding to
consecutive segments across time. T h e output is a
phoneme-level description of the current segment,
together with a prediction of the identity of the next
segment and a confirmation of the identity of the last
several phonemes. T h e simplest version of the model
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T h e basic mapping between the two levels of
representation was achieved using a "cut-down" version
of back-propagation through time (Rumelhart, Hinton &
Williams 1986), unfolding the network once rather than
m a n y times (Servans-Schreiber, Cleeremans &
McClelland 1989; Chater 1989) and thus sacrificing the
ability reliably to pick up long distance dependencies, in
exchange for speed of training. This "copyback"
structure (Fig. 2) w a s introduced by Elman (1988,1990)
and Norris (1988).
There were 11 input units, 15 hidden units, and hence
15 corresponding "copyback" units (which retained the
hidden unit activations from the previous timeslice) and
108 output units (coding the 36 phonemes at the
previous, current and next time-step). For a qualitative
comparison, a simple "moving-windows" architecture,
also with 15 hidden units (with 22 additional input units
representing the phonetic features at the previous two
time steps), was implemented. The architecture was that
of a standard feedforward network, trained with backpropagation, where the input layer represents not just the
current phonetic input, but also the phonetic input at

previous time steps. In our simulations, the moving
window extended over three time-steps.
Three simulations are reported: the recurrent network
architecture was trained both on noisy and non-noisy
inputs, and the moving window architecture was trained
only on non-noisy input data. Using only the bigram
statistics of the stream of input data, and assuming thai
error on the previous and current phoneme is 0, the best
total sum of squares error over the training corpus is
8044 steps. O f course, by considering higher order
statistics, better performance is possible, though a large
corpus is required to obtain reliable higher order
statistics.
Thisfigureis comparable with the performance of the
networks: 8023 for the recurrent network trained on the
noise-free corpus, 9788 when the training data is noisy
and 7892 for the moving windows architecture with
noise-free input. The slight difference in performance
between the recurrent network and the moving windows
architecture results from better performance of moving
windows at outputting the previous phoneme - in this
architecture the phonetic input at the previous time step
is presented as part of the input, whereas the recurrent
network must learn to buffer this information. That
network performance is comparable with the results of a
bigram analysis does not of course imply that the
network is responding only to bigram structure - in fact,
it seems more likely that it is picking up some higher
order statistics of the input, while not perfectly
accounting for bigram statistics. This is currently being
tested by comparing network performance of the net on
real data versus /ith-order approximations to that data.

on-line and was different for every epoch of training. The
learning phase of the simulations w a s quite
computationally intensive, using 30-40 C P U hours on a
variety of S U N SPARC-based machines, using a
customized version of the Rumelhart and McClelland
(1988) simulation package.

T h e corpus a n d training regime
The initial, limited training data was derived from some
3490 words of spoken discourse, taken largely from the
L U N D Corpus (Svartik & Quirk 1980). T h e discourse
was transcribed at the word level and included filled
pauses, false starts and corrections. The training set was
made up of 9097 phonemes and a test set of 3285
phonemes was used to test generalisation/overfitting. In
some later simulations the training data have been
generated from a 33,000 word phonemic dictionary,
containing frequency information; this allowed better
exposure to open-class words while sacrificing some of
the character of the distribution of closed-class words.

T h e phoneme-level descriptions
The utterances were converted to idealized phonemic
representations using the C S T R text-to-phoneme
program and employing 36 different phonemes based on
those of the C S T R Machine Readable Phonetic Alphabet.
The eight dipthongs were each converted to sequences of
two phonemes.

T h e feature-level descriptions
The phonemic transcription was then converted to an
idealized feature-level representation, consisting of the
following 11 features based on those of Jakobson, Fant
and Halle (1952): vocalic/non-vocalic, consonantallnonconsonantal, voicedlunvoiced, discontinuous!continuant,
strident/mellow, nasalloral, diffuse! non-diffuse,
compact!non-compact, tense!non-tense, grave!acute,
flat/plain. Thus the phonemes /a/ and /I/ were
represented on the respective features as below.

tr

C^d^n^^^

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 ? ^ ) input

8= 10110000010
I1

Figure 2. Structure of the Elman/Norris network.
Input is the feature-level representation of the
current segment Output is the classification of the
current segment, prediction of the next segment, and
confirmation of the last several segments. T h e
copyback units re-present to the bidden units the
pattern of activation on those units at t-1.
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All 36 phonemes were given a value of 1 or 0 for each
of the 11 features. Thefinalform of the training corpus
was of a continuous stream of such feature-level
descriptions of segments, with no information being
given concerning word boundaries.

In all the simulations reported, a learning rate of 0.1
was used, and m o m e n t u m was not used. Each network
B e h a v i o u r o f the n e t w o r k s
was trained until it began to show signs of overfitting T o illustrate the behaviour of the networks with unseen
training that resulted in a decrease of error for the
discourse, consider the test string this is a test of the
training set but led to increasing error for a separate test
model. W h e n this w a s converted into sequences of
set was disregarded. This required between 500 and 600
feature descriptions and given to the networks, all three
epochs. In some simulations, the phonetic input was
networks demonstrated sensitivity to phonotactic
made noisy, by randomly changing 9 % of the input
constraints,
with greater probabilities of predicting the
values from 0 to 1 or ^n.ce versa. The noise was generated
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next p h o n e m e in the short sequences of closed-class
words and in the unstressed syllable of model. T h e
models all predict the next phoneme more accurately
w h e n the sequence is from normal discourse than w h e n
the same phonemes are presented in random order. The
effect of training with noise was to depress the scores
given to phonemic hy(>otheses and to increase the
number of hypotheses which received a non-zero score.
In the simulation reported here, this increased noise did
not result in better performance in terms of the ranking of
the correct hypothesis within the total Ust of hypotheses.
It is easier to see the networks' use of context in the
case of the classification of the current phoneme, where
all of the information necessary for the unique
identification of the p h o n e m e is present on that
presentation. For the Elman/Norris net trained with
noise, performance w a s worse in the scrambled
phonemes case compared with the normal discourse case
(mean phoneme scores were 66.6 and 79.1, respectively;
/ = 2.35,4r= 18, p = .031). W e m a y conclude that in the
noise condition this network was relying on previous
context to identify the current phoneme; w h e n this
context was aberrant, it hindered correct recognition. The
Elman/Norris net trained without noise and the movingw i n d o w net both generated reduced m e a n "current"
p h o n e m e scores for the scrambled input but neither of
the differences was significant.
H u m a n listeners employ context both before and after
the phoneme in question. T h e aim of training with noise
was to force the network to rely on both "left" and
"right" context. T h e scores for the phoneme in "past"
position were compared on the normal and abnormal
discourse. While there was no significant difference
between the two m e a n scores for the Elman/Norris net
trained without noise, the version trained with noise was
significantly worse on the abnormal discourse (means
were 82.7 and 63.2, respectively; / = 3.88, d f = 18, p =
.001.). T h e network was sensitive to right context in
classifying phonemes, and was misled by abnormal right
context.

Restoration was observed, however, when the value of
the critical feature distinguishing /f/ and /s/ was replaced
by 0.5. Input, for the thislthifcase, was then /6 i */ where
* was completely ambiguous between /f/ and /s/. In this
case, the current scores were 99 for /s/and 5 for /f/,
changing to 98 and 0 respectively at confirmation.
The model respects the input. It does not hallucinate
phonemes on the basis of word frequency. This captures
the effect more accurately than T R A C E , in which lexical
level reinforcement restores any degraded phoneme and
even overturns bottom-up evidence, converting
vocabulaty to vocabulary
Phoneme restoration also occurred based purely on the
right context W h e n the input was /* e s/, in which * was
ambiguous between /y/ and /r/, the model restored the
/y/Monitoring for word-medial phonemes

M o d e l l i n g psycholinguistic d a t a

Phoneme restoration
Listeners' perception of degraded individual speech
sounds in words is often restored (Warren 1970).
Restoration is strongest when the intended phoneme and
the replacing sound (e.g. white noise, a click, silence) are
similar, and w h e n replacement occurs after the
uniqueness point of the word. Otherwise the effect is not
compelling.
This was modelled by putting minimally different test
words, like got and gop, in the carrier sentence ...and the
next word is x and the next word is y and the.... For
frequent words like got, this, and yes, there was no
substantial restoration. For example, w h e n the current
phoneme was /i/ in thif, the prediction for/s/ was 14 and
the prediction for /{/ was 4 ((/"is afi-equentword); w h e n
the current p h o n e m e became /f/, it was scored at 98,
compared with 2 for /s/. T h e frequency of this was not
enough to overturn the bottom-up information.
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Simulations were run to test whether the model predicted
the data from an experiment (Shillcock submitted) in
which subjects monitored for word-medial phonemes
like /p/ in repel or /p/ in lapel. Subjects in the experiment
took significantly longer to respond to phonemes in
monomorphemic words compared to matched prefixed
words.
The stimulus materials from the experiment were
embedded in the context ...and the next word is...and the
next word is... and presented to the three trained
networks. Activations for the critical phoneme in each
word (/p/ in repel) were recorded when that phoneme
was in "next", "current" and "past" position. Only the
moving w i n d o w network gave significantly different
mean activations for the monomorphemic words and the
prefixed words, mirroring the human data (97.7 and 98.7,
respectively; df= 14, t = 2.137, p = .05). This difference
occurred in the "current" position, reflecting the fact that
response times were facilitated if the sequence of
phonemes up to and including the critical phoneme
represented a prefix as opposed to a monomorphemic
word beginning. W h e n activations in the simulations for
the individual stimulus items were compared with the
mean response times from the experiment, there was no
significant correlation. Shillcock (submitted) reports that
the best predictor (r = -.477) of the phoneme-monitoring
data was the (frequency-weighted) number of times the
sequence of phonemes up to and including the critical
p h o n e m e {i.e. /r I p/ for repel) occurred in a large
phonemically transcribed dictionary {i.e. It I p/ in script,
report, unrepentant..., all weighted by word frequency).
The networks were therefore not employing information
as relevant as the bigram and trigram information
available from a large phonemic dictionary. This may
reflect most on the size of the training corpus.

Conclusions
Initial testing of the model gives encouraging results,
with the various simulations from the different
architectures demonstrating desirable behaviours. M a n y
of its limitations m a y be due to the modest size of the
training corpus: the 3490 words in the corpus represented
905 different words. A very large corpus will be required

to ensure adequate coverage of the open-class
vocabulary. Training with a corpus of transcribed
discourse opens the possibility of studying what special
processing of the closed-class vocabulary m a y emerge;
the literature contains numerous claims concerning the
special status of the closed-class vocabulary compared
with the open-class vocabulary. Yet further work will be
required concerning the amount and nature of (idealized)
phonological reduction in the corpus.
Regarding network architecture, it m a y be that the
most promising avenue for future research lies in a
network which allows back-propagation through time for
several rather than just one time-step. W e are currently
exploring this avenue.
The model described is seen as part of a larger model
incorporating semantic representations. The absence of
explicit, localist lexical representations is crucial. W e
envisage a mapping from the phonemic output of the
model to semantic representations, mediated only by a
layer of hidden units, although this clearly raises a
serious binding problem in the absence of word boundary
information. This arrangement gives more scope than a
lexical ist-localist model for modelling the details of
effects in which homophones and partial homophones
produce brief erroneous priming.
In conclusion, it m a y be that many psycholinguistic
phenomena which have been taken to involve access to
specific representations of spoken words m a y be
explained in terms of the low-level statistical structure of
the phonetic/phonemic input, as picked up by a simple
neural network account. W e are currently applying this
model to a range of other experimental phenomena.
There is a methodological imperative within
psycholinguistic research to allow "higher level"
interpretation of empirical data only when low level
explanations can be ruled out
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Abstract

emotions towards speaker. These parameters influence linguistic decisions like topic collection and orgaPrevious studies on text generation and revision
nization, sentence grammatical arrangement, and word
seldom consider emotions and social relations as
choice. These parameters characterize the relationship
motivations for linguistic variations such as word
between the writer and the reader and say little about
choice and syntactic structure arrangement. This
the connotations on the topics in the text (with the
paper proposes a computational model that uses
exception of the parameter of affect). This paper profour attributes affect, activity, power, and emphaposes a text revision model that focuses on the consis to revise texts. These attributes express ideonotations imposed on the textual topics. Hence, our
logical beliefs, the connotations of lexical items,
model extends the logic of P A U L I N E to make better
and connotation propagation properties of senwriting decisions.
tence structures. W i t h these formal tools, an algoUnderlying P A U L I N E is an important message that
rithm of backward chaining revises sentences with
m a n y computational linguistic studies have neglected
sensible choices of word and sentence structures.
— there is significant relationship between language
T h e model provides a basis for future research that
and society. This is in sharp contrast to the more comcan lead to a fully automated text revision system.
monly recognized relationship between language and
thought. This paper takes a social perspective of lanTopic areeis: Text generation and revision, ideolguage, as urged by W h o r f ([Carroll, 1956]), Fowler,
ogy, lexical and sentential connotations.
Kress, Hodge and Drew, ([Fowler et ai, 1979], [Kress
and Hodge, 1979]), etc. F r o m this perspective, lanIntroduction
guage plays a major role in the social construction of
In the early 1970*8, research on linguistic variations
reality, manipulates as well as informs, and distorts
during text generation started with the works on parareality to serve class and individual interests. T h e sophrase generation from semantic nets ([Simmons and
ciological linguistic studies cited above provide plenty
Slocum, 1972], [Goldman, 1975]). But this approach
of empirical texts where people use language to achieve
did not address the problem of h o w to determine the
their social objectives and to communicate their "sofitness of paraphrase in a text nor did it consider social
cial reality" with systematic choices of words, syntactic
context for the text.
and case relations, and information.
Artificial intelligence research on ideology modeling
O u r strategy is to identify a small number of sowas done in [Abelson, 1973] and [Carbonell, 1978^
cial attributes to express the ideological beliefs of a
This approach focused on the planning of actions with
text, the connotations of individual words and phrases,
given ideologies but did not consider the ideological efthe connotations assigned to topics in a sentence
and
fects on linguistic variations w h e n describing the actors
structure. T h e major attributes of interest are afand their behavior.
fect, activity, p o w e r and e m p h a s i s . Raised on the
Computational issues on text generation based on
author's understanding of lexical connotations from
pragmatic and social factors are addressed in [Hovy,
sources such as [Hayakawa, 1968] and the Webster's
1988]. His system P A U L I N E makes use of converN e w World Dictionary, these attributes are defined in
sation setting such as: time availability and formalthe following way. Affect refers to people's general
ity, the expertise of speaker and hearer, their social
feeling towards events, people, institutions, or ideals,
relationship, and speaker's goals in affecting hearer's
e.g., happiness is positive affect (-l-aff), tragedy negative (-aff). Activity refers to people's activeness in
'This work was partially sponsored by the Army Reperforming an action, e.g., fighting an enemy is active
search Office under contract DAAG29-84-K-0060 for the
(-l-act) and resting is inactive (Oact). Power refers to
AI Lab.
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any physical, emotional, social or spiritual force, e.g.,
riot is more forceful than disorder, which is more forceful than trouble. W e define riot to have emphasized
power (-l-pow, -|-emp), disorder non-emphasized power
(-fpow, O e m p ) , and trouble no power (Opower). E m phasis refers to the degree of connotation, e.g., the adverb 'very' and 'extremely' connote positive emphasis,
while 'merely' and 'just' connote de-emphasis(-emp).
The subtle distinctions between the above synonyms
and hyponynos are undoubtedly relative and dependent
on cultural framework and communication situation.
So the values of 'positive' or 'plus' (-(-), 'negative' or
'minus' (-), and 'neutral' (0) assigned to words and concepts are arbitrary to certain degree. Future research
must sharpen these distinctions with a refined scale or
more attribute types. For the purpose of this paper, w e
assume a convention on the attribute values of words
and concepts exists for our particular communication
situation.

Language and Ideology
Briefly speaking, an ideology is a body of related beliefs about social agents, institutions, and relationships
from a specific social perspective. Almost every reallife text is produced with some ideological beliefs and
reflects the beliefs. A s an illustration, let us examine
the news reports from two newspapers, the Sun and the
Morning Star (hereafter referred to as the Star) about
the disorder at the Notting Hill Carnival in London in
1977 ([Drew, 1979]). Because of ideological differences,
two contrasting pictures about the carnival resulted:
1. Sun August 30, 1977:

INTO B A T T L E ! RIOT SHIELDS O U T A S
T H E POLICE S T O R M CARNIVAL M O B .
Two hundred police carrying riot shields and
truncheons last night charged a rioting m o b of
black youths at London's Notting Hill Carnival.
More than 70 policemen were injured, one
stabbed, before the Special Patrol Group officers
cleared the trouble spot at Acklam Road — flashpoint of last year's riot in which 600 were injured.
The 10-minute riot began when youths charged
a police cordon. Hurling bottles and brtcks they
burst through the thin blue line....

The trouble started about 8p.m. at the top of
the Portohello Road, near Westway. A scuffle
erupted into the police cordon....
Clearly, the two reports asserted two very different
set of connotations about the Carnival, police, and people w h o fought with the police. Each set reflects a certain network of ideological beliefs about the government, people and other social elements. These beliefs
affect m a n y of the linguistic and information choices of
the reports.
Input Text and Writing Decisions
A text generation system usually takes some conceptual structures as inputs, e.g., relational data base
([McKeown, 1985]), conceptual dependency ([Hovy,
1988]), and frames ([Paris, 1988]). These conceptual structures generally contain concrete, denotative
meanings such as physical motions and attributes but
not connotative meanings such as emotions and social
relationships. T h e text generated from these structures is like afirstdraft, which is to be revised with
considerations on connotative meanings given as additional input. This level of revision is what our model
focuses on.
T h e model accepts input text that is pre-analyzed
and represented in terms of syntactic relations and
sorted case relations. A major task of the model is
to consider word choices to satisfy the given ideological beliefs. If no word choices can satisfy the desired
connotations, an alternative sentence structure is tried
until success is achieved. If no structures can satisfy
the wanted connotations, deletion of the sentence from
the text is suggested.
All input sentences from the initial draft are represented with a conjunction of grammatical relations
(e.g., subject, object and preposition) and case relations (e.g., agent, affected entity, location, attributeOf). Each object is sorted as some general class
(e.g., action, occasion, attribute, entity). For instance,
a sentence in the draft A m o b rioted at the end of the
Carnival is represented as:
• v:act:vl -subj:agt—• n:entity:al
T h e general subject:agent relation signifies an action undertaken by an entity, which can be people,
organization, non-human objects, etc. T h e particular relation, for the clause 'mob rioted', specifies a
m o b al w h o performed the action vl of rioting.

2. Star August 30, 1977:

FIGHTING M A R S E N D O F CARNIVAL AFTER A D A Y O F PEACE.

• v:act:vl -p:orient:pl—+ n:occ:e2
T h e general preposition:orientation relation signifies
a relation between the action and the occasion from
a particular perspective such as 'action at occeision'
or 'action after occasion'. T h e particular relation,
for the phrase 'rioted at the end', specifies a rioting
action at the end of the Carnival occasion.

Police observers hovering in a helicopter above
the huge crowds at London's Notting Hill Carnival yesterday estimated between 200,000 and
250,000 people were taking part.
For most of the time and for the majority of the
people it was a happy, peaceful occasion.
But by 9p.m. some streets in Notting Hill had
become a battlefield, with the police mounting a
massive operation to clear them.

• n:att:e2 -p:attOf:p2-+ n:occ:el
T h e general preposition:attributeOf signifies that
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something is an attribute of an occasion. The particular relation, for the phrase 'the end of the Carnival',
focuses on the end e2 of the Carnival occasion el.
During revision, the synonyms and hyponyms of the
words in this sentence are considered. For examples,
the noun 'mob' has a generalization 'people', the verb
'riot' has a less forceful synonym 'disorder' and an even
less forceful synonym 'make trouble.' Also, the phrase
'the end of is grammatically optional. But pragmatically, the phrase increases the distance between the
riot and the Carnival, thus de-emphasizing the negative affect associated with the Carnival due to the riot.
Moreover, an alternative structure is 'there-be' construction with nominalization of the action verb with
agent deletion. A combination of all the above alternatives generates 18 near-paraphrases, one of which is
to be selected during revision. These candidate sentences eissign connotations to the agents or occasion
mentioned in the sentence in very different ways. A
good target sentence must satisfy the given ideological beliefs. W e summarize the 18 sentences ais below,
with the abbreviation notation "{A | B | C } " meaning
one of A, B, or C can be selected when revising the
sentence:
• { A m o b I People} {rioted | caused disorder |
m a d e trouble} at the end of the Carnival. (6
choices)
• { A m o b I People} {rioted | caused disorder |
m a d e trouble} at the Carnival. (6 choices)
• T h e r e w a s {a riot | a dborder | trouble} at the
end of the Carnival. (3 choices)
• T h e r e w a s {a riot | a disorder | trouble} at the
Carnival. (3 choices)
Representation of Ideological Beliefs
Our revision model expresses ideological beliefs with
the attributes of affect (aff), activity (act), power
(pow), and empheisis (emp). The two news reports
about the Netting Hill Carnival quoted earlier reflect
the following ideological beliefs:
1. The Sun hated (-aff) the dangerous rioting (-afF,
-t-act, -l-pow, 4-emp) mob, who thus carried the attribute values {-aff, -|-act, -f-pow, -|-emp}. The
5/ar de-emphasized the affect, activity, and power of
the people (-aff, -|-act, -l-pow) involved in the disorder. They did not have any c o m m o n characteristics
such as "black" or "youth" and they were not (-emp)
even identified as causing agents of violent actions
(-l-act, -i-pow). So for the Star, these people carried
{-aff, -|-act, -Hpow, - e m p } .
2. The Sun disliked (-aff) the Carnival because it gave
the m o b a chance to riot (-aff, -f-act, -l-pow). So
the Carnival carried the social values {-aff, -l-act,
-|-pow, O e m p } . The Star increased the distance between the riot (-|-act, -|-pow) and the Carnival (Oact,
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Opow), and de-emphasized (-emp) the negative affect (-aff) of the Carnival, which thus carried {-aff,
Oact, O p o w , -emp}.
3. The Sun liked (-l-aff) the police, who were well
equipped (-l-pow) to protect (-fact) the people from
the violence of the mob. The Star disliked (-aff) the
armed (-l-pow) police who attacked (-l-act) people.
So for the Sun, the police carried the attribute values {-|-aff, -l-act, -|-pow, O e m p } and for the Star,
the police carried {-aff, -j-act, -fpow, O e m p } .
From the perspective of text understanding, these
ideological beliefs are abstractions of the two newspaper reports. Some time after reading such reports, the
reader is likely to forget about the details but still feel
these abstracted connotations associated with the Carnival, the police and the people involved in the disorder. It is through numerous exposures to reports with
similar ideological beliefs (such as that of a single newspaper or magazine) that the reader is indoctrinated.
The ideological manipulation of language is very powerful indeed ([Fowler et ai, 1979], [Kress and Hodge,
1979]).

Word Dictionary of Connotations
Given the ideological beliefs on the topics of a text, the
text must be composed in a way to assert these beliefs.
The connotations the text carries mustfinallydepend
on specific words in the text. Most words have synonyms and hyponyms, which stress different attributes
or different values of the attributes. A writer's ability to differentiate these stresses, which are often quite
subtle, is a major component of the writer's competence. If a computer is to write, as people do, about
people and for people, it must possess knowledge about
the social connotations of words.
Our model represents words, especially those carrying heavy connotations and have synonyms, with the
social attributes of affect, activity, power, and emphasis. These attributes are undoubtedly not sufficient
to distinguish many words. For instance, one other
c o m m o n attribute is formality ([Hovy, 1988]), which
has more to do with the writer-reader relationship and
communication setting than with the subject matter
itself But the four attributes do exhibit some generality in differentiating many words. In particular,
the three attributes of affect, activity, and power follow the semantic differential model of [Osgood et ai,
1957], which found in psychological experiments people
differentiated words with different values of evaluation,
activity, and potency.
Our revision model uses a dictionary that specifies
the social connotations of words. The dictionary is expedient for the purpose of this paper but not universal,
as discussed in the introduction section. For the following sample lexical entries, the absence of an attribute
implies that the value of the attribute is neutral, and
"?" means a variable which can match any sign {+,

-, or 0) during connotation propagation in a sentence
(see a later section):
• charge (verb): +act + p o w (Oaff Oemp)
• disorder (noun): -afF, + p o w

Signl

Sign2

Signl + Sign2

+
+
+

+

+
+
0
+
0
0
0
7

Oor?

Cor?

• end (noun): ?aff, ?act, ?pow, -emp

•fight(verb): +act

0
0
7
7

• make (verb): +act

Oor?

• erupt (verb): +act + p o w

+
0
7
0
7
+
Oor?

• mob (noun): -aff + p o w
• people (noun): all neutral

0

• protect (verb): +aff+act
• riot (verb): -afF -|-act -|-pow -(-emp

Table 1: Sign Addition

• riot (noun): -afF-|-act -f-pow -|-emp
• scuffle (verb): -(-afF-|-act

V:Action-to-Pp:Occasion Rule

• scuffle (noun): -afF-(-act
• trouble (noun): -afF
• very (adverb): ?afF, ?act, ?pow, -(-emp
Connotation Propagation Properties of
Sentence Structure
Consider the eighteen near-paraphrases given in an earlier section. Each candidate sentence assigns difFerent
values of social attributes to the Carnival and the people who took part in the disorder. Each particular
sentence structure, with its syntactic and sorted case
relations, assigns connotations to the sentential topics
in its own way. The properties of these sentence structures can be expressed as rules. The precondition of
a rule specifies the syntactic relation and the sorted
case relations between two constituents of a sentence.
The action of a rule specifies how the connotations of
one constituent propagates to another. W e show four
sample rules below.
V:Action-to-Subj:Agent Rule
If v:act -subj:agt—• n:entity,
then n:entity := v:act ® n:entity:lex
The above assignment statement (":=") means to assign to the agent (n:entity) the vector addition © of the
connotations of the action (v:act) and the connotations
of the actual words used for the subject (n:entity:lex).
A vector addition between two n-tuples is defined to be
a n-tuple whose sign elements result from the addition
of the corresponding sign elements of the original two
tuples. A table for addition of two signs is given in Table 1, with the notation '?' referring to a variable that
can match any sign during connotation propagation.
This rule applies to clauses like 'mob rioted' and 'police charged.' In thefirstcase, the verb 'rioted' connotes {-afF, -(-act, -(-pow, -(-emp) and the noun 'mob'
connotes {-afF, Oact, -(-pow, Oemp}. According to the
rule, the m o b is assigned the connotations of {-aff,
-(-act, -l-pow, -(-emp}, the result of ({-afF, +act, -fpow,
+emp} © {-afF, Oact, -(-pow, Oemp}).
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If v:act -ptorient—>• n:occ and
p = 'at', 'in', 'during', or 'under',
then n:occ := v:act © n:occ:lex
This rule applies to phrases like 'made trouble at the
end' and 'danced in the Carnival.' In thefirstcase,
the verb phrase 'made trouble' connotes {-afF, -(-act,
Opow, Oemp} and the noun 'end' connotes {?afF, ?act,
?pow, -emp). The propagation rule states that the
'end' occasion is assigned {-afF, -fact, Opow, -emp}.
N:Attribute-to-Pp:Occasion Rule
If n:att -p:attOf—• n:occ
then n:occ := n:att © n:occ:lex
This rule applies to phrases like 'end of the Carnival'
and 'shattering music of the concert.' In thefirstcase,
the noun 'end' connotes {?afF, ?act, ?pow, -emp} and
the referring expression 'the Carnival' is neutral ({OafF,
Oact, Opow, Oemp}). Thus, the Carnival occasion is
assigned the connotation of {OafF, Oact, Opow, -emp}.
Adj:Act-to-N:entity Rule
If adj:act - p r e M o d O f — > n:entity,
then n:entity := adj:act © n:entity:lex
This rule applies to phrase like 'rioting mob.' Since
'rioting' connotes {-aff, +act, -(-pow, -(-emp}, and
'mob' connotes {-aff, Oact, -(-pow, Oemp}, then the
m o b is assigned the connotations {-aff, -(-act, -f-pow,
-(-emp}.
Multiple Connotation Propagations
Understanding the connotations assigned to topics
by a sentence usually involves a series of connotation propagations. For example, consider the sentence 'The m o b rioted at the end of the Carnival.' The connotation assignment of the occasion
Carnival (el) involves two steps. First, the condition v.act -p:orient—* n.occ matches the verb phrase
So the V:Action-to'rioted (vl) at end (e2)'.
Pp:Occasion Rule applies. The propagation resulted
from the rule involves the following derivation, with

each step accompanied with a reason at the end of the
Rule]
e2 := vl:lexe e2:lex
,.
=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, + e m p }
'rioted']
® {?aff, ?act, ?pow, -emp} 'end']
=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, Oemp}
®]
Second, the condition n:aU:el -p.attOf—^ n:occ:e2
matches the noun phrase 'end (e2) of the Carnival
(el)'. Thus,
[Rule]
el := e2 ® el:Iex
=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, Oemp} 'end']
{Gaff, Oact, Opow, Oemp} 'the Carnival']
{-aff, Oact, Opow, Oemp} [e]
=
Selection o f W o r d

there w a s [Oaff,0act,0pow,0emp]
Need [Oaff.Oact.Opow.Oemp]
disorder[-aff,Oact,+pow,Oemp]
riot
SELECT

[-aff,+act,+pow,+emp]

trouble [-aff.Oact.Opow.Oemp]
Need [-aff.Oact.Opow.Oemp]

a n d Sentence

at the end [?aff,?act,?pow,-emp]

Structure
Need [-aff.Oact.Opow.-emp]

The above connotation rules can be used for both understanding and generating sentences. Since this paper
focuses on revision, it remains to show how words and
sentence structures are selected with the given ideological beliefs. From a psychological perspective, such
selection can be done actively or subconsciously. A
manipulative writer does the selection actively to affect
the reader. A casual writer does the selection subconsciously because ideological beliefs limit the way the
writer understands and perceives events, people and
institutions.
The basic idea of the algorithm for word choices and
syntactic structure arrangement is backward chaining
with backtracking. This is best illustrated by an example. Consider again the sample draft sentence of
A m o b rioted at the e n d of the Carnival and
the ideological beliefs of the newspapers Sun and Star.
The sentence has the following relations:

of the Carnival [-aff,Oact,Opow,-emp]
Figure 1: Backward Propagation to select 'trouble'

A n alternative structure which satisfies Condition 1
is the "there-be" construction with verb nominahzation and agent deletion. One such sentence is 'There
was a riot at the Carnival' where the noun 'riot',
now normalized to an occasion (occ), can be replaced
by synonyms 'disorder'ot 'trouble'.
The candidate structure contains the noun phrase
'riot at the Carnival', represented as n:occ:vl p:orient:pl—* n.occel whose propagation rule is el :=
vl © el:lex. Below is the derivation of the connotation back-propagation with the rule.
A el
=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, -emp}
[Cond. 2]
B elrlex =
'the Carnival'
(Gaff, Gact, Opow, Oemp} [Neutral]
=
C vl
=
{-aff, Gact, Opow, -emp}
A, B]

• v:act:vl —subjiagt—• n:entity:al
('mob (al) rioted (vl)')
• v:act:vl -p:orient:pl—» n:occ:e2
('rioted (vl) at (pi) end (e2)')
• n:att:e2 -p:attOf:p2—• n:occ:el
('end (e2) of (p2) Carnival (el)')

Now, the structure
'there was' is neutral, and consider the word choices:
{-aff, -|-act, -J-pow, -|-emp}
vl:lex= 'riot'=
vl:lex= 'disorder'= {-aff, Oact, -|-pow, Oemp}
vl:lex= 'trouble'=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, Oemp}
N o word choice can satisfy the back-propagated Condition C. Hence this sentence structure fails to satisfy
the top-level ideological beliefs.
Then another structure with the addition of'the end
of is tried with the same procedure as above — 'There
was a riot at the end of the Carnival', again with
'trouble' and 'disorder' as alternatives to 'riot' (Figure 1). This sentence involves the phrase 'the end
of the Carnival' represented as n.att.eS -p:attOf:p2-^
n:occ:el, whose propagation rule el := e2 ® el:lex
applies. Thus the back-propagation continues:
D el
=
{-aff, Gact, Opow, -emp}
[Cond. 2]
E el:lex =
'the Carnival'
=
{Gaff, Oact, Opow, Oemp} Neutral]
=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, -emp} D.E]
F e2

Star's Ideological Linguistic Choices
W h e n revising this sentence based on the Star's ideological beliefs, two conditions are relevant:
Condition 1 The affect, activity, and power of the
people (al) involved in the riot have de-emphasis.
That is, al m u s t connote {-aff, -|-act, -f-pow,

-emp}.
Condition 2 The Carnival (el) has de-emphasized
negative affect. That is, el must connote {-aff,
Oact, Opow, -emp.}.
Thefirstcondition will eliminate any sentence structure containing the relation v:aci:vl -suhj:agt-^
n:entity:al, which asserts the existence of a specific
group of people actively causing disorder and fails to
satisfy the required negative emphjisis of the attributes
for the people al (Condition 1).
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Now, the sentence also involves the noun phrast> 'a
riot at the end' represented as n:occ:vl -p:onent:pl—*
n:occ:e2, the propagation rule e2 := vl © e2:lex applies. The back-propagation continues:
G e2:lex =
'end'
{?afr, ?act, ?pow, -emp}
[Lex]
=
{-aff, Oact, Opow, Oemp} or
H vl
=
{-aflF, Oact, Opow, -emp}
[F, G]
Only the noun 'trouble', but not 'riot' or 'disorder', has connotations that satisfy the back-propagated
Condition H. So the "there-is" structure with the inclusion of the structure 'the end of and the word choice
of 'trouble'cam satisfy the top-level ideological Conditions (1) and (2). The sentence selected is 'There was
trouble at the end of the Carnival.'
Similar procedure revises 'A m o b started a disorder at 8 p m ' as 'Trouble started at 8 p m ' and 'A
m o b scuffled and erupted into the police cordon' as 'A scuffle erupted into the police cordon.'
Sun's Ideological Linguistic Choices
For the Sun, the m o b carried negative affect, plus activity, plus power, and plus emphasis while the Carnival carried the same social values with no emphasis. The same backward chaining procedure mentioned
above does not change the draft sentence 'A m o b rioted at the end of the Carnival' during revision,
but revises the sentence 'A m o b started a disorder
at 8 p m ' as 'A m o b started to riot at 8pm.'

Summary
This paper has demonstrated the use of four attributes
affect, activity, power, and emphasis in influencing
writing decisions of word choices and syntactic structure arrangement using given ideological beliefs, a lexicon of connotations, and rules of connotation propagation. Since the model is still at the exploratory stage,
we expect modifications as the model develops further.
Nevertheless, the current model has demonstrated a
significant insight that most of the previous works of
computational linguistics have ignored — an inherent
and often the most interesting part of the meanings
of language is its connotations. Our model is a further step in understanding more about the way people
communicate linguistic connotations. In addition, the
model provides a basis for future research to automate
text revision with social intelligence.
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Abstract
A proposal is made for representing the knowledge learners
acquire from examples in terms of subgoals and methods.
Furthermore, it is suggested that test problems can also be
represented in terms of the subgoals and methods needed to
solve them. Manipulations of examples can influence the
particular subgoals and methods learned. Thus, transfer can be
predicted by the overlap in the learned subgoals and methods
and those required to solve a novel problem. A subgoal is an
unknown entity, numerical or conceptual, that needs to be
found in order to achieve a higher-level goal of a problem. A
method is a series of steps for achieving a particular subgoal.
The experiment presented here suggests that elaborations in
example solutions that emphasize subgoals may be an
efficient way of helping a learner to recognize and achieve
those subgoals in a novel problem, that is, to improve
transfer. It is argued that conceptualizing problem-solving
knowledge in terms of subgoals and methods is a
psychologically plausible approach for predicting transfer and
has implications for teaching and design of examples.
Introduction
This paper makes two basic claims. O n e , people can learn
subgoals for solving problems in a particular domain from the
examples they study, and two, a person's success at solving a
novel problem is partly a function of whether he or she
possesses the necessary subgoals to solve that problem. A
subgoal is an u n k n o w n entity, numerical or conceptual, that
must be found in order to achieve a higher-level goal of a
problem. A method is a series of steps for achieving a
particular subgoal. N o explicit mechanism is proposed here for
h o w subgoals are learned. Rather, the emphasis is on
identifying subgoals and methods and elucidating the conditions
under which they will be learned. This emphasis was chosen
since it seems important to gather empirical evidence in a
variety of domains concerning the factors that influence whether
subgoals and methods are learned and to integrate these findings
into the simple scheme proposed here, panicularly if this
scheme can successfully predict transfer performance and
improve the design of examples. Initial experiments have
provided s o m e support for the above approach for examining
transfer (Catrambone, 1991; Catrambone & Holyoak, 1990).
This paper explores one particular w a y of designing examples to
increase the likelihood of conveying subgoals to learners:
Briefly labeling or elaborating the subgoals in examples. W o r k
in perceptual category learning has suggested that transfer is
improved w h e n subjects are led to focus on useful distinctions
(categories) during training (e.g., Medin, D e w e y , & Murphy,
1983). Subgoal learning m a y perhaps be viewed as a form of
category learning and thus, m a y also benefit from manipulations
that serve to highlight subgoals.
Credits
This research was supported by Office of Naval Research Grant
N00014-91-J-1137 and National Institutes of Health Biomedical
Research Support Grant 2-SO7-RR07024-24.
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It is argued that successful learners acquire useful subgoals
and methods for solving problems in a particular domain. The
meaning of "useful" is operationally defined as those subgoals
and methods that can be used to solve s o m e corpus of target
problems. If a learner has learned a particular subgoal, then he
or she is more likely to recognize the need to find that subgoal
in a novel problem. Even if the method for achieving that
subgoal in the novel problem is n e w or requires a modification
of an already-learned method, the learner w h o recognizes the need
to achieve a particular subgoal will at least have some guidance
for recruiting useful background knowledge to achieve the
modification compared to a learner w h o does not possess the
subgoal. Thus, subgoals provide a control structure to guide
problem solving and transfer.
For example, consider a learner w h o studies a worked-out
physics mechanics problem involving a block resting on an
inclined plane. Perhaps the problem asks what the angle of
incline has to be in order for the block to start sliding down the
plane given that other things such as the block's mass and the
coefficient of friction were known. A learner could memorize
the steps for solving this problem such as picking a coordinate
system with the x-axis parallel to the plane (rather than parallel
to the problem solver's perspective) and performing the
trigonometry for dealing with the angle of incline. However,
the learner might not realize that most of these steps collapse
into methods for achieving various subgoals. These subgoals
might include high-level ones such as finding the opposing
forces and equating them as well as lower-level subgoals such as
splitting the forces into those acting along the x- and y-axes.
Thus, w h e n given a "simpler" problem such as determining how
hard one would have to push a block resting on aflattable in
order to just get the block to start moving, the learner could be
at a complete loss. M a n y of the steps from the example, such
as those involving the trigonometry, are no longer needed,
except in a trivial way. If the learner had learned only a series of
steps from the example, he or she would have little guidance in
determining which ones should be eliminated or adapted for the
n e w problem. Conversely, if the learner did have his or her
knowledge organized hierarchically into a series of subgoals,
then the learner would be in a better position to separate the
steps into those that were necessary for the current subgoals
(such as equating the opposing forces) and those that might not
be necessary (such as choosing a coordinate system that is not
horizontal and vertical).
Prior work has demonstrated that when learners study one or
two worked-out example problems, such as algebra problems
dealing with two workers completing some task together, they
can solve isomorphic problems (Reed, Dempster, & Ettinger,
1985). For instance, subjects might study an example in which
the workers' rates are given and the goal is to determine how
long one of the workers works given that the other worker's
time is known. The difficulty emerges w h e n learners are faced
with non-isomorphs, that is, problems requiring a modification
of the old procedure. For example, in Reed et al.'s study, a nonisomorphic test problem might express one worker's rate in

terms of ihe other worker's rate. Subjects typically had
difficulty solving non-isomorphs. Part of the difficulty appeared
to be that subjects formed subgoals such as "find the two
numbers associated with worker A and multiply them together"
rather than subgoals such as "find each worker's rate" and "find
each worker's time." In problems which did not have two
numbers associated with a worker, perhaps because the rate was
a variable, subjects were often unable to solve the problem.
The poor transfer performance that is typically found in
studies may partly be due to a failure to identify the necessary
knowledge components that should be conveyed to learners to
help them solve novel problems. It is claimed here that these
components can be viewed as subgoals. The goal of the current
experiment was to manipulate the subgoals conveyed to learners
via examples and examine transfer effects. Cognitive
architectures such as A C T * (Anderson, 1983), P U P S (Anderson
& T h o m p s o n , 1986), and S O A R (Laird, Newell, &
Rosenbloom, 1987) have mechanisms for predicting transfer.
For example, A C T * predicts transfer of procedures by measuring
overlap of old and new production rules (see also Singley &
Anderson, 1989). However, these models are quite complex and
many aspects of the models, such as chunking and
proceduralization, are not necessary to derive useful predictions
about learning from examples. Research utilizing the approach
advocated here should allow the development of a relatively
simple model to predict learning from examples as well as
provide constraints on more complete models of cognition.
This approach, if successful in terms of making useful
predictions, could be used by researchers and textbook writers
fairly easily as a practical guide for designing better examples
(to improve learning) and test items (to improve diagnosticity).
In some sense, the greatest value of the approach described
here may be its emphasis on the effort required by the teacher or
researcher to identify the useful subgoals and methods in a
domain. That is, assuming that examples do convey subgoals
and methods, it is necessary tofirstdetermine what the useful
ones are, and then to create examples to convey them. It is not
claimed that the useful subgoals and methods can be identified in
any algorithmic way. The approach advocated here for
determining subgoals and methods is to identify a target set of
problems that one wants students to be able to solve. Then
solutions to these problems should be written out. These
solutions are then analyzed in terms of the steps for achieving
certain unknowns, either numerical or conceptual, in a
hierarchical fashion. For example, in the physics problems
discussed earlier, a high-level subgoal would be to equate the
forces along the x-axis. This high-level subgoal will be
achieved byfirstsatisfying a lower-level subgoal such as finding
the various forces acting along the x-axis. This subgoal can be
satisfied byfirstsatisfying the subgoal of identifying all the
forces in the problem and breaking them into their x- and ycomponents. This subgoal decomposition can continue until
one reaches the level of madiematical operations. It is a
judgment call as to h o w m u c h decomposition one feels is
necessary to represent subgoals and methods at a useful level.
In any case, the subgoals and methods identified by the
researcher or teacher are at least open to inspection by others and
can be debated.
Experiment
The experiment presented here examined subjects' ability to
solve permutation and combination problems in probability.
This domain was chosen because prior work indicated that
learners were strongly influenced by superficial features of

training and test problems. For example, Ross (1989;
Experiment IB) had subjects study example probability
problems, such as ones involving permutations, and then solve
several test problems. T h e entities (e.g., computers, cars,
scientists) in the examples and test problems were manipulated.
For instance, Table la presents a permutation problem
involving the determination of the probability of scientists
choosing particular computers. T h e equation presented to
subjects in Ross (1989) in order to solve this example was
l/[n(n-l)...(n-r+l)]. Test problems included s o m e subjects
finding the probability of students choosing particular cars while
other subjects had to find the probability of particular students
being assigned to particular cars (i.e., inanimate objects
"choosing" humans).
Corresponding roles are held by the humans and inanimate
objects in the example in Table la and the test problem
involving students choosing cars. That is, the mathematical
roles of the humans (scientists and students) and the inanimate
objects (computers and cars) are identical: the inanimate objects
provide the values for n and for r while the humans provide the
value only for r. The second type of test problem, however, has
reversed object correspondences: the humans provide the values
for n and r while the inanimate objects provide the value only
for r. Ross found that subjects were more successful solving
the first type of test problem than the second, presumably
because their problem solving was guided to some degree by an
object mapping approach. That is, if humans provide the value
of n in the examples, the subjects were likely to assign them
this role in test problems even if it was really an inanimate
object that should be providing the value of n.
Ross also had subjects study and solve combination
problems. A n example combination problem might ask for the
probability of the seven hooks nearest the classroom door being
picked by the seven tallest students in a class (see Table lb).
The equation presented to subjects in order to solve combination
problems of this sort was [h!(j-h)!]/j!, where A is the number of
objects (e.g., students) doing the choosing a n d ; is the number
of objects in the pool from which objects are chosen (e.g.,
hooks). Again, Ross found that if the roles of the objects were
switched from the training examples to the test problems,
subjects would not solve the test problems correctly (that is,
they would switch the values fory and h).
While permutation and combination problems can be solved
using quite different equations, a further examination of these
problem types indicates that they are similar at a fundamental
level. Both types of problems can be analyzed by considering
the individual event probabilities that contribute to an overall
probability. For example, in the permutation problem >
involving scientists choosing computers (Table la), the overall
probability can be calculated by explicitly considering each of
the individual probabilities. This approach is demonstrated in
the solution provided in Table 2c. The combination problem in
Table lb involving students and coathooks can be analyzed in a
similar way:
Probability of one of the seven tallest students getting a hook
near door = 7/17
Probability of one of the remaining six tallest students getting a
hook near door = 6/16
Probability of one of the remaining five tallest students getting
a hook near door =5/15, etc

JL*JL
So, 17 16
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* _J^

_ZL

11

17*16*...*11

= overall probability

Table 1
Permutation a n d Combination

Problems

a.) The supply department at IBM has to make sure that scientists get computers. Today, they have 11 IBM computers and 8 I
scientists requesting computers. The scientists randomly choose their computer, but do so in alphabetical order. What is the
probability that the first 3 scientists alphabetically will get the lowest, second lowest, and third lowest serial numbers,
respectively, on their computers?

b.) The Happy House Nursery School has had 17 hooks put up In the hail for the coats of their 14 students, with each stude
one hook. The students are each randomly assigned a hook as they come in one morning. What is the probability that the 7 hooks
closest to the classroom door are assigned to the 7 tallest students?

Table 2
Solution T y p e s U s e d in E x p e r i m e n t for P r o b l e m in T a b l e la
a.) Equation Solution

_L
The equation needed for this problem is

n * (n - 1) * ... * (n - r + 1).

In this problem

n = 11 and r = 3.

So,

5
= — 5 — = overall probability
11 • 10 * 9
990
b.) Equation+Eiaboration Solution:
1
The equation needed for this problem is n * (n - 1) * ... * (n - r + 1) jhjg equation allows one to determine the probability of the
above outcome occurring. In this problem n = 11 and r = 3. The 11 represents the number of computers that are available to be
chosen while the 3 represents the number of choices that are being focused on in this problem. The equation divides the number of
ways the desired outcome could occur by the number of possible outcomes. So, inserting 11 and 3 into the equation, we find that
3
= - 3 — = overall probability
11 • 10 • 9
990
c.) Subgoal Solution:
1
The equation needed for this problem is n * (n - 1) * ... * (n - r + 1), |n this problem n = 11 and r = 3. However, another way of
approaching the problem is to think of it in the following way:

Probability of the first scientist (who comes first alphabetically) getting the computer with the lowest serial number = 1
Probability of second scientist getting second lowest serial number = 1/10.
Probability of third scientist getting third lowest serial number = 1/9.
J — ' J — ' L = _ J _ = overall probability
So, 11
10
9
990
d.) Numerator/Denominator-Subgoal Solution:
The equation needed for this problem is n * (n - 1) * ... * (n - r + 1). In this problem n = 11 and r = 3. However, another way of
approaching the problem is to think of it in the following way:
Of the 11 computers that the first scientist has to choose from, only 1 of them would be acceptable, since only 1 has the
serial number. So, the probability of the first scientist getting the computer with the lowest serial number = 1/11.

Of the 10 remaining computers that the second scientist has to choose from, only 1 of them would be acceptable, since onl
lowest remaining serial number. So, the probability of the second scientist getting a computer with the lowest remaining serial
number = 1/10.

Of the 9 remaining computers that the third sdentist has to choose from, only 1 of them would be acceptable, since only 1
lowest remaining serial number. So, the probability of the third scientist getting the computer with the lowest remaining serial
number = 1/9.
J — * J _ • 1 = _ L _ = overall probability
So, 11
10
9 990
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The permutation problem solution presented in Table 2c
might help learners form the subgoal of finding each event
probability (e.g., the probability of thefirstscientist getting the
computer with the lowest serial number, the probability of the
second scientist getting the computer with the second-lowest
serial number, etc). In particular, it should help learners form
the subgoal of finding the entity being chosen and using the
value associated with that entity as the starting value for the
denominator. Thus, subjects w h o study examples using this
solution approach are predicted to be more likely to be able to
find event probabilities in cases where the roles of the inanimate
objects and humans are different from the examples (see Table
3b) compared to subjects w h o study examples using only the
permutation equation (Table 2a). This latter group presumably
leams only to place numbers into an equation. Furthermore,
learners w h o study examples emphasizing each event probability
might be more likely to represent the event probabilities
correctly in combination problems for which the numerators are
no longer simply "1" (such as the combination problem in
Table lb). That is, because these subjects are assumed to be
more likely to be able to focus on the individual event
probabilities, they m a y have a better chance of representing
them correctly compared to learners w h o do not have this focus.
However, this generalization m a y be too difficult for learners
when solving combination problems. Since the solution
presented in Table 2c does not emphasize finding the numerator,
but rather just involves placing a "1" in each numerator,
subjects w h o study this solution type might not form the
subgoal of finding the numerator from the n u m b e r of
"acceptable" outcomes. Subjects m a y require example solutions
that explicitly highlight h o w the numerator is chosen in the
permutation examples in order to form a subgoal for dealing
with the numerators. A solution approach that might
accomplish this is presented in Table 2d.
Another concern in this study was whether subjects might
misinterpret the combination problems as permutation
problems. If that were to happen, then subjects would be likely
to use "1" in the numerators of the probabilities for all
problems regardless of the examples they studied. In order to
investigate this issue, some subjects were given combination
problems that contained a clarification indicating that order did
not matter. Subjects w h o study examples demonstrating the
solution approach in Table 2d might outperform subjects w h o
study examples using the approach in Table 2c on combination
problems containing a clarification. This would occur because
the latter group will presumably not have the subgoal for
finding the number of acceptable outcomes to put in the
numerator for each probability and thus, they would be more
likely to simply use "1" in the numerator.
Method
Subjects. Subjects were 90 students from introductory
psychology classes at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Materials and Procedure. All subjects studied three
isomorphic example problems dealing with jjermutations that
involved humans choosing objects (including the problem in
Table la). T w o factors were manipulated. The fu-st was the
type of solution provided to the examples subjects studied. The
examples either provided a solution using the permutation
equation (the Equation-Only group; see Table 2a for an
example), the permutation equation plus an elaboration of what
the numbers in the equation represented (the EquationElaboration group; Table 2b), a subgoal-oriented solution that
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emphasized the rationale for the denominator in each probability
(the Denominator-Subgoal group; Table 2c), or a subgoaloriented solution that contained a rationale for the denominator
and numerator in each probability (the Numerator/DenominatorSubgoal group; Table 2d).
T h e second factor manipulated was whether the test
combination problems contained a clarification about order. The
clarification consisted of the following sentences added on to the
end of the first and second combination problems (see Table 3c,
d), respectively: "It does not matter which of the particular
seven hooks closest to the door these students get, just as long
as it is any one of the seven closest" and "It does not matter
which of die particular six front seats the pitchers get, just as
long as it is any one of the six in the ft'ont"
After studying the examples subjects solved the four
problems in Table 3. Subjects could not refer back to the
examples w h e n working on the problems. T h e first problem
was isomorphic to the examples (see Table 3a). The second
problem w a s a permutation problem isomorphic to the
examples but had humans playing the roles of n and r and
objects playing only the role of r (Table 3b). T h e third and
fourth problems were combination problems. The solutions to
these problems involve both a numerator and denominator that
start at s o m e value and then are decremented. T h e first
combination problem involves humans picking objects (Table
3c) while the second combination problem involves objects
picking humans (Table 3d).
Results and Discussion
Each problem was scored for whether a subject used die correct
starting number in the denominator and wheUier the denominator
was decremented appropriately. For instance, the solution to the
second permutation problem is 1/11 * 1/10. If subjects wrote
1/14 * 1/13, confusing die roles of die chairs and secretaries,
they would be scored as having the incorrect starting number of
the denominator but the correct number of decrements. For
combination problems, the numerator and denominator were
both scored for whedier the correct starting number was used and
whether they were decremented appropriately. The frequencies
for die various categories listed above were analyzed using the
likelihood ratio chi-square test (G^; Bishop, Fienberg, &
Holland, 1975).
There was no significant difference in performance among the
groups on the fu-st permutation problem that w a s isomorphic to
the training examples and had humans and objects playing the
same roles as in the examples (Equation-Only: 7 3 % , EquationElaboration: 8 3 % , Denominator-Subgoal: 9 1 % , a n J
Numerator/Denominator-Subgoal: 9 1 % ) . G^(3)=3.71,p=.29.
The second permutation problem had objects picking
humans, a reversal from the gaining examples (see Table 3b).
The major error subjects m a d e w a s to use the wrong starting
value for the denominator. M a n y subjects used 14 (die number
of chairs) as the starting point rather than 11 (die number of
secretaries). It was expected that the two subgoal groups would
be more likely to use the correct starting point for the
denominator than the equation groups. However, while the
subgoal groups tended to perform the best, the most striking
result was die poor performance of the Equation-Elaboration
group (Equation-Only: 3 2 % , Equation-Elaboration: 1 3 % ,
Denominator-Subgoal: 4 8 % , and Numerator/DenominatorSubgoal: 4 1 % ) . g2(3)=7.63, p =.054. It is not clear w h y U^e
Equation-Elaboration group did so poorly.

Table 3
Test P r o b l e m s
a.) As part of a new management policy, the Campbell Company is allowing the 20 company-owned vacation cottages to be used for
vacations by their 14 plant managers. If the managers, in order of seniority, randomly choose a cottage from a list, what Is the
probability that the manager with the most seniority gets the most lavish cottage, and the manager with the second most seniority
gets the second most lavish, and the manager with the third most seniority gets the third most lavish, and the manager with the
fourth most seniority gets the fourth most lavish cottage?
b.) The secretaries at city hall are supposed to get new chairs this week. Today, city hall received 14 new chairs and there are
secretaries requesting them. For inventory purposes, the property manager wants to assign the chairs in the order that they are
unpacked. So, starting with the chair that is unpacked first, he randomly chooses a secretary to receive it, and continues until all
the secretaries have chairs. What is the probability that the first 2 secretaries alphabetically will get the first and second chairs
that are unpacked, respectively?

c.) The Happy House Nursery School has had 17 hooks put up in the hall for the coats of their 14 students, with each student usin
one hook. The students each choose a hook at random as they come in one morning. What is the probability that the 7 tallest students
get the 7 hooks closest to the classroom door?
d.) The Nashville Gnats Baseball team has a bus that has 30 seats. There are 25 players that are going on a road trip to play in
nearby town. To avoid arguments, the manager randomly chooses a player for each seat, starting with the seats in the front. What
is the probability that the 6 pitchers get the 6 front seats?

Table 4
P e r f o r m a n c e (Percent Correct) o n V a r i o u s Aspects
E x a m p l e s S t u d i e d a n d P r e s e n c e o f Clarification

of C o m b i n a t i o n

Problems

as

a

Function

of

Group
N o Clarification

Clarification
Denom
Bl
Eq +
Only
Elab Subgoal
(n=11)(;n=12) (n=12)

Num/Denom
Subgoal
(n=11)

Denom
B?
Eq +
Subgoal
Only
Elab
(n=11)(n=11) (n=11)

Num/Denom
Subgoal
(n=11)

Problem
Combination Problem #1
(people choose objects)
Correct Start for Denominator
Correct Denominator Decrement
Correct Start for Numerator
Correct Numerator Decrement

82
82
0
0

70
60
0
0

75
92
25
33

80
90
40
40

91
82
9
0

100
91
0
0

91
91
20
18

70
80
10
10

Combination Problem #2
(objects choose people)
Correct Start for Denominator
Correct Denominator Decrement
Correct Start for Numerator
Correct Numerator Decrement

27
82
0
0

30
70
0
0

33
92
33
33

36
64
46
36

27
82
9
9

36
82
0
0

9
82
9
9

27
64
9
9

T h e third and fourth problems were combination problems
(see Tables 3c and d). It w a s hypothesized that subjects might
interpret these combination problems as permutation problems
and, as a result, the subgoal manipulation would not have as
strong an effect as it could. In order to investigate this
possibility, half of the subjects in each instructional group
received modified versions of the two combination problems
that included a clarification about order. If subjects needed the
clarification in order to be m o r e likely to interpret these
problems correctly, then the instructional manipulation might
only produce an effect for subjects w h o receive the clarification.
T h e first combination problem involved h u m a n s picking
objects. Thus, as in the examples, h u m a n s provide the value
for the denominator. T h e presence of a clarification did not
seem to differentially influence performance for the various

instructional groups on the likelihood of choosing the correct
starting value for the denominator (see Table 4; Clarification:
g2(3)=.49, p=.92, No-Clarification: G ^ 0 ) = 5.29, p =.15). The
clarification also did not differentially affect performance on
decrementing the denominator (Clarification: G^(3)=4.04,
p=.26, No-Clarification: 0^(3) =.91.p=.82). These results are
not surprising since the clarification has little relationship to
choosing the denominator and decrementing it appropriately.
Subjects were m u c h less successful choosing the correct
numerator on the first combination problem. Unlike the
examples, the numerator is not simply "1," rather it is a value
starting at 7 and decrementing to 1. Most subjects simply used
"1" as the numerator, as in the training examples. For nonclarification subjects, there was no significant difference in the
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groups' success in choosing the correct starting value for the
numerator as a function of the examples they studied, 0^(3) =
3.21,/? =.36. However, for clarification subjects, the subgoal
groups outperformed the equation groups with the
Numerator/Denominator group performing the best, 0^(3) =
11.25, p = .01. This pattern of results is repeated for
decrementing the numerator.
Subjects were less likely to choose the correct starting value
for the denominator in the second combination problem,
presumably due to the switch in roles of humans and objects;
in this problem objects were picking humans. A s in the prior
problem, though, the presence of a clarification did not seem to
differentially influence performance for the various instructional
groups on choosing the correct starting point for the
denominator (Clarification:

G^(3) = .24, p

= .97, N o -

Clarification: g2(3) = 2.58, p = .46). The clarification also
did not differentially affect performance on decrementing the
denominator (Clarification: 0^(3) = 3.21, p = .36, N o Clarification: g2(3)=1.45,p =.69).
As in thefirstcombination problem, subjects were not very
successful choosing the correct numerator. For non-clarification
subjects there was no significant difference in the groups'
success in choosing the correct starting value for the numerator,
0^(3) = 1.80,/? = .62. However, for clarification subjects, the
subgoal groups outperformed the equation groups with the
Numerator/Denominator group performing the best, G^(3) =
12.03, p = .007. This pattern of results is repeated for
decrementing the numerator.
Conclusions
The results from this study are important because they suggest
that training subgoal recognition facilitates their flexible
application. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the
Numerator/Denominator-Subgoal group was the most likely to
recognize that the numerators of the individual event
probabilities in the combination problems were not simply 1
but rather were a value that represented the number of acceptable
outcomes. Even though these subjects had studied examples
that only used 1 in the numerators, they were sensitized to the
role this value played-presumably via the elaboration during
training-and were able to generalize when faced with novel
problems. This supports the claim that if useful subgoals can
be conveyed to learners then they will be able to solve novel
problems, that is, problems that involve modified or n e w
methods for achieving those subgoals.
General Discussion
The approach for predicting transfer described in this paper views
problem-solving knowledge in terms of subgoals and methods.
An important task then is to develop rules for predicting when
these subgoals and methods will be learned from examples and
to develop a more theoretically-guided motivation for the rules.
It has been argued that the relatively simple scheme presented
here can account for transfer effects without considering the
additional complexities of a full model of cognition. Clearly
this simplicity is a virtue only if the approach is reasonably
accurate and can be applied fairly easily to a variety of domains
by different researchers and teachers. While full models of
cognition are extremely valuable, a simpler approach to
predicting u-ansfer, if successful, can help improve instruction in
a direct way. The quality of examples and the diagnosticity of
tests can be improved if instructors and textbook writers become
sensitive to the subgoals and methods that students need to learn
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in a particular domain. The exercise of identifying these
components is valuable in its o w n right since it would make
researchers and instructors aware of the building blocks learners
need to acquire in order to solve novel problems successfully.
Examples can then be devised that convey the subgoals and
methods. Although converging evidence is certainly needed, the
present results are consistent with predictions that learners w h o
acquire a more hierarchical subgoal structure will be more
successful on novel problems than learners w h o learn a linear
series of steps.
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Abstract
The SuM-to-MiN transition that children exhibit when
learning to add provides an ideal domain for studying
naturally occurring discovery processes. W e discuss a
computational model that accounts for this transition,
including the appropriate intermediate strategies. In order to account for all of these shifts, the model must
sometimes learn without the benefit of impasses. Our
model smoothly integrates impasse-driven and impassefree learning in a single, simple learning mechanism.
Introduction
This paper discusses models for the well-known SuMto-MlN transition (Ashcraft, 1982, 1987; Groen k Parkman, 1972; Groen & Resnick, 1977; Kaye, Post, Hall,
k, Dineen, 1986; Siegler k Jenkins, 1989; Svenson,
1975). This is an ideal domain for studying naturally occurring discovery processes (Siegler k Jenkins, 1989V W h e n young children first learn to add
two small numbers, they use the so-called S u m strategy. They create sets of objects to represent each addend, then count the objects in the union of the two
sets. For instance, in order to solve 2-1-3, the child
says, "1, 2" while raising twofingerson the left hand;
then "1, 2, 3" while raising threefingerson the right
hand; then "1, 2, 3, 4, 5," while counting all the raised
fingers. This strategy is called the S u m strategy because its execution time is proportional to the sum of
the two addends. Older children use a more efficient
strategy, the M i N strategy, whose execution time is
proportional to the minimum of the two addends. In
following this strategy, the childfirstannounces the
value of the larger addend, then counts on from it.
For instance, in order to solve 2-1-3, the child would
say "3" then say "4,5" while raising twofingerson one
hand.
Although the S u m strategy is taught in school, the
M i N strategy appears to be invented by the children
themselves. The best evidence for this comes from
a longitudinal study by Siegler and Jenkins (1989).
They interviewed 8 children weekly for 11 weeks, each
time aisking them to solve about 15 orally presented
addition problems. After each problem, the child was
asked how they got their answer. The child was also
told whether their answer was correct, and was given
a gold star if it was. Videotapes were analyzed and
the child's behavior on each problem was classified acThis research benefited from discussions with Jeff
Schlimmer and Bob Siegler. It was supported in part
by contract N00014-88-K-0080 from the Office of Naval
Research, Cognitive Sciences Division, and a postdoctoral training grant from the Department of Health
and H u m a n Services.
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cording to the strategy used. As far as Siegler and
Jenkins could determine, the only instruction that the
subjects received during this period was their school's
normal instruction on the S u m strategy. Nonetheless,
7 of the 8 children began to use the MiN strategy.
Moreover, they appear to have discovered it during
the video-taped sessions. The tapes make it clear that
they received no help from the experimenter, so the
MlN strategies appear to have been invented by the
subjects themselves.
The issue addressed by this paper is explaining how
children discover the M i N strategy. This particular
discovery presents a challenge for current theories of
learning. Although a variety of learning methods have
been proposed, many of them are triggered when the
problem solver reaches an impasse, and yet Siegler and
Jenkins found no signs of impasses during the discovery of the MiN strategy. The exact definition of
"impasse" depends on the problem-solving architecture, but roughly speaking, an impasse occurs whenever the solver has a goal that cannot be achieved by
any operator that is believed to be relevant to the
task at hand. The essential idea of impasse-driven
learning is to resolve the impasse somehow, then store
the resulting experience in such a way that future impasses will be avoided or at least handled more efficiently. M a n y systems use impasse-driven learning,
including Swale (Schank, 1986), O c c a m (Pazzani,
Dyer k Flowers, 1986), Lparsifal (Berwick, 1985),
Soar (Newell, 1990), Sierra (VanLehn, 1990), and
Cascade (VanLehn k Jones, in press).
Siegler and Jenkins looked specifically for signs of
impasses and found none. In particular, they designed
some of the problems to cause impasses by making one
of the addends very large (e.g., 23 -|- 1). They found
that "The specific problems on which the children first
used the MiN strategy were 2-|-5, 4-|-1, 3-1-1, 1-|-24,
5-1-2, and 4-f 3. These problems did not deviate from
the characteristics of the overall set in any notable
way."(p. 67) In fact, some of the children had earlier successfully solved exactly the same problem that
they were working on when they discovered the MiN
strategy. Although the impasse problems did cause
subjects who had already invented the MiN strategy
to start using it more frequently, the problems did not
cause those who had not invented the strategy to do
so.
Siegler and Jenkins sought signs of impasses by examining solution times and errors in the vicinity of the
discovery events. Solution times were longer than normal for the problems where the discovery occurred and
for the problems immediately preceding the discovery
trial. This might suggest some kind of impasse, but error rates indicated that the problems themselves were
not particularly difficult. Siegler and Jenkins suggest

a reconciliation between their findings and impassedriven learning theories:
T w o types of strategy changes can be distinguished:
changes in which the main difference between the
strategies is in the answers themselves, and changes
in which the main differences are not in the answers
that are generated but rather in the efficiency with
which answers are generated and/or the aesthetic
appeal of the procedures. T h efirsttype of strategy
change m a y occur primarily as a result of encountering impasses, but the second m a y typically occur
for other reasons, (p. 104)
O n e model in the literature effects a strategy change
whenever it detects an opportunity for improving the
efficiency of a procedure. H P M (Neches, 1987) keeps
a complete trace of its processing, which is constantly
monitored by heuristics such as: "If a subprocedure
produces an output, but no other subprocedure receives that result by the time the overall procedure
finishes, then modify the overall procedure to eliminate
the superfluous computation." Neches demonstrated
that this heuristic and two others sufficed for changing
the S u m strategy into the M i N strategy.
Enroute, two transitional strategies are necessarily
produced by H P M . Siegler and Jenkins sought evidence for these transitional strategies in their data.
O n e of the strategies occurred 6 times, all in the protocol of the same subject. Moreover, all these instances
occurred after the M i N strategy was invented. T h e
second transitional strategy predicted by Neches did
not appear at all. These unfulfilled predictions cast
doubt on the H P M model. T h e model itself, as Neches
noted, "assumes the relative accessibility of extremely
detailed information about both on-going process and
related past experiences. H o w can this be reconciled
with known limitations on the ability to report this information?" (p. 213) Although H P M is computationally sufficient to produce the SuM-to-MiN transition,
it makes dubious empirical and mneumonic assumptions.
T h e objective of this research has been to generate a computationally sufficient account of the SUMto-MlN transition that produces only observed transitional strategies and makes plausible demands on
memory. T h e result is a problem solver called GiPS
(General Inductive Problem Solver). This paper describes GiPS and its account of the strategy shifts observed by Siegler and Jenkins (1989).
GiPS is a generalized means-ends analysis ( M E A )
problem solver (Jones, 1989) whose primary learning
mechanism is based on Schlimmer's (1987; Schlimmer
& Granger, 1986a, 1986b) S t a g g e r system, which
uses a probabilistic induction technique to learn concept descriptions from examples. Other systems have
combined inductive concept learners with problem solvers (e.g., Langley, 1985; Mitchell, Utgoff k Banerji,
1983), but they acquire only search-control knowledge:
concepts that indicate which operator to select when
several operators match the current goal. GiPS modifies the descriptions of the operators themselves as well
as the heuristics for selecting operators. Both types of
learning play crucial roles in making the SuM-to-MiN
transition.
Following a brief description of GiPS (see Jones &
VanLehn, 1991, for a complete description) is the main
section of this paper, which presents the GiPS account
of the SuM-to-MiN transition.
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T h e General Inductive P r o b l e m Solver
GiPS' basic problem-solving algorithm is a generalized version of M E A borrowed from the Eureka system (Jones, 1989). It is baised on trying to achieve a
state change. T h e desired change is represented by a
T r a n s f o r m , which is simply a pair consisting of the
current state and some goal conditions. In order to
achieve this transformation, GiPS selects an operator
and attempts to apply it. If the operator's preconditions are met, it is executed and the current state
changes. If some of the preconditions are not met, a
new T r a n s f o r m is created with them as the goals.
W h e n this transformation is achieved, GiPS returns
to the old T r a n s f o r m and attempts again to apply
the operator. So far, this is just the standard M E A
algorithm, but GiPS adds two important differences.
In standard M E A , operators are selected if they
reduce the difference between the current and goal
states. In GrPS, selection is determined by selection
concepts. Each operator has a concept that indicates
when it should be selected. If the concept depends
mostly on the current state of the T r a n s f o r m , then
the operator will act like a forward-chaining inference
rule andfirewhenever the state is appropriate, regardless of the current goals. If the concept depends mostly
on the goals of the T R A N S F O R M , then it will act like a
backward-chaining inference rule. Typically, forward
and backward operators intermingle during problem
solving, yielding a psychologically plausible blend of
goal-directed and opportunistic behavior.
Each operator has a selection concept. T h e concept
is represented as set of literals (predicates that m a y o r
m a y not be negated), and each literal has two values
associated with it: its sufficiency and its necessity. In
order to evaluate the worth of selecting an operator,
GiPS matches the literals against the current T r a n s form. It determines the subset of literals that match
( M ) and fail to match {F), then calculates
Odds{C) TT sufficiency{L) TT necessity(L),

where Odds(C) is the prior probability that the concept is worth selecting. This is the same formula used
by S t a g g e r , Schlimmer's (1987) propositional concept formation system, to estimate the probability that
a given object is an instance of a particular concept.
W h e n all the operators have been matched and their
worth has been calculated, GiPS chooses the one with
the highest rating.
GiPS adjusts its selection concepts on the basis of its
successes and failures while solving problems. W h e n
a problem isfinallysolved, for each operator along
the solution path, GiPS adjusts the sufficiency and necessity values so that the operator will be rated even
higher the next time a similar T R A N S F O R M occurs.
For each operator that initiated a failure path, GiPS
adjusts the values in its selection concept so that it
will receive a lower value next time. In order to learn,
GiPS must store the solution path and every operator that led off it. However, as soon as the problem
isfinishedand the updating is completed, this information can be forgotten. H P M (Neches, 1987) must
store the whole search tree, not just the solution path,
for an indefinite period. Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett,
and Thagard (1986) describe a technique, called the
bucket brigade algorithm, that achieves the same kind

of update as GiPS without storing any of the solution
path.
The mechanism described so far can learn searchcontrol knowledge, as do many other machine learning
systems. In order to make the SuM-to-MiN transition,
the system must modify the preconditions of operators
as well. In standard M E A , after an operator has been
selected, its preconditions are matched to the current
state. If all of them match, the operator is executed. If
some do not match, they become subgoals. Thus, preconditions determine the goal structure of the problem
solving. GiPS takes an indirect approach to adjusting
preconditions. In addition to the selection concept,
GiPS provides a second concept, called the execution
concept, which serves as a repository for its experience
in attempting to execute the operator. W h e n values
in the execution concept cross a threshold, appropriate modifications are made to the preconditions. Thus,
GiPS only modifies preconditions when warranted by
a great deal of experience. The next two paragraphs
describe exactly how execution concepts are used.
W h e n an operator is selected, the system matches
the execution concept to the current T R A N S F O R M in
the same way that selection concepts are matched. If
the calculation returns a value greater than 1, GiPS
attempts to execute the operator. If the value is less
than 1, GiPS follows the standard M E A practice of
matching the preconditions of the operator to the current state and setting up subgoals for the unmatched
ones.
W h e n GiPS attempts to execute an operator, it has
no arms and eyes so it cannot tell if its attempt succeeds, thus it asks the user. If an operator succeeds,
the values in the execution concept are updated appropriately and the new state becomes current. If an
operator fails, the values are updated and the system
follows the standard M E A routine of matching preconditions and setting up subgoals.
W h e n the sufficiency value for a literal in the execution concept crosses a threshold, that literal is added
to the operator's preconditions. Thus, GiPS only adds
a literal when that literal has been found time and
time again to be present when the operator executes.
However, GiPS is quick to remove a literal from the
preconditions if it everfindsthat the literal is not actually necessary for the execution of the operator. If
the system successfully executes an operator and not
all of the preconditions are satisfied, it removes the
unmatched literals. There is no sense continuing to
subgoal for an unmatched literal if that literal is not
in fact necessary for executing the operator.

ditions and the goals that the operator could satisfy.
The necessity and sufficiency of these literals were set
so that they would be retrieved in either a backwardchaining or forward-chaining fashion, depending on the
role of the operator in the domain.
Table 1. A series of preconditions for Left-EndCOUNT.

Representation of the Addition Domain
GiPS describes the world as a set of relations between
objects. In the addition domain, these objects and relations include the numbers that are part of the problem, the state of the problem solver's "hands" while it
is adding, and the value of a counter that the problem
solver keeps "in its head."
GiPS requires 16 operators to represent the addition
domain. There are two particular operators, which we
refer to as the E n d - C o u n t operators, that are involved in most of the strategy shifts. For future reference, the series of preconditions that the Left-EndC o U N T operator acquires appears in Table 1. The 16
operators' selection concepts were initialized so that
the system generates the S u m strategy. The literals
of each operator's selection concept were the precon-
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S U M strategy (a):
Raising(Lefthand)
Counting(Lefthand)
Assigned(Lefthand,=Value)
Counter-value(=Value)
SUM strategy (b):
Raising(Lefthand)
Counting(Lefthand)
Assigned(Lefthand,=Value)
Counter-value(=Value)
Raised-fingers(Lefthand,=Value)
SHORTCUT SUM strategy (c):
Raising(Lelth3uid)
Counting(Lefthand)
Assigned(Lelthand,=Value)
Raised-fingers(Lefthand,=Value)
FIRST strategy (d):
Raising(LeftheLnd)
Counting(Lelthand)
AssignedCLefthand,=Value)

Strategy Acquisition in the Addition

Domain
This section presents GiPS' behavior through a series
of different strategies for adding numbers. These strategy shifts arise from the learning algorithm incorporated into the system, and they correspond well with
the shifts observed by Siegler and Jenkins. Siegler and
Jenkins classified their subjects' behavior into 8 strategies, of which 4 were based on counting (the others involved various kinds of recognition and guessing). In
this section, we describe each of the 4 counting strategies in the order in which they generally appear. However, it is important to note that children always intermingle their strategies, sometimes even on a trial
by trial basis. W e will discuss the issue of strategy
variability in the next section.

The Sum Strategy
GiPs' initial strategy for addition is the S u m strategy.
Thefirstthing the system does is assign an addend to
each hand. For example, when adding 2 and 3, the system m a y assign the number 2 to the left hand and the
number 3 to the right hand. However, in this strategy
the order of the addends does not make a difference,
so it could just as easily have switched them.
Next, the system begins its procedure of counting
out a set offingerson each hand. To accomplish this
task the E n d - C o u n t operators initially use a counter
to determine when a hand isfinishedbeing counted
out. For example, the preconditions of Left-EndC o u N T demand that the system be raisingfingerson
the left hand, and that the value of the counter be

equal to the value of the left-hand addend. These preconditions are set up as subgoals, causing the selection of the Start-Raise and Start-Count operators, which initialize the forward-chaining procedure
of raising and counting fingers one at a time. Tliose
operators execute alternately until Left-End-Count
can execute, when the correct number of fingers have
been counted on the left hand.
After the left hand has been counted, the ClobberC O U N T E R operator immediately executes. This operator executes when all the fingers of a hand have been
raised along with a running count. Its effects are to
zero the value of the counter to prepare it for the next
hand, and to mark the current hand eis uncounted, because the counter's value hais been changed. This entire procedure then repeats with the right hand.
After both hands have been counted, DetermineA n s w e r checks whether it can execute. It can only
execute if both hands are marked as counted, but execution of Clobber-Counter has caused this to be
false. Therefore, the system again attempts to count
up fingers on each hand, this time markingfingersthat
are already raised. For this procedure no ClobberC o u n t e r is necessary, because the number of raised
fingers (rather than the value of the counter) is used
to termmate the count for each hand. Finally, after
each hand has been counted for the second time, GiPS
announces the answer.
As the system repeatedly solves addition problems,
it continuously updates the execution concepts for the
End-Count operators. After a while, the concept encodes several regularities that are always true when
these operators execute. For example, there are always two addends in the problem description, and the
number of "marked"fingersis always zero. Most importantly, however, the concept encodes the number
of raisedfingersis always equal to the counter value
(which in turn is equal to the goal value for counting
an addend). Thus, these literals eventually get added
into the preconditions for the End-Count operators
(see Table 1(b)). This action alone does not change
the system's outward behavior, but it proves important for later strategies.

will notfire,and that leads to two changes in strategy.
First, the counter is not reset to zero after counting tne
left hand, and counting continues from the left hand's
final value. Second, the hands are not marked as uncounted, so there is no need to count up the raised
fingers again after the two hands have initially been
counted. This behavior corresponds to the SHORTCUT
S u m strategy, which was invented by all 8 of Siegler
and Jenkins' subjects.

The Shortcut Min Strategy
The next shift leads to an intermediate strategy between Shortcut S u m and M m , which we call Shortcut Min. Although Siegler and Jenkins do not clatssify
Shortcut M i n as a distinct strategy from Shortcut
Sum, they do note (p. 119) that some of their subjects
begin to switch addends during Shortcut S u m so
that they start counting with the larger addend on the
left hand, rather than just picking whichever addend
appearsfirstin the problem. GiPS can also account
for this behavior.
A n important feature of the Shortcut S u m strategy is that the problem solver's counter value is not
equal to the number offingersbeing raised on the right
hand (i.e., the second hand). W e hypothesize that this
causes interference and subsequent failure. Such interference would not occur with the left hand, because the
number of raisedfingersin the SHORTCUT S u m strategy is always equal to the value of the counter for that
hand. W e simulated interference between the value of
the counter and the number offingersraised on the
right hand by causing GiPS to fail sometimes during
the Shortcut S u m strategy when it decided to count
the larger addend on its right hand. This caused the
system to update the selection concept for the operator that initially assigns an addend to each hand, so
that it would prefer to count the smaller addend on
the right hand.

The Min Strategy
Thefinalstrategy shift occurs in a similar manner to
the shift from S u m to Shortcut Sum. At this point,
GiPS has attempted to execute the E n d - C o u n t operators at various times and has been given feedback
The Shortcut Sum Strategy
each time as to whether it would be able to solve the
After new preconditions have been added and a numcurrent problem if it executed the operator at that
ber of addition problems have been solved, the new
time. Thus, it is slowly learning a "good" concept for
literals in the system's execution concepts for Leftwhen the E n d - C o u n t operators are executable. One
End-Count and Right-End-Count become strong
of the things that proves to be true every time these
enough that GiPS attempts to execute the operators
operators are executed is that the goal value for countearlier than usual. At some point, it thinks that the
ing out a hand is equal to the addend assigned to that
operators should execute when the number of fingers
hand.
raised on a hand is equal to the goal value even though
Eventually, the system attempts tofirethe Leftthe system has not yet incremented its count for the
End-Count operator without having raised any finlastfinger.It turns out that the system can successgers at all. W h e n it succeeds by doing this, it deletes
fully so ve the addition problem even if it executes this
the precondition that the number offingersraised on
operator prematurely, so it deletes the condition that
the hand be equal to the goal value (see Table 1(d)).
the current counter value must be equal to the goal
The system has learned that it can simply start countvalue in the preconditions of the E n d - C o u n t operaing from the goal value for the left hand rather than
tors (see Table 1(c)).
starting from zero. GiPS also attempts to execute the
This change has a direct effect on GiPS' behavior.
Right-End-Count operator early, but this leads to
When attempting to apply Left-End-Count, the
failure. Thus, the system begins to exhibit the MiN
value of the counter no longer appears in the preconstrategy, in which the largest number (the left-hand
ditions, so it is not posted as a subgoal. This means
number) is simply announced and used to continue
that the Start-Count operator is no longer selected.
counting the smaller number as in the Shortcut Min
Thus, a running count is still kept while raising fingers,
strategy.
but the counter is not marked for use as the termination criterion. This means that Clobber-Counter
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tant, general issues about strategy change. Siegler and
Jenkins observe that, "Not one child adopted a strategy that could be classified as indicating a lack of understanding of the goals of addition." (p. 107) In this
respect, the subjects are similar to those of Gelman
and Gallistel (1978) who found that very young children would invent correct strategies for counting a set
of objects even when unusual constraints were placed
on them to thwart their normal strategy.
The initial knowledge given to GiPS does not include
any explicit principles of addition or counting. As far
as it is concerned, the S u m strategy is just a song that
has to be sung the right way. H o w then does it avoid
developing
bad strategies? In the Siegler and Jenkins
CUT Sum to Shortcut Min.
study, students were told after each trial whether they
got the problem right. This kind of feedback is crucial
Summary and Discussion
to GiPS' learning. GiPS occasionally attempts to exBoth the Sum strategy and the MiN strategy have
ecute an operator in situations that would produce a
three main subgoals: to represent one addend, to repwrong answer. If it were not told that the execution
resent the the other addend, and to count the union
was wrong, it would develop wrong strategies. This
of the representations. The SUM-to-MiN transition
demonstrates that an innate understanding of addiinvolves three independent modifications to the S u M
tion is not necessary for a computationally sufficient
strategy: (1) The subgoal of representing one addend
account of the observed competence.
changes from explicitly constructing a set of objects to
A c o m m o n misconception about discovery is that a
simply saying the addend. (2) The order of addends
newly discovered strategy or concept instantly and tois made conditional on their size so that the larger
tally supplants its predecessor. In all protocol-based
addend is represented by the easier process. (3) The
studies of discovery (e.g., Kuhn, Amsel, & O'Laughlin,
process of representing the other addend is run in par- 1988; Siegler k Jenkins, 1989; VanLehn, in press), the
allel with counting up the union. In the S u m strategy,
transition between the old strategy and the new one
representing the other addend isfinishedbefore countis gradual. W e have not tried to model the gradual
ing up the union begins.
transition to the use of the M i N strategy with GiPS
The GiPS account for each of these transitions is as
because doing it right would require implementing sevfollows. Thefirsttransition is caused by correlational
eral memory-based strategies. However, it is clear that
learning of preconditions. GiPS keeps track of which
the probabilistic nature of GiPS' selection and execuliterals in the situation are correlated with the final tion concepts would tend to predict a gradual transiachievement of the goal of representing the first adtion.
dend. Eventually, it considers these correlated literals
Starting in the eighth week of the study, Siegler and
to be just as essential as the originally specified preJenkins began including "impasse problems," such as
conditions. It eventually discovers that the originally
2-1-23. They had hoped that these would encourage
specified preconditions can be ignored as long as the
discovery of the M i N strategy, but they did not, for no
correlated literals are achieved.
childfirstused the M i N strategy on an impasse probThe second transition is caused by normal failurelem. However, children who had already discovered
driven learning. The system uses two apparently equivthe M i N strategy began to use it much more frequently
alent methods, but persistent errors in one of them
on the impasse problems and even on the non-impasse
causes the other one to eventually dominate.
problems that followed the eighth week. GiPS would
The third transition again involves a correlational
tend to do the same thing if it were given impasse
type of learning. The C o u n t operator is responsible
problems. The larger addend would invite errors durfor incrementing the oral counter. Initially, it is seing the Shortcut S u m and First strategies, which
lected only when the subgoal of counting-up an addend
would lower the values of their selection concepts. The
is present. Eventually, correlated relations that are
inclusion of impasse problems would not effect the erpresent in the current state (i.e., that afingerhas just ror rate of the M i N strategy, so it would gradually
>een raised) come to dominate the selection concept,
become the preferred strategy for all counting trials.
and the operator becomes a forward-chaining operaSiegler and Jenkins noticed that some children were
tor. Basically, the person has developed the habit of
consciously aware that they had invented a new stratcounting whenever they raise afingereven if that count
egy in that they could explain it on thefirsttrial where
doesn't serve any direct purpose. Although GiPS could
they used it, and some even recognized that it was a
learn this habit, we actually gave C o U N T a forward"smart answer," in the words of one child. Other chilchaining selection concept in our experiments in ordren denied using the MiN strategy even when the
der to save time. Given this habit, it serendipitously
videotape showed that they had used it. Siegler and
achieves the goal of counting the union even when the
Jenkins divided children into those who seemed concounter is no longer used to represent the second adscious of the strategy and those who did not, and meadend.
sured the frequency of their subsequent usage of the
Although this summary leaves out some crucial deMiN strategy. The high awareness group used the MiN
tails, it makes it clear that correlational learning is cru- strategy on about 6 0 % of the trials where they used
cial to the GiPS account for thefirstand third transiany counting strategy. The low awareness group used
tions. Ordinary failure driven learning can handle the
the M i N strategy on less than 1 0 % of the trials. This
second.
suggests that being aware of a newly discovered stratOur analysis with GiPS helps clarify several imporegy facilitates subsequent usage of it.
T h e First Strategy
The only other counting strategy found by Siegler and
Jenkins is the FiRST strategy. It was used on only
6 trials, all by the same subject. First is similar
to the MiN strategy, except that it does not assign
the larger addend to the left hand. Rather, it starts
with whichever addend is presentedfirst,and continues counting with the second. In GiPS, this strategy
follows from the SHORTCUT S u M strategy when the
system does not learn about ordering the addends.
While using the First strategy, the system can still
eventually generate the M i N strategy through the same
type of failure-driven learning that leads from SHORT-
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solving. Doctoral dissertation, University of CaliforThis finding cannot be modeled by GiPS because
GiPS has no way to distinguish a strategy that can be
explained from one that is inaccessible to consciousness. However, thefindingcould probably be modeled
by combining GiPS with a symbolic example-learning
system such ais C a s c a d e (VanLehn k, Jones, in press;
VanLehn, Jones, & Chi, 1991). In the new system,
GiPS would discover a strategy and store a trace of
the strategy's actions in memory. This trace would
be used as an example to be explained by the second system. If enough of the trace can be recalled for
the explanation to succeed, it annotates the steps in
the trace and perhaps the operators whose executions
produced the steps. These elaborations would make it
easier to retrieve the modified operators from memory,
and perhaps help in assigning credit and blame, thus
speeding the adjustment of the preconditions, selection, and execution concepts. These influences would
increase the usage of the new strategy on subsequent
problems.
To summarize, GiPS achieves its main research objective, providing a computational account of the several strategy shifts observed during the SuM-to-MiN
transition. It uses plausible local processes, rather
than global optimization techniques as required by the
H P M system. In addition, GiPS uses modest amounts
of storage, in contrast to H P M , which stores complete solution traces for indefinite periods. Most importantly, GiPS produces all and only the transitional
strategies observed in the Siegler and Jenkins study.
The GiPS analysis solves a number of puzzles raised by
the Siegler and Jenkins study. These include the ability to make significant strategy shifts without impassedriven learning, and to avoid inventing bad strategies
without assuming innate knowledge of the principles of
addition. Thus, GiPS provides a plausible, computationally sufficient account of the discovery of the MiN
strategy. However, Siegler and Jenkins produced a second set offindingson the gradual increase in usage of
the newly discovered strategy. W e have not yet tried
to model thesefindings,but GiPS seems to provide an
appropriate framework for doing so.
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Abstract

Organization of Search

This paper describes D ^ D A L U S , a system that uses a variant of means-ends analysis to generate plans and uses
an incremental learning algorithm to acquire probabilistic
search heuristics from problem solutions. W e summarize
DjEDALUS' approach to search, knowledge, organization,
and learning, and examine its behavior on multi-column
subtraction. W e then evaluate the system in terms of its
consistency with known results on h u m a n problem solving,
comparing it to other psychological models of learntng and
planning.

Introduction
A central aspect of h u m a n intelligence is the ability to plan,
that is, to generate action sequences that achieve one's
goals. A s a result, planning and problem solving are important topics within both cognitive psychology and artificial
intelligence. However, relatively few planning systems have
been designed with an eye toward explaining psychological
findings, and even fewer provide accounts of h u m a n learning on planning tasks.
In this paper w e describe DiCDALUS, a planning system
that w e designed with h u m a n behavior in mind. Unlike
most recent work on learning and planning, D ^ D A L U S employs a combination of forward chaining and means-ends
search, represents knowledge in a probabilistic framework,
stores both cases and abstractions, and learns through an
incremental process of concept formation. In the following section w e discuss these aspects of the system, relating them to high-level knowledge of h u m a n behavior. After this, w e consider its behavior on the domain of multicolumn subtraction. Finally, we present a brief evaluation
of DjEDALUS' and other models' abilities to explain robust
psychological findings.

An Overview of DjEDALUS
Like most planning systems, DiEDALUS must solve problems that involve transforming an initial state into a desired
state through the application of operators. T h e system describes each state as a set of literals (predicates with arguments), and it describes each problem or subproblem as an
initial state conjoined with a set of differences that must
be eliminated. D « D A L U S represents each operator in a similar manner, specifying its preconditions as a set of state
descriptors and its effects as a set of differences. Later w e
present examples of states and problems from subtraction,
but first let us consider h o w the system uses this representation to solve problems, organize knowledge, constrain
search, and learn from experience.

O n e of the most pervasive phenomena in problem solving
is that h u m a n s carry out search through some problem
space (Newell, 1980), and computational work on problem
solving has focused on two basic approaches to organizing this search. In forward chaining or state-space search,
one applies an operator to an initial state, another operator to its successor, and so forth. A t each stage of this
process, one considers an operator only if its preconditions
exactly match the current state. In means-ends analysis,
one chooses a difference between the current and desired
state, selects an operator which reduces that difference, and
attempts to apply the operator. If the operator's preconditions are not satisfied, the method is recursively called
with the task of changing the current state into one that
satisfies them. Once the operator's preconditions are met,
a n e w state resulting from its application is generated. If
the n e w state satisfies the goals, the method exits successfully; otherwise it recurses with the task of changing the
new state into one that does satisfy the goals.
There is considerable evidence that humans use meansends analysis when information is available about the desired state (Newell & Simon, 1972), letting them focus
on operators relevant to goals. However, they can also
solve problems for which there is no explicit goal description. Moreover, traditional means-ends systems examine
only one difference at a time, and it seems unlikely that
humans operate in such a non-gestalt manner. In response, DiEDALUS uses an alternative control scheme -/?ejible means-ends analysis - that prefers operators which reduce more differences and operators whose preconditions
more closely match the current state. Thus, the retrieval
process incorporates ideas from both approaches, biasing
the system toward operators that have more effects and
that are more nearly applicable. O n tasks with explicit
goals, the system takes both differences and state features
into account; on less well-defined problems, it retrieves operators based on state descriptors alone. A s w e will see
below, DiEDALUS can also place weights on each difference
and state descriptor, letting the system attend to the features appropriate for a given domain.^
T h e system uses these biases to direct a heuristic depthfirst search through the speure of problem-solving traces.
Figure 1 shows a successful trace that transforms the initial into the desired state for a problem involving multicolumn subtraction. Each node in this trace corresponds
^ D a e d a l u s borrows the notion offlexiblemeans-ends
analysis from Jones' (1989) E u r e k a system, which used a
very similar idea with a different retrieval method.
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STATE:

(TOP 7 C3)
(BOTTOM 5 C3)
(TOP 1 C2)
(BOTTOM 9 C2)
(TOP 6 C!)
(BOTTOM 8 CI)
(LEFT-OF C3 C2)
(LEFT-OF C2 CI)
(PROCESSING CI)
DIFFERENCES:
(ANSWER CI)
(ANSWER C2)
(ANSWER C3)
OPERATORS:
(WRITE-ANS CI)

776
-595
//w«a/ State

716
-598
???
Desired State

Figure 1: A multi-column subtiaction problem, along with a problem-solving trace generated by D^DALUS. Each node
consists of a state description, a set of differences, and the selected operator. Black nodes correspond to problems on which
the system initially selected the incorrect operator; gray nodes specify problems on which it made the right selection.
to a problem or subproblem that is described as a set of
state predicates, a set of differences, and the operator selected to solve it. DjEDALUS constructs such traces from left
to right and from top to bottom. For instance, it first selects an operator for the overall (leftmost) problem, which
creates the two subproblems immediately to its right. The
system then selects an operator for thefirst(topmost) subproblem, generates subsubproblems, and recurses. After
solving this subproblem, it tentatively applies the original
operator and attempts to solve the second subproblem of
the original task. In situations where DAEDALUS cannot
solve a subproblem, it backtracks and selects another operator. However, user-specified parameters limit the number
of operators it considers at each level and the depth of the
resulting trace; these bound the overaD amount of search.
Organization of Plan Knowledge
One common approach to encoding plan knowledge involves the use of abstract rules or schemas. For instance,
Minton et al.'s (1989) Prodigy uses abstract search-control
rules and Mooney's (1990) Eggs employs general plan
schemas. Each rule or schema covers many specific situations, letting these systems use a simple matching or unification algorithm to determine their applicabiUty. Another
approach encodes knowledge as specific cases from the domain, including particular problems or subproblems, desirable and undesirable approaches to these problems, and
possibly the reasons for their desirability. Researchers in
this case-based paradigm have proposed a variety of methods for using this information (e.g., Carbonell & Veloso,
1988; Hammond, 1990; Jones, 1989), many of them with direct mapping to techniques that assume abstractions. This
approach relies on more sophisticated matching schemes
than needed for abstract knowledge, often requiring relational partial matching (i.e., structural analogy).
However, anecdotal evidence suggests that humans store
both cases and abstractions in long-term memory. Early
knowledge of a domain takes the form of specific problemsolving traces, which must be accessed through some form
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of analogical retrieval. Later, additional experience forms
the basis for abstract schemas, which 'blur together' a number of similar cases. DiCDALUS takes such an integrated
view, storing both cases and abstractions in a single probabilistic concept hierarchy. Figure 2 shows the probabilistic
hierarchy for the subtraction domain after D/EDALUS has
incorporated its experience with the problem from Figure
1. The terminal nodes in gray represent components of
the problem-solving trace generated during solution of this
task. As we saw earUer, each such trace component corresponds to a problem described as a set of state predicates,
a set of differences, and the operator used to solve it.
Thefigureincludes full descriptions for two of these cases
(nodes N 2 and N3). The additional terminal nodes (in
white) represent the original operator schemas that were
already present in memory. The hierarchy also contains
some abstractions (in black) that DjEDALUS created during the process of storing the trace components, as we describe later. Thefigurealso shows the full description of
one abstraction (node Nl), which provides a probabilistic
summary of the nodes (N2 and N3) below it. Each such
description includes an overall probability of occurrence,
together with a conditional probability for each diflference,
state descriptor, and operator. Briefly, the interpretation of
each node is that, given the probabilistically specified state
descriptors and differences, one should select the operator
with the highest probability. This is the form of knowledge
that DiEDALUS uses to constrain operator retrieval and thus
to direct search during planning.
Constraining Search with Knowledge
Another basic finding is that experts use their knowledge
of a domain to reduce or eUminate search (Chi, Glaser, Sz
Rees, 1982). Early research on planning and problem solving (e.g., Newell et al., 1960; Fikes et al., 1971) had little
to say about this topic, and in time a separate tradition
emerged that focused on the retrieval of relevant plans or
components from memory (e.g., H a m m o n d , 1990). This
work has emphasized solution of familiar problems using
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(PROCESSING 7B)
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Figure 2: A D « D A L U S concept hierarchy that incorporates cases (gray) and abstractions (black) resulting from storage of
components from a problem-solving trace for subtraction, along with the original operator schemas (white) for this domain.
stored knowledge, but downplayed results about problem
solving in novel domains, where search plays a major role.
DjEDALUS attempts to model the importance of both
search and knowledge in planning. The system operates
within a problem-space framework, using domain-specific
knowledge stored in its probabilistic concept hierarchy to
constrain search when available. However, upon encountering new problems for which it has little knowledge,
DiCDALUS gracefully falls back on a more search-intensive
approach to plan generation. In both cases, the hierarchy plays the same role for D ^ D A L U S as does the table of
connections for Newell et al.'s G P S (1960), letting it select
operators forflexiblemeans-ends analysis.
In order to select an operator, the system invokes
COBWEBft, a variant of Fisher's (1987) C o B W E B that carries out heuristic classification on relational descriptions.
T h e C o b w e B h module accepts a problem description,
which consists of the current state and a set of differences,
and sorts it through the concept hierarchy in an attempt to
retrieve the most relevant piece of knowledge to bias operator selection. A s Allen and Thompson (1991) describe in
detail, the system uses the conditional probabilities stored
with each node to carry out a heuristic search through the
space of partial matches, attempting tofindthe best match
in each case. C o b w e B h invokes a reduced version of category utility, the evaluation function used in Fisher's system,
to guide search through the space of matches.
After determining a best match between the problem
description and each node at a given level of the hierarchy, C o b w e b r selects the node with the highest-scoring
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match and then recurses to the next level. It continues in
this manner until it reaches a terminal node, then selects
the operator associated with that node and uses the partial match for the node to determine the operator's bindings. The usefulness of operators retrieved in this manner
is related to the amount of knowledge stored in long-term
memory. If DjEDALUS has access only to the operators for
a domain, it will often select an unprofitable one, leading
to backtracking or failure. However, if memory contains
detailed knowledge about the situations that occur in a domain, the system is more likely to select an operator on the
solution path, reducing search and increasing success rate.
Acquisition of Plan Knowledge
H u m a n problem solvers learn from experience, reducing
their search as they become familiar with a domain. Most
recent work on learning in planning domains has taken an
analytical approach (e.g.. Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell,
1986; Minton et al., 1989; Mooney, 1990), which involves
compiling existing knowledge into new forms. Although
elegant, such mechanisms tend to predict faster learning
than occurs in humans, w h o must often work through a
problem m a n y times to eliminate search (Anzai & Simon,
1979). Anderson (1983) describes one response, which involves combining an analytical learning mechanism with
an empirical technique for strengthening rules. D^DALUS
takes a different approach, employing an inductive learning method to index cases and to construct probabilistic
abstractions. Some research has focused on inductive approaches to learning search-control knowledge (e.g., Lang-

ley, 1985), but unlike earlier work on this topic, DjtDALUS
supports the acquisition of probabilistic plan knowledge.
Fisher and Langley (1990) review psychological evidence
for probabilistic representations of concepts, and we believe
that plan knowledge is stored in the same manner.
Learning in DjEDALUS occurs whenever the system finds
a solution to a problem or subproblem, at which point it
incorporates the problem description and the successful operator into long-term memory. For instance, each of the
nodes ftom the problem-solving trace in Figure 1 would be
sorted through the concept hierarchy and stored in the hierarchy. Like the C o b w e b system on which it is based,
DiEDALUS makes use of two main learning operations. If a
trace component reaches a terminal node in memory, the
C o b w e B r module extends the hierarchy downward, creating a new node N that is a probabilistic summary of the
case and the terminal node, and making them both children
of N . In contrast, if the trace component is summarized
poorly by all the children of node K , C o b w e B h creates
a new child of K based on the case. During learning, this
module uses the fuU version of category utility to determine
when a new branch is justified; this differs from retrieval,
in which problems are always sorted to terminal nodes.
In addition, when in learning mode, the system also considers merging and splitting existing concepts, in an attempt to minimize effects due to training order. Again,
COBWEBii uses the full version of its evaluation function
to select between these learning operations and those described above. If the routine decides to incorporate a training case into a given node N , it simply updates the probability for N and the conditional probabilities for each of
the features (both problem descriptors and operators) associated with it. If a feature occurs in the training instance
that is not present in the node, C o b w e B h adds it to the
node's description with a low probability. This averaging
process occurs for each node through which the instance
passes. O n e important point is that DAEDALUS incorporates
each plan component into long-term m e m o r y during problem solving. This scheme is consistent with the incremental
nature of h u m a n learning.

- implement borrowing, whereas Shift-Left and ShiftRlGHT change the column on which attention is focused.
Finally, the operators W r i t e - A n s w e r and T o p - G r e a t e r
make inferences that support the solution process.
T h e operators are quite similar to those used by Langley, WoguUs, and Ohlsson (1990) to model subtraction
errors, which in turn were based on the rules used in error
models proposed by Young and O'Shea (1981). However,
this earlier work assumed that students solved subtraction
problems in a forward-chaining manner. This runs counter
both to intuitions about borrowing and to strategies presented by expert teachers (S. Ohlsson, personal communication), which suggest that means-ends reasoning occurs
in multi-column subtraction tasks. DiEDALUS employs its
knowledge in this fashion, selecting operators (e.g., FlNDDifference) that would m a k e progress toward the desired state, noting that preconditions are not met, and
then selecting other operators (e.g., A d d - T e n ) to achieve
these preconditions. This framework also differs from
the problem-reduction scheme used by Brown and Burton
(1978) and by VanLehn (1990). Both approaches decompose problems into subproblems, but problem-reduction
methods specify such decompositions in advance, whereas
DiEDALUS generates them dynamically.
Given the correct operators for multi-column subtraction, D « D A L U S cannot explain the errors commonly observed in students' behavior on this domedn (Brown & Burton, 1978; VanLehn, 1990). Because the system only applies operators when their preconditions have been met, its
answers are guaranteed to be correct. However, unlike the
previous models of subtraction behavior, D/EDALUS m a y require search to solve a problem even when its operators are
correct; this occurs because it m a y not select the best operator on itsfirstattempt. Combined with the system's
constrained search algorithm, which considers only a few
alternatives at each level, this means D;edalus m a y fail
entirely to solve certain problems. This differs from the behavior observed in m a n y students who, upon encountering
a difficult problem, produce syntactically correct answers
with incorrect digits. In future work, w e plan to extend
DjEDALUS to generate abstract plans that ignore the violation of certain operator preconditions. T h e execution of
abstract plans would explain some catalogued subtraction
errors, such as students' tendency to subtract the top number from the lower one when the latter is larger.
Although DjEDALUS does not model subtrsu:tion errors,
we believe it provides a viable model of learning in this
domain. To demonstrate this, w e presented the system
with worked solutions to eight problems taken from VanLehn (1990, p. 55), in each case providing DAEDALUS with
a problem-solving trace like that in Figure 1. T h e system
stored each component of these traces in long-term m e m o r y
for use on future tasks. W e then presented DjEDALUS with
the original tasks and a separate set of twelve test problems taken from the same source, which it had to solve in
the absence of further learning. For comparison, we also
let the system work on the same problems with no knowledge except the correct operators. Table 1 gives the results:
DjEDALUS solved all of the training problems after learning,
but poor operator selection let it solve only one of them
before learning. Similarly, it solved two of the twelve test
problems after learning but none before, showing modest
transfer. Moreover, the problems solved after learning were
handled with no search. Thus, the system suggests one

DiEDALUS on Multi-column Subtraction
In the previous section we referred to an example involving
multi-column subtraction; here w e consider DAEDALUS' behavior in this domain in more detail. W e focus on subtraction tasks because they have educational relevance, they
have been widely studied, and they can be clearly defined
yet cause difficulty for m a n y students. T h e task used in
Figure 1, 716 - 598, provides a relatively simple example.
Given two rows of digits, one must find their overall difference - in this case 118 - and write this in a third row. Tasks
that involve borrowing (i.e., in which the top number in a
column is smaller than the lower one) require more operators and are more difficult for humans; this holds especially
for tasks containing zeroes in the top row.
For this domain w e initiedized DjEDALUS' m e m o r y with
nine operators, each defined in terms of preconditions, add
lists, and delete lists, as in Strips (Fikes et al., 1971) and
in many production-system models (e.g., Anderson, 1983).
Three of the operators - FiND-DIFFERENCE, FlND-ToP,
and Skip-Zero - are responsible for finding the answer
associated with a particular column, but are applicable under different conditions and involve slightly different actions. T w o other operators - A d d - T e n and D e c r e m e n t
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Table 2: Psychological adequacy of four models of learning
in problem-solving domains in terms of whether they account (®), fail to account (0), or partially account (©) for
phenomenon from VanLehn (•) and Jones (o).

Table 1: DiGDALUS' behavior on multi-column subtraction
problems taken from VanLehn (1990).
Problems solved

Before learning
After learning

Traininq

Test

12%
100%

0%
17%

possible mechanism through which students improve their
ability by training on worked sample problems. However,
our purpose here is not to claim that Di£DALUS provides
a better model of subtraction behavior than other frameworks, but simply to demonstrate that it supports learning
in an interesting domain. Elsewhere (Langley & Allen, in
press) w e report similar results on the blocks world.

Psychological Adequacy of DiEDALUS
Earlier w e noted some high-level aspects of h u m a n cognition that are reflected in D ^ D A L U S , but this was only in
passing. N o w let us reconsider the system's psychological
plausibility in more detail, drawing on VanLehn's (1989)
excellent review of the major findings with respect to hum a n problem solving. These phenomena are qualitative
in nature, but they still provide constraints on the operation of cognitive simulations. Table 2 lists most of the behaviors that VanLehn reports which are directly related to
problem solving, along with others noted by Jones (1989).
T h e table also shows h o w DiEDALUS fares relative to three
other models of problem solving and learning: Anderson's
(1983) A c t , Laird, Rosenbloom, and Newell's (1986) Soar,
and Jones' (1989) E X m E K A . Langley and Allen (in press)
present a more extensive comparison.
T h e first three phenomena address issues about basic problem-solving strategies rather than learning. Both
DiEDALUS and E u r e k a incorporate a version of means-ends
analysis, which humans appear to use in novel domains;
in contrast, S o a r can produce means-ends behavior with
preference rules, but the process is not built into the architecture, and A c t provides support for backward chaining but not true means-ends analysis. O f the four frameworks, only E u r e k a mimics the nonsystematic strategy of
humans, w h o often explore a search path in depth, then return to the initial state to consider an alternative (Newell &
Simon, 1972). A H four architectures should account for the
relative difficulty of problem isomorphs (Kotovsky, Hayes,
k, Simon, 1985), but this ability relies on representational
assumptions outside the systems themselves.
S o m e additional behaviors concern changes in performance as humans gain experience in a problem-solving domain. T h e most basic finding is that learning leads to reduced search on a class of problems. A s w e report elsewhere (Langley & Allen, in press), DAEDALUS generally carries out less search with experience, as do E u r e k a , A c t ,
and Soar, although the latter two employ explanationbased learning methods, Jones' system relies entirely on
analogical reasoning, and DjEDiU^US uses concept formation. T h e different architectures also diff"er in their rate
of learning. Another phenomenon involves the asymmetry
of transfer across problems, in which experience on difficult tasks aids the solution of simpler problems more than
the reverse situation. Presumably this occurs because the
structures needed for the simpler task are subsumed by the
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Means-ends*
Nonsystematic*
Isomorphs'
Reduced search*
Asymmetries'
Einstellung*
Verbalization'
Reduced time'
Rare analogy*
Superficiality'

Act

Soar

0
e
©
e
©
0
0
0
e
©

0
©
0
©
0
0
0
0
©
©

Eureka Dadalus

0
0
0
0
0
0
©
©
0
0

0
©
0
0
0
0
©
©
©
0

more difficult one. Since all four models decompose problems into subproblems, then learn methods for solving these
subproblems, all should produce this result. Another wellestablished transfer effect, Einstellung (Luchins, 1942), occurs when one is trained on problems with complex solutions and then given problems with analogous solutions but
also with simpler ones. Under such conditions, subjects inevitably solve the new problems in the complex way that
has worked in the past. E u r e k a and A c t have been expUcitly shown to produce this behavior, and w e expect Soar
and D * D A L U S to generate similar results.
In addition, the skills of experienced problem solvers are
more automatized than those of novices, in that they can
carry them out with little attention. Experts typicaUy solve
problems much more rapidly, even when their solutions involve the same number of steps, and they tend to verbalize
much less, suggesting that they have lost access to intermediate subproblems. Both DiEDALUS and E u r e k a have
difficulty explaining these phenomena, in that they never
change the steps taken in generating a solution; learning
m a y eliminate poor choices, but each node in the problemsolving trace must still be constructed one step at a time.
In contrast, A C T and S O A R actually eliminate subproblems
through learning, which explains the reduction in verbalization and some of the observed speedup.
A final set of empirical results concern problem solving
by analogy. Experiments reveal that spontaneous crossdomain analogy is quite rare (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980).
People can solve problems by analogy when given an explicit mapping between source and target problems, but
they cannot always find such a mapping on their own.
Moreover, in cases of spontaneous retrieval, the reminding
is usually based on some superficial, surface similarity that
m a y produce a misleading analogy (e.g., Ross, 1984). Eur e k a relies on a form of analogical retrieval that operates
on surface-level descriptions, and Jones (1989) has shown
that it replicates the basic finding that experience with one
problem increases the likelihood of solving an analogous
problem, but that spontaneous analogy across domains is
far from guaranteed. Because DiEDALUS also uses a form of
analogical retrieval, it should produce similar results, but
(as with E u r e k a ) only provided it is given states and operators that share some surface features across the domains.
A c t and S o a r have more difficulty with these phenomena,
since neither has any architectural mechanism for analogy,
though both could mimic analogy using explicit rules.

Chi, M . T. H., Glaser, R., & Rees, E. (1982). Expertise
in problem solving. In R. J. Sternberg (Ed.), Advances
In the previous pages we described D«DALUS, a planiiiiig
in the psychology of h u m a n intelligence. Hillsdale, NJ:
system that was designed to be consistent with knowledge
Lawrence Erlbaum.
of human problem-solving behavior. W e found that the
Fikea, R. E., Hart, P. E., ii Nilsson, N. J. (1971). Strips:
system directs problem-space search using aflexibleverA new approach to the application of theorem proving
sion of means-ends analysis, organizes both cases and abto problem solving. Artificial Intelligence, 2, 189-208.
stractions in a probabilistic concept hierarchy, employs doFisher, D. H. (1987). Knowledge acquisition via incremenmain knowledge to constrain its generation of plans, and
tal conceptual clustering. Machine Learning, 2,139-172.
acquires plan knowledge through an incremental learning
Fisher, D. H., & Langley, P. (1990). T h e structure and forprocess. In particular, DiEDALUS retrieves relevant operar
mation of natural categories. In G. H. Bower (BM.), The
tors by sorting new problems through its concept hierarchy,
psychology of learning and motivation: Advances in Reand it stores the components of successful plans in this hisearch and Theory (Vol 26). Cambridge, M A : Academic
erarchy for future retrieval. W e demonstrated the system's
Press.
behavior in the domain of multi-column subtraction.
Gick, M . L.,fcHolyoak, K. J. (1980). Analogical problem
W e also exeimined DjEDALUS' ability to explain aspects
solving. Cognitive Psychology, 12, 306-355.
of human cognition at a qualitative level, finding that the
H a m m o n d , K. J. (1990). Case-based planning: A framesystem is consistent with a variety of robust phenomena
work for planning from experience. Cognitive Science,
that have been observed in h u m a n problem solving. How14, 385-443.
ever, three previous models also explain roughly the same
Jones, R. (1989). A model of retrieval in problem solvbehaviors. DjEDALUS differs from Laird et al.'s SOAR and
ing. Doctoral dissertation. Department of Information
Anderson's A c t in its partial coverage of analogical reasonL Computer Science, University of California, Irvine.
ing, an area it shares with Jones' E U R E K A system. HowKotovsky, K., Hayes, J. R., & Simon, H. A. (1985). W h y
ever, DjEDALUS fails to explain the reduction of verbalare some problems hard? Evidence from tower of Hanoi.
ization and the automatization observed in highly-sldlled
Cognitive Psychology, 17, 248-294.
problem solvers, and its search organization does not mimic
Laird, J. E., Rosenbloom, P. S., & Newell, A. (1986).
the nonsystematic behavior found in human problem solvChunking in Soar: T h e anatomy of a general learning
ing, which only E u r e k a has attempted to handle.
mechanism. Machine Learning, 1, 11-46.
In addition, the system fails in the broader sense that
Langley, P. (1985). Learning to search: From weak methhumans are physical agents w h o interleave planning with
ods to domain-specific heuristics. Cognitive Science, 9,
other processes. A fuller model of human behavior would
217-260.
explicitly link cognition with action and perception. Such
Langley, P., Wogulis, J., & Ohlsson, S. (1990). Rules and
issues arise even in constrained domains like subtraction,
principles in automated cognitive diagnosis. In N. Fredin which students cannot hold the entire problem in shortericksen, R. Glaser, A. Lesgold, & M . G. Shafto (Eds.),
term memory, and thus must perceive and alter a physical
Diagnostic monitoring of skill and knowledge acquisition.
display. Elsewhere (Langley fc Allen, in press) w e have deHillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum.
scribed our ideas for extending DjGDALUS along these hnes,
Langley, P., & Allen, J. A. (in press). A unified framework
and developing this augmented model remains an imporfor planning and learning. In S. Minton (Ed.), Learning
tant direction for future research.
and planning. San Mateo, C A : Morgan Kaufmann.
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against data. For example, validation might involve
deriving the power law of learning (Newell &
Roscnbloom 1981) or observed error patterns
(VanLehn 1990) from a given model. A n alternative
approach is to provide empirical support for the
assumptions underlying the entire class of models,
preferably support which is independent of the
learning data which inspired the creation of the
models.
O n e central assumption of the theory of procedural
learning is that people store detailed information
about their o w n problem solving steps in m e m o r y
while solving unfamiliar problems. Because
Memory in Procedural Learning
procedural learning is most rapid at the outset of
Theoretical analyses of procedural learning have learning, the hypothesis of internal induction
converged on three general principles for the
implicidy assumes that the m e m o r y record builds up
acquisition of problem solving rules through practice:
rapidly, i. e., that the m e m o r y record is not only
(a) Learners solve unfamiliar problems through weak
detailed but also relatively complete. This assumption
problem solving methods such as hill climbing,
is dubious. Both problem solving and m e m o r y
planning, and search. T h e function of a weak method
storage are capacity demanding processes, so it is
is to generate task relevant behavior in the absence of
reasonable to expect them to interfere with each other.
knowledge about the task, (b) Information about the
If it can be shown that learners do not store
problem solving steps generated by the weak methodinformation about problem solving steps in memory,
-context, type of action, outcome-is stored in longthe plausibility of the the current theory of procedural
term m e m o r y , (c) N e w problem solving rules are
learning, and of the entire class of learning models
induced from the resulting m e m o r y record.
that build on it, is undermined. Conversely, if it can
This general theory of procedural learning has been
be shown that people indeed store a detailed and
instantiated in several computer simulation models.
complete m e m o r y record of their o w n problem
The models differ with respect to problem solving
solving steps, the plausibility of the theory of
method, type of information stored in m e m o r y , and
procedural learning is strengthened.
induction mechanism. For example, the A C T * model
In a study of the Missionaries and Cannibals
(Anderson 1983) solves problems through planning,
Puzzle, Reed and Johnsen (1977) found relatively
stores information about the temporal order of
good recognition m e m o r y for problem states ( 6 3 %
problem solving steps, and learns through rule
correct recognition, on the average), but rather poor
composition (as well as in other ways). T h e U P L
ability to recall which step w a s taken in a given
model (Ohisson 1987) solves problems through
problem state. However, as Reed and Johnsen (1977,
search, stores state-operator pairs in m e m o r y , and
p. 198) point out, measuring m e m o r y for problem
learns through generalization (as well as in other
solving steps is not straightforward. Unlike the
ways). T h e S A G E model (Langley 1987) solves
stimuli used in ordinary m e m o r y experiments,
problems through search, stores information about
problem solving steps are generated by the subject.
good and bad outcomes, and learns through
rather than by the experimenter. Hence, the
discrimination. T h e Soar model (Newell 1990) also
experimenter cannot prepare the stimuli in advance.
solves problems through search, stores sequences of
Problem solving steps can be recorded and used as
search steps, and learns through chunking. Although
stimuli later. But accurate assessment of the memory
these (and m a n y other) models of procedural learning
trace has to occur immediately after problem solving,
differ in their specifics, they nevertheless instantiate
before the trace is obliterated by decay or interference.
the same three general principles stated above.
In the present study, the power of the computer
T h e most c o m m o n approach to empirical
was used to overcome this methodological difficulty.
validation of such models is to test their predictions
T h e experimental problems were presented to the
Abstract
A widely adopted theory of procedural learning
claims that people construct new problem solving
rules through induction over past problem solving
steps. The underlying assumption that people
store information about problem solving steps in
memory was tested by measuring subjects'
memory of their own problem solving steps in
four different ways. The results support the
assumption that people store enough information
in memory to enable induction of new problem
solving rules.
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subject via a computer terminal. T h e computer
recorded the subjects' steps. Immediately after a
subject indicated that he^ w a s finished with a
problem, the computer retrieved the subject's solution
path, constructed a m e m o r y test on the basis of it,
and presented the test to the subject.

corresponding jars on the screen. T h e first screen
showed both the initial state and the goal state;
subsequent screens did not show the goal state but
only the current state. Although the initial state could
be reviewed at any time (see below), there w a s no
way to review other past problem states without
returning to them.
T h e subject indicated which pouring action he
choose by first pressing the keyboard key
corresponding to the jar he was pouring from and then
the key corresponding to the jar he was pouring into.
Illegal moves, e. g., attempting to pour from an
empty jar, were rejected with a short explanation (e.
g., "You cannot pour from an empty jar").
W h e n the subject reached the goal state, the
computer system waited for the subject to press a key
that indicated that he knew that he was done with the
problem. If the subject instead performed yet another
pouring action, thus moving away from the goal
state, the system m a d e no objection. T h e subject
could also press a key that indicated that he gave up.
The subject also had the options of backing up, i. e.,
returning to a state preceeding the current state, and of
restarting, i. e., of returning to the initial problem
state. The initial problem state could also be reviewed
at any point along the way. Finishing, giving up,
backing up, restarting, and reviewing were each
signalled by a single key press, except backing up,
which required a second key press indicating the
number of steps the subject wished to back up.
W h e n the subject signalled that he w a s done with
a problem, the system constructed a m e m o r y test
based on its recording of the subject's behavior. T h e
memory items were then presented one at a time. O n
each item, the subject w a s asked for a responsedifferent for different m e m o r y tests-and a confidence
judgment. T h e confidence judgment w a s m a d e on a
five point scale, from 1 ("just guessing") to 5
("completely certain"). T h e subject w a s then given
feedback about the correctness of his response, and the
next m e m o r y item w a s presented. After the m e m o r y
test w a s completed, the next problem solving task
was presented, and so on, through thefivetrials. Each
trial thus consisted of one problem solving attempt
followed by a m e m o r y test.
The subject was given a brief description of the
purpose of the experiment, and he w a s told that he
would be subject to a m e m o r y test after each
problem. T h e instructions emphasized that the
m e m o r y test should be answered by recalling what
was done during problem solving, rather than by rethinking the problem solving task. T h e experimenter
explained the idea behind water jar problems and the
operation of the computer system, and remained in
the laboratory while the subject solved the training
problem and the m e m o r y test that followed it. H e
then waited outside the laboratory while the subject

General Method
The subjects' memory for their own problem
solving steps were measured in different ways in four
experiments which followed the same general format.
Problem Solving Tasks
In the type of problem used in this study, the
subject was shown three unmarked jars of different
capacities. Initially, the largest jar is full of water and
the two smaller jars are empty. T h e task is to
redistribute the water so that the two larger jars have
equal amounts (and the smallest jar is empty). T h e
only available action is to pour water from one jar
into another jar, until either the source jar is empty or
the receiving jar is full, whichever happens first. A
solution consists of a sequence of pouring actions
that transforms the initial distribution of water into
the desired one. Problems like these are k n o w n as
water jar problems. They were introduced into the
psychological laboratory by Luchins (1942) and have
been studied frequently (Atkinson, Masson, & Poison
1980).
The subjects in all four experiments solved the
same six water jar problems in the same order. T h e
simplest problem (with jar capacities 6, 5, and 3)
required only two steps and served as a training
problem. T h e second problem w a s the 8-5-3 problem
studied by Atkinson, Masson, and Poison (1980).
The remaining four problems had capacities 16-10-6,
24-15-9, 32-20-12, and 40-25-15, respectively. They
are isomorphs of the 8-5-3 problem, i. e., all five
experimental problems had exactly the same problem
space. T h e graph of this space has 16 states and the
shortest path to solution is eight steps long (see
Atkinson, Masson, & Poison 1980, p. 183). There
are m a n y opportunities to unintentionally return to
previously visited states in this space, making the
problems non-trivial for novices.
Presentation System and Procedure
The problems were presented on a computer terminal.
T h e computer represented a problem in an
alphanumeric, as opposed to graphical, format: Each
jar was labelled with a single letter, and the computer
showed a problem state by printing a table with the
letters and the current water volumes of the

^ For the sake of brevity, the pronouns "he", "his",
"himself, etc. are used generically to mean "he or she", "his
or her", "himself or herseir", etc.
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average residence time across the five trials (two-way
A N O V A , subject population x trials, F = 4.53, df =
4.p<.01).
In summary, both the quality of the solutions and
the speed of decision making improved across trials,
indicating that the subjects learned something about
h o w to solve water jar problems in the course of the
study.

solved the five experimental problems and responded
to the associated m e m o r y tests.
Subjects
Eight subjects, four psychology students and four
computer science students, participated in each of the
four experiments, for a total of 32 subjects. T h e
psychology students participated in order to fulfill a
course requirement, while the computer science
students were payed a small a m o u n t for their
participation. Half the subjects were m e n and half
were w o m e n . T h e two different subject populations
were included in the experiment to ensure a wide
range of puzzle solving ability a m o n g the subjects.

Experiment 1: Path Retracing
The purpose of the first experiment was to measure
the subjects' ability to retrace their o w n solutions.
After the subject declared himself finished with a
problem, the computer system retrieved the subject's
solution path, presented the initial state of the
problem and asked "Which action did you take in this
situation?". If the subject responded with the action
which he did, in fact, take while solving the problem,
the system responded "Yes, that is what you did" and
presented the next state on the subject's path. If the
subject responded with an action different than the one
he executed while solving the problem, the computer
system answered " N o , that is not what you did.
Instead, you poured ... into ...", and presented the
next problem state on the subject's original solution
path (rather than the state that would result from
applying the operator the subject responded with). In
short, the path retracing test measured the subject's
ability to recreate his solution by stepping through
his path and asking him to recall which action he
took in each successive problem state. M e m o r y for
state-operator pairs is crucial for learning mechanisms
such as generalization (Anderson 1983; Ohlsson
1987) and discrimination (Langley 1987).
T h e results of this m e m o r y test are shown in
Table 1, row 1. O n the average, the subjects retraced
8 1 % of their steps correctly. Although every subject
performed better on trial 2 than on trial 1, Table 1
nevertheless suggests that the subjects' m e m o r y
performance did not improve systematically across
trials. A two-way A N O V A (subject population x
trials) confirms that the effect of trials in Table 1 is
not significant (F = 2.145, p > .10).

Evidence for Procedural Learning
The purpose of the study was to measure m e m o r y for
problem solving steps during procedural learning.
Hence, it is important to verify that that the subjects'
problem solving performance improved across the
five trials. Percent correct, lime to solution, and
number of steps to solution are c o m m o n l y used
performance measures. Percent correct does not
accurately reflect knowledge about water jar puzzles,
because the goal state can be found by exhaustive
search, or even by a random walk, through the (rather
small) problem space. T i m e to solution is only
applicable on correctly solved problems. Worse,
because different (correct) solutions have different
lengths, time to solution confounds the question of
which solution the problem solver k n o w s with the
question h o w fast he is executing it. Neither measure
is an accurate indicator of procedural learning.
N u m b e r of steps to solution have similar
disadvantages.
T h e acquisition of a procedure for a puzzle
problem should lead to better solutions. T h e solution
quality w a s measured in the following way. If the
subject gave up without having reached the goal state,
his solution was assigned the value 0. If the subject
reached the goal state, but not through the shortest
path, then his solution was assigned the value 1.
Shortest path solutions were assigned the value 2.
Measured in this way, solution quality improved
significantly across trials (Kruskal-Wallis one-way
analysis of variance by ranks, corrected for ties; chisquare= 10.65, df = 4, p < .05).
A second consequence of procedural learning is
that the problem solver has to think less in order to
decide what to do in each problem state. Therefore,
the residence time, i. e., the time the problem solver
remains in a problem state before taking an action^,
ought to decrease. The computer system recorded the
residence time for each subject and problem state.
There w a s a statistically significant decrease in the

Experiment 2: Operator Recall
It is possible to solve the path retracing task used in
Experiment 1 by re-solving the problem, rather than
by retrieving the previous solution from memory. In
order to prevent subjects from answering the memory
items through problem solving rather than through
m e m o r y retrieval, the subjects in Experiment 2 had to
recall the operators in random order. After the subject
indicated that he w a s finished with a particular
problem, the computer system retrieved the subject's
solution path, presented a randomly chosen state on

^ The concept of residence time was introduced by Newell
and Simon (1972, pp. 811 -814).
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Table 1. M e m o r y performance, in terms of % correct, on each trial for each experiment (memory measure),
averaged across subjects.

Trial
Memory
measure

1

Path
retracing

.62

.81

.86

.93

.82

.81

Operator
recall

.72

.77

.74

.68

.90

.76

State recognition

.73

.84

.88

.83

.87

.83

Order recognition

.87

.86

.86

.87

.91

.87

M

the path, and asked "Which action did you take in this
situation?". The system then presented another state
selected at random, and so on, until the subject had
responded to each stale on his solution path. In short,
the operator recall test measured the subjects' ability
to recall which operator he executed in a randomly
chosen problem state. This m e m o r y test is similar to
the m e m o r y task used in Experiment 11 of Reed and
Johnsen (1977).
The results of this m e m o r y test are also shown in
Table 1, row 2. O n the average, the subjects recalled
7 6 % of their operators correctly. The m e m o r y
performance did not improve systematically across
trials (F =1.25 l,p>.30).

during problem solving from those they had not. This
memory test is similar to the recognition task used in
Experiments I and II of Reed and Johnson (1977).
M e m o r y for problem stales is crucial for learning
mechanisms such as constraint violation (Ohlsson &
Rees 1991) and subgoal discovery (Ohlsson 1987).
The results from this m e m o r y test are shown in
Table 1, row 3. The subjects recognized 8 3 % of the
states correctly, on the average. There was no
systematic improvement in state recognition across
trials ( F = 1.368, p > .10).
Experiment 4: Order Recognition

Experiment 3: State Recognition
In the third experiment the subjects were tested for
memory of problem states rather than operators. After
the subject indicated that he had finished with a
problem, the computer system first retrieved all
problem states on the subject's solution path. It then
retrieved from the problem space an equal number of
problem states which the subject had not visited
while solving the problem. The two sets of states
were mixed and arranged in random order. Thus, the
subject was presented with a sequence of problem
states, half of which he had seen while solving the
problem and half of which he had not seen before (but
which belonged to the same problem space). The
subject responded by answering "yes" or "no" to the
question whether he had encountered the shown state
during problem solving. In short, the state
recognition test measured the subjects' ability to
discriminate the problem states they had visited
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In the fourth experiment, the subjects were tested for
m e m o r y of the temporal order in which they
encountered particular problem states. After the
subject indicated that he was finished with a problem,
the computer system retrieved all the problem states
the subject had visited during problem solving and
consu-ucted a set of m e m o r y items by pairing the
problem stales. The pairs were presented in random
order. O n e slate was presented on the left side of the
terminal screen and the other on the right side. The
computer system asked the subject "Which of these
stales did you encounter before the other?". In half the
items, the left stale was, in fact, encountered earlier in
the solution path than the right slate; in the other
half, the reverse was the case. In short, the order
recognition lest measured the subjects' ability to
remember in which order they cncouniered problem
stales. M e m o r y for temporal order of problem solving
events is crucial for learning mechanisms such as
composition (Anderson 1983) and chunking (Newell
1990).

The results of this memory lest arc shown in
Table 1, row 4. The subjects remembered the
temporal ordering of 8 7 % of the problem states
conectly. As in the previous experiments, there was
no significant training effect for the memory
performance (F = .153, p > .10).
Summary and Discussion
The results of the four memory tests were uniformaly
high, indicating that the subjects stored
approximately 8 0 % of the information probed for
while solving the experimental problems. The
performance was equally high across the four different
ways of accessing memory: retracing a solution,
recalling which operator was taken in a given
problem state, distinguishing problem states
encountered during problem solving from other states
in the same problem space, and judging the temporal
order in which problem states were encountered.
Because the problem states and the operators in the
water jar problem are visually impoverished and
syntactically similar to each other, the interference
effects ought to be strong, biasing the study against
high memory performance. Hence, the results
presented here might underestimate the amount of
memory storage that is typical during problem
solving.
The performance of the subjects in the present
study is significantly higher than the performance of
the subjects in Reed and Johnsen (1977). One
possible explanation for this difference is that the

stales and operators of water jar puzzles are inherently
easier to remember than the states and operators of
river crossing puzzles. A second possible explanation
is that the computer sy.stem used in the present study
delivered the memory test more promptly, thus
minimizing decay of the memory trace. Finally, the
difference in performance level might only represent
normal sampling variation. These hypotheses cannot
be evaluated without further data.
Given that memory for problem solving steps is
good but not perfect, it would be useful to know if
some types of problem solving steps are remembered
better than others. Table 2 shows memory accuracy
and confidence judgments from Experiments 1 and 2
for four different types of steps. "Final step" is the
action of indicating that the goal stale has been
reached, "moves on path" are pouring actions on the
subject's path to the goal state, "moves off path" are
pouring actions that lead away from that path;
"corrections" include both backups and restarts. The
same pattern is reproduced in both experiments and in
both variables: Finishing actions are remembered
almost perfectly; moves on path are remembered
better than moves off path, which in turn are
remembered better than correction steps. This pattern,
if replicated in future studies, supports learning
mechanisms which induce new problem solving rules
from correct steps (e. g., composition, generalization)
over mechanisms which derive new rules from
incorrect steps and errors (e. g., constraint violation,
discrimination).

Table 2. Memory accuracy and confidence judgements for steps thatfinisha problem, moves on path, moves off
path, and corrections, for all subjects in Experiments 1 and 2. Confidence was rated on afive-pointscale on which 5
indicated highest confidence.

Type of problem solving step

Experiment

Final
step

Moves
on path

Moves
off path

Correction
steps

Exp. 1: Path retracing
Accuracy

.96

.76

.73

.43

Confidence

4.3

3.6

3.0

2.0

Accuracy

.97

.79

.56

.24

Confidence

4.7

3.3

3.0

2.0

Exp. 2: Operator recall
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It is possible that the subjects changed ihcir
behavior on the problem solving tasks so as lo
maximize their performance on the memory tests. For
example, they might have rehearsed each problem
solving step, something they probably would not
normally do during problem solving. This possibility
cannot be conclusively ruled out on the basis of the
present data. But three aspects of the data argue
against this possibility. First, the subjects learned to
solve water jar problems; their problem solving
performance improved across trials. Hence, they did
not ignore the problem solving task. Second, if the
subjects used various strategies for maximizing their
memory performance, then we would expect their
memory performance to improve across trials, but
this was not the case. Third, although one can
imagine that rehearsal of steps would help memory
performance on thefirstthree experiments, it is not
obvious what kind of memory strategy one could use
to improve performance on the order recognition test.
But the subjects performed well on this test also.
It is also possible that the subjects ignored the
instruction to respond to the memory items by trying
to remember what they did during problem solving,
and instead answered them by re-solving the problem.
This possibility cannot be conclusively ruled out.
However, re-solving the problem is obviously easier
to do while retracing a solution path than while
recalling operators in random order, which implies
that the subjects should have performed significantly
better in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2. But this
was not the case.
The results of this study support the notion that
people store a detailed description of their own
problem solving behavior while solving problems.
The conclusion implies that it is possible that people
learn new rules through induction over past problem
solving steps. The present study does not address the
question whether, in fact, there is a causal link
between memory storage and procedural learning. If
there is such a link, one would expect rate of
procedural learning to be predictable from memory
performance. But the data presented here cannot be
used to investigate the correlation between memory
performance and problem solving performance, for
two reasons. First, it is not clear how to compute a
measure of rate of learning from these data. Second,
the uniformly high performance on the memory tests
causes a restriction of range on the presumed predictor
variable, precludingfindinga significant correlation,
even if it exists. Trying to predict rate of procedural
learning from memory performance is a task for the
future. The present study does not prove that our
current theory of procedural learning is true, but it
provides support for one of its basic assumptions,
support which is independent of the learning curves
that prompted the formulation of the theory.
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K n o w l e d g e Transfer a m o n g
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Languages
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Pittsburgh, P A 15213
wu@psy.cmu.edu, anderson@psy.cinu.edu
It is our conviction that commonalities in knowledge
representation form the basis for transfer. That is, it is the
c o m m o n knowledge shared by two domains that makes
transfer possible from one domain to the other. P A S C A L ,
LISP, and P R O L O G are generally classified into three
different categories of programming languages -- namely,
imperative (or procedural), functional, and logical
languages. However, these three languages actually have a
great deal in c o m m o n . These commonalities include
similar basic arithmetic operations and predicates, and
similar basic data types and operations on them. S o m e
comparative analyses about coirunonalities shared by the
three languages are given in W u & Anderson (in
preparation). Following the analyses there, it is reasonable
to expect that learning transfer would occur among them,
just as problem solving transfer occurred among them.

Abstract
T w o experiments were conducted to investigate
knowledge transfer from learned programming languages
to learning new ones. The first experiment concerned
transfer from knowing LISP to learning P R O L O G ; the
results showed that subjects w h o knew LISP had
significant advantages over subjects w h o did not.
Moreover, among the subjects who knew LISP those w h o
knew LISP better seemed to learn P R O L O G faster. The
second experiment studied transfer from knowing either
P A S C A L or P R O L O G to learning LISP; attention was
specifically focused on transfer of knowledge of writing
recursive and iterative programs in these languages. The
results indicated that P R O L O G programmers, who were
usually more knowledgeable on recursion, were more
ready to learn the recursive part of the LISP language.
Some general theoretical discussion about knowledge
transfer among programming languages is also presented
in the paper.

Experiment 1: Transfer
from LISP to P R O L O G

Introduction
Two kinds of knowledge transfer among programming
languages are possible and can be separately studied. O n e is
problem solving transfer; it involves people w h o already
k n o w both languages and transfer knowledge from solving
a certain problem in one language to that in the other.
Katz (1988) and W u & Anderson (in preparation) have
reported s o m e evidence of transfer of this type a m o n g
L I S P , P R O L O G , and P A S C A L ; these studies
demonstrated significant positive transfer among the three
languages. The other type is learning transfer; i.e., transfer
from knowing one or more programming languages to
learning a n e w one. The present paper concerns this second
type.
This article will report two experimental studies of
such transfer, independent from the tutoring work. The first
experiment investigated learning transfer from LISP to
P R O L O G . T h e results showed significant positive transfer.
Moreover, the first experiment also revealed that subjects
w h o k n e w LISP better seemed to learn P R O L O G faster.
The second experiment studied learning transfer from either
P A S C A L or P R O L O G to LISP. This experiment
reinforced the evidence of positive transfer among the three
languages. Also, in this experiment attention w a s
specifically focused on transfer of knowledge of writing
two types of repetition programs -- namely, recursive and
iterative programs -- among these languages. T h e results
indicated that P R O L O G programmers, w h o were usually
more knowledgeable on recursion, were more ready to
master the recurive part of the LISP language.
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As this experiment was to investigate learning transfer
from knowing L I S P to learning P R O L O G , the
experimental design was basically a between-subject type.
B y comparing the learning performance of Know-LISP and
Not-Know-LISP subjects w e can study whether and to
what extent LISP experience would facilitate learning

PROLOG.
Method
Subjects. 24 subjects participated in the experiment;
they were recruited from C M U (Carnegie Mellon
University), either graduates or undergraduates. A m o n g
them, sixteen knew LISP beforehand and the rest did not
k n o w LISP. F r o m the information gathered from
questionnaire, subject's averaged G R E / S A T math scores
were 708. For those w h o knew LISP, their averaged selfratings of LISP proficiency were 3.44 (along a scale from
0 to 5) and their self-ratings of P A S C A L proficiency were
3.63 (all of them knew P A S C A L ) . A m o n g diose w h o did
not k n o w LISP only 6 knew P A S C A L and their selfrating of P A S C A L proficiency were 2.67. The G R E / S A T
math scores for the K n o w - L I S P condition and the NotKnow-LISP condition were comparable.
Design.
Table 1 shows the design of the
experiment. There were three groups of subjects with
eight in each group. T h e subjects w h o knew LISP were
divided into Group 1 and CJroup 2; the subjects w h o did not
k n o w LISP constituted Group 3. There were four
experimental sessions, roughly about two hours for each.

Group 1 and Group 2 were treated differently only in
Session 4: one group was shown LISP solutions only on
odd-number problems while the other was shown LISP
solutions only on even-number problems. The
manipulation of Know-LISP versus Not-Know-LlSP was
aimed to get a global measure of h o w LISP knowledge
facilitates learning P R O L O G ; the manipulation of shown

versus not-shown LISP solutions was intended to get some
specific understanding of h o w LISP knowledge helps
P R O L O G programming on some particular problems.
These two manipulations can be seen at the two different
levels of transfer between LISP and P R O L O G - that is,
leaning transfer and problem solving transfer.

Table 1. T h e design of Experiment for transfer from knowing L I S P to learning P R O L O G .
Not-Know-LISP condition

Know-LISP conditions
Group 1
Session 1

Sesssion 2
& Session 3
Session 4

Group 2

Group 3

Questionnaire;
T w o LISP programming problems for pretesting
LISP knowledge; Read introductory material
which is based on LISP knowledge.
Use the P R O L O G tutoring system to go through
a series of problems covering basic concepts and
syntax in P R O L O G .

Questionnaire;
Read introductory material to
P R O L O G which is independent
from LISP knowledge.
The same as the
knew-LISP conditions.

Use real P R O L O G environment to do eight
problems, mostly dealing with list processing;

The same as the
knew-LISP conditions;

For odd n umber problems.
shown LISP solutions;
for even number
problems, not shown
LISP solutions.

No LISP solutions
shovwi at all.

For even n umber
problems, shown LISP
solutions; for odd number
problems, not shown
LISP solutions.

Materials and Procedure.
In Session 1, two
LISP programming problems were used as a pretest of
subject's LISP knowledge for K n o w - L I S P subjects.
Subjects did LISP programming on the Andrew system, a
campus network at C M U ; the particular language version
used was CommonLisp. Also in Session 1, all the
subjects were asked to read an introductory material to
P R O L O G . For most of the subjects participating in the
experiment, that was theirfirsttime exposed to P R O L O G
language; few of them had already learned some concepts
about P R O L O G , but none had ever actually programmed
in P R O L O G . T w o different kinds of instructional materials
were used for Know-LISP subjects and Not-Know-LISP
subjects. For Know-LISP subjects, the material was
written by the authors based on a comparison of LISP and
P R O L O G ; for Not-Know-LISP subjects, the instructional
material was a chapter taken Mayer (1988) which assumes
no prerequisite knowledge in LISP.
In Session 2 & 3, subjects used a P R O L O G tutoring
system developed here in the Psychology Department at
C M U to go through a series of problems with the purpose
of reinforcing their knowledge about the basic concepts and
syntax of P R O L O G they had studied in Session 1. In
Session 4, subjects again used the Andrew system to solve
eight problems in a real P R O L O G environment; the
particular language version used was C P R O L O G . Session
4 was particularly intended as a post-test of subject's
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P R O L O G knowledge learned in thefirstthree sessions.
The problems were mostly dealing with list processing as
that is a prominent feature of both LISP and P R O L O G .
These eight problems were: Membership, Append, Attach,
Reverse, Powerset, Binary-Code, Flatten, and Skeleton;
structurally, the odd-number problems are isomorphic to
the following-up even-number problems (e.g., Powerset to
Binary-Code). 1
W h e n subjects were using real LISP or P R O L O G
programming environments on the Andrew system, they
had two windows - one was E M A C S editor window to
edit the program and the other was used to debug and test
the program. Each time when they made revisions to the
program they save the program into differentfilesso that
die experimenter could keep track the significant errors
made by subjects ui the process.
Results and Discussion
Here two measures were used for the comparison m a d e
between the two groups of Know-LISP subjects: the total
problem solving time and the algorithmic similarity
between the showTi LISP solutions and thefirstdrafts of
subject's P R O L O G programs.
^ The problems and instructuctional materials used in the
experiment can be obtained by writing to the authors.

Figure 1 shows the mean total problem solving
times subjects spent on the last six problems in Session 4.
Note that there are some dramatic contrasts between these
two groups for odd-number problems, but less dramatic
contrasts for even-number problems; this is because the
even-number problems are isomorphic to the just-previous
odd-number problems. Thus in this experiment, w e not
only got the results of transfer from studying LISP
solution to P R O L O G progranmiing, w e also got the
manifestation of transfer between isomorphic problems
(However, since this transfer is not the primary goal of the
present study, it is not investigated any further here). T o
test the statistical significance of the data, a three-way 2 X
2 X 3 A N O V A (Shown/Not-shown LISP solutions,
Odd/Even problems, 3 pairs of problems) was performed.
Tlie results showed significant main effects due to whether
or not LISP solutions were shown: F(l, 7) = 48.4, p <
0.001 . Averaging the data over the two groups and the six
problems, there was 4 2 % saving of the total problem
solving time for shown LISP solutions than not shown
LISP solutions.

"Group 1: shown odd problems
•Group 2: shown even nrohlems
1.0
I
§
CO

0.90.80.7-

a

0.60.50.41

2

3
4
5
6
Problem No.
Figure 2. Algorithmic similarities between
shown LISP solutions and first drafts of
P R O L O G programs by Know-LISP subjects

LISP programs to PROLOG programming. To see
the effect of learning transfer of LISP knowledge upon
- * — Group 1: shown odd problems
P R O L O G learning, w e used the problem solving time for
60- B — Group 2: shov^n even problems
two comparisons: one between Know-LISP subjects versus
Not-Know-LISP subjects, and the other between those who
had stronger LISP background versus those w h o had
50weaker LISP background a m o n g Know-LISP subjects.
.s
However, the Not-Know-LISP subjects only finished on
> a 40^
average
3.5 problems in this session. Thus, here w e only
c
used
the
problem solving time for the first three problems.
I
Table 2 show the data for these two comparisons; as only
six Not-Know-LISP subjects finished three or more
i
problems, the data presented for this condition were only
201
4J
averaged over them. For Know-LISP subjects, the two
classes
of Strong-LISP and Weak-LISP were determined by
10
T
1
the mean problem solving time spent by them on the two
2
3
4
5
6
Problem No.
LISP pretest problems. A s seen from the data, KnowLISP subjects spent less time on solving all the three
Figure 1. The mean problem solving time
problems; that is, they were learning faster than Notof two groups of know-LISP subjects.
K n o w - L I S P subjects. T h e results also indicated that
su-onger LISP background helped subjects to learn
With respect to the algorithmic similarity between
P R O L O G faster. Overall, these results tend to indicate
LISP and P R O L O G programs, we fu-st broke the shovm
that LISP knowledge indeed facilitates P R O L O G learning.
LISP programs into basic algorithmic components and
However, as the questionnaire information indicated, those
then scored how many of these basic components appeared
w h o were good in LISP were usually also good in
in the first drafts of the P R O L O G programs written by
P A S C A L or other programming languages; therefore, in
subjects. By such a measure we can determine how many
general, w e m a y say it is the knowledge of previously
algorithmic components subjects imported from the shown
learned languages which helps learning a n e w
LISP solutions to P R O L O G programming. The data for
programmuig language.
this measure are presented in Figure 2. The U-ansfer pattern
Although there were some syntactic interferences from
of the results is the same as the patterns appearing in the
LISP knowledge to P R O L O G programming such as
first measure; this again demonstrated significant U-ansfer
confusing list conventions in the two languages, these
from the s h o w n L I S P solutions to P R O L O G
interferences seemed to be insignificant and could be
programming. Again, a three-way A N O V A was performed
avoided by paying more attention in both programming
on the data; the test results once more showed significant
and debugging. Stylistically, LISP knowledge also seemed
m a m effect due to whether or not LISP solutions were
to make subjects come up with P R O L O G solutions which
shown: F(l, 7) = 47.53, p < 0.001.
were more procedural that they might have otherwise, and
The above two measures largely contribute to our
led to other confusions such as the notions of a predicate in
understanding of problem solving transfer from particular
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LISP has emphasized the differences between the two
languages, subjects were prepared to avoid difficulties.

P R O L O G and a function in LISP. However, these negative
effects could be easily overcome by conscious practice. To
some extent, since our introduction to P R O L O G based on

Table 2. The comparison between Know-LISP and Not-Know-LISP subjects and the
comparison between Strong-LISP and Weak-LISP subjects.
GRE/SAT Lisp
Time for
Math scores Experience problem 1

Know-LISP

Time for
Problem 2

Time for
Problem 3

Mean

Strong-LISP

714

41.0

16.3

19.5

30.5

22.1

Weak-LISP

740

79.8

35.7

34.5

45.5

38.6

53.3

36.8

55.2

48.4

Not-Know-LISP

710

condition; while the other three, all of w h o m knew
P R O L O G but two of them also knew P A S C A L , consisted
tJie K n o w - P R O L O G condition (the small number of
P A S C A L / P R O L O G to LISP
subjects in this condition was the result of our difficulty of
recruiting P R O L O G progranmiers as subjects from the
The purpose of this second experiment was to investigate
C M U community). There were three experimental
learning u-ansfer from either P A S C A L or P R O L O G to
sessions, each approximately one and half hours long. The
LISP. Here we focused our attention specifically on
manipulation
of Know-PASCAL versus Know-PROLOG,
transfer of knowledge of writing repetition programs in
together
with
the manipulation of presenting recursive vs.
these languages. In each of these languages there are two
iterative
problems
in Session 2 & 3, were aimed to test the
ways of implementing repetition, i.e., iteration and
hypothesis
mentioned
above.
recursion. However, in P A S C A L iteration is usually
Materials. In Session 1, three problems were used
stressed while in P R O L O G recursion is usually
to pretest subject's knowledge of either P A S C A L or
emphasized.^
W e would expect that P A S C A L
P R O L O G programming; these problems are Summorial,
programmers might be more ready to transfer knowledge of
Read-month,
and Fibonacci. Also in Session 1, subjects
iteration to LISP programming while P R O L O G
to
read an introduction to LISP based on either
were
asked
programmers might be more ready to uansfer knowledge of
P
A
S
C
A
L
or
P
R
O L O G according to their conditions. The
recursion to LISP programming. The experimental design
materials
covered
in these introductions included basic
used here was specifically aimed at testing this hypothesis.
concepts and syntax, arithmeUc expressions, flow-ofcontrol, and some intermediate data types in LISP.
Methods
Subjects normally spent about one hour to cover the major
portion of the material in Session, and spent about twenty
Subjects. 9 subjects participated in this experiment.
minutes in Session 2 & 3 to cover the rest. There were 12
They were all from C M U ; among them 2 were
problems used in Session 2 & 3 for LISP programming.
undergraduates and 7 were graduates. Eight of them knew
These problems were: Simple-Expression, Circle-Area,
P A S C A L before taking part in the experiment, while only
Line-Slope, Add-Fraction, Least-Common-Multipher, (the
three knew P R O L O G beforehand (i.e., two knew both
next four on recursion) Sununorial, Integer-Power, AddP A S C A L and P R O L O G ) . From the information collected
Together, Ackerman, (the next three concerning iteration)
from questionnaire, subject's averaged GRE/SAT math
scores were 734. For those who knew P R O L O G , their
Summorial, Add-Together, Exponential.^
averaged self-ratings of P R O L O G skill were 3.29; for
Procedure. As in Experiment 1, subjects were asked
those who knew P A S C A L , their averaged self-ratings of
tofillout the questionnaire form. For programming in the
P A S C A L skill were 3.33; besides, all but one subject
three languages, almost the same procedure as used in
knew C, their averaged self-ratings of C skill were 3.00.
Session 4 of Experiment 1 was followed in all the sessions
The G R E / S A T math scores of the K n o w - P A S C A L
of this experiment. However, here instead of using the
condition and that of the K n o w - P R O L O G condition were
standard E M A C S editor we adopted a specifically designed
comparable.
editor based on E M A C S ; this editor was used to timeDesign. The experimental design is shown in Table
stamp each step of interaction subjects made with the
3. Basically, six subjects who knew P A S C A L but did not
computer. Each time when the subject began to edit or
know P R O L O G were used as the K n o w - P A S C A L
modify a program he was requested to turn on the timing
editor; and each time when he quit the editing window to
Experiinent 2: Transfer f r o m

^ The P R O L O G interpreter employs a back-tracking
mechanism which inherently implies recursive programming
is natural for most of problems which involve repetition.

•^ Again, the problems and instructional materials used in this
experiments can be obtained by writing to the authors.
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go to the debugging window he w.is asked to turn off the
timing editor. This editor enabled us to collect some fine-

grained measures of the time course of programming.

Table 3. The design of Experiment 2 on transfer from P A S C A L / P R O L O G

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

to LISP.

K n o w - P A S C A L condition

K n o w - P R O L O G condiUon

Questionnaire;
Three P A S C A L problems for pretesting
P A S C A L knowledge;
Read an introduction to LISP which is based
on P A S C A L knowledge.
Five LISP problems for basic syntax and
simple arithmetic expressions;
T w o LISP problem for recursion.
T w o LISP problem for recursion;
Three LISP problems for iteration.

Questionnaire;
Three P R O L O G problems for pretesting
P R O L O G knowledge;
Read an introduction to LISP which is based
on P R O L O G knowledge.

Results a n d Discussion
For the time measure, we dissected the problem solving
time for each problem into programming (coding) time and
debugging time; this could be easily done by counting the
time spent either in the editing window or in the
debugging window. Taking the method from Singley &
Anderson (1990) and Katz (1988), w e further decomposed
the programming time into thinking time (planning time)
and keystroking time (execution time). The keystroking
time was defined as follows:
Keystroking time = Z over all keystrokes T
Where T is either the interval between two consecutive
keystrokes if that is less than or equal to 2 seconds, or just
2 seconds if the interval is greater than 2 seconds. The
thinking time is simply the rest of the programming time;
that is.
Thinking time=Programming time- Keystroking time.
W e could further decompose the thinking, keystroking and
debugging times intofirst-draft(initial-draft) time and restdraft (subsequent-draft) time; this could be done by
considering the transitions made between the two windows.
In W u & Anderson (in preparation) w e found that
time-savings in problem-solving transfer were largely
localized in thefirst-draftcoding and debugging. This
finding was verified also to be true for our present situation
of learning transfer. So in this article we will limit our
report of data only to thefirst-drafttime; however, the data
pattern also applies to the total problem solving time. ^
Table 4 presents the data for thefirst-drafttime for a
comparison between Know-PASCAL and K n o w - P R O L O G
subjects. A two-way A N O V A (recursion/iteration X
P A S C A L / P R O L O G ) was performed on the data of
P A S C A L / P R O L O G programming time. The effect due to
recursion/iteration was insignificant: F(], 8) = 0.51, p >
0.1; the effect due to P A S C A L / P R O L O G was also
insignificant: F(l, 8) = 0.09, p > 0.1; however, the

'* A more detailed report can be obtained by writing to the
authors.
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The same as the
know-PASCAL conditions.
The same as the
know-PASCAL conditions.

interaction between them was significant: F(l, 8) = 8.04, p
< 0.05. Another similar two-way A N O V A was performed
on the data of LISP programming time for both PASCAL
and P R O L O G
knowers. The effect due to
recursion/iteration was significant: F(I, 32) = 6.72, p <
0.05; the effect due to P A S C A L / P R O L O G was also
significant: F(I, 32) = 13.08, p < 0.05; however, now the
interaction between them was insignificant: F(l, 32) =
0.21, p > 0.1. Also from the table we see that the time
ratio between these two conditions on recursion problems
remained almost the same from P A S C A L / P R O L O G to
LISP. K n o w - P R O L O G subjects were better on recursion
that K n o w - P A S C A L subjects in the initial test. This
advantage was maintained in recursive programming in
LISP. That is, P R O L O G programmers indeed transferred
what they learned about recursion in P R O L O G to LISP
programming. O n the other hand, our Know-PROLOG
subjects also did better on iteration in LISP even though
they had not in the original test. Concerning iteration, it
seems that no general conclusion could be reached about
transfer between the three languages from this experiment.
General Discussion
and

Conclusion

In explaining knowledge transfer, the theory of identi
elements had been proposed very early in the century (
Thomdike & Woodworth, 1901). Basically, the theory
postulates that it is the common elements shared by two
domains of knowledge that enables the knowledge acquired
in one domain to be transferred to the other. As there are
indeed a great many commonalities between LISP and
P R O L O G , it is not surprising that in thefirstexperiment
we witnessed substantial transfer from LISP knowledge to
learning P R O L O G .
With respect to recursion, as
PROLCX} and LISP have more in common than PASCAL
and LISP have, so in the second experiment we
demonstrated that P R O L O G programmers had relative
advantage over P A S C A L programmers in learning the
recursive part of LISP.

Table 4. Data comparison between the Know-PASCAL and the K n o w - P R O L O G
conditions in Experiment 2 (time in seconds).
Total time onTime on one I nne on one Total time on Total time on Total time on
3 iteration
4 recursion
12 LISP
3 PASCAL/ PASCAL/
PASCAL /
LISP
LISP
problems
PROLOG
PROLOG
PROLOG
problems
problems
problems
iteration
recursion
problem
problem
Knew-PASCAL

2173

Knew-PROLOG

2152

PROLOG/PASCAL

99%

547
922
168%

917
352
38%

In W u & Anderson (in preparation), we reported three
experiments demonstrating the existence of problem
solving transfer among PASCAL, LISP, and PROLOG.
To account for the results, there w e proposed that there are
basically three levels of transfer across programming in
different languages -- namely, the syntactic, algorithmic,
and problem levels. There w e found that at the syntactical
level there were minor interferences (a type of negative
transfer) among programming in different languages; at the
algorithmic level, substantial positive transfer w a s
manifested as on most occasions subjects used the same
algorithm for die same problem in different languages and
a great deal of time-saving w a s exhibited in
reprogramming. Besides these two levels, there w e also
found that sometimes, although different algorithms were
used for the same problem in different language, there was
still positive transfer manifested (as time-saving); this
transfer must have resulted from problem understanding and
we postulated it as transfer at the problem level.
In the present investigation w e have demonstrated
transfer both for problem solving and for learning. Here
again w e showed that syntactic transfer is largely negative
but only plays a minor role in learning and problem
solving. W e also showed that algorithmic transfer
constitutes the major portion of transfer, as manifested by
saving the total problem solving time, reducing the
number of program drafts needed for revising the program,
and importing algorithmic components from LISP
solutions to P R O L O G programming. However, in both
experiments w e did not see that different algorithms were
used for the same problem in different languages, thus
transfer at the problem level was not demonstrated in this
study.
O n the other hand, as this study w a s focused on
learning transfer, w e also witnessed a higher level transfer
than the syntactic and algorithmic level transfer; and this
transfer is also different from the transfer at problem level.
This level m a y be called learning transfer - the transfer of
the most general programming knowledge which one does
not need to learn again and again when learning n e w
programming languages. O n e example of such transfer
would be the notion of recursion; after learning h o w to
implement repetition in a recursive way in one language
one can easily transfer that knowledge to learning a new
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8051
3778
47%

2780
1313
47%

2628
980
36%

language provided that the n e w language also easily
faciUtates recursion.
W would conclude from the present study:
1. There was significant transfer from learned LISP
knowledge to learning P R O L O G ; that is, LISP knowledge
helped to learn P R O L O G faster. Moreover, the more LISP
knowledge the more facilitation to learning P R O L O G .
2. Although syntactically and stylistically, there were
some interferences from LISP to P R O L O G progranmiing,
these negative effects were greatly overwhelmed by
positive transfer at other higher levels. At the algorithmic
level, transfer was manifested as substantial time saving,
fewer revisions of programs, and importing algorithmic
components from shown LISP solutions to P R O L O G
programming.
3. A s P R O L O G programmers usually would be more
knowledgeable than P A S C A L programmers on recursive
programming, P R O L O G progranmiers seemed to have
relative advantages over P A S C A L programmers in learning
the recursive part of LISP programming.
4. Aside from the three levels of transfer w e proposed
for problem solving transfer a m o n g programming
languages - the syntactic, algorithmic, and problem levels,
one more level of transfer w a s proposed there — the
learning transfer. The knowledge responsible for this
transfer is the most general programming knowledge across
several languages and across a large number of problems,
such as the knowledge about recursive programming.
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Abstract

in the decision making process by allowing the decision maker to navigate large amounts of information
This paper reports on the development of a De- and to explore interrelationships between factors that
cision Support System GENIE that aids particimay influence his/her decision. A D S S can also facilpants in crisis negotiation simulations. G E N I E is
itate the simultaneous evaluation of multiple negotian instance of a general D S S which can be used
ating positions. This can play a decisive role in real
to support a large clciss of decision problems. The
time negotiations by allowing the supported parties to
major function of G E N I E is to provide the user
rapidly formulate dynamic strategies and quickly evalwith on-line information about a complex decision
uate opponent proposals. D S S systems, when used in
scenario. To this end, G E N I E utilizes a combinathe context of negotiation support, are called negotiation of graphic and textual information presentation support systems (NSS).
tion formats to create an environment in which
This paper describes the design and implementation
a user can develop a mental picture of the deciof G E N I E , a specific NSS/DSS developed jointly by the
sion problem facing him/her and then dynamically
University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Comformulate an effective negotiating strategy. The
puter Studies and Project I C O N S of the Department
design and development of G E N I E are described
of Government and Politics. G E N I E is an instance
along with an explanation of the major features of
of a general NSS/DSS which can be used to support
the system.
a large class of decision problems. The problem doExperimental results from user evaluations and
main corresponding to the G E N I E class of DSS/NSS
system logfilesare also discussed. These results
is formally described in section 2. G E N I E is specifiallowed us to gain insight into the decision procally customized to support a subset of this domain,
cesses of the users and rate the effectiveness of our
namely n-player time variant negotiations with full inD S S design strategy. Experimental results indiformation. See [S. Kraus and J. Wilkenfeld, 1990b,
cate that simulation participants who had access
S. Kraus and J. Wilkenfeld, 1991b, S. Kraus and J.
to the system performed on average better than
Wilkenfeld, 1991a] .
participants without access to the system.
Several systems have previously been developed to
aid decision makers in negotiation scenarios. Some examples of these systems are N E G O [Kersten, 1985],
M E D I A T O R [M. Jarke ei al., 1987], and N E G O P L A N
[S. Matwin ei a/., 1989] ^ Of the three systems mentioned, G E N I E is most similar to N E G O P L A N in that
it allows a user to explore various negotiation positions
without making "judgments" about the utility of the
positions.

Introduction
Decision makers today are frequently overwhelmed by
the vast amounts of information which they must consider. Often, they are forced to make partially informed decisions which ignore critical issues because
of the complexity of the situation being analyzed. Decision support systems (DSS) can play a crucial role
'The authors wish to acknowledge the support of the
University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer
Studies, the Instructional Computing Program of the Computer Science Center, and Project ICONS.
^Part of this work was done while the author was visiting the Institute for Advanced Computer Studies and the
Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland,
College Park.
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W h e n describing G E N I E , major emphasis will be
placed on GENIE's model visualization capabilities,
user interface, and negotiation support tools. W e will
also discuss the simulation experiments which tested
the efi'ectiveness of G E N I E .
'The following work is also relevant: [B. Shneiderman,
1987, Andriole, 1989, Heymann and Bloom, 1988, Tufte,
1983, Bui, 1987, Mittra, 1986].

M o d e l Description

G E N I E : ( A Simulation E n v i r o n m e n t )

Formally, we describe the class of situations or problems that can be handled by G E N I E as follows: Let
GENIE was developed as part of a simulation environV = {Pi, ...,Pfj) be the set of agents involved in the
ment of a real world situation in which negotiators can
situation. Let W j = < /i,/2, ••••,/m > define a state
be trained and where experiments can be conducted.^
G E N I E is designed to be used as an aid to players in
of the world, where /, is the i"* factor that influences
a hostage crisis simulation. This simulation is a hythis state. W e assume that there is afinitenumber of
pothetical model of an international crisis [S. Kraus
factors and that each of these factors can range over a
and J. Wilkenfeld, 1990b, S. Kraus and J. Wilkenfeld,
finite set of values. Therefore we assume afinitenum1990a, S. Kraus and J. Wilkenfeld, 1990c]. Each party
ber of world states Wi. W e denote the set of world
has a list of objectives with associated payoffs. A n
states by W . Note, as the complexity of the model
objective of one party may or may not conflict with
increases, W can become very large. Let Ai be the set
the objectives of either of the other two parties. Each
of possible actions available to agent t. Also if X is a
party knows the objectives and associated payoffs of
state, then let Pr(X) be the probability that state X
the other players (i.e., the model assumes full inforwill occur. U a £ Ai then let g{a, Wj) = W j o a where
mation.) During the simulation players have access to
o is an operator that has the effect of applying action
information about their situation. This information
a to the state of the world W j to produce a lottery
changes over time. Based on this information, players
{{Wt:,PriWk)), {W,, Pr{W,)), iWm,Pr{Wrr,)),...)
are able to negotiate with other players or take acwhere Pr{Wk) -f Pr{Wi) -h P r { W m ) + ... = 1. In the
tions which they believe will result in their own payoff
simplest case g{a, W j ) = {{Wt, 1)), i.e., application of
maximization. A successful player must consider inforaction a to the state W j produces the state Wtmation about his/her own objectives as well as those
The class of models that can be handled by G E N I E
of the other players. There are 35 possible outcomes
assumes that each agent i places a numerical payoff
to the simulation in each of 50 time periods (1,750 tovalue on each world state W j . Let Vi(W^j) be the payoff
tal possible outcomes). If a player were to consider
value that agent i places on the world state W j .
each of these outcomes from his own point of view and
These payoffs can be ordered to represent the preferfrom those of the other two players he would have to
ences over world states of player i. Then without loss
consider 5,250 different point values. Clearly, this is
of generality we can assume that for afixedagent i we
an overwhelming amount of information. W e hope to
have the ordering: Vi{Wi) > V;(H^2) • • • > ViiWp). In
show that our NSS/DSS both helps simulation particia model with full information, it is assumed that an
pants to develop clear mental pictures of the situation
arbitrary agent i knows the preference orderings of all
facing them as well as helping them to create logical
of the agents i = I .. .N. ^
and well-informed plans of action.
Even though we are assuming that an agent has
full
information about the other agents' preferences
By studying the actions of undergraduate political
over
different states, we cannot assume that the agent
science students at the University of Maryland using
knows
the other agents' preferences over the set of posthe DSS, we were able to gain insight into the decision
sible actions given an arbitrary state W k . It is often the
processes of the students and rate the effectiveness of
case that while the world is in some state W k agent t
the DSS design strategy. Preliminary experimental rewants to predict the actions of agent j by studying the
sults are from a group of simulation runs of a hostage
set of possible outcomes g{a,Wk) for all a e Aj. For
crisis scenario involving, Israel, Egypt, and hijackers.
example,
suppose that {01,02} C Aj and that there
Testing of the interface is underway using an India,
exist
world
states W;,H^m,M^r» such that g{ai,Wk) =
Pakistan, Sikh scenario.
iiW,,Pr{W,)),iWm,PriWrr,))) and that gia2,Wk) =
After each simulation, participants are given a ques((iy„,l)). Also assume that Vj{W,) > Vj{W„) and
tionnaire asking them to rank the relative importance
that VjiWm) < VjiW„) and Pr{W,) -\- Pr{Wm) = 1.
of each of the features of the system. The D S S keeps
N o w agent i wants to decide which action agent j
logfileson each player to determine the frequency and
will take. The problem is that agent i doesn't know
duration of use of each of the D S S features.
agent j's attitude towards risk. '' Later in this paper
Although G E N I E was customized to work with the
hostage crisis model, it can be easily modified to support many other types of models. The following section describes the general class of models which can be
handled by a GENIE-type system.

^Note, we cannot assume that if V;(VVfc) > Vj{Wk) then
world state Wk is more preferable to agent i than it is to
agent j.
*To clarify the idea of risk attitude, consider the following short example. Consider the C E O s of two competing
tire manufacturing companies trying to formulate production strategies for the next fiscal year. Assume that C E O i
is trying to predict the production plan of C E O 2 . Assume
further that C E O i knows that Y units of rubber are worth
Z dollars on the open market. However, C E O i does not

^Another aspect of the project is the creation of a prototype automated negotiator that will take roles in such
simulations [S. Kraus and J. Wilkenfeld, 1990c].
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Scenario

Scenario
Introduction
ODjectives
issues
Rules
Probabilities
Guidelines
Interactive
Outline

Messages

Outcomes

Actions

System

Take A Break
Set viewing Option; Compose
Display Current Information
Set Grid
Polnet
Hide Current Information
Hide Grid
V^Set Current Information
Show Grachs
Launcn Operation
Set Risk Attitude
Sign Agreement with Terrorists
Egypt Risk Neutral
Terrorist Risk Prone

OK

Cancel

Risk Prone
Risk Neutral
Risk Averse

Figure 1: Schematic of the G E N I E M e n u S y s t e m

Modeling and Data M a n a g e m e n t

w e discuss a m e t h o d to assist the user in forming a
m o d e l of his/her opponents' preferences over actions.

GENIE is designed to provide the user with a clear
mental picture of the model contained in the knowl-

edge base. This is a difficult task since often the model
of the scenario being analyzed is complex with numerous interdependencies a m o n g data objects. T h e task
GENIE is composed of three main components: the
is further complicated w h e n the m o d e l contains large
interface, the knowledge base, and support tools. The
a m o u n t s of numeric information. A s stated in [Pracht,
interface and tools platform provide an environment
1990] research has s h o w n that images and symbolic
for the decision maker to access, view, manipulate,
representations are m u c h m o r e easily assimilated by
and act based on information contained in the knowlh u m a n s as c o m p a r e d with textual information. This
edge base. The knowledge base consists of information
would suggest representing the structure and content
which models the decision problem scenario. Detailed
of the m o d e l in s o m e symbolic form. T h e problem is
information about the specific model used in G E N I E
then transformed to finding a concise symbolic reprecan be found in [S. Kraus and J. Wilkenfeld, 1990b].
sentation for the model. ^
Figure 1 is a schematic of GENIE's menu system.
G E N I E combines its data m a n a g e m e n t and modelFurnas [Furnas, 1987] states that future DSSs should
ing capability in one mouse-supported screen which enhave the following characteristics: modularity, interables a user to quickly set parameters for information
faces, graphics, ease of use, and availability on miniviewing. This screen not only provides quick access
computers. From the discussion below it can be shown
to information items in the knowledge base, but also
that G E N I E meets all of these criteria.
allows the user to form a mental picture of the entire
simulation. This screen serves to organize the complex
Ghiaseddin [Ghiaseddin, 1987] gives an in depth dedetails of the scenario into one easy-to-digest outline.
scription of the characteristics of a successful DSS. He
W i t h this outline, the user can than brainstorm and
states that a successful D S S should have the following
play "what if to form a personalized strategy for outfunctional capabilities: modeling, data management,
c o m e maximization.
and support of all decision making activities. In addition he states that a D S S implementation should
O n e data m a n a g e m e n t feature of G E N I E which is
provide personalized support, security and integrity,
critical to any successful D S S is the ability of the user
transferability, and evolving capabilities for the supto control the complexity of the queries and responses
port of increasingly complex demands. ^ Within this
® A previous approach to this problem is taken by Pracht
framework we will describe the major features of GE)[Pracht, 1990] w h o uses a frame based knowledge repreNIE.
sentation. This scheme partitions knowledge into discrete
structures called frames. Each frame has a set of slots for
know whether C E O 2 would rather have the Y units of rubholding clusters of related knowledge. Hierarchical relationber and risk going into production or play it safe and keep
ships a m o n g frames are expressed as arcs between nodes in
the Z dollars.
a tree. O u r approach differs from that of Pracht in that we
^Ghiaseddin also includes ability to learn as a nonare exclusively concerned with aiding the decision maker
essential feature. Currently, our system does not have this
in model visualization. Pract's system devotes substantial
capability.
resources to assisting the model developer.

G E N I E : ( A Functional Description)
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sions that a player can m a k e during the course of the
negotiations. T h e user selects the types of decisions
to investigate by moving the mouse cursor to the appropriate position on the outline and clicking on the
desired choices. Obviously, the system must provide
a method for the user to specify parameters that will
uniquely identify the exact decision(s) to be investigated. Note that since the model contains information
about decisions that can be m a d e by any of the parties, each party that is supported by the system should
be able to ask for information about all decisions, not
just those that he/she can personally make. O n c e the
frame(s) of reference and decision(s) arefixed,the user
can then move to the world states section.
In the world states section a userfillsin parameters that define the hypothesized state of the world at
the time the decision(s) in the previous section take effect. This organization of the outline reveals the main
structure of the model by emphasizing the dependence
of the decision(s) on the state of the world at the time
they are m a d e . Parameters of the world state m a y be
positions held by other negotiating parties, economic
conditions, time, etc.
O n e of the powerful features of this system is that
it allows a user to project the outcomes resulting from
one or more decisions over a range of time periods.
Using this feature, users are given information that
helps them to decide not only what decision to m a k e ,
but w h e n to m a k e it.
Another feature which is helpful for developing negotiating strategy is that of varying world state parameters. Often decision makers have s o m e influence
over the state of the world (i.e., they have influence
over some of the parameters in the world state definition). During strategy formulation, a decision maker
m a y want to find out whether it is worth it for him/her
to expend energy to change the world state. ^° G E N I E
lets a user select multiple values for a given parameter and then simultaneously view the selected decision
outcomes based on the different world states.
Figure 2 shows the outline developed for the IsraelEgypt-hijacker hostage crisis model. Here the user has
fixed the frames of reference to be Israel and Egypt.
T h e decisions to be investigated are set to Israeli operation, terrorists giving up, a deal which involves the
exchange of 400 prisoners in Israeli jails for the release
by the terrorists of all hostages, and a deal which involves the exchange of 500 prisoners.
Here under the Egyptian behavior section of the outline the user has defined a state of the world that assumes that Egypt has not given the press access to

from the D S S . Novice users w h o ask the D S S simple
questions should not be flooded with screens of complex charts and graphs. At the s a m e time, advanced
users should have the facilities to develop sophisticated
strategic models. G E N I E ' s interface allows a user to
define one or more hypothetical state(s) of the world
and then investigate possible future actions based on
these states. T h e user can explore outcomes resulting
from his/her o w n actions as well as those of his/her
opponents. Also, a user can switch viewpoints to see
things from the point of view of one or more of his/her
opponents. This is possible, since the model assumes
full information. A simultaneous display of these viewpoints allows the user to formulate a strategy which
takes into account possible opponent actions.
T h e system employs a model specific interactive outline with information categories which a user can select
to see graphic information about the scenario. This
outline gives the user access to the major model visualization and data m a n a g e m e n t features of the system which include: multiple frames of reference, time
variant outcome projections, and multiple world state
definitions. T h e following section gives a detailed description of the interactive outline.
T h e Interactive Outline T h e interactive outline is
organized into three main categories: viewpoints, decisions, and world states. B y selecting items and defining
parameters in each of these categories, a user is able to
view the pieces of the model that are directly relevant
to formulation of his/her negotiation strategies. ^ T h e
outline not only allows users to define choices and parameters, but also uses heuristics to determine whether
the choices are reasonable in terms of the complexity
of the graphic output produced. A powerful feature of
the system is that a user can select to view multiple
frames of reference, decisions, and world states simultaneously. This allows a user to compare numerous
negotiating positions concurrently. *
T h e viewpoints section of the outline gives the user
a list of the parties^ involved in the negotiations. T h e
user can interactively select one or more of these parties to define a set of viewpoints. Once selected,
these viewpoint(s) become the frame(s) of reference for
all subsequent queries to the knowledge base. W h e n
more than one viewpoint is selected, information corresponding to each viewpoint is displayed simultaneously. This facilitates the development of strategies
which incorporate the goals of all involved parties.
Having fixed the viewpoint(s), the user can then move
to the decisions section of the outline.
T h e decisions section lists all possible types of deci-

' For example, in the hostage crisis scenario, the hijackers could decide that they will blow up the plane and kill
all of the hostages. In this case they should try to influence
the state of the world so that at the time of the action, they
(or their cause) receive m a x i m u m benefit. Influencing the
state of the world could mean waiting a certain amount of
time or convincing Egypt to allow press coverage.

^Interactive outlines also have application to scenarios
outside the realm of negotiation support.
The reader can refer tofigure2 for a concrete example
of the concepts explained in the following discussion.
'Or stakeholders in the language of management decision support.
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Figure 2: Interactive Outline: Middle East Scenario

the terrorists' and that Egypt will fight Israel in the
event of an Israeli operation. T w o options have been
selected under the "Information to Israel" category, 0 %
and 7 5 % . These numbers correspond to percentage of
information provided by Egypt to Israel that might
aid in an Israeli operation. T w o world states are defined by the specified parameters, one that assumes
that Egypt provides no information and one that assumes that Egypt provides 7 5 % information. Figure
3 shows the system output from the point of view of
Egypt. "
Attitude T o w a r d s R i s k Attitude towards risk becomes an important consideration w h e n a player is trying to predict the actions of an opponent. Seeing an
opponent's payoff for the outcome of a given decision
or action does not give the user any idea about h o w
the opponent views or interprets these point values.
G E N I E has a feature which helps the user form an approximation of an opponent's view of the world. It
allows a user tofixan attitude towards risk for each
opponent in the negotiations. T h e values for risk attitude are: risk neutral, risk averse, and risk prone. A
player is risk averse if he always prefers payoffs equal
to the expected payoff value of a lottery. H e is risk
p r o n e if he always prefers entering a lottery to receiving a payoff equal to the expected payoff value of the
lottery. H e is risk neutral if he is indifferent between
entering a lottery and receiving a payoff equivalent to
the expected payoff of the lottery.
W h e n an opponent's risk attitude is set to risk prone,
we apply a convex function to his payoffs, to generate
appropriate preferences. W h e n an opponent risk attitude is set to risk averse, w e apply a concave function
on his payoffs [French, 1986].

0% info

Figure 3: Genie output from the viewpoint of Egypt.

G r a p h i c O u t p u t After the user has selected the
frame(s) of reference, decision(s), and world state(s),
the system sends the request to the evaluation and display routines. These routines determine the format,
content, and emphasis of the graphic output of the
system. Point values are displayed in graphic form.
Histograms are used to display values that are not projected over multiple time periods. W h e n values are
projected, piecewise linear graphs are used.
If the result of a decision is a lottery of world states,
then the user must be informed both of the payoff of
each of these states and the probability that each state
will occur.
W h e n the outcomes are not projected over time,
these probabilities are simply presented in numeric
form next to the associated label in the display key.
T h e user also has the option of seeing expected payoffs. These values are calculated by taking the product
of the probability that a given state will occur with the
payoff value from this state.
W h e n objectives are projected over time, the probability values can no longer be easily presented to the
user. In this case we decided to factor the probabilities
into the payoff values to give the user a display of the
expected payoffs from an outcome.
Figure 3 is an example of output from a typical
query to the knowledge base.
Experimental Results
The simulation experiments were run with undergraduate students in the political science department. Many
of the students had little or no experience using computers.
Our preliminary results are from eight simulation
runs, each involving three students. T w o of these runs
involved players w h o were participating in the simula-

" N u m b e r s on the bars correspond to payoff values to
Egypt for various outcomes. From the figure it is apparent
that for the options considered it is most advantageous for
Egypt to try to encourage some type of deal between the
Israel and the hijackers.
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tions for a second time.
In the six runs involving new students, we gave a
thirty to fortyfiveminute oral introduction to the system. The students were then allowed about fifteen
minutes to experiment before the simulations began.
The results of the simulation runs indicated that
multiple frames of reference, projection into the future, and multiple world state definition are the most
important features of our system.
Currently, we are running more extensive and controlled experiments which involve comparing the outcomes from simulations run on participants who have
access to G E N I E versus simulations where participants
do not have such access. ^^ A m o n g the controls that
we have introduced are a modification in setting from
the Middle East to India/Pakistan, and a comparison
of participants with access to the interface with students with no access. This second round of experiments involves two sets of runs with approximately 13
simulations per set. Preliminary analysis of total payoffs earned by system users versus total payoffs earned
by users without access to the system indicate that
the system users had on average higher payoffs. FVom
further analysis of these results we hope to be able to
draw conclusions not only about the success of our design strategy, but also gain insight into the decision
processes of the simulation participants.
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Future Work
In the future we plan to add a feature that will allow
the user to view multiple outcomes in a tree structure.
The leaves of the tree will contain numeric values that
represent the payoff to the user from a certain outcome.
Interior nodes will represent parameters in the world
state on which these payoffs depend. In this way, a
user will have access to a symbolic representation that
summarizes all of the dependencies of a specified outcome or group of outcomes.
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thinking grounded in social life. Both saw private
reasoning as an internalization of processes originally
carried out publicly and in interaction with others. In
examining the actual processes of shared reasoning,
an obligation is incurred to understand human
reasoning in broader terms than those offered by
formal logic and statistics. This work thus departs
from studies by psychologists in which a major
concern is the explanation of w h y human reasoning
does not always conform to accepted normative
standards (Braine & Rumain 1963; Johnson-Laird
1983; Nisbett & Ross 1980; Tversky & Kahnemann
1974). Piaget, whose work traces the acquisition of
normative logico-mathematical stfuctures and the
effects of their absence on children's reasoning, also
falls within this normative tradition.
Within cognitive science, challenges to the
dominant role of formal logic as an account of human
reasoning are producing growing concern for the role
of argument, contradiction, and negotiation processes.
Doubts that thought can be fully accounted for in
terms of an individual's processing a set of symbols
with fixed meanings are leading some cognitive
scientists to press for theories of cognition that are
more connected to both the physical and the social
world. T h e metaphor of cognitive systems as social
systems in connectionist and blackboard models of
thinking makes the entire cognitive science
community more open than it was a decade ago to the
idea of knowledge as disu-ibuted across several
individuals whose interactions determine decisions,
judgments, and problem solutions. Sharing with the
Soviet-originated activity theory (Leonte'ev 1981) an
antifunctionalist point of view in which inienlionality
and affect are components of cognitive activity,
American theorists of situated cognition question
whether a cognitive core that is independent of
context and intention can be found (Brown, Collins,
& Duguid 1989; Greeno 1988; Lave 1988; Suchman
1987). O u r project attempts to show h o w the forms
of discourse are intimately related to reasoning, and
in doing so forges multidisciplinary links to rhetoric,
informal logic (Grize & Pieraut-LeBonniec 1983;

Abstract
T h e findings of philosophers, linguists, and
psychologists are conjoined here in an effort to
develop a descriptive/analytic account of reasoning as
it actually occurs in social settings. T h e primary
focus of this paper is the reasoning that occurs in
discussions of controversial social issues by groups of
peers. Preliminary analysis indicates that rather
sophisticated argument structures emerge from these
informal settings, and that conversational interaction
stimulates the development of arguments. Although
participants did not always fully state their arguments,
the investigators felt justified in attributing implicit
premises because these were referred to later in the
conversation as if they had been stated.
In this
respect at least, instead of merely assuming that
subjects are good at reasoning, this study provides
evidence for the claim.
In this paper, a system for coding elements of
reasoning and a method for displaying the interactive
structure of reasoning in conversations are developed.
A long-term goal is to use the information gained
from this study to help understand and correct two
problems that arise in the teaching of reasoning: the
difficulty m a n y students have with acquiring the
principles of reasoning in standard logic courses and
the difficulty of transferring whatever reasoning skills
are acquired in the classroom to n e w situations.
Introduction
George Herbert M e a d called thought a "conversation
with the generalized other," implying that as w e think
individually w e attempt to respond--intemally and
vicariously-to the imagined responses of others to our
ideas and arguments. His formulation suggests the
study of actual conversation in order to analyze the
public forms of reasoning that are thought to lie at the
roots of private forms of competence. T h e study of
reasoning as a form of social practice has only
recently entered the mainstream of psychological
research, influenced heavily by the rediscovery of
Vygotsky. H e , like M e a d , offered a vision of h u m a n

'Credits
T h e authors are grateful to the A n d r e w W . Mellon Foundation for supporting this work.
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Toulmin 1958), pragmatics (Grice 1989; Searle 1983)
and the structure of conversation (Clark 1978;
Schegloff, in press; Sperber & Wilson 1986).
Situations of shared reasoning. In studying
reasoning as a form of social practice, w e assume that
the structure of reasoning depends significantly not
only on the content of the conversation, but also on
the nature of the situation in which that reasoning
occurs. For example, features likely to affect the
course of reasoning include the relative social status
of the participants, the goal that the group adopts for
the conversation, the goals of each participant, the
kinds of physical displays available, and w h o can see
or manipulate these displays. This project examines
several conversational situations in which reasoning
occurs: classroom discussions led by a teacher, joint
problem-solving sessions related to schoolwork (some
involving manipulable computer displays), and
discussions of controversial social issues by groups of
peers.
A n analysis of a conversation a m o n g three
university students is reported here. Volunteers from
a course on philosophy of science and public policy
were organized into groups of three with two initially
opposed to nuclear power and one in favor of it.
They were instructed to discuss nuclear power for
about twenty minutes with the goal of reaching a
consensus. Their discussions were videotaped and
U^an scribed.
Preliminary analysis. After viewing the tape
several times, the investigators framed three broad
categories of analysis: Translation (an interpretation
by the researchers of the actual utterances of the
subjects); Logic (an outline of the patterns of
reasoning); and Discourse (other linguistic, social, and
interpersonal aspects of conversation).
A. Translation. Each speaker was identified by a
letter. Grammatical units that approximated sentences
were given separate line numbers. In "translating"
sentences, referents to pronouns, dates, and times
were secured. W h e n false starts and qualifiers
seemed not directly relevant to the line of reasoning,
they were transferred to the Discourse category for
later analysis. T o check reliability, investigators
independently constructed translations. The degree of
intersubjective
agreement
obtained
provided
reasonable assurance that the translations articulated
more fully the intentions of the speaker instead of
imposing n e w meanings that the speaker did not
intend.
Subjects often m a d e elliptical claims that could be
construed as parts of arguments. Whenever missing
elements were supplied, the interpolations were
presented alongside the actual words of the
participants. T h e appended transcription is a reprinting

of pan of the protocol with actual words of the
participants in the left column and translations and
interpolations in the right column. T h e label "T" is
used to indicate a translation. For example, TC4.2
denotes our translation of speaker C's words in 4.2.
Interpolated elements of arguments are marked "L."
B. Logic.
In accordance with the goal of
understanding the structure of reasoning under
conditions of conversation, but also recognizing that
only a limited number of variables could be
considered in the first round of analysis, a coding
system (summarized in appended Logic K e y ) was
devised to pick out salient features of reasoning.
C. Discourse. Analysis of pragmatic features of
conversations less obviously relevant to reasoning
than those coded in the logic category is scheduled to
begin this summer.
Analysis of the structure of reasoning. T w o
questions motivated this research. O n e w a s whether
people actually engage in reasoning in conversational
settings, or, as m a n y critics complain, people simply
stale opinions and beliefs without attempting to mount
arguments for them. The second, more open-ended,
question focused on h o w the conversational setting
and interplay between several participants encouraged
or discouraged the use of reasoning skills.
Most studies of reasoning, even the recent literature
on informal reasoning and critical thinking, ignore
social aspects of the topic while emphasizing patterns
of individual reasoning. With few exceptions, such as
"brainstorming" sessions in which people try to gain
insights to solve specific problems, and the
presentation of scholarly papers, where arguments are
offered to peers for critical evaluation, reasoning is
conceived as a solitary activity engaged in rather
infrequently, and then as a response to puzzle-solving
pressure. Nevertheless, in response to the first
question, it was apparent that the subjects, w h o might
have used various nonargumentative techniques such
as social pressure to reach consensus, instead
constructed fairly elaborate arguments that were
recognized and responded to appropriately by their
peers. Although not trained as debaters, subjects
employed standard techniques such as offering
concessions to preempt criticisms of their o w n
arguments or, altematively, capitalizing on opponent's
concessions to support a counterargument.
S o m e insight into the problem of unstated premises
emerged from the study. Social rules governing
conversation (cf Grice 1989) suppress the explicit
statement of claims that are believed obviously
acceptable to parties in a conversation. In U-ying to
reconstruct conversational arguments, however,
making impUcit claims explicit is problematic. Does
one always assume that the person presenting the
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argument has in mind a premise that will m a k e the
argument succeed, or does one count failure to m a k e
a premise explicit a failure in reasoning? In this
study, assignment of s o m e unstated premises and
conclusions was amply justified by specific references
m a d e at later points in the discourse to these unstated
claims. Because no participant protested that these
had not been stated or were not intended, one could
safely assume that no party disputed their role in the
arguments.
Figure 1 represents the first minute of the
transcribed conversation. Premises of arguments are
indicated by triangles and conclusions by rectangles.
Either m a y be stated explicitly (solid lines) or implied
(dotted lines). Factual premises, which are specific
to a topic under discussion, are distinguished from
theoretical premises, which are taken to be general
beliefs shared by most m e m b e r s of the participants'
culture. Premise LC4.3i ("Energy choice is limited to
nuclear power or fossil fuels") is an example of a
factual implied premise. Premise LC4.3ii ("The less
costly alternative should be chosen") is a theoretical
premise. Because theoretical premises form part of a
widely shared cultural system of beliefs, they are
rarely challenged or even acknowledged. A s part of
this project, additional experiments have been
undertaken to validate attributions of implied
premises.
Challenges and responses to them
(diamonds) and concessions (hexagons) are also
identified as basic elements of reasoning. This
represents a departure from most studies of reasoning
in which only premises and conclusions are regarded
as components of arguments. Premises are generally
understood to be claims that could be either true or
false, whereas challenges and concessions can be
questions, doubts, or exclamations to which it m a y
not even m a k e sense to supply a truth value.
Nevertheless, challenges and the like form parts of
coherent structures of reasoning. Far from being
extraneous or irrelevant, they form and guide
In our
reasoning in clearly recognizable ways.
structural diagrams of conversational reasoning, the
challenges and concessions are the most densely
interconnected components. This indicates that they
are doing important work in moving arguments
forward in ways that are not captured by canonical
formal logical categories.
Bolded rectangles and ovals surround whole
argument structures, each m a d e up of several of the
basic elements just described. Ovals indicate that an
argument suucture constitutes an attack on a previous
argument structure. O n e argument su^ucture can be
embedded within another. For example, premises
B8.3 and TB8.4a, leading to conclusion TB8.4b,
constitute an argument structure inside an attack.

Arrows show h o w sentences refer to one another or
h o w arguments are related to other parts of the
conversation.
Figure 1 displays two argument structures, one
presented by participant C, the second by participant
B. Participant C builds an argument for her opening
statement in favor of using nuclear power (LC4.1).
She begins by conceding the negative costs of nuclear
power (TC4.2) and then employs three premises.
Only the premise that fossil fuels are more costly than
nuclear power is explicit (TC4.3). T w o (implicit)
premises are supplied by the researchers. All four
elements--the concession, the stated premise, and the
two implicit premises-constitute support for the
conclusion that nuclear power should be used.
Because C holds the minority position in this
group, this argument comes under considerable attack.
Initially B attacks the argument as a whole (B8.1) and
supports the position with an embedded argument.
B's staled premise in B8.2, that ". . . there are
alternative methods w e can use," is a negation of C's
implicit premise (LC4.3i) that energy choice is limited
to nuclear power or fossil fuels. This constitutes the
first validation of our assignment of the implicit
premise to C. Other instances of this type of
validation occur in later parts of the conversation.
Premises B8.3 and TB8.4a, leading to the conclusion
that the consequences of nuclear power are too harsh
to consider its use (TB8.4b), intensify B's initial
position against the use of nuclear power (LB8.1),
which is in turn a negation of C's conclusion.
Concluding Discussion
T h e present methodologically oriented paper is but an
early report on a n e w line of work. With the tools
developed here, further analysis can help expose how
people reason cooperatively in social settings. This
analysis goes beyond those that have become
conventional, even in studies of informal logic, in
treating as integral parts of arguments not only
premises and conclusions but also other elements such
as challenges, responses to challenges, and
concessions. S o m e progress toward solving the
troublesome problem of identifying and attributing
implicit premises has resulted from this work.
In the small sample of conversations analyzed thus
far, the coherence of the reasoning displayed is
impressive. Participants listen carefully to each other
and construct their arguments in relation to what
others say. M o r e sjjecifically, they appear to build
complex argument and attack structures. People
appear to be capable of recognizing these sUuciurcs
and effectively attacking component parts as well as
whole arguments. The discussants disarm anticipated
(or previous) arguments byfirstmaking concessionary
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Greeno, J. G. 1988. Situations, Mental Models, and
Generauve Knowledge, Report N o . IRL88-0005.
Palo Alto, Calif.: Institute for Research on Learning.

statements and then weakening or attacking these
statements themselves.
Although plausible alternatives to the clever
argumentative strategies w e describe exist, subjects in
our studies appeared to avoid them. Very few
assertions occur that do not play some role in an
argument structure, and rarely are claims asserted
without some supporting reasons. This indicates that
our subjects were interactive as they built argument
structures. The discussants might have dropped
arguments midstream or inserted numerous irrelevant
utterances into an otherwise coherent argument.
Subjects could have attacked positions that none of
the other discussants was willing to defend ("straw
men"). If our subjects had not apprehended the force
of arguments, they might have failed to attack others'
arguments or failed to rebut attacks of their o w n
arguments. In fact, the protocols examined to date
contain very few instances of these types of error.
These observations point to a number of questions
that will be the object of future investigations. T o
test h o w widespread the capacity for shared reasoning
is, the structure of discussions of social issues by
groups of different ages and different levels of
education will be compared.
The question of h o w specific linguistic and
conversational structures might support or inhibit
reasoning will also be pursued by analyzing the
"Discourse" features of the present corpus of material.
Other experiments will set up conditions of
"discussion" in which the normal face-to-face
conditions are partly interrupted. For example, a
study is underway in which subjects watch videotapes
of several minutes of discussion and then respond as
if they were members of the discussion group they
watched. Computer-mediated conversations, which
are an intriguing newer form of social practice, m a y
also be investigated.
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Abstract

T h e R e s o u r c e of A c t i v e L a n g u a g e

It is crucial to approach a cognitive account
velopment with an accurate picture of the parentchild system in hand, otherwise one will tend to
underestimate the richness of support and dynamics of that system «ind so will tend to overestimate the complexity of the learning processes
of the child. In order to understand the developmental functions of collaborative action and its
accompanying linguistic activity we examine the
verbal and physical activity in parent-child cooking. W e present an analysis of the physical collaborative structure of a baking soda measurement task from 36 parent-child dyads in three
(child) age groups: 3, 4, and 5-years old, and a
qualitative analysis of some phenomena of active
language in this setting. Active language is discussed in terms of its function in providing clues
to lexical semantics, to the structure of the task,
and to contextual cues and non-obvious aspects
of the situation.
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of deCognitive development is largely concerned with
how children operate in the complex physical and
social world, and how their basic ontologies and
cognitive skills, such as planning, analogy, and
problem-solving, arise. Many developmental theories consider language, action, thought, and the
physical setting as interacting phenomena - each
serving to organize the others. In these theories the physically and socially embedded activity of parent-child dyads (and, later, of other social systems) is a crucial locus of learning (cf.
Bruner, 1983; Kaye, 1982; Rogoff, 1990; Vygotsky, 1978). However, there is less agreement upon
the methods and theories by which psychologists
can study and understand parent-child systems,
in part because this requires studying a system
with complex long-term dynamics that cannot be
confined to the laboratory.
We think it crucial to approach a cognitive account of development with an accurate picture of
the parent-child system in hand, otherwise one
will tend to underestimate the richness of support
and dynamics of that system and so will tend to
overestimate the complexity of the learning processes of the child. One can view the early strategy choice work of Siegler <k Shrager (1984) and
VanLehn's (1987) work on procedure induction as
examples of both the advantages of utilizing an
accurate analysis of the learner's social and physical environment, and as examples of the limitations imposed by our still shallow understanding
of that environment. Siegler and Shrager modeled the dynamics of subtraction skill acquisition
and the pattern of use of strategies by simulating the strategies observed in children and, more

importantly, by presenting problems to the simulation in accord with the frequency with which
problems were presented to children by their parents (as observed by H a m m a n and Siegler). VanLehn's simulation was given ordered sequences
of worked examples of long subtraction problems
from which it learned a general subtraction procedure. Although both of these models rely upon
time-extended activity of the child in executing
strategies or in reading the worked examples, the
child's interaction with the parent or teacher, or
with the task context was not considered. Nor
was there consideration given to the linguistic
context that one would expect to infuse such settings. T h e present work contributes to efforts at
developmental modeling by offering a description
of parent-child collaborative work that includes
their interaction physically and communicatively.

of a box of baking soda is shown with a red and
a blue spoon next to it; the red spoon is 1/4teaspoon and the blue spoon is 1-teaspoon.
Analysis of Physical Collaboration

One can describe the embedded parent-child system in terms of resources that are available to
the child. In making use of, or by influence
of a complex of resources, a relatively simple
learner can develop complex modes of activity.
T h e frequency of problems given the simulation
by Siegler and Shrager is a resource of practice
guidance, and the sequence of examples seen by
VanLehn's simulation is an resource of induction
examples. Here w e examine another sort of resource: the verbal correlates of collaborative activity. W e want to understand the learning function of the utterances that accompany collaborative work. W e shall refer to this as the social
resource of "active language."

Collaborative

Cooking

The study of active language requires simultaneous analysis of activity and of the language
functions that takes place during that activity.
Shrager, Callanan, and Holloway (1991) videotaped 38 roughly upper-middle-class parent-child
pairs baking muffins in their h o m e kitchens from
a recipe in a children's cookbook. T h e children
occupied three age groups; m e a n ages 2;11, 3;9,
and 4;11. O n e step of this recipe calls for oneamd-one-quarter teaspoons of baking soda to be
added to the dry materials being collected in a
bowl. T h e recipe book comes with a set of colored plastic measuring spoons, whose colors are
coded to measures by the pictures in the recipe
book. In the case of the baking soda, a picture
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Shrager, et al. studied the baking soda segment from each tape. T h e time taken for this
step varied widely, ranging from 10 to 238 seconds, but there was no age difference between
these durations (mean=70.7, stdev=23.8 at 3years, 81.5, 50.7 at 4-years, and 81.6, 31.9 at 5years; F(2,33)=0.34, p > .7). T h e baking soda
task was divided into six steps: each of the two
spoons has three substeps: filling the spoon with
baking soda, optionally leveling the spoon (if it is
too full, or adding more if there is too little), and
dumping the baking soda into a receptacle. Each
of these steps was coded according to w h o physically carried out the step: the parent, the child,
both, or the step was excluded or uncodable (p,
c, b, or e/x), leading to a six-part code such as:
P B C / C B C (the parentfillsthefirstspoon, they
jointly level it and the child d u m p s it into the
bowl; the childfillsthe second spoon, they again
jointly level it, and the child again d u m p s it).
W e would expect to find a number of different
sorts of organizations of collaboration: the child
might passively watch the parent doing the activity; the parent might support the child's doing
parts of the task; the parent might demonstrate
with thefirstspoon and then give the second to
the child; the parent might explain what to do
and the child do it; etc. W h e n analyzed without the E and X codes there was a significant
interaction between age (3, 4, 5) and contributor (p, b, c) only for the first spoon leveling step
(^2(4) = 10.08,p < .05). These effects reveal
that whereas the leveling activities for the first
spoon are apparently being taken up by the child,
this is not the case for the first spoon's filling,
nor for the steps in the second spoon. ( D u m p ing is generally carried out by the child throughout ages and spoons.) T h e cross-step effects (filllevel-dump by parent-both-child) are significant
at 3- (spoon 1: x^(4) = 21.08,p < .001; spoon
2: 9.52,p < .05) and 4-years (24.37,p < .001;
12.11,p < .02), but not at 5. T h e effects demonstrate that whereas there is a difference between
w h o is carrying out the activity (parent vs. child)
in thefirsttwo age groups, there is no difference
in the oldest group (5-year olds). That is, a "division of labor" is eventually reached wherein the

these case the parents of younger children seem to
combine both physical and verbal guidance while
parents of older children rely on verbal guidance
more than upon physical guidance. Eventually,
for the oldest children, parents are able to simQualitative Analysis of Active Language
ply explain and demonstrate the activity, leaving
The second step in our method is to analyze thethe child completely unmonitored. Older children
become more articulately and physically skilled
functions of the utterances that occur in this setin
the task, as well as in their engagement with
ting, leading eventuedly to a joint analysis that
their
parents, for instance replying to guidance
should enable us to study the relationships beand
inquiry
and taking initiative by greater detween the lajiguage and the development of the
grees.
Thus
the structure of the interaction becollaborative activity. As afirstattempt to captween parent and child differs in significant ways.
ture these details we present a qualitative analysis of the active language of three subjects in
Colin's mother, Cindy, guides him physically
the baking soda step. In the next section we disthrough the leveling activity on the second spoon:
cuss the possible functions of the active language
observed here, and in the conclusion we ask how
At the point in the second spoon where
this analysis can inform cognitive theories of deit isfilledwith baking soda, and as Colin
velopment.
moves to d u m p the material into the big
child is a full collaborator, in the sense that we
do not find the tasks diflferentially distributed to
either parent or child. (More detail can be found
in Shrager, Callanan, & HoUoway, 1991.)

Let us examine one dyad from each age group:
Colin (2;9) and his mother, Cindy\ took about
85 seconds to complete the task, and their collaborative structure was coded as: " P P C / C B C "
(the parentfilledand leveled thefirstspoon and
the child dumped it into the bowl, the child
filled the second spoon, they both leveled it,
SLnd the child again dumped it); Sarah (3;7) and
Sue took about 60 seconds, and were coded as:
" P P C / C C C " ; Jennifer (4;10), her mother, Joan,
(and Jennifer's sister. A m y ) took about 98 seconds, and were coded as: "BBC/CCC".^ The activity of each of these parent-child pairs, the children about a year apart, is in some ways very
similar: one can see from the given collaboration
codes that in each the parent helps the child out
more with thefirstspoon than with the second,
but also that the older children are able to accomplish the activity by themselves, whereas Colin's
mother helps him with the leveling of the second
spoon. Our summary data suggests that this distribution of collaboration is typical.

bowl, Cindy says: " W e only want..." and
as Colin pulls out the spoon, apparently going to d u m p it into the bowl, Cindy says:
"Woop woop woop woop..." and takes the
spoon handle in her right hand just below
the point at which Colin is holding it. She
says: "We're gonna do one more thing before
we put it in there, okay? We're gonna scrape
it. Scrape it." While saying this she is guiding the spoon back into the box (with Colin
still holding it) and then she changes grip
so that she is holding his hand rather than
the spoon itself and says: "Scrape the top
so it comes real flat....just like that...see?"
They draw the spoon out of the box, scraping it along the top of the box so the baking soda level in the spoon becomes (real)
flat. Cindy says, more loudly and brightly:
"Okay?" and releases Colin's hand near the
bowl. He moves the spoon fully over the
bowl and dumps the material in as she backs
away. She says: "Then we won't get too
much [in]."

We will focus here upon the way in which the
parents introduce the procedure for leveling the
material in the spoons, and how they guide the
child through this procedure. W e will see that in

Sarah's mother, Sue, verbally guides Sarah
through the procedure with the second spoon:

^These are, of course, not their real names.
^ A complete transcript of Jennifer and Joan's (and
Amy's) baking soda segment is included as an appendix. [Square brackets indicate utterances that
were difficult to transcribe, and so are questionable.]

3%

Sue takes back the spoons and picks out the
blue one and hands it to Sarah. Sue holds
the box, turning it towau-d Sarah saying:
"Okay stick it in there" which Sarah does.
Sue goes on: "andfillit up". Sarah digs
around. Sue touches Sarah's hand briefly in

gentle direction: "That's it." Sarah continues to dig around. Sue takes Sarah's hand,
gently guiding it, saying "Turn it around."
Sue releases Sarah's hand: "and then scrape
it ofF [unintelligible]" which Sarah also does.
Sue says: "Oh, you didn't fill it all the way."
and moves apparently to take Sarah's hand
but switches to pointing to the material in
the spoon. Sarah digs back into the box of
baking soda and this time, without further
conversation or guidance, completes the operation including scraping and dumping the
material into the bowl.

well as changes in the child's ability to engage
with the parent in a verbally-mediated interaction. H o w might active language serve as a resource for learning about this task, as well as
about how to collaborate? Some potential learning functions include:
Object and action labels: What is being manipulated, as well as the action taking place, is spoken about continuously, making explicit reference
available to the child in both understanding and
in production (e.g., in order to ask questions).

Sequencing of expectations (procedure organization): In part of its role in mediating joint attenJennifer, the oldest child, is able to complete
thethe language provides sequencing informa^
tion,
leveling activity on thefirstspoon with verbal
tion for the child. W h a t is to come next is often
guidance and physical guidance and is then able
mentioned before the action takes place. Thus, if
to conduct the entire activity on her own with the
one learns a verbal narrative, and a set of action
second spoon (see Appendix). She also seems to
labels (as above), one can reproduce the action
be engaged with her mother's directive verbalsequence. (See Bruner, 1983, for an excellent disizations, answering "yeah" to her mother's quescussion of closely related functions of joint active
tion: "See how it makes itflat?",whereas Sarah
language in game playing.)
and Colin do not reply to their parents' directives
Task structuring articulations (and activities):
and Colin seems to require physical guidance.
Various common ways of speaking, intonation,
(Whereas Jennifer's mother eventually physically
and repeated activities cue the beginnings and
guided her activity as well in thefirstspoon, Jenends of action units, and the goal-structure of
nifer had simply got the notion of scraping the
the task. Utterances such as: "Okay" ... "So"...
spoon backwards - scraping it upside-down on
"What are we gonna do now?"
the box top instead of rightside up.)
Explication
of non-obvious aspects and focusing
It is worth noting a closely related example of
difon relevant aspects: Explanations articulate nonferential language use in the way that the parents
obvious or cross-situational aspects of the setting
indicate which spoons are to be used in the activ(e.g., causal relations), and can guide attention to
ity. Cindy selects the spoons for Colin and does
relevant
aspects from among the many features in
not indicate the color or label. Sue selects the
a complex situation. Some such aspects include
spoons for Sarah but also indicates the colors as
the conditions that indicate when it is approprithe selection method. Joan selects thefirstspoon
ate to carry out an action, and explicit task goals,
for Jennifer, indicating both the color and label.
and the purposes of actions with respect to those
Jennifer selects the second spoon by herself, the
goals.
appropriate color having been indicated by Joan
(see Appendix).
Interaction facilitating articulations (and activities): In addition to learning about the task itself,
the
child learns ways of operating in this domain
Functions of Active Language
which facilitate the collaboration. For instance,
We have seen in these examples that the par- some of the taisk structuring articulations, such
as saying "Okay" at various points, are picked up
ents' physical guidance of the child's activity
and used by the child, and elicit guidance from
seems to decrease whereas the parent-child conthe parent, as when the child says "Okay" but
nection through verbal communication seems to
it is not the end of the activity (to the parent).
increase. W h a t learning functions are served by
Ways of asking for instruction refinements (e.g.,
active language in enabling this change? The ob"Where?" and "What?") are also important faserved changes presumably entail (at least) imcilitators of the collaboration, and come to be
provements in the child's domain specific skill as
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tern - a system characterized by close dynamically managed interaction, and including a richly
A given utterance and action context may
woven system of active language. One promisserve a number of functions. Consider, again,
ing approach to understanding collaborative deCindy's introduction of the leveling procedure
velopment adopts the metaphor of the childto Colin, quoted above. As she is guiding
as-apprentice (e.g., Kaye, 1982; Rogoff, 1990)
Colin through the procedure, Cindy says; "We're
in contrast to the Piagetian view of the childgonna do one more thing before we put it in
as-scientist. Substantiating the apprenticeship
there, okay? We're gonna scrape it. Scrape
metaphor requires theoretical frameworks that
it...Scrape the top so it comes real flat....just like
focus on the mutual dynamics of the learner and
that...see?...Okay?...Then we won't get too much
the context of change (e.g., Agre k Shrager, 1990;
[in]." This series of utterances, combined with
Lerner and his coworkers, see Lerner, 1986; Kaye,
the details of the action (see above) potentially
1982, Rogoff, 1990), as well as a modeling techprovide: a name for the procedure ("scrape"), a
nology that integrates individual mechanisms of
focus for the procedure (the spoon they are holdcognition (e.g., learning), attentional and perceping, called "it"), the relevant conditions and local
tual mechanisms, and the collaborative mechapurposes of scraping ("so it becomes real flat") as
nisms of jointly managed attention, negotiated
well as the purpose with respect to the task goals
guidance, etc. There is already some movement
("then we won't get too much in"). Further, the
on this direction with the theories of Bruner
structure of the active language is so timed that
(1983), Callanan (1991), and Rosenthal & Zimit brackets the procedure itself (The interruptions
merman (1978), and the models of Kaye (1982).
of "Woop, woop..." through "Okay?").^
With details of collaboration such as those described
here in hand, we will be in a better posiInterestingly, all of the aspects of cooking availtion
to
build
process models in which the developable in active language - the names of things, the
mental
work
is appropriately apportioned among
task goal and structure, causal structure, condithe
three
areas
of cognition, perception, and coltions and purposes, etc - are interpretations of
laboration.
the activity. In engaging the child in cooking activity, the parent is simultaneously engaging the
child in active interpretation about the activity.
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in front of A m y , the younger child. Jennifer stops
filling the blue spoon and begins to switch to the
There is a younger child (Amy) standing between
red one. A m y has meanwhile grabbed the danJennifer and Joan. Joan picks up the spoons and
gling spoons. Jennifer makes a frustrated plea:
reads the recipe: "Okay, for the baking soda we
"Amy!" for her to release them as she (Jennifer)
need to put one and a quarter teaspoons." She
pulls them away. Joan picks up A m y and puts
sorts through the spoons. Jennifer reaches for the
her aside on thefloorsaying: "Okay. You know
baking soda, which is in a plastic baggie. Joan
what? I'll get her her own spoons." Joan walks
selects the blue and red spoons and shows them
out of the scene. Meanwhile, Jennifer has filled
to Jennifer: "So here's the one." Pointing to the
and scraped the red spoonful of baking soda and
blue spoon's label: "See the one?" Jennifer: "Uh
holds it out to show (apparently no one as Joan
huh" Pointing to the red spoon's label Joan says:
has walked off' camera), smiling and saying: "I
"And that's a quarter...one fourth" Joan begins
got a [tiny]." She laughs and moves to d u m p
to open the baggie: "So you put a blue one and
the baking soda into the bowl but stops and says
a red one." As she says "blue" and "red" she
over her shoulder to about where Joan has gone:
touches the blue and red spoons respectively. She
"I got it, mom." Joan calls from the hallway:
opens the baggie, saying: "of this is here...let's
"Okay. Did you get it..." and looks into the room
see if we can...okay it's opened up..." Jennifer
at Jennifer who is holding the full spoon out toand A m y watch Joan's activity. Joan continues:
ward the mother. Joan says: "...that-a-girl" and
"And the way you do that...." Jennifer reaches
Jennifer turns back to the bowl to d u m p in the
for the blue spoon that Joan is beginning to put
baking soda, Joan continues: "why don't you put
into the box while holding it with her other hand.
the...that right in there..." Jennifer dumps the
Joan: "...remember how you level off the spoon?"
soda into the bowl.
She gives the spoon to Jennifer who digs into the
box. Joan continues to hold the box with her
left hand: "With this one we don't use a knife,
you can just kind of rub it against the top of
RxJgofT, B. (1990). Apprenticeship in thinking.
Oxford University Press.
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Abstract
As problems increase in complexity it becomes impossible for any one person lo know all the things necessary to
make good decisions. A group of specialists, even if ihey
possess the requisite knowledge, remain a collection of individuals until their expertise can be jointly brought to bear.
The problem of fusing expertise where individuals have very
detailed knowledge in their o w n areas and much weaker
understanding of others is that no one knows what anyone
else needs to know. This impasse cannot be broken until
shared mental models are developed to provide the c o m m o n
perception needed to focus the activity of the group. This
p^)er presents characteristics of shared menial models and a
model of the effect, nature, and process of the formation of
shared menial models in cooperative problem solving by a
teamof sf)ecialists.'

devote adequate time to problem formulation and planning
of meeting strategy, whereas unsuccessful groups immediately begin lo search for alternative solutions
[Hirokawa 83, Hackman.Kaplan 74]. In other words, successful groups spend adequate time to build shared
vocabulary and mental models of the nature of the decision
problem, strategics, significance of information, and participants' roles. Shared menial models have also been
hypothesized by [Athans 82] and [Fischhoff 86]. The importance of the formation of shared mental models has also
been experimentally observed in time critical high-su-ess
decisions such as the air crew emergencies studied by
[Orasanu90].
Although the evidence exists that the formation of shared
mental models is a major factor in successful group decision making by humans, little has been done lo characterize
what "shared mental models" m a y be, the processes by
which they are formed, or their role in group decision
making.
Similarly, Distributed A I research sheds little light on
this problem. Most work in D A I and team decision making
has
focused
on
homogeneous
agents [Durfee
87,Cammarata 83, Rosenschein 85, Sullivan 89]. In such
situations, the agents already share a c o m m o n perception of
the task and based on this understanding they have to coordinate their actions. If they communicate at all, communication of high level agent plans [Durfee 87], based on
which agents form expectations of other agents' behavior,
ensure coordination. In the team of specialists situation,
the agents are by definition heterogeneous, they do not
share a c o m m o n perception of the problem, or each others'
expertise. Yet they have to m a k e highly interdependent
decisions with uncertain outcomes. A prerequisite to coordinating their actions is lo coordinate their thoughts through
the formation of shared mental models.
In particular, w e present the following characteristics of
shared models:

Introduction
Decision making in a variety of complex tasks requires
the cooperation of m a n y decision makers. Very often, and
w h e n the task is esp)ecially complex, each decision maker is
also a specialist in a particular area. At the same time
decision making in a team of specialists is frought with
difficulties. A major difficulty is that different specialists
lack (1) a shared language for communication and (2)
shared perceptions of the task. Evidence supporting this
assumption c o m e s from a variety of sources. Case studies
of decision making in organizations (e.g.. Bond's [Bond
89] Lockheed study of aircraft design) have found that
specialists d o not understand the details of each other's
models and language, but through cooperation and interaction are s o m e h o w able to produce designs of very c o m plex artifacts, such as aircraft. Research in group decision
making has found that the variability of approaches to decision making across groups appears to be even greater than
across individuals [DeSanctis 87]. T h e only consistently
reported difference between successful and unsuccessful
problem-solving groups has been that successful groups

'Thisresearchhis been supported by DARPA and AFOSR under coniraci number
F49620-90-C-0003.
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• Shared models act as a basis for inferring opportunities for cooperation

• Shared models form the basis for identifying
another's needs resuUing in helpful intcrvcniion
• Shared models act as a basis for inferring another
agent's capabilities (resulting in the agent asking for
help) and limitations and taking them into consideration in communicating with other agents
• Shared models serve as a basis for knowing what to
communicate (i.e. what will be understood)
• Shared models act as basis for conflict resolution
• Shared models act as basis for optimal solution integration
The formation of shared mental models is an incremental
process consisting primarily of information communication
and successive updating and refinement of a sketchy understanding of the ramifications of the problem that the team is
solving. In this paper, w e present a model of agent models
that are active during group decision making and their interactions to forming shared mental models in problem
solving by a team of specialists. T h e domain of our study is
concurrent engineering design [Sycara 89a]. T h e model is
currently being implemented in C A D E T , a design problem
solving system [Sycara 90].
Cooperative Problem Solving
b y a T e a m o f Specialists
The present model of decision making by a team of
specialists extends earlier work [Sycara 89b, Sycara
90] characterizing group decision making as a negotiation
process. A team of specialists is considered to be a group
of individuals with c o m m o n goals, each with highly specialized knowledge in a particular area but with less precise
knowledge of other areas. A normative group decision,
therefore, is one which integrates the relevant portions of
this specialized knowledge within a c o m m o n model. T h e
key to this definition lies in the determination of relevance.
W e presume that in a group decision process of this sort, it
is neither feasible nor desirable to form a c o m m o n model
incorporating all of the group's expertise. This would require making M.D.'s of physicists and engineers of accountants. Instead, a normative group decision is one generated
by a negotiation process which efficiently elicits s o m e
small subset of the group's expertise which determines a
decision as good or better than other possible negotiations
of comparable length.
Group decision making by cooperating specialists can be
viewed as a multi-agent planning task where each agent has
(a) incomplete knowledge of the environment, (b) limited
knowledge of the constraints and intentions of other agents,
and (c) limited number and amount of resources that are
required to produce a system solution. W h e n specialists
cooperate, they bring together multiple viewpoints and
diverse knowledge on a single problem. Bringing together
diverse knowledge is a source of robustness and balance.
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The team can solve problems that are beyond the scope of
any of the individual members. Furthermore, the solutions
arc generated from a rich and varied body of knowledge
which provides potentially, a bigger set of good solutions to
choose from and the potential for creativity. O n the other
hand, there are difficulties with resolving the conflicts that
arise when trying to merge multiple goals, priorities, and
evaluation criteria that are the results of individual expertise. Thus, each agent has a limited and egocentric view of
the problem. This m a y result in misunderstandings, goal
confiicts and solution suboptimalities. Because of the lack
of appropriate expertise in all areas needed to solve the
problem, and because of the presence of conflicting constraints, goals and possibly evaluation criteria, it is impossible for each agent/expert/specialist^ to reach an optimal
solution using only local information. Typically the decisions of one agent impact the decisions of another and vice
versa. Thus, w e cannot simply model each agent. Rather w e
must augment an agent's problem solving process by including yet another model, the "shared model" that captures
his interactions and decision-coordination with the other
agents.
Decision making by a team of specialists has the following characteristics:
• The global system goal is to produce a decision that
is synthesized from contributions of different expertise, concerns and constraints.
• During the process, conflicts in the form of constraint
and goal violations could arise.
• Disparate evaluations of a situation could surface as a
result of different criteria used to evaluate the situation from different perspectives. Typically, these
criteria cannot be simultaneously and optimally
satisfied.
• Another kind of conflict is over approaches used to
achieve a goal.
• The system goal is achieved by making the best
tradeoffs on conflicting goals and constraints.
A s a result of these characteristics, there must be a
process that helps incrementally incorporate in the final
decision the various types of available expertise, and the
best tradeoffs that could be m a d e in a given situation.
T h e dilemma confronting a team of experts is that the
subset of individually held expertise that is relevant to solving the problem at hand cannot be k n o w n in advance. Each
expert has detailed knowledge of s o m e aspect of the task
and beliefs, based in part on inexpert understanding of
other aspects, about h o w this expertise m a y be related to
the groups goals. Because no m e m b e r k n o w s precisely

^ W e use the words "agenl", "expert" and "specialist" interchangeably
for the purposes of this paper.

sessing product and process simultaneously. A group decision can be judged either with respect to the publically
available model at the time of decision of the disu-ibution of
normative decisions for possible models resulting from
negotiations of equivalent or shorter length. The assumption that group decision making is a satisficing process
U-ading off time and effort for decision "quality" is a central
tenet of this approach.
In complex domains, such as design, attributes of concern (e.g., design atu-ibutes such as material out of which
an artifact is made) interact in complex non-linear ways
with the objective to be maximized, profits. This interaction
happens through mediating variables, such as functionality,
durability, aesthetic atu-activeness etc. The question that
arises is, what is suitable information aggregation for inclusion in the "shared models"? H o w does a "shared model"
interact with individual specialized knowledge? What is a
suitable representation of individual expertise and "shared
models"? W h a t are the variables used for communication
a m o n g group members?
Our hypothesis is that each agent:

what any other knows, none can determine the relevance of
their o w n expertise, if that relevance depends on things
k n o w n only by others. T h e situation is similar to that of a
group attempting to assemble a complex puz/.lc. Each
m e m b e r has s o m e pieces mixed in with pieces from a great
m a n y other puzzles. Players can only view ihcir o w n
pieces and there are costs associated with making pieces
public by placing them on the table. If players hold pieces
without prominent identifiers such as matching background
color, the relevance of these pieces can only be established
through an iterative process of advancing and rcu-acting
pieces until a context is developed allowing the players to
"see" which ones fit
In the design domain for example, a tricycle designer
k n o w s (from his expert knowledge) that using coiicr pins
and caps to hold the rear wheels and pedals of a uicycle
together results in m u c h higher performance (leading to
higher quality) than using press-on caps. Because of his
ignorance of costs, and his approximate knowledge that
quality is linear with costs, the designer assigns a higher
cost to a design that uses cotter-pins than to one that uses
press-ons, thus making him indifferent to the choice.
Similarly, the manufacturing engineer k n o w s (from his expert knowledge) that drilling round stock to m a k e the hole
for the cotter pins is a more expensive process than fitting
the press-on caps, so (having the inaccurate general
knowledge that quality linear with cost), he is also indifferent to the choice. T h e union of their expertise, however,
m a y strongly favor one or another of these alternatives.
For instance, if the designer rated the cotter pin design as
four times more desirable than the press on caps and the
manufacturing engineer rated the cost at less than double,
the cotter pin design is favored. This representation of the
compartmentalization of expertise captures the features w e
believe are essential to describing the pooling of expertise.
Each expert has specialized knowledge about his part of the
problem but misconceptions about other agents' parts. A s a
consequence, no expert k n o w s which parts of his expertise
are really needed by other members of the group.
W e claim that expert team decision making solves this
problem through iteratively updating these naive models
via the communication of the group members' expertise
resulting in the development of "shared models".

• H a s a model of his individual unique expertise,
called the "expert model", characterized by detailed
knowledge about s o m e particular aspect of the task.
• Has a naive understanding of aspects of the problem
outside of his area of expertise, called the "naive
model". The naive model characterizes weak commonly held beliefs such as, "the more expensive a
material is, the more durable it will be."
• Develops through interaction with other specialists a
more comprehensive model of the problem at hand,
called the "shared model", which incorporates elements of others' expertise. The "shared model" between two agents also defines the c o m m o n
vocabulary that the two agents can use to communicate in an intelligible way.
In general, "shared models" might not be the same across
all agents. For the group to m a k e a c o m m o n decision, the
potentially different"shared models" that have been formed
through interactions of subsets of agents must converge to a
c o m m o n view of the global problem which captures the
important variables and decisions that must be coordinated.
The parts of different agents' "shared models" that are comm o n across the group comprise the "common (group)

model".

Models of Agents
T h e model w e are proposing operationalizes private and
shared knowledge in the form of expert domain knowledge,
utility functions and constraints and the formation of shared
models as a negotiation [Sycara.aor, Sycara.eurjor90]
modifying these structures. T h e model is quite general and
independent of decision protocols, describing with equal
ease consensus, voting, or advisory regimes. T h e model
provides normative references for group decisions by as-

During decision making, agent models appropriate for
the task are composed by substituting the corresponding
parts of an expert model for the naive model. The utility an
agent associates with a particular alternative, therefore,
reflects both components. A s group problem solving
progresses, agent models are modified to incorporate expertise imparted by other agents. These modifications lead to
the incremental building of shared models among sets of
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agents.
Model Characteristics
Models of agents are hierarchically organized in ihc form
of increasingly refined domain concepts, constraints and
utility functions. T h e complex representation at the bottom
of this hierarchy corresponds to the full expertise of the
agent which m a y or m a y not be needed by the group for a
particular decision. A t the top of the hierarchy there is
sketchy knowledge, the naive models shared by the m e m bers of the group. T h e naive models are required to be
accurate in aggregating across situations but m a y be imprecise in capturing distinctions a m o n g situations m a d e by
the expert model. In other words, using only his specialized
knowledge and the naive model, each specialist would be
led to erroneous decisions. Naive model imprecisions m a y
arise through naive approximation of the values, relations
and constraints a m o n g the attributes of the problem variables.
The mental models w e are investigating have a variety of
characteristics. At the beginning of problem solving, an
agent's mental model consists of his expertise and a naive
understanding of other specialties which is refined in the
course of the consultation developing into a (set o O shared
models. T h e naive model contains aggregate variables that
constitute the vocabulary through which enables the different specialists to begin the problem solving interaction.
A n agent's expertise consists of facts, consffaints, their
relations and utilities that lie in his specialty. For example,
a designer's expertise contains the constraints a m o n g
design attributes such as artifact components, component
materials, types of allowable structural connections a m o n g
components, and artifact dimensions. Utilities are associated with particular values of these artifact-descriptive
variables that operate in the design space. Utilities are in
the range of [0, 1]. For example, the utility of making a
U^cycle out of light steel m a y be .8, making it out of heavy
steel .6, making it out of w o o d 0 and so on.
The naive model consists of a set of relations a m o n g
aggregate variables. In design, these relations relate the
quantities profits, design quality, cost, price and saleability.
These relations are at an aggregate level and are therefore
only approximately accurate. For example, the naive
model m a y say that production quality is proportional to
production costs, unit sales inversely proportional to price,
and willingness to pay (saleability) (for the decreasing
number w h o could) proportional to quality. A s a result, the
naive model predicts that saleability will be independent of
design decisions balancing cost and quality. (The group's
profit margin can be maximized by choosing the design
which minimizes the cost while maximizing the quality). In
other words the naive model is indifferent a m o n g design
options. This evaluation m a d e by the naive model is not
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accurate since it does not take into consideration precise
relations between variables of the problem. T h e naive
model constitutes a c o m m o n and unbiased basis which is
u-ansformed and refined through the group interaction.
T h e naive model and an agent's expertise are connected
through a set of relations that m a p variables in the expert
space to the variables in the naive space. T h e mappings
contain both accurate and approximate knowledge. T h e accurate knowledge is the set of relationships that m a p variables in the expert space to mediating aggregate variables
that are within the area of agent expertise. For example, the
designer's expert space variables, such as the artifactspecific attributes, their constraints, utilities and interrelationships are mapped into the inexpert space that contains the variables profits, cost, price and quality through
mediating variables, such as durability, structural soundness etc. For the designer, these intermediate variables m a p
to design quality through a set of relationships. Design
quality is an aggregate variable in the domain of expertise
of the designer that is also present in the naive model. T h e
set of intermediate relationships that m a p the variables
within an expert's specialty to the naive model is available
only to the particular expert and is not used for intra-group
communication. O n the other hand, relations between aggregate variables, within and outside the domain of expertise of a specialist are incompletely k n o w n to him. For
example the relation between quality (an aggregate variable
within the domain of a designer's expertise) and cost is
only approximately k n o w n to the designer, since cost is not
one of the aggregate variables in his domain of expertise.
This interaction of accurate and inaccurate knowledge m a y
lead the expert to incorrect inferences. Expert team decision making solves this problem through iteratively updating the naive models via the communication of the group
members' expertise resulting in the development of a
shared model.

An Example
Consider the decision situation for a team of specialists
in a manufacturing enterprise tasked with concurrently engineering the design of a tricycle. T h e team objective is to
optimize tficycle design. A design will be optimal if it
maximizes profits, under certain assumptions relating
design attributes to cost, price, and ease of selling the
tricycle.
T h e design attributes have associated utilities that express the desirability of particular atu-ibute values with
respect to different evaluation criteria. For example, in
terms of tricycle durability, high grade plastic has utility .8,
whereas low grade plastic .4. In terms of cost, high grade
plastic has utility .6 whereas low grade .8 (high grade plastic is more expensive than low grade). Each team m e m b e r
has expertise in terms of optimizing only part of the design

(e.g., cost of material, ease of manufacturing, reliability).
Because of the inherent tradeoffs of attribute values with
respect to different criteria not all parts of the design can be
simultaneously optimized. Furthermore, the overall evaluation function that incorporates cost tradeoffs is not
precisely known. In a group decision making situation,
each expert knows the relation a m o n g attributes in his
domain of expertise and the payoff associated with each
attribute value alternative, but he is unaware of (a) the relations a m o n g attributes in someone else's domain of expertise, or (b) h o w the attributes in his domain of expertise
impact the overall cost function. For example, the designer
k n o w s that in terms of strength of the tricycle frame, braced
and welded frame has the highest payoff, bolted the next
highest, and integral the lowest In terms of weight, high
grade plastic has the highest payoff, with heavy steel tubing
the lowest.
T h e group's goal is to maximize profit and m a y be expressed as:
profit = unit_sales x (unit_price - unit_cost)
A negotiation over this decision might proceed as:
Manirfacturing Agent: D o w e want to use press-on caps
or cotters for the wheels and pedals The drill press operations will add another 3 % to manufacturing costs. (This is
an informational exchange. The manufacturing agent is
indifferent to this decision because it does not affect the
group's goal as predicted by his agent model.)
Design Agent: In that case, I think w e should use cotters. T h e press-on caps are likely to start falling off after 6
months-! year while the cotter pins will hold the wheels on
indefinitely. (The reliability of the artifact which supports
the fiilfillement of the public attribute of quality is increased by 5 0 0 % at a manufacturing cost of only 3 % . therefore by the naive portions of the designer's model relating
quality to profits through unit sales this alternative should
more than double profits furthering the group's goal.)
Sales Agent: I don't think w e should do it. A buyer
can't see that there is a cotter under the cap and therefore it
has no effect on perceived quality. (Perceived quality is the
sale's experts private version of the public attribute quality
and is the attribute in the group's expert model which relates quality to unit sales. It therefore takes precedence.)
All three agents n o w agree because with this modification, their shared model predicts that the increased production cost associated with cotters will be detrimental to the
goal of increasing profits because there is no offsetting influence of this form of quality on unit sales.
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Concluding R e m a r k s
The model proposed in this paper is intended as a
research tool for the study of group decision making by
people and machines. The model provides the first normative treatment of group decisions which incorporates the
very features motivating this form of decision making. The
importance of shared mental models has been recognized in
the
cognitive
decision
making
literature [Athans
82, Fischhoff 86] but no investigation as to the process of
forming shared mental models has been proposed to date.
W e have proposed the existence of a variety of mental
models (the expert model, the naive model, shared models
and a px)tentially c o m m o n model) during group decision
making and presented their interactions during the problem
solving process. In addition, w e have presented a concrete
approach to describing those models and the process by
which they are formed. The shared mental models discussed in this paper define the nature and minimal level of
aggregation of the information necessary to be c o m m o n
knowledge to agents so that suitably coordinated decisions
can be made. It is our hope that this model can provide a
tool for the study of bias in group decision making which
m a y prove as fruitful as normative models have been in the
study of individual decisions.
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Abstract

different aspects of a concept, such as its representation and its semantics.

This paper offers a mechanism for the generation of expressions that convey a concept to a
hearer. These expressions often include rhetorical devices, such as Descriptions and Instantiations. Our mechanism is based on the representation of the preconditions for the understanding of
a concept in terms of faulures in communication.
W e distinguish between two types of communication fzdlures based on their cause: failure due to
a hearer's inabihty to evoke an intended concept,
and failure due to the hearer's lack of expertise
with respect to the aspects of a concept which are
necessary for the comprehension of the discourse.
This categorization supports the principled selection of rhetorical devices which are tailored to the
prevention of undesirable situations that result in
the failure of a conununicative goal. These ideas
are being implemented in a discourse planner in
the domain of high-school algebra.

A necessary but not sufficient precondition for the
satisfaction of the goal KNOW(Hearer, message) is
that the subgoals R E T R I E V E (Hearer,concept) and
KNOW(Hearer,concept) be satisfied with respect to
the concepts in the message. That is, the hearer
should be able to recall the concepts intended by the
speaker, and s/he should also have a level of expertise with respect to these concepts which is sufficient
to understand the message. For instance, if in the
above message, the speaker uses the term 'Algebraic
Terms' to refer to the concept Algebraic-Terms, this
term should enable the hearer to reach the intended
concept in his/her memory. In addition, the hearer
should know enough about Algebraic Terms to understand how Distributive Law can be applied to them.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the fulfillment
of the goad KNOW(Hearer,concept) stipulates that the
subgoal K N O W (Hearer,message) be satisfied with respect to a set of messages the speaker considers sufficient to define the concept.

Introduction
In knowledge acquisition settings, one agent transfers
information which is believed by him/her to another
agent, with the intent that the second agent learn this
information. In these settings, the speaker's communicative goal Ls KNOW(Hearer,Hem), where the meaning of the goal K N O W is that the hearer learn prescribed aspects of the item in question. This item may
be a single concept, such as a procedure or an object,
or a message composed of predicates and concepts.
For example, the message [Distributive-Law apply-to
Algebraic-Terms] is composed of the predicate apply-to
and the concepts Distributive-Law and Algebraic-Terms.
In an introductory algebra class, when the teacher demands that the students know this message, s/he usually means that they should know how to apply Distributive L a w to Algebraic Terms. In a different setting, the requirements posed by the goal K N O W m a y
differ. Educational settings are representative of situations where the item being conveyed is a single concept,
e.g., KNOW(Hearer,Conceptual-Dependency), since in
these settings, a lesson often revolves around teaching
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Following [Webber 1983], we distinguish between
two different aspects of the goal R E T R I E V E according to its place in the discourse: E V O K E - where a
concept is retrieved for thefirsttime, and A C C E S S
- which pertains to subsequent retrievals. However,
we depart from Webber's internal perspective to discourse, which deals with relations among discourse entities, and adopt Appelt's external perspective, which
pertains to relations among the actual objects referred
to by the discourse entities [Appelt 1986].
In this paper, we specify conditions for the satisfaction of the subgoals K N O W and E V O K E with respect
to concepts, and present a mechanism which generates
expressions that satisfy these subgoals. In this context, we address the generation of a class of Rhetorical Devices (RDs) which includes Descriptions, Instantiations and Analogies. Our mechanism follows the
Impairment Invalidation paradigm [Zukerman 1990a,
Zukerman 1990b] which postulates that R D s are generated in order to preclude anticipated impairments to
a hearer's comprehension process. Thus, the precon-

ditions for the attainment of the above subgoals are
cast in terms of failures of the communication process.
This approach generalizes the principle of least collaborative effort [Clark k. Schaefer 1989] to the generation rhetorical devices. According to this principle, a
speaker corrects his/her own mistakes in an effort to
minimize the anticipated effort the hearer will make to
understand the discourse.
In the following sections, we present the procedures
for pleinning expressions which satisfy the subgoals
E V O K E and K N O W , we examine the impairments to
the satisfaction of these subgoals, and discuss the R D s
which invalidate these impairments. Next, we present
a simple algorithm which combines these procedures.
Finally, we compare our approach with the traditional
planning approach.
Planning Expressions for the Subgoal

EVOKE
People use different words to refer to the same thing,
and they also use the same word to refer to different
things. Thus, for a particular hearer, some wordings
may be more felicitous than others in achieving successful communication. Further, sometimes it may be
best not to refer to an item by its name, rather, indirect
means, such as similes or descriptions, may be preferable. The mechanism presented in this section takes
these observations into consideration for the generation
of evocative expressions.
An evocative expression is composed of two parts:
(1) A Simple Referring Expression (SRE), which may
be a lexical item or nil; and (2) A n Indicative R D which
complements the S R E if it is insufficient to evoke the
intended concept. Thus, an evocative expression may
comprise an S R E by itself, e.g., "Look at Mary," an
Indicative R D by itself, e.g., "Look at the girl with
red hair," or both "Look at Mary, the girl with red
hair." The following procedure proposes evocative expressions which combine these parts.
1. Consult the speaker's knowledge base and a model
of the hezirer's beliefs to propose a list of candidate
SREs for a given concept (only correct SREs are
extracted from the model of the hejurer's beliefs).
2. For each candidate S R E , consult a model of the
heeirer's beliefs to ascertain whether the S R E is likely
to cause an impairment to the evocation of the intended concept. If so, propose an Indicative R D that
invalidates the impairment. If there is more than one
suitable Indicative R D , a set of candidate evocative
expressions is built by combining each Indicative R D
with the SRE.
For instance, in the above example, the candidate
SREs are: "Mary" and nil. Now, if the speaker is uncertain that the hearer knows that the name of the
referent is Mary, the speaker will propose an Indicative R D , such as a partial Description, which includes
sufficient attributes of Mary to enable the heaurer to
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identify her. A null candidate S R E implies that the
speaker does not know or does not wish to use the
name of a concept, and thus forces the generation of
an Indicative R D .
Impairments to the Evocation of a
Concept
W e have identified two impairments which preclude the
evocation of a concept: Lack of Connection and Misunderstanding.
Lack of Connection occurs when the hearer cannot link the expression used by the speaker with the
concept intended by the speaker. W e anticipate Lack of
Connection when one of the following conditions holds:
(1) a null S R E is given by the speaker, (2) the S R E used
by the speaker to refer to an intended concept does not
exist in the user model; (3) the S R E exists in the user
model, but it is not connected to a concept; (4) the
S R E is weakly connected to the intended concept (and
no other concept); or (5) the S R E is connected to the
intended concept (and no other concept), but the S R E
is not accessible in the user model, i.e., the S R E is not
sufficient to activate the corresponding term in the user
modeP. The following dialogue illustrates a situation
were the last condition holds:
SI: I saw Mary yesterday.
S2: [WanJc stare ]
SI: You know, the one with red hair and glasses.
S2: Oh! That Mary!
Misunderstanding occurs when the concept retrieved by the hearer is not the one intended by the
speaker. This impairment is predicted if one of the
following conditions holds: (1) the S R E mentioned by
a speaker is strongly connected (either correctly or incorrectly) to concepts which are different from the intended one, and either (1.1) the intended concept does
not exist in the user model, or (1.2) it is not connected
to the S R E , or (1.3) it is weakly connected to the S R E ;
or (2) the S R E is connected to several concepts, including the intended one, and either more than one concept
is primed, i.e., the proposed S R E is ambiguous, or the
'wrong' concept is primed. For instance, in the above
dicJogue, thefirstcondition would hold if the hearer
and the speaker did not know the same Mary.
Invalidating Evocation-related
Impairments
The invalidation of an evocation-related impairment
requires an Indicative R D which identifies the intended
concept uniquely. This R D is composed of a set of concepts which are related to the intended concept. The
level of detail of an Indicative R D must be sufficient
to satisfy the subgoal E V O K E v/ith respect to the concepts mentioned in it, i.e., the fulfillment of the subgoal
K N O W i s not necessary with respect to these concepts.
'This condition is stated for the sake of completeness,
but has not been implemented.

W e distinguish between two types of Indicative RDs:
positive and negaiive complement. A n Indicative R D
is positive, if the selected concepts indicate what the
intended concept is, as opposed to what it is not, e.g.,
"Knowledge Representation, where we studied Predicate Calculus and Semantic Nets." It is negative complement, if it contains the complement of the intended
concept, i.e., cdl the concepts that the intended concept is not, e.g., "Knowledge Representation, which is
not Search or Automated Reasoning."
In order to generate a positive Indicative R D for an
intended concept, w e must present a set of concepts
which identify uniquely this concept, i.e., we must find
a set of concepts, 5, such that the intersection of the
concepts outside S to which all the concepts in S are
connected consists only of the intended concept and no
other concept. According to Grice's Maxim of Quantity [Grice 1975], S should be the smadlest set which
satisfies this constrednt. However, this requirement
makes our problem NP-complete (provable by reduction to the graph covering problem). In this research,
we apply a heuristic similar to the one used in [Appelt
1982, Dcde 1990], whereby a uniquely identifying set of
concepts is built by iteratively adding concepts to an
initial identifying concept, until the intended concept
is the only one connected to all the concepts in the
resulting set of concepts.
Negative complement R D s m a y be generated only if
the following conditions hold: (1) the hezirer is aware of
the existence of the intended concept, and (2) the situation at heind is a 'closed world' situation, where the
number of candidate concepts to which an S R E could
be referring is small. For example, if the only topics
covered in an Artificial Intelligence course were Knowledge Representation, Search and Automated Reasoning, a mediocre student m a y believe that all three
topics are possible meanings of the S R E 'Knowledge
Representation'. In this case, a lecturer may identify the intended concept by saying "Knowledge Representation, which is not Search or Automated Reasoning," provided the student is unlikely to experience evocation-related impairments with respect to the
terms in the Indicative R D .
In Lack of Connection, the hearer has no link between the given S R E and other unintended concepts.
Hence, this impairment can be invalidated only by
means of a positive Indicative R D . Misunderstanding
m a y be invalidated either by means of a positive Indicative R D or a negative complement Indicative R D .
Both types of R D s single out the intended concept.
However, negative complement R D s also address directly a hearer's beliefs which are related to the intended concept and the S R E , while positive R D s address these beliefs only indirectly. For instance, in the
Artificial Intelligence example, the negation of the erroneous meanings will both single out the intended
concept and contradict the erroneous beliefs. O n the
other hand, a perspective, such as "Knowledge Rep-
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resentation, where we studied Predicate Calculus and
Semantic Nets," does not directly contradict the erroneous beliefs. Note that if all the possible meanings
of a lexical item are correct, a negative complement
R D should be limited to a negation of intent, e.g., "He
was holding a crook, not the criminal kind." However, if some of the possible meanings are correct and
some are not, the generated text must address these
cases explicitly in order to avoid erroneous presuppositions. For example, consider a situation where the
hearer correctly believes that 'crook' means both shepherd's staff and criminal, and s/he incorrectly believes
that it also means cooking utensil. In this case, if the
speaker means 'crook' in the sense of shepherd's staff,
s/he should say something like "/ don't mean a criminal, and a crook is not a cooking utensil."
At this stage of the generation process, all the Indicative R D s which single out an intended concept are
considered possible alternatives.

Planning Expressions for the Subgoal
K N O W
The expertise required from the hearer for the goal
KNOW(concept) to be satisfied is determined by the
speaker'^ communicative intent, which in turn is influenced by the following fzw:tors: (1) the relationship between the concept and the message; (2) the relevance
of the message to a main idea the speaker wishes to
convey; (3) the social setting, e.g., classroom or casual
conversation; and (4) the speaker's perception of the
hearer's conversational goals. The speaker's communicative goal affects the expertise requirements along
two dimensions: Content and Strength.
Content determines the aspects of a concept which
must be known by the hearer to satisfy the goal
K N O W . For instance, the aspects of a procedure are:
sequence of steps, goal, type, objects to which it applies
and conditions for its apphcation. The aspects of an
object are: components, attributes, function, internal
process, type and subclasses. However, depending on
the speaker's communicative goal, only some of these
aspects may be required to satisfy the subgoal K N O W .
Consider, for example, the following dieilogue:
SI: I cleaned up in 500.
S2: W h a t is 500?
SI: It is a card game.
In this dialogue, when SI is questioned by S2 about
the concept 500, he does not provide an explanation
which conveys a full understanding of this concept.
Rather, SI presents only one aspect of the concept,
namely its type, since he believes that this information
is sufficient to enable S2 to understand the message.
Strength determines the degree of expertise the
user should have with respect to the aspects selected
by Content. For example, a low or medium degree of
expertise would usually be required for a concept which
is mentioned in passing.

which have to be addressed. Thus, for a mediocre student, all the relevant information must be spelled out.
Finally, the subgoals A'A'^OH'and E V O K E h&ve to be
satisfied with respect to the propositions and concepts
presented in a selected R D . This m a y require additional Creative and/or Indicative R D s . For instance,
if the hearer is not proficient with respect to the multiplication of Algebraic Terms, a Creative R D must be
generated to satisfy the subgoal K N O W(rr\u\t'\p\]cat\on
apply-to Algebraic-Terms^ at a level of expertise considered adequate to understand the application of Distributive L a w to Algebraic Terms.

Like for the subgoal E V O K E , w e consult a model
of the hearer's beliefs in order to ascertain whether an
expertise-related impairment is anticipated in relation
to the concept in question. If so, a Creative R D is
proposed to prevent this situation. Each Creative R D
which can perform this task is maintained as a candidate until the final selection process. For instance,
an Analogy, a Description and an Instantiation are all
possible candidates to explain an unknown concept.
Note that the content of Creative and Indicative R D s
m a y overlap, since a Creative R D which describes a
concept is likely to identify it uniquely as well.

Like for Lack of Understanding, a Creative R D is required to invalidate Insufficient Understanding. H o w ever, in this case, the lack of expertise m a y be localized
to some weak, missing or erroneous constituents. Thus,
the R D m a y be focused on these constituents. H o w ever, in order to prevent wrong implicatures, structural
constraints must be appHed. These constraints stipulate that if the hearer is not proficient with respect to
some information items in a particular aspect, and the
system decides to mention these items, then all the information items which pertain to this aspect must be
mentioned. For instance, if the speaker is interested
in the objects to which Distributive L a w apphes, and
the hearer knows only that Distributive L a w applies
to Algebraic Terms, simply saying "Distributive L a w
applies to Numbers" m a y carry the wrong implicature
that N u m b e r s is all that Distributive L a w applies to.
This implicature is prevented by repeating what the
hearer already knows, e.g., "/n addition to Algebraic
Terms, Distributive L a w apphes to Numbers."

Expertise-related Impairments
W e have identified two impairments which preclude the
goal of knowing a concept: Lack of Understanding and
Insufficient Understanding.
Lack of U n d e r s t a n d i n g is anticipated when there
does not exist in the user model a concept which corresponds to an intended concept. It entails an evocationrelated impairment, since an S R E cannot point to a
concept which is u n k n o w n by the hearer.
Insufficient U n d e r s t a n d i n g is predicted when
there exists a concept in a hearer's m e m o r y which corresponds to an intended concept, but the hearer has
a low level of expertise with respect to some aspects
which are required by the speaker for the comprehension of this concept. For example, the hezirer is unaware of a step of a procedure or a part of an object. This impairment m a y occur in conjunction with
a evocation-related impairment or by itself.
Invalidating Expertise-related
Impairments

T h e process of generating Creative R D s is implemented by presenting the information corresponding
to each aspect in a list of aspects which must be k n o w n
by the hearer in order to satisfy the subgoal K N O W .
At present, this list of aspects is hand coded for each
concept in a message, but at a later stage, it m a y be
inferred from the predicates in the message. For instance, if the intended concept is a chair, and the aspects type, function and components are specified, the
following text m a y be generated: "A chair is a piece of
furniture {type) which is used for sitting {iunction), and
has a seat, a back and usually four legs (components)."
T h e maun distinction between this list of aspects and
schemas [ M c K e o w n 1985] or process traces [Paris 1988]
is that schemas and process traces list the types of information to be presented in order to convey a concept,
whereas our list of aspects constitutes desiderata which
the hearer should k n o w in order to understand a concept. These desiderata m a y be fulfilled in a straightforward manner by means of a Description, as in the
above example, or by indirect means, such as Analogies
or Instantiations. Partial descriptions are generated by
omitting from a proposed Creative R D relations which,
according to our model, are known by a hearer, subject to the above structural constraints. In addition,
if based on a hearer's profile, a concept is considered

The invalidation of Lack of Understanding requires the
generation of a Creative R D which satisfies the subgoal
KNOW(concept). T h e information included in this R D
depends on the type of the concept, e.g., procedure or
object, the aspects of the concept considered relevant
by the speaker, the user's ability and his/her expertise. For example, if the concept in question is a procedure, such as Distributive Law, the speaker m a y be
interested only in the sequence of its steps and in the
objects to which it applies, requiring a Creative R D
which conveys these aspects, such as a Description or
an Instantiation. However, different users are likely to
draw different inferences from the presented information, depending on their ability and expertise. These
inferences must be taiken into consideration when selecting an R D . For example, if the selected Creative
R D is an Instantiation which shows h o w Distributive
Law applies to an Algebraic Term, such as 2{x + y), a.
talented student will probably m a k e all the correct inferences regarding the other objects to which Distributive L a w applies, and will also generalize the procedure
from the Instantiation. O n the other hand, a mediocre
student cannot be relied upon to m a k e these inferences.
Furthermore, s/he m a y draw some erroneous inferences
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too abstract or difficult for the hejirer, an Instantiation
may be proposed.
At present, the only Creative R D s which have been
implemented are Descriptions, where the constituents
of a concept are also described if this is required by
the subgOcJ K N O W . In order to avoid indefinite recursion, this process is repeated only once, for the constituents of the main concept. The implementation
of indirect Creative R D s , such as Analogies, Similes
and stemd-alone Instantiations, requires rules of inference which stipulate the conditions for inferring the
desiderata from these RDs.

The Main Algorithm
The main algorithm combines the procedures
in the previous sections to generate an expression
which accomplishes the goals K N O W and E V O K E
with respect to the concepts in a message. The algorithm receives as input a concept C and performs
the following steps.
1. Create a set called C R D s which includes Creative
R D s that achieve the goal K N O W { C ) .
If no
expertise-related impairments are anticipated with
respect to C , this set is empty.
2. Create a set of pairs called SRE-IRDs, where
each pair contains an S R E eind an Indicative R D
that complements the S R E to achieve the goal
E V O K E { C ) . If no evocation-related impairments
are anticipated between a particular S R E and C,
this S R E will appear in SRE-IRDs with a nil R D .
3. Create a new set of R D s called JOINRDs, in which
each element in C R D s is combined with each element
in SRE-IRDs.
4. For each element in JOINRDs, check whether other
beliefs maintained by the hearer are adversely affected by this element. If so, add to this element an
R D which prevents this effect [Zukerman 1990a].
5. Select the most succinct element in JOINRDs.

Insufficient Understanding is anticipated, and a Creative R D containing this sequence must be presented.
This may be an Instantiation, a Description, or a combination of both. Further, if an individual step is not
well known, then a Creative R D must be generated for
it as well. Next, candidate SREs are proposed, and
evocation-related impairments are considered. In this
case, the SREs are nil and 'Distributive Law'. The
null S R E triggers Lack of Connection, calling for a
positive Indicative R D . However, since the sequence
of steps of Distributive Law is sufficient to identify
it, no additional Indicative R D is necessary. A text
such as the following m a y be generated if a null S R E
is used: " W e apply the following procedure to eliminate brackets." The S R E 'Distributive Law' results
described
in the anticipation of Misunderstanding, if the hearer
is conjectured to believe that the name 'Distributive
Law' points to another concept, say Bracket Simplification. In this case, like for Lack of Connection, no
positive Indicative R D s need to be proposed, but a
negative complement Indicative R D is still an option,
e.g., "which is not Bracket Simplification." After the
third step in our algorithm, the R D s in J O I N R D include: (1) all the proposed Creative RDs, where each
R D is accompanied by a null S R E , (2) all the proposed
Creative RDs, where each R D is accompanied by the
S R E 'Distributive Law', and (3) all the proposed Creative RDs, where each R D is accompanied by the S R E
'Distributive Law' and by a negative complement Indicative R D .

In this procedure, expertise-related impairments are
checkedfirst,followed by evocation-related impairments. If Lack of Understanding is anticipated in the
first step and Lack of Connection is anticipated in the
second step, no Indicative R D is necessary, since the
Creative R D proposed to invalidate the Lack of Understauiding is sufficient to identify uniquely the intended
concept. However, other combinations of evocationand expertise-related impairments may require both
Indicative and Creative RDs.
Let us illustrate the workings of our procedure by
means of the following example. Given the message [Distributive-Law has-goal Bracket-Elimination], our
procedure is cictivated with respect to the concepts
Distributive-Law and Bracket-Elimination. Now, let us
focus on Distributive Law. W e assume that the only
aspect of Distributive Law which is necessary to understand the message is the sequence of its operators.
Hence, if this sequence is not well known by the hearer,
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If a candidate SRE is a lexical item and an RD was
proposed for it, the inferences from the presentation of
this information m a y cause adverse effects with respect
to a hearer's beliefs which are related to the intended
concept and the S R E . These effects take place if one of
the following conditions holds and the inferences conflici with this condition: (1) the intended concept is
connected (either correctly or incorrectly) to another
lexical item, i.e., it is identified with another name;
or (2) the lexical item is connected (either correctly
or incorrectly) to another concept, i.e., there is more
than one concept associated with the lexical item. The
anticipation of such comprehension impairments calls
for the generation of a Revision of the information in
question if it is correct, and a Contradiction otherwise
[Zukerman 1990a]. Note that these conditions do not
conflict with the understanding and retrieval of the intended concept, rather, they affect related beliefs. For
example, if the speaker says "She was holding a crook,
which is a shepherd's staff" a hearer who is not proficient in English may experience confusion with respect
to his/her previous belief that a crook is a criminal,
since a possible implicature from this statement is that
a crook is only a shepherd's staff. Indeed, when this
example was given to a non-native English speaker, he
voiced this concern. The generation of a negative complement Indicative R D to invalidate Misunderstanding
prevents the second of the above conditions. However,

as stated above, these R D s may be generated only if
the hearer is aware of the intended meaning of the SRE.
Our algorithm terminates by selecting the most succinct of the proposed expressions. At present, we are
considering a measure of succinctness based on the
probability of the components of a message.

Our mechanism was used successfully to analyze
texts in a variety of domains ranging from educational
textbooks to everyday dialogues. At present, steps 1
and 4 of the main procedure have been implemented
with respect to a small subset of high-school algebra,
and step 2 is currently being implemented. The output
of our mechanism is in the form of predicates.

Planning versus Failure Prevention
The plan-based approach consists of applying goalbased reasoning to generate utterances that satisfy increasingly refined communicative goals [e.g., Appelt
1982, Hovy 1988, Moore & Swartout 1989, Cawsey
1990]. The failure-prevention approach, on the other
hand, proposes remedial actions to prevent or overcome anticipated fciilures in the communication process. Its explicit representation of communication feiilures supports the use of a uniform mechanism to perform tasks that require special purpose mechanisms in
the plan-based approach. For example, the problem
of satisfying the subgoal K N O W may be cast both as
a planning problem and as a failure-prevention problem. For this subgoal, both approaches are equivalent
in the sense that they address the problem of planning
discourse by trying to satisfy the preconditions for the
attainment of a communicative goal. However, while
in the plan-based approach the presentation of background information is addressed by adding domaindependent preconditions to the plan operators [Cawsey
1990], in the failure-prevention approach, this task is
handled through the recognition and subsequent invalidation of expertise-related impairments. Further, the
generation of discourse to satisfy the subgoal E V O K E
is an associative task which is not amenable to handling by planning. Thus, special purpose mechanisms
are invoked by a planner to perform this task [Dale
1990]. In the failure-prevention approach, this task is
performed by means of the recognition and subsequent
invahdation of evocation-related impairments. Finally,
the impairment invalidation paradigm also accounts for
the generation of additional R D s that address impairments to the comprehension process due to inferences
which affect other beliefs maintained by the heeirer.
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Abstract
The communication of musical thoughts and emotions requires
that some musical knowledge is shared by composers, performers, and listeners. Computational models of musical knowledge
attempt to specify the intermediate representations required to
generate adequate predictions of musical behavior. W e describe
a connectionist model that encodes the rhythmic organization
and pitch contents of simple melodies. As the network learns to
encode melodies, structurally more important events tend to
dominate less important events, as described by reductionist
theories of music (Lerdahl & JackendofF, 1983; Schenker,
1979). W e describe an empirical study in which improvisations
on a tune by a skilled music performer are compared with the
encodings produced by the network. The two are examined in
terms of the relative importance of the musical structure they
posit at intermediate levels of representation.
Introduction
A primary goal of music cognition is to specify mental representations for musical knowledge. Computational models of
music composition, performance, and perception often posit
multiple levels of structural description in mental representations. W e refer to these levels of structural description as
intermediate representations, because they mediate between
the perception of a musical surface (the score or acoustic signal) and the resulting musical behavior (the performance or
m e m o r y of a piece). However, the proposed structural
descriptions often fall short of adequately specifying the relative importance of the musical events. W e propose a connectionist model of mental representations for music that
emphasizes the hierarchical nature of musical structure, and
w e compare its predictions of relative importance with evidence from skilled music performance.
Theoretical accounts of mental representations for musical
structure often emphasize the importance of hierarchical
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organization. Hierarchical models of rhythmic organization,
for example, describe the w a y in which musical events are
combined to form larger structural units in a nested fashion
(Cooper & Meyer, 1960). In a particular musical context, certain pitch events are heard as being dominant in the hierarchy
and others are heard as elaborations of the dominant events
(Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Schenker, 1979). S o m e perceptual cues to hierarchical organization are present in performed
music, such as expressive variations in timing and dynamics.
However, the models described above posit intermediate levels of mental representation that are based on information not
necessarily present in the musical input These intermediate
levels of description are thought to reflect statistical regularities, derived from the input with the aid of general knowledge
about the roles that events play in a particular musical idiom
(Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990; Knopoff & Hutchinson, 1978).
Computational models of music cognition attempt to specify the intermediate representations required to generate adequate predictions of h u m a n behavior. Several researchers
have adopted connectionist models which provide generalpurpose learning algorithms capable of responding to the statistical regularities of the learning environment. However,
connectionist models have been notoriously weak at representing hierarchical relationships, such as those found in
music or language (Fodor & Pylyshyn 1988). Recursive
Auto-Associative M e m o r y ( R A A M ) is a connectionist architecture which develops distributed representations of hierarchical structures, directly attacking this problem of
representational adequacy (Pollack, 1988; Pollack, 1990).
In this paper, w e describe a R A A M model that encodes the
rhythmic organization and pitch contents of simple melodies.
A s the network learns to encode melodies, structurally more

important events tend to dominate less important events, as
described by reductionist theories of music (Lerdahl & Jackendoff. 1983; Schenker, 1979). W e then describe an empirical
study in which improvisations on a tune by a skilled music
performer are compared with the encodings produced by the
R A A M network. T h e two are examined in terms of the relative importance of the musical structure they posit at intermediate levels of representation.

In the next section w e propose a connectionist model for
encoding representations of hierarchically nested time-spans.
By examining the representations, w e can predict the relative
importance of musical events within each time-span. W e then
describe evidence from a skilled music performance that tests
the predictions of relative importance m a d e by the connectionist model. A pianist's improvisations on a theme are contrasted with the model's predictions of relative importance of
different musical events.

Time-Span Reductions
O n e theory emphasizing intermediate levels of representation
attempts to model an experienced listener's intuitions of
Western tonal music (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). The
theory describes m a n y types of hierarchical representations,
including metrical structure, grouping structure, and timespan reduction. Metrical structure describes the w a y in which
a series of pulses are mentally combined to create nested hierarchical levels of alternating strong and weak pulses. Grouping structure describes nested groups of events forming
motives, phrases, and larger sections of music. The outputs of
metrical and grouping structures combine to segment a piece
into hierarchically nested rhythmic units called time-spans.
At the lowest levels time-spans are determined primarily by
metric structure, and at the highest levels by grouping structure.
A time-span reduction organizes all musical events in a
piece into a single coherent structure that reflects a strict hierarchy of relative importance. Within each time-span a single
most important event is identified and all other events are
heard as subordinate to it. In Figure 1, w e show a time-span
reduction for the melody "Hush Liule Baby". The top staff
shows the melody, and the brackets show h o w the piece is
segmented into time-spans. The staves below show the intermediate levels of the reduction. At each level, less important
events are eliminated, leaving a "skeleton" of the melody.
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R A A M is a connectionist architecture that develops distributed representations of variable sized, compositional data
structures. It has been used to model the encoding of hierarchical structures such as those found in linguistic syntax and
logical expressions (Pollack, 1990). Conceptually, a R A A M
consists of two machines, a compressor and a reconstructor.
The compressor is trained to recursively encode sets of fixedwidth patterns into single patterns of the same size. The
reconstructor is trained to recursively decode the patterns
produced by the compressor into facsimiles of the original
sets of patterns. These mechanisms are co-evolved by linking
their training sets together using an auto-associative form of
back-propagation. Our current work is based on an implementation of a R A A M as a 3-layer feed forward neural network where the input-to-hidden layer transformation is the
compressor and hidden-to-output layer transformation is the
reconstructor.
In order tofindthe intermediate distributed representations
for a set of melodies, w e segment the melodies into timespans as shown in Figure 1, and use these hierarchies as the
training set to a R A A M . The primitive events in each melody
are represented as binary feature vectors. W e have chosen the
encoding strategy shown in Figure 2. O n e set of units encodes
pitch class, and a second set encodes local implied harmony
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Figure 1: A Partial Time-Span Reduction for "Hush Little Baby."
A ) Original melody; B ) Tactus level reduction; C ) Measure level reduction.
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these encodings are recursively encoded to produce a representation for the entire structure. Next, the reconstructor
decodes the compressed representation to retrieve a facsimile
of the original structure. In order to capture the distinctions
between binary and ternary groups found in music, w e use a
quaternary R A A M , that is, one with fourfieldsof input units
(11 input units perfield)activated as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2: T h e representation of pitch events.
similar to Lerdahl and Jackendoff's use of local harmony in
creating time-span reductions. A n additional unit designates
the beginning of an event. W h e n this unit is turned on, it indicates that the event has its attack at that particular point.
W h e n turned off, it indicates that event is a continuation of a
previous event
After training, the compressor and reconstructor are
treated as separate networks for the processes of encoding
and decoding intermediate representations. Figure 3 shows a
a short melodic excerpt segmented into time-spans, and
depicts the processes of encoding and decoding it. First, the
compressor encodes a set of the lowest level time-spans, and
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Figure 4: Encoding both binary and ternary groups in a
quaternary R A A M
W h e n a binary group is encoded (A), thefirstand thirdfieldsare
activated. The second and fourth are set to zero, simulating a binary
R A A M . W h e n a ternary group is encoded (B), thefirst,second and
fourthfieldsare activated. The third is set to zero, simulating a ternary R A A M .

The encodings developed by the network reflect the temporal embedding of the time-span hierarchy. T h e duration of
each encoding produced by the network is considered to be
the s u m of the durations of its component events. This allows
us to represent the rhythmic structure of the melody without
pre-specifying a smallest possible time-slice (see Todd,
1989). Instead, w e follow Lerdahl and Jackendoff's description of the tactus as the most salient metrical level (i.e. the
level of foot-tapping tempo). W e require that the tactus be
continually represented throughout the piece, but time-spans
derived from smaller metrical levels are represented only
w h e n actually present in the melody.
T h e compressor and reconstructor networks, taken
together, comprise a well-formedness test for novel structures. Given a novel structure, the compressor network is
used to create a representation. T h e reconstructor network is
then applied to the representation to retrieve its constituents.
If the reconstructed structure matches the input structure,
either exactly or within s o m e tolerance, this novel structure
can be considered to be well-formed. W e will use the difference between the constituents of the input structure and those
of its reconsuoiction to determine the relative weighting of
each musical event within the representations developed by
the network.

C

J
Measures of Relative Importance

Figure 3: Network encoding and decoding of a time-span
The time-span [[a b] c] is encoded by compressing the primitive
event representations of a and b, producing representation Rl. Rl is
then compressed with the next event, c, producing R2, which is a
representation of the higher level structure. Next, R 2 is decoded by
reconstructing facsimiles Rl' and c'. Rl' is then reconstructed to
produce facsimiles a' and b'. Thus a facsimile of the original structure, [[a' b'] c'], is produced.
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R A A M Network
Sixteen nursery tunes (such as "Mary H a d a Little L a m b " )
were chosen as a training set because they provide a simple,
natural musical case for study. Each tune w a s a simple melody between 4 and 12 measures in length, with a meter of 2/
4,4/4,6/8, or 12/8. T h e tunes comprised ten unique melodies;

four of these ten melodies had variations (tunes with similar
pitch or rhythmic properties). Although the event representations required only 11 bits, w e used 23 units, allowing 12
extra "degrees of freedom" for the system to use in arranging
its intermediaterepresentations.These extra dimensions of
representation were set to 0.5 on input, and trained as don'tcare's (Jordan 1986) on output TTius, for the quaternary
R A A M , our network had 92 input and output units, and 23
hidden units. The network was trained on the time-spans for
the melodies with length less than or equal to the measure
level. The network was not trained until it memorized the
tunes, but instead for 15(X) cycles with a learning rate of 1.0
and m o m e n t u m of 0.5. The network was therefore not able to
reconstruct every melody in the training set note-for-note.
The network's output representations are interpreted from the
output values of the pitch-class units produced by the decoder
for each event in the sequence. If all outputs are less than
some threshold value at any given point, the event is interpreted as a rest (a null event). Otherwise the pitch class unit
with the greatest activation at any given point is interpreted as
the reconsoucted event. With this interpretation the reconstructor was able to reproduce fairly accurate facsimiles of
input melodies, although some events were "forgotten" and
others were "remembered" incorrectly (in the reconstruction
but not from the original melody).
T o test the network's ability to encode novel tunes, w e
exposed it after training to a melody dissimilar to the original
set of 14 tunes. Figure 5 A shows the melody "Hush Little
Baby" after its reconstruction by the network, as described
above. Because this tune was dissimilar to those in the training set, w e used the sensitive threshold activation value of
0.1. The network's actual activation values for each event in
the sequence are shown below the reconstruction.

Improvised P e r f o r m a n c e s
T o compare the network's predictions of relative importance
with those of skilled musicians, w e recorded improvisations
on a tune by a skilled pianist. Improvisation in Western tonal
music c o m m o n l y requires a performer to identify a framework of important melodic and harmonic events, and apply
procedures to create elaborations and variants on them (see
Pressing, 1988 for a review of improvisational models). Thus,
improvisation on a musical tune allows the pianist freedom to
determine which musical events should be retained (those of
primary importance), and which should not (those of less
importance).
A professional pianist from the Columbus, Ohio area was
asked to perform three nursery tunes on a computer-monitored acoustic upright piano. The pianist w a s experienced in
improvising in a contemporary/popular musical style. T h e
pianist performed three melodies: one included in the network's training set, one not in the Gaining set but similar to it
in pitch and timing (a variation on one of the melodies), and
a third melody unrelated to any in the training set T h e pianist
first performed each melody as it was notated, to become
familiar with it. H e then improvisedfivesimple melodic (single-line) variations on each melody. All pitch, intensity, and
timing information in the performances w a s recorded on
computer, and compared with the original melody. Only performances of the third melody (the most stringent test of the
network's ability to predict relative importance) will be
described here.
According to our application of the time-span reduction
hypothesis to improvisation, structurally important events
should be less likely than unimportant events to change in
variations of a melody. T o test this hypothesis, the number of
musical events identical to the original melody in pitch were
s u m m e d across variations. T h e sums ranged from 5 (the same
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Figure 5: "Hush LitUe Baby."
A ) Network reconstruction; B ) 0.66 threshold criterion reduction;
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Figure 6: "Hush Little Baby."
A ) Original melody with performance ratings; B ) Rating criterion reduction.
pitch in each of the five performances) to 0 (the same in no
performance) for each event location. Figure 6 shows the
original melody, with the ratings for each location.
Comparison of RAAM Network and Improvised
Performances
First, w e compare the original tune (Figure 6 A ) and the network's reconstruction (Figure 5 A ) . T h e reconstructed tune is
a reasonable facsimile, considering that it was not a variation
of any tune from the training set, but a distinctly novel melody. This indicates the network's ability to generalize beyond
its input. W e then compare the network's predictions of relative importance with the pianist's improvisations by developing reductions for both the reconstructed melody and the
improvisations. A n intermediate representation was developed for the improvisations by including only events from the
original melody that were retained often across performances
(those scoring 4 or higher). Using this method, w e included
only the highest third of the range of values, and w e applied
the same criterion to the network output by raising the activation threshold to 0.66. The reductions obtained from this criterion are shown for the network in Figure 5 B and for the
improvisation data in Figure 6B. At this level the reductions
show significant agreement In general, the network tended to
retain more events than the improvisations.
Finally, w e can compare more abstract levels of representation 10 those predicted by Lerdahl and Jackendoff's theory.
It is difficult to produce further reductions for the improvisations because of theresolutionof our measurements. H o w ever, w e can produce further reductions of the network's
encodings. Instead of reapplying the threshold criterion, w e
chose the event in each time-span with the highest activation,
similar to Lerdahl and Jackendoff's (1983) method of computing reductions. B y comparing Figures 5 D and C to Figures
IB and C , w e see strong agreement at intermediate levels of
reduction. T h e network's ability to generalize well enough to
develop a representation for this melody m a y be related to its
weighting of important events at each representational level.
Conclusions
T h e similarities seen here between improvisational music
performance and a connectionist model of simple melodies
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m a y result from similar computational constraints. The skill
of improvising on a theme has been described as a largely
unconscious process of identifying important structural elements and applying creative procedures to elaborate on those
elements (Johnson-Laird, in press; Steedman, 1982). The
resulting variations are related to each other by transformational rules that generate the possible improvisations on that
theme. O n e important consequence of this approach is that it
reduces the m e m o r y demands that can accompany the use of
multiple intermediate representations. Instead of retaining
each element at each representational level (thereby increasing the necessary storage capacity), only a reduced set of elements is stored, from which other representational levels are
generated. The R A A M network produces a compressed representation, in which the structurally more important events
dominate, such that they are more likely to be reliably reconstructed than structurally less important events. These similar
constraints on processing demands m a y account for the similarities seen here in the improvised variations in music performance and in the network reconstructions.
Reductionist theories of music cognition have inspired
other computational models of intermediate representations.
Scarborough et. al. (1989) describe a parallel constraint satisfaction approach for the perception of metric structure, modelled as the response of independent metronome-like agents
to individual musical events. Based on inter-agent constraints
that enforce Lerdahl & Jackendoff's rules for metric structure, a hierarchical representation of the metric structure of a
piece emerges. Rosenthal (1989) has described the perception
of grouping structure as the process of constructing "recognizer agents". The processes which construct recognizers
operate in accordance with Lerdahl and JackendofiF's rules for
producing grouping structure analyses. O n c e constructed,
agents recognize the repetition of rhythmic structures, thus
implementing a restricted form of parallel structure recognition. The program's output is a mental representation of the
piece stored as symbolic data structures. However, additional
mechanisms must be posited to determine the similarity of
two elements in the model (Rosenthal, 1989). O n e of the
advantages of using R A A M is that the intermediate representations admit simple similarity measures, such as euclidean
distance, capturing the statistics of the input environment.

Other researchers in music cognition have focused on
the importance of expectation. Meyer (1956) argues that
"...the inhibition of the tendency to respond or, on the
conscious level, the frustration of expectation (is) the
basis of the affective and intellectual response to music."
Bharucha and Todd (1989) have described a computational model of musical expectation using Jordan nets
(Jordan. 1986) and Todd (1989) has described how similar networks may be used for music composition. Todd
notes, however, that these networks produce melodies
"...high in local structure, but lacking in overall global
organization". These computational approaches to
expectation may fail to capture the intermediate representations required for hierarchically structured events
such as music.
Another observation we would like to make regards
the adequacy of the R A A M architecture for developing
representations of the hierarchical structure of melodies.
Although we have only reported the model's results for
the encoding of one tune, this result represents the most
stringent lest of the network's ability: to encode novel
sequences in a manner similar to that of skilled musicians. W e did not expect that this tune would be correctly
encoded by the network because it was not closely
related to the melodies in the training seL The fact that
the network was able to reconstruct a reasonable facsimile of this melody shows that not only is the network
capable of encoding melodic structure, but it is capable
of generalizing in a robust manner. Thefinalobservation
regards the nature of the representations that the network
develops. The fact that the representations weighted
events in a way similar to both the musician's choices of
events to retain in improvisations and predictions of relative importance based on Lerdahl and Jackendofif's theory (1983) indicates that the computational model may
capture the relevant hierarchical jHt)perties of humans'
mental representations for musical melodies.
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Abstract
This paper describes an efficient connectionist
knowledge representation and reasoning system
that combines rule-based reasoning with reasoning
about inheritaince and classification within an IS-A
hierarchy. In addition to a type hierarchy, the proposed system can encode generic facts such as 'Cats
prey on birds' and rules such as 'if x preys on y then
y is scared of x' and use them to infer that Tweety
(who is a Canary) is scared of Sylvester (who is a
cat). The system can also encode qualified rules
such as 'if an animate agent walks into a solid object then the agent §ets hurt'. The proposed system can answer queries in time that is only proportional to the length of the shortest derivation of the
query and is independent of the size of the knowledge base. The system maintains and propagates
variable bindings using temporally synchronous i.e., in-phase -firingof appropriate nodes.

Introduction
In [Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1990a, Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1990b, Ajjanagadde & Shastri 1991], Ajjanagadde and Shastri have described a solution to the variable binding problem [Lange & Dyer 1989, Smolensky
1987] and shown that the solution leads to the design of
a connectionist reasoning system that can represent systematic knowledge involving n-ary predicates and variables, and perform a broad class of reasoning with extreme efficiency. The time taken by the reasoning system to draw an inference is only proportional to the
length of the chain of inference and is independent of
the number of rules and facts encoded by the system.
The reasoning system maintains and propagates variable bindings using temporally synchronous - i.e., inphase -firingof appropriate nodes. The solution to the
variable binding problem allows the system to maintain
and propagate a large number of bindings simultaneously as long as the number of distinct entities participating in the bindings during any given episode of reasoning, remains bounded. Reasoning in the proposed
system is the transient but systematic flow of rhythmic
•This work was supported by NSF grant IRI 88-05465
and A R O grant ARO-DAA29-84-9-0027.
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patterns of activation, where each phase in the rhythmic pattern corresponds to a distinct constant involved
in the reasoning process and where variable bindings
are represented as the synchronousfiringof appropriate
argument and constant nodes. A fact behaves as a temporal pattern matcher that becomes 'active' when it detects that the bindings corresponding to it are present
in the system's pattern of activity. Finally, rules are
interconnection patterns that propagate and transform
rhythmic patterns of activity.^
In this paper we describe how the above reasoning
system may be combined with an IS-A hierarchy. Such
an integration dlows the occurrence of types (categories) as well as instances in rules, facts, and queries.
This has the following interesting consequences. First,
the reasoning system can combine rule-bjised reasoning
with inheritance and classification. For example, such
a system can infer that 'Tweety is scared of Sylvester',
based on the generic fact 'Cats prey on birds', the rule
'If X preys on y then y is scared of x and the IS-A
relations 'Sylvester is a Cat' and 'Tweety is a Bird'.^
Second, the integrated system can use category information to qualify rules by specifying restrictions on the
type of argumentfillers.A n example of such a rule
is: Vx.antma<e, y:solid-obj [ walk-into(x,y) ^ huri(x)],
which specifies that the rule is applicable only if the two
arguments of 'walk-into' are of the type 'animate' and
'solid-object', respectively.
An overview of the rule-based reasoning system is followed by a description of the IS-A hierarchy reahzation
and its interface with the reasoning system. A detailed
discussion of the reasoning system and the type hierarchy interface may be found in [Shastri & Ajjanagadde
1990b] and [Mani & Shastri 1991] respectively.

*It may be worth stating that the system does not require
a central controller or a global clock.
* Observe that this kind of reasoning combines 'relational inheritance' [Fahlman 1979] with rule-based reasoning: While relational inheritance can support the inference
'Sylvester preys on Tweety' by using the IS-A relationships
on the generic fact 'Cats prey on birds', it cannot support
the inference 'Tweety is scared of Sylvester', because doing
so also requires the use of the rule 'If x preys on y then y is
scared of x'
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Figure 1: (a) E n c o d i n g rules a n d facts, ( b ) Activation trace for the q u e r y can-sellfMary,Bookl)?

an inhibitory modifier will block a pulse propagating
along the Unk it impinges upon. In Fig. la, inhibitory
Fig. la illustrates how long-term knowledge is enmodifiers are shown as links ending in dark blobs.
coded in the rule-based reasoning system. The network encodes the following rules and fads: i) \/x,y,z
Each constant in the domain is encoded by a p-htu
[ give(x,y,z) j ^ own(y,z) ], ii) Vx,y [ huyfx,y) -r
node. A n n-ary predicate is encoded by a pair of rown(x,y) J, iii) Va:,j/ [ own(x,y) =» can-seH(x,y)
and nodes and n p-htu nodes, one for each of the n
iv) give(John,Mary,Bookl), v) huy(John,x), and vi
arguments. One of the r-and nodes is referred to as
own(Mary,Balll).
the enabler a.nd the other as the collector. As a matter
The encoding makes use of two types of nodes: /vbtu
of convention, an enabler always points upwards and is
nodes (depicted as circles) and r-and nodes (depicted
named e:<predicate-name>. A collector always points
as pentagons). The computational behavior of these
downwards and is named c:<predicate-name>. The ennodes is as follows: A ^btu is a phase-sensitive binary
abler e:P of a predicate P becomes active whenever the
threshold unit. W h e n such a node becomes active, it
system is being queried about P Such a query may
produces an oscillatory output in the form of a pulse
be posed by an external process or by the system ittrain that has a period ir and pulse width w. The timself during an episode of reasoning. O n the other hand,
ing (or the phase) of the pulse train produced by a p-htu
the system activates the collector c:P of a predicate P
node depends on the phase of the input to the node. A
whenever the system wants to assert that the current
r-and node acts like a temporal AND node. Such a node
dynsunic bindings of the arguments of P are consistent
also oscillates with the same frequency as a p-htu node
with the knowledge encoded in the system. A rule is
except that it becomes active only if it receives uninencoded by connecting the collector of the antecedent
terrupted activation over a whole period of oscillation.
predicate to the collector of the consequent predicate,
Furthermore, the width of the pulses produced by a rthe enabler of the consequent predicate to the enabler
and node equals tt.^ The majcimum number of distinct
of the antecedent predicate, and by connecting the arentities that may participate in the reasoning process
guments of the consequent predicate to the arguments
equals ir/w (assume integer divide). The encoding also
of the antecedent predicate in accordance with the cormakes use of inhibitory modifiers - hnks that impinge
respondence between these arguments specified in the
upon and inhibit other links. A pulse propagating along
rule. A fact is encoded using a r-and node that receives
an input from the enabler of the associated predicate.
^ Later we will introduce a third type of node, namely
This input is modified by inhibitory modifiers from the
the r-or node. A r-or node becomes active on receiving any
argument nodes of the associated predicate. If an arguactivation but its output is like that of a r-and node.
ment is bound to a constant in the fact then the modiT h e rule-based r e a s o n i n g s y s t e m
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Figure 2: (a) A n example network, (b) Trace of spreading activation for the query scared-of(Tweety,Sylvester)?

fier from such an argument node is in turn modified by
an inhibitory modifier from the appropriate constant
node. The output of the r-and node is connected to the
collector of the associated predicate (refer to the encoding of the fact give(John,Mary,Book!) and huy(John,x)
in Fig. la.)
Inference Process
Posing a query to the system involves specifying the
query predicate and the argument bindings specified in
the query. In the proposed system this is done by simply
activating the relevant nodes in the manner described
below. Choose an arbitrary reference point in time say, to - for initiating the query. W e assume that the
system is in a quiescent state just prior to to. The query
predicate is specified by activating the enabler of the
query predicate, with a pulse train of width and periodicity IT starting at time toThe argument bindings specified in the query are
communicated to the network as follows: Suppose the
argument bindings in the query involve n distinct constants ci, ...,c„. With each of these n constants, associate a delay 6,- such that no two delays are within u
of one another and the longest delay is less than w — u.
Each of these delays may be viewed as a distinct phase
within the period to and to + tt. N o w the argument
bindings of a constant c, are indicated to the system by
providing an oscillatory pulse train of pulse width w and
periodicity ir starting at to + ^i, to c, and all arguments
to which Ci is bound. This is done for each constant
Ci (l < i < ") and zunounts to representing argument
bindings by the in-phase or synchronous activation of
the appropriate constant and argument nodes.
W e illustrate the reasoning process with the help of
an example. Consider the query can-sell(Mary,Bookl)?
(i.e., Can Mary sell Bookl?) The query is posed by
i) activating the enabler node e.can-sell ii) activat-
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ing Mary and p-seller in the same phase (say, phase1), and iii) activating Bookl and cs-obj in some other
phase (say, phase-2). As a result of these inputs, Mary
and p-seller willfiresynchronously in phase-1 of every period of oscillation, while Bookl and cs-obj will
fire synchronously in phase-2 of every period of oscillation. The node e.can-sell will also oscillate and
generate a pulse train of periodicity and pulse width
n TFig. lb). The activations from the arguments pseller and cs-obj reach the arguments owner and oobj of the predicate own, and consequently, starting
with the second period of oscillation, owner and oobj become aw;tive in phase-1 and phase-2, respectively.
At the same time, the aw;tivation from e:can-seU activates e:own. The newly created dynamic bindings for
the arguments of own, in conjunction with the jictivation oi e:own can be thought of as encoding the query
own(Mary,Bookl)? The r-and node associated with the
fact own(Mary, Balll) does not match the query and
remains mactive. As the activation propagates from
the arguments of own to the arguments of buy and give
(Fig. lb), new bindings for the arguments of give and
buy get established which, in effect, encode two new
queries: give(x,Mary,Bookl)? (i.e., Did someone give
Mary Bookl?), and buy (Mary,Bookl)? The r-and node
Fl, associated with the fact givefJohn,Mary,Bookl) becomes active as a result of the uninterrupted activation it receives from e:give. Observe that the inhibitory
modifiers from recip and g-obj incident on the hnk from
e.own to Fl are blocked by the in-phase inputs from
Mary and Bookl, respectively. The activation from Fl
causes cgive, the collector o{ give, to become active and
the output from cgive in turn causes cown to become
active and transmit an output to c:can-sell. Consequently ccan-sell, the collector of the query predicate
can-sell, becomes active indicating an affirmative answer to the query can-sell(Mary,Bookl)? (Fig. lb).
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Figure 3: (a) Structure of the entity cluster for C, and its interaction with the bottom-up and top-down switches.
The t and I nodes have a threshold 6 = 2. The multiple instantiation constant, ib = 3. (b) Encoding of the is-a
relation is-a(A,B). A bundle of it wires is represented by a single hnk.

C o m b i n i n g t h e rule-based r e a s o n e r w i t h
a n IS-A hierarchy
Fig. 2a gives an overview of the combined reasoning system. The rule-based part of the network encodes the
rule Wx,y [ preys-on(x,y) => scared-of(y,x) ] (i.e., if x
preys on y, then y is scared of x), and the facts 'ix:Cai,
y.Birdpreys-on(x,y)and Bx.Cat vy.Bird loves(y,x). The
former is equivalent to preys-on(Cat,Bird) and amounts
to 'Cats prey on Birds'. The latter amounts to 'there
is a cat that loves all birds'. The network on the right
encodes the IS-A relationships: is-a(Bird, Animal), isa(Cat, Animal), is-a(Robin, Bird), is-a(Canary, Bird),
is-a(Tweeiy, Canary), is-a(Chirpy, Robin), and tsa(Sylvester, Cat).
Faicts involving typed variables are encoded in the following manner: A typed, universally quantified variable
is treated as being equivalent to its type. Thus ^x.Cat,
y:Bird preys-on(x,y) is encoded as preys-on(Cai,Bird).
A typed, existentially quantified variable is encoded using a unique subconcept of the associated type. Thus
in Fig. 2a, 3x:Cat Wy.Bird lovts(x,y) is encoded as
lovesfCat-l,Bird), where Cat-1 is a unique instance of
Cai. For now let us assume that i) each concept (type
or instance) is encoded as a p-btu node ii) each conceptual IS-A relationship such as is-a(A,B) is encoded
using two connectionist links - a bottom-up link from A
to B and a top-down link from 5 to ^4, and iii) the topdown and bottom-up links can be enabled selectively
by built-in control mechanisms (missing details are pro-
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vided below).
The time course of activation for the query scaredof(Tweeiy,Sylvester)? is given in Fig. 2b. The query
is posed by turning on e:scared-of and activating the
nodes Tweety and Sylvester in synchrony with the first
and second arguments of scared-of, respectively. The
bottom-up Hnks emanating from Tweety and Sylvester
are also enabled. The net result of spreading activation
(Fig. 2b), in the conceptual hierarchy and the rule-base
is that the query scared-of (Tweety,Sylvester)? is transformed into the query preys-on(Cat,Bird)? The latter
query matches the stored fact preys-on(Cat,Bird) and
leads to the activation of c:preys-on. In turn, cscaredo/becomes active and signads an affirmative answer to
the query.
Two technical problems
There are two technical problems that must be solved
in order to integrate the conceptual hierarchy and the
rule-based component. First, the encoding of the ISA hierarchy should be capable of representing multiple
instantiations of a concept. For example, in the query
discussed above, we would like the network's state of activation to represent both 'the animal Tweety' and 'the
animal Sylvester'. This is problematic because the node
Animal cannot be in synchrony with both Tweety and
Sylvester at the same time. Second, the encoding must
provide built-in mechanisms for controlling the direction of propagating activation in the IS-A hierarchy so

output,
as to correctly deal with queries containing existentially
and universally quantified variables. Thus i) Activation
originating from an instance or a concept that corresponds to a universally quantified variable in the query
should propagate upwards to all its ancestors, eind ii^ If
the IS-A hierarchy is a taxonomy, then activation originating from a concept C that corresponds to an existentially quantified variable in the query should propagate
to the ancestors as well as descendants of C. If however, the IS-A hierarchy permits multiple inheritance
then the activation must also propagate to the ancestors of the descendents of C. The following solution to
these problems does not require an external controller
to monitor and control the nodes in the network, during
the reasoning process.
Implementing the Type Hierarchy
Each entity (i.e., type or instance) C, is represented by
a group of nodes called the entity cluster for C. Such
a cluster is orgeinized as shown in Fig. 3a. The entity cluster for C has k banks of p-btu nodes, where k,
the multiple instantiation constant, refers to the number
of dynamic instantiations a concept can accommodate.
Each bank C b , consists of three ^btu nodes: C,, C,|,
d i - Each d represents a distinct (dynamic) instantiation of C. If this instantiation is in phase p, then, C,
fires in phase p. The relay nodes C,| and d ^ control the
direction of propagation of the activation represented by
d . The d-f and C,x nodes have a thresho dtf= 2. As
shown in Fig. 3a, d is connected to both C,| and C j .
C | is linked to C,f, but not vice versa. Directional control of propagating activation is exercised using a suitable modification of the relay-node scheme discussed in
[Shastri 1988].
Every entity C is associated with two switches - a
top-down switch and a bottom-up switch. The switches,
both of which axe identical in structure, control the flow
of activation in the type hiereirchy. Each switch has k
outputs. Outputi from the bottom-up switch connects
to C, and C q while the corresponding output from the
top-down switch goes to the C, and C.-i nodes, \ < i <
k. There is also a feedback from the C, nodes to both
the switches (See Fig. 3a and Fig. 4.)
The interaction between the switches and the entity
cluster (Fig. 3a) brings about efficient and automatic
dynamic allocation of banks in an entity cluster, by ensuring that:
• Activation is channeled to the entity cluster banks
only if the entity cluster can accommodate more instantiations; the maiximum number of instantiations
is therefore limited to k.
• Each d picks up a umque phase; thus new instantiations are always in a phase not already represented
in the entity cluster.
The architecture of the switch (with ib = 3) is illustrated in Fig. 4. The k p-htu nodes, Si,...,Sk, with
their associated r-or nodes form the basic components
of the switch. Every input to the switch makes two connections - one excitatory and one inhibitory - to each
of 82,- •• ,Sk; as a result of these excitatory-inhibitory
connections, all these nodes are disabled to begin with,
and cannot respond to incoming activation. Input activation will have an effect only on the Si node, since the
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Figure 4: Architecture of the switch. The multiple instantiation constantfc= 3.

inputs to the switch directly connect to Si (Fig. 4.) In
keeping with the behavior of p-btu nodes, Si becomes
active in response to thefirstavailable input and continues tofirein phase with that input as long it remains
active. As 5i goes active, the r-or node associated with
Si turns on, thereby enabling 5*2. Inhibitory feedback
from Ci ensures that 52 is not enabled during the phase
p in which Ci isfiring''.Thus 52 selects and starts firing
in a phase other than p. Once 52 has made its selection,
53 gets its turn, and so on.
As instantiations are deputed to the entity cluster,
the p-btu nodes in the switch are progressively enabled
from left to right. If Ci,..., C,_i arefiringin phases
pi,... ,Pi-i, then Si always picks a distinct phase p ^
•(pi,... ,/>,_i}, since inputs in phases pi,...,/>,_i are
inhibited by the feedback links from Ci,...,C.-i. At
any stage, if C,-, 1 < i < k, picks up activation channeled by the oMer switch, feedback from C,- into the r-or
node associated with 5,- causes 5,+i to be enabled, even
though Si has not picked a phase. This ensures that at
most A: instantiations are selected jointly by the bottomup and top-down switches; hence, only ib instantiations
can be channeled to C, at worst.
A fact of the form is-afA,B) is represented by (Fig.
3b): (i) connecting the >i,7,» = 1,...,A: nodes to the
bottom-up switch for B; (ii) connecting the B,|, i =
I,.. .,k nodes to the top-down switch for A.
Consider a concept C in the type hierarchy. Suppose d receives activation from the bottom-up switch
in phase p. d startsfiringin synchrony with this activation. The C | node (with threshold 0 = 2) is now
receiving two inputs in this phase (from the bottom-up
switch and from d ; see Fig. 3a) and begins tofirein
phase p. This causes activation in phase p to eventually
*In general, d could receive input in two phases - one
from the bottom-up switch for C, and another from its topdown switch, d being a ^btu node, picks one of these
phases to fire in.

tn synchrony with their respective types.

c

m

Figure 5: Network encoding the rule Vr.Ti, y:T2 Bz.Ta

[ Pi(x,y) k P2(x,z) =>• Q(y) ] in a forward reasoning
system. Links from Ti, T2 and T3 are actually bundles of
k wires carrying the k insteintiations of these constants.

spread to the super-concept of C. Hence, any upward
traveling activation continues to travel upward - which
is the required behavior when C is associated with a
universal typed variable. Similarly, when d receives
activation from the top-down switch in phase p, both
Ci and Ci\ become active in phase p. C q follows suit,
because of the link from C,| to C | , so that the whole
bank Csi now fires in phase p. This mechanism allows
a concept associated with an existential typed variable
to eventually sprezui its activation to its ancestors, descendants and ancestors of descendents.
Typed Variables in Rules
The type hierjirchy can be used to impose type restrictions on variables occurring in rules, for both forward
and backward reasoning systems. To utilize this feature, we need to modify the implementation of rules:
In a forward reasoning system, the rule is encoded by
introducing a r-or node to perform the type checking
for the argument under question. For example, in Fig.
5, which encodes the rule Vx.Ti, y:T2 Bz-T^ [ Pi(x,y) h.
Pi(^,z) => Q(y) ], ^3 would turn on if and only if the
secona argument of P2 and T3 are in synchrony - which
is to say that the argument is bound to an object of
type T3. In the forward reasoner, typed variables are
allowed only in the antecedent of the rule.
In a backward reasoner, the strategy is similar, except
that i) type checking for a typed universally quantified
variable is enforced by an inhibitory link from the concept representing the type of the concerned argument;
ii) For a typed, existentially quantified variable, an inhibitory link derived from a unique subconcept of the
associated type performs the type enforcement - in a
manner similar to the interpretation of a typed existential variable in a fact [Mani & Shastri 1991]. In the
backward reasoner, typed variables are allowed only in
the consequent. Both in the forward and backward reasoners, a rulefiresonly if all typed arguments are firing
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Conclusions
Adding a type hierarchy allows the connectionist reasoning system to handle rules, fzu:ts, and queries with
typed variables. The simulator described in [Mani 1990]
has been used to test the system. Several extensions to
the system proposed here are being investigated. The
current system assumes that any fact or query with both
existentially and universally quantified variables is such
that all the universal quantifiers are within the scope
of the existential quantifiers. Work is being done on
handling more general forms of facts and queries. W e
are also working on the design of an expanded system
that would allow property-value attachments to concepts [Shastri 1988 . W e also wish to combine the IS-A
hierarchy with a reasoning system that allows multiple
instantiation of predicates. Lastly, we hope to combine
a forward and backward reasoner that can make use of
both long-term and dynamic (temporary) facts during
reasoning.
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Abstract
Scientific induction involves an iterative process of hypothesis formulation, testing, and refinement. People in ordinary
life appear to undertake a similar process in explaining their
world. W e believe that it is instructive to study rule induction
in connectionist systems from a similar perspective. W e propose an approach, called the Connectionist Scientist G a m e , in
which symbolic condition-action rules are extracted from the
learned connection strengths in a network, thereby forming
explicit hypotheses about a domain. The hypotheses are tested
by injecting the rules back into the network and continuing the
training process. This extraction-injection process continues
until the resulting rule base adequately characterizes the
domain. B y exploiting constraints inherent in the domain of
symbolic string-to-string mappings, w e show how a connectionist architecture called RuleNet can induce explicit, symbolic condition-action rules from examples. RuleNet's
performance is far superior to that of a variety of alternative
architectures we've examined. RuleNet is capable of handling
domains having both symbolic and subsymbolic components,
and thus shows greater potential than purely symbolic learning
algorithms. The formal string manipulation task performed by
RuleNet can be viewed as an abstraction of several interesting
cognitive models in the connectionist literature, including case
role assignment and the mapping of orthography to phonologyIntroduction
A cognitive behavior may be characterized in terms of a
transformation from an initial cognitive state to a target
cognitive state. There are m a n y w a y s of specifying this
transformation. A t one extreme, an enumeration of
input/output pairs provides a description of the transformation, but such a list is not particularly satisfying or
concise because it does not explicitly capture regularities of a domain. A n alternative is a set of symbolic condition-action rules that provides an algorithm for
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performing the transformation. T h e notion of explicit
rules has played an important role in cognitive modeling
because rules are a descriptive, readily comprehensible,
and powerful representational language, and because
people appear to exhibit rule-governed behavior w h e n
performing higher cognitive tasks. However, rule-based
characterizations are often brittle and incomplete, and
mechanisms for learning condition-action rules from
scratch have not been extensively studied.
T o model the process by which people acquire rules,
it is instructive to examine theory construction in scientific domains. Scientists approach a domain first by
observation, and then, armed with initial intuitions, formulate explicit hypotheses concerning regularities in the
domain. Such hypotheses can be tested by experimentation, allowing for an iterative refinement of the hypotheses until eventually the hypotheses are consistent with
the observations. W e call this process of iterative
hypothesis formulation and refinement the Scientist
G a m e . W e conjecture that rule acquisition by people in
ordinary life involves a very similar process, one in
which people play the role of the scientist and the
hypotheses take the form of explicit rules in a given
domain.
This paper proposes a modification of the scientist
g a m e , called the Connectionist Scientist G a m e , as a
technique for hypothesizing and refining a set of rules
through induction in a connectionist network. T h e C o n nectionist Scientist G a m e is an iterative process that
involvesfirsttraining a network on a set of input/output
examples, which corresponds to the scientist developing
intuitions about a domain. After a certain amount of
exposure to the domain, symbolic rules are extracted
from the connection strengths in the network, thereby
forming explicit hypotheses about the domain. T h e
hypotheses are tested by injecting the rules back into the
network and continuing the training process. This
extraction-injection process continues until the resulting
rule base adequately characterizes the domain.
Although the view held by m a n y neural net researchers is that explicit rules are unnecessary (e.g., Rumelhart
and McClelland, 1986), the Connectionist Scientist
G a m e suggests that rules can be exploited in connectionist networks in several important ways: 1) as a
m e a n s for better understanding the inner workings of a

network (McMillan & Smolensky, 1988), 2) as a technique for increasing learning speed, 3) as a means of
constraining - and thereby improving - generalization,
and 4) as a way of bridging the gap between sub-conceptual and conceptual levels of cognitive processing
(Smolensky, 1988).
W e describe an architecture called RuleNet, which,
based on a characterization of the task domain, plays the
Connectionist Scientist Game. Although connectionist
networks are often conceptualized as embodying
implicit rules, the RuleNet architecture embodies rules
explicitly. In the following sections w e describe the
domain towards which this work is currently directed,
the task and network architecture, simulations that demonstrate the potential for this approach, and finally,
future directions of the research leading towards more
general and complex domains.

An example of such a rule for strings of length three
over the input/output alphabet {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H }
is:
if (inputJ = i4 A inputj = G) then
(outputj = inputj, output2 = input2, outputj = B)

where input^ denotes slot a of the input string, and out
putp denotes slot p of the output string. As a shorthand
for this rule, we write [a A _ G — 32B], where the square
brackets indicate this is a rule, the "a" denotes a conjunctive condition, and the "_" denotes a wildcard symbol. A disjunction is denoted by "v".
This formal string manipulation task can be viewed as
an abstraction of several interesting cognitive models in
the connectionist literature. For example Miikkulainen
and Dyer (1988) have built a case role assignment network that maps syntactic constituents of a sentence into
their semantic roles. This amounts to copying the repreDomain
sentation of say, a sentence subject, such as boy, to a role
slot in the output, such as agent. NETtalk (Sejnowski
We are interested in intrinsically rule-based domains
that map input strings of n symbols to output strings of/i and Rosenberg, 1987) and McClelland and Rumelhart's
past tense model (1986) are two further examples of
symbols. Rule-based means that the mapping function
problems that might be viewed as string mapping probcan be completely characterized by explicit, mutually
exclusive condition-action rules. A condition is a feature lems, although implementing them in the framework
described above requires slight modifications to the
or combination of features necessarily present in each
original approach.
input in order for a given rule to apply, and an action
describes the mapping to be performed on each input if
the rule does apply. For example, a typical condition
Task
might be that the symbol A must be present at the beginThe task RuleNet must perform is to induce a compact
ning of the input string. The string A B C D meets this
set of rules that accurately characterize a set of training
condition, while the string B C D A does not. A typical
examples.
Note that any corpus of examples has at least
action might be to switch thefirsttwo symbols in the
one set of rules that correctly characterizes the mapping
input, replace the third symbol with the symbol A, and
function, namely the set containing one rule per examcopy the remainder of the input exactly to the output
ple. However, this set of rules is trivial in that it is no
string, e.g., A B C D — B A A D .
more interesting than an enumeration of the patterns
In these simulations we allow three types of condithemselves. W e consider the appropriate set of rules to
tions: 1) a simple condition, which states that symbol s
be the minimal set that completely describes the training
must be present in slot x of the input string in order for a
corpus. In this work, the training set for a given simularule to apply, 2) a conjunction of two simple conditions,
tion is generated using a set of prespecified rules as temand 3) a disjunction of two simple conditions. The
plates for creating valid examples. Input strings that
action performed by a rule is to produce an output string
meet the conditions of several rules in the template set
in which the value of each slot is either a constant or a
are excluded. The rules are over strings of length four
function of a particular input slot, with the additional
and an alphabet of eight symbols, {A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
constraint that each input slot maps to at most one outH}. For example, the following rules may be used to
put slot. In the present work, this function of the input
generate these exemplars:
slots is the identity function, and a constant is any symbol in the output alphabet.
[v _EG_—30E2]: GEAF—FGEA, BECE—EBEC
The number of possible rules in a given domain is
[a_BF_-3G12]: EBFF-FGBF, D B F G ^ G G B F
dependent upon the length of the strings, n, and the size
[ _F_—30B1]: GFAB—BGBF.CFHD—DCBF
k of the input/output alphabets. The number of possible
The patterns above are similar to those that form the
rules is:
training corpus used in the simulations described later.
In general there is no guarantee that the underlying rule
base represents the minimal set that describes the train2((A:+l)''-p J * ' ( ^ )
ing corpus. However, given that in our experiments the
I-0
number of rules is very small relative to the number of
examples, it is unlikely that a more compact set of rules
which is an exponential function of n.
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exists that describes the training set. Therefore, in our
simulations the target number of rules to be induced is
the same as the number used to generate the training
corpus.
There are several traditional, symbolic systems, e.g.,
C O B W E B (Fisher, 1987), that induce rules for classifying inputs based upon training examples. The power of
these systems lies in their ability to build complex conditions that recognize relevant features of an input. It
seems likely that, given the correct representation, a system such as C O B W E B could learn rules that would
classify patterns in our domain. However, it is unclear
how such a system could also learn the action associated
with each class. Classifier systems (Booker, Goldberg,
& Holland, 1989) learn both conditions and actions, but
the actions are limited to passing an input feature
through unchanged, or writing afixedfeature to the output. Although classifiers could easily be made to represent the symbolic strings of our domain, there is no
obvious way to map a symbol in slot a of the input to
slot P of the output.

-cTx.

net^ - 1/(1+e ' )

where x is the input vector and c,- is the incoming wei
vector to condition unit i. The activity of condition unit
i,Pi, is then determined by a normalization:
netPi 2«^oThe normalization enforces a competition among
condition units. The activation of condition unit / represents the probability that rule /' applies to the current
input. In the action subnet there are m weight matrices
A,-, one per rule. A set of multiplicative connections
between each condition unit / and A,- determines to what
extent A,- will contribute activation to the output vector
y, calculated as follows:

m
y = 2P.A.X
i

Architecture

We propose a neural network architecture, called Ideally, one condition unit is fully activated by a given
RuleNet, based on the work of Jacobs, Jordan, Nowlan, input.
Although this architecture is based on the work of
and Hinton (1991), that can implement string manipulaJacobs
et al., it is independently motivated in our work
tion rules of the type outlined above. As shown in Figby
the
demands
of the task domain. The Jacobs architecure 1, RuleNet has three layers of units: an input layer,
ture divides up the input space into disjoint regions and
an output layer, and an intermediate layer of condition
allocates a different local expert network to each subunits. There are m rules represented in the network and
one condition unit per rule. The input layer activates the space. A gating network determines the probability that
condition units, which, tofirstapproximation, partici- expert a will produce the correct output for a given
input vector x. During learning, weights are adjusted
pate in a winner-take-all competition. The winning condition unit enables one set of connections from the input using back propagation to increase the probability that
expert a produces the correct output and decrease the
layer to the output layer through a set of multiplicative
probability that other experts produce any output at all
or gating connections. The input units then pass their
for X. In effect, each network competes to be the sole
activity through the enabled set of weights to activate
network responsible for input x. RuleNet has essentially
the output units.
the same structure as the Jacobs network, where the
The condition and action parts of a rule are implemented in different subnets. In the condition subnet, the action substructure of RuleNet serves as the local
experts and the condition substructure serves as the gatnet input to each condition unit / is computed,
ing network. However, their goal—to minimize
crosstalk between logically independent subtasks—is
quite different than ours.
Input/output strings, such as A E G , are encoded as
output
1
O
smgle unit
binary vectors. W e use a local representation of each
1
is
symbol and concatenate them together. The representa'
1 layer of units
1
tion of the /th symbol in an alphabet of k symbols is a
>
-«^
^x
subvector of length k in which the Jth bit is 1 and the
remaining bits are 0. With the eight symbol alphabet {A,
^
x
B, C, D, E, F, G, H } , then, the representation of A E G is
l
^
(
S
C
)
"I
condition
•••
composed of three subvectors of length eight concatey y " - V
"nits
nated together: (10000000 00001000 00000010).
—i.=^
To precisely implement rules of the type discussed in
the previous section, it is necessary to impose some
mput
restrictions on the values assigned to the weights in c,Figure 1
and A,-. In c,-, thefirstk weights detect the appropriate
The RuleNet architecture.
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symbol in thefirstslot of the input string, the next k
weights detect the symbol in the second slot, and so on,
up to the length of the string. Since this is a local representation, one bit, at most, in each A-bit subvector
should be nonzero. For example, using the eight-symbol
alphabet, the vector c, that detects the simple condition
inputi = A is: (10000000 00000000 00000000 0). Condition unit / will be activated only if there is an A in the
first slot of the input string. Thefinalweight in C/ is the
condition bias, 6,-, which is required to detect a conjunctive condition. If the condition is a conjunction, as in
[a A _ G - • 0 2 1 ] , 0; must be negative to compensate for
the effect of one input; that is, the net input will be positive only if both symbols are present. If the condition is
simple or a disjunction, 6,- should be zero to allow the
net input to be positive if any input line is active. To
encourage the condition weights to develop such a
structure, it is necessary to initialize all weights in c,except 9,- to non-negative values, and then set a lower
bound of zero on those weights during training.
Similarly, if w e wish the actions carried out by the
network to correspond to the string manipulations
allowed by our rule domain, it is necessary to impose
some restrictions on the values assigned to the weights
in A,-. A n action matrix A,- has an n x n block form,
where n is the length of input/output strings. Each block
is a k X k submatrix, and must be either the identity
matrix or the zero matrix. The block at block-row a,
block-column P of A/ copies inputg^ to output^ if it is the
identity matrix, or does nothing otherwise. A n additional constraint that only one block m a y be nonzero in
block-row a or block-column P of A,- ensures that there
is a unique mapping from input^ to outputa. If outputa is
to be a constant, then block-column P must be all zero
except for the action bias weights in block-column p.
Further, because the output is a local representation, at
most one bias in block-column p should be nonzero.
To ensure that during learning every block
approaches the identity or zero matrix, w e constrain the
off-diagonal terms to be zero and constrain weight
changes within a block to be equal for all weights on the
diagonal, thus limiting the degrees of freedom to one
parameter within each block. B y imposing these restrictions on weight changes, the hope is that the resulting
c,-A,- pairs are close enough to the block structure
described above that it will be easy to extract a symbolic
description of the mapping.
The constraints described above, however, do not
guarantee that learning will produce weights that correspond exactly to symbolic rules. However, using a process w e call projection, it is possible to transform the c,and A,- weights such that the resulting network can be
interpreted as a set of symbolic rules.
Projection of c,- involves setting non-essential weights
to zero, setting essential weights to 1, and setting 6,- to
zero if there is only one essential weight or if a disjunction is indicated, -1 otherwise. Because of the constraint
that only one unit per slot in the input can be on, it is
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possible to subtract a value Eq from slot a of c^ and add
that value to 6^ without affecting the net input to condition unit I. This e^ can be thought of as an irrelevant
component of each weight in slot a, a by-product of
learning. W e could estimate t^ with a least squares procedure. However, in our simulations, w e use an approximation to least squares which involves taking the
average of all weights in slot a other than the m a x i m u m ,
subtracting this estimate from a and adding it to 9^. T h e
resulting c,- is compared to prototype models of simple,
disjunctive, and conjunctive conditions, and the closest
model is taken as the projected condition vector.
Projection on a matrix A,- requires finding the largest
block diagonal in A,-, located say, at block-row a and
block-column p, setting it to 1, and setting all other
blocks in block-row a and block-column P to zero. T h e
process is repeated until n blocks have been found (one
per symbol in the input/output strings). Action bias
strengths in a block-column are s u m m e d and treated as
any other block during this process. T h e biases themselves are projected by setting the m a x i m u m bias in
each slot to 1, and setting all other biases to zero. All
biases in a block-column P with a non-zero identity
block are also set to zero.
Simulations
Having described the projection technique for extracting
explicit rules from RuleNet, w e turn to simulations of
the network. The simulations allow RuleNet to play the
Connectionist Scientist G a m e by iteratively extracting
rules and injecting them back into the network. To illustrate h o w this extraction-injection cycle improves
RuleNet's performance, w e compare learning performance using this technique with learning using several
simpler techniques:
1) Technique J: Start with a fixed set of r rules, random
initial weights, and minimize the error function
described by Jacobs et al.
2) Technique JC: Learn as in technique J, but constrain
weights in A,- to a single parameter on block diagonals
as described above.
3) Technique J C A : Learn as in technique JC, but start
with one rule, learn for m epochs, then add a n e w rule
with random initial weights, and repeat until r-1 rules
have been added or perfect performance achieved.
4) Technique J C A P (the Connectionist Scientist G a m e ) :
Learn as in technique J C A , but before adding a n e w
rule, project weights in c,- and A,- to conform exactly to
the closest valid rule.
In all simulations, the m a x i m u m number of rules
allowed w a s 10. In simulations using techniques J C A
and J C A P , a n e w rule w a s added after every 500 epochs.
All simulations ran for 5000 epochs and used a learning
rate of .009 on both A,-weights and c, weights. W e tested
four different rule bases, consisting of eight, three, three,
and five rules (see Figure 2 for the rule templates) using
strings of length four over the alphabet {A, B , C, D , E,

F, G , H } . For each rule base, a training set w a s formed
by generating fifteen random instances of each rule
template. Figure 2 s h o w s the error curve for the four
simulations using learning techniques J, JC, J C A , and
J C A P . Each curve is an average over five runs with different initial weights. T h e spikes in the curves for techniques J C A and J C A P reflect the additional error w h e n
RuleNet is allowed to m a k e use of a n e w rule. In all four
cases the error for techniques J and J C is monotonically
decreasing; however, J C arrives at a consistently small
enor, while the pure Jacobs network, technique J, does
not. There is a similar distinction between techniques
J C A and J C A P : J C A P anives at a reasonable solution,
while J C A does not. In terms of learning speed and convergence, techniques J C and J C A P are clearly preferable.
T h e question is, can a given learning technique be
relied upon to discover a valid set of rules? Table 1
s h o w s the average n u m b e r of valid rules extracted from
RuleNet after 5 0 0 0 epochs and the percentage of the
training set m a p p e d correctly to the output string in each
case. T h e critical measure of performance should take
both percentage of patterns and n u m b e r of valid rules

into account. Recall that our criterion for an appropriate
set of rules w a s to find at most q rules, where q is the
size of the set used to generate the training corpus, such
that those rules completely describe every pattern in the
training set. Learning technique J C A P is certainly the
most effective judging by this criterion. In fact, technique J A C P induces exactly the target number of rules
in every simulation except one, mapping virtually all the
patterns correctly. J C m a p s patterns correctly, but at the
expense of the n u m b e r of rules. In this domain at least, it
appears that RuleNet m a k e s use of approximately as
m a n y rules as one allows it. Technique J C A c o m e s
closer to inducing the target n u m b e r of rules, but at the
expense of consistent accuracy. Finally, technique J
leaves quite a bit to be desired in both the number of
valid rules extracted and the percentage of patterns covered.
Technique J C A P is essentially an implementation of
the Connectionist Scientist G a m e within the framework
of the RuleNet architecture. T h e Connectionist Scientist
G a m e involves iteratively forming a hypothesis set of
rules, testing these rules o n exemplars, and then refining
the rules to yield better coverage of the exemplars. T h e
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Figure 2
Average RuleNet performance on four simulations using learning techniques J, JC, JCA, and J C A P
Key: J = Jacobs algorithm, C = constrain A ^ to diagonals, A = add n e w rules, P = project.
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%
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%
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rules
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1

8

2.4

17

9.5

99

6

69

9

96

2

3

1.4

10

9.5 100

3.8

95

3

100

3

3

1.4

28

9

100

3

100

3

100

4

5

3.6

34

9

100

5.2

100

5

100

Table 1
Average number of valid rules extracted and percentage of patterns covered to within an error of .5.
game is played until a satisfactory number of exemplars
is covered by the rules. Figure 3 shows a template of
five rules, used to generate a set of 75 exemplars, and
the evolution of the hypothesis set of rules learned by
RuleNet over 2500 training epochs. A s in previous simulations, projection was done every 500 epochs. At the
first projection the initial rule is not syntactically valid.
The second projection, at 1000 epochs, results in two
valid rules which correctly mapped 3 % of the patterns.
Subsequent iterations result in a more refined hypothesis. It is interesting to note the metamorphosis of both
the set of rules and individual rules. For example, the
first valid rule learned, [a B_H_-*1230], is modified
between the projection at 1000 and 1500 epochs to
[ v B D -•3210]. A s n e w rules are added, the condition
and/or action components of old rules m a y be modified
to reflect a different set of exemplars for which they
must be accountable.
W e have argued that learning rules can greatly
enhance generalization. Using technique JCAP, in three
of the four simulations reported above, ruleNet not only
learned a set of rules that correctly mapped the training
set, it also learned the exact rule templates used to generate that set. Even in simulation 1, seven of the eight
template rules were induced exactly, while one simple
condition, [ _ F -•2F03], was induced as the disjunction [v B F -»2103]. In cases where RuleNet learns the
original rule templates, it can be expected to generalize
perfectly to any pattern that can be generated by those
templates, as was shown in Table 1.

The degree to which generalization can be enhanced
is clearly illustrated in a comparison of the performance
of a standard three layer back-propagation network with
the performance of RuleNet using the J C A P learning
technique, as summarized in Table 2. In each of the four
simulations, the back-prop network had the same input
and output representation as RuleNet, with 10 hidden
units per rule. The learning rate used was .05, with a
m o m e n t u m of .9. The training sets were the same as
reported in the RuleNet simulations and the numbers for
RuleNet are taken from Table 1. The tests sets represent
the complete set of patterns that can be generated with
the rule templates, excluding patterns thatfiremore than
one template rule. During the back-prop simulations,
outputs were processed by setting the m a x i m u m unit in
each slot to 1 and all others to zero. The cleaned up outputs were compared to the targets to determine which
were mapped correctly. Values in Table 2 represent the
average over five runs with different initial weights.
RuleNet's performance on the training set was significantly better than the three layer back-prop net, and as
much as 2 0 0 0 % better on the test set.
A s the results in Figure 2 and Tables 1 and 2 indicate,
playing the Connectionist Scientist G a m e allows
RuleNet to discover a set of symbolic rules that describe
a set of examples, and to do so more rapidly, reliably,
and with greater power to generalize than the other
methods examined.

Valid Rules Learned and Percent of Training Set Covered Perfectly
Template rules
[ E
-* 1230]
[a D A
— 1032]
[v F C - 1302]
[ v B D _ ^ 3210]
[ v C C _ — 12F3]
coverage of training set

epoch 1000

epoch 1500

epoch 2000

epoch 2500

[aB H — 1 2 3 0 ]
[a F C - 1 3 0 2 ]

[vBD
—3210]
[v F C - 1 3 0 2 ]

[vBD
—3210]
[v F C - 1 3 0 2 ]

[vBD
—3210]
[v F C - 1 3 0 2 ]

[aCC

3%

-1230] [ v C C _ - 1 2 F 3 ] [v C C
-12F3]
[a EA — 1230] [ E _ — 1230]
[a D A _ — 1032]

40%

64%

100%

Figure 3
Evolution of RuleNet's hypothesis set of rules over 2500 training epochs
while playing the Connectionist Scientist G a m e .
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Simulation 1

Simulation 2
%

Simulation 3

of patterns correctly mapped
train test
train test

train

test

RuleNet (JCAP)

96

77

100

100

100

3-layer back-prop

88

22

58

5

120 1635

45

1380

Architecture

# of patterns in set

Simulation 4

train

test

100

100

100

84

8

72

27

45

1380

75

1995

Table 2
Generalization performance of RuleNet compared to a standard 3-layer back-prop network
with 10 hidden units per rule (80, 30,30, and 50 hidden units for simulations 1-4, respectively).

RuleNet will learn to both classify input tokens (e.g.,
classifying instances such as boy, man, and w o m a n into
the category human) and perform transformations of the
input that are based on the induced categories. This
involves subsymbolic processing—classification—as
well as symbolic processing—executing conditionaction rules. A unified framework that allows both types
of processing should be a significant step toward an
explanation of complex cognitive behaviors.

Conclusion

We have proposed an iterative discovery process for
connectionist networks called the Connectionist Scientist G a m e , and have explored an architecture, RuleNet,
that plays the Connectionist Scientist G a m e . RuleNet is
able to learn a set of explicit, symbolic rules from
scratch. These rules are useful because they accurately
and concisely characterize the domain from which training examples are drawn.
Although the end product of RuleNet is a set of rules,
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Abstract
Locality constraints are generally assumed to have their
source at the hardware, or neuronal, level. However, the
paper shows that the way symbols address constituent
structure represented at the connectionist level limits their
access to the encoded information. These limitations are
expressed as the constructs of local and address domain and
provide an explanatory basis for a wide range of cognitive
constraints.
Introduction
Cognitive Scientists have recently turned their attention to
the exploration of hytaid symbolic-connectionist architectures (Hendler 1991). Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) have
claimed that the explanation of mental functioning is
properly located at the symbolic level and that connectionism provides little more than an implementation paradigm
fcM' such models, making issues of hybrid architecture
inelevant. This claim is refuted by showing that the hybrid
nature of cognitive architecture is itself the source of
constraints which have a powerful influence on shying
mental abilities.
In outline, the structure of the argument to be presented
is as follows: A number of researchers have shown that
constituent structure can be encoded in terms of connectionist representations and combinatonal operatcx^ (see Hinton
1990; PoUack 1990; Touretzky 1990; Smolensky 1990).
Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) view this as a demonstration
that Connectionism merely provides an implementation
paradigm for the symbolic-level explanation of cognition.
But even as an implementation it is necessary to specify
how symbols make contact with the underlying connectionist encodings. This is a problem because, as Fodor and
McLaughlin (1990) argue, such encodings are not directly
accessible for symbolic addressing. Instead, it is proposed
that symbolic access is only possible through the use of a
particular communication protocol, one based on the
general view of structural configurations as comprising an
address structure and a set of constituents. This particular
protocol is forced on hybrid systems by the naoire of
information representation at the connectionist level. The
next section outlines these properties.
Generally, locality constraints are explained in terms of
hardware limitations or neuronal prqjerties. An alternative
explanation can be cast in terms of a restrictive communic-
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ation protocol mediating between the levels of an hybrid
symbolic-connectionist architecture. The third section
outlines the form of this communication protocol.
The basic thesis being proposed is that certain forms of
locality imported into symbolic accounts of cognition
derive from the fact that symbolic structures are encoded in
a medium that imposes natural local restrictions. In the
fourth section, these constraints are derived from the
symbolic addressing protocol. Finally, it is suggested that
such constraints might underUe a wide range of locality
properties originally invoked to account for the dbserved
features of human cognition.
E-Space: Encoding Space
The question of the most appropriate assignment of
cognitive phenomena to symbolic and connectionist levels
of explanation is left as open. What is being proposed is
that the mapping between the two levels provides an
appropriate basis for the explanation of locality constraints,
even when only minimal assumptions are made concerning
the nature of the relationship between them.
Encoding structure in an hybrid symbolic-connectionist
architecture involves showing how the notion of
combinatOTial structure can be preserved in passing from
the symbolic level to an encoding medium comprising
points in a vector space. Slack (1990) shows how the
operations of association and superposition can be used to
define a connectionist representation medium, referred to as
Encoding Space, E-space, consisting of composed
connectionist states. Fcmnally, the structure of E-space can
be defined as a semiring, as follows:

Derinition E-space comprises the quintuple (V,+,**,0,3)
1. (V,+,0) is a commutative monoid defining the
superposition operator;
2. (V,**,3) is a monoid defining the association operator;
3. ** distributes over +.
V is the set of points,otcomers, of a vector space, and the
two identity elements, 0 and 3, correspond to identity
vectors for the operations of superposition and association,
respectively. It is important to note that the set V is closed
under both operations.
W e can now define a reja-esentational mining, referred
to as the encoding homomorphism, /e, which preserves
combinatorial structure in mapping the set of symbolic

superposition vector is tokened, its components are not
the components of tensor product and superposition
vectors can have no causal sutus as such.
(Fodor & McUughlin 1990. p. 198)
This is illustrated by the complex symbol [[John] [gave
[Mary] [the ball]]] where each component is tokened as part
of the composed structure's token. With composed vectors,
on the other hand, the constituents are not directly
accessible. The pxiblem is to specify h o w die constituents
of a composed E-space encoding can be accessed such that
menial processes can be sensitive to their structure.
In an hybrid architecture mental processes can be defmed
at two levels; symbolic processes and connectionist
processes. The latter class of processes might operate on
compound vector encodings exhibiting a form of
systematicity equivalent to that underlying symbolic
processes and structures, as suggested by van Gelder,
A second and more radical approach is to devise models in
which structure-sensitive processes operate on the compound represenUtions themselves without first stopping to
extract the basic constituents. These processes must capitalize directly on the inherent and systematic structural
similarities among nonconcatenative representations. In
such models it is not only storage that t^es place in the
nonconcatenative domain, but the primary processing
responsible for systematic cognitive behavior as well.
(van Gelder 1990, p. 381)
However, the potential for such processes remains to be
explored and the focus of this papCT is on the problem of
h o w structures encoded in E-space can be made accessible
to processes defined at the symboilic level. S o m e view this
as a trivial problem of implementation (Fodor and
McLaughUn, 1990; van Gelder, 1990), but it will be
shown that important cognitive constraints have their
origins in this problem of access. T o solve this problem it
is necessary to show h o w symbols m a k e contact with, or
address, the nodes of vector composition tKcs. The
ix-oblem is viewed as one of defming an address system fcx'
composed E-space encodings.
With complex symbols such as [[John] [gave [Mary] [the
ball]]] the constituents are made explicit by the parentheses; each pair of parentheses denotes a non-terminal node in
the symbolic derivation tree. W h e n Fodor and Pylyshyn
(1988) speak of mental processes being sensitive to the
sUTJCture of such symbols, they mean that the processes
can access the individual constiuients on the basis of their
structural configuration. The configuration of the symbol
is given by the embedding of the parentheses, which
expresses the derivation of the symbol string. The problem
with E-space encodings is that the equivalent configuration
is not directly accessible to symbolic-level processes. W h a t
w e need to develc^ is a general concept of address structure
which specifies h o w information encoded in a suiicture can
be accessed, regardless of whether it is encoded
symbolically or as an E-space vector.
In general, symbolic s&uctures support two basic forms
of addressing, direct addressing and relative addressing. The
former involves direct access to constituents. Fix example,
in the complex symbol the pairs of parentheses distinguish

languages L x , that can be defined over an alphabet of
symbols, X , using the combinatory operations of
concatenation, denoted by '.', and union, denoted by 'u*.
into E-space. T h e homomorphism is deflned as follows:
Derinition The encoding homomorphism, f^, m ^ s the
semiring (Lx.»^...0.{£)) into the semiring (V,+,**,0,3), such
that
/e(xuy) = /e(x) + /e(y)
/c(»y) = /c(») ** /e(y). where x. y € L x Thus, through /g the set of languages that can be defined
on a symbolic alphabet can be encoded in E-space,
preserving their combinatorial structure.
Thisrepresentationalframewoii^ establishes a formalism
for describing the composition of distributed
representations which can encode constituent structure. It is
not intended as a specific connectionist representation
scheme in that it does not specify the details of particular
connectionist operauxs. Rather, it captures the general
properties of an encoding medium comprising a vector
space and the operations of association and superposition.
Addressing Encoded Structures
The encoding mapping, /e, can be used to build composite
E-space vectors but it isn't clear h o w the encoded information can be accessed. For example, consider the strucuired
vector built using the operations of association and
superposition whose composition is described by the
expression given in (1)
ta**[c**i»' + d**x] + b * * [ f * V + g**z]] .. (1)
w h ^ e the bold letters denote elements of the set V. This
symbolic expression describes the vector composition tree
shown in figure 1.
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Figiu^ 1. Vector Composition Tree

A s an E-space encoding this composite structure is realised
as just a point in vector space, its implicit structure is not
apparent in its encoding. This problem is at the heart of
Fodor and McLaughlin's (1990) argument against connectionist structure. A s Fodor and McLaughlin put it,
...when a complex Classical symbol is tokened, its
constituents are tokened. W h e n a tensor product vector or
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the diiTerent components and can be used lo access them
directly provided they are individuated through some form
of indexing or labeling scheme. This is equivalent to
uniquely labeling each nontenninal node of the symbol's
derivation tree. In addition, the individual words label the
terminal nodes of the tree. The parentheses can also be used
to define arelativeaddressing system in terms of their
depth of embedding and/or sequential order. For example,
the component M a r y can be located using the address the
first set cfpare theses at the second level of embedding.
Such an addressing schemerequires(i) a pre-defined wigin
to function as a 'zero' address, and (ii) a set of labels for
distinguishing the elements of the path connecting the
origin to the addressed component. F r o m these examples, it
is clear that the address structure comprises a structural
basis, the symbol's dmvation tree, plus s o m e form of
addressing scheme, that is. a set of labels over which a
formal language can be defined, for accessing the individual
constituents. W h o e a s direct addressing is insensitive to the
structural configuration of the symbol,relativeaddressing
schemes utilise it to encode addresses. Thus, a direct
addressing scheme merely comprises a set of labels plus a
mapping taking elements from this set onto the set of
constituents. Arelativeaddressing scheme, on the other
hand, requires both a set of labels and a structural
configuration over which to define paths, plus a mapping
which assigns the labels to elements of the configuration.
Both addressing schemes are necessary for symbols to
access constituent structure encoded in E-space.
Dual Addressing
E-space encodings require a direct symbolic addressing
scheme so that the encoded constituents can be processed as
'chunks'. This type of distal access (Newell 1980) which is
the c^)acity to address a str\icture in some remote,
abbreviated manner, is fundamental to any notion of
compositionality as without it a structure could only be
referenced through its full specification. In a classical
complex symbol, the parentheses function to indicate the
'chunking' of the symbol into constituents. However, each
chunk needs to be uniquely labeled for it to be accessed
directly. Thisreferencec^wbility also instantiates the
principle of explicit naming (Mairr 1982). According to this
principle if you want toreferto a 'thing' so that you can
describe 'it' or reason about 'it', then begin by giving 'it' a
label. O n c e an entity has a label, it can be used in repeated
applications of structure building operations to derive larger
entities, which themselves require labeling if they are to be
processed as single entities.
Relative addressing schemes are important for expressing
the address of one constituentrelativeto another. This
referential capacity is crucial to the notion of constituent
structure as it captures the mother-daughter, or dominance,
relationship expressed in composition trees. 'Daughter'
nodes can be addressedrelativeto their 'mother' nodes. This
capacity is utilised in building composite structures where
a constituent can only be identifiedrelativeto an existing
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node in the structure. In such circumstances only a relative
addressing scheme is available.
Symbolic access to E-space encodings needs to support
both of thesereferentialcapacities and thus, an address
structure incoqnrating both direct andrelativeaddressing
schemes is required.

Address Structure DAGs
Symbolic addresses access E-space encodings through the
operation of retrieval. This operation delimits the
communication protocol between the levels of the hybrid
architecture. In most connectionist systemsretrievalis the
inverse operation of association. W e can define a general
retrieval operator, denoted #, as follows: Given the
composite vector, v j = [a**b + c**d], then
a # vj = b ... (2)
Because the association operator is noncommutative w e can
distinguish between its arguments, similar to the rolefunction distinction maintained in Smolensky's
re{n-esentation scheme (1990). T h e arguments are labeled
address and constituent according to the interpretation
given in (3),
[address vector] "*•* [constitueDt vector] . (3)
Within this protocol, a is interpreted as the address of the
constituent vector, b, within the composite encoding, vj.
Thus, w h e n the composite vector is accessed using the
address vector, a. it retrieves the constituent vector, b.
This address-constituent protocol is independent of the
form of the address and thus supports both direct and
relative addressing. Direct addressing is achieved by
associating each constituent vector of an E-space encoding
with an address vector ccxresponding to a symbolic label.
This label can then retrieve the constituent vector through
its assigned address vector. Symbolic labels that function
in this w a y are referred to as global labels.
Relative addressing is the natural m o d e of operation of
theretrievaloperator in the sense that an address vector
specifies the address of a constituent vector relative to a
particular composite encoding. For example, a is the
address of brelativeto v j , but would notretrieveb given
a different composite encoding. In this sense, global labels
can also be regarded as definingrelativeaddresses; they
specify the direct address of constituentsrelativeto the toplevel composite encoding, that is, the vector that encodes
the complete structure. Symbolic labels assigned to address
vectors that retrieve constituents relative to other
constituent vectors are referred to as local labels.
Via die retrieval operator, the constituents of an E-space
encoding can be accessed using both direct and relative
symbolic addresses. The fiill set of such addresses
comprises the address structure of the composite encoding.
Because symbolic addressing is mediated through the
address-constituent protocol these structures arerestrictedto
the class of regular languages. This allows address
structures to berepresentedas directed acyclic graphs
( D A G s ) , in which the edges and nodes are assigned local

labels and global labels,respectively.Figure 2 shows the
address structure D A G (AS-DAG) for the compound vector
given in (1) and whose E-space encoding is shown in figure
1. The locid labels are denoted by the lower-case letters, ag, and the global labels by the upper-case letters. A-C. The
global labels function as direct addresses for the constituent
vectors within the composite E-space encoding. The local
labels, on the other hand, specify the address of a
constituentrelativeto its superordinate ('mother")
constituent

These constraints give a higher priority to fixing the vector
values of local labels under /e. In this case, the values of
the global labels are determined by (i) assigning a vector
value to the root-node of the A S - D A G , and (ii) propogating
the vector values down the tree through association with
the fixed local label vector values. Thus, an A S - D A G
functions both as the component of /e that m ^ s global
labels onto vector values, and as the symbolic 'view' of the
local structuralrelationsexisting between the constituents
the global labels reference.
In summary, hybrid encoding captures combinauxial
structure through the association of a composite E-space
encoding with a corresponding address structure, the latter
specifying the symbolic-level access to constituent
encodings. If the address structure is well-formed, then the
E-^ace encoding has a unique decomposition.

An Example Address Structure
If the idea of hybrid encoding is valid then symbols
functioning as global and local labels should be implicit in
Classical symbolic cognitive representations. In particular,
linguisticrepresentationsshould embody such fiinctional
labels as language is the prime example of a symbolic
address system. To illustrate the use of these labels in the

Figure 2. Address Structure Tree
(AS-DAG)
In fact, the A S - D A G shown in figure 2representsthe
union of two sq)arate address structures both of which take
the global label A as their root-node. It is important to
remember that vecttn* composition trees, such as that
shown in figure 1, specify the encoding of composed
vectors, but are not necessarily accessible at the symbolic
level as connected configurations. A n A S - D A G corresponds
to a symbolic level 'view' oi a composite 'E-spact
encoding. However, because they have a restricted form,
limited to the class ofregularlanguages, the full address
structure for a particular E-^)ace encoding may comprise
the union of a set (^ AS-DAGs, each providing a view of a
different part of the composite configuration.
There remains the problem of how the labels of an ASD A G are assigned vector values under the encoding
m^^ing. Because AS-DAGs incorpwate a dual-addressing
system the resulting redundancy requires the dynamic
assignment of vector values to at least one of the two sets
of labels. Local labels c^ture local structure and the
assignment should therefore be bothfaitf/id and consistent,
that is, elements of the set of local labels, denoted by L,
should m ^ to different elements of "P^, the set of vectors,
and the mapping should be constant, at least local to a
given address structure. Global labels are uniquerelativeto
a given address structure by defmition and so the problem
of consistency does not arise. However, the mapping
should he faithful (elements of the set of global labels,
denoted by ^, should m ^ to different elements of 1^.

As defined, the sole function of global labels is to
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SUBJ

PRED •GIRL'

N U M SG
SPEC THE
^
aJ
PRED
OBJ

TERSUADE<SUBJ.OBJ,VCOMP>'
PRED JOHN"

NUM
VCX)MP

SG

J B ^ T ^
PRED 'GO<SUBJ>'
SUBJ^

Figure 3. L F Grepresentationof the
sentence "The girl persuades Johntogo"

mental rejH'esentation of syntactic structure, conside

retrieve constituents directly from composite E-space
encodings and as such the relationship between their
vector values and the constituent vectors they access can
be quite arbitrary. There is no necessity for the address
labels to comprise partial descriptions of their associated
constituents as implemented in some hybrid architectures
(Touretzky 1990). This independence allows the vector
values of global labels to be determined as a function of
the AS-DAG configuration rather than being related to
the constituent vectors they access.

L F G representation of the sentence The girl persuades
John to go shown infigure3. In this structure, each puir of
parentheses signifies a functional structure (/-structure).
thereby designating a constituent of the overall structure.
The grammatical functions, S U B J , O B J , etc., label local
structure in that they specify therelationshipsbetween
constituent /-structures. Such symbols function as local
labels and in the hybrid encoding framework are assigned to
A S - D A G edges. This is shown infigure4 which depicts
the A S - D A G for the E-space encoding of the /-structure
shown infigure3. Thus, A S - D A G edges designate local
symbolic structure, that is. the structuralrelationsholding
between adjacent constituents.

PERSUADE

vcomp

X)HN

Figure 4. A S - D A G for the L F G
representation infigure3
The AS-DAG edges leading to terminal nodes represent a
different form of local structure corresponding to basic
featural relations, such as, number or specification, and are
assigned feature labels (num. spec, etc.). T h e terminal
nodes of the A S - D A G correspond to the values of the basic
features, for instance. S G (singular) for the feature number,
and so on. Both feature labels and function as local labels
and thus, havefixedE-space encodings.
Global labels correspond to any set of symbols within a
representation that function to distinguish the individual
structural constituents. Infigure3. the parentheses denote
the constituent /-structures, but they are themselves
undifferentiated as labels. However, associated with each set
of parentheses is a predicate label which uniquely identifies
each component /-structure and these function as global
labels, being assigned to the A S - D A G nodes infigure4.

L F G , or Lexical Functional G r a m m a r , is a syntactic
formalism which encodes predicate-argument structures
in terms of the grammatical functions specified in the
sentence. For more details see, for example, Kaplan and
Bresnan (1982).

Locality Constraints o n a S - d a g s
A number of important locality constraints emergent from
the properties of hybrid encoding can be defined on ASDAGs. These constraints provide the basis for defining the
constructs of local and address domain.
A s A S - D A G representations are drawn fi-om the class of
regular languages they can be generated by right-linear
grammars where each production has the form,
A -> (oB or A -» CO
and where A , B e Q, © 6 L^, and ^ is the set of labels which
have faithfiil and consistent encodings under /e. This
allows each level of an A S - D A G structure to be defined as
a domain local to a particular global label.
Complexrelativeaddresses can be defined on A S - D A G s
as strings comprising a global label, functioning as the
origin node, followed by a string of local labels of arbitrary
length. For example, givenfigure4, w e can define the
address PERSUADE-vcomp-subj-num to reach the terminal
node with the value S G . H o w e v w , this structural referential
capacity is in fact restricted to nearest neighbour addressing.
That is, A S - D A G nodes can only be addressed relative to
their mother node, and relative addresses defined on A S D A G s comprise the global label of the mother node plus at
most one local label (that is. one A S - D A G edge). This is
because structural A S - D A G addresses connect points in Espace and between any two such points there are an infinite
number of possible paths linking them, but only the
minimal path is distinguishable. Thus, unless the
int^mediate nodes of an E-space path are differentiated
through labeling, that is. direct addressing, the path is not
recoverable, only the end point is accessible.
These different constraints can be integrated into a single
construct,referredto as a local domain, incorporating the
following prc^rties:
(a) A local domain is indexed by a unique global lal>el;
(b) associated with each global label is aflnitelocal
structure comprising local labels ( A S - D A G edges)
which have vector v^ues fixed relative to the value of
the global label; and in addition.
(c) a local domain can dominate upto one subordinate local
domain.
The full definition is as follows.
Definition A local domain is a labeled A S - D A G comprising
a global label at its root node, afixedlocal structure, that is, a
finite set of descending edges, such that each edge is assigned a
local label, with a maximum of one such label addressing a
non-terminal A S - D A G node.
In Cact, w e can distinguish between terminal and nonterminal local domains, with only the latter having
property (c). A t the intuitive level, local domains can be
thought of as the permanent building blocks used to
compose structured E-space encodings. All the information
encoded in a local domain is accessible from its global
label, as the vector value of each daughter node is k n o w n
relative to the root node.
Address domain.
Address structures are built up through the composition of
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local domains. This operation is schematized in figure S in
which local domains are represented as productions. In this
figure, the domain associated with the global label k\
specifies the address of a local domain, X, the identity of
which is 'unknown' prior to composition. In composing
the next level of structure, this address is attached to the
new local donuiin labeled B i through the process of address
unification. In assigning the address of X to B j , the
relative addresses encoded in its local donuun become
instantiated as E-space encodings. This is because the
domain contains local labels which specify E-space
addresses relative to the vector value of the donudn's global
label. Once the global label receives a value, the relative
addresses are automatically established.

the AS-DAG address referred to by the left-hand term of the
equauon is within the ad(\rcss (Somain ot the predicate
PERSUADE, and hence, accessible for symbohc indexing.
However, such an address cannot contson more than two
local labels as tlus would overflow the address (kimaon that
limits symbolic level access This explains why no known
natural language requires control equations of the form
(vcomp vcomp subj) = (obj). . . (C2)
where the left-lumd term involves control across three
levels of nested structure. In other words, the control
equations attached to a predicate can only be defined within
its address domain. While the L F G framewwk can c^ture
such constraints it cannot explain them in any principled
way. The present framework, however, provides a natural
basis for such a constraint

Address
Unification

Conclusions
Elsewhere the construct of a local domain has been used
to explain unbounded dependency phenomena (Slack 1990).
In the longer version of this paper (Slack 1991) a wide
range of locality constraints inherent in natural language
phenomena are accounted for in terms of the functions of
local and global labels. However, the full range of
applicability of these ideas remains to be explored.

Ai - > c o k
->coX
'Address
Domain
Figure 5. Address domain for A 1
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Abstract

to answer these questions by building a connectionist
reasoning system to account for c o m m o n patterns in
commonsense reasoning. This work shows that connectionist models of reasoning are not just an "implementation" of their symbolic counterparts; rather,
they are better computational models of commonsense
reasoning, taking into consideration the approximate,
evidential andflexiblenature of rule-based reasoning,
and similarity-based reasoning (or a limited form of
analogy), and also accounting for the spontaneity and
parallelism in reasoning processes.
Below we willfirstlook into various existing connectionist models of rule-based reasoning. T h e n w e will
identify some problems that are difficult for them to
solve. W e will m o v e on to develop a new connectionist
architecture that can better deal with these problems.
In this paper, w e will concentrate more on motivational
issues than on technical details.

We investigate connectionist models of rule-based
reasoning, and show that while such models usually carry out reasoning in exactly the same way
as symbolic systems, they have more to offer in
terms of commonsense reasoning. A connectionist architecture for commonsense reasoning, C O N S Y D E R R , is proposed to account for c o m m o n sense reasoning patterns and to remedy the brittleness problem in traditional rule-based systems.
A dual representational scheme is devised, utilizing both localist and distributed representations
and exploring the synergy resulting from the interaction between the two. C O N S Y D E R R is therefore capable of accounting for m a n y difficult patterns in commonsense reasoning. This work shows
that connectionist models of reasoning are not just
"implementations" of their symbolic counterparts,
but better computational models of commonsense
reasoning.

Background Reviews
Let us look into some previous work in rule-based
reasoning, especially connectionist ones. Rule-based
systems have a long history in A I and cognitive science. T h e early successful work such as those described in Buchanan & Shortliffe (1984) demonstrated
the promise of this overall approach, which adopts a
simple representation with modular units called rules
composed of a small set of conditions and conclusions.
M a n y elaborate cognitive theories of learning, problem solving and memory, etc. were built based on this
paradigm (cf. Klahr et al 1987) K
Because of this success, when connectionism came
along, one of the main challenges for connectionism
was how to implement rule-based reasoning in a network fashion. Touretzky & Hinton (1985) is the first
work that tackles this problem. They basically e m ulate the structure of a symbolic rule-based (production) system, with separate modules for working m e m ory, rules, and facts. A n elaborate pull-out network is
designed to match working m e m o r y data against rules

Introduction
Rule-based reasoning is the most prominent paradigm
of symbolic AI. Whether connectionist models can be
a viable alternative to symbolic AI depends, to some
extent, on their ability to account for rule-following
behaviors and rule-based reasoning.
T o account for rules in connectionist models, various approaches have been explored, and several different systems have been implemented that can carry
out rule-based reasoning rather completely. However,
most of them are straight "implementations", without
any fundamental difference from symbolic systems in
terms of logical capabilities or reasoning capacities.
Can connectionist models do more and better in
terms of accounting for robust,flexible,and multifaceted h u m a n commonsense reasoning, especially in
the types of reasoning that are most often dealt with
by rule-based paradigms? C a n those data (such as
in Collins & Michalski 1990) that are difficult to account for by symbolic rule-based systems be explained
by connectionist rule-based reasoning models? W e try

'Nevertheless the paradigm has long been plagued by
the brittleness problem for large scale systems, as will be
discussed.
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and to decide which matching rule is tofire.Competition and winner-take-all are used for the matching
purpose. The result is the equivalent of a simple sequential symbolic rule-bzised system.
Barnden (1988) represents another early attack on
this problem. In his system, data reside in grid-like
networks (called Configuration Matrices), coded with
the help of adjacency relations and highlighting techniques. Hardwired rules are used to detect the presence
of data that match particular rules, and an "Action
Part" module can be used to add a new data structure
representing the conclusion from the matched rule. Although there is some parallelism, it is mostly a sequential rule-based system, carrying out symbolic processing.
From these examples, it is quite clear now that connectionist models are capable of implementing rulebsised reasoning in a variety of ways "^. N o w the question is: Can connectionist models account better for
commonsense reasoning? The evidential, robust, flexible, and multifaceted nature of commonsense reasoning is evident from various studies (such as in Collins
& Michalski 1990) yet they are all absent from these
above models. W h a t is really needed for a connectionist model of rule-based reasoning to be able to
model commonsense reasoning adequately? W e confront the above questions, by analyzing real protocol
data and then actually building a new kind of connectionist models as a computational mechanism for
commonsense reasoning.

Common Reasoning Patterns
Allan Collins collected a number of protocols of commonsense reasoning. He indicated the inadequacy of
traditional logic in explaining those reasoning patterns, and argued for the use of different formalisms
or frameworks in the study of common reasoning patterns found in various commonsense reasoning tasks.
Collins & Michalski (1990) have done an impressive job
in terms of analyzing the data and establishing a unifying framework for explaining them. W h a t is needed
is a computational mechanism from which various inference patterns contained in the data can emerge into
existence. W e believe that the mechanism ought to
be analytically simple, structurally unified, and mechanistically sound. Connectionist models in general fit
these above descriptions very well, so they might provide such a mechanism.
Let's look at some examples from Collins & Michalski (1990). One protocol is as follows:

In this example, the person answering the question
deduced an uncertain conclusion based on partial information, with a piece of crucial information (fresh
water) missing. This example also indicates the need
for an additive procedure for accumulating evidence.
Another case is as follows:
Q: Is the Chaco the cattle country?
R: It is like western Texas, so in some sense I guess
it's cattle country.
Here because there is no known knowledge (or no applicable rules), an uncertain conclusion is drawn based
on sinularity with known knowledge (rules).
"S et another case is
Q: Are there roses in England?
R: There are a lot offlowersin England. So I guess
there are roses.
Here the deduction is based on property inheritance
(flower L O C A T I O N England; rose IS-Aflower;so rose
L O C A T I O N England), and the conclusion is partially
certain and can be drawn only when there is no information to the contrary (i.e. no cancellation).
Existing connectionist models, or any computational
models for that matter, so far cannot deal very well
with these above patterns in a single unified model.
The Brittleness Problem
Those above examples are actually instances of a general problem that has been plaguing symbolic AI for
long, namely the brittleness problem.
The brittleness problem can be defined, for the purpose of this research, as the inability of a system to deal
with the following aspects of reasoning in a systematic
way within a unified framework; (1) partial information (for example, thefirstprotocol), (2) uncertain or
fuzzy information, (3) no matching rules (for example,
the second protocol), (4) rule interactions, i.e. lack
of consistency and completeness in a fragmented rule
base, (5) generalization, (6) bottom-up inheritance, (7)
top-down inheritance (for example, the third protocol),
and (8) learning new rules.
Detailed analysis of these aspects (with lots of examples) shows that, while they look like a disparate set
of problems, they can all be characterized as reasoning with rules supplemented with (feature) similarityrelated inferences. W e define a measure of conceptual
similarity (cf. Tversky 1977) as

such that ^

Q: Do you think they might grow rice in Florida?
R: Yeah. I guess they could, if there were an adequate
fresh water supply, certainly a nice, big, warm, fiat
area.

if ACTa = a, then A C T b = a * {A ~ B)

^Also, Dolan & Smolensky (1988), Sun (1989) (see also
Sun & Waltz 1991), Ajjanagadde fe Shastri (1989), and
Lange &: Dyer (1989) are works basically belonging to this
same category.
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where F, is the feature representation of node "i", and
ACTi is the activation of node "i". W e define a measure of knowledge links (i.e. rules) as
{A — * fl) = re[-l,l]
*We assume there is nothing else affecting ACTb

such that
Phase I: top-down

if ACTa = a, then ACTb = a * {A —• H)

links enabled
where ACTi is the activation of node "i", and r is
the knowledge link (rule) strength ^ between A and B.
Each of these above cases can be analyzed and dealt
with utilizing these two concepts, for example, the nomatching-rule situation can be described as:

Phase U: intra-level
links enabled

A ~ B

Phase ni: bottom-up
links enabled

B —• C
and A is activated (ACTa ?^ 0). So we have
ACTc = (5 —• C) • ACTb

Figure 1: A two-level architecture

= {B —* C)* ACTa * {A '^ B)
Other cases can be described similarly, except learning
new rules, which is a separate issue (see Sun k Waltz
1991).
These two mechanisms are embedded in our new architecture: C O N S Y D E R R ^ so each of these aspects
of brittleness can be handled by our system.

represented by sets of units overlapping each other.
T h e amount of overlapping of two sets of units representing two different concepts is proportional to the
degree of similarity between these two concepts. I call
this a stmilariiy-based representation, in which units
can be features, perceptual primitives, internal goals or
affect states. Concepts are "defined" in terms of their
similarity to other concepts in these primitive representations. I will utilize these primitives only as a substratum for similarity-based representation of higher
level concepts.
N o w w e can link the localist network ( C L ) with this
distributed network ( C D ) , by linking each node in C L
representing one concept to all the nodes in C D representing the same concept, and assign them appropriate
weights (see Fig.l). Those cross-component links are
moderated by a latch mechanism. T h e rule links in
C L are duplicated (diffusely) in C D . T h e interactions
of the two components are in fixed cycles: first the
latch opens to allow the activation of C L nodes to flow
into corresponding C D nodes, and then the two parts
start settling d o w n on their o w n simultaneously, and
finally the latch opens to allow the activation of nodes
in C D to flow back into C L to be combined with the
activation of corresponding C L nodes.
From the above description it is clear that the system is a combination of rule-based and similarity-based
components, interwoven together. It implements naturally the functions defined above for knowledge links
and conceptual similarity. T h e synergy of the two
types of representation and reasoning helps to deal
with the brittleness problem listed above and, therefore, to account for the aforementioned c o m m o n reasoning patterns.
For example, in order to solve the no-matching-rule
situation, w e can explore the similarity between the
current situation and the rule conditions as represented
in the C D part of the system. Consider the following
case:

A Sketch of the Model
The C O N S Y D E R R architecture consists of two levels: CL and CD. CL is a connectionist network with
localist representation, or roughly reasoning at the conceptual level (cf. Smolensky 1988). Rules are represented in C L as links between two nodes representing the condition and the conclusion respectively. T h e
scheme proposed, F E L or Fuzzy Evidential Logic, can
handle a superset of Horn clause logic and Shoham's
modal logic (or Causal Theories, cf. S h o h a m 1990), so
that it can fully accommodate traditional rule-based
reasoning and capture commonsense causal knowledge.
Moreover, it is capable of approximate and cumulative
evidential reasoning and works with partial and uncertain information. Unlike Horn clause logic, it can
deal with negative as well as positive evidence. It can
handle variable bindings by utilizing the D N / P D N formalism as in Sun (1989) and Sun (1990). T h e basic
operation of this scheme is simply weighted-sum computations, therefore this scheme can be implemented,
with ease, in a connectionist network with weightedsum node activation functions. Because of the limited
space and the need to emphasize the main points in
this short presentation, we will not discuss in detail
the above points regarding rule representations (see
Sun 1991 for details).
C D is a connectionist network with distributed representation, roughly corresponding to reasoning at the
subconceptual level. Concepts and rules are diffusely
*When there are multiple conditions in a rule, this measure becomes a vector, and the multiplication used here is
generalized to inner-products.
^It stands for a CONnectionist SYstem with Dual representation for Evidentizd Robust Reasoning

Cars are for traveling on ground. Airplanes are for
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traveling in air. Are buses for traveling on ground or
in the air?

Q: Is the Chaco the cattle country?
R: It is like Western Texas, so in some sense I guess
it's cattle country.

In the context of deciding modes of transportation,
based on the similarity of relevant features ^ as represented with the amount of overlapping in corresponding sets of units in C D , buses are closer to cars than to
airpleines. So "traveling on ground" is activated more
strongly. One concludes that buses are for traveling on
ground.
Another example concerns the problem of inconsistent/incoherent rule bases (rule interaction), we can
utilize the rule interactions in C D :
If carrying cargo, buy utility vehicles. If carrying passengers, buy passenger vehicles. If carrying both cargo
and passengers, what shall one buy?

W e can put it another way to straighten out the
reasoning:
Western Texas is cattle country.
Chaco is similar to western Texas (in some relevant
aspects).
So Chaco is cattle country.
An analysis

Different types of vehicles are represented as features
in C D . W h e n the above two rules are both activated (in
response to the question), all features corresponding to
both utility and passenger vehicles will be activated in
C D . All this information will go up to CL, and the
things corresponding to the intersection of utility and
passenger vehicles will be activated strongly (because
they have adl the features). So something like "van"
will win.
Other aspects of the brittleness problem can be
solved in a similar fashion, including the c o m m o n patterns identified by Collins & Michalski (1990) ^. This
solution is quite different from Collins k Michalski.
M y contention is that this model is conceptually simpler and computationally more efficient (by combining
and eliminating many parameters).
Formal mathematical analyses were performed for
each of these aspects, and we came up with a set of requirements and constraints for each aspect regarding
the parameters of a system that can deal with that particular aspect. After analyzing how these requirements
and constraints imposed by each of these aspects interact with one another, a synthesis is achieved, so that a
unified system is formed with a unique set of parameter settings satisfying all requirements. Based on that,
a large-scale system consisting of about two hundred
nodes was built to test, in a realistic setting, how these
fragments combine. The system utilizes geographical
knowledge extracted from encyclopedias and performs
commonsense reasoning based on that knowledge (see
Sun 1991).

In this example, because there is no known knowledge (or no applicable rules), an uncertain conclusion
is drawn based on similarity with known knowledge
(rules). Using the formalism we developed, it can be
described as:
Chaco ~ WesternTexas
WesternTexas —• cattlecountry
Given "Chaco" with ACTchaco = 1, "cattlecountry" is
concluded with ACTcattUeountry calculated as follows:
ACTcattUcountry = (WestemTexas —• cattlecountry)
*ACTchaco* (Chaco ~ WesternTexas)
where the similarity measure is chosen to facilitate
later implementations in the C O N S Y D E R R architecture:
^, ,xr . m \^Chaeo(^fWetternTexas\
Chaco ~ WesternI exas = p*
\Fchaco\
p G [0,1] is a parameter used for adjusting the system's behavior, from absolute rigidity to free-floating
thinking (see Sun 1991).
These equations can be readily translated into the
C O N S Y D E R R architecture: Links between nodes in
both C L and C D represent rule strength measures (the
link weights are defined to be the corresponding rule
strengths), and similarity measures are implemented
with C D representations (we use a set of nodes to vepresent all features in C D and the amount of overlapping
between representations of two concepts expresses the
conceptual similarity of these two concepts). See Fig.2.
The Working of the System

After starting to receive input data, the C O N S Y D E R R system operates infixedcycles: (I) Top-down
phase, (2) Settling phase, and (3) Bottom-up phase.
This cycle can be repeated to continuously track inputs.
In Top-down phase, the computation is as follows:
*Such as Having-wings, Having-tails, Wheels-on-bothx,(t + l) = maxy4CTa(t)
sides, Aerodynamic-shapes, Landing-gears, etc.
a
^We are certainly not implying that we solved the britwhere a is any node in C L that has i, G CDatleness problem completely. Rather, we are aiming for a
In Settling phase, the computation is as follows:
simple and elegant model that can deal with some important and predominant aspects of the problem very effectively and efficiently.
AACTa = tt 5Z ^•^•(*) - fiACT^t)

A Detailed Example
T h e Problem
Look at the "Chaco" example (Collins & Michalski
1990).
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m u m extent, especially when compared with Touretzky
k Hinton (1985) or Dolan k Smolensky (1989). While
most other connectionist rule-based systems (Lange &
Dyer 1989, Ajjanagadde & Shastri 1989, etc.) are
functionally comparable to the C L part of C O N S Y D E R R , the C D part is unique in that it provides
an efficient way for similarity matching to supplement rule-based reasoning; the C L / C D dual representation scheme constitutes a principled way of accounting for the dichotomy of conceptual level and subconceptual (intuitive) level reasoning (Smolensky 1988,
Sun 1991). More recently Barnden k. Srinivas (1990)
utilize connectionist rule-based systems to explore similarity in reasoning (i.e. connectionist case-based reasoning); while the idea is very similar to ours (see Sun
1991 for details), their system requires a complex retrieval/matching process.

OMUiiry

Wenrn-Texw
O

WuBra-Teui

The Initial Setup
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Figure 2: The Reasoning Process for the Chaco Protocol: (1) Receiving inputs, (2) Top-down, (3) Settling
(rule application), and (4) Bottom-up.
(To save space, unrelated nodes are not shown here).

and
Ax, = /i^tu,i,(<) -i/Zi(i)
where W,, Wi are rule strength (weight) measures, and I,,ii
are the activations of related concepts or features (premises
or logical predecessors).
In Bottom-up phase, the computation is as follows:

Acnit + i) = m^xiAcn(t), J2 ig^)
where b is any node in CL.
Applying this cycle to the example: Top-down phase
will activate the C D representation of "Chaco" and
activate partially the C D representation of "WesternTexas" based on their similarity; then in Settling
phase, rules (links) take effect and this amounts to applying in C D the rule: WesiemTexas is cattle-country,
so the C D representation of "cattle country" is partially activated; finally in Bottom-up phase, the partially activated C D representation of "cattle country"
will percolate up to activate the "cattle country" node
in CL. The result can be read off from CL. See Figure 2.
Comparing it with other systems: C O N S Y D E R R
utilizes parallelism inherent in the data to the maxi-
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The question of how we can gather data and set up a
large system can be divided into two questions: how do
we obtain rule weights and how do we obtain similarity
measures?
In our large-scale system (Sun 1991), rules are obtained by going through geography sourcebooks, picking out the relevant information and integrating it
into the network with the C F R D N procedure (see Sun
1991). The rules being put into the system include
WesternTexas is cattlecountry, etc. *
Similarity measures are obtained by an indirect
means: we first obtain all the relevant features needed
for representing the concepts involved, and then naturally the amount of feature overlap is the similarity
between concepts involved. In order to come up with
detailed feature representations for concepts, we preestablish a set of feature nodes, and we then go through
sourcebooks, establishing links (cross-level links) between a concept in C L and its features in C D , based on
what we read in the sourcebooks. The features include:
altitude, rainfall, vegetation, population, temperature,
terrain, etc. with various ranges. ^
One important issue is how the system focuses on
relevant features and ignore or discount somehow the
irrelevant ones, given the context (or the query, in the
above-mentioned cases). This is done by the attention
focusing module external to the system, in which a
set of "context rules" are used to pick out all relevant
features and suppress others when a certain context
*In general, weights representing rules can be obtained
by reading textbooks, instructions, or by using learning algorithms through interactions with the environment. There
is no universally applicable way to do this, or in other
words, it is domain-specific.
^Another possible way of obtaining similarity measures
is to conduct a test, asking a group of subjects to rate the
similarity of concepts concerned and then construct C D
representations based on the collected test scores with the
STSIS procedure (see Sun 1991).

J. Barnden, 1988. The right of free association: relativeposition encoding for connectionist data structures. In
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Summary
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monsense reasoning. A connectionist architecture is
proposed to account for s o m e c o m m o n patterns found
in commonsense reasoning and to remedy to a certain extent the brittleness problem found in typical
symbolic systems. Different from other existing connectionist systems, a dual representational scheme is
devised, which has extensional objects (localist representation) as well as intensional objects (distributed
representation with features). B y using feature-based
distributed representation in addition to the localist
representation, w e are able to explore the synergy resulting from the interaction between these two types of
representations and between rule-based reasoning and
similarity-based reasoning. This synergy helps to deal
with problems such as partial information, no exact
matching, property inheritance, rule interaction, and
therefore the C O N S Y D E R R system is capable of accounting for m a n y difficult reasoning patterns in one
unified system. This architecture also demonstrates
that connectionist models equipped with symbolic capabilities are powerful tools for modeling reasoning capacities as well as for constructing efficient practical
systems (by utilizing massive parallelism), and they
are not mere implementations of their symbolic counterparts.
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Abstract
Most work in leamability theory assumes that both
the environment (the data to be learned) and the learning mechanism are static. In the case of children, however, this is an unrealistic assumption. First-language learning occurs, for example, at precisely that point in time when children undergo significant developmental changes. In this paper I describe the results
of simulations in which network models are unable to learn a
complex grammar when both the network and the input remain
unchanging. However, when either the input is presented incrementally, or—more realistically—the network begins with limited memory that gradually increases, the network is able to
learn the grammar. Seen in this light, the early limitations in a
learner may play both a positive and critical role, and make it
possible to master a body of knowledge which could not be
learned in the mature system.

Gold advances several suggestions in order to
account for the fact that, despite hisfindings,children d o
learn language. Although children do not appear to receive exphcit negative evidence, they m a y receive indirect negative evidence. O r possibly, s o m e of what children k n o w is innate; thus they need not infer the g r a m m a r
solely on the basis of positive data.^

Almost certainly both of the possibilities outlined by Gold are true to s o m e extent That is, the child
is not an unconstrained learning mechanism in the sense
of being able to learn any and all possible languages.
Rather, innate predispositions narrow the range of what
can be learned. O f course, it is very m u c h an open (and
controversial) question exactly what form that innate
INTRODUCTION
knowledge takes. A number of investigators have also
One of the things which makes language learning such
proposed that although direct negative evidence m a y not
an interesting phenomenon is what has been called the be available, there are subtler forms of negative evidence.
'projection problem *. The idea is just that, if the problem For example, the non-occurrence of an expected form
of the language learner is tofigureout the underlying reg- constitutes an indirect sort of negative evidence. Just
ularities—that is, the g r a m m a r — w h i c h are responsible
h o w far this sort of evidence can be used has been chalfor the language he or she hears, then the data which are
lenged (Pinker, 1989). Thus, although innateness and inavailable to the learner m a y not be sufficient to uniquely
direct evidence plausibly participate in the solution of
determine the correct grammar.*
the leamability problem, their contribution is not k n o w n
and remains controversial.
This problem of the apparent insufficiency of
In this paper, I want to pursue what m a y be a
the data has been discussed in m a n y contexts (e.g.. Baker,
third factor in helping account for the apparent abihty of
1979; B o w e r m a n , 1987; Pinker, 1989; Wexler & CuUilearners to 'go beyond the data'. This factor hinges on
cover; 1980) but one of the simplest demonstrations
the simple fact thatfirstlanguage learners (children) are
comes from Gold's (1967) work. Gold shows that if a
themselves undergoing significant developmental changlanguage learner is presented with positive-only data
es during precisely the time that they learn language. In(what he calls 'text presentation'), only regular languages can be learned. Regular languages are languages
deed, language learning after these developmental
changes have completed seems to be far less successful.
which can be generated byfinitestate automata. T h e rub
is that, on the one hand, natural languages appear to be- This is often attributed to the passing of a 'critical period'
long to a more powerful class than this (Chomsky, 1957); for language learning. But this is no m o r e than a restateand on the other, there is n o good evidence that children ment of facts. W h a t I would like to consider here is the
question of what it is about the so-called critical period
receive or use negative data during learning (Brown &
Gold mentions a third possibility, which is that if the text is
' • I say 'may' because much hinges on exactly what one ^believes
the nature of the input to be: bare sentence strings? strings ac- ordered, then positive-only presentation is sufficient to learn
companied by semantic interpretations? strings accompanied by even the most complex set of languages he considers. The details of this proposal are not well-developed however.
information about the environment in which they were uttered?
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that might facilitate learning language.
Interestingly, with the notable exception of
work by Newport (1988. 1990) almost all leamability
work ignores this basic fact It is typically assumed that
both the learning device and training input are static.
O n e might wonder what the consequences are of having
either the learning device (network or child) or the input
data not be constant during learning? Recent results
from the connectionist literature (Allen, 1990; Cottrell
& Tsung, 1989; Plunkett & Marchman, 1990) suggest
that incremental training strategies m a y play an important role in the successful mastery of a domain. W e
might also ask what the consequences are when the
learning mechanism itself changing.
In this paper, I will report the effect of staged
input on learning in a connectionist model. The network
fails to learn the task w h e n the entire data set is presented all at once, but succeeds w h e n the data are presented
incrementally. I then show h o w similar effects can be
obtained by the more realistic assumption that the the input is held constant, but the learning mechanism itself
undergoes developmental changes. Finally, I examine
the network to see what the mechanism is which allows
this to happen and suggest what conditions are necessary
for incremental learning to be useful.
Simulations
This work was originally motivated by an interest in
studying ways in which connectionist networks might
use distributed representations to encode complex, hierarchically organized information. B y this I mean just the
sort of relationships which typically occur in language.
For example, in the sentence The girls w h o the teacher
has picked for the play which will be produced next
month practice every afternoon, there are several events
which are described. S o m e are backgrounded or subordinate to the main event. This has grammatical consequences. Thus, the main verb (practice) is in the plural
because it agrees with the girls (not the teacher, nor the
play). A n d although picked is a transitive verb which often takes a direct object following it, no noun appears after the verb because the direct object (the girls) has already been mentioned.
These sorts of facts (specifically, the recursive
nature of embedded relative clauses) led m a n y linguists
to conclude that natural language could not be modeled
by afinitestate grammar (Chomsky, 1957), and that statistical inference as a learning mechanism for language
w a s untenable (Miller & C h o m s k y , 1963). These conclusions about the representational and leamability requirements of natural language seem to pose real problems for connectionist networks, which typically rely
heavUy (though not necessarily exclusively) on statisti-
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cal inference, and which are more similar tofinitestate
machines than other sorts of computational devices (e.g.,
pushdown automata; but see Pollack, 1990).
M yfirstapproach was to try construct a semirealistic artificial language which had s o m e of the crucial
properties that were cited by C h o m s k y and his colleagues as being problematic for FSA's and statistical
learning, and to train a neural network to process sentences from this language. T h e network w a s a simple recurrent network (Elman, 1990, in press; Jordan, 1986;
Servan-Schreiber, Cleeremans, & McClelland, 1988).
T h e salient property of this architecture is that it is a kind
of dynamical system which allows inputs to be processed
in sequence, and in which the internal states are fed back
at every time step to provide an additional input The network must learn to develop internal states (i.e., the hidden unit activation patterns) which encode temporal information in ways which enable the network to produce
the correct outputs. T h e network architecture that was
used is shown in Figure 1.
The input corpus consisted of sentences which
were generated by a grammar that had certain critical
properties: (a) there was number agreement between
subject nouns and their verbs; (b) verbs differes with regard to argument expectations (some required direct objects, others optionally permitted objects; others precluded direct objects); (c) sentences could contain multiple
embeddings in the form of relative clauses (in which the
head could be either the subject or object of the subordinate cluase). The existence of these relative clauses considerably complicated the set of agreement and verb argument facts. (See Elman, in press, for details of this
language.)
The results of thefirsttrials were quite disappointing. The network failed to master the task, even for
the training data. Performance was not uniformly bad.
Indeed, in some sentences, the network would correctly
coordinate the number of the main clause subject, mentioned early in a sentence, with the number of the main
clause verb, mentioned after m a n y embedded relative
clauses. But it would then fail to get the agreement correct on some of the relative clause subjects and verbs,
even w h e n these were close together. (For example, it
might produce The boys w h o the girl chase see the dog,
getting the number agreement of boys and see right, but
failing on the more proximal—and presumably, easier—
girl chase.) But even this pattern was idiosyncratic.
This result, of course, is exactly what might
have been predicted by Chomsky, Miller, and Gold.
Incremental input
In an attempt to understand where the breakdown was
occurring, and just h o w complex a language the network
might be able to learn, I devised a regimen in which the

presented at the outset.^ Put simply, the network w a s unable to learn the complex grammar w h e n trained from
the outset with the full 'adult' language. However, w h e n
the training data were selected such that simple sentences
were presentedfirst,the network succeeded in not only
mastering these, but then going on to master the complex
sentences as well.
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In one sense, this is a pleasing result, because
the behavior of the network partially reesembles that of
children. Children do not begin by mastering the adult
language in all its complexity. Rather, they begin with
the simplest of structures, and build incrementally until
they achieve the adult language.
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training input w a s organized into corpora of increasing
complexity, and the network was trained first with the
simplest input. There were five phases in all. In the first
phase, 10,000 sentences consisting solely of simple sentences were presented. T h e network was trained on five
exposures ('epochs') to this database. At the conclusion
of this phase, the training data were discarded and the
network exposed to a n e w set of sentences. In this second
phase, 7,500 of the sentences were simple, and 2,500
complex sentences were also included. A s before, the
network was trained for 5 epochs, after which performance was also quite high, even on the complex sentences. In phase three, the mixture was 5,000 simple/5,000
complex sentences, for 5 epochs. In phase four, the mixture was 2,500 simple/7,500 complex. A n d in phase
five, the network was trained on 10,000 complex sentences.
Since the prediction task—given this gramm a r — i s non-deterministic, the best measure of performance is not the extent to which the literal prediction is
correct (measured thus, 0 error would require the network to memorize the training data) but rather the degree
to which the network's predictions approximate the empirical probability distributions. Performance using this
metric was high at the conclusion of all phases of training, including thefinalphase:finalperformance had an
error of 0.177, with network output measured against the
empirically derived likelihood estimates. (Alternatively,
one can measure the cosine of the angle between these
two vectors. M e a n cosine at the end of traing was 0.852;
perfect performance would have been 1.00.) Furthermore, the network's high performance generalized to a
variety of novel sentences which systematically test the
capacity to predict grammatically correct forms across a
range of different structures.
This result contrasts strikingly with the earlier
failure of the network to learn w h e n the full corpus was
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There is an important disanalogy, however. In
this simulation, the network was placed in an environment which was carefully constructed so that it only encountered the simple sentences at the beginning. A s
learning and performance progressed, the environment
was gradually enriched by the inclusion of more and
more complex sentences. This is not a good model for
the situation in which children learn language. Although
there is evidence that adults modify their language to
some extent w h e n interacting with children, it is not clear
that these modifications affect the grammatical structure
of their speech. Unlike the network, children hear exemplars of all aspects of the adult language from the beginning.
If it is not true that the child's environment
changes radically (as in thisfirstsimulation), what is true
is that the child changes during the period he or she is
learning language. A more realistic network model
would have a constant learning environment, but s o m e
aspect of the network itself would undergo change during learning.

Incremental memory
O n e developmental change which is plausibly relevant to
learning is the gradual increase in m e m o r y and attention
span which is characteristic of children. In the networic,
the analog of m e m o r y is supplied by the access the network has (via the recurrent connections) to its o w n prior
internal states. The network can be given a more limited
m e m o r y by depriving it of access, periodically, to this
feedback. The networic would thus have only a limited
temporal window within which patterns could be processed.

^' Both this result and the earlier failtire were replicated sever
times with different starting conditions, a variety of different
architectures, and various settings of the learning parameters
(learning rate, momentum, bounds on beginning random
weight initialization).

A second simulation w a s therefore carried out
with the goal of seeing what the effect would be, not of
staging the input, but of beginning with a limited m e m o r y
and gradually increasing m e m o r y span. The rationale was
that this scenario more closely resembled the conditions
under which children learn language.
In this simulation, the network was trained from
the outset with the full adult language (i.e.. the target corpus that had previously been shown to be unleamable
w h e n it was presented from the beginning). However, the
network itself w a s modified such that during the first
phase, the recurrent feedback w a s eliminated after every

the solution to a problem. A m o n g other things, the internal representations permit the network to escape the tyranny of a form-based interpretation of the world. Sometimes {he form of an input is not a reliable indicator of
h o w it should be treated; put another way, appearances
can deceive. In such cases, the network uses its hidden
units to construct a functionally-based representational
scheme. Thus, the similarity structure of the internal representations can be more reliable indicator of 'meaning'
than the similarity structure of the bare inputs.

In this simulation, the network utilized the various dimensions of the internal state to represent a numthird or fourth word (randomly).^ In the second phase, ber of different factors which were relevant to the task.
These include: individual lexical item; grammatical catthe network continued with another set of sentences
egory
(noun, verb, relative pronoun, etc.); number (sindrawn from the the adult language (thefirstset w a s disgular vs. plural); grammatical role (subject vs. object);
carded simply so the network would not be able to m e m level of embedding (main clause, subordinate, etc.); and
orize it); more importantly, the m e m o r y window was increased to 4-5 words. In the third phase, the m e m o r y win- verb argument type (transitive, intransitive, optional).
d o w w a s increased to 5-6 words; in the fourth phase, to 6- Principle component analysis (Gonzalez & Wintz, 1977)
7 words; and in thefifthphase, the feedback was not in- can be used to identify the specific dimensions associated with each factor. T h e internal representations of speterfered with at all.
cific sentences can then be visualized as movements
Under these conditions, it tiuned out that the
through this state space (one looks at selected dimenfirst phase had to be extended to m u c h longer than in the
sions or planes, chosen to illustrate the factor of interest).
previous simulation in order to achieve a comparable levO n e can also visualize the representational
el of performance (12 epochs rather than 5; for purposes
space
more
globally by having the network process a
of comparison, performance w a s measured only on the
large
number
of sentences, and recording the positions in
simple sentences even though the network was trained on
complex sentences as well). However, once this initially state space for each word; and then displaying the overall
prolonged stage of learning was over, learning proceeded positions. This is done in Figure 2a. Three dimensions
(out of the 70 total) are shown; the x and y coordinates
as quickly through the remaining stages (5 epochs per
together
encode depth of embedding and the z coordinate
stage). At the end, performance on both the training data,
encodes
number. (See Elman, in press, for details.)
and also on a wide range of novel data, was as good as in
the prior simulation. If the learning mechanism itself was
allowed to undergo 'maturational changes' (in this case,
increasing its m e m o r y edacity) during learning, then outc o m e was just as good as if the environment itself had
been staged.
Before discussing s o m e of the implications of
thisfinding,it is important to try to understand exactly
what the basic mechanism is which results in the apparently paradoxical finding that learning can be improved
under conditions of limited capacity. O n e would like to
k n o w , for example, whether this outcome is always to be
expected, or whether this result might be obtained in only
special circumstances.
W e begin by looking at the way the network
eventually solved the problem of representing complex
sentences. T h e network has available to it, in the form of
its hidden unit patterns, a high-dimensional space for internal representations. It is well k n o w n that in such networks these internal representations can play a key role in

At the outset of learning, of course, none of
these dimensions have been assigned to these functions.
If one passes the same sentences through a network prior
to training, the internal representations have no discernible structure. These internal representations are the important outcome of learning; they are also the necessary
basis for good performance.
The state-space graph shown in Figure2a was
produced under conditions of incremental training,
which, w e have seen, was crucial for successful learning.
W h a t does the state-space look hke under conditions of
failure, such as when w e train a fully-mature network on
the adult corpus from the beginning? Figure 2b shows
such a plot.

Unlike Figure 2a, Figure 2b reveals a less clearly organized use of the state space. There is far greater
variability, and words have noisier internal representations. W e do not see the kind of sharp distinctions which
are associated with the encoding of number, verb argument type, and embedding as w e do w h e n the network
^ This was done by setting the context units to values has
of 0.5.
succeeded in mastering the language. W h y might this
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Figure 2
(a) Graph of dimensions which encode embedding (x.y) and number (z)froma network which succeded in learning the grammar, (b)
The same graph from a network which failed in the learning task.

be?
W h e n the network is confronted from the beginning with the entire adult corpus the problem is this.
There are actually a relatively small number of sources of
variance (number, grammatical category, verb-argument
type, and level of embedding). However, these sources of
variance interact in complex ways. S o m e of the interactions involve fairly long-distance dependencies. For example, in the sentence The girls w h o the dogs that I
chased d o w n the blockfrightened, ran away, the evidence
that the \&rb frightened is transitive is a bit obscure, because the direct object {the girls) not only does not occur
after the verb (the normal position for a direct object in
simple English sentences), but occurs 10 words earlier;
and there are several other nouns and verbs in between.
The simple recurrent network does not have perfect m e m ory. All things being equal, information decays exponentially. W h a t happens is that the networkfindsa solution to
the task which works enough of the time to yield reasonable performance. However, the solution is imperfect and
results in a set of internal representations which do not reflect the true underlying sources of variance. The outc o m e is, as already pointed out, consistent with the claims
of C h o m s k y (1957) Miller & C h o m s k y (1963), and Gold
(1967).
W h e n learning proceeds in an incremental fashion—either because the environment has been altered or
because the network itself is initially handicapped—the
result is that the network only sees a subset of the data.
W h e n the input is staged, the data are just the simple sentences. W h e n the network is given a Umited temporal
window, the data are the full adult language but the effective data are only those sentences, and portions of sentences, which fall within the window. These are the simple
sentences. ( N o w w e see w h y the initial phase of learning
takes a bit longer in this condition; the network also has to
wade through a great deal of input which it is essentially
noise.)
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This subset of data, the simple sentences, contain
three of the four sources of variance (grammatical category, number, and verb argument type) and there are no longdistance dependencies. A s a result, the network is able to
develop internal representations which encode these
sources of variance. W h e n learning advances (either because of n e w input, or because improvements in the network's m e m o r y capacity give it a larger temporal wind o w ) , all additional changes are constrained by this early
commitment to the basic grammatical factors.
The effect of early learning, thus, is to constrain
the solution space to a m u c h smaller region. T h e solution
space is initially very large, and contains m a n y false solutions (in network parlance, local minima). Whether or not
it is really the case that the data truly underdetermine the
solution, it does seem to be true that the chances of stumbling on the correct solution are small. However, by selectively focusing on the simpler set of facts, the network appears to learn the basic distinctions—noun/verbA-elative
pronoun, singular/plural, etc.—which form the necessary
basis for learning the more difficult set of facts which arise
with complex sentences.
Seen in this light, the early limitations on memory capacity assume a more positive character. It is natural
to believe that the more powerful a network, the greater its
ability to learn a complex domain. However, this appears
not always to be the case. If the domain is of sufficient
complexity, and if there are abundant "false solutions",
then the opportunities for failure are great. W h a t is required is s o m e w a y to artificially constrain the solution
space to just that region which contains the true solution.
The initial m e m o r y limitationsfillthis role; they act as a
filter on the input, and focus learning on just that subset of
facts which lay the foundation for future success. This
conjecture is in fact just what Newport (1988, 1990) has
previously suggested, under what she has termed the 'less
is more* hypothesis.

Higher primates are distinguished by their extended period of development, and by their relatively diminished capacities at early stages of development It has
been suggested that this is an evolutionary development
which represents a compromise between large brain size
and the narrow pelvic girdle required for upright posture.
This is a plausible hypothesis; however, there m a y be additional benefits to a prolonged period of maturation. Early developmental limitations m a y play an essential role in
learning complex domains, and m a y ultimately be what
enable the higher primates to achieve their characteristically high level of cognitive function.
Thus, the so-called critical period m a y be critical not by virtue of special capacities which are present
during childhood and magically and lamentably lost at
puberty. Rather, the critical period m a y be special because the later abilities which are found in adults have not
yet fully developed. T h e simpler view of the world which
this affords m a k e s learning tractable.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the advantage which accrues to incremental learning does not arise
in all circumstances. Consider the extreme case where
what is to be learned is a completely random collection of
facts. In such circumstances, undersampling the data
(which is what incremental learning involves) runs the
risk of establishing faulty generalizations. Incrememental learning can only be useful if (a) the environment contains structure; and (b) the material learned early embodies the major generalizations in a simpler form. In practice, the world is not a random place, and the sorts of
things children have to learn about typically contain a
great deal of structure. In the specific case of language,
it m a y also be that thefilteringwhich occurs as a result
of limited m e m o r y picks out just that evidence which is
required for successful language learning, and which allow the child to indeed go beyond the data.
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This criterion insures that the representational basis
of the processing model meets independent UnguLstic criThis paper presents a model of the human sentence interteria for linguistic knowledge, particularly the need to
pretation process, concentrating on modeling psycholinguiscapture relevant linguistic generalizations and account
tic data through the use of rich semantic and grammatical
for the creativity of the language faculty. This knowlknowledge and expectations. The interpreter is an on-line
edge must include more than just phonological or synmodel, in that it reads words left-to-right, maintaining a partactic information. A n interpreter must bring to bear
tial interpretation of the sentence at all times. It is strongly
a large and rich collection of semantic, pragmatic, and
interactionist in using both bottom-up evidence and topworld knowledge in order to be complete enough to meet
down suggestions to access a set of constructions to be used
the constraint of Functional Adequacy.
in building candidate interpretations. It uses a coherenceThe final criterion concerns psychological validity:
based selection mechanism to choose among these candidate
Cognitive Adequacy: A n interpreter must meet
interpretations, and allows temporary limited parallelism to
standards of psycholinguistic and general cognitive
handle local ambiguities. The interpreter is a unified one,
validity.
with respect to both representation and process. A single
The
principle of Cognitive Adequacy requires that the
kind of knowledge structure, the grammatical construction,
theory
eiccount in a principled manner for psycholinguisis used to represent lexical, syntactic and semantic knowltic results. Such results include the on-line nature of the
edge, and a single processing module is used to access and
language interpretation process, the nature and time
integrate these structures.
course of lexical access, on gap filling, the use of theCriteria for a Theory
matic roles, on inference, anaphora, and work on grammatical interpretation phenomena such as attachment
Although the sentence interpretation process has repreferences and garden path effects.
ceived a great amount of attention in the cognitive sciAs mentioned above, most models have focused on
ence community, earlier models address very hmited
limited parts of sentence interpretation process, and do
subparts of the problem of interpreting an utterance,
not meet all the adequacy criteria. M a n y processing
and do not extend well to other significant parts of the
models which emphasize Representational Adequeu;y,
task. As a guideline for designing and judging any model
particularly those associated with linguistic theories,
of sentence interpretation, this section presents three
criteria of adequacy. The first criterion of Functional
such as Ford et al. (1982) (LFG), Marcus (1980) (EST)
Adequacy constrains the nature of the interpretation.
or Pritchett (1988) (GB), include no semantic knowledge
and do not meet the criterion of Functional Adequacy.
Functional Adequacy: A n interpreter must proAlternatively, some models such as Riesbeck & Schank
duce a representation which is rich and complete
(1978) have emphasized semantic knowledge but ignored
enough to function as an interpretation of the sensyntactic knowledge. In general, much of the cognitive
tence in a larger model of language understanding.
modeUng community has emphasized either syntactic
The functional adequacy criterion is the most imporparsing
or lexical access. Very few cognitive models of
tant one for an interpreter which is intended to model
interpretation
have been proposed, although these modhuman processing. It is the necessity of meeting this
els
(such
as
Hirst
(1986) and Kurtzman (1985)) have
criterion which distinguishes an interpreter, which must
proved extremely important.
meet semantic and functional constraints on its repreAbstract

sentation, from a parser, which need not.
The second criterion for an interpreter is that of R e p resentational Adequacy:
Representational Adequacy: A n interpreter
must include a declarative and linguistically motivated representation of linguistic knowledge.

Architectural Principles

•Thanks to Peter Norvig, Nigel Ward, and Robert Wilensky.
Sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DoD), monitored by Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command under N00039-88-C-0292, and by the OfRce of Naval Research under contract N00014-89-J-3205.
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The first architectural principle, the On-Line Principle, follows directly from the criterion of cognitive Jidequacy:
On-Line Principle: Maintain a continuallyupdated partial interpretation of the sentence at all
times in the processing.
There is a great amount of psycholinguistic evidence
for the on-line nature of natural language processing, including Swinney (1979), Tanenhaus et al. (1979), Tyler

k Marslen-Wilson (1982), Marslen-Wilson et al. (1988)
and many others cited below.
The on-line principle has two implications for the interpreter. Thefirstis that it must produce an interpretation incrementally, that is in a strictly left-to-right
manner while the sentence is being processed. This rules
out the traditional depth-first or backtracking control
structure for parsers. Thus, for example, depth-first
ATN's do not conform to the principle, even those like
R U S (Bobrow & Webber 1980) which eliminate some
backtracking through semantic constraints.
The second impHcation of the on-line principle is that
the interpreter cannot maintain all possible interpretations of a sentence during the processing. It is required,
fairly frequently, to choose a single interpretation with
which to continue processing. Evidence from lexical
access, (Swinney (1979) and other cited above), inference generation (Swinney & Osterhout 1990) gap filling
(Kurtzman (1989) and Carlson k Tanenhaus (1987))
show that selection among candidate interpretations is
done on-line. This rules out the use of parallel parsers
which maintain every possible syntactic or semantic
structure in parallel, such as the active chart parser of
Winograd (1983), the breadth-first A T N parser (Woods
1970), or the table-driven parser of Tomita (1987).
Unfortunately it is not possible to follow the on-line
principle by simply choosing an interpretation immediately whenever an ambiguity arises. This is due to the
fundamental conflict in human language understanding
between the need to produce an interpretation as soon
as possible, and the need to produce the correct interpretation. Because evidence for the correct interpretation
m a y be delayed, any on-line interpreter must choose a
method for integrating this late evidence.
Our model uses limited local parallelism to represent
these local ambiguities while waiting for further evidence. At any point, multiple possible candidate interpretations are entertained, but only for a short time, and
the interpreter is forced to choose among them quickly.
The use of temporary local parallelism in interpretation can be considered an extension of results which
show temporary local parallehsm in lexical processing
(Swinney (1979), Tanenhaus ei al. (1979), and Tyler k
Marslen-Wilson (1982)). In this sense our model resembles Gibson (1990a) and (1990b) and Kurtzman (1985).
Alternative approaches for modeling local ambiguity
fall into two classes. Thefirstis the "wait-and-see" approach proposed by Marcus (1980) (used also by the
shift-reduce parser of Shieber 1983). In this approach,
the model waits to build structure until it can be certain it is building the correct interpretation, although
the delay is strictly limited. The second class of models
use global heuristics (such as Minimal Attachment) to
resolve local ambiguity immediately. Example of these
include Kimball(1973), Frazier k Fodor (1978), Wanner
(1980), and Pritchett (1988).
The second principle, the Expectation Principle,
calls for a knowledge-based approach to sentence processing.
Expectation Principle: Make use of syntactic,
semantic, and higher-level expectations to help integrate new information into the interpretation.
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The use of expectations to guide the integration of
linguistic knowledge in processing is well-grounded in
artificial intelligence. Language interpretation should
make use of frames (Hirst 1986), thematic roles (Carlson
k Tanenhaus 1987 and Stowe 1988), and other high-level
semantic information (Riesbeck k Schank 1978) to build
interpretations.
The final principle, the Uniformity Principle,
makes more specific claims about the algorithm used
to produce the interpretation.
Uniformity Principle: A single processing module accounts for access, integration, and selection of
structures at all levels of sentence processing.
The uniformity principle proposes a single, integrated
mechanism to replace the traditional informationally
encapsulated lexical analyzer, syntactic tree-builder,
morphological analyzer, and interpretation mechanisms.
This has the advantages of parsimony and elegance.
The functions of access, integration, and selection apply uniformly across the lexical, syntactic, and semantic
domains. For example, the access function accounts for
the access of lexical items as well as syntactic rules (as
we will see below, this is because both are represented as
"grammatical constructions"). The integration function
builds structures by combining component structures at
each level (in building words, syntactic phrases, or semantic interpretations). The selection function resolves
both lexical and higher-level ambiguities.
Introducing the Algorithm
Any model must implement the basic functions of the interpretation process: access, integration, and selection.
This section provides a sketch of the algorithm used to
implement each function.
The access function suggests possible constructions to
use in an interpretation, using a number of knowledge
sources. These include bottom-up information from the
input or from previously accessed constructions, and
top-down information and semantic expectations. Constructions can also be annotated with access clues. The
integration function combines information from various
constructions to build complete interpretations. The
function is currently implemented using an extension
of unification. The selection function chooses the best
interpretation from the disjunction of candidates being
considered at any time. Selection takes place quite soon
after a set of parallel candidates is proposed, using a simple coherence metric to choose among interpretations.
In the remainder of the paper, I will further describe
these three theories and the representation of linguistic
knowledge in the interpreter. A prototype interpreter
has been implemented, using a small grammar of about
60 constructions and interpreting a set of questions from
an earlier consultant project.
Representation
The interpreter's linguistic knowledge consists of a collection of structures which represent information from
various domains of linguistic knowledge: phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic.
These uniform collections of constraints are called grammatical constructions, following the construction grammar of Fillmore et al. (1988). A construction is an

abstraction over some complex pairing of meaning and
form. Because both lexical itemis and syntactic rules are
constructions, there is no distinction between the lexicon and the syntactic rule base.
The representation language and the grammar have a
number of distinguishing features, two of which will be
discussed here. First is the abiUty to define constituents
of constructions semantically as well as syntactically.
Second is the definition of two kinds of constructions,
strong consiruciions and weak construciions, characterized by their positions on a grammatical abstraction hierarchy.
Semantic constraints on a constituent are part of the
definition of a construction. If an instance of a construction violates either syntactic or semantic constraints on
its constituents it is unacceptable. Following Stucky
(1987), I call such unacceptable constructions uninterpreiable rather than ungrammaiical, using the term inierpreiability for this extension of the idea of grammaticality. This distinguishes constructions from Montague
Grammar rule-pairs, whose semantic rules play no role
in grammaticality.
As an example of a construction which requires semantic constraints, consider the How-Scale constructionfirstdefined in Jurafsky (1990) which occurs in examples like the following:
(la) H o w wide is the ocean?
H o w accurate is her prophecy?
(lb) H o w m u c h does she love him?
H o w often does it rain in San Francisco?
H o w quickly did shefinishher work?
(Ic) H o w m a n y angels can dance?
The How-Scale construction has two constituents.
Thefirstconstituent is the lexical item "how". The
second may be an adjective, such as "wide" or "accurate" in (la), an adverb such as "quickly" or "often"
in (lb), or even a quantifier like "many". Specifying
this constituent syntactically requires a very unnatural disjunction of adverbs, quantifiers, and adjectives.
Furthermore, such a disjunctive category is insuflRcient
to capture the constraints on this constituent. For example, not every adverb or adjective may serve as the
second constituent in the construction. Note the uninterpretability of (2abc), which have respectively an
adverb, an adjective, and a quantifier as their second
constituent.
(2a) *How abroad ... ?
(2b) *How infinite ...?
(2c) *How three ...?
The commonality among the grammatical uses of the
construction can only be expressed semantically: the
semantics of the second constituent must be scalar. A
scale is a semantic primitive in the representational system, and is used to define traditional scalar notions like
size or amount or weight. Note that in (1) above all the
elements which are allowable as second constituents for
the How-Scale construction have semantic components
which are scales. Terms hke "wide", "strong", and "accurate" meet the traditional linguistic tests for scalar
elements (such as co-occurrence with scalar adverbs like
"very", "somewhat", "rather", and "slightly"). The elements in the ungrammatical examples (2) do not have
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any sort of scalar semantics. The second constituent of
the How-Scale construction m a y be an adjective, an
adverb, or a quantifier so long as it has the proper semantics.
A theory which could not use semantic information
to constrain a constituent would be unable to represent
the How-Scale construction completely. Even a theory such as H P S G (Pollard k Sag 1987) which allows
semantic constraints for lexical constructions could not
represent it because H P S G does not allow semantic constraints on syntactic constructions. Figure 1 presents
a sketch of the representation of the How-Scale construction. The semantic representation language used
is a frame-like one, where the operator 'a' creates an
instance of a concept.
(lexicalconstr How-Scale
[(a Identify $t
(Unknown $x)
(Background Ss)
SuchThat
(a Scale $s
(Location $z $x)))]
->
["how"]
[(a Scale $a
(On $z))])
"Given two constituents, one the word "how"
and one a scale $s, construct a question
about the location of object $z on scale $s"
Figure 1
A second feature of the grammar is the novel use
of an abstraction hierarchy to structure the grammar. The grammar includes two kinds of constructions:
strong constructions, which express productive grammatical knowledge, and weak constructions, which express abstractions over strong constructions. The use
of these weak constructions allows us to capture the
traditional notion of semi-productive rules or subregularities. Psycholinguistic arguments for the presence of
these kinds of constructions are summarized in Cutler
(1983). Weak constructions provide a structure for the
linguistic knowledge base, rather than acting as regular,
productive constructions. This use of the abstraction
hierarchy is different than other uses of abstraction in
linguistic knowledge (Bobrow &; Webber (1980), Jacobs
(1985), Flickenger et al. (1985), Pollard & Sag (1987),
Jurafsky (1988)) in making this epistemological distinction between terminal (strong) and non-terminal (weak)
nodes in the hierarchy.

The Access Theory
The history of models of access is an extremely rich one,
but has tended to be somewhat balkanized. Psycholinguists have studied lexical access extensively, so much so
that a rather broad consensus has arisen on at least the
general nature of the lexical access process, while very
little psycholinguistic work has been done on syntactic
access. Some work on syntactic access has been done
by computational linguists who have studied the computational properties of various algorithms for syntactic
rule-access in parsing, but with no attempt to model
human behavior.
By conflating the lexicon, the syntactic rule-base, and
the semantic interpretation rules into a single linguistic knowledge base, and by using a uniform processing

module, we are able to propose a single access algorithm
which accounts for psycholinguistic data and meets computatioDjJ criteria.
Our access algorithm generalizes the lexical «u;ces8 algorithm indicated by results such as Swinney (1979) and
Tamenhaus et al. (1979) which show that when an ambiguous input is read, every sense of the ambiguous word
is activated. All of these candidate senses of the word
are maintained for a short period of time, after which
various contextual factors can help select a single sense.
Our Eiccess function similarly activates multiple candidate constructions, using a number of knowledge sources
for clues. T w o sources of access suggestions are the traditional bottom-up and top-down ones. Constructions
are suggested if theirfirstconstituent matches the lefthand side of a recently appUed rule, or if their left-hand
side matches the current position of some previously
suggested construction.
Following Wilensky & Arens (1980), access can also
be delayed until more than one constituent of a construction has been seen. Thus constructions like "The
Big Apple", which occur rarely but begin with comm o n constituents like "the", are not accessed whenever
"the" appears in the input. Insteawl such constructions
are augmented with information specifying how much of
the construction should be seen before it is sw^cessed.
The richest source for access suggestions is semantic expectations. W h e n a verb has a particular semantic subcategorization for one of its arguments, the access mechanism suggests a construction which builds
that semantics. For example when parsing the verb
"know", which semanticaUy subcategorizes for a proposition, the mechanism suggests the Proposition construction, whose syntax builds afiniteclause with a
"that" complementizer. This is consistent with the experimental results of Shapiro et al. (1987) (also suggested by Kurtzman (1989)) that a verb's semantic arguments rather than syntactic ones are used immediately
in processing. In this sense, our model is a strongly
interaciionisi one, in allowing top-down and contextual
information to directly affect the access of constructions.
Although many researchers have not found evidence of
these contextual effects, Tabossi (1988) has found such
evidence by using particularly strong contexts. In general, construction eiccess in our approach resembles the
broader problem of conceptual access in memory (see
also Riesbeck (1986).
The access theories of most earlier analyzers are quite
straightforward. For example in a traditional bottomup parser, the access algorithm recursively selects any
rule for which a handle is found in the input. Access
with top-down parsers works the same way, although
indexing a rule by its left-hand side instead of by the
first constituent. Some parsers (Tomita 1987) allow the
use of both top-down and bottom-up access methods. In
all these cases, access is very simple, since the number
of synteictic categories is quite small. In the system described here, a construction's constituents m a y include
any set of semantic relations rather than being restricted
to a small,finiteset of syntactic symbols. Thus these
simple access methods used for parsers are insufficient.
Most semantic analyzers have also simplified the access
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problem. For example in ELI (Riesbeck k Schank 1978)
and the Word Expert Parser (Small k Rieger 1982) all
constructions are lexical, and thus there are no higherlevel constructions to consider accessing.
The Integration Theory
Partial interpretations are built by combining the information from constructions with an operation called
integration. In its simplest form, integration is an extension of the unification operation to a richer semantic domain. Integration also differs from unification in being
asymmetric, because it gives privilege to constructions
over proposed constituents. Any proposed constituent
must meet the constraints established by a construction,
but not vice versa. Integration also allows modifying
the structure of the elements being integrated, such as
by binding the value of one element to some open variable in another. Where unification merely binds two
elements together, integration allows one tofillsome semantic gap inside the other.
The remainder of this section will work through the
representation and integration of the two constituents
of the Wh-Non-Subject-Question construction (Jurafsky (1990)). This construction accounts for sentences
which begin with certain wh-clauses, where these clauses
do not function as the subject of the sentence. Examples
include:
(Sa) H o w can I create disk space ?
(3b) W h a t did she write?
(So) W h i c h book did he buy?
The construction has two constituents. Thefirst,indicated in bold type in the examples above, is a whelement. The second is an instance of the SubjectSecond-Clause construction, which consists of an auxiliary, a subject, and a verb phrase. The representation
for the construction appears in Figure 2 below:
(constr Wh-Hon-Subject-Question
[(a Question $q
(Queried $var)
(Background (Integrate $/pre $/v)))]
->
[(a Identify $t
(Unknown $var)
(Background $pre))]
[(a Subject-Second-Clause $v)] )
"Given t«o constituents, the first a questioned
element $t and the second a subject-second-clause
$v, build a question about $t which includes as
background knowledge the information in $v."
Figure 2
Note in Figure 2 that the background knowledge for
the question is formed by integrating the variables $pre
and $v. These contain the information from the two
constituents. Note also that each of these variables is
preceded by a slash. A slash on a variable means that
the variable may be the matrix structure in which to
search for a gap. Thus to integrate an argument into a
verb, the variable representing the verb is slashed, while
the argument is not. In Figure 2, both variables are
sljished, indicating that the semantic gap could be in the
structures bound to either of these variables. The gap
could be inside the Subject-Second-Clause or inside
the Identify structure.

For example, in the sentence "What did she write?"
the gap is located in the second constituent, the
Subject-Second-Clause, because the verb "write" has
an unfilled semantic slot for the object written. The integration algorithm will bind the semantics of "what"
to the unfilled "written-object" slot of the verb "write".
Note that gap-filling is a semantic, not a syntactic process.
For the sentence "How can I create disk space?", the
gap is in thefirstconstituent, the word "how''. The semantics of this "how" construction in Figure 3 below are
concerned with specifying the means or plan by which
some goal is accomplished. The gap in this construction
is the goal $g.
(a Identify $t
(UnknoTO $p)
(Background $x)
Such-That
(a Means-For $x
(Means $p)
(Goal $g)))
"The means $p for achieving
some goal $g is unknown."
Figure 3
The second constituent, the Subject-SecondClause "can I create disk space", produces the semantics shown in Figure 4.
(a Ability-state $x
(Actor (a Speech-Speaker))
(Action
(a Creation-Action
(Actor (a Speech-Speaker))
(Theme (a Disk-Freespace))))
"the ability of the speaker in the
discourse to create disk free space"
Figure 4
In order to build the correct interpretation of the sentence, the integration algorithm realizes that the goal
$g in Figure 3 is a semantic gap which can be filled
by the Ability-State $x in Figure 4, and it binds the
Abihty-State to the variable $g. Thefinalresult of this
integration looks Uke Figure 5.
(a Question $q
(Queried $p)
(Background
(a Means-For
(Means $p)
(Goal
(a Ability-State $x
(-Actor (a Speech-Speaker))
(-Action
(a Creation-Action
(Actor (a Speech-Speaker))
(Theme (a Disk-Freespace)]
"A question about the means for achieving the
goal of being able to create some disk space."
Figure 5
This example of integration highlights a number of linguistic features of this model. First, the gap in the sentence "How can I create disk space" is in the word "how"
rather than in the Subject-Second-Clause. Other linguistic analyses require wh-phrases tofilla syntactic
gap in the matrix clause, which requires them to include traces or empty categories corresponding to each
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possible syntactic modifier position in the SubjectSecond-Clause. B y placing the gap inside the semantics of "how", we eUminate these numerous empty categories. Because the gap is semantic rather than syntactic, there is no need for the grammar to contain
constructions with syntactic gaps (such as the slashconstructions of G P S G ) . Using semantic gaps also allows long-distance dependencies (WH-movement, RightNode Raising, Topicalization, etc) to be treated with the
same mechanism that is used to hnk verbs and other
predicates with their arguments.
Using semantic gaps to act as expectations for binding W H - constructions is also consistent with a number
of experimental results from psycholinguistics, including
Kurtzman (1989), and Carlson & Tanenhaus (1987). Although these results were originally interpreted as support for the on-line location of gaps, they are consistent with a semantic integration of the wh-element into
the verb. Our model can be distinguished from these
by considering syntactic gaps which are located before
the verb: we predict that subject gaps, for exJtmple,
should not cause processing difficulty because the interpreter integrates the wh-element directly into the following verb without proposing a gap. This is exactly
the result found by Stowe (1986).
The integration operation would need more inferential power to make the metaphoric inferences of Martin (1990), or the abductive inferences of Charniak &
Goldman (1988) or Hobbs et al (1988). Making these
inferences in the integration algorithm allows them to
be made on-line, unlike these earlier inferencing mechanisms.
The Selection Theory
The selection theory is based on assigning each candidate interpretation a confidence measure based on a simple coherence metric with semantic and constructional
expectations (Ng h Mooney 1990). A s soon as the measure of one of the candidates exceeds a threshold that
interpretation is selected. If no candidate is ahead after
a certain time threshold, the top-ranked interpretation
is chosen, forcing the parallelism to be limited. Exactly
when this selection takes place depends on the nature of
the candidate interpretations. The current model uses
a confidence threshold which is similar to the memorycapacity model of Gibson (1990b) and (1990a). Because
an interpretation m a y be selected before all possible evidence has come in, the analyzer m a y choose an incorrect
interpretation, discarding the correct one, and producing the well-known garden path phenomenon.
The selection model is still incomplete. A more complete metric would need to include syntactic distance,
as well as take into account the relative frequencies of
constructions.
Conclusions
I have proposed an on-line, incremental, stronglyinteractionist model of human sentence interpretation,
with a unified linguistic knowledge base and a single algorithm to use this knowledge to build interpretations.
The model focuses on the use of semantic knowledge in

each part of the interpreter: the use of semantic information to improve construction access, to do more intelligent iniegmtion of constructions, and to select constructions based on their coherence with expectations.
Similarly, the representation language focuses on the use
of semantic constraints on constituents and a semantic
account of long-distance dependencies.
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Abstract
A common feature of early speech is that children use
case marking incorrectly. Several researchers have
proposed that the child's mistakes are limited to the
misuse of nominative case, and are corrected once the
child acquires verbal morphology. In this paper I will
show that this characterization of the problem is incorrect: children misuse all case forms, not just nominative case. In addition, I will show that the child's
use of case is related to the acquisition of nominal
morphology, not verbal.
Case marking can be better understood as a result of
the child learning the productive agreement processes
of his language. This characterization accounts for the
acquisition of case and the "waffling" which children
exhibit, and does so within a unified theory of lexical
and syntactic acquisition.

The computational model of the acquisition of morphology and its relationship to syntax which I will be adopting
has been discussed elsewhere ([Kazman, 19901, [Kazman,
1991]). In this paper, I will show that by extending the notion of agreement in this model to include case marking, the
acquisition of case—both the time course of acquisition and
the mistakes which children c o m m o n l y m a k e — i s explained.
In this w a y the child's acquisition of case is accounted for
by positing a minimal change to a language acquisition system which already demonstrably accounts for m u c h of the
child's early syntax and inflectional morphology.
In addition, this proposal will account for the waffling
stage through which children seem to pass on their w a y to
the acquisition of a particular facet of the adult language.
Waffling refers to the tendency in the child's speech, at this
time, to use lexical items and grammatical constructions
intermittently, and seemingly randomly.
Consider, for example, the following data taken from the
speech of A d a m , at age 2; 10:^

Introduction

Adam:

M a n y language researchers have noted a salient characteristic of early speech:^ children appear to assign case roles
incorrectly. They say things like: M e go home, Her too cold,
and / knock he over. Several researchers have attempted to
explain w h y children have difficulty marking case ([Radford, 1990], [Aldridge, 1989]). Their explanations center
around the connection between the child's acquisition of
verbal morphology and the assignment of nominative case.
They claim that the child cannot assign nominative case until
he hasfirstgained knowledge of the language's verbal morphology, paralleling the link between these two phenomena
proposed in Government Binding theory [Chomsky, 1981].
I will show that this characterization of child language is
incorrect—children do not simply lack the ability to assign
nominative case, they lack the ability to assign all syntactic
case—and I will present a model of language acquisition
which relates the child's acquisition of case to the acquisition of nominal morphology, and does so within a unified
framework of the acquisition of the lexicon and syntax.

In these utterances—all of which were spoken in a period
of approximately 2 0 m i n u t e s — A d a m sometimes uses the
correct possessive my, and at other times uses mine or m e
as a possessive. Similarly, he sometimes uses the auxiliary
verb be with progressive forms of verbs, and other times
does not (compare I'm swimming and / making noise).
The acquisition procedure proposed here can account for
the waffling in both case marking and auxiliary usage because they are really different manifestations of the same
thing—the child's incomplete understanding of the agreement processes in his language.

Look m y telephone.
Y o u don't like m e tow truck?
Mine expresso.
I making noise.
I'm swimming.

^AU of the data used in this paper was takenfromthe C H I L D E S
database [MacWhinney and Snow, 1985]. The data for A d a m was
taken from [Brown, 1973], the data for Peter was taken from
[Bloom, 1973], the data for Shem came from [Clark, 1978], and
the data for Nina was taken from [Suppes, 1973]. Some further
examples from a numberof children will l)equoted from [Radford,
1990]. The age notation that 1 will be using throughout this paper
is years;months.

'The period of acquisition which I will be concerned with is
roughly ages 18 to 36 months. During this time, most of the
major components of language—word order, argument structure,
agreement and case marking—are acquired.
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T h e Acquisition M o d e l
The Induction of the Lexicon
T h e acquisition model which I a m proposing is based upon
the assumption that the basic principles of the grammar of a
language can be determined by an analysis of the morphology of the target language, and by an examination of the
interface between morphology and syntax in this language.
T h e analysis of the lexicon and the development of rules of
grammar appear to be significantly different, although related, classes of problems. Accordingly, different learning
strategies are applied to them: I a m advocating an inductive
approach to the acquisition of the lexicon and a deductive
approach to the acquisition of syntax.
The lexicon is constructed inductively, through a pseudostatistical ranking procedure which postulates hypotheses
about lexical items based upon their input frequency and
other properties such as their phonological salience. The
main purpose of the lexical acquisition procedure is to discover the root word forms and the productive affixes of a
language. O n c e the inductive procedure has discovered the
form and meaning of the productive affixes, the structure
of the lexicon can be said to be acquired. Certainly, there
is a great deal more to lexical acquisition than this, but
once the structure of the lexicon is learned, m u c h of lexical
acquisition is reduced to a relatively rote process of adding
n e w entries which conform to previously learned piiradigms.
That is, once the procedure has learned bites, walks, throws,
wants, gives, etc., learning brings or takes involves only the
application of the rule that the child already knows, i.e. add
-s to the verb root.
T h e lexical acquisition procedure proposes hypotheses
for word roots and affixes. These hypotheses iire ranked,
and their ranks are continually updated based upon h o w well
they account for the model's input. In this way, the most
productive morphological rules will be highly reinforced
by the input, whereas less productive rules will either be
pruned or simply listed in the lexicon as irregular forms.
Initially, the ranks for all affixes will be low. This corresponds to the period in which words are typically produced
by the child uninflected. A s the model receives more input, the ranks of the productive affixes increase relatively
quickly. During this stage, waffling and overgeneraiization^
occur. Overgeneralization occurs because the child learns
about the productive affixes more quickly than he learns
about irregular affixes (since productive affixes arc reinforced by m a n y different words within the language) and,
in this model, roots and affixes are combined exhaustively
and then unproductive combinations are pruned by the ranking procedure.
Waffling occurs because the child possesses roots and affixes which have a rank which has not yet reached certainty.
T h e highly productive inflectional affixes encode agreement
information on their host category—for instance, the verbal
^Overgeneralization refers to the tendency of children to overapply productive affixes, producing novel forms such as foots,
ated, goed and so on. This subject is treated more fully elsewhere
([Marcus et al., 1990], [Kazman, 1990])
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-ed affix in English encodes verbal past tense. This piece of
information about -ed is not innate however. It represents
an inductive generalization by the child based upon exposure to a large number of verbs. The rank of an affix is a
quantification of the child's belief that that word undergoes
a productive agreement process. The model of language
generation being assumed here assumes that all semantically valid forms of a word activated in parallel (following
(Simpson, 1984] and [Carlson and Tanncnhaus, 1988]), and
the child chooses stochastically among them, based upon
their normalized ranks. Assume, for example, that the child
has a root, swim, and two affixes: the -ed affix, with a rank
of 0.25, and the i — a ablaut, with a rank of 0.50. These
ranks iirc a statistical measure of the child's degree of belief
in these affixes (or agreement process) and so the child will,
at this stage, produce s w i m m e d 1/3 of the lime and s w a m
2/3. The result of this ranking procedure, to the external
observer, will be a waffling in the child's morphological
productions, agreement processes and case marking.
The Deduction of Syntax
The deductive portion of the acquisition model is logically
dependent upon the results produced by the inductive portion. The knowledge-base for making deductions about
the language is the lexicon. The lexicon, when properly
sLruciurcd, contains m u c h detailed information about the
agreement properties of the categories of a language.
Intuitively, this dependence upon the inductive lexical
acquisition process can be seen as a w a y of buffering a
deductive model of syntax from the enormous amount of
variation and inconsistency in language. O n c e the inductive
analysis has provided a clear model of the lexicon, then the
deductive portion of the model m a y safely m a k e inferences
based upon this information.
The deductive portion of the model is structured as a
rule-based system, like a production system—a system of
if-then rules tied to an associated database of facts, where
any rule m a y be activated when its preconditions are met
in the database." To give a concrete example, w e might
postulate the following rules for the deductive model of
syntax:
IF a category X exhibits regular agreement
T H E N hypothesize an Agr node dominating X P
IF a category X has an Agr node and there is
a function word which subcategorizes for X
T H E N analyze this function word in XP's Agr node
These rules provide a means by which the target grammar can be gradually refined, based upon an analysis of
grammatical relations revealed in the lexicon. In the above
example, these rules determine if and when two categories
*A general introduction to production systems can be found in
[Davis and King, 1984]. Production systems have been used in the
past to model human cognitive processes. Newell, for instance,
used it to model human performance in a memory scanning task
[Newell, 1973]. Furthermore, rule-based systems form the backbone of most expert systems.

Morpheme
Present F*rogressive

on
in
Plural
Possessive
Articles
Past Regular
3rd Person Regular

Order of Acquisition
Brown
Babel D e Villiers

1
2
2
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
6
5
7
8

2
2
4
2
6
5
7
7

Figure 1: B r o w n vs. Babel vs. D e Villiers

should be constrained to agree in the syntax. Rules like the
above must be included in any serious model of grammar,
since cross-linguistically different languages exhibit different agreement facts, and developmentally, children begin
their linguistic careers with little or no knowledge of agreement and gradually develop this knowledge over time.
This model has been implemented as a computer program, written in C, called Babel. Babel has been shown to
correctly simulate the acquisition of English and Polish—
two historically unrelated languages. To be more precise,
this model of lexical and syntactic acquisition makes certain
predictions about the rate and order of acquisition of productive affixes and syntactic agreement phenomena. The
results of simulating acquisition with this model^ are shown
infigure1, compared with the order of acquisition of the
same morphemes by children, as documented in Brown's
seminal work A First Language: The Early Stages [Brown,
1973], and in D e Villiers & D e Villiers The Acquisition of
English [de Villiers and de Villiers, 1985]. The Pearson
product moment coefficient of correlation* was calculated
for the three sets of results. The order of acquisition produced by Babel is correlated at a level of 0.99 with Brown's
results, and 0.96 with the D e Villiers' results.
In addition, the predictions which the model makes for
Polish have been shown to conform to the order of acquisition presented in The Acquisition of Polish [Smoczyfiska,
1985]. Furthermore, these results also hold for Dutch,
French and Hebrew, as I have discussed elsewhere ([Kazman, 1990]), although I have not, as yet run computer simulations of the acquisition of these languages.
Case marking
Several researchers have suggested that case marking is
missing in early child language, and is acquired at the same
lime as function words like determiners and auxiliaries (see
[Radford, 1990], [Kazman, 1988], [Aldridge, 1989], [Guilfoyle and Noonan, 1988]). Different theories have been
'These results were based upon an input sample of over
44,000 words of transcribed spoken adult English taken from the
CHILDES database.
°The Pearson product moment coefficient of coirelation is a
scaleless measure of correlation between two variables. Its value
variesfrom-1 (completely unrelated) to +1 (completely related).
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proposed to account for this, but they largely rely on case
being a property of a phrasal category, Infl, which is a projection of a verb's inflectional information. O n e problem
with these theories is that they force acquisition to rely on an
innate knowledge of putative linguistic particulars (such as
the notion that nominative case is assigned by a tensed Infl),
or on the maturation of some linguistic property, such as
Case marking. This amounts to little more than stipulation.
For instance, Radford and Aldridge suggest that children
acquire nominative case marking as a result of the creation of
Infl. Nominative case is assigned, they claim, once the child
has created an Infl node in his syntactic representations. In
order to justify this claim, they must not only show that
nominative case is not operational in the child's grammar
before Infl has been acquired, but that accusative case is
operational (since accusative case is assigned by a verb to
its direct object—a construction which the children have
already acquired). Radford provides evidence suggesting
that this is the case. H efirstprovides examples of children
using pronouns marked for accusative case:
Paula:
Daniel:
Hayley:

Paula put them. Throw them in.
M u m , W a y n e hit me. Want kick him.
Put him bed.
Help m e out. [Radford, 1990, p. 133]

H e then provides examples of children using accusative
pronouns in positions which would call for nominative ones:
Angharad:
Neil:
Hayley:

M e have biscuit.
H i m on there.
Her do that. [Radford, 1990, pp. 133-4]

O n closer inspection, however, it does not appear that
this analysis can be maintained. If Radford and Aldridge
are correct in assuming that the child can use accusative
case (because this is assigned by a verb) before being able
to use nominative case (which is assigned by Infl), then
they would predict that accusative case should be m u c h
more productive than nominative case in the child's spontaneous speech. Radford clarifies this point as follows: "Our
central claim here is that children at the lexical stage in their
categorial development have not mastered the conditions
under which nominative case marking takes place in adult
English ... However, the hypothesis that children have not
mastered nominative case assignment should not be taken
as implying that w e neverfindany examples of (what might
appear to be) nominative forms in the speech of children at
this stage. ... It is certainly true to say that w e find the sporadic occurrence of nominative pronouns in the transcripts
of some children w h o otherwise appear to be at the lexical stage in their categorial development." [Radford, 1990,
pp. 134-5] To paraphrase, w e might find some examples
of nominative case marking in the child's speech, but they
should be infrequent and unproductive; simply the result of
the child's use of rote-learned phrases such as Off^he goes.
However, it appears that Radford and Aldridge's assumption can not be substantiated. The frequencies of pronoun
usage for Nina and A d a m are given infigure2. These are
counts of the number of utterances in which the children
use a given pronoun, taken from the samples before Infl has

accusative case before developing Infl, and master nominative case only after Infl is acquired—cannot be maintained.
Another hypothesis can be suggested given the theoretical
framework I have described: case isfirstacquired by the
child as a another feature of lexical items. Whereas inflectional affixes are an audible form of agreement indicating
some intrinsic feature of a word (such as number or tense)
case is an audible form of agreement indicating an extrinsic
feature of a word: its function in the sentence.
In effect, this is another application of the notion of "bootsuapping", proposed by [Macnamara, 1982] and [Pinker,
1984]. The child starts out with a simplistic but natural
notion of case—that it is another agreement feature of a
w o r d — a n d uses this to "lift himself by the bootstraps" into
the more complex adult notion of case. The hypothesis
that case isfirstacquired as a type of agreement not only
accounts for the acquisition facts of case, but does so by
positing no n e w mechanisms, and by claiming no reliance
on either innate knowledge or maturation.
This proposal carries some empirical consequences with
it. It suggests that: 1) w e should see the same waffling
in the acquisition of case that w e see in the acquisition of
morphology; 2) case marking should not be productive in
the stage before inflectional morphology has been acquired;
3) case marking should be acquired at the same rate as
inflectional morphology. These predictions appear to be
substantiated. First, w e do see waffling in both case marking
and inflectional morphology, as pointed out earlier. Second,
case marking is acquired at the same time as inflectional
morphology. The table given in figure 3 shows Peter's
usage of plurals, pronouns and genitive 's. The numbers
of plurals, genitive 's and pronouns appear to be increasing
over time' in lock step. In fact, the Pearson coefficient of
correlation for plurals and pronouns is 0.87, for pronouns
and 's is 0.83 and for plural and 's is 0.96.

been acquired by the children (as indicated by metrics such
as the child's use of auxiliary verbs and productive verbal
affixes).
Pronoun

Adam

Pronoun

Nina

I
me
you
he
him

719
494
452
50
46
25
14
10
8
6
3

I
you
him
her
me
he

154
92
62
49
41
39
4
4
3
3
0

them

we
her
she
us
they

them
they

she
we
us

Figure 2: A d a m and Nina's Pronoun Usage
If the Radford/Aldridge hypothesis were true, we would
expect to see significantly higher usage of accusative pronouns than nominative. However, there does not appear
to be any tendency to use accusative pronouns more frequently. In fact, just the opposite effect appears to be the
case (although only slightly): the most productive pronoun,
/, is used significantly more often by both children than its
accusative counterpart, m e .
Radford and Aldridge also claim that children use accusative pronouns in cases where nominative ones are called
for, thus indicating that nominative case marking has not
been acquired. However, another logical possibility m a y
also be considered: that children simply have no notion of
case marking at this stage, and so they use their pronouns
fairly randomly. If this hypothesis were true, what you
would expect to see in the child data is a wide variety of
misuses of pronouns, indicating that no case marking of any
type has been acquired. So, in addition to the examples
above which show children using accusative pronouns in
nominative contexts, you would expect to find nominative
pronouns in accusative contexts and genitive pronouns in
nominative contexts. This is exactly the case, as shown in
the following representative examples:

Age
i;9
1;10
l;ll

2;0
2;1
2;2
2;3
2;4
2;5
2;6

Adam: Let he walk.
See he walk like dat.
Her sing it.
I going knock they d o w n .
Nina: My close it.
M y get m y car.
Hold him eyes.
H i m can't see.

Plural

Pronouns

6
20
27
28
16
18
93
21
83
36

1
1
17
33
50
80
219
137
224
169

•s
1
2
2
5
5
11
32
19
26
14

Figure 3: Peter's Acquisition of Nominal Elements
What we can infer from this high level of correlation
'The numbers do not monotonically increase, in part, because
of the different number of utterances collected for Peter each
month. For instance, at age 2;3 3300 utterances were recorded
for Peter, compared with less than 1600 for 2;4. The other part of
the variation is attributable to the stochastic nature of the child's
speech.

Shem: You heard he climbing in the doggie.
M e no have juice.
H i m go m e o w .
As a consequence of examples such as these, the Radford/Aldridge hypothesis—that children have mastered only
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is that case marking, as evidenced in pronouns and in the
genitive marker's, is acquired along with agreement, as evidenced in plurals. In a theory such as the current one, where
case marking and agreement are simply different manifestations of the same process, this correlation is predicted.
Finally, the third prediction—that the rates of acquisition of case marking and inflection are related—can also be
substantiated. In a language like English, where inflection
and case markings are relatively rare and typically phonologically reduced, the acquisition of inflection and case is
relatively late. Most children do not achieve anything like
adult mastery until about 3 years of age. In Polish, on the
other hand, which has abundant, phonologically salient inflection and case marking, the acquisition of inflection and
case is precocious. Smoczyrtska reports: "as far as the acquisition of specific case endings is concerned, most of them
are used correctly from the very moment of emergence of
a given category" and "the acquisition of gender is precocious in Polish children. Most of the children have acquired
this distinction before the age of 2" [Smoczyrtska, 1985, pp.
618,645].

consistent with the acquisition of the lexicon, as recorded
in longitudinal studies: words are first learned unanalyzed,
then some words are produced incorrectly and gradually,
over time, an adult-like knowledge of the language's syntax
and morphology, including case marking, is learned.

Conclusions

[Chomsky, 1981] N o a m Chomsky. Lectures on Government and Binding. Foris, Dordrecht, Holland, 1981.

This proposal explains w h y children use case marking inconsistently in the early stages. Since case marking is simply another type of agreement, the child, in the stage before
he has identified the productive agreement processes of his
language, will have several competing hypotheses for the
structure of nouns in his language, each of which is weighted
by its rank, as determined by the lexical acquisition procedure. Thus, if a pronoun is associated with two possible
forms, one correct and one incorrect, each of which have a
rank of 0.5 then w e would expect that the child will use the
correct form about 5 0 % of the time and the incorrect form
about 5 0 % of the time—this will appear, to the listener, to be
waffling. As the child learns more about his language, the
rank of correct forms will near 1, the child will use case and
agreement with adult proficiency, and waffling will disappear. The waffling stage will be the same time that the child
will be overgeneralizing morphology and use other types of
agreement inconsistently. For instance, during this time the
child will produce utterances such as "a shoes" (where the
number of the determiner does not agree with the number of
the noun), "that's feet" (where the demonstrative and copula
don't agree in number with the noun) and "sit on the lap"
(where the determiner and noun don't agree in definiteness).
So, w h y do children say M e do ill For the same reason
that they say H e want some: because they have not learned
nominal and verbal morphology. In particular, they have
not learned that a verb agrees with its subject, and they
have not learned that a pronoun "agrees" with its position in
the sentence. This is also the reason w h y children produce
utterances like / making noise. The auxiliary verb a m is
missing from this sentence because the child is not enforcing
verbal agreement in his syntax.
The unified lexical and syntactic acquisition procedures
presented here not only learn the productive agreement processes of the target language, but do so in a way which is
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Abstract

without multiple knowledge sources even c o m m o n constructions such as prepositional phrase attachment can lead
to an exponential number of interpretations. M o r e important, search reduction is necessary to satisfy the real-time
constraint of 200 to 300 words per minute required to model
adult comprehension. T o guarantee the correct mapping w e
need all knowledge sources. T o guarantee a minimal search
space w e must be able to bring each type of knowledge to
bear as soon as it is relevant.
Immediate application of multiple knowledge sources is a
key component in m a n y psychological theories of comprehension and parsing (e.g., [Altmann and Steedman, 1988,
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1980, Thibadeau et at., 19821).
However, constructing a system to bring its knowledge to
bear at the right m o m e n t is difficult. There seems to be a
trade-off between search efficiency and ease of engineering. At one end of the spectrum is a pipeline design in
which knowledge sources are ordered (morphology, syntax, semantics, etc.), and each source generates a set of
structures based on the previous phase's output. A system
with separated knowledge sources is relatively easy to create and extend, and exhibits few surprising or inconsistent
behaviors as the grammar becomes large. Yet, by delaying the application of a type of knowledge, initial stages
overgenerate, producing extra interpretations and unnecessary search'. A t the other end of the spectrum is a fullyintegrated design which encodes all the knowledge in the
generator. In short, all knowledge sources contributeat once
to the meaning structure produced as each word is comprehended. Although overgeneration is prevented, building
such a system requires anticipating and keeping uack of all

Multiple types of knowledge (syntax, semantics, pragmatics, etc.) contribute to establishing the meaning of
an utterance. Immediate application of these knowledge sources is necessary to satisfy the real-time constraintof 2 0 0 to 300 words per minute for adult comprehension, since delaying the use of a knowledge source
introduces computational inefficiencies in the form of
overgeneration. O n the other hand, ensuring that all
relevant knowledge is brought to bear as each word in
the sentence is understood is a difficult design problem. A s a solution to this problem, w e present N L Soar, a language comprehension system that integrates
disparate knowledge sources automatically. Through
experience, the nature of the understanding process
changes from deliberate, sequential problem solving
to recognitional comprehension that applies all the relevant knowledge sources simultaneously to each word.
The dynamic character of the system results directly
from its implementation within the Soar architecture.

Introduction
Language comprehension is the process by which knowledge is used to m a p an utterance to a meaning. M a n y
sources of knowledge contribute to this process: morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and discourse conventions are those most often considered. In addition to providing knowledge that m a y be critical infindingthe correct
mapping, each source m a y contribute significantly to reducing the effects of local ambiguity on the search for a
meaning. Reducing search is a computational necessity;
This research was sponsored in part by the Avionics Laboratory, Wright Research and Development Center, Aeronautical
Systems Division (AFSC), U.S. Air Force, Wright-Patterson A F B ,
Ohio 45433-6543 under Contract F33615-90-C-1465, A R P A Order No. 7597 and in part by The Markle Foundation, and a National
Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship.
The views and conclusions contained in this document are those
of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the
official policies, either expressed or implied, of NSF, The Markle
Foundation or the U.S. government.
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'The work in principle-based parsing [Fong and Berwick,
1990] is an attempt to control the overgeneration in a syntactic
pipeline while preserving its ease of engineering. However, since
there is no single optimal ordering of modules, computing the optimal ordering for each sentence, while inexpensive, is heuristic.
Consequently, overgeneration may still result. Similarly, blackboard models like Hearsay [Erman et al., 1980] and R E A D E R
[Thibadeau et al., 1982] may reduce inefficiency by allowing for
moreflexibleinteraction than the pipeline approach, but cannot
guarantee against overgeneration to the same degree full integration can. Furthermore, the sameflexibilitythat can increase
efficiency makes creating and extending the knowledge sources
difficult.

the points at which each type of knowledge is relevant. With
multiple knowledge sources, fully specifying the points of
interaction becomes quite complex, and unexpected inconsistencies tend to arise as the grammar becomes large. In
fact, no fully-integrated system has been attempted to date.
Instead, most attempts at integration have combined only
syntax and semantics, generally through the use of semantic
grammars [BimbaumandSelfridgc, 1981], domain-specific
syntactic grammars [Sager, 1981], or semantic annotations
to syntactic rules [Shieber, 1986].
W e believe that NL-Soar [Lehman eM/., 1991 ], the model
of language comprehension w e have implemented in Soar
[Laird et ai, 1987, Lewis et al., 1990, Newell, 1990], is a
significant step toward a fully-integrated system. It comes
closer to achieving ideal search behavior than previous approaches by bringing all sources of knowledge to bear as
soon as possible. At the same time, the system maintains the
modularity of a pipeline design. W e achieve this combination of advantages by virtue of Soar's learning mechanism,
chunking. Initially, comprehension proceeds by deliberate
problem solving using independently represented knowledge sources. Through chunking, new knowledge is added
to the system that applies all these sources in a single processing step for each word.
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isa star
color red

determiner
y

qualifier
^
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prep-specifier

refers
atxive
refers
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isa circle

above
Utteranca model
(dependency structure)

Situation model

Figure 1: The models for The star above the circle is red.

a type of dependency structure [Hays, 1964, M c C o r d , 1989,
M d ' C u k , 1988], in which nodes correspond to words, and
arcs label grammatical relations between words. Thus, the
utterance model reflects the syntactic structure of the utterance, while the situation model reflects the structure of
the situation being discussed. The relationship between the
two models is one of reference; parts of the utterance model
m a y refer to objects in the situation. Both models provide
context for the comprehension process^.
If models c o m e from the application of comprehension operators, where do comprehension operators c o m e
from? A s noted above, hand-coding fully-integrated operators for each word is an extremely difficult and complex
task. In NL-Soar, however, hand-coding is unnecessary—
comprehension operators arise automatically. T o understand how, examine the system's problem spaces in Figure 2. The Comprehension space is where the recognitional
comprehension capability is to reside. W h e n Soarfirstattempts to apply the comprehend operator for a word in a n e w
context, however, an impasse arises because the knowledge
is not immediately available in recognition memory. Soar
responds to this impasse (as it does all impasses) by creating a n e w subgoal to acquire the needed knowledge through
search in another problem space. Knowledge in NL-Soar
then chooses the Language space to deliberately implement
comprehension by searching the space of partial utterance
and situation models. For the operators in the Language
space to construct and modify the two models, various syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic constraints on those operators must be satisfied. Ensuring that the constraints are met
happens through the sequential application of operators in
the Constraint space. Ifan impasse arises while checking semantic consu-aints, the Semantics space accesses the current
situation model or general world knowledge to deliberately
justify a semantic relation.
The result of the deliberate problem solving in the lower
three spaces is to resolve the impasse for the comprehend

Overview of NL-Soar
Soar distinguishes between knowledge made available
through search in problem spaces and knowledge available immediately through recognition. The computational
model underlying Soar supports this view by committing
to a long-term recognition memory (realized as a parallel
production system) that yields knowledge in constant time.
Problem solving proceeds recognitionali y when Soar can select or apply operators in a problem space by simply drawing
on this memory. Given the mapping of Soar onto human
cognition [Newell, 1990], there is time for only a few (1-3)
operators per word within the 200-300 millisecond per word
constraint. Therefore, achieving recognitional comprehension is cast as the problem of creating a comprehension
operator [Newell, 1990] that is directly implemented by
productions in the recognition memory. A comprehension
operator applied to a word must simultaneously bring to
bear all the knowledge necessary to understand the word
in the given context. Thus, the comprehension operator is
a realization of the immediacy of interpretation principle
[Thibadeau et ai, 1982]. Fully-integrated comprehension
for the whole sentence proceeds via word-by-word application of comprehension operators.
Comprehension operators m a p an utterance to its meaning. T h e representation for meaning used in NL-Soar is a
model of the situation that the utterance is about [JohnsonLaird, 1983, Newell, 1990, Polk era/., 1989]. The essential
property of models is that the elements in the representation
m a p one-to-one into the situation. The right-hand side of
Figure 1 shows the situation model that results from comprehending the sentence The star above the circle is red. T o
aid in building the situation model, NL-Soar also constructs
an utterance model (Figure 1, left-hand side). This model is

^Additional models may be needed (e.g. a discourse model) as
new knowledge sources are added to the system.
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/

operator, that is, to determine tiie appropriate changes to the
two models in response to the word being comprehended.
A s these changes are made. Soar's chunking mechanism
stores away the results of the problem solving and their preimpasse conditions in the form of n e w productions (chunks)
in recognition m e m o r y for the Comprehension space. These
chunks form a recognitional comprehension capability, so
that in future similar situations, comprehension can proceed
without deliberate search. T h e chunks simultaneously bring
to bear all the knowledge sources that were sequentially
accessed in the lower problem spaces^.
Examples of NL-Soar's behavior
The description of NL-Soar's problem spaces given above
says little about the specific knowledge in the system or the
particular type of processing that results. In this section,
w e make these ideas concrete by tracing the system's behavior with three simple examples. T h e characterization
that emerges is that of a single-path comprehension system
that combines both bottom-up (data-driven) and top-down
(expectation-driven) knowledge with a limited capability
for repairing misinterpretations.
^We have concentrated on how chunking creates new productions in the Comprehension space. However, chunking takes place
whenever an impasse is resolved. Thus, knowledge is constantly
moving up the tower of problem spaces in Figure 2, making processing more efficient in all spaces.
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Figure 3: Deliberate a n d recognitional
of rich.

comprehension

Constructing the utterance a n d situation m o d e l s
Consider comprehension of the word rich in The barber is
rich. W h e n the system cannot recognitionally implement
the comprehend operator for rich, an impasse arises and
problem solving continues in the Language space. Figure 3
illustrates the chain of operator applications that follows the
creation of the Language space's initial state. A s s h o w n
in thefirstgrey box, the slate consists of a partial utterance
model and a single object in the situation model representing
the barber. T h efirstoperator to be applied is lexical-access
which retrieves two senses of rich: an adjective describing food (richl), and an adjective meaning wealthy {rich!).
Next, link operators are proposed for each sense. A link
operator specifies a relationship between the word being
comprehended and a word on the active edge of the utterance model"'. Thus, functional, structural, and lexical
ambiguity contributes to the parallel generation of multi"The active edge is a subset of the nodes in the utterance
model corresponding to non-closed constituents. W h e n rich is
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pie link operators. In the absence of other knowledge, the
system arbitrarily chooses which link operator to try.
In this case an attempt is m a d e to link thefirstsense
of rich (food). Associated with each link operator is a
set of constraints which must be met before the operator
can be applied. W h e n knowledge of the success or failure
of these constraints is not immediately available, the constraints are checked independently in the Constraint space.
T h e current link operator evokes only two constraints: one
for word order (the verb assigning a predicate complement
must c o m e before the complement), and another requiring
semantic consistency between the predicate and the subject.
Semantic consistency m a y be justified by using pragmatic
knowledge (finding an appropriate referent already in the
situation model) or by simple inference in the Semantics
space. Since richl describes food and not people, there is
neither a barber w h o is rich (in the food sense) in the model,
nor a justifying inference available from world knowledge.
Thus the semantic constraint fails, and the link operator
terminates with failure as well.
Next, the link for rich2 is tried. Again, word order passes,
and this time the semantic check passes as well (although
no instance of a rich barber could be found in the model,
knowledge exists in Semantics that allows a referent that isa
person to be rich in the sense of wealthy). Since both constraints pass for richZ, this link operator succeeds, making
the correct addition to the utterance model. This n e w piece
of structure then triggers the refer operator, which updates
the situation model by adding a "wealthy" property to the
barber object. In general, the refer operator m a y create new
objects, properties, and relations or resolve a reference to
an existing object in the situation.
These changes to the utterance and situation models complete the application of the top-level comprehend operator
for rich. Soar's chunking mechanism n o w integrates all
four types of knowledge—lexical, syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic—used in the lower spaces into n e w productions
in recognition memory. Figure 4 shows an example of one
of these productions. These n e w productions directly imIF comprehending rich [lexical]
and there is a verb on the edge,
and the verb has an unfilled pred-complement role,
and the subject of the verb isa person,
and the subject's referent isn't already wealthy
T H E N the sense of rich is wealthy,
assign rich to be the pred-complement of the verb,
assert the wealthy property of the subject's referent

NL-Soar differs from previous attempts at integration
(e.g., semantic grammars, domain-specific syntactic grammars, and syntactic grammars augmented with selectional
restrictions) in three important ways. O n e , the single comprehension operator avoids generating any of the intermediate structures of the deliberate search. T w o , the integration of referent resolution permits the context (the situation
model) to aid in disambiguation. Three, the system is designed to be extendible to other knowledge sources while
maintaining both modularity and recognitional comprehension.
Adding expectations and top-down knowledge
Often it is impossible to link an incoming word directly into
the dependency structure. Consider the word the in M a r y
loves the barber. It does not properly attach to either M a r y
or loves; it must attach to an as yet unseen noun. Rather than
buffer such words, NL-Soar uses expectations to maintain
a connected utterance model. Figure 5 shows the creation
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Figure 5: Creating and merging expectations.
Figure 4: A new production learned for r/c/i's comprehension operator.
plement the comprehension operator for rich in utterances
similar to the example. A s shown at the bottom of Figure 3,
this part of rich's comprehension operator will transfer to all
predicate complement utterances in which the subject has a
referent in the model with the appropriate semantic features.
comprehended, only iy is in the edge set available for attachment.
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of an expectation during comprehension of the (we omit the
situation model in this and subsequent figures). Ignore for
the m o m e n t the impasse on the expect operator and follow
the states along the top row of the figure. First, expect
produces an empty n o d e — t h e expectation—that reserves a
place for the future word. Next, two link operators are applied sequentially: thefirstassigning the as the specifier of
the expectation, and the second assigning the expectation as
the object of loves. A s the links are made, the expectation

knows
(knows
knows
., ,
accretes the properties necessary to satisfy the constraints of
Ink
/v.
the links. Thus, there is no special knowledge encoded in the
/ \ loves
imK
>
cnln
_ /
loves
loves
expect operator about what to expect; instead, this knowlsnip
pMary
^
^ Mary
Mary
edge is generated dynamically as a side effect of linking
^ L
i
~^ ~^
y
..jf.....
the expectation into the existing model. W h e n the expected
Sharyn
Sharyn
W 7 haryn i
wordfinallyarrives, the merge operator (Figure 5, bottom)
ta__
—
m ^
merges it with the expectation, making sure that the new
word is consistent with the constraints previously recorded.
Figure 6: Repairing a misinterpretation in M a r y k n o w s
H o w does the system k n o w when to create an expectaSharyn loves the barber.
tion? There are no specific conditions for proposing the
expect operator—it m a y be attempted at any time. But it
is only appropriate when it makes progress toward the sucactual repair is carried out b y the s a m e link and refer operacessful comprehension of the incoming word as a cohesive
tors w e s a w above. In contrast to an arbitrary backtracking
part of the utterance to this point. This idea is cast as a
scheme, the repair m e c h a n i s m does not require maintaining
progress constraint in the Constraint space (the impasse on
a complete m e m o r y of previous choice points*.
the expect operator in Figure 5). To determine whether
A s in the case of creating expectations, if the c o m p r e positing an expectation makes progress, NL-Soar searches
hension of a w o r d in the current context requires a repair,
in a copy of the Language space. This lookahead search
the effects of all the separate actions that w e n t into m a k reveals that the can be linked to the expectation, and the
ing the repair will b e captured in n e w productions for a
expectation linked to loves. Therefore a cohesive structure
single operator in the C o m p r e h e n s i o n space. In this w a y ,
integrating the is possible. Chunks learned during lookalimited recognitional repair b e c o m e s another part of N L head search encode the conditions that determine when an
Soar's comprehension capability.
expectation is needed.
All operators in the Language space use local, bottom-up
Summary
knowledge. But like expect, all operators in the Language
W e have seen examples of sentences in which NL-Soar's
space also have a progress constraint. Thus, the scheme outprocessing proceeded strictly bottom-up (The barber is
lined above provides a general mechanism for automatically
rich), included a top-down c o m p o n e n t { M a r y loves the baracquiring top-down knowledge in a comprehension operator
ber), or required repair ( M a r y k n o w s Sharyn loves the barvia lookahead to pass the progress constraint. If an expectaber). In each case, the operators that w e r e applied accessed
tion is created in order to comprehend the current word, then
m a n y different types of k n o w l e d g e at different times. W h a t
the creation of the expectation and its links is combined with
is important to note about these examples is that the m o d the necessary syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic constraints
ularity of both the search control strategies and the k n o w l in the chunks that define the comprehension operator for that
edge sources is irrelevant in the C o m p r e h e n s i o n space. T h e
word. B y integrating over all available knowledge sources,
comprehension operators produced b y chunking are fully
this conception of "top-down" subsumes and moves beyond
integrated, simply m a k i n g changes to the models directly
that found in standard syntactic parsing strategies.
(and without search) for each word. Currently in NL-Soar,
chunking is a compilation m e c h a n i s m rather than a lanAdding recognitional repair
guage acquisition mechanism. W h a t changes is not the set
Since NL-Soar maintains a single interpretation during comof utterances that can b e assigned meaning structures but
prehension of a sentence [Altmann and Steedman, 1988,
the process b y which a meaning is assigned. C h u n k i n g
Frazier and Rayner, 1982, Pritchett, 1988], some mechatransforms the m a p p i n g process from a search-intensive senism is needed to recover if the system is led astray by a
quential application of operators representing different but
local ambiguity. Consider the sentence M a r y knows Sharyn
necessary types of knowledge, to the simultaneous applicaloves the barber. Sharyn is initially assigned the object role
tion of all k n o w l e d g e sources b y a single operator.
of knows. At the point of comprehending loves, Sharyn
U p to this point, the system's development has been
must be reassigned to be the subject of loves so that the
driven b y t w o types of d e m a n d s . T h efirsttype of d e m a n d
embedded clause m a y serve as the object. W h e n a previous
has been the satisfaction of basic psychological criteria:
interpretation proves to be incorrect, the snip operator is
word-by-word, incremental comprehension under the realapplied to undo part of the utterance model. A n interpretime constraint. T h e second (and related) type of d e m a n d
tation was incorrect if no link or expect operator can make
has been functional: h o w to c o m p o s e m e a n i n g structures,
progress. A snip operator is proposed for each link conh o w to prevent overgeneration, h o w to c o m m i t to structures
nected to a node in the edge set (lookahead m a y be evoked
before all relevant information is available, h o w to u n d o
to determine which snip will be successful). Figure 6 shows
incorrect commitments. A s a result of this emphasis, certhe processing during comprehension of loves. First, snip
tain k n o w l e d g e sources have been completely ignored to
cuts the object link between knows and Sharyn. Next, link
operators apply, attaching Sharyn as the subject of loves and
*The limited nature of the repair means that garden path phethen loves as the clausal direct object of knows. The snip
nomena m a y arise. W e are currently investigating NL-Soar's preoperator itself only disconnects a piece of the utterance; the
dictions in this area.
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date (the discourse level, for example). Given the automatic way in which comprehension operators arise within
NL-Soar, however, we believe the system can be extended
to include additional knowledge sources without sacrificing
the benefits of fully-integrated processing. In addition to
the lack of some knowledge sources, both the system's syntactic and semantic coverage remain underdeveloped. The
system's grammatical coverage is currently limited to about
7 5 % of Allen's basic English grammar [Allen, 1987]. Its
world model is a simple class hierarchy in the Semantics
space. So far this degree of coverage has been adequate for
preliminary work in three areas: a natural language interface to a robot arm [Laird et al., 1990], instruction taking
for simple reasoning experiments in psychology [Lewis et
al., 1989], and predicting garden path phenomena. To continue to extend the system's coverage in realistic and useful
ways, we are exploring integrating NTL-Soar with other Soar
systems. For a more detailed description of the system, see
[Lehman e/a/., 1991].
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Abstract
We describe a model of natural language understanding based on the notion of propagating
constraints in a semantic memory. This model
contains a massively-parallel memory-network in
which constraint graphs that represent syntactic
and other constraints that are associated with the
nodes that triggered activations are propagated.
The propagated constraint graphs of complement
nodes that coUide with the constraint graphs postulated by the head nodes are unified to perform
constraint applications. This mechanism handles linguistic phenomena such as case, agreement,
binding and control in a principled manner in effect equivalent to the manner that they are handled in modern linguistic theories.

Motivation
The so called 'direct memory access' (or memorybased) paradigm of natural language recognition seems
to have established itself as an important approach
to natural language. Originated by Quillian ([Quillian, 1969]), this model of natural language processing
views natural language understanding as the activity
of identifying the input utterance with existing memory structures. While these memory structures have
taken various forms depending upon underlying theoretical approaches (such as M O P s of [Riesbeck and
Martin, 1985] and Cases in [Martin, 1989]), the underlying control structure has remained shared, namely,
spreading activation and marker passing. The advantage of this control structure is that since spreading
activation takes place directly in the memory network,
direct memory-based inferential processing can be employed at any point of recognition. A large number of
systems have taken advantage of this control structure
in order to perform recognition and inference directly
on a semantic memory. One well known weakness of
this approach is its inability to handle complex syntactic constraints. Since the memory network represents the hierarchical organization of conceptual relations and packaging of thematic and experiential mem-
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ory units, adequate representation of syntactic constraints has been very difficult, if not impossible. It
is because syntactic constraints are often configurational and are assigned based upon particular structural patterns of the constituent buildup at the time
of utterance. For example, a syntactic case of a particular noun phrase is dynamically determined at the
time of the utterance based upon the particular syntactic configuration and is essentially impossible to
capture a•prioriin the semantic network (otherwise
we will have to specify infinitely many sentential patterns as well as many redundant subcategories of concepts based upon case variety simply to capture the
case agreement phenomenon). Similarly a recognition
of Sue said that Mary ran under the memory-based
paradigm would require instantiation of two sequences
of concepts in memory [*PERSON *MTRANS-word that
*action] and [*person *RUN] (i.e., a typical sentential recognition methodology currently employed under this paradigm using patterns of concepts). The
first sequence is probably attached to a root node such
as *MTRANS-EVENT and the second sequence is attached to *RUN-ACTION which is a subclass of *ACTION. The last element of thefirstsequence *ACTlON
will be activated by the recognition of any subclass
of *ACTION including *RUN-ACTION, *SLEEP-ACTION,
etc.. However, there is no way to ensure that if the
*MTRANS-word is said, the set of entities that caused
the activation of *ACTION contain (be headed by) a
finite verb (unless we create a possibly infinite number of concepts for different combinations of syntactic features such as *finite-form-running-actiontaking-nominative-subject). Thus, it is essentially
impossible to capture the grammaticality of John said
Mary runs and the ungrammaticality of John said
Mary run (or John said Mary to run) within the constraints capturable inside the semantic memory network. Another well known syntactic phenomenon that
is essentially uncapturable within the semantic network methodology is the so called obligatory control
phenomenon in which a subject (or object) of the external clause controls the unexpressed subject of the internal clause. For example, in John persuaded Mary to

give Sandy susht, the subject of give is unexpressed but
is 'controlled' to be the object of the external clause,
i.e., Mary. This is called object controlund in order to
handle this, a configurational formulation of the syntactic constraints will be needed, which is non-trivial
in a straightforward semantic network.^

tton Network or G C P N in this paper. T h e graphs^
propagated in the G C P N m a y point to any location
in the network and m a y contain complex paths including convergent arcs and cycles. T h e existential nature
of the graphs is different from that of the constraint
propagation network itself^ in the sense that the semantic m e m o r y network constitutes (following the traOther problematic constraints include long-distance
dition since [Quillian, 1966]) the hierarchical organizadependency in which the dependency relation between
tion of concepts that represents a semantic m e m o r y
the two noun phrase positions is postulated for an unand the constraint graphs represent mostly syntactic
bounded length and depth of the syntactic tree configconstraints such as head features and configurational
uration. S o m e binding of anaphors, such as the binding
constraints which do not belong to the semantic m e m of reflexive pronouns in English, also requires configuory.
rational constraint processing. Thus, m a n y syntactic
T h e expressivity of the graph-based constraint propphenomena require constraint processing based upon
agation
scheme is significantly greater than that of
syntactic constituents and configurations that are dytraditional
memory-based schemes and their extennamically created during the recognition and a pnsions.
A
s
w
e
mentioned above, syntactic expressivity of
o n formulation of such constraints within the semantic
this scheme is essentially equivalent to the expressivity
m e m o r y network is very difficult, if not impossible.
of unification-based theories (such as H P S G , [Pollard
and Sag, 1987] and L F G [Bresnan and Kaplan, 1982])
Constraint Propagation in Memory
while the semantic and pragmatic expressivity of the
memory-based paradigm is maintained.
The central notion of the proposed model is the prop- Below is a sample lexicon from our experimental sysagation of constraints in the semantic memory nettem called M O N A - L I S A ([Tomabechi, ms]) which uses
work. This is in contrast to past models of semantic
the G C P N as the central representational network. W e
memory-based natural language recognition in which
have adopted H P S G ([Pollard and Sag, 1987]) as the
activations and pointers to sources of activations (i.e.,
basis of providing the linguistic constraints to the sysmarkers) are propagated in the m e m o r y network. Intem as graphs. T h efirstsample entry is the specificastead of propagating markings on m e m o r y nodes, w e
tion for the concept * J O H N with the constraints specexplicitly propagate constraints. A s a representational
ified here using path equations similar to the PATR-II
scheme for capturing constraints to be propagated, w e
notation ([Shieber, et al, 1983]).
find directed graphs to be appropriate. It is because
(def-frame *JOHN
their expressivity has been well supported by linguists
(inherits-from *MALE-PERSON)
([Bresnan and Kaplan, 1982], [Pollard and Sag, 1987],
(type :lex-comp)
etc.) and the operations on them (i.e., graph uni(spelling
John)
fication) have been extensively researched^. In fact
(synsem
the problematic linguistic phenomena for the memory(def-path
based paradigm such as agreement, obligatory control,
(<0 loc cat head maj> == n)
(<0 loc cat marking> == uiuncirked)
and long-distance dependency h.a.ye a,U been captured in
(<0 loc cent para index> == [[per 3rd]
the unification-based g r a m m a r theories in which graph
[num sng]
representation and graph unification are assumed to be
[gend masc]])
the tool for capturing the constraints required for han(<0
loc
cent
restr
reln>
==
*JOHN)
dling these phenomena. Thus, w e propose a model of
(<0 loc context backgr> == [[rein naming]
natural language recognition based upon propagation
[name JOHN]])
of constraints in a semantic m e m o r y network in which
(<0 loc context backgr bearer>
constraints are captured using directed graphs. W e
== <0 loc cont para index>)
will call the proposed semantic network with capacity
(<0 mem> == <0 loc cont para index iden>))))
to propagate graphs Graph-based Constraint PropagaW h e n this lexical definition is read into the system,
the path equations are converted into graphs as shown
below.
^ In fact, the D M A systems that handle these phenomena
rely on either prestored functional constraint applications
(*JQHN
specifically prepared for particular sentential constructions
(INHERITS-FROM *MALE-PERSON)
(such as [Tomabechi and Levin, 1989]) or on prestored
(TYPE
(hard-wired) relations between conceptual entities for par^Implementationally, they are pointers to graphs instead
ticular sentential constructions (such as [Kitano, 1990]). In
either case, formulation of prestored relational constraints
of graphs themselves.
are at best ad hoc and no generzdity is guaranteed.
*Of course, the G C P N itself is a graph; however, here,
^Such as [Pereira, 1985], [Karttunen, 1986], [Kasper,
'graphs' means the constraint graphs and not the memory1987], [Wroblewski, 1987], and [Tomabechi, 1991].
network.
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storing simple case-frame type lexical specifications in
(VALUE
the lexical nodes, we provide full graph-based lexical
(COMMON :L£X-COMP)))
constraints in the lexical level nodes in the constraint
(SPELLING
propagation network. Let us provide a sample lexical
(VALUE
node definition for the object control verb persuaded:
(COMMON JOHN)))
(SYNSEM
(def-frame *PERSUADED
(VALUE
(inherits-from *PERSUADE-ACTION)
(COMMON
(type
:lex-head)
X01[[0 X02[[MEM X03[]]
(spelling persuaded)
[LOG X04[[CONTEXT
(synsem
X05[[BACKGR
(def-path
X06[[BEARER
(<0 loc eat head> == [[maj v]
X07[[IDEN X03]
[vform inf]
[GEND X08 MASC]
[aux
+]
[NUM X09 SNG]
[inv
-]
[PER XIO 3RD]]
[prd -]])
«0
[NAME XI1 JOHN]
loc
eat
marking>
==
unmarked)
«0
[RELN X12 NAMING]]]
loe
eat
subcat
1>
==
<1>)
«0
[CONT X13[[RESTR
loe
eat
subcat
2>
==
<2>)
«0
X14[[RELN X15 •JOHN]]
[PARA X16[[INDEX X07]]] «1 loc eat subcat 3> == <3>)
«1 loe cat head maj> == n)
[CAT X17[[MARKING X18 UNMARKED]
«1 loc eat head ease> == nom)
[HEAD
X19[[MAJ X20 N]]]]])))) «0 loe cont restr reln> == *person)
«0 loc cont agent> == <1 loe cont para index>)
In the current formulation of GCPN, the constraint
«0 loe cont persuadee> == <2 loc cont para index>)
graphs are stored in synsem values of the nodes and
«2 loc cont persuadee>
the top level number 0 arc represents constraints to
== <0 loe cont circumstance agent>)
«2
the node itself. If a node has its complement nodes
loc
cat
head
maj> == n)
«2
the constraints are specified by numbers higher than 0
loe
cat
head
case> == ace)
«3
(in the order of obliqueness). For example, the lexical
loe
cont
restr
reln> == *person)
«3
specification for the node *GIVE looks as follows:
«3 loc cat head maj> == v)
(def-frame *GIVE
[[maj n]
«3 loc eat head vform> == inf)
(inherits-from *GIVE-ACTION)
[ease nom]])
loe eat head aux> == +)
(type :lex-head)
«3 loc
loe cat
eat subcat
subcat 2
loe
cat
head>
==
saturated)
1 loc cat head> ==
(spelling give)
«3 loe eat subcat 3 loc cat head> == saturated)
(synsem
«0 loc cont cireumstaiiee> == <3 loc eont>)
(def-path
«0 loe cont reln> == *PERSUADE-ACTION)
(<0 loc cat head> == [[maj v]
«3 loe cont restr reln> == <3 loc eont reln>)
[vform bse]
«3 loe eont restr reln> == faction))))
[aux -]
Thus the two equations:
[inv -]
({ 0 loc cont persuadee ) = = { 2 loc cont para
[prd -]])
index ))
(<0 loc cat marking> == unmarked)
(( 0 loc cont persuadee ) = = ( 0 loc cont circum(<0 loc cat subcat 1> == <1>)
stance agent ))
(<0 loc cat subcat 2> == <2>)
(<0 loc cat subcat 3> == <3>)
can easily specify the control constraints lexicall
(<0 loc cont reln> == *give-action)
the network.
(<1 loc cat head maj> == n)
(<1 loc cat head case> == nom)
The Graph Propagation Recognition
(<0 loc cont agent> == <1 loc cont para index>)
Currently, our graph-based constraint propagation in(<1 loc cont restr reln> == *person)
heritance network has 5 types of nodes: conceptual(<2 loc cat head maj> == n)
class nodes, lexical-head nodes, lexical-complement
(<2 loc cat head case> == ace)
nodes, memory-instance nodes, and phonological(<0 loc cont goal> == <2 loc cont para index>)
activity nodes. The conceptual-class nodes are nodes
(<2 loc cont restr reln> == *person)
in the high levels of abstraction and are used for dis(<3 loc cat head maj> == n)
course and episodic recognition. Lexical-head nodes
(<3 loc cat head case> == ace)
The
are converted
into
directed
graphs
are nodes that are phonologically invoked with lexical
(<0 equations
loc cont theme>
== <3 loc
cont
para index>)
when
read
into
the
system.
This
way,
instead
of
simply
activations and they package the complement nodes.
(<3 loc cont restr reln> == *matter))))
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Lexical-complement nodes are the nodes that are lexically invoked and do not have their own complements.
Memory-instance nodes are actual instances of lexicalheads and lexical-complements that are specific to the
current utterance. Phonological-activity nodes are the
nodes that represent phonemic units and are connected
to the phonemic recognition modules. The activity of
phonological-activity nodes is not discussed in this paper and the input is assumed to be already hypothesized as words (Please refer to [Tomabechi, ms] for
activities of those nodes).
Below is the central part of our sentential recognition
algorithm for word level input.

long to StaticLayer and when they are lexically invoked
they move into an activated state (the nodes move
to ActivationLayer). Only the saturated lexical-head
nodes move to the DecayingLayer. So at the end of
the recognition, the constraint 0 graph (i.e. the constraint to itself) of the nodes in the DecayingLayer
contains information that can be used for further processing (such as generation). Actually, the printout of
the constraint 0 graph of the Decaying node should
look exactly like that of the output of a unificationbased parser^. Let us briefly look at the constraint
propagation activity with the recognition of John persuaded Mary to give Sandy sushi. First when the word
John activates the lexical-complement node * John, an
function sentential-recognize (input-stream)
instance *John001 is created.^ W h e n the instance is
create-process (recognize-lexical (input-stream));
created, the synsem graph of *JoHN is copied while
invoke-global-incidents;
putting the created instance as the destination of the (
for all NODE in DecayingLayer do
0 m e m ) path of the newly created synsem graph. This
print-node(NODE);
synsem graph is propagated upward in the abstraction hierarchy (through *MALE-PERSON, *PERSON, ...).
function recognize-lexical (input-stream)
reset activities in Activation Layer
W h e n the activation reaches the top of the abstracand Decaying Layer
tion hierarchy, then global-incidents is triggered. All
for word-hypothesis in input-streeun do
currently activated head-instances concurrently check
create-process (activate-lex-node
their subcat graph paths and if their destination nodes
(word-hypothesis));
have currently received a graph propagation, then the
invoke-global-incidents;
head-instance's constraint graph and the propagated
graphs are unified. Since at this moment no headfunction activate-lex-node (word-hypothesis)
instance is activated nothing happens. W h e n the next
create instance of word-hypothesis
word persuaded is hypothesized, a head-instance *PERand make a copy of constraint graph
suadeOOI is created and a constraint-graph containing
with addition of cui 'mem' arc pointing
*PERSUADe001 in the ( 0 m e m ) graph path is propato the created instance;
if the node type is lexical-complement
gated upward in the abstraction hierarchy. W h e n the
then propagate copied (and modified)
activation reaches the top, global-incidents is invoked
constraint graph upwaurd;
and persuadeOOI which is a head-instance tries to
grab its subcatfillersby checking the content of { loc
function invoke-global-incidents ()
cont rest rein ) path for each of the subcategorization
for head-instance in ActivationLayer do
elements. Since *PERSON has already received a graph
create-process (grab-subcats (head-instance)) ;
propagation at the recognition of John the propagated
constraint graph of *John001 is unified against the
function grab-subcats (head-instance)
( 0 loc cat subcat 1 ) graph of the constraint graph
for arcs specified in subcat graph
contained in *PERSUADE001. This succeeds and the
(i.e. <0 loc cat subcat>) do
if conceptual restriction node exists
result graph is stored in *persuade001. W h e n the
(i.e, <loc cont rest reln> has value) rest of the sentence is input, *GIVE gets partially satuand if that node has received
rated with *Sandy and *SUSH1 and while the subject
the constraint graph propagation
is still unfilled is grabbed by the subject control verb
then unify the subcat graph
head to which is in turn grabbed by object control verb
with the propagated graph;
head
persuade (*PERSUade001). With the graph conif unify succeeds
and obliqueness order is met
then store result destructively
in head-instamce;
propagate synsem graph upwaird;
Originally, the GCPN is configured hierarchically
in terms of conceptual inheritance. Graph propagation occurs only upward in the inheritance hierarchy
and never horizontally. Conceptual relations (other
than inheritance) between lexical nodes are specified
through constraint graphs (as seen in the sample entry in the previous section). All nodes originally be-
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* Except for one significant difference which is that the
constraint 0 graph actually contciins pointers to the real
instances in memory (such as MaryOOl) instead of a simple
string (such as "Mary") found in unification-based parsers.
^If an instance of *JOHN already exists then both are
considered as candidates with currently existing instance
with less cost assigned. Cost (and reverse cost) information is used for phonemic confusions, lexical ambiguity, and
multiple instance candidates and recurrent net subsymbolic
conceptual predictions in the MONA-LISA system which is
not discussed in this paper.

vergence specified in the constraint graphs representing control relations both "ToOOl and *PE;u,suadi:001
get their subject and object positionsfilledrespectively
with the appropriate instance M a r y O O I . At the end of
the recognition only *PERSUADe001 moves to the DecayingLayer (only fully saturated head-instance) and
the synsem graph of *persuade001 contains the fully
built result of the recognition.
Discussion:
We have seen in the previous sections that our model
is capable of taking advantage of constraints that are
postulated in modern linguistic theories by fully supporting arbitrary graphs to be used as constraints in
the network. In fact our current implementation uses
H P S G which is represented by path equations (which
are automatically converted to directed subsumptionordering graphs^) that are no different from the grammar that we are using for the unification-based parsers.
This is in contrast to the past attempts in augmenting the memory-based paradigm with syntax (such as
[Tomabechi and Levin, 1989]) where due to the architectural limitation of the memory-based system, full
configurational constraint processing could not be supported. Given that our model is basically memorybased (i.e., spreading activation on m e m o r y ) advantages of the memory-based recognition (such as direct m e m o r y access inferences on episodic m e m o r y discussed extensively in the existing literature) are maintained on top of the capacity to handle syntactic constraints. Moreover, clearly memory-based ( D M A ) network would significantly overgenerate without strong
syntactic constraints as demonstrated in our example
of object coniro/phenomena. Without the con/ro/constraint, the subject of an embedded clause could be
any instance that meets semantic requirements (for
example *John001 and * M a r y 0 0 1 ) . Seemingly simpler phenomena such as agreement of case are equally
problematic for the memory-based systems since the
case of a noun phrase (entity) is not determined until
the actual time of utterance and often case requirements are postulated from external clauses. In other
words, without strict syntactic processing, there will
be a massive overgeneration of acceptable candidates
with semantics and phrasal lexicon alone with a realistic grammar. This means that naive acceptance of the
D M A style marker-passing scheme as an extremely fast
way of natural language recognition needs to be reexamined. Application of fragments of knowledge could
be very fast in a simple marker intersection search, but
with a realistic linguistic coverage that in return means
^Subsumption ordering is an assumed condition for the
graph-based representation in unification-based grammar
formalisms. Simply put, the information content represented by the directed graph node which is closer to the
root of the graph subsumes the information content of the
nodes further from the root in the same graph.
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massive overgeneration which cannot be solved by increase in number of processing units and parallelism.
Another important advantage of our model is that
the singularity of the control structure and the uniformity of the processing are maintained. Past attempts
to enhance spreading activation marker passing recognition to handle syntactic constraints either inevitably
involved introduction of arbitrary functional applications to handle syntax (such as [Tomabechi and Levin,
1989]) or required a separate control structure (i.e.,
syntactic parsers) to handle syntax (such as [Norvig,
1989] and [Hendler, 1989]). In the graph-based constraint propagation network, the control structure is
the propagation of constraint graphs which is uniform.
T h e constituent build-up for subsumption-ordering
graphs and the constraint applications are also uniformly performed by graph-unification requiring no
prestored and arbitrary functional constraint checking
mechanism. O n e rather practical advantage due to the
support of graph unification as the constraint application mechanism is that the result of configurational
buildup of the subsumption-ordering graph (as postulated in unification-based linguistic theories) is incrementally created during the recognition. These results
of constituent buildup are stored in the path 0 graph in
our implementation. (Path 0 represents the constraint
to the node itself, whereas paths 1,2, and 3 represent
the constraints for its complements). Thus, at the end
of the sentential recognition, the constraint 0 graph of
the head-instance which survived through constraint
propagation and moved into the DecayingLayer represents the feature-structure representation of the result
of the recognition. This result graph can be extracted
out and be passed to other natural language and inferential modules if necessary.
Conclusion
T h e paradigm of natural language recognition based
upon the direct recognition in a semantic m e m o r y has
been appealing from different view points. These included the appeal from the cognitive view-points as
well as the phenomenological ones (especially the assumed massive-parallelism). T h e paradigm's practical
appeal as a parsing architecture hcis been strong as
well due to its strength in handling contextually sensitive inputs. However, one significant weakness of this
paradigm has been its lack of capacity to handle syntactic constraints in a manner that is consistent with
the rest of the m e m o r y structure. Linguistic and psychological communities have long accepted the significance of syntactic constraints as playing an important role in m a n y types of linguistic phenomena. O n
the other hand, with few exceptions, syntactic constraints have been either ignored or handled in an ad
hoc manner. Our model attempts to model interactions a m o n g various syntactic constraints (as represented by graphs) as well as between syntax, semantics
and pragmatics in a principled manner through a uni-

form representation and a singular control structure
of constraint propagation. It should be emphasized
that the syntactic processing is fully integrated into
semantic processing since both semantic and syntactic
constraints are represented through directed graphs.
The processing itself is semantic-driven since the graph
propagation in the semantic network is the underlying
control structure.* In our model, phenomena such as
case, agreement, control, binding, and long-distance dependency can be handled in a generalized manner most
straightforwardly as formulated by the modern linguistic theories based upon feature structures and unification. The difference between this model and past 'syntactic daemon' models is substantial both in terms of
the expressivity and generality of constraint applications. Generalized linguistic phenomena such as those
mentioned above are represented and processed in a
principled manner compared to an ad hoc and specialized manner associated with the prestored daemon
models^. With the expressivity of our model in capturing the syntactic constraints as postulated in the
modern linguistic theories and uniformity of processing them that is integrated to a spreading activation
memory-based natural language recognition in a principled manner, our model seems viable as one paradigm
of natural language recognition.
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pret verbal data of human problem solving behaviour.
In this paper we investigate the cognitive
plausibility of the conceptual framework proposed by the K A D S methodology. Within
this framework we focus on the reasoning task
qualitative prediction of behaviour as the specific object of our research. W e compare thinkaloud protocols of human subjects predicting the behaviour of a complex configuration
of balances with an implemented computer
model of the same reasoning task.
The contents of this paper are structured as
follows. The next two sections describe the
K A D S conceptuaJ framework and the reasoning task qualitative prediction of behaviour.
The paper then moves on to a protocol analysis of this problem solving task carried out by
human subjects and describes to what extent
the framework for quaUtative prediction of behaviourfitsthe think-aloud protocol data. Finally, the discussion summarises and further
discusses the main results.

Abstract
In this paper we investigate the cognitive plausibility of an integrated
framework for qualitative prediction
of behaviour.
The framework is
based on the K A D S expertise modeling approach and integrates different
approaches to qualitative reasoning.
The framework is implemented in a
program called G A R P . To test the
cognitive plausibility a physics problem involving qualitative prediction
of behaviour was constructed. The
behaviour prediction of this problem
generated by G A R P was compared to
think-aloud protocols of human subjects performing the same problem
solving task.

Introduction
Developing conceptual frameworks for modeling problem solving expertise is considered to
be an important aspect of research on Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) [15; 8; 12]. It is a
generally accepted hypothesis that such frameworks ccin usefully support the knowledge acquisition process. However, Uttle research has
been published that investigates this hypothesis. In particular little attention has been
given to test the cognitive validity of these
frameworks. After all they are used to inter-

Modeling problem solving
expertise

'The research reported here was partially
funded by the Esprit Basic Research Programme
of the Commission of the European Communities as project number 3178 (Reflect). The partners in this project are the University of Amsterdam (Amsterdam, The Netherlands), the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation E C N (Petten,
The Netherlands), the National German Research
Centre for Computer Science G M D (St. Augustin West-Germany) and BSR Consulting (Munich, West-Germany).
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KADS proposes a methodology for building
KBS's [6; 7] and is based on the premise that
knowledge used by people during reasoning
processes can be distinguished according to
several types, corresponding to the different
roles the knowledge plays in the reasoning process (seefigureI). First, the domain layer

strategic L«y«r Tatk Layvr Interenc* Layer
Domain Layar
I t I t I t
Cortrdi
Dncrlbtt
Appll,,
Figure 1: The K A D S four layers
describes the domain knowledge in terms of

domain concepts, relations and complex structures such as models of processes or devices.
This knowledge is static in nature, that is, it
is not specified what control regime is needed
in order to use the knowledge effectively
The second type of knowledge, the inference
layer, concerns the canonical problem solving
actions {knowledge sources) that are the ba^
sis of reasoning. Knowledge sources are elementairy in the sense that other parts of the
problem solver can not influence their internal control. They represent the way in which
a domain relation can be used to make inferences. For example: a specification and an abstraction inference might both use a subsume
relation at the domain layer to make their inference.
The different roles the domain knowledge
plays in the reasoning process is described by
meta-classes. For example, a domain concept
like fauHy-transistor may play the role of a
finding, but may also play the role of a hypothesis. In this case finding and hypothesis
represent domain independent use of domain
concepts for diagnostic reasoning.
The third type of knowledge, the task layer,
describes what goals are involved in a particular problem solving task and how the available
knowledge sources can be ordered cind applied
to satisfy those goal. For example, the problem solving task monitoring can be carried out
data-drivenoT model-driven, both representing
different task structures that can be used to do
monitoring.
The fourth type of knowledge concerns
strategic knowledge. At the strategic layer
strategies are described that control the overall reasoning process. It should, for instance,
plaai a particular task structure, monitor its
execution, and, if needed, diagnose, repair or
even substitute the current task structure with
another task structure, until the desired problem solving goal is reached.
There is a tradeoff between the task and
the strategic layer. In case of non-standard
problems the problem solving process will use
more strategic reasoning. This in contrast to
more routine problems in which case the problem solver is more Ukely to execute an already
known task structure.

Figure 2: T w o of the six balance problems

task during which new properties of a system, namely states of quaditatively distinct behaviour (=output), are derived from a structural description of the system (=input). W e
have developed a description of this prediction task, in terms of the conceptual framework provided by K A D S [5; 3], that unifies the
theoretical insights mentioned above. To test
the validity of our framework we have implemented a program called G A R P [4]' that Ccin
simulate qualitative reasoning as described by
the original approaiches. G A R P is therefore a
quahtative reasoning shell that integrates the
basic approaches to qualitative reasoning.
To investigate the cognitive vahdity of the
theory underlying G A R P , the quahtative rea^
soning task was operationalised with six balance problems (see for examplesfigure2).
The problem was to predict the behaviour of
balances with contciinersfilledwith water on
each balance-arm. Through outlets near the
bottom of the containers the water gradueilly
flowed out of the containers. In each version
of the problem the two contaiiners differed in
shape and in the amount of water they contained.
In the next sections the 4-layer model for
solving these balzuice problems is described.
Domain and inference layer
The original approaches to quaJitative reasoning provide specific ontologies for structuring
the knowledge at the domain layer (cf. [3]). At
the inference layer the meta-classes describe
how the domain knowledge is used and the
knowledge sources describe the inferences that
can be made. The framework distinguishes between the following metci-classes:

behaviour

• System model description
A description of the system during a period of time in which the behaviour of the

The qualitative reasoning community has delivered a number of implemented AI programs
along with theoretical insights of what constitutes qualitative reasoning [2; 13]. Quaditative prediction of behaviour is an analysis

* G A R P -A Generic Architecture for Reasoning
about Physics- is implemented in SWI-Prolog [14].
Both G A R P and SWI-Prolog are distributed without charge for non-commercial purposes. Please
contact thefirstauthor for more details.

Qualitative prediction of
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system does not change ( = S M D ) . The notion of change is rather subtle because the
actual (real-world) system may change
whereas from a qualitative point of view
its behaviour remains constamt.
• System elements
Entities (like physical objects) from the
reed-world exphcitly represented in the
problem solving process.

• Parameters
pressure, amount, mass, volume, flowrate, height, width.
• Parameter values
zero, minus, plus, absent, present, low,
high, equiUbrated
• Parameter relations
pressure —•flow-rate,height —• pressure,
amount = volume, amount = mass.

• Parameters
The properties of system elements.

• Partial models
water-flow-from-container-to-world,
balance-with-weights, con tained-liquid

• Parameter values
The values a parameter can have.

The partial models in the domain layer specify several possible viewpoints that subjects
can use in solving the balance problems. In
particular we expect the partial model 'water
flowfromcontainer to world' to differ for subjects with respect to the factors that determine
the speed of the water outflow:

• Quantity spaces
A n ordered set of values a specific parameter can have.
• Parameter relations
Dependencies between parameters.
• Qualitative calculi
Define the semantics of a parameter relation.

A size of the outlet
B height of the water column
C volume of the water column

• Mathematical model
A set of relations that holds during a particular S M D .

D width of the water column

• Partial models
Partial models^ are used to further specify an S M D . They represent the general
knowledge of the domain, like for example the properties of a liquid contained by
a container of some sort.
• Transformation rules
Represent knowledge about how to find
successive SMD's. Three types of rules
have been identified: termination, ordering and continuity (they are explained in
more detail below).
• Behaviour descriptions
A set of SMD's ordered in time. It represents the possible behaviour of some realworld system.
There is not enough space in this paper to
completely describe the domain knowledge
needed to represent the balance problems.
Some of the most important entities of the
domain knowledge are therefore enumerated
below, together with the meta^class that describes their role.
• System elements
balance, container, water, balance-surm,
outlet, contain-relation support-relation,
connect-relation.
^In previous work we referred to partial models
as 'system structures'.
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Given the list of meta-classes, the canonical
inferences (knowledge sources) used in qualitzitive prediction of behaviour can be described.
Figure 3 gives an overview of these inferences.
The purpose of the compound specify inference is to develop a 'complete' description
of a particular state of behaviour of a system (=augmented S M D ) , which means assigning a qualitative value to each parameter that
is used to describe the system. T w o inferences must be carried out in order to arrive
at such a description, assembling a mathematical model and computing the corresponding qualitative values. Assembling a mathematical model (=partially augmented S M D )
is done byfindingpartial models that apply
to the input system (=partial S M D ) . Once
the S M D is augmented with a mathematicjJ
model, the computation of qualitative values
can be done. There are two outputs possible,
(1) contradiction, which means there is no set
of values consistent with the current set of relations, (2) solution, which means one, or more
sets of values are consistent with the current
set of relations.
The compound transformation inference is
concerned with identifying successive states of
behaviour. Termination rules specify the conditions under which a particular state of behaviour will terminate and are used to select
the possible terminations. Precedence rules
specify the order in which changes take place
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Figure 3: The inference structure for prediction of behaviour

and are used to sort the available terminations.
Finally, transUion rules specify the continuity
conditions that need to be satisfied by the new
state of behaviour in order to be a vcJid successor. They aie, together with the ordered
terminations, the input for transforming the
current S M D into its successor.
Task and strategic layer
In the prevaling approaches to qualitative reasoning the task layer is only minimally filled.
There are in fact only two tasks: 1)findingall
states of behaviour and 2)findingone specific
trace of behaviour. In case of the latter additional input parameter values are taken into
account to limit the number of SMD's that can
be found.
Strategic knowledge is not present in the
original approaches. It is not possible to monitor the inference process and modify or change
the reasoning process automatically.^ However, it is likely that the reasoning process will
encounter difficulties, i.e. that the problem
solving goal can not be reached. W e expect
two types of difficulties to emerge (cf. [1; 10]):
first, problems with the available knowledge
(what we refer to as 'knowledge conflicts'), and
second, shortage of processing capacity. W e
will not discuss processing capacity further in
this paper. For the knowledge conflicts concerning missing, ambiguous, or contradictory
facts in the domain knowledge, we expect the
following repairs:
• Missing knowledge
Practical repairs:
read the question again
- ask for additional information
Repairs by reasoning:

continue after making an assumption
try extreme values
use analogy
use diff'erent/other domain knowledge
• A m b i g u o u s knowledge
- try one (randomly or based on heuristic)
try all
- reason backwards from a known state
• Contradictory knowledge
try again
- check computations
- use other domain knowledge
Once a repair is selected its plan is tuned to
fit on the specific instance of the impasse. This
means that strategic reasoning may involve a
revision at the task layer.
Protocol analyses of the
conceptual f r a m e w o r k
To test the conceptual framework we compared problem solving activities as manifested
by human subjects in think-aloud protocols
with those predicted by the framework. The
problem solving model that was built and implemented in G A R P was therefore translated
into a coding template with which the thinkaloud protocols could be analysed. For every inference activity in the reasoning process that was distinguished in the model, a
category was created and a code assigned.
The subjects were ten psychology sophomores
who had taken high school courses in physics.
Three protocols were coded entirely, resulting
in 673 coded expressions. All ten protocols
were screened on the occurrence of following
three phenomena:

• The model is incomplete
There are expressions that can not be
^ There is some work going on as an extension
coded.
of the constraint centered approach (cf. [11]) to
• The model is too detailed
filter (and thereby reduce) the number of generated states.
There are coding categories that are not
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used.

In a balance it just matters what the
weights are

• The model is wrong
There are deviations of the expected order
in which expressions appear.

• Compute
Well, I thinkfirstit goes down at the side
of container A
Because at the outset it is heavier off
course

Below the results of this analysis are described for each knowledge layer of the model.

Because here [ A ] is more water

The domain layer
In going through the sequence of problems
subjects seemed to have a tendency to abstract from the details of the system. While
solving thefirstproblems specific system elements, Uke container and water, were referred
to. In the later problems the behaviour of
the system was described as if only one object was present, the balance, with a mass-loss
on two sides, one losing mass faster than or
with equal speed as the other. In a similar
way many parameters were used while solving thefirstproblems. For example, height
(or amount etc.) was seen as determining the
pressure, which in turn determines flow-rate
which equals mass-loss. In abstracted form
the height determined the mass-loss directly.
Although each specific model of the balance
problems can be represented in G A R P , the abstraction process itself can not.
Subjects used different partial models. One
subject used viewpoint A (size of outlet) but
shifted on a later version to D (width of water column). One subject used viewpoint B
(height of water column) (although three other
subjects also considered it). Six subjects used
viewpoint C (volume of the water column),
three of w h o m after showing doubts about
other viewpoints. Only one subject used viewpoint D from the outset. The remaining subject used cin alternative viewpoint: the weight
of the air over the water-surface determines
the water-pressure.
The inference layer

• Specify/Compute
Let m e think if itflowshere [ A ] faster
than here [ B ]
Here [ A ] the pressure is, let m e think
Yes, here [ A ] it is higher of course at the
bottom of the container
Does it influence theflow-rate,let m e
think
Yes, the force of outflow will be bigger,
undoubtedly
The sequence of assemble followed by compute was regularly violated and as such differed from what the model predicted. First
for one part of the system, applicable partial
models were found and computable parameter
values were ccilculated. This was repeated for
the next part of the system. It seemed as if
founded partial models focussed the search for
new ones (cf. [9]).
Compound transform made up 25 percent
of the protocols statements. Selecting terminations was expressed in ways a state of behaviour ends: "then the amount of water in
container A becomes equal to that in B". The
sorting of terminations was only present in the
protocols when the reasoning process was disrupted, i.e. if ambiguity in a situation was
detected. Below some examples of these inferences from the protocols are listed:
• Select (terminations)
A goes down ...
Until B is entirely empty ...
• Sort (terminations)
Yes, they either are empty at the same
time or ...
B is already ...
I can not imagine A being sooner empty,
but why cein't I ?

Compound specify made up 37 percent of the
protocols statements, with a ratio of 2:3 between assemble and compute. Assembling the
mathematical model typically appeared in the
protocols as expressions in which was stated
that a parameter haid a value or that a relation or inequjJity applied. Computing values
made implicit use of a qualitative calculus. It
appeared in remarks like: "because the pressure in A is higher the water flows out with
more force". Below some examples of these
inferences from the protocols are listed:

I just, it's more a feeling, let m e think
A has got greater pressure but ...
No, I wouldn't know if they'd become
empty at the same moment
The limited occurrence of the sorting inference can be explained in two ways. First, sorting occurs only if more than one termination is

• Specify
It just matters ...
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found. If so, the subjects did notfindimpossible terminations and terminations that were
aspects of the same change, they just found
possible ones (sometimes comprising different
aspects). Second, impossible terminations and
different aspects were found but the sorting of
terminations in unambiguous cases is sm automated process and therefore not reportable.
The fact that the knowledge used to make
this inference is not domain specific, makes an
automated process plausible. However, additional reseaurch is needed to resolve this issue.
Little evidence was found for the third inference that constitutes the compound transformation (note that infigure3 this inference,
which follows sort, is also cailled transforma^
tion). W e must however assume that subjects
make this inference in order to preserve the
continuity between one state and the next:
vsdues and inequalities that do not chsuige in
the next state are propagated. The lack of
expressions confirming this inference can be
explained by regarding it as a default mechanism. It provides a good example of how
subjects deal with the frame problem, that is,
unless something explicitly changes, they consider things to be constant over states.

• Analogy
Maybe it's hke, a bit strange maybe:
Taller people have bigger feet, so the pressure is more spread
• Back from end
So, after a while it will ...
Yes, in the end it will come back to equilibrium, no doubt, but ...
Let m e see
The expressions that could not be coded,
were all of one type: they referred to an activity that related different problems of the sequence. Apparently the subjects were able to
see similarities in two versions of the problem.
This also explained the occurrence of the immediate production of an answer without any
apparent specification and transformation in
a few places. W h e n the model, built for one
version of the problem, was apphed to another
in the sequence, the complete behaviour description was applicable so the answer could
be produced immediately. This type of inferencing could not be accommodated for by the
G A R P model.
Discussion

The task and strategic layer

The model presented in this paper extends
A total of 40 percent of the protocol expres-previous descriptions of qualitative prediction
of behaviour by distinguishing between dosions was coded to involve strategic reasoning,
main, inference, task, and strategic knowlof which 7 percent was devoted to the detecedge. The conceptual framework implemented
tion of impasses, 33 to the overcoming of these
in G A R P , which is based on these knowledge
impasses. This includes 12 percent specificjitypes, appears to be very useful for describtion and 11 percent transformation tasks that
ing and interpreting the reasoning processes
were executed in, for example, reasoning backinvolved in this problem solving task. Both
wairds from the derived final state, starting
the different viewpoints subjects have on the
all over again and re-checking the computa^
domain knowledge as well as their reasoning
tions. The remaining 10 percent covered other
process can easily be modeled by the frcunerepairs such as making assumptions, comparwork. The canonical inferences and the meta^
ing competing knowledge, using analogies and
classes defined in the model, provide strong
reading the question again. Below follow exmeans to interpret the steps of the reasoning
amples of these repairs in the protocols:
process in the protocols. The notion of strate• Extremes
gic reasoning explains disruptions and changes
I wonder if in case of a narrow, very narof order in which new states are determined.
row and very high column ...
However, from the presented experiment it
also becomes clear that the model of the dyIf the pressure is higher than in a very
wide container with a very thin layer of
namics of the qualitative reasoning process of
water
human subjects needs to be refined. In particular it is unclear what determines the orJust to imagine if it matters, if it's volume
der of the assemble and the compute inference
that matters or just the height of the colduring the specification of an S M D (=state of
umn
behaviour).
• Assumption
The modeling framework also does not acI think it's volume that matters
count for learning over a number of problem
solving sessions. As the subjects moved from
So they flow out with equal speeds and
the bcdance remains equihbrated
one problem to another they abstracted from
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quahtative reasoning. Technical report,
University of Amsterdam, January 1990.

irrelevant details in the description and the
analysis of the problem. The framework does
not support this abstraction process. It seems
however that this lack of support is part of a
larger problem, namely the lack of structuring
principles at the domain layer. The modeling framework provides no normative support
to choose a level of abstraction at which the
knowledge in the domain layer should be modeled.
The notion of a task structure was less useful
in juialysing the protocols. Experts performing a particular problem solving task may develop, through the repeated execution of the
same sequence of inferences, a trace of this
sequence and as such learn a task structure.
That is, an instance of a strategic reasoning
process. Non-experts, like the subjects in the
experiment reported on here, just use general
strategic reasoning.
In conclusion we believe that the model presented in this paper provides a strong basis for further research on the way humans
perform qualitative prediction of behaviour.
Such research should in particular focus on the
learning aspects and the knowledge structuring principles that people use to develop their
domain knowledge.
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W H Y D O T H O U G H T EXPERIMENTS W O R K ?
Nancy J. Nersessian
Program in History of Science
Princeton University
Princeton, N J 08540

for phenomena. T h e "thought" part of the experiment
predominates and shows the synthetic a priori nature
of scientific knowledge.
Contemporary historians and philosophers of
science by and large reject both exti-emes of empiricism and rationalism. They acknowledge that thought
experiment, while not eliminating the need for real
experiment, is an important heuristic for creating
conceptual change in science. There have been a few
recent attempts to analyze the function of thought
experiments. While these are sketchy and limited,
some do yield useful insights.
T w o analyses focus on the empirical force of
thought experiments. T h e notion that an experiment
having real empirical consequences can take place in
thought seems paradoxical. Yet, K u h n claims:
"Thought experiment is one of the essential
analytical tools which are deployed during crises and
which then help to promote basic conceptual reform"
(Kuhn, 1964, p.263).
H e argues that thought experiments perform this
function by showing that there is n o consistent w a y ,
in actual practice, of using accepted existing concepts. That is, the thought experiment reveals that it is
not possible to apply the conceptualizations w e have
of pehnomena consistently to real-worid phenomena
and that this practical impossibility translates into a
logical requirement for conceptual reform. Gooding
(1990) in his analysis of Faraday's experimental practices, picks up on Kuhn's analysis, rendering the
empirical force of thought experiments in terms of
their demonstiation of what he calls the "impracticabiUty of doing". Gooding is concerned to show h o w
the real worid experimenter's "procedural knowledge",
i.e., tacit and explicit knowledge of practical skill, is
utUized in constructing and manipulating thought
experiments. Both of these analyses contain important insights about the relationship between the
conceptual and the experiential dimensions of knowledge.
T w o other analyses focus on the logical force
of thought experiments. First, B r o w n (1987) claims
that thought experiments are a species of a priori

Abstract
Thought experiments have played a central role in historical
cases of major conceptual change in science. They are
important in both constructing new representations of nature
and in conveying those representations to others. It is
proposed that research into the role of mental modelling in
narrative comprehension can illuminate how and why
thought experiments work. In constructing and "running"
the thought experiment, we make use of inferencing
mechanisms, existing representations, and general world
knowledge to make realistic transformations from one
possible physical state to the next and this process reveals
impossibility of applying existing concepts to the world and
pinpoints the locus of needed conceptual reform.
Introduction
Throughout the history of science there are
numerous instances where scientists w h o have created
major conceptual innovations employed thought
experiments and used them as a means of conveying
the n e w representations to others. S o m e , such as
Einstein (1945), have claimed that a specific thought
experiment w a s essential in their initial construction
of the n e w representation. Using Einstein as an
example, Wertheimer (1945) confirmed the centrality
of that thought experiment in Einstein's "Gestalt
switch", but did not analyze h o w and w h y it worked
to create the conceptual change. Indeed, despite
widespread recognition of the use and importance of
thought experiments in conceptual change in science,
there has been little analysis - by either psychologists
or philosophers and historians of science - of h o w
they function and w h y they are effective in bringing
about change.
Within philosophy and history of science,
earlier scholarship presented two poles of interpretation of their role in creating conceptual change.
D u h e m dismissed them as bogus precisely because
they are "not only not realized but incapable of being
realized" ( D u h e m 1914, p.202), i.e., they are not "experimental" in the customary sense. Koyr6 (1939,
1968), on the other hand, argued that their logical
force is so compelling that they supplant real experimentation in the construction of n e w representations
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w h o imagines a sequence of events. She then uses a
narrative form to describe the sequence in order to
communicate the experiment to others, i.e., to get
them to run the corresponding simulation. While
thought experiments are used extensively in scientific
thinking and teaching, w e will focus on a few that
have been instrumental in creating major conceptual
change in science.

reasoning, but they get at something that cannot be
derived from logical argumentation. His positive
suggestion is that they provide a special window
through which the mind grasps universals. It seems
that B r o w n is trying to capture the idealizing function
of thought experiments. However, his approach
through linguistic analysis alone does not afford the
possibility of understanding their experimental nature
and w h y they have empirical consequences. Second,
Norton (1986) claims that thought experiments can, in
essence, be reconstructed as, and replaced by, arguments. This analysis is the most sympathetic for
philosophers w h o wish to restrict reasoning to logical
argumentation - whether deductive or inductive.
Certainly thought experiments contain an argument.
However, as Norton himself acknowledges, the argument can only be constructed after the fact, i.e., the
argument is not evident until after the thought experiment has been executed Additionally, he supports his
claim by noting the presentation of a thought experiment contains particulars irrelevant to the generality of the conclusion. While this is correct, his
emphasis reveals that he has failed to see the constructive function of the narrative form in which
thought experiments are customarily presented.
This paper proposes that construing thought
experiments as a species of mental modelling offers
the best possibility of explaining h o w it is that an
experiment m a d e in thought can have both the logical
and empirical force to compel and communicate
conceptual change that the historical record seems to
indicate. While certainly not uncontroversial, the
notion that mental simulation is a central aspect of
cognition is widely accepted a m o n g cognitive scientists. However the potential role of "mental modelling" in conceptual change, both in science and in
general, has not been investigated. M y aim is to
show that bringing thought experiments under the
perview of mental models research will enable us to
better understand their function and their relationship
to other aspects of scientific thinking. The weakness
of the analyses of B r o w n and Norton lie in their
taking the traditional philosophical route of construing
a thought experiment as a form of reasoning with
propositions. W h a t K u h n and Gooding are trying to
capture may, in fact, not be able to be represented
propositionally. M y hypothesis is that propositional
representations cannot capture the experimental
dimension of a thought experiment. Running a
mental simulation is required for a it to be both
"thought" and "experimental". The analysis presented
here conceives of the original thought experiment as
the construction of a mental model by the scientist

Case Studies: Galileo and Einstein
Although there are m a n y great thought
experimenters in the history of science, the ones w h o
have attracted the most attention are Galileo and
Einstein. Bowing to tradition and hoping to capitalize
on what m a y already be familiar to the reader, I will
give a brief presentation of a few of the thought
experiments devised by Galileo and by Einstein to
convey some sense of the variety such experiments
display and to elicit some c o m m o n features for
further analysis.
Galileo's importance as a pivotal figure in
the transition from the qualitative categories of
aristotelian and medieval theories of motion to the
quantitative representation of motion provided by
Newton's mechanics is widely recognized. A s shown
in analyses by Koyr6 (1939) and Clavelin (1968),
a m o n g others, Galileo drastically transformed the
problem of h o w to go about constructing a mathematical representation of the phenomena of motion.
That process, which Koyr6 called "mathematization",
required constructing an idealized representation,
quantifying this representation, and mapping the
quantified representation back onto the real world.
While it is n o w clear that Galileo must have performed m a n y more real-world experiments than
Koyr6 would have liked (See, e.g., Drake 1973;
Naylor 1976; and Settle 1961), no one would deny the
importance of his use of thought experiment in the
mathematization process. Take, as example, his
analysis of falling bodies (GalUei 1683, pp. 62-86).
T H O U G H T E X P E R I M E N T G l : According to the
aristotelian theory heavier bodies fall faster than
lighter ones. This belief rests on a purely qualitative
analysis of the concepts of 'heaviness' and 'lightness'.
Galileo argued against this belief and constructed a
new, quantifiable representation through a sustained
analysis using several thought experiments and
limiting case analyses. The outline of his use of these
procedures is as follows. H e calls on us to imagine
w e drop a heavy body and a light one, m a d e of the
same material, at the same time. W e would customarily say that the heavy body falls faster and the light
body more slowly. N o w suppose w e tie the two
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ized representation of the motion of a falling body
and k n o w that it is relevant to actual physical situations; w e need only add back in the effects of a
medium.
Galileo repeatedly used thought experiments
and limiting case analyses in tandem as shown by this
example both in constructing a quantifiable representation of bodies in motion and in attempting to
convey this n e w representation to others. Later I will
propose the cognitive function of thought experiments
and of limiting case analysis are m u c h the same.
Einstein employed several thought experiments in developing the special and general theories
of relativity. These thought experiments were central
in his reconceptualization of 'space', 'time', and
'simultaneity'. H e began his paper, "On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies" (1905), with the following thought experiment.
T H O U G H T E X P E R I M E N T El: Einstein asks us to
consider the case of a magnet and a conductor in
relative motion. There are two possibilities for explaining h o w a current is produced in the conductor.
In the first case, the magnet is at absolute rest and the
conductor moving. According to electromagnetic
theory, the motion of the conductor through the magnetic field produces an electromotive force that
creates a current in the conductor. In the second
case, the conductor is at rest and the magnet moving.
In this case, again according to electromagnetic theory, the motion of the magnet creates a changing
magnetic field which induces an electricfieldthat in
turn induces a current in the conductor. However,
with respect to the relative motions, it makes no difference whether it is the magnet or the conductor that
is considered to be in motion. But according to the
Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetic theory, the absolute
motions do create a difference in h o w w e would
explain the production of a current in the conductor.
Since the explanatory asymmetry could not, in principle or in practice, be accounted for by the observable
phenomena - the measurable current in the conductor
- Einstein argued that this supported his conclusion
that "the phenomena of electrodynamics as well as of
mechanics possess no properties corresponding to the
idea of absolute rest" (p.37).
Although w e cannot discuss them here, two more
thought experiments figure crucially in the complete
analysis. The second thought experiment in the paper
is the most famous one in which Einstein constructed
an operational definition for the concept of simultaneity.
In a similar manner m a n y thought experiments figured in Einstein's constructing and c o m m u nicating the general theory of relativity, i.e., the

bodies together with a very thin - almost immaterial string. T h e combined body should both fall faster
and more slowly. It should fall faster because a combined body should be heavier than two separate
bodies and should fall more slowly because the
slower body should retard the motion of the faster
one. Clearly something has gone amiss in our understanding of 'heavier' and 'lighter'. Having pinpointed
the problem area, Galileo then goes on to show that
it is a mistake to extrapolate from what is true at rest
to what happens when bodies are in motion. That is,
he has us consider that w h e n the two bodies are at
rest, the lighter will press on the heavier, and therefore the combined body is heavier. But when w e
imagine the two bodies are in motion, w e can see the
lighter does not press on the heavier and thus does
not increase its weight. W h a t Galileo has done up to
this point is use the thought experiment to reveal the
inconsistencies in the medieval belief, the ambiguities
in the concepts, and the need to separate the heaviness of a body from its effect on speed in order to
analyze free fall. H e then goes on, using the methods
of thought experiment and limiting case analysis in
tandem to show that the apparent difference in the
speed of falling bodies is due to the effect of the
m e d i u m and not to the difference in heaviness between bodies.
A s the historian Clavelin has pointed out, it
is crucial for quantifying the motion of falling bodies
that 'heaviness' not be the cause of the difference in
speed because then w e could not be sure that motion
would be the same for all bodies. Galileo went on to
use a further thought experiment to demonstrate that
the observed differences in speed should be understood as being caused by the unequal way media lift
bodies.
T H O U G H T E X P E R I M E N T G 2 : Galileo asks us to
suppose, for example, that the density of air is 1, that
of water 800, of w o o d 600 and of lead 10,000. In
water the w o o d would be deprived of 800/600th of its
weight, while lead would be deprived of 800/10,OOOth's. Thus, the w o o d would actually not fall (i.e.,
would float) and the lead would fall more slowly than
it would in a less dense medium, such as air. If w e
extrapolate to a less dense medium, such as air, w e
see that the differential lifting effect is m u c h less significant (e.g., 1/600 to 1/10,000 in air). The next
m o v e is to consider what would happen in the case of
no medium, i.e., in extrapolating to the limiting case.
With this m o v e , Galileo says "I c a m e to the opinion
that if one were to remove entirely the resistance of
the medium, all materials would descend with equal
speed." (Galilei 1638, p. 75). Having performed the
extrapolation in this w a y w e can quantify this ideal-
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inconsistencies or exhibits paradoxes that arise w h e n
w e try to apply certain parts of that representation to
a specific situation, such as 'heavy' and 'light' to
falling rocks (Gl). T h e paradox can take the form of
a contradiction in the representation, e.g. it requires
that an object be both heavy and light, or of something being not physically possible, e.g., observing the
asymmetry required by electromagnetic theory (El).
F E A T U R E 3: B y the time a thought experiment is
presented it always works and is often more compelling than most real-world experiments. W e rarely, if
ever, get a glimpse of failed thought experiments or
avenues explored in the construction of the one
presented to us. S o m e experiments, such as G 2 ,
could potentially be carried out - at least until the
analysis extrapolates to the limiL Others, such as E l ,
underscore that doing a real-world experiment could
not provide the data the theory requires. While
others, such as E 2 , are impossible to carry out in
practice, either in principle or because w e do not yet
have therequisitelevel of technological achievement.
However, once understood, a thought experiment is
usually so compelling in itself that even where it
would be possible to carry it out, the reader feels no
need to d o so. T h e constructed situation is apprehended as pertinent to the real world either by revealing something in our experience that w e did not see
the import of before - e.g., the measurable current in
the stationary and in the moving conductor is the
same, so on what basis can w e support the difference
in theoretical explanation? - or by generating n e w
data - e.g., in the case of no medium, lead and w o o d
would fall at the same speed - or by making us see
the empirical consequences of something in our
existing representation - e.g., the attributes called
'gravitational mass' and 'inertial mass' are the same
property of bodies.
F E A T U R E 4: The narrative presentation has already
m a d e some abstraction from the real-world phenomena. For example, certain features of objects that
would be present in a real experiments are eliminated,
such as the color of the rocks and the physical
characteristics of the observers. That is, there has
been a prior selection of the pertinent dimensions on
which to focus, which evidently derives from our
experience in the world. W e k n o w , e.g., that the
color of a rock does not effect its rate of fall. This
feature strengthens our understanding of the depiction
as that of a prototypical situation of which there could
be m a n y specific instances. In more colorful narratives there m a y be more irrelevant features in the
exposition, but these most often serve to reinforce
crucial aspects of the experiment. For example, in
one version of the chest - or "elevator" - experiment

fieldrepresentationof gravitational action. W e will
just consider one he presented in various formats but
claims to havefirstconceived in 1907.
T H O U G H T E X P E R I M E N T E 2 : Einstein (1917.
pp.66-70) asks us to imagine that a large opaque
chest, the interior of which resembles a room, is
located in space far removed from all matter. Inside
there is an observer with some apparatus. In this
state, the observer would not experience the force of
gravity and would have to tie himself with strings to
keep from floating to the ceiling. N o w imagine that
a rope is connected to the outer lid of the chest and a
"being" pulls upward with a constant force, producing
uniform acceleration. T h e observer and any bodies
inside the chest would n o w experience the very same
effects, such as a pull towards the floor, as in a
gravitationalfield.The experiment demonstrates that
the behavior of a body in a homogeneous gravitationalfieldand one in a uniformly accelerated frame
of reference would be identical. Once w e see that
there is no w a y of distinguishing these two cases w e
can understand the importance of the Newtonian law
that the gravitational mass of a body equals its inertial
mass: these are just two manifestations of the same
property of bodies. That is, w e have a different
interpretation for something w e already knew.
Common Features
Before beginning to sketch a way of understanding thought experiments and their role in conceptual change in terms of the mental models framework,
w e need first to glean s o m e c o m m o n features of
thought experiments from the narratives presented
above. While there is great variety a m o n g thought
experiments, in general, the ones presented here do
exemplify important salient features.
F E A T U R E 1: B y the time a thought experiment is
public it is in the form of a narrative. T h e narrative
has the character of a simulation. It calls upon the
reader/listener to imagine a dynamic scene - one that
unfolds in time. T h e invitation is to follow through
a sequence of events or processes as one would in the
real world. That is, even if the situation m y seem
bizarre or fantastic, such as being in a chest in outer
space (E2), there is nothing bizarre in the unfolding:
objects float as they would in the real world in the
absence of gravity. T h e assumption is that if the
experiment could be performed, the chain of events
would unfold according to the w a y things usually take
place in the real world.
F E A T U R E 2: A thought experiment embodies
specific assumptions - either explicit or tacit - of the
representation under investigation. It usually exposes
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(E2), Einstein depicts the physicist as being drugged
and then waking up in a box. This colorful detail
served to reinforce the point that the observer could
not k n o w beforehand if he were falling in outer space
or sitting in a gravitational field. And, in the version
discussed above, the opacity of the chest is to prevent
the observer from seeing if there arc gravitational
sources around.

the situation depicted by the model, while the "experimental" dimension comprises the latter and the
connection between the simulation and the world.
Briefly, the mental models thesis about text
comprehension is that understanding the meaning of
a narrative involvesrelatingUnguistic expressions to
models; i.e., the relationship between the words and
the world is mediated by the construction of a structural analog to the situations, processes, objects,
events, etc. depicted by a text (Franklin and Tversky
1990; Mani and Johnson-Laird 1982; Johnson-Laird
1983; M c N a m a r a and Sternberg 1983; Morrow et al.
1989; and Tversky 1990). W h a t it means for a
mental model to be a "structural analog" is that it
embodies a representation of the spatial and temporal
relationships between, and the causal structure connecting, the events and entities of the narrative. In
constructing and updating a representation, the reader
would call upon a combination of conceptual and
real-world knowledge and would employ the tacit and
recursive inferencing mechanisms of her cognitive
apparatus.
That the situation is represented by a mental
model rather than by an argument in terms of propositions is thought to facilitate inferencing. W e can
actually generate conclusions without having to carry
out the extensive computations needed to process the
same amount of background information propositionally. The conclusions drawn are limited to those
that are directly relevant to the situation depicted.
The ease with which one can make inferences in such
simulative reasoning has suggested to some that
mechanisms either used in - or similar to those used
in - perception m a y be involved. If w e do employ
perception-like mechanisms here m a n y inferences
would be immediate.
T o date, most empirical investigations of the
hypothesis have focused on the representation of
spatial information by means of mental models. The
main disagreement has been over whether the representation involves a perception-like image or is
"spatial", i.e., allows different perspectives and
differential access to locations (See, Tversky 1990).
It is not clear that this debate has any bearing on the
function of thought experiments. Far more important
is the question of h o w knowledge and inferencing
mechanisms are employed in running and revising the
simulation, and on this subject there is nothing
beyond some explorations of h o w implicit knowledge
of causal relations influences updating a model
(Morrow et al. 1989).
Returning to thought experiments, the proposal offered here is that the cognitive function of the

Thought Experimenting as Mental
Modelling
Rendering thought experiments as a species
of mental modelling supports the interpretation that
w h e n they are employed in conceptual change, they
are "essential analytical tools" in the process. While
there is an extensive "mental models" literature, only
recent woric by Qin & Simon (1990) attempts, explicitly, to capture the simulation process of a thought
experiment, which they characterize as a "mental image''. There are m a n y things w e do not yet understand about the processes involved in mental simulation and h o w these differ from prepositional reasoning. Thus, I can only hope the sketch I present will
persuade the reader that following this direction does
offer good prospects for accounting for both the
"thought" and the "experiment" aspects of thought
experiments, and for explaining h o w they can be
"essential tools" in the process of conceptual change.
W e can only speculate about what goes on in
the mind of the historical scientist in the original
thought experiment. Scientists have rarely been asked
to discuss the details of h o w they went about setting
up and running such experiments. However, reports
of thought experiments are always presented in the
form of narratives that call upon the reader/listener to
simulate a situation in his or her imagination. Thus,
drawing on what w e think w e k n o w both about the
processes through which w e imagine or "picture" in
general, and through which w e comprehend any
narrative, m a y help us to answer that most perplexing
question about thought experiments: h o w can an
"experiment" carried out in thought have such powerful empirical force? The most pertinent aspect of
mental models research for this analysis is that which
investigates the hypothesis that understanding a
narrative involves the construction of a mental model.
In the case of thought experiments w e need to understand how: (1) a narrative facilitates the construction
of an experimental situation in thought and (2)
thinking through the experimental situation has realworld consequences. Framed in mental models terms,
the "thought" dimension would include constructing
a mental model and "running" a mental simulation of
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upon research into the construction and running of
mental models during narrative comprehension to
understand h o w they can function to create change.
In linking the conceptual and the experiential dimensions of human cognitive processing, the mental
models analysis offers the possibility of explaining
h o w thought experiments demonstrate the undesirable
real-world consequences of a conceptualization,
thereby compelling change. T o develop and test this
hypothesis, it will be necessary to have a better
understanding of the processes through which mental
simulations are "run".
There are further implications of this proposal for cognitive science. Historical cases provide
valuable data on the processes through which individual scientists change their representations of nature
O^ersessian 1991a). If - as a number of cognitive
psychologists are claiming - the processes of conceptual change in cognitive development and in learning
are indeed like those of major scientific revolutions,
the potential role of thought experiments in creating
these kinds of conceptual change should be explored
(See, Nersessian 1991b).

narrative form of presentation of a thought experiment
to others is to guide the construction of a structural
analog of the prototypical situation depicted in it.
Over the course of the narrative, w e are led to run a
simulation that unfolds the events and processes by
constructing, isolating, and manipulating the pertinent
dimensions of the analog phenomena. The constructed situation inherits empirical force by being abstracted from both our experiences and activities in,
and our knowledge, conceptualizations, and assumptions of, the world. In running the experiment, w e
m a k e use of inferencing mechanisms, existing representations, and general world knowledge to m a k e
realistic transformations from one possible physical
state to the next In this way, the data that derive
from a thought experiment, while constructed in the
mind, are empirical consequences that at the same
time pinpoint the locus of the needed representational
change.
Characterizing thought experiments in this
way also provides n e w insight into limiting case
analysis, which hasfiguredprominently in conceptual
change in science as well. This form of idealization
can be construed as a species of thought experiment.
In this species the simulation consists of abstracting
specific physical dimensions to create an idealized
representation, such as of a point particle falling in a
vacuum. The isolation of the physical system in
thought allows us to manipulate variables beyond
what is physically possible. Just what dimensions
produce the variation and h o w to extrapolate from
these m a y be something w e determine initially in realworld experimentation, but the last step can only be
made in the imagination. In physics, it is the idealized representation that is quantifiable. However, the
idealized representation is rooted in and relevant to
the real world because it has been created by controlled extrapolation from it. W e get from imagination to application to the real world by adding in
some of the dimensions w e have abstracted, again in
a controlled process.
Conclusion
Thought experiments play a central role in
conceptual change in science. In constructing and
"running" the experiment, a scientist is able to demonstrate h o w and w h y specific concepts are not applicable to the world. This understanding forms the basis
of problem-solving efforts to construct an empirically
adequate conceptualization.
However the initial
thought experiment is constructed and run, it is conveyed to others in the form of a narrative. I have
proposed that w e understand thought experiments as
a species of simulative reasoning and that w e draw
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Abstract

have regarded natural language as basically consisting
of concatenated structures of discrete, arbitrary symbols, and have constructed models of language processing that postulate internal representations of the
same general kind. Connectionists working on natural
language have been developing alternative distributed
representational schemes, but tend to agree with traditionalists regarding certain crucial ingredients of the
traditional picture — such as the need for c o m p o u n d
representations systematically constructed out of standard parts. So what, if anything, really differentiates
traditional symbolic and connectionist forms of compositional representation?

We provide a conceptual framework for understanding similarities and differences a m o n g various schemes of compositional representation, emphasizing problems that arise in modelling aspects
of h u m a n language. W e propose six abstract dimensions that suggest a space of possible compositional schemes. Temporality turns out to play
a key role in defining several of these dimensions.
From studying h o w schemes fall into this space,
it is apparent that there is no single crucial difference between A I and connectionist approaches
to representation. Large regions of the space of
composition^ schemes remain unexplored, such as
the entire class of active, dynamic models that do
composition in time. These models offer the possibility of parsing real-time input into useful segments, and thus potentially into linguistic units
like words and phrases.

Introduction
W h a t is the relationship between the kinds of symbolic representations deployed in "classical" cognitive
models and representations in their connectionist counterparts? T h e study of h u m a n linguistic capability is
a particularly appropriate domain in which to discuss
this issue. But w e must not let theoretical linguistics define the problem. Linguistics presumes the separability of linguistic knowledge and language use, the
distinction of competence from performance. There
is much more to the linguistic cognition than syntax.
Still, language implies a system of complex representational structures for various purposes. A n d one of these
is orthography, the level of an author or editor producing text in a "received" form. T h e discrete, static,
concatenated nature of printed language does imply a
model for the underlying cognitive architecture. T h e
intuitive appeal of this view of language has inhibited consideration of the m a n y problems in accounting for speech perception and production, the lexicon,
slips of the tongue, etc, that imply consideration of
other kinds of models. Both A I theorists and linguists
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There is a widespread tendency to suppose that
there must be some one crucial issue which neatly separates traditional symbolic representations from connectionist representations. W e believe, however, that
no such magic key exists. Rather, there is a variety
of ways in which connectionist schemes of representation differ, to a greater or lesser extent, from traditionfd schemes of representation. This is true even
w h e n w e restrict attention to specifically compositionzil
schemes.
W e consider a representational scheme to be compositional if it systematically constructs complex representations from basic compoundable units, such that
the semantic and causal significance of the c o m p o u n d
whole is a function of the significances of its basic parts.
W e describe individual representations belonging to a
compositional scheme as symholoids in order to stress
that the category of representational schemes w e are
interested in includes, but is considerably more general
than, traditional symbolic representations. There must
also be included various kinds of fuzzy and dynamic
distributed patterns that serve a representational function for nervous systems.
T o understand this situation w e find it useful to
view traditional and connectionist schemes as varying along a number of abstract dimensions defining a
space of possible schemes of compositional representation. Classical systems occupy one relatively restricted
region (centered on prototypical symbolic schemes such
as the structures in LISP or formal logic) while vari-

ous connectionist schemes tend to be widely scattered
across other regions. Even different instantiations of
natural language, such as printed English and spoken
utterances, are found at quite distinct points. The
kinds of neural representations that underlie natural
language capacities most likely occupy several quite
different regions in the space depending on which linguistic skills one looks at (e.g., interpreting speech directed at you, editing a text, learning a new word,
mimicking someone's dialect, etc.).
Our research is aimed at isolating and clarifying the
most important dimensions of this space — to distill
out the conceptual "principal components" (or so we
hope). W e seek a picture of compositional representation in cognitive systems that is more general and
inclusive than has previously been aveiilable. A n important result of this search is that, from the perspective afforded by an understanding of these various dimensions, one can see that standard Al-style schemes
of representation have no monopoly on compositionality. Instead, they merely occupy one relatively narrow
corner of the space of possible systems that allow composition of tokens. Further, we think that exploring
other regions of this space will be more fruitful for cognitive science research thaui developing variants within
this narrow region. The following is a tentative list of
the most general dimensions of the space of symboloidal representational schemes. The issue should not
be which scheme is the correct one, but rather which
scheme is most appropriate for which phenomena?
Typology of Representations
The major dimensions fall into at least three groups:
(1) intrinsic properties of the compoundable tokens,
(2) the manner in which composition of tokens takes
place and (3) the functioniil role of symboloids in the
operation of the system. W e do not claim these are
a minimal set of dimensions. (For example, there are
probably differing possible assumptions about semantics, that is, about the nature of the world itself.) W e
have tried to choose dimensions that are independent
and which clarify the range of possible solutions to the
representation problem. In addition to describing particular computational models, we will make reference
both the linguists' models of language and to various aspects of knowledge about language exhibited by
skilled users.
Properties of Basic Tokens
The tokens are the most basic entities with representational significance which can be compounded into derived structures. In natural language processing, individual words are assumed (by both linguists and highschool English teachers) to serve as the basic units.
As a first-order model, this is satisfactory. Otherwise,
orthographies and typographical conventions would be
much more problematic than they are. But Bolinger
among others has frequently pointed out how difficult
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it is to nail down the actual list of the particular items
that have just the right properties (BoHnger, 1975).
Language is not just a set of morphemes plus rules of
syntax. Speakers use and 'know' linguistic fragments
that come in many sizes: from submorphemic ideophones to words, idioms, and Bolinger's 'collocations',
as well as 'cliches' and even entire sentences and paragraphs of boilerplate (as in genres like wills and academic recommendation letters). The nature of these
mysteriously constrained yet mysteriouslyflexiblelexicalized 'units' lies well beyond the grasp of current
representational schemes employed in linguistic theory.
Although an orthography can afford to ignore these
data, a model of human linguistic representation must
support all of these kinds of linguistic knowledge.
Discrete vs. Continuous Token Set. Basic tokens are physical entities that gain their type-identity
(e.g., being an instance of the word cat) by exhibiting characteristic variation along certain critical dimensions (e.g., placement of ink on the page). These
dimensions can be thought of as delineating a space
of possible physical items which might count as tokens (e .g., ink marks on a page or a set of letter
strings). This first issue concerns how the basic tokens fall in this space. Are they sparsely or densely
packed into it? That is, are there entities which count
as basic tokens in the scheme 'between' any two tokens
of the scheme? For example: the so-called 'phonemes'
or 'phonological segments' used to describe particular
languages are assumed to be discrete (that is, located
far apart in stimulus space — at least one feature step
apart), while the acoustic and articulatory phenomena
themselves are clearly densely packed or continuous.
Static vs. Dynamic Tokens. Standard symbolic
models invariably assume that basic tokens are static.
By this we mean that the tokens exist indefinitely and
change only when explicitly altered — like the basic vocabulary of predicate calculus. They provide a conceptual model for standard orthographies of, say, English
and French. The inventory of units is relatively static
and the objects (the letters and words) endure fairly
indefinitely once converted to the printed medium.
These should be contrasted with the representation
that presumably must underlie spoken words. This
must change continuously over time as the pattern is
either produced or recognized. Acoustic changes are
essential to a word's being the word that it is, and to
its being correctly perceived (Liberman, et al, 1967).
Sometimes temporal specifications can be very subtle
indeed (Port and Crawford, 1989). It is likely that
internal representations of spoken words are also dynamic in this sense, as suggested by some (Browman
and Goldstein, 1986; Saltzman and Munhall, 1989).
With dynamic tokens, the type-identity of tokens is
based on physical change over time. Another example is the differentiation of smells in the olfactory bulb

Between these simple physical concatenation and
superimposition lies Context Sensitive Concatenation
(Smolensky, 1988). Tokens with distinct physical identities are concatenated but they are affected by their
combination with particular other tokens. These are illustrated by Elman's recent models (Elman, 1989) and
the dynamic memory of Anderson and Port.

of the rabbit (Skarda and Freeman, 1987). Familiar
smells each exhibit a characteristic limit cycle through
the activation state-space of a set of cells. There appears to be no single point in time when the instantaneous state 'represents' the identity of the scent.
Currently one can find connectionist models that
employ both kinds of representations. Most networks
produce static output vectors, that is, the dynamics
of the network leads it toward a point attractor (eg,
(Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1987; Elman and Zipser,
1988)). These two properties of basic tokens, discrete/continuous and static/dynamic seem to be the
most important ones, ^ but models also differ in the
way composition of basic units takes place.
Manner of Composition
H o w are representational tokens of whatever form actually combined to make compounds or higher-level
representations? This ability is clearly essential to any
representational scheme that is to be generally useful
(Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988).
Concatenation vs. Superimposition. Connectionist work has revealed the importance of distinguishing several ways of combining tokens into complex wholes (van Gelder, 1990). In traditional logic
and AI, there is, of course, no change whatever in tokens themselves when composed, as when LISP atoms
are strung together to form a complex statement. At
the other extreme is superimposition, or simultaneous
combination, as found, for example, in a Recursive
Auto-Associative Memory or R A A M (Pollack, 1991;
Blank et al., 1992). Such systems can be trained to
push and pop the elements of hierarchical trees from a
single distributed representation in a fixed-size group
of nodes. Input tokens are systematically combined
into completely distributed compounds by a sequence
of learning processes. The result is a static representation from which the entire tree can be constructed
even though no specific physical characters of the constituents is present. It is even possible to demonstrate
structure-sensitive transformations on distributed representations using a R A A M (Chalmers, 1990). These
demonstrations suggest that symbolic composition is
not the only kind possible.
'There is at leeist one other property of tokens as well
that may be relevant. How aie basic tokens paired with
what they represent? Are basic tokens with similar mezming also similar physically? Natural and formal languages
use arbitrary symbols. That is, tokens the typically have no
intrinsic relation to what they represent. This lack of meaning is a key ingredient in the notorious "grounding problem". Connectionist models often use arbitrary patterns
as the basic compoundable units but not 2Jways. O n the
other heoid, the stimulation patterns on a sensory surface
of an animal (like the finger tips, retina and basilar membrane) illustrate highly non-ajbitrary pairing of a stimulus
pattern with me2iuing.
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Static vs. Temporal Combination. A crucial
issue that cuts across the previous one is whether
the actual act of combining basic units to form compound representations occurs in time or only statically.
(The temporality of combination should not to be confused with the temporal vs. static nature of basic tokens themselves that we discussed in the previous section.) Both standard computer languages and linguistic models (Chomsky, 1965) depend on static hierarchical structures.
Of course, if modelling of time as a sequence of symbols proves inadequate, one can always model time as
'just another parameter' and deposit some kind of time
measurements within the representation itself (Klatt,
1976; Port, 1981). But eventually, before addressing
the real world, the artificiality of this maneuver must
be faced by any model of representation in a nervous
system (Port, 1990).
Certain 'recurrent' connectionist models (eg, (Anderson and Port, 1990; Elman, 1989)) deploy complex representations that are essentially temporally
extended. The basic components, attractor states,
are appended in time, so the structure of a sequence
is encoded in characteristic trajectories through state
space. Systems along this line can be extended to exhibit limit-cycle dynamics. It is likely that a dynamic
analog of concatenation in time can be achieved by
passing across the saddle points that separate one attractor basin from the next for each sequential component. W e suspect that complex representations formed
by temporal combination must underlie a wide range of
real-time cognitive processes in speech and language.
Thus, there appear to be several possible kinds of
tokens. And each may support composition in several
ways.
Functional Role of Representations
Symboloidal schemes of representation exhibit certain
kinds of properties that only become apparent when
we consider how representations in that scheme are
handled within the context of processing. It is to be
expected that the radical differences in the nature of
representational elements we are proposing will have
consequences for their use.
Passive vs. Active. Representations are normally
seen as inert structures that are distinct from the processes that manipulate them. This powerful assumption underlies the notion of a Universal Turing M a chine. The embedded Turing machine is described as

a set of rules, which the universal Turing machine can
execute at its convenience. The representations of the
embedded model sit on the tape waiting to be acted
upon by the host machine.
Another possibility is that representations are selfexecuting processes. That is, a symboloid might propel
itself toward new representational stabilities without
need of an external executive that reads the states and
executes the steps specified in a static rule table. Selfexecution can be driven either by external input or by
internal dyncimic representations from elsewhere in the
system. As a primitive example, the Interactive Activation models (McClelland &c Rumelhart,1981; Elman
and McClelland, 1986) for speech recognition have representations that are (weakly) active in this sense. As
input feature vectors become active during word presentation, they excite phoneme-level units and eventually word-level units. Information flows up, down and
laterally within the model such that evolving representations at one level drive the development of representations at other levels. N o externcd observer (or universal Turing machine) reads the activation levels and
to decide what to do next. The control of the model
has been decentralized or distributed. The AndersonPort model for auditory pattern recognition that will
be described below is also active in this sense.
Digital vs. Analog. Do the representations enable
operations upon them that are 'positive' and 'reliable'
in the terms of (Haugeland, 1985)? In classical symbol
systems, representations are digital in the sense that
the most basic identifying and transforming processes
can always be carried out with complete, unambiguous
success (e.g., the executive system can tell that the
symbol in the buffer is either foo or it is not; there is
no question of its being "somewhat/oo"). This digital
character is, of course, supported by other properties
of the representational scheme such as discrete basic
tokens and the strict concatenation property.
In some connectionist schemes, however, wefindrepresentations that are not digital in this sense. For example, if one attempts to use the R A A M architecture
to represent many sequences by sequential superimposition, the representations of stack states become so
closely packed in the activation space of the relevant
units that operations on the representations eventually
cannot be carried out positively and reliably (Pollack,
1991). Such a system is essentiadly anjJog. As trees
are reconstructed from the stack, reliability deteriorates. Things that are different are eventually forced
into equivalence classes.

Dynamic Models and Time
W e think that these dimensions are useful in revealing
both the possible diversity in symboloidal schemes of
representation and some of the similarities that exist
between the classical symbolic model and connectionist
schemes. But the connectionist framework also lends
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itself to dynamic models (Hopfield, 1984; Grossberg,
1980) and these open up opportunities for a different way of conceptualizing representations (see (van
Gelder, 1991) for further discussion). Thus, we now
explore that possibility in a little more detail in the
context of a model for recognition of auditory patterns. These patterns might be as short and complex
as a familiar chair squeek or bird chirp, of intermediate
length, Hke a syllable or a strum on a guitar, or they
might be hierarchically structured auditory objects like
words, melodies or sentences.
A crucial step in dealing with real-time input to a
cognitive model is the step from milliseconds to abstract event categories. This a very difficult to achieve
because abstract events typically occur with variable
durations. Thus temporad measurements in milliseconds (even if nervous systems did have a way of measuring them) are simply the wrong kind of description
(Rosen, 1978). It appears that dynamic systems provide a way to obtain abstract categories from real-time
input.
Dynamic Memory. Processing of temporal patterns as dynamic representations has been demonstrated to a limited extent. For example. Simple Recurrent Networks (Elman, 1990; Elman, 1989) respond
to learned sequential patterns by following a characteristic trajectory in activation space. W e view these trajectories as dynamic representations, distinct for each
input sequence. In this case, states of the system near
the end of each sequence distinguish each learned pattern. This can be illustrated by looking a little closer
at the model described by Anderson and Port.
A network was trained (by a form of supervised
gradient-descent learning) to recognize sequential patterns of tones. The network has 6 input frequency
bins of which only one was strongly active on each
time frame (since the input was effectively sinusoidal
over this frequency range). There were 7 nodes in the
fully recurrent Dynamic Memory, as shown in Figure 1.
The activation of each node on the next time step is
the decayed value from the previous time step plus the
squashed sum of weighted activations from all other
nodes in the Dynamic M e m o r y clique. In addition,
each of these nodes receives inputs from a layer that
indicates the energy in the six frequency bands. The
system learned to recognize a particular sequence of 8
input spectra comprising a melody-like pattern (Anderson and Port, 1990).
The model was trained to recognize one or more
melody-like target patterns by using one of the dynamic memory nodes as an identification node for each
target. The weight vector after training enabled it to
produce stable trajectories for target sequences ending
in a particular corner of the space (where an identification node approached 1) for the last two time cycles of
presentation of any target. The model achieved better
than 9 0 % correct identification on each of several tar-

(A)

(B)

Standard Rate
T

Half Rate

q

Dynamic Memory

PC 1
Figure 2: T h e trajectory of a target pattern plotted o n
the first t w o principal c o m p o n e n t s of the 7-D activation
space of d y n a m i c m e m o r y . T h e patterns were 8-frame
tone sequences (see A n d e r s o n a n d Port, 1990). T h e
left panel s h o w s the response after the presentation
at the standard rate (the rate at w h i c h training w a s
performed). T h e right panel s h o w s the s a m e network's
response to the target w h e n each spectral frame w a s
presented twice.

INPUT STREAM
Figure 1: The network that recognizes melody-like 8step sequential patterns. T h e r e are six input nodes,
one for each frequency bin, a n d seven d y n a m i c m e m ory nodes that are fully connected (to itself a n d all
neighbors. O n e (or m o r e ) of these nodes also serves as
a category identification n o d e a n d is trained to reach
a target value for just the last 2 time frames of the
pattern. T h e input-feature group learned to sharpen
the spectrum by lateral inhibition of its neighbors.

trains the d y n a m i c s of the trajectory determining the
entire composite representation. T h e representations
of the constituents of these melody-like patterns actively lead toward those states characteristic of the
learned pattern as a whole. This is the sense in which
the tokens are d y n a m i c a n d play a n active role in the
system. T h e y determine, at the appropriate point in
time, w h a t will h a p p e n next.
Interestingly, w h e n attention is addressed to the dynamics of recurrent networks as a w a y of accounting for
interesting behavior, then one notices that connectionism itself is important in this enterprise particularly
for its support of learning a n d distributed representations. Other, non-connectionist m o d e l s m i g h t also
support interesting dynamics.

gets. This contrasts with the response of the system to
distractor patterns (that is, to non-trained patterns).
In this case, trajectories are not distinctive. A s s h o w n
in the left h a n d panel of Figure 2, w h e n a target is
presented, the m e m o r y followed a characteristic path
through activation space (represented here b y its t w o
most significant principal c o m p o n e n t s ) .
W h a t if the rate of presentation is altered? W h e n
the patterns are presented at half-tempo, as s h o w n in
the right h a n d panel of Figure 2, essentially the s a m e
trajectory is produced. This suggests the possibility
that chains of abstract objects could b e learned b y
such a d y n a m i c network. If the system waits to allow the input patterns themselves determine w h e n the
representational state should change, a m a j o r problem
in control of cognitive m o d e l s might b e solved — the
problem of h o w to parse time into useful pieces.
T h e critical property of rate invariance is achieved
because the representation consists of a sequence of dynamically linked states. T h e s e states are not forced to
proceed from one to the next at a rate clocked b y the
machine itself, but are instead controlled b y changes
in the inputs (in interaction with the internal state).
These results s h o w h o w static fixed points can be c o m bined into a learned basic sequence w h e n driven b y
external input (which might b e sensory or produced
by another group of nodes). It is likely such tokens
can b e c o m b i n e d into larger structures b y a process
that nests t h e m into higher-level, m o r e slowly changing, representations. T h e incoming pattern itself en-

Conclusions.
One goal of this paper was to suggest that there are
many more possible schemes that can serve a representational function than have been well-explored thusfar.
Without a clear idea of the degree of independence of
the parameters discussed here, it is difficult to estimate
the size of this space. W e hope that the framework offered here will helpfixthoughts on this problem.
A second goal was to emphasize the possibility of
dynamic, active representations that are meaningful
because of their grounding in sensory surfaces in realtime (Gibson, 1968). Although symbolic models for
language assume timeless static symbols apriori, systems embedded in the world must obtain appropriate
symbolic functions on their own. Dynamic representations in the auditory pattern-recognition model exhibit
natural rate invariance by entraining their dynamics to
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Grossberg, S. (1980). H o w does a brain build a cognitive code? Psychological Review, 87(1):1-51.

the temporal structure of stimulation. This is an importiint step toward an understanding of how the ordered, nested, symbol-like representations of language
could be learned by a system that functions in real
time.
Returning to language, we have suggested that dynamic models have many useful properties - especially
for aspects of linguistic skill that are ignored by linguistics. Clearly, further technical developments will
be necessary to demonstrate composition beyond the
most basic level for dynamic representations. M a n y aspects of human speech have proven intractible to symbolic models. Perhaps symboloids can do better.
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Abstract

present-directed ones and future-directed ones. It
is the latter that will interest us here.
Intentions are an important concept in CogPerhaps the salient property of future-directed
nitive Science and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
intentions is that they involve commitment on the
Perhaps the salient property of (futurepart of agents. This view has been gaining ground
directed) intentions is that the agents w h o have
in the philosophical and A I literatures recently
them are committed to them. If intentions are
(e.g., see [Bratman, 1987, ch. 2], [Harman, 1986,
to be seriously used in Cognitive Science and
p. 94] and [Cohen and Levesque, 1990, p. 217]).
AI, a rigorous theory of commitment must be
T h e idea here is that an agent w h o has an intention
developed that relates it to the rationality of
is in some way committed to it—not only does he
limited agents. Unfortunately, the available
intend to achieve the relevant condition right now,
theory (i.e., the one of Cohen & Levesque) debut would also intend to achieve it later, even as
fines commitment in such a manner that the
the circumstances changed, perhaps for the worse.
only way in which it can be justified reduces
Thus there is a certain amount of irrationality built
it to vacuity. I present an alternative model in
into the very idea of commitment.
which commitment can be defined so as to have
Yet there are philosophical as well as practical
more of the intuitive properties w e expect, and
advantages to the view that agents are (or should
be closely connected to agent rationality. This
be) committed to their intentions. While it admits
definition is intuitively obvious, does not represent-directed intentions (e.g., for actions being
duce to vacuity, and has useful consequences,
done intentionally now), it gives primacy to futuree.g., that a rational agent ought not to be more
directed ones. This is important since it allows an
committed to his means than to his ends.
agent's intentional state n o w to influence his actions later. W h e n conceived of as involving com1 Introduction
mitments, future-directed intentions allow an agent
to coordinate his activities, both with his other acIntentions, along with beliefs and desires, are an
tivities, and with those of other agents. This is also
important component of the folk psychological conpractically important since it simplifies the design
cepts of intelligence and agency, especially as these
and analysis of complex agents, an important issue
concepts are used in Cognitive Science and Artiin AI.
ficial Intelligence (AI). Recently, there has been
T h e commitment-based view of intentions sugsome interest in the formalization of the semantics
gests that an agent reconsider his intentions only
of intentions—i.e., of the conditions under which
occasionally, rather than at every step. This alan agent m a y or m a y not be said to have an intenlows even a computationally and perceptually limtion [Cohen and Levesque, 1990, McDermott, 1982,
ited agent to carry on fairly eff"ectively in a world
Singh, 1990, Singh and Asher, 1990].
that, relative to his cognitive and physical capaciT h e modern philosophical view is that intenties, is highly complex and changing rapidly. I take
tions cannot be reduced to desires and beliefs (e.g.,
this m u c h as granted in this paper.
see [Brand, 1984, pp. 121-125], [Bratman, 1987,
In §2,1 describe the notion of commitment as appp. 18-23] and [Harman, 1986, pp. 78-79]). Intentions are most often seen as being mutually consisplied to intentions in philosophy; in §2.1,1 describe
h o w it is formalized in the theory of intentions of
tent, compatible with beliefs, and direct or immeCohen & Levesque [l990]; in §2.2, I point out the
diate causes of action (e.g., [Brand, 1984, p. 46]).
major problem with their approach, which seems to
This is a useful property for the purposes of this
paper, since it helps relate intentions to rationality
trivialize the notion of commitment; and in §2.3, I
via actions. Intentions come in at least two shades:
present m y o w n intuitions about h o w commitment
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can be reconciled with rationality, and propose a
definition of it that does not reduce to vacuity.
Next, in §3, I explain the ontological framework
of this paper. In §5, I present the formal language,
and in §6, the formal model. In §7, I return to commitment and try to place it in the context of the
formal model presented in §6. The approach presented here is general and independent of the exact
semantics given to intentions—be it possible worlds
based, sentential or any other.

2

W h a t is C o m m i t m e n t ?

A n agent's commitment to his intentions differs
from his commitment to his beliefs in that only the
former can cause the agent to act. Following Bratm a n and Harman, I consider a mental or internal
notion of commitment, rather than a social or external one—an agent is committed (by himself, as
it were) to his intentions, not to anyone else. Commitment is thus a purely psychological concept, but
has some obvious ramifications on the behavior of
agents. As we have seen, it entails that the agent
continue to hold on to his intentions over time, even
as things get worse. If the circumstances change for
the worse, he might try harder, i.e., spend more energy and time on it. E.g., if you are committed to
being at the airport at 6:00pm, you would make
more than one attempt to hail a taxi; if no taxis
are forthcoming you might walk to a better location, rent a car, or request a friend for a ride, and
so on.
Commitments help limited agents pursue complex goals that would otherwise be beyond their
capacities. Thus, while commitments might prove
quite irrational in some cases (e.g., where they lead
the agent to do actions that are too expensive, or
whose side-effects are too damaging), overall, in at
least ordinary circumstances, they are quite rational for agents who cannot think too fast on the fly.
E.g., your commitment to be at the airport might
make you hijack a bus there (something that you
might regret the rest of your life), but such cases
of over-commitment are rare (or ought to be rare
among rational agents). However, having the commitment saved you from repeatedly planning during the day to be in a neighborhood cafe at 6:00pm.

2.1

C o m m i t m e n t s a la C o h e n
Levesque

&

Cohen & Levesque (hereinafter C & L) agree that
commitment is one of the most important characteristics of intentions. They capture commitment
as a form of persistence over time in the definition
of "persistent goal" [1990, p. 236] and define intentions as special kinds of persistent goals [1990,
pp. 245, 248]. This takes care of the positive part of
commitments. C & L recognize that this could easily lead to over-commitment and define intentions
as a persistent goal that the agent persists with
precisely till the point where either (1) he comes to
believe that it has been satisfied; or (2) he comes
to believe that it will never be satisfied. This is obviously too strong: in many cases an agent should
not persist with an intention even though neither
of (1) and (2) hold—e.g., Joe can intend to go to
Mars, but give up that intention when he realizes
that he does not want to suffer through the training.
Later in their paper, C & L also allow intentions to
be dropped in a third w a y — w h e n the "reason" for
adopting them is no longer valid [1990, pp. 254255]. However, this would not help in Joe's case:
he might still persist with his reason for his original intention, which is to be mentioned in the history books as one of the pioneers of interplanetary
travel. Thus it is not easy to give up an intention
in this theory.
W e can try to weaken C & L's requirement for
dropping an intention by (1) generalizing believing that an intention has been achieved to believing that the intended condition would hold even
if the agent does not perform any (costly) actions
to achieve it; and (2) generalizing believing that
an intention is impossible to achieve to believing
that it is too expensive to try achieving. Without some motivation on grounds of rationality, C
& L would have no legitimate basis for their definitions. Indeed, they are quite explicit that their
goal is to capture the normative criteria for the "rational balance" between (among other things) (a)
committing to, and (b) dropping intentions [1990,
p. 214].
2.2 Critique of C & L's Approach

Reasonable though the idea of treating commitment as temporal persistence may seem, it has
some major philosophical and technical shortcomThe moral of this is that (1) if you do not know ings. Remember that all we intuitively wanted as
too much about the present and future state of the
a property of commitment was that it lead to perworld, and have too little time to think, then, on the
sistence under ordinary circumstances, not that it
average, commitments are a good way of being able
be identified with plain persistence. As I described
to get something done; and (2) while you may have
above, C & L's solution to the problem of intencommitments, it is not a good idea to over-commit.
tions never being dropped is a special case of the
maxim "intend something as long as it is useful to
It is these opposing intuitions about commitment
do so"; in other words, as long as the intention (or
that make it difficult to capture in a reasonably
acting for the intention) has a positive expected
rigorous framework.
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utility—the expected utility is negative or zero if
the agent believes that the intention has already
been achieved or believes that it never will be.
This maxim, which seems to underlie C k L's
proposal, is not just true; it is tautologous! A rational agent, it says, should have an intention only
so long as he believes it to be beneficial to him, all
things considered. I.e., at any given time (in any
given situation), whether an agent ought to persist
with an intention or not depends on whether or not
it has positive expected utility for him. But this
is really saying that the concept of intentions is redundant in the theory—if the agent is going to look
at what is best for him in each situation, then of
what use are his intentions to him? A n d what use
is the concept of intentions to us, as theoreticians?
In this framework, agents have some m e m o r y in
that they can continue with their intentions, but
must deliberate about these intentions from m o ment to moment. Thus one of the major philosophical intuitions about the concept of (future-directed
commitment-based) intentions is lost (see §1).
In other words, I a m arguing that (1) the notion of commitment-based intentions is an important one for Cognitive Science and AI; and (2) C k
L's formalization of it (even if weakened and generalized) does not do justice to it. T h e claim of
this paper is that one can, however, understand
commitment in a w a y that can be felicitously formalized, and which avoids the criticism just levied
on C & L's theory. In the next subsection, I try to
formulate some intuitions about commitment from
the point of view of agent rationality.
2.3 Commitment and Rationality:
Conative Entrenchment
Intentions are attitudes of rational agents. For
agents w h o are limited, but are rational to some
extent, having a commitment is a means of making the effort and time spent on deliberation have a
longer term effect than on just the current action—
if an agent can commit to an intention or a course
of action, he does not have to repeatedly rethink
some issues fromfirstprinciples. B y thus committing, the agent would certainly miss out some opportunities that he could have noticed by rethinking, but this comes at the advantage of not having been swamped by deliberation. In m a n y cases,
careful deliberation once in a while is better than
poor reasoning done repeatedly. A n d in the long
run, the limited agent ought to come out ahead in
terms of effort expended and benefits accrued. I
take this for granted in this paper.
However, the question I shall address is related to
it. Given that commitments are a good idea for the
kind of agents and environments that we are considering, one can naturally focus on the normative
criteria for determining h o w committed an agent
should be to an intention of his. N o w the commit-
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ment of an agent to an intention is really a measure
of the effort he is willing to put in to achieve it, or
of the risk he is willing to take in trying to achieve
it, or of something along those lines.
Ideally, the commitment of an agent to an intention should depend on its utility to him, "utility" here being a normative concept. For a real-life
agent, the commitment would actually have to be
set equal to the utility he subjectively expects from
the intention. This approach has the advantage
that once an agent has adopted an intention and
decided his level of commitment for it, he does not
have to repeatedly reconsider his c o m m i t m e n t — h e
would need to reconsider it only when he had put
in effort for it well above his initial commitment, or
had tried all the sufficiently low-risk and low-cost
means he knows of. At that point he could either
drop the intention altogether or reinstate it with a
new commitment. Thus, the greater (i.e., larger)
the agent's commitment to an intention, the less
frequently he would need to reconsider it. T o coin
a phrase analogous to the well-known for beliefs, an
agent's commitment to an intention is a measure of
its conative entrenchment.
In this paper, I consider only the sense of conative entrenchment in which the expected utility
of an intention is involved (rather than risk, or
some other such potentially useful criterion). For
concreteness, I n o w turn to a formal model involving action and time in which intentions and
commitments can be formalized. This model is
quite abstract, is derived from models for branching time temporal logic, has previously been developed, and has been applied to the formalization of
intentions and know-how [Singh, 1990, Singh, 1991,
Singh and Asher, 1990].
3 The Model, Intuitively
For concepts such as intention, commitment and
expected utility to even be formalized, we need a
formal model that includes not just time and action, but also possibility, probability and choice.
T h e model I propose here is based on possible
worlds. Each possible world has a branching history of times. Histories are sets of times, partially
ordered by temporal precedence, < . T h e y branch
into the future, and are assumed to never end. T h e
sets of times in the history of each world are disjoint. A world and time are a "situation." A scenario at a world and time is any maximal set of
times containing the given time, and all times that
are in a particular future of it; i.e., a scenario is
any single branch of the history of the world that
begins at the given time, and contains all times
in some linear subrelation of < . Different scenarios correspond to different ways in which the world
m a y develop as a result of the actions of agents.
Even though a world m a y develop in several different ways, only one scenario can be actualized. I

take probability as applying to scenarios and denoting their objective chance of being actualized.
The probability of a scenario is given relative to a
world and time and some description of an agent's
cognitive state. Even for the same world and time,
the description can vary—this allows us to express
probability before and after an agent's intentions
are considered, and is crucial to the goals of this paper. Only objective probability is considered, but
it is seen as being dependent on the agent's internal state, since actions can influence what occurs
later, and actions are chosen by agents depending
on their internal state. A n agent may do several
basic actions at any world and time; for simplicity,
I assume that on each scenario he would do exactly
one, intuitively, the one he chooses to do.
4 Primitive Concepts
I take Commits as a primitive notion here and
consider intention as derived. Commits{x,p,c)
means that agent x is committed to achieving p
to a level of c. Then Intends{x, p) = (3c > 0 :
Commits(x,p,c)). Note that even though commitments can be of different degrees, these degrees just
represent the entrenchment of the corresponding
intention—an intention itself is treated as being either ON or OFF, i.e., as binary. This is crucial since
the motivational component of intentions, which is
what makes agents act, is needed fully, if at all, for
an agent to act for it—how much effort an agent
expends is a different matter (I do not consider actions done half-heartedly: even our pretheoretic intuitions are unclear about such cases).
Each agent deliberates from time to time.
Deliberates{x) is true at precisely the situations
where x deliberates. The process of deliberation
is not studied here, and the theory presented applies only between successive deliberations (on any
scenario). Each action when done at a given time
along a given scenario has a certain cost attached to
it—this cost can vary between different instances of
the same action, and equals the value of Cost{x,a)
on a given world, time and scenario.
Objective probability is needed in the model to
take care of the notion of objective chance. Many
actions, e.g., coin tosses or rolls of dice, have several
possible outcomes which have (perhaps, different)
objective probabilities associated with them. These
outcomes may also have different utilities for an
agent. In the model, objective probability is treated
as a function, ir(), from scenarios to the unit interval, [0...1] and, utility is captured by a function
n(-, •) applied to agents and scenarios. In the language, utility is expressed by a function Utility{-, •)
applying to an agent and a condition, and is meant
to take the objective chance of different scenarios
on which that condition is true into account.
The key feature of intentions that we need is that
they lead to action. Intentions here are future-
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directed and allow not just immediate actions, but
also those in the future. Therefore, another useful
primitive is acting for an intention: an agent acts
for an intention when his action is a part of what
he would do in order to satisfy it—the details of
this process are not focused on here. Acting for
an intention is a cognitive concept—it depends on
the agent's internal state rather than the world.
A n agent acting for an intention may be doing so
even if it would be impossible or unlikely for him
to ever succeed (by doing that action). The same
action could be done for two different intentions;
of course, several temporally isolated actions may
have to be done for a single intention. I notate this
concept as a three place predicate Acts-for{-,-,):
applied to an agent identifier, basic action and a
condition. In order to connect the agent's cognitive state with the world, we need the concept of
performing an action in the world—this is notated
by a predicate Performs{-, •). Performs of an agent
X and action a is true over a subscenario on which x
does a. I assume that an agent who acts for a condition intends it, and also immediately performs
the action by which he acts for that condition; i.e.,
Acts-for{x,a,p)—<^ Performs{x, a) is always true.
Commitments (and therefore intentions) and beliefs are given a simple semantics for ease of exposition, and to focus on the matters of interest—
a Commits, Believes or Acts-for formula is true
over a subscenario or interval if it belongs to the
agent's cognitive state during that subscenario.
These concepts are treated purely qualitatively;
they can straightforwardly by analyzed using subjective probabilities, if one wishes. I consider it
a strength of this approach that it does not require the notion of subjective probability, while being compatible with it. Note that agents can have
beliefs, and even intentions, that involve objective
probability and utility statements.

5 The Formal Language
The formal language of this paper, C, is CTL*
(a prepositional branching time logic [Emerson,
1989]) augmented with quantification over basic actions; functions: Prob, Utility, Cost; and predicates: Believes, Commits, Intends, Acts-far and
Performs; and the arithmetic required. Let x be
an agent; p, q propositions; a an action; and i; a
probability.
A formula can be any of the following: an atomic
formula (V"), a conjunction of formulae (p A q),
a negation of a formula {-<p), an until-expression
(pUg), an action-expression or any of the four special predicates applied to the appropriate kinds of
arguments, or a path-quantifier followed by a formula. A path-quantifier is one of A and E. A denotes "in all scenarios at the present time," and E
denotes "in some scenario at the present time" —
i.e., Ep = -"A-ip. Fp denotes "p holds sometimes

those in [Emerson, 1989]. Formally, w e have the
following definitions;

in the future on this scenario" and abbreviates
"trueUp." G denotes "p always holds in the future
on this scenario" and abbreviates "-iF->;) " implication (p—• q) and disjunctions of formulae (p V q)
are defined as the usual abbreviations. A n actionexpression is of the form {a)p and means that action
a is done on the given scenario at the given time by
agent i, and that p holds as soon as a is done.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

M Nu,,< V-iff (t/^,Oe[V'l
M \=rii,t p A q \f[ M ^ w t P A M ^ ^ t q
M \=u,,t ^ p iK M ]/=uj t p
M 1=^ t E p iff (35 : 5 e S,^ t A M ^=s t p)
M \=^t A p iff {\/S : S e S ^ t-^ M \=st p)
M \=s,t (a}p iff (3<' : {S,t,t') € [ a ] ' A M ^s.v p)
M 1=5« p U g iff (3^' - . M ^ s t ' q A {Vt" •.t<t" <
t'-. M \=s,t" p))
6 The Formal Model
pUq is satisfied at time t on scenario S iflf there
The semantics of C is given relative to intenis a time such that q holds at it, and for all times
sional models (as described informally in §3): it
between n o w and then, p holds at them.
is standard for C T L * . The formal model is. Let
8. M |=5,t p iflF M t=u),< P, if P is not of the form
q[)r or {a)q, and w is the (unique) world such
M = {F,N) be an intensional model, where F =
that 5 e Su, t
( W , T , < , A , U ) is a frame, and N = (0,B,C,7r)
9. M \=st Beiieves{x,p) iff {3t' : Be;jeves(x,p) €
an interpretation. Here W is a set of possible
worlds; T is a set of possible times ordered by <;
Cx((5,'<,0))
A is the class of agents in different possible worlds;
10. M t=s,t Commits{x,p,c) iff
U is the class of basic actions; as described below,
(3t' : Commits{x,p,c) 6 C^({S,t,t')))
11. M \=st Acts-for(x,a,p) iflf
|] assigns intensions to atomic propositions and ac{3t' : Acts-forix,a,p) G C,{(S,t,t')))
tions. Scenarios as described in §5 can be defined
12.
M
\=st Performs{x,a) iff
easily from < [Singh, 1991]; Su,,t is the class of all
{3t':(S,t,t')elar)
scenarios at world w and time t: {w ^ w' y t ^
13. M \=u, t Utimy{x,p) = u iff
t')=^ Sw,t n Sw'.t' — 0- {S,t,t') is a subscenarto of
S from t to t', inclusive. B assigns basic actions to
^w.tiS) X ^w.tix,S)] = u
[ ' ^
the agents at different worlds and times. C assigns
'• s e s„., A M \=s.i p
a cognitive state to each agent at different subsceT h e utility of p to x is the weighted s u m of the
narios, as defined below. A coherence requirement
utilities of the scenarios on which p holds.
is that the cognitive state for a subscenario cannot
14. M \=^t Probip) = t; iff
be different than for a subscenario containing it. 7r
7ru;,t(5)] = t;
[ ' ^
assigns probabilities to scenarios in S^^t, for each
"• 5 e S„,, A M 1=5,1 P
world iv and time t.
T h e probability of p holding is the s u m of the
T h e intension of an atomic proposition is the set
probabilities of the scenarios that satisfy it.
of worlds and times where it is true; that of an
action is, for each agent x, the set of subscenarios in
7
C o m m i t m e n t Formalized
the model in which an instance of it is done (from
Now
I
return
to commitments. An important propstart tofinish)by x; e.g., {S,t,t') € [aj* means
erty of intentions that connects them to action is
that agent x does action a in the subscenario of
captured by the following constraint on our models:
S from time t to t'. I assume that [] respects B ;
an agent w h o has a positive commitment to achievi.e., a G Bu,,((x). For the models to be coherent,
ing a condition must eventually act on (unless he
we need to constrain them so that (1) an action
deliberates again in the meantime). A stronger forbegun at a time ends at most once on any scenario
mulation would require that an agent did not hold
there; (2) subscenarios are uniquely identified by
an intention infinitely without acting for it, but
the times over which they stretch; (3) there is a
there is no space to include such "fairness" conalways future time; and (4) something must be done
ditions here [Emerson, 1989].
by each agent along each scenario in the model,
1. A[/ntends(x,p)-^ FDe/iberates(x) V F(3a
:
even if it is a d u m m y action. Restrictions on []
Acts-for{x,a,p))]
can also be used to express the limitations of agents;
e.g., X cannot pick up three glasses at once.
Another constraint that w e need is the following which essentially "uses up" a part of the comT h e semantics of formulae is given relative to a
mitment to an intention. Here the metaphor of
model as defined above and a world and time in
commitment as a measure of the resources comit. M ^w,t P expresses " M satisfies p at w,t."
mitted to an intention is especially attractive. A s
M \=s,t P expresses " M satisfies p at time t on
the agent does actions for his intention, he uses up
scenario 5," and is needed for some formulae as
resources for it, and his intention becomes progresdefined in §5. p is satisfiable iff for some M , w and
sively less entrenched. Finally w h e n his committ, M \^w,t P- P is valid in M iff it is satisfiable at all
worlds and times in M . T h e satisfaction conditions
ment becomes too little, constraint 1 will no longer
for the temporal operators too are adapted from
apply; the agent will no longer be required to act
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for that condition (and ordinarily, he would not).
He might adopt an intention for the same condition again, in which case he will again be able to
do some actions for it.
2. A[{Commits(x,p,c)
A
Acts-for{x,a,p)
A
Cost{x,a) = u ) — • {a)Commils{x,p,c — u)]

means for p. I propose that q is one of I's means
for p iff I intends both and on all scenarios, until
he redeliberates all his actions for q are also for p.
8. Means{x,q,p) = [Intends{x,p) A Intends{x,q) A
A[{Acts-for{x, a, q)—*
Acts-for{x, a, p))[) Deliberate^x)]]

For contrast, C & L's persistence condition trans- Combining this definition with constraint 2
above, we can easily see that, as desired, the comlated to the framework of this paper would be
mitment for a means to an end must be less than
3. A[7ntends(x,p)—» {Intends{x,p)[J{Believes{x,p)
or equal to the commitment to the end itself.
VBe//eves(a;,AG-.p)))]
This requires that an agent not deliberate about
an intention once he adopts it. The proposed
framework does not prevent or require such deliberation; e.g., it does not require constraint 4, which
says that if an agent comes to believe that an intention of his has been satisfied, he has to deliberate
immediately.
4. fK[Intends{x,p)ABelieves{x,p)^' Deliberates{x)]
Instead, we can have the much weaker constraint 5, which says that when an intention is believed to have succeeded, the agent would eventually deliberate. Essentially the same improvement
can be made for the constraint calling for intentions
to be dropped when it is believed that the intended
is impossible in the future.
5. A[7ntenc/s(x,p) A Be/ieves(x,p)—•
FDe/iberates(x)]

8 Conclusions and Future Work
I have taken an important property of intentions,
commitment, and shown how it can be felicitously
reconciled with the idea of rationality for limited
agents. It should be clear that limited agents, for
w h o m deliberation is expensive, benefit from being committed to their intentions. Future work
planned includes formally deriving that condition,
and expressing rationality postulates that relate
planning and intentions. Another interesting idea is
to define habits as sequences of actions whose cost
is lower than the sum of the costs of the individual
actions that compose it.
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strategies in use is but one step in a general project of
clarifying the conceptual foundations of connectionism.

Abstract
A distinctive feature of connectionism as a research paradigm in psychology is use of a form of
scientific explanation here termed dynamical explanation. In dynamical explanation, the behavior of a system is explained by reference to points
and trajectories in an abstract state space. This
paper contrasts dynamical explanation with some
other major forms of scientific explanation, and
discusses how dynamical explanation of the behavior of artificial neural networks can constitute
genuine psychological explanation.
What is distinctive about connectionism as a research paradigm in psychology? This question has
been approached from many different directions. Many
have pointed to novel connectionist methods of representation; others, meanwhile, have focused on such
issues as the connectionist emphasis on learning, the
level at which it operates, whether or in what sense it
employs rules, and so forth. Here I will be suggesting that, whatever else may be distinctive about it,
connectionists are developing or at least, importing
into psychology - a novel form of scientific explanation. Since this kind of explanation proceeds by constructing models conceived of as dynamical systems,
the most appropriate term for this approach is dynamical explanation. In what follows I will give an intuitive
introduction to the concept of dynamical explanation,
contrasting it with other generic styles of explanation
widely used in science, and will then discuss how dynamical explanation is deployed in connectionist modeling of psychological phenomena.
There is, of course, nothing new in the idea that
connectionist networks can be thought of as dynamical
systems, or in the idea that doing so is a key element
in connectionism's distinctive perspective on cognition.
(On both these points, see, e.g., (Smolensky, 1988).) I
am not arguing for these points, but rather attempting
to make explicit one form of scientific explanation one
will be using if one describes networks as dynamical
systems and uses such descriptions in accounting for
psychological data. Making explicit the explanatory
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Styles of Explanation.
In a well-known article outlining "cognitivism" (now
more widely known as "classical" cognitive science),
John Haugeland (Haugeland, 1981) pointed out that
scientists commonly utilize at least three broad kinds
of explanation - the deductive-nomological, the morphological, and the systematic. Deductive-nomological
explanation is the classic; in this approach, scientists
develop general, abstract, mathematically formulated
laws, and then explain a given phenomenon by showing that it is merely an instance of the operation of
such a law - i.e., by subsuming the phenomenon under
the law. In morphological explanation, by contrast, an
ability or disposition "is explained through appeal to
a specified structure and to specified abilities of whatever is so structured" (p.247). For example, the uncanny ability of an eggshell to resist breaking when
force is applied at the ends can be explained by pointing to the shape of the shell and the way such a shape
distributes pressure. Here there is, at least in the first
instance, no subsuming under laws; there are of course
laws in the background, but knowledge of such laws is
certainly not prerequisite forfindingthe explanation
illuminating. In systematic explanation, the ability or
disposition of some whole, in this case known as a "system," is also explained by pointing to a particular kind
of internal structure, but this time one made up of distinct parts which participate in a "complexly organized
pattern of interdependent interactions". For an example illustrating the systematic approach, consider an
explanation of how a car engine works. Long before
any laws become relevant, one has to describe the various parts of the engine (carburetor, cylinders, radiator
etc.), how they individually function, and how each of
their functions is integrated to produce a smoothly and
powerfully rotating driveshaft.
These different explanatory strategies can be regarded as alternative ways of conceptualizing or "organizing" the world such that we can make sense of
it. More than this, however: they tend to reflect real

differences in the way the world itself is constituted
and events unfold. The difference between morphological and systematic explanation, for example, reflects
the structural fact that systems, but not the kinds of
mechanisms we describe morphologically, are made up
of distinct parts which interact with each other in complex ways. In general, whether a particular explanatory strategy is the most appropriate in a given case
depends on both the specific character of the situation
under consideration and our explanatory interests and
resources.
From this perspective, an obvious question arises:
how many significantly different kinds of scientific
explananda, and corresponding different explanatory
strategies, aie there? Or, less ambitiously: can we
think of further kinds of situations, to which some further expleinatory strategy is most appropriate? In the
current context, of course, the ultimate goal of this
line of questioning is cognition. W h a t kind of mechanisms are cognitive mechanisms? Which explanatory
strategy, or strategies, are the most appropriate in describing how cognition arises?
In fact, I think that there is at least one more major,
generic form of explanation, one that is suggested by
study of how explanations often proceed in distributed
connectionist work, though it is most certainly not limited to that context. The kind of mechanism to which
this species of explanation applies is the dynamical system. A dynamical system is any closed system whose
state at a given time can be adequately captured by
specifying the vidues of each of a set of parameters.
As the dynamical system changes over time, the values of these parameters evolve in interdependent ways.
In studying and explaining the behavior of dynamicjil systems one aims at formulating equations which
describe the evolution of the system, and which can
consequently be used to explain why the system is in
the state it is in, or to predict what states it will come
to be in. A classic example of a dynamical system is a
pendulum. Parameters pick out the displacement and
velocity of the bob, and relatively simple general equations govern how the values of these parameters change
over time, capturing the periodic swinging motion of
the pendulum.
The state space of a dynamical system is all the possible states which the system can be in. A state space
can be represented using a vector spajce containing a
point for every possible combination of values of all
the relevant parameters; thus, the state spax;e has as
many dimensions as there are parameters. If we know
the current state of the system i.e., the point in state
space it currently occupies - then we can use the equations governing the behavior of the system to determine what point it will occupy next. A succession of
such points is a trajectory in state space, and amounts
to a picture of how the dynamical system changes as
time goes on. Every point that the system might occupy lies on some trajectory or other, and shapes of
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the all the trajectories arefixedby the equations. Crucially, to understand how the system works is to have a
sense for how the system changes over time, or, equivalently, to understand the general dynamical "topography" of the system. W h a t do the trajectories look like?
If the system is in a given state, how will it evolve?
In the case of the pendulum, the equations which tell
us how the state of the system changes over time are
given by general laws of classical mechanics. For this
reason it might seem that dynamical explanations are
just special instances of deductive-nomological explanation. In general, however, this is not true. For one
thing, we can use dynamical explanations in situations
where the equations governing the evolution of the system are not themselves general physical laws. In principle, of course, one supposes that the equations are
ultimately derivable from general physical laws, and
it m a y even be possible to provide such a derivation.
However, the crucial point is that as long as one has
the equations for the system, such a derivation is not
in practice part of the actual explanation of the behavior of the system, and none of the explanatory force is
lost if no such derivation is forthcoming.
Second, dynamical explanations m a y proceed without making explicit use of the equations governing the
system. If the system is complex enough, one may not
actually have the full equations in hand; alternatively,
one might have them, but neverthelessfindmore perspicuous ways of explaining how the system works that
proceed independently of the equations. This seems to
be the situation on occasions when connectionists explain the performance of their networks by sketching
a picture of the trajectories through which the overall
patterns of activity evolve. By presenting a series of
carefully selected two-dimensional snapshots of trajectories, they provide a sense of the dynamical structure
of the system - i.e., an understanding of how the system behaves. Subsequent explanations of particular
features of the behavior of the network can proceed by
referring to that topography without needing to advert to the full equations which, formally, govern the
behavior.
Dynamical explanations are not morphological or
systematic either. In its pure form, dynamical explanation makes no reference to the actual structure
of the mechanism whose behavior it is explaining. It
tells us how the values of the parameters of the system
evolve over time, not what it is about the way the system itself is constituted that causes those parameters
to evolve in the specified fashion. It is concerned to
explore the topographical structure of the dynamics of
the system, but this is a wholly different structure than
that of the system itself. This point is crucial to understanding dynamical explanations and how they differ
from systematic explanations in particular. Dynamical
explanations turn on the way the values of the parameters of the system interdependently evolve over time,
whereas systematic explanations turn on the complex

interactions a m o n g the parts of the system itself. Consider the car engine ag2un. Supposing a dynamital
systems-style explanation were possible, it would begin
by picking out the crucial parameters: engine temperature, r.p.m., gas level, timing advance, cylinder pressure - indeed, m a n y of the quantities measured on by
instruments on the dash, and no doubt a host of others besides - and then proceed to show how variations
in one parameter affects the others, or h o w the engine
typically proceeds through various states corresponding to regions of the state space (e.g., from cold to
w a r m to out of gas), possibly according to rough equations describing the behavior of the particular engine.
Explanations formed along these lines are quite different from systematic explanations which advert to the
various parts of the engine and h o w they interact. In
particular, the parameters utilized in dynamical explanations do not in general pick out parts of the system
under study. Temperature and r.p.m. are not parts of
the engine which interact with other parts. Y o u can
remove the carburetor leaving the rest of the engine
behind, but you cannot remove the r.p.m..
The general point here is that dynamical explanation, which proceeds in terms of parameters, equations
and state spaces, takes place at one level of remove
from the actual mechanisms which produce the behavior quantified and explained in the dynamical account.
To be sure, if one wanted an explanation of w h y one
equation rather than some other governs a system, of
why the state of the system travels through some trajectories and not others, one m a y be able to go on
to offer a further, presumably systematic, explanation;
this does not however m a k e the initial dynamical explanations themselves either morphologicjil or systematic,
and the usefulness or validity of the dynamical explanation does not depend on one's being able to provide
such further explanation.
I clfiim, then, that dynamical explanation constitutes a genuine alternative to other c o m m o n forms of
scientific explanation. T h e dynamical approach to explanation seems to have been neglected in the philosophy of science, but not in scientific practice itself, for a
moment's reflection suggests that explanations fitting
this general mold are widely used. W h a t remains to
be shown here is h o w dynamical explanationfiguresin
connectionist work. This involves two steps:first,illustrating how the behavior of connectionist networks can
be explained in dynamical terms; and second, showing
how dynamical explanation of connectionist networks
combines with the technique of modeling to construct
genuinely psychological explanations.

Dynamical Explanation of Network
Behavior.
It is probably obvious enough how connectionist networks are conceived as dynamical systems. In the simplest and most familiar case, the parameters specify activity levels for each of the units, and equations based
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on the processing characteristics of the units and the
way they are interconnected describe h o w activity levels will evolve over time. Patterns of activation over
the network as a whole can be regarded as points in an
activation state space, and processing can be thought
of as traveling along a trajectory in activation sp2ice.
From this perspective, to explain the behavior of a network is to provide a sense for the dynamical structure
of the network as a whole, such that any particular
state it might be in can be related to other states that
it was or will be in; or such that one trajectory can be
contrasted with others. This "sense" can be obtained
either formally, by providing equations capturing the
dynamical structure, or intuitively, by (for example)
sketching trajectories in a selected few of the dimensions. (Note that explanation of the behavior of the
network in terms of its dynamical structure must be
carefully distinguished from another c o m m o n explanatory task in connectionism, namely, explaining h o w a
network comes to have the dynamical structure that it
does.)
Hopfield nets (Hopfield, 1982) and Boltzmann m a chines (Hinton and Sejnowski, 1986) are excellent examples of connectionist networks whose behavior is
naturally understood in dynamical terms. In general
it is helpful to see processing, over m a n y time steps,
as tracing out a somewhat erratic trajectory in the activation state space of the network. Indeed, if w e add
to the space a dimension for another parameter such
as global energy, the settling process characteristic of
such networks can be visualized as a downward slide
to a resting place. Explanations of particular aspects
of the networks behavior typically refer to the general
structure of these dynamics. W h y did the network settle at a particular point? Because it began its settling
process at another point which happened to be in the
basin of attraction for the settling point.
M a n y other connectionist explanations proceed in
basically dynamical terms, though the dynamical character is often concealed by the fact that they are often
highly simplified varieties of the strategy. Explanations in this latter category tend to consider only a few
time steps (i.e., highly truncated "trajectories") and,
from step to step, shift attention from one sub-space
of the overall activation space to another. Consider for
example the explanation of generalization p h e n o m e n a
in the well-known past tense learning model of Rumelhart &: McClelland (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986).
T h e ability of the network to produce the correct past
tense form of an unseen, irregular verb such as bid is
explained in terms of the fact that the trained network is "sensitive to the subregularities as well". That
is, there are regularities even a m o n g irregular verbs;
irregular verbs with similar present tense forms often
also have similar past tenses. T o say that the network
is "sensitive to the subregularities" is to say that it
treats m e m b e r s of these subgroups in a similar fashion.
Thus, expladning the network's correct performance on

the verb bid is a matter of (a) pointing out that its input representation is similar (i.e., close in the space
of input patterns) to other irregular verbs, and (b)
adverting (in this case, in a highly informal way) to
the overall dynamical structure of the network. This
explanation considers a "trajectory" of only one time
step and its description of the topological structure of
the dynamics of the network is framed only in terms of
how points in the input-unit activation sub-space are
mapped to the output-unit subspace.
A particularly provocative example of dynamical explanation at work is found in Jeff Elman's descriptions of his S R N models of sentence processing (see
e.g., (Elman, 1989)). Elman made effective use of
an increasingly c o m m o n technique exploiting principal components analysis to select an appropriate twodimensional "window" onto the activation state space
- or rather, in this case, the sub-space corresponding
to hidden unit activity. In this window one plots a
series of points, corresponding to states that the hidden units go through upon presentation of a series of
inputs; this series of points amounts to a picture of
the activation trajectory for those inputs. Collectively,
a series of such trajectory pictures yields at least a
g h m m e r of understJinding of the complex dynamical
structure of the network. Explanations of the successful performance of the network at its word prediction
task make crucijJ reference to these trajectories; thus,
the network is held to be able to correctly predict the
next word in a complex sequence precisely because the
structure of the sequence up to that point had been encoded in the activation trajectory (see (Port and van
Gelder, 1991)
W h y are connectionists increasingly using dynamical explanation in preference to, for example, any of
the other forms of explanation described by Haugeland? The quick and easy answer is that neural
networks are themselves the kinds of systems for
which the most natural explanations are dynamical. Deductive-nomological explanation requires general covering laws, yet the systems of differential equations governing the behavior of complex networks are
not general laws, and if they can be formulated at all
for such networks, are typically unwieldy and unilluminating. Morphological explanation is inappropriate
since it does not make room for the change and interdependence of the parameters; and systematic explanation is of little help since the "parts" of the structure
are so many and so similar, and key parameters (e.g.,
"energy") do not refer to parts of the system at all. In
dynamical explanation one abstracts away from any
consideration of how the system under study is actually put together, and focuses only on how various parameters change in interdependent ways. It seems that
this distancing from the implementation is an essential
simplifying step in attaining a deep understanding of
how these particular kinds of highly complex systems
work.
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D y n a m i c a l E x p l a n a t i o n in P s y c h o l o g y .
These examples of dynamical explanation in connectionism only involve explanation of the behavior of
networks themselves; psychological data has not yet
entered the story. H o w then can dynamical explanation constitute psychological explanation?
To answer this question, the concept of dynamical
explanation of neural networks has to be combined
with an understanding of how those networks are supposed to function as models of psychological phenomena. In modeling we explore one relatively familiar, often artificial structure or mechanism as a means of exploring another less familiar one. Thus, in psychology,
and speaking in the broadest possible terms, one thing
we wish to do is understand that mechanism which produces our behavior - at least, our behavior as codified
in the data of experimental psychology. That mechanism, of course, is the brain. (Some prefer to distance
themselves more from the messy neurobiological details, and so call the mechanism the mind.) Yet that
mechanism is so awesomely complex, and the gap between neuroscience and psychology still so large, that
we cannot yet explain how the brain (or mind) produces our behavior directly. As an intermediate step,
we construct a model - a substitute mechanism which
is supposed to be relevantly similar to the original, at
least so far as the latter is described at some suitably
abstract level. By exploring and understanding the
properties of the model, we hope to reach some understanding of the original mechanism.
A n obvious test of the adequacy of a model is that
it account for the data - that is, it should produce
the same overall behavior as the mechanism that is
the ultimate explanatory target. Most psychologists
producing models of human performance direct virtually all their attention at the constraints provided by
this requirement. In principle, however, we can judge
the adequacy of the model by reference to any knowledge we happen to have of the original mechanism.
For example, a model of internal processes in the sun
can be judged not only according to whether it generates the right behavior (corresponding to light and
heat output,flares,sunspots etc.) but also according
to whether it relies on processes that accord with other
quite general knowledge from chemistry and physics.
In the psychological case the "top-down" constraints
of matching performance can, at least in principle, be
supplemented with "bottom-up" constraints provided
by our increasing knowledge of the brain, its structure
and modes of functioning.
N o model will be identical, in all its features, to the
mechanism that is to be explained; only some aspects
of the model are relevant to whether it meets the constraints provided by the performance data, and only
some aspects are relevant to whether it accords with
neuroscientific evidence of the basic constitution of the
neural mechanism. Thus, whenever a model is proposed, it ought to be accompanied by what Wilfred

Sellars called a commentary, specifying which features
of the model are to be taken as relevant to whether it
satisfies the various constraints. For exami)le, implicit
in the discussion of the past tense learning model was
the claim that which set of Wickelfeatures is output
for a given input is taken to be relevant to whether the
model accounts for the psychological data, while how
fast it produces that set is not relevant. Other things
being equal, a better model is one in which more of
its features are judged relevant to its acceptability as
a model.
Now, connectionist explanations of the behavior of
their networks in dynamical terms constitutes dynamical explanation in psychology if (a) the network is being used as a model for the mechanism producing the
psychological data, and (b) it is explicitly claimed or
at least implicitly assumed that the abstract dynamical structure of the network corresponds to the abstract dynamical structure of the original mechanism.
If these conditions are satisfied, then a connectionist's
explanation of the performance of her network in terms
of locations and trajectories in unit activation space is,
at the same time, explanation in dynamical terms of
how humans exhibit the performance they do. Note
that for connectionist explanations to count as genuine dynamical explanations of psychological data, it is
not required that the processing units of the model be
interpreted as corresponding to real neurons, the connections as real synapses, etc.; the commentary may
simply leave the interpretation of the units themselves
undetermined. W h a t matters is the overall structure
of change, not what it is that is changing.
In short, connectionists are, increasingly, producing
dynamical explanations of psychological data by combining dynamical explanation of the behavior of their
networks with a certain way of interpreting those networks as models of the actual mechanisms underlying
human performance. It may eventually be possible to
produce dynamical explanations in psychology without
first producing and explcdning artificial neural network
models; until the actual mechanisms are much better
understood, however, modelling of some kind is an essential intermediate stage.
Conclusion.
According to Haugeland, understanding how mainstream symbolic cognitive science uses systematic explanation is essential to understanding its distinctive
approach to cognition and how it can constitute respectable scientific investigation in psychology. It
would probably be premature to assert, at this stage,
that the concept of dynamical explanation will play a
similar role for connectionism. It is safe to say that
dynamicEil explanation is increasingly c o m m o n in connectionist practice, arising in response to at least two
pressures the increasing complexity of connectionist
models, and the developing interest in the temporal
structure of cognitive processes. I a m not claiming
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that the use of dynamical explanation is any kind of
criterion that can be used to distinguish connectionist
approaches from others; in general, it is a methodological blunder to suppose that there is any fail-safe
distinguishing marker. Further, I a m not claiming that
dynamical explanation is the only kind of explanation
connectionists use. It is, nevertheless, a distinctive and
novel feature of the connectionist perspective on cognition.
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Abstract

analogical remindings.
This paper presents MAC/FAC, a model of similaritybased reminding which attempts to capture these phenomena. W efirstreview psychological evidence on retrieval
and mapping of similarity compcirisons and describe the
design of MAC/FAC. W e then describe computational experiements which simulate the patterns of access found in
a psychological experiment, and close by describing further avenues to explore.

We present a model of similarity-based retrieval
which attempts to capture three psychological phenomena: (1) people are extremely good at judging
similarity and analogy when given items to compare.
(2) Superficial remindings are much more frequent
than structural remindings. (3) People sometimes
experience and use purely structural analogical remindings. Our model, called MAC/FAC (for "many are
called but few are chosen") consists of two stages.
Thefirststage (MAC) uses a computationally cheap,
non-structural matcher tofiltercandidates from a
pool of memory items. That is, we redundantly encode structured representations as content vectors,
whose dot product yields an estimate of how well the
corresponding structural representations will match.
The second stage (FAC) uses SME to compute a true
structural match between the probe and output from
thefirststage. M A C / F A C has been fully implemented, and we show that it is capable of modeling
patterns of access found in psychological data.

Framework

Introduction
Similarity-based remindings range from the sublime to
the stupid. O n one extreme is being reminded by octaves in music of the periodic table in chemistry. O n the
other extreme are times when a bicycle reminds you of
a pair of eyeglasses. Most often, remindings are somewhere in between, such as when a bicycle reminds you of
another bicycle. Our theoretical attention is inevitably
drawn to spontaneous analogy, i.e., structural similarity
unsupported by surface similarity, partly because it offers
perhaps our best entree to studying the creative process.
However, a good model must also capture the frequency
of difi'erent outcomes, and research on the psychology of
memory retrieval points inescapably to a preponderance of
the latter two types of similarity - (mundane) literal similarity, based on both structural and superficial commonalities - and (dumb) superficial similarity, b<ised on surface
commonalities. Rare events are hard to model. A major
challenge for resezirch on similarity-based reminding is to
devise a model that will produce chiefly literal-similarity
and superficial remindings, but still produce occasional
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Similarity-based transfer can be decomposed into subprocesses. Given that a person has some current target situation in working memory, transfer from prior knowledge
requires at least (l) accessing a similar {base) situation
in long-term memory, (2) creating a mapping from the
base to the target, and (3) evaluating the mapping. In
the structure-mapping framework (Gentner, 1983, 1988),
mapping is the process by which two representations
present in working memory are aligned and further inferences imported. The process of computing a mapping
from one situation to another is governed by the constraints of structural consistency and one-to-one mapping.
This account differs from most psychological treatments
by defining similarity in terms of correspondences between
structured representations. Matches can be distinguished
according to the kinds of commonalities present. An analogy is a match based on a c o m m o n system of relations,
especially involving higher-order relations.^ A literal similarity match includes both c o m m o n relational structure
and c o m m o n object descriptions. Surface matches are
based primarily on c o m m o n object descriptions along with
some sharedfirst-orderrelations.
There is considerable evidence that people are good at
mapping. People can readily align two situations, preserving structurally important commonalties, making the
appropriate lower-order substitutions, and mapping additional predicates into the target as candidate inferences.
For example, Clement &: Gentner (in press) showed people analogies and asked which of two lower-order relations,
'We define the order of an item in a representation as follows: Objects and constants are order 0. The order of a statement is one plus the maximum of the order of its arguments.

both shared by base and target, was most important to
the match. Subjects chose relations that were governed
by shared higher-order relations. In a second study, subjects showed the same sensitivity to connectivity and systematicity in choosing which predicates to m a p as candidate inferences from base to target. Further, people
rate metaphors as more apt w h e n they are based on rela^
tional commonalities than w h e n they are based on comm o n object-descriptions (Centner & Clement, 1988) and
they rate pairs of stories as more sound w h e n they share
higher-order relational structure than w h e n they share
object-descriptions (Centner & Landers, 1985; Ratterm a n n & Centner, 1987). W e also find effects of relational
structure on judgments of similarity (Coldstone, Medin &
Centner, in press; Rattermann k Centner, 1987) and on
the way in which people align perceptually similar pictures
(Markman & Centner, 1990).
A n adequate model of h u m a n simileirity and analogy
must capture this sensitivity to structural commonality,
by involving structural representations and processes that
align them. T h b would seem to require abandoning some
highly influential models of similarity: e.g., modeling similarity as the intersection of independent feature sets or
as the dot product of feature vectors. However, w e show
below that a variant of these nonstructural models can be
useful in describing some aspects of access.
Similarity-based Access from Long-term M e m o r y : There
is psychological evidence that access to long-term m e m o r y
relies more on surface commonalities and less on structural commonalities than does mapping. For example,
people often fail to access potentially useful analogs (Gick
and Holyoak, 1980). Ross (1984, 1987) further showed
that, although people in a problem-solving tcisk are often
reminded of prior problems, these remindings are often
based on surface similarity rather than on structural similarities between the solution principles.
In our research w e used the "Karla the hawk" stories
to investigate the determinants of similarity-betsed access.
W e put people in the position of trying to access analogy and similarity matches from long-term m e m o r y and
asked which kinds of comparisons were easiest to retrieve
(Centner & Landers, 1985; Rattermann & Centner, 1987).
Subjectsfirstread a large set of stories. T w o weeks later,
they were given new stories which matched the original
ones in various ways. S o m e were true analogs of the first
stories; others were surface matches, sharing lower-order
events and object descriptors but not higher-order rela^
tional structure. Subjects were asked to write out any
prior stories recalled while reading the new stories. Afterwards, they rated all the pairs for soundness: i.e., h o w well
inferences could be carried from one story to the other.
The results showed that, although subjects rated the
analogies cts m u c h more sound than the surface matches,
they were more likely to retrieve surface matches. Surface
similarity was the best predictor of m e m o r y access, while
similarity in relational structure was the best predictor
of subjective soundness and also of subjective similarity.
This dissociation held not only between subjects, but also
within subjects. That is, subjects given the soundness
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task immediately after the cued retrieval task judged that
the very matches that had c o m e to their minds most easily
(the mere-appearance matches) were highly unsound (i.e.,
unlikely to be useful in inference). This suggests that
analogical access m a y be based on qualitatively distinct
processes from analogical inferencing^.
Comparison to Current Approaches. S o m e models of
similarity assume smart processes operating over richly
articulated representations. Most case-based reasoning
models have this character (Schank, 1982; Kolodner,
1988). These models are rich enough to capture processes
like case alignment and adaptation. But their models of
m e m o r y access involve intelligent indexing of structured
representations, which can predict superhuman access behavior; that is, that people should typically access the
best structural match, even if it lacks surface similarity
with the current situation. Further, models that assume
that elaborate structural mapping processes are used to
compare the current situation with stored situations have
the disadvantage of being hard to scale up to large data
bases. T h e reverse set of advantages and disadvantages
holds for approaches that model similarity as the result
of a dot product (or some other operation) over feature
vectors, as is commonly done in mathematical models of
h u m a n m e m o r y (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978) and in connectionist models of learning (Smolensky, 1988). These
models, with their nonstructured representations and relatively simple processes, do not allow for the structural
precision of people's similarity judgments and inferences.
However, they provide an appealing model of access since:
(l) these computations are simple enough to m a k e it feasible to compute m a n y such matches and choose the best
(the scaling criterion); and (2) being simple, these m o d els will not always produce the best match (the fallibility
criterion). While this might be a disadvantage in a normative model, it could be an advantage in modeling h u m a n
similarity-based access, provided that the best match is
sometimes produced. Next w e propose an approach that
w e think m a y offer the best of both kinds of models.

The MAC/FAC model
T h e complexity of the phenomena in similarity-based access suggests a two-stage model. Consider the computational constraints on access. T h e large n u m b e r of cases in
m e m o r y and the speed of h u m a n access suggests a computationally cheap process. But the requirement of judging
soundness, essential to establishing whether a match can
yield useful results, suggests an expensive match process.
A c o m m o n solution is to use a two-stage process, where
a computationally cheapfilteris used to pick out a subset of likely candidates for more expensive processing (c.f.
Bareiss & King, 1989). MAC/FAC uses this strategy. T h e
*Thefindingis not that higher-order relations do not contribute to retrieval. Adding higher-order relations led to nonsignificantly more retrieval in two studies and to a small but
significant benefit in the third. The point is simply that higherorder commonalities have a much bigger effect on mapping
once the two analogs are present than they do on similaritybased retrieval.

puzzling phenomena noted previously, we claim, can be
understood in terms of the interactions of its two stages.
Figure 1 illustrates the components of the MAC/FAC
model. The inputs are a pool of memory items and a
probe, i.e., a description for which a match is to be found.
The output is a memory description and a comparison of
this description with the probe.
There is little consensus about the global structure of
long-term memory. Consequently, we assume only that at
some stage in access there is a pool of descriptions from
which w e must select one (or a few) which is most similar
to a probe. W e are uncommitted as to the size of this pool.
It could be the whole of long-term memory, or a subset of
it if one postulates mechanisms for restricting the scope
of search, such as spreading activation or indexing^.
Both stages consist of a matcher, which is applied to every input description, and a selector, which uses the evaluation of the matcher to select which comparisons are produced as the output of that stage. Conceptually, matchers
are applied in pcirallel within each stage. Since the role
of the MAC stage is to produce plausible candidates for the
FAC stage, we discuss FAC first.

number, and so forth. W e settled on the 1 0 % criteria because it generally returns a single result, only producing
multiple results when there are two extremely close candidates. Depending on the <issumptions one makes about
subsequent processing, a modification which places a strict
upper bound on the number produced (say, two) may also
be appropriate.
Sometimes a probe reminds us of nothing. There are
several ways this can arise in the MAC/FAC model. First,
the F A C stage may not receive any candidates from the
MAC stage (see below). Second, FAC might reject all candidates provided. This shows up by no match hypotheses being created; this has occurred, albeit rarely. Third,
there could be a threshold on structural evaluations, so
that matches below a certain quality simply were not considered. W e view this as psychologically plausible, but do
not include such thresholds currently because we have not
yet found good constraints on them.
The MAC stage

Even though the FAC stage is reasonably efficient*, it is too
expensive to consider running it exhaustively on realisticsized memories cis the "inner loop" in an analogical proThe FAC stage
cessing system. The MAC stage uses an extremely cheap
matcher to estimate how well FAC would rate comparisons,
The FAC matcher is simply the literal similarity computofiltercandidates down to a manageable number.
tation defined by structure-mapping. Its output is a set
One estimate is the number of match hypotheses that
of correspondences between the structural descriptions, a
FAC would generate in comparing a probe to a memory
numerical structural evaluation of the overall quality of
item, the numerosity of the comparison. If very few lothe match, and a set of candidate inferences representcal
matches are hypothesized, then clearly the best global
ing the surmises about the probe sanctioned by the cominterpretation cannot be large. O n the other hand, nuparison. In subsequent processing, the structural evalumerosity is not a perfect estimator, since having a large
ation provides one source of information about how senumber
of local matches does not guarentee a large global
riously to take the match, and the candidate inferences
interpretation.
This is true because (1) match hypotheses
provide potential new knowledge about the probe which
can
end
up
being
ungrounded because some of their argumust be tested and evaluated by other means. W e implements
cannot
be
placed
into correspondence (and are thus
ment this computation using SME, the Structure-Mapping
ignored),
and
(2)
the
mutual
incompatibilities introduced
Engine (Falkenhainer, Forbus & Centner, 1989).
by the 1:1 constraint may prevent a single large interpreW e use literal similarity rather than analogy in order
tation from forming, yielding instead several small ones.
to get the high observed frequency of surface remindings,
The most straightforward way to compute numerosity
which would mostly be rejected if FAC were strictly an
is to actually generate and count the match hypotheses.
analogy matcher. W e believe this choice is ecologically
This is what our original version of MAC/FAC did (Centner,
sound because mundane matches are often the best guides
1989). It also partly what ARCS (Thagard et al 1990) does.
to action. Riding a new bicycle, for instance, is often just
ARCS builds much of the network which ACME would build
like riding other bicycles (Centner, 1989; Medin & Ortony,
between target and base but between the probe and every
1989). Associating actions with particular complex deitem in memory. W e view these solutions as psychologiscriptions makes good computational sense because such
cally and computationally implausible. Even with parallel
associations can often be made before one can delinate
and/or neural hardware, it is hard to see how the expense
exactly which aspects of a situation are relevant.
of generating match hypothesis networks between a probe
Currently FAC selects as output the best match, based
and everything in a large pool of memory can provide reon its structural evalution, and any others within 1 0 % of
alistic response times. Instead, we turn to a novel means
it. In pilot studies we have experimented with vcirious criof estimating numerosity.
teria, such as broadening the percentage, selecting a fixed
Let P be the set of functors (i.e., predicates, functions,
and connectives) used in the descriptions that constitute
^In current AI systems indexing often yields a unique description; we view this property as unlikely to scale. For ex*0(n') for match hypothesis generation, where n is the
ample, there could be dozens or even hundreds of experiences
number
of items in base or target, and roughly 0(/oj(n'))
which are similar enough to be put in the same index entry, yet
to
generate
a global interpretation, using the greedy merge
different enough to make it worthwhile to save them as distinct
algorithm of Forbus At Oblinger (1990).
memories.
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Figure 1: Tlie MAC/FAC model
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memory items and probes. W e define the content vector
of a structured description as follows. A content vector
is an n-tuple of numbers, each component corresponding
to a particular element of P. Given a description D, the
value of each component of its content vector indicates
how m a n y times the corresponding element of P occurs
in D. Components corresponding to elements of P which
do not appecir in statements of D have the value zero.
One simple algorithm for computing content vectors is to
simply to count the number of occurrences of each functor
in the description. Thus if there were four occurrences of
IMPLIES in a story, the value for the IMPLIES component
of its content vector would be four^. Thus content vectors
are easy to compute from a structured representation and
can be stored economically.
The MAC matcher works as follows: Each m e m o r y item
has a content vector stored with it. W h e n a probe enters,
its content vector is computed. A score is computed for
each item in the m e m o r y pool by taking the dot product of its content vector with the probe's content vector.
These scores are fed to the MAC selector, which produces
as output the best match and everything within 1 0 % of it,
as in the FAC stage. ( W e plan to add a threshold so that
if every match is too low MAC returns nothing.)
Clearly, measuring similarity using content vectors has
critical limitations, since the actual relational structure is
not taken into account. But the dot product can be used
to estimate relative similarity, since it is a good approximation to numerosity. (Essentially, the product of each
corresponding component is an overestimate of the number of match hypotheses that would be created between
functors of that type.) Content vectors are insufficient be-

cause they do not provide the correspondences and candidate inferences which provide the power of analogy. But
by feeding MAC's results to the structural matcher of the
FAC stage, w e obtain the required inferential power.
This MAC matcher has the properties w e desire. It is
cheap, and could be implemented using a variety of mzissively parallel computation schemes, including connectionist. Next, w e demonstrate that MAC/FAC provides a
good approximation of psychological data.

Computational Experiments
W e have successfully tested MAC/FAC on a variety of descriptions, including simple metaphors and physics scenarios. Here w e compare the performance of MAC/FAC
with that of h u m a n subjects, using the "Karla the H a w k "
stories. For these studies, w e wrote sets of stories consisting of base stories plus four variants, created by
systematically varying the kind of commonalities. All
stories share first-order relations, but vary as follows:
Common
Common
h.o. relations object attributes

LS:
SF:
AN:

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

FOR:
As discussed above, subjects rated analogy (AN) and
literal similarity (LS) as more sound than suriface (SF)
and F O R matches (matches based only on c o m m o n firstorder relations, primarily events). Previously, w e tested
SME running in analogy m o d e on S F and A N matches and
found that it correctly reflected these h u m a n soundness
rankings (Forbus & Centner, 1989; Skorstad et al, 1987).
Here w e seek to capture h u m a n retrieval patterns: Does
MAC/FAC duplicate the h u m a n propensity for retrieving S F
and L S matches rather than A N and F O R matches. T h e
idea is to give MAC/FAC a m e m o r y set of stories, then probe
with various n e w stories. T o count cis a retrieval, a story
must m a k e it through both MAC and FAC.

*We have also experimented with normalized content vectors, to minimize the effects of size discrepancies. So far we
have seen no significant empirical difference between these algorithms, but we suspect that normalization will be necessary
when adding retrieval thresholds.
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Table 1: Proportion of correct retrievals given different
kinds of probes
1. Memory contains 9 base stories and 9 F O R matches; probes
were the 9 LS, 9 SF, and 9 A N stories.
2. The rows show proportion of times the correct base story
was retrieved for different probe types.
Probes MAC
FAC
LS
1.0
1.0
SF
0.89 0.89
AN
0.67 0.56

In the psychological experiment, the human subjects
had a memory set consisting of 32 stories, of which 20
were base stories and 12 were distractors. They were later
presented with 20 probe stories which matched the base
stories as follows: 5 LS matches, 5 A N matches, 5 SF
matches and 5 F O R matches and told to write down any
prior stories of which they were reminded. The proportions of remindings for different match types were .56 for
LS, .53 for SF, .12 for A N and .09 for F O R . Across three
variations of this study, this retrievability order has been
stable: LS > SF > A N > F O R .
For the computational experiments, we encoded predicate calculus representations for 9 of the 20 story sets (45
stories). These stories are used in all three experiments
described below.
Simulation Experiment 1. In ourfirststudy, we put the
9 base stories in memory, along with the 9 F O R stories
which served as distractors. W e then used each of the
Vciriants - LS, SF, and A N - as probes. This roughly
resembles the original task, but MAC/FAC's job is easier
because (l) it has only 18 stories in memory, while subjects
had 32, in addition to their vast background knowledge;
(2) subjects were tested after a week's delay, which may
have caused some memory deterioration.
Table 1 shows the proportion of times the base story
made it through MAC and through FAC. MAC/FAC's performance is much better than that of the human subjects,
perhaps partly because of the differences noted above.
However, its results show the same ordering as those of
human subjects: LS > SF > A N .
Simulation Experiment 2. To give MAC/FAC a stronger
challenge, we put the four variants of each base story into
memory. This made a larger memory set (36 stories) and
also one with many competing similar choices. Each base
story in turn was used as a probe. This is almost the
reverse of the task subjects faced, and is more difficult.
Table 2 shows the mean number of matches of different
similarity types that succeed in getting through MAC and
through FAC. There are several interesting points here.
First, the retrieval results (i.e., the number that make
it through both stages) ordinally match the results for
h u m a n subjects: LS > SF > A N > F O R . This degree of
fit is encouraging, given the difference in task. Second,
as expected, MAC produces some matches that are rejected
by FAC. This number depends partly on the criteria for
the two stages. Here, with MAC and FAC both set at 10%,
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Table 2: Mean numbers of different match types retrieved
when base stories used as probes
1. Memory contains 36 stories (LS, SF, A N , and F O R for 9
story sets); the 9 base stories used as probes
2. Other = any retrieval from a story set different from the one
to which the base belongs.
Retrievals MAC
FAC
LS
0.78 0.78
SF
0.67 0.44
AN
0.33 0.11
FOR
0.22 0.0
Other
1.33 0.22

Table 3: Mean numbers of different match types retrieved
with base stories as probes
1. Memory contains 27 stories (9 SF, 9 A N , 9 FOR); 9 base
stories used as probes.
Retrievals MAC
FAC
SF
0.89 0.78
AN
0.56 0.45
FOR
0.22 0.11
Other
1.11 0.11

the mean number of memory items produced by MAC is
3.3, and the mean number accepted by FAC is 1.5. Third,
as expected, FAC succeeds in acting as a structural filter
on the MAC matches. It accepts all of the LS matches
MAC proposes and some of the partial matches (i.e., SF
and A N ) , and while rejecting most of the inappropriate
matches (i.e., F O R and matches with stories from other
sets).
Simulation Experiment S. In the prior simulation, LS
matches were the resounding winner. While this is reassuring, it is also interesting to know which matches
are retrieved when there are no perfect overall matches.
Therefore we removed the LS variants from memory and
repeated the second simulation experiment, again probing
with the base stories. As Table 3 shows, SF matches are
now the clear winners in both the MAC and FAC stages.
Again, the ordinal results match well with those of subjects: SF > A N > F O R .
Summary of Simulation Experiments. The results are
encouraging. First, MAC/FAC's ordinal results match those
of human subjects. In contrast, the closest competing
model, Thagard et al's (1991) ARCS model of similaritybased retrieval, when given the Karla the hawk story in
memory (along with 100 fables as distractors) and the
four similarity variants as probes, produced two violations in its order of asymptotic activation. Its asymptotic
activations were LS (.67), F O R (-.11), SF (-.17), A N (.27). Thus MAC/FAC explains the data better than ARCS.
This is especially interesting because Thagard et al argue
that a complex localist connectionist network which integrates semantic, structural, and pragmatic constraints
is required to model similarity-based reminding. While
such models are intriguing, MAC/FAC shows that a simpler
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Abstract
This paper explores the relationship between human
activity and remindings. W e argue that the type of
activity in which a person is engaged influences the
kinds of features that trigger remindings, and,
conversely, that remindings can change situated
behavior over time. W e argue further that the types of
indices used in memory are not uniform, but depend
upon the nature of the task that a person is engaged in
as well as his history of interaction with the world.

Introduction
A rift currently divides the field of analogical
reasoning, with researchers in psychology on one side
and those in Artificial Intelligence on the other. This
rift comes from a basic difference in research
philosophies within the two camps. Researchers in AI
generally try to solve problems; they determine the
functionality they need, develop theories of behavior
to provide that functionality, and then correlate those
theories with h u m a n behavior. Researchers in
psychology, work in the other direction. They try to
progress from observed h u m a n behavior to a
functional theory.
Specifically, a debate has long brewed with regard
to people's ability to be reminded on the basis of
abstract features. T h e AI functionalists have
constantly promoted the need to find a "best match"

This work was supported in part by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, monitored by the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research under contract F49620-88C-0058, and the Office of Naval Research under contract
N0014-85-K-010.
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between a n e w problem description and an existing
example in m e m o r y (Kolodner & Simpson 1989,
H a m m o n d 1989, Bareiss 1989). They have concentrated on examples that push the limits of their ability
to represent relevant features, let alone organize
m e m o r y around them ( B i m b a u m and Collins 1989,
Schank 1982).
Conversely, the empiricists in psychology claim
that the experimental data shows that retrieval occurs
only on the basis of surface features (Centner &
Landers 1985, Ross 1987, Gick & Holyoak 1983,
Holyoak & Thagard 1985).
This either/or debate hides the diversity of
remindings. M e m o r y serves m a n y masters, and thus
w e should expect it to be sensitive to the activity in
which the agent is engaged. Sometimes remindings
occur on the basis of surface features, sometimes on
the basis of deep structure. Evidence exists for each,
and each has its unique functionality. Likewise,
learning from remindings is not always the one-shot
deal often postulated by those in case-based
reasoning, but can arise from a dynamic interaction
between repeated remindings and activity in the
world.
In this paper, w e will present several examples of
remindings in different contexts, examining each in
detail to see what functional role the remindings play,
and what they tell us about the structure and dynamic
of m e m o r y . O u r argument will be that, while
m e m o r y is driven by a single process, the different
functions it serves cause it to exhibit different
behaviors.

remembering earlier failures, Y is able to modify his
behavior incrementally until he reaches an optimal
solution for balancing the conflicting subgoals of
driving fast and catching the exit.
In addition to their relevance to the abstract versus
surface feature dispute, these two examples represent
opposite ends of the planning spectrum in AI.
Together, they challenge us to devise a coherent
model of m e m o r y that supports both behaviors.

T w o E x a m p l e s of R e m i n d i n g s
W e begin with two examples which address the
abstract feature/surface feature dispute, with
implications for planning. Both are of naturally
occurring remindings of the sort studied by Schank in
Dynamic Memory (Schank 1982).
Flight of the Phoenix
X was working late on a project that was due in a
matter of days. A s he saw the deadline approach,
he considered the following two plans: either
continue to work straight through the night (and
the next day) or get a good night's sleep and
come back to the office refreshed. The first plan
allows the use of all of the time for work on the
project. The second provides less time, but the
time it does provide is of a better quality.
While thinking about his problem, X w a s
reminded of a scene from the movie "Flight of the
Phoenix" in which a character played by Jimmy
Stewart had to start a damaged plane in the
desert. The plane's ignition used explosive
cartridges and Stewart had only seven left. The
plane's exhaust tubes were filled with s a n d —
which could be blasted out using the same
explosive cartridges.
Jimmy Stewart's character w a s faced with a
choice: either try to start the plane using the
cartridges directly, or use some of them to clear
the exhaust tubes thus enhancing the overall
utility of the other cartridges.

Analysis

Although w e use the words "remember" and
"reminding" to describe the actions of m e m o r y in
each of the above examples, the dynamics which give
rise to the remindings are very different, and the
remindings themselves play different functional roles.
These differences have imf)ortant implications for the
features used for m e m o r y indexing and the mechanisms by which m e m o r y functions.
In the Flight of the Phoenix example, X faces a
choice between two plans to satisfy a single goal. The
reminding from the movie comes about as a byproduct of contemplating the two choices, and
uncovering the nature of the sleep^then-work plan.
The situation faced by J i m m y Stewart shares no
surface features with the write-or-sleep decision. O n
the level of abstract problem-solving, however, the
two situations match exactly. Each protagonist has a
goal and a limited resource. The protagonists must
decide between two plans for using the resource; one
plan uses the resource directly in service of the goal,
while the other splits the resource between an
This is a classic problem-solving situation involving
optimization step and a direct-use step.
resource conflicts. The reminding is of a problem
The reminding plays a valuable functional role in
analogically similar to the problem facing X, and it
that
it gives X a different perspective on the problem
carries with it information about h o w to m a k e the
at
hand.
In the movie, Jimmy Stewart went with the
decision. In the next example, the reminding is m u c h
clear-and-start
plan over the objections of his commore concretely related to the task at hand.
panions, but from X's point of view the important
Missed Exit
information comes from the debate over whether the
Y was driving along an expressway in the left
charges that remained after clearing the exhaust
lane, because traffic was moving faster there. H e
would be sufficient to start the plane. This debate fospotted the exit where he wanted to get off.
cuses X's attention on the question of whether sleepUnfortunately, by the time he worked his w a y
ing would leave enough time to complete the project.
into the right-hand lane, he had missed the exit.
In the Missed Exit example, remindings play a
The next time Y w a s driving on the same
different functional role, contributing to a change in
expressway in the left lane, intending to get off at
behavior within a repeated activity. Structurally, the
the same exit, he remembered the exit earlier than
problem is to optimize over two goals: drive fast
before, but still too late to m a k e the exit.
(hence drive in the left lane), and get off at the right
The third time, Y m a d e the exit.
place. However, Y can act only on the basis of
immediate environmental cues and memory.
This example, due to Phil Agre (1990, personal
The classical planning approach to this problem,
communication), demonstrates the role that reminthe kind of approach used successfully in the Flight of
dings can play in repeated situated activity. By
the Phoenix example, would require an uncovering of
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the deep structure of the problem. However, the
structure is minimal in this case; a structure-level
"solution" v^ould be look like " M o v e into the righthand lane only w h e n you need to/' which is clearly
no solution at all.
Failing a solution on the abstract level, the classical
planning approach would use projection. For
projection, a planner would require knowledge of the
speed of traffic in each lane. It would require
knowledge of the traffic density, since that affects
h o w quickly one can change lanes. It would require
exact knowledge of distances between landmarks.
Yet distance between landmarks is not commonly
k n o w n with any precision, and traffic changes
chaotically, m a k i n g precise measurements and
predictions impossible. A classical planner cannot
hope to decide a priori where to begin changing lanes,
because the necessary information just isn't available.
N o useful solution to this problem can be defined in
terms of the structure of the situation. The solution
must necessarily be defined in terms of the surface
features that define the activity. Those features are
detectable only at the time of execution, and imperfectly even then, rendering projection impossible.
Runtime trial-and-error based on immediately
perceptible environmental cues is the only practical
w a y to solve this problem. W e need to remember
where w e began our m o v e last time, what happened,
and h o w traffic today compares to traffic last time.
That kind of information is exactly w h a t the
remindings in this example provide.

Implications for Memory
The Flight of the Phoenix and the Missed Exit
examples tell us that m e m o r y responds to the functional needs of the situation. The functional needs of
the two examples place different vocabulary and
structural d e m a n d s on memory. This section defines
what those demands are.
A s he remembers "Flight of the Phoenix," X is able
to recall m a n y surface-level details. These include the
leading actor, the setting, the plane, the means for
starting the plane, the two plans for starting the plane.
F r o m this w e draw the uncontroversial conclusion
that the vocabulary of m e m o r y includes the c o m m o n
semantic vocabulary of f>eople, planes, and deserts.
Additionally, X remembered more complex aspjects
of the particular scene. H e remembered the rationale
for the clear-and-start plan and the concern that, after
clearing the exhausts, the remaining cartridges would
be insufficient. Thus m e m o r y includes a vocabulary
associated with planning, including notions of
resource limitations and of optimization.
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W e should point out that deep knowledge of the
situation can reduce the overhead in storing some of
the details. For example, the relationship between the
setting (the desert) and the problem (sand in the
exhaust) makes it easy to reconstruct either detail if
one can remember the other.
By what features is the scene from "Flight of the
Phoenix" indexed? X could probably recall that
movie in the context of movies starring J i m m y
Stewart, or set in the desert, or involving damaged
planes. However, what m a k e s the Flight of the
Phoenix example interesting is that X's current
dilemma (whether to write or sleep) contains none of
these surface details, but matches the movie perfectly
on the abstract planning level. W e can only conclude
that the movie scene is also indexed by and retrieved
on the basis of those abstract planning characteristics.
Unfortunately, empirical psychologists have been
unsuccessful at obtaining deep-structure remindings
in a controlled setting (Centner and Landers 1985,
Ratterman and Centner 1987, Ross 1987, Cick and
Holyoak 1980, 1983, Holyoak and Thagard 1985,
Holyoak and K o h 1987). Their experience is that
m e m o r y retrieval occurs primarily on the basis of
surface features; retrieval on the basis of abstract
structure is rare and hard to reproduce.
O n e possible explanation for their results is that the
structure and functioning of m e m o r y itself limits our
ability to have such remindings. However, the Right
of the Phoenix example contradicts this explanation.
W e believe that m e m o r y is equally well-equipped for
deep remindings and surface-feature remindings; any
limitation arises from the task at hand.
W e find that m u c h of the psychologists' data comes
from shallow story understanding and problemsolving tasks. In (Centner and Landers 1985), the task
w a s to read stories generally two paragraphs in
length, and to write d o w n any remindings the
subjects had of an earlier group of stories. The stories
themselves were not difficult to read, and from the
subjects' point of view, any reminding was sufficient.
The predominance of surface-feature remindings in
this context does not surprise us. Seifert et al (1986)
also observed the absence of priming effects (implicit
activation) during story processing on the basis of
thematic structure similarity. However, w h e n the
subjects were instructed to attend to thematic
structure, priming effects were discovered.
In (Cick and Holyoak 1983), subjects were given a
story, referred to as "The Ceneral," in the context of a
recall task. Later they were presented with a problem
to solve, k n o w n as the "radiation problem."
In the story, a general wishes to overthrow a dictator. The dictator occupies a fortress in the country.

Several roads lead into the fortress; however, all of
them have been mined such that while small groups
can pass safely, any large force will detonate the
mines. The general's solution is to partition his army
among the roads, so that each group is small enough
to pass safely, yet w h e n they converge on the fortress
they will be strong enough to capture it.
The "radiation problem" posits an inoperable
tumor which must be killed with radiation. A n y
radiation strong enough to damage the tumor will
also damage the surrounding tissue. The problem is
to destroy the tumor with radiation while preserving
the surrounding tissue; the solution is to radiated the
tumor from several directions with rays weak enough
that they do not d a m a g e the healthy tissue.
Converging on the tumor, however, they s u m
together to kill the tumor.
The "radiation problem" bears little surface similarity to the story of the general, yet it was intended to
be structurally analogous. Subjects found it difficult
enough that few of them were able to solve it without
a hint directing them to use the solution in the story.
Our problem with this study is that although the
solution to the radiation problem and the solution
used by the general are beautifully analogous, the
problems are not. The goal in the story is to upset the
status quo. The goal in the problem is to remove an
invasive entity to restore the status quo. Seifert and
Gray (1990) changed the General story so that the
fortress is occupied by terrorists instead of by the
dictator, spontaneous analogical recall was doubled.
In their conclusion, Seifert and Gray noted that the
ability to be reminded based on abstract features
requires that both episodes be encoded the same way.
The abstract features must be available at both storage
and retrieval times. W h a t makes the Flight of the
Phoenix reminding possible is that the structure of the
situation is explicitly stated in the movie, allowing
that structure to be used as an storage index, and the
structure is uncovered by X as he panders his dilemma, allowing it to be used as a retrieval index. Simple
processing tasks will not evoke an encoding sufficiently rich for deep-structure analogical retrieval.
The remindings in the Missed Exit example key off
of surface features, and w e have seen that there are
good functional reasons for that. W h a t is peculiar
about this example, however, is the change in
behavior over time. H o w does the reminding occur
farther back along the expressway each time?
A s explained above, the circumstances are too
complicated to determine an exact point at which to
begin changing lanes. This is true a posteriori as well
as a priori, and for the same reasons. W e hypothesize.
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therefore, that w h e n the failure occurs it gets indexed
by associated landmarks. "Associated landmarks"
would include landmarks near the exit, and probably
landmarks near where Y began to change lanes. A
conscious version of this indexing w o u l d be
something like "The bridge wasn't soon enough.
Next time I need to start moving earlier."
H o w does this help next time? W e note that a good
driver does not focus his attention directly in front of
her car, but scans the road far ahead. In situations
where his view of a familiar road is blocked, as
around a corner or in fog, the good driver does a
small amount of projection, anticipating what will
come next. Thus, before he gets there, Y will either
see the landmark with which the failure is associated,
or will imagine it. Seeing it or imagining it is enough
to trigger the reminding. If the reminding occurs far
enough back along the expressway, Y will catch the
exit. Otherwise, he has another episode to remember
next time, indexed by a landmark farther back.

More Examples, More Fimctionalities
The people involved in the Flight of the Phoenix and
the Missed Exit examples had different functional
requirements: X had to decide between two
alternative courses of action; Y had to remember to
begin moving toward the right-hand line earlier.
Those different functional requirements caused
caused m e m o r y to behave in different ways. Next w e
consider two examples which seem to place the same
functional requirements on m e m o r y , but yield
different behavior. These behaviors reveal additional
subtleties in the organization of memory.
Milk
J ran out of milk during breakfast. H e couldn't
buy any then because he had to go to work.
While running an errand later that day, J
passed a grocery store. H e remembered that he
needed milk. Deciding that the milk would keep
until he went home, he stepped into the store.
J has a goal to get milk. He remembers the goal at the
best possible m o m e n t for satisfying it, w h e n the
conditions in the world are ripe for buying milk.
The next example shows that w e can't always
recognize even the most obvious of opportunities.
Steve's Loan
Steve loaned his good friend T o m $20 one Friday
night. The next morning, T o m found the $20 bill,
unspent, and told himself to give it to Steve w h e n
he saw him next. Later, T o m went to Steve's
apartment to watch a ball g a m e , but didn't

remember the m o n e y until Steve happened to
take some dollar bills out of his pocket.

store. The precondition of being at a store are wellk n o w n and easily recognized. Thus w h e n the goal of
getting milk is suspended, J knows under which the
Tom knew in advance the conditions of a good oppor- features to index it. W h e n the opportunity arises to
tunity to give Steve the money: seeing Steve. For
buy milk, J can recognize it and take advantage of it.
some reason the effort to remember at the right time
The example of Steve's Loan provides an
failed, however, and he remembered thanks only to
an unexpected event.
interesting counterpoint to the first because it seems
to betray the opportunistic m e m o r y theory. T o m had
a goal to return the money. H e m a d e an explicit,
Analysis
conscious attempt to index that goal under the
T h e remindings in these two stories share the
conditions that would m a k e it easy to satisfy: seeing
c o m m o n theme of remembering to do something.
Steve. Yet, the goal was not triggered w h e n those
The interesting difference between them is that, in the
conditions were met, but only on the basis of surface
first case, the renunding came at a "good" time; in the
features which could not have been anticipated.
second, the reminding w a s triggered by a causally
The trouble arises out of a need to avoid spurious
unrelated and unpredictable event.
remindings. S o m e features are too c o m m o n to be
Running out of milk gave J the goal to get milk, but
used as reliable indices, unless there is a close twohe couldn't couldn't pursue the goal immediately.
w a y correlation between the feature and what is to be
W h a t happened to that goal? W e could imagine him
remembered. For T o m , the sight of Steve is associated
forgetting about it, not remembering that he was out
with too m a n y things to be a good feature on which to
of milk until the next time he needed some. Or, w e
index anything. They c o m m u t e to work, cook dinner,
could imagine him planning to buy milk at a specific
play p)ool, and watch T V together. Grocery stores, on
time of day, such as during lunch, or perhaps
the other hand, have a unique association with
anticipating the errand. The former is an unfortunate
purchasing food. Although the sight of a grocery
lapse which happens to all of us sometimes; the latter
store is c o m m o n , the role grocery stores fill in our
requires projection, which has been proved intractable
lives is narrowly enough defined that they m a k e a
in the general case (Chapman 1985).
good feature for remindings about purchasing food.
In this case, however, J m a d e no effort to plan h o w
a trip to the grocery store might fit into the tumulSimple Remindings
tuous events of the day, nor was the goal to get milk
forgotten. Instead, it remained in m e m o r y indexed by
In contrast to the complex, structure-rich reminding
features which would indicate a good opportunity to
in the Flight of the Phoenix example, many, probably
buy milk, i.e. the image of a grocery store. This is an
most of our remindings are extremely simple.
example of opportunistic memory, an idea examined in
Hawks
(Converse, H a m m o n d , and Martin, 1990).
X says to Y, "I saw a h a w k yesterday." Y says,
According to the opportunistic m e m o r y theory,
"Oh, I was just reading about hawks. D o you
goals and plans are governed by policies (McDermott
k n o w what kind it was?"
1978). A policy describes a state of the world which,
while desirable to an agent, does not require constant
Here is a surface-level reminding with no apparent
attention. Having milk is a typical policy. W e don't
functionality. Consider the task, however: Y has only
spend our days asking if w e have milk, but if w e run
to understand what X has said to him and react to it in
out, w e notice it and m a k e some effort to get more.
an appropriate way. The subject of the utterance is a
Well-worn goals like obtaining milk have wellhawk-sighting; the context of the utterance is informal
worn plans indexed under them. In opportunistic
conversation about recent personal events in one's
m e m o r y , w h e n the agent decides that he cannot imlife. Hence the reminding is doubly appropriate. In
mediately pursue the goal, the goal is suspended, or
the process of relating the utterance to his relevant
saved in m e m o r y . The preconditions of the plans for
knowledge of hawks, Y is reminded of a recent
satisfying it are used as indices, so that if the world
activity suitable for conversation. Simple remindings
presents a situation in which m a n y of the precondiof this kind are a part of basic h u m a n understanding.
tions are satisfied, the agent can take advantage of the
opportunity.
Getting milk is a c o m m o n task which J has accomplished m a n y times, and almost always at a grocery
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Summary
This paper presented five reminding examples. First,
a problem-solving situation generated an reminding
which, while sharing no important surface features,
provided insight into the nature of the problem. In
the second example, remindings occurred in the midst
of repeated, situated activity on the basis of perceptually evident features. The remindings helped the
agent avoid failure and optimize over conflicting subgoals. Third, a goal that could not be pursued immediately was suspended and indexed in m e m o r y by the
features that would indicate a good opportunity for
its satisfaction. The fourth example revealed a limitation of this functionality: goals cannot be indexed by
features which are extremely c o m m o n and associated
with m a n y other goals. Finally, informal conversation
provoked a simple reminding nonetheless well-suited
to the task of understanding an utterance and generating an appropriate reply.
These five examples reveal the diversity of situations in which remindings occur, and the diverse
roles they play. Remindings help us solve problems,
they help us optimize between conflicting goals, they
help us notice opportunities, they help us do what w e
intend to do, and they m a k e it possible for us to relate
new information to what w e already know.
In response to the debate over whether remindings
occur on the basis of surface features or deep structure, w e have argued that the context and type of
activity is the important factor, rather than any inherent limitation of memory. Tasks requiring abstract
analysis yield abstract remindings; tasks that depend
on features in the world index on the basis of readilyidentifiable surface features. Finally, w e have argued
that this influence of activity on m e m o r y is functionally significant: abstract remindings are more likely to
carry the kind of information w e need to solve
complex problems; surface-level remindings are more
likely to help us react quickly to our environment.
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Abstract

becoming more expert, a reasoner must learn to retrieve
usefully similar cases.
M u c h of the work on improving case retrieval has focused on learning indices though explaining a reasoner's
o w n successful or unsuccessful problem solving. Learning indices based on explanations requires at least three
things:

As czise-based reasoners gain experience in a domain,
they need to improve their case retrieval so that more
useful cases are retrieved. O n e problem in doing this
is that the reasoner w h o most needs to learn is least
able to explain successes or failures. A second problem
is that uncontrolled pursuit of an explanation could be
very expensive. There are three keys to the approach
presented. First, the student observes expert problem
solving and sets up expectations for what the expert
will do next. W h e n expectations fail, the reasoner has
its failure isolated to a single step, and the correct action for the situation has been provided. Second, if the
student can retrieve part of a case that would have suggested a correct prediction, then that case snippet can
be used to limit the explanation process, making the
process more efficient. Third, when no explanation can
be found, the reasoner resorts to empirical adjustment
of feature importance.

1. Realizing the need to learn.
2. Determining what the correct result should be.
3. Assigning credit for successes or blame for failures.
T h e problem is that these can be hard. A novice reasoner is the most in need of improvement and the least
prepared to learn. A novice m a y not be able to generate the correct result. A novice m a y also have trouble
assigning credit or blame. H o w can a novice get around
these problems?
Apprenticeship can provide assistance with this problem. A novice can observe an expert solving a problem.
A good student, w h o actively follows along with the example, sets up expectations at each point in the expert's
problem solving. W h e n the expectations are incorrect
then he has a failure. T h e student thus has immediate
feedback. T h e student realizes the need to learn. T h e
student has been given the correct result. Most important, the failure has been isolated to a single step. This
tighter feedback loop enables learning w h e n it otherwise
might not be possible, and makes learning more efficient.
A n example will illustrate s o m e of the issues involved
in improving case retrieval through observing an expert.
A student is observing an instructor solve an automobile
diagnosis problem. This is part of an ongoing mentor
relationship. T h e instructor has checked whether the
car stalls w h e n cold. T h e instructor hcis adjusted the idle
mixture screw and determined that the car still stalls.
T h e instructor has tightened any loose spark plugs, and
determined that the car still stalls. H e has checked if the
throttle dashpot is out of place (it wasn't), and if the fuel
level in the carburetor w a s too high (it was). Figure 1
shows the effect of all this on the problem solving context
and also shows s o m e of the more general features of the
problem that were elicited by the instructor. A t this
point the reader need only note that there are a

Case-based reasoning ( C B R ) is based on the observation that experience, retained in the form of cases, can
be used to efficiently and effectively solve future, similar problems. A case-based reasoner can improve in
a n u m b e r of different ways. It can acquire n e w cases.
O r it can improve its case retrieval, so that more useful
cases are retrieved. In R e d m o n d (1989b) w e discussed
our approach to acquiring n e w cases through apprenticeship. Part of apprenticeship involves observing and
understanding expert problem solving. This s a m e kind
of experience can be used to improve retrieval of cases.
Improving case retrieval is one of the key issues in casebased reaisoning. Novice reasoners are frequently most
influenced b y surface features in retrieving previous experiences (Ratterman and Centner 1987; Ross 1987). In
'This research has been supported by the A r m y Research
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences under Contract No. MDA-903-86-C-173, and Contract No. MDA-90390-K-0112 and by D A R P A contract F49620-88-C-0058 monitored by A F O S R . The author wishes to thank Janet Kolodner for her advice and guidance, and Ashwin R a m for helpful
comments on earlier versions of the paper.
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Current Context
Complaint;
Car Stalls Out
None Reported
Other Symptoms:
Frequency of Problem: intermittent
Temperature When Fail: Cold
Type of Car:
1980 Chrysler LeBaron
Car Owner:
Julie Crider
Tom Davis
Mechanics Involved:
Ruled In:
Spark Plug Connections Ok
Idle Mixture Ok
Carburetor Fuel Level High •*•
Ruled Out:
Lean Idle Mixture
Low Idle Speed
Incorrect Position Throttle Dashpot
Tests Done:
Car Stalls When Cold?
Spark Plugs Loose?
Car Still Stalls?
Too Small a Distance Between Throttle
Dashpot Stem and Throttle Lever?
Too High Level of Fuel in Carburetor Float Bowl?
Test Results:
Car Stalls When Warm
All Loose Spark Plug Connections Tightened
Car Still Stalls
Distance Between Throttle Dashpot Stem
and Throttle Lever = 2cm
Distance Between Carburetor Float and
Choke Chamber Surface = 3cm
Fixes Done:
Increase Position Idle Mixture Screw
All Loose Spark Plug Connections Tightened
Figure 1: Part of Current Context.
number of contextual features, including complex values
for things that had been ruled in and ruled out, tests
done etc.
A t this point, the student has set u p an expectation
using a part of a case from his episodic m e m o r y . T h e
student had previously been a participant or a n observer
of that step. Figure 2 shows most of the context at the
Incorrect Context
Complaint:
Car Stalls Out
Other Symptoms:
None Reported
intermittent
Frequency of Problem:
Temperature When F&il: Cold
1979 Chrysler Cordova
Type of Car:
Car Owner:
Bill Moss
Mechanics Involved:
Tom Davis, Kevin Cousins
Ruled In:
Idle Mixture Ok
Spark Plug Connections Ok
Idle Speed Ok
Ruled Out:
Lean Idle Mixture
Low Idle Speed
Incorrect Position Throttle Dashpot
Idle System Leak Air
Tests Done:
Car Stalls When Cold?
Spark Plugs Loose?
Car Still Stalls?
Too Small a Distance Between Throttle
Dashpot Stem and Throttle Lever?
Idle System Leak Air?
Test Results:
Car Stalls When Cold
All Loose Spark Plug Connections Tightened
Car Still Stalls
Distance Between Throttle Dashpot Stem
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and Throttle Lever = 2cm
No Apparent Air Leaks
Fixes Done:
Increase Position Idle Mixture Screw
Increase Position Idle Speed Screw

Correct Context
Complaint:
Car Stalls Out
Other Symptoms:
None Reported
daily
Frequency of Problem:
Temperature When Fail: Cold
Type of Car:
1981 Chrysler Cordova
Paul Crider
Car Owner:
Mechanics Involved:
Kevin Cousins
Ruled In:
Spark Plug Connections Ok
Idle Mixture Ok
Carburetor Fuel Level High ••* Idle Speed Ok
Ruled Out:
Lean Idle Mixture
Idle System Leak Air
Tests Done:
Car Stalls When Cold?
Spark Plugs Loose?
Car Still Stalls?
Idle System Leak Air?
Test Results:
Car Stalls When Cold
All Loose Spark Plug Connections Tightened
Car Still Stalls
No Apparent Air Leaks
Fixes Done:
Increase Position Idle Speed Screw
All Loose Spark Plug Connections Tightened
Figure 3: Portions of correct context.
time of the predicted action's previous occurrence. For
short, w e call this the 'incorrect' context. T h e student's
experience suggests the hypothesis that the choke linkage is sticking. W e call this the 'incorrect' prediction
to indicate that it is not a n appropriate prediction for
the current situation. T h e instructor m a k e s a different
hypothesis, that the carburetor needle valve leaks. T h e
student could have m a d e this prediction, which w e call
the 'correct' prediction. In the past he had observed the
instructor taking that action. T h e context from that
previous time is s h o w n in Figure 3. W e will call that the
'correct' context. W h y is the instructor's action a better
choice for the current problem solving? T h e incorrect
context matches a good n u m b e r of the features of the
current problem. T h e key difference favors the instructor's action, however. T h e information in the current
context that the carburetor fuel level is high is the key
difference. This information favors the correct hypothesis that the carburetor needle valve leaks. H o w can the
student improve his case retrieval so that he will m a k e
the correct prediction in the future?
W h e n the student's expectations are not met, then
the student realizes the need to learn. Apprenticeship
also takes care of the need for the student to k n o w the
correct action. T h e action taken by the instructor is ass u m e d to be correct. T h e student still m u s t determine
w h a t features of the current situation m a k e the correct
prediction appropriate, and/or m a k e the incorrect prediction inappropriate. T h e student's exposure to that
action in a previous example helps. H e k n o w s the context in which the action w a s previously taken. There
are a n u m b e r of similarities and differences a m o n g the
contexts. A purely empirical approach will place s o m e of
the credit or b l a m e o n s o m e spurious features that don't
m a k e a difference. O n the other hand, if the student

tries to analyze all of the feature values in the contexts
and explain why one prediction is more relevant than the
other, that will be expensive. Also, we certainly can't
assume that a student will always be able to explain
why one prediction is more appropriate. H o w can these
opposing forces be reconciled?
Our solution makes use of a combination of analytical and empirical methods. Similarity-based methods
are used to focus explanation. W h e n the student is able
to explain the appropriateness or inappropriateness of a
prediction, the associated case part is marked with that
indication. The indication can be positive, that the prediction made by that part of the case is appropriate in
a situation, in which case we call it an index. The indication can also be negative, that the prediction is not
appropriate in a situation. W e call the latter a censor.
In addition, the student empirically adjusts the importance of matching different features. W e first present
the analytical approach to learning indices and censors.
Then we discuss the empirical adjustment.
Analytical Approach - Learning Indices
and

Censors

The purpose of learning indices and censors is to improve prediction and diagnosis when they are carried
out through C B R . Redmond (1990a) discussed our case
representation. Briefly, cases are divided into snippets,
each of which contain the information relevant to the
pursuit of one primitive goal. Predictions are generated
by retrieving a case snippet from memory. Each snippet contains the context in which it occurred. This enables similarity assessment, as well as the comparisons
between correct and incorrect contexts mentioned above.
A n index is a particularly salient set of features of the
context in which the snippet occurred. During retrieval,
if a situation matches some of the indices, then that significantly increases the possibility that that snippet will
be retrieved to provide guidance. The indices can be
parts of contextual features. For example, one of the
test results found in the problem solving leading up to
the snippet might be marked as an index. A censor is a
state (part of a feature) that suggests that a case snippet
is not appropriate in that situation. If in a future situation that state exists, then the snippet can be rejected
during retrieval.
W e call our method analytical feature comparison. It
has five steps which involve distinguishing responsible
features throughfirstcomparing feature values, then trying to explain the relevance of differences. The initial
feature comparisons are similarity-based, the analysis
comes into play in latter steps. The opportunity to apply the process occurs when the student, observing the
instructor, uses a case snippet to incorrectly predict the
instructor's action. The process starts out by retrieving
a snippet that would have predicted the instructor's
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Current Context Ruled In;
Spark Plug Connections Ok
Idle Mixture Ok
Carburetor Fuel Level High
(a)I Part of the current problem solving context.
Correct Snippet (case-generBte-hypoth-305) Context
Ruled In:
Spark Plug Connections Ok + + +
Idle Mixture Ok + + +
Carburetor Fuel Level High -\-++
Idle Speed Ok
(b); Part of the correct snippet's problem solving context.
Incorrect Snippet (ca8e-generate-hypoth-312) Context
Ruled In:
Spark Plug Connections Ok + + +
Idle Mixture Ok + + +
Idle Speed Ok
(c)i Part of the incorrect snippet's problem solving context.
Figure 4: Portions of snippets involved in learning
an index.

action. For short, we will call this snippet the 'corre
snippet. The action itself is an effective additional cue
that enables the correct snippet to be retrieved now. W e
will call the snippet that the student used to make the
incorrect prediction the 'incorrect' snippet. After the
correct snippet has been retrieved, the process is ready
to begin.
1. Eliminate from consideration features which
are the s a m e in both snippets' contexts. Features
compared include aispects of the diagnosis, such as the
tests done and their results, things ruled out, etc., as well
as domain dependent features, such as car type. Given
the contexts in Figures 2 and 3, the complaint, the other
symptoms, and the ambient temperature when the failure occurs are the same in both snippets. Therefore,
they don't provide a way of distinguishing why the correct snippet is appropriate in the current context. These
are therefore no longer considered candidates for explanation.
2. C o m p a r e the remaining features with the
current problem solving context. Features in which
the current context better matches the correct context
than the incorrect context are selected as candidates. It
is more likely that something in those features would
indicate that the correct snippet is appropriate. For example, in Figure 1 the current context's 'ruled in' feature
had the value shown in Figure 4(a). The correct context
and the incorrect context had the 'ruled in' values shown
in Figure 4(b) and 4(c). Matches to the current context
are shown by '-|~l--|-'s. The incorrect context's 'ruled
in' was not as close a match as the correct snippet's
'ruled in'. Thus 'ruled in' will continue to be included
in the candidates. At the same time, the incorrect snippet's 'fixes done' is a better match to the current context
than the correct snippet's 'fixes done'. Therefore, 'fixes
done' will be eliminated from consideration for explanation. In the example, this step eliminates the frequency
of the problem, the items 'ruled out', and the mechanics
involved, since they favor retrieval of the incorrect piece.

Correct Snippet (case-generate-hypothesis-SOS) Context
1981 Chrysler Cordova
Type of Car:
Paul Crider ••*
Car Owner:
Ruled In:
Spark Plug Connections Ok
Idle Mixture Ok
Idle Speed Ok
Carburetor Fuel Level High •••
Tests Done:
Car Stalls When Cold?
Spark Plugs Loose?
Car Still Stalls?
Idle System Leak Air?
Too High Level of Fuel in Carburetor Float Bowl? •••
Test Results:
Car Stalls When Cold
All Loose Spark Plug Connections Tightened
Car Still Stalls
No Apparent Air Leaks
Distance Between Carburetor Float and
Choke Chamber Surface = 2cm •••
Figure 5: Remfiining portions of correct snippet
after second step of analytical feature comparison.
3. Isolate t h e parts of t h e correct snippet's feature values that c a u s e t h e r e m a i n i n g features to
better m a t c h t h e current context. This is to narrow the responsibility to parts of features which favor
the retrieval of the correct snippet in the current context. These parts of features are the best candidates for
distinguishing w h y the correct snippet is appropriate in
the current context. In the current example, for items
'ruled in', the isolated part is that the carburetor fuel
level is high. This is the clause that m a k e s the correct
snippet's 'ruled in' better m a t c h the current 'ruled in'.
Figure 5 shows the features remaining after the second
step of the process. T h e parts of features isolated by this
third step are marked with '***'s. This is where the explanation process will be focussed. This completes the
initial feature comparison, which limits the analytical
reasoning done.
4. T r y to explain t h e significance of e a c h of
the r e m a i n i n g parts of features. T h e learner can
try to relate each to the current action taken by the instructor. T h e student in the example tries to explain the
relationship between the 'Ruled In' that the carburetor
fuel level is high and the hypothesis that the carburetor needle valve leaks. A n explanation that the student
could (depending of his level of knowledge) construct is
that a leaking carburetor needle valve could enable fuel
to keep flowing into the carburetor float bowl, thus causing the fuel level to become high.
For learning censors a greater variety of relationships
are useful. T h e learner can try to relate each remaining
feature part to the current action taken by the instructor, or to the action suggested by the incorrect snippet.
T h e relationships themselves can be different. A part of
the current context relating to a 'contradiction' of the
incorrect action is a good indication of a need for a censor. For example, if in a second problem Carburetor Fuel
Level N o r m a l has been 'ruled in', that contradicts an incorrect snippet's hypothesis that the carburetor needle
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valve leaks.
5. If s u c h a relationship c a n b e f o u n d , t h e n
the partial feature value is m a r k e d as a n i n d e x
or censor. In the m a i n example, Ruled In: Carburetor
Fuel Level High can be saved as an index to the correct
snippet. In the s a m e or similar situation in the future
the snippet will then be m o r e likely to be retrieved as a
source of predictions or diagnostic actions.
In the second example, the incorrect snippet can be
annotated with the censor Ruled In: Carburetor Fuel
Level Normal. In the s a m e or similar situation in the
future the snippet will not be retrieved as a source of
predictions or diagnostic actions.
W e should note s o m e limitations of our approach
to learning indices and censors. First, the matching
of parts of features has to be exact. S o m e form of
knowledge-based matching like that used b y Bareiss
(1989) and Koton (1988) is needed. Fortunately, substituting knowledge-based pattern matching for simple
matching doesn't affect the method. It just substitutes
better reasoning capability in steps 1 through 3. Second, there is n o attempt to learn indices that involve a
conjunction of feature parts. There are certainly situations in which such an index would be necessary. W i t h
better explanatory capability, the student could learn
m o r e sophisticated indices. S o m e of the limitations on
explanation m a y need to be relaxed though, costing the
process s o m e efficiency. Both of these limitations will be
addressed in future work.

Empirical Feature Comparison
Sometimes a learner may not be able to explain why a
prediction is wrong, or why another one might be better. The learner is not an expert. When he cannot, he
needs to resort to less powerful, less knowledge-intensive
methods. H e can attempt a n empirical approach to improving case retrieval. A s with learning indices and censors, apprenticeship helps identify the need to learn. It
also isolates the problem to a single step, and provides
the correct action for the situation. A s with learning
indices and censors, the learner can attempt to retrieve
part of another case that would have suggested a correct prediction. If such a case snippet can be retrieved,
then the contexts can be compared. T h e differences can
be used to empirically adjust the weights o n features in
the matching function. T h e adjustment method places
greater importance on features that m a t c h and lead to
correct predictions. It places less importance on features
that match and lead to incorrect predictions. W e should
note that there are results that suggest that people can
learn to distribute their attention a m o n g features, giving
different weights to each (Nosofsky 1987). W e originally
discussed this approach in ( R e d m o n d 1989a). W e have
n o w integrated it with the analytical approach discussed
in the previous section.

Feature
CAR-TYPE
CAR-OWNER
COMPLAINT

'Incorrect'' 'Correct'

Partial
Match
Match
Match
HOW-LONG
Partial
RULED-OUT
Partial
TESTS-DONE
Partial
FIXES-DONE
CURRENT-HYP Match
Partial
WHEN

No Match
No Match
Match
Partial
Match
Match
Match
Match
Slight

ence links' which specified the condition in which one
solution should be avoided and another used. But the
instructor did all the distinguishing of which features
should be considered in explaining the failure. P R O T O S doesn't include the initial consideration of an extra
case that our approach does. So our approach offers the
benefit of increased efficiency of learning through initial
similarity-based comparison to other cases.
At a high level, our approach shares similarity with
Lebowitz (1986)'s suggestion to use similarity based
measures to focus explanation. However, we have applied an instantiation of that general idea to learning
indices and censors.
Empirical adjustment of feature importance was also
suggested by Aha (1989) and Salzberg (1988) in the context of purely empirical instance-based learning. The
contribution here is its use in conjunction with analytical approaches, as a fallback strategy when the reasoner
doesn't possess the knowledge necessary to distinguish
why an action is appropriate or inappropriate.

Change in Importance
less important
less important
no change
less important
more important
more important
more important
no change
less important

F i g u r e 6: E x a m p l e empirical saliency adjustment.
Figure 6 s h o w s h o w the empirical change is done o n
a n e x a m p l e incorrect prediction. T h o s e features of the
current context that m a t c h the context of the correct
snippet m o r e closely than the context of the incorrect
snippet are m a d e m o r e important. T h o s e features of the
current context that m a t c h the context of the incorrect
snippet m o r e closely than the context of the correct piece
are m a d e less important.
T h e student can also m a k e empirical adjustments
w h e n he is successful. W h e n the student correctly predicts the instructor's action, the features of the current
problem solving context that m a t c h e d the features in
the previous case are m a d e slightly m o r e important. In
future problem solving these empirical adjustments lead
to the features considered important b y the instructor
having m o r e influence o n the case pieces retrieved.

Evaluation

Related Work
W e have addressed the issue of making case retrieval
better. W e use a form of apprenticeship to isolate a failure, and to obtain the correct solution step. Retrieval
of other previous caise snippets and comparison of features is used to focus explanation. Through explanation,
indices and censors are learned.
Other approaches have been suggested for learning
indices and censors. H a m m o n d (1986), and Simpson
(1985) 's approax:hes explained instances of their own successful problem solving. This requires a significantly
more expert reasoner because the correct steps must be
generated. H a m m o n d and Simpson also emphasized creating indices to avoid failures. However, in trying to
explain failures their approaches had to consider all features. Our approach limits the consideration of features
to a smaller set. In addition, our approach avoids having to match the situation to an abstraction, as in H a m mond's approach, an expensive proposition. Therefore,
our approach saves explanatory effort.
In Barletta and Mark's (1988) Explanation-Based Indexing approach, the reasoner attempts to explain the
relationships of features of the case to the actions taken.
Those features for which an explanation can be formed
are made indices of the case. Our approach takes more
information into account in order to limit explanatory
effort. Thus our approach is more efficient.
Bareiss (1989)'s P R O T O S created both censors that
specified when a case weis not appropriate, and 'differ-
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Through the process of observing an expert, a reaisoner
can significantly improve its ability to predict the expert's actions, and thus its ability to diagnose. The
improvement comes through acquisition of new cases,
learning indices and censors, and through adjusting feature salience. Our system, CELIA, which is based on
the model, has been evaluated through presentation of
a sequence of 24 examples of expert problem solving.
Twenty random orders of the examples were presented.
The performance measure was the average accuracy of
the system's predictions of the expert's actions. The
improvement over the course of exposure to examples is
seen in the data presented in Figure 7.
A n ablation study showed that the by the end of
the example sequences, the effect of the learning methods is starting to be seen. W e lesioned the functions
which learn indices and censors, and which adjust feature saliency. By the last 6 examples in the sequences,
the average performance advantage for including these
approaches was two percent. This difference is not that
large, but for some problems the advantage was as high
as 10 percent.
W e expect that the effects will be larger with greater
experience. To this experience level, not that many indices are learned. ^ M a n y of these are learned late in the
sequences, leaving little time for them to be useful. The
system doesn't have a strong domain model, so in many
instances it cannot explain the importance of different
feature values. With greater experience, this problem
will gradually become less of a factor. In addition.
'An average of 1.2 are learned per observed example. An
average example has 37 steps, which become 37 snippets.
The range is from 18 steps to 79 steps.

to distinguish w h e n the correct a n d predicted actions are
appropriate or not.
0.8:
Learning indices, learning censors, a n d adjusting fea^ >*<•••
' ^
ture
salience result in improving case retrieval. All three
0.6:
of these types of learning fit neatly within our general ap0.4: /
proach of learning by observing expert problem solving.
0.2:
Much of the power of CBR comes from retrieving useful
•
cases, so this learning improves the case-based reasoner.
Indices help the reasoner retrieve case snippets w h e n
0 4 8 12162024
they would b e particularly relevant. Censors help the
Example
reasoner avoid being misguided b y a snippet which m a y
seem to b e relevant but isn't. Improved knowledge of
Figure 7: C E L I A : Average results of exposure to
sequence of examples. Average accuracy for reasoner
feature salience will lead to less consideration of superfipredicting observeci expert problem solving actions.
cial and spurious features during similarity measurement
prior to use of indices a n d censors.
the student will have opportunities to use the indices
and censors learned late in the test period.^
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Abstract
Retrieving previous similar cases from a memory of cases
is central to case-based reasoning systems. In most
systems, this retrieval is done by a detailed indexing
mechanism. Thagard and Holyoak argue that indexing is
the wrong way to retrieve analogues. They propose a
retrieval model (ARCS) based on a competing constraintsatisfaction approach. In this paper, an explanation-based
retrieval method (EBR) for retrieving analogues from a
case-base with cases stored with respect to an interpretation of these cases as analyzed by a cognitive diagnostic
component is described. The system is designed to the
domain of problem solving in LISP. In a simulation study,
it can be shown that the EBR-method performs equally well
or even better than the ARCS-method.
Analogical Retrieval and Indexing
Both case-based reasoning ( C B R ) andfindinganalogies
are concerned with retrieving previous cases and problem
solutions. In CBR-systems, cases are usually retrieved by
elaborated indexing mechanisms. Thagard & Holyoak
(1989) argue in their contribution to the 1989 Case-Based
Reasoning Workshop that indexing is the wrong w a y to
retrieve analogues. They m a k e their points on two different
levels of argumentation. O n a more general level, they
claim
• that C B R w h e n viewed as a cognitive model is based
only on anecdotes,
• that C B R generally is concerned with analogies within a
single domain only, and
• that their o w n model for analogical reasoning is a
component of a more general cognitive architecture.
O n a more detailed level they claim about indexing,
• that it is excessively serial instead of simultaneously
probing into m e m o r y ,
• that the retrieval process is not competitive,
• that indexing overemphasizes pragmatic features such as
goals and prediction failures, whereas semantic features
and structural similarities are underemphasized, and
• that indexing requires to m u c h pre-processing.
In this paper, it will be shown h o w a CBR-system can
be built in a w a y that most of these arguments can be
rejected. Such a system retrieves analogues as good as the
ARCS-program (Thagard et al. 1990) does, or even better.
A s Thagard et al. (1990) point out,fiveaspects central to
analogue retrieval in h u m a n m e m o r y are implemented in
their A R C S - p r o g r a m . These are the constraints of (1)
semantic similarity, (2) structural consistency, and (3)
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pragmatic centrality. Additionally, (4) a parallel algorithm
has to be used for determining stored analoguesfittingbest
these three constraints and (5) there must be a competition
between potential candidates for source analogues.
In analogical rcu-icval (compared to mapping analogues)
finding semantic similarities between elements and relations
in the target analogue and in the source analogues in
m e m o r y is essential (Holyoak & K o h 1987; Holyoak &
Thagard 1990). But, suuctural and pragmatic constraints
also contribute to the retrieval process. For most analogue
retrieval models, it is a problem to consider all constraints
simultaneously like it is done in A R C S .
In case-based reasoning systems, the retrieval of similar
cases depends on indexes used to probe the case base. These
indexes consist of relevant features of the input problem
determined in afirstanalysis phase (Riesbeck & Schank
1989). For CBR-systems, it is critical h o w indexes can be
found, h o w specific they are to identify the most similar
cases, and h o w c o m m o n they are, so that they apply to a
wide range of possible cases.
T o address these problems of indexing in CBR-systems
w e have built an "Episodic Learner Model' ( E L M ) , a casebased learning model in the domain of learning LISP. In
this model, previous cases are stored such that information
from stored cases can be used to analyze n e w cases. These
interpreted input problems can be used directly to access
similar previous cases. The E L M - m o d e l is used as a student
model in an intelligent tutoring system for the programming language LISP (Weber 1988). O n e of the intelligent
features to support tutoring is an analogical component.
This component searches for similar cases to a given
situation to give the tutorial component the opportunity to
explain to the student his or her bugs and misconceptions
related to previous errors and to solutions for these errors.
O n e of the central tasks of this component is to retrieve
analogous cases. A s the ELM-LlSP-Tutor is an on-line
system, the retrieval process has to be fast enough to
respond to the student within acceptable time. So, retrieving a candidate for an analogue with an acceptable effort in
m e m o r y space and time is one further constraint for the
retrieval process.
In the next section, the E L M - m o d e l is described to show
h o w cases (LlSP-programs students have completed to
solve programming problems) are interpreted and stored. In
the following section, the algorithm of the explanationbased retrieval method ( E B R ) is described. Finally, this
method is compared to the A R C S - m o d e l by a simulation
study.

E L M : A Case-Based Learning Model
The E L M student model is a type of user model containing
knowledge about the user (student) in terms of a collection
of episodes. In the sense of 'case-based learning', such
episodes can be viewed as cases. T o construct the student
model, the student's code is analyzed related to the domain
knowledge on the one side and to a task description on the
other side. Tliis cognitive diagnosis results in a derivation
tree of concepts and rules the student might have used to
solve the problem. These concepts and rules are instantiations of units from the knowledge base. The episodic student
model is m a d e up by these instantiations and later generalization based thereupon. T o understand this form of episodic
student model, a short description of the knowledge
representation and the diagnostic process will be given.
Students have to program function definitions in a
structured LISP-editor (KOhne & W e b e r 1987). So, the
function code is at least syntactically correct. A series of a
student's attempts to solve a programming problem from
the exercises is shown in Tab. 1. T h e "cognitive analysis"
of the program code works like an explanation-based
generalization ( E B G ) method (Mitchell, Keller, & KedarCabelli 1986; DeJong & M o o n e y 1986). It starts with a
task description related to higher concepts, plans, and
schemata in the knowledge base. For every concept, a set of
rules is stated describing different ways to solve the goal
given by the plan of the concept. These rules are comparable totfienotation of implementation methods for goals in
P R O U S T (Johnson 1986). There are "good", "suboptimal",
and "buggy" rules explaining correct, correct but suboptimal, and incorrect solutions of the current goal or
subgoal. The set of buggy rules is comparable to an error
library in other ITSs (e.g. in Anderson's LISP-tutor
(Anderson & Reiser 1985)). Applying a rule results in
comparing the current plan description to the corresponding
part of the student's code. In the plan description, further
concepts m a y be addressed. The cognitive diagnosis is called
recursively until a function name, a parameter, or a constant
is matched.
The cognitive diagnosis results in a derivation tree
(Weber 1989) built from all concepts and rules identified to
explain the student's solution (Tab. 2). This derivation tree
is an explanation structure in the sense of E B G and is the
basis to build up the episodic learner model. Concepts and
rules addressed in the derivation tree are the basis to create
episodicframes.These frames are integrated into the knowledge base as instances of their concepts and rules. Slots in
these instances refer to the context where they were used
(especially the current task), to the type of transformations
of concepts, to the observed rules, and to the argument
bindings. T h e set of these instances (and further generalizations) constitutes the episodic student model.
In the next step, episodic frames are generalized. These
generalizations represent the class of types of plans and
corresponding data which will be used in further cognitive
analyses to interpret the student's code. GeneraUzations refer
to structural and semantic similarities of observed data for
related concepts and rules. So, this is a form of similarity-
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Problem:
"Define a function that returns the third element of a list."
Solution 1:
(DEFUN THIRD-EL (EXPR)
(REST (REST (FIRST EXPR))))
Solution 2:
(DEFUN THIRD-EL (EXPR)
(SECOND (FIRST (REST EXPR))))
Solution 3:
(DEFUN THIRD-EL (EXPR)
(SECOND (REST EXPR)))
Table 1: A series of subsequent attempts to solve a
programming problem from the exercises used in our LISPcourse.

CmiRD-ELEM
Third-Elem-With-Second-Rule
(SECOND-ELEM-CALL
Unary-Func-Rule
(SECOND-ELEM-OPERATOR
Correct-Coding-Rule)
(REDUCE-UST
Unary-Func-Rule
(REDUCE-UST-OPERATOR
Correct-Coding-Rule)
(PARAMETER
Correct-Par am-Rule))))
Table 2: Explanation structure for the body of the
function definition of solution 3 in Table 1.
based generalization within the framework of an EBGmethod. If an episodic frame is thefirstinstance under a
concept of the knowledge base, this single case is generalized from structural and semantic aspects in the data so that
this generalization will explain further matching data. In
Fig. 1, a hierarchy of episodic instances and generalizations
under the concept " T H I R D - E L E M " is shown. T h e first
generalization frame T H I R D - E L E M . G E N - 1 w a s obtained
by a single-case generalization after diagnosing Solution 1
from Table 1. T h e frame T H I R D - E L E M . G E N - 2 w a s
generalized after the student's second attempt to solve the
problem with a different plan. T h e third generalization
frame T H I R D - E L E M . G E N - 3 resembles the communalities
of the second and third attempt to solve the problem. In
Tab. 3 the generalized structures for D A T U M - s l o t and for
the P L A N - R U L E - S E Q U E N C E - s l o t are shown.
With increasing knowledge about a particular student,
hierarchies of generalizations and instances are built under
the concepts and rules of the knowledge base. They
constitute the episodic student model. This generalization
mechanism is comparable to the single-case generalization
in the "explanation-based learning" approach (Mitchell et al.
1986). O n e single event (or case) is interpreted considering
the knowledge base and the student model and the result of
this interpretation is integrated into the student model.

THIRD-ELEM.GEN-1
THIRD-ELEM

THIRD-ELEM.F.9-2

<
Figure

THIRD-ELEM.F.9-1

THIRD-ELEM.GEN-2
THIRD-ELEM.GEN-3

<

THIRD-ELEM.G.9-3

1: Hierarchy of episodic instances and generalizations under the concept T H I R D E L E M for the three solutions in Table 1.

7DATUM
( S E C O N D (<SELECrOR-OPERATOR> 7ARG-273))
7PLAN-RULE-SEQUENCE
(THIRD-ELEM Third-Elem-With-Second-Rule ISEQ-273)
Table 3: Part of the slots of the generalization frame
T H I R D - E L E M . G E N - 3 from Fig. 1.
This EBL-method implies that not only pragmatic
aspects are stored in the case m e m o r y (as in most other
case-based reasoning systems). T h e hierarchy of stored
solutions for different subproblems resembles the structure
of the solution. Stored and generalized data structures
emphasize semantic similarities and m a y also be considered
to observe superficial aspects of similarity.
In the context of the E L M - m o d e l in the E L M - L I S P tutor, two typical situations emerge where analogous cases
are retrieved. O n the one side, analogues are needed by the
tutorial component to offer the student remindings and
analogies to examples in the materials when an error or a
suboptimal solution is detected by the diagnostic
component in the student's program code. Such remindings
can be used to explain to the student h o w the error is
similar to a previous error and h o w the problem can be
solved, or h o w the incorrect part of the code resulted from
superficial similarities to previous solutions which were
incorrectly mapped to the current problem. O n the other
side, if the student asks for help while developing the code
for the current problem the tutorial system should be able
to offer the student analogies to similar previous problems
or examples. Here, the analogical component has to look
for analogies for the solution of the next subproblem to be
solved in the context of subgoals solved up to that point.
In both cases, existing program code is the basis to
retrieve analogous cases from the case-base. In the next
section, it is explained h o w an explanation-based retrieval
method ( E B R ) is suited tofindandogues in a case-memory
of a case-based learning system.
The Explanation-Based Retrieval Method
O n the basis of the explanation structure stored into
distributed frames for the steps of the solution path, it is
easy to retrieve analogical problem solutions for the current
problem. There are two different situations where an
analogue m a y be retrieved.
Similar solution situation. In this situation, the retrieval
component is given a solution of a known problem and has
to look in the case m e m o r y for the best analogues to the
given solution. These analogues m a y help to interpret h o w
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the person solved the problem in the given w a y or w h y an
observed error m a y have happened.
Similar problem situation. In this situation, the retrieval
component is given a problem and possibly, a partial
solution. B y its knowledge about the problem, a solution
can be generated considering the case m e m o r y and the
partial solution. O n the basis of the concepts and rules used
to generate this solution, the case m e m o r y can be probed
for cases most similar to this solution and analogues can be
found for missing parts of the partial solution. A s different
subproblems have to be solved and gathered for the final
solution there m a y be several different analogues which
m a y match best the subproblems. This is a by-product of
the distributed storage of problems in terms of solutions
for the different subproblems. So, analogies to the subproblems m a y be detected in different previous cases which,
therefore, m a y be retrieved as analogues.
Both situations differ with respect to the question
whether the problem is already solved or not. In the first
case, the already existing solution is used for analogy, in
the latter case, a solution generated automatically is used for
an interpretation and for retrieving analogues afterwards.
The algorithm of the EBR-method works infivesteps as
follows:
Step 1: Diagnose the solution of a problem which is
either submitted by the problem solver or generated
automatically by the system. This will result in an
explanation structure of all concepts and rules which may
be used to solve the problem.
Step 2: Store all elements of the explanation structure
into episodic frames of the case m e m o r y and generalize if
possible. If the solution was generated automatically by the
system, store episodic frames and generalizations only
temporarily.
Step 3: Scan all episodic frames of the n e w (target)
episode and look for similar episodic frames in previous
episodes. All those episodic frames subsumed under the
same direct generalization frame are given the highest
similarity weight. For other similar episodic frames
subsumed under higher levels of abstraction or indexed by
related rules assign lower similarity weights, accordingly.
Step 4: For each episode considered in Step 3, sum the
similarity weights of the similar frames assigned in Step 3.
For each episodic frame of the source episode only one
similar frame of a previous episode m a y be considered.
Step 5: Sort the considered target episodes by their
s u m m e d weights of episodic frames similar to the source
episode computed in Step 4.
In the first place, this algorithm pays attention to
semantic similarities of concepts, plans, and rules identified
by the analysis of the program code. But, as structural

. similarities play an important role in the generalization of
episodic frames, structural consistencies arc considered, too.
Pragmatic aspects are not considered directly in the current
version of the EBR-algorithm. But, it would be easy to
give special pragmatic weights to observed buggy rules and
to poorly solved concepts so that corresponding episodic
frames from previous cases can dominate the retrieval of
these episodes. So, tutorial goals could give pragmatic
constraints to the retrieval process. A n algorithm to retrieve
analogues for special subgoals is still under development
Using an explanation structure in the EBR-method to
retrieve analogues cases is comparable to the construction
of a hypothesis tree in the explanation-based indexing (EBI)
approach (Barletta & M a r k 1988). But, the EBR-method
differs from the EBI-method in the distributed representation
of episodic instances of concepts and rules.

A ) Decomposition

of code

into propositions:

(DEFUN (THIRD-EL Varlist-931 fonn-933) P-937)
(VARLIST (EXPR Varlist-931) P-932)
( S E C O N D (aig-934 fonn-933) P-936)
(REST (EXPR arg-934) P-935)
B ) Decomposition of diagnosed
propositions:

code

into

(DEFINE-PROCEDURE
(Proc-Def-Rule arg-938) P-948)
(BODY-FORMS
(Rule-For-Body arg-939 arg-938) P-947)
(THIRD-ELEM
(Third-Elem-With-Second-Rule arg-940 arg-939) P-946)
(SECOND-ELEM-CALL
(Unary-Func-Rule arg-941 arg-940) P-945)
(REDUCE-UST
(Unary-Func-Rule arg-942 arg-941) P-944)
(PARAMETER
(Conect-Param-Rule aTg-942) P-943)

A Simulation Study Comparing the EBRMethod with the A R C S - M o d e l
The ARCS-model (Thagard et al. 1990) is supposed to be a
general model for analogue retrieval. A s the algorithm of
this retrieval method is fully described in Thagard et al.
(1990) and easy to compute, it can directly be compared to
other methods in a simulation study. O n e of the basic
assumptions of the A R C S - m o d e l is to represent the target
and the potential source candidates in terms of the predicate
calculus. Therefore, it is critical for this method h o w the
description of a problem is decomposed into predicates.
For retrieving analogues of LISP-programs from a caselibrary of stored LISP-programs, the decomposition into
predicates can be computed by an explicit algorithm. A s
LISP-programs are composed of hierarchically nested function calls, they can be decomposed into predicates as shown
in Holyoak & Thagard (1989). Function calls are represented as predicates with n+I arguments where n arguments
stand for the arguments of the function and the additional
argument for the result of the function call. Only special
forms (e.g. schemata for defining functions with "defun"
(special decomposition for variable list and function body)
or schemata for case decisions with "cond") are handled
specifically to reflect their semantics. A n example for a
decomposition of a simple function definition into a set of
predicates for the ARCS-method is shown in Tab. 4 A .
Identifying semantic similarities is the second critical
point for the A R C S - m e t h o d . A s mentioned in several
studies (e.g. Holyoak & K o h 1987; Ratterman & Centner
1987; Ross 1987) semantic similarities are most important
for retrieving analogues. In their ARCS-model, Thagard et
al. (1990) use WordNet (Miller, Fellbaum, Kegl, & Miller
1988) to identify different kinds of semantic relations (e.g.
synonyms, superordinates, coordinates, subordinates, holonyms, antonyms, etc.) and assign to them different weights
determining their influence on the retrieval process.
Since analogs of LISP-programs are retrieved, the case of
within-domain analogies is given. Therefore, most semantic
similarities stem from the identity of function names.
Further degrees of semantic relations can be obtained from
hierarchically clustering functions by their meaning.
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Table 4: A n example for a decomposition into
propositions for A ) LISP-code and B ) the result of the
explanation-based diagnosis for Solution 3 from Tab. 1.
For example, all predicates or all arithmetic functions are
grouped into clusters of lower similarity, type predicates,
arithmetic functions for performing addition, tyj)es of casedecisions, and so on, within these clusters are building
smaller clusters with m e d i u m similarity, and synonyms
(e.g. car and first) are linked on a high level of similarity.
O n e can argue that there is m u c h preprocessing in the
EBR-method diagnosing the LISP-code by the E L M - m o d e l
to get the explanation structure. Also, the explanation
structure m a y contain more information so that the E B R method is able to retrieve better analogues than the A R C S method based only on the pure LISP-code. A s the
explanation structure consists of a hierarchy of nested
concepts and rules, this nested list can be decomposed into
propositions, too. Different weights of similarity for
concepts and rules were obtained from the hierarchy of
concepts and rules in the knowledge base. A decomposition
of diagnosed code into propositions is shown in Tab. 4 B .
Our implementation of the A R C S - m e t h o d w a s run with
the same values for parameters as described in Holyoak &
Thagard (1989) and Thagard et al. (1990) with decomposing
LISP-programs and assigning weights for semantic
similarities as described above.
Data for the simulation study were gathered from interaction protocols of 13 students computing function definitions for exercises of an introductory LISP-course. All
function definitions were programmed in a structured LISPeditor (Kohne & W e b e r 1987), so they were at least
syntactically correct. T h e range of programming problems
comprised 5 lessons beginning with the first exercises
defining LISP-functions to programming recursive
functions. In thesefivelessons, 35 different problems could
be solved by the students. All student's attempts to evaluate
a complete function definition were considered as candidates
for targets of analogies.

For each student, the sequence of solutions for different
tasks within each lesson was matched step by step against
all previous solutions within the same lesson and against
the examples from the materials for these lessons. Retrieving analogues was restricted to analogies within one lesson
for two reasons. First, examples and solutions within a
lesson are ihematically more similar than those between
lessons. In simulations considering data from all lessons,
only very few analogies were found between lessons.
Second, the computational effort to retrieve analogues by
the A R C S - m e t h o d from a basis of more than 10 possible
candidates increased dramatically, consuming too much time
and space on a serial computer. All in all 406 cases were
observed where analogue cases could be retrieved.
The same procedure to retrieve analogues for observed
problem solutions step by step within each lesson was
performed by the EBR-method. T i m e to retrieve an
analogue by this method ranged from 0.05 seconds to 2
seconds for the range of problems described above. This is
more than 200 times faster than the time needed to build up
the network of hypotheses only. If w e consider a m i n i m u m
of 7 cycles to retrieve the best analogue, the ARCS-method
takes more than 2000 times longer on a serial computer.
The results comparing both methods by the described
procedure are shown in Tab. 5. In about 3 out of 4 cases,
both methods ( E B R and A R C S ) retrieved the same analogue
as their best result. This was computed by an algorithm
comparing rank orders of retrieved episodes. A s expected,
the correspondence between both methods is slightly higher
if the ARCS-method is run on a prepositional decomposition of the explanation structure (77.3%) compared to a
decomposition of the LISP-code (72.7%). W h e n there was a
discrepancy between the results of both methods two
experienced LISP-programmers rated which of both methods
retrieved the best analogue or whether both methods failed.
In less than 5 % of all cases, the ARCS-method retrieved
the better optimal analogue. With 4.7%, the ARCS-method
worked slightly better with a propositional decomposition
of the LISP-code (compared to 2.7% with interpreted code).
In 1.7% of all cases, this resulted from errors or combinations of errors in the student's LISP-code which could not
sufficiently be interpreted by the diagnostic component of
the E L M - m o d e l . So. a retrieval process must be preferred
which is based particularly on semantic similarities of
predicates without knowledge about intentions and meaning
of the program code and interpretations of errors. In most
other cases, the E L M - m e t h o d failed because the current
generalization mechanism in the E L M - m o d e l is slightly too
sensitive to structural differences in the student's LISP-code.
In about 6 % of all cases, different analogues were
retrieved as best results, but both analogues could be
accepted equally well. In these cases, there was a very
similar (and possibly buggy or incomplete) previous
solution and additionally, a similar good example. In most
cases, the correct similar example was preferred by the
EBR-method whereas the similar, but possibly incorrect,
previous solution was preferred by the ARCS-method.

same
different

both melhods equally well
E B R belter

diagnosis

code

77.3

72.7

6.4

5.9

11.6

15.0

A R C S belter

2.7

4.7

both melhods failed

2.0

1.7

Table 5: Percentage of cases showing the same or
different best retrieved analogues by the E B R - and the
ARCS-method for a total of 406 cases. In the "diagnosis"
column, the ARCS-method was run with a propositional
decomposition of the explanation structure from the
cognitive diagnosis in the E L M - m o d e l , in the "code"
column, the ARCS-method was run with a propositional
decomposition of the LISP-code.
In more than 10% of all cases, the best analogue was
retrieved by the EBR-method. In many of these cases, this
could be attributed to two problems inherent to the
constraint-satisfaction algorithm of the ARCS-method. In
at least 8 cases ( 2 % ) , the so-called "gang-effect"
(McClelland & Rumelhart 1981) was observed. In these
cases, very similar or identical solutions for a similar
problem existed in the case base because the student solved
the same problem twice with the same solution or recoded
an example from the materials. These identical solutions
grouped to a gang and supported each other while another
better analogue was suppressed. In at least 15 cases (3.7%),
a problem occured which w e call the "additionalproposition-effect". This means that if two solutions differ
in that one has an additional proposition, this solution was
preferred though the other one was more similar. This must
result from more supporting relations in the net of
hypotheses in the case of the additional proposition.
In 2 % of all cases both methods failed. That is, the
retrieved cases could not be accepted as good analogues. In
most cases, this resulted from the absence of appropriate
examples in the case-base or from very buggy and
u n c o m m o n solutions.
Conclusion
The A R C S - m o d e l (Thagard et al. 1990) is a very general
and well suited program to model h u m a n retrieval. But,
there are s o m e questions about the efficiency of its
algorithm. Thagard & Holyoak (1989) argue that indexing
in case-based reasoning systems needs too m u c h preprocessing and therefore, m a y not be appropriate. But, the
A R C S - m o d e l needs very m u c h time to build up the
network of hypotheses. Even if the following process of
settling the network is performed on a parallel computer and
therefore, will be very fast, the network is temporarily built
up only once for one retrieval process. For the next retrieval
of another analogue a new network has to be constructed
and for a little bit more complex problems than usually
shown in examples, this is very m u c h space and time
consuming. For example, in the data of our students it is
very typical that in thefinallesson more than 40 previous
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solutions and examples have to be considered as possible
candidates for source analogues. Probing all candidates in
parallel with the ARCS-model resulted in more than 3500
nodes and more than 200,000 symmetric links to be built
up. Even on a fast 12 MIPS computer this requires more
than 30 MByte of memory and more than 10 minutes to
build up the network. If w e extrapolate to situations in
typical human retrieval situations where many more
previous situations may be candidates for analogue retrieval
because of overlap in their semantics, it cannot be imagined
how such a problem could be handled by the A R C S algorithm. An incremental model (Keane 1990) may be
better suited to retrieve analogues from a large set of cases.
In this study, it could be demonstrated that the A R C S methods has some problems if analogues have to be
retrieved from a case base where possibly very similar
previous cases exist. As shown for the "gang-effect" and the
"additional-proposition-effect", the ARCS-method may fail
if some special constellations of very similar cases exist.
Maybe, this could not be observed in other studies with the
ARCS-method because all cases in these examples differed
in many aspects. But, in realistic, non-experimental
situations, for example while learning to program, it is
typical that many very similar cases are observed. In such a
situation, the EBR-method seems to yield generally better
results.
The EBR-method can be seen as an approximation to a
competitive, parallel method of analogue retrieval as
realized in the ARCS-model. A s powerful parallel
computers cannot be used in most cases, the EBR-method
may be preferred in on-line situations (e.g. in tutorial
systems). Additionally, information can be gathered about
the mechanism how concepts and episodic structures are
stored and retrievedfromhuman memory.
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should be reminded of in response to a given cue. Further,
reminding m a y be unintentional (although as Schank, 1982,
observed, one m a y also seek to be reminded).
The above example illustrates analogical reminding, in
which the relations embodied in the cue and in the stored
situation correspond in systematic ways, despite notable
differences between their constituent elements. In other
words, two episodes are structurally consistent (analogous)
w h e n the overall conceptual relationships between their
actors, actions, plans, goals, and themes are similar. In spite
of the centrality of structural consistency in proposed
definitions of the "soundness" or "goodness" of analogies
(Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner, 1989; Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989), it has proved surprisingly difficult to provide empirical evidence that h u m a n m e m o r y retrieval is
influenced by analogy. The importance of surface lexical
and semantic similarities has been well-documented, but
clear evidence demonstrating the effect of structural
consistency on reminding (such as the overall plot similarity between R o m e o and Juliet and West Side Story) has been
difficult to achieve. T h e answer to the question of whether
structural consistency influences reminding would have
important implications for psychological and artificial-intelligence models of analogical, episodic, and case-based
Retrieval Competition in Memory for
retrieval. D o the individual elements of a story simply
Analogies
serve as independent retrieval cues, or do the relations
One of the most intriguing qualities of human memory is its a m o n g those elements also have an impact on what is
capacity to allow novel experiences to activate relevant
recalled? Is the effect of structural consistency influenced
prior knowledge, even though the objects and events in the
by whether or not the target situation is semantically related
n e w situation have never been directly associated with those
to more than one episode in long-term memory?
involved in the remembered ones. A person w h o sees the
movie West Side Story for thefirsttime is likely to be
Previous Studies
reminded of the play R o m e o and Juliet, notwithstanding the
The evidence concerning the role of structural consistency
displacement of the characters over centuries and contiin analogical reminding is mixed. Indeed, the most robust
nents. Although such remindings are surely related to
finding in the analogy literature is that people often fail to
general principles of m e m o r y retrieval, they differ
retrieve relevant, but superficially-dissimilar, source
significantly from standard retrieval tasks studied by psyanalogs (Gick & Holyoak, 1980; G e n m e r & Landers, 1985;
chologists. Unlike standard retrieval tasks, such as free or
Ratterman & Centner, 1987; Seifert, M c K o o n , Abelson, &
cued recall, there is no clear "right answer" as to what one
Ratcliff, 1986). Such negative findings suggest that the
process by which analogs are retrieved m a y not be sensitive
to their configural properties, even though such properties
Acknowledgements
are crucial in ensuring that the retrieved information is
actually useful.
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stories that they were reminded of from a previous session,
Abstract
A n important question for cognitive models of human
memory is the question of how analogical similarity affects
memory retrieval. While the importance of surface lexical
and semantic similarities between reminding cues and
memory targets has been well-documented, clear empirical
evidence that human memory retrieval is influenced by
analogy has proven difficult to demonstrate. W e report two
experiments in which subjects used a series of single
sentences as reminding cues for previously-seen mini-texts.
Some cue sentences contained noims and verbs that were
hyponyms (i.e., words subordinate to the same category) of
those in corresponding target sentences presented in one or
two earlier passages. The role of analogical similarity in reminding was examined by varying the correspondence of
noun case-role assignments of cue/target homonyms.
Results indicate that retrieval competition and analogical
similarity influence reminding. Recall of semanticallyrelated passages was significantly greater for structurally
consistent (i.e., analogical) cues. Retrieval access was impaired when two semantically related passages were present
in memory. Access to the passage with analogical
resemblance to the cue was decreased by retrieval competition to an extent consistent with a ratio rule.
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strength of all other items associated to that cue (see
Raajimakers & Shiffrin, 1981). According to the choice
model, the probability that a subject makes response type /
tocue type; is:

one week earlier. T w o types of cue/target similarily were
manipulated: direct similarity of objects and actions (i.e.,
similar vs. dissimilar concrete nouns and verbs), and
configural similarity of causal structure (i.e., similar vs.
dissimilar causal connections a m o n g the objects and actions). Direct similarity of objects and actions was the
dominant determinant of reminding; however, consistent,
though nonsignificant, trends suggested that cue/target
analogical similarity m a y also influence remindings (see
also Centner & Landers, 1985; Johnson & Seifert, 1990;
Read & C e s a , 1991).

Pij^^i/

Analogical Reminding Within a ConstraintB a s e d Retrieval S y s t e m
The present experiments were designed to test a recent
artificial-inteUigence model of analogical reminding, A R C S
(Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson, & Gochfeld, 1990). Thagard et
al. assert that semantic similarity and isomorphism (i.e.,
structural consistency and one-to-one mapping) influence
reminding. Semantic similarity concerns taxonomic relations between individual concepts, such as superordination
(e.g., dog - animal) and hyponymy (e.g., dog - cat). The
similarity constraint favors mappings between concepts
with close taxonomic relationships. The isomorphism
constraint depends crucially on case-role relations (i.e.,
mapped elements shouldfillcorresponding case roles across
propositions in which they appear). Analogs are represented in A R C S as symbolic structures within a semantic
network; during the retrieval process, a "mapping network"
is formed to enforce the constraints, and a connectionist
settling process then guides retrieval of the stored
structure(s) that best satisfy the constraints.
Reuieval in A R C S is fundamentally competitive in that
evidence favoring access to one stored structure serves to
reduce (via inhibitory links) the likelihood of retrieving
other stored structures. A central prediction, then, is that
reminding will be competitive, so that if a cue has strong
semantic links to multiple stored structures, reminding of
each will be impaired relative to the case in which it is the
sole semantically-related candidate. In addition, A R C S
predicts that the effect of souctural consistency will interact
with competition. A disanalogous passage (relative to a
given cue) might have a high probability of retrieval if it
were the only semantically-related structure in memory.
However, it would have a greatly decreased retrieval
probability if a semantically-related analogous structure was
also in memory.
The basic qualitative predictions of A R C S are mimicked
by a simple mathematical model, the Bradley-Terry-Luce
choice model (Bradley & Terry, 1953; Luce, 1959; Wickens, 1989a). The choice model states that the probability of
making a given choice or response is a function of the
"strength" (e.g., preference) of that choice divided by the
strength of all choices or responses. A s applied to m e m o r y
retrieval, the choice model, like A R C S , predicts that the
probability of retrieving a given item is determined by h o w
strongly that item is associated to a given cue relative to the
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h k
k= 1

Si is the strength of response type i, and the summation is
over the strengths of all the response types available to the
subject from cue j. The choice model captures two aspects
of the competitive responding inherent in A R C S . First,
choices are m a d e in comparison to available alternatives so
that relative weighting should apply. Second, the
dependence of these weights on the chosen alternatives
implies that a consistent set of estimates should be obtained
over all conditions. Accordingly, w e used the choice model
to derive quantitative predictions for reminding
performance in our experiments.
Experiments 1 and 2
W e performed two experiments to investigate the influence
of structural consistency and competition on analogical
reminding. The general design was to have subjects encode
a series of very simple (2-3 sentence) passages, in the
context of various incidental tasks designed to ensure semantic processing. After a brief delay, subjects were given
a series of single-sentence cues in the forms The subject
verb the object ( S V O ) or The object w a s verb by the
subject, and asked to recall as m u c h as they could from any
and all passages of which they were reminded by each cue
sentence. S o m e of the cue sentences contained nouns and
verbs that were hyponyms of those in corresponding target
sentences in one or two of the earlier passages; other cue
sentences were unrelated to any of the prior passages.
Table 1 presents an example of a set of two passages and
a related cue sentence. The target sentence in each passage
is identified by italics. W e will refer to the non-target
portion of each passage as the "surround". O n e passage
contains an analogous target, The pastor calmed the businessman, in which the nounsfillcase roles parallel to those
of their respective hyponyms in the target-cue sentence. The
rabbi reassured the chairman. The other passage contains a
disanalogous target. The executive soothed the priest, in
which the case roles of the noun hyponyms are reversed
between the target sentence and cue. O f the cues which
shared noun and verb h o m o n y m s with target sentences, half
were matched to a single previously-studied analogous or
disanalogous target sentence (singleton condition) and half
were matched to two previously-studied analogous and
disanalogous target sentences (competitor condition).
W e predicted (a) passages in the competitor condition
would be recalled less often than in the singleton condition,
(b) passages cued with analogous sentences would be
retrieved more frequently than passages cued with disanalogous ones, and (c) there would be an interaction of analogy
with retrieval competition such that the effect of cueing
with analogous sentences would be greater in the

Table 1. Example of Paired Passages with Consistent
Versus Inconsistent Targets in Relation to Cue Sentence
Consistent Target
Having just been fired from a high level job, he decided to
go to his church for counseling. The pastor calmed the
businessman.

asked to assess the perceived similarity of the cue sentences
and the passages. Subjects were told to rate, "How similar
are the scenes being described in the story and the
sentence?" for consistent, inconsistent, and unrelated (i.e.,
cues for a different passage) cues and targets. Responses
were recorded on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = completely dissimilar, 6 = completely identical). There was a significant
difference between subject ratings for analogous (M = 3.98)
and disanalogous (M = 2.75) cue/passage pairs, min F' (I,
100) = 28.04, as well as disanalogous and unrelated
cue/passage pairs (M= 1.59), min F' (1,75) = 36.10, both/?
< .0001. (In order to be able to generalize our findings
beyond the specific materials we created, the conservative
min F' formulation of analysis of variance was calculated
for all tests of mean differences; Clark, 1973.)

Inconsistent Target
The church was having trouble approaching local
corporations for contributions to the shelter. The executive
soothed the priest.
Target-Cue Sentence
The rabbi reassured the chairman.
competitor than in the singleton condition.
Several points about the general nature of the materials
deserve emphasis. First, structural consistency was simply
manipulated by a single cross-mapping between a pair of
S V O sentences. Second, semantic overlap was equated as
structural consistency was varied. Third, the cue and target
sentences had no direct lexical overlap, but were nonetheless semantically related by virtue of shared superordinates
linking corresponding hyponyms. Fourth, because the cue
sentences were directly related only to fragments of the
passages (i.e., to the target sentences but not the surrounds),
any reminding would have to be based on only partial
overlap between cues and passages (cf. Johnson & Seifert,
1990).
Method
Materials
There were 24 sets of materials similar to the example in
Table 1, each consisting of two target passages and one cue
sentence. All sets of materials appeared in all conditions.
Each of the two passages within a set contained a target
sentence that was related to the set's cue sentence. The
matched target and cue sentences all shared two sets of
associated nouns (e.g., pastor, priest, rabbi; businessman.
executive, chairman) and a single set of associated verbs
(e.g., calm, soothe, reassure). The nouns and verbs within a
set were chosen so that the nouns would jointly make sense
in either the object or subject position. Within each passage
pair, verbs were randomly assigned to pairs of target nouns,
after which each target sentence was randomly assigned to
one of the two passages. In order to avoid confounding
cue/target consistency with surface order of the noun
hyponyms, an equal number of active and passive cue
sentences and target sentences were constructed in each
condition. Random assignment was used to decide whether
cue and target sentences would be active or passive and
which target passage would be analogously cued.
Materials ratings: In order to determine whether people
are sensitive to our structural consistency manipulation
when retrieval is not required, 96 undergraduates attending
the University of California, Los Angeles ( U C L A ) were
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Subjects and Design
All subjects were U C L A undergraduates, with 36 subjects
in Experiment 1 and 72 in Experiment 2. T w o withinsubject factors were manipulated: (1) whether cues were
analogous or disanalogous with respect to a corresponding
target sentence in a passage, and (2) whether one (singleton
condition) or two (competitor condition) passages related to
a given cue had been studied. For example, if both the
passages in Table 1 were presented to a subject, the two
passages would represent the competitor condition; whereas
if only one of the paired passages had been presented, it
would represent the singleton condition. Cue sentences thus
might be semantically related to (a) both an analogous
passage and a disanalogous passage, (b) a single analogous
passage, or (c) a single disanalogous passage. This
manipulation enabled us to test the prediction that
competition would decrease reminding, especially for
disanalogous passages. In Experiment 1, subjects first
read a set of target materials that contained 4 unrelated and
8 related target passages. After completion of a distractor
task, subjects were given booklets containing 4 unrelated
and 6 related cue sentences (2 competitor, 2 analogous, and
2 disanalogous).
In Experiment 2, subjects initially read 4 unrelated, and 4
related target passages along with 3 other target passages
for an additional factor that will not be discussed in the
present paper. After completion of a distractor task,
subjects were given 4 unrelated and 3 related cue sentences
(1 competitor, 1 analogous, and 1 disanalogous) and 2 cues
for the additional factor.

Procedure
Subjects were told that they would be asked to read and rate
a series of passages for plausibility, meaningfulness, and
imagibility. Subjects rated one attribute on each of three
passes through a booklet. For thefirstpass, subjects were
given 30 s to read and rate each passage; for the second and
third passes they were given 20 s for each. After
completion of the third pass through the booklets, subjects
were given a 4 min distractor task.

Experiment 1

Experiment
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2
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Figure 1. Proportion of Passages Accessed as a Function of Competition and Analogy.
Table 2. M i n F Analysis of Sentence-Access M a i n Effects a n d Interactions
Interaction
Competition
Structural Consistency
m
inF'
minf
m
i
n
F
'
df
df
Experiment 1
target sentence
surround sentences
Experiment 2
target sentence
surround sentences

dL

10.95**
10.22**

34
42

9.27**
6.56*

42
38

<1
2.54

39

20.15***
19.99***

68
53

3.56^
4.33*

54
48

1.19
4.87*

39
47

^ p < .05 for both subject and item A N O V A s but not for min F;' p < .05, " p < .01, "* p < .001
After completion of the distractor task, subjects were told
that they would n o w read a group of sentences, some of
which were similar to one or more passages that they had
read in the first part of the experiment. They were instructed to rate each sentence for plausibility, meaningfulness, and imagibility and write d o w n the passage or
passages they were reminded of while they m a d e these
ratings. N o time limit was imposed, but subjects were told
that after they turned the page of the booklet, they should
not turn back to that page even if they were later reminded
of something. T h e entire experimental session lasted
approximately 30 min.

is that it is not itself sensitive to the structure of the accessed
passage, thus providing a strong test of the hypothesis that
structural consistency actually facilitates access to passages,
regardless of whether the relational structure of the accessed
passage can be reported correctly.
Summaries of the main effects and interactions in the retrieval probabilities are as follows:
Competition: A s can be seen in Figure 1 and Table 2, for
a given cue sentence the probability of retrieving a target
passage greatly decreased when there was more than one
lexically-related target passage in memory.
Structural Consistency: Analogously-cued target passages were recalled more often than disanalogously-cued
target passages. In Experiment 2, there w a s a reliable
competition by analogy interaction for surround sentences.
In the competition condition, analogously-cued surround
sentences were recalled significantly more often than
disanalogously-cued passages, min F' (1, 43) = 6.60, p <
.05.

Results
The written reminding protocols were scored with respect to
which of the studied passages was accessed in response to a
given sentence cue. Access to the target sentence and the
surround of each passage was scored separately. For each
separate attempt at recalling a passage (i.e., each attempt to
report what the subject considered a single passage), credit
for access was given to whichever studied passage had
content words recalled; if content words from two passages
were included, credit was given to the passage that contributed the greater number of content words. If subjects
wrote down content words from two passages in separate
retrieval attempts in response to a single cue, access credit
was given for each. Because synonym substitutions could
be confused with interchanges of hyponyms across paired
passages, a criterion of literal recall was used in scoring
content words. A n important feature of this access measure

Choice Model
Each panel of Table 3 presents a 4 x 4 matrix of access
proportions for each response type (e.g, consistent, inconsistent, unrelated, and no recall) that can occur in each experimental condition (e.g., competition, consistent, inconsistent, and unrelated). Only 12 of the combinations are
possible. For example, an inconsistent passage cannot be
recalled in response to a consistent cue in the singleton
condition, because no such inconsistent passage w a s presented to the subject. T o fit the choice model, it is assumed
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Table 3. Observed and Predicted Proportions of Recalled Sentences by Experimental Condition
Consistent
Response type
Competition
Inconsistent
Unrelated
Strei
Experiment 1 target sentences
^
^
_
_
.78
.78
1.00
Consistent
.55
J6
—
—
—
—
Inconsistent
.30
.28
.49
.60
.63
.17
.16
.04
.03
Unrelated
.01
.03
.05
.07
.06
.84
.24
.83
.31
.19
.19
.13
.14
N o recall
.33
Experiment 1 surround sentences
_
_
^__
Consistent
.48
.46
1.00
.61
.59
—
—
—
Inconsistent
.18
.26*
.56
.47
.55
.14
.04
Unrelated
.01
.04*
.09
.05
.16
.07
.07
.86
.84
.54
.33
.32
.25
.37
.46
N o recall
.38
Experiment 2 target sentences
_
_
.67
Consistent
.47
.48
1.00
.66
—
—
—
J4
.59
Inconsistent
.22
.28
.60
.21
.18
.09
Unrelated
.00
.05*
.08
.01
.06*
.07
.41
.82
.30
.20*
.79
N o recall
.32
.28
.38
.33
Experiment 2 surround sentences
_
Consistent
.54
JO
.66
.71
1.00
_
—
—
Inconsistent
.21
.29*
.58
.66
J5
.01
.07
Unrelated
.00
.04*
.23
.20
.06*
.08
.08
.32
N o recall
.77
.80
.23*
.25
.17*
.33*
.26
.33
Note. Italicized values are expected proportions, non-italicized values are observed proportions.
* Difference between observed and expected cell frequency is > 1 standardized cell deviation
that each of the 4 possible response types has a certain
"strength" and that all 12 response outcomes can be
predicted by these strengths as a function of the choice rule.
The italicized values in Table 3 are the predicted access
proportions derived byfittingthe choice model, and the
rightmost column in the table reports the strength parameters for the four response types. (The statistics reported here
were obtained from T W O W A Y : Wickens, 1989b; see pp.
109-116, Wickens, 1989a). As can be seen , the choice
model accurately describes our data; 92-99% of variance is
accounted for relative to a model in which all response
types have equal strength. Corroborating A R C S , the
estimated strength parameters for inconsistently-cued
passages are almost half of those for consistently-cued
passages.
General Discussion
W e have shown that reminding can be described as a competitive selection among alternatives as represented by the
choice model. Further, the present findings clarify a
number of basic constraints on the mechanisms of analogical reminding and support several predictions from ARCS
(Thagard et al., 1990). W e found that varying the structural
consistency of single sentence cues influenced access to
semantically-related passages stored in memory. This
effect on access was not only observed for the target sentence that was semantically linked to the cue, but it also
extended to the indirectly-related surround portion of the
passage. These results were obtained under conditions in
which similarity of individual concepts was equated
(because the same words were used in both the consistent
and inconsistent cues), and surface correspondences at the
level of word order were controlled (by random assignment
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of active versus passive voice to cues and target sentences).
Our measure of access to passages did not depend on
successful completion of post-access processes such as
problem solving or explanation, thus localizing the impact
of consistency at the initial access stage itself. Finally, the
observed effect of configural overlap manifested itself in an
access measure based on recovery of content words from
the passage, rather than recovery of relational structure
(although subjects did accurately recall the case-role structure). Our results therefore support the conclusion that
structural relations between a cue and stored memory representations constitute one of the basic constraints on initial
access.
The present study also provided clear evidence that memory access is fundamentally competitive, as the A R C S
model postulates. W e found that the presence in memory of
two representations containing a target sentence semantically-related to the cue impaired access to either of the
competitors. Access suffered even though instructions to
subjects stressed that they should report all passages of
which they were reminded.
As predicted by the ARCS model, the effect of stnicmral
consistency on memory access is greater when competing
representations are activated by the cue. The fact that previous studies of analogical reminding only examined the
equivalent of our singleton conditions, for which the influence of structural consistency tended to be weaker than
in our competitor conditions (see Table 3), may have contributed to some of the failures to find robust effects of
configural overlap on reminding (e.g., Seifert et al., 1986;
Ratterman & Centner, 1987). As analogical reminding in
everyday life presumably takes place in the context of
competition among multiple partially-activated memory

representations, it would seem that laboratory studies of
reminding have probably tended to understate the influence
of analogical similarity on m e m o r y retrieval. Also, the
insignificant difference (A/ = .02) between recall of analogous and disanalogous singleton surround sentences has
important implications for artificial intelligence models of
reminding— simple recall schemes that rank-order indexed
targets by their degree of similarity and select the "best"
one will likely not m a k e accurate models of human reminding.
Future work needs to address the role of comprehension
and inference processes in reminding. A R C S , which uses
only taxonomic relations between individual concepts as
retrieval paths, lacks any capacity to infer, for example, that
the overall theme of a passage is "retaliation". A s a result,
the model is unable to use such implicit abstractions to
guide retrieval by indexing episodes with similar abstract
themes. W e have attempted to address this problem with
S A A R C S (Lange, Melz, Wharton, & Holyoak, 1990), a
hybrid connectionist model that integrates text inferencing
and analogical reminding.
Studies on the role of comprehension and inference
processes in reminding should also help determine exactly
why structural consistency is a factor in recall. It is possible
that the main benefit of structural consistency between a
cue and a target is that similar cue/target structures guide
the inferences made and thereby result in more matching of
abstract concepts. For example, the inferences needed to
fully comprehend the sentences The priest calmed the
chairman and The chairman calmed the priest could be
very different (e.g., religious vs. financial counseling).
While the present study has demonstrated that the structural
differences between cues such as the priest/chairman do
indeed affect reminding, it has not determined whether that
effect is due to the structural differences per se, the different
inferences the structural differences engender, or a
combination of the two.
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with the remaining digits appearing as distraclors. In varied
mapping paradigms, targets on one trial m a y be distraclors on
It is widely held that there is a distinction between attentive
and trial (e.g., the targets that the subject has to search for
another
automatic cognitive processing. In research on attention using
on a particular trial have been selected in the experiment by
visual search tasks, the detection performance of human subjects
randomly sampling four of the ten digits, with the non-selected
in consistent mapping paradigms is generally regarded as indiitems being potential distraclors; since a n e w sample is taken
cating a shift, with practice, from serial, attentional, controlled
every trial, individual digits change roles as targets/dislractors
processing to parallel, automatic processing, while detection
over trials).
performance in varied mapping paradigms is taken to indicate
A reliable finding from varied mapping studies is
that processing remains under attentional control. This paper
that reaction lime increases roughly linearly with m e m proposes a priority learning mechanism to model the effects of
ory set size ([Kristofferson 1972a]).
Consistent mappractice and the development of automaticity, in visual search
ping studies have found that, with practice, search
tasks. A connectionist simulation model implements this learnbecomes m u c h faster and m e m o r y set size has less
ing algorithm. Five prominent features of visual search practice
impact o n reaction limes than in the varied mapeffects are simulated. These are: 1) in consistent mapping tasks,
ping condition ([Neisser 1963,Neisser, Novick & Lazar 1963,
practice reduces processing time, particularly the slope of reacKristofferson 1972b, Schneider & Shiffrin 1977]).
tion times as aftinctionof the number of comparisons; 2) in
Thesefindingshave led to the hypothesis that, in varied mapvaried mapping tasks, there is no change in the slope of the
ping, each item in the display is serially compared with items
reaction time function; 3) both the consistent and varied effects
in the m e m o r y set, with each comparison taking on the order
can occur concurrently; 4) reversing the target and distractor
of 5 0 msec. In contrast, practice in the consistent mapping
sets produces strong interference effects; and 5) the benefits of
condition leads to a switch from serial, attentional, to parallel,
practice are a function of the degree of consistency.
automatic
processing ([Shiffrin 1988]).
Introduction
O u r focus in this paper is o n priority learning, which w e
H u m a n performance changes dramatically as practice develpropose as a mechanism that models the effects of practice, and
ops, leading to improved performance and a decrease in dethe development of automaticity, in visual search tasks. W e
m a n d s m a d e on attentive resources. M a n y frameworks have
review specific experimental results that have been obtained in
discussed this transition (see [Shiffrin & Schneider 1977]).
studies involving visual search tasks, and present simulations
However, there is n o generally accepted model of h o w perindicating h o w priority learning can provide an account of the
formance changes with practice. Moreover, although theoobserved practice and automaticity effects.
retical frameworks have been proposed, they have generally
not provided a detailed computational account of hypothesized
An architecture for attentional effects in visual
processing.
In this paper, w e present a computational model of practice
s e a r c h tasks
effects in visual search tasks (see discussion below), which
This section describes briefly the larger architecture for athave played an important role in research on attentional protentional processing within which the priority learning model
cesses. T h e term attention is generally used to indicate aspects
is embedded. T h e modular architecture (Figure 1) combines
of h u m a n cognitive processing that the subject can control,
standard connectionist components such as connectionist units
and that involve capacity or resource limitations. Attentional
in a multi-layer organization (see [Rumelhart el al. 1986], for
processing is taken to be a slow, serial activity, with the focus
example) with control elements that modulate the flow of
of attention limited to being one thing at a time. However,
information between modules. T h e control involves a gatwith practice in consistent tasks, automatic processes develop
ing unit (Unit 1 in the figure) that provides a scalar mulallowing parallel processing that is faster and not as limited by
tiplication of a module's output vector. T h e gating unit
attentional resources'.
receives input from priority units within the module, and
T h e distinction between controlled and automatic processes
from an external attentional control that coordinates activhas been the focus of m u c h research in thefield,particularly
ity between modules.
This architecture parallels certain
in visual search tasks. In such tasks, stimuli are presented
aspects of neurophysiology, and is detailed elsewhere (see
visually to the subject, w h o is required to detect the presence
[Schneider & Detweiler 1987,
Shedden & Schneider 1991,
of m e m b e r s of a set of target stimuli (the m e m o r y set). N o n - Schneider & Oliver, forthcoming]).
target stimuli are termed distraclors. In consistent mapping
Figure 1 illustrates the overall model of a visual search task.
paradigms, a target stimulus will never ^ p e a r as a distractor
"Visual" modules V I and V 2 represent areas of cortical visual
on any trial - for example, the subject has to search the display
processing, each corresponding to the small area of the visual
for the m e m o r y set digits (e.g., the digits {8 4 5 2}) on all trials, field in which one stimulus appears. Each module consists
Abstract

•This work was supported in part by O N R contracts N00014-87K-O397
and N00014-86-K-0678and ARI contract MDA903-89-K-0174lo the second
author.
'See [Shiffrin 1988] for an excellent review of research on attention.
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of an input layer (labeled / in thefigure)and an output layer
(labeled 0 ) . The input layer projects via weighted connections
to the output layer, which projects to a module at the next
level of processing (Level 2). Each module also has a layer
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Figure 1: Architecture of the m o d e l . Stimuli from earlier stages
of visual processing enter the input layers / of visual modules V I and
V 2 and propagate forward to the ouq)Ut layers O (Level 1 of processing). The output layer vectors are sequentially transmitted (under
external altentional control) to a comparator module (not shown),
where they are serially compared with m e m o r y set items. Stimuli
in the input layers of V I and V 2 also evoke 2ipriority level activation over the layer of priority units P, which also receive feedback
from the comparator module. T h e priority levels provide the basis
for a transition from serial transmission and comparison of stimuli
{alteniive processing) to parallel, automatic processing (see text).

of priority units (labeled P ) , which receives input from the
module's input layer.
Unit 1 within each m o d u l e "gates" the forward propagation
of activation from the output layer. W h e n this gating is in effect, n o vector transmission from the output layer of the m o d u l e
takes place, although the activation of the output layer is unchanged (e.g., as in the inhibition of the axon initial segment,
but not the soma, of a neuron - see [Douglas & Martin 1990]).
However, the external attentional control can (by exciting Unit
2, which inhibits Unit 1) inhibit Unit 1, which will release
Unit 1 's gating effect and lead to o n w a r d transmission of the
vector in the output layer of that module. T h e attentional control thus provides for the sequential transmission of vectors
from the visual modules, which models the shifting of attention from o n e area of the visual field to another, i.e., from o n e
displayed stimulus to another, in the visual search task (see
[Detweilcr & Schneider, forthcoming]).
W h e n the output layer vector of each m o d u l e propagates
forward in turn, it is compared serially with m e m o r y set items
in a "comparator" m o d u l e (not s h o w n in Figure 1)^. If a visual
stimulus matches a m e m o r y set item, then the output vector
of that visual m o d u l e also propagates forward to a "motor"
module at Level 2 , initiating the motor sequence necessary to
produce the detection response.
This paper describes the priority learning aspects of the
model, whereby learning alters the activity of the priority units

and allows automatic transmission of the output in the absence
of attentional control.
Priority learning
A sensory system that includes parallel input at early stages
with serial processing at later stages would benefit from
a filtering system that prioritizes inputs for limited serial processing. Early visual input processing is parallel
([Ericksen & Spencer 1969]). With a priorityfilteringscheme,
a serial processing system can processes stimuli in their order of importance following the rating of stimuli based on a
parallel low level interpretation of stimuli ([Norman 1969]).
This allows the most important stimulus to be processed
first. H u m a n s appear to have such a priorityfilteringscheme
([YanUs & Johnson 1990]).
O u r computational implementation of priorityfilteringis in
the form of a connectionist network that associatively m a p s
each input vector to a scalar priority. For example, in visual
search, each letter would evoke a unique input vector of length
50 in a module (see Figure 1). Each input vector would associatively evoke a scalar value specifying the priority (on a scale
of 0 through 10, represented by activation of the priority units)
for that input vector. Input vectors evoking a high priority
are transmitted to higher levels whereas low priority vectors
are gated off, blocking the transmission. M a n y modules in
the visual system can receive input simultaneously, with the
respective input vectors each evoking a priority level, in parallel. If only one module contains a high priority target, it will
"pop out" of the display ([Triesman 1988]). This occurs by
having the priority units inhibit the gating units, thus allowing
the output vector to be transmitted automatically to the next
level of processing^.
T h e priority units must be trained to associate input vectors to the appropriate priority levels. This is accomplished in the current model via feedback from the comparator stage. W e assume that processing at the comparison stage results in higher output for more important stimuli
([Schneider & Detweiler 1987]). A scalar transform of this
output signal is fed back to all modules at the earlier stage.
This becomes the target level for the priority units of the transmitting module. Shortly after a vector is transmitted out of a
module under External Attentional Control, the priority units
are re-trained to approximate the feedback signal via associative learning.
T h e net result of priority learning is that if the stimulus
in a visual module turns out to be a target, then the priority
learning network is re-trained to evoke a higher priority than
was currently evoked; if the stimulus turns out to be a distractor,
then the priority learning network is re-trained to evoke a lower
priority than was currently evoked.
The predicted effects of the learning of priorities are as follows. In a consistent mapping task over time, stimuli that
enter modules V I and V 2 and correspond to targets will evoke
increasingly high priorities in those modules, while stimuli

'Figure 1 shows the exciutoryconneclionsfrom the priority units to Unit 2,
which inhibits Unit 1. If the priority level evoked by a stimulus is above some
threshold. Unit 2 can inhibit Unit 1 sufficiently to release its gating effect on the
output layer, resulting in an "automatic" transmission from the visual module
to the motor module. In this case, the motor response is triggered widiout
^This comparison can be perfonned by summing the transmitted vector
any sequential scanning of modules under attentional control, or comparison
with each memory set item into a layer of connectionist units. The sum of the of the stimulus in a module with memory set items. For simplicity, we have
squared activation of each unit in the receiving layer then provides a measure omitted discussion of control signals from the priority units to the external
of the correlation, or similarity between the two vectors. If activation is above attentional control. These are described in [Schneider & Detweiler 1987), and
a criterion level, there is a match of the stimulus with a memory set item, jrovide a mechanism for external attentional control to entirely ignore a very
otherwise no match. See [Shedden & Schneider 1991] for deuils.
low priority stimulus, i.e., lofail to initiate transmission from that module to
535 the comparator.

corresponding to distractors will have increasingly low priorilies. O n c e the priorities evoked by a target stimulus in modules
V I or V 2 have crossed threshold level r, the presentation of
that stimulus in either of those modules will lead to automatic
transmission from the output layer of that module to the motor
module, without sequential scanning of the modules, or serial
comparison of their "contents" with m e m o r y set items. For
distractor stimuli, low evoked priorities result in their being
ignored by the attentional control. Thus, serial, attentional
comparison is supplanted by parallel, automatic processing,
resulting in reduced reaction times for the detection of targets,
and in the independence of reaction time from m e m o r y set size.
In a varied mapping task, however, since a particular stimulus is sometimes a target and sometimes a distractor, there
is no gradual increase/decrease of priorities for different sets
of stimuli. Instead, the priority levels of stimuli will tend to
fluctuate around the default priority level. That is, the evoked
priority levels of presented stimuli d o not cross threshold, and
so there is no automatic over-ride of attentional processing,
and no "ignoring" of stimuli. T h e production of the detection
response has to continue to be through serial attentional comparison. Accordingly, there will be no decrease in reaction
times, or in their linear relationship with m e m o r y set size*.

the W i d r o w - H o f f learning algorithm ( [ W i d r o w & H o f f I960]).
O n e e p o c h consisted of presentation of the entire set of stimuli,
with appropriate incrementing/decrementing of priority after
presentation of each stimulus.
Simulations of priority learning

Simulation 1: Consistent mapping. In consistent mapping studies with h u m a n subjects, the rate of search has been
shown to become m u c h faster with practice ([Neisser 1963]).
Studies with well-practiced h u m a n subjects have exhibited reaction times that varied relatively little with m e m ory set size ([Schneider & Shiffrin 1977, Experiment 2],
[Neisser, Novick & Lazar 1963]).
In our simulations of consistent mapping, the training set
for a module consisted of 16 random vectors, which were
partitioned into two disjoint sets of 8 stimuli each, one set being
designated targets, and the other distractors. During priority
learning, the evoked priorities were consistently incremented
or decremented for the two sets of stimuli respectively.
The results of the consistent mapping simulations are shown
in Figure 2a. The slopes show the evoked m e a n priority level
of targets and distractors, as a function of training (epochs).
With increased epochs of training, target stimuli c o m e to evoke
increasingly high priorities, while distractor stimuli have inImplementation of priority learning
creasingly low priorities. A s discussed in the section on priW e ran simulations of the priority learning component of the
ority learning, a visual module in which a stimulus evokes a
architecture outlined above, using a single two-layer connecpriority level of greater than s o m e threshold r will automatitionist network incorporating the input layer and priority layer
cally transmit the vector in its output layer.
of one visual module shown in Figure 1. O u r aim was to
Figure 2b shows reaction times for targets in consistent mapexamine whether a priority learning scheme would provide a
ping experiments with h u m a n subjects, w h o were trained over
basis for the practice effects observed in consistent mapping
a period of 36 days ([Kristofiferson 1972b]). M e m o r y set sizes
and varied mapping paradigms.
of one, two and four were used. For each set size, there was a
Stimuli entering the network's input layer (Input, corredecrease in reaction time over the training jjeriod, which is insponding to layer / in Figure 1) are vectors of length 50, with
terpreted as being largely due to speeding up of non-attentional
each element being in the range ±1.0; that is, the input layer
components such as the motor response component of the task,
consists of 5 0 units. T h e priority layer (Priority, correspondwhich is also the case in varied mapping tasks ([Shiffrin 1988,
ing to layer P in Figure 1) consists of 10 units^. A stimulus in
page 748]). Figure 2b also illustrates the non-linear set size
Input is transmitted in feed-forward fashion to Priority. Net
functions characteristic of consistent mapping.
input to each priority unit is computed as the weighted s u m
The priority levels of targets in our simulations of consisof inputs from all the input units. The priority level evoked
tent mapping give rise to similar reaction times. O n each
by a stimulus is computed by a simple count of the number of
epoch, search time 5 for a target was simulated as follows.
priority units in Priority that have positive net input. Thus if
If the priority level evoked by the stimulus was greater than
all ten priority units have negative net input, the priority level
a threshold level r, then the stimulus would evoke automatic
is computed as 0; if n priority units have positive net input, the
detection, taking "automatic response time" A. If the priority
priority level is n, with the highest possible priority being 10.
level was below threshold, then the target would have to be
Bias to the priority units is distributed linearly over the range
compared serially with m e m o r y set items, with each such com±0.40, so thatfivepriority units have a positive bias, and five parison taking a constant "comparison time" C. W e assumed
a negative bias. In the absence of input to the priority units
non-terminating search, so that the number of comparisons refrom Input, therefore, the evoked priority level has the default
quired is equal to m e m o r y set size m . Total reaction time for
value of 5.
a target was therefore calculated as (i) a base time B, repreW h e n a stimulus is presented to the network, a priority vector
senting non-attentional factors, plus (ii) search time S, which
is evoked at the priority layer. The network is then re-trained
was either (a) automatic detection time A (if the priority level
to evoke, for the current stimulus, either a higher priority level
was greater than r), or (b) controlled response time equal to
than currently evoked (if the current stimulus is designated
comparison time C times m e m o r y set size m (if the priority
a target), or a lower priority level than currently evoked (if
level was less dian r).
the current stimulus is designated a distractor)*. This will be
The time per comparison C was taken to be 50 msec, and
referred to as the incrementing and decrementing of priority,
the time for an automatic response, 4 0 msec. W e used priority
respectively. T h e simulations described here have employed
threshold r = 8.0. W e used a base reaction time B of 290 msec,
which decayed to about 230 msec over 200 epochs of training,
^Atkinson & Juola ([Atkinson & Juola 1973]) have presented a simulating
similar
the speed-up of non-attentional components of remodel of recency learning, in which stimuli of intermediate familiarity require
action times'. Figure 2c shows the simulated reaction times.
attentional scanning while novel stimuli do noi.
'Although our simulations have used a layer of 10 priority units, it should
'Thesefigureswere derived from the human subject data by subtracting
be possible to achieve the same effects with a single priority unit
the time for one attentional comparison (50 msec) from total reaction lime for
*The higher or lower priority levels correspond to modulation of priority
memory set size one (a) at Days 1-6 (approximately 340 msec), and (b) at
layer activations by feedback from the comparator module.
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Figure 2: Priority learning simulation results, (a) Priority levels in consistent mapping simuladon (Simulation 1). (b) H u m a n subject
reaction times for target stimuli in a consistent mapping task, after M . Kristofferson, " W h e n Item Recognition and Visual Search Functions are
Similar", Perception and Psychophysics, 12, p.381. (c) Simulated reaction times for targets, averaged overfiveconsistent mapping simulation
runs (Simulation 1). (d) Priority levels in varied mapping simulation (Simulation 2). (e) H u m a n subject reaction times for all stimuli in a varied
mapping task, after M . Kristofferson, "Effects of Practice on Character Classification", Canadian Journal of Psychology 26, p.57. (0 Simulated
reaction times for all stimuli, in varied mapping simulation (Simulation 2). (g) Priority levels with reversal of targets/distractors in consistent
mapping (Simulation 4). (h) Detection accuracy with reversal of targets/distractors in consistent mapping (Simulation 4). (i) Priority levels of
stimuli with varying degrees of consistency (Simulation 5).
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for m e m o r y set sizes of one, two and four. Levels of practice
are s h o w n in terms of average reaction time over blocks of
5 0 epochs, corresponding to the average reaction times over
blocks of days in Figure 2b.
A s in the h u m a n data (Figure 2b), the simulation results
(Figure 2c) s h o w a d o w n w a r d shift (with practice) of reaction
times for each m e m o r y set size; this is the combined result of
decreasing base response times as well as of developing automalic responses. Moreover, the reaction times for different set
sizes at a particular level of practice exhibit the non-linearity
expected in a consistent mapping task. Overall, the simulation
results appear to model the h u m a n data quite well*.
Simulation 2: Varied mapping. Varied mapping studies
with h u m a n subjects have found that search time continues
to be a linear function of m e m o r y set size, even after practice
([Kristofferson 1972a]). In our simulations of varied mapping,
the training set for a module consisted of 16 random vectors.
T h e priority level for each stimulus was incremented or decremented at random, modeling the effect of stimuli not being
treated consistently either as targets or distractors.
Results from the varied mapping simulations are shown in
Figure 2d, which plots the m e a n evoked priority of all stimuli.
T h e m e a n priority levelsfluctuatearound the "default" priority
level of 5, even with extended practice, as a result of the nonconsistent treatment of stimuli. Note that in the simulation
results shown, there is an initial random increase in m e a n
priority; in other simulations, there was an initial decrease in
priorities. But in all cases, the m e a n priority settled around the
value of 5.
H u m a n reaction times from a varied mapping task
([Kristofiferson 1972a]) are s h o w n in Figure 2e (all stimuli),
which shows that detection times remain linear with m e m o r y
set size, even with extended practice. T h e priority levels of
stimuli in our varied mapping simulation give rise to similar
reaction limes, calculated in the same w a y as for consistent
mapping (Figure 20- A s in the h u m a n subject data, practice
does not change the linearity of set size functions. T h e reason
for this is that, since few sumuli achieve threshold priority
levels, serial comparison remains the only basis for target detection. Automatic detection does not develop, and therefore
search functions remain linear with set size. Thus our simulation provides a good match with the observed varied mapping
results'.

W e ran simulations in which 32 stimuli were partitioned into
two sets of 16 stimuli each. O n e set of 16 stimuli represented
a consistent m^qiping task: 8 of the stimuli were treated as
targets, and the other 8 as distractors. T h e other set of 16
stimuli represented a varied mapping task, and the stimuli
were U-eated randomly as targets and disuactors. O n e epoch
involved presentation of all 32 stimuli, and represented the
simultaneous performance of both the consistent and varied
mapping tasks on different sets of stimuli.
T h e priority levels of consistently m a p p e d stimuli (which
were consistently either targets or distractors) separated as in
the consistent mapping task alone. T h e average evoked priority of the varied mapping stimuli remained close to the default
priority level of 5, as in the varied mapping task alone. Thus
the priority levels of both the consistent and varied mapping
stimuli were similar to those in each of the tasks performed
independently, indicating that practice effects in the combined
consistent and varied mapping task can be modeled in terms
of priority learning under the same assumptions as for the
independent tasks, in conformity with the findings of the experiment described above.

Simulation4: Target/distractor reversal in consistent mapping. Implicit in the priority learning scheme w e have presented is the hypothesis that, in consistent mapping, with practice, target stimuli c o m e to "attract attention" to themselves.
Shiffrin and Schneider empirically verified the prediction that
if the set relationships are reversed after the priorities have been
established, subjects' performance deteriorates below that of
novice subjects. For example, in initial practice, targets might
be ( A B C } , with { X Y Z } as distractors. After reversal, { X
Y Z ) would be the targets, and { A B C } the distractors. This
reversal is expected to produce deterioration because the stimuli that were previously targets attract attention away from the
previous distractors that b e c o m e the n e w target stimuli.
In the experiments, subjects practiced a consistent mapping
task ([Shiffrin & Schneider 1977, Experiment 1]). O n c e performance had stabilized (2100 trials), targets and disu^actors
were interchanged. O n reversal, detection accuracy dropped
to below the level it had been at the beginning of the original
consistent mapping task (approximately 50 percent), and 900
trials were needed for accuracy to return to the novice level
with targets and distractors reversed. Subsequently, gradual
re-leaming occurred, and accuracy reached the previously established level.
W e simulated this reversal in a consistent mapping task. A
Simulation 3: Consistent & Varied mapping combined.
consistent mapping simulation was run with a set of target
Schneider and Fisk conducted an experiment in which subjects
stimuli and a set of distractor stimuli for 1000 epochs. At
were asked to carry out a consistent m o p i n g task and a varthe end of 1000 epochs, the targets and distractors were reied mapping task simultaneously ([Schneider & Fisk 1982a]).
versed, i.e., the priorities of the former distractors were n o w
T h e findings were that both tasks could be accomplished siconsistently incremented, and those of the former targets were
multaneously about as well as w h e n each task was carried out
n o w consistently decremented. T h e simulation was run in this
alone.
reversed condition for a further 1000 epochs.
Days 31 -36 (approximately 280 msec). This decrease in base lime, from 290
Figure 2g shows that the m e a n priority levels of the original
msec to 230 msec, wasfioedby an exponenlia] function with constant 0.9985, targets/distractors increase/decrease over thefirstIfXX) epnxhs
as a first approximation.
of consistent mapping training. W h e n targets and distractors
'Our model predicts that reaction lime functions will become perfectly flatare reversed at epoch 1001, the priority levels of former targets
at some point This does occur in our simulations, by approx. 400 epochs of start dropping sharply, and those of former distractors start
training.
increasing sharply.
'Note that the behavior of the slopes of simulated reaction times fit the
W e computed an accuracy measure as follows: a given stimhuman dau quite well, which was the major focus of interest in this paper. ulus presentation was considered to have evoked an accurate
By contrast, the changes in intercept (i.e., base reaction lime) in simulations
response either if (i) the stimulus was a target, and evoked
do not fit the human data weU. This is because simulation of the base lime
a priority of above threshold, or (ii) it was a distractor, and
practice effect did not include an asymptote effect and hence overestimated
evoked a priority of below threshold. T h e threshold priority
the decrease in base lime. With humans, decreases in base time seem to
level used was 9.50. Figure 2h shows the variation of this
asymptote at approximately 200 msec. Adding an additional parameter to the
model would allow a good fit of both the constant slope and declining intercept
effect in varied mapping.
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accuracy measure. At the start of initial consistent mapping
training, accuracy was approximately 50 percent, and this improved steadily, asymptoting by about 500 epochs of training.
W h e n targets and distractors were reversed at epoch 1001,
accuracy dropped sharply, to below the level at the start of
the simulation, and it required approximately 100 epochs of
training to reach that level (50 percent). Beyond this point,
re-learning occurred gradually, and by epoch 1500, accuracy
had returned to the previous m a x i m u m . Thus the simulation
models the h u m a n data fairly well.

provides a fairly good account of practice and automaticity
effects in visual search tasks.
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alternatives, but instead affects the criterion applied
A central issue in the development of models of context w h e n selecting a m o n g stimulus alternatives.
Massaro (1989) challenged the class of interactive
effects, such as the interactive activation model, concerns
activation
models, and in particular the T R A C E model
the relationship between contextual and stimulus
of speech perception (McClelland & Elman 1986), on
information. Empirical evidence regarding perception of
spoken and printed words indicates that context and
the grounds that such models predict a contextual
stimulus information make independent contributions to
influence on acquisition of stimulus information,
perceptual identification. Recent research on visual object
whereas data from a speech perception paradigm clearly
recognition, however, suggests that context m a y have a
indicated that asymptotic performance reflected
direct influence on the rate or accuracy of visual analysis.
independent contributions of contextual and stimulus
These results imply that contextual influences in language
information. Contrary to the suggestion that these
comprehension and object recognition m a y operate in
results
rendered interactive models invalid as
fundamentally different ways. A series of experiments is
descriptions
of perceptual identification, a revision to
described that lead to a reinterpretation of the object
the
interactive
activation model proposed by McClelland
recognition results. It is concluded that contextual
(1991) reproduced the independence effect obtained by
information contributes to the interpretation of stimulus
input without altering its form or the rate of its acquisition.
Massaro. A critical alteration to the original interactive
activation model w a s an architectural constraint that
Introduction
prevented direct interactions between contextual units
and stimulus input units. Interactive processing w a s
The influence of context on the identification of stimuli
retained in the sense that units representing alternatives
is very powerful and has been demonstrated in a number
a m o n g which a choice must be m a d e (e.g., letters in a
of domains including auditory and visual w o r d
letter identification task) could influence activation
identification, letter identification, and picture
a m o n g lower level feature units. Contextual informaidentification (e.g., Biederman, Mezzanotte, &
tion (e.g., the word in which a target leuer is embedded)
Rabinowitz 1982; McClelland & Rumelhart 1981;
could indirectly affect stimulus information, through its
Stanovich & W e s t 1983; Connine 1987). T w o major
effect on units representing response alternatives.
theoretical views of h o w context influences stimulus
T h e question addressed here is whether, in the early
identification have emerged. T h e interactionist view
stages of perceptual identification, context can influence
emphasizes the interactive nature of cognitive and
the rate or accuracy of stimulus analysis, even indirectly
perceptual processes and suggests that contextual
as suggested by McClelland's (1991) revised approach.
knowledge directly enhances the speed or accuracy with
A n example of such an effect offered by McClelland is
which visual perception operates, thereby increasing the
the finding that forced-choice identification of a letter is
discriminability of alternatives (McClelland & E l m a n
enhanced w h e n the target letter is presented in the
1986; Rumelhart 1977). T h e classic view adheres to a
context of a word or pronounceable pseudoword (Reicher
modular approach in which it is assumed that processes
1969). This discriminability effect, however, is not at
devoted to visual and contextual analysis operate
the level of letter features, but at the level of letter
autonomously and that evidence independently obtained
identity which under even the revised interactive model
from each process is integrated to complete stimulus
has bidirectional links to the word level. Furthermore,
identification (Fodor 1983; Massaro 1989; O d e n &
tests of a possible interaction between sentence context
Massaro 1978; Rueckl &. O d e n 1986). According to the
and word identification have s h o w n that sentence
classic view, context does not directly influence featural
context serves to influence response criterion, not
analysis of a stimulus or discriminability of
discriminability a m o n g alternatives (Masson 1988). In
a related study Kroll (1990) demonstrated that sentence
This project was supported by grants from the Natural context has similar effects on identification latencies for
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada and
both printed words and drawings of objects. T h e crossfrom the University of Victoria.
modality nature of this result suggests that sentence
Abstract
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context interacted with stimulus processing at the level constraint that the resulting pairs were unrelated.
of meaning rather than featural analysis. Moreover, the Assignment of critical items to context conditions was
counterbalanced across subjects.
influence of sentence context on auditory word
Stimulus materials were shown using slide
perception appears to operate post-pcrccptually, rather
projectors and tachistoscopic shutters controlled by an
than on the encoding of the auditory stimulus (Connine,
Apple II microcomputer. O n each trial the subject was
1987).
More convincing evidence for an interaction between
shown a context word for 1 s followed by the target
object which was in view for 75 m s before being
context and stimulus processing has been obtained with
visual object identification tasks. In general, observers
replaced by a pattern mask. The subject's task was to
name the briefly presented object. Subjects were
are more accurate at identifying objects when presented
as part of or following a relevant context as opposed to informed that sometimes the word would name the
an irrelevant context (e.g., Biederman 1972; Biederman object and sometimes it would not. Eight practice trials
et al. 1982; Boyce, Pollatsek, & Rayner 1989; Reinitz, were presentedfirst,followed by a randomly ordered
Wright, & Loftus 1989). Boyce et al. and Reinitz et al. presentation of 64 critical trials.
used methods to correct for decision bias effects and still
obtained an advantage for objects presented with relevant Results and Discussion
contextual information.
The mean proportions of correctly identified critical
In this paper I report a series of experiments designed
objects were .6i in the appropriate context condition
to explore the source of the context effects obtained in
and .36 in the inappropriate context condition. These
the Reinitz et al. (1989) and Boyce et al. (1989) studies.
means were significantly different, r(23) = 7.45, p <
The general issue was whether these context effects arise
.001. The probability of subjects offering the context
from the influence of context on the rate or accuracy of
word as their response in the inappropriate condition
stimulus processing. The alternative hypothesis
was .08. W h e n this value was used to correct for
underlying these new experiments was that enhanced
guessing in the appropriate condition (as did Reinitz et
object identification is a result of using context to
al. 1989) the corrected probability was .59, which was
interpret visual information without actually modifying
significantly different from the inappropriate condition,
the amount or accuracy of that information. In the case
t(23) = 5.57, p < .001. The results of Experiment 1
of the Reinitz et al. study, the method of assessing
successfully replicated the Reinitz et al. (1989) finding
decision bias effects was not deemed appropriate, and in
of an advantage of appropriate context even when a
the Boyce et al. experiments it was not clear whether
correction for guessing was applied.
contextually enhanced identification was accompanied
by improved acquisition of visual details. These two
Experiment 2
issues are addressed in the experiments reported here.
To test the hypothesis that the context advantage
observed in Experiment 1 stemmed from more efficient
visual analysis
in the appropriate context condition, a
The purpose of the first experiment was to replicate
the
Reinitz et al. (1989) results using a set of materials that second experiment was conducted. In this experiment
the displays were very similar to those of Experiment 1,
could be altered for use in a paradigm amenable to
except that the task was to examine a clearly visible
signal detection analysis. A set of line drawings of
comparison drawing to determine whether it was
objects served as the stimuli rather than photographs of
identical to the briefly displayed object or whether it
real objects as in the Reinitz et al. experiments. This
was
an altered version of the object If context serves to
format allowed objects to be redrawn with alterations for
enhance the accuracy or rate of visual analysis, as
use in Experiment 2, which examined the possible
claimed by Reinitz et al. (1989), subjects should be
influence of context on detection of visual detail.
more accurate in this task when objects are presented
following
an appropriate context word.
Method

Experiment 1

The subjects were 24 university students. A setMethod
of 72
objects were selectedfromthe Snodgrass and Vanderwart
(1980) norms and an artist reproduced a line drawing of The subjects were 64 university students. The materials
and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1 with
each one. Eight of the objects were used as practice
the following exceptions. For each of the objects a
items and the remaining 64 were treated as critical
second version was drawn with a visual detail altered
items. In addition, each object's name served as its
(see Figure 1 for an example). O n each trial the pattern
appropriate context word. Half of the critical and
mask was followed by a comparison item that
practice items were presented with their appropriate
represented the same object as the one that had appeared
context word and half with an inappropriate context
before the mask. On half of the trials the comparison
word. Inappropriate context words were obtained by
item was physically identical to the target object and on
randomly reassigning words to objects with the
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measure, t{62) = 1.34, p > .15, and r < 1, for sensitivity and bias, respectively. Given the failure tofinda
reliable effect of context on sensitivity, an analysis of
the power of the study tofindsuch an effect was carried
out. The size of the context effect in Experiment 1 was
approximately .8, a large effect size (Cohen 1977). It
was assumed that the effect of context on detection of a
visual alteration likely would be smaller, so the power
Figure 1. An example of an object in its original (left) and
analysis was carried out assuming a medium effect size
altered (right) fonn.
of .5. The power of the study to detect an effect of this
size was approximately .86.
half of the trials the altered version of the target
object
Despite
adequate power in Experiment 2 to detect a
was shown. The task was to decide whether the
medium effect of context on a visual discrimination
comparison item was identical to the target. For half of
task, no reliable evidence for such an effect was
the trials of each type the context word was appropriate
obtained. It is conceivable that a smaller effect, not
for the target object and for half of the trials it was
detectable by this experiment, exists. Even if such an
inappropriate. In order to bring performance on this
effect exists, however, it would appear to be so small as
discrimination task above chance, it was necessary to
to be incapable of accounting for the large effect of
raise the exposure duration. T w o different durations
context observed in Experiment 1. By this reasoning, it
were used, 180 m s and 230 ms, with half of the
seems plausible that a different process is responsible
subjects tested at each duration.
for generating much if not all of the context effect found
in Experiment 1. In particular, it is possible that the
Results and Discussion
context effect arises not from increased efficiency in
processes, but from improvement in the accuracy
For the purposes of signal detection analysis a visual
hit was
of the interpretation of the results of visual analysis.
defined as correctly classifying an identical comparison
item as being the same as the target object, and a false
alarm was defined as classifying an altered comparison
item as the same as the target object. Performance did
not vary significantly as a function of exposure
duration, so the data presented here were collapsed across
that factor. The mean hit and false alarm rates for the
appropriate and inappropriate context conditions are
shown in Table 1. A nonparametric, two-high
threshold signal detection analysis was also applied to
the data. This analysis was chosen because it maintains
independence between measures of sensitivity and bias
and does not rely on assumptions regarding normal
distributions with equal variance (Snodgrass & Corwin
1988). The sensitivity measure, Pr, is computed as hit
rate minus false alarm rate, with a value of 1.0
representing perfect discrimination and 0.0 representing
chance. The bias measure, Br, represents the
probability of a "same" response when the subject is in
a state of uncertainty. The mean Pr and Br values are
shown in Table 1.
Analyses of the sensitivity and bias scores indicated
that there was no significant effect of context for either
Table 1
Mean Values of Signal Detection Measures as a
Function of Context in Experiment 1
Context

Hit rate

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was designed to test the hypothesis that
the effect of a context word on object identification is
due to the availability of an appropriate interpretation or
schema.
Further, if contextual and stimulus
information are integrated in some way after both are
constructed, it should not matter whether the contextual
information is supplied before or after the object is
presented. The procedure for this experiment was
similar to that of Experiment 1, except that the test
format was a two-alternative forced choice. It was
predicted that if the main function of the context word
was to supply an interpretive schema, rather than a
means of enhancing visual processing, then the
availability of an appropriate schema in the form of a
test alternative might serve a similar function.
Consequently, the forced choice format was expected to
eliminate the context effect observed in Experiment 1.
Method
A group of 24 university students was tested. The same
materials and procedure as those in Experiment 1 were
used for Experiment 3, with one exception. O n each
trial after the mask was removed, the subject was shown
two alternative object names and was asked to select the
one that corresponded to the briefly presented object.

Br

F A rate

Results and Discussion
Appropriate
Inappropriate

.74
.72

.40
.42

.34
.30

.61
.61

The mean proportion of correct responses in the
appropriate and inappropriate context conditions were
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.80 and .79, respectively. These means were not
significantly different, / < 1. Given thai the design of
Experiment 3 w a s identical to thai of Expcrimcni 1 it
would be expected that similar context effects should
have been found had the the context word served to
increase the rate of visual information acquisition. The
power of Experiment 3 to detect a context effect of the
size observed in Experiment 1 was estimated at .98.
T h e outcome of Experiment 3 confirmed the
hypothesis that the advantage provided by an appropriate
context word that precedes the target object can be
virtually eliminated by using a forced choice testing
format. The presence of a correct alternative following
the object on every trial created a level playingfieldfor
both context conditions, apparently by always providing
a valid interpretive schema for the object. The results
of Experiments 1-3 generally support the conclusion
that the effect of a preceding context word on object
identification is not to increase the rate of visual
processing. Rather the influence of context appears to
be on the interpretation of the results of visual analysis,
as suggested by information integration models (e.g.,
Massaro 1989).

m

Experiment 4
A n alternative method of providing context for object
identification is to embed an object in an appropriate
scene. The Boyce et al. (1989) experiments clearly
demonstrated an improvement in object discriminability (sensitivity in signal detection analyses) under
these conditions. The critical issue examined in the
remaining experiments described here was the source of
this enhanced identification accuracy. Experiment 4 was
designed to produce a replication of the effect of context
on identification accuracy and Experiment 5 tested a
hypothesis regarding the source of that enhancement.
Method
The subjects were 24 university students. The 64
critical objects used in the earlier experiments were
arranged as pairs and a background scene relevant to each
object was created with the constraint that an object
could be replaced in its scene by its partner to create a
clearly inappropriate combination of object and context
A n example of an object in an appropriate and an
inappropriate scene is shown in Figure 2. For each
scene a relevant and an irrelevant object n a m e
representing objects not in the scene were chosen for
use as foils on the identification test The 32 pairs of
objects were arranged as four sets of eight pairs. T w o
sets were assigned to a condition in which the scene
contained an appropriate target object, and two were
assigned to a condition in which the scene contained an
inappropriate target object. In each of these conditions,
one set of scenes was probed with the n a m e of the target
object it contained and one set of scenes was probed
with with the n a m e of a foil. In the case of foils, the
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Figure 2. A n example of a target object (lamp) embedded in
an appropriate (upper) and an inappropriate (lower) scene
used in Experiment 4. A n appropriate scene was probed
with the name of the target or the name of a foil object
appropriate to the scene. A n inappropriate scene was
probed with the name of the target or the name of a foil
object inappropriate to the scene.
foil appropriate to the scene was used for scenes that
contained an appropriate target and the inappropriate foil
was used for scenes that contained an inappropriate
target (see Figure 2). Assignment of the sets of scenes
to context conditions w a s counterbalanced across
subjects. Scenes and probes were also created for the
eight practice items.
T h e s a m e apparatus w a s used as in earlier
experiments. O n each trial the subject w a s shown a
scene for 130 m s followed by a pattern mask. T h e
mask w a s followed by a probe consisting of the n a m e
of an object The subject's task was decide whether the
object named by the word was present in the scene. A
subject wasfirstshown a series of eight practice trials
then 64 trials involving critical items presented in a
random order.
Results and Discussion
A hit was defined as correctly claiming that a probed
object was present in the scene and a false alarm w a s
defined as making such a claim w h e n a foil probe w a s
presented. The m e a n hit and false alarm rates for the
appropriate and inappropriate context conditions are
shown in Table 2, along with the results of a two-high
threshold signal detection analysis. Significance tests

Table 2
M e a n Values of Signal Detection Measures as a
Function of Context in Experiment 4
Context
Afqjropriate
Inappropriate

Hit rate
.80
.52

Method

Br

F A rate
.43
.31

Experiment 5

.36
.21

.66
.38

were applied to the sensitivity and bias scores and it was
found that there was higher sensitivity in the
appropriate context condition, f(23) = 2.52, p < .02. In
addition, differences in the bias scores indicated that
there was a reliably greater tendency for subjects to
claim a probe object was present when it was
appropriate to the scene, K23) = 5.05, p < .001.
The results of Experiment 4 constitute a replication
of the Boyce et al. (1989) findings regarding the
contribution of a relevant contextual scene to the
identification of constituent objects, and also provide
evidence for a strong bias on the part of subjects to
claim an object was present if it were relevant to the
scene. It isreasonableto conclude that these two effects
of context, sensitivity and bias, occurred independently
because the signal detection analysis applied to the data
allows the separation of these two influences. One
might argue, then, that the bias effect reflects the
influence of context on interpretation processes and the
sensitivity effect is evidence for the role of context in
enhancing the acquisition of visual information. Before
accepting this conclusion, however, an alternative
explanation for the source of the sensitivity effect must
be considered. It is conceivable that context serves to
enable the identification of an object with less visual
analysis than might be required for an object placed in
an inappropriate scene. In this view, visual analysis
may proceed at the same rate when viewing objects
regardless of the scene in which they are placed, but less
visual information may be needed in order to identify an
object appropriate to the scene. When an inappropriate
object is encountered more visual analysis may be
needed in order to identify it. If viewing time is
restricted, an observer would be less likely to identify an
object that is not app-opriate to the scene.
A counterintuitive prediction follows from this
alternative view. If subjects are required to report on
visual details of objects presented in appropriate versus
inappropriate scenes, they may have a tendency to
engage in less visual analysis of objects in the former
case because they fit so well into the interpretive
schema instantiated by the scene. Consequently,
subjects might be exj)ected to show lower sensitivity to
objects appearing in appropriate scenes when the task
requires discrimination of visual details of objects
appearing in appropriate as compared to inappropriate
scenes.
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A group of 48 university students served as subjects in
the experiment. The materials consisted of the scenes
from Experiment 4 and the drawings of the target
objects in their original and altered forms that were used
in Experiment 2. The design and procedure was the
same as in Experiment 4, with target objects appearing
in appropriate or inappropriate scenes, except that the
probe item consisted of a drawing of the target object in
its original or altered form. The subject's task was to
decide whether the drawing was visually identical to the
version of the object that had appeared in the preceding
scene. In order to bring performance above chance on
this task it was necessary to increase the exposure
duration of the scenes to 280 ms and to dispense with
presentation of the pattern mask following the scene.
Results and Discussion
A hit occurred when the probe drawing was identical to
the target that appeared in the scene and the subject
claimed that it was identical. A false alarm occurred
when the same claim was made about a probe that was
an altered version of the target. The mean hit and false
alarm rates, and mean sensitivity and bias scores are
shown in Table 3. An analysis of the sensitivity scores
revealed a marginally reliable difference in favor of the
inappropriate context condition, r(47) = 1.69, p < .10,
and noreUabledifference on the bias measure, / < 1.
The results of Experiment 5 provided weak support
for the prediction that subjects would tend to apply
more visual analysis to objects that do not
meaningfullyfitin a scene, and clearly contradicted the
notion that context enabled faster or more efficient
acquisition of visual information. Given this outcome,
the favored view of the influence of contextual scenes
on object identification appears to be one in which
context is assumed to enable earlier identification of
objects thatfitthe schema invoked by the context.
Rather than directly affecting the rate of visuaf
information acquisition, then, context appears to reduce
the amount of such information that is necessary for an
accurate identificationresponseto be produced.

Table 3
Mean Values of Signal Detection Measures as a
Function of Context in Experiment 5
Context
Appropriate
Inappropriate

Hit rate
.70
.73

Br

F A rate
.53
.48

.17
.24

.65
.64

Conclusion
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Connine, C. M . 1987. Constraints on interactive
different kinds of context, both of which were shown to
processes in auditory word recognition: The role of
have large effects on the ability of observers to identify
sentence context. Journal of Memory and Language
target objects. One type of context consisted of an
26: 527-538.
object name, presented asynchronously with a target
Fodor, J. A. 1983. The modularity of mind.
object. The other type of context comprised a scene
Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
presented contemporaneously with the target object.
Kroll, J. F. 1990. Recognizing words and pictures in
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sentence contexts: A test of lexical modularity.
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Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning,
enhanced the rate or accuracy of visual information
Memory, and Cognition 16: 747-759.
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model and the fuzzy logical model of speech
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perception. Cognitive Psychology 21: 398421.
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Masson, M . E. J. 1988. The interaction of sentence
appropriate contextual scenes may consist of enabling
context and perceptual analysis in word identiobservers to identify objects with less visual
fication. Memory and Cognition 16: 489-496.
infcnmation rather than increasing the rate (x* accuracy of
McClelland, J. L. 1991. Stochastic interactive
visual processing. All of these effects were obtained
processes and the effect of context on perception.
under very brief exposure durations, enabling snapshots
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of processing as it occurs at very early stages of
McClelland, J. L., and Elman, J. L. 1986. The
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identification in localizing the influence of context at a
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letter perception. Part I: An account of basic
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stimulus information rather than to affect the rate at
featural information in speech perception.
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with which it is conducted.
Reicher, G. M . 1969. Perceptual recognition as a
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function of meaningfulness of stimulus material.
perceptual identification is consistent with a view of a
Journal of Experimental Psychology 81: 274-280.
connectionist architecture that includes bidirectional
Reinitz, M . T., Wright, E, and Loftus, G. R. 1989.
movement of activation between "intermediate level"
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processing units that represent words, letters, or objects
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and the units representing contexts in which they occur,
General U S : 2S0-291.
but that constrains the connections between units
Rueckl, J. G., and Oden, G. C. 1986. The integration
representing featural details and units at the intermediate
of contextual and featural information during word
level to a bottom-up movement of activation. The
identification. Journal of Memory and Language 25:
similarity of the results across both linguistic units and
445-460.
objects suggests that this constraint may be a
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Connectionist S i m u l a t i o n of Attention a n d V e c t o r C o m p a r i s o n :
T h e N e e d F o r Serial Processing in Parallel H a r d w a r e '

Judith M. Shedden & Walter Schneider
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Abstract
Given the massively parallel nature of the brain an obvious
question is why are so many information f>roccssing functions serial?
In particular, this ftapter addresses the issue of the comparison process.
Behavioral data show that in perceptual matching tasks (such as
menwry scanning and visual search) performance is systematically
affected by stimulus load, in that required processing time increases
with each additional comparison item It is arguable whether this
indicates a processing system that performs serial comparisons, or a
system for which con^Mrisons are done in parallel but reaction time
is affected by load because of other system Umitations. In this
simulation w e show that in a modular connectionist system vector
transmission is possible in parallel, but the comparison process within
a module must be done serially unless accuracy is sacrificed.
This paper examines the question of the serial or parallel
nature of the comparison process, and describes the
implemenUtion of a connectionist model designed to test the
efficiaicy of parallel multiple comparisons. Despite the fact
that neocortex is massively parallel in its architecture there are
m a n y tasks for which behavioral data illustrate serial
processing. It is important to determine what processing
limitations induce serial processing even in the preseiKe of
parallel hardware. In some cases this can be explained by
limitaticHis in the number of responses that can be m a d e at one
lime (Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963), b y crosstalk or vector
transmission interfereiKe (Schneider & Detweiler, 1987), or by
coiT^jetition for limited processing resources or operators
Connectionist based modeling has
(Kahneman, 1973).
emphasized the parallel natiu-e of processing. However, even
in connectionist based vector pjrocessing systems there is a
need to serialize operations. With respect to the comparison
process the limitation m a y be due, not to limitations of the
system to m a k e multiple comparisons, but to the increased
error that results from multiple comparisons in the same
con^arator.
Theories of Comparison Processes: Background
Psychologists have been studying the perceptual compariswi
process for years using a multitude of tasks, for the most part
analyzing meastires of acctiracy and reaction time to respond
to a target in a field of distractors. In a m e m o r y scanning
and visual search task subjects compare one or more items in

1: This research was supported in part by O N R contract N0001487K-0397 and N00014-86K-0678 and A R I contract MDA903-89K0174, and in part by a Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada Postgraduate Scholarship to the first author.
2: Email: shedden@vms.cis.pittedu «chneidei@vms.cis.piaedu
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m e m o r y to one or more items on visual display, looking for
a match between items (Sternberg, 1969; Schneider & Shiffrin,
1977; see Shiffrin, 1988 for review). In a same/different
response task subjects compare items in two lists looking for
a mismatch between items (Proctor, Healy & V a n Zandt,
1991; Ralcliff & Hacker, 1981). In a conjunction search Usk
subjects search for a target consisting of a conjunction of
particular feattires in afieldof distractor items which consist
of the same features but not the conjunction (Treisman &
Gelade, 1980).
A robust finding of m e m o r y or display scanning is that
reaction time increases in a nearly linear fashion as a function
of the number of comparisons that must be performed (e.g.,
Sternberg, 1969, Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). This linear
increase typically occurs w h e n there is a varied mapping
between stimuli and responses (e.g., the subject's responses to
the same stimuli change from trial to trial, see Schneider &
Shiffrin, 1977) or under conditions of high accuracy and low
discriminability. These data have been interpreted by some as
indicating a serial repetition of the perceptual comparison
process (Sternberg, 1969; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977;
Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Another interpretation of the
linear increasing reaction time fuiKtion is that all items are
compared in parallel, and the effect of load on reaction time
is due to other limitations of the parallel processing system
(PasWer & Badgio, 1987; Proctor. Healy, & V a n Zandt, 1991;
Ratcliff, 1988). If there is a well practiced consistent mapping
between stimuli and responses then comparisons can be
performed in parallel (see Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977)
indicating the hardware can support parallel comparisons. A
reaction time function that does not irKrease with load
indicates preattentive, or automatic parallel processing in
which the target "pops out," and is thought to be indef>endent
of the comparison process (Schneider, 1985; Treisman, 1985).
T h e modeling of consistent search is detailed elsewhere (Gupta
& Schneider, 1991). This paper focuses o n the varied
mapping search in which serial processing occurs.
There have been a variety of modeling techniques used to
explain the linear increase in reaction time (see Townsend &
Ashby, 1983; Luce, 1986). T h e models take the form of
either assuming the comparisons are performed sequentially,
or they are performed in parallel but at a reduced rate due to
the need to share the resources that enable parallel processing.
In general, examining the m e a n data can not distinguish
between the serial or parallel resource limited processing
models. However, if the d a u (e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin,
1977, experiment 2) show a self-terminating scan in which the
slope of the positive m e a n function iiKreases at half the rate
of the negative fimction, and the slope of the variance function
increases faster for the positive than the negative responses.

then there is strong support for a serial comparison process
(see Townsend & Ashby, 1983; Luce, 1986). In this paper w e
examine w h y the processing must sometimes be serial even
with parallel hardware.
Existing models generally do not provide an interpretation
of w h y processing should be serial or resource limited. From
the physiological perspective there is little justification for a
requirement that visual processing be serial. The retina and
early levels of the visual system certainly operate in parallel
with different retinal locations activating topographically
distinct sections of tissue in multiple visual m a p s (Desimone
& Ungerleider, 1989). It m a y be that these parallel channels
must converge to a single comparator which becomes
inaccurate w h e n receiving multiple inputs. The present model
explicitly models such a conq)arator in a connectionist
simulation, and m a p s out accuracy as a function of the number
of concurrent inputs. The simulations described in this paper
provide evidence for serial con:q)arisons within a single
con^arator module. Parallel con^arisons are still conceivable
if more than one comparator is available. However, the
behavioral data supports the view that h u m a n visual and
m e m o r y processing is serial, and is likely to represent
processing by a single comparator in varied mapping search
Usks.
Modular Organization of Cortical Anatomy
T h e present model utilizes a c o m m o n modular architecture
and parallel processing incorpwating salient features of
cortical processing. Cells throughout cortex (post the initial
sensory areas such as visual area V I ) show similar patterns of
layering, types of cells, and local connections. T h e structure
of cortex is modular, with processing occurring in identical
columns, or hypercolumns, which are highly connected within
and sparsely connected between (Moumtcastle, 1979). Studies
of V 2 cortex show a structured layering system of cells and
connections (Lund, HendricksOTi, Ogren, & Tobi, 1981).
Information is transmitted through a column in a feed forward
direction through two layers of pyramidal cells. A n exciutory
signal is input to Layer 4 pyramidal cells, which project to
layer 2-3 pyramidal cells, which in turn project out of the
colunm. In addition, there are recurrent connections within a
column, in which excitatory pyramidal cells feedback to
themselves.
Inhibitory intemeurons are primarily local
connections within a column, and it is thought they perfomi
gating and modulatory functions. A special class of axonaxon inhibitory cell is the chandelier cell, which connects to
the axon initial segments of sets of pyramidal output cells
(Peters, 1984). Chandelier cells have fast inhibitory effects,
and possibly function as attentional gating devices (see
Shedden & Schneider, 1990, Douglas & Martin, 1990).
A Modubr Connectionist Model
The simulation under discussion was implemented in the
C A P 2 computer simulation environment. The general model
incorporates modules, units, layers, and control elements
which can be combined in various architectuiral configurations.
A module consists of an input layer of units, a recurrently
connected auto-associative matrix, a feed-forward associative
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matrix, and an output layer of units (see Figure 1). Modules
can be added to the system in breadth, so that several input
modules (Figure 1: la and lb) connect to one higher level
module (Figure 1: 2a). In addition, modules can be added to
the system in depth, creating several hierarchical layers.
Associated with each module are control elements (gain and
feedback) which manipulate signal strength within the system,
and report elements (activity and priority) which manipulate
attentional effects.
Each module effectively has three layers making up a
connectionist network, including the module input layer
(traditionally called the hidden layer), the module output
layer, and the data input (which m a y be the output from the
previous level of modules). T h e current simulation consists of
two modules connected hierarchically, so that the output from
one module feeds forward through an associative matrix to
become the data input to the other module.
The model incoiporates the recurrent nature of cortical
within-column connections as seen on Layer 4 pyramidal cells.
The modules are in^lemented differently from the standard
three-layer connectionist network, in that the iiq)ut layer of
each module is recurrently connected through an autoassociative matrix to itself. In this w a y information input to
the module on each iteration is a function of the external input
plus internal feedback from previous transmissions. In a
hierarchically organized architecture the external input is
received from an input module (or modules) on the processing
layer below, and the strength of the external signal is
controlled by a scalar gain control element associated with the
input module. The strength of the internal feedback signal in
a module is controlled by a scalar feedback control element
associated with that module. Thus, the gain and feedback
control elements function to modulate the output of a
population of units in an analogous fashion to the
hypothesized function of the inhibitory chandelier cell
discussed earlier. In general, the net input to a module is:
net input = (feedback * internal input) + (gain * external input),
where feedback and gain are scalar values and the internal and
external inputs are vectors.
Simulations. The vector space far one simulation consists
of ten pairs of input and target vectors, each having a length
of 50 units, with couelaiions of 0.15 or below within the
members of each input and target vector set This is done by
generating random vectors and discarding those with
correlations above 0.15. Activation levels for each vector miit
range from -1.0 to 1.0, with a resting activation of 0.0. Input
vectors and target vectors have unit activations set randomly
to -1.0 or 1.0, and the target vector units are then clipped to 0.9 or 0.9 respectively.
During training an ii^ut vector is presented to the system,
activation is allowed to spread through the network, and the
error is calculated between the output vector and the target
vector. Activation of the hidden layer units are allowed to
range freely between -1.0 and 1.0; activation of the output
layCT units are subjected to the nonlinear logistic fimction
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Figure 1: A connectionist model of cortica) processing. This model consists of a two layer structure that parallels the cortical input
layer 4 pyramidal cells, and the cortical output layer 2,3 pyramidal cells. Inhibitory modulation units control the strength of the internal
feedback and output signals (feedback and gain). Activity and priority control information is carried by report units (layer 5,6 pyramidal
cells) which transmit to central control structures as well as directly to the inhibitory modulation units. The thick dotted line illustrates
the information flow from left torightthrough two modules. The C A P 2 envirorunent is described in more detail elsewhere (Schneider
& Detweiler, 1987; Detweiler & Schneider, in press; Shedden & Schneider, 1990; G u p U & Schneider, 1991).
Connection weights are changed by the back propagation of
the error after each presenution (Rumelhart, Hinton, &
Williams, 1986). A t the same time the recurrent connection
weights of the auto-association matrix at the hidden layer are
changed using the delta learning rule (see McClelland &
Rumelhart, 1988). T h e network is trained for 20 epochs, each
of which consist of one presentation of all input/target vector
pairs in random order. A t the completion of training the
system has reached the criterion of 1 0 0 % accuracy and
correlations of 0.94 to 0.99 between the output and target
vectors for each input pattern.
The Vector Comparison Task. The task set for the system
is a simple matching task, in which vectors to be matched are
presented along with 1, 2, 3, or 4 comparison vectors, thus
requiring either 1, 2, 3, or 4 parallel comparisons. During
testing every input vector is used in turn as the vector to be
matched (sample vector), and the comparison vectors are
chosen randomly without replacement from the remaining
vectors in the set. O n positive trials, one of the comparison
vectors is identical to the sample vector. A n equal nimiber of
positive and negative trials are presented. O n each trial the
comparison set of input vectors are added, and scaled as a
functicm of the number of inputs (e.g., the addition of from 2
to 5 vectors are scaled from 0.5 to 0.2 of the single vector
input). Activity is allowed to build in the system for 5
iterations of exlanal input plus internal recurrent feedback.
T h e d a u presented below are from 5 different sets of 10
input/target vector pairs, processed at 4 levels of feedback
(discussed below), for a total of 2 0 simulations and 5 0 datum
points per condition.
T h e measure of evaluation the network uses to determine a
match is vector activity. T h e vector activity is the strength of
the evoked vector following the summation of two or more
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input vectors. For exan^le, in Figure 1, modules la and lb
output and activate vectors in module 2a. A n input vector
evokes a specific pattern of activity over the input and output
layers of the module. W h e n multiple vectors are presented
their effect on the input layer is additive, thus when the
vectors are similar the overall level of activity will be higher
than w h e n they are uncorrelated (see Schneider & Oliver,
1991).
O n e measuire of vector activity is the average s u m of the
squared activity of each unit, which can be thought of in
geometric terms as the length of the vector. W h e n two
vectors are added together, the length of the resultant vector
is a measure of the similarity of the two vectors. The
resulting activity is equal to:

etctivhyroporuf, 4*^, yf*^ I'l M«>»®
where n is the number of vector imits, theta is the angle
between the vectors, arKl Ixl and lyl are the Euclidian lengths
of the vectors x and y.
In a matching task a system attempts to detect a match if
the measure of activity (or vector length) is above a set
criterion, and reject a match otherwise. This analysis
examines the function of accuracy at this task with an
increasing number of parallel comparisons. A measure of
comparison accuracy is provided by the d' metric. The d'
(from Signal Detection Theory) is a measure of the signal
detection sensitivity of a system, and takes into account
possible response biases (Tanner & Swets, 1954). There are
two distributions of possible vector activity, one in which no
match occurs (noise), and one in which a match does occur
(signal plus noise). T o achieve high accuracy the system must
not only detect the signal, but must m a k e a correct rejection
of noise in which n o signal occurs. Thus a match criicriMi

must be chosen so thai both the probability of missing a signal
and the probability of making a false alarm to noise are low.
This is only possible if sensitivity to the signal is high enough,
that is, if there is enough distance between the two
distributions of noise, and signal plus noise. The d' is a
measure of the distance between the means of the two
distributions in normal standard deviations, and is therefore a
measure of sensitivity that is not affected by the possible
positive or negative response biases for which humans are
prone. F r o m d', if one assumes a non-biased criterion it is
possible to determine the probability for error, which is simply
the area under the overlapping tails of the two distributions.
A d* of 4, 3, 2, 1, or 0.5 normal standard deviations
corresponds to an error probability of 0.02, 0.07, 0.16, 0.31,
or 0.4 respectively, assuming the subject makes an equal
number of misses and false alarms. In scanning experiments
humans are generally expected to maintain accuracy above
9 5 % and hence a d* of above 3 is expected

D No Match
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3
4
1 2
Number of Pkiallel Compansons
Figure 2: Activity on the hidden layer is presented as a function
of the number of parallel comparisons. W h e n only one
comparison is necessary the difference between the Match and N o
Match distributions is large, but decreases dramatically if multiple
comparisons must be made. The measure of activity is the
average sum of the squared activity of each vector unit. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation above and below the mean.
There is much more informatiOTi contained in a vector than
its length, and it would be possible to train a network
specifically to distinguish between distributions of noise and
signal plus noise. However, w e are interested the h u m a n
capacity to successfully perform comparisons on thefirsttrial.
Simulation Results. Figure 2 shows the activity level of
the hidden layer of the network as either 1, 2, 3, or 4 parallel
comparisons are m a d e (50 trials per condition). The measure
of activity is the average s u m of the squared activity of the
vector units. W h e n only one comparison is required there is
clear separation between the Match and the N o Match
distributions (means of 0.88 and 0.73 respectively). With one
comparison an activity criterion can be set which results in a
d' of 3.48 and a 4 % error rate. However when two or more
comparisons are performed the difference between the
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distributions becomes m u c h smaller and the region of possible
error becomes m u c h larger. For two comparisons the d' drops
to 0.98 with an error rate of 3 1 % , which would not be
acceptable for most search tasks.
These severe decrements in accuracy with parallel
comparisons are robust for different metrics of activity.
Figure 3 shows d' values determined for distributions based on
the average absolute value of vector activity as well as the
average s u m of squares, for comparisons based on the hidden
and output layer.
A n important issue relating to cortical architecture is
whether comparisons can be performed on the hidden or
output layer. There are three reasons to suggest that a module
would monitor the hidden rather than the output layer. First,
the output pyramidal cells often d o not m a k e synaptic
connections within the layer. Second, if the output layer is
gated to control the output to the next level, the comparison
could not be performed until the vector is transmitted to the
next level of modules. Third, w h e n the output layer is
transmitting, the transmission to the higher level of modules
will interfere with any other potential signals. Performing the
comparison within the module allows other modules to
transmit to the higher level modules. This is analogous to the
problem faced with d a u bus arbitration in computer
architectures. Each device on the bus limits its transmission
in order to allow other devices to transmit on the bus.
Typically in computers, each device makes a priority
assessment of its internal state without transmitting o n the bus.
Data is transmitted only after the device activates a bus
request and is granted permission from the bus arbitration
logic to transmit the data. For all of the above reasons it is
important to determine if the match could be performed on the
hiddai versus the ouq)ut layer.
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Figure 3: The d' for the hidden and output layers is shown as a
function of the number of parallel comparisons. T w o metrics of
activity are graphed: The average sum of the squared activity of
the vector units (SS), and the average sum of the absolute value
of the vector units (ABS). In all cases, d' decreases dramatically
if more than one comparison is made.
Figure 3 graphs the d' values for both the hidden layer and
the output layer of the system. For both layers there is a

robust deficit for multiple comparisons. The output layer does
show belter match sensitivity for single comparisons (for
example, ihe d* of the average absolute value metric is 6.5
versus 3.62). It is imclear how relevant the inacased
detection sensitivity is because human sensitivity in search
tasks is usually below 4. In funire investigations we will
determine how the hidden/output layer d' differences vary as
a fimclion of the nature of the squashing function (we used a
logistic on the output layer and a step function on the hidden
layer), vector size, and correlations among distractors and
targets. In the current data, d' was higher on the output layer,
but comparisons based on the hidden layer are in the range
typical of human performance. Perhaps in cases where
crosstalk can be managed and accuracy is extremely important,
the more effortful comparison on the transmitted output is
beneficial. In any case, as Figure 3 illustrates, both the hidden
and the output layer show the harmful effects of multiple
comparisons on the probability for error.

and holding signals, for the categorization of incoming
information, and for signal buffering during concurrent
transmissions (see Shedden & Schneider, 1990). Third,
feedback may enhance d' because the associative feedback
will strengthen previously learned vectors. Matching vectors
have a close resemblance to previously learned vectors. In
contrast, mismatching pairs represent a blending of features
that have not been learned in the auto-associative matrix.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the strength of auto-associative
feedback on detection sensitivity. Without feedback sensitivity
levels are low (d* of 2.74 and 2.15 for output and hidden
layers) and the error rates are higher (about 10%) than those
typically observed in scanning experiments. Increasing
feedback to 0.1 improves comparison sensitivity to d'
measures of 5.60 and 3.48 respectively for the output and
hidden layer for a single comparison. When feedback levels
are too high distortion of signals begins to occur, and
correlations between the actual and desired output vectors
drop. The noise in the distributions increases and it becomes
Levels of Feedback. The recurrent connections that more
are difficult to detect a match. There appears to be an
ubiquitous throughout cortex are represented by the autooptimum level of internal feedback which is high enough to
association on the hidden layer in the model. As described
maintain signal strength and low enough to maintain signal
above, the feedback control element modulates the strength of
accuracy. The 0.1 feedback range that provided the best
the recurrent signal within a module. Four different levels of
comparison sensitivity in these simulations has been shown in
feedback were tested for each number of required parallel
previous simulations to be best for signal maintenance
comparisons, and results for the different conditions are shown properties as well (see Shedden & Schneider. 1990 for other
in Figure 4. When only one comparison is made, the d' is
simulations dealing with feedback).
reasonably high for both the hidden and output layers at a
feedback level of 0.1, but falls off at feedback levels above
Serial and parallel processing. In the present architec
and below 0.1. The d' is below 1.6 for any case where
to respond accurately, the system must serialize the
multiple ccxnparisons are made, and feedback has very little
comparisons. For example, if four display items must be
effect
conpared to one memory item, the system inputs the first
display item and the one memory item into a single
comparator module. Then the second display item and the one
6
memory
item are input to the comparator, continuing until the
0 1 Outtnit
5.5]
fourth display item has been compared. In this way accuracy
5]
can be maintained although processing lime increases linearly
4.5
(a similar argument was made by Luce (1986, p.444) for
4
serializing
comparisons in a limited short term memory). The
3.5
need
for
the
serial processing of comparisons predicts the
0
1
Hidden
d' 3
varied mapping search data.
2.5
H o w can the transition to parallel processing in consistent
2
search (see Shiffrin, 1988) be explained in this architecnire?
1 -i
W e assume that each module can associate a priority lag for
is?;^:*;;^"--^:::.
0.5
each
learned vector at the hidden layer level. If there is a
0
0.1
02
consistent relationship in which certain stimuli are always
Level of Feedback
targets, they come lo evoke a high priority relative to the
distractors. Each module makes the priority assessment
internally in parallel. If only one module has a high priority
Figure 4: The d' forfliehidden and output layers for each
it transmitsfirst.The reaction time for thefirsttransmission
number of parallel comparisons is shown as a function of level of does not increase with the number of stimuli. This model is
feedback. The feedback element controls the strength of the
detailed elsewhere (Gupta & Schneider, 1991) and provides a
internal recurrent signal. For the optimum feedback level of 0.1
goodfit10 practice effects in consistent search tasks.
the d' measure is greatest, but it falls off with higher and lower
levels of feedback.
Conclusions and Summary
Although the architecture of cortex is very parallel there are
There are several reasons to include feedback in the
module that must be performed serially. One of these
operations
making comparisons. First, input or hidden layer feedback is
operations is the comparison process. This paper described
common in cortex. Second, feedback is critical for latching
simulations in a modular conneclionist architecture
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incorporating centra] features of cortical structure. T h e results
illustrate w h y a single comparator module cannot m a k e
multiple comparisons and still maintain high accuracy.
Accurate performance requires high sensitivity (d') to the
presence of a signal, and multiple comparisons generate loo
m u c h noise for this to occur. In the present simulations
matches and mismatches could only be discriminated at h u m a n
performance levels if the comparisons were performed serially
with modest auto-associative feedback (0.1) on the hidden
layer. For single comparisons d' is high w h e n measured on
either the hidden layer or the output layer of the network. T h e
d' measure is robust for different metrics of activity, and is
sensitive to different levels of auto-associative feedback.
N o n e of the simulations involving parallel comparisons
produced accuracy levels con^atible with the h u m a n data. In
the present architecture, even if all the modules could transmit
in parallel to higher levels, the system would have to serialize
the comparisons to maintain acceptable accuracy levels. T h e
saialization necessitated in the current architecture matches
the apparent serial processing of h u m a n s in varied mapping
m e m o r y and visual search. This set of simulations shows the
need for serial processing in parallel hardware.
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Abstract

while estimation, which is fast yet quite inaccurate, is
employed in time-limited situations.

In this paper we report on the use of our operatorbased model of human covert visual attention
Of the three modes of counting, subitizing has gen[Wiesmeyer and Laird, 1990] to account for reacerated the most interest and, hence, the most contion times in counting tasks in which a stimulus is
troversy. Besides the question of the m a x i m u m numpresented and left undisturbed until a response is
ber
of items that can be subitized, opinions differ as
made. Previous explanations have not employed
to
whether
it is a serial [Klahr and Wallace, 1976,
&n attentionally-driven model. Our model, which
Folk
et
ai,
1988] or a parallel [Mandler and Shebo,
is based on the Model H u m a n Processor [Card et
1982,
Sagi
and
Julesz, 1984] process. More evidence
a/., 1983], is an early selection model in which an
is needed before a clear determination can be made,
attentional "zoom lens" [Eriksen and Yeh, 1985]
however with the notable exception of the Mandler and
operates under the control of cognition in order
Shebo data, data supporting the parallel position were
to both locate features in visual space and imderived using blocked, limited choice, or forced choice
prove the quality of featural information delivered
paradigms, or were dependent on subjects' intuition
to short-term memory by perception. W e have imof
stimulus countability. These conditions m a y allow
plemented our model and the control structures to
strategy to play an increased role and, thus, lessen the
simulate rapid counting tasks in the Soar cognitive
role of a counting component, which makes the subitizarchitecture [Laird et al., 1987], which has been
ing
process appear more parallel than serial.
suggested as the basis for a unified theory of cognition [Newell, 1990]. Reaction times in the counting task are explained using operator traces that
We have combined a serial subitizing component
correspond to sequences of deliberate acts having
and an attentionally controlled, item-by-item counting
durations in the 50 msec range.
component to account for reaction times in counting
tasks in which a stimulus is presented and left undisturbed until a response is made. W e use data gathBackground
ered by Chi [Chi and Klahr, 1975] that has been previously modeled [Klahr and Wallace, 1976]. Klahr and
Rapid visual counting has been a recurring focus of
Wallace's model is similar in many respects to ours:
interest in psychology for many years, and still seems
it provides reaction time estimates; has a similar set
fertile ground for research—new phenomena continue
of memories; has a notion of operators; and is impleto be forthcoming and no theory adequate to explain
mented in a production system. Their model differs
all phenomena has yet been found. Visual counting
from
ours most strongly in that it employs a differis generally agreed to be of three varieties: immediate
ent
set
of primitive actions; the level of description
apprehension, item-by-item counting, and estimation.
and
analysis
is the individual production; and it is not
Immediate apprehension, most often labeled subitizdriven by the constraints of attention as we know them
ing [Kaufman et ai, 1949], is rapid, confident, errortoday. This last difference is a significant advantage of
free counting of small numbers of items where "small"
our model given the central importance that attention
is defined to be from 1-3 items [Klahr and Wallaw:e,
has been shown to have in visual tasks. Further, since
1976] to 1-6 items [Kaufman et ai, 1949]. Item-byour
analysis is at the level of operators, we avoid giving
item counting, which is slower and less accurate, must
too
much
credence to implementational details, such as
be employed for displays exceeding the subitizing limit.
the number of productions that are used to represent a
process. Operators correspond to deliberate acts which
'This research was sponsored by grant NCC2-517 from
N A S A Ames.
are posited to be independent of implementation.
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Methodology
W e would like our model of covert visual attention
to be capable of predicting average reaction time behavior in a wide range of visual tasks. Currently, we
limit application of our model to tasks requiring only
covert visual attention in two dimensions (hereafter
simply "visual attention"); however, in future work
we may expand our model to include eye and head
movements. Our model is task-independent and implemented on a computer. Task independence, as we
think of it, means that—with the exception of taiskspecific control—operators, memories and the informationflowassumed by our model are unchanging across
the range of tasks it seeks to cover. Implementation
is a check of sufficiency, allows more complex models,
and may facilitate integration with other models of behavior, since demonstrably sufficient models can better serve as foundations for more complicated cognitive
models.
The level of detail (grain size) at which cognitive
models are described determines the sort of explanations or predictions that they can make. The grain size
of information in our model is the individual visual feature with accompanying descriptive information, and
our model offers explanations of how featural information arrives from perception and is transformed as it
travels through short term memories^. The grain size
of actions in our model is the deliberate act. W e define
a deliberate act to be an action whose selection may
differ according to the current task, given the same
stimuli. Thus, deliberate acts are active as opposed to
passive, top-down as opposed to bottom-up, and can
be expected to be sensitive to knowledge and experience. W e model deliberate acts as the selection and
application of operators. Figure 4 shows a sequence
of operators (actually, the major result of this paper),
which we call an "operator trace." Each operator application has an associated duration and the total amount
of time that an operator requires to accomplish an action may be increased by interactions with perceptual
or motor subsystems. Total reaction time (as in the
Model H u m a n Processor) is determined by summing
the durations of constituent operator applications and
their perceptual and motor dependencies.
W e verify the utility of the operators that we use
in our model through coverage. Coverage in terms of
our work means testing our model on a large number
of tasks, while only allowing small variations for taskspecific control to occur. To date we have applied our
model to precuing tasks [Colegate ei al., 1973], search
tasks [Treisman and Gelade, 1980], tasks that produce
illusory conjunctions [Treisman and Schmidt, 1982], as
well as visual decay [Sperling, I960] and crowding experiments [LaBerge and Brown, 1989]. The applica-

tion of our model to these experiments is described in
[Wiesmeyer, 1991].
A critical part of our modeling, once a sensible operator trace for a task has been found, is to determine operator application times that make the model
fit observed behavior as well as possible. W e do this
by systematically adjusting operator application times
to minimize the average error of the model's prediction with respect to the experimental data. Times for
operator creation, shifting attention, perception, and
motor processes are kept constant because determining
the bestfitfor operator traces is an underconstrained
problem—unless some times are held constant, there
will be many possible solutions. Holding these particular times constant allows us to see if all operators and
application times in the model are "in the ball park."
Reasonable times are defined in terms of the nominal
times that are specified in the Model H u m a n Processor.
This methodology m a y seem ad hoc, but in fact it is
consonant with the goal of coverage, since we seek operators and application times that are suitable across
the full range of tasks that the model has been applied
to. If an operator or application time is not generally
suitable, then it must be rejected.

The Model Human Processor and Soar
The Model Human Processor (MHP) is a cognitive
model that has been used successfully in Human Com-

puter Interaction (HCI) research for estimating reaction time performance [Card ei a/., 1983]. Figure 1
shows a schematic of the M H P that omits (for economy
of space) all sensory modalities except vision and includes some of our extensions for visual attention. The
M H P splits the human system up into three subsystems: Perception, Cognition, and Motor. Each subsystem operates semi-autonomously and has its own domain of specialization and set of performance characteristics. Perception is composed of the lower-level processes of each of the sensory modalities. Each modality within Perception delivers information to Working
Memory (essentially the same as "short-term m e m ory") independently and at a particular rate (i.e., cycle
time). Thus, the perceptual cycle time that we are interested in for our model is the time required for a
stimulus to travel from the retina to Working Memory.
Cognition is composed of Working Memory, Long-term
Memory, and the Cognitive Processor. Cognition functions at the level of operators, and its cycle time is the
time required for an operator to be applied. Motor executes commands that Cognition deposits in Working
Memory, and motor cycle time is the time required for
a Working Memory change to affect an overt motor
response. Cycle times are specified in terms of average values and ranges: Perception, 100 msec (50-200
msec);
* Features are iconic representations of both shape and Cognition, 70 msec (25-170 msec); and Motor,
70 msec (30-100 msec). Tasks modeled using the M H P
color stimuli in our model; however, since the rapid countare cast as sequences of operators applications. W e
ing task does not make use of color information, details
have found the M H P to be a good conceptual and theabout color are omitted in this paper.
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oretical framework to start from, since it is operatorbased, already has a well-established and proven set of
performance pau^ameters, a n d is structurally similar to
Soar (which m a k e s implementation relatively easy).
Soar also has Perception, Cognition, a n d M o t o r
subsystems^. Cognition is composed of a Working
M e m o r y a n d a Long-term M e m o r y , which is a parallel production system. Instead of deliberation through
conflict resolution at the level of productions, deliberately selected operators provide the basis of action.
T h u s , operators in our m o d e l m a p directly onto operators in Soar. Both the selection and application of
operators is controlled by productions in Long-term
M e m o r y matching against W o r k i n g M e m o r y and suggesting changes to it. In Soar, specific operators (that
is, instantiations of operator types) are created m soon
as the data needed to instantiate t h e m are available.
In general, this m e a n s that several n e w operators will
be created a n d ready for selection, during the application of the currently selected operator; however, only
one operator is applied at a time. Perception is implemented as Lisp functions that transduce environmental stimuli a n d send input to Working M e m o r y , while
M o t o r is implemented as Lisp functions that receive
output from W o r k i n g M e m o r y and then act on the
environment. Low-level Perception occurs in parallel
with thefiringof productions, as does Motor.

msec for Cognition. Neither operator creation nor operator selection play any part in the M H P , its e m p h a sis being wholly o n operator application. T h e concepts of creation and selection in our model are derived from Soar which has been proposed as a unified
theory of cognition [Newell, 1990]. Extending both the
M H P and Soar, w e propose that operator creation is
independent of operator application and requires time.
However, since next operator creation most often takes
place during current operator application, these functions often overlap in a pipelined manner. Thus, creation times are often eliminated from the operator
trace timing calculations. Operator selection time is
assumed to be minimal and not to affect timing.
Visual attention is controlled by Cognition, as shown
in Figure 1. A single ovoid region of attentional focus
separates the visualfieldinto attended and unattended
stimuli. Features deposited by Perception in Working M e m o r y m a y have both identity and locational information [Mishkin and Appenzeller, 1987]. Features
derived from attended stimuli are guaranteed to have
good identity and locational information, while those
from unattended stimuli are likely to have poor identity
and locational information. Diff'erences in the quality
of attended and unattended featural information create the need for attention in both recognition tasks (as
in Treisman's "Feature Integration Theory" [Treisman
and Gelade, 1980]) and in the counting task described
later in this paper.
W e posit that application of an attention shift operator, which w e call ATTEND, causes activity at a site
in the visual cortex called V 4 , which has been shown
to be a sort of attentional gate that splits the visual
field into attended and unattended regions [Moran and
Desimone, 1985]. Exact timing for activity related to
V 4 has not been determined experimentally, but an
estimate of 50 msec for deliberately changing the gate
(applying the operator) and another 50 msec for receiving n e w visual features in Working M e m o r y has

Attentional Model
The M H P is a much more complete theory than has
been presented in the previous section, however our
model is only dependent upon those aspects already
discussed. W e capitalize on the general organization
and timing of the M H P and seek to further define aspects such as timing, operators, memories, and information flow that support covert visual attention.
W e use the average cycle times of both Perception
(100 msec) and M o t o r (70 msec) in our modeling, and
usually employ a s o m e w h a t faster value of about 50
^In addition. Soar has capabilities for planning and
learning that are not needed for the tasks described in this
paper.
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seemed to work well in our simulations. A n example
of using these times appears in thefirstfivesteps of
Figure 4, which shows the sequence of actions that occurs when Cognition shifts visual attention to a new
stimulus. It must get features from Perception that
signal that a new stimulus is present (100 msec); react
to the new stimulus by creating an operator (50 msec);
shift attention to that new stimulus by selecting and
applying the operator (50 msec); and receive new features from Perception in Working Memory that reflect
a change in visual attention (50 msec), requiring a total of 250 msec. A n example of shifting attention to
features already in Working Memory is shown in the
samefigureusing times at 500 and 550 msec as markers. The total time required to shift is 100 msec, since
the new information appears in Working Memory at
600 msec. Another such example occurs between 700
and 800 msec. Note that the ATTEND operator that is
applied in these latter episodes is created at some point
earlier in the trace and is not shown in order to keep
the trace simple.

iconic input to Working Memory, though the ATTEND
operator, or transform iconic memories into symbolic
memories through, for instance, the RECOGNIZE operator. Once in semantic memory, symbolic stimuli may
influence future operator selection, thus affecting behavior, or be reported through operators like RESPOND.
Chi's Experiment and Simulation

Figure 2 shows our model from the perspective of
information flow and operators. The column marked
"Description" is intended to elaborate either the process that is occurring or the type of information that is
available in each stage of the "Information Flow" column. To start out the informationflow,light from the
environment stimulates the retina and causes Perception to deposit features in immediate visual memory.
Both immediate visual memory and integrative visual
memory, the next memory stage, are part of iconic
(i.e., pre-symbolic) Working Memory. Immediate visual memory is composed of all currently attended and
unattended features. Each unattended feature in immediate visual memory causes a ATTEMD operator to
be created, which represents the possibility of deliberately shifting attention to that feature. Attended features from immediate visual memory are automatically
copied into integrative visual memory. Thus, integrative visual memory is composed of features that are
currently or have previously been attended. Integrative visual memory allows iconic visual memories to
linger after a shift of attention or change of stimulus
without deliberate recognition as discussed below [intraub, 1985]. Although out of the scope of this paper,
the fact that locational information is missing in integrative visual memory is posited to be the cause of
"illusory conjunctions" [Treisman and Schmidt, 1982].
Arrows pointing to operators indicate the memories
that they are dependent upon, while arrows pointing
from operators indicate where their effects are felt. Operators fall into two classes: visual operators, such as
ATTEKD, RECOGHIZE, and COUNT, and semantic operators, such as RESPOND. It is assumed that all operators (except RESPOND) function identically in the tasks
in which they apply, except for minimal timing variations to account for individual differences. Visual operators key off of iconic information to either affect future
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Twelve adults observed random dot patterns of from
one to ten dots displayed on a standard video monitor
that was controlled by a computer. They responded
by saying the number of dots that they saw. A voiceactivated relay allowed the computer to measure latencies to the nearest msec. Latencies were measured
as the amount of time from when the dot pattern first
appeared on the display until the relay was activated.
Subjects were told to determine how may dots were
present in each trial as quickly and accurately as possible. At the start of each trial the word "READY" was
displayed in the center of the monitor. Subjects fixated
on the central "A" and pressed a button when they felt
ready for the test stimulus to appear. After 1.5 sec, the
stimulus appeared and the subject responded vocally
and response time was recorded by the computer. Immediately afterwards (this part of the trial was not
timed), the word "ENTER #" appeared on the monitor
and the subject typed the number of dots seen. Stimuli
were centered and at all times less than 1.8 degrees of
visual angle, so they always fell entirely within fovea.
Thus, eye movements during counting, although not
tested for, were not likely and explanation of reaction
times using a model of covert visual attention is appropriate.
Figure 3 shows a plot of the best straight linefitsfor
Chi's results: there is a shallow slope of 46 msec with
an intercept of 495 msec for thefirstthree items, and a
steeper slope of 307 msec with an intercept of-442 msec
for subsequent items. Since there are two major slopes,
there must be two major types of processes employed.
W e assume that thefirstprocess, as with most theories of rapid counting, is subitizing. In our model of
subitizing, a counting operator iterates over attended
items (at about 50 msec per iteration), thus generating a shallow slope. W e further assume that counting
a large number of items is accomplished by an initial
subitizing stage followed by an item-by-item counting
stage. In our model of item-by-item counting, attention shifts to each individual, uncounted item which
is then counted using a counting operator. Although
there is no definitive evidence from the literature, we
assume that at least part of the need for individual
shifts of attention is due to the inaccuracy of the shifting process. Inaccurate shifts of attention might result
in items being counted more than once or not at all.
W e present two attempts atfittingChi's data that
have been implemented in Soar. The initial attempt
employs a single family of operator traces with default
operator application times and shows that these traces
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Figure 4: Operator trace for rapid counting of six items

Figure 3: Comparison of Chi's data to modeling attempts

can generate a reaction time profile that is similar to
the experimental data. (A family of operator traces is
required, because counting different numbers of items
requires operator traces with different numbers of operator applications.) The second attempt combines the
weighted predictions of two different families of operator traces, which are similar to those used in the initial
attempt, but employ systematically adjusted operator
application times.
In the initial attempt tofitto the data, we zissume
that counting operators for both subitizing and itemby-item counting are identical. Further, we place the
subitizing limit at four, rather than the three items implied by the best straight linefitsfor Chi's data. This
is to limit our error, since thefirstreally big skip in
Chi's times that needs to be accounted for by a shift of
attention (part of the item-by-item stage) occurs at five
items. Figure 4 shows an operator trace for counting
six items that incorporates subitizing between 250 and
500 msec and item-by-item counting between 500 and
900 msec. (Please read COUHT* as COUIT for this initial
attempt.) Due to space limitations, it was impractical
to present the complete family of operator traces for
counting different numbers of items. However, subitizing traces can be produced from Figure 4 by removing
the item-by-item stage and traces for larger numbers
numbers of items can be created by adding shifts of
attention with counting operations. Figure 3 shows a
plot of reaction times predicted by such traces for this
initial attempt.
The initial attempt does notfitChi's data well for
two reasons. First, if deliberate acts employed vary
between identical task instances, a single family of operator traces is usually insufficient to predict reaction
times. The initial fit has a single discontinuity at
four items, while Chi's best fit data has discontinuities at both three and four items. Thus, Chi's data
is likely the result of sometimes subitizing three items
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and sometimes four when there are four or more items
to be counted. To account for the intermediate slope
between three and four items, the reaction time predictions of a family of operator traces employing three
COUNT operators in the subitizing stage must be averaged, weighted by frequency of occurance, with the
predictions of a family of operator traces employing
four COUNT operators in the subitizing stage. Second,
a new operator, COUNT*, is required because the itemby-item slope is about 100 msec too shallow. Since
the 50 msec operator application time of COUNT creates
just about the right slope for subitizing we would like
to keep it. In order to tailor the model to the experimental data, we derived equations for reaction times
of both subitizing and item-by-item counting based on
new families of operator traces that use the new COUNT*
operator. (The traces again are not shown, but can
easily be derived from Figure 4.)
Tsubitizing = TinitialShiJt + TcreateCOUNT + » *
TApplyCOUNT + TApply R E S P O N D + TMotor
Titem-by-item = Tsubitize + ii-NumberSubitized)*
{TstwSkiJt +TcreateCOUNT* + TApplyCOUNT*)
where i is the number of items to
be counted, TjniUaiShijt is 250 msec, TcreateCOUNT
and TcreateCOUNT* are both 50 msec, Tffe^shi/t is
100 msec, Tuotor is 70 msec, and Ts»biUze is the total amount of time required to subitize either three or
four items and respond. In order to get the best fit
to Chi's data, we systematically altered TAppiyCOUNT,
TApplyCOUNT*, and TAppiyrespond in the equations
and the weights by which three item and four item
subitizing versions of the equations were averaged until the minimum average error was found. Times for
operator creation, shifts of attention. Perception, and
Motor were kept constant.
Operator application times found for the best fit:
TApplyCOUNT, 46 msec; TAppiyCOUNT*, 157 msec; and

TApplyRESPOND, 125 msec. All of these times are
within the M H P nominal ranges and significantly decrease the average error of the model (from 446 msec
to 0 msec per item). Thisfitrequires that four item
subitizing occurs six out of ten times (59%) and three
item subitizing occurs on the rest of the trials, when
there are four or more items to be counted. The adjustedfitis not shown in Figure 3 because it is identical
to the experimental data.
Since the best application time for COUIT* (157msec)
is about three times the usual operator application
time used in our modeling (50 msec), it is likely that
COUIT* is a complex operator composed of simple operators. It would be too speculative to guess exactly
what those operators might be, but it is likely that
at least one of those operators is a semantic operator.
Some evidence that COUNT* has a semantic component
derives from the fact that 157 msec is very close to
the silent counting rate, which has been found to be
167 msec [Landauer, 1962]. O n the other hand, COUNT
is clearly a simple visual operator since its application
time (46 msec) is too short for anything other than a
single iconic to semantic transformation to take place.
Klahr and Wallace (1976) also used Landauer's results in the analysis of their model and had similar
conclusions about the memories used in subitizing and
item-by-item counting. However, their timing explanations were not as accurate as ours and did not predict
a ratio of three item to four item subitizing.
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Abstract

P s y c h o l o g i c a l a n d Social A n a l y s i s
and A r g u m e n t

Approach, Technologies and Goals

Construction

This application ' was conceived of as a tool
which would take the task of learning a foreign language (French) beyond the ttisk of only
learning vocabulary and syntax and into the
task of learning to be effective in the culture
in which the language was spoken.

This paper describes a set of educational tools
designed to support central cognitive skills
such as argument analysis and construction,
cooperative negotation, collaborative writing
and scientific inquiry. In building these tools
w e drew upon multi-media technologies, interactive video and object-oriented programming
techniques. O u r approach however, was not
motivated by the technologies but rather by a
desire to embed our educational objectives in
situations which were intrinsically interesting
to the students. This approach, alluded to in
the title of the paper, c a m e out of our intention to have the student feel good about her
personal interests, and further to have her feel
good about her intellectual competence as a
vehicle for furthering her interests.

In using this appUcation the student interacts
with a program in which she encounters and
analyzes some powerful 'cultural icons' and
then constructs arguments for the purpose of
effecting their actions.
Technology and Scenario
Using the language Muse, (Hodges, Sasnett, &
Ackerman, 89; Hodges, Sasnett, & Harward,
90) w e created an interactive, midti-media tool
which runs on both MicroVax and R T workstations. Students using the tool were presented
via video disk^, with a story whose protagorust
was n a m e d Philippe. Although quite likeable,
PhiHppe had, through hisflakinessjust lost his
job, his girl and his apartment.

Outline

Three tools will be described^. The first supports learning to anedyze and construct arguments which are effective at both a psychological and sociological level. T h e second is a
tool for collaborative negotiation. T h e third
tool, supports: scientific inquiry; the building
of theories/models; and the use of explanatory
theories to help the student effect her environment.

As a result, PhiHppe was faced with a set of
challenges: H e had to convince an appropriately sceptical realtor, M . Jacot, of the "Paradise Realty Co.", that he would be a responsible tenant. A s a fallback position, he felt that
he also needed to convince his aunt, a staunch
pillar of the bourgeoisie, that he is the perfect
choice for house-sitter during her up-coming
three month African safari. Additionally, he
had to deal with a plumber over the leak in the
kitchen sink in the apartment he had shared
with his lost love Elisabeth.

'This work was supported by grants from NSF's
Engineering and CISE directorates: MIT's Center for
Coordination Science and Tufts" F R A C and Dean's
awards.
Thanks to: M I T s V C G ; Prof. T o m Malone &
Gilberte Furstenberg: RAs: Kris Bartol. Mike DiBlasio, Troy Jordan and Mark Zudeck; and Boston Latin
School

'Thanks to Evelyn Schlusselberg and Gilberte
Furstenberg
'The video disk was produced for an earlier application in wliich Gilberte Furstenberg was director of
educational design; Ayshe Farman-Farmaian wa* producer; and Janet H. Murray was executive producer.
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chooses an agent to argue on Philippe's behalf (Laurel, 90; Oren, Salomon, Kreitman
& Don, 90). T h e agent is either General
Charles D e Gaulle or the torch singer Edith
Piaf. T h e student chooses the agent after
seeing a description both of the agent's role
in French society and of the agent's (strong)
character. Additionally the student sees a
video segment of Piaf singing her theme song
"La Vie en Rose" and historical photos of
DeGaulle's imposing presence.
A s the situations with the realtor, the aunt
and the plumber present themselves the
agent offers to m a k e one of three arguments.
T h e topics of the arguments are the same as
the ones in the Direct Version; here however,
the student sees the full argument, rather
than just a topic sentence. T h e arguments,
written by a French historical novelist, are
very m u c h in the distinctive 'voice' of the
agent. T h e student chooses the argument
which she feels would be most effective if
presented by the agent. T h e student then
explains her choice and sends it off for later
feedback. Again the choice of argument effects the outcome of the story.

Philippe as a character is too discombobulated
to deal effectively with these situations. This
creates the opportunity for the student to step
in and argue on Philippe's behalf*. T h e intrinsic interest here is that these are challenges
which the college-age students using the program are just beginning to face in their o w n
hves.
Student Exercises
For reasons explained below we have created
two versions of the tool, each calling for analysis and explanation:
1. Direct Version:
Here the student directly argues with the realtor, the aunt and the plumber on behalf of
Phihppe. A s each situation arises the program presents the student with a list of topic
sentences each of which could form the core
of an argument. T h e student chooses the
topic which she feels would be most effective
given the station and nature of the character
Philippe is currently confronting. She additionally goes on to construct an argument
for Philippe. T h e fuU text of her argument
is sent off to an instructor for later grading; however, the topic she has chosen has
an immediate effect because multiple outcomes are stored on the disk. For example, Philippe's inability to get the plumber
to come and fix the kitchen sink over the
last six months has contributed to the break
up of his relationship. Elisabeth has finaUy
m a d e the appointment herself and has asked
Philippe simply to let the plumber in to
the apartment and to pay him. However,
Philippe has not paid attention to where
Elisabeth has left the check. If the student
can convince the plumber to, on this one occasion, extend credit to Philippe Elisabeth
becomes convinced that Philippe has turned
over a new leaf; the story therefore ends
with Elisabeth giving the relationship another try. If the student is unsuccessful with
the plumber but convinces either the aunt
and/or the realtor of Philippe's trustworthiness Philippe writes Elisabeth a rather cool
'Dear Genevieve'. If none of the characters
are convinced, Philippe is left at the conclusion of the story to face another difficult
day.

Extunples of the Arguments: Cultural
a n d Psychological Analyses T o give the
reader a sense of the nature of the student's
task we present first some of the topics from
the Direct Version and second some of the arguments from the Agent Version a m o n g which
the student has to either choose or elaborate
upon.
1. Direct Version: Topic Sentences from which
to construct arguments for the realtor
(a) "Philippe has always paid his rent on
time."
(b) "Philippe comes from an old and respected
family."
(c) "Philippe is a well connected journalist."
T h e argument that will convince the
Parisian realtor is different from the one
which would be most likely to convince his
American counterpart^. Journeilists enjoy
a privileged position in French society and
their presence is welcome even w h e n their
credit history is shaky. T h e student needs to
call upon this kind of knowledge of cultural
differences when choosing and constructing
an argument. (This is not an impossible
task since cultural mores are discussed in the

2. Agent Version:
This version differs from the Direct Version
in that at the outset of the story the student

^Notice there is room for the student to successfully disagree with our sense of what constitutes a winning argument during the later interaction with tlie
instructor.

*The story, the tasks presented to the student, and
the responses required from the student are entirely in
French.
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French course in which the users of this tool
are enroUed).
2. Agent Version: DeGauUe's arguments for
the plumber
(a) "Monsier Morel, looking around, you can
surely see that Monsieur [Philippe] Vitaz is
perfectly capable of paying you. He clearly
has the means to make good on his debt. A
m a n born as Philippe is will not fail to discharge his debt! It is a question of honor!"
(b) "Monsieur Morel, for the French, each must
trust the other. W h a t would happen to our
country? Our country without the solidarity which has always been its strength? I
tell you, to trust Philippe, it is your obligation."
(c) "Monsieur Morel, your reputation is
known. It is said that no plumber is better
than you. Monsieur Vitaz, by all evidence,
is in need of your good services. M a y I allow myseK to ask you, in this one case, to
have the goodness to make this repair?"
Again the winning argument is not obvious.
Having seen the video of the plumber the
student sees the degree of Plumber Morel's
pride. However, from the way in which he
takes command of the situation, savors the
difficulties of a leaky sink and wields the
tools of his trade it can be inferred that
his pride in his craft outweighs his pride as
a Frenchman. This kind of careful arguing
from the evidence is what will aUow the student to make a successful choice.

complete and well formed arguments were provided within the program. In order give the
students using the Agent Version an equally
rich task we asked them to explain their choice
rather than construct the argument®.
The possible Umitation of the Agent Version
is that since the student effects the outcome
of the story in a less direct way she may feel
less engaged and therefore she may learn less.
Currently we are comparing the two versions
of the tool to assess the relative strengths and
weaknesses of each.
Collaborative Negotiation Tool
Here we describe a tool which aUows parties to
negotiate in a non-adversarial way. It is implemented in Object Lens (Lai, Malone, Yu, 88;
Malone, Grant, Lai, Rao, Rosenblitt, 89), an
object-oriented system running on both Apple
and Xerox machines.
The tool guides coUaborators through a cooperative (as opposed to an adversarial) negotiation. At the same time, it provides a sort of
spread sheet for keeping track of the state of
the negotiation. The tool purposely does not
make any decisions for the parties since the
goal is to have the parties develop those skills
for themselves.
The process is cooperative in that the two (or
more) parties jointly build a solution by considering the needs as well as the resources which
they bring to the table. They can assume cooperative positions because they are allowed
to back off from any initial unilaterally proposed solutions as they are prompted through
the foUowing stages (Susskind & Cruikshank,
87; Brockner t Rubin, 85; Raiffa, 82; Fisher
& Uri, 81; Fisher k Brown, 88):

W e claim that both versions of the tool ask
the student to develop a type of understanding which is centrjd in language learning. Further we believe that the activities of analysis,
and carefiil arguing from evidence have general utility. Our hope is that the student will
also gain confidence as she develops the skills
associated with using the tool.

1. Problem Statement: Both parties state the
problem as they see it.
2. Initial Solution: Both parties propose an initial solution which is satisfying to their side.

Motivation Behind the Two
Versions

3. Underlying Needs and Resources: Based on
their 'Problem Statement', rather than on
their 'Initial Solution', the parties jointly
construct a list of what they need from the
situation and what resources are available.

Both versions have the strength that they providerichanalysis and explanation tasks. However, each h&s a weakness. In the Direct Version the program knows which topic the student has chosen to argue on and takes a path
based on that choice of topic without regard
to the goodness of the argument. W e were uncomfortable with the possibility of the students
noticing this limitation. That is, if a student
was unable (or unwilling) to create an explanation which she felt was adequate and the outcome of the situtation was still positive the tool
would suffer in the student's eyes. For this reason we constructed the Agent Version where,

4. Collaborative Solution: The parties jointly
construct a new solution by considering how
the 'Resources' match the 'Needs'.
*Of course tlie problem still remains that the studentfi could construct half-hearted explanations but we
felt that this was less serious. That is, it would still
make sense to the student that the storv was being positively affected by the agent's cogent argument, even if
the student's explanation of the argument was less than
it should have been.
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5. Iterating: Both parties can n o w examine the
fit between their needs and the new collaborative solution. They m a y accept the solution, further clarify their needs or rework
the solution.

- Needs
(a) Carl: Get a creative breakthrough
(b) Edgar: Get the system built on time
- Resources
(a) M o n e y saved on Henry
(b) Henry's creative ability
4. Collaborative Solution:
- Hire Henry, and with the m o n e y saved
hire a second less creative, less expensive,
more reliable programmer to m a k e sure
the work gets done.

At each stage in the process the system offers
the parties a workspace which is designed to
make it easy to enter and consider the needed
information. T h e work spaces are objectoriented windows.
Because the solution process involves making
the resources of the situation explicit, the result is often a solution which more fuUy meets
both parties' needs. However, a different kind
of result m a y also obteiin. O n reflection, it
too is desirable; because the parties have m a d e
their needs explicit, they can quickly see when
they are in a situation which does not allow a
joint resolution. This allows them to retreat
from the particular effort, thereby preserving
the collaborative relationship for future ventures (Fisher k Uri, 81; Fisher k Brown, 88).

Clearly the collaborative solution reached here
is better than either of the initial unilateral solutions. But to what extent did the negotiation
tool help? Coming up with the collaborative
solution is easy if (and only if) the parties can
perceive that 'Needs' (a) and (b) can be met
by 'Resource' (a).
Matches between needs and resources which
m a y initially be non-obvious become clear because the system prompts the parties to m a k e
both explicit, and then asks the parties to consider how the resources can provide for the
needs.

Example of How the System Guides and
Supports Negotiation: 'Hiring H e n r y
Staller' O n e negotiation example on which
our system has been run proceeds as follows":

Additionally, the system facilitates the discovery of successful solutions because it asks the
parties to retreat from their adversarial 'Initial Positions' and then find alternative ways to
satisfy their 'Underlying Needs'. That is, the
system aUows solutions and needs to be listed
separately and therefore to be decoupled.

• Scenario:
T w o managers, Carl Creative and Edgar Efficient have received funding for a propsal
which has put them in charge of the development of a new system. T h e system
is potentially hot enough to put their company on solid footing. They are at the point
of making some staffing decisions and have
reached a deadlock over a prospective candidate. The system prompts them to state
the following:
1. Problem Statement:
- Carl: " W e have funding for the big new
system. Our group has a chance to save
the company if w e can come up with a
breakthrough. Staller would be perfect for
lead programmer. He's full of ideas. A n d
he only wants half of what w e budgeted
for, so thefinancialpressure is ofT'.
- Edgar: "If w e can get the new system out
the door by the dead line w e can save
the company. Staller is brilliant but he
doesn't follow through."
2. Initial Solution:
- Carl: "Hire Henry."
- Edgar: "Over m y dead body."
3. Underlying Needs and Resources:

Implications of the Negotiation Tool
T h e negotiation tool is intended to build ongoing collaborative relationships a m o n g the
parties. It does so by allowing the parties to
back off from adversarial positions while saving face by turning their attention to their
needs and resources. Additionailly the tool
helps in the buUding of continuing relationships because it allows for early and graceful exits from situations in which collaboration
has a low probability of success.
In terms of anecdotal data, within our research
group w e have reached successful agreements
on, for example, division of labor and work
schedules, using this negotiation process.
Teaching Scientific Inquiry
The goal here was to devise a course of study*
in which seventh grade students would: gain
some scientific inquiry skills; increase their understanding of theories and models and the the
relation of these abstractions to the physical

'Tlie example i> taken from a domain outside of collaborative autiioring and shows the generality of the
negotiation tool.

*Thanks to the kids, teachers and adininstrators of
Boston Latin School
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Descriptive Theory: Wed. 5 P M Norfolk St. G a m e
1. i'orwardmg is weak

world; learn about the tension between affecting and being affected by their environment;
and see that science and technology can help
them in this resolving this tension.

2. Many shots missed
3. Potholes on North boundary of court
4. Half court game

Constructing the Course of Study
Again we took the approach of attempting to
embed the educational tasks within a framework which was intrinsically interesting to the
students. Therefore, to obtain the goal of
teaching scientific inquiry we devised a curriculum which called upon students to conduct
inquiries in the course of learning geography.
W h a t is notable about the curriculum is that
it takes the form of exercises which are carried
out for the purpose of working out issues, such
as increasing their basketball skill, making new
friends, etc; issues which they had defined as
being important.

Elements of the Explanatory Theory: Wed. G a m e
1. Forwardmg IS weak because
the Essex St. team can't get around the strong
guarding by Sam & Bill of the Broadway team.
2. Many shots missed because
both teams are shooting as if they had the nets
which they have in the school gym.

Elements of the Practice Plan
1. Getting thru Sa m & Bill :
They don't expect your left hand approach.
2. Not missing shots:
Practice netless shots.

Below we sketch out the curriculum and
then present two student-inspired exercises for
working through the curriculum.

Figure 1: Descriptive & Explanatory Theories (top
& center). Practice Plan (bottom).

Geography Curriculum We would want
students who had learned about the geography
of a given place to have learned what that place
was like both physically and culturally. W e
would also want them to have gained an understanding of the relationship between the physical and the cultural elements. In some sense,
here we want the students to have formed a
descriptive theory of the place.

lacking friends. He also told us that he
loved to play basketball and was pretty
good at it.

Exercise 1: Creating a Descriptive Theory Mike's story prompted us to create an
Additionally, we would want the students to
exercise in which he could makefriendsby exlook at how this description was changing.
celling in the 'pick-up' games around his neighFurther we wanted them to be able to ask why
borhood. The exercise was designed so that
the change was occuring; whether they liked
he would excel because of his scientific inquiry
the change; and, if not, what could they do
and geography skills. That is, we wanted to
about it. To address these questions the stuhave Mike ask what the neighborhood basketdents would need an explanatory theory.
ball courts were like through the use of survey
and observation techniques. This would result
in his forming a descriptive theory of the neighDeveloping the Exercise/Inquiry
borhood games (Figure 1, top).
In order to develop an exercise for learning scientific inquiry and geography skills we visited
We claim that simply reading about theories
Boston Latin School and interviewed a numdoes not allow students to understand what
ber of seventh grade students on the subject of
they are. W e believe that they have to be built
the interests and challenges which they faced
and used before they can be understood. W e
outside of school. Many of the stories had a
hope therefore, to give these students an early
c o m m o n element; the students were trying to
insight into what a theory is.
deal with issues of loneliness and popularity.
Once the students are back in the classroom
W e chose one story as both striking and repthey will be provided with mai>-making and
resentative and built two exercises around it.
data base tools that will allow them to record
Clearly the exercises generalize.
their measurements and observations.
Mike's story:
Mike told us that he was particularly
By sending students out into the field and then
lonely since not only was it hisfirstyear at
having them record their measurements back
in the classroom we hope to decrease the kind
Boston Latin, but he had also just moved
of behavioral problems which the teachers of
to a new neighborhood and was sorely
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these bright,* energetic students are noticing.
That is, we plan not only to burn up the students' healthy energy but also to reinvest it in
the technology we are providing in the classroom. Our hope is that this investment of energy will make these technological skills personal and desirable to the students.
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Theory and a Plan of Practice Recall
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After generating the explanatory theory (Figure 1, center) and entering it into the appropriate data base, the student can generate a
practice plan (Figure 1, bottom). This is done
by systematically asking how to affect each element in the explanatory theory. Our intention
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Future work on Scientific Inquiry
Some parts of the scientific inquiry process are
well understood. For example, explanatory
theories lacking in detail need to have possible
mechanisms proposed and tested. It is not too
difficult to envision the exercises that would
teach these scientific inquiry skills. However,
much of the scientific inquiry process is not
understood. Here we plan to look at the great
empirical scientists and ask what phenomena
grabbed their attention and how did they notice them? W e will then look for the analogous phenomena for our students and attempt
to engage their curiosity.

Summary
W e have described three projects involving educational technology. Our goal in each of these
projects was to create educational situations
which grew out of the students' interests so
that the students' would feel good both about
their hves and their intellectual abilities.
^Students are admitted to Boston Latin Scliool
through a competitive city-wide test.
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Alternate versions of a tutor can be used as a basis for
empirical studies to evaluate instructional effectiveness
(Mark, 1990). Four versions of a V C R device tutor have
been implemented. Each version utilizes a different
instructional approach. A n experimental study has been
carried out, comparing the effectiveness of the four
prototypes. Results are discussed in terms of their relevance
to theories of knowledge and insttiiction.

Abstract
People use a wide variety of devices. Operation of a device
can usually be described in terms of knowledge of specific
procedural sequences. However, execution of procedures
may also depend upon knowledge of the device, its
behaviour, and the relationships between device features
and device actions. A video cassette recorder (VCR) is one
commonly used device. Programming a V C R to
automatically record a chosen television program is an
example of a device manipulation task. In designing a
device tutor, it is relevant to ask how instruction about
device operation should be designed, and to ask whether
knowledge engineering for a device tutor should focus on
procedural knowledge or involve factual and referential
knowledge as well. Four versions of a tutoring system for
the V C R device and programming task have been
implemented, incorporating different tutorial approaches
using different types of knowledge. The effectiveness of
these versions has been examined experimentally.
Subjects who used the knowledgeable tutoring version
learned to program a VCR simulation using fewer steps and
with fewer errors and error types than subjects who used a
prompting version of the tutor.

Theories of Knowledge

Introduction
Operation of a device involves explicit procedural
knowledge, knowledge of sequences of actions that can be
consciously described and physically executed. Execution of
such procedures may also depend upon referential and factual
knowledge about the appearance, behaviour, and operation
of the device. Different perspectives about the knowledge
involved in operation of a device lead to significantly
different instructional strategies for a device tutor. If a pure
procedural view of device use is correct, then prompting or
correcmess feedback systems may be a sufficient to teach.
If a knowledgeable perspective is correct, then purely
procedural approaches to instruction are likely to be less
effective than knowledgeable instruction.
A device and task have been chosen as suitable for
research in this area. The device is a video cassette recorder
(VCR). V C R s are commonly used, but sufficiently
complex that many people have difficulty operating them.
Setting a V C R to automatically record a selected program is
one of many procedural tasks involving VCRs. This task
has been chosen as representative of tasks in many domains
which involve manipulation of devices.
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Knowledge can be categorized into types, based upon the
degree of conscious awareness of knowledge and the
purposes for which knowledge appears to be used.
Knowledge of symbols and meanings can be called
referential knowledge, verbal information (Gagn6,1974), or
semantic knowledge (Mayer, 1987; M c G r a w & HarbisonBriggs, 1989). Factual knowledge is specifiable knowledge
about objects and relationships between objects within the
world. Mayer (1987) includes factual knowledge within his
category of semantic knowledge, while M c G r a w and
Harbison-Briggs (1989) classify it as part of a larger
category of declarative knowledge, knowledge which can be
readily described. Procedural knowledge of how to do things
can be categorized as explicit or implicit. Explicit
procedural knowledge can be consciously described in terms
of an algorithm, rules, or procedures, and used to guide
performance (Mayer, 1987). This has also been referred to
as intellectual skill (Gagn6,1974) and declarative knowledge
(McGraw & Harbison-Briggs, 1989). Implicit procedural
knowledge is knowledge of how to do something that
cannot be easily described verbally. Mayer (1987) refers to
this as skills. McGraw & Harbison-Briggs (1989) reserve
the term procedural knowledge to indicate implicit
procedural knowledge. Metacognitive knowledge
(Borkowski & Cavanaugh, 1979), also referred to as
metaknowledge (McGraw & Harbison-Briggs, 1989),
strategic knowledge (Mayer, 1987), or learning strategies
(O'Neil, 1978), is increasingly believed to be important in
the conscious monitoring of human information processing
behaviour (Baron & Sternberg, 1987).
The knowledge type most obviously relevant to operation
of devices is procedural knowledge. One viewpoint is that
to achieve a goal such as the automatic recording of a
program by a V C R , a person only needs to know a correct
sequence of steps which can be executed to achieve that
goal. Such sequences can be described explicitly. Once

learned, they can be repeated in exactly the same w a y
whenever the same goal is desired. O n e of several possible
procedures for programming a V C R to record a specific
television program is outlined in Figure 1. This sequence
has been adapted from the documentation of a particular
brand and model of V C R . Each step can be described in
terms of simple manipulations of device features, such as
pressing buttons and changing switches. The only
conditions necessary for execution of this sequence are that
the V C R and television are connected and that the V C R
clock is set to the current time.

features of machines. For example, two types of V C R
buttons m a y appear similar and have different effects when
they are manipulated. A binary button will have alternating
effects on alternating button presses. The Power button
works in this way, switching the power off and on.
Another type of button can be repeatedly pressed, producing
the same effect each time. The Prog Nbr buuon increments
a value each time it is pressed.
Other factual knowledge relates to the meaning and
purpose of the different steps, and their relationships to one
another. Such knowledge can help the learner to organize
and monitor the sequence of steps which is being executed,
to remember what is being done at any given point in the
sequence, to remember what to do next, to correct errors
when correctable errors are made, and to restart the sequence
when errors cannot be corrected. It can also enable the user
to identify and execute variations of a procedural sequence
which will achieve a desired goal. Relating Clock-Timer
settings to manipulations of the Hour, lOMinute, Minute,
Day and Channel buttons can be important in organizing
and carrying out the programming task taught by the V C R
tutor.
Metacognitive skills related to learning and m e m o r y m a y
affect cognitive tasks such as memorizing and monitoring
execution of the procedural sequence. Metacognition m a y
also influence users' strategies for using the tutor and
responding to the behaviour of the device and the tutoring
system. Without being specific to the device or task,
metacognitive knowledge m a y indirectly influence learning
about device operation.

1 Power switch -> on
2 Open subpanel door
3 Clock-timer switch -> start
4 Select program number (press Prog Nbr button)
5 Select the channel you want to record (press Channel)
6 Select the day of the week (press Day button)
7 Set the recording start time (press Hour, lOMinute, Minute)
8 Clock-timer switch -> end
9 Set the recording end time (press Hour, lOMinute, Minute)
10 Clock-timer switch -> set
11 PRCXj R E C switch -> on
12 Close subpanel door
13 Insert video tape into V C R
Figure 1: Procedural steps in programming a V C R
According to another view, more complex knowledge is
necessary to operate devices. N o r m a n (1988) discusses the
operation of devices such as V C R s in terms of conceptual
models which humans m a y use to relate visible device
features to underlying device actions that m a y or m a y not be
readily visible. The referential and factual knowledge
contained in such models enables a user to identify
significant features of a device and to choose appropriate
actions to manipulate that device. Cognitive models of the
world and of objects m a y be extremely important when the
mapping between visible features and operations is hidden
or poorly represented, when the outcomes of manipulations
are not readily visible, or when there is sufficient variation
in the world to make the ability to identify relevant features
essential.
According to Norman's view, the procedural description
of Figure 1 assumes referential and factual knowledge on the
part of the V C R user. Referential knowledge is involved in
the labelling of features. The V C R tutor displays similarly
shaped and labelled buttons, for example Program, Rec and
Prog Rec. Referential knowledge can be important in
identifying and distinguishing between these buttons.
Factual knowledge about features can be described in
terms of affordances, constraints, and mappings.
Affordances of manipulatable features describe h o w featiu-es
can be used. Buttons can be pressed, movable switches can
be moved between settings, and doors can be opened and
closed. Constraints describe h o w features cannot be used.
Buttons cannot be twisted. Mappings describe the
relationship of manipulations to system changes. Such
knowledge is important in enabling the user to manipulate
the device and interpret the results of such manipulations,
and in assisting the user to identify similar and differing

Implementation
Four versions of the V C R tutoring system have been
implemented on a Macintosh computer in object-oriented
Allegro C o m m o n Lisp. Versions of the tutor differ in
instructional approach. T h e level of understanding
considered sufficient for knowledge communication is one
criterion for categorizing instructional approaches. Rote
learning is oriented towards memorization. It presents
information that is to be repeated or mimicked without any
other understanding on the part of the learner. In contrast,
knowledgeable learning approaches emphasize the
importance of understanding underlying qualities and
relationships between information. Knowledgeable learning
is similar in meaning to "instruction that supports
cognitive mediation" (Winne, 1985). It indicates the
explicit presentation of factual information to the learner.
Another w a y to categorize instructional approaches is to
look at the techniques that are used to teach and the
processes in which students are expected to engage while
learning (Gagn6, 1985). Prompting explicitly tells or
shows the learner what to do, but gives no further
information. Practice and feedback is an instructional
technique in which students are presented with tasks to
execute and given feedback on their attempts to execute
them. Such feedback m a y or m a y not be knowledgeable.
The four versions of the V C R tutoring system are
identical except in their instructional approach. T h e
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versions, n a m e d M a r k - I through M a r k - I V , use the
instructional approaches of prompting with a fixed
p r o g r a m m i n g procedure (Mark-I), practice a n d feedback o n
correctness with a fixed procedure (Mark-II), practice a n d
feedback o n correctness with a flexible p r o g r a m m i n g
procedure (Mark-Ill), and practice with knowledgeable
feedback (Mark-IV). T h e fixed procedure for programming
the V C R is s h o w n in Figure 1. In reality there are m a n y
w a y s to achieve the desired final setting for recording a T V
program. Mark-Ill and Mark-IV accept any valid procedural
sequence which results in the desired settings. Mark-II andIII provide feedback only o n correcUiess or incorrecoiess of
each step, while Mark-IV provides knowledgeable advice and
attempts to diagnose and correct deeper misconceptions that
the learner might have about the device.
T h e four versions of the V C R tutor are identical except in
instructional approach. T h e tutor architecture conforms to
the intelligent tutoring system (ITS) m o d e l proposed b y
McCalla and Greer (1990). T h e core of the V C R tutor is a
device simulation consisting of a manipulatable interface
which resembles a V C R (Figure 2), and a device automaton
w h o s e settings and states describe the underiying structure
and behaviour of a V C R . T h e V C R interface forms a major
part of the communications c o m p o n e n t of the V C R tutor.
It is the focus of the learner's interaction with the system.
T h r o u g h manipulation of interface features, the learner
affects the states and settings of the underlying device
automaton. T h e control c o m p o n e n t of the V C R tutor
system collects events from the interface and notifies other
c o m p o n e n t s o f those incoming events. A s the learner
interacts with the V C R simulator, events are reported to the
device automaton of the simulation, and to the instructional
c o m p o n e n t s . T h e instructional c o m p o n e n t s e m b o d y
knowledge about the task to be taught and the instructional
approach to b e used. Events reported from the V C R
interface are the observable learner behaviour upon which
instructional behaviour of the V C R tutor is based. T h e
instructional components control the selection of varying
^

types of feedback, to guide the learner's performance in
accordance with the tutoring approach. T h e communication
c o m p o n e n t manipulates the V C R interface and presents
textual information in accordance with the selected feedback.
In addition to this d y n a m i c feedback, subjects have
voluntary m e n u access to a s u m m a r y of procedural steps for
the task (similar to Figure 1).
T h e tutoring approach underlying Mark-I, the first
version of the system, is p r o m p t i n g . G a g n 6 (1985)
suggests that the repeated presentation of prompts for steps
in a procedural sequence can support the memorization and
subsequent use of that sequence. This view of learning
assumes that any prerequisite knowledge for carrying out the
steps of the action sequence is a b e a d y available to the
learner. Since only information about the correct operations
to carry out is presented to the learner, this approach is
unlikely to lead to generalization or discrimination.
Mark-I restricts a learners' possible actions so that only
one predetermined correct step can b e carried out at any
time. This is d o n e b y manipulating the V C R tutor
interface, disabling all displayed images except for the one
the user is to manipulate next. T h e correct next step is
visually apparent, remaining in normal video while disabled
images are greyed. Only the desired event can occur. T h e
teaching c o m p o n e n t of this prompting version of the tutor
requires k n o w l e d g e of a single correct sequence of
manipulations which lead to a particular set of device
conditions. Teaching k n o w l e d g e is represented as a task
automaton, w h o s e states represent steps in the procedural
sequence of Figure 1. E a c h state contains information
about its expected event and related interface restrictions, and
about device conditions relating to state transitions. A state
m a y have several possible transitions with varying
destinations, depending o n conditions of the device
automaton following execution of the correct step. A
k n o w l e d g e m o d e l of a single correct procedural task is
sufficient to direct the tutorial c o m p o n e n t of the V C R tutor
w h e n prompting. K n o w l e d g e of the learner's most recent
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Figure 2: Sample V C R tutor display
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action enables the task automaton to respond appropriately
at any point in the task, so student modelling and diagnosis
components are not required by Mark-I.
O n e approach to practice and feedback presents immediate
feedback about the correctness or incorrectness of the last
step of the procedural sequence executed by the student.
Instead of being prompted for each correct step, the learner
is allowed to try a variety of appropriate or inappropriate
operations while manipulating the device. In response, the
learner is informed of the correctness or incorrectness of
those actions. This is similar to the rigid model tracing
approach used in early versions of Anderson's LISP Tutor
(Anderson & Reiser, 1985). Like prompting, this is a
learning approach in which knowledge of a sequence of
actions is believed to b e c o m e proceduralized through
practice. Correctness feedback is considered sufficient
because it is assumed that necessary prerequisite knowledge
is either already available to the learner, or discoverable
through trial and error. Given that the learner can carry out
a variety of actions and determine their correctness, this
tutoring approach m a y foster discrimination and
generalization. However, presentation of cases m a y not be
varied or purposeful enough to indicate important
similarities and differences characteristic of the domain.
Mark-II uses this type of rote learning approach while
restricting acceptable user behaviour to a single correct
procedural sequence, comparable to that allowed by the
prompting approach (Mark-I). Mark-II presents only those
visual cues which would be available from the actual device.
All displays can be manipulated by the learner, w h o is
given immediate textual feedback about the correcmess or
incorrectness of these actions relative to thefixedprocedural
sequence. Feedback indicates only that an action is or is not
acceptable, without indicating why. If the learner makes a
slip, such as going past the correct value w h e n changing a
setting, feedback indicates the mistake and instructs the
learner to correct the slip. If the learner makes an error,
such as pressing a button outside the correct sequence, the
simulation retracts (undoes) this incorrect action before
allowing the learner to continue. In this way, attention is
directed to the required procedural sequence at the same time
that realistic visual cues are presented.
Knowledge requirements for this single procedure
correctness feedback version of the tutor are similar to those
for prompting. A n explicit knowledge model of the
procedural task is the basis of the teaching component. The
task automaton is extended by adding transitions to states to
deal with incorrect events. Since the learner is not allowed
to alter underlying device conditions through incorrect
actions (results of such events are retracted), the set of states
is not extended. T h e instructional component is different in
that states send textual messages about the correctness of
events to the communications component of the tutor w h e n
u-ansitions occur, rather than triggering modifications of the
simulation displays. Local knowledge remains sufficient to
determine whether a subject's current action is correct or
incorrect, and to identify the correct next step at a given
time. A n individual student model is not necessary.
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Mark-Ill is similar to Mark-II in that it provides practice
with correctness feedback. However, Mark-Ill expands the
range of acceptable learner behaviour, allowing the learner
to carry out any potentially correct procedural sequence.
This approach resembles Anderson's later, m o r e flexible,
model-tracing tutors. In Mark-Ill a task automaton is used
to model knowledge of the procedural task and to monitor
learner behaviour, but it is extended to accept a variety of
procedures for accomplishing the task. This requires
alteration of both the set of states and the state transitions
in the task automaton. Less importance is placed upon the
sequence in which events occur, and more importance upon
the examination of conditions affecting the device
automaton. This local knowledge is used to determine
whether the learner's current action is correct or incorrect.
Feedback is only concerned with whether each individual
step is consistent with reaching the desiredfinalstate, so an
individual student model is not necessary.
Mark-I V is also built around practice and feedback. It
attempts to promote k n o w l e d g e a b l e rather than rote
learning. Knowledgeable learning makes few assumptions
about the learner's understanding of the domain. It attempts
to identify missing knowledge and explicitly remediate
misconceptions. Learner behaviour must not be restricted
in ways that invalidate the device model to be taught. A
student should be able to carry out any procedural sequence
compatible with the V C R device and the ultimate solution
of the task. A knowledgeable tutor must therefore deal with
a wide range of learner behaviour. This includes slips,
errors related to faults in learning, problems in reasoning
and misconceptions resulting from incorrect models of the
device (Norman, 1988), as well as correct behaviour. A
knowledgeable feedback system should identify such
behaviour and present relevant feedback. Instruction and
feedback are concerned with conceptual models of the device
as well as learner behaviour w h e n manipulating the device.
Generalization of knowledge and discrimination of relevant
similarities and differences can be fostered explicitly.
Mark-IV is the most knowledge-intensive of the four
versions of the V C R tutor. Extensive conceptual models of
the task to be performed and of the learners' behaviour in
manipulating the device are required. A n extended task
automaton accepts a variety of possible correct procedures.
Local knowledge of the learner's last action is insufficient.
Student modelling and individualized error diagnosis are
introduced. A student modelling component tracks student
behaviours and identifies characteristic behaviour patterns
indicating problems. A catalog of k n o w n conceptual and
procedural bugs is used to diagnose slips and errors related
to procedural sequence, errors in reasoning, and underlying
misconceptions reflecting incorrect models of the device.
Slips, errors and misconceptions for the bug catalog were
identified through detailed observation of ten individuals
w h o used the Mark-Ill V C R tutor prototype. Mark-IV's
knowledgeable feedback is targeted at correcting a learner's
conceptual model of the device, as well as correcting the
procedural sequence that the learner is attempting to execute.

A number of hypotheses about the effectiveness of
different methods of tutoring follow from the theories of
knowledge and instruction previously outlined. If a purely
procedural view of the V C R programming domain is
correct, then the only knowledge that is relevant in the
V C R programming domain is procedural knowledge.
Therefore, instructional methods such as prompting and
practice with correcmess feedback should be sufficient for
instruction. It should be possible to learn and apply the
desired procedures without difficulty. Knowledgeable
feedback, while it may also lead to learning of the
procedure, should not promote more effective application of
procedural knowledge. In contrast, if a knowledgeable view
of the V C R programming domain is correct, prompting
may have limited value, since needed generalization and
discrimination will be unlikely to occur. For practice with
correctness feedback, the degree to which generalization and
discrimination will occur is uncertain. Those who have
used the prompting and correcmess feedback versions of the
tutor may learn how to carry out the procedural sequence,
but they may also have difficulty in effectively applying
that knowledge. If a knowledgeable view of the V C R
programming domain is correct, knowledgeable instruction
should teach students the V C R programming task, and
enable learners to apply their procedural knowledge more
effectively and avoid mistakes.
In the absence of a priori evidence about differences
between the tutoring versions, the following null
hypotheses were formed. It was hypothesized that no
differences in V C R programming achievement would be
observed when comparing groups of subjects who used the
four versions of the V C R tutor. It was also hypothesized
that no differences in time to complete the training regimen
would be observed when comparing groups of subjects who
used the four versions of the V C R tutor.
Experimental Methods
The subjects for this experiment were 80 undergraduate
students at the University of Saskatchewan, who
volunteered for the study. Most were registered in
undergraduate computing classes. Subjects did not have
previous experience in programming a V C R . They were
told that the study was intended to examine the effectiveness
of a V C R tutor, but were not given information about the
instructional approaches involved, or the existence of
differing versions of the tutor. Each subject was randomly
assigned to one of the four instructional versions of the
V C R tutor for training. Following testing, the test results
of 4 subjects were found to be more than two standard
deviations away from their group means. Those subjects
were removed from the analysis, reducing the sample to 76.
Initial preparation for all subjects in the experiment was
identical. Each subject was asked to read a written
description of the domain, the programming procedure, and
the use of the tutor. Details of the method of instruction
were not given. The programming procedure described
(similar to Figure 1) was procedural rather than conceptual.
The programming procedure was also available to the
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student during training from a H I N T menu. Training
consisted of three trials. In each trial the subject chose a
target T V program from an automated T V Guide, and then
programmed the V C R simulation to record that T V
program, receiving guidance from the tutor in accordance
with the instructional strategy for that version.
Following training, each subject used a testing version of
the tutor. The testing version of the tutor presented a V C R
simulation similar to the Mark-Ill training version,
accepting all possible correct variants of the procedure for
accomplishing the task. The testing version analysed
subject behaviour by tracking progress and identifying bugs
(as in Mark-IV) and thus automatically collected data during
the test. However, no feedback was given to the subjects,
and the H I N T menu describing the procedure was not
available. During the testing period, subjects were asked to
complete a single trial, involving the programming of the
V C R simulation to record an assigned T V program.
Three measures of achievement were selected as indicators
of learning in the V C R programming domain. The first
achievement measure was the number of steps required to
correctly program the V C R , without assistance, during the
test. This measure captures notions of both accuracy and
efficiency in carrying out the procedure. The second
achievement measure was the total number of bugs
diagnosed during the test. The third measure was the
number of categories in the bug catalog in which errors
were identified. These measures summarize the conceptual
and procedural errors made by the student. The training
time was the number of seconds that students spent in
carrying out three practice runs at programming their
version of the V C R tutor to record particular T V programs.
Results
Table 1 shows means and standard deviations for each group
on each dependent variable. It also displays the F-ratio and
significance levels from a one-way analysis of variance for
each experimental measure. Significant differences among
groups were found on all experimental measures. Post-hoc
analysis using the Scheffe Method showed that subjects
trained with the knowledgeable version of the tutor (MarkIV) used fewer steps (a <=.01).and had fewer total errors
(a <=.05).and types of errors (a <=.01) than students trained
with the prompting version (Mark-I). Students trained with
a tutor providing practice with correcmess feedback on all
correct paths (Mark-Ill) also had significantly fewer types of
errors than students who used the prompting version (MarkI) (a <=.05).. Post-hoc analysis of training time showed that
training time with Mark-Ill was significantly greater than
with Mark-I (a <=.05).. There was no significant difference
in training time between Mark-IV and the other versions.
Certain trends in the data, although not significant with
such a small sample, merit some discussion. It is
interesting to note that the two model tracing versions,
Mark-II and Mark-Ill, led to very similar mean achievement
but surprisingly different standard deviations. It is also
interesting that Mark-IV with its knowledgeable feedback

seems to promote marginally better achievement than any
other version of the tutor.
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Mean
St.D.

107.7
55.0

MaikzH MAlkJU M a i U Y
(n=20) (n=19)
(n=18)
89.6
61.5

Total Errors:
21.0
Mean
28.5
27.4
St.D.
33.5
Distinct Error Tvpes:
Mean
6.1
4.6
St.D.
3.7
3.9
Training Time:
Mean
1053
St.D.
357

E

£

69.4
29.8

54.6 5.26 0.002
16.4

10.0

9.7

6.1 4.06 0.01
6.9

3.0
1.8

2.2 6.63 0.001
1.6

1360

1716

1330

728

890

501

• It applies these principles to the design and
implementation of various versions of a particular device
tutor for a particular task.
• T h e resulting tutor versions are evaluated to investigate
relationships between knowledge and insu-uctional
su-ategy in this domain.
• B y comparing different versions of a single tutor, a
tightly controlled experiment was assured.
• This evaluation methodology is applicable to the
assessment of tutoring systems and the examination of
theoretical assumptions underlying their design.
• T h e results support the claim that knowledgeable
tutoring can lead to greater achievement in procedural
domains, and so m a y be a preferable method of training.
• T h e research demonstrates that intelligent tutoring
systems can provide effective instruction.
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Table 1: A N O V A Results for Experimental Measures
Discussion
Given that all students, regardless of tutoring approach,
were able to correctly program the V C R simulation during
testing, it appears that any version of the V C R tutor is
sufficient to train potential V C R users. However,
knowledgeable feedback promoted more effective acquisition
of procedural knowledge than did prompting, at no
additional cost in training time. These results support the
idea that referential and factual knowledge are important in
this seemingly procedural domain. The results lend credence
to the claim that knowledgeable tutoring provides belter
advice to the learner and thus leads to improved achievement
on procedural tasks. This is consistent with Norman's
theories of knowledge and device use (Norman, 1988).
Only the Mark-lV version of the V C R tutor can be
considered an intelligent tutoring system since it
incorporates both individualized student modelling and
knowledgeable feedback. This research suggests that
knowledgeable tutoring is preferable in this procedural
domain and shows that it can be provided by an intelligent
tutoring system utilizing individualized student modelling.
There is, however, a cost-benefit issue to be considered.
Constructing the knowledgeable version of the tutor required
cognitive modelling to develop a reasonably comprehensive
and accurate catalog of bugs. Another important concern
was to ensure that the knowledgeable version of the tutor
would continue to run in real time, so that the
computationally expensive diagnosis and student modelling
would not render the simulation unusable. Additional
modelling, programming, and performance enhancement
costs are the norm in developing intelligent tutoring
systems: "the cost of the I in the ITS". This research
suggests that the invesunent can be worthwhile.
This research makes a number of conuibutions relevant
to research about instructional systems.
• It surveys principles of knowledge and instruction that
relate to device operation.
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be able to understand spoken natural language, it
would be a true expert—armed with powerful
reasoning capabilities, a diverse stock of useful
models of the domain of expertise, and a large
m e m o r y of specific cases indexed and organized
intelligently—and it would be able to communicate
its answers to you in both verbal and visual form. In
the meantime, though, can anything be done with
existing technology to produce something that is
close enough to the cognitive equivalent of a
conversation with an expert to be useful?
W e think the answer is yes. W e have developed an
experimental hypermedia system, called A S K T O M ,
for accessing a videodisc database of short (one- to
four-minute) film clips culled from interviews with
an expert consultant in the trust banking industry.
Our goal was to construct a system that would enable
naive users to gain access to clips containing
information pertinent to their questions, and to
structure their interaction with the system in a wa y
that realized the most important benefits of a
conversation with a human expert. In particular, w e
wanted the system to provide users with a coherent
model of the domain, one that would enable them to
assimilate the answers to their questions in such a
way that they could then use those answers to solve
problems.
In order to achieve this coherence, the video clips
in the system's data base are indexed via nodes in an
associative network that is organized to reflect both
the objects and relationships in the domain and the
task of solving problems in that domain. T h e
network includes both hierarchical links for quickly
pinpointing potentially relevant neighborhoods
within the data base—what w e call zooming—and a
dense set of links between cases which facilitate
browsing by providing context and managing followup questions. A user interacts with A S K T O M by
navigating through a hypertext-like network whose
links and nodes are labelled with useful questions and

Abstract
A S K T O M represents a n e w approach to structuring
access to a newly emergent kind of knowledge base,
the video case library. It is based on two premises:
First, that cases and stories in the form of video clips
can provide m u c h of the viscerality and memorability
that is lacking from textual forms of presentation;
and second, that A I theories, specifically the
approaches to m e m o r y organization derived from
work in case-based reasoning, can provide the
structure that is essential to achieving the shared
context that makes communication possible. T h e
aspect of A I research that is crucial in providing this
structure does not concern algorithms. Rather, it is
the content of domains and tasks that is paramount.
1 Introduction
Wouldn't it be nice if, whenever you had a question
about something, an expert were available for you to
talk with? A n expert can answer your tough
questions. Perhaps more importantly, an expert can
help you to ask the right questions, and canfillin
exactly the background you need to understand the
answers. A n expert can help you organize the
information you are getting in a w a y that will be
useful in solving your specific problem. A n d an
expert can deliver aJl of this information in a w a y that
is natural, memorable, and if you are lucky, perhaps
even entertaining: A n expert can tell you stories.
Unfortunately, expertise is expensive, and so access
to experts is severely limited.^ It therefore makes
sense to explore the possibility of constructing
computer-based systems that would enable users to
gain access to expertise in a w a y that is as natural,
memorable, and efficient as a real conversation with
an expert. In the ideal case, such a system would be
the ultimate artificial intelligence program: It would

^ This is, of course, the rationale behind the
construction of expert problem-solving systems.
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important features, and viewing video clips that seem
likely to provide answers to his or her questions.^
2 Using content-based AI to
structure

human-computer

interaction
The basic interface principle underlying the
construction of A S K T O M is that even a rudimentary
AI theory of a task or a domain provides constraints
that can be used to structure human-computer
interactions in a way that m a y be more meaningful to
the human user.^ T o the extent that an interaction so
constrained corresponds to the user's understanding of
the task and the domain, the context provided by the
system at any given point will agree with the context
that the user naturally expects at that point. This
shared context provides the fundamental basis for
meaningful and useful communication. Thus, the
information provided by the system will correspond
better to the information needed by the user; the
choices m a d e available to him or her will be more
relevant, more useful, and easier to resolve; and the
information conveyed in the interaction will be
associated with the appropriate context in the user's
memory.
It is important to m a k e clear that A S K T O M
contains only a trivial algorithm: The key to its
functionality and the substance of our results is the
content of the network contained in the system. The
theoretical basis underlying the system's organization
is provided by case-based reasoning ( C B R ) , a
paradigm for understanding and problem-solving
which takes m e m o r y to be the foundation of both
human and artificial cognition. C B R is based on the
idea that solving a problem or understanding a
situation involves retrieving similar prior
experiences, and adapting them to provide guidance in
the current situation (see, e.g., Schank, 1982;
Riesbeck and Schank, 1989). It posits that a
significant portion of human expertise derives from
specific experiences, and is best represented in that
form in m e m o r y to provide guidance in future
problem-solving situations.

2 A g o o d overview^ of hypertext systems and
concepts m a y be found in Conklin (1987).
^ This viewr is gaining increasing acceptance in AI
and cognitive science; see, for example, W i n o g r a d
and Flores (1986), or the a n n o u n c e m e n t for the
1990 A A A I Spring S y m p o s i u m o n "Knov^rledgeBased H u m a n - C o m p u t e r Communication"
organized b y Gerhard Fischer, Clayton Lev^^is,
Jim Miller, a n d Elaine Rich.
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T w o major teaching principles follow from such an
account of h u m a n cognition: First, if expertise is
best represented in terms of specific experiences, then
a natural w a y to facilitate the assimilation of n e w
information by humans is to present that information
in the form of cases or stories. The great majority of
video clips in A S K T O M ' s database therefore consist
of an expert telling stories. Second, because the
usefulness of information depends crucially on the
ability to retrieve it when appropriate, such cases are
best presented in a context that enables the listener to
determine where they should be indexed in his or her
memory, and h o w they should be connected to other
relevant cases. In A S K T O M , this context is
provided by the network that enables access to
particular video clips, and by the clips that the user
has viewed along the way.
The two basic processes that underlie case-based
reasoning are indexing, orfindingappropriate cases in
m e m o r y , and adaptation, or altering the specific
information in those cases to fit the current
circumstances. In A S K T O M , w e rely heavily on the
user to carry out these processes. In particular, the
h u m a n user guides the traversal of the indexing
network in directions that seem likely to yield
information relevant to his or her needs. The system
itself knows virtually nothing about the contents of
the clips other than the links that connect them to
each other and to the network as a whole. However,
the user's choices are constrained by a model of link
types that relate cases to each other in a way that is
intended to reflect their potential uses in planning and
problem-solving, such as background, results,
warnings, and so on.
A key issue in the approach w e are pursuing here is
whether it will be possible to anticipate all, or at
least most, of the questions that novices would ask of
a h u m a n expert in a domain such as trust bank
consulting. This becomes especially critical in the
case of follow-up questions, where the absence of the
desired information would be extremely irritating to
users, and where the design of the system interacts
with physical constraints of screen layout to limit the
number of choices that can be offered.
Two
observations provide some basis for optimism on this
issue. First, experts, when consulted, repeatedly offer
their favorite "war stories" as carriers of advice in
response to a wide variety of different questions
(Schank, 1990). Second, the paths people follow in
conversations are, in m a n y respects, predictable given
the appropriate level of analysis (Schank, 1978). Not
surprisingly, in conversations about planning and
problem-solving tasks, the level at which w e can
m a k e such predictions is precisely the level at which
it is possible to represent abstract planning
knowledge, as exemplified by Sussman's (1975)
planning critics or Schank's (1982) thematic

organization points.^ It is precisely at such a level of
analysis, therefore, that we strove to label and link
stories in A S K TOM's indexing network.
The design of A S K T O M was also greatly
influenced by the lack of a usual constraint, in that
w e did not need rigor, specificity, or rigid consistency
in our representations. They were not, after all,
going to be manipulated by any natural language
generator or parser, nor by any automated reasoning
system. The mind of the user could supply the
knowledge of language and of the world needed to
weed out minor inconsistencies and, more
importantly, to specify vague denotations
appropriately. In fact, in this system vagueness is a
resource we used liberally to enable our representation
system to function in many contexts and across many
categories in what is, after all, a large and rich
domain.

picture models in the system forms a conceptual map
of the domain, organized around its most important
agents, relationships, and processes. These bigpicture models mediate the fu-st (and often the second)
choices made by the user during the initial process of
zooming in on a region of specific interest. W h e n
the user makes choices on these diagrams, he or she
is implicitly categorizing the information desired in
terms of the model denoted by the diagram. Thus, the
user is implicitly preparing to incorporate that
information into his or her own memory in a way
that reflects its proper relationship to the rest of the
model.

1 m
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•

•

1 • • m

m j m i ^^^
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3 Indexing system description
A S K T O M consists of a case-base of video clips
about consulting in the trust banking industry,
together with an indexing system as described in
general terms above. The scenario for using A S K
T O M is that the user, having a question in mind, will
navigate through the network to an appropriate clip
and then play it He or she may then go back to the
beginning and find the answer to further, unrelated
questions, or else move on through the network to
locate and play clips which answer followup
questions.
To describe the structure of the indexing scheme
which lies at the heart of A S K T O M , three indexing
levels need to be distinguished. They are (1) the bigpiciure models, (2) the themes, and (3) the low-level
links. W e will describe diese three levels and their
function by walking through a prototypical
interaction with the system.

H
•
•^••i ^^^^^^^^H
^ ^ ^ ^ H
^^^^^^^1

W h e n A S K T O M is fu^t started, the user is presented
with a diagram showing the major agents in the world
of trust bank consulting—e.g., the trust department
of a bank, a consulting firm, the individual
consultant, the trust industry as a whole, and so o n —
with links between them showing how they interact.
This is the top-level big-picture model (see figure 1).
Clicking on the nodes or links in this diagram causes
the screen to display either a more specific big-picture
diagram, describing, e.g., the temporal layout of a
typical consulting engagement at a trust bank, or else
a screen showing a set of themes and the clips that
they organize (discussed below). The set of all big-

^ See also Sacerdoti (1977), Wilensky (1983), and
H a m m o n d (1989), a m o n g others.
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Figure 1: The opening screen of the A S K T O M
system.
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Figure 2: The theme screen under the High-spot
review button.
3.2 Themes
After one or two choices, the user will arrive at a
theme screen (Figure 2). This screen displays the
clips relevant to the previously selected elements of
the big-picture models, partitioned by the themes
which they embody. A theme, as the term is used in
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The clip screen reachable from the theme screen above.
ways that are relevant to the tasks of planning and
problem-solving, and thus to suggest, and offer
answers to, useful follow-up questions. T h e eight
link types are:

A S K T O M , is a lesson or point relevant to the bigpicture node under which it is found, e.g., "Correct
trouble at its source." Themes thus serve as a bridge
between domain models and case knowledge. They
are not, however, specializations of, nor are they
components of, the big-picture nodes under which
they are indexed. Rather, they serve to categorize the
contents of the system's clips according to h o w the
information they convey is useful in problemsolving. T h e selection of a clip from a theme screen
concludes the zooming process. (Themes are
discussed in more detail below.)

Background: This links a clip to antecedent
information about that clip, e.g., the history behind
the story it contains, or the causes of the situation it
describes.
Results: This provides a link between a clip and
the consequences of, or events subsequent to, the
situation it describes.

3.3 The low-level links
Examples: This link relates a clip to more detailed
examples of the situation it describes.

W h e n a clip is selected from a theme screen the
system displays a clip screen (see Figure 4). In the
center is the selected clip, which can n o w be clicked
on and run, at which point it will appear on the
screen. From the central clip node, the low-level
links radiate toward eight "stacks" of clips which are
the neighbors of the center clip. Each clip node
displayed on the screen is tagged with a question that
relates it to the information presented by the central
clip, along with a one sentence s u m m a r y of its
contents. T h e eight link types are the s a m e
throughout the network of clips, and always appear in
each clip screen. A s discussed earlier, they are
intended to relate the system's cases to each other in

Context: This links a clip to a context which
enables its point to be appreciated.
Warnings: This links a clip to negative prospects
that might arise within the context of the situation it
describes.
Opportunities: This link relates a clip to positive
prospects that might arise within the context of the
situation it describes.
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Alternatives: This provides a link between the
situation described in a clip and alternative or
contrasting situations that might arise in a similar
context.

changing in ways that we must be prepared for,"
"Correct trouble at its source," and so on. Often,
these lessons were explicitly and consciously drawn
as morals by the expert telling the story. As
described earlier, these themes provided a division of
the clips which was independent of, and often very
Indicators: This links a clip to features that
facilitate detection or diagnosis of the situation that it
different than, that provided by the big-picture nodes.
describes within the contexts in which it might arise.
By placing these themes as an additional indexing
level between the big-picture models and the clips
After the user has watched the clip in the center—or,
themselves, w e were able to introduce enough
perhaps, instead of watching that clip—he or she may
distinctions to easily distinguish and locate most
move to one of the peripheral clips by clicking on its
clips.
clip node. W h e n this happens, the center clip absorbs
its other neighbors and moves to a point on the
5 The need for an indexing
periphery; then the chosen clip node moves to the
methodology
center, and a new clip screen unfolds from it,
displaying its neighbors. This process can be
By far the biggest impediment to the construction of
repeated as the user browses through the clip network,
thefirstversion of A S K T O M has been the sheer
travelling over links representing questions arising in
magnitude of the data-analysis phase. After
each context
interviewing the expert, w e had nine hours of video
which we edited into about 200 clips. Each clip then
had to be placed properly into the indexing network.
This was accomplished in two stages: First, each
4 T h e m e s as a bridge b e t w e e n
clip was associated with all appropriate big-picture
d o m a i n a n d case k n o w l e d g e
nodes^; then the clip's neighbors had to be
determined, and the appropriate low level links
The A S K T O M project, because of its scope, prodded
established. W e looked for neighbors in four ways:
us to look at some large-scale representation
problems that have often been lost in the details in
First, clips indexed under the same big-picture node
existing knowledge-intensive systems. In designing
were likely candidates. Second, clips that were near
the system's indexing network, w e worked
each other in the original interview were also liable to
simultaneously from two directions: W e looked at
be linked by whatever thread led from one to the other
the domain information in the clips from the top
in the interview. Third, we sorted all the clips into
down, attempting to pick out the major agents,
piles based on "subject" (a term which we never tried
techniques, situations, and relationships, and to
to define), and generated possible neighbors that way.
construct out of these elements some high-level
Finally, w e worked backwards: For each clip, w e
models that would span the entire domain.
considered each of the eight low-level links in turn,
Pragmatically, at least, we succeeded at this endeavor.
and probed our own memories of the corpus, i.e., w e
Simultaneously, we worked bottom-up, starting from
tried to get reminded of other clips that would attach
to the current one via the given link. This last
the individual clips and the relationships that existed
method proved especially fruitful, providing us with
among them. Again we had some success.
At this point, however, we had a problem, insofar
some confidence that w e had indeed hit upon a
semantically significant set of low level links.
as the nodes in our high level models could not be
linked, in any meaningful way, to the clips in the
This whole process was arduous, especially in that
low level network. A fairly crude partitioning was
it required several members of the project team to
possible—we could, for instance, pick out twenty or
internalize the contents of the entire corpus. The
construction of larger video data bases along the lines
so clips and say that these belonged under the node
denoting the relationship between a trust department
of A S K T O M will necessitate the development of
and an individual at a consulting firm. But we still
alternative approaches, because it will ultimately be
needed a well-motivated approach to structuring this
impossible for any one person to be familiar with, let
alone internalize, all of the cases in such a system.
set itself.
Our approach to this problem, as described above,
was to categorize these moderately-sized sets of clips
into themes or lessons. W e were steered toward this
^Each clip was stored in an average of two places,
answer, in part, by our investigations of story-based
but there w a s considerable variance, with some
models of human memory. As w e examined the clip
clips appearing four or five times. Each location
database, we realized that certain lessons cropped up
corresponds roughly to a distinct high level
repeatedly, lessons like "Know enough not to ask
question that the clip was perceived to answer.
stupid questions," "The trust banking industry is
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In addition, if the construction of these indexing
networks is to become commercially viable on a large
scale, the process must be codified and realized in a
set of software tools so that it can be carried out by
people who do not have extensive training in
developing representations for artificial intelligence
systems."
The successful codification and
implementation of such a process in software tools
would provide evidence for the transportability and
generality of the indexing vocabulary used in A S K

form of video clips of stories which bear on the
problem at hand. W e view this as a crucial step
towards the development of a new generation of
computer-based educational software systems, which
takes as its fundamental principle the idea that
learners must be actively engaged in realistic
problem-solving tasks, embedded in realistic
situations, in order to properly assimilate lessons in a
way that will enable Uieir application in appropriate
situations in the future.

TOM.
Acknowledgments:

6 Progress on the
implementation
W e have completed a prototype of the ASK T O M
system containing a twenty-six clip database, which
is a limit imposed by using a single video disc. W e
have also substantially completed the analysis of our
entire corpus of approximately 200 clips. This
process has gone far enough that we feel confident
that the big-picture models we have developed will be
adequate, and that the same eight low-level links can
be used across the entire corpus without alteration.
The hardware consists of a Pioneer LC-V330 video
jukebox connected to a Macintosh II workstation.
The software is written in Supercard, using Voyager
VideoStack video drivers.

W e thank Ryan Lanham, Chris Riesbeck, Diane
Schwartz (who did the graphics design for the
system), and especially our anonymous experts at
Andersen Consulting for their help. The Institute for
the Learning Sciences was established in 1989 with
the support of Andersen Consulting, part of The
Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization.
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Abstract

and content. The language analysis involves the study
of vocabulary, syntax, and discourse for use in the unFace-to-face and keyboard-to-keyboard tutoringderstanding of ill-formed input (Lee et al. 1990; Seu
sessions were recorded and analyzed as afirststep
et al. 1991) and the generation of responses (Zhang et
in building a machine tutor that can understand
al. 1990). The work described here formed part of the
and generate natural language dialogue. There
first phase in the language analysis.
were striking differences between these modes of
Studies of keyboard-to-keyboard sessions in the litinteraction. The number of turns in an hour-long
erature had led us to expect that the language in
session dropped and so did the length of the senkeyboard sessions would be terser and more elliptical
tences, although the number of sentences per turn
(Thompson 1980; Grosz 1978). It was. Many of our
stayed roughly the same. Students contributed
ideas about what phenomena to look for come from
3 7 % of the words in the face-to-face sessions; their
Grosz or from Grishman & Kittredge (1986). From
share dropped to 2 5 % in the keyboard sessions.
Grosz (1978) we expected frequent use of " O K " with
Sentence structure is simpler in the keyboard sesmultiple meanings. In fact, it was our most frequent
sions. The tutors ask more questions in the keysingle word sentence and it seems to mean "I underboard sessions; they explain this as a deliberate
stand," "You are on the right track," and "Get on
strategy to keep the dialogue going. The tutors
with it" in about equal proportions. The use of "you"
also use a much wider range of expressions of acalso parallels that described by Grosz, but "I" is used
knowledgement in the keyboard sessions in a demore often as an abbreviation for "increase" than as a
liberate attempt to communicate verbally the kind
personal pronoun. W h e n it appears as a personal proof encouragement that is often expressed nonvernoun, it is often used in pseudo-questions by students,
bally in a face-to-face situation.
such as "I don't understand about contractility."
Our tutors responded to Fox' (1988b) description of
repair situations in tutoring by trying very hard to
Introduction
avoid ambiguity, even though they do not seem to be
This paper compares aspects of the language used
as verbose as the tutors described in (Fox 1990).
in face-to-face and keyboard-to-keyboard tutoring sessions. These sessions were recorded as part of a project
Capturing the Tutoring Sessions
to design and develop a machine tutor that can generThe data used in this study comes from two face-toate tutorial dialogues. The tutor is intended to help
face sessions and eight keyboard-to-keyboard sessions.
first-year medical students understand the complex
Each session lasted approximately one hour. The tutor
negative feedback system that regulates blood pressure
in every case was either Joel Michael or Allen Rovick,
(Kim et al. 1989).
faculty members in the Department of Physiology at
Thefirststep in our research was the recording of
Rush Medical College. The students were first-year
human tutoring sessions and the analysis of the tranmedical students at Rush, who were learning this mascripts of those sessions with regard to both language
terial as part of theirfirst-yearcurriculum. The stu'This work was supported by the Cognitive Science
Program, Office of Naval Research under Grant No.
N00014-89-J-1952, Grant Authority Identification Number
NR4422554, to Illinois Institute of Technology. The content
does not reflect the position or policy of the government and
no official endorsement should be inferred.
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dents volunteered to take part in our research and were
aware that we were recording these sessions.
Each tutoring session begins with a description of a
procedure that perturbs the system; then the student is
asked to predict how certain important parameters will
change. The procedures used in these examples were

haemorrhage (loss of 0.5 or more liters of blood) and
a malfunctioning pacemaker. The student is asked to
predict what will happen to these parameters at three
different stages: at the direct response stage inimediately after the perturbation takes effect, at the reflex
response stage when the baroreceptor reflex provides
negative feedback, and in the steady state.
The data on face-to-face tutoring sessions comes
from two hour-long sessions both conducted by Joel
Michael with two different first-year medical students
at the time when they were studying this material in
class.
The keyboard-to-keyboard sessions were captured
by a program we wrote for the purpose. To run this
program (called STS) requires two PC's or compatibles and a Hayes smart m o d e m or an equivalent and a
telephone line from one site to another. With this program we are able to capture 60-90 turns an hour; the
limitation seems to be the typing abilities of the student and the tutor and not the equipment. W e would
be happy to give the S T S program and the data to
anyone who would like to use it.
In the first version of the program we had a formal turn-release mechanism, but it was possible for
both tutor and student to type at the same time. This
resulted in several unintelligible passages of intermingled characters. In the sessions (K1-K8) where this
occurred we edited these passages, where we could reconstruct the words, into sequential turns. The interruption is marked TI or SI, depending on whether the
tutor or the student performed the interruption.
In the second version of the program we made it impossible for the tutor and the student to type at the
same time. Barbara Fox' work suggests that these interruptions play an important part in face-to-face sessions, so in the third version of the program we buffer
what the interrupter types and display it on the recipient's screen. It appears in the transcript after the
turn that it interrupted. W e have now captured 24
keyboard-to-keyboard tutoring sessions, each one hour
in length.
An importantfirststep in our research was identifying each item in the data. Jai Seu wrote a program
that numbers each sentence or fragment in a way that
identifies the session, who is typing, the turn, and the
sentence within the turn. For example, the number
K24-ST-057-01 indicates that this sentence comes from
Keyboard session 24, that the student is typing, that
this is turn 57, and that it is thefirstsentence in that
turn. The second component may be T U (tutor), TI
(tutor interrupting the student), S T (student), or SI
(student interrupting the tutor). The data described
here comes from thefirsteight keyboard sessions.

were exchanged in an hour of face-to-face tutoring than
in a keyboard session. This is consistent with results
reported by Gamoran (1991) using somewhat different experimental conditions. She found three times
as much tutoring in face-to-face sessions as in remote
sessions.
The two face-to-face sessions contained a total
of 6,410 words divided into 489 turns. The eight
keyboard-to-keyboard sessions had a total of 7,303
words divided into 699 turns. Thus, the number of
words per turn dropped from an average of 13.1 in
the face-to-face sessions to 10.1 in the keyboard-tokeyboard sessions.
The students were affected by this drop much more
strongly than the tutors, with the result that the tutors controlled thefloormuch more in the keyboard
sessions than in the face-to-face sessions. In the faceto-face sessions the tutor spoke 4,094 (62.8%) of the
6,410 words and the student spoke 2,386 (37.2%). In
the keyboard sessions the tutor typed 5,452 (74.7%)
of the 7,303 words while the student typed only 1,851
(25.3%).
The sentence length dropped for both the tutor and
the student. The average sentence length in the faceto- face sessions was six and a half words; this average
dropped tofivewords in the keyboard sessions. The
distribution in sentence lengths is shown in more detail
in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The number of sentences per
turn stayed roughly constant, however. There were
1.86 sentences per turn in the face-to-face sessions and
1.74 sentences per turn in the keyboard sessions.
Table 1. Average Sentence Length
Face-to-Face
Tutor
Student
5
Combined
6.5

Table 2. Distribution of Sentence Lengths
Face-to-Face Keyboard-to-Keyboard
N
Perc
N
Perc
Tutor
1 to 3 words
4 to 10 words
above 10 words
total
Student
1 to 3 words
4 to 10 words
above 10 words
total

187
155
155
497

37.6%
31.1%
31.1%

266
355
193
814

32.7%
43.6%
23.7%

186
155
71
412

45.1%
37.6%
17.2%

273
69
61
403

67.7%
17.1%
15.1%

41.0%
34.1%
24.9%

539
424
254

44.2%
34.8%
20.9%

Combined
373
1 to 3 words
4 to 10 words 310
above 10 words 226
909
total

Differences in Session Length and
Sentence L e n g t h
Both the face-to-face and keyboard-to-keyboard sessions were roughly an hour long, but many more words
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Keyboard-to-Keyboard
6
4
5

1217

Table 3. Average N u m b e r of Sentences in a
Given Length Category per Session

Table 5. Student U s e of Subordinate Clauses
in the K e y b o a r d Sessions
(S1-S8 are the eight different students involved.
Clause Types (CT) are Sentential Complement (SC)
Adverbial (Ad), and Relative (Rl).)

Face-to-Face Key board-to-Keyboard
Tutor
1 to 3 words
4 to 10 words
above 10 words
total
Student
1 to 3 words
4 to 10 words
above 10 words
total
Combined
1 to 3 words
4 to 10 words
above 10 words
total

93.5
77.5
77.5
244.5

33.2
44.3
24.1
102.0

93.0
77.5
35.5
206.0

34.1
8.6
7.6
50.0

186.5
155.0
113.0
455.0

67.3
53.0
31.8
602.0

D i f f e r e n c e s in S e n t e n c e

CT

SC 1 4 0 3 3 0 0 0 11 46
Ad
0
3
1 12
8
0
0
0
Rl
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

24
2

72
30

W e expected to find a wider range of vocabulary items
in the face-to-face sessions. W e were wrong. There are
740 types (different individual words) in the face-toface sessions and 915 types in the keyboard sessions.
There were 6410 tokens (total words) in the face-toface sessions, so the type-to-token ratio is 740/6410 =
0.115. There were 7303 tokens in the keyboard sessions; the keyboard type-to-token ratio is 915/7303 =
0.125. Details of the type distribution are shown in
Table 6.

Complexity

Table 6. Distribution of Word Types
Face-to-Face
Total Used
Used Once
More Often
Tutor
Student
Both

740
432
308
611
368
239

Keyboard-to-Keyboard

915
573
342
770
386
241

58.4%
41.6%
62.4%
37.6%

62.6%
37.4%
66.6%
33.4%

Our reading and conversations with Bozena Thompson had led the computer scientists among us to expect
phatics (particularly expressions of rage and frustration). Our colleagues at Rush predicted that no phatics would appear and they were largely right. The only
phatics that we found were "Well" and "Oh." They
predict that Rush students will not express rage and
frustration when communicating with our machine tutor either. W e are eager to find out. The distributiion
of "Well" and "Oh" is shown in Table 7. It does not
seem surprising that these expressions appear more often in spoken language than in typed language. W e
cannot explain why the tutors did not stop using them
as completely as the students did.

Table 4. Subordinate Clauses
Face-to-Face Keyboard-to-Keyboard
Clause Type #(C1) Perc #(C1) Perc

96 10.6%
81 8.9%
48 5.3%
909

Tut
Tot

Differences in V o c a b u l a r y

With the difference in sentence length came a marked
drop in sentence complexity. W e counted the numbers
of subordinate clauses. The frequency of sentential
complements and relative clauses was cut in half. The
frequency of adverbial clauses (mostly "if and "when"
clauses) also decreased but not as markedly. W e assume that this happened because adverbial clauses are
used to express the underlying causal relationships that
are the focus of the tutoring effort. The numbers of
subordinate clauses and the percentages obtained by
dividing these numbers by the number of sentences are
shown in Table 4.

Sent.Comp.
Adverbial
Relative
#(Sent)

Stu
SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 Tot

57 4.7%
86 7.1%
32 2.6%
1217

Although the tutor use of subordinate clauses stayed
roughly the same over the different keyboard sessions,
the students varied a great deal, so we have given the
data for individual students in Table 5.

Table 7. Distribution of Phatics
Face-to-Face Keyboard-to-Keyboard

Tutor
Student
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Well

Oh

Well

Oh

18
49

2
22

14
3

2
0

Differences in D i s c o u r s e S t r a t e g y
W e have only begun to explore this dinienHioii but
there are certain fairly obvious differences between the
two media here. The tutors asked more questions in
the keyboard sessions (217) than in the face-to-face sessions (129). They explain this as a conscious attempt
to get students to respond.
The tutors actively sought verbal means to express
approval and enthusiasm in the keyboard-to-keyboard
sessions, information that they express nonverbally in
face-to-face seessions. Thus, the words "absolutely,"
"super," and "excellent" appear four or more times in
the keyboard sessions and not at all in the face-to-face
sessions. They also softened disconfirmations (cf. Fox
1988a) with "not exactly," or "not quite."
Our tutors responded to the description of repair situations in (Fox 1988b) with a determination to avoid
such situations. Examination of repair situations arising in three talk-aloud sessions not included in this
study suggested that the most common source of repair problems was "How" questions. They have made
a deliberate effort to replace these questions with more
specific questions beginning "By what mechanism ..."
or "In which direction ... " For whatever reason we
have too few repair situations in our current sessions
to make any interesting generalizations about them.
The tutors expressed a feeling of loss of control after the keyboard sessions. W e suspect that this feeling
may explain why the tutors uttered only ten imperative
sentences out of the 909 sentences in the face-to-face
sessions (3 in one and 7 in the other), but typed in 90
imperative sentences (out of 1217) in the keyboard-tokeyboard sessions. The students produced no imperative sentences in either medium.
Future

infindingout whether it becomes more like that used
by the tutor. W e need to record a series of sessions
with the same student carrying out a number of different procedures. This project should also contribute to
the design of the student modeler.
Our tutors reacted to (Fox 1988b and 1990) with
a deliberate and largely successful attempt to avoid
repair situations in the keyboard-to-keyboard sessions.
W e are still trying tofigureout how they accomplished
this, because we do not know how to make the machine
tutor recognize the need for repair or perform it.

Summary
We have recorded human tutoring sessions carried out
both face-to-face and keyboard-to-key board in the process of gathering information about language, tutoring
strategies and modeling techniques for a machine tutor. In carrying out the language analysis we discovered some major differences in language use.
Predictably, the number of turns and the sentence
length dropped, but the students were affected much
more than the tutors, so that the percentage of words
contributed by the student dropped from 3 7 % to 25%.
As sentences grew shorter there were fewer subordinate clauses of all kinds, but there were still a fairly
large number of adverbial clauses that express the basic causal relationships in the underlying domain.
The language used by the tutors shows evidence of
several strategies for overcoming the lack of nonverbal
communication. The tutors ask more questions and
use more imperatives in an apparent effort to prompt
student response. They also provide more verbal encouragement.

Research

Clearly we need to collect and analyze more data.
W e have already recorded six more face-to-face tutoring sessions, but they have not yet been transcribed.
W e are making plans to record eight more. W e actually have twenty-four keyboard-to-keyboard sessions in
three groups of eight; we used thefirsteight in these
analyses because the protocols involved are closer to
those used in the face-to-face sessions.
The numbers of subordinate clauses of different
types were recorded by hand. These numbers are probably not quite accurate. W e are constantly expanding
our parser to handle ill-formed input and we hope in a
few months to be able to parse all the sentences produced by both students and tutors. At that point we
will be able to undertake a more sophisticated analysis
of syntactic differences and carry it out more accurately.
W e have already written software to count differences in vocabulary between the student and the tutor. W e want to examine other differences in language
usage. W e are particularly interested in studying how
student language changes over a series of sessions and
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Abstract

other maximizing the m i n i m u m expected utility computed over the set of possible responses. T h e goal of
this paper is then to examine learning dynamics and
convergence properties of these algorithms.
These properties are described through simulations
of two-response environments. In particular, w h e n
utiUties are estimated during behavior adaptation,
simulations show interesting results which are then
compared to experimental data observed with h u m a n
subjects. T h e results illustrate the relevance of computational models of decision making.

A connectionist architecture is proposed and provides representations for probabilities and utilities, the basic elements of formal decision making theories. T h e outputs of standard feedforward
feature-extraction networks then become inputs to
this decision making network. A formalism shows
how the gradient of expected utility can be hackpropagated through the decision making network
"down" to the feature extraction network. T h e
formalism can be adapted to algorithms which optimize total or m i n i m u m expected utility. Utilities
can be either given or estimated during learning.
W h e n utility estimation and decision making behavior adapt simultaneously, learning dynamics
show properties contrasted to "puzzhng" observations m a d e in experimental situations with hum a n subjects. T h e results illustrate the interest in
computational properties emerging out of the integration of elements of decision making formalisms
and connectionist learning m o d e b .

Probability and Utility Representations
Probability R e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Consider a multinomial distribution where a given input pattern has to be classified in 1 of n categories.
W e would like the n-unit output layer of a network to
represent the set of classification probabilities associated with this multinomial distribution. If w e call pi
the activations of these units, w e need to have p, > 0
and ^ " Pi — I- O n e w a y to satisfy these constraints is
to m a k e sure that unit activations of a previous layer
are positive and to normalize these activations at the
output layer. If w e write s,- the "net input" to the first
layer, positivity can be obtained with exponential eunits: e, = e^''. Normalization is then obtained with
p-units:
e,ef^''

Introduction
By tradition, formal theories of decision making build
concepts of utility and probability out of a set of normative axioms characterizing "rational" behavior (e.g.,
Slovic, Lichtenstein k Fischhoff, 1988). They usually
do not emphasize adaptive behavior, notions of representation, or information processing properties. Inspired by connectionist "principles", this paper suggests a general connectionist architecture for decision
making which can be integrated with pre-existing feature extraction feedforward networks. T h e architecture provides representations for probabilities and utilities. Learning integrates elements of decision making
formalisms in a computational framework and then operates through the resulting representations.
Using this architecture, a variant of the backpropagation learning algorithm can be derived which
propagates the gradient of a response expected utihty
through the decision network "down" to the feature
extraction network. This principle generates two algorithms, one maximizing total expected utility, the

This corresponds to the familiar ratio rule used in
numerous decision tasks (e.g., Busemeyer and M y u n g ,
1989; Luce, 1959; Estes, 1987). T h e parameter ^ can
be seen as a sensitivity parameter. For /3 — 0,pi = 1/n:
the response distribution is uniform across categories.
W h e n /? —>• oo,pm —>• 1 where M corresponds to
s m = maxi{si}: the network response is deterministic and corresponds to the largest net input. A simple
computation yields the derivative of the p-units with
respect to the activations of the e-units:
dpi
dej
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Pi Pi

j^i

(2)

dpi _
{i-Pi).pi
e,
dei
W e c a n then write the derivative of the p-units with
respect to the net inputs of the e-units:

u-unUs

Utilities

^ = P{6i:-Pi).Pi l<ij<n (3)

p-units

where 6ij is the Kronecker symbol {6ij = 1 for i = j, 0
otherwise).
Normalization
Subjective Expected Utility
W e now consider the activations p, of the p-unita correspond to network "propensities" to classify an input pattern in category i. W e assume these response
propensities (or "beliefs" or "subjective probabilities")
are computed so as to maximize a given performance
index. W e consider payoffs are obtained when the network clcissifies an input pattern in category j and when
the environment responds with category i. W e write
Uij (utilities) the perceived values of the terms of the
n.n payoff matrix (e.g., utility might typically be a
bounded, monotonically increasing function of payoff;
utility functions are not examined in this paper). W e
aissume for now the Uij are known. W e will see below
how they can also be estimated during learning.
The network expected utility for category i can be
written as E[Ui] = 5Z?««jP>. This equation can be
implemented in a network by adding a layer of n linear
u-units with a connectivity matrix between p-units and
u-units corresponding to the utility matrix. Outputs
of a feature extraction network can then serve ais inputs to the decision making network computing probabilities and expected utilities. The resulting network
architecture is presented in Figure 1.
Learning consists in maximizing the expected utility
(EUt = E[Ut]) associated with a targetted category t.
The network learns by adjusting its set of "behefs"
Pj through parameter (weight) adaptation. W e can
use gradient ascent on EUt to compute weight changes
after each pattern presentation:
^"^9 = n^— (4)

'dw.

e-untls
Fsatura Extraction

Figure 1: Decision m a k i n g network architecture: T h e
architecture provides representations for probabilities
(p-units) and utilities (weights from p-units to u-units).
T h e decision m a k i n g network might b e connected to
a feature extraction network, for e x a m p l e a standard
multi-layer baick-propagation network.

N o t e since J 2 j P j = 1> Y^j^^j = 0- Moreover, if
Utj > E[Ut], the network "receives m o r e than expected": Pj-{utj — Ut) > 0 a n d pj will increase, as
it should.
G i v e n a set of u,;, the previous equation c o m p u t e s
the greidient of expected utiUty E U t with respect to
the input of the decision m a k i n g network. This gradient can then b e back-propapaged "further d o w n " in
hidden layers to extract features relevant to the decision strategy. T h e parameters (weights) of the featureextraction network can then be changed b y gradient jtscent. T h e goal of this paper is not to investigate h o w
the decision m a k i n g network influences the properties
of the feature extraction network. Rather, w e look
at properties of the decision network itself, at various
decision strategy implementations a n d at utility estimations.

Using the chain rule, w e get:
dE[Ut] ^ A
dwq
^

dE[Ut\ dsj
dsj dw^

Maximizing Total Expected Utility:

(5)

F i x e d Utilities
Considering a set of training patterns, the total expected utility is E U = ^^EUt'- maximizing the total expected utility consists in maximizing the sum of
response expected utilities. If the training sample is
known, batch learning can be implemented to compute
d E U / d w g . Alternatively, the well-known Widrow-Hoff
procedure can be used to adjust the weights after each
pattern presentation.

T h e terms d s j / d w q might b e c o m p u t e d with the standard back-propagation algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986), considering a given featureextraction architecture "below" the e-units. W e then
use the chain rule to obtain the back-propagated "error" t e r m Scj aissociated with the jtb e-unit:
Se- = ^^[^«] ^ y- dE[U,] dpk
^'
dsj
^
dpk

dsj
Sample Learning Dynamics

n
=

J 2 ""tk^ihi - Pk).Pi = PPj.{utj - Ut) (6)
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W e consider the u,j are known a priori. Suppose the
network is now being trained with afinitedata base in

which a given input pattern is presented N times and
targetted AT,- times in each category i (^ A^, = N,fi =
N i / N X i f i = h f i ^ fi for i ^ j,h, '= maxiUi}).
W e can then compute the total sample gradient of E U
(associated with that given input pattern) with respect
to the net input Sj:

.

dEU

^

^^ dEjUj]
dsj

(7)

Assuming a utility matrix equal to the identity matrix
(uij = 6ij), we get:

Qj- = mj-Pi)Pj
Scj = N(3pjif^-J2fiPi)

probabilities, on the range of the u,j, on the learning
rate tj and on the sensitivity parameter /?.
Standard Bayesian techniques mightfirstestimate
posterior probabilities and then compute expected
costs from given a priori cost matrices. Input patterns
are then classified in categories associated with low expected costs. The network presented above directly estimates the model parameters so as to directly maximize total expected utility. The EC/-back-propagation
might "bypass" the estimation of posterior probabilities to compute response behavior. From a performance point of view, it is quite possible to imagine
that the model might actually make better use of its
resources (weights) by not "wasting" them in estimating posterior probabilities. Performance characteristics are not investigating further in this paper.

i
Maximizing Total Expected Utility:

(8)

E s t i m a t e d Utilities
W e now assume the u,v,- have to be estimated during
learning. This task can be considered more typical of
human learning situations in decision making environEquilibria are obtained for btj = 0 for all j. But ments.
6eM = In this framework, the £'C/-back-propagation
0 implies p M = 0 or p, = 0 for i :^ M <:^ p M = 1. The
algorithm can be used with the E U gradient being
first equilibrium is unstable; the second one is stable. back-propagated through currently estimated utilities.
Therefore the response probability associated with the
The task of the decision network is still to maximize
biggest response frequency of the sample will increase
E U through adaptation of the response probabilities
to 1 during training. Using the same arguments, the
Pj given current u,j.
response probability associated with the smallest response frequency will decrease to 0. All other response
Trial Estimation
probabilities may either decrease or first increase then
Let R (with elements rj) be the current n-dimensional
decrease depending on the initial values of pj. These
response vector generated by the network. The reresults may be generalized for any value of u,j.
sponse Ris a. random variable with a multinomial disThe learning principle involved in this framework is
tribution characterised by the pj. At each trial, we
gradient ascent on the total expected utiUty when utilassume the network response R is chosen in function
ities are known in advance. It is well-known that reof this distribution and that the environment responds
sulting so-called Bayesian optimality can be obtained
with a "target" vector R* (with elements rJ") drawn
when response probabilities correspond to "pure" defrom the environmental multinomial distribution charcisions {pj — 0 oi 1), even in stochastic environments
acterised by a set of probabilities p*. W e write Ujj the
(e.g., DeGroot, 1970).
current estimates of the utilities and u*-, the perceived
values of the true rewards obtained after each network
Illustration: Two-response Environment
response R and environment response R*.
The algorithm was implemented for a simple twoTrial learning can be implemented in a network havresponse environment without feature extraction. In
ing the set Tj as input units and the set r* as output
this case, the two weights to be learned in the netunits. The received utility predicted by the network
work are simply the biases of the e-units. The enviafter each trial is then Ui — ^jUij^j] the truly reronmental binomial distribution can be characterized
ceived utility is U* = Ylj '^ij'''j- Estimation of the reby a single parameter p* = p*, the probability of occeived utilities is performed by gradient descent on L,
currence of thefirstresponse/category. Rewards from
the sum of squares of the differences between predicted
the environment are received as a function of the netand
truly received utilities. Considering a single trial,
work responses. The previous £'{/-back-propagation
we obtain:
algorithm shouldfindthe optimal values of the probabilities as a function of the utility matrix.
As expected, simulations show the network always
learns how to make pure optimal decisions, independL
dently of the utility matrix and environmental probaAw.-,- = - a,-^— = -aiUi-U:)r:.rj (9)
bihties (except in obvious trivial cases). Convergence
E[Auij] =
-a(uij-u*j)p*pj
speed is essentially dependent on the environmental
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Equilibrium is obtained for £'[Auj,] = 0 •<:> utj = u*j.
Speed of convergence will not only depend on the learning rate a but also on the current set of beliefs Pj
and on the the environmental probabilities p*. After
each trial, utilities are evaluated, and the J57(/-backpropagation algorithm is used with the currently estimated set of utilities. Eventually, the estimated utilities will converge to the environmental utilities (for
non-zero pj and p*). At this point, response behavior
adaptation will become identicsd to the case where utilities are known a priori. Therefore, the network will
end up making optimal pure decisions. However, in
general, response probabilities being learned simultaneously with utility estimation, the complete learning
dynamics might become quite complex. These characteristics are examined in more detail below.
Average Estimation

L = j;r;(£;[t/,]-c/;)2

Auij

=

E[Auij]

=

-ai

dui

-aiE[Ui]-Unrlpj
-aiE[Ui]-E[U:])p:pj

9
8

o.
"I—I

0.0

0.2

OA
0.6
03
Lsamed Rssponu Probability

1.0

Figure 2: Histogram of learned response probability p
after 2 0 0 trials for 100 runs. T h e decision network is
trained with the £^{7-back-propagation algorithm using
average estimated utihties.

With trial learning, u,j is reevaluated after each trial,
in function of the network response R and the environment response R*. Because a specific element of
the utility matrix has to be estimated after each trial,
trial learning makes the imphcit assumption that the
learner abready understands the deterministic property
of trial obtained rewards. Trial learning also makes
the computational assumption the learner stores and
estimates each elements of the utility matrix independently. W e now turn to a maybe more natural learning
hypothesis where expected utihties are estimated in the
average. Utilities are evaluated in function of current
response probabilities because the learner does not assume (or trust) the determinism of the utility matrix
or does not have the information processing capacity
to estimate each element of the utiUty matrix.
After each trial, the expected utility (in the mathematical sense of expected) is E[Ui] = Ylj^ijPj- ^^^
given pj, it is possible to estimate the new Uij by gradient descent on the squares of the differences between
expected utility E[Ui] and the truly received utility U*.
Considering a single trial, we obtain:

dL

8i

(10)

Equilibrium is reached when E[Ui] = E[Ui] O
^jUijPj = Ylj^ljPj- -^° obvious solution to this
equation is found for «,j- = u*-. Again, in this case, the
network will then converge to pure decision optimahty.
However, the equilibrium condition might lead to other
estimations of u,j which might correspond to various
response behaviors. For each run and for a given Umited learning time, obtained behaviors will depend on
the network initial conditions and on the random order
of category presentations during training.
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Simulations of the algorithm were then performed in
the previous two-response environment with u*j = 6ij.
T h e initial response probabihty parameter p w a s rand o m l y chosen at each run. T h e following general results were obtained, that w e will contrast to observations m a d e with h u m a n s in two-response experiments.
A great majority of runs are stable after a fixed
n u m b e r of trials: for a sufficient n u m b e r of runs, average performance seems to have reached an a s y m p totic level. Settlement occurs in t w o m o d e s : pure decision optimality where p converges to 1 if p* > .5
and to 0 otherwise; a less c o m m o n "reversed" optim a l m o d e where p converges to 0 if p* > .5 and to
0 otherwise. T h e m e a n of the resulting bimodal distribution depends of the values of the parameters, in
particular of u*-, of the initial values for u,j and of
the parameters a a n d /?. Larger learning rates for the
estimation of utilities or m o r e accurate initial estimations lead to improved estimations of u,j during learning a n d to higher proportion of cases converging to
optimal behavior. Figure 2 represents the histogram
of learned response probability p after 200 trials for
100 runs (varying the initial values of p; a = I, 0 = 4,
initial Uij = .2b6ij, p* = .2). T h e m e a n value of the
distribution is .27 in this case, roughly matching the
environmental p*.
A m o d e l predicting "reversed" optimality seems a
priori to deserve rejection as a potential m o d e l of hum a n behavior. However, Luce a n d S u p p e s (1963), reviewing a large n u m b e r of two-response studies, have
the following warning:
T h e data reported in the literature are always averages for groups of subjects, [...]. Considerable
evidence (not m u c h of it published) indicates that
these group results can b e quite misleading. T h e

distribution of estimated poo over subjects often
seems not to be binomial, and sometimes there is
little doubt but that it is bimodal, with the valley of the distribution coinciding roughly with the
group mean probability. (Luce k Suppes, 1963, p.
391).

Net. Resp. 1

Net. Resp. 2

1
4

-2
3

Env. Resp. 1
Env. Resp. 2

Until now, these experimental individual data still
remain a puzzle for theoretical psychologies of learning
and decision making. The present approach suggests
an explanation for these data in the simultaneous average estimation of rewards and sidaptation of response
behavior. The mean result (probability matching) is
then observed along with the puzzling bimodal distribution of individual responses. Precise simulations of
experimental results (e.g., 25 studies examined in Luce
et al., 1963) are beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 1: Cost/utility matrix for the two-response and
game situations as a function of environmental and network responses.

cost (utility) matrix. These probabilities do not depend on environmental distributions. However, if network resources are Hmited (limited number of weights
in the feature-extrsiction network), the computations
of the network minimax probabilities might depend on
the training distribution, justifying the relevance of a
training sample. Again, the consequences of decision
strategies on feature extraction are not examined in
this paper.

Minimax Learning
So far, we have assumed the goal of the decision making network was to maximize the total expected utility
over the environmental distribution. W e now turn to
the other well known framework for decision making:
we would like the network to maximize the minimum
expected utility over the set of possible decisions (e.g.,
von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944).
The architecture of the decision network presented in
Section 2 is still valid since it simply provides a representation for probabilities and utilities (usually written
as costs in game setups) and a formalism for computing the gradient of a given response expected utility.
The difference is now in the definition of optimality
(minimax for costs, equivalently maximiD for utilities)
and in the resulting learning algorithm.
Back-propagation for Maximum Minimum
Utility
W e would now like the p-uaits to compute probabilities
maximizing the minimum of expected utilities over a
set of possible responses. For any given input pattern,
the expected utility associated with each response is
E[Ui] = $2,- UijPj. Learning then consists in grstdient
ascent on the minimum expected utility computed over
the set of responses:
dmini{E[Ui]}
A w . = T)

dw„

(11)

The expression min,{£'[[/,]} is not differentiable (but
still continuous) with respect to the weights of the network. The proposed implementation consists in computing E[Ut] for each training pattern and to check if
E[U,] = mini{E[Ui]}. If E[Ut] = min.{^[t/.]}, the
gradient of E[Ut] is computed (Section 2) and weights
are changed accordingly. If E[Ut] ^ mini{E[Ui]},
weights remain unchanged.
Theoretical minimax probabilities usuaUy correspond to mixed decisions (pj / 0,1) function of the
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Example Implementation
The minimax-back-propagation procedure was implemented in a two-response situation using the
cost/utility matrix shown in Table 1. The theoretical minimax equilibrium is found for pi = p = 5/9 and
P2 = 1 - p = 4/9. Simulations show the algorithm always converges to the optimal minimax probabiUties,
independently of initial pj. The non-differentiabiUty of
the algorithm creates an angular point when p reaches
the desired equiUbrium but the network remains stable
around equilibrium point. This behavior is described
in more detail in the following situation.
Game Learning
The minimax-back-propagation algorithm was implemented in a two-player zero-sum game playing situation. The cost/utility matrix of Table 1 was used
for player 1 and its opposite for player 2. The wellknown minimax theorem (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944) shows there always exists a minimax equilibrium for such games. With the given cost/utility
matrix, the minimaix equilibria are found for the mixed
strategies p^ = p\ zz 5/9 for player 1 and jp = p'^ = 2/3
for player 2.
The game was implemented using two networks
playing each other, simultaneously trained with the
minimax-back-propagation algorithm. The "environmental" probability of one network/player now corresponds to the response probability of the other network/player: p*^ = pj,p*^ = pj. Figure 3 shows p^
and p^ as a function of the number of plys played by
the networks for various initial conditions.
Simulations show the networks always converge to
optimal minimax response behavior. W h e n equilibria
are reached, the response dynamics present an angular
point but the equilibria remain stable in all cases. Furthermore, the network/player learning dynamics show
interdependence since the response probabiUties of one
network/player correspond to the environmental prob-
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Conclusion

A general decision making network architecture is suggested along with representations for probabilities and
utihties. The involved principles integrate formal properties of optimal decision making and connectionist
computational characteristics. Variants of the backpropagation learning algorithm are then obtained to
maximize total and minimum expected utility. The
dynamic properties of the resulting algorithms are examined through simulations of a two-response environment.
Obviously, the complex properties of human decision
making are barely mentioned in this paper. Nonetheless, in the case of simultaneous utility estimation and
behavior adaptation, the approach provided interesting insights on observed experimental data. In general,
the proposed architecture seems able to provide a rich
computational framework which might lead to a number of interesting hypotheses and predictions about hum a n learning and decision making behavior.
Acknowledgements. Thanks to David Rumelhart
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throughout this project.
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Abstract
Li Montreal, nurses respond to 9-1-1 emergency calls for
medical help, backed up by physicians when needed. In this
context, they have to make rapid decisions based on limited
and sometimes unreliable information. The purpose of this
study was to describe the decision-making processes used by
nurses in telephone triage and to examine the relations
among these processes in relation to nurses' characteristics
and performance. The study was conducted in real
emergency conditions. The sample included 34 nurses and
50 calls. Each call was transcribed and subjected to
performance evaluation and content analysis. This paper
focuses on the cognitive analyses of two protocols
associated with different outcomes. The results show that
nurses' decision-making in triage situations are often based
on surface features (patterns of symptoms) rather than the
underlying pathophysiology, particularly in high urgency
cases. High performance was related to decisions based on
the evaluation of the whole emergency situation. The
contribution of training and the effects of experience on
triage performance are discussed.
Introduction
Urgences santd, the Montreal system of Emergency
Medical Services ( E M S ) , introduced nurses into the prehospital chain of intervention in order to deal
simultaneously with the rising cost of health care and the
need to insure quality of care. Nurses assume the first-line
response to emergency calls for medical help from the
population through the 9-1-1 emergency line, assisted by
an attending physician w h e n needed. Established nine
years ago, Urgences santd receives an average of a
thousand calls a day, of which less than ten percent are
serious emergencies and 3 5 % result in the dispatching of
emergency vehicles^
This task, referred to as triage, consists in assessing the
level of urgency of a situation presented by a patient or
The authors would like to thank Urgences Sanl6 for their
support throughout this research.
^ Emergency vehicles include ambulances with two
technicians and Md-vehicles with a physician and a
technician.
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someone calling for him^, and in determining the
appropriate intervention and delay^. It involves making
decisions in the presence of several constraints. First, the
telephone reduces the communication bandwidth. Second,
triage represents an ill-structured domain and involves a
high level of uncertainty. Third, time limitations
constitute a "vital" constraint in this setting since the
urgency and severity of any unattended call remain
unknown and a delay can potentially cost a life.
B a u m a n n (1987) defines decision-making in critical care
situations in reference to "situations in which a choice is
m a d e a m o n g a n u m b e r of possible alternatives, often
involving trade-offs a m o n g the values given to diffferent
outcomes" (p.l). She illustrates this distinction using the
domain of medicine where problem-solving can lead to
one solution, such as a diagnosis, while decision-making
better describes the process of choosing a m o n g various
therapeutic alternatives. Triage also involves both
problem-solving and decision-making. Indeed, every
triage situation represents a real-life problem of varying
complexity whose solution must be reached in minimal
time because of the impending urgency, but it also
involves deciding a m o n g six alternatives^.
Significant research has been done on clinical reasoning
and decision-making processes in the medical domain
where the diagnostic model is based on pathophysiological
considerations (Barrows & Feltovich 1987; Elstein et al.
1978; Patel & Groen 1986). T h e clinical reasoning
process used in medical diagnosis has been related to a
2 In order to simplify the text, the feminine gender will be
used to refer to a nurse an the masculine gender for a
patient or a physician.
^ T h e appropriate intervention m a y be "no" intervention
and the implementation of this intervention m a y require
some negotiation with the patient.
^ These include: 1) sending a physician and an ambulance
immediately; 2) sending an ambulance immediately; 3)
sending an ambulance within 2 0 minutes; 4) sending an
ambulance within 4 5 minutes; 5) referral and 6) advice.
These decisions represent an hierarchy of the alternate
solutions according to the associated levels of urgency.

hypothetico-deductive process (Barrows & Feltovich
1987; Feltovich el al. 1984). W h e n solving ill-structured
problems within their domain of expertise, medical experts
formulate an initial diagnostic hypothesis, usually accurate
(Patel 1988), which can be obtained from their highly
organized knowledge base using pattern recognition and
forward reasoning (Patel & Groen 1988). Medical experts
also distinguish relevant from irrelevant information and
attend only to the former (Patel & Groen 1988). A s a
result, their search is limited and their problem-solving
efficient. However, experts m a y have insufficient domainspecific knowledge to solve an unfamiliar or novel
problem, which brings them to rely more on backward
reasoning (Joseph & Patel, 1986).
Triage represents a grey area between medicine and
nursing where medical diagnoses m a y not be essential in
order to m a k e a decision about the appropriate
interventions, and where the determination of the level of
urgency becomes the primary focus of the reasoning
process. T h e purpose of the present paper, drawn from a
larger research on nurses' triage decision-making
(Leprohon, 1991) is two-fold: 1) to identify the processes
used by nurses in triage decision-making using a
combination of cognitive methods; 2) to determine to
which extent the relations a m o n g these processes, nurses'
characteristics and triage performance confirm existing
theories of problem-solving, decision-making and
expertise.
Methodology
Based on ethnomethodological aspects of Suchman's work
(1987), our methodological framework takes into account
both the actor's "pre-understanding" (i.e. past experience
and training) and the situation as it evolves in its context.
Triage decision-making is dynamic and situated.
Therefore, w e chose to study it in its natural setting, in
order to capture its authenticity and maintain its
representativeness. W e also combined several methods to
get a more comprehensive view on decision-making
processes and to enhance internal validity. These methods
included discourse analysis of the calls, based on theories
and methods developed within cognitive science for the
analysis of reasoning processes during doctor-student
(Evans and Gadd, 1989) and doctor-patient (Patel, Evans
& Kaufman, 1989) dialogues. Another level of analysis
represented information in terms of semantic networks
based on discourse analysis and propositional
representation of written discourse. Although the
methodology used to evaluate the outcome of triage
decision-making w a s derived from decision analysis
theory, this paper focuses on the cognitive analyses that
were used to describe telephone triage decision-making by
nurses. The analysis of two calls associated with accurate
and inaccurate decisions will serve to illustrate h o w the
various methods have been assembled and Iwill ead us into
the discussion of some aspects of nursing expertise in the
light of our present knowledge of medical decision-
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making. Data obtained in the larger study (Leprohon,
1991) will be brought in to corroborate some of these
findings.
Thefinalsample included 34 nurses actively working at
Urgences sant6 w h o had a m i n i m u m of two years of
clinical experience and w h o agreed to participate. Since
the purpose of this study was to describe the decisionmaking processes involved, the calls were chosen by the
nurses working in the triage setting based on three predetermined exclusion criteria: 1) interactions where
communication constraints interfered with decisionmaking; 2) interactions where the decision was not made
exclusively by the nurse; and 3) interactions involving
psychiatric cases. Each nurse was asked to select two calls
within a specific period of time, approximately half a shift
(i.e. three to four hours). After each selected call, she
disconnected herself from the system in order to write
d o w n a summary and explanation of the case without
being interrupted by another call coming in. The final
sample included 50 calls.
Since all interactions were routinely audiotaped for legal
purposes, the selected calls were transcribed verbatim and
analyzed. Calls which resulted in the transportation of the
patient by ambulance to the hospital or in a medical visit
by an Urgences sant6 physician were followed up by
consulting the hospital or Urgences sant6's medical
records, whereas for the other calls, the follow-up
consisted of a telephone call within ten days from the
initial call. Nursing records were also used to identify the
decisions that were made. At the end of each call, nurses
were asked to summarize the case and explain their
decisions in terms of the patient's health status or
prognosis. They were also asked tofillin a questionnaire
including such information as their age, their experience
and their working status.
Data Analysis
Although data analysis in the present paper focuses on the
cognitive methods used for the fine-grain analysis of
individual cases, the three levels of data analysis used in
the larger study will be enunciated.
First, w e used a methodology developed by Champagne
et al. (1988) to determine the accuracy or inaccuracy of
triage decisions. Each decision was thus compared to the
optimal decision which experts determined by consensus
based on the patient's medical diagnosis and/or his health
status one week after the initial call. False negatives,
generated by a lack of sensitivity, resulted in subobtimal
interventions, and possibly in costs in terms of patients'
health; whereas false positives, related to a lack of
specificity, represented a "waste" of resources which could
have been needed for other patients.
Second, at the process level, verbal protocols of real
telephone interactions werefirstanalyzed using discourse
analysis in order to derive information about the nurse's
reasoning from the flow of information going back and
forth between the nurse and the patient. A medical expert

was then asked to elaborate a canonical network linking
thefinaldiagnosis and/or the patient's condition on followup to the relevant information obtained in the course of the
real call. Finally, summaries and written explanations
obtained retrospectively from nurses (immediately after
completion of the call in order to minimize distortion),
were analyzed using prepositional analysis and
represented in a semantic network.
These cognitive methods were combined as follows.
Based on a summary of the discourse analysis, relevant
information elicited by the nurse or volunteered by the
caller and/or patient was mapped onto the causal network
corresponding to the expert's representation in order to
identify underlying reasoning stategies and to determine
which information was available at the time the decision
was made. The prepositional representation of the nurse's
explanation was used to elaborate another causal network
which corresponded to the nurse's rationale for making a
particular decision, or changing her decision, and for
performing particular interventions. The final step of the
analysis consisted of comparing these two causal networks
and to examine any discrepancies since they m a y point out
particular aspects of nurses' reasoning.
In the larger study, explanations were also subjected to
content analysis which allowed for the macroscopic
determination of decision-making processes, and decision
times were measured on the basis of the number of
exchanges comprising each call. Results from the latter
analyses will only be reported punctually when they
support the current findings.
Third, results from the survey on nurses' characteristics
were analyzed and relations between these characteristics,
process and outcome variables were derived. These will
also only be reported w h e n they support the findings
resulting from the cognitive analyses.

information available. In this case, the decision to send a
physician and an ambulance immediately was reached at
the 20th exchange (D20).
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Fig. 1: Excerpts from the summary of Case A's
discourse analysis

According to the ECN for Case A (Figure 2), the
symptoms caused by the infarct and the supporting
evidence had been obtained by the nurse prior to the
decision. Although the information concerning the
patient's heart failure condition only came up after the
decision had been made, it was not directly related to the
present diagnosis, hence not essential for decision-making.
According to the E C N for Case B (Figure 3), all the
pieces of information from the discourse analysis
corresponding to elements of the E C N had been obtained
prior to the decision (D36) and were thus available to be
used in the decision-making process.
At this stage of the analysis w e have more information
about the information available at the time of the decision
and w e can estimate whether the essential information
pertaining to the diagnosis, as established by the medical
expert (ECN), had been gathered when the nurse made her
decision. However, w e don't know exactly which of these
pieces of information have actually been used by the nurse
in making the decision nor do w e k n o w w h y she made that
decision. In order to find out, w e must examine the
rationale underlying each decision.
The N C N for Case A (Figure 4) shows that the nurse
considered cardiac arrest a direct potential consequence of
the symptoms of cardiac distress that the patient was
experiencing. This suggests that she m a d e her decision

Results and Discussion
Comparison of cases A and B illustrates the use of this
multimethod approach. Case A, with a medical diagnosis
of "subendocardial infarct", had a high urgency level and
was associated with an accurate decision while Case B,
with a medical diagnosis of "parietal chest pain", had a
low urgency level and was associated with an inaccurate
decision characterized by a lack of sp)ecificity.
Figure 1 presents excerpts from the summary of the
discourse analysis of Case A. This call included two
interactions: thefirstone between the nurse and the caller
(i.e. the patient's wife) and the second one between the
nurse and the patient. Figure 1 shows the opening
statement of the wife and a few exchanges which preceded
the nurse's decision. The black arrows point to
observations elicited by the specific foci of the nurse's
questions while the grey arrows indicate which of the
nurse's questions refer to observations volunteered by the
patient. The numbering of each piece of information
according to the exchange containing it allows us to
determine the timing of the decision with respect to the
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based on symptoms that she associated with a potentially
fatal prognosis; there is no trace of any diagnostic
hypothesis in her explanation. Also, retrospectively, the
nurse included in her rationale information which had been
gathered after her decision had been made. This suggests
that she considered the heart failure condition of the
patient confirming evidence for her decision and that she
used this information in building a coherent representation
of the situation. It also means that her rationale does not
reflect her decision-making as it actually took place.
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deep inspiration [10.1 and 10.3] contradict the information
collected during the interaction and appearing in the
discourse analysis (see E C N . Fig. 3: F31, 031; F32, 032).
In the course of the interaction with the patient, the nurse
seemed to collect information as if she had been guided by
a prototype of cardiac chest pain, following a checklist of
the important symptoms. Most of them supported the
hypothesis of cardiac chest pain and she may have missed
this divergent symptom. This error suggests that the nurse
adopted the hypothesis corresponding to the schema or
prototype of cardiac chest pain too soon in her interaction
with the patient, orienting the remaining of the interview
to gather confirming evidence for her hypothesis and
ignoring information which did notfitthe prototype, such
as the fact that the pain increased on deep inspiration.
This reflects a premature closure on the hypothesis of
cardiac chest pain.
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The NCN for Case B (Figure 5) shows that the
propositions referring to the absence of modification on
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W h e n making her decision, the nurse could not establish
beyond any doubt that the pain was not cardiac based on
the extent to which the criteria for cardiac chest pain were
met. A s a result, she insured the sensitivity of her decision
at theriskof reducing its specificity, conformingly to the
organization's philosophy, and sent resources according to
the worst situation, cardiac chest pain.
Since the E C N represents the pathophysiological
explanation of the final diagnosis and/or the patient's
condition
while
the
NCN
represents
the
pathophysiological explanation of the nurse's decision and
interventions, the mapping of these two networks provides
more information about the decision-making processes of
the nurse. Hence, the two causal networks should overlap
to the extent that the nurse bases her decision and
interventions on a hypothesis corresponding to the
patient's real condition. In Case A , w e find that the
symptoms caused by the infarct (012.1, F16, F17, 017.2,
F19, 019.2) according to the E C N (Figure 2) can be
mapped onto the N C N (Figure 4), since they correspond to
the symptoms of cardiac distress [3.6, 3.7, 3.10] identified
by the nurse as potentially leading to cardiac arrest [4.3]
and on which she based her decision to send a doctor and
an ambulance immediately. O n the other hand, a
comparison of the E C N (Figure 3) and the N C N (Figure 5)
for Case B shows that the nurse did not have a holistic
perspective on the situation. She did not pick up the
information pertaining to the patient's last hospitalization,
although she did include it in her summary of the relevant
information [3.1]. Consequently, she never considered the
possibility that the pain m a y be related in some w a y to her
recent gasu-oenteritis. Also, she did not delect the patient's
anxiety, or at least did not attend to it, even though she
mentioned reassurance as one of her interventions [8.1].
The addition of a false but important one to the list of
criteria being met by this patient for the presence of
cardiac chest pain has probably contributed to the
inaccuracy of the nurse's decision. Indeed, she sent a
doctor and an ambulance immediately while, according to
the gold standard, the patient should have been referred to
her doctor. In fact, this error represents one of the
manifestations of the premature closure that the nurse
demonstrated in her interaction with this patient. Her
limited perspective on the situation constitutes another
one.
Comparing the characteristics of the nurses w h o treated
these two calls provides evidence supporting the role of
experience in expert performance. T h e nurse in Case A
had 20 years of experience in nursing, s o m e emergency
room and intensive care experience and she had been
working in this organization for six years and a half. Her
participation in the study involved two calls, one of high
urgency and one of low urgency, and her decisions were
accurate in both cases. The nurse in Case B, on the other
hand, had seven years of experience in nursing, two years
in an emergency department, and she had been working in
this organization for four years. She also contributed two

cases, one moderately urgent which was associated with an
accurate decision, and this one, of low urgency, where her
decision lacked specificity.
In fact, the nurse's explanation for Case B resembles to
some extent the explanation provided by the other nurse
for Case A (which really involved a cardiac problem),
except for the type of reasoning involved. Case A
involved forward reasoning, whereby a decision w a s m a d e
directly from the symptoms of cardiac distress. Case B, on
the other hand, involved backward reasoning since the
hypothesis of cardiac chest pain w a s directing the
collection of supporting evidence. Another problem with
Case B is the fact that the premature closure limited the
scope of the triage assessment by adopting too soon an
erroneous schema in a low urgency situation where several
factors should have been considered in order to grasp the
whole situation and m a k e an accurate decision.
These results are in agreement with those obtained in the
context of the content analysis and the interrelations
observed a m o n g nurses' pre-understanding, calls'
characteristics, process and outcome indicators. Indeed,
general nursing experience of ten years or more has been
associated with an accuracy rate of 6 4 . 9 % as compared to
2 6 . 1 % w h e n experience is below this threshold. Also,
decisions in the two calls ( 1 0 0 % ) whose domains were
directly related to specific experience of the nurse and
three out of the four calls ( 7 5 % ) where the relation was
indirect were accurate as compared to only two calls out of
four (50%) when it was unrelated.
These results suggest that nursing decision-making, at
least in triage situations, is of a different nature than
medical decision-making. 3 4 % of the decisions were
based on symptoms with an accuracy rate similar to the
total sample's, i.e. 52.9%. O f these decisions, 5 8 . 8 % were
associated with calls in the high urgency category. This
supports thefindingthat the decision can be m a d e directly
from symptoms in very urgent siuiations. These decisions
must rely on prior instances in order to allow the nurse to
determine, based on minimal information, the urgency of
the situation and to m a k e her decision.
I>ecisions based on a hypothesis, although there were
only five, had an accuracy rate of 0 % ; while decisions
based on the situation, with the same number, had an
accuracy rate of 1 0 0 % . Training m a y explain this
difference. A s opposed to physicians, nurses have not
been trained to do medical diagnoses which involve the
generation of hypotheses, but they have extensive training
in assessing the patient's situation, inventorying the
resources available and considering alternate interventions.
These results suggest that the nurse uses various
approaches to decision-making, depending on the urgency
of the situation. While ensuring that the intervention is
implemented represents the priority in high urgency
situations, representing exactly the situation, with the
inventory of all available resources and reviewing alternate
solutions is more important in low urgency situations.
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Domain-specificity could also be found in relation to
specific processes, but its effect seemed to some extent
subsumed under the urgency-specificity. Clarifying the
relationship between these two factors will require further
investigation.
Conclusion
The predominant findings concern the decision-making
processes used by nurses to make their decisions, which
are based on symptoms, especially in situations involving
a high level of urgency. Three main factors have been
related to performance: the nurse's experience, the
urgency and the domain of the call.
These results have important implications for practice
and for training. First, hiring selection criteria, particularly
with respect to experience, should be revised. Second,
feedback on performance should be provided to ensure the
acquisition of experience which, being specific to triage
situations, may contribute significantly to increase triage
performance. Training should as much as possible be
situated and experiential. This could be achieved in the
context of preceptorship which would also contribute to
the evaluation of triage processes and performance.
These results thus enhance our knowledge and
understanding of nursing clinical decision-making and this
methodological approach should be applied to other
domains.
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Abstract

Predictions
Correct
Incorrect
Predicted Votes
All Votes

We present a process model of decision making mediated by goals and relationships. The model is implemented in the V O T E computer program which
simulates Congressional roll call voting. In this paper, we focus on VOTE's decision strategies, which
are based on the need not only to arrive at a vote,
but also to produce an explanation for each decision. W e describe severed typical strategies, as well
as an indirect strategy, Deeper Analysis, that is
invoked when the normal strategies fail to arrive at
a decision.

Individual
1738
77%
532
23%
2153 1 0 0 %
2814

Deeper Analysis

124
56
181
238

69%
31%
100%

Table 1: V O T E S u m m a r y Statistics

W e extend the model of goals to include interpersonal
relationships (Slade 1990). A n agent adopts the goal
agenda of another agent with a priority proportional to
the importance of the relationship. For example, an
1 The Process of Decision Making
agent is more likely to help a friend than a stranger.
This extension permits the processing of adopted goals
Decision making is a complex cognitive process. A realin a manner uniform with individual goals.
istic model of decision making must account for a multiT h e V O T E program does not rely on a single method
tude of goals and limited resources. Many problems will
for ranking alternatives, but rather implements a collecnot admit to perfect solutions. Practical decisions often
tion of strategies that relate decisions to explanations. In
involve trade-offs.
this paper, w e discuss a number of those decision strateW e have developed a goal-based model of decision
gies.
making in which the relative priorities of goals drive the
decision process. This model serves as the basis for the
2 The VOTE Program
V O T E program which simulates Congressional roll call
voting decisions on thousands of votes, based on the relaVOTE, written in T (Slade 1987), comprises over 14,000
tive priorities of goals and constituent relationships, and
lines of code, and over 9,000 lines of data. T h e V O T E
the need to provide an explanation for the decision.
program relies on a set of interrelated databases, inAlternative models of decision making have used precluding issues (over 200 currently in the database), conscriptive decision analysis (Raiffa 1968), which uses estistituency groups (150), bills (43), m e m b e r s (65), and
mates of payoffs and uncertainty of outcomes to arrive at
decision strategies (16). W e note that m a n y decision
an optimal result. T h e assumptions of decision analysis
strategies are required since the explanation of the deciare inappropriate in m a n y domains for which our goalsion depends on the strategy. It is not enough to use one
based, descriptive model m a y apply. O u r model is an
simple strategy of s u m m i n g the weights of the conflicting
extension of the theory of goals developed by Schank and
issues and relationships.
Abelson (1977), Wilensky (1978) and Carbonell (1979),
Table 1 provides a s u m m a r y of V O T E ' s performance.
and is compatible with the use of goals in case-based
W e note that w e do not have actual votes for all of the
reasoning systems (Simpson 1985, H a m m o n d 1986).
possible decisions. This is the case for hypothetical bills,
W e define the priority or importance of a goal to be
for bills that precede or follow a member's term, or for
proportional to the resources that an agent m a y be willbills on which the m e m b e r chose not to vote.
ing to allocate in service to that goal. Resources are
V O T E correctly predicts individual members' votes
viewed quite broadly to include not only time or money,
7 7 % of the time. Approximately 8 % of those votes inbut also cognitive resources, such as attention and m e m volve D e e p e r Analysis (discussed below), which arory. For example, an agent should think more about
rives at the correct result 6 9 % of the time. T h e net acimportant matters than about trivial ones.
curacy for bills not requiring D E E P E R Analysis is 8 2 % .
In V O T E , w e use the n a m e s and records of real m e m 'Author's address as of fall 1991: Stern School of Business,
New York University, N e w York, N Y 10006
bers of Congress, and attribute relationships and issue
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stances to them. The coding decisions, though subjective, reflect the author's political experience as a campaign consultant and White House staff member. By
way of discleiimer, we should state that these data are
merely illustrative, and are not meant to represent the
beliefs of actual members of Congress. The accuracy of
the program is a reflection of the coding decisions. The
primary purpose of V O T E is not to predict individual
voting decisions, but rather to demonstrate the feasibility of a particular model of goals, relationships, and
decision making.

4

Choices and

Explanations

Stated generally, VOTE tries to choose the outcome that
most closely matches a member's preferences. However,
given the conflicts that often arise, V O T E must be able
to resolve, or at least address, the conflicts. The V O T E
model of decision making assumes that there are many
ways of arriving at a decision which may diflfer significantly in their underlying structure and rationale. Our
decision making model focuses on two questions.
• Choice: W h a t does the agent want to do?
• Explanation: H o w can the agent justify his decision?

3 Stances: Preferences and
Consequences

These questions depend on an agent's preferences and
an action's consequences. The basic V O T E decision
In VOTE, goals are issues, such as gun control or affirmaking algorithm is as follows.
mative action. A member's preferences are expressed as
1. Extract preference stances from voting record and
stances, which comprise an issue, a side (pro or con),
constituent relationships, and combine with memand a level of importance (A, B, or C, where A is high
ber's
personal ideology or "credo" stances.
and C is low). For example, a member who strongly
supports affirmative action while opposing gun control
2. Match Bill consequence stances for/agn with the
might have preference stances such as the following.
member's composite preference stances.
(PRO A MEMBER:MEMBER.2319 AFFIRMATIVE-ACTION)
(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.2319 GUN-CONTROL)
While V O T E prints stances as lists, the program actually uses a more complex object-oriented representation. Constituency groups have similar sets of preference stances to represent their issue agendas. Furthermore, V O T E associates normative stances with issues
to reflect typical public opinion. For example, the flag
burning norm is one of mild opposition:

(CON C ISSUE:ISSUE.1077 FLAG-BURNING)

3. Analyze relative importance of for/agn stances with
respect to norms, voting record, groups, and personal beliefs.
4. Apply decision strategies until one fits.
5. If no strategyfits,then use DEEPER ANALYSIS to
expand the implications of the for/agn stances to
include the important consequences of the current
decision stances. G o to step 2.
6. Update decision database, adding new vote, and
print the result.

7. Produce an English summary of the decision.
Stances are also used to represent justification consequences of legislation. For example, HR-2978, the 1989
In this paper, we focus on steps 4 and 5: the applicabill which banned flag desecration, is represented with
tion of decision strategies. W e note the following general
the following set of stances respectively favoring and oppoints.
posing passage of the bill.
• A specific strategy does not always guarantee a speStance-FOR:
cific result. The same strategy can be used on the
(((CON B BILL:HR-2978 FLAG-BURNING)
same bill by different members of Congress to arrive
(PRO B BILL:HR-2978 PATRIOTISM)))
at different conclusions.
Stemce-AGN:
• Decision strategies are driven by the need to explain
(((PRO B BILL:HR-2978 CONSTITUTION)
a decision. Each strategy is tied to a specific type
(PRO B BILL:HR-2978 FREE-SPEECH)))
of explanation.
VOTE has a natural language generation facility which• Given a member of Congress and a bill, different
can express the above stances in English.
strategies may result in different conclusions. That
is, in some cases, V O T E can generate plausible reasons for both sides of a bill for the same member of
Congress.

Support of the Hag desecration bill stands
firmly against the right of burning the American flag in protest. It upholds patriotism and
devotion to this country. Opposition to H R 2978 upholds the belief in the United States
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, in addition
to the right of freedom of speech.
The process of decision making requires matching preference stances with consequence stances. In V O T E ,
members ignore consequence stances that do not match
any of their preference stances. That is, members only
pay attention to those consequences about which they
or their constituents care.
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• One decision strategy. Deeper Analysis, is an indirect strategy used in step 5, above. It provides
a mechanism for V O T E to consider further consequences of a decision. The DEEPER Analysis strategy takes advantage of the cognitive assumptions
behind the importance accorded issue stances.
• W e do not claim that the strategies presented here
are either necessary or sufficient. W e present them
as being illustrative to demonstrate the feasibility
of our decision making model.

A key feature of these strategies is the role of explanation. Not all decisions require explanations. However,
we can identify two broad categories of decisions that
generally do require justification.
• Decisions that violate expectations.
• Decisions that have adverse consequences.
If an agent makes a decision that differs from what
others have expected, then it is reasonable for the agent
to offer an explanation. For example, if we observe someone walking around the office barefooted, we might reasonably ask the person for an explanation. W e would
not require someone to explain why he is wearing shoes
at the office. Wearing shoes is the expected behavior,
while going barefoot is unusual.
If an agent chooses a course of action which has adverse consequences for another agent (and even for himself), he might be expected to justify his actions. For
example, if a m a n decides to refuse a promotion and
raise, his spouse might expect him to provide an explanation, e.g., he would have to travel too much. If he
accepts the promotion and raise, no justification would
be required - unless of course his wife had expected him
to refuse the promotion.
In the Congressional roll call voting domain, explanation plays a central role. In our model, the adverse consequences of a vote are represented as downside stances
from constituency groups. Unexpected votes are those
in which the downside stances include positions from the
member's voting record or credo stances. That is, we expect a Congressman to vote in a manner consistent with
his voting record and his personal beliefs. Thus, decisions involving downside stances suggest the need for an
explanation. The political science literature (Kingdon
1973, Fenno 1978) indicates that members of Congress
are cognizant of the role of explanation in decision making.
W e note that this type of explanation is different from
the usual sense of explanation found in the case-based
reasoning literature (Schank 1986, R a m 1989, Kass 1990,
Leake 1990). Previous researchers have focused on explanation of anomalous observed events as part of the
process of learning. Our present use of explanation is
complementary to that process: decision makers offer
explanations for the benefit of observers who may find
the decision to be anomalous.
Strategy application proceeds with the following tests
for choice.
1. Unanimous. Thefirststep is always to check for a
unanimous decision - one in which all the stances
fall on one side of the bill. In such a case, the explanation is the self-evident one that the choice was
a popular decision.
2. Consensus. W e define a consensus to obtain when
the most important preference stances all fall on the
same side of the bill. That is, the most important
group stance, member credo stance, and member
voting record stance are all either F O R or A G N the
bill. At this stage of the process, we do not have
unanimity, so we try to develop a suitable explanation for the consensus choice. There arefivepossible
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strategies, the last of which is simply to state that
there is a consensus.
3. Majority. In the absence of a consensus, there
may still be a majority of stances on one side or
the other. As with the consensus, we again try to
develop an appropriate explanation to justify the
choice. Again, there arefivepossible strategies, the
last of which states that there is a majority of opinion for this bill.
4. Other. There are three other strategies that use
special conditions for choice. W e shall discuss one
of those below.
5. Deeper Analysis. If none of the previous strategies
have triggered, then V O T E tries an indirect strategy, Deeper Analysis, which infers additional consequences of the bill. V O T E then begins the strategy application process over again.
6. No Decision. The Deeper Analysis process will
always terminate. If it has not succeeded in arriving
at a decision, then V O T E will return the failure
condition of N o Decision.
In this paper, we present examples of several representative individual decision strategies, beginning with
Popular Decision.
5 Popular Decision

The first strategy tried for any decision is Popular Decision.
Test: All stances are on one side of the bill. There is
either no opposition or no support for the given
measure. The resulting vote is consistent with all
constituencies. There are no conflicts.

This strategy is used for the clear cases, not the close
calls. Members of Congress report that 8 0 % to 9 0 %
of their votes fall in this category (Kingdon 1973). It
is important to note that a given bill can result in an
easy choice both for or against, depending on the given
member.
Below we present two votes on the same bill by different members of Congress. Both votes use Popular
Decision, however they arrive at opposite conclusions.
> (vote 'gephardt 'clean-water)
* Member: Richard A. Gepheurdt
* Bill:
Water Quality Renewal Act
* Amendment to freeze funding for the Cleein
* Air Act through 1990.
— OMITTING intermediate OUTPUT —
Decision strategy: Populsu: decision
All stances axe AGN this bill:
(((PRO B GROUP:CONSERVATION-VOTERS CLEAN-AIR)
(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS AIR-POLLUTION)
(PRO B GROUP:CONSERVATION-VOTERS CLEAN-WATER)
(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS CLEAN-WATER)))
There are no reasons to vote FOR this bill.
Adding current vote to DECISION database
— OMITTING intermediate OUTPUT —

The bill prohibiting desecration of the American flag
provides a good example of this strategy.

Richswd A. Gephardt is opposed to bill HR8, the Water Quality Renewal Act. H e believes
this bill not to be in the best interests of the
people. H e feels strongly in favor of the policy
of increased funding for air pollution control.
Gephardt is committed to the program of increased funding for water pollution control.

> (vote 'schroeder 'hr-2978)

* Member: Patricia Scott Schroeder
* Bill:
Flag Desecration
* Beois the desecration of the Americein flag.
vote's natural language generation facility produces— omitting intermediate output —
Decision strategy: Not constitutional
the English rationale.
Found a consensus AGN this bill.
Congressman Gephardt finds it easy to oppose HRMost important stamces eire all AGN this bill:
8. W e see below that Representative Gingrich has no
Group: (AGI (PRO A GROUP:ACLU CONSTITUTION))
problems supporting the bill. W e note that the reasons
Record:(AGN
(PRO B BILL:HR-5345 CONSTITUTION))
for opposing the bill are not merely the opposite of the
Norm:
(AGN
(PRO B ISSUE:SELF CONSTITUTION))
stances in support of the bill.

Constitutional grounds for opposing this bill:
(((PRO A GROUP:ACLU CONSTITUTION)
(PRO B BILL:HR-5345 CONSTITUTION)
(PRO B GROUP:COUNTRY CONSTITUTION)))
Adding current vote to DECISION database
— omitting intermediate output —

> (vote 'gingrich 'clean-water)
* Member: Best Gingrich
* Bill:
Water Quality Renewal Act
'•• Amendment to freeze funding for the Clean
* Air Act through 1990.
— OMITTING INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT —
Decision strategy: Populzir decision
All stemces aie FOR this bill:
(((PRO B GROUP:CHAMBER-COMMERCE DEREGULATION)
(PRO B BILL:S-557 DEREGULATIOM)
(PRO B MEMBER:MEMBER.3055 DEREGULATION)
(PRO B MEMBER:MEMBER.3055 FREE-ENTERPRISE)
(PRO B GROUP:REPUBLICANS DEREGULATION)
(PRO C BILL:HR-5210 DEREGULATION)))
There are no reasons to vote AGN this bill.
Adding current vote to DECISION database
— OMITTING INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT —

Patricia Scott Schroeder votes against bill
HR-2978, the flag desecration bill. She believes that provisions of this bill are not constitutional. She is unwavering in her support
of the United States Constitution and the Bill
of Rights. However, Schroeder sees that m e m bers of the Democratic party object to the right
of burning the American flag in protest.
Clearly, many members were willing to vote in favor of
this bill, as it passed by a 10 to 1 margin. However, the
resulting law was subsequently appealed, and declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.

Newt Gingrich votes for bill HR-8, the Water Quality Renewal Act. H e believes this bill
to be in the best interests of the people. H e feels
strongly in favor of limiting federal regulation
of industry and society. Gingrich is committed
to free enterprise and capitalism.

7 Balance the Books

Balance the Books relies on the fact that over tim
member's record can be used to support most any position. This strategy suggests that the downside of a vote
can be mediated through reference to previous votes in
support of the relevant issues.

The explanation associated with Popular Decision
is not very involved given that the member's constituencies should agree with the vote in thefirstplace. That is,
a member has to pay more attention to an explanation
when he knows that people will disagree with his vote.
Other decision strategies must deal with the disafl^'ected
constituencies and the resulting downsides of decisions.

Test: There is a majority opinion on this bill. The member's record has positions that fall on both sides of
the bill. The member may offset the current vote
with past or future votes.
> (vote 'boggs •hr-3)

* Member: Corinne Claiborne Lindy Boggs
Child Care
* Bill:
* Provide greater fiinding for child care.
One of the few strategies that is clearly specific to the
— OMITTING intermediate OUTPUT —
Congressional voting domain is the N o t ConstituDecision strategy: Balance the books
tional strategy. Decisions dictated by this strategy
Found a simple majority FOR this bill.
have a clear explanation. However, members may ofThere aie 7 FOR stzmces:
tenfindit convenient to vote in favor of a bill they deem
(((PRO B GROUP:AFLCIO-COPE CHILD-CARE)
unconstitutional, knowing that they can get symbolic
(PRO B GROUP:AFLCIO-COPE LABOR)
milage from a measure that will be thrown out in court.
(PRO B GROUP:ADA LABOR)
Test: There is a consensus opposing the measure. One
(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS LABOR)
issue among the opposing stances is the Constitu(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS CHILD-CARE)
tion. The member votes against a measure that
(PRO C BILL:HR-1234 LABOR)
(PRO C GROUP:COUNTRY CHILD-CARE)))
would be struck down by the Supreme Court.
6 Not Constitutional
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There is only 1 AGN stance:
(PRO B BILL:HR-3299 FISCAL-RESPOHSIBILITY)
The record supports positions on both sides:
FOR:(PRO C BILL:HR-1234 LABOR)
AGH:(PRO B BILL:HR-3299 FISCAL-RESPONSIBILITY)
Adding current vote to DECISION database
— OMITTING INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT —

ment. He believes that sincere people have honest differences of opinion on this bill. He is
deeply committed to the principle of the United
States Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Even so, Morrison knows that members of the
Democratic party are against the right of burning the American flag in protest.

Corinne Clsiiborne Lindy Boggs is in favor
of bill HR-3, the child care bill. She believes
that the people who disagree vrith this vote
m a y find reassurance in the record. She is eager to support the proposal of increased funding for child care. Boggs strongly supports the
legitimate concerns of decent working people.
However, Boggs believes that her voting record
shows support for fiscal responsibility.

In this case, the groups are the Democrats on one
side and the A C L U on the other. Morrison decides that
since he disagrees with the Democrats on the issue of the
death penalty, he will side with the A C L U on this matter. Another pragmatic strategy would be to vote with
the Democrats on this bill, assuming that the member
would be able to assuage the A C L U on a later death
penalty vote.
9 Deeper Analysis

In this case, Congresswoman Boggs is already on the
record as supportingfiscalresponsibility. Therefore, she
can state that her vote on this bill does not necessarily
imply that she opposesfiscalresponsibility.

Deeper Analysis is a "think harder" strategy. None
of the other strategies have worked, for whatever reason.
The agent now tries to come up with more stances on
both sides of the bill to resolve the question.

8 Shifting Alliances

Test: This is an indirect strategy. First expand the bill
Shifting Alliances is a complex strategy. The memstances through inference, then run through the preceding decision strategies again. If that fails, then
ber is faced with a dilemma. There are constituencies
on both sides of the bill with equally compelling stances.
try a deeper level of inference. Inferencing is trigIn order to break the tie, the member looks beyond the
gered by the level of importance of the stances. Process stops at the D level.
present case tofindanother issue that divides these two
groups, to see if he has a position on that other issue
The Deeper Analysis strategy depends on inferences
that would tend to make him politically or philosophimade from the core bill stances. Typically, Deeper
cally closer to one of the groups.
Analysis is invoked if none of the bill consequence
Test: The member has no credo stance on this bill.
stances match any of the member's preference stances.
There are constituencies on opposite sides of the isThat is, the member has no position on any of the relesues. One of the constituencies is in conflict with the vant issues. Associated with each issue is a set of pro and
member on another issue, or one of the constituencon consequence stances. These are stances that might
cies is in agreement with the member on another is- be used to justify a pro or con stance on that issue. For
sue. Then, the member sides with the constituency
example, the issue of trade tariffs and restrictions has
that is ideologically closer. The member may lower
the following pro and con stances.
the importance of the other relationship.
PRO Stances:
> (vote 'morrison 'hjr-350)
• Member: Bruce A. Morrison
* Bill:
Flag Burning Amendment
'*• Constitutional amendment to beoi flag burning
— OMITTING INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT —
Decision strategy: Shifting alliances
Conflict with FOR groups:
(CON C MEMBER:MEMBER.872 DEATH-PENALTY)
There is no credo stance involved in this vote.
There are groups on either side of this bill:
FOR:(CON C GROUP:DEMOCRATS FLAG-BURNING)
AGN:(PRO A GROUP:ACLU CONSTITUTION)
The member has belief conflicts with the
FOR group (noted above).
so the decision is vith the AGN group.
Adding current vote to DECISION database
— OMITTING INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT —

((PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS
CON Stances:
((PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS
(PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS
(PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS
(PRO A ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS

JOB-PROTECTION))
TRADE)
FREE-MARKET)
FOREIGN)
FREE-TRADE))

V O T E expresses these positions in English as follows.
Support of trade tariffs and restrictions is
important for efforts to protect domestic jobs.
Opposition to protectionism is always part of
free trade among countries. It upholds stimulating foreign trade and investment, free enterprise and capitalism, and this nation's foreign
policy.
The method of generating new stances is based on the
importance of the initial stances, and is analogous to
spreading activation models of memory. The Deeper
Analysis algorithm proceeds as follows.
1. Expand all A consequence stances both F O R and
A G N the bill, and then reprocess the decision.

Bruce A. Morrison votes against bill HJR350, the Flag Burning Constitutional Amend-
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2. If no decision results from step 1, expand all A or
B stances (including those derived from step 1) and
reprocess the decision.

V O T E provides a descriptive framework for examining
decision making as a process. The V O T E model does not
assume that there is one right or best result, but rather
that thefinaldecision depends on a range of goal-based
cognitive processes. V O T E makes explicit many of the
underlying issues of reasoning about goals, consequences,
and explanations in decision making.

3. If no decision results from step 2, expand all A, B,
or C stances (including those derived from steps 1
and 2), and reprocess the decision. At this stage,
all remaining consequence stances will be expanded,
regardless of level.
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w h e n launched from a table. Y o u n g children, they claimed,
are only able to m a k e predictions on the basis of the rule
that objects fall straight-down w h e n unsupported.
Nussbaum and N o v a k (1976) also found that young children
hold a straight-down direction rule w h e n predicting the
trajectory of objects falling in space.
These representative studies suggest that young children's
understanding of gravity as an explanation of the behavior of
objects is limited or constrained by cognitive or logical
deficits. In this paper w e present evidence from 4 studies
testing the results from previous research. T h e major goal
of this research is to demonstrate that young children have a
theoretical, general, and consistent, albeit incorrect
understanding of gravity as a property of objects.

Previous research suggests that preschoolers have logical
or cognitive deficits that limit their understanding of
gravity as an explanatory concept.
Four experiments
were designed to test whether, in contrast to the results
from previous research, preschoolers have a coherent,
consistent and theoretical understanding of gravity. In
each study, preschoolers made judgments regarding
objects' behavior in at least one gravity-related event
(e.g., speed of falling objects, trajectory of thrown
objects, the behavior of balance scales). Predictions
were made about children's performance based on the
hypothesis that preschoolers understand gravity to be a
property of objects. Predicted age-related changes in
causal judgments were found on each task, as were
positive correlations in performances across the tasks.
The results support the claim that preschoolers
understand gravity as a property of objects, an
understanding that undergoes conceptual change.
Introduction
Research from a variety of theoretical perspectives within
cognitive-developmental psychology suggests that children's
knowledge about the nature of the gravity develops over age.
However, there is disagreement about the nature and process
of the developmental change. Selman, Krupa, Stone, and
Jacquette (1982) found a contingency between 5- to 20-yearolds' responses to an interview measure of gravity
knowledge and measures of iogico-mathematical reasoning.
It was claimed that children in Piaget's preoperational stage,
w h o lack logically reversible assimilatory structures, are
only able to understand gravity as a cause-and-effect relation
between an act (e.g., releasing an object) and an outcome
(e.g., an object falling). These authors claimed that a
complete understanding of gravity as an explanation of the
behavior of objects is acquired only by adolescents w h o have
previously acquired formal operations. Research from an
information-processing perspective has focused on
developmental changes in performance on gravity-related
tasks. For example. Kaiser, Proffitt, and McCloskey
(1985, Exp. 1) found that preschoolers incorrectly predicted
that an object launched from a table would fall in a straightdown or inverted-L rather than a parabolic trajectory,
regardless of whether the object was launched passively from
a moving object or actively from an inclined plane. They
also found (Exp. 2) that preschoolers predicted a straightdown uajectory for objects launched from a table at different
speeds. Kaiser et al. claimed that young children lacked the
necessary cognitive capacity and relevant experience to
recognize that an object moves in a parabolic trajectory
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Experiment 1: Preschoolers' Causal
K n o w l e d g e A b o u t Gravity a n d Light
Children's ability to form theories has been questioned by
studies showing that preschoolers lack the cognitive tools to
explain m a n y physical phenomena. For example, it is
claimed that preschoolers d o not understand that gravity
(Selman et al., 1982) and light (DeVries, 1979; Piaget &
Garcia, 1974) involve the action of a causal force. These
studies were based on children's verbal explanations of
weightlessness and free-fall (gravity-related events), and
projection and shadows (light-related events). T h e first
study tests this claim by assessing preschoolers' causal
judgments (not verbal explanations) about the status of four
variables with regard to gravity and light. Subjects m a d e
judgments regarding each variable's effect o n the speed of
falling objects and the length of objects' shadows. If
children lack causal knowledge about light or gravity, then
they should show an inconsistent pattern of judgments
regarding the causal status of the variables.
Nine 4- and 5-year-olds (4 girls and 5 boys) were the
subjects in the experiment. T h e children judged whether
variation in height, distance, orientation, and weight
influences the speeds of objects in free-fall and the length of
objects' shadows. T h e free-fall task involved dropping two
objects that landed on the table or an elevated box (distance),
from one of two positions on a stand (height). T h e shadow
task involved illuminating two objects that were placed on
the table top or elevated on a box (distance), with flashlights
placed in one of two positions on a stand (height). Each
task w a s presented twice to subjects, using small rectangular
wooden blocks and a six-piece lego structure. Both height
and distance are causal variables (they influence the
outcomes), whereas orientation and weight are not causal.

These latter variables were manipulated by turning the block
or lego structure around (orientation), and by adding either
another block or lego piece (weight). Subjects were
randomly presented with either the shadow or gravity task
first, then completed the second task. U s e of the blocks or
lego first was also randomly assigned for each subject. Each
task w a s completed with the blocks and legos before the
second task w a s presented.
Each problem w a s posed in the following way; for the
free-fall task: " W h e n I let them go, will the blocks (legos)
hit the ground at the same time or at different times?" and
for the shadows problem: " W h e n I turn on the flashlight,
will the blocks (legos) have shadows of the same length or
different lengths?" If subjects judged that the objects'
lengths or speeds would be different, they were then asked to
specify the object that would hit first or have the longer
shadow. Subjects' responses were coded as correct or
incorrect. Subjects' m e a n percentage of correct judgments
on the free-fall task ( M = .65) was significantly higher than
their m e a n on the shadow task ( M = .38). Statistically,
subjects' m e a n percentage of correct responses on the shadow
task did not differ from the percentage expected from random
responding ( M = .33), whereas it did differ on the free-fall
task. Moreover, the means for all variables on the free-fall
task, except distance, were significantly different from
random responding (p's<.01), whereas none of the variables
on the shadow task was significantly different (see Figure 1).
That children predicted that weight was a noncausal factor
w a s particularly interesting since m a n y adults use a
"heavier-faster" prediction strategy regarding the behavior of
objects in free-fall (Gunstone & While, 1981).
100 T

Fitt-CaO
Shadows

Percent
Correct
Respcnding

Height

Distaice

Orientation
Variable

Weight

Figure 1: Percentage of correct predictions, Exjjeriment 1
The results show that preschoolers make consistent
j u d g m e n t s about the causal status of the variables regarding
free-fall but not s h a d o w s . T w o explanations c a n explain the
task differences in preschoolers' performance. Preschoolers
m a y h a v e h a d m o r e experience with gravity- (e.g., free-fall)
than light-related events (e.g., s h a d o w s ) , w h i c h c a n account
for the differences in task performance. Experience alone is
likely a n insufficient basis for m a k i n g consistent j u d g m e n t s
about the non-causal status of variables.
However
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experience alone could b e a necessary, but not a sufficient
basis for m a k i n g non-causal j u d g m e n t s because there are an
infinite n u m b e r of variables that are non-causally-related to
an o u t c o m e . T h e second explanation of the results is that
preschoolers have different concepts available to understand
free-fall a n d s h a d o w s . It is p r o p o s e d that childrens'
performances are based o n a materialistic understanding of
gravity a n d a non-materialistic understanding of light. In a
materialistic understanding it is a s s u m e d that light a n d
gravity h a v e a physical, material basis (Reiner, C h i , &
Resnick, 1988). W i t h o u t a materialized concept of light,
children m a y k n o w that light causes or produces s h a d o w s
but h a v e n o basis for understanding h o w it d o e s so. A s a
c o n s e q u e n c e , they w o u l d h a v e n o basis for inferring h o w
variation in height a n d distance influences the length of
s h a d o w s , or w h y w e i g h t a n d orientation are non-causal
variables. O n the other hand, children's material concept of
gravity involves understanding that there is a force or
mechanism that m a k e s things fall. Shultz (1982) has
demonstrated that an understanding of mechanisms is the
fundamental basis of preschoolers' causal inferences. With
respect to gravity, a material understanding supports
inferences about the conditions under which the force or
mechanism is the same for two objects (e.g., the non-causal
variables of orientation and weight) or different for two
objects (e.g., the causal variable of height).
Experiment 2: The Nature of
Preschoolers' U n d e r s t a n d i n g of G r a v i t y
Despite having a material understanding of gravity, young
children m a y still understand gravity not as an attraction
between masses, but as a property of objects (Reiner, Chi,
& Resnick, 1988). Experiment 2 tests the claim that young
children have a material, object-oriented understanding of
gravity. W e hypothesized that with an object-oriented
understanding of gravity, children would judge that the
gravitational force within an object changes when its
appearance or structural integrity is altered. In particular, it
w a s predicted that children with a n object-oriented
understanding o f gravity w o u l d m a k e different predictions
regarding the gravity-related behavior o f objects that differ in
appearance or integrity.
T o test the hypothesis, 2 4 preschool, 2 4 first grade, 12
third/fourth grade, 1 2 sixth/seventh grade a n d 1 2 college
students w e r e given a free-fall task a n d a weight conservation
task. T h e tasks w e r e presented in r a n d o m order. In the
weight conservation task, subjects s a w three transformations
(rolled into sausage, cut in half, a n d cut into m a n y pieces) of
o n e o f t w o identical p l a y - d o h balls, a n d , after each
transformation, w e r e asked: " W h i c h o n e w e i g h s m o r e , or d o
they w e i g h the s a m e ? "
T h e free-fall task involved
presenting t w o play-doh "bricks" of equal size. T h e subject
w a s then asked, "If the identical bricks are dropped at the
s a m e time a n d from the s a m e height, will they land at the
s a m e time or at different times?" U p o n agreeing that the
bricks w o u l d land at the s a m e time, the experimenter cut o n e
brick into t w o , stuck the t w o pieces b a c k together, a n d again

asked "If the bricks are dropped at the same lime and from
the same height, will they land at the same time or at
different times?" T h e subject could answer that the two
would land at the same time (correct), that the intact object
would land faster (intact faster), or that the altered object
would land faster (altered faster). The task was repeated 10
times, with subjects being told that the brick would be cut
into hundreds of pieces on the last repetition. It was
predicted that if children conceive of gravity as a property of
objects, then by destroying the integrity of one brick, the
two bricks would be predicted to hit the table at different
times.
Subjects were very consistent in their judgments, with
over 9 5 % of the subjects giving the same response on 6 out
of 10 items. There was a statistically significant age-related
increase in the percentage of subjects w h o consistently m a d e
correct predictions, and an age-related decrease in the
percentage of subjects w h o consistently m a d e intact faster
predictions (see Figure 2). Perhaps predictions on the
gravity task simply reflect a misunderstanding that the
weight of the play-doh brick changes w h e n it is cut up.
That is, subjects m a y judge that the transformed object
weighs a different amount than the intact object, and because
of the difference in weight, predict that the intact and
u-ansformcd objects behave differently. However, there was
no contingency between performance on the conservation of
weight task and the free-fall task within any age group.

conserve weight. Most significantly, the results suggest
that preschoolers m a k e predictions that could not be derived
from experience alone. W e suggest that the predictions are
based on an understanding of gravity that is derived from
theoretical assumptions as well as perceptual experiences.
The theoretical assumption that children m a k e is that gravity
is a property of objects. N o doubt preschoolers are capable
of discovering properties of objects that affect their behavior;
for example, that rubbery objects bounce, brittle objects
break, and that spongy objects are pliable. In this case,
children infer (rather than observe) that certain properties of
an object are related to its behavior in free-fall.

Experiment 3: Predictions on
the Free-fall a n d T r a j e c t o r y T a s k s
Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence that children have a
material and theoretical understanding of gravity as a
property of an object. This result challenges Selman et al.'s
claim that children are capable only of an empirical
understanding of gravity due to general logical deficits (e.g.,
a lack of reversible operations). Experiment 3 focuses on
Kaiser et al.'s claim that preschoolers employ a straightd o w n rule w h e n making predictions regarding the trajectory
of falling objects launched from a table. They claim that the
straight-down rule results from preschoolers' cognitive
limitations in integrating the horizontal and vertical vectors
We
of motion and their lack of perceptual experience.
examine whether erroneous predictions regarding the
trajectory of falling objects can be explained as due to
• Correct
children's
understanding of gravity as a property of an object.
LJ Intact Faster
100-r
If preschoolers' use of the straight-down rule reflects a
™ Altered Faster
material and theoretical understanding of gravity as a force
internal to objects, then (a) use of the straight-down rule is
theoretically deduced and not the result of cognitive
Mean
pcrccntaee of
limitations or perceptual inexperience, and (b) preschoolers
subiecLs
will believe that there is a force internal to rather than
rcsDondine
operating on objects that causes them to fall in the straightconsistently
d o w n trajectory. T o test whether children believe that the
straight-down rule reflects a theory-based belief regarding a
force internal to objects, w e tested whether preschoolers
predict that objects launched from a horizontal plane can
College followtfajectoriesother than straight-down. If preschoolers
predict that objects can follow a variety of different
Grades
trajectories (including the parabolic trajectory), then use of
the rule does not merely reflect a cognitive or perceptual
Figure 2: Subjects' responses on the free-fall task, Exp. 2
deficit (they can integrate horizontal and vertical vectors) or a
belief in an external force that operates on objects. In
The results suggest that altering the integrity of objects Experiment 3, preschool and college students m a d e
predictions regarding whether an object launched from a
influences preschoolers' predictions regarding the behavior of
horizontal plane could follow a variety of different
the objects in free-fall. But, by the elementary school years,
trajectories. Another purpose of Experiment 3 was to
children are no longer substantially influenced by the
examine the generality of preschoolers' understanding of
manipulation of the structural integrity of objects. W h e n
gravity. If their understanding of gravity is general, then
children m a k e erroneous free-fall predictions, they are not
there ought to be empirical relations between performances
based on a simple weight strategy (i.e., object perceived as
on the free-fall and trajectory tasks. This prediction is
heavier falls faster), since those subjects within each age
consistent with Carey's (1985) claim that children's
group w h o conserved weight were no more likely to m a k e
knowledge of the world is stfuctured in terms of theories
correct free-fall judgments than those subjects w h o failed to
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wiih general explanatory concepts and causal beliefs used to
understand a domain.
Nine preschoolers and 8 college students were given a
revised version of Kaiser et al.'s trajectory task and a revised
version of the free-fall task. The revised trajectory task
involved presenting subjects with a block sitting on a
cardboard box; near the box were arrangements of two
hoops. Subjects were required to judge whether or not they
could push the block off the box so that it would go though
the arrangements of two hoops. T h e two hoops were
arranged in five different w a y s to reflect three different
trajectories. T h e two Violation trajectories involved
arrangements of hoops that required the block to change its
trajectory in midflight. T h e two Straight trajectories
(straight-down and inverted "L") involved arrangements of
hoops that required the block to follow a straight-down
trajectory. Finally, the Parabolic trajectory involved the
block following a parabolic trajectory. (See Figure 3.) The
only feedback subjects were given w a s during a practice
session in which they pushed the block through one hoop.
In the revised free-fall task, subjects m a d e 2 0 predictions
regarding whether two objects (legos, blocks, and play-doh
bricks) would hit the table at the s a m e time or different
times. T h e predictions were m a d e in three conditions,
reflecting whether (a) the objects were released from the
same heights and there were no other differences between
them (Identical condition), (b) the objects were released from
different heights and there were no other differences between
ihem (Relevant condition), and (c) the objects were released
from the same height but one object w a s transformed in a
w a y that altered its structural integrity, appearance, status as
an object, or connection between components but not its
m a s s (Irrelevant condition). Each subject m a d e four
predictions in the identical condition and eight each in the
relevant and irrelevant condition.
Violation 2

Violation 1

T
Straignt-down
Parabobc Inverted L
Figure 3: Arrangements of hoops used in Experiment 3
For the free-fall task, preschoolers' (M= .55) mean
percentage of correct responses was significantly lower than
adults' ( M = .96). However, the m e a n percentage of correct
responses by preschoolers w a s significantly above random
responding in the identical ( M = .66) and relevant ( M = .61)
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conditions, but not in the irrelevant ( M = .45) condition.
Analyses of individual subjects suggested that 4 children
consistently m a d e the intact-faster judgment in the irrelevant
condition, 1 m a d e the U-ansformed-faster, and 4 m a d e correct
judgments. A higher percentage of subjects consistently
m a d e correct predictions in this experiment (44%) compared
to Experiment 2 ( 2 5 % ) , although a chi-square analysis
revealed no difference between the percentage of subjects in
each experiment w h o made correct free-fall judgments.
T h e frequency of correct responses by subjects for the
Violation, Straight and Parabolic trajectories was analyzed.
Only the m e a n frequency of correct responses for the two
Violation trajectories showed a significant age effect; the
mean frequency of correct responses of college students ( M =
1.62) for Violation trajectories was significantly higher than
the m e a n for preschoolers ( M = 0.44). T h e college students'
means for the two Straight ( M = 0.38) and the one Parabolic
( M = 1.00) trajectories were not significantly different from
the preschoolers' m e a n s ( M = 0.33 and M = 0.78
respectively). The results show that the children believed
that the block could be pushed through the hoops no matter
what their arrangement, but they were only correct in their
predictions on the Parabolic trajectory. In contrast, the
college students correctly recognized the impossibility of
pushing the block through the hoops in the Violation
trajectory. Finally, there w a s a significant positive
correlation (r= +.46) between subjects' total percentage of
correct responses on the free-fall and the trajectory tasks.
T h e finding that children and adults were no different in
predicting that objects can fall in straight or parabolic
trajectories casts s o m e doubt on Kaiser et al.'s claim that
children's use of the straight-down trajectory rule reflects
cognitive limitations and perceptual inexperience. Conu-ary
to Kaiser et al.'s conclusion, the present results show that
(a) preschoolers are not completely insensitive to the
j)ossibility that objects fall with integrated horizontal and
vertical vectors, and (b) college students do not completely
reject the possibility that objects fall without integrated
horizontal and vertical vectors. Rather than reflecting
cognitive limitations or perceptual inexperience, w e propose
that children's use of the straight-down trajectory rule reflects
a theoretical belief: Under most circumstances objects fall
sU'aight d o w n w h e n unsupported. However, this belief does
not imply that preschoolers assume that there is an objectindependent gravitational force at work ~ a force operating
on objects rather than one internal to objects. Children also
m a y believe that the internal force can be compromised by
the w a y in which an object is set in motion.
The positive correlation between subjects' performance on
the free-fall and trajectory tasks is a basis for claiming that
an understanding of gravity underlies performance on the
tasks. Such generality in children's understanding of gravity
seems to be what Carey (1985) has in mind w h e n she
describes children as having theories constituted by
explanatory concepts, causal beliefs, and a domain of
application. Preschoolers' understanding of gravity as a
property of objects m a y well be an explanatory concept,

supporting causal beliefs regarding the role of object
integrity in predictions of free-fall rates and the role of h o w
objects are set in motion in predictions of object trajectory.
However, the positive correlation can only be treated as
preliminary evidence in support of such a explanation.
Experiment 4: Predictions on
the Free-fall a n d B a l a n c e Scale T a s k
Experiment 3 provides preliminary support for Carey's claim
that preschoolers have general explanatory concepts (e.g.,
gravity) that are used in explanations of phenomena (free-fall
rates, object trajectories) within a domain (behavior of
objects). The purpose of Experiment 4 was to extend the
analysis of phenomena that are influenced by preschoolers'
understanding of gravity as a property of objects. In
particular, w e examine whether children's understanding of
gravity is related to their knowledge of the operation of
balance scales. Siegler (1976) examined developmental
changes in reasoning about balance scales and found that
between the ages of 5 and 10 years, children change in
making predictions about the behavior of balance scales that
are based exclusively on the weights of blocks placed on the
arms (Rule I), to making predictions based on the blocks'
weights and distances from the fulcrum (Rule II), although
not based on integrated information regarding weight and
distance. W e propose that there are direct connections
between changes in reasoning on the balance scale and freefall tasks, each reflecting a change in children's
understanding of gravity as a property of an object. W e
hypothesized three ways in which children's performance on
the free-fall task would be related to performance on the
balance scale task. First, children's use of Rule I or Rule II
on the balance scale task would be related to their percentage
of correct judgments on the free-fall task. Second, just as
preschoolers judge that alterations in the appearance but not
the mass of objects makes them fall at different rates in the
free-fall task, so will they predict that alterations in the
appearance of objects on the arms of a balance scale will
cause the scale not to balance. Third, there will be a
relation between predictions regarding the behavior of
balance scales and objects in free-fall.
Twelve preschool, 12first-grade,12 third-fourth grade, and
12 sixth-seventh grade students w h o were used in
Experiment 2 were also given a revised version of Siegler's
(1976) balance scale task (Amsel & G o o d m a n , submitted).
In the revised balance scale task, subjects m a k e judgments
regarding the causal status of the causally-relevant (weight
and distance) and causally-irrelevant (color and orientation)
variables. Weight was manipulated by placing a different
number of equally weighted rectangular blocks on the arms
of the scale. Distance was manipulated by having an equal
number of blocks on the arms of the scale placed at different
distances from the fulcrum. Color w a s manipulated by
having an opposite number of black and white blocks (i.e.,
the total number on each arm w a s the same) placed
equidistant from the fulcrum. Orientation was manipulated
having an opposite number of rectangular blocks "lying
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d o w n " and "standing up" placed equidistant from the
fulcrum. Subjects m a d e 8 different weight, distance,
orientation, and color judgments. T h e balance scales were
drawn on cards, but subjects were shown a working balance
scale during a practice session. T h e free-fall task was the
one described in Experiment 2. Approximately half the
subjects received the balance scale taskfirstand the other
half received the free-fall taskfirst.Subjects' percentage of
correct, intact-faster, and altered-faster judgments on the freefall task was computed, as w a s their frequency of correct
predictions regarding the Weight, Distance, Orientation, and
Color variables on the balance scale task. Subjects were
judged as using Siegler's Rule I if at least 6 out of 8 of their
Weight predictions were correct, and if less than 6 out of 8
of their Distance predictions were correct. Twenty-nine
subjects (with a m e a n age of 7 years, 3 months) fit the
description of using Rule I. Subjects were judged as using
Siegler's Rule II if at least 6 out of 8 of their Weight and
Distance predictions were correct. Thirteen subjects (with a
mean age of 10 years, 7 months)fitthe description of using
Rule II. The 6 subjects w h o fit neither Rule I or Rule II
tended to be from the preschool and first grade groups.
Thesefindingsreplicate Siegler's results.
T o test Hypothesis 1, Rule I and Rule II subjects' m e a n
frequency of correct (out of 10) responses on the free-fall
task was compared. The mean frequency of correct free-fall
judgments by subjects using Rule I on the free-fall task ( M =
3.90) was significantly lower than the m e a n of subjects
using Rule II ( M = 7.54). H o w e v e r , this statistically
significant difference between the groups drops to a
difference that only approaches statistical significance
(/>=.09) when frequency of conservation of weight scores is
used as a covariate in an A N C O V A . T h e A N C O V A
procedure was used so that the relation between the tasks do
not reflect shared variance due to other general factors
associated with cognitive development. T o test Hypothesis
2, developmental changes in performance on the Color and
Orientation variables on the balance scale task were
examined. Preschoolers' mean frequency (out of 8) of correct
color judgments ( M = 6.67) was significantly lower than the
means for the 5th/6th-graders ( M = 8.00), but not different
than the 1st- ( M = 7.73) and 2nd/3rd-graders ( M = 7.75).
Similarly, preschool ( M = 3.92) and Ist-grade ( M = 4.18)
students' mean frequency of correct Orientation predictions
were significantly different then the 6th/7th-grade students'
mean ( M = 7.50), but not different than the 2nd/3rd-grade
students' mean ( M = 6.00). T o test Hypothesis 3, children's
frequency of correct predictions on the free-fall task
(maximum score of 10) was correlated with their frequency
of correct predictions regarding the causal status of the
orientation and color variables ( m a x i m u m score of 8 for each
variable). A partial correlation procedure was used which
removed children's performance on a conservation of weight
task. Subjects' frequency of correct free-fall judgments was
significantly (p<.05) and positively correlated with their
frequency of correct judgments regarding the noncausal status
of Color (r= .25) and Orientation (r= .31).

T h e results suggest that age-related changes in predictions
regarding the behavior of balance scale variables are directly
related to age-related changes in predictions regarding the rate
of objects in free-fall. W h y should this be? W e propose
that it is best explained as a restructuring in children's
understanding of gravity. Children w h o believe that gravity
is a projTerty of objects should m a k e incorrect free-fall
predictions because the change in the appearance of the
blocks marks different amounts of gravity in the blocks.
Moreover, such children should predict that variation in
blocks' orientation and color (an appearance-altering
transformation) makes a difference in the behavior of the
balance scale, whereas variation in distance (a transformation
that does not alter appearance) makes no difference. This
pattern of results seem to capture the performance of 5-yearolds, w h o m a d e correct free-fall, distance, orientation and
color judgments less often than older subjects. In contrast,
11-year-olds m a d e correct free-fall, distance, orientation and
color judgments more often than younger subjects. B y 11
years of age it seems that children recognize that gravity
involves s o m e relation between an object and the earth,
rather than exclusively being a property of objects.
While m a n y other phenomena no doubt develop during the
years between 5 and 11 that m a y underlie development on
both the free-fall and balance scale tasks, there is some
reason to believe that the relation is direct and not due to a
third variable associated with cognitive development. There
were significant correlations between correct free-fall
judgments and correct orientation and color judgments,
despite removing the influence of subjects' conservation of
weight scores. However, the difference between Rule I and
Rule II subjects in their frequency of correct free-fall
judgments only approaches significance when conservation
of weight score is used as a covariate.
Conclusion
T h e major goal of this research was to demonstfate that
young children have a theoretical, consistent, and general,
albeit incorrect, understanding of gravity as a property of
objects. Evidence for the theoretical nature of preschoolers'
understanding of gravity as a property of objects comes from
Experiment 1, in which preschoolers were shown to have a
material understanding of gravity and Experiments 2 and 3,
in which preschoolers were shown to believe that free-fall is
influenced by an object's structural integrity, a variable
which in reality does not m a k e a difference. Evidence for the
consistency of preschoolers' understanding of gravity as a
property of objects comes from Experiment 2, in which (a)
almost all subjects m a d e consistent predictions regarding the
rate of free-fall of two objects that were identical except that
one object's structural integrity was damaged, and (b) a
majority of the preschoolers predicted that the intact object
would fall faster. This latter result was replicated in
Experiment 3, in which 4 of 9 preschoolers predicted that an
object's free-fall behavior is affected when its structural
integrity (and other transformations in an object's
appearance) is altered. Evidence for the general nature of
preschoolers' understanding of gravity as a property of
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objects comes from Experiments 3 and 4, in which
performance on the free-fall task w a s correlated with
performance on the trajectory and balance scale tasks. The
claim that preschoolers have a theoretical, consistent, and
general, albeit incorrect, understanding of gravity as a
property of objects is inconsistent with hypotheses based on
previous research that preschoolers' understanding of gravity
is the result of a deficit. Hypotheses following from the
notion that children's understanding of gravity was due to
logical limitations, or both a cognitive deficit and perceptual
inexperience were tested and rejected in Experiments 1 and 3.
In general w e prefer a conceptual-change explanation of the
data (Carey, 1985; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1987). According
to this explanation, preschoolers' understanding of gravity as
a property of objects serves as an explanatory concept within
a theory regarding the behavior of objects and also serves as
a basis for causal and non-causal beliefs across a variety of
tasks.
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Abstract
The invention of the airplane spans a period of 110
years from 1799 w h e n Cayley first described the
design of fixed-wing aircraft to 1909 when practical
craft were flown at the Reims Air Show. At least 100
different designs were built and tested during this
period, often at great expense, and occasionally at the
cost of the pilot's life. With the exception of the
Wright Brothers, progress was slow and sporadic. T h e
Wrights needed only four years to develop their first
airplane. Their efficiency is unique: N o other inventor
was able to duplicate the steady rapid progress of the
Wright Brothers or duplicate their results until details
of the Wright craft became available in 1906.

Introduction
Sir George Cayley began the process of the invention of the
airplane in 1799 with the publication of his paper O n Aerial
Navigation. This paper distinguished between the lifting
and propulsion functions of bird wings and showed h o w
these functions could be separated in a fixed-wing craft
with propellers. O n e hundred and ten years later several
practical craft were demonstrated at the Reims Air S h o w in
France, completing the period of invention.
Figure 1 depicts the flight distances of 85 gliders and
powered craft developed during this period, representing
the vast majority of well-documented attempts to conquer
the air. These attempts have been grouped into three
categories: the Wright Brothers efforts, the efforts of other
inventors from 1809 through 1905, and the efforts of other
inventors from 1906 to 1909. Regression lines depicting
progress over time are s h o w n for each group: the long
dashed line running across the figure represents early
efforts by non-Wright inventors, the solid line rising
sharply from 1900 represents the Wright Brothers, while
bold line furthest right represents the efforts of other
inventors from 1906 to 1909. In computing these
regression lines unsuccessful craft that did notflyor were
not tested have been excluded, as were 7 craft for which
perfcMmance data was uncertain. Each point represents the
m a x i m u m distance achieved by a particular design.
Trends in Figure 1 are obvious: for the most part,
progress w a s slow and sporadic between 1809 and 1905.
The Wright Brothers are a dramatic exception to this
tendency. Their progress w a s rapid and steady. B y 1905
they were making flights of 2 4 miles while their
contemporaries were lucky tofly3 0 0 feet. In 1906 the
Wrights received a patent covering their control system,
and details of the construction of their craft were widely
published. Using this information, other inventors were
able to copy the important features of the Wright craft and
m a k e rapid progress. B y 1909 several were able to
duplicate the Wright Brothers' success.

Numerous reasons have been advanced to explain
this efficiency. A m o n g these are the Wright Brothers'
sense of materials, their focus on the control problem,
the availability of gasoline engines, the synergy of the
brothers in their work, and constraints imposed by
limited funding. Although these factors are important,
a crucial difference can be found in the manner in
which the Wright Brothers and their contemporaries
approached the task of invention. Most inventors
spent their time constructing and testing complete
craft; the Wright Brothers worked by isolating a
problem, finding a system to test potential solutions,
and integrating their solution back into an airplane
design.
The problem-solving model of scientific discovery
in turn explains w h y the Wright Brothers method was
so efficient. T h e Wright Brothers were exploring a
function space while their contemporaries were
exploring a design space of aircraft. F r o m the
properties of the two spaces, it can be shown that
search in the function space is far more efficient than
search in the design space. M a n y of the s a m e
properties hold for the invention of other complex
devices such as intelligent programs.
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O n the efficiency of the invention process
The issue we wish to address is: What made the Wright
Brothers so efficient in their invention? This question has
been discussed by historians and biographers, and m a n y
others as well. A s with m a n y other questions, the answer is
not simple: Doubtless m a n y factors contributed to the
efficiency of the Wright BrothCTS. Yet m a n y factors that
contributed to their efficiency were held in c o m m o n with
other inventors. O u r purpose is not to develop a
comprehensive list of contributing factors, but to identify
what set the Wright Brothers apart from their
contemporaries.
M a n y historians, biogr^hers, and others have suggested
reasons for the Wright Brothers' efficiency. T w o reasons
are frequently suggested by people unfamiliar with the
details of the invention of the airplane: the synergy
provided by woiidng together as a team and the constraints
imposed by limited funding. E>oubtless both factors
contributed to the Wright Brothers' success, but these are
far from unique factors. M a n y inventors worked in teams:
Samuel Langley and Charles Manley, Gabriel and Charles
Voisin, Otto and Gustav Lilienthal. B16riot assembled a
large and tainted team headed by Peyret. Indeed, working
in teams w a s almost a necessity given the task of
constructing a person-carrying craft. Along the same lines.
1 This figure w a s compiled using the following sources:
Crouch (1982, 1989a, 1989b), DoUfus & Bouch6 (1980).
Howard (1987), Jarrett (1987), M a g o u n & Hodgins (1931),
Gibbs-Smith (1966), McFarland (1953), and Schwipps
(1979). Models developed during the period are not shown
due to the difficulty in equating their performance with
larger-scale craft. T h e figure is not comprehensive: as
m a n y as 25 additional attempts are mentioned in GibbsSmith (1966) without sufficient detail for inclusion in the
table. F e w of these craft would have flown as far as 50
feet
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w e find most of the inventors struggling with limited
resources: the Voisin brothers. Herring, even B16riot. None
of the serious accounts of the invention of the airplane
focuses on these as pivotal factors for the Wright Brothers'
success.
Charles Gibbs-Smith, one of the foremost authorities on
the history of the invention of the airplane, advances a
different reason for the Wright Brothers' efficiency. H e
divided inventors into two camps: chai^eurs of the air and
airmen (Gibbs-Smith, 1966). A characteristic of the
chauffeur apjx'oach was the belief that an airplane would be
similar to a car. Given sufficient power, a plane could be
'driven' into the air m u c h as a car drives along a freeway.
In the chauffeur mentality, muscle substituted for
aerodynamics and control. This group focussed their
efforts toward the development of large power plants. Sir
Hiram M a x i m , the inventor of the machine gun, illustrates
the chauffeur mentality. Squandering £20,000 of his o w n
funds. Sir Hiram constructed a four-ton steam-powered
behemoth in 1894. T h e wingspread was over a hundred
feet. Eighteen-foot propellers drew the unwieldy craft
d o w n an 1,800 foot track. O n its first test, the plane
struggled two feet into the air, broke a guard rail on the
track, and was shut down, never to be tested again.
Airmen focussed their attention on the problems of flight
with less regard to the development of powered craft.
Airmen often built and tested gliders in an attempt to
master the art offlight.T h e Wright Brothers clearly fall
into the airmen category. They developed three gliders
from 1900 to 1902 before attempting to construct an
airplane. Gibbs-Smith's distinction is a useful one: w e n o w
recognize the importance of aerodynamics and control in
airplane flight. Airmen have an obvious advantage over
chauffeurs of the air in developing airworthy craft.
Unfortunately, once again w e find that this distinction does
not differentiate the Wright Brothers from all other
inventors. Lilienthal, Pilcher, Chanute, and Herring were
airmen, sharing this advantage with the Wright Brothers.

Gibbs-Smith also draws attention to the Wright Brothers'
concern with active control instead of passive inherentstability. Here w e find one factor that distinguishes the
Wright Brothers from their contemporaries. Even when
details of the Wright system of control became available,
few appreciated the importance of this contribution to the
development of practical craft. Significantly, the Wright
Brother's close friwid Octave Chanute. w h o witnessed the
success of the Wright gliders and flyers, was unable to
q)preciate the importance of an active system of control.
Yet the Wright Brothers' concern with active control
does not explain all of the efficiency of their invention
process. Indeed the control problem was largely solved by
the Wrights in 1899 when they constructed a 5' biplane kite
to demonstrate the efficacy of wing-warping as a method of
lateral control. This kite also had an elevator for horizontal
control. During the next two years the Wrights spent little
time on this problem; the controls for wing-warping were
tied off in most of the trials of the 1900 and 1901 gUders.
The 1901 glider had a nearly-complete control system, yet
Wilbur was so dismayed by the performance of the craft
that he told Orville on the trip back from Kitty H a w k that
m a n would not fly within their lifetime (Crouch, 1989a). In
addition to working out the control problem, the Wrights
revised lift tables of the day, determined efficient and stable
shapes for wings, developed the m o d e m theory of propeller
function, and tested wing spars for drag.
These
developments were not motivated by a concern for active
control, yet all were necessary for the first powered flight.
Biographers often mention the Wright Brothers' skill in
the construction of lightweight craft. They were good with
their hands and k n e w h o w to develop strong lightweight
structures. In contrast, Samuel Langley would create
engineering blueprints of craft, then turn the designs over to
workmen for construction. The resulting products were
often weak and unstable. O n c e again this factor is not
unique to the Wright Brothers. Lilienthal, Chanute, and
Herring were all accomplished at the construction of
lightweight, strong craft. Lilienthal and Chanute both had
engineering backgrounds. Chanute introduced to the field
the biplane design strengthened by the Pratt truss used in
bridge construction. This design was used by the Wright
Brothers in all their early craft.
Without a doubt all of these factors contributed to the
Wright Brothers' efficiency and ultimate success. Yet with
the exception of their focus on active control, none of the
factors is unique to the Wright Brothers, and so cannot
explain their advantage over contemporary competitors.
Part of their success derives from their focus on active
control, yet this factor is too specific to explain all of the
Wrights' success. O f course, success m a y derive from a
subde synergy of several factors working together, rather
than being the product of a single factor. Rather than
pursue this line, I will discuss one final factw mentioned by
historians: the method used by the Wright Brothers.
Although m a n y give the Wrights credit for their method of
invention, few comprehensive accounts have been provided
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that describe the nature of their method, and document w h y
it was so different from their contemporaries.
Methods of invention
Consider first the style of invention prevalent at the time.
A would-be inventor would design and construct a n e w
glider or plane. T h e craft usually embodied s o m e novel
feature that the inventor hoped would enable the craft to
succeed where others had failed. T h e craft would be taken
out to thefieldand tested. In m a n y cases modifications or
adjustments would be m a d e to the craft, while at other
times the craft would be quickly destroyed in an accident.
Eventually the inventw would tire of the design; sometimes
he would return to the drawing board to try again,
sometimes he would give up in discouragement. Central to
this approach is a concern with the performance of a
working craft. Inventors measured their success in h o w
high and far the craftflew,h o w long it remained in the air,
and so on. Usually the results were not impressive: only 4
non-Wright craft out of 39 tested up to 1906 broke the 300'
barrier, flying further than the length of a football field.
Those w h o went back to the drawing board attempted to
utilize their performance data to improve the design of a
newer model, although m a n y simply abandoned one illconsidered design in favor of another equally-poor choice.
This approach is termed design-space search for the
prominence given to the design, construction, and testing of
complete crafts. The inventor has available a number of
different features that m a y be included in a design,
including the number of wings, their shape and placement,
the position of the rudder and elevator, propulsion systems,
and so on. A n inventor might explore a monoplane,
biplane, or triplane design. Multiple wings could be
arranged in a vertical, staggered, or tandem configuration.
T h e rudder and elevator could be integrated in one unit or
divided into two. Wings and tails could be mounted on
springs, and so on. T o construct a craft, the inventor has to
m a k e a decision about each of these factors, which are
largely independent of one another. Table 1 shows s o m e of
the m a n y features that were manipulated to create different
designs for aircraft. Even though the list is far from
comprehensive, at least 12,960,000 designs can be realized
through different decisions about craft design. The task of
the inventor is to determine a configuration of airplane
components that leads to a woiking craft
Octave Chanute developed an interesting craft in 1896
that illustrates the design-space approach. His glider had
six pairs of wings that could be independently placed on the
fuselage. T h e first configuration tested had all six pairs
mounted in the front. This configuration w a s top-heavy.
T h e number of wing pairs was reduced from six to four.
Then it was tested with two pairs in front and four in the
rear. The wings were shifted about mercilessly;finallythe
arrangement was fixed with five pairs in front and one pair
at the rear. In this configuration it flew a distance of 82
feet. Later an umberella-like appendage, called an
aerocurve, w a s added above the wings. The modified craft
m a d e aflightof 188 feet In designing a glider with

T a b l e 1: D e s i g n space of gliders
Characteristics of craft
1-80
Number of wings
W i n g configuration
W i n g placement
W i n g angle
Camber of wings
Wingspan
Chord
Shape of wings
Tail placement

Variants explored by early researchers

monoplane, biplane, triplane
stacked, tandem, staggered
anhedral, flat wing, dihedral
1/20, 1/15, 1/12, 1/8, 1/6
6' to 104'
3' to 10'
bird-like, rectangular, bat-like, insect-like
forward (canard), rear, mid

80*3*3*3*5*20*5*4*3 = 12,960,000 different designs
movable wings, Chanute was attempting to expedite the
search through the space of glider designs: with a single
craft he w a s able to explore a n u m b e r of different
designs.Even still, the different configurations that were
tested represent only a fraction of the possible
configurations shown in Table 1.
For the most part, the Wright Brothers did not work this
way. Rather than building whole craft, they explored
problems related to flight in isolation. This style is
apparent from the very beginning of their efforts.
Recognizing the need for a method to control the lateral
orientation of an airplane to prevent rolls, Wilbur realized
that by twisting the wings of an airplane it could be turned
into an 'animated windmill' to right itself. T h e brothers
built a 5' biplane kite to test this method. Twisting the
wings of the kite proved effective at controlling the lateral
m o v e m e n t of the plane. This solution w a s embodied in
every craft the Wright Brothers built through 1909, without
significant change.
Having solved the problem of lateral control, the Wrights
built and tested their first glider in 1900. Given the
innovative nature of the n e w system for controlling lateral
roll via warping the wings, it might be expected that m u c h
of the testing that year would center around the controls.
Nothing could be further from the truth: the n e w glider for
the most part w a s flown as an unmanned kite with the
wing-warping controls tied off. Wilbur and Orville were
confident in their solution to the control problem, and were
far m o r e concerned with the amount of lift generated by
their glider. They obtained crude estimates of lift using
wind-speed data provided by the nearby Kitty H a w k
weather station and measuring the pull of the ballasted craft
with a spring balance. The obtained lift was far below their
expectations, although some of the problem arose because
they were forced to substitute short spars in their original
design, and the curvature of the wing did not match that
used by Lilienthal in determining his tables of lift
U n h a p p y with the compromised construction of their
fu-st craft, the Wrights built a second glider in 1901. This
craft had adequate spars and wing curvature matching the
semicircular camber favored by Lilienthal. Before
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returning to Kitty H a w k in 1901, the brothers realized they
needed their o w n anemometer to obtain reliable measures
of wind speed at the test site. O n c e again the craft was
routinely tested as an unmanned kite. Using a spring
balance and measurements of wind speed, the brothers
quickly realized that the lift developed by their craft was
below the expected value. Recognizing the futility of
attempts to construct further gliders in an effort to solve the
problem of lift, a discouraged Wilbur told his brother on
the trip back from Kitty H a w k that m a n would notflyfor
fifty years.
Recognizing the limited success of the 1901 glider, an
inventor adhering to design space search might have
continued to construct and test n e w 'improved' versions of
the craft. T h e Wrights never appear to have given a
moment's thought to this idea. After returning to Dayton,
the brothers soon realized they needed another approach to
explore the problem of lift. They wanted a w a y to quickly
explore a large set of wing designs, something impractical
with full-scale craft. Between September and November of
1901 the brothers built three different instruments to
measure lift O n e was a simple balance wheel mounted on
a bicycle, two others were wind tunnels. Using the third
wind tunnel, they were able to measure the lift and drag of
fifty different wing designs in three weeks, and found a
wing design far more efficient than that used in their 1900
and 1901 gliders.
A r m e d with this newfound knowledge, the brothCTS built
a third glider in 1902, returning to Kitty H a w k to test it late
that year. Although Lilienthal had flown hang gliders that
achieved equal distances, the 1902 glider was the fust
successful aircraft with three-axis control. It represented
the solution to most of the fundamental problems of
powered flight. F r o m this success, the Wright Brothers
turned to the task of developing a powered aircraft. Here
they were faced with another problem: h o w to build
effective propellers. In late 1902 and early 1903 the
brothers developed the m o d e m theory of the propeller as a
moveable wing with forward lift, and returned to their wind
tunnel to explore effective propeller shapes. This led to the

development of their 1903 flyer, the first successful
airplane.
The Wright Brother's method can be understood as a
search through itit function space. For a plane li)fly,the
wings must have sufficient lift, the power plant must
generate sufficient thrust, and the operator must be able to
control the orientation of the craft Rather than exploring
the design space for a configuration that met these
functions, the Wrights tackled each problem independently,
and found effective solutions for each problem. Each
feature could be integrated back into the design of an
aircraft. This led to a pattern of steady progress: with the
exception of the 1901 glider, each craft flew further than its
predecessor^.
The efficiency of different search methods
The efficiency of the Wright Brothers w a s a natural
outcome of their method of invention. For m a n y
inventions, search in the function space is easier than
search in the design space. This inherent efficiency stems
from two factors: feedback in the function space is more
direct than feedback in the design space, and the function
space is smaller than the design space.
T o illustrate the role of feedback, w e must recognize that
inventors often use a hill-climbing strategy in their
development process: they attempt to use the performance
of an existing design to improve upon that design.
Consider the problem of applying a hill-climbing strategy
to make improvements to a glider or plane. W h e n the
current design is tested in thefield,the performance of the
craft is a function of a number of factcffs. M a n y factors are
related to the design of the plane, such as the lift of the
wings and the drag of the fuselage. Yet external factors
play a role in overall performance as well. Is the air still or
turbulent? Are updrafts or downdrafts present? Even the
density of air and air temperature can have a measurable
influence. The plane must be tested extensively to
eliminate the influence of external factors. Even still, diere
is no simple w a y to attribute characteristics of flight
performance to features of the design. Did the craft fly 80
feet because it was a biplane configuration or because it
had a rear-mounted elevator? T h e global i>erformance
metrics give few clues to the individual contributions of the
design features. Thus, even having an accurate picture of
the performance of a craft in the field, it is difficult to
develop an improved design. This can be seen in the m a n y
setbacks suffered by most inventors: it was not u n c o m m o n
for a moderately-successful craft to be replaced by one that
could not be flown.
Feedback in the function space is far more direct. W h e n
the Wright Brothers measured lift in their wind tunnel, they
were obtaining direct evidence relevant to wing shape.
From this information, they were quickly able to identify an
2 The 1900 craft flew about 400" with assistance from the
ground crew, w h o ran alongside and stabilized the craft in
flight. The 1901 glider flew a distance of 389' in free
flight
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efficient wing. Compared to the design space, feedback in
function space is far more diagnostic, so that improvements
are easier to discover.
The function space is a smaller space to search than the
design space. This is evident w h e n considering the small
number of functions a plane must possess to fly: develop
sufficient lift to overcome gravitational attraction, generate
sufficient thrust to overcome drag, and control the plane in
3 axes. The vast array of contemporary aircraft illustrates
that m a n y different designs can execute the same basic
functions, evidence that the design space is larger than the
function space.
A curious aspect of function space search is that it often
involves design-space search in a smaller design space.
Consider for a m o m e n t the manner in which the Wright
Brothers solved the problem of lift In testing wing shapes,
the Wright Brothers engaged in a search of a smaller design
space. They had little theory of aerodynamics to guide
their construction and testing of fifty wing shapes. T h e
necessary mathematics and physics were not developed
until after the airplane w a s a practical reality. Yet in
investigating the design space of wing shapes, the Wrights
did not have to concern themselves with other factors of
glider design, such as fuselage shape, wing placement, and
so on. T h e design space of wing shapes is a part of the
larger design space of gliders and planes, because all wing
shapes can be used in gliders or planes, yet gliders and
planes involve other design decisicxis as well. B y searching
through the more restricted design space, the Wrights were
quickly able to identify an efficient wing design, and
preserve the efficiency of the function space approach in
developing a working airplane.
Given the combination of direct feedback and a reduced
search space, the method of investigating the functions of
aircraft is far more efficient than constructing and testing
full designs. Out of all factors contributing to the Wright
Brothers' efficiency of invention, this factor is far more
important than others that have been discussed. This
method enabled the Wright Brothers to m a k e sustained
progress that eluded their contemporaries. H o w and w h y
the Wrights happened upon this approach is not known, but
the difference between Wilbur and Orville and their
contempwaries is striking.
Conclusion
This analysis is based upon the problem solving model of
scientific discovery put forward by Herbert Simon (1973).
Although invention of a complex device is not synonymous
with the discovery of scientific laws, it shares an important
component of creativity. T h e scientist or inventor is
understood to be engaged in heuristic search. Drawing
upon the general model of problem solving (Newell &
Simon, 1972), w e see that the Wright Brothers were
searching through a different space than their
contemporaries. Given the attributes of this search space,
their search w a s inherently m o r e efficient than other
erstwhile inventors. A s a result of this efficiency of

method, the Wrights were quickly able to invent the
airplane.
Not every invention has the properties of the airplane,
and can be subjected to the same type of analysis.
However, it is likely that the airplane is not an isolated
case. Consider the development of complex intelligent
systems, such as speech recognition programs. Inventors
can focus their efforts on the construction and testing of
complete systems and receive global performance feedback
that is not very diagnostic, or they might focus their efforts
on functions that must be carried out by the system, then
develop and test modules that carry out each function. A n
advantage the Wright Brothers enjoyed was that the
functional decomposition had already been provided by
Cayley one hundred years before they began their research.
Yet the efficiencies of the function-space method are so
great that inventors might consider a program of
determining the functional decomposition and working in
the function space. Given the advantages of function-space
search, this method is likely to be more effective than blind
attempts to construct complex systems.
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Abstract
Many of the issues that confront designers of interactive computer systems ako appear in natural language
evolution. Natural languages and human-computer
interfaces share as their primary mission the support
of extended "dialogues" between responsive entities.
Because in each case one participant is a human being,
some of the pressures operating on natural languages,
causing them to evolve in order to better support such
dialogue, also operate on human-computer
"languages" or interfaces. This does not necessarily
push interfaces in the direction of natural language—
since one entity in this dialogue is not a human, this
is not to be expected. Nonetheless, by discerning
where the pressures that guide natural language
evolution also appear in human-computer interaction,
we can contribute to the design of computer systems
and obtain a new perspective on natural languages.
Introduction
A "dialogue" does not require natural language, or even
words. Animals engage in sustained interactions that can
be characterized as dialogues. A m i m e is engaged in
dialogues with real or imaginary objects and with the
audience. T w o individuals w h o do not share a c o m m o n
language can work out a means of communication,
perhaps as a step to developing a shared "pidgin language."
In this paper, w e address extended human-computer
interactions that are "dialogues" in this general sense. W e
include all forms of human-computer interaction, not just
"conversational" interfaces to computers. Consider, for
example, this sequence of events in discarding a document
on a Macintosh. A s you m o v e the mouse, the arrow or
pointer moves across the display. W h e n the pointer is
above the icon that represents Uie document, you press and
hold d o w n the button on the mouse. The icon switches to
"reverse video" (interchanging black and white), signalling
that you have succeeded in selecting it. Y o u m o v e the
mouse and an outline image of the icon moves, indicating
your position and telling you that you remain in control
of the document W h e n the pointer and the outline image
reach the vicinity of an icon in the shape of a trash can.
1 Norman's research was supported by grant N C C 2-591 to
Donald Norman and Edwin Hutchins from the N A S A A m e s
Research Center in the Aviation Safety/Automation Program.
Everett Palmer served as technical monitor. Additional
support was provided by funds from the Apple Computer
Company and the Digital Equipment Corporation to the
Affiliates of Cognitive Science at U C S D .
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that image spontaneously switches to reverse video,
signalling that w h e n you release the m o u s e button, the
document icon will disappear and effectively be discarded.
Y o u do so, and the sides of the trash can bulge slightly,
indicating that the document is inside. T h e bulging sides
signal that there are n o w documents in the trash can that
can be retrieved if desired. This entire sequence can be
considered to be a dialogue, although no words are used.
T h e system and y o u monitor o n e another; y o u
communicate by mouse movements and button presses,
the system communicates by moving objects, switching
them to reverse video, making them appear and disappear,
and changing their shape.
A n interface designer is really a designer of interaction
languages. Computer systems are unique a m o n g artificial
devices in allowing for a substantive, intelligent interaction between person and artifact T h e development of interaction techniques is still in its infancy. Certain design
guidelines are widely endorsed with litfle critical examination, such as "build consistent interfaces." T h e inconsistencies in natural languages—the naturally occurring,
continually evolving communication media used for
everyday interaction a m o n g people—have been analyzed,
revealing tradeoffs a m o n g competing pressures on dialogue. B y contrasting the two domains, by finding where
analogues exist and where they do not, w e m a y obtain
insight into the nature of computer system design and a
richer perspective on the constraints on natural languages.
Below, w e examine the "design guidelines" proposed
by Slobin (1977) for this rich and complex natural
s y s t e m — h u m a n language. Obviously, languages have
not been designed; they have evolved over thousands of
years subject to numerous competing pressures, including
political, cultural, and religious factors. Nonetheless, a
natural system such as language has m u c h in c o m m o n
with artificially designed computer systems. M a n y of the
requirements are similar. Each must act as a communication m e d i u m to transmit intentions, actions, and results
a m o n g the participants, each must be leamable by beginners, yet efficient for skilled performers. T h e ability of
naturally evolving systems such as language to deal with
these conflicting pressures can be revealing for the design
of computer systems.
In this paper w e examine the changes in both natural
and computer languages, the latter including high-level
interface languages, operating systems, and even
programming languages. W e restrict ourselves to word
choice and form and syntactic structure. Thus, w e do not
deal with speech acts or other subtleties of language.

Four

D e s i g n C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s for

Language

2. L a n g u a g e Should B e Quick and Easy

Slobin (1977) has analyzed what w e might call the "design
characteristics" of language, aspects of the usability and
functionality of language that lead toward language
development and change and that affect the ease of
acquisition by children. H e identifies four constraints on
language:

Natural language. A language principle that often
conflicts with consistency and clarity is the desire to be
quick and easy. This tendency shows up in numerous
ways. Most c o m m o n words are short and monosyllabic,
even in languages that relish long words, such as German.
Language is further simplified through abbreviation or
other shortening, obtaining efficiency at the expense of
1. Language should be clear;
leamability, regularity or even clarity. Irregular verbs and
2. Language should be quick and easy;
plural
nouns are generally shorter than their regular
3. Language should be expressive;
counterpart
would be—inconsistency is introduced in the
4. Language should be processible.
service of efficiency.^
We examine the application of each of these rules both to
Often, as a word increases in frequency of use, it is
natural language and to human-computer interaction.
given an abbreviated form: "automobile" becomes "auto,"
"television" becomes "TV," "picture element" becomes
"pixel." Pronouns shorten utterances, but at the cost of
1. Language Should Be Clear
introducing ambiguity, reducing clarity. Entire phrases
Natural language. Slobin defines clarity to be a
m a y be eliminated in the cause of efficiency. Although
consistent "one-to-one mapping between underlying
such utterances can technically be ambiguous, usually,
semantic structures and surface forms." Thus, Slobin's
w h e n interpreted in context, they are not.
concept of clarity corresponds to consistency as it is geneNote that irregular constructions that simplify and
rally applied in human-computer interaction. Consistency
shorten will work only if everyone is familiar with them.
in a language facilitates learning, both in children and
Therefore, irregularity is most often found with frequently
adults. Children not only learn more quickly where it is
occurring constructions—it is the most frequently
found, but they enforce consistency by ignoring alternative
occurring verbs that tend to be irregular.
constructions (using "I will" or "I will not" where adults
Irregularities cause difficulty during learning, but once
would say "I'll" or "I won't") or by using a consistent
learned, they simplify the language process, making the
form even where it is considered to be ungrammatical
constructions quick and easy to use. A s long as the
(using "hitted" rather than "hit" for the past tense).
irregularities arefrequentlyencountered, they stay learned.
All natural languages have inconsistencies, the irreguThus, the mature native speaker seldom has difficulties
larity of verbs being a well-known example. These irreguwith irregularities: It is only the learner or the novice user
larities cause the language learner great difficulty, because
w h o has trouble.
violations of consistency m e a n that a single rule no longer
A n interesting demonstration of the relationship
applies to a wide class of instances, and instead, m a n y
between irregular language forms and frequency of usage
cases have to be learned individually. Although people
occurs as language evolves and words change in their
have created more consistent, artificial languages (e.g.,
frequency of usage. W h e n the frequency of usage of an
Esperanto), it is significant that none of the thousands of
irregular verb drops, the verb also drops its irregularities
k n o w n naturally-forming languages is completely
and reverts to a regular form (Bybee, 1988). Thus,
consistent If consistency were as primary a design rule as
speakers are not burdened with the task of keeping track of
s o m e have argued, one might have expected to find a
language exceptions that rarely occur.
greater appearance of consistency in natural languages.
Human-computer interaction. Do we find the same
Human-computer interaction. Computer systems
push toward non-standard, abbreviated structures in
can accrue the same benefits as natural language systems
computer interactions? Yes, a frequent user's desire for
from a clear, consistent mapping between underlying
quick and easy means to carry out operations results in
semantic structures (or actions) and surface forms (or
simplification, abbreviation—and, therefore, inconsisc o m m a n d s and system output). Here, too, consistency has
tency. M a n y computer systems allow their users to create
been shown to facilitate learning (e.g.. Poison, 1988).
short keystroke sequences as substitutes for longer
However, despite heavy rhetoric advocating consistent
c o m m a n d sequences; S o m e systems even provide these
design and its prominent place in the standard guidebooks,
"shortcuts" as standard features: shell commands, aliases,
consistency is often violated. This is not solely due to
scripts, macros, dedicated function keys, option-key
oversight—in the best of systems, this violation can
equivalences, or "power-keys." M u c h as the shorter
improve performance (Grudin, 1989). A major point of
this paper is to show that some of the same pressures that
^ For example, from a list of 173 iiiegular English verbs, the
militate against consistency and an emphasis on clarity in
irregular written form is shorter in 166 cases, the same length
computer systems are found in natural language as well,
in six, and only longer in one ("bought" is longer than
where they are clearly seen to serve important purposes.
"buyed" would be, although equally "quick and easy" to
pronounce).
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constructions in natural language tend to be those that are
used with higher frequency, shortcuts in computer systems
are used primarily for high-frequency operations.
In the Macintosh computer, users wanted a quick way
to eject a diskette from the drive and to free the m e m o r y
that the system had reserved for it. Initially, two operations were required: an "eject" c o m m a n d and the action of
moving its remaining, "greyed-out" icon into the trash
can. In a triumph of usage over consistency, an imaginative programmer combined these into one operation,
carried out by moving the diskette icon to the trash can
icon. The operation violated m a n y people's notions of
consistency and confusedfirst-timeusers, but due to its
overwhelming efficiency it became widely accepted-'
Computer users w h o create their o w n shortcuts often
produce namesets that are efficient, but so inconsistent
that they themselves subsequently forget the names that
they devised (Grudin & Barnard, 1985). They m a y
misjudge the frequency with which these terms will be
accessed. Other users, of course, are likely to find these
personal shortcuts to be incomprehensible. Natural
language handles the corresponding problem through
several mechanisms.
With a computer system, if a user invents a n e w
c o m m a n d n a m e or other shortcut, this innovation is kept
relatively private: Only the user and the computer system
need know. Similarly, if a computer designer creates a
poor n a m e or shortcut, a user m a y be able tofixit with an
alias, but again this remains a private adjustment.'^ With
natural language, however, a neologism is only effective if
it is used with others. This shared social use provides for
a natural evolutionary process. Successful innovations are
those that are kept alive through usage within a language
c o m m u n i t y — w e see examples in the way that some slang
terms maintain their existence through frequent usage,
whereas others die natural deaths. In language evolution,
one natural tendency is towards consistency, and only
frequently used constructions maintain an inconsistent
form. Today's computer systems provide neither the
extensive shared social use of innovations nor an
equivalent evolutionary process that will rescue users from
poorly devised names or procedures.^
The "Law of Least Effort" in human
performance. T h e pressure to increase efficiency is
observed in m a n y domains of h u m a n skill. Zipf (1949,
1965) postulated that a general "law of least effort" applied
3 The inconsistency has always bothered the design team,
however, who plan to phase out this "slang" shortcut if a
more consistent but equally efficient solution is found.
^ A major use of customization features the "undoing" of
designer innovations in new releases (Mackay, 1990).
' The best analogy between linguistic and computational
neologisms may be private abbreviations used in personal
diaries or notebooks. Here there are no social interactions,
and here the analogy holds well: M u c h as in the computer
world, a diarist's clever abbreviations and phrases may prove
undecipherable to the writer turned reader.

to m u c h of h u m a n behavior. Zipf showed that a power
law applies between the length or size of an instance and
its relative rank of frequency occurrence.^ Ellis and
Hitchcock (1986) have found that experienced computer
users create c o m m a n d abbreviations ("aliases") that follow
Zipf s L a w , with shorter terms used for higher-frequency
c o m m a n d s . A s expertise develops, people modify the
task, system, language or method of operation in order to
produce smooth, effortless, and efficient performance (Agre
& Shrager, 1990; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981).
3. Language Should Be Expressive
Natural language. Natural languages must have
powerful expressive capability "... to communicate
effectively, engagingly, appropriately, and so forth. T h e
speaker must be able to direct the listener's attention, to
take account of his knowledge or expectations" (Slobin,
1977, p. 187). T h e central point here is that language
must function in a wide range of contexts, requiring a
versatility that often comes into conflict with the other
constraints. In order to be both expressive and efficient,
language must be compressed—thereby sacrificing a clear,
consistent mapping between form and function. Slobin
writes, "it is the charge to be expressive which introduces
m u c h of the complexity into language."
Miller (1951) observed that "the social pressure for a
c o m m o n vocabulary and the convenience of monosyllabic
words tend to restrict the variety of our responses, whereas
the attempt to differentiate between similar statements
expands the vocabulary and leads to the occasional use of
polysyllabic words" (p. 94). This captures the opposing
pressures of Slobin's m a x i m s "be expressive" and "be
quick and easy." The various tensions push the solutions
in opposing ways.
Human-computer interaction. The range of
expression is narrower in computer interaction than in
language, but as applications mature the demands for a
wider range of expressiveness grow, and w e find analogous
sources of inconsistency. Information retrieval systems
provide a wide range of search capabilities, whereas a
simple string search is sufficient for a word processor; a
professional typographer requires a degree of layout
precision not needed for most document preparation. The
result is often inconsistent interaction languages of
varying complexity. In general, large applications m a y
have hundreds of c o m m a n d s to satisfy the requirements of
thousands of different users, w h o oftentimes require very
different system performance. W e expect this issue to be
of increasing importance as computer systems b e c o m e
richer and more powerful.

" This abbreviated description fails to do justice to Zipf's
numerous observations of the relationship between ranking,
size, and relative frequency. His observations, largely
forgotten, may be worth reexamination as indicative of some
general principles of human action.
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4. Language Should Be Processible

1. Gradual Evolutionary Processes

Natural language. The rate at which the speaker and Broad shifts in a language occur that are independent of
specific external pressure on it Slobin presents evidence
listener can accurately encode and decode language utteranthat these primarily improve how well language can be
ces must be comparable. If they proceeded at rates that
processed:
"At each point in its history the language has
were too discrepant or led to too much error, communicaapparently
been strongly constrained by the charge to
tion would suffer^. This is a particular challenge in spoken
conform
to
perceptual strategies." He also discusses
language, because of the non-persistence of sound—the
constraints
that
facilitate production (speech).
listener has a limited ability to review what has been
These
language
changes correspond in a sense to broad
spoken, and thus must process it in "real time,"
changes in computer interactions that also have moved
Human-computer interaction. Computer
toward conformance with perceptual-motor abilities. One
communication is persistent The computer can preserve a
step in this direction is the shift from simple "glass
record of input and can provide persistent output by
teleteype" interactions—single line statements displayed
means of a static visual display or by allowing ready
on terminals, and typewriter keyboard input— to fullrepetition of an otherwise transient auditory or visual
screen graphical interfaces with input through pointing and
signal. Even so, a general constraint to be humanly
gesture. Future computer systems promise to enhance the
processible operates in the visual medium as well as the
perceptual mapping through increasing use of graphical
acoustic. For example in the design of visual icons, the
displays, including large screens, color, and threerelative size difference of a trash can and a document in the
dimensions, and the use of motion and sound. Change in
real world is not mapped onto the interface (it would make
production is manifested in the proliferation of input
one icon too large or the other too small); similarly, one
mechanisms including pointing devices, gesture
may enhance the users' ability to distinguish among
recognition, and even voice recognition and eye-tracking.
objects by exaggerating differences (HoUan Hutchins,
Interestingly, Slobin notes that language shifts are
McCandless, Rosenstein, and Weitzman, 1987). Thus, if
accompanied by an initial focus on increasing consistency,
it is crucial for the users of a system that controls an
a pattern also found in computer system design.
industrial process to distinguish between 2(X)-gallon and
However, there is generally little evolutionary force
220-gallon boilers, a designer might use icons that vary in
upon specific computer systems apart from slow pressures
size by 5 0 % rather than a precisely-mapped 10%. This
of the market and innovation that lead to new releases.
violates a clear mapping of semantic information onto
These artificial systems are relatively immutable: Once
surface form, but provides greater human processibility.
designed, one is unchanged until a new system takes its
place. A major exception is in the evolution of inherently
extensible computer language systems such as Lisp and
Contextual Factors in Language Change
Unix, in which new constructions or commands that are
In addition to the design rules, Slobin (1977) discussed
added by any user become relatively indistinguishable from
four different means by which natural pressures can change
the original language primitives. But as noted earlier,
natural languages:
computer systems lack a feedback or "natural selection"
mechanism. The result of evolution for both Lisp and
1. Gradual evolutionary processes;
Unix has been an amazing proliferation of commands and
2. Contact with other languages;
structures, so that a new user faces daunting sight of
3. Creolization;
manuals and documentation whose size is measured in
4. Individual development
meters. Instead of simplifying a user's task, this form of
In this section we briefly examine these four avenues
of
evolution
has increased the learning burden.
language change and the way similar factors influence
But signs of evolution are indeed there. Some of the
computer interaction design.
original constructs of Unix and Lisp are no longer taught
to newcomers and are replaced instead with more efficient
and useful evolutionary appendages. But w e suspect that
' The issue is not simply that the listener be able to keep up
computer systems suffer f^om the lack of social interaction
with the speaker, but that the processing rates be comparable.
and communication. Children learn a language by
If the "speaker" were forced to handwrite instead of speak, the
existing and interacting within a community, and what
mismatch of rates would disrupt communication: Normal
these new learners acquire then determines what they will
reading rates are about twenty times as fast as normal writing
pass on to their children. The related process in the
rates. W e handle this discrepancy by having most writing
acquisition of computer languages and systems has a much
take place "off-line," asynchronously with reading. In
different
character.
normal spoken conversation, the mismatch between speaking
and listening rates is not sufficiently great to affect
communication, although especially slow speakers can tax
especially quick listeners.
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2. Contact with other Languages

4. Individual Development

When two societies that speak different languages come
into contact, the languages change, in part to make
communication between the language groups more
efficient. Over time, each language may import elements
of the other language: Individual words are thefirstto
cross over, but evenuially whole syntactic structures can
be incorporated to allow quicker and easier speech (Slobin,
1977). Part of the price of this merger of the two
languages and the overall improvement in communication
is the introduction of inconsistencies.
A clear analog is found in the computer domain.
Operating systems, applications, and application domains
can be thought of as independent language families.
Contact among these language groups takes place as users
move among them or when a single computer comes to
support several systems (e.g., as the stand-alone word
processor, personal computer, transaction processing, and
other worlds come together). Different names are suddenly
being used for the same thing or the same name has
different meanings in different contexts. This seems a
particularly promising topic for further exploration.
In computer programming languages, as with other
human-computer interfaces, the clash of different cultures
has meant changes to all languages. Thus, elements of
structured programming have come to even the least
structured languages of all: Basic and Fortran; and
algebraic languages have made their impact upon such
deviant suiictures as Lisp and Prolog, which in turn, have
led to changes in the algebraic languages.

Slobin notes that the language learner is first most
concerned that language be consistent and processible.
Later, the language learner is willing to sacrifice
consistency for expressiveness and efficiency. Speakers of
natural languages share their knowledge of the language by
propagating their innovations to other speakers.
In the computer world, onefindssimilar processes.
Consistency is of most importance for learners, whereas
advanced computer users may welcome or develop
shortcuts, even at the expense of consistency. Advanced
users do tend to share their special knowledge with others,
trading macros, scripts, hints, and shortcuts (Mackay,
1990). Computer magazines usually have columns
devoted to hints for the use of specialized systems. And
informal tutoring networks develop.
Even so, there is far less sharing in computer usage
than in language, because most dialogues involve only
one person, and the computer does not learn from the
experience. Innovations in speech are immediately passed
on to the people with w h o m w e speak, but innovations in
computer use only affects one computer system's
interaction with the innovator. W e have to make a special
effort and use a special forum to communicate this
innovation to others. To complete the analogy with
language, it is the computer that needs to change: As we
develop shortcuts, the computer system must make them
available to other users of similar computer systems.

3. Creoiization
The term "Creoiization" refers to the creation of a new
language by the expansion of a "pidgin" or barter
language. Pidgins are communicative systems developed
to make it possible for groups that use widely different
language systems to interact. These are used primarily for
bartering and they tend to be simple and not very
expressive. When children acquire the pidgin as a first
language, this starts its evolution into a full-fledged
language—a Creole. Childrenfirstmake the language
more regular, then expand it to apply it to all situations,
adding vocabulary, verb tense, and so forth.
Erickson (1990) notes parallels between pidgin
languages and many of today's simple computer
interaction languages. As functionality is added, a point is
reached where the language form cannot support the desired
functions: It is time for the pidgin to become a full-fledged
language. Erickson notes that the lack of tense—our
restricted ability to refer to past and future events—is
shared by pidgins and computer languages. Such
limitations are often most apparent to new users of a
system who may feel that the existing structures are
needlessly complex yet insufficiently expressive for tfieir
needs. N e w users provide the pressure to develop a fullfledged language—Creoiization.
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Language Evolution
a n d the Design of C o m p u t e r

Systems

The analyses of natural languages and the design of
interactive computer systems reveal many of the same
pressures. In both communication media, these pressures
lead to innovations in the structure of the medium, inconsistencies, and a continual tension between expressiveness,
ease of use, ease of understanding, and ease of learning.
Computer systems lack the human ability to interpret
context and are thus unable to take full advantage of
mechanisms for promoting efficiency. Computer systems
and designers could make better use of contextual effects to
interpret people's actions, allowing simplification of the
actions required of the user. A good example of the use of
context is in the specification of Unix files. The full
name of afileincludes its compete "path" (the entire
directory hierarchy), but Unix allows for considerable
abbreviation by using the current location of a user in the
file hierarchy as the default context. There may be many
files in the computer system named "notes," but a user
who types just the name "notes" is assumed to be referring
only tofilesin the current directory. Unfortunately, this
nice use of context is more the exception than the rule in
current system design.
Spoken human communication inevitably contains
errors. Listeners often do not even notice these errors
because the context makes the utterance interpretable even

when ambiguous or erroneous. W h e n listeners do have
troubles, the speaker can often detect this through the
listener's nonverbal and verbal reactions. Language is an
example of a system that seems designed for error—it
tolerates a good deal of imprecision and it provides errorcorrecting mechanisms that are so effective that, after the
fact, sometimes neither listener nor speaker is aware of the
error. Computer systems' general lack of sensitivity to
context means that developers must take the initiative by
building in safeguards and confirmation steps to prevent
catastrophic errors (Lewis and Norman, 1986)—which can,
of course, add complexity or inconsistency to the dialogue.
Today, the proper analogy with computers is perhaps
not full-fledged natural languages, but rather pidgins. Like
pidgins, human-computer interaction deals with exchanges
between users and system that are restricted in domain.
Pidgins are restricted in expressive power. But the
"pidgin" used for human-computer interaction must
develop toward a Creole as greater range is sought, thus
bringing into play all the issues discussed in this paper.
Computer systems are still small and limited. Unlike
natural language systems, they do not last for multiple
generations of users, and they do not provide mechanisms
for the sharing of developments among the user
community. Unlike human listeners, they do not evaluate
innovations and propagate good ones. More important,
perhaps, is that there is none of the richness of natural
language that allows for heavy use of context, a relative
insensitivity to error, and efficient error correcting
mechanisms.
A n understanding of how naturally evolving, intensely
social systems such as languages cope with conflicting
pressures can help the designers of artificial systems. But
if w e are to adapt some of the lessons, w e must move
beyond today's systems which have relatively limited
capabilities and limited lifetimes and that are static and
unresponsive. Instead, w e must learn to develop systems
that have long lifetimes of gradual evolution, and that are
ad£q}tive,flexible,and robust.
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Abstract
In order to understand the relationship between
human and machine discovery, it is necessary to
collect data about human discoveries which can
be compared with machine discovery performance.
Historical data are difficult to obtain, are very
sparse, and arguably do not reflect a typical human performance. W e contend that cognitive experiments can provide meaningful data, because
the discovery tasks can be carefully defined and
tailored to the comparison task, and the subject
selection can be controlled in diff'erent ways.
W e describe an experimental study of the human
processes of concept formation and discovery of
regularities. In our experiments human subjects
were allowed to interact with three world models on the computer. Our results demonstrate
that humans use heuristics similar to those used
in computer discovery systems such as B A C O N
or F A H R E N H E I T on comparable tasks which includefindingone dimensional regularities, generalizing them to more dimensions,findingthe scope
of a regularity, and introduction of intrinsic concepts. Virtually aU our subjects made some relatively simple discoveries, while some of them were
able to develop a complete theory of simple world
models. The progress made by human subjects
on comparably simple tasks was impeded significantly when the domain became richer, as measured by the number of regularities, their dimensionaUty, and the number of intrinsic concepts involved. This can be called a contextual complexity
phenomenon. Our subjects demonstrated a definite pattern of chaotic experimentation and lack
of theoretical progress when the level of complexity was too high.
*The work described in this paper was supported by the
Office of Naval Research under grants #N00014-88-K-0226
and #N00014-90-J-1603.
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T h e task
Little systematic study is available on human attempts at discovery tasks (Mynatt, Doherty, and
Tweney, 1977; Shrager, 1985, 1987; Qin and Simon,
1990). Studies that concentrate on concept creation,
such as Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, (1956) do not
consider concepts in the context of law discovery. Discovery has traditionally been perceived as an exceptional achievement that happens rarely and to special
people. Recent experience with computer discovery
systems demonstrates that the capability for making
discoveries can be decomposed into a number of different "small" capabilities, each devoid of mystery and
applicable to a broad range of cases. Relatively simple
discovery systems like B A C O N (Langley, Simon, Bradshaw, and Zytkow, 1987) or F A H R E N H E I T (Koehn
and Zytkow, 1986) are successful in solving simple discovery tasks and in combining them into more complex
discoveries of concept and law. F A H R E N H E I T has
been applied in controlling chemistry experiments and
collecting data in a real laboratory, and to infer theories based on those data (Zytkow, Zhu, & Hussam,
1990). Studies on human subjects done by Shrager
(1985, 1987), Qin and Simon (1990), and casual experiments reported in Langley et al. (1987, p.53) demonstrate similar discovery behavior in humans. It is reasonable to conjecture that many humans are endowed
with the skills needed to become successful discoverers. World models which can be explored both by humans and discovery systems provide a controlled environment for studying human discoveries.
In order to construct and justify a framework for describing human discoveries, it is necessary to collect a
lot of data in exploratory mode. In our experiments we
wanted to see how humans combine different discovery
skills, and how they select methods appropriate to different tasks, in particular the tasks which involve the
accumulation of several discoveries. W e were able to
keep our subjects motivated up to several hours. Thus,
simple multidiscovery tasks that could be concluded in
a matter of hours (covering perhaps a few days in separate sessions) were chosen. In the future we foresee
longer experiments.

Our subjects were confronted with computer simulations of simple world models. These world models were
interactively encoded, allowing subjects to conduct experiments of their choice. Yet, how does one create a
world of appropriate difficulty? W e did it empirically,
by trial and error. In thefirstseries of experiments
(section on the Z O O ) , we underestimated the difficulty
of discovery problems. In effect, our subjects discovered very little, and the protocols were not useful for
comparisons because different people explored diflferent small subspaces of till possibilities. W e have learned
several interesting things, however, which we briefly report in the section on the Z O O experiments. The next
two experiments ( G O B L I N S and G R E M L I N S ) were
more successful and we report on them in this paper.

The method
Our subjects were computer science graduate students and undergraduate seniors who had enroUed in
machine learning courses. They were told that their
participation in the experiment would help them understand the problems of machine learning and discovery. Although there were no time limits set on their
discovery task, they were asked to continue their research as long as needed to develop a complete theory
of each world, a theory that allows one to predict the
result of any experiment. They were allowed to conduct as many sessions as they wished, and to resume
them when they wished. Only after all subjects finished their work, the issues of machine discovery have
been addressed in cleiss. To explore the experimental
worlds, the students were placed in a loop in which
they designed an experiment, were provided with a result, designed the next experiment, and so forth. Each
experiment took a few keystrokes, and the result was
immediately available. Students developed their theories on paper.
W e did not want to create abstract problems and,
at the same time, we wanted to minimize the interfering background knowledge. The world models were
introduced in brief stories. The stories introducing
G O B L I N S and G R E M L I N S are quoted in the next two
sections. After completing their experiments, many
subjects acknowledged that they quickly forgot about
the stories, and started to think in terms of abstract
problems. The worlds of G O B L I N S and G R E M L I N S
required at least several hours of study before a subject could develop a more or less complete theory. The
level of difficulty was a little too high, but the ability
to keep people interested was just about right for the
selected group of subjects.
T w o types of protocols were kept. First, each experiment was automatically recorded on a computer: time
of experiment, input data and the result were stored.
Secondly, we asked students to record as many ideas
that came to their mind as possible, including all hypotheses that they entertained, and to mark the time
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at which they occurred. The information about time
was helpful in cross-referencing both types of protocols. As we expected, the notes of students differed
considerably. Still, we did not want to specify in detail
what they were supposed to record. W e felt that any
instruction that would result in a more uniform collection of data would provide hints that might influence
their discoveries.
After the students' protocols were turned in, only
some clarifying questions were asked. In this way
we sought explanation of unfinished phrases and obscure formalisms that they invented. No additional
comments were accepted that could reflect knowledge
gained at a later stage. As a result, the protocols were
quite clear and adequately complemented the listings
of experiments collected on the computer. W e believe that the open format we selected bestfitsour exploratory studies. However, other methods could also
be used (Ericsson and Simon, 1984).

The experiment with GOBLINS
The following story introduced the world of GOBLINS:
There are many goblins in the fairyland. Each
goblin Is characterized by intelligence and appetite. Both can be A N Y number, and are limited to numbers. Each goblin has its energy,
too, that is measured in numbers. Does energy
depend on intelligence and appetite? If so, in
what way? This is the problem for you. Find a
complete theory, applicable to all goblins. You
can develop your theory as a result of experimentation with goblins. You can also make
hypotheses if you wish.
The subjects could study the world of GOBLINS
by making "experiments". Each experiment consisted
of selecting numerical values for intelligence i and appetite a for which the veJue of energy e(i, a) was returned. The world model of G O B L I N S is described by
a numerical function e(i, a) of two independent numerical variables i and a:

(a-l)(0.5i+l) for a > 2i
e{i,a) =

a2 + 2

for a > 10 - i^
in all other cases

Possible discoveries include (1) three regularities for
energy e(i, a) as a function of intelligence i and appetite a, that hold in three areas of the 2-dimensional
plane (i, a), and (2) two boundaries that separate those
areas. Each regularity can be discovered by B A C O N
and F A H R E N H E I T . F A H R E N H E I T can also discover
the boundaries a = 2i and a — \Q — i^ that separate
the areas of different regularities.
Eleven students worked on this problem. The number of experiments varied between 71 and 1227. The

Table 1: Summary of experiments and theories generated within the G O B L I N S experiment
Number of experiments
1227 1067 300 289
Formulae discovered
3
3
3
3
2
Boundaries found
1
2
2
* T w o regions of different behavior were discovered

time spent on experiments varied from 16 minutes, corresponding to 137 experiments, to 924 minutes, corresponding to 1067 experiments, plus additional time
on building theories. Everybody had some success in
making discoveries (cf Table 1). Three students developed a complete and correct theory, including each of
the three regularities and their boundaries. Columns 3
and 5 of Table 1 stand out in comparison to other entries because those subjects needed fewer experiments
to achieve successful results. In both cases, early experiments were centered on a particular idea. It is
not really possible to generalize the typical route to
success, because the protocols reveal a variety of approaches. For instance, for the entry in column 6 with
224 experiments, the records show that thefirstconclusions were reached after one experiment, and aU subsequent experiments were very systematic with a good
range of positive and negative numbers as input data.
Thefirstcorrect formula was thought up after about
15 experiments, the second after 93 experiments and
the third after 144 experiments. A long time was then
spent in trying to understand the boundaries for each
of the three formulae; this issue, however, was never
fully resolved. Much value was attached to the predicting power of new ideas.
Protocols of students' data collection reveal a frequent use of two experimentation patterns which can
be described as (1) sequentieil and (2) boundary search,
usually bisectional. Thefirstpattern includes all sequences of experiments in which one variable is varied
whereas other variables are kept constant. A sequence
of experiments can be further characterized by the initial value of the varied variable, the increment, and
the number of experiments in sequence. Typically, a
student kept one of the variables, say appetite, constant and varied intelligence in a sequence of 4-6 experiments, using a small integer as a starting value,
and a small increment, usually 1. Then he varied
appetite by a small increment and made another sequence of experiments by varying intelligence. This
can be called "recursive sequential experimentation"
and it occurs when the same pattern is used for varying other variables. Both B A C O N and F A H R E N H E I T
use this strategy for data collection.
Sequential experimentation was used in the search
for regularities, whereas the second experimental strategy was used almost exclusively in the search for a
boundary after a regularity had been detected. The
bisectional search narrows the distance between two
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95
3
1

224
3
0

137
2
1

71
2
0

180
1
0

80
1
0

96
0*
0

values of an independent variable (other variables held
constant): the last known value for which a particular
regularity holds, and thefirstfor which that regularity
fails. F A H R E N H E I T uses this strategy, systematically
dividing the diflference in half, and terminating when
the difference is less than the experimental error. Some
of our subjects terminated that search when the difference was one, but some others carried the divisions to
the limit of thefloatingpoint operations.

Experiments with GREMLINS
The world of GREMLINs was described in the following way:
There are many gremlins in the fairyland.
There is a distinct species of gremlins for each
character from a to z. For instance 'c' gremlins, or 'v' gremlins. Each gremlin belongs to
one species, while there m a y be m a n y gremlins
in one species. Gremlins like to eat, and each
gremlin has its (or his, or her) taste denoted by
a positive number. Gremlins like to Rght each
other, too. Find the law that for A N Y T W O
gremlins, tells which one wins if they fight one
against the other. You can develop your theory in result of experimentation with gremlins.
You can also make hypotheses if you wish.
The subjects specified the type and taste for both
gremlins: a letter /,, (i = 1, 2), and a positive number
<,-, {i = 1, 2) for each, and in return received a message
about win, tie or loss by thefirstgremlin. Each pair
(/,,<,) defines a particular gremlin. Invisibly to the
experimenter, each letter is mapped to a number:
abcdefg h i jk 1 m n op
2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 1 12 12 12 12 4.6666
q r s t u
v w x y z
12 12 12 12 8.3333 12 12 12 12 12
Then, the products n,<, are computed and compared.
If niti > n2<2, then thefirstgremlin wins; if niti =
n2<2 , then both tie; if niti < 712^2 i then the first
gremlin loses.
T w o major discoveries include (1) the introduction
of an intrinsic property for each gremlin, defined by
a mapping from letters to numbers, and (2) finding

that theie is a boundary between the wins and loses,
and that ni<i = 712*2 determines the tie, while two
inequalities determine the win and loss.
Fourteen students worked on this problem. The
number of experiments performed varied between 55
and 589, with the amount of time spent at a terminal
between 62 minutes (corresponding to 60 experiments)
and 460 minutes (corresponding to 482 experiments).
Three persons developed a theory that accurately predicts all experimental results, each theory based on a
different formalism, in 179, 326, and 589 experiments
respectively. Three other students developed almost
the full theory, but were plagued by errors in assigning
numbers to letters. Seven students assigned numerical
values to letters or to pairs of letters. Seven never tried
to m a p letters to numbers.
Contrary to the world of G O B L I N S , where everybody detected a meaningful regularity, G R E M L I N S
presented insurmountable problems for those who did
not introduce an intrinsic numerical property. Those
subjects detected only "weak" regularities, such as
"the higher letter wins" (at the conclusion of 55 experiments), and "species in category 1 are stronger than
species in category 2; in the same category it requires
higher taste to beat someone farther away alphabetically" (at the conclusion of 125 experiments).
A n intrinsic property can be introduced in various
ways. Our subjects used three ways of assigning numbers to letters: (1) a number to each letter, (2) a fraction to a pair of letters, (3) express each letter by a
multiplier for a selected single letter, say k: a is 2k,
b is 3k, and so forth. Within (1) two mappings were
used. One was the ordinal mapping of letters to consecutive numbers: a-1, b-2,c-3,...,z-26. The other was
identical or close to the actual mapping used in G R E M LINS, and described above. Below we give a sample of
various experimental strategies, formalisms, and theories related to the introduction of intrinsic concepts by
individual subjects.
S-1 introduced the ordinal mapping after 31 experiments, then switched to the mapping derived from experiments, but still some remnants of the original mapping remained in thefinalsolution reached after 164
experiments.
S-2 introduced an almost correct mapping at the end
of his study, after 258 experiments, as a result of theoretical analysis.
S-3 performed about 100 experiments and then introduced a "shifted" ordinal mapping, by assignments:
a-2, b-3, c-4,..., z-27. Later he realized that k is special, and letters past k are equivalent, but he never
gave up the initial assignment, producing as a result a
very complex theory of 21 rules. The cost of maintaining a wrong paradigm is obvious, but the result was
empirically adequate, with some exceptions.
S-4 performed 150 experiments and then started to use
fractions of letters, and equated them with fractions of
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numbers, for instance a/b = 3/2. Very soon S-4 realized that c = ftc = 2 3 ~ i i ^^^ quickly generalized
this computation to all letter fractions. Afterwards,
S-4 used only fractions of consecutive letters. Finally,
after 326 experiments, S-4 derived a theory that perfectly predicts results of aU experiments, but never attempted a mapping to single letters.
S-5 wrote down the ordinal mapping entirely apriori,
before starting any experiments. But in 178 experiments he never used that mapping and he did not produce any regularities, ending up "frustrated at the fact
that the system contained so many inconsistencies."
S-6 assigned fractions after 28 experiments, then after 54 experiments switched to a "multiplier" for each
number, at the same time producing a theory that perfectly predicts all results. From then, until he completed 179 experiments, he concentrated on assigning
numbers to letters.
S-7 came up with another perfectly predicting theory,
making 589 experiments, and using still another formalism. All letters were grouped and all groups were
ordered according to different multipliers 'jof k. For instance b belongs to 2k, c to 3k. k plays a "privileged"
role and does not belong to any group. No attempt to
assign numbers to letters was made.
Recovering from the erroneous mapping of letters
into numbers (the ordinal mapping) provided us with
interesting accounts of scientific crisis and theory revision. S-3 responded to the empirical inconsistencies with complicating his theory, while S-1 changed
his theory gradually. The first law had the form
i2 = 2ti/{Ni + N2), and was very nicely confirmed
within thefirst39 experiments. Then, in response to
the growing counter-evidence (around experiment 93),
S-2 introduced another law, not changing the ordinal
mapping. {Ni + l)ii = {N2 + 1)<2- This law works
nicely for letters a through e. After that, rather than
creating new "small" laws as did S-3, S-2 used the new
law for assigning numbers to letters. He eventually
changed his law to thefinalform: Niti = ^^2*2- His
protocols offer a captivating example of gradual recovery from a false theory.
T w o very useful experimental strategies were introduced. One consisted in using the same taste value
for both gremlins, while the letters were varied. This
allowed for efficient ordering of all letters according to
their "strength". S-2 used it in 84 experiments, before switching to another strategy which he used for
86finalexperiments. The second strategy, used by
till six successful subjects can be described as a search
for the boundary between win and loss, in a sequence
of experiments where two letters and one number are
fixed. The second number, usuaUy the taste of the
first gremlin was varied until a draw was produced, or
until the boundary was determined with the integer
accuracy. The assumption that the tie is a state be-

much easier tofindregularities and concepts if they occurred in the simpler worlds of G O B L I N S and G R E M LINS, even if they were equally difficulty as many partial results in the Z O O . The second phenomenon refers
to the experimentation in the Z O O world. Everyone
started with a very systematic, sequential experimentation pattern (see Section on G R E M L I N S ) , which for
all but two subjects quickly degenerated into chaos.
Four subjects showed a pattern of random choice of
input parameters in at least the last 1 5 % of their experiments. Chaotic experimentation patterns seem to
be due to the complexity of the problem and should be
further investigated as a response to non-progressing
research, which does not provide new regularities and
generalizations of the existing laws. Chaos emerged towards the end of most Z O O experimentation, whereas
only two students working with G R E M L I N S started to
show a bit of chaotic pattern towards the end of their
T h e Z O O experiment
efforts, complaining about complexity of the problem:
"this is definitely getting complex".
This experiment was chronologically first. The task
was too difficult, however, allowing the subjects to
make only sparse discoveries. The Z O O world encodes
Dimensions of discovery
Black's law and is isomorphic to the processes in which
the temperature of equilibrium is reached for a mixture
The results of our study can be analysed along many
of two samples (each can be water or mercury), chardimensions. In the current section we will briefly sumacterized by their initial temperatures and masses. Inmarize selected results.
trinsic concepts include specific heat, latent heat, and
Experimentation strategies: We have already rethe phase. Each experiment requires a choice of value
ported on these in the sections on G O B L I N S , G R E M for six variables: one nominal and two symbolic for
LINS, and Z O O . The exploration of all worlds beneach sample. The dimensionality of regularities and
efited from the use of orderly experimental methods,
their boundaries is much higher than in the case of
even though some people needed hundreds of experiG O B L I N S and G R E M L I N S . The cover story talked
ments to achieve success. In particular, the strategy
about animals rather than samples. Curiosity played
of two persons who best described the world of G O B the role of mass, while intelligence doubled for temperLINS can be characterized as that of a calculator proature. Animals stayed in pairs, and in each pair the
grammed to check every detail step by step as opposed
intelligence of both animals became equal. The task
to reaching any conclusions in a more daring way.
was tofindthe intelligence of animals in a given pair.
Eight students, different from those who worked on
Experimental Limitations: Most subjects used
G O B L I N S and G R E M L I N S , worked on the Z O O probonly a very limited range of input values in experilem. Nobody developed the fuU theory governing the
mentation. Small integers (n < 13) were used almost
Z O O (i.e. discovered the fuU form of Black's law) or
exclusively. Six persons never used fractions. Most
even came close to discovering the latent heat law, the
of the others used them sporadically if they could not
specific heat concept, etc. Some lesser things were discomplete the bisectional search otherwise. Five people
covered though. For instance, several students came
never used negative numbers in their experiments with
across the numbers 0 (freezing point of water), 100
G O B L I N S . Small integers were almost exclusively used
(boiling point of water), 357 (boiling point of mercury),
as increments for generating experimental sequences.
and noted their significance, describing them as magic
numbers (2 persons), telling that "Strange things hapTesting: Very little time was spent on testing the dispen for 357, 100", or that "some ranges of numbers
covered theories. W e noted an intriguing phenomenon.
always seem to give you the intelligence of 357". Only
After making a major discovery, a student commonly
three persons attempted tofitsome formulae to their
switched to another task rather than going on to test
experimental results. The rest gave qualitative descripthe validity of the discovery. The same phenomenon
tions only: "beta animals seem to be more intelligent",
can be noticed in protocols from experiments conand the like.
ducted by Shrager (1985). Positive thinking prevailed
over critical thinking, and there is little evidence that
T w o phenomena differentiate the work on the Z O O
falsified theories were rejected. In general, subjects
from the simpler domains of G O B L I N S and G R E M did not change their theories in response to contradictLINS. First, it seems that the overall difficulty encountered in the Z O O impeded even partial results. It was
ing experiments, even if performed immediately aftertween win and lose was lesponsible for the bisectional
boundary seaich at the beginning, while the method
was latei strengthened by its successful results. Several unsuccessful subjects also used this strategy, but
they tried it unsystematicaUy, abandoning it for more
chaotic experimentation. Only the successful subjects
systematically varied three other variables in the fourdimensional space of all experiments. T w o discoveries made by all successful subjects reduced their experimentation. First, varying the other number was
quickly abandoned when the law of proportionality for
the tastes was detected. Then, after the symmetry between thefirstand the second gremlin was detected, or
a mapping between letters and numbers, only selected
combinations of letters were used.
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wards. Positive evidence, however, was remembered
for a long time.
Complexity: First conclusions were drawn very
quickly, on average after 10 experiments. This is compatible with discovery systems, which also draw conclusions that involve one independent variable after examining only a few results. Another phenomenon was
quite clear: If two laws of similar complexity hold in
two world-models, w m i and tum2, WTn2 being overall
more complex than w m i , then it is far more difficult
for human discoverers to find such a regularity in 1117712
than in u;r7ii. Discovery systems can succeed equally
well in both models, if they are put on the right track.
Meta-principles:
The modest support sufficient
to draw meta-level conclusions was remarkable. Subjects w h o made metalevel statements used just one or
few experiments to claim symmetry ("order of pairing
is unimportant"), time independence ("time is not a
factor"), or determinism ("no randomness in the domain"). It is actually true that both domains were
deterministic, and the world of G R E M L I N S is symmetric.

Our work can be extended in many directions. W e
would like to better understand the mechanisms by
which humans introduce intrinsic variables and use
symmetry heuristics. B A C O N ' s mechanisms for both
(Langley et al., 1987) were not used, but BACON's
symmetry operators require a particular experimentation strategy (Langley et al., 1987, p.171-4). If that
strategy is not followed, the comparison is difficult.
Experiments on new versions of G R E M L I N S may help
in solving these problems.
Another interesting problem is the proportion of effort spent on experimentation and theories. In a yet
unreported experiment, we found that even a few seconds' delay in computer response to the requests for experimental results stimulates subjects' interest in theory formation, limiting the number of experiments they
perform before they start building theories.
Acknowledgements. Many thanks to Mary Edgington, Lance Petrie, and two anonymous reviewers for
their helpful suggestions.
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Criticism of the work of Elstein, Shulman, and Sprafka
(1978) w a s m a d e because they seemed to have proposed
hypothetico-deductive reasoning as psychologically real,
rather than as an intellectual tool. In actuality, people do not
think logically; rather, they think by means of "retrieving"
analogous cases from prior experience. Furthermore, as it is
n o w widely k n o w n , people m a k e logical mistakes in their
reasoning; and obviously, scientists or physicians are no
exception. However, this does not m e a n that they do not use
hypothetico-deductive methods. T h e y m a y use it in
circumstances where it is required.

Abstract
This paper investigates the process of hypothesis generation
and the coordination of hypothesis and evidence in medical
diagnostic tasks. T w o issues are addressed: the generation of
hypothesis and the directionality of reasoning. T w o problems
whose initial presentation suggested an initial hypothesis
were presented to subjects with different degrees of expertise
in clinical medicine. W h e n faced with contradictory evidence
against the initial hypothesis, 1) early novices either
modified the initial hypothesis, or ignored, or reinterpreted
the cues in the problem tofitthe hypothesis; 2) intermediate
novices generated concurrent hypotheses to account for
different sets of data; and 3) advanced novices generated
several initial hypotheses and subsequently narrowed the
hypothesis space by generating a single coherent diagnostic
hypothesis. All subjects, used a mixture of forward reasoning
and backward reasoning. A more forward-directed reasoning
was related to diagnostic accuracy. These results on
diagnostic reasoning are discussed in relation to findings on
scientific reasoning.

Hypothesis Generation in Scientific and
Diagnostic R e a s o n i n g

The study of diagnostic reasoning has had a long history
various fields, especially in troubleshooting and medicine.
In medicine, this study has had a number of different forms.
O n e is the normative study of diagnostic reasoning based
either on the rules of deductive logic or on the experiential
knowledge and intuition of physicians (Feinstein, 1967).
Another is the psychometric study of the factors affecting
physicians' diagnostic skills (Rimoldi, 1961). Still, another
form is the comparison with the processes assumed to be
characteristic of scientific reasoning. T h e cognitive tradition
in the study of medical reasoning, which started with the
publication of the book by Elstein, Shulman, and Sprafka
(1978), gave support for the view that diagnosticians
reasoned in w a y similar to the w a y that scientists are
assumed to reason; that is, by applying hypotheticodeductive methods. This view was later challenged (Groen
& Patel, 1985) given arguments from philosophy of science
and results from studies in cognitive psychology. This led to
the conceptualization of reasoning as analogical, rather than
deductive. Philosophical argument as well as cognitive
science research supports this position.
This work was supported by a grant from the Medical Research
Council of Canada (MH004) to Vimla Patel and by a fellowship
award from the Royal Victoria Hospital Research Institute (McGill
University) to Jos6 Arocha.

Several attempts have been m a d e by researchers working
within different theoretical approaches to investigate the
reasoning processes in scientific discovery tasks: Langley,
S i m o n , Bradshaw, and Z y t k o w (1987) in studies and
simulation models of h o w scientists solve scientific
inproblems; Dunbar (1989), Dunbar and Schunn (1990),
Klahr and Dunbar (1989), K u h n (1989), w h o have worked
on simulated scientific problems; and T w e e n e y and Hoffner
(1987) in their reconstruction of the scientific reasoning
from Faraday's diaries.
K u h n (1989) addressed the issue of the conceptual
understanding and its relationship to processes and
strategies in scientific problem solving. S h e argued for a
developmental shift in the processes used in coordinating
theory and evidence from childhood and adulthood.
Children, more than adults, fail to differentiate evidence and
theory; these b e c o m e integrated, undifferentiated, in a
single whole. Adults, contrarily, are able to differentiate
between the two and can therefore accommodate or revise
their theories w h e n faced with inconsistent evidence,
something that children are unable to do. K u h n (1989) has
shown that subjects tend to ignore evidence that contradicts
the theories they believe to be true. S h e explains this by
hypothesizing that subjects fail to separate their beliefs
about the world from the evidence that support them. This
separation is, in part, determined by the type of evidence the
subjects have to coordinate. T h e weaker the evidence the
m o r e difficult it is to achieve such a separation. T h e
difficulty of problem solving increases with the the
presence of w e a k evidence. T h e process of solution with
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w e a k evidence requires combining the pieces of evidence
such that they add up to the equivalent value of a strong
evidence. Strong evidence more directly suggests a solution.
A theoretical distinction has been m a d e by Klahr and
Dunbar (1988) in their work on scientific discovery:
working on a science domain involves a search on, at least,
two spaces, the space of the hypotheses and the space of the
experiments. They have found that subjects' doing scientific
discoveries d o a search on these two spaces to solve
problems. In a recent study, Dunbar and Schunn (1990)
presented two problems with the same underlying structure
to subjects in a scientific discovery task. T h e authors
concluded that in scientific discovery, 1) subjects search
for a hypothesis that can account for a previous instance
which is similar to the present problem; 2) the hypothesis
searched is then tested; 3) if this test fails, then the subject
searches for an alternative hypothesis. This search is for an
underlying mechanism and if a mechanism is primed then it
is selected ; 4) if no hypothesis is found, then the subject
adjusts the present hypothesis to conform to the data.
In a medical context, the process of hypothesis generation
in the diagnostic process has been studied by Joseph and
Patel (1990). They compared low-knowledge and highknowledge subjects in the process of evaluating a clinical
case in endocrinology. Low-knowledge subjects were
physicians w h o had general knowledge of the domain but
lacked specialized knowledge; high-knowledge subjects
were specialists in endocrinology. The results showed that it
is not the process of generating hypotheses what
distinguishes low and high knowledge subjects. It is the
process of hypothesis evaluation. High-knowledge subjects
evaluated their hypotheses by searching for confirmation
and refining their initial hypothesis. Low-knowledge
subjects generated alternative hypotheses after producing
the correct hypothesis, even though the data could not
discriminate a m o n g them. Joseph and Patel (1990)
concluded that diagnostic reasoning can be described as a
two stage process: a hypothesis generation phase, which is
dependent on general domain knowledge; and a process of
evaluating the hypotheses thus generated. This stage is
dependent on the specific domain knowledge possessed by
the subjects.
Directionality of Diagnostic Reasoning

the directionality of a procedure. In either case, there is first
the generation of a hypothesis and then the checking of the
evidence against the hypothesis. Backward inference is used
mainly w h e n there is lack of sufficient knowledge to reach
the solution from the data alone. It is slow and makes heavy
demands on working memory. It is most characteristic of
the novice and it is frequently tied to unsuccessful
performance. However, its use is a function of both the
problem solver and the problem to be solved. Nonetheless,
it has been found to characterize the problem solving of
experts in various domains (Larkin, McDermott, Simon, &
Simon, 1980; see Anderson (1987) for a curious situation in
the domain of programming).
Although forward reasoning is frequently associated with
expert performance, there is evidence that it is also used by
novices. Recent research (Patel, Groen, & Norman, in
press) has provided evidence that the directional pattern of
reasoning m a y be linked to curricular factors in novices.
Patel, Groen, and N o r m a n carried out two studies which
they compared the diagnostic reasoning process of students
w h o were trained in two different curricula. O n e group (the
P B L group) was trained in a problem solving environment,
which emphasizes the utilization of a hypothetico-deductive
approach to medical diagnosis, and where the acquisition of
basic science is concurrent with clinical practice. The other
(the C C group) w a s trained in a traditional medical
curriculum, where most of basic science is taught
independently of, and prior to, clinical training. The results
showed that whereas the P B L group relied more on
backward reasoning and produced more elaborations, the
C C group relied more on the use of forward reasoning.
This paper presents s o m e results from a larger research
project (Arocha, 1991) on the process of problem solving
by novice diagnosticians. T h e results reported here regard
the process by which medical students, trained in a
traditional curriculum, generate and evaluate diagnostic
hypothesis.

Method
Subjects: The subjects were second, third, and fourth year
medical students at McGill University (4 subjects per
group) and one cardiology resident. Second year students
had just started an introduction to clinical medicine; they
had no experience in the hospital and, therefore, their
knowledge of disease comes principally from lectures and
textbooks. Third year students were in their first year of
clinical training in the hospitals. Fourth year students had
just completed their medical, degree requirements with two
years of biomedical sciences and two years of clinical
training, and were preparing for their provincial and federal
certification exams.

At a more detailed level of analysis, the processes involved
in diagnostic reasoning have been shown to m a k e use of
two types of inferences. These have been termed forward
and backward. T h e term forward reasoning refers to an
inference pattern that acts on evidence and generates a
hypothesis from it. Research has s h o w n that forward
reasoning is characteristic of successful expert performance
in s o m e domains, and that it is used when subjects possess
Materials: Two real-life clinical problems in cardiology
the relevant knowledge to solve the problem. It is highly
selected were modified in such a w a y that the relevant
efficient and fast. Backward reasoning is a pattern of
information was presented later in the case. Both cases were
inference in which a hypothesis serves to generate the
similar in their initial presentation, but differ in subsequent
evidence. Its direction, then, is from hypothesis to data. A n
information. The cases were divided into three segments:
alternative, but related definition is that it goes from the
goal to the problem data. In such a instance, it m a y describe
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(1) presenting complaint; (2) past history; and (3) results of thefirstsegment, with the second year students generating
the physical examination.
the fewer diagnostic hypotheses (x= 1.5) and third and
fourth year students generating a larger n u m b e r
Procedure: The subjects were all tested individually in a
(x= 3 and x=3.4, respectively). T h e resident generated the
single 90 minute session. Their task was to explain each
same number of diagnostic hypotheses for both cases (n=5).
case as completely as possible. The cases were presented on
In terms of the quality of the diagnoses, all subjects
three consecutive cards, each containing one segment of
generated the initially suggested hypothesis at the first
information. The subjects were instructed to thiiUc out loud
segment
while they read the segments. They were asked to m a k e a
tentative diagnosis after each segment. Then, they followed
Evaluation Strategies: The most widely used evaluation
to the next card and repeated the procedure for the second
strategy was confirmation. A confirmation strategy was one
and third cards.
which linked a positive cue to a hypothesis as support for
the hypothesis. Seventy one percent of the cues by second
Analysis: The analysis consisted of representing the cases
year students were of this kind; 8 8 % were confirming
and protocols in terms of propositions (Frederiksen, 1975;
relations for both third year and fourth year students. The
van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). F r o m these propositions, a
resident generated 9 2 % confirming relations. All second
reference frame for each case was constructed as a semantic
year students kept their initial hypothesis even w h e n
network, which has been successfully used in cognitive
contradictory data were presented. T h e y ignored
research in medicine by Patel and Groen (1986). T h e
contradictory evidence or modified slightly the initial
reference frames so developed served as a comparison for
hypothesis to fit the data. Third and fourth year students
the assessment of individual frames constructed from the
used concurrent hypotheses to account for different cues in
subjects' protocols. The network representations contained
the case. These were of two kinds: cardiac hypotheses to
mostly conditional and causal relationships. Other
account for the initial cues and pleuro-pulmonary to account
relationships were attributive, locative, and temporal.
for cues that did not fit the initial diagnosis. T h e expert
Coordination of theory of evidence w a s assessed by
subject generated more diagnostic hypothesis, but was able
confirmation (i.e., a positive cue serves to generate a
to produce a single hypothesis in the third segment by
hypothesis) and disconfirmation (a positive or negative cue
selecting the one that accounted for more of the data.
serves to rule out a hypothesis) strategies. Directionality of
reasoning w a s assessed by the use of backward (i.e., Directionality of Reasoning: Most reasoning inferences
hypothesis is matched to cue) and forward (cue suggests
were forward inferences. In the cases in which the correct
hypothesis) inferences.
diagnoses were reached, 4 subjects used forward inferences
to conclude thefinaldiagnosis. All these corresponded to
case
2 (AIMS). The resident also used backward inference
Results
in reaching the solution to case 1 (VP45), w h e n provided
A summary of the results for all groups of subjects is
with contradictory evidence.
presented first. T h e results include accuracy of the
Detailed Analysis of Two Protocols: This section presents
diagnosis, the hypothesis generation and the evaluation
a comparison of the solution processes given by a second
strategies the subjects used, and the directionality of their
year student and the resident to case 1 (VP45) . Figure 1
reasoning. A detailed analysis of two subjects' schematic
presents the schematic representafion of the problem
representations follows. This allows us to see the process by
solving process generated from the protocol of subject 2.1.
which these subjects dealt with the evidence for or against
T h e subject starts by generating the hypothesis of
the diagnostic hypotheses in the cases and describe the
myocardial infarction, given the cues of severe central
processes they used to solve the problems, specially the
crushing chest pain and chest pain of four hours. T h e
strategies they followed and the directionality of their
subject adds support for this hypothesis by noting that the
reasoning.
age of the patient is in keeping with a related affection:
Diagnostic Accuracy: Five subjects reached the correct coronary artery disease. A second hypothesis, which the
diagnostic hypothesis: T w o second year students, two
student disconfirms, is rheumatic fever (streptoccocal
fourth year students and the resident Only the resident was
infection), based on the finding of chest pain of 4 hours.
successful in both problems. N o third year student
The negative findings in the case are used to disconfirm
generated the correct solution. Although there was little
pulmonary e d e m a secondary to left ventricular failure,
success in reaching accurate diagnosis in most cases, the
which m a y result from myocardial infarction. Lastly, the
subjects were able to select all the important cues in the
subject concludes that the cough is irrelevant to the patient's
case for interpretation.
main condition. T h e subject bases her conclusion on the
negative findings of no hemoptysis and no sputum, which
Hypothesis Generation: T h e number of hypotheses
generated varied across groups; specially, those generated at are associated with cough in myocardial infarction.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the problem solving process of case 1 (VP45) by the a novice. A — — represents a
confirming relation towards the correct diagnosis; a " " " • represents a confirming relation towards and alternative
diagnosis; a
represents a disconfirming relation. A dashed line represents a relation linking a cue in the current
segment to either a hypothesis or another cue in previous segments. CORD: represents a conditional relation; CflU: represents
acausal relation; REG represents a negation; CRT: represents a category relation. A box indicates thefinaldiagnosi reached
by the subject
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the problem solving process of case 1 (VP45) by the resident. A ^ — represents a
confirming relation towards the correct diagnosis; a — - represents a confirming relation towards and alternative
diagnosis; a ««»~«» represents a disconfirming relation. A dashed line represents a relation linking a cue in the current
segment to either a hypothesis or another cue in previous segments. CORD: represents a conditional relation; CHU: represents
a causal relation; REG represents a negation; OR-EKCL: represents an exclusive disjunctive relauon. A box indicates the final
diagnosis reached by the subject
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Thus, up to this point, this second year student has
generated a single diagnosis, that of myocardial infarction,
with one modification: no left-ventricular failure. The rest
of the hypotheses she generates are disconfirmed: they are
ruled out by the evidence. T h e second segment introduces
thefindingsof history of upper respiratory infection, sore
throat, runny nose and generalized myalgia, which the
subject correctly interprets as a viral infection. However,
she uses these findings to conclude that is not a
streptoccocal infection, which is related to the hypothesis,
disconfirmed in the first segment, of rheumatic fever
(streptoccocal infection precedes the appearance of
rheumatic fever). This subject then concludes that the
infection is unrelated to the chest pain. Thus, the subject at
this segment only rules out the relevance of the infection
while maintaining the diagnosis of myocardial infarction.
The third segment introduces 7 n e w findings of which the
subject selects 3 for c o m m e n t These are temperature 38X:,
chest clear to percussion and auscultation, and n o
splenomegaly. T h e same strategy she used in the previous
segment is used here: she uses the findings to disconfirm
alternative diagnoses. This time, pneumonia and subacute
bacterial endocarditis are ruled out: Pneumonia involves
congested chest and subacute bacterial endocarditis
involves enlarged spleen. In s u m m a r y , this subject
generated the initial diagnosis of myocardial infarction and
maintained it in the presence of contradictory evidence.
Further information, which go against such initial diagnosis
served to modify the initial hypothesis without rejecting it
(i.e., right ventricular rather than left ventricular failure).
Other information is either acknowledged, but interpreted as
unrelated to the episode of chest pain, or ignored.
Consider n o w the solution given by the resident to the
same case. First, the resident considers a larger number of
diagnoses: from a cramp of the intercostal muscles to
hypoventilation to myocardial infarction or dissection of
the aorta, to pericarditis. Thus, instead of assuming that the
central chest pain corresponds to myocardial infarction, the
resident acknowledges that this presentation m a y be
produced by other diseases. The subject employs a breadthfirst search by considering the possibility of different
alternative diagnoses of varied origin, quality, and
seriousness. The second segment suggest to the resident the
possibility of an infection, but the main focus is on ruling
out any serious disease. T h e infection does not strongly
suggest any particular diagnosis. However, he pays more
attention to diagnoses that m a y relate an infectious process
and chest pain: pneumothorax or pericarditis At the third
segment, the subject focuses on the findings of fever,
jugular venous distension and chest clear to percussion and
auscultation. T o account for the case, then the resident
looks for hypothesis that would compatible with the pattern
of chest pain, the jugular venous distension, and the
clearness of the chest H e generates two intermediate, nondiagnostic, hypotheses that can produce jugular venous
distension and chest pain: one is diseases that involve an
obstruction of the venous return to the heart {vena cava
syndrome, mediastinitis) the other is diseases that limit of
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the diastolic function of the right ventricle (pericarditis).
For the former, the subject finds no evidence in the case
presentation. H e apparently matches the features that
identify a typical person with neoplastic disease with the
features of the present case, from which he discards the
hypothesis. The other type of underlying process that m a y
cause such a pattern is one that limits the diastolic function
of the right ventricle, such as the case of pericardits.
Therefore, pericarditis must be the correct diagnosis. T h e
resident does not consider the possibility of myocardial
infarction because the chest is clear, the patient does not
have pulmonary edema, which he would have if he had an
myocardial infarction and because the finding respiratory
rate of 2 0 is not consistent with heart failure.
In summary, the strategy employed by this subject differs
substantially from the one used by thefirstsubject. First, he
starts by generating several initial diagnoses, even though
the case strongly suggests only one. T h e subject uses
subsequent information to narrow the possible hypotheses:
in the second segment, by focusing on diseases of infectious
character; and in the third segment, by trying tofitall the
main case cues into a single hypothesis that covers them all.
H e uses a form of backward inference which serves to
generate the correct diagnostic hypothesis. B y postulating
two possible causal mechanisms, either an obstruction of
venous blood flow to the heart or a limiting of the diastolic
function of the right ventricle, and matching the pattern of
cues to what would be produced by the two such processes,
the subject concludes the correct diagnosis. Such use of
bacward inference requires a vast background of biomedical
knowledge to be successful (cf. Patel, Groen, Arocha,
1990).
Discussion
First, the results show that degree of training does not have
an important effect on what findings are chosen as being
relevant; that is, all subjects focused their attention on the
most importantfindings.This is consistent with findings in
previous research (Braccio, 1988). Also, it has been found
that novices are frequently able to recall the important
findings in a case but are, nonetheless, unable to use those
findings correctly in the solution of the case (Patel &
Frederiksen, 1984). Second, second year students seemed to
have been strongly influenced by the initial hypothesis and
were unable to change their diagnosis in light of
contradictory evidence. M o r e experienced students seem to
have recognized the importance of contradictory evidence
but were also unable to override their initial hypothesis;
instead, they generated concurrent hypotheses to explain
sets of cues. The resident was the only subject w h o changed
the initial diagnosis as contradictory evidence was presented
and w h o attempted to provide a single coherent hypothesis
to account for all the case cues. These results are compatible
with those obtained in research on the scientific discovery
process (Dunbar, 1989; Dunbar & Schunn, 1990; Klahr &
Dunbar, 1988). However, there m a y be specific differences
between levels of expertise, as the present results suggest.
A s expertise with a domain increases, subjects seem to be
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Scientific Discovery: The Roles of Priming and Analogy.
and 3) generating various initial hypotheses and then
Proceedings of The 12th Annual Conference of the
narrowing the hypothesis space and interpreting the data in
Cognitive Science Society. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum
terms of a single hypothesis by imposing coherence, may be
three general strategies linked to the development of Elstein, A.S., Shulman, L.S., and Sprafka, S.A. 1978.
expertise. Further investigation is required to validate this
Medical Problem Solving: An Analysis of Clinical
conclusion.
Reasoning. Cambridge, M A : Harvard University Press.
The two schematic representations presented on the Evans, D.A. and Gadd, C.S 1989. Managing Coherence and
Context in Medical Problem-solving Discourse. In D.A.
problem solving process of two subjects serve to highlight
some points. Previous research has found the use of forward
Evans and V.L. Patel , eds. Cognitive Science in
inferences linked to successful performance of expert
Medicine. Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
subjects. In this paper, as it has been reported elsewhere Feinstein, A.R. 1967. Clinical Judgement. Baltimore: The
(Patel, Groen, & Norman, in press), the use of forward
Wilkins and Williams Company.
reasoning was the most consistently used type of inference. Frederiksen, C. H. 1975. Representing Logical and Semantic
However, it consisted of a "shallow" form of forward
Structure of Knowledge Acquired From Discourse.
inference as it was not supported by knowledge of the
Cognitive Psychology, 7, 371-458.
underlying mechanism. Backward reasoning was used in a Groen, GJ., and Patel, V.L. 1985. Medical Problem Solving
few occasions mainly by third year students, who generated
and Cognitive Psychology: S o m e Questionable
the longest protocols and gave the largest number of
Assumptions. Medical Education, 19 , 95-100.
explanations for the cases, and by the resident.
Joseph, G.-M., and Patel, V. L. 1990. Domain Knowledge
The case of the resident shows an instance where the use
and Hypothesis Generation in Diagnostic Reasoning.
of a backward inference is successfully used to generate the
Medical Decision Making, 10, 31-46.
correct diagnosis. This case is also interesting because it Klahr, D. and Dunbar, K. 1988. Dual Space Search During
presents the use of biomedical knowledge to reach the
Scientific Reasoning. Cognitive Science, 12, 1-55.
correct diagnosis. It has been argued that biomedical Kuhn, D. 1989. Children and Adults as Intuitive Scientists.
knowledge forms a separate "world" from the clinical
Psychological Review, 96,674-689.
knowledge. This interpretation is, to some extent, Langley, P., Simon, H., Bradshaw, G.L., and Zytkow, J.M.
supported in the present study. Recall that second year
1987. Scientific Discovery: Computational Explorations
students had no clinical training; their only knowledge of
of the Creative Process. Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
clinical medicine was through lectures, but they had 2 years Larkin, J.H., McDermott, J., Simon, D.P., and Simon, H.A.
1980. Expert and Novice Performance in Solving
of basic science teaching. Even these subjects, who one may
Physics Problems. Science, 208, 1335-1342.
expect to use their knowledge of basic science to solve the
clinical problem, did not do so (cf. Patel, Groen & Norman Patel, V.L., and Groen, G.J. 1986. Knowledge-based
Solution Strategies in Medical Reasoning. Cognitive
1990). O n the contrary, they relied almost exclusively on
Science, 10,91-116.
the association between clinical cues and diagnostic categories. The resident, however, was the subject with longest Patel, V.L. and Frederiksen, C.H. 1984. Cognitive Processes
in Comprehension and Knowledge Acquisition by
clinical training. Nonetheless, he used knowledge of basic
Medical Students and Physicians. In. H.G. Schmidt, and
science to reach the diagnosis.
M.C. DeVolde, eds. Tutorials in Problem-Based
Learning.
Assen, Holland: Van Gorcum.
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Abstract
Distance estimation has been used extensively in the
investigation of cognitive maps, yet it is not well understood
as a cognitive process in its own right and, as a result, has
been viewed as a simple read-out from a spatial representation.
In contrast, this paper considers distance estimation to be a
complex mental process in which heuristics guide the choice
of strategies. Specifically, verbal protocols were collected on
a distance estimation task for 20 undergraduates using a variety
of city pairs in U.S. and Canada. O n the basis of these data,
distance estimation is shown to be a constructive process,
using a relatively limited number of heuristics, such as
addition, hedges and ratios. The choice of heuristics and the
time to make a judgment are shown to be related to variables
such as the familiarity of locations and the distance to be
judged. The advantage of viewing distance estimation as a
constructive process rather than a passive readout off an
intemal map is argued.
Introduction
Spatial reasoning and spatial cognition provides an
important domain for the study of reasoning processes (e.g.,
Furnas 1990, Byrne & Johnson-Laird 1989), narrative
comprehension (e.g.. B o w e r & Morrow 1990), expertise
(e.g.. Chase & Chi 1981), artificial intelligence (e.g.,
Kuipers 1978; Kuipers & Levitt 1988) and the
representation of knowledge (e.g., M c N a m a r a , Hardy, &
Hirtle 1989). Within this domain, the methodological
advances during the past decade have been notable. There
has been a positive shift from hand-drawn sketch m a p
methodologies to the use of indirect measurements (Evans
1980; Siegel 1981). However, just as early work on spatial
memory assumed that sketch maps directly tapped one's
internal representation (e.g.. Lynch 1960), the later work
makes equally restrictive assumptions of cognitive
processes. Specifically, there has been a recent reliance on
the use of distance estimation as a primary measure,
examined either alone (e.g., Allen 1981), in conjunction
with M D S (e.g., Baird 1979; Magafia, Evans, & R o m n e y
This research was sponsored by N S F grant BNS-8617732.
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1981), or through paired comparisons (e.g., B a u m &
Jonides 1979; Evans & Pezdek 1980; Hirtle & Jonides
1985).
A n implicit assumption in using distance estimation,
particularly in conjunction with M D S , is that one m a y
characterize the intemal representation of space in a two
dimensional, continuous, holistic, picture-like form.
Distance estimation as a process acting on that mental
representation can then be thought of as a mental scanning
of the intemal map, yielding behaviors characteristic of an
analog code (Kosslyn, Ball, & Reiser 1978; T h o m d y k e &
Hayes-Roth 1981). However, while a m a p m a y be an
appropriate first approximation, there is a simplicity in
considering the representation to be continuous and distance
estimation to be a direct task. Surely, given our
understanding of other cognitive processing domains, the
schemata of space should play an equally important role.
Pipkin (1982) offers a robust argument along just these
lines, suggesting that geographers recognize the variety of
ways in which surface schemata are consciously processed in
the course of spatial problem solving.
Direct experimental evidence leads to a similar
conclusion. Spatial processing is influenced by hierarchical
structure (McNamara, Hardy, & Hirtle, 1989; Stevens &
Coupe 1978), by reference points (Holyoak & M a h 1982)
and by heuristics of perceptual organization (Tversky
1981). Thus, distance estimation could be viewed as a type
of problem-solving in which cognitive structures arc as
important as spatial distance.
A s an analogous situation consider the task of mental
arithmetic. Mentally adding 2 or 3 digit numbers for most
individuals includes both automatic "table look up" (e.g., 9
+ 7 is 16) and effortful manipulation (e.g., carry the one).
The speed (and accuracy) of performing an arithmetic
problem is a function of the processes involved. Likewise
in distance estimation, w e can immediately generate certain
distances while others w e need to calculate.

The analogy would suggest that techniques c o m m o n to
problem-solving, such as protocol analysis (Ericsson &
Simon 1984), could prove beneficial in examining distance
estimation. Thus, w e directed our subjects to produce ongoing verbalizations of distance estimation. O u r purpose is
to delineate specific heuristics used in distance computation,
such as time estimation, triangulation, segmentation and the
use of reference points, in order to understand the process of
distance estimation. Furthermore, w e examined the time to
m a k e distance estimates as a function of the referentiality
and the familiarity of the locations. It is our belief that the
time to m a k e distance estimates is longer for nonreference
points due to a constructive process rather than merely a
difference in familiarity.
W e began by collecting norms of national cognitive maps
for the subject pool. 2 0 0 cities were rated by 6 0
undergraduates on familiarity and referentiality. These data
were then used in construction of the protocol stimulus
space for this experiment.

Method
Subjects
Fifteen male and five female undergraduates attending the
State University of N e w York at Albany participated in order
to fulfill a course requirement. The session lasted for one
hour.
Materials
Sixty city pairs were constructed on the basis of the
previous data obtained on referentiality and familiarity of
cities. T h e sample of cities was chosen to represent a broad
range of judgments on both the referentiality and familiarity
dimensions. These cities were paired in order to form a
heterogeneous sample in terms of distance, angle of
orientation, and geographical location. The actual distance
of the pairs varied from 37 miles to 2553 miles. Each of
the sixty city pairs w a s printed in bold typeface in the center
ofan index card.
Three arithmetic problems and one physics problem served
as practice items. Each practice problem was printed on a
separate sheet of paper. Responses were recorded through
use of a cassette tape recorder and lapel microphone.
Procedure
Subjects were seated in a sound proof room in front of the
papers containing the practice problems. T h e experimenter
read the practice instructions to the subject, which asked the
subject to solve problems out loud, rather than work
silently. T h e experimenter read the practice problems as
they were presented to the subject.
After completing the four practice problems, the
experimenter attached the microphone and read the
instructions for the distance estimation task. Subjects were
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asked to calculate mentally the distance between pairs of
cities, giving all answers in miles, while being as accurate
as possible. Subjects were told that the cross-country
distance is roughly 3000 miles, but were not told any other
mileages. T h e pairs of cities were presented on 3 in x 5 in
cards. Subjects were asked to think out loud, describing any
steps used in arriving at the distance estimation. The
experimenter read the city pairs to the subject on each trial.
Index cards were shuffied before presentation to each subject.
Results
The verbal protocols were coded independently by two
coders using a c o m m o n coding scheme. The coding scheme
was designed to include a variety of judgment strategies. O n
the occasion that a judgment did notfitany of the codes, an
additional code was established. A s a result, twenty different
strategies were identified from the protocols. These are
bsted in Table 1. These strategies were divided into two
main classes, level one and level two. Each of the level
one strategies could result in a direct numerical estimate,
while the level two strategies required additional estimates in
order to generate a numerical answer. For example, the
strategy A d d was classified as a level two strategy, as two or
more distances were added together. The subject using A d d
would need to generate these component distances by using
either a level one strategy or another level two strategy.
Eventually, each component distance would need to be
generated by a level one strategy. Differences in the level of
strategy will be examined later.
O u r first concern w a s to m a k e sure that the subject's
estimates were reasonable and that in fact they were carrying
out the original task of distance estimation. Overall, there
was a high correlation between the actual distance and mean
distance estimate (r = .965, p < .001), with subjects
showing a slight overestimation.
T h e best-fitting
regression line was given by the equation:
Distance Estimate = 1.08 * Actual Distance + 117.36
The correlations for individual subjects were slightly lower,
which was to be expected. They ranged from .687 to .953,
with a m e a n of .887 and a standard deviation of .0627.
W e then summarized the data by city to see if there were
specific strategies with specific pairs of cities. W e did this
first in a qualitative manner, noting which strategies were
most c o m m o n and noting under which conditions they were
used. The use of strategies was not evenly distributed. The
predominant strategies were Add, Analogy, Hedge, Ratio,
Subtract and T i m e Retrieval. Choice of strategy was in part
based on the distance to be estimated. T i m e Retrieval was
most commonly used with distances up to 400 miles, while
Ratios were used most c o m m o n l y with cross-country
distance of 600 miles or more. The other strategies of Add,
Hedge, Analogy, and Subtract were evenly distributed across
all distances.

Table 1
Heuristics for Distance Estimation
Level 1 strategies
DR
Direct Retrieval
1.
Dir. Retr.-Unspecified
2.
DRU
TR
Time Retrieval
3.
4.
Limit Distance
LD
LT
Limit T i m e
5.
Limit Distance General
6.
LDG
7.
PR
Prior Reference
8.
Compare DisL Unclear
CDU
Level 2 strategies
9.
R
Ratio
Multiplication
10. M U L T
Addition
11. A D D
Subtraction
12. SUB
Analogy-Distinct
13. A D
Analogy-Common E n d
14. A C
Hedg&-Add
15. H A
Hedge-Subtract
16. HS
Triangulate
17. T
Miscellaneous Strategies
Modify
18. /M/
19. TR-G
Time Retrieval-Guess
Imagery
20. 1
Unclear
21. U

"I k n o w Boston to N Y C is 180 miles"
"Boston to N Y C is 180 m U e s "
"Boston to N Y C is 3 hours, or 180 miles"
"It can't be more than 200 miles"
"It can't be more than 3 hours"
"They're pretty close, say 180 miles"
"I remember that I said..."
"Comparing it to the distance across, I'd say..."
"That's about halfway across the US"
"It's about 3 times..."
"50 plus 60 is 110"
" 100 minus 30, I'd caU it 70"
"A to B is the same as C to D"
"A to B is the same as A to C"
"It's a little more than the distance..."
"It's a little less than the distance..."
Uses two sides of a triangle to calculate the hypotenuse
Subject changes strategy
"I guess that Las Vegas is about 5 hours..."
Subject is explicit about visualizing
Unable to classify

A d d w a s typical with city pairs in which there is a
intermediate reference point. For example, Springfield,
Mass. and Atlantic City, NJ span the intermediate location
of N e w York City. Subtract was typical with city pairs in
which there is a reference point outside the pair. For
example. Las Vegas and N e w York City were often judged
in relationship to Los Angeles or the West Coast. Ratio
was typical with long distances in which the cities are wellknown, such as Dallas and San Francisco. In this case, the
ratio was based on a cross-country distance. Finally, Time
Retrieval was typical with short, well-travelled routes, such
as Albany to Boston.
The qualitative analysis suggested certain relationships,
which were further analyzed using several sources of
quantitative data. For each city pair, w e measured the
response time (RT) between the point in time that the
experimenter completed the verbal presentation of the city
pairs and the point in time that the subject provided the final
distance estimate; the number of intermediate distance
estimates used in the computation (INT.EST), the number
of extra locations used in the computation ( E X T . L O C ) , and
the number of hierarchic levels used in completion of the
distance estimation was calculated ( L E V E L S ) . Thus, there
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were 4 different indices of the amount of processing
involved in each calculation, R T , INT.EST, E X T . L O C , and
L E V E L S . Note that INT.EST and E X T . L O C are related,
but not identical. A calculation from city A to city B , based
on the distance from city A to a n e w city C , plus the
distance from city C to city B , would include one extra
location and two intermediate estimates, whereas a
calculation from city A to city B , based on the distance from
a n e w city C to n e w city D, would include two extra
locations and one intermediate estimate.
Additional data pertaining to various aspects of the city
pairs, not provided by subjects in this experiment, were
available for inclusion in the data analysis. Previous data,
obtained from different subjects in the same subject pool,
had established norms for the referentiality and famiUarity of
each city. Referentiality referred to the extent to which a
city would serve as a useful reference point for locating
other cities, while familiarity referred to the extent to which
a city was known. T h e m e a n referentiality score ( M R E F )
and the mean familiarity score ( M F A M ) for each city pair
were calculated. Finally, the actual distance ( A D ) was
calculated by measuring the straight line distance on a U.S.
map.

Table 2

DE
RT
INTiST
EXT.LC)C
LEVELS

MREF
MFAM

AD
.965***

DE

RT

INT E S T

.042
.404***
.808***
.621***
-.070
-.430***

.075
.436***
.858***
.655***
-.047
-.430***

.321**
.309**
.363**
-.235*
-.207

.652***
.758***
.206
.036

E X T LOG

LEVELS

MREF

.022
-.252*

.607***

.758***
.135
.433***

*p < .05

** p < .01
***p< .001.

The correlations between these eight values are displayed in
Table 2. T h e results indicate that the response time (RT) did
not covary as a function of D E (r = .075, n.s.). However,
R T did increase as the mean referentiality ( M R E F ) of the
city pairs decreased, (r's = -.235, p < .05). Not surprisingly,
R T increased with the complexity of the calculation, as
indicated by I N T £ S T , E X T . L O C and L E V E L S (r's = .321.
.309, .363, respectively, p < .01). It is interesting to note
that the use of extra locations ( E X T . L O C ) was related to
familiarity (r = -.433, p < .(X)l), but not to referentiality (r =
-.135, n.s.). That is to say, if a location is unfamiliar, then
the subjects refer to extra locations to create an estimate. In
contrast, the number of intermediate estimates (INT.EST)
was related to neither the referentiality (r = .206, n.s.), nor
the familiarity (r = .036, n.s.). However, the distance
estimates firom unfamiliar cities tend to be more complex in
terms of the number of levels ( L E V E L S ) in the hierarchy of
calculations (r = -.251, p < .05).
Finally, w e looked at the relationship between level one
and level two strategies. Table 3 presents the pairwise
frequency data for level one and level two strategies. T h e
cells of the table indicate the number of times that the lower
level strategy appeared in conjunction with the higher level
strategy. Only frequently chosen strategies were included.
These were Direct Retrieval-Unspecified ( D R U ) , Direct
Retrieval (DR), and T i m e Retrieval (TR), which accounted
for 516 out of 585 total level one strategies, and Add, Sub,
Analogy, Hedge and Ratio, which were the only level two
strategies, with 50 or more occurrences.
T h e 5 x 3 contingency matrix reported in Table 2 was
tested for independence of rows and columns using the chi
square statistic. T h e test indicated that the level one and
level two strategies are not independent, (x^(8) = 235.12, <
.001). In order to determine the source of this result, w e
partitioned data into a series of seven non-independent subtables. In order to maintain the experiment-wise error rate at
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.05, w e restricted the error rate to each analysis to .05/7, or
approximately .01. T h e analyses showed that Analogy and
Hedge showed identical distribution across the three substrategies. Furthermore, Direct Retrieval w a s most
c o m m o n with Ratio, Hedge and Analogy, while Time
Retrieval w a s most c o m m o n with A d d and Sub (each
significant at p < .001).

Table 3
Relationship between Level 1 and Level 2 Strategies

ADD
SUB
ANALOGY
HEDGE
RATIO
Total

DRU
87
26
6
14
10
143

DR
28
26
47
60
92
253

TR
120
44
11
19
2
196

Total

235
96
64
93
104
592

Discussion
In examining distance estimation as a constructive task,
w e found a limited number of heuristics were used by
subjects in generating distances. The choice of heuristics
was shown to be related to variables such as the familiarity
of locations and the distance to be judged. T h e time to
make a judgment was related, not only to the complexity of
the calculation in terms of intermediate estimates and extra
locations, but also to the mean referentiality. Furthermore,
it was not related to actual distance or the distance estimate.
Finally, times were often added and subtracted, yet rarely
was ratio of times taken. Distances on the other hand were

used for ratios, as well as addition, subtraction and
modification. Our goal in conducting this resciirch was to
examine closely the distance estimation process. It has been
shown that distance estimation is a complex task, dependent
on the nature of the comparison and prior knowledge of the
subject, rather than a simple dependent measure based on
readoutfroma cognitive map.
W e see two implications for this research. First, for
researchers who use distance estimation or reaction time of
distance estimation, we voice a concern that the output may
be more reflective of the complexity of the task rather than
an internal cognitive map. Assurances that variables like
prominence and familiarity are controlled adequately should
be sought. Second, and more important, the analysis of
distance estimation has implications for theories of the
mental representation of space. There is evidence that
familiar locations can be accessed without accessing related
reference points, as seen by the fact that extra locations were
only chosen for city pairs with low familarity scores,
regardless of the referentiaUty score.
These results suggest that we may need to modify the
hierarchical models of cognitive maps proposed over the past
few years (e.g., Stevens & Coupe 1978), in favor of a
partially hierarchical model (e.g., McNamara 1986). That is
to say that any familiar point in a space may have equal
access to any other point through the hierarchical nets,
which do not necessarily pass through the primary, reference
nodes. Therefore, the cognitive map is more like a system
of highways in which highways cluster around populous
areas, but, in addition, there are bypasses which connect
areas to one another. This would be opposed to a model of
represented space analogous to an airline route map, in
which all cross-country flights pass through a few hub
cities. In the later case, it would be impossible to travel
from one small city to another small city without going
through the hub city. The hierarchies exist in both models,
but the equal access model has greater flexibility in choosing
relationships. Through examination of protocols, this study
provides evidence of an "equal access" hierarchical map. Of
course, the evidence presented is correlational in nature and
additional experimental work is needed to confirm such a
model.
To summarize, w e have shown the importance of
considering distance estimation to be a constructive task,
based on series of heuristics. The choice of heuristics and
the time to make a judgment was shown to be related to
variables such as the familiarity of locations and the distance
to be judged. The advantage of viewing distance estimation
as a constructive process rather than a passive readout off an
internal map is argued. This point of view leads to a
computational approach that suggests a distinct research
program in the area of spatial cognition from the
experimental agenda put forth thus far, and suggests that
knowledge gained in the fields of problem solving, expert
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decision making, and mental models can be applied in a
fruitful manner to the study of cognitive maps.
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that will be solved as illustrated by the predicted
percentages correct in Figure 1.
McClelland (1988) reported a pioneering simulation of
balance scale stages using a connectionist network with a
back-propagation learning rule. This model required a
n u m b e r of limiting assumptions: a strong bias in the
training patterns favoring equal distance problems, a local
binary representation of weight and distance information,
and a forced segregation of weight vs. distance information
in connections to the hidden units. E v e n with these
assumptions satisfied, McClelland reported that there w a s
a great deal of shifting back and forth between rules 3 and
4, with stage 4 never being clearly established.
Interestingly, the leading rule learning program, Soar,
has also been applied to balance scale phenomena (Newell
1990). Soar acquired rules 1-3 but, like the backpropagation model, did not m a n a g e rule 4. It is unclear
h o w dependent the Soar model w a s on getting balance
scale problems in a certain order. It m a y well be that
different problem orders yield different orders of rules.
Neither the back-propagation model nor the Soar model
attempted to capture the other major balance scale
phenomenon, the torque difference effect (Ferretti &
Butterfield 1986). The torque on each side of the fulcrum
is the product of weight x distance. Torque difference is
the absolute difference between the torques on the two
sides. T h e larger the torque difference, the easier the
problem is for children to solve. This could be regarded as
an effect of information salience. It is not explainable by
Siegler's rules since any such rule should apply regardless
of the torque difference. N o r is the torque difference effect
explainable by the additive or multiplicative rules of
information integration theory (Wilkening & Anderson
1982).
In this paper, w e report our attempt to cover rule stages
and the torque difference effect in the balance scale using a
relatively n e w connectionist architecture called CascadeCorrelation (Fahlman & Lebiere 1990). CascadeCorrelation builds its o w n network topology by recruiting
n e w hidden units as it learns to solve problems. Thus, it
affords a more principled approach to network construction
than is typical in connectionist research. It starts with a
minimal topology containing only the input and output
units defined by the programmer. In what is called the
output phase, connections to the output units are trained
until error can no longer be reduced. Then, in the input
phase, a pool of candidate hidden units receives trainable
input from the input units and any existing hidden units.
Outputs from the candidate hidden units are not yet
connected to the output units in this phase. T h e purpose
of the input phase is to identify the candidate unit whose

Abstract
The Cascade-Correlation connectionist architecture was
used to model human cognitive development on
balance scale problems. T h e simulations were
characterized by gradual expansion of the training
patterns, training bias in favor of equal distance
problems, and test problems balanced for torque
distance. Both orderly rule stages and torque difference
effects were obtained. Analyses of the development of
network structure revealed progressive sensitivity to
distance information. It was noted that information
salience effects, such as that for torque difference, are
particularly difficult to capture in symbolic level
models.
Introduction
A n emerging benchmark for detailed computational
modeling in cognitive development is the balance scale.
The clarity and replicability of balance scale phenomena
with humans, coupled with the classical developmental
appeal of its stage-like character, have led to both
connectionist (McClelland 1988) and rule based (Newell
1990) models.
Psychological assessments present the child with a rigid
balance beam in which differing numbers of weights are
placed on pegs at various distances to the left orrightof a
fulcrum. The child's task is to determine which side of the
scale will g o d o w n w h e n supporting blocks are removed.
A 5 position, 5 weight version of the balance scale is
presented in Figure 1. Ordinarily, all of the weights on
one side are placed on a single peg. Balance problems have
equal numbers of weights placed at equal distances. In
weight problems, the side with more weights goes d o w n
since the distances are equal. In distance problems, the side
with greater distance goes d o w n since the sides have equal
weights. T h e conflict problems have greater weight on
one side and greater distance on the other side. T h e side
that goes d o w n is the one with greater weight for conflictweight problems, and the one with greater distance for
conflict-distance problems. T h e scale balances in conflictbalance problems.
Siegler (1976, 1981) has indicated that children's
performance on the balance scale progresses through 4
distinct rule based stages: (1) use weight alone to
determine if the scale will balance, (2) emphasize weight,
but consider distance (correctly) in the event that the
weights to the left and right of the fulcrum are equal, (3)
consider both weight and distance but get confused w h e n
one side has greater weight and the other has greater
distance, (4) multiply distance by weight for each side and
compare the products. Siegler has noted that each rule
makes specific predictions about the kinds of problems
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Figure 1. Balance scale problems and predicted success.

activations correlate best with the output errors. This best
candidate unit is then installed in the network, receiving
input from all input units and any hidden units already in
place and sending output to all of the output units. Once
installed, the input side weights to the new hidden unit are
frozen, and its output side weights are allowed to change
with learning (output phase). Because Cascade-Correlation
uses second order error minimization in computing weight
changes and learns only one level at a time, it is typically
10-50 times faster at learning than back-propagation.
Although Cascade-Correlation has not yet been applied
to cognitive developmental phenomena, it appears to
afford a novel and natural interpretation of both qualitative
and quantitative developmental changes. Qualitative
changes occur through the recruitment of new hidden
units; quantitative changes through the adjustment of
network weights.
The Network and the Training
W e report two experiments, one on rule diagnosis and the
other on the torque difference effect. Both experiments
used a 5 peg, 5 weight version of the balance scale, as did
McClelland (1988). Our initial network had 4 input units,
the obligatory bias unit (which is always on), and 2
output units. Of the 4 input units, one encoded left-side
distance, a second encoded left-side weight, a third encoded
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right-side distance, and the fourth encoded right-side
weight. The input coding of distance and weight
information was done using integers from 1 to 5. There
were 2 sigmoid output units which represented actual
balance scale results in a distributed fashion. Left-side
down was conveyed by excitation of the first output and
inhibition of the second output;right-sidedown was
conveyed by thereversepattern; and balance was conveyed
by neutral values on both outputs. Any recruited hidden
units also used a sigmoid activation function.
The initial training patterns were 100 randomly selected
without replacement from the 625 possible 5 peg, 5
weight problems, subject to a 0.9 bias in favor of equal
distance problems (balance and weight problems, as
illustrated in Figure 1). This bias ensured that the
probability of drawing an equal distance problem during
construction of the training patterns was 0.9. O n each
epoch in the output phase, another training pattern was
randomly selected with replacement, also subject to the
0.9 equal distance bias, and added to the training patterns.
W e call this Expansion training of the 1+ type. The
training set gradually expanded, with 1 new pattern added
each output phase epoch. Expansion training conforms to
our assumptions that the child's environment changes
gradually and that these changes are marked by exposure to
more aspects of the environment. The constant bias for
equal distance problems reflects the assumption that

children have lots of experience lifting differing numbers
of objects but relatively little experience placing objects at
different distances from a fulcrum.
Pilot experiments had established that rule stages 1 and
2 could not be obtained without a strong bias for equal
distance problems; the network went directly to stages 3
and 4. Other pilot experiments indicated that learning was
extremely difficult w h e n 100 training patterns were
randomly selected each epoch.
W e used default parameter values for CascadeCorrelation (Fahlman & Lebiere 1990), with two
exceptions. W e lowered the input and output Epsilons
(learning rates) by 1/2 in order to reduce the bounce in
errors from epoch to epoch. W e have noticed such error
bounce often in using integer-coded input. Also, w e used a
score-threshold of 0.25. Normally, Cascade-Correlation
continues training until all the activations of output units
are within score-threshold of their targets in the training
patterns. The default score-threshold of 0.4 is appropriate
for sigmoid units on a threshold and margin criterion. But
because our output units were also coding neutral
(balance) patterns, w e lowered score-threshold to 0.25 in
order to achieve non-overlapping scoring ranges. A n
output activation had to be equal to or greater than
absolute 0.25 in order to count as anything but balance.
Each experiment involved 16 runs. Each run w a s
terminated at 300 epochs because pilot testing had
established that most runs were well within stage 4 by
that time. With Expansion training, complete mastery of
the training patterns is quite difficult to achieve until most
of the training patterns have been seen.

shows a typically orderly progression through Siegler's
rules. T h e H on the bottom of the plot signifies where a
hidden unit w a s added to the network. Tabulation of rule
diagnosis results revealed that 11 of the 16 subjects
showed the predicted 1 2 3 4 ordering. T w o other subjects
showed rules 1 2 3; I showed rules 1 2 4; 1 showed rules
1 2 4 with regression to 3 and 2; and I showed rules 1 2.
It is quite likely that all subjects would have reached rule
4 with continued training. T h e overlap between the
diagnoses of adjacent rules near transition points reflected
the tentative nature of each transition.
O f the 16 computer subjects, 9 recruited 1 hidden unit,
6 recruited 2 hidden units, and 1 recruited 3 hidden units.
O f these 24 hidden units, 13 were associated with a very
quick progression from one rule to the next: 5 m o v e d up
to rule 4, 7 to rule 3, and 1 to rule 2.
T o better understand developing network structure, w e
drew Hinton diagrams in the middle of each rule stage.
Each such diagram shows the size and sign of incoming
weights at a particular epoch. Size of weight is indicated
by the size of the square; sign of the weight is indicated
by the color of the square, with white indicating positive
and black negative. Hinton diagrams for a representative
subject are presented in Figure 3. Thefirstepoch number
in each diagram excludes input phases; the second epoch
number (in parentheses) includes input phases.
During rule 1, which uses only weight information, the
output units were highly sensitive to weight information.
Theright-sided o w n output received a positive signal from
theright-sideweight input, whereas the left-side d o w n
output received a positive signal from the left-side weight
input. During rule 2, which continues to use weight but
begins to use distance when the weights on each side are
equal, the network's outputs became more sensitive to
distance information. The differential sensitivity to sides
w a s retained, and the n e w hidden unit w a s particularly
sensitive to weight information. During rule 3, which is
characterized by the use of both weight and distance
information but confusion w h e n these are in conflict, the
outputs became about as sensitive to distance as to
weight. A n d in rule 4, which signifies nearly correct
performance, a n e w hidden unit emerged that w a s
particularly sensitive to distance information. T h e two
hidden units, one representing mainly weight and the other
mainly distance, sent opposite signals to the outputs.
M o r e generally, w e found that, of the 21 hidden units
with Hinton relevance, 8 were especially sensitive to side
information, 11 were mainly sensitive to side x distance
or side x weight, and 2 were mainly sensitive to the bias
unit or to older hidden units.

Experiment 1: Rule Diagnosis
Each of the 16 runs used distinct, randomly selected
training and test patterns. T h e 24 test patterns in this
experiment were balanced for both problem type and
torque difference, such that there were 4 patterns from each
of the 6 problem types in Figure 1, 1 pattern representing
each of 4 levels of torque difference: 1, 2-5, 6-9, and 1020. O n each epoch during the output phase, the network
was tested with the 24 test patterns. A test problem whose
output activations were both within score-threshold of
their correct targets was coded as correct; any other test
problems were coded as incorrect.
The patterns of correct and incorrect problems were used
to diagnose rule use. A diagnosis of rule 4 required 20 or
more test problems correct; rule 2 required 13 or more
correct on balance, weight, distance, and conflict-weight
problems and less than 3 correct on conflict-distance and
conflict-balance problems; rule 3 required 10 or more
correct balance, weight, and distance problems and less
than 10 correct on conflict problems; rule 1 required 10 or
more correct balance, weight, and conflict-weight
problems and less than 3 correct distance, conflictdistance, and conflict-balance problems. Scoring priority
for these rules, in decreasing order, was 4, 2, 3, and 1.
Rule 2 was given a higher priority than rule 3, because
rule 2 produces fewer errors on conflict-weight problems,
as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows a plot of the rule diagnosed at each
output epoch for a representative computer subject. It

Experiment 2: Torque Difference Effect
This experiment employed exactly the same techniques as
Experiment 1, except that the principal interest w a s in
recording errors for 4 torque difference levels: 1, 2-5,6-9,
and 10-20. For each run, 4 sets of test patterns were
randomly selected with 4 problems of each of the 6
problem types in Figure 1. Each set of test patterns
contained only problems representing 1 of the 4 torque
difference levels.
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Errors are plotted over epochs for a representative
subject in Figure 4. As expected, this subject showed
faster and deeper error reduction with increasing torque
difference.
An A N O V A of these error signals midway (epoch 75)
and late (last epoch) in learning was performed for all
subjects, yielding only a main effect for torque difference
level, f (3, 42) = 48.57, p < .001, with a strong negative
linear trend, F(l, 42) = 140.45, p < .001. The mean errors
at these two epochs for the 4 torque difference levels are
presented in Figure 5. The larger the torque difference, the
smaller the error.

differences to mimic the torque difference effect well before
it could compute and use torques to solve balance scale
problems. This would possiblyfitthe psychological data,
but would be extraordinarily awkward.
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Discussion
In these simulations, Cascade-Correlation networks
learned to perform on balance scale problems as if they
were following rules, including clear performance at the
level of stage 4. Further, these rules emerged in the
psychologically correct order, almost without exception.
Some developmental regressions and stage-skipping were
observed, just as in human subjects. Unlike previous
models, these nets also captured the torque difference
effect. The present models are, of course, highly
simplified compared to the environment and
computational resources of children.
The Cascade-Correlation networks covered these
psychological phenomena without at least some of the
restrictive assumptions of McClelland's (1988) backpropagation networks. W e didn't need to encode weight
and distance inputs in local binary form, or implant
segregated hidden units for weight vs. distance
information, or indeed implant any hidden units at all. W e
did, however, follow McClelland's lead in strongly biasing
the training patterns in favor of equal distance problems.
Such input bias may not be the only way to obtain
human-like stages in connectionist models of the balance
scale, but it's effectiveness in producing stages may
encourage researchers to examine biases in the child's
environment.
Like other early connectionist attempts to model
phenomena in cognitive development (Chauvin 1989;
McClelland 1988; Plunkett & Marchman 1989), the
present simulations suggest that the connectionist
approach deserves serious consideration as a means of
studying transition mechanisms for higher level
reasoning. Connectionist networks appear capable of
reproducing classic developmental phenomena such as
rules and stages, as well as more subtle effects such as
information salience that explicit symbolic rule systems
have particular difficulty with.
An explicit symbolic rule-based model trying to capture
the torque difference effect would presumably find itself in
the paradoxical position of having to compute torque
differences well before stage 4. It might require rules of
the form // torque difference is greater than x then apply
rule i, where x is some integer between 1 and 20 that
decreases with age, and / is the current stage. Such a
model would apparently have to compute and use torque
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Abstract

A brief description of their system follows. Each constant and predicate argument in the K B is represented by a
Shastri and Ajjanagadde have proposed a biologically plausi-unit. Long-term, or static, facts are physically encoded as
ble connectionist rule-based reasoning system (hereafter rean ensemble of units with structured interconnections that
ferred to as a knowledge base, or K B ) , that represents a
bind together the appropriate filler/role pairs. Rules are repdynamic binding as the simultaneous, or in-phase, activity
resented as a mapping between arguments of the antecedent
of the appropriate units [Shastri & Ajjanagadde 199'" "Hie
predicate(s) and arguments of the consequent predicate. A s
work presented in this paper continues this effort at proviang
such, there is a physical link reflecting argument mappings
a computational account of rapid, common-sense reasoning.
for each rule. Inferences are drawn as a result of activation
The Dynamic Fact Communication Mechanism ( D F C M ) is
spreading through the system in parallel, by w a y of the links
a biologically plausible connectionist interface mechanism
between predicate arguments. During each episode of reathat extracts a temporally-encoded fact (i.e. a collection of
soning, m a n y transient facts are created, propagated, and
dynamically-encoded bindings) from a source K B and incoreventually discarded. A n y attempt at modeling reflexive
porates the fact into a destination K B in a manner consistent
reasoning must have a method of creating and propagating
with the knowledge already represented in the latter. By
these dynamic bindings (see [Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1990]
continually interpreting source K B activity in terms of target
for an in-depth discussion) that allows the inference process
K B activity, D F C M is able to transfer facts between disto perform in real-time, without succumbing to a complex
tinct K B s on the same time scale needed to perform a single
form of cross-talk called the variable binding problem. A
rule a5)plication within a single K B . Thus, D F C M allows
hard-wired solution to this problem is adopted in order to
the benefits of decomposing a phase-based reasoning system
represent static, long-term facts. However, this method is
into multiple KBs, each wi3» its o w n distinct phase structure,
not a feasible means of representing dynamic bindings in
while rendering the inter-module communications costs negshort-\£Tm m e m o r y . Consider that an episode of reasoning
ligible. A simple modification to D F C M allows the unit of
takes on the order of a few hundred milliseconds. This sugtransfer to be groups of facts. Finally, the number of units
gests that the creation of the n e w bindings introduced by
that compose D F C M Iisn tlinear
r o d uin
c tthe
i o nsize of the K B .
each rule application can take only on the order of tens of
milliseconds. It has yet to be shown that synaptic modifiShastri and Ajjanagadde have suggested a computational accation occurs anywhere near this quickly. Hence, reflexive
count of h o w a h u m a n agent, seemingly without conscious
reasoning does not permit us the luxury of allowing synaptic
intervention, can perform a broad class of inference with
modification to recruit n e w units and build up the necessary
remarkable efficiency (within a few hundred milliseconds)
connectivity "on the fly".
[Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1990]. This class of reasoning is
T h e solution chosen by Shastri and Ajjanagadde repredescribed as reflexive reasoning, since the inferences seem
sents a dynamic binding as the simultaneous, or in-phase,
to be drawn automatically and effortlessly [Shasui 19901.
activity of the appropriate units [Shastri & Ajjanagadde
Reflexive reasoning proficiency is independent of the size
1990]. Note that a system in which nodes characteristically
of the body of knowledge upon which the reflexive inferfire in short slices at a given frequency does not require a
ences are drawn. ^ A s argued in [Shastri & Ajjanagadde
controlling global clock. Rather, the only requirement is
1990], this strongly suggests that reflexive reasoning is a
that w e have units that fire with a fixed period of oscillamanifestation of a massively parallel reasoning system in
tion. Thus the inference mechanism consists of a rhythwhich response time is governed by the length of the chain
mic spread of activation through the network, each set of
of inference, and that multiple potentially relevant inferbindings "lighting up" during its distinct phase within a
ence paths are explored simultaneously. In light of results
fixed-length period, dynamically creating a set of bindings
from complexity theory, this implies that h u m a n agents are
with more m e m b e r units as the inference process continnot general purpose reasoners, as all valid inferences canues. A n analogous spatial solution would be realized by
not be derived proportional to the length of the proof. T h e
creating p copies of each unit in the K B , one for each of
connectionist knowledge base described by Shastri and A j the p phases. If a unit were active in the former system in
janagadde not only offers a biologically plausible, computaphase i, then the i"" copy of the unit would be active in the
tional account of reflexive reasoning, but suggests a limited
latter system. While this method would increase the size
class of inference by which humans d o reason.
of the K B by a factor of p, the speed of the system would
'If this were not the case, then it would take you longer to
presumably increase by a factor of ^ as well. W e r e w e not
understand this sentence today than it did 5 years ago!
concerned with a biologically plausible system, this might
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well be an attractive tradeoff. However, thefiringcharacteristics of neurons are such that theyfirein short bursts
followed by longer periods of latency. Thus, by adopting
the temporal synchrony approach we reduce the size of the
knowledge base without sacrificing speed. Furthermore,
there is mounting biological evidence of synchronous neural activity in the brain, and that we encode the unity of
objects via the proposed temporal method [Freeman 1981,
Eckhom et al. 1988, Gray & Singer 1989, Eckhom et al.
1989]. Note that this paper proposes an idealized biological system. W e do not claim that facts, rules, and dynamic
bindings are encoded by the brain via the methods described
herein. However, we do think it is significant that there are
mechanisms in the brain that support synchronous activity, and that this temp<xal synchrony may be an encoding
utilized by the animal brain to process information.
The bottleneck in such a phased system is p, the ratio
between period duration and phase duration. This ratio determines the number of distinct individuals (or entities) that
can be attuned to during an episode of reasoning. Furthermore, this ratio is K B dependent; different K B , with
different characteristic ratios, will be able to support a different number of distinct individuals at one time during an
episode of reasoning. Hereafter, a binding willreferto a
single entityfilUnga singlerole.A Binding Set (BSet) will
refer to a set of bindings involving the same entity. Thus
the characteristic ratio determines the number of temporal
BSets that may be supported during an episode of reasoning. It is important to note that the number of roles to which
an entity can be dynamically bound is unlimited. Hence,
each BSet may include an arbitrary number of bindings.
Dynamic Fact Communication Mechanism

knowledge already represented in the latter. D F C M continually monitors the entity-to-phase assignments within both
KBs in order to interpret source K B activity in terms of
target K B activity. Effectively, D F C M processes each potential request prior to the arrival of the request itself. The
dynamic bindings that compose each interpreted fact flow
along the D F C M links, poised at the threshold of the target
KB. The arrival of a predicate transfer request acts much
like the opening of a door to that target K B predicate, enabling the transfer to take place instantly. D F C M is thus
able to transfer facts between distinct KBs on the same time
scale needed to perform a single rule application within a
single KB. This allows us to enjoy the benefit of decomposing a phase-based reasoning system into multiple KBs,
each with its own distinct phase structure, while rendering
the inicr-module communications costs negligible. Moreover, the number of units that compose D F C M is Unear in
the size of the KB.
Later, we discuss a simple modification to D F C M that allows the transfer unit to be all active facts associated with
a predetermined group of predicates. Despite this increased
bandwidth, the time needed to effect a transferremainsunchanged. Such a system could naturally operate between
KBs that allow multiple instantiations of predicates [Shaslri
& Ajjanagadde 1990J. A more drastic modification allowing dynamic grouping of predicates is also discussed.
Setting the Scene
All links in D F C M are unidirectional. Arrows andfilledcircles designate excitatory and inhibitory links, respectively.
Links between sets of units indicate pairwise connections.
D F C M makes use of 2 simple processing elements:

p-htu p-htu nodes take the weighted sum of their input
The animal brain is a highly structured, modular architecIf this total meets or exceeds the threshold of the node,
ture in which specific areas are delegated toward processing
the node begins tofiresynchronously with the driving
one type, or one form, of information. Despite this clear
input. Node continues tofirein this fashion as long
separation, intelligent agents have the ability to draw reas driving input persists, p-htu nodes are represented
flexive inferences that can only be reached as aresultof an
diagrammatically by a circle.
integration of data from distinct sensory processing "star-or r-or nodes take the weighted sum of their inputs. If
tions". A n interface mechanism that is able to communithis total meets or exceeds the threshold of the node, the
cate between 2 distinctrepositoriesof information, for e.g.,
nodefireswith a duration equal to the period of oscillathe "visual" K B and the "auditory" K B must be a comtion, r-or nodes are represented diagrammatically by a
ponent in not only thereasoningprocess performed by an
triangle.
intelligent agent, but in the reflexive reasoning process performed by an intelligent agent. A typist glancing down at
As stated in the introduction, the representation and p
agation of dynamic bindings can be realized without the use
his keyboard isreflexivelyaware that therepetitiveclacks
he hears are the result of the depression of keys on his
of a global clock. Unitsfiringsynchronously belong to the
keyboard. This conclusion could not be reached without
same BSet; unitsfiringasynchronously belong to different
a mechanism that allows the visual and auditory stations
BSets. A global clock is not needed to support this encodto confer with the requisite efficiency that enables such an
ing; rather, all we require are units whichfirewith a fixed
inference to be drawn reflexively.
period of oscillation, according to the p-btu activation function described above. Hereafter, we will make reference to
The Dynamic Binding Communication Mechanism
( D B C M ) [Aaronson 1991] makes thefirstattempt at designa synchronous set of units occupying a distinct phase within
ing such an interface mechanism. D B C M is a biologically
a period of oscillation. This is done merely for explanatory
plausible, conneclionist communication system that operconvenience, and in no way implies the presence of a global
clock regulating unit activity.
ates between 2 distinct phase-based KBs. The unit of transfer is a BSet (i.e. a single entity and all of the roles to which
Let ps and pt be the number of active phases in the source
it is bound). The interface mechanism presented in this paand target KBs, respectively. For simplicity, we assume
that both KBs have the same period of oscillation and thus
per continues the effort begun by D B C M . The Dynamic
can encode the same number of phases. This characteristic
Fact Communication Mechanism ( D F C M ) is a biologically
plausible connectionist interface mechanism that extracts a
ratio will be denoted by p. If an entity is active in more than
temporally-encoded fact (i.e. a collection of dynamicallyone K B , we say that the phases which encode the entity in
encoded bindings) from a source K B and incorporates the
each K B are entity equivalent. An active source K B phase
fact into a destination K B in a manner consistent with the
for which there is no entity equivalent target K B phase will
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each plane with the phase information it needs to act as
desired. The Free Phase M a p ( F P M ) communicates unique
free phases \oV\,... ,Vp. The Entity M a p ( E M ) provides
Vq with a mapping between entity equivalent phases across
the source and target K B s .

be called a foreign phase. Bindings represented in a foreign
phase are called foreign bindings.
D F C M delivers target K B input into a special-purpose
buffer predicate associated with each target K B predicate. A
single rule application will instantiate a target K B predicate
with the contents of its buffer. A rule application is performed every period of oscillation [Shastri & Ajjanagadde
1990]. The {"> role of the buffer predicate e.g., G I V E , wUl
be denoted Bf^'^^.
The responsibility of generating transfer requests is application dependent; both source and target K B s may play
this role. Signal duration should equal period of oscillation.
Multiple requests should not be signaled simultaneously.

Free Phase Map
The function of the Free Phase M a p is to monitor the target
K B and assign unique, unused phases to distinct planes.
There are 2 sets of units that compose the F P M . Seefigure2.

CK

Target KBConitanU

0
0

Architecture
There are 2 categories of bindings that must be processed.
Bindings in entity equivalent phases require supplementing
the number of bindings within a target K B BSet. Foreign
bindings require allocating a new phase within the target
K B , thereby creating a new BSet. Interpreting these latter
bindings requires care. Note only must an unused phase be
allocated for each binding, but w e must satisfy a higherlevel encoding as well. A given dynamic fact may require
several foreign phases to represent its collection of bindings. Properly interpreting such a fact includes allocating
a distinct, new phase/or each such foreign phase. Failure
to do so would result in cross-talk being introduced into
the target K B . The interpretation mechanism of D F C M reflects these issues. D F C M is functionally divided into p-|-1
planes, where p is the arity of the predicate of m a x i m u m arity in the source K B . Let Vi denote the ?"* plane. Vq has 2
responsibilities: i) interpredng all bindings in entity equivalent phases, ii) distributing the foreign phases amongst the
remaining planes such that the distinct foreign phases which
compose each dynamic fact are assigned to distinct planes.
7^1,..., •Pp areresponsiblefor interpreting foreign bindings.
Each of these planes is assigned a currently available phase
in which to re-encode its assigned foreign bindings. In order to ensure that cross-talk is not introduced into the target
K B , a phase may not be assigned to more than one plane.
Figure 1 illustrates h o w the responsibility of interpreting the
JOmSL
Target
KB
give(John >Iuy 3 ookl)
"•ne 1 h
—j Plane 2~|I Plane 3 |—».

FP5

0 Oscillator

Figure 2: T h e Free Phase M a p
First, there is a set of p p-btu units that oscillate within each
period, according to the phase structure of the target K B .
T h e i"* unit of this Oscillator, denoted O s c i , fires during
the i"* phase of each period. T h e behavior of these units
never varies. T h e y are present in order to c o m m u n i c a t e the
phase structure of the target K B to other parts of D F C M .
O n e of these parts is the second set of units c o m p o s i n g
the F P M . This group consists of p "free phase selector"
( F P S ) units, o n e for each plane V i , . . . , V p . F P S i firing in
synchrony with its O o n e ) driving input O s c i informs V i to
interpret bindings using phase j . E a c h of the p oscillating
units connect to each F P S unit. In the absence of a n y
inhibition, activation along each link is sufficient to incite
the destination unit to fire. There are 2 constraints that m u s t
b e placed o n the firing of the F P S units to prevent cross-talk
from being introduced into the target K B . First, w e cannot
allow a n F P S unit to signal its associated plane with a phase
that is already in use within the target K B . Second, w e
cannot allow multiple F P S units to fire in concert, thereby
signaling multiple planes with the s a m e phase. T h e former
constraint is achieved b y establishing a strong inhibitory
connection from each target K B constant to each F P S unit.
T h e latter constraint is enforced via a d o w n s t i ^ a m inhibition
technique a m o n g the F P S units, w h e r e b y Uiere is a strong
inhibitory connection from F P S i to F P S j , for all j > i.
Entity Map
D F C M monitors the entity-to-phase mapping within both
source and target KBs, maintaining a record of entity equivalent phases. Vq relies on this mapping to provide the correct phase in which interpret its assigned roles. The Entity
M a p has p units, E M q , •••, E M p _ i . E M i firing in phase
i indicates that phase i in the source K B and phase j in
the target K B are entity equivalent. That is, the entity belonging to the BSet represented in phase i in the source
K B is the same entity belonging to the BSet represented
in phase j in the target K B . Since each BSet includes a
constant, it is sufficient for the Entity M a p to monitor the
constants in Uie source and target K B s . Seefigure3 to see
h o w the E M monitors the source and target K B representations of a sample constant, labeled S and T, respectively.
There is a link from T to each E M unit. There are p t-ot
units for each constant. The f"" r-or unitfiresin response

I Available Phases |
Figure 1: Here, p = 3. give(JohnMary,Bookl) is a dynamic
source K B fact. T h e entity M a r y is active in the target K B ; the
entities John and Bookl are inactive in the target K B . V o interprets the recipient role in the entity-equivalent phase given by the
activity of itsfillerMary within the target K B . Vi interprets the
MsT/rolepauBookl/give-object, V 2 interprets \hep&a John/giver.
Each of the latter planes are assigned a unique, available target
K B phase in which to encode their assigned bindings.
fiUerAole pairs is distributed amongst the different planes
for the dynamic fact give(JohnMary.Bookl).
D F C M relies on several subnetworks that monitor the
content of both the source and target K B s in order to provide
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Figure 5: The director network for predicate GIVE

Figure 3: Connections for only a single constant are shown.
is e n d o w e d with d o w n s t r e a m inhibition s o that n o 2 planes
will b e assigned the s a m e foreign phase. W e use the Entity
M a p to inhibit director units during the the entity-equivalent
phases processed by Vo- If V f ' ^ ^ fires in phase j, then Vi
is resjxjnsible for interpreting all the phase j foreign bindings that contribute to the representation of the dynamic
fact G I V E in the source K B . These will be encoded in the
phase specified by F P 5 , .

to Osci, provided that the Osci signal is not blocked by
an inhibitory connection from S. Similarly, £'M, fires in
response to T, provided that activation along the incoming link is not blocked via activation traveling along an
inhibitory connection from the t"' r-or unit. T h e net result
of this architecture is that E M i fires in phase j if and only
if s o m e constant is active in phase i of the source K B and
phase j of the target K B .

Remaining Planes
V o processes bindings in entity equivalent phases, thereby
only needing to incorporate roles into the target K B . H o w ever, the remaining planes process foreign bindings, thereby
needing to incorporateyi/Zer^ and roles into the target K B .

Initial Plane
V o is responsible for interpreting roles that are active in
entity equivalent phases. T h e activity of the E M units precisely identifies these roles. If E M i is active then V o must
interpret all source K B roles active in phase i. Moreover,
the entity equivalent phase in which w e want to introduce
these roles is given b y the phase in which E M i fires. Figure

D°
CHr^an^KX

GIVE Transfer Request

GIVE
Transfer'
Request

"-\ OsCq

I

Figure 6: Predicates other than G I V E are suppressed.

Osb. . EMp.,

Figure 4: Unit A is G I V E k in the source K B . Unit B is 6 ° ' ^ ^ 4 illustrates how Vo processes the /k"" role of the source
K B predicate G I V E . There are p subnetworks for each role,
each acting as a temporal pattern matcher. Thresholds and
connection weights are such that each unit must receive
input fi-om 2 sources in order to b e c o m e active. Thus,
if a role is active in phase i, then only the r-or unit in
the i"* subnetwork will fire. If E M i is firing in phase j ,
then the associated p-btu unit will fire in phase j , thereby
communicating its activation to B ^ ' ^ ^ . T h e onset of the
G I V E transfer signal enables B ^ ' ^ ^ to respond in this entity equivalent phase. Later, w e see h o w B ^ ' ^ ^ m a y b e
incited by activity from other planes.
T h e second task facing "Po is to distribute the foreign
phases to the remaining planes. Since the D F C M unit of
transfer is a fact, it is sufficient if this distribution is internally consistent at the fact-level. Accordingly, there is a
dedicated director network, c o m p o s e d of n p-btu units, for
each n-ary predicate.
Figure 5 details the director p G / K £ ; jj,g j^^g^ j^ ^ ^ j ,
ogous to that used in the Free Phase M a p . Whereas there
w e wanted the FT*S units to latch onto unique available
phases, here w e want the director units to latch onto unique
foreign phases. Each predicate's role units are connected
pairwise to the corresponding director units. Each director
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Figure 6 shows how Vi, i > 0 processes a sample constant. There is a r-or unit in each plane for each constant
in the source K B . Each such Vi unit receives activation
from its corresponding source K B constant as well as from
the V i unit corresponding to each source K B predicate.
Activation along each of these latter links is effectively
blocked via inhibition from the source K B constant should
the phases coincide. This inhibition m a y itself be blocked
for a sample predicate should that predicate u^nsfer signal
be active. Weights and thresholds are such that the r-or
unit in Vi corresponding to a constant S fires if and only
if i) S is active in the source K B in phase j , ii) s o m e
V i isfiringin phase j , and H i ) the predicate transfer signal corresponding to that V i is active. A simple inhibitory
technique ensures that the target K B constant is incited in
the free phase specified b y the appropriate E P S unit. Each
E P S unit is connected to each target K B constant. Each Vi
r-or unit is connected upwards to the corresponding target
K B constant, and inhibits all but the F P S i unit from sending activation to that constant. Weights and thresholds are
such that a target K B constant cannot fire in the absence of
input from a r-or plane unit.
Figure 7 illustrates h o w P, processes the /t"* role of the
source K B predicate G I V E . There is a r-or unit in each
plane for each role in the source K B . This unit receives activation from the corresponding source K B role as well as
from the director unit indexed by that predicate and plane.
Weights and thresholds are such that the r-or unitfiresin

mit dynamic grouping of predicates, allowing for arbitrarily
defined groups at run-time. Such a change would alter the
philosophy of D F C M , rendering it more of a reactive mechanism, as the entity-io-phase assignments would have to
wait until the predicate composition of the requested group
is known. Despite this, D F C M would still be able to satisfy
a transfer request in small constant time (proportional, but
bounded by p, to the number of distinct foreign phases per
group).

GIVE
Transfer
Request
Plane
i^rX:}
Figure 7: Unit B is B °

Ogive,
. To connections are suppressed.

Conclusion
The Dynamic Fact Communication Mechanism ( D F C M ) is
a biologically plausible connectionist interface mechanism
that operates between 2 K B s that dynamically encode variable bindings by means of temporal synchrony. D F C M
continually monitors the entity-to-phase assignments within
both K B s in order to interpret source K B activity in terms of
target K B activity. Effectively, D F C M processes each potential request prior to the arrival of the request itself. This
active approach enables a fact to b e transferred b e t w e e n distinct K B s on the same time scale needed to perform a single
rule application within a single K B . The interface thus allows Uie benefits of decomposing a phase-based reasoning
system into multiple K B s , each with its o w n distinct phase
structure, while rendering the inter-module communications
costs negligible. Moreover, the number of units composing
D F C M is only linear in the size of the K B . W e believe this
system to be an important component in a general model
of reflexive, i.e., rapid c o m m o n sense reasoning.

response to the simultaneous activation of both sources. Activity of this unit indicates Vt is responsible for interpreting
the source K B role G I V E k . Each r-or units connects to
the appropriate B role. W e use the analogous inhibitory
technique as above to ensure that each B role is incited in
the free phase specified by the appropriate F P S unit.
Performance Evaluation
A buffer predicate is fully instantiated one period following
the arrival of the predicate request signal. N e w target K B
entities are activated (if required) 2 periods following the
arrival of a predicate request signal.
The director corresponding to a source K B fact whose
dynamic bindings require representation in / > 0 foreign
phases needs 2 / - 1 time periods following onset of the
fact to reach desired state. N e w phase allocation within
the target K B requires the resetting of each director that
has a unitfiringin the entity equivalent phase within the
source K B . In the worst case, resetting requires 2 / - 1 time
periods. Since dynamic facts are typical y active for tens
of time periods during an episode of reasoning [Shastri &
Ajjanagadde 1990], and / will characteristically be quite
small, this delay should not detract from the effectiveness
of the system. The FPS units require 2 * (p - / > < ) - 1
time periods to be fully functional following new phase
allocation within the target K B (although multiple phases
may be allocated seamlessly within one request). Since this
allocation rate will typically be quite slow, this should not
detract from the effectiveness of the system. W e hope to
develop quicker methods of resetting the FPS and director
networks, although these limitations are likely to become
inconsequential in future versions of D F C M , in which the
unit of transfer is increasedfiroma single fact to a group of
facts.
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Knowledge representation was studied for simple recurrent
networks which were trained to respond to the semantics of
entire statements. In thefirstset of smdies, networks were
trained to recall category membership for objects. The
representations showed clear differentiation by category.
Moreover, simple inheritance of features was demonstrated.
In other studies, networks were trained to respond to kinship
relationships each of which was presented sequentially. The
networks were shown to recognize indirect descriptions of
people. A n analysis of the hidden units showed high
correlations for related questions. Moreover, analysis of
individual bits showed that some seem to detect feanires.

to-one weights between the inputs and hidden units.
These weights were fixed because error correction
occurred only after all of the input patterns had been
presented and the inputs were "off. Parametric pilot
studies showed that fixed weights of 6 were most
effective for "on" inputs and -1 for "off' inputs. The
network parameters were: m o m e n t u m , a=0.9;
learning rate, r|=0.01; hidden-state copy, P=1.0; and
state m e m o r y , |i.=0.5.

Knowledge Representation with Neural Networks
While Simple Recurrent Networks (SRNs) have been
s h o w n to learn several interesting temporal integration
tasks, including tasks that are relevant to natural
language processing, little is k n o w n about h o w they
perform those tasks. Although s o m e previous work
has explored the representations of S R N s , it is unclear
what part, if any, the semantics of the entire statement
played in these effects. Specifically, E l m a n (1990)
has shown that networics predicted successive terms in
pseudo-sentences, and terms which were likely to
occur together were clustered together. In addition,
Harris and E l m a n (1989) studied trajectories in
principle components space for this task. Furthermore
the predictions for these tasks are of a low level, and it
seems likely that the computational complexity of the
predictions would s w a m p any practical use of the
higher-level effects. O n the other hand, it seems
possible that the h u m a n language system incorporates
a variety of sources of feedback, including successive
words, and it is possible that s o m e combination of the
different types of feedback work together in h u m a n
language performance.

Figure 1. Basic Network Architecture
Simple Categorization and Inheritance
O n e area in which a hierarchical structure might be
expected to develop in the hidden unit activations is
with categorization of objects. Thus, a corpus was
developed of true/false questions with 4 categories
identified and 3 "objects" assigned to each. Moreover,
each category w a s associated with a single "feature".
Altogether there were 2 7 0 sentences in the corpus.
T h e four of these describing the relationship between
object 1 and category 0 were withheld and used for
the transfer test. Networks with 25 input units, 4 0
hidden and state units, and 2 output units, 25-40*-2,
learned this task without error after 3 2 5 K pattern
presentations.

In this research, a variety of simple tasks were
presented to modified S R N s and the activations of the
hidden units were examined. In all of the studies,
error correction w a s m a d e for the entire statement.
T h e activations were examined directly, without
possibly obfuscating high-level statistics.

The networks correctly answered the transfer
questions and thus appeared to show limited
'inheritance'. T h e reason for this effect, as shown in
Table 1, is that similar patterns of weights were
generated by the object and category questions. While
this result seems simplistic it has s o m e appeal, in that
the effects of category names, prototypical objects,
of
questions
produce
similar
both
types
transformations of the state vectors. O n the other
hand, other simple operations are not supported by this

Network Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the network employed in most of
the following research. This network is different from
the basic S R N s in a number of ways. First, a m e m o r y
term has been added to the state units. Second, the
entire question and one additional cycle with null
inputs are presented (see also Sect. 9 of Allen 1990)
prior to any error correction. Furthermore, as shown
in Figure 1, the network is connected with fixed one-
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model. For instance, networks were not able to
transfer when training sentences linking the categories
to features were withheld. The networks showed
'inheritance' but not abstraction. The addition of a
small amount of jitter (e.g., 0.0000001 * net input) to
the hidden unit activations reduced the number of
cycles to reach low error (about 0.05) by about 10%.
As a test of the importance of the memory term, |i., on
the state units, a network was run without a memory
term (Elman, 1990) and no learning was observed.

descriptions. Moreover, the S R N s m a y b e trained to
answer questions about kinship or to respond to the
truth of the assertions.

Procedure
Questions were developed based on the kinship
relationships shown in Figure 3 which describe 12
people in one family. In the corpus, questions
involving a second family, with an identical structure,
were also included. T h e total lexicon was 4 0 input
terms and 27 output terms. S o m e of the terms were
Table 1. Roughly Orthogonal State-Unit Weights compressed phrases; for instance, the phrase "the
object
father o f was compressed to "fatherof'. T h e kinship
category
relations
were "motherof, "fatherof, "sonof,
bit 28
bit 29 bit 28
bit 29
"daughterof, "sisterof, "brotherof, "wifeof, and
-27
37
-36
47
0
"husbandof.
6
-14
-16
-20
1
Table 2. Examples of Training Statements
16
-41
2
11
-27
number
type
example question
answer
11
33
3
19
38
whois
kinrel
agerel
gender

Scaling Features in Categories
SRNs have been appUed only to toy problems. The
issue of whether the technique w L U scale to large
stimulus sets is crucial for practical applications. A s a
problem gets larger w e w o u l d hope find that each
c o m p o n e n t of the problem gets easier. T h u s , the
function of the n u m b e r of presentations to
convergence for large problems should b e subhnear.
T h e categorization task above m a y b e scaled b y
increasing the n u m b e r o f objects per category a n d
giving the network a surplus of hidden units. Figure 2
s h o w s the scaling is S-shaped for 1 0 averaged runs
with firom 2 to 6 objects in each of 5 categories.
a
B

true
false

b'

Em,

/''

0.3-

,3

a''

1

1

1

I

205
205

whois motherof niA2
kinrel fB2 fB3
agerel fA3 fA2
gender m A 5

fAO
motherof
youngerthan
male

daughterof fA2 fA3
wifeof m A 5 fA5

true
false

The corpus included both questions and true or false
statements. A s shown in Table 2, four types of base
questions were employed. This resulted in 190 base
questions for each of the two families. Moreover,
individuals could be specified indirectly. For instance,
" m A 2 " (i.e., male 2 in family A ) could also be
described as "fatherof fA3". Thus, the questions
"kinrel motherof fA3 m A 2 " and "kinrel f A 2 fatherof
fA3" are equivalent to asking for the kinship
relationship between fA2 and m A 2 , and the answer is
that they are married. T h e expanded corpus included
all possible indirect descriptions of the individuals and
had a total of 4391 questions. Presumably this is
because the feedback from the true/false responses
was inadequate to develop the relatively complex
discriminations required.

,'
0,4^

80
40
46
24

I

Figure 2. Scaling b y Objects per Category
Kinship
T h e representation of kinship relationships can b e a
highly structured knowledge-representation task.
Back-propagation training has been a p p U e d to the
learning of kinship relationships (Hinton 1 9 8 6 ) but
only with simple three-term relationships w h i c h h a d
no temporal processing of the inputs. Nonetheless,
Hinton demonstrated that features relevant to the
kinship relationships were observed in the hidden
layer, at least fortfiehighly constrained architecture
he employed. In comparison to Hinton's approach,
S R N s have the potential for arbitrary length
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A 40-80*-38 network (40 locally encoded input units,
80 hidden units, 80 state units, and 38 locally encoded
output units) was trained for 6 5 0 K patterns on the
basic
corpus
(without
variations).
Indirect
specifications for the people were introduced and the
network was trained for an additional 1250K patterns.
Results
T h e values of hidden units were inspected during the
responses to individual questions. Because the
procedure in which hidden-unit values w e r e copied in
a one-to-one correspondence with individual state
units, a large positive weight between the state unit
and the corresponding hidden unit effectively latched
those units. T h e network h a d 3 2 . 0 % such weights (37

ml

mO

D - A

D - A

above the m e a n rank. Because the S R N successively
compounds the input activations, it might be
speculated that the similarity results were not due to
training, but only to compounding of the input
patterns. Thus, the weights of the network were
scrambled within layers and the m e a n rank of sentence
variations are shown on the right side of Table 4. The
ranks are generally lower; hence there is more to the
similarity results than simply compounding of initial
inputs. However, the effect is not overwhelming,
especially for the last two statements, which begin
with the female rather than the male.

(1

D - A

O1
L J j A

k
m3

m5

ts

u

rh

Table 4. Ranks of Variations of Question Set

Figure 3. Template for Kinship Relationships
out of a possible 116) which were above an arbitrary
threshold (2.5) while only 1.3% of the other weights
(79 of 6320) exceeded that threshold.
It is also of interest to compare the representations
across related questions. The Pearson r correlation
statistic w a s used as a measure of the similarity of sets
of hidden units. Correlations were computed between
hidden unit vectors at the point w h e n the response was
made. Correlations for a typical question are shown in
Table 3. It can be seen that many, but not all of the
most highly correlated sentences are semantically
related to the target

question template

trained rank

scrambled rank

m A 2 husband fA2
husband f A 2 m A 2
fA2wifeofmA2
wifeof m A 2 f A 2

191.7
160.8
731.6
592.0

460.3
539.3
1065.9
357.7

Rather than looking at an entire statement, it is
possible to correlate activations for partial statements.
T h e activations for all person descriptions were
obtained. The hidden unit vector correlations for m A O
were highest with other members of the same
generation, and smallest with males of lower
generations and females in the other family.

Figure 4 shows the hidden unit activations for a
simplified stimulus. In the upper section of the figure
Table 3. Examples of Question Correlations with Targets are activations averaged across descriptions of males
and females in families A and B . The lower portion of
correlation
question
answer
thefigureshows activations for individual relationship
target
mA2husbandoffA2
true
tenns (e.g., fatherof). Examination of the figure
suggests that bit 26 (marked with a tick) codes for
0.9752*
sonof m A O husbandof fA2
true
gender. Moreover, the relationship operators are
0.9652
m A 4 husbandof fA4
tnie
differentiated in the same positions. Thus, the
husbandof fA2 m A 2
true
0.9508
statement 'fatherof m A 2 ' would set the generation bit
sonof husbandof fBl m B 5
true
0.9432
in ' m A 2 ' to produce a representation similar to
true
0.9408
sonof m B l husbandof fB5
'mAl'. Beyond individual terms, it is possible to
0.9365
true
daughterof fB 1 sisterof m B 5
consider h o w the truth of an entire statement is
m B 4 husbandof daughterof m B O
true
0.9306
determined.
0.9264
tme
daughterof fB 1 daughterof fB 1
true
daughterof fB 1 daughterof m B 1
0.9198
A simplified model of what the network is doing to
true
0.9184*
m A 2 husbandof daughterof f Al
process these statements is summation of activations.
If the same person is being described as both the left
T h e starred correlations are for questions which are
and right sides of the statements and the activations
identical in meaning to the target question. While the
sum, then the veracity of the statement can be
starred statements suggest that there is some similarity
determined by checldng the threshold of the
between the target and its variations, there are m a n y
activations. However, that is not an adequate model
variations and it is worth compiling summary
since the network is able to take temporal order into
statistics. T h e m e a n rank across all variations of the
account and process statements with the same words
target statement is shown in the center of Table 4. In
in different ways. For instance, " m A 2 husbandof
addition, the corpus contains other statements that are
fA2" is responded to as "true" while "fA2 husbandof
essentially identical in meaning with the target
niA2" is correctly responded to as "false".
sentence, and the means of the variations of those
sentences are also shown in the center column of
Convergence of Kinship Representations
Table 4. Because the total number of true statements
A direct test was devised of whether associations of
is 1576 it can be seen that the statement forms are
the hidden unit activations reflect similarity in
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semantics of the input. Specifically, two input units
were given exactly the same meaning and the
representations generated by those units were
compared. T h e procedure was similar to the previous
experiment except that a simpler family network was
employed (with only 8 members) and only the base
questions were used. Hence, the network required 33
input units (32 units for the family relationships and 1
extra for the redundant input). Duplicate "kinrel"
questions were generated. The networks were trained
for 6(X)K pattern presentations. Across five runs, the
average correlation of the hidden imits for the two
versions of kinrel was 0.56. A s a control, the
correlations of the activations in five untrained
networks were obtained; the average correlations had
a m e a n of 0.15. Clearly, the training of the network
has caused the activations for the semantically related
terms to become more similar.
Implications and Challenges
S R N s were shown to be able to generate responses for
highly structured knowledge representation tasks. T h e
development of bits which code for specific features
was striking. Moreover, there is considerable other
evidence that the representations reflected the
semantics of the questions and statements. In
addition, the results show clearly the state-like nature
of recurrent network processing. T h e results also have
implications for models of the semantic space. High
correlations for semantically related statements m a y
imply that surface features are lost during processing.
Bit Overlays
Similar mechanisms of simple bit operations were
found in both the categorization and kinship studies.

While the representations identified in this work were
not always clear, the most c o m m o n mechanism
appeared to be operations on bit vectors. T h e process
is unlike the usual slots of frame-based approaches to
representation; however it is consistent with m a n y
psychological models. For instance, the vectors
shown in Table 1 are reminiscent of psychological
spaces derived from multivariate statistical methods.
Analogy
The view of cognitive processing as feature bit
activation and masking is consistent with models of
analogy (see Rumelhart and Abramson, 1973). Thus
an analogy m a y be seen as applying similar operators
to similar, though meaningfully different, vectors.
Information Retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) has received only cursory
attention with neural networks (Mozer, 1984).
However, it might be expected that networks would be
effective for ER. because m a n y of those procedures are
statistically based, and there are similarities between
several of these ER models and neural models.
Moreover, there is a variety of ways in which neural
networks m a y be applied to IR. For instance,
judgments about the relevance of a document m a y be
used as a source of feedback for error correction of a
neural network. However, it is difficult to obtain
enough relevance judgments to m a k e this practical.
F e w of the existing statistical IR techniques take
advantage of the temporal integration of terms and
S R N s have that potential. Indeed, since S R N s have
been shown to be able to handle simple grammars
(Allen 1990; Servan-Schreiber, et al., 1989), it is
possible that they could process s o m e aspects of

Figure 4. Hidden Unit Activations
Hidden Unit Vectors By Gender with Operators.
MA 01130200002260300001001012105100100000002100300111030010010001000000002710710026
MB 01121100002261200000000101104100200000003200200010040111010001001100001620721016
FA 01040100001660300002000110102000100000101000200010040110000001002000001810800036
FB 02020100002260200001000210104000300000002100200000050121000001004000001720801037
I
I
fa 00000100002250200000000026104000410000000400400100040000000010002000000630810001
mo 00030100001070200004000261105103200000301300402531020810000001008000003920801005
br 01000300001481300000001006100002210000200400100000020305000011000000000830823036
si 12120100002070200000010012100000100000000510200010050060000000001000000920801037
hu 01190300002370200000000017001101300000100700200110140200030001000000004810821026
wi 01020100001360300001000110004000200000001000300000040010000001000000001820801026
so 00010000002670300000000200100000210000102500300001030002000001009100003530812005
da 01110000003870200000011100400200100000003730200010030040000001000000003020700017
Hidden Unit Vectors By Age witli Operators.
oA 00040000001370200001000003003000000000010300400000040200000000001000101420700002
oB 00030000001180200010000002003000000000021200300000040100000000001000200420700012
mA 00030000001570200000000001000000000000001200300000060111000000000000000310700003
luB 00020000001370100000000001001000100000001300200000060121000000002000100220700003
yA 00020000101680200000000000000000000000001300200000060021000000001000100310700005
yB 000000000012701000100000011000100020000024 00100010070124000000002100000120800005
I
I
I
fa 00000100002250200000000026104000410000000400400100040000000010002000000630810001
mo 00030100001070200004000261105103200000301300402531020810000001008000003920801005
br 01000300001481300000001006100002210000200400100000020305000011000000000830823036
si 12120100002070200000010012100000100000000510200010050060000000001000000920801037
hu 01190300002370200000000017001101300000100700200110140200030001000000004810821026
651
wi 01020100001360300001000110004000200000001000300000040010000001000000001820801026
so 00010000002670300000000200100000210000102500300001030002000001009100003530812005
da 01110000003870200000011100400200100000003730200010030040000001000000003020700017

natural language syntax. In addition, S R N s also seem
well suited for IR because of their ability to model
users (AUen 1990).

were found which were similar to those proposed for
other models of psychological space; scaling, at least
in one case, was found to be sublinear; limited
inheritance was demonstrated; and feature-detecting
bits were identified in the representations. However
there
are
also
substantial
limitations, the
representations often seemed contorted and the
processing mechanisms seemed too simple for
complex language. There are two directions to
consider for moving to practical models of language
processing with neural networks. O n one hand, w e
could change expectations as to what is required for a
language processing system and attempt to get
networks to learn with fairly simple modifications to
the existing mechanisms. O n Uie other hand the
network mechanisms m a y be embellished. For
instance ways might be sought to integrate them with
perceptual processes (see A U e n 1990), or to train them
to develop more complex structures such as stacks and
variable bindings. The present results suggest that the
latter strategy will probably be more successful that
the former.

A compact and efficient knowledge representation
could be useful for IR. Thus, it is possible to imagine
that a representation for a query could be developed
and this could be matched with representations for
statements from a document. If S R N s are trained to
m a k e responses based on the meaning, they m a y have
that potential (Allen 1990). For the generation of
responses to questions, (as is the case with the studies
reported in this paper) the activations would tend to
converge. Declarative statements would simply
generate activations without resolution; thus at the end
of a statement or document, the residual feature
activations might reflect the overall meaning of the
document.
Unfortunately, the results in these studies do not
provide m u c h encouragement. For instance in the
kinship studies, not all of the semantically related
statements showed high correlations with the targets.
O f course, it would be desirable to find ways to
improve the quality of the performance. Clearly, for a
practical applications, such as IR, a m u c h larger
lexicon would be required and in those, facts will be
sparser than in the training sets used here. O n one
hand that would require greater training time;
however, it might also m a k e retrieval m u c h easier
since there would be fewer easily confused cases. O f
course, there is still the problem of getting a corpus of
statements which had an appropriate level of feedback
(e.g., true/false) for the type of training employed
here.
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Architectural and Procedural Issues
T h e studies here demonstrate the advantage of the
modifications to the standard S R N s . Indeed S R N s
without state memories were not able to complete the
categorization task. Furthermore, additional variations
of the basic network proved advantageous in some
cases. In addition, small amounts of noise apparently
helped the network in the categorization task avoid
temporal local minima.
Extensions
Previous work and the present results suggest that
there is a great deal that is right with this model for
language processing. For instance, representations
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Abstract

the instruction reading component of F L O A B N ^ , an integrated architecture for an inteUigent agent. The core
This paper describes a model for reading instruc- of F L O A B N is an adaptive planner which interacts in
tions. The basic framework is that an agent ena situation largely by a process of constructing an ingages in an activity and resorts to using instructerpretation of that situation (Alterman, 1988). W h e n
tions only when "all else fails". That is, by reading
IIMP is invoked, it has access to the interpretation of
the instructions during the period of engagement,
the current state of the situation of engagement that
the meaning of the instructions can be clarified by
was constructed by the adaptive planner.
feedback from the world. This model has been
IIMP combines marker passing (e.g., Norvig 1989,
implemented in a computer program, IIMP. IIMP
Charniak 1986, and Hendler 1986) with summarizais the instruction reading component of F L O A B N
tion and importance techniques (e.g., Lehnert, 1981;
(Alterman et al., 1991), an integrated architecture
Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Graesser, 1981; Trabasso &
whose domain is reasoning about the usage of mevan den Broek, 1985) to make the connection between
chanical and electronic devices.
text and situation. This yields two results. First, it
builds a representation of the instructions which the
planner can proceduralize and then act upon. Second,
Introduction
IIMP learns the 'purpose' of the instructions and adds
this to semantic memory to aid future interpretations
In general, instructions can convey a variety of informain
similar situations.
tion to an agent, ranging from short fixes to a given plan
(imagine encountering a detour sign on the road), to
the specification of an entirely new plan (e.g., instructions for assembling a piece of furniture). Instructions
are difficult to understand in the abstract because they
are schematic. Most instructions (written or verbal)
omit an enormous number of shared details, with the
assumption that an agent sharing general background
and an understanding of the situation canfillthem in
(e.g., LeFevre k Dixon, 1986). Outside of the context
of use, the agent can grasp only the general sense of
what the instructions mean and the operations they depict. Examples of previous computational approaches
to instruction usage include Mannes & Kintsch, 1991;
Kieras t Bovair, 1986; and Chapman, 1990.
This paper develops a model of instruction usage
where instructions are used after the agent engages in
the activity. The basic idea is that instructions are used
only when "all else fails". This model has been implemented in a computer program called IIMP. IIMP relies
on the fact that, by reading the instructions during the
period of engagement, the meaning of the instructions
can be clarified by feedback from the world. IIMP is

Domain and an Example
This paper explores a model of text understanding in
the domain of learning from instructions. This model
is developed in the context of F L O A B N , an integrated
system for reasoning about electronic and mechanical devices. The core of the system is an adaptive
planner and plan-learning system, S C A V E N G E R (ZitoWolf & Alterman, 1990). W h e n all of S C A V E N G E R ' S
plan-adapting techniques fail, the second component of
F L O A B N , IIMP, interprets the instructions provided
on or near the device. The capability to use this sort of
human intervention greatly reduces the possibihty for
failure and the amount of problem-solving the system
must do as it deals with real-world situations. This is
augmented by a third component, S P A T R (Goodman,
Waterman, & Alterman 1991), which uses a case-based
approach to reason about the spatial content of the instructions.
IIMP uses marker passing techniques to build a coherence analysis of the relationship between the ongoing activity and the instructions. IIMP then uses
a summary of the instructions to learn the main idea
they are trying to express. If this idea is not already

'This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, administered by the
U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract
#F49620-88-C-0058.

'For Lack Of A Better Name. See [Alterman et al, 1991]
for further details
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1. Please hang up,
2. listen for dial tone,

(Alterman k Bookman, 1991). IIMP uses these techniques tofindthe conceptual roots of the interpretation
graph built in thefirststage, generate a graded list of
the relative importance of each node in the graph, and,
in stage 3, to produce a base-line summary of the interpretation graph.
The third stage of IIMP is:

3. deposit the required coin,
4. dial your call again.

Figure 1: The instructions heard on the pay phone.

in semantic memory, IIMP adds it. By doing so, IIMP
will be able to use the current instructions to ease the
understanding process for future examples.
The centerpiece example in this paper will be a
F L O A B N simulation of an agent interacting with a pay
telephone for the first time. W h e n he approaches the
pay phone, the agent has a semi-complete set of procedures for using a home phone and the assumption
that the procedures for using the pay phone will be
similar. The sequence of steps that occurs is as follows: the agent lifts the receiver, dials a number, and
hears two rings followed by a beep. Immediately following the beep, a recording gives the instructions shown
in Figure 1. During this sequence of events, SCAVE N G E R is building a representation of the ongoing activity in semantic memory, which is available to IIMP
when S C A V E N G E R asks for help. Using this representation, the recorded instructions, and the instruction
'For local cash calls deposit ten cents before dialing'
from the front of the pay phone, IIMP is able to accomplish two things. First, it builds a representation
of the content of the instructions, which S C A V E N G E R
is then able to proceduralize'^ and incorporate into its
plain. Second, it learns that the main point of the instructions is: "payment on a pay phone involves inserting a coin", which IIMP adds to semantic memory. In
subsequent encounters with the pay phone, this concept
is used and refined (e.g., refinements include different
types of payment on a pay phone).

• Build a new concept in semantic memory which represents what is learned from the instructions.
This stage uses a modification of Explanationbased Learning (EBL) (e.g., DeJong k Mooney, 1986;
Mitchell et al., 1986). Since no goal concept is provided
with instructions, IIMP uses the information found in
stage 2 tofindthe goal concept of the instructions.
Stage 1: Building a Coherence Graph
Artificial intelligence treats text understanding as a
problem of representation; a machine 'understands' a
piece of text to the extent to which it can use its representation for such tasks as summarization and question answering. IIMP builds this representation by using the 'marker passing' scheme described in Norvig,
1989. (Other examples of marker passing methods for
inferencing on text are described in Charniak 1986 and
Hendler 1986.)
IIMP's marker passing technique works from a semantic memory structure, recognizing general classes
of inference as follows:
1. For each node N in semantic memory representing
the ongoing activity and each word in the text of the
instructions, do:
(a) Find the nodes related to N via any of a relatively
small number of predefined patterns of connectivity (path shapes).

Three Stages of IIMP: An Overview

(b) Identify nodes where these paths meet (collisions).

IIMP works in three stages. Thefirststage of IIMP is:

Path shapes are defined by the types and order of links
between the nodes. Only a few collision types aie defined or needed; all undefined collisions are ignored.
Again, consider the pay phone example. This stage
begins with a semantic memory containing relevant
background knowledge, including knowledge about the
current situation of engagement, but with no representation of a pay telephone (since this is thefirsttime
IIMP has encountered a pay phone). IIMP passes
markers from each significant word in the instructions
(i.e., words other than 'please', 'the', and 'and'), as
well as from the current plan being adapted: 'telephone plan'. 'Hang up' is found to indicate that the
call should be restarted. 'Listen for dial tone' and 'dial'
are found to be steps from the original plan.
The instruction 'deposit the required coin' causes a
collision at the 'payment' node, as illustrated in Figure 2. The path between 'insert-coin' and 'payment'
is labelled as a 'goal of action' path shape. The path
between 'telephone plan' and 'payment' is labelled as
a 'goal of plan' path shape. The collision defined by
these two path shapes is called a 'new step' collision.
This indicates that 'insert coin' is valid as a 'new step'

• Use semantic memory to build a coherence representation that charjicterizes the relationship between the
instructions and the ongoing activity.
IIMP constructs a 'copy' of a coherent, internally
consistent piece of instantiated semantic memory that
represents the coherence of the instructions in relation to the ongoing activity. Each node in the coherence graph (or 'interpretation graph') is either explicitly mentioned in the text of the instruction, a concept
encountered during the building of the coherence representation, or a concept developed in the understanding
of the ongoing activity as developed by the adaptive
planner, S C A V E N G E R .
The second stage of IIMP is:
• Reason about this graph using summarization technology.
The set of procedures that accomplish this are based
on the summarization techniques of the program, SSS
^To convert the "understanding" into plan modifications.
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((hang-up :type instruction :isa restart-call
:modifier ((momentarily)))
(listen-for-dial-tone type instruction :step-of telephone-plan)
(insert-coin type instruction :isa payment :with
((value * ten-cents)))
(dial type instruction :modifier ((again)) :8tep-of telephone-plan))
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Figure 3: The results produced for S C A V E N G E R .
Figure 2: The collision between telephone-plan and insert-coin

for the 'telephone plan', because it satisfies the goal
of 'payment', which was satisfied in the 'home phone'
situation by paying a monthly bill.
When the marker passing is completed, all the paths
that were involved in defined collisions, such as those
in Figure 2, define the episode: a relevant subset of
semantic memory which represents the coherence representation of the text. The episode will be used in the
next two stages. This representation has three features
that are important for the functionality of the following
stages: unconnected features will not be included, since
they cause no collisions, thus eliminating irrelevant information; it is a 'copy' of a piece of semantic memory
(i.e., the representation is built from the 'vocabulary'
and 'structure' of semantic memory); and it is in the
form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

Stage 2: Analysis of the Coherence
Graph
During this stage of processing, IIMP analyzes the coherence representation of the instructions that was produced in stage 2. This is done using summarization
techniques described in Alterman & Bookman (forthcoming). These techniques take advantage of the D A G
structure imposed on the input as a result of the semantic memory encoding during the coherence building
stage.
Thefirststep is to find the conceptual roots of
the coherence graph; roughly, these correspond to the
basic notions of the understanding. The conceptual
roots are the minimal set that covers the interpretation
graph, where coverage is defined in terms of reachability in graph theory. Since the interpretation graph is a
DAG, the conceptual roots are simply all the nodes
unreachable from any other node. The conceptual
roots for the pay phone example are P A Y M E N T , INSERT, R E S T A R T - C A L L , and T E L E P H O N E - P L A N .
Using the conceptual roots, IIMP is able to succinctly
explain the connection between each instruction and
the ongoing activity (see Figure 3). The adaptive planner is then able to proceduralize this connection and
incorporate it into a new plan.
Also derived from the coherence graph is a measure
of importance that quantifies the conceptual emphasis of the understanding. The importance of any given
node is roughly the number of nodes that node covers. For example, the most important node from the
pay phone example is 'payment' with an importance of

12, the next is 'insert with an importance of 9, and so
on. Alterman & Bookman (ibid) prove that each of the
most important nodes is either a conceptual root or is
covered by one of the conceptual roots. In the next
stage, the importance measure will be used in conjunction with the conceptual roots to determine the goal
concept of the example.
Stage 3: Explanation-based Learning
The instructions provided with a device provide sufficient information, when read in the context of the situa^
tion of engagement, to perform the task required. However, the instructions provide more information than
simply mindless commands. That is, not only do the
instructions say how to accomplish a goal, but they
say, implicitly, why the steps given will accomplish that
goal. While understanding the reasons for taking a step
is not necessary to perform the step, this understanding
makes it possible to learn from this implicit information
in a way that can aid in the use of instructions in future
situations.
Traditional E B L is unable to cope with the possibility of learning from instructions. This is because E B L
1) begins with a functional description of a goal concept, then 2) builds an explanation of why a training
example demonstrates this goal concept, and 3) generalizes this explanation. The problem with directly
applying the E B L approach is that, frequently, instructions do not explicitly provided a goal concept. IIMP
deviates from E B L byfirstperforming text inferencing
to construct an explanation, in the form of a coherence
graph. IIMP then determines the goal concept, using
the most important conceptual root from this graph.
Moreover, the summary of the coherence graph serves
as the generalization.
Generalization as summarization
Many techniques have been used for forming the generalization in the E B L literature {partial evaluation: van
Harmelen k Bundy; goal regression: Mitchell et al.;
explanation patterns: Schank fc Leake). The key to
generalization is to determine the relevant features of
the training example while building the explanation —
which is exEictly the role of summarization. Based on
the results from stage 2, IIMP constructs a summarized
version of the basic event content of the instructions
and treats it as the generalization. This summary consists of those conceptual roots with above average importance (and, implicitly, the subset of the D A G which
these conceptual roots cover). Alterman & Bookman
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(1991) empirically show that this summary has four interesting properties:
Instrt
coin ^'

• coherence: The summary holds together and make
sense.
• coverage: The summary covers, at least implicitly,
many of the events of the original text.
• importance: The summary includes the important
parts of the text.

payment
telephone
step
;7pi^
\ situated
• plan
i
s
a
AT
I
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I
telephone plan

Figure 4: T h e results of operationalizing and classifying
the goal concept

• workload: It takes less work to construct an interpretation of the summary than of the original understanding.
Each of these properties has significance for the genercdization stage of E B L . Ensuring that the generalization constructed by E B L provides coherence and coverage means that the generahzation will include the important points of the training example and will have
internal consistency.
Creating a generalization that decreases the workload for the system is important for ensuring the operationahty of the result. Operationality requires two
properties: usability and utility. That is, the resulting
concept definition must be usable by the system, and
the result must improve the system's performance. It
is important to explicitly show operationality in traditional E B L systems, so the final result will be strictly
distinguishable from the original statement of the goal
concept. From the perspective of summarization, the
property of utility is seen as equivalent to the property
of reduced workload. Thus, the utility of the explanation is assured by the 'simplification' property of the
summary.
Below, we will show that the question of importance
has additional significance for E B L : the most important
concept of the generadization provides valuable information for determining the goal concept when one is not
explicitly provided.
Finding the goal concept
The information that IIMP needs to derive the goal
concept comes from the analysis of the coherence graph
and the summarization. W h a t remains of the task of
finding the goal concept is to give it a name and decide
where it belongs in semantic memory.
T h e m o s t important concept is related to the
goal concept. The goal concept from any text is going to be related to the most important concept. This
is assured by the importance measure itself, which was
developed to choose the main thrust of a piece of text.
For the pay phone example, the relationship between
the goal concept and the most important conceptual
root is that 'payment on a pay telephone' is an adjustment for the ongoing activity on how 'payment' is
achieved.
T h e m o s t important concept is not the goal
concept. W h e n IIMP began reasoning about the pay
phone instructions, the notion of payment and its connections to the telephone plan and coin insertion were
already in semantic memory. Analyzing the coherence
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graph identified 'payment' as the m o s t important conceptual root, but I I M P does not need to learn about
p a y m e n t . W h a t I I M P does need to learn about is paym e n t on a pay telephone, a n d h o w it is related to using
a phone at h o m e . If this notion were already in semantic m e m o r y , the graph built in stage 1 would have
a different character, and the E B L m e c h a n i s m would
act differently. Alternately, if the background knowledge were too specific, where s o m e E B L systems might
build an entirely n e w concept for the n e w example, this
system would relate the n e w example to the too-specific
piece of m e m o r y .
It is true in general that the most important concept is not the goal concept. Simply put, I I M P already
k n o w s about the concept expressed by the conceptual
root, since it w a s copied directly from IIMP's originaJ
m e m o r y . T h e concept I I M P is trying to learn should
be a n e w concept that s o m e h o w encapsulates the understanding of the example. In other words, semantic
m e m o r y has a g a p that I I M P needs to fill.
Technique.
IIMP's E B L technique uses the results from the previous stages as follows:
1. Let N be the most important concept as determined
in stage 2 (e.g., 'payment').
2. Let C be the collision occurring at N (this includes
the piece of semantic network defined by the collision
as well as the collision type, e.g., 'new step')
3. if C is a 'new step' collision:
(a) Let N l be the beginning of the 'goal of plan' path
shape (e.g., 'telephone plan').
(b) Let N 2 be the beginning of the 'goal of action'
path shape (e.g., 'insert coin').
(c) Create a new node, X , using N l and N (e.g., 'payment telephone plan'). X is a 'situated plan' of
N l , and N 2 is a 'step' for X .
4. if C is a 'similar action' collision:

The new piece of semantic built by this technique is
consistent with the rest of semantic memory, and will
maintain the integrity of the marker passing in later
scenarios.
Classifying the goal concept
The previous step operationalized the goal concept,
'payment on a pay telephone', adding all the relevant

information from the instructions to semantic memory.
This involved giving it a name and a place in semantic
memory. However, the structure of semantic memory
provides some implicit information which can be made
explicit now. This information could be found when
doing text inferencing (stage 1), but making semantic
memory more explicit now will make future inferences
more efficient.
In particular, IIMP finds the relationship between
the goal concept and the nodes covered by the most
important concept. By passing markers from the new
node in semantic memory, IIMP is able to learn more
from how it is related to other concepts in semantic
memory. In the case of the pay phone example, the new
concept, 'payment telephone plan', has a relationship
with the original telephone plan at the 'service' node, so
an 'isa' link is added from the new concept to 'service'.
Thefinalresult of operationahzing and classifying
the goal concept for the pay phone is shown in Figure 4.

Summary and Remarks
The problem of reading an instruction in the context
of the ongoing activity is a problem of text inferencing. IIMP combines the advantages of marker passing
and summarization to produce a coherent interpretation that is built in relation to plan notions and actions and is given in a form that a planner can use to
construct a new plan. This approach is able to provide information that is unavailable when instruction
usage is separated from action, and, thereby, increases
the domains in which a planner is able to act.
Using an augmented version of explanation-based
learning, IIMP is able to build new concepts in semantic memory, thus making the content of the instructions
available for use when interpreting future instructions
for the device. For example, a subsequent encounter
with the pay phone involves payment for a long distance call. Rather than constructing the interpretation
of payment from scratch, IIMP simply augments the
interpretation built during thefirstencounter with the
pay phone.
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Abstract
A cross-tncxlal priming paradigm was used to

were investigated.
O n e approach to the comprehension of
metaphors that makes clear predictions about the
time course of metaphorical activation is Searle's
(1979) three stage model. According to the threestage model all metaphors are comprehended in a
series of three stages. In stage 1 an attempt is
m a d e to interpret the metaphor UteraUy. In stage
2 the utterance is found to be in some w a y
defective w h e n taken UteraUy. This, in turn,
triggers stage 3, which is a search for a non-Uteral
interpretation (Searle, 1979). O n e prediction of the
three-stage model is that a statement should take
to
comprehend
when
intended
longer
metaphoricaUy than w h e n it is intended UtereiUy.
This is because the process of metaphorical
interpretation can only b e ^ after the Uteral
interpretation has been computed and rejected.
However, a number of researchers (Ortony,
SchaUert, Reynolds, and Antos, 1978; Inhoff, Lima
and CarroU, 1984) found that this w a s not the case
if a metaphor is presented in a context sufficient
to specify both its component parts (eg. the
appropriate topic) and its metaphoricity (the fact
that it w a s not meant UteraUy). Other experiments,
(Glucksberg, GUdea, and Bookin, 1982) have
demonstrated that imder some conditions metaphor
processing is obUgatory. Subjects were asked to
decide if a sentence w a s UteraUy true or false. For
example, the sentence S O M E J O B S A R E JAILS
is UteraUy false, but metaphoricaUy true. T h e
automatic comprehension of the non-Uteral truth of
a metaphor interfered with judgments of Uteral
falseness, slowing responses.
These
studies
suggest
that
metaphor
comprehension m a y not require an initial Uteral
interpretation. However, Janus and Bever (1985)
have suggested that this conclusion m a y be
premature. They argued that the total sentence
reading times used by Ortony et al. (1978) were
not sensitive enough to detect differences in
metaphorical and Uteral processing. W h e n Janus
and Bever (1985) repUcated Ortony et al. (1978)

investigate the time course of figurative
activation for metaphors which varied in
famiharity. In Experiment 1 the target w a s
presented immediately at the offset of the
vehicle. For high familiar metaphors, both
literal and figurative interpretations showed
evidence of immediate avaUability. For low
familiar metaphors, the Uteral interpretation
w a s available but the figurative target showed
inhibition. Experiment 2 delayed presentation
of the target 300 m s . and similar results were
found, aldiough inhibition of the figurative
target decreased. Together, Experiments 1 and
2 showed the figurative meaning is more
readily available in highly famiUar metaphors.
T h e results of Experiment 3 suggest metaphor
aptness is especially important for low familiar
metaphors. T h e impUcations of these findings
for models of non-literal language are
discussed.
Introduction
A comprehensive theory of language processing
must be capable of explaining h o w individuds
comprehend the meaning of utterances that differ
in their Uteral and non-literal interpretations. N o n literal language is an extremely pervasive
component of natural language, therefore, the
understanding of metaphors and other non-Uteral
language is a critical theoretical problem.
T h e purpose of this paper is to address two
questions concerning the processing of one form
of non-Uteral language, namely metaphors. First,
what is the time course of metaphorical activation?
Is the figurative interpretation of a metaphor
processed directly, or is it necessary for a Uteral
interpretation to be computed prior to the
metaphorical interpretation? Secondly, what are
the factors that influence this time course? T w o
specific factors, subjective famiharity and aptness
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using phrase by phrase reading times, ihey found
slowing of the critical metaphorical phrjise as
predicted by the three-stage model. Although the
controversy is by no means settled, this study does
point out the need for on-line measures of
metaphor processing.
One factor which may well influence the
efficiency of metaphor comprehension is subjective
familiarity. The role of subjective familiarity has
not been previously examined, however, it is likely
that experience with a particular metaphor should
facilitate subsequent comprehension. A second
factor, metaphor goodness or aptness, has been
investigated (eg.. Trick and Kat2, 1986). It appears
that a highly apt metaphor is one in which the
domains of the topic and vehicle are relatively
distant but the within domain features are
relatively close in semantic space (Trick and Katz,
1986). The between domain distance must be fairly
large for the metaphor to be effective because
close distances provide Uttle interaction or surprise.
For example, A S Q U I R R E L IS A C H I P M U N K
carries little or no metaphorical meaning because
S Q U I R R E L and C H I P M U N K are both from the
same domain (small furry mammals) and therefore
share most features. This suggests that a certain
degree of aptness is likely to be critical to
metaphor comprehension.
There are two major questions to be addressed
in the present paper. First, what are the temporal
parameters of a metaphorical interpretation? Is the
figurative meaning of the metaphor available
immediately along with the literal interpretation of
the vehicle or is the Uteral interpretation available
earlier as suggested by the three-stage model.
Second, does the subjective famiharity and aptness
of a metaphor influence the availabiUty of the
metaphorical interpretation?

sentence. Three visual target conditions included a
word related to the metaphorical meaning of the
vehicle ( F I G U R A T I V E T A R G E T ) , a word related
to the vehicles Uteral meaning
(LITERAL
T A R G E T ) and an unrelated word ( C O N T R O L
T A R G E T ) . Targets were selected in 3 individual
norming studies. Target words were matched to
unrelated control targets that were approximately
equated for word frequency, word complexity and
length. Metaphors were selected from a corpus of
260 non-Uterary metaphors compiled by Katz,
Paivio, Marschark and Clark (1988) and had a
consistent X is Y structure. The topic and vehicle
were expUcitly stated and no Uteral reading of the
statement was plausible. For example:
Jerry first knew that L O N E L I N E S S W A S A
D E S E R T when he was still very young.
Figurative Target: I S O L A T E
Literal Target:
SAND
Control Target:
MUSTACHE
Faster lexical decisions in comparison to the
control targets are assumed to indicate on-line
activation. In Experiments 1 and 2, 12 high
famiUar metaphors (mean famiUarity 4.16 - 5.28)
and 12 low famiUar metaphors (mean ratings 2.29
3.39) were chosen according to independent
ratings completed by 44 subjects.
Subjects
The subjects for aU three experiments were
undergraduate students enroUed in psychology
classes at the State University of N e w York at
Binghamton w h o received class credit or monetary
payment.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, the visual target was presented
immediately at the offset of the metaphorical
vehicle. The three stage model predicts faster
reaction times to Uteral targets than to controls,
whereas, the figurative targets should not differ
from the controls. This would indicate the Uteral
interpretation was available prior to the figurative
interpretation. If the metaphorical interpretation is
available along with the Uteral interpretation, both
Uteral and figurative targets should be faster than
the controls. Also if subjective famiUarity
influences the avaUabiUty of a metaphorical
interpretation then facilitation for figurative targets
should be primarily for highly familiar metaphors.
Results. The overaU correct lexical decision
rates for experiment 1 was 9 8 % correct,

Method
Materials and Procedures
In three cross-modal priming experiments a
metaphorical phrase embedded in a neutral
sentence context was presented auditorily and the
subject's task was to make a lexical decision (word
or non-word) about a letter string (Target)
presented visually for 250 ms. To assure that the
sentences were being attended to, a comprehension
test was built into the experiment. O n each trial,
an individual subject had a 5 0 % chance of
receiving a word vs. a non-word target, and 5 0 %
chance of hearing a metaphorical vs. a Uteral
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cxpcrimcnl 2 was 9 7 % correct and cxpcrimcnl 3
was 9 9 % correct. Reaction limes less than 250 m s
and greater than 1750 m s were excluded from all
analysis.
The results shown in Table 1 differ depending
on familiarity. In the high familiar condition,
facilitation is seen for both literal and figurative
targets in comparison to the controls. This indicates
that both the literal and metaphorical interpretation
of the vehicle was available. In contrast, the low
familiar condition showed facilitation for the literal
target, but the figurative target is slower than it's
control.
Table 1
Experiment 1: Means and SDs of correct responses
High F^mili^r
L o w Familiar

MEAN
FIGUR. 983
LIT.
881
C O N T . 929

SD DIP*
208 -54
194 48
189

MEAN
887
880
1044

SD DIP*
173 157
181 164
180

* diffgrgn<:e from gogtyql
The analysis of variance was conducted for both
subjects (PI) and items (P2). A two way A N O V A
(Familiarity: high vs. low
X
Target: literal,
figurative, control) showed a significant main effect
of target (Fl(2,160) = 24.82, p < .0001; ^(2,22)
= 3.44, p < .05,). The effects of familiarity were
seen in the interaction between famdiarity and
target (Fl(2,160) = 28.42, p < .0001; F2(2,22) =
6.13, p < .01.). In the high famihar condition both
the literal and figurative targets were significantly
faster than their control indicating activation of the
metaphorical interpretation simultaneous with literal
activation of the vehicle. Planned comparisons
using Bonferroni t-tests to control for familywise
error (p < .05) support this conclusion (figurative
vs. control 1(80) = 7.58, p < .0001; literal vs.
control (t(80) = 8.33), p < .0001).
In the low famihar case the findings are quite
different. The Uteral target is faster than its
control, whereas, the figurative target appears to
show a pattern of inhibition (Uteral target vs.
control, 1(80) = 2.67, p < .01); figurative target
vs. conlrol.(l(80)= 2.78, p < .01).

patterns of facilitation. If additional lime is needed
for the comprehension of low famihar metaphors,
the figurative targets should show facihtation.
Results. The results of Experiment 2 were quite
similar to Experiment 1 (see Table 2). It is clear
that the pattern of reaction times differs based on
familiarity. The high familiar condition continues to
show faster lexical deci-sions to the Uteral and
figurative targets in comparison to their unrelated
controls. In contrast, in the low famihar condition
only the literal target is facilitated whereas the
figurative target is once again slower than it's
control. A two way A N O V A (Familiarity: high vs.
low X Target: Uteral, figurative, control) showed
a main effect of target in the subject analysis that
narrowly misses significance in the items analysis
(Fl(2,70) = 17.59, p < .0001; E2(2,22) = 3.15, p
< .06). Once again, the effects of famiUarity can
be seen in the interaction between famiUarity and
target (Fl(2,70) = 18.88, p < .0001; F2(2,22) =
4.43, p < .05).
The results of Experiment 2 appear to be
similar to those found in Experiment 1, however,
closer comparison of the means (see Table 2) does
show one important difference. With the additional
time the figurative targets in the low famiUar
condition show less inhibition. Unlike Experiment
1, there is no longer a significant difference
between the figurative and control targets in the
low famiUar condition (1(35) = .72). However,
there is significant facUitation of the Uteral target
(1(35) = 3.43, p < .002) that is almost twice the
size of the faciUtation found for the Uteral target
in the low famiUar case in Experiment 1. It is
possible that the greater faciUtation with additional
time may reflect the continued search process for
features of the vehicle's domain that are necessary
for comprehension of the figurative interpretation.
Table 2
Experiment 2: Means and SDs of correct responses
L q w FamiUar
High Pamiligr

M E A N SD DIP*
H O U R . 926
210 -24
LIT.
811
141 91
CONT. 902
221

M E A N SD DIP*
795
129 172
820
141 147
%7
136

*difference from control
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 the target was presented 300 ms
downstream of the vehicle. Results for the high
familiar condition should repUcate Experiment 1
with both literal and figurative targets showing
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In the high familiar condition, faciUtation is strong
for both the figurative (1(35) = 9.45, p < .0001)
and Uteral targets (1(35) = 8.01, p < .0001). There
is now a 25 m s advantage for the figurative over
the literal target. Although the difference is small.

it m a y indicate that the literal meaning is
beginning to fade as comprehension of the
metaphorical phrase is completed.
The continued lack of availability of the low
famihar figurative interpretation prompted a closer
look at the item means in terms of their aptness.
In the high familiar case the pattern is consistent.
All high famihar metaphors showed activation
regardless of their aptness. O n the other hand, for
the low famihar metaphors the high apt group
showed facihtation, whereas the moderate apt
group showed inhibition. This suggests that aptness
m a y play an especially important role in low
famihar metaphors.

Table 3
Experiment 3: M e a n s and S D s of correct responses
Moder<ttg Apt
High Apt

M E A N SD DIP*
FIGUR. 889
145 -34
LIT.
780
121 75
CONT. 855
130

M E A N SD DIP*
816
117 50
779
123 87
866
144

•difference from control
The overaU pattern of the high apt low familiar
condition is also consistent with predictions. Both
the hteral target and the figurative target are faster
than the control but the figurative difference is
only margmally significance by Bonferroni criteria
(hteral vs. control t(38) = 3.46, p < .001;
figurative vs. control t(38) = 2.14, p < .039).
The results of Experiment 3 suggest immediate
of both
hteral and figurative
availabihty
interpretations of a low famihar metaphor if the
metaphor is highly apt. W h e n a person encounters
a metaphor with which they are not famihar, the
aptness of the metaphor m a y be especiaUy critical
to comprehension.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was designed to investigate whether
the processing of low famihar metaphors m a y
depend on aptness. Twelve additional metaphors
were selected to create high and moderate apt
groups of low famihar metaphors (12 in each of
the aptness categories). A s in Experiment 1, the
visual target was presented immediately at the
offset of the metaphor vehicle. If the post hoc
observations of Experiments 1 and 2 are viable,
then the moderately apt metaphors should exhibit
inhibition of the figurative targets and the high apt
metaphors should show evidence of facihtation.
Results. Overall the results of Experiment 3
were consistent with predictions (Table 3). A two
way A N O V A (Aptness: high vs. moderate
X
Target: hteral, figurative, control) shows a
marginally significant main effect of aptness
attributable to faster times overall for the high apt
targets (Fl(l,38) = 3.13, jj < -08; £2(1,11) =
4.22, p < .06. There is also a main effect of
target (Fl(2,76) = 18.96, p < .0001; £2(2,22) =
9.78, p < .001). T h e predicted interaction between
aptness and target is significant in the analysis by
subjects (£1(2,76) = 3.64, p < .05 and marginaUy
significant in the items analysis (£2(2,22) = 2.66,
p < .09).
A s seen in Table 3, in the moderate apt low
famihar condition the figurative target is slower
than the control target although the difference does
not reach significance m Bonferroni t-tests (1(38)
= 1.45, p < .16. In contrast, the hteral target ( M
= 780) is clearly faster than the control ( M =
855), 1(38) = 4.07) demonstrating activation of the
vehicles' hteral meaning.

General Discussion
The three experiments presented here suggest that
it is possible for the metaphorical mterpretation of
a phrase to be processed as rapidly as the hteral
meaning of one of its elements. There are two
important qualifications to this statement. Pirst,
rapid processing seems to depend on previous
experience with the metaphor, shown by high
ratings of subjective famiharity. Highly famihar
metaphors seem to be more easily and rapidly
comprehended than relatively novel, low famihar
metaphors. Second, even if the metaphor is less
famihar, it's figurative interpretation m a y still be
available relatively early if it has been judged to
be highly apt.
If all metaphors are comprehended using a
stage-like process in which an attempt at a hteral
meaning must first be m a d e in order for a nonhteral meaning to be computed (Searle, 1979), then
w e would expect only the hteral interpretation to
be available in the 0-delay condition. This is
clearly not the case. T h e results of Experiment 1
and 2 show that w h e n metaphors are high in
subjective familiarity they can be processed as
rapidly as the hteral meaning of one of their
components. These findings can not be readily
explained by the three-stage model.
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language system. Throughout
the ordinary
evolution of any natural language, novel usages
that are capable of expressing a great deal of
information powerfully and succinctly will be
invented, and if used frequently, may eventually
become part of the literal usage.

O n e alternative to the three-slagc model is the
Categorization model of metaphor processing
(Glucksberg & Keysar, 1990). In this approach the
literal and metaphorical interpretations of an X is
a Y assertion are both comprehended as simple
class-inclusion statements. For example, the
metaphor M Y
HUSBAND
IS A
B A B Y is
understood by assigning the metaphor's topic,
H U S B A N D , to the class exemplified by the
metaphor's vehicle B A B Y , as well as infants and
other dependent creatures. In contrast, if the
contextual
environment
favored
a
literal
interpretation of the word B A B Y then the class
would include a different membership, restricted
to those of a very young age. Consistent with the
data presented here, the categorization approach
suggests direct processing of the metaphorical
interpretation without the need to first compute
and reject a literal interpretation.
It is also possible to view the roles of aptness
and familiarity within the categorization approach.
Aptness has been shown to be reflected, in part,
within the structure of the metaphor itself. A n apt
metaphor is one in which the domains of the topic
and vehicle are relatively distant while the within
domain features are relatively close in semantic
space (Trick & Katz, 1986). Subjective famiUarity,
on the other hand, is a measiu-e of how famiUar
the subject is with the metaphor. A highly famihar
metaphor may be one in which considerable
experience with the individual domains of the topic
and vehicle has made the appropriate features of
the vehicle more salient and therefore, more
quickly and easily activated. A s experience with
the metaphorical usage of the vehicle increases, the
relevcmt features may become more and more
central to the domain, therefore requiring less lime
and effort for comprehension. In direct contrast,
less famiUar metaphors, which are also less apt,
may have vehicles in which the critical features
needed to define the category, are not highly
saUent. This may account for the pattern of
inhibition found for the low famihar moderate apt
metaphors. W h e n
embedded
in discourse,
contextual information probably highlights the
features critical for comprehension.
In conclusion, in order to explain the
comprehension of metaphors it may not be
necessary to postulate either separate metaphorical
stages or separate mechanisms. However, this does
not imply that metaphors are unimportant or
uninteresting. Quite the contrary, the study of nonhteral language
may
be
crucial to the
understanding of a constantly evolving natural
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Abstract
This experiment tested two hypotheses: 1) that categories
represented by features that many people believe to be necessary
will demonstrate stronger category contrast than those
represented by features that few people believe to be necessary,
and 2) that categories that people believe are represented
primarily by intrinsic features (i.e., features true of an entity in
isolation) will have stronger category contrast than those that
people believe are represented primarily by extrinsic features
(i.e., features that represent relations between an entity and
other entities). The fmdings support only the second hypothesis.

F e a t u r e extrinsicity a n d category contrast

Introduction
In this paper, w e examine contrast a m o n g hierarchically
organized categories. Consider a classical nested hierarchy
containing one superordinate node (A), and two subordinate
nodes (B and C ) . T h e hierarchy should exhibit the property of
class inclusion (a B is an A , and a C is an A ) , as well as mutual
exclusivity a m o n g other categories (a B cannot be a C, and a
C cannot be a B ) . In the experiment reported here, w e examine
the second kind of relation: category contrast. T o use Kay's
(1971) terms, w e investigate categories that should demonstrate
either direct contrast (i.e., two categories that share the same
immediate superordinate), or indirect contrast (i.e., t w o
categories that contrast because their superordinates are
themselves in direct contrast). In the experiment reported
here, w e explore two possible mechanisms for inter-category
differences in the degree to which such contrast holds: the
extrinsicity of features in category representation (Barr &
Caplan, 1985,1987; Caplan & Barr, in press), and probabilistic
features (e.g., Rosch, 1973, 1975).
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In previous work (Barr & Caplan, 1985,1987; Caplan & Barr,
in press), w e have presented a model of category representation
that accounts for inter-category differences in gradients of
membership. According to that model, the features that
comprise a category's representation m a y be considered to be
either intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic features are features that
are true of a potential category m e m b e r in isolation (e.g., "has
leaves", "has hair"). Extrinsic features are features that
represent relations between potential category m e m b e r s and
other entities (e.g., "is used for transportation", "has a child").
W e have demonstrated that class-inclusion relations are
stronger for categories represented by intrinsic features than
for those represented by extrinsic features (Caplan & Barr, in
press).
O u r model of category representation also predicts that
inter-category contrast will be m o r e likely to characterize
relations a m o n g intrinsically represented than a m o n g
extrinsically represented categories. W h y should this be the
case? Consider a person responding to questions of the form,
"Can a B be a C ? " (e.g., "Can a weapon be a tool?", "Can a
plant be an animal?"), as subjects in the experiment reported
below were asked to do. In order for a m e m b e r of Category B
to b e c o m e a m e m b e r of Category C , it must s o m e h o w acquire
the features included in Category C's representation, and/or
lose those of Category B's representation. Such feature
change or acquisition should be more likely to occur for
extrinsic than for intrinsic features. Because intrinsic features
are represented as true of an object in isolation, whether or not
an item is represented as possessing an intrinsic feature will

remain constant across situations. Although it is possible that
an entity might lose the feature, that possibihty is not expressed
in the feature's representation. Therefore, intrinsic category
representations do not include the possibility for feature
change, and strong inter-category contrast should result. O n
the other hand, membership in extrinsically represented
categories depends not on the attributes of the possible category
member itself, but on the relations it holds with other entities
or objects. Because such relations may change over different
contexts (e.g., a possible weapon may sometimes be used to
harm people, and sometimes not), entities may be conceived
to slip in and out of membership. In other words, extrinsic
representations include the possibility for change in category
membership, since whether an object is a category member
depends on the relations it holds with other objects, and those
relations may change. Accordingly, extrinsically represented
categories should show much weaker contrast.

reveal weak contrast, and categories represented by sets of
necessary features should be characterized by strong contrast.

Method
Subjects
Subjects were 96 undergraduates from a midwestem state
university.
Stimuli

Twenty-eight categories, representing four hierarchies, each
of which consisted of three levels of abstractness, were used.
The four hierarchies were: (a) Man-made Objects (Artifacts),
which included Tools (Hammers, Saws) and Weapons (Guns,
Bombs), (b) Living Things, which included Animals (Cats,
Dogs) and Plants (Trees, Cacti), (c) Occupations, which
included Lawyers (Real-estate Lawyers, Corporate Lawyers)
and Physicians (Dermatologists, Surgeons), and (d) Relatives,
Probabilistic features and category contrast
which included Parents (Mothers, Fathers) and Grandparents
Over the last 20 years, "family resemblance" or probabilistic
(Grandmothers, Grandfathers). Within each hierarchy, every
approaches to semantic category representation have
subordinate (i.e., every term with the exception of Man-made
challenged traditional approaches to category representation
Objects, Living Things, Occupations, and Relatives) was
(see Smith & Medin, 1981, for a review). These theories (e.g., paired with every other subordinate in a question of the form
Rosch. 1973, 1975) posit that category exemplars typically
"Can an X be a y?". Because this method of question
exhibit some, but not all, of the pool of features associated
construction yielded three pairs in the Relatives hierarchy that
with a category. According to most versions of probabilistic
were actually questions of class inclusion (mothertheory, category membership is determined by the sum of the
grandmother, father-grandfather, and parent-grandparent),
weighted features possessed by the exemplar (see Smith &
these pairs were excluded from analysis. In order to keep the
Medin, 1981). One of the major characteristics of
length of the task manageable, reversals (i.e, "Can a y be an
probabilistically represented categories is the fact that
X?") were not included among the stimulus items for any
categories may, through possessing some subset of the relevant hierarchy.
features, be more or less good members of the category.
For each of these categories, we had collected necessity and
Accordingly, categories may include many "borderline"
extrinsicity information from previous groups of subjects.
members - members which may also be considered members
The extrinsicity ratings were provided by one group of subjects
of other, related categories. Presumably, borderline members (N = 15) who rated each category in terms of how much the
of one category can also be members of another category from
category's rules for membership relied on information about
the same hierarchy if they possess the appropriate subsets of
the relationships that category members hold with other
feamres for both categories; therefore, one would not expect
things, on a nine-point scale. Each category's extrinsicity
to find strong evidence of inter-category contrast. For example, value was the mean rating (across subjects) for that category.
a large serrated knife may also be a saw. It possesses enough To collect necessity information, we first had a second group
features to qualify for membership in both categories (knife
of subjects (N = 48) list the features they believed defined the
and saw), without being a very good or very typical member
category. The categories were divided into three sets; each
of either.
set was "defined" by a subgroup of 16 subjects. W e then
Recently, Markman (1989) has suggested that categories
differ in whether they are probabilistically or classically
represented, with some categories represented by sets of
' An extrinsic feature may be necessary for category me
bership, but because the possession of the feature is situationfeatures necessary for category membership, and others
dependent, may not characterize even very good category
represented probabilistically.' In fact, we have demonstrated
members
under all circumstances (see Caplan & Barr, in
that such differences exist, and that hierarchies of categories
press,
for
more detail). For example, most of the subjects in
represented by features which many subjects believe to be
that
study
asserted that "covers the body" is a necessary
necessary are characterized by stronger class inclusion than
characteristic of Clothing. However, a given shirt may have
are those represented by features that few subjects believe
other uses, depending on the situation (e.g., one may use it as
to be necessary for category membership (Caplan & Barr,
a dustcloth). Thus, a feature may be necessary for category
in press). Similarly, whether a category is represented
membership (e.g., in order for something to be clothing, it
"classically" or probabilistically should determine whether or
must cover the body), but not necessarily true of a particular
not strong inter-category contrast obtains among members of
exemplar in a given situation (e.g., a given shirt need not
a hierarchy. Probabilistically represented categories should
always cover the body).
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combined the features listed by at least five of the 16 subjects
in each subgroup with features collected from definitions in
two dictionaries (Webster's N e w World Dictionary of the
American Language, 1980; Thorndike-Barnhart Desk
Dictionary, \952). These feature lists were our feature sets. A
third group of subjects (N=19) then judged each feature from
the feature sets as necessary, typical, or neither for category
membership. Each category's "necessity" measure was the
mean (across all features from the category's feature set which
received at least one "necessary" judgment) proportion of
subjects w h o gave "necessary" judgments.^
Procedure
The stimuli were presented in random order in a stimulus
booklet. Subjects answered "yes" or "no" to each question by
filling in a circle on a computer scorable answer sheet. Every
subject received every question. The subjects were tested in
groups of about 20.
Results
Table 1 shows the number of subjects w h o assented to each
question. The more subjects w h o assented, then the less the
members of the two categories contrast. For example, 89 out
of the 96 subjects agreed that a weapon could be a tool.
Therefore, the members of these two categories do not contrast
well. O n the other hand, just three out of 96 subjects agreed
that a dog could be a cat. The members of these two
categories, then, do contrast well.
W e had predicted that the more extrinsic the representations
of the two categories, or the more probabilistic, then the more
subjects would agree to questions of the form "Can an x be a
y?" However, the number of features by which the two
categories differ must also be taken into account, because only
distinctive features can contribute to contrast. In order to
make this estimate, w e counted the total number of features
that had received at least one "necessary" judgment from the
feature sets for the two categories, and subtracted all features
that the two categories shared. W e then conducted a multiple
regression analysis in which the number of subjects assenting
to each question was the criterion variable, and the predictor
variables were: (1) the number of features by which the two
categories differed, (2) the degree to which the representations
of the two categories were extrinsic (expressed as the m e a n of
the two categories' m e a n extrinsicity ratings), and (3) the
mean of the two categories' necessity values. T h e multiple R
resulting from this analysis was .70, F (3,33) = 10.74, p <
.0(X)1. O f the three predictor variables, only extrinsicity
accounted for a significant portion of the variance, 6 = .78,
t (33) = 3.48, p < .01 in the final regression equation; the
correlation between extrinsicity and number of subjects
assenting was .70.
Discussion
All pairs of categories used in this experiment do contrast, in
the sense that they are drawn from different branches of the
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same hierarchy. Nevertheless, as the results of the analysis
showed, the extent to which the members of the twacategories
contrast is determined by the degree to which the
representationsofthetwocategoriesareextrinsic. Extrinsically
represented categories showed m u c h weaker contrast than did
intrinsically represented categories.
W e were somewhat surprised to find that people'sjudgments
of feature necessity did not predict category contrast,
particularly in light of our earlier findings that categories
represented by features judged by m a n y people to be necessary
showed stronger class inclusion than categories represented
by features judged to be necessary by fewer subjects (Caplan
& Barr, in press). If anything, our presentfindingsregarding
the necessity measure were the reverse of predictions: category
pairs with higher necessity values tended to have high numbers
of subjects assenting to the questions (i.e., less inter-category
contrast), r = .35. In combination with our earlier findings,
these results suggest that feature necessity is more critical for
class inclusion than for direct and indirect contrast relations
a m o n g categories of a hierarchy.
In addition, these findings suggest that the inter-category
relations implied by traditional hierarchies m a y not always
describe psychological inter-category relations. In fact, it
m a y be inappropriate to assume thatrelations a m o n g categories
are characterized by unqualified "is a" links, or by unqualified
contrast relations. Instead, these relations depend at least on
the degree to which the categories' representations rely on
intrinsic or extrinsic information.
M a n y authors have identified difficulties in the assumption
that truly necessary features exist as criteria for category
membership (e.g., Medin, 1989; M u r p h y & Medin, 1985).
W e do not m e a n to suggest that such features have been
identified, or that they are the only source of information
included in people's representations of natural language
categories (see Caplan & Barr, in press, for further detail).
Nevertheless, the findings reported here suggest that featurelevel mechanisms, such as extrinsicity, m a y play a useful role
in explaining psychological aspects of categorization
phenomena.

^ In previous research (see Caplan & Barr, in press, for more
detail), w e collected judgments of both feature extrinsicity
and of feature necessity. S o m e examples follow. For the
category Clothing, the features "covers the body" and "keeps
the body w a r m " were both judged to be extrinsic by more than
half the subjects; however, the former w a s judged to be a
necessary feature by more than half the subjects, and the
latter was judged necessary by fewer than half of the subjects.
For the category Birds, the features "has wings" and "sings
or chirps" were both judged to be extrinsic by less than half
the subjects; however, the former was judged necessary by
more than half of the subjects and the latter was judged
necessary by less than half the subjects.

Necessity

Category Terms in Question
X
Y

Extrinsicity

Number of Subjects
Assenting

7.00

89

.40

6.23

Saw

.44

5.86

n
94

Tool

Bomb

.56

6.14

58

Tool

Gun

.56

5.94

62

Bomb

Gun

.56

5.00

31

Bomb

Hammer

.49

5.36

21

Bomb

Saw

.53

5.00

15

Gun

Hammer

.49

5.16

15

Gun

Saw

.53

4.80

14

Hammer

Saw

.46

5.16

13

Mother

Father

.60

6.20

15

Mother

Grandfather

.82

6.30

15

Father

Grandmother

.62

6.36

14

Grandfather

Grandmother

.84

6.46

14

Plant

Animal

.52

3.14

14

Plant

Dog

.56

3.07

5

Cat

.54

3.14

9

Cactus

.48

2.80

10

Tree

.56

2.94

9

Tree

Cactus

.50

3.14

43

Tree

Cat

.57

2.94

10

Tree

Dog

.60

2.87

3

Dog

Cactus

.51

2.74

5

Dog

Cat

.58

2.54

3

Cat

Cactus

.48

2.80

7

Physician

Lawyer

.72

6.07

80

Physician

Real-estate lawyer

.72

6.00

86

Physician

Corporate lawyer

.67

5.97

83

Lawyer

Surgeon

.76

6.38

80

Lawyer

Dermatologist

.78

6.07

80

Dermatologist

Corporate lawyer

.72

5.97

82

Dermatologist

Real-estate lawyer

.78

6.18

80

Dermatologist

Surgeon

.84

6.18

87

Surgeon

Real-estate lawyer

.74

6.32

80

Surgeon

Corporate lawyer

.69

6.28

74

Corporate lawyer

Real-estate lawyer

.64

6.10

85

Weapon

Tool

Weapon

Hammer

Weapon

Plant
Animal
Animal

.48

Table 1. Number of Subjects (N = 96) Assenting to Each of the 37 Questions of the Form "Can an X be a Y?", As a Function
of Mean Necessity Value and Mean Extrinsicity Rating Across the T w o Categories
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Abstract

Single a n d d o u b l e

Data from Neuropsychology have been widely used in order
both to lest pre-existing cognitive theories and to develop
n e w accounts. Indeed, several theorists have used
dissociations, and in particular double dissociations, both in
theory testing and in developing new theoretical accounts
Double dissociations are indeed believed to be a key tool in
revealing the gross structure or "modularity" of cognitive
processes. In this paper, in the light of a case study in which
a simple electrical system is systematically lesioned, w e
argue that double dissociation in an arbitrary modular system
need not, and typically will not, reveal that modularity.
These results suggest that the observation of a double
dissociation implies little about the structure of the
underlying system. W e finish arguing that the weakness of
the methods described involves that neurobiological data
have to be seriously taken into account in order to uncover
the real structure of the cognitive system.

dissociations

T h e range of characterizations of the method of double
dissociation (Shallice 1988) makes exposition of the method
difficult. W e shall assume what w e take to be a typical
m o d e m "functional" formulation.
A patient with a lesion exhibits a single dissociation
between tasks I and II w h e n performance on task I is very
poor, whereas performance on task II is either close to or at a
normal level, or at least very m u c h better than performance
in task 1 (Shallice 1988). It w a s once thought that such
dissociations allowed one to infer that the set of isolable
processes underlying the two tasks must be different.
However, it has been argued that this inference is not
licensed, since task I m a y m a k e greater demands on a single
d a m a g e d subsystem(s) than does task II. A subsystem
working at, say, 5 0 % capacity might be adequate for task II,
but not sufficient for task I. This is often referred to as the
problem of resource artefacts (Shallice 1988). A n analogy
with locomotion m a y be helpful. There is a frequently
observed dissociation between running and walking -many
people w h o can walk normally can run hardly at all. This is
not because running and walking use different bodily
structures, but simply that running places greater resource
demands upon those structures. Hence people with limited
air intake, stamina and so on are able to walk m u c h better
than they can run. In response to such difficulties, it has
been proposed that double rather than single dissociations are
required to infer that two tasks draw on different subsystems.
Tasks I and II doubly dissociate if there are patients A and B,
such that A is m o r e impaired than B in task I and,
conversely, B is m o r e impaired than A in task II. For
example, a double dissociation between running and
throwing is found between patients with broken limbs.
Those with broken legs have impaired running, but throwing
is preserved, and those with broken (dominant) arm have
selectively impaired throwing. T h e double dissociation
inference is that there must be separate systems underlying
throwing and running. Prima facie, these correspond to the
sites of the damage, the arms and legs.
If double dissociation is to constitute an advance on
single dissociation as a method for uncovering isolable
subsystems, then it should not be obtained between running
and walking, which are subserved by the same processing
systems. Indeed, while there are patients w h o a can walk but
not run, there are presumably no patients w h o can run but
not walk. Thus, unlike single dissociation, double
dissociation cannot be generated with a resource artifact
explanation. If task I makes greater demands on a single
processing subsystem than task II, then task II m a y be

Introduction
Evidence from brain damaged patients has been widely
used in order to inform and constrain theories of normal
functioning. Such evidence has served both to test existing
psychological theories and to suggest h o w n e w theories
can be developed.
T h e major aim of cognitive neuropsychology is to
construct theories of normal function by studying impaired
function (Caramazza 1986; Shallice 1988). T h e main
assumption here is that patterns of impaired performance
are not random but are constrained by the actual structure
of the cognitive system itself. This is a typical inverse
problem which, by definition, allows more than a single
solution. T h e strategy followed by cognitive
neuropsychologists in order to solve this problem has
been to look for particular patterns of impaired
performance., like associations and dissociations
(Caramazza 1986; Shallice 1988). Double dissociations, in
particular, are considered to be extremely valuable, since
they m a y reveal the gross structure, or 'modularity', of the
cognitive system
In a previous paper (Ganis & Chater 1991), w e argued
that inference from double dissociation to a particular
modular structure of the underlying system is uncertain
because double dissociations m a y be observed in a fully
disU-ibuted system -that is, a system which does not
decompose into isolable subsystems.
In this paper, w e show that even in a modular system,
double dissociation data, as conventionally interpreted,
m a y be entirely misleading about that modularity.
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selectively preserved (generating a single dissociation), but
the reverse cannot occur. For if the subsystem is
sufficiently impaired to damage task II, then task 1, which
relies on it even more heavily, will be even more severely
impaired.
The method of double dissociation has pleasingly
distinguished between the two examples, one in which the
two tasks are subserved by different processes, subsystems or
modules and one in which they are subserved by the same
system. However, w e shall argue that this apparently clearcut outcome m a y be the exception rather that the rule.
Can double dissociations suggest the
wrong

modularity

?

In a previous paper (Ganis & Chater 1991) w e have
observed that the double dissociation inference m a y be
misleading, since at least some double dissociations are
consistent with a non-modular underlying architecture. W e
n o w argue that the inference can be misleading for
modular systems too the modularity postulated by the
inference from double dissociation m a y have no relation to
the actual modularity of the damaged system. In particular,
w e show that even under the weaker definition of
modularity e.g. functional modularity (Shallice, 1988)
the double dissociation method can be
seriously
misleading.
Let us consider a non-psychological example. Consider
a dissociation between javelin throwing and rope
climbing, due to blisters on the hands. Certain blisters
(perhaps caused by overzealous javelin throwing on the
previous day) will m a k e throwing impossible, while
leaving rope climbing more or less unimpaired. O n the
other hand, blisters in slightly different locations (perhaps
caused by excessive recent rope climbing) will m a k e
climbing impossible will leaving throwing relatively
intact. The double dissociation inference is that there
must be separate processes or modules underlying rope
climbing and javelin throwing. However, both involve
the same hand-arm system (and indeed both involve the
cooperative action of the whole of the body). It m a y be
relatively easy to avoid being mislead, if the source of
d a m a g e is visible and its effects relatively easy to discern,
as in the case of blisters and broken limbs. It m a y be very
m u c h harder w h e n the d a m a g e , and the functional impact
that the d a m a g e has, is only indirectly detectable. O f
course, this is n o m o r e than a suggestive analogy.
T o better assess whether the analogy is instructive or
misleading, let us consider the specific e x a m p l e of a
simple mechanism which performs t w o tasks. Task I is to
repeat on-line each m e m b e r of a sequence of "a"s and "b"s
which are given as input. Task II is to rehearse whichever
is presented at a specific time, and to ignore subsequent
input. In its normal state, the system under study is able
to switch between tasks I and II at will by varying the
value of a parameter. After subjecting the system to a full
range of possible lesions, the following pattern of
performance w a s obtained (Table I):

Task I (R*p*tltlon)
normal (mpairad
normal
Task II
(R.haarsal)
impaired

normal
behaviour

5

9

16

Table I
The table shows a clear double dissociation between
tasks I and II. 5 lesions resulted in the selective loss of
the ability to perform Task I, and 9 lesions resulted in the
selective loss of the ability to perform Task II. 16 lesions
result in the loss of performance o n both tasks. A s a first
attempt to explain this data, the inference from double
dissociation suggests that w e can posit t w o distinct
m o d u l e s , o n e responsible for repetition and o n e for
rehearsal. W e might, for example, follow the logic which
lead Marshall & N e w c o m b e (1973) to postulate a "tworoute" model of the reading process, giving a diagram such
as (Figure 1).
Repetition

Input
stream

Dsciiion
system

Output

Task to l>a
Rehearsal
perfomiad
Figure 1 A boxes model inferred from the patterns of
impaired performance in Table 1.
Selective damage to either the repetition or rehearsal
modules would lead to the double dissociation between
performance in tasks I and II. D a m a g e to the decision
system, which selects one of the other two modules as
appropriate, might be the most likely explanation for the
loss of both capabilities. This model m a y be assessed
more closely by looking in more detail at the kind of
pathologies found.
[1] Task I lost; Task II intact (5) N o repetition (5):
Task II intact; Task I locks to b after the first b in the
input stream.
[2] Task II lost; Task I intact (9) N o rehearsal (4):
Task I intact; continuous stream of "a"s (4) or "b's (5) in
Task II.
[3] Both Task I and Task II lost (16)
[3a] Fixation (11): system may produce either only "a"s
(10) or only "b"s (1), for both tasks.
[3b] Fixation and oscillation (1). Continuous stream
of "a"s in Task I. Continuous stream
of
"...abababababa..." in Task II.
[3c] Mirroring and oscillation (1). In task 1, the output
is a "mirror image" of the input. For example, "aabab"
becomes
"bbaba".
Continuous
stream
of
"...abababababa..." in Task II.
Let us consider each of [l]-[3]. in turn, with respect to
our hypothetical model.
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T h e basic pattern of [1] is explained by selective
damage to the repetition module. That the damaged module
produces only a continuous stream of output in Task I
(b's) m a y also suggest various hypotheses about the
possible internal organization of the module. If "a"s and
"b"s are produced by different components of the module,
then selective impairment of either, or a loss of the ability
to switch between them, or some problem concerning the
levels of their mutual inhibition might be responsible for
this pathology. T h e fact that streams of "a" are not found
m a y perhaps be a consequence of some asymmetry in this
mechanism.
[2] is taken to be a consequence of selective damage to
the rehearsal module. Again, that the damaged module
produces only a continuous stream of output suggests that
there m a y be separate components or submodules which
produce "a"s and "b"s. A s before, selective damage to
either component, a loss of the ability to switch between
them, or s o m e problem concerning the levels of their
mutual inhibition might be responsible for fixation on a
single output. This suggests that, in key respects, the
rehearsal and repetition modules m a y have a similar
structure.
[3] Loss of the ability to perform both tasks m a y be
due either to damage to both the repetition module and the
rehearsal modules, or to the decision box.
[3a] A
continuous fixation on the same letter for both tasks, a
very c o m m o n pathology observed with nine distinct
lesions, might result from damage to the decision box
disconnecting the modules from current input, and any
instructions to change between tasks. The current output
cannot be disable, and m a y hence be repeated indefinitely.
There are just two lesions with puzzling behavior for this
account. [3b] and [3c] produce continuous oscillations
between "a" and "b", on task II. [3c] also "mirrors" rather
than repeats its input on task I. It m a y be hoped that a
fuller understanding of thefinedetails of each module and
its component parts might reveal the origins of such
pathologies, but that the basic structure of the
hypothetical model is not impugned.
So, in the light of this reasoning w e have derived a
model with the following gross structure (fig 2):

A possible alternative is s h o w n in figure 3 a n d there
are. of course, m a n y others.

Input
•tr«ttm

S»nd •ignd
through
appropriate
c*^annal

Rapatttion
rojta

• • ^ J input
/ a .
output

^^' Output

, Rehearsal
L route
Paift signal
only 1st trrte
Figure 3. Another possib e model.

If the task is repetition, the input stream is directed
either directly to the output module. T o perform rehearsal,
input is directed to the the "block" module, which passes
only its first input and blocks all future inputs. The
output module produces an "a" if its most recent input was
an "a", and a "b" if its most recent was a "b". So, if the
system is in repetition mode, the output module receives a
continuous stream of input and simply reproduces that
stream. W h e n the system is in rehearsal mode, only a
single input is received, from the block module, and the
output module repeats that input endlessly. The particular
models that w e have suggested are of illustrative
significance only. In each, the basic finding of double
dissociation and certain other aspects of the data may be
accommodated, with suitable auxiliary assumptions.
Certain aspects of the data are left unexplained by all (for
example, oscillations in output, and the production of the
"mirror" of the input stream). W h a t is significant about
the models that w e have discussed, and variants like them,
also derived to explain the double dissociation is that
they bear no relation to the modularity of the mechanism
which generated the data: a 'pseudo D'flip-flop.Figure 4
shows the circuit diagram of such a pseudo D' flip-flop,
the basic component of m e m o r y registers in digital
computers, which is able to hold a single bit of
information.

Input

E >
unH ( \
S

Rapetftion

1I>

J Output 'a

= S ) ^

. Output

Switch
>I Output'b'
Input
stream

Decision
system

Figure 4. D i a g r a m of a 'pseudo D' flip-flop.

Output
A store a

task to t>G
pGrformed

The input and output streams of 'a"s and "b"s is, in
this context, usually thought of as streams of "0"s and
"T's. W h e n the control signal is o n (the device is in
"repetition" m o d e ) the input is passed unchanged to the
output. W h e n the control signal is off (the device is in
"rehearsal" m o d e ) , the input is cut off, a n d the output is
frozen to its previous value. T h e circuit can be
interpreted either in a functional or in an anatomical w a y

Swrtcfi
Store b

Rehearsal
Figure 2. Detailed m o d e l derived from the the patterns
of impaired performance in Table I.
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(i.e., each unit might not correspond to any particular
piece of hardware; alternatively, it could correspond to a
silicon or neural gate).
This system is highly modular and has 7 c o m p o n e n t
units or gates, connected b y a n u m b e r of links. Values
for links and units m a y be idealized as having only t w o
discrete values, 0 and 1. T h e t w o A N D gates o n the left
hand side of the diagram, output a 1 just w h e n both their
inputs are 1 and a 0 otherwise. T h e t w o O R gates on the
right output a 1 is at least o n e of their inputs is a 1, and
0 otherwise. There are also three N O T gates (denoted b y
small unfilled circles) which take a single input, m a p p i n g
0 onto 1 and 1 onto 0.
P r i m a facie, the n u m b e r , function and interconnection
of the c o m p o n e n t s of the actual system bear little
resemblance to the models proposed above, in an attempt
to account for the data o n pathological function.
Crucially, there appear to b e n o separate subsystems
which subserve the t w o tasks of rehearsal and repetition,
and the double dissociation inference the system is
c o m p o s e d of four components, rather than the t w o or
three postulated above, a n d each is a simple logic gate
rather than having m o r e elaborate functions such as
gating the input or printing out the last item received.
It m i g h t b e thought that the circuit d i a g r a m
representation is simply too detailed to reveal a clear
modularity. Perhaps there is s o m e subsystem of units
and connections particular to each task.
Consideration of h o w the flip-flop operates does indeed
suggest, for e x a m p l e , that the right h a n d side of the
diagram
the O R units 3 a n d 4
is concerned with
rehearsal (since it embodies a loop in which activation
values can be stored), a n d the left hand side the A N D
units 1 and 2 is concerned with passing on, or gating
out, the incoming input, depending o n whether the task is
repetition or rehearsal (input is only passed o n if the
control signal is 1). This gives us Figure 5, which,
hearteningly, is not so very different from Figure 3.

Input
stream

Inhibition

Give last
input as
output

m o d u l e B , which is also implicated in both tasks, should
impairing the ability to printing of
the m o s t recent
input, whether in repetition or rehearsal. In short, to the
extent that there is a higher level modular structure, each
part of that structure is involved in both tasks, pace the
double dissociation evidence. S o , not only can the double
dissociation inference lead to the postulation of high level
descriptions unrelated to the real c o m p o n e n t s of the
system, but it m a y specifically preclude the high level
descriptions which are closest to the truth.
Conclusion
W e have shown in this paper that double dissociations
can suggest the wrong modularity even if the underlying
system is modular.
It is worth discussing w h y the double dissociation
method does not work with our simplified examples. The
double dissociation method is based on the assumption
that the cognitive system is composed of a set of
modules the effectiveness of operation of which can be
measured by a single real variable -the resource. The
'neurological disease depletes the amount of each
particular resource by an unknown value, which varies
with the patient)' (Shallice 1988). The performance on a
given task, say delayed repetition, is then assumed to be
a function of these real- valued numbers, one for each
module. Even with a simple example like the flip-flop
one, this approach has severe problems. Take, for
example, an A N D gate. There are different ways in which
it can be damaged (Chater & Ganis 1991). Each kind of
damage can produce a particular 'deficit' in the A N D .
Theoretically, the A N D can b e c o m e one of the 16
possible two-arguments binary gates (the extreme cases
being a gate which gives as output always 1 or always
0). The impact of these different damages on the
performance of the flip-flop in the two tasks is
dramatically different even w h e n the severity of the
damage (in terms of percentage of spared input-outputs
mappings) is kept constant. This is w h y a resource/
performance analysis cannot account for the behavior of
the flip-flop. M o r e realistic systems seem to be even
more sensitive to the details of the damage (Getting,
1989). W e think that the examples so far discussed are
just instances of the difficulties which
top-down
functional investigations of the cognitive system have
run into. In fact, the claim that a pure functional
approach has to work in parallel with neurobiological
investigation is
often m a d e (see for example
Caramazza(1990)). Unfortunately, these claims are not
followed by concrete efforts in trying to base
neuropsychological theories on neurobiological data. A
possible reason is that, as in our examples, the wrong
modularity has been
inferred, rendering simply
impossible any link with neurobiological data (see also
Seidenberg (1988) and Sereno (1991)).

- Output

If rehearsal then
1 lirst tinne only, then 0
It repetition : always 1
Gating
module
Figure 5 A possible higher' level description of the
flip-flop in Fig 3.
However, Figure 5 is precisely the kind of diagram
that appears to be incompatible with double dissociation
evidence (still less can it explain the detailed patterns of
pathologies observed
oscillations, mirroring the input
stfeam, and so on) . D a m a g e to m o d u l e A , cutting off or
distorting the input stream, s e e m s likely to impair both
repetition and rehearsal (since the single input which must
be stored m a y not be passed successfully). D a m a g e to

Appendix
T h e sites of the lesions are s h o w n in figure 6.
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Table II.
The details of the various kinds of damage are described
elsewhere (Chater & Ganis 1991).

Control
Figure 6. Sites of the 'lesions'.
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We have attempted to pay enough regard to the details
of electrical circuitry. T h e lesions correspond, at least
roughly, to the kinds of d a m a g e that can occur in a real
circuit. H o w e v e r , since illustrative value rather than
electronic realism is of our goal, certain simplifications
have been introduced. T h e behavior of the circuit is
considered with each of the wires cut in turn. W e m a k e
the simplifying assumption that
cutting a wire
corresponds to a zero input into the component into which
it feeds D a m a g e to both A N D and O R gates gives rise to
the s a m e four distinct pathologies (although for rather
different reasons). Output m a y be fixed to 0 or 1 or m a y
simply pass o n e of the inputs i or ii. Such d a m a g e , for
unit X , is denoted X.O, X.l, X.i and X.ii respectively
For simphcity, only one form of d a m a g e to N O T gates is
considered a short-circuit from input to output wire. T h e
d a m a g e d N O T gate thus passes the input unchanged.
Ablation of the unit, so that its output is fixed at 0
produces n o n e w patterns of behavior of the circuit and is
so not considered. Table II summarizes the input/output
functions of the d a m a g e d gates.
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Soar — a symbolic architecture for intelligence that integrates basic mechanisms for problem solving, use of knowledge, learning, and perceptual-motor behavior [Laird et ai,
1987]. Soar* is particularly appropriate for this purpose because of its well-established goal-oriented abilities, and its
mapping onto levels of h u m a n cognition [Newell, 1990] -— in
particular, the ways in which it already either shares, or is
compatible with, a number of key characteristics of neural
networks [Rosenbloom, 1989]. W o r k to date on Neuro-Soar
covers the lowest three levels of Soar — m e m o r y accessing,
decision making, and (problem space) operations. Together
these capabilities are sufficient to enable goal-oriented behavior in a single problem space, but are not yet sufficient
to enable higher-level search and learning behaviors. O n e
of the key developments in accomplishing this is the implementation of a novel neural-network-based production
system that allows multiple variables per production, and
parallel matching andfiringof multiple productions.

The ability to set and achieve a wide range of goals
is one of the principal hallmarks of intelligence. T h e
issue of goals, and of h o w they can be achieved, has
been one of the major foci of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), and the understanding of h o w to construct systems that can accomplish a wide range of goals has
been one of the major breakthroughs provided by the
study of symbolic processing systems in AI. Neural
networks, however, have not shared this focus on the
issue of goals to any significant extent. This article
provides a progress report on an effort to incorporate
such an ability into neural networks. T h e approach w e
have taken here is to implement a symbolic problem
solver within a neural network; specifically w e are creating Neuro-Soar, a neural-network reimplementation
of the Soar architecture. Soar is particularly appropriate for this purpose because of its well-established
goal-oriented abilities, and its mapping onto levels of
h u m a n cognition — in particular, the ways in which it
already either shares, or is compatible with, a number
of key characteristics of neural networks.

From Soar to Neuro-Soar

Introduction
A n ability to set and achieve a wide range of goals is one of
the principal hallmarks of intelligence. T h e issue of goals,
and of how they can be achieved, has been one of the major
foci of Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the understanding of
how to construct systems that can accomplish a wide range
of goals has been one of the major breakthroughs provided
by the study of symbolic processing system in AI. Neural
networks have not shared this focus on the issue of goals to
any significant extent. However, if neural networks are to
be serious contenders as the basis for a complete intelligent
system, they must eventually incorporate the ability to set
and achieve the full range of goals faced by such systems.
This article provides a progress report on an effort to
incorporate such an ability into neural networks. T h e approach w e have taken here is to implement a symbolic
problem solver within a neural network; specifically w e are
creating Neuro-Soar, a neural-network reimplementation of
*This research was partially supported by a gift from
the Artificial Intelligence Center of the Hughes Aircraft
Company.

In Soar, all symbolic goal-oriented behavior is formulated
as steps in problem spaces. A problem space is a uniform
task representation that allows Soar to be applied to a wide
range of goals. T h e problem space determines the set of
states and operators that can be used during the processing to attain a goal. Goals, problem spaces, states, and
operators exist as data structures in Soar's working m e m ory — a transient declarative memory. Each goal defines a
problem solving context which contziins roles for a problem
space, a state, and an operator.
Problem solving is driven by the acts of selecting problem spaces, states, and operators for the appropriate roles
in the context; where each selection is accomplished via
a two-phase decision cycle. First, during the elaboration
phase, the description of the current situation (that is, the
content of working m e m o r y ) is elaborated with relevant information from long-term m e m o r y — an associative m e m ory, constructed as a parallel production system. T h e rules
contziin variabilized conditions that are matched against
the contents of working memory, and actions that add elements to working m e m o r y when all of the conditions are
met. O n e important type of knowledge that m a y be added
during the elaboration phase is preferences. There is a fixed
'in this article, w e focus on Soar version 4.
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language of preferences which is used to describe the acceptability and desirability of the alternatives being considered for the selection. There are two types of preferences,
unary and binary. T h e former states an absolute preference to all others (e.g., "best"), while the latter states a
preference between two objects (e.g., "better"). In the second phase, the decision phase, the preferences in working
m e m o r y are interpreted by a fixed decision procedure. If
the preferences uniquely specify an object to be selected
for a role in a context, then a decision can be made, and
the specified object becomes the current value of the role.
However, if the preferences for a decision are either incomplete or inconsistent, then an impasse occurs. Soar automatically generates a subgocil for the task of resolving the
impasse and creates a new problem solving context within
which it can be resolved. Soar learns by acquiring new
productions which summarize the processing that leads to
results of subgoals, a process called chunking.
Soar has been used to implement goal-oriented systems
in a wide variety of domains: immediate reasoning tasks,
simple puzzles and games, classical expert system domains,
robotic control tasks, and natural language understanding.
It has also demonstrated the ability to utilize a wide variety of problem solving methods. However, despite all
of this high-level symbolic capability, m u c h of the architectural functionality described above can be mapped to
corresponding neural network concepts (at least at a gross
level). In particular. Soar's production m e m o r y is just a
fine-grained parallel associative m e m o r y — though it does
work with graph-structured objects and does allow multiple variables — and its decision procedure is just a method
for locally integrating together multiple constraints on selection, as is generally done via activation combination in
neural networks. T h e need to allow parallel matching and
firing of productions over graph-structured objects with
multiple variables adds some complexity to this mapping;
however, in contrast to traditional production systems, a
novel formulation — that restricts attributes to having at
most one \alue at a time (referred to as the unique-attribute
formulation) — has been developed for Soar that greatly
simplifies implementation in neural networks by guaranteeing both linear-time match complexity and a m a x i m u m of
one binding per variable [Tambe et ai, 1990].
In the remainder of this article we focus on h o w Soar's
production system and decision procedure can be implemented in a neural network, and h o w these two capabilities can be combined to enable the selection and application of sequences of problem-space operators that solve
simple blocks world problems. Impasse detection, subgoal
generation (with the concomitant abilities of using multiple problem spaces and searching), and learning are left for
another day.
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Figure 1. A. Problem spacerepresentationfor operator application. B. Corresponding production rule. C. The graph view. One
unit will be assigned to each number. Some edges for the working
memory and bindings are not shown for clarity.

by modifying the problem solving state (moving block C to
the table) Problem solving then continues by repeating the
entire process.
Figure 1 A focuses on a fragment of this overall behavior
— the application of the selected operator to modify the
state. In the remainder of this section we focus on how
the knowledge is represented in Soar and the transformations that lead from this representation to the one used in
Neuro-Soar. Figure IB provides a text view of how this
is represented in Soar (in a slightly simplified form) as a
production. T h e conditions are prior to the arrow and the
actions after. Symbols preceded by " * " and bounded by
" < > " are attributes and variables, respectively.
T o get from this text view of the information to the neural view, it is useful to go through an intermediary graph
view, as shown in Figure IC. In the graph view, each individual triple of an object, attribute, and value is represented by a labeled directed edge from the object to the
value. In the working memory, a solid edge indicates a
working m e m o r y element and a dashed edge indicates an
element that potentially could be in working memory, but
currently isn't. This distinction is not needed in the text
view, but is crucial for the neural view. In production
memory, there are two types of edges, one for the conditions (denoted with straight edges), and the other for actions (denoted with jagged edges). Solid and dashed edges
denote matched and unmatched triples, respectively. The
bindings are represented by undirected edges between the
vertices of the working m e m o r y graph and the production
m e m o r y graph. A solid edge indicates a binding of a production variable to an object in working memory, and a
dashed edge indicates a potential binding.
A match between the working m e m o r y and a production
occurs when there is an exact match between a subgraph of
working m e m o r y and the production graph through a set
of bindings^ . For a successful match, there will be exactly
one solid edge from each vertex in the production to some
vertex in the working memory.
Production systems in the neural view are composed of
relatively simple, neuron-like processing units ("units" for

Representing Problem Solving
Knowledge
In p r o b l e m solving behavior in a simple blocks world
p r o b l e m ( S u s s m a n ' s a n o m a l y ) three blocks are arranged
o n a table, a n d there are operators that allow blocks to
b e m o v e d o n t o either other blocks or the table. In the
first situation, three operators are suggested, a n d sufficient
preferences are retrieved f r o m long-term m e m o r y to eJIow
the correct operator to b e selected. O n c e it is selected,
further m e m o r y retrieval effectively applies the operator

^In contrast to Soar 4, preferences are not in working
memory, instead they exist in preference memory, which
cannot be matched by productions.
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Figure 3. A. Matching mechanism in Neuro-Soar. Units 4 and 25
are W M N and F N units, respectively. Units 49 and 55 are binding
units. Units 92 and 93 are instantiation units. B. Mutual inhibition
among units whose bindings are contradictory to each other,
through which consistent variable bindings are computed.

Figure 2. Network Architecture of Neuro-Soar.

short) and weighted connections between them. In the neural view, there is one unit for each edge in the graph view.
The dettiils are provided in the following section.
Representation in Neuro-Soar
Neuro-Soar is composed of four sub-networks and connections between them (see Figure 2). Three of the subnetworks correspond to the three components described in
the previous section: the working memory network, the
production network, and the binding network. The fourth
sub-network is the preference network, which did not appear in the previous section because it is used in the selection of operators, but not in their application.
The role of the working m e m o r y network ( W M N ) is to
represent the contents working m e m o r y as a combination of
unit activations. In the neural view, each W M N unit corresponds to an edge in the graph view. W M N units are activated by production actions, and deactivated w h e n there
is no longer an activated path between them and the goal
node. This deactivation process corresponds to a garbage
collection process in the symbolic implementation of Soar.
T h e production network ( P N ) is actually a set of networks, one for each production. Each network can be activated individudly, in parallel, by the active segments of
W M N via the binding network. T o create a P N for a particular production, condition and ziction units are created for
the condition and action edges in the graph view (one unit
per edge). Each production also needs a rule unit to detect
the joint activations of all the condition units. Each condition unit is connected to the rule unit, and the threshold of
the rule unit is simply the number of condition units. T h e
rule unit activates the action units, which in turn activate
working m e m o r y units.
The binding network ( B N ) is the vehicle by which conditions are matched to working memory, and by which actions
have their effects on working memory. In so doing, it computes variable bindings between the P N and W M N , and
ensures their consistency — each instance of the same variable in a production must bind to the same object, each
object must bind to no more than one variable , and no
more than one object can be bound to any variable at the
same time. T h e basic binding units are obtained from edges
in the graph view of binding. Each binding unit represents
a particular instantiation of a variable of a production to a
(potential) object in working memory.
Figure 3 shows h o w consistent bindings are computed.
•'Soar actually enforces this restriction in learned rules,
but not in programmed rules. In Neuro-Soar it is enforced
for all rules.
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T h e binding of at most one object to a variable is enforced by mutually inhibitory connections a m o n g the binding units for the variable (Figure 3B). Likewise, the binding
of an object to at most one variable is enforced by mutual
inhibition a m o n g the binding units for the object. Consistent bindings across multiple occurences of the same variable are enforced as shown in Figure 3A. This fragment of
the binding network exists to match the working m e m o r y
triple (BlockA " on BlockB) to the condition (<blk-l> '
on <blk-2>). A s before the units in the figure are identified by their numbers: 4 is the working m e m o r y unit, 25
is the condition unit (in P N ) , 49 and 55 are binding units,
and 92 and 93 are (partial) instantiation units. In the current situation, both unit 4 (representing that BlockA is on
BlockB) and unit 49 (representing the binding of BlockA
to <blk-l>) are active. This combination then activates
unit 92, which represents a partiad instantiation of condition unit 25; that is, that the appropriate element is in
working memory, and itsfirstsymbol is bound to the first
variable in the condition. T o pursue the match further, unit
55 (representing the binding of BlockB to <blk-2>) needs
to be activated. This unit receives activation from unit 92,
so if there is no competition from other binding units for
<blk-2> — or if unit 55 simply wins the competition —
unit 55 will become activated. Unit 93 is analogous to unit
92, but it represents a complete instsintiation of condition
unit 25 — there would be one unit like 93 for each possible
instantiation of condition unit 25. This then activates condition unit 25, thus successfully completing this segment of
the match.
T h e overall match starts with an initial binding between
the goal object in working m e m o r y and thefirstcondition
in each production. From there, the match ripples d o w n
the networks, with each n e w binding that is established enabling further matches to proceed (or be inhibited). W h e n
aU of the conditions of a production are matched, the production unit becomes active, and in turn activates the action units. T h e action units then modify working m e m o r y
activations through an inverted binding network.
In addition to the straightforward effect of action units
on working memory, action units can also modify working
m e m o r y indirectly by asserting preferences a m o n g units in
W M N — this is h o w problem solving operators are selected.
T h e role of the preference network ( F N ) is to reflect these
current preferences (during the elaboration phase) and to
select a unit out of the competing candidate units, based
on their preferences (during the decision phase).
Figure 4 A shows the operator selection episode, elaborated with the preferences that lead to the selection of
O p 0 0 2 (put Block C on the table). This operator is selected because it is better tha.R OpOOl, and the other candidate (Op004) is worst. Figure 4 C shows h o w this behavior
is implemented as a neural decision procedure in the preference network. T h e F N is buUt on top of the W M N as an
additional layer that stores and processes preferences (see
units 76, 77, 78, 79 in Figure 4C)*. T h e F N is basically
formed as winner-take-all network with a guide of preferences. Unary preferences are encoded as wieghts between
the W M N units and the F N units, while binary preferences are encoded as weights between the competing units
in F N . T h e use of Sigma-Pi units[Rumelhart et o/., 1986]
*In recdity, there is also one additional layer that handles
indifferent preference.
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is required for this (see small units in Figure 4 C ) .
Atfirst,each competing unit in F N receives a level of
activation from the correponding unit in W M N that is a
function of its unary preferences. Prodded by these activations, competition then occurs in the binary preference
layer, which then feeds back to the W M N units. If a selection can be made, processing continues with another elaboration phase. Otherwise, the resulting impasse leads to termination (though ultimately Neuro-Soar must be extended
perform subgoal generation instead).
T h e Neuro-Soar approach of encoding preferences as
constraints on activation combination is not guaranteed
to yield the same outcome as would be achieved through
Soar's decision procedure, but it does capture the spirit of
their meaning. T h e extent to which the Neuro-Soar scheme
is actually better or worse than the symbolic approach is
still to be determined.

Experiments and Analysis
So far, Neuro-Soar has been applied in two domains: the
blocks world and the tower of Hanoi. In this section, we
focus on results from the blocks world. T h e implementation
consists of 8 productions. T w o test problems have been run
— Sussman's anomaly and a simpler problem of unstacking
a tower of three blocks. In both cases Neuro-Soar solved the
problem by replicating the sequence of operator selections
and applications that were produced by Soar when it was
given the same knowledge.
Since Neuro-Soar employs a local representation scheme,
a sufficient number of units in working m e m o r y must be
preaUocated. This number is dependent on the number of
objects in working m e m o r y and their attributes. T h e number of units in P N is dependent on the number of conditions and actions in the productions. Likewise, the number
of units in the binding network is related to the number
of objects in working m e m o r y and the productions. Only
a small number of units are required in F N since they are
built on top of a small part of working memory. T h e blocks
world implementation requires 135 W M N units, 119 P N
units (of which there are 8 production units, 48 condition
units, and 63 action units), 2148 B N units (of which there
are 185 binding units and 1963 instantiation units), and
10 F N units. More generally, the worst space complexity of a task implemented in Neuro-Soar is as follows. Let
nUNITnetwrok be the number of units in network network.

nUNITpN = O(nTrp)
nUNITwMN = 0(^„„^ nOhjHasaur * nObjOfattr)
nUNITBN = 0{nOBJwMN * uOBJpn +
Y^^^^^nWMNaur *nPNaur)
nUNITpN = O(nOBJwMN)
where nTrp is the number of triples in productions;
nObjHasattr and n O b j O f are the number of objects of
working m e m o r y that can have attribute attr and can be
the value of attr, respectively; nOBJnetwork is the number
of objects in network; and n W M N a t t r and nPNattr are
the number of units which have attribute attr.
T h e time complexity for matching a production in
Neuro-Soar is on the order of the m a x i m u m depth of the
graph representation of the production. T h e depth of
the graph representation is approximately log{nTrp). T h e
matching process is relatively fast and efficient in terms
of neurosimulation cycles, not only because the rules are
fired in parallel, but also because the valid partial matches

are kept (analogous to state saving in the Rete algorithm
[Forgy, 1982]).

ask whether the specification of Soar ought to be altered
because of the advantages accruable from using neural networks. For example, what would happen if w e were to shift
to a distributed representation for memory, based perhaps
on a tensor-product formulation [Smolensky, 1990], or if
we were to shift from a neural-network analogue of chunking to a more typically neural learning algorithm. Would
such changes result in a more robust system that can learn
more effectively? T h e third area is to see whether NeuroSoar provides leverage in interfacing Soar to external environments. Would encoding the required signal-to-symbol
transducers in neural-networks that are directly connected
to Neuro-Soar provide a more seamless interface than is
now provided by the use of Lisp code for the transducers?

Related Work
The two classes of related work to which it is most
important to compare Neuro-Soar (other than Soar itself) are: other attempts at constructing neural production systems, and other attempts at constructing neural
problem solvers. O n the former, two previous systems
have implemented production systems using neural networks, the Distributed Connectionist Production System
by Touretzky and Hinton[Touretzky and Hinton, 1988]
and the Tensor Product Production System by Dolan and
Smolensky[Dolan and Smolensky, 1988], both of which used
distributed representations. Neuro-Soar, though simpler in
that it uses a local representation, goes significantly beyond
these two systems in allowing parallel matching and execution of productions, (unique-attribute) graph-structured
representations, and multiple variables per production.
Ajjanagadde and Shastri[Ajjanagadde and Shastri, 1990]
have developed a connectionist system that represents
knowledge as rules and facts with multi-place predicates.
A multi-phased clock is proposed as a solution to the variable binding problem. T h e system produces answers, when
given 'yes/no' questions, based on the knowledge. However, the system lacks a capability to create and alter the
content of its temporary knowledge so that situation dependent firing of rules (or planning) is not possible.
This is by no means the first effort to construct a neuralnetwork-beised problem solver (see, for example, [Sutton
and Barto, 1981, Anderson, 1989]). However, the current
effort differs from most of the earlier approaches in adding
representational and structural complexity — specifically,
graph-structured objects and the decomposition of the
overall memory into four specialized subnetworks — in service of domain generality. T h e hope is that this will allow
Neuro-Soar to be extended up to Soar's full level of capability, without ultimately sacrificing learnability or neural
plausibility.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Work to date on Neuro-Soar has demonstrated that it is
possible to reproduce key aspects of Soar's general goaloriented ability even when the implementation technology
is shifted from "symbolic" to "neural network". In particular, we have demonstrated a domain-independent approach
to knowledge-driven operator selection and application.
To accomplish this, we have developed a preference-based
neural-network decision procedure, and a novel neuralnetwork production system that allows parallel matching
and firing of rules, graph structured objects, and multiple
variables per rule.
However, much remains to be done in three general areas. T h efirstarea is the completion of Neuro-Soar with
respect to Soar's functionality. This primarily involves the
incorporation of impasse detection and subgoaling, use of
multiple problem spaces, and learning. T h e second area
is the loosening up of the design so that it less slavishly
follows how things are currently done in Soar, and more
takes advantage of the strengths of neural networks. W e
have begun with the conservative approach of trying to
model the existing Soar architecture as closely as possible; however, w e eventually want to get to where w e can
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Abstract
In this paper, I demonstrate how complex cases of definite reference resolution
can be processed within the independentlymotivated framework of time-constrained
memory, and, most importantly, without having to resort to the complex mechanisms assumed by Haddock (1987). The key idea of
the solution is to initiate a referent search for
the complex definite N P formed by the attachment of a prepositional phrase to a definite
noun phrase.
Figure 1: T h e context for Haddock's example

Haddock's Problem
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to solve a problem in
the interpretation of definite reference that was
first put forth by Haddock (1987). The linguistic
f r a m e w o r k provided by time-constrained m e m o r y

(Corriveau, 1991) offers an approach that avoids
the complexity and drawbacks of the mechanisms
that Haddock assumed to be necessary for solving
this problem.
The problem is this: Suppose we have a context
in which there are three rabbits, Rl, R2, and R3,
two hats, HI and H 2 , and one box, Bl. One of
the rabbits, R2, is in one of the hats and another
one is in the box, zis illustrated infigure1. Rabbit
R 2 can be referred to by means of the following
complex N P :
0.1 the rabbit in the hat
W h a t is interesting about this expression is that
even though as a whole it is perfectly natural, the
N P the hat uses the definite determiner the, despite the fact that there are not one but t w o h ats
in context. Compositional accounts of N P semantics would judge (1.1) to b e infelicitous. H a d d o c k
uses this fact to argue for a n incrementaJ approach
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that "evaluates a semantic representation—after
each word, say" a n d wiU never co nsider the empty
hat as a "viable candidate for the inner N P " (1987,
p.661).
W h e n the word rabbit is reached, a hearer can collect
together in his mind the set of rabbits in the context.
After the preposition, this set is refined to contain only
rabbits which are in something and, most importantly,
the hearer can start thinking about another set of objects, those which have rabbits in them. T here is only
one hat in this new set and so by the time the inner
N P is processed a definite determiner sounds natural.
(ibid.)
In more explicit computational terms, Haddock suggests that, given the predicates and variables corresponding to the input discourse, the alg orithm first
determines, for each variable, all entities in the discourse that satisfy the predicates, and second, collects
these into candidate sets for each variable. From the
fragment the rabbit m , w e get the predicates rabbit{el)
and :'n(el,e2).
Given the context of (1.1), the algorithm will label the variable el with the set {R2, 7?3} and e2 with
{ H \ , B \ ) . Haddock emphasizes that the advantage of
this scheme
resides in that satisfying the constraints of the two
predicates determine a can didate set for e2 as well as

el. Because the phrase is evaluated strictly word-by-w
ord, in left-to-right order, this scheme is also supported
by psycholinguistic eviden ce (Steedman, 1987).
Haddock assumes that it is syntax that controls the
assembling of semantic repre sentations, and thus, in
order to provide incremental semantics, adopts the
framework of Combinatory Categorial Grammar (Ades
and Steedman, 1982). M y intent in this paper is to
present an alternative approach to the interpretation
of (1.1), one that does not require all the compl exities,
such as type-raised ca.tegones, of Combinatory Categorial Grammar.
Difficulties with Haddock's Solution
Unfortunately, Haddock's approach exhibits drawbacks. First, because his approach is syntax-driven, it
depends heavily on the unambigu ous attachment of in
to the rabbit. But it is commonly accepted that structural disambiguation requires more than syntax and
often involves semantics and inference (Hirst, 1987).
Thus, because later in ferences, for example, may influence the attachment of the PP, it seems incorrect to
have the semantic processing of the preposition immediately restrict the set of rabbits to those that are in
somethi ng. Furthermore, it may not even be the case
that the preposition heads a locative p reposition. In
other words, further input text might be required for
correct attachment.
Second, a solution based on the attrition of arbitrary
large sets is not cogniti vely appealing. If, for example,
there were a multitude of rabbits in various objects, the
real- time processing constraint of human comprehension would not allow the user to mentally assemble the
set of all rabbits nor the set of all containing objects.
Instead, the attentional m echanisms of the comprehender's memory would in practice restrict the set of
possible refe rents.
Third, the comprehender does not necessarily start
thinking about objects that h ave rabbits in them after processing in. Not only could this approach lead to
a large, unmanageable set of rabbit containers, but it
also seems to depend on the inference strategy of the
comprehender (Granger and Holbr ook, 1983). Haddock's approach corresponds to the particular case in
which a comprehender, o n processing the preposition
in, sets up an expectation about its attachment to the
N P the rabbit and, consequently, comes to expect that
what follows the preposition must refer to one of the
objects that contain a rabbit. This is just one of several possible reference resolution strategies. Another
tactic may be to wait for further input and for correct
attachment, and only then look for a referent for the
resulting complex NP. In other words,
another valid resolution strategy is to wait for the
complex N P the rabbit in the hat to be constructed
before looking for a referent. The precise reference
resolution s cheme can vary across comprehenders, and
even, for a single comprehender, can change d epending
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on his/her state of mind.
Finally, though I will not elaborate on this topic, I
have serious concerns abou t any linguistic approach
that assumes a more or less direct correspondence between wo rds and simple predicates (see Corriveau,
1991, chapter 2).
The Proposal
The approach I suggest circumvents the identified
drawbacks of Haddock's. In essence, I assume that
each definite N P is given a short amount of time to
find a referent. Finding a referent is taken to consist
in searching the cogniti ve structures that have been
built from the processing of previous input for an ent
ity that 'matches' the definite NP. The set of possible
referents is dynamically dependent on the amount of
time allocated to the search, as well as the traversal order of CO gnitive structures in memory. If, at the end of
the time-constrained search, a single referent is found,
the definite N P is resolved. If no referent is found, then
the definite N P is left unresolved. And, most importa
ntly, if ever a second possible referent is found during
the search, the search is immediately abandoned and
the definite N P is taken to be ambiguous.
So, assuming all possible referents are in context, the
processing for (11) wou Id be the following:
• The N P the rabbit is assembled and the search for a
referent is init iated. This searchfindsafirstpossible referent, then a second one, at which point it is
abandoned.
• The preposition in is input, and initiates a process that will event ually attach the N P it governs,
namely the hat, to the N P the rabbit. Such an attachm ent would be prevented in sentences such as
Put the rabbit in the hat.
• The words the and hat are input and assembled into
an NP. The search for a referent for this N P is initiated. This search fails because there are two hats
in context, that is, two possible referents.
• Eventually the P P in the hat is attached to the N P
the rabbit. This forms a new definite N P for which
a new search for a referent is initiated. This searc
h reaches R2, which is considered a possible referent
because it is a rabbit in a hat. Because no other possible referent is found before the end of the search,
it succeeds and the complex N P the rabbit in the hat
is resolved.

Overview of Time-Constrained Memory
Let m e now express this solution in more explicit computational terms.
The solution I propose for the interpretation of (1.1)
is rooted in the notion of a strictly quantitative timeconstrained memory. In Corriveau (1991), I motivate
and develop a linguistic framework specified in terms
of a computational model of memory that, although

following a simple, knowledge-independent algorithm,
is able to account for m a n y problems of understanding written language. Here, I can provide only a brief
review.

if no referent at all can be found within the time-span.
A straightforward approach to reference resolution can
be developed in a single K U using this instruction.
A cluster is defined as a non-empty set of knowledge
units, each
governing a (possibly empty) set of clusters. In
other words, a cluster is a hierarchical structure whose
'leaves' are knowledge units. Clusters are general
enough to allow the construction of almost any kind
of representation {e.g., parse trees, scripts, etc.) that
might be hypothesized for comprehension.
A m o n g the six kinds of signals that K U s can exchange, the expectation signal allows the specification
of exactly the sort of expectation that Haddock assumes of the hearer w h o starts thinking about objects
that contain rabbits.
Within the framework of m y basic metaphor:

O f the multitude of possible factors that constrain
linguistic comprehension, I focus primarily in this
work on the role and importance of quantitative time,
i.e., time as it pertains to m e m o r y m a n a g e m e n t and
m e m o r y processes such as retrievals (see Corriveau,
1987). M o r e specifically, the fundamental and most
pervasive hypothesis of this work is that, generally, linguistic comprehension is a time-constrained process—a
race.
I abandon the notion of a correct interpretation of
a text and, rather, adopt a reader-based approach to
text understanding, one in which 'meaning ' is constituted by the interaction between text and reader
(Holub, 1984). T h e reader is not seen as an idealized
competent entity, but rather as an individual (with
all the idiosyncrasies implied by this term) that comes
to a personal interpretation of a text with respect to
a private idiolect. Therefore, the concept of linguistic competence (which is inaccessible by definition) is
abandoned. I focus only on actual performance, which
is taken to be idiosyncratic.
Thus, this approach shifts the focus from rules and
algorithms to the underlying cognitive architecture
which is taken to be strictly quatitative: "With the
abandonment of algorithmic control, the brain can be
hypothesized to follow a strictly quantitative 'trivial
algorithm' that fixes only the general form of operations; all qualitative information {e.g., rules, concepts,
etc.) is treated as data."
I choose to root the cognitive architecture that I propose in the basic metaphor of h u m a n m e m o r y . T h e system is partitioned into static and dynamic components
of m e m o r y . Static m e m o r y consists of a large network
of simple computing units that operate in parallel and
exchange simple signals. These units are called knowledge untts (KUs) and have the ability to modify the
current context, which is simply taken to be the set
of clusters in dynamic m e m o r y . M o r e specifically, a
K U has its expansion procedure execute upon it becoming activated. Expansion procedures consist of ordered sequences of primitive cluster operations, which
are built-in instructions of the model and are independent of any linguistic consideration. These operations
provide the basic functionality required for generic
data structures: access, addition, deletion, comparison, traversal, etc. A m o n g these operations, one that
is particularly relevant to a solution to the problem
of definite reference: findlnclusiveReference. This operation is intended for general matching. It takes as
an argument a cluster, and searches dynamic m e m o r y
for another cluster whose set of features includes all
those of the argument. T h e operation is given a limited a m o u n t of time for its search, and it fails either if
multiple referents can be found during its time-span or

• All m e m o r y processes are taken to be strictly quantitative, i.e., mechanical and deprived of any linguistic
and semantic knowledge.
• All 'knowledge', that is, all qualitative information,
is assumed to specified separately and act as data
for the underlying system.
• T h e processes of linguistic comprehension must be
defined only in terms of m e m o r y processes.
A prototype of time-constrained m e m o r y has been implemented and a knowledge base of more than 300
knowledge units has been specified to address the problems of syntax, reference resolution, word-sense and
structural disambiguation, and bridging inferences required for written text comprehension.

Examples
I now show a number of working examples of definite
reference resolution in this system.
• 0.2 Rl ts a rabbit. R2 ts a rabbit. The rabbit eats.
Multiple referents are found, and thus there is no
resolution.
•

0.3 R l is a rabbit in a hat. The rabbit in the hat
eats.
In the second sentence, the P P is attached to the N P
the rabbit and then a unique referent is found.

•

0.4 R l is a rabbit. R 2 is in a box. R l is in a hat.
R 2 is a rabbit. The rabbit in the box eats.
In the last sentence, the disambiguation of the rabbit
fails because of m u Itiple referents. Then a unique
referent is found for the rabbit in the box.

•

0.5 The young rabbit eats. The rabbit sleeps.
A unique referent is found, although the second N P
is not identical to thefirst.

•

0.6 Put the rabbit m the hat.
Simple V P - P P attachment occurs, which blocks, in
this case, the N P - P P attachemen t.
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•

Haddock, Nicholas (1987). "Incremental Interpretation and Combinatory Categorial Grammar", Proceedings of the Tenth Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Milan, Italy, pp. 661-663.

0.7 Rl is a rabbit tn a hat. Put the rabbit in the
hat.
In the second sentence, a reference is found for the
rabbit and the P P is attached to the verb, not to the
rabbit.

•

Hirst, Graeme (1987). Semantic Interpretation and the
Resolution of Ambiguity, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, England.

0.8 Rl is a rabbit. R 2 is a rabbit. Put the rabbit
in the box.
In the third sentence, no referent is found for the
rabbit, and there is o nly simple V P - P P attachment.

•

Holub, Robert (1984). Reception Theory—A Critical
Introduction, Methuen, N e w York.

0.9 Rl is a rabbit in a hat. R 2 is a rabbit. Put the
rabbit in the hat in the box.

Malsburg, Charles von der (1985). "Algorithms, Brain,
and Organization", In: Demongeot, J., Goles, E. and
Tchuente, M . (eds.) Dynamical Systems and Cellular
Automata, Academic Press, London.

The third sentence is interpreted as: Put in the box
the rabbit that is in the hat.
•

0.10 Put the rabbit.
A syntactic conflict is detected, which prevents any
attempt at reference resolu tion.

Steedman, Mark J. (1987). "Combinatory Grammars
and H u m a n Language Processi ng". In: Garfield, J.
(ed.) Modularity in Knowledge Representation and
Natural Language Processing, M I T Press, Cambridge,

Conclusion
In this paper, I have demonstrated that complex cases
of definite reference resolution can be processed in
a straightforward way within the independently motivated framework of time-constrained memory, and,
most importantly, without having to resort to the complex mechanisms assumed by Haddock (1987). Moreover, the proposed strategy hinges on a strictly quantitative memory operation, which is to say it is not a
special-purpose linguistic rule. The key idea of the solution is to initiate a referent search for the complex
definite N P formed by the attachment of a P P to a
definite NP. This solution is very efficient because it
immediately abandons a search and leaves a definite
N P unresolved if more than one possible referent can
be found.

MA.
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single and multiple commands that make up a composite.
They
could not, however, put these elements together using
Abstract
pipes and/or other redirection symbols to produce the
Our goal is to provide empirical support for assumptions
of
composite
commands. The symbols that enable
the Doane, Kintsch, & Poison (1989; 1990) consuuciioninput/output redirection are fundamental design features of
integration model for generating complex commands in
U N I X , and these features are taught in elementary
UNIX. In so doing we designed a methodology that may be
computer science courses. Doane et al (1990) demonstrate
used to examine the assumptions of other cognitive models.
that these features can only be used reliably after extensive
The planning task studied was the generation of complex
experience (e.g.. experts had, on the average, 5 years of
sequences of UhfIX commands. The sequences were novel,
experience with UNIX).
and as such could not be recalled from memory. W e asked
U N I C O M (Doane, Kintsch, & Poison. 1989; 1990). was
users whose VNIX experience varied to produce complex
developed to determine why the Doane et al. 1990 users
UNIX commands, and then provided help prompts when the
had such difficulties generating composite commands. To
commands they produced were erroneous. The help prompts
facilitate discussion of the U N I C O M knowledge base, we
were designed to assist the subjects with both knowledge
will use the command "nroff -ms A T T 2 > A T T 1 " as an
and processes which our UNIX modeling efforts have
example. This command formats the contents of the file
suggested were lacking in less expert users. There are two
A T T 2 using the utility nroff and the -ms macro package,
major fmdings. First, it appears that experts respond to
and then stores the formatted contents of A T T 2 in the file
different prompts than do novices. Expert performance is
ATTl. To correctly produce composite action plans like
helped by the presentation of abstract information, while
this, the model must first identify the items that must be
novice and intermediate performance is modified by
used to produce the command, and then it must sequence
presentation of concrete information. Second, while
these items using the properly placed redirection symbol to
presentation of specific prompts aids the less expert, it does
construct an action plan. Thus, the Doane et al
not appear to be sufficient information to obtain optimal
(1989; 1990) model assumed that expert users use a twoperformance. To do this, the less expert subjects require
stage process to complete action plans and that this process
information about the ordering of the items in a command.
requires knowledge of both items and order. To complete
Our analyses suggest that information about the ordering of
thefirstphase, the model requires four different types of
prompts helps the less expert with memory load problems in
item knowledge to produce composites. U N I C O M must
a manner coiuistent with skill acquisition theories.
know two syntax specific types of knowledge (a) command
syntax (e.g.. the nroff command and the -ms flag) and (b)
I/O redirection syntax (e.g., the ">" redirection symbol).
Theoretical Background
The model must also have two general types of knowledge
The goal of this study is to provide empirical support for
that are syntax independent. The model must know (c)
assumptions about user knowledge of U N I X and user
general facts about the redirection of input and output (e.g.,
memory processes which are proposed in the Doane,
that redirection of input an output can occur between
Kintsch. & Poison (1989;1990) U N I C O M constructioncommands). This is separate from the syntax specific
integration model for generating complex commands in
knowledge of I/O redirection symbols. That is, some users
UNIX. In so doing, w e present a general methodology that
appear to know that redirection can occur, and not know
may used to examine the complex knowledge and process
the specific syntax. U N I C O M must also have (d) general
assumptions made by other cognitive models.
facts about command redirection (e.g., that the output of
Previous empirical work gave U N I X users at varied
nroff can be redirected to a file). The latter form of
levels of expertise textual descriptions to produce legal
knowledge is necessary, because U N I X commands are not
U N I X commands that required the redirection of standard
consistent in their I/O structure (e.g.. an "Is" cannot take
input and output (i.e.. "composite" commands) (Doane,
input from another command, but "sort" can).
Pellegrino, & Klatzky. 1990). Their data suggest that
In the second phase of action planning, the model has to
novices and intermediates have knowledge of the elements
sequence items properly and then keep track of the
of the system; that is, they can successfully produce the
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intermediate stages of its action plan in order to produce a
successful c o m m a n d . For example, to produce the
command "sort filelheadllpr", the model had to first select
the items to be used (sort.l.l.lpr.head.file) and then
determine the order of the items and keep track of which
command was first, second, and third, and what the output
of thefirstc o m m a n d was, where its output was redirected,
and so on. Doane et al (1989; 1990) assumed that the
mechanisms involved in integrating and ordering the items
to produce a composite would produce serious m e m o r y
load problems. In addition, it was assumed that experts
have knowledge structures which decrease this m e m o r y
load, whereas novices do not.
It is important to our research that explanation of the
item knowledge and ordering processes fits in a more
global context than simply U N I X c o m m a n d production.
There are reasons to believe that this is the case. First,
U N I X composites have characteristics that are important
for understanding problem solving and skill acquisition in
general. T h e literature on expertise and skill acquisition
(e.g., Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; Larkin. 1983)
suggests that less expert individuals m a y know the separate
facts in a domain, but not be able to use them productively
in the sense described by Wenheimer (1982/1945). Thus,
this issue is not unique to the U N I X composite problem.
Understanding h o w individuals utilize textual instructions
to develop their factual knowledge into effective problem
solving procedures is an important skill acquisition issue in
general. Second, w e are analyzing the knowledge and
processes required to chain elements together in the context
of a theory of comprehension that has been used to explain
algebra story problem comprehension (Kintsch, 1988), and
solution of simple computing tasks (Mannes & Kintsch, in

Task Description:
Prompts:

press). Thus, rather than developing an idiosyncratic
knowledge analysis, w e are performing our research in the
context of a general architecture of cognition. A s such, w e
contribute to the goal suggested by Newell (1987) to
develop a "unified theory of cognition".
Experiment
The goals of this study, then, are to determine more
precisely what users at different levels of expertise k n o w
about U N I X , what information is lacking w h e n users
produce erroneous c o m m a n d s , and what information (i.e.,
prompt contents) helps. The experiment uses a prompting
paradigm to assess the knowledge and procenses of users at
various levels of expertise. W e assume that users have
different amounts of the required four types of knowledge
and that displaying the prompts that help with each
respective type of knowledge will impact subsequent user
performance. W e hold similar assumptions about the
process knowledge (i.e., keeping track of intermediate
results).
Method
Subjects. Twenty-two computer science and electrical
engineering majors with between six months and 6 years
experience with U N I X were paid S 2 0 for their
participation. Novices had less than 1.25 years of
experience with U N I X and no operating systems courses;
intermediates had between 1.25 and 3.0 years experience
with U N I X and some had operating systems courses; and
experts had greater than three years experience with U N I X
and all had taken an operating systems course.

format the text in ATT2 using the -ms macro pacKage and
store the formatted version In ATT I

Prompt I. You will need to use
the following command
One that will format the contents
of a file using the -ms macro package
Prompts You will need to use this
command
nroff -mswill format the contents
of a file using the cmimacro
package
Prompts You will need to use a
special symbol that redirects
command output to a file
Prompts You will need to use the
arrow symbol ">• that redirects
output from a command to a file

Prompts YOU will need to use the
arrow symbol ">' and the command
nroff -ms
Prompt 6 You'll need to use an
nroff -m'ion ATT2 (which will output
the formatted contents of ATT2), and
you'll need to redirect this output as
Input to ATT 1
Prompt 7 YOU will need to use
exactly the following command
elements (though not necessarily
In this order):
f.nraff -ma
Prompts You'll need to use the
command nroff -ms followed by the
arrow symbol "i."
Prompt 9 The correct production is
nrafr-msMT?'ATTl
Please enter this production now

T a b l e 1. E x a m p l e o f task description a n d p r o m p t s for p r o b l e m nroff - m s A T T 2 > A T T l .
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Apparatus and Materials. All tasks were performed on
a Macintosh with large-screen monitor. The stimuli were
task statements, a fixed directory offilenames and a scries
of help prompts, all displayed on the screen, as well as
three "error cards'" presented by the experimenter. Subjects
responded by typing at the keyboard a c o m m a n d or series
of c o m m a n d s which would accomplish a given task and
then using the mouse to "click" on a displayed button.
The task instructions described actions that could best be
accomplished by combining two or three c o m m a n d s
through the use of redirection (i.e.. composite problems).
A n example is the task shown in Table 1 for which the
c o m m a n d sequence would be "nroff -ms A T T 2 > A T T 1 . " A
fixed directory listing offilenames was displayed on the
screen at all times.
For incorrect responses, there was a series of help
prompts designed to address specific deficits in the
subjects' U N I X knowledge. These prompts were displayed
on the screen one at a lime in a fixed order regardless of the
type of error that the subject had made. T h e help prompts
were developed to address the most probable causes of
error, as suggested by the U N I C O M model of U N I X
c o m m a n d production. There arc seven different areas in
which the help prompts could assist the subjects, and these
are best described by referring to the example in Table 1.
Finally, w e used error cards, describing the type of error
m a d e by the subject on an incorrect attempt. The three
types were "Illegal," "Different; Legal but does something
other than what the problem asks for," and "Keystrokes;
legal and does what the problem asks for but uses more
than the m i n i m u m possible keystrokes." (This last error
category was intended to force subjects to use composite
c o m m a n d s rather than a series of c o m m a n d s with
temporaryfilesin order to be correct)
Procedure. Subjects were run individually for a single
two-hour session. The experiment was m a d e up of three
sections: a questionnaire, an orientation, and completion of
the actual U N I X problems.
Composite C o m m a n d Problems. T h e subjects were
given a series of 21 composite c o m m a n d problems.
Together, the problems used 10 different utilities (e.g., Ipr,
c m p , cat) and 4 different input/output (I/O) redirection
symbols (e.g., <, I, » , >). In this activity, subjects were
presented with a task statement on the computer screen.
such as that shown in Table 1 and asked to type a c o m m a n d
or series of c o m m a n d s that would accomplish the task. For
each composite problem, the task statement appeared first
along with the directory listing of allfilenames used in the
experiment. T h e subjects would then type theirfirstattempt
at a c o m m a n d or c o m m a n d series to accomplish the task.
After the subject clicked the button image labelled
" D O N E " , the program would evaluate the subject's attempt
and give feedback of "Correct" or "Try again". If the
subject's answer w a s not correct, the experimenter
evaluated the subject's attempt and handed the subject the
appropriate error card. After reading the error card, the
subject clicked another button image; the program then
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erased the subject's attempt and revealed the first help
prompt.
Once the help prompt was revealed, the subject tried
again to give a c o m m a n d sequence that would accomplish
the task. If incorrect, the subject received another error card
and was shown another help prompt. Throughout a given
task, the task statement, directory listing, and all previous
prompts remained visible; only the subject's previous
attempts and error cards were removed. If at any time the
subjects felt completely stymied, they were able to type "no
help" rather than a solution attempt in order to get the next
help prompt. The procedure of subject attempt, error card,
help prompt continued until the subject typed the correct
response. W h e n the subject typed the required command
sequence, the program displayed a " C O R R E C T ! " screen
and then revealed the next composite task instructions.
Results
Scoring Correct C o m m a n d Productions. Productions
were scored as correct by ihc M a c computer if they
matched the syntax of the idealized c o m m a n d (spaces were
not parsed). Thus, a subject had to produce the command
that required the least number of keystrokes (i.e., subjects
could not substitute "sort>filel; head filel>nie2" for the
c o m m a n d "sortfilellhead>file2").Problems were broken
into two groups, where problems 1-4 constituted the first
group where most of the learning took place, and problems
5-21 m a d e up the second, more stable group. In this paper
w e report only the data from thefirstgroup of problems.
Correct Productions as a Function of Prompt. Figure
1(a) shows the cumulative percentage of correct composite
productions at each prompt level for the three expertise
groups. Experts have the highest percentage overall,
followed by the less expert groups. W e expect experts to
exceed novice performance. Prompts have a differential
influence on correcting performance for the three expertise
groups. For example, the change in percent correct
performance from Prompt 3 to Prompt 4 is very small for
experts, leading to the inference that Prompt 4 provided
litde or no n e w information for them. Conversely, the same
change between prompts 3 and 4 for the less expert groups
is relatively large, suggesting that this prompt does provide
them with some n e w information. T o analyze this effect,
w e study the four types of knowledge at each prompt level
in detail.
Scoring of Knowledge. Each of the 21 problems given
to subjects required certain amount of the four types of
knowledge. For example, the problem described in Table I
requires two c o m m a n d syntax facts: nroff -ms as a
c o m m a n d n a m e , and that nroff takes afileargument. It
requires knowledge of one V O redirection syntax fact, that
">" redirects output from a c o m m a n d to afile.Conceptual
I/O knowledge required is that redirection of input and
output can occur, and that I/O redirection can occur from
c o m m a n d s to files. T h e required c o m m a n d redirection
knowledge includes the fact that nroff output can be
redirected to afile.Answers for each task were scored for
the percentage of each type of knowledge displayed by

(a) Cumulative Percent Correct
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Figure 1. (a) Cumulative percent correct composite answers as a function of prompt; (b) Percent change in correct composite
answers averaged across certain prompts.
each subject at each prompt level. For example, if a
command requires two c o m m a n d syntax facts, and the
attempt at prompt 0 (before any prompts) shows evidence
of only one of these facts, then the subjects is credited for
having 5 0 % of the required c o m m a n d syntax knowledge
for that task. W h e n a production was correct, all knowledge
types were at 1 0 0 % levels.
Knowledge Analyses. Figures 2 (a) - 2 (d) show the
mean knowledge scores for the three expertise groups for
prompts 0-9. The arrow markers signal the reader what
promptfirstprovided subjects with information relevant to
the knowledge type displayed in the graph. For example,
in Figure 2(a), Prompt 2 is thefirstprompt that describes
all of the command syntax knowledge required to complete
the task (see Table 1 for an example of all prompt types
described in this section). T o determine whether amount of
relevant knowledge w a s influenced by expertise and
prompt, these data were subjected to a 3 x 4 x 10 analysis
of variance ( A N O V A ) with group (expert, intermediate,
novice) as a between-subjects variable, and knowledge type
and prompt as within-subjects variables. [In all cases,
Greenhouse-Geisser degrees of freedom are used for
within-subject variables.] This analysis resulted in a
marginal effect of level, F(2,19)= 3.24, p < .06. Experts
possess significantly higher knowledge scores than do the
other two groups. There was also a main effect of
knowledge type, F (3,57) = 24.52, p<.01, with the
command redirection conceptual knowledge showing the
lowest scores overall and the c o m m a n d syntax knowledge
showing the highest scores overall. W e did not obtain a
knowledge type by level interaction, F < 2, seemingly due
to the expert group ceiling effect. A main effect of prompt
exists, F (9,171) = 29.04, p < .01, and a prompt by level
interaction, F (18,171) = 3.74, p < .01. Performance
improves as users receive more prompts, though the
amount of improvement is different for experts than for
novices. Experts appear to reach ceiling performance more
quickly than do novices. Prompts influence the four types
of knowledge differently, as evidenced by knowledge by
prompt interaction, F (27,513) = 8.12, p < .01.
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It is interesting to look at the three expertise groups
separately to determine h o w the prompts influence their
knowledge scores. Looking at Figures 2 (a-d), it appears
that less expert group's knowledge scores differ from the
expert's. T o determine this, each of the three groups'
knowledge scores were subjected to separate 4 x 10
A N O V A s with the knowledge types and the prompts as
within-subject variables. T h e novices and intermediates
show a main effect of knowledge type ( Novice F ( 3,27) =
21.99, p < .01; Intermediate, F (3^1) = 13.02, p < .01) and
a main effect of prompt (Novice, F (9,81) = 26.82. p < .01;
Intermediate, F (9,63)= 18.65, p < .01). Both groups show
different levels of the four knowledge types, and an
improvement in performance with the prompts. They also
each show a knowledge type by prompt interaction
(Novice, F (27,243) = 6.44, p < .01; Intermediate, F
(27,189) = 4.84, p < .01). This suggests that the influence
of the prompts on the four knowledge types is not
equivalent for these two groups. T h e experts also show a
main effect of knowledge, F (3,9) = 5.94, p < .05, and
prompt, F (9,27) = 6.90, p < .02. Their data do not show a
knowledge type by prompt interaction (F < 3). The results
m a y reflect expert ceiling effects. Their knowledge level is
so high to begin with that there is minimal variance in their
data.
The arrow markers on Figures 2(a-d) show some of the
most interesting interactions, especially w h e n compared
with the percent correct performance shown in Figure 1(a).
Figure 2(a) suggests that for novices and intermediates,
presentation of Prompt 2, which helps with c o m m a n d
syntax (see Table 1 for an example), improves c o m m a n d
syntax knowledge and percent correct performance (see
Figure 1(a)). This is less the case for the experts. Figure
2(b) shows groups with improved I/O conceptual
knowledge scores for their attempts following presentation
of Prompt 3, which gives this information. However,
Figure 1(a) suggests that while the experts can use
conceptual I/O information to increase their chances for a
correct production, the novices cannot. This leads to the
inference that the novices can use conceptual I/O

informaiion to m a k e a subsequent attempt that
demonstrates greater I/O conceptual knowledge, but they
are slill lacking other information which would allow them
to produce a correct c o m m a n d . Figure 2(c) shows that
Prompt 4 appears to assist the novice group I/O syntax
knowledge, and that the same trend holds to a lesser degree
for the intermediates. Figure 1(a) suggests that this prompt
increases the percent correct performance for the less
expert groups. T h e experts, however, find this information
useless. Figure 2(d) and Figure 1(a) show similar trends in
the the change in c o m m a n d redirection knowledge for less
expert groups following Prompt 6. This prompt gives both
c o m m a n d redirection information and ordering
information. Note that experts find this information useless.
A s u m m a r y of the trends found in correct performance
as a function of prompt is found in Figure 1(b). This figure
shows the percent change in correct performance averaged
together for the first prompts that provide syntax
knowledge (both I/O and c o m m a n d syntax. Prompts 2 &
4), for the conceptual I/O prompt (Prompt 3), Prompt 5,
which is thefirstreminder of the items required for the
production, and the c o m m a n d redirection prompts, which
also give ordering information (Prompts 6 & 8). Overall,
there appears to be a strong interaction, with novices and
experts showing very different changes in performance as a

function of exposure to different types of prompts, and
intermediates falling somewhere between the other two
groups.
It appears that novices and intermediates need help with
both c o m m a n d and I/O syntax, but that this is not a
problem for the experts. Experts get help from an abstract
statement of I/O conceptual knowledge (see Table 1 for an
example),while this statement is practically worthless to the
less expert groups. This finding is in line with the expertise
literature (e.g., Chi et al., 1981) which suggests that experts
can process more abstract information than can novices.
Certainly Prompt 3 is more abstract that Prompts 2 and 4.
Experts also successfully utilize a reminder prompt that
lists all of the c o m m a n d and I/O elements together in one
prompt. Novices and intermediates don't seem to utilize
this information. Anecdotally, it is our view that the experts
that have not solved a problem correctly by this point have
often represented the problem with one c o m m a n d reversed
or dropped, and this prompt reminds them that they have
forgotten an element, and they can use this information to
m a k e a correct production. The less expert subjects seem
to have more problems at this point than just knowing the
elements, they can't put them together with just a list of the
items. Their response to the ordering prompts (6 & 8)
m a k e this clear. These are thefirstprompts that tell users
(b) Input/Output Redirection Conceptual Knowledge
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what order Ihey must use for the commands. For example.
thatfirstnroff -ms must be performed on A T T 2 and then
that this output must be redirected to thefileATTl, and so
on. This ordering information helps the less expert groups
quite a bit; it does almost nothing for the experts.
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Ourfindingsindicate that users vary markedly in their
response to very different classes of prompt as a function of
expertise. The results suggest that novices and
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more general conceptual redirection knowledge. If
prompted with specific syntax knowledge, novices and
intermediates can increase their chances of producing a
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cannot utilize our more abstract prompt (Prompt 3) which
provides conceptual redirection information knowledge
that they need (see Figure 2(b)) to increase their correct
performance (see Figure 1(a)). Our experts, in contrast,
can use this information effectively to increase their
performance. Thisfindingis consistent with the literature
on expertise which suggests that experts can utilize abstract
information, while novices cannot (e.g., Chi et. al, 1981).
Novices and intermediates seem to need help retrieving
the elements that go into making a composite; but for many
of them, this is not enough. They also need help ordering
the elements - or constructing an action plan. When they
receive a prompt that helps them order the items, their
performance improves. There is evidence that ordering the
elements taxes their working memory. They delete and
substitute many more symbols than do experts, and these
memory errors decrease markedly once ordering
information has been given (Doane et al. 1991). Thus, the
hypothesis suggested by the U N I C O M constructionintegration model was supported. Retrieving the elements
is only part of the problem in composing a composite. To
chain these elements together is another aspect of the
problem, and this requires relating the pieces of knowledge
in an ordered fashion and tracking the intermediate results.
While these data provide support for the assumptions of
the Doane et. al (1989;1990) model, more direct support is
provided by extending our modeling work to account for
these prompt data. W e are currently building models of
individuals in this study, and running simulations by giving
U N I C O M prompts, and evaluating prompt activation
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implications computer aided instruction and for system
design.
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Abstract
Mental representations of structural content in music can be communicated to listeners by expressive variations in
performance. W e attempt to recover structural content from patterns of expression in skilled music performance, and w e
contrast possible mappings between structure and expression that allow communication of musical ideas. Three types of
musical structure are investigated: metric, rhythmic grouping, and melodic accent structures. Skilled pianists performed
musical sequences which were examined for expressive variations that coincide with each accent structure. The mapping
of structure to expression is compared for music in which the accent structures are presented singly, are combined to
coincide or conflict, or naturally co-occur. Thefindingssuggest that associated sets of expressive variations in performance
provide an unambiguous andflexiblesystem for communicating musical structure.
T h e question arises as to which structural features
of music receive emphasis through expression. A c cents, events that stand out and capture a listener's
attention, are possible candidates. Based on related
findings in music perception and performance, w e have
investigated three accent structures (Drake, Dowling &
Palmer, 1991; Drake & Palmer, in prep.). T h e first,
metric accent structure, partitions the musical sequence
into a periodic pattern of alternating strong and weak
beats, with important events at the beginning of each
measure. A second accent structure, rhythmic grouping, segments the sequence into groups of temporally
proximal events: an event of long duration separates
one rhythmic group from the next and is considered to
be structurally important. A third accent structure,
melodic jumps, segments the sequence on the basis of
pitch height, and an event after a large change in pitch
is structurally important. These three accent structures
are explicitly marked in the musical score and examples are shown in Figure 1, with X's indicating accents. W e predict that these events will receive emphasis in performance. Pianists can emphasize events in at
least three ways: by changes in intensity, timing, and
articulation. Intensity is influenced by the keypress
force correlated with piano h a m m e r velocities. Timing,
in particular interonset timing, reflects event durations
relative to those indicated by the musical score. Articulation is affected by the time between successive
keypresses and releases, resulting in legato (smooth) or
staccato (disjointed) events.
H o w d o expressive variations reflect a performer's
interpretation of musical structure? Theoretically, a
performer could use all methods of expression (intensity, interonset timing, and articulation) for each of the

A basic problem in domains such as speech, vision,
and music, is h o w a perceiver is able to recover
structure from a continuous input. O n e possible solution for music perception is that a performer emphasizes structurally important events, drawing the listener's
attention to them and thus aiding the perception of
structure. Successful communication between performer
and listener requires that the listener distinguish between musical structure (information usually indicated
in a musical score) and musical expression (particular
methods of emphasizing structure) in music performance. This task is complicated by the fact that both
are coded in the same acoustic dimensions such as
frequency and intensity. However, systematic expressive marking of structural features in music performance m a y aid the perceiver's recovery of structure.
This paper focuses on the communication of
musical structure through expressive variations in
performance. W e address h o w the mapping of structure
to expression m a y be mediated by performers' mental
representations. Events interpreted as structurally
important are often performed in a w a y that draws
attention, by playing them louder, longer, or more
legato than surrounding events (Clarke, 1988; Gabrielsson, 1974,1982; Palmer, 1989). Hypothetically, it should
be possible for the listener to identify events played in
this manner and infer their structural importance.
Unfortunately, this direct recovery of structure from
expression is problematic because music is typically
composed of several superimposed structures, s o m e of
which contradict each other (Lerdahl & Jackendoff,
1983). Thus, a particular combination of expressive
variations m a y arise from multiple structural descriptions, making the recovery of structure ambiguous.
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Figure 1. Examples of accent structures. X denotes an accent.
accent structures (meter, rhythmic grouping, and
melodic jumps) so that each type of accent would be
associated with expressive variations in al] three
performance measures. This is indicated in Figure 2 A
where lines join all possible accents with all possible
expressive variations. In this type of mapping, the
recovery of structure from expression can be ambiguous: an event m a y be expressively marked as structurally important, but it m a y be difficult to distinguish
which accent structure is implicated.
A second class of mappings associates each accent
structure with variations in only one expressive dimension. For instance. Figure 2 B shows metric structure
associated with variations in intensity, rhythmic grouping with temporal distortions, and melodic jumps with
articulation. This would be a completely unambiguous
communication system: for instance, a loud event could
be interpreted unambiguously as being metrically
important.
In a third class, each accent structure would be
related to an associated set of expressive variations
unique to each accent structure. For instance. Figure
2 C shows metrically important events played both
louder and longer in duration, whereas rhythmic
grouping accents are played longer and more legato.
T o distinguish between musical structures giving rise to
the expressive output in this mapping, listeners would
have to be sensitive to associated combinations of
variations.
W e present evidence from skilled music performance that allows us to distinguish a m o n g these
mappings of structure to expression. W e will contrast
fmdings from empirical studies presented in detail
elsewhere (Drake & Palmer, in prep.). First, w e
examine performances of musical sequences in which
only one accent structure is presented at a time, to
determine expressive variations used in the absence of
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other accents. Second, w e examine the performance of
simple musical sequences in which the three accent
structures are combined in different w a y s so that they
conflict or coincide, to determine h o w the presence of
each structure influences the expression of other structures. Third, w e analyze a performance of complex
music in which the three accent structures naturally cooccur. B y using progressively more complex stimuli,
w e hope to distinguish a m o n g possible mappings of
structure to expression in skilled music performance,
and to test whether or not this mapping is dependent on
the musical context in which the accent structures are
presented.
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Figure 3. O b s e r v e d m a p p i n g s for musical performances
o f isolated accent structures.

A. Isolated accent structures
T e n skilled pianists performed simple musical sequences in which each accent structure w a s presented
in isolation. Examples of the sequences are shown in
Figure 1. T o evaluate the relative contributions of
emphasis of structurally important events versus lack of
control (noise), pianists were instructed to perform
each sequence in two ways: first musically and then
mechanically (without adding any expression). Performances were recorded on a Y a m a h a Disklavier acoustic
upright piano monitored by a personal computer. Only
results reaching statistical significance (e < .05) from
analyses of variance are described here. For each
accent structure, the expressive variations coinciding
with accented events in Figure 1 were compared with
those on surrounding events: for instance, events on the
first beat in the measure were compared with all other
events, the first and last events in a rhythmic group
were compared with the other events, and events on
melodic j u m p s and turns were compared with events
preceding and following them.
Musical performances. T h e expressive variations observed in the musical performances are s h o w n in
Figure 3. Events on thefirstbeat in the measure were
played louder and m o r e legato than other events in the
measure. T h e end of a rhythmic group w a s emphasized
by being played louder, delayed, and preceded by a
short pause. Thus, consistent expressive variations
were related to metrical and rhythmic grouping accents
but not to melodic Jumps.
Mechanical performances. T h e expressive variations
observed in the mechanical performances of the same
musical sequences are shown in Figure 4. N o expressive variations were recorded for either meter or
melodic jumps, but the rhythmic groups were emphasized with the same timing and overlap variations as
seen in the musical performances. With these two
exceptions, the mechanical performances demonstrate
that the mapping of structure to expression is voluntary
and related to the performers' emphasis of musical
structure.
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Figure 4. Observed mappings for mechanical performances of isolated accent structures.

B . C o m b i n e d accent structures
T h e same pianists then performed musical sequences
(in a musical fashion only) in which all three accent
structures either coincided or conflicted. Examples of
tunes in which accents coincide and conflict are s h o w n
in Figure 5, and the expressive performance variations
are summarized in Figure 6. T h e same variations were
observed for rhythmic grouping as seen in the musical
performances of the isolated accent structures (last
event played louder, preceded by a pause, and delayed). N o systematic variations were observed for
meter, but melodic j u m p s were preceded by a lengthened duration delaying their onset. These findings were
consistent across performances of stimuli containing
coinciding and conflicting accent structures. Note that
three of the six expressive variations observed in the
musical performances of the isolated accent structures
(Figure 3) were also observed here, suggesting that
they are unaffected by the presence or absence of the
other accents.
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Figure 5. E x a m p l e s of musical sequences in w h i c h accents ( A ) coincide or (B) conflict.
within the rhythmic group: the first event w a s the
softest and the last event the loudest, with a slow
increase throughout the rhythmic group. Melodic jumps
were preceded and followed by a pause and a longer
interval. Thus, similar expressive variations were
observed in the performance of this complex music as
in the performances of the isolated accent structures
(Figure 3): five of the six variations were identical, as
well as one additional variation related to rhythmic
grouping and two related to melodic jumps. Therefore,
the mapping of structure to expression is highly consistent in the presence or absence of other co-occurring
accent structures.

Performance
Variations

Mental
Structure

Intantlty

Rhythmic
Qrouping

Melodic
Jump*

((•i»y»d

Timing

Articulation

Figure 6. O b s e r v e d m a p p i n g s for performances o f
c o m b i n e d accent structures.

Performance
Variations

Structure
C . C o m p l e x m u s i c with co-occurring accent
structures
A n experienced concert pianist performed Beethoven's
Piano Sonata O p u s 111, with which he w a s familiar, on
a computer-monitored grand piano. This piece w a s
chosen because it presents a more complex case in
which the three accent structures naturally co-occur: a
significant correlation w a s found between the rhythmic
grouping and melodic j u m p accents in the composition
(r = .38, p < .01). T h e performance of the melody in
the first movement w a s chosen for analysis because it
contains m a n y metric, rhythmic grouping, and melodic
accents.
The expressive variations in this performance are
presented in Figure 7. T h e metric accent structure w a s
marked by variations in intensity, with structurally
important events played louder. Rhythmic grouping w a s
emphasized again with the last event played louder,
delayed, and preceded by a pause. In addition, the first
events in a rhythmic group were preceded by a pause.
There w a s also a more complex variation for intensity

Rhythmic
Qrouping

Ittelodic
Jumps

first beat louder

Intensity

last event onset delayed

Timing

event before and on lump more staccato

Articu atlon

Figure 7. O b s e r v e d m a p p i n g s for performances o f cooccurring accent structures.

Returning to the three possible classes o f m a p p i n g
presented earlier, these analyses provide support for the
third class o f m a p p i n g ; associated sets o f expressive
variations reflect structural content. T h e other t w o
classes o f m a p p i n g s are not supported because each
accent structure is not related to variations in only o n e
or all of the expressive dimensions.
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former and listener.

Discussion
T h e recovery of structure from a rich continuum of
input is a critical problem for many perceptual domains, including music. W e have demonstrated that, in
the case of music, performers use a wide range of
expressive variations to disambiguate musical structure.
This mapping of musical structure to expression in
music performance must be sufficiently informative and
robust across musical contexts to account for c o m m u nication from performer to listener. T h e mapping
described here, an associated set of expressive variations, is encouraging for theories that view music
perception as the recovery of structure from expression
because music performances provide the primary
source of input for perception of music. T o complete
the chain of communication, listeners must be able to
detect and interpret these expressive variations. Those
described here fall within the range of perceivable
changes (Drake, 1990), and there is evidence to suggest
that listeners do detect and use these variations to interpret musical structure (Clarke, 1989; Nakamura, 1987;
Sloboda, 1983).
In summary, the consistent findings across musical
contexts suggest three important properties of the
mapping of musical structure to expression. First,
structurally important events are indeed emphasized
through a limited set of expressive variations. In piano
performance, important structural features m a y be
performed louder, longer, and more smoothly. O n e or
more of these variations m a y be applied at the same
time; a single expressive variation m a y be used in
simple musical contexts and multiple variations in more
complex musical contexts, as evidenced by the increased complexity in the mapping from performances
of simple musical sequences to more complex musical
forms.
Second, thefindingthat many expressive variations
greatly decrease or disappear in mechanical performances indicates that they are under voluntary control
and reflect the performers' interpretation of the musical
structure. This type of control is necessary for flexible
performance that accommodates musical contexts in
which structure covaries, yet maintains a determinate
mapping of structure to expression.
Third, these fmdings suggest that an associated set
of expressive variations consistently signals at least
some structural content across musical contexts. The
complex interplay between expression and structure
reflects the flexibility attributed to skilled performance,
in which an expressive dimension can be adjusted to
accommodate different structural features in different
performances of the same music. This view requires
that both explicit expressive variations and the structural features implied by them contribute to the mental
representations of musical knowledge shared by per-
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Abstract
Thinking aloud protocols previously obtained by Joseph
and Patcl were re-analyzed to determine the extent to
which their conclusions could be replicated by independently developed coding schemes. The data set
consisted of protocols from 4 cardiologists (low domain
knowledge = L D K ) and 4 endocrinologists (high
domain knowledge = H D K ) , individually woricing on
a diagnostic problem in endocrinology. Both analyses
found that H D K physicians related daU to potential
diagnoses more than the L D K group, and that there
were trends for H D K physicians to be more focused on
the correct diagnostic components and to employ more
single-cue inference and less multiple-cue inference.
However, the re-analysis found no meaningful differences between groups in diagnostic accuracy, speed of
diagnosis, or in the breadth of the search space used to
seek a solution. The generalizability of results of
protocol-analysis studies can be assessed by using
several complementary coding schemes.
Analyzing the verbalization ("thinking aloud") of
physicians as they respond to a sequentially presented
clinical problem has been a popular strategy for
studying the study of medical cognitive processes.
These studies typically present a diagnostic or treatment planning problem in a series of discrete steps,
thereby assurmg that each subject is exposed to the
same information in the same order, and ask subjects
to think aloud as the clinical situations unfolds.
Comparing, contrasting and then generalizing
across studies has been difficult. Investigators have
used different problems, different approaches to or
frameworks for protocol analysis, and different
groups of subjects (medical students, residents,
academic physicians, practitioners in various practice
settings). Since there is ample evidence that medical
problem solving is partly contingent on the content of
the problem, the phenomenon variously called do-

Thii reMirch wtj supported in part by • grant from the National
Library of Medicine. ROl-LM-4583. W e are grateful to Vimla
Patel for providing materiali from her files for this re-analysis.
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main- or content- or case-specificity (Elstem et al.,
1978, 1990; Grupen, Wolf, V a n Voorhees, 1988;
N o r m a n , 1988; Swanson, 1990), generalizing about
cognitive processes from a limited sample of cases is
clearly a problem. Substantial within-group variability has also been observed in m a n y studies (e.g.. Grant
& Marsden, 1987; Johnson, et al., 1982). Yet
protocol analysis is so labor-intensive that these
studies invariably employ small samples of both cases
and subjects.
In addition to variation across studies due to coses
and subjects, investigators have employed protocol
analysis schemes that were not subsequently used by
other research teams. These analytic methods usually
contain m a n y qualitative or subjective elements, and
it IS often unclear that the conclusions asserted would
have been reached by a different team of investigators, even had they employed the same approach to
protocol analysis. Consequently, it has been difficult
to compare and contrast conclusions of different
studies, and to determine to what extent the conclusions of any investigation are independent of the
method of protocol analysis, or what aspects of the
data are highlighted by each method of analysis.
O n e approach to these difficulties is to re-analyze
protocols obtained by one set of investigators using
another framework. This paper reports one such
analysis, presenting a re-analysis of data originally
collected and analyzed by Joseph and Patel (1990).
Its aim is to determine the reproducibility of their
conclusions by re-analyzing the raw data with independently constructed schemes.
Method
Subjects
Joseph and Patel's study employed a sample of 9
senior physicians, all associated with the Faculty of
Medicine at McGill University, 4 endocrinologists and
S cardiologists. T h e clinical problem concerned the

diagnosis of an endocrine disorder, so the endocrinologists were considered as High Domain Knowledge
( H D K ) subjects and the cardiologists as L o w Domain
Knowledge ( L D K ) subjects. All of the subjects were
board-certified, practicing physicians with five to ten
years of experience in their fields. Our re-analysis
was performed on protocols of 8 subjects, all that
were made available.
Clinical Problem
T h e complete text is presented in Joseph & Patel
(1990). The vignette was organized into three parts,
corresponding to the traditional partition of a case
presentation into history, fmdings from the physical
examination, and x-ray and laboratory test results.
These parts were further subdivided into 25 segments
presented sequentially. The Tirst part consisted of 4
segments of medical history, the next 14 presented
physical e x a m information, and the final 7 segments
included x-ray and laboratory test information.
According to Joseph and Patel, the accurate diagnosis
of this case is Hashimoto's hypothyroidism with
m y x e d e m a pre-coma. The diagnosis can be further
divided into three components of increasing specificity: hypothyroidism, m y x e d e m a pre-coma, and an
autoimmune condition called Hashimoto's thyroiditis.
T h e cognitive task is diagnosis, not treatment or
management. T h e time elapsed during the events in
this case is not specified in the vignette, but is probably not more than 3 hours.
Original Procedure
All subjects were individually tested. The stimulus
material was presented on a computer monitor one
segment at a time. Subjects were asked to think aloud
after each segment, verbalizing about the role and
importance of the information in each segment m
reaching the correct diagnosis. They controlled the
rate of presentation of each segment and there was no
time limit for their responses. Transcripts of tape
recorded verbalizations provided the raw data.
Protocol analysis procedures
In prior studies, w e had developed two coding
schemes as part of an investigation of expert-novice
differences in clinical reasoning about cases in a
medical intensive care unit. O n e focused upon
problem solving processes (Kleinmuntz & Elstein,
1990), the other upon categories of knowledge used in
problem solving (Rabinowitz, Cottrell & Elstein,
1990).
T h e analysis of problem solving processes utilized
5 constructs: 1) formulates n e w diagnostic hypothesis;
2) confirms or strengthens diagnostic hypothesis using
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n e w facts orfindings;3) rejects or weakens diagnostic
hypothesis usmg n e w facts or findings; 4) bases
inference on multiple cues; and 5) bases inference on
single cue. Each process was coded every time it
occurred in the 25 segments, except that diagnostic
formulations (construct #1) were noted only the first
time they were mentioned, as only n e w formulations
were coded. T o facilitate coding, specific mclusionary and exclusionary critena were developed and
representative examples were used to define further
the characteristics of each construct. Scores were
s u m m e d for each subject within and across the three
sections. For the present study, the coding scheme
was revised by adding a distinction between diagnoses
(more specific and precise formulations) and problems
(more vague and global). The diagnostic hypotheses
were reviewed by one of the authors (PSH) and
classified into diagnoses and problems. The coding
was done by a single rater (JM).
The knowledge utilization analysis focused on the
categories of knowledge used in diagnostic reasoning
and on the question of whether differences m category
utilization can distinguish groups of clinicians. The
protocols were divided into umts consisting of either
a single sentence or a sentential phrase with subject
and object. N o unit was longer than a sentence; some
were even briefer. These units were identified and
then coded by a single rater ( R M ) utilizing a scheme
designed to identify the categones of knowledge and
information in each unit. Four primary categones
were employed: context (personal and social history,
risk factors, circumstances of acute onset), findings
(relevant medical history and physical 'Indings), tests,
and diagnosis. Additional "relational .ategories were
used to identify units in which two primary categones
were related to each other.
Analysis of Data
While quantitative analytic methods were employed, statistical tests of significance are not very
useful. W e have chosen to describe the quantitative
fmdings and to suggest trends in the daU.
Our analysis focussed upon 4 central questions.
For each, w e present initially the fmdings of Joseph
and Patel, and then our o w n conclusions, noting
agreements and divergences, as appropriate. The
questions are:
1. Diagnostic accuracy: Did H D K and L D K
physicians differ in diagnostic accuracy?
2. Timing and course of diagnostic hypotheses:
W h e n in the sequence of d a U presentation were the
correct diagnostic components generated?
Were
H D K physicians correct earlier?

3. Diagnostic process: W h a t are the differences
between groups in diagnostic process, particularly in
generating and testing alternative hypotheses? D o
they differ in the number of alternative hypotheses
considered?
D o H D K s and L D K s differ in the
breadth of the search space used in seeking a solution?
4. Knowledge utilization: Are there differences
between groups in the categories of knowledge used
in problem solving, particularly in relating data to
diagnostic hypotheses?
Results
Diagnostic A c c u r a c y
Joseph and Patel did not provide any data regarding the number of clinicians in each group w h o
generated each component of the correct diagnosis,
but they reported that "those L D K subjects w h o
produced accurate diagnostic components produced
them later than did the H D K subjects." Our analysis
shows that thefirstdiagnostic component, hypothyroidism, and the second diagnostic component,
myxedema, were generated by all clinicians. The
third diagnostic component, Hashimoto's thyroiditis
was generated by two H D K and two L D K clinicians.
Diagnostic accuracy is not a function of the number
of hypotheses proposed. W e conclude that, with
respect to diagnostic accuracy, there is no meaningful
difference between groups.
Timing and Course of Hypotheses
The c o m m o n wisdom about diagnostic skill is that
experts reach conclusions more rapidly and efficiently
than those less experienced in a particular domain.
Joseph and Patel's findings accord with this general
view. They reported that H D K clinicians generated
each diagnostic component earlier than L D K clinicians, and illustrated this conclusion by providing data
from one subject from each group rather than by
providing aggregate data from all.
Our analysis identified the point in the case at
which each subject generated each diagnostic component.
The conclusions of Joseph and Patel are
affirmed in broad outline with respect to thefirstand
third diagnostic component, hypothyroidism and
Hashimoto's thyroiditis, although there are minor
differences in our analyses. W e found that H D K s
generated these components somewhat earlier than
L D K s (although not so m u c h earlier as to be clinically
significant). However, our interpretation of the data
regarding the second diagnostic component, myxedem a , is quite different. T w o H D K clinicians devel-
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oped this component very early (by segment 4), while
two did not mention it (even with very liberal criteria)
until segment 8 and 17, respectively. T h e L D K
clinicians all generated this aspect of the diagnosis in
segment 5 or 6. Thus, H D K physicians were more
variable in the timing of this diagnostic component
and are not necessarily earlier, although the lag is
clmically unimportant. Both groups tend to m o v e
from general diagnoses to more specific diagnoses.
Diagnostic Process
The cumulative s u m of the mean number of n e w
diagnoses produced was the dependent variable Joseph
and Patel used to examine diagnostic process. They
reported that after H D K physicians had produced the
accurate diagnostic components, they generated few
n e w diagnostic hypotheses and spent the rest of their
time confirming hypotheses. They sporadically ruled
out some of the hypotheses generated earlier, and
most often used the n e w findings from the physical
examination to confirm the diagnosis and determine
secondary problems. In contrast, L D K subjects
continued to generate n e w diagnostic hypotheses
throughout the case. They focused primarily on
associating clinical findings and test results with n e w
possibilities. They generated very few secondary
problems, and did not rule out the diagnostic hypotheses that they had generated earlier, even w h e n the
n e w hypotheses were contradictory to some of the
earlier ones. In general, the H D K subjects narrowed
uncertainty while L D K subjects increased it. Their
results imply that the H D K subjects "coned d o w n " on
a diagnosis, working in a progressively narrower
problem space.
Our reanalysis hypothesis and problem generation
found that the number of n e w problems identified
levels off for both groups after segment 15. The mean
number of n e w diagnostic hypotheses continued to
climb slowly for both groups. Both H D K and L D K
clinicians considered similar numbers of n e w diagnostic hypotheses across all segments. In contrast to the
view of Joseph and Patel, this analysis argues that the
two groups do not differ quantitatively in the breadth
of the search space used to seek a solution.
The diagnostic reasoning process m a y be further
examined by referring to measures of hypothesis
confirmation, disconfirmation, and types of inference.
The mean number of attempts to confirm and to rule
out diagnoses was the same for both groups. W e
tabulated the numbers and percentages of efforts at
hypothesis confirmation that involved the correct
diagnostic components vs. all other formulations.
H D K s produced slightly more instances of confirma-

do relate the data to diagnoses more than do LDKs.
Our analysis supports Joseph & Patel's conclusions
that H D K physicians on the average used more
relations to connect important information, but we
also found substantial within-group variation.
Joseph & Patel reported that H D K s concentrated
more on the correct diagnostic components while
LDKs were more concerned with mcorrect hypotheses. W e analyzed the content of the relational diagnostic statements made by the members of each group
to determine if they referred to one of the three
correct diagnostic components of the case. 8 2 % of
the HDKs' diagnostic relational statements and 7 6 %
of the LDKs' concerned one or more of the three
diagnostic components. Our mterpretation is that
there is probably no meaningfiil difference between
groups.

tion of the correct components.
SingleCue and Multiple-Cue Inferences.

A single-cue inference relates a single item of information to a diagnostic hypothesis, in an effort either
to confirm or rule out; a multiple-cue inference relates
two or more cues to a diagnostic hypothesis in a
semantic unit such as a sentence. The data show that
L D K physicians produced slightly more multiple-cue
inferences than did H D K s , and a lower percenUge of
this output was concerned with the correct components. This pattern is reversed for single-cue mferences: H D K s produced more such processes and a
higher percentage was focused on the correct diagnostic components. Thus, there is a consistent trend for
H D K clinicians but this trend is not statistically
significant. The mean ratio of single-cue to multiplecue inferences was 2.6S:1 for H D K physicians and
Discussion
1.86:1 for LDKs. These ratios show a trend for
H D K clinicians to rely more on single-cue mference
In this paper, data previously reported by another
and less on multiple-cue inference. These results
group of investigators have been independently remight suggest that as the case moves along, H D K
analyzed by a set of methods for protocol analysis that
subjects rely more on direct associations from data to
are quite different than the techniques they employed.
cognitive schemata and less on step-by-step aggregaJoseph and Patel had studied two small groups of
tion offindingsto build a clinical picture than do the
experienced clinicians on one endocrinology case.
LDKS.
One group was quite expert in the domain (High
Domain Knowledge, H D K ) and the other was not
Knowledge Utilization
(Low Domain Knowledge). They identified several
differences in the reasoning of the two groups.
Joseph and Patel found that H D K subjects used
According
to their account, H D K clmicians produced
more relations to connect important information and
the
components
of an accurate diagnosis earlier than
ignored irrelevant information. The evidence presentthe
L
D
K
group
and were also more efficient and
ed in support of this claim was largely anecdoul.
focused.
H
D
K
clinicians generated fewer new
The quantiutive analysis of knowledge utilization
diagnostic
alternatives,
spent more time confirming
focused on the ratios between the pnmary categories
hunches,
used
more
relations to connect imporprior
of "Findings" (History in part 1 of the case, physical
tant
information,
and
ignored
irrelevant mformation.
findings in part 2) and "tests" (Laboratory test daU
W
e
found
some
trends
in
quantitative
measures of
and x-rays, in part 3) and the relational categories
diagnostic reasoning that are partial support for their
Findings-to-DiagnosisJDiagnosis-to-Findmgs,Test-tooverall conclusions. Both analyses agree that H D K
Diagnosis, and Diagnosis-to-Test.
physicians related data to potential diagnoses more
Both groups handle Part 1 in a fairly similar
than the L D K group, and that there was a trend for
fashion, with statements about findings alone equalH D K physicians to be more focused on the correct
ling the number of relational statements. In parts 2
diagnostic
components. It can be argued that H D K s
and 3, however, the H D K s move toward a much
links
between findings and diagnoses, while
know
the
more relational mode of discourse, consistently
L
D
K
s
recognize
clinical abnormalities both in the
relating findings or test results to diagnoses much
physical
examination
and laboratory data, but do not
more than do the LDKs. The LDKs' statements
have
the
linkages
between
the data and diagnoses
typically stayed closer to the daU, and related them
needed
for
understanding
and
solving difficult diagless often to the diagnoses under consideration.
nostic problems.
These measures provide a concise quantiUtive picture
On the other hand, some of their conclusions are
of information processing by H D K and L D K clininot
supported by our reanalysis. Specifically, we
cians and in general support the results of Joseph and
found
no important or clinically meaningful differencPatel. At the level of a sentence-by-sentence analysis
es
between
the groups in overall accuracy of diagnoof the discourse of these physicians, H D K clinicians
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sis, speed of accurate diagnosis (as mea.sured by the
segment number at which each component is first
mentioned), or the quantitative breadth of the search
space (a measure of diagnostic focus). W e found
that both groups considered comparable numbers of
new diagnostic hypotheses and more general problem
formulations, continued to generate a small but
steadily increasing number of diagnostic alternatives
as the problem unfolded, and were very similar in
mean numbers of efforts at hypothesis confirmation or
disconfirmation.
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Abstract

Discrete Reactive Execution

This paper is about the interface between continuous and discrete robot control. W e advocate encapsulating continuous actions and their related
sensing strategies into structures called situation
specific aciiviiies, which can be manipulated by
a symbolic reactive planner. The approach addresses the problem of turning symbolic actions
into continuous activities, and the problem of
mapping continuous input into discrete symbols
for use in planning and modeling.
Introduction
Planning is generally regarded as a symbolic task. A n
abstract model of the world is used as the starting
point from which to construct a sequence of actions
that will achieve some set of goals. Goals, actions,
states, and the arguments they apply to, are all treated
as discrete entities that can be given names for identification, representation, and reasoning.
In contrast, real robotic systems act over time in
a complex, dynamic world. Sensors must be pointed
and their data processed quickly and continuously for
use as feedback to control motors and other actuators. Continuous control is the only way to actually
get robots to do things.
This paper discusses the problems involved in connecting symbolic planning with continuous control. In
particular, the issues involved in realizing discrete actions using fast concurrent behaviors are addressed.
Task-specific, real-time perception is a fundamental
part of these behaviors. While researchers have successfully used primitive touch and sonar sensors in such
situations, it is more problematic to achieve reasonable
performance with complex signals such as those from
a video camera. Active vision routines are suggested
as a means of incorporating visual data into real time
control and as one mechanism for designating aspects
of the world in an indexical-functional manner. Fast
concurrent behaviors coupled with real-time indexicalfunctional designation bridge the gap between symbolic models and continuous action.
'This work has been supported in part by the Office of
Naval Research under contract N0014-85-K-010.
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Symbols give a system the power to build models and
keep track of facts about the world that cannot be
directly sensed. For example, a model might contain
assertions that item-23 is a hamster, that it is colored
white, and that it is in box-3. Should a planner ever
need a hamster or a box, it can consult these assertions
and construct an appropriate plan. Given the task "get
a hamster", a robot could decide to (goto box-3) and
(pickup item-23).
Actually executing such a plan requiresfillingin a
great deal of detail at execution time. There may be
obstacles near the box, there m a y be things on top of
the box, and there may even be more than one hamster
in the box. In each of these cases, the agent must refine its plan to include steps to deal with the difficulties
as they arise. This refinement is often called reactive
planning, or reactive execution, and a large amount of
work has been done in the area recently [Firby, 1989a,
Schoppers, 1987]. While these approaches differ in
philosophy and implementation, they all agree on one
point: planning and reactive execution bottom out in
a set of discrete, symbolic actions.
Defining Symbolic Actions
Symbolic actions are intended to be the interface between discrete and continuous control. Unfortunately,
the realization of discrete actions as real continuous
processes is quite complex. In our example above,
(pickup item-23) must be left as a single action because it must be realized in continuous motions and not
a sequence offinerdiscrete tasks. Grabbing a moving
hamster requires a sophisticated connection between
tracking the hamster and moving the arm.
In fact, implementing symbolic actions involves two
major problems in general: (1) Defining control algorithms that will implement the action on real hardware. (2) Mapping the symbolic arguments of the actions into sensory features that can be used easily by
the control algorithms. A reactive planner, such as the
RAP system [Firby, 1989a], which uses symbolic actions
must address each of these problems explicitly. Rather
than simply generate a symbolic primitive action with
symbolic arguments, such a system must select a control algorithm and appropriate sensor features instead.

• Robustness in the face of small uncertainties and
perturbations in the world.

This paper discusses the issues involved in constructing control algorithms and sensing routiin-s so that
they can be combined into continuous adivitifs that
appear discrete to a symbolic planner.

These advantages are gained by using specialized
sensing strategies and a single control program. A s
a result, the system as a whole exhibits behavior that
might be ascribed to a single plan.
Our goal is to construct a control system that retains the advantages of situation specific control but
can be used to implement multiple, varied and changing plans. W e wish to construct activities with the
m o m e n t to m o m e n t characteristics of continuous control but which have emergent discrete properties over
longer timescales.

Situation Specific Control
Control is typically situation specific, by which w e
mean that input is not interpreted in complex ways.
The relevance of any input to the system's actions is
direct and unambiguous, being computed by a fixed
function that m a p s inputs directly into outputs. T h e
behavior of the control system does not depend on the
context in which input is received but only on the input itself. Thus, control systems are usually designed
to work in a single, well-defined situation.
Controllers are structured this way because they
must be fast. T o ensure rapid response they are specifically constructed to avoid relying on the recognition
of abstract states that require any significant sensor
data processing. Information must flow directly from
input to output without dependence on a world model
or past history.
T h e most successful examples of implemented situation specific control systems for real robots are organized around the idea of behaviors. Rather than
generate a single function that m a p s all inputs into
all outputs, the control system is broken down into
relatively independent processes that monitor a set of
inputs and produce a specific result. These results are
then combined to drive the outputs in a coherent fashion.
Behavior-based control systems have been very successful on quite sophisticated robots. Brooks has m a d e
)articular progress using his subsumption architecture
Brooks, 1986J. Using subsumption, each behavior is
described by a finite automaton and the overall behavior of the system arises from the interaction of the
automata with the environment and each other. Typical behaviors in a mobile robot might be "move away
from obstacles", "move forward", and "turn towards
the light". T h e more complex task of "move toward a
light without hitting anything" is achieved by running
these simple behaviors together.
This architecture hcis been used by Horswill to build
a robot which follows arbitrary moving objects [Horswill and Brooks, 1988] and by Mataric to build a robot
that does navigation and learning in hallways [Mataric,
1990]. Gat has used a similar notion of interacting
simple behaviors to construct a robot that gathers up
small toys [Gat, 1990] and Soldo uses interacting sim)le behaviors to navigate robustly in office hallways
Soldo, 1989].
T h e advantages of behavior-ba.sed situation specific
control systems are:

Situation Specific Activities
Using situation specific control systems for multiple
plans in various contexts requires a shift in viewpoint.
Rather than see the individual behaviors in the system as parts of an immutable whole, one can look at
them as the building blocks for m a n y different control
systems that implement m a n y different tasks. A symbolic action then becomes a particular set of primitive
behaviors that can be activated together to achieve a
specific goal in the outside world. Different actions
activate different sets of behaviors.
Therefore, to define a symbolic action m e a n s to construct a set of behaviors that will predictably achieve
a particular task. Sometimes these definitions will be
easy because the desired goal will require only a single behavior. Usually, however, the symbolic actions
useful in plans will be more complex and will require
a whole set of behaviors for their definition. For example, an action like "go d o w n the hallway" might
require a behavior to m o v e the robot forward, another
to direct the robot away from obstacles, and yet another to keep the robot a constant distance from the
right-hand wall. Executing "go d o w n the hallway" as
a single action means invoking all of these behaviors
together. Once activated, their interaction with each
other and the world will have the emergent property of
satisfying the desired goal. Moreover, during the time
it takes to m o v e d o w n the hallway, the control system
doesn't change — the same behaviors are running doing the same thing all of the time. A short term stable
situation has been generated. From the robot's point
of view, a single control state persists over an interval
of time and a discrete action has been carved out of
the continuous world.
W e define a situation specific activity as a collection
of situation specific behaviors that work together over
an interval of time to achieve a clear symbolic goal.
Guarded Situation Specific Activities
Situation specific activities are not enough to define
symbolic actions by themselves. A critical feature of
symbolic actions is that they are discrete and finite.
Each action must be implemented as a stable control
state with a well-defined beginning and end. W h e n a

• Bounded response time from change of input to
change of output.
• Modular representation and construction.
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situation specific activity is used to define an action, it
begins w h e n it is invoked but the constituent behaviors
will run happily forever.
T o be useful, activities must be finite; they must
signal w h e n they have successfully completed or when
they discern that they can no longer achieve their intended goal. W h e n the activities involve hardware actions with well defined completions this requirement is
fulfilled simply by having the hardware signal when the
operations are complete. T h e end of a sonar reading
or a camera motion is unambiguous and clear.
However, when the purpose of an activity is emergent, there is no clear sign that it has been achieved.
Moving forward, avoiding obstacles, and staying a constant distance from the wall has the efi'ect of moving an
agent d o w n the hallway, but when is that action complete? Completion m a y m e a n m a n y things: having
traveled a specific distance, having reached the end of
the hall, or having passed three doorways. Regardless
of which of these goals is desired, noticing that it has
been achieved requires monitoring states in the world
beyond those needed just to carry it out. These additional monitoring behaviors must be included in any
situation specific activity that implements a symbolic
action.
T h e activities that define actions must not just signal completion; they must also signal reliably when
they fail. For example, suppose a robot is executing
a set of behaviors designed to m o v e it d o w n a hall 10
ft. W h a t happens if the hallway is only 5 ft. long?
Presumably it will eventually c o m e to a halt under the
direction of its various obstacle avoidance behaviors
but its completion monitor will not yet be satisfied.
At that point something should happen or the robot
will just sit there forever, secure in the fact that its
situation specific behaviors will m o v e it reliably d o w n
the hall, not realizing that they have been stymied by
the context the robot unwittingly finds itself in.
T h e solution to this problem is to augment the behaviors implementing the action to include monitor behaviors for failure states as well as for success states.
This procedure is mandatory for every activity that is
to define a reliable symbolic action. In the hallway,
this m a y involve something simple like signaling that
the robot has been stationary for 10 seconds, or something more complicated like signaling that the robot
moving back and forth to go around the obstacle m a k ing up the end of the hall but is making no measurable progress. T h e important point is that the activity
must always signal that it is wedged.^ Only with such
assurances can the planning system trust that its symbolic actions will interact with the world in a sensible
fashion.
W e define a guarded situation specific activity to
^This requirement may seem more stringent than it actually is; taking longer than expected to complete an activity can always be used as a default signal that things are
going wrong.
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be a set of situation specific behaviors that together
achieve a particular goal and always signal when the
goal has been achieved, or when it has become impossible. A s the symbolic system knows which behaviors
it has activated to signal success, and which it has activated to signal failure, it can tell whether an activity
has completed normally or been interrupted simply by
knowing which behavior is signaling. There is no need
for the control system to understand the implication
or purpose of its constituent behaviors in order for the
symbol system to understand what has occurred.
Situation Specific Sensing
Developing guarded situation specific activities is only
half the story in defining realizable symbolic actions.
Authors of control systems for real robots routinely
m a k e the claim that their systems work because sensing is restricted to precisely those features of the world
that are relevant to the task at hand [Horswill and
Brooks, 1988, Soldo, 1989]. Underlying this claim is
the realization that processing all available .sensor data
is both too slow to support control and unnecessary
in most cases. Sensing strategies can and should be
specialized to the particular needs of the situation specific behaviors that use them. Building a world model,
or matching sensor readings against an existing world
model, is typically not a bounded time procedure and
would endanger behavior response time.
However, the interpretation of m a n y forms of sensor data depends heavily on context. In particular,
computer vision algorithms have typically required a
significant application of previous knowledge, expectations about what is being viewed, and complex processing directed by this knowledge and these expectations. This would suggest that vision cannot be used
as a reliable sensor in behavior-based control systems.
However, recent research in active vision has suggested
that, in fact, it can.
Active Vision
Active vision algorithms are designed specifically to be
part of situation specific activities [Aloimonos et ai,
1988, Ballard, 1989, Swain and Ballard, 1991]. They
can take advantage of the constraints provided by the
motion of the observer, and are designed to extract
precisely the knowledge that is required for the activity to function successfully, within the time constraints
required by the agent and its environment.
For example, Ballard and Ozcandarli [Ballard, 1988]
showed how an observer that maintains its gaze on an
object in the world while moving perpendicular to the
line of site can easily tell what was in front and behind
the plane offixation.T h e algorithm requires only local
image computations and therefore can be executed in
real-time. Similarly, Nelson [Nelson, 1989] showed that
divergence (expansion) of image flow vectors can be
used to detect objects that the agent is in danger of
colliding with. These computations do not involve the

intermediate step of calculating the tliroc-diiiKMisional
position or relative velocity of the objects
Active visual routines share many similarilii-s with
UUman's idea of visual routines [Ullman, 1984] (sec
also [Chapman, 1990]), which have been proposed as
computational models of human intermediate visual
processing. Ullman's visual routines are a set of basic
task-specific operations functioning on low-level representations generated from the image array which can,
in theory, be composed to extract an unbounded variety of shape properties and spatial relations.
The data generated by active vision routines can be
used directly by behaviors without complex, context
dependent interpretation. For example, the center of
an object being tracked can be used as a position for
the robot to travel towards. The resulting emergent behavior has the robot follow the object even though following is not explicitly represented and neither recognition nor interpretation of the object is required.
Extracting Functional Attributes
Attributes of an object like its center, direction, or
speed are important because they are useful in many
different situations for accomplishing many different
tasks. For example, the direction to an object can be
used by behaviors designed to approach the object, to
avoid the object, and to point in the object's direction.
As long as the direction is known, these activities can
proceed. It is the direction attribute that has a functional use in the behaviors, not the object itself or the
way that the attribute is extracted.
Functional attributes are the features of the world
that need to be computed in real time for use in feedback loops. Each attribute that a robot can extract,
corresponds to a particular interpretation of its sensor data that is relevant to some activity that it might
pursue. W h e n behavioral control re.searchers suggest
adding a new sensor when a new behavior is to be encoded, what they really mean is to add a new real-time
functional attribute extractor. Active vision routines
are a particularly useful idea in this respect because
they are designed to extract different attributes from
the world using the same sensor.
In fact, there will often be many different active
vision routines for extracting the same functional attribute from the world. This allows an agent substantial leeway to instantiate its activities in different ways
under different circumstances using different active vision routines. For example, tracking the location of
an obstacle might be done using color, shape, or motion, depending on what is most reliable in the specific
context.
Indexical-Functional Designation
Guarded situation specific activities define emergent
symbolic actions that can be carried out in the world.
Active vision routines compute the functional attributes of items in the world that are used within ac-
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tivities. Thus, if we think of an activity as describing a
symbolic action, we can think of active vision routines
as describing the arguments to that action.
Consider our robot's desire to fetch a hamster. The
robot moves itself into position so that it can reach into
the box containing the hamster, and it refines its plan
to the action (pickup item-23) where item-23 is the
hamster. To instantiate this action, the robot looks up
its guarded activity description for pickup and finds
behaviors to move its hand to a location r, to warn
if location x is out of reach, to signal when motion is
complete, etc. These behaviors all refer to a location
but do not define it.
The robot now examines its world model and determines that item-23, the hamster, is white and the
box holding it is brown. Therefore, from the many
possible active vision routines for tracking the hamster, the robot chooses a routine to track the position
of a colored object (in this case white). The output
of this tracking routine designates the position of the
hamster. Putting these all together, the robot sets x
to be the output of the a sensing behavior that generates constant updates of the hamster's location and
activates action behaviors that move its hand toward
that location. With luck, the hand will eventually end
up at the hamster and the pickup will succeed.
[Agre and Chapman, 1987] describe attributes of
the world like the hamster's position as functionalindexical references. The robot's choice of an active
vision routine to extract an attribute from the world is
precisely the generation of a functional-indexical designation for the symbolic description of that attribute
in the robot's world model. The active vision routine operationalizes exactly what is needed to reliably refer to and use an abstract symbolic property of
the world. The hamster becomes "the-position-I-amtracking" and the pickup activity takes "the-positionI-am-tracking" as its argument.
Previous Work in Robotic Control
Several researchers have designed architectures for
robot control, but few bridge the gap between symbolic and continuous control. If they do, they do not
consider the problems of interacting with the world
with high-bandwidth sensors that require context dependent interpretation.
Brooks's subsumption architecture [Brooks, 1986],
Maes's competence modules [Maes, 1989], and Kaelbling's Gapps architecture [Kaelbling, 1988] contain no
symbolic plan or model, and therefore are restricted in
the tasks they can carry out and theflexibilityof their
responses. O n the other hand, Robo-Soar [Laird, 1990]
contains no continuous control, and often has lethargic, coarse-grained responses to events in the world.
Theo [Mitchell, 1990] is an example of one system that
does attempt to bridge the gap, using a set of control
rules to define the continuous system augmented by
a planner, which is invoked when there is no appro-

priate rule. However, the simplicity of Theo's sensors
(a pair of sonar depth sensors) and actions (rotate a
sonar, m o v e the robot) m a k e the discrete/continuous
interface relatively straightforward.
Dean's recent survey of control theory and AI planning techniques for robot control shows a clear dichotomy between techniques for continuous and symbolic control [Dean, 1991]. W e believe that the dichotomy is not a historical accident, but that it is a
result of differing requirements of speed and flexibility
at different levels of representation. Only by building
an architecture that spans the gap will intelligent yet
nimble robots be built.

Summary and Future Work
This paper proposes a model of symbolic action that
includes a realistic translation between symbolic and
continuous control regimes. Symbolic actions m a p into
guarded situation specific activities which taken together have the emergent property of achieving the desired state in the world. T h e behaviors making up the
activity refer to the world, not directly through sensors,
but rather through functional-indexical attributes that
can be computed quickly and easily.
T h e arguments to actions m a p into active perception
strategies, such as active vision routines ^, designed to
compute functional-indexical attributes in real time.
T h e choice of both the activity for the action and the
sensing strategies for designating its arguments are up
to the robot's symbolic or reactive execution system.
A s long as the execution system has a reasonable idea
of the context surrounding the agent, it will be able to
assemble situation specific strategies that will achieve
appropriate results.
Adopting the approach to planning and control advocated in this paper emphasizes research areas at
the boundary between symbolic and continuous action
that have traditionally been ignored in both the planning and vision communities. W e must define situation specific activities and functional-indexical strategies that can be used together to achieve semantically
meaningful discrete goals in the world. In other words,
w e must define a reasonable set of primitive actions for
real life — a language for describing the steps we take
to do ordinary things.
W e believe that the ideas w e have outlined in this
paper provide a framework for developing such a language. O u r current work is aimed at defining the
activities needed to m o v e a simple robot around our
laboratory and search for specific items using visual
feedback. Defining such a language will bring us significantly closer to understanding adaptable, reliable
behavior, and building useful robots.
^Or any other fast method for extracting specific interpretations of data. As we mentioned, toucii sensors and
sonars compute some attributes of the world directly.
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Modeling h u m a n m e m o r y

retrieval a n d c o m p u t e r i n f o r m a t i o n retrieval:

What can the two fields learn from each other?
Peter W. Foltz'
Department of Psychology
University of Colorado
Boulder, C O , 80309
pfoltz@boulder.colorado.edu
While both fields have different goals and work on
different types of storage, they have similarities in the
methods used for representing and accessing information.
This article examines methods and representations used in
both h u m a n m e m o r y modeling and computer information
retrieval From their similarities and differences, the features
that lead to successful retrieval in both domains can be
determined. A n analysis of these features can aid in the
design of both h u m a n and computer retrieval models. This
article is a summary of findings from Foltz (1991).

Abstract
Models of human memory and computer information
retrieval have many similarities in the methods they use for
representing and accessing information. This article
examines the methods and representations used in both
human memory modeling and computer information
retrieval and discusses similarities and differences From
these similarities and differences, the features that lead to
successful retrieval in both human memory and computer
information retrieval domains can be determined. A n
analysis of these features can then help in the future design
of both human and computer retrieval models.

Stages of Retrieval

Introduction
A recent estimate puts the amount of information
accumulated by an adult over a lifetime to be on the order of
10^ bits (Landauer, 1986). M o d e m computers are also able
to store about this same amount of information. While this
great capacity permits humans and computers to store m u c h
information, one of the keys to the flexibility of both the
human brain and the computer is the ability to retrieve the
relevant information quickly and accurately. Without fast
access to information, both humans and computers could not
make the almost instantaneous actions for which they are
both known. Thus, a primary issue in both computer and
human information retrieval is h o w to access the correct
information in an efficient manner.
H u m a n and computer memories differ in m a n y ways.
While h u m a n m e m o r y is neurally based and has evolved
over millions of years, computer m e m o r y is silicon based
and has existed for only half a century. T h e approaches to
the study of the two also differ. In human m e m o r y reffieval,
the primary approach has been to predict m e m o r y retrieval
phenomena through development of psychological models
of m e m o r y and to test these models via laboratory
experiments. However, in computer retrieval, rather than
concerns of trying to explain h o w the retrieval works, the
primary issues involve designing the most efficient manner
to store and retrieve the information.

The retrieval of information from both h u m a n m e m o r y
and computers occurs in three stages: generating the
retrieval cues, using the cues to retrieve information, and
verifying that the retrieved information is what is desired.
These stages differ in the type of cognitive activity used. T o
retrieve information, cues first need to be generated. This
process is strategic, involving controlled processing. A
person develops cues that describe the information desired
based on the current context. T h e generated cues are then
used for the reu-ieval. In the case of information retrieval,
the cues are transmitted to the computer, while in h u m a n
retrieval, the cues are used automatically. In both cases, the
actual retrieval process is automatic, i.e. not under a person's
strategic control. O n c e information has been returned from
the retrieval process, it is again under the control of a
strategic process which evaluates the information to
determine if it is what w a s desired. T h e retrieval of
information m a y not be just a single cycle of these three
stages, but m a y involve several iterations. Information
retrieved in a previous iteration m a y be added as additional
cues for the next retrieval. In m a n y h u m a n and computer
retrieval models, the automatic and the strategic components
are often treated separately. In this article, the models are
organized based on whether an automatic or strategic
component of retrieval is being examined.
Psychological approaches to retrieval
H u m a n m e m o r y models are developed with the primary
goal of trying to explain h o w our m e m o r y works. T h e
approach tries to answer questions about h o w w e store,
retrieve and represent information, and w h y w e m a y fail at
retrieval. While there have been m a n y models of m e m o r y
retrieval, this section focuses on three different classes of
models of automatic retrieval from long term memory.

^This research was supported by the Army Research Institute,
project M D A 903-86-CO143. The author thanks Walter Kintsch,
Anders Ericsson, Reid Hastie, Gerhard Fischer, Peter Poison,
Adrieime Lee, Susan Dumais, and Thomas Landauer for helpful
discussions and comments on versions of this paper.
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Automatic m e m o r y models
C o m p o u n d cue. The compound cue model of m e m o r y
(Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Ratcliff & M c K o o n . 1988).
assumes associative connections between retrieval cues and
items in memory. The models serve as a general theory of
retrieval from long-term m e m o r y and has been used to
predict such phenomena as the recall of word lists and the
range and decay of priming. In the model, each item in
m e m o r y has a probability of being sampled that is
dependent on the associative strength of that item to a set of
probe cues in comparison to the strengths of all other items
to the same set of probe cues. While cues are connected to
m e m o r y items, there are no connections between the items
in memory. Thus, connections between m e m o r y items are
only mediated through connections from two m e m o r y items
to ihe same cue. Retrieval of information is treated as an
iterative process, adding retrieved m e m o r y items as n e w
retrieval cues until a certain number of failures to retrieve
any n e w items occurs. Thus, retrieval in the compound cue
model is entirely dependent on the cues used.
Spreading Activation. The concept of spreading activation
has been widely used as a search mechanism of semantic
networks (e.g. Anderson, 1983). Spreading activation
models of retrieval use a semantic network of interconnected
m e m o r y items, with connections representing semantic
relationships. A s in the compound cue model, initial items
are activated by the cues given. The activation of these items
then spreads along the connections to activate other
associated items. The amount of spread from one item to
another is typically based on the amount of activation
received by thefirstitem, the number of connections out of
thefirstitem and the connection strength between the items.
In terms of retrieval, c o m p o u n d cue and spreading
activation models differ primarily on the range of activated
nodes. In compound cue retrieval, the only activated nodes
would be those directly associated with the cues. In
spreading activation, retrieval is not only cue-dependent, but
also dependent on the connections between m e m o r y items.
Distributed models. Distributed models of m e m o r y
(Murdock, 1983; Hintzman, 1986), differ from the previous
models in terms of their representation of information in
memory. In these models, information is represented as a
vector of features rather than discrete nodes in which a
concept is stored. In retrieval, a vector representing the cues
and context is compared to the stored vectors. The result
represents the best match between the cues and the stored
information while also capturing some of the similarities
between the information that has been previously stored. In
this manner, given a set of features, the retrieval process
returns items that best match the set of features, although the
items are slightly abstracted from when they were encoded
due to their associations to other m e m o r y items.
O n e primary difference from the previous models is that
the distributed models match based on features of the item
and on the associations m a d e with other encoded items.
While the c o m p o u n d cue and spreading activation models
have associations between similar items, they do not directly
match based on the encoded features. However, the models
all encode information items using s o m e form of
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associations between the items and other information
encoded with them and therefore all exhibit context
dependence. They also all display cue-dependence in that
the retrieval of information is primarily dependent on the
cues given, although it can be mediated by the patterns of
associations of other stored information.
Strategic retrieval
While the models described above address retrieval issues
once the cues have been provided, they do not address many
of the issues of human strategic control of retrieval. W h e n
w e need to retrieve information, w e must decide what are
the best cues to use for the retrieval and evaluate what is
returned to determine if it is what w e want. In a protocol
study of people recalling the names of their high school
classmates, Williams (1978) identified some of the strategies
used in retrieval. H e found that people initially identified a
context in which to search, then searched their memory, and
then verified what was retrieved. The process was applied
recursively, with people using the whole cycle to retrieve
contexts for another retrieval. T h e Williams study
highlights the need for an appropriate context for reu-ieval.
Context effects have been widely researched in connection
with Tulving's encoding specificity principle (Tulving &
Thompson, 1973). Thus, information can only be retrieved
given the appropriate context with which it was stored.
In addition to context, encoding strategies also play a
major role in retrieval. Chase and Ericsson's (1981) studies
on expert memory show that retrieval is not only dependent
on effective retrieval strategies, but also on effective
encoding strategies. Thus, specific strategies are developed
for both encoding and retrieving information, with these
strategies being highly person and domain specific.
The strategic aspects of retrieval described in this section
point to the fact that retrieval is not just the process of
searching a series of memory items given certain cues to see
which items best match the cues. Instead, a context for the
retrieval must be established. Individual cues, such as the
few words used in m e m o r y models for cued recall, are
seldom the only items used for retrieval. A person not only
uses the word cue that was provided, but also the additional
context of the situation when the original word was encoded
for the retrieval. A s information is retrieved, it too serves as
a context for retrieving additional information. Specific
strategies are similarly used w h e n initially encoding the
information, thereby facilitating the use of context to help
retrieve it.
Computer information retrieval
The goal of Information Retrieval (ER) is to retrieve what
is wanted while minimizing the retrieval of undesired
information. There are again, the two interacting subprocesses of retrieval. There is a controlled process in
which humans must decide what cues to provide to the IR
system and evaluate what is returned. O n c e they have
decided on the cues to use, they provide the cues to the
automatic process of the system to retrieve the information.

Automatic retrieval m o d e l s
A s in h u m a n m e m o r y retrieval, retrieval of an item is
dependent on the similarity between that item and the cues
given. The variety of information retrieval models represent
different methods of calculating and representing these
similarities in order to maximize the effectiveness of the
retrieval given the tasks and environment. In the retrieval of
textual information, each document is treated as a set of
features, in which each feature corresponds to a term used in
the document. A standard method of retrieval is to represent
each term as a vector with each vector element representing
whether a particular document contains the term. Given a
query consisting of terms, the best matching documents can
be retrieved through Boolean operations.
In the vector space model (Salton & McGill, 1983), each
document is represented as a vector of terms in a high
dimensional space based on the indexing terms. A n y query
can also be represented as a vector in the space. The
similarity between a query vector and document vectors can
then be measured by the distance between the two vectors.
Like the distributed h u m a n m e m o r y models, this similarity
is calculated using the sum of the products of the vectors.
Another retrieval method used is probabilistic retrieval
(Bookstein & Swanson, 1975). Documents are ranked based
on two probabilistic relations between terms and documents,
the probability that a given term occurs in the relevant set of
documents and the probability that a term occurs in the nonrelevant set of documents. B y estimating probabilities from
a collection of documents, the probability of the relevance of
each document given the terms can be calculated.
The fact that m a n y IR methods require using the exact
words from the document to retrieve it highlights one of the
deficiencies in current techniques. People seldom k n o w
which words will describe a document and there is a great
variability in the choice of words between people. Thus,
keyword matching can fail due to polysemy (multiple
meanings for a word) and s y n o n y m y (multiple ways of
refering to one concept).
While the models described above are based on relations
between individual documents and the cues given to retrieve
them, some retrieval models are more network based, in that
they emphasize the connections between the documents. In
this way, the documents form a semantic network of
information in which documents on similar topics tend to
cluster. A variety of methods have been used for creating
network representations using the terms to determine feature
similarity such as clustering and factor analytic methods.
Retrieval of information can then be done by returning
information occuring in regions of the semantic space. The
problems of exact w o r d usage are avoided since
semantically similar documents can be retrieved together.
Strategic retrieval
In retrieval it is often not clear to the user h o w or what
can be retrieved. Users m a y not k n o w which terms to use
due to problems of synonymy and because they are not
familiar with what type of information they can retrieve
from the database. There are also problems with the actual
interaction with the system; users m a y not k n o w h o w to
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form a query or use the query language. Thus, a user
interacting with a retrieval system m a y need to use s o m e
conscious strategies. T o ease these strategic problems, IR
uses methods for interpreting what a user wants and ways of
letting the user browse through the information.
In relevance feedback, (Salton & Buckley, 1990) the IR
system returns a list of documents after an initial query. A
user can then rate the relevance of the retrieved documents.
This information is then used to perform additional
retrievals. Since the n e w query contains m o r e refined
information about what the user considers relevant, it tends
to return more relevant items. Users thus, are no longer
dependent on providing accurate terms for their queries, but
can just indicate documents that appear relevant to their
interests. This reduces the effort of having to k n o w what is
in the database and allows users to have a lot more control
of the iterative search process.
Relevance feedback is also similar to information
browsers and hyptertexts. Information browsers use a set of
rich connections between documents to allow a user to
navigate through the space of information. Through
navigation, a user can see the relationships between items in
the semantic network and m o v e to areas where the most
relevant items are located. Thus, as in h u m a n retrieval,
strategies can be used for finding the desired information.
Hybrid models
With the m a n y similarities between h u m a n retrieval and
computer information retrieval, there are s o m e models and
systems that have incorporated features of both. These
models could be considered hybrids in that they do
information retrieval, but apply psychological models of
retrieval. These models cross the boundaries of being just
an information retrieval or a h u m a n m e m o r y model, but use
features from both fields in order to be an effective retrieval
system. They therefore illustrate the complementary nature
of human and computer retrieval models.
O n e of the primary ideas from the h u m a n m e m o r y
literature that has been used in information retrieval is the
concept of differential associative connections between
items of information. For this reason, there have been a
variety of retrieval models using spreading activation or
connectionist models (Jones, 1986; Rose & Belew, 1989).
In these systems, a user can activate certain terms for their
query. Activation then flows from these terms to the
documents and other terms until the network settles. The
highest activated documents would then be retrieved.
S o m e information retrieval systems incorporate
psychological models of users' retrieval strategies. O n e such
system was Williams' (1984) R A B B I T system, based on his
research on m e m o r y retrieval, strategies. With R A B B I T ,
people used an iterative process of giving a partial
description of what they wanted, relieved a general context
and then used the information to narrow the cues to get the
information. Thus, the system allowed users to do computer
retrieval using familiar m e m o r y retrieval strategies.
A very different hybrid approach is Anderson's (1990)
rational model of h u m a n retrieval, which combines features
of both information retrieval with the constraints of h u m a n

m e m o r y . It serves as a model of h u m a n retrieval, although
it is built using features of a probabilistic model of library
borrowing. Incorporating history of usage and context
factors, his model uses some of the environmental features
that have typically not been considered in other
psychological models. This differs from the other hybrid
models, which applied psychological principles to design an
information retrieval model because it applies some of the
principles from information retrieval to help constrain the
design of a psychological model of h u m a n retrieval.
Conclusions
Models and representation of information
The retrieval models described in this article use a limited
number of methods for creating the connections between
cues and m e m o r y items, matching the information and
representing the m e m o r y items. These features are outlined
for some of the models in Table 1.
For m e m o r y items to be retrievable, there must be
connections from the items to the all the cues that could be
used to retrieve it A s seen in Table 1, the origin of these
connections for all of the models derive from either
similarity of the features in the cues and items or based on
the co-occurrence of cues and items during encoding. In
this manner, the connections in all models are based on
temporal or featural co-occurence. O n c e these connections
are created, the models use matching methods to retrieve
items given cues. In some models, the matching methods
use the connections directly as the retrieval method (e.g.
c o m p o u n d cue model). H o w e v e r in most models, the
retrieval is also based on what other information is encoded
in m e m o r y . In spreading activation, retrieval is based both
on the cue connections and the inter-item connections.
Similarly in distributed models with a composite associative
trace, retrieval is based not only on feature similarity
between a cue and information items, but also on
relationships between items added to the composite
associative trace.
Based on the models discussed, there are two ways of
representing the m e m o r y information, as a network, or as a
set of features. In a network representation, the information
is represented as discrete items. These items are connected
to each other through representing activations between the
items. In the feature representation, information is
represented as a set of features rather than discrete elements.
Rather than representing item A as strongly connected to B
and weakly connected to C , it could be represented as
sharing m a n y features of B and few features of C. In this
manner, connections between information in network
representations are typically m a d e through examining
feature overlap. Therefore a network representation can be
derived from a feature representation, as is typically done
for spreading activation models.
Strategic retrieval
H u m a n s are experts at using strategies to store and
retrieve information from their o w n m e m o r y . They are
familiar with the structure of the information stored and the
retrieval cues that can be used since they did the initial
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encoding. This is not the case in computer retrieval. Users
are seldom familiar with what information is available and
h o w it is organized. This unfamiliarity hinders their ability
to develop good retrieval cues to give to the system. Users
are also not familiar with the ways of specifying the cues.
Since most retrieval systems are term based, the exact terms
must be specified to get the desired information.
Information retrieval systems are currently adding
features to aid strategic retrieval. Iterative retrieval allows
users to refine their query interactively as they become more
familiar with the structure and semantics of the stored
information. Relevance feedback similarly lets users narrow
the context to where they want to search by providing
additional context cues for the search. Browsing also
permits users to navigate through a set of information,
typically staying within the same context. Thus, a user is in
control of the search process, making the decisions on which
direction to go to find a relevant piece of information.
Implications for the two fields
The similarities between h u m a n and computer retrieval
indicate the complementary nature of the two systems.
Information retrieval systems function as extensions of our
o w n m e m o r y . For this reason, there should be some
similarities in h o w information retrieval systems are used
and designed. O n e such feature is to allow users to employ
familiar retrieval strategies w h e n using the system. A s
described above, some systems have implemented these
strategic aids. Nevertheless, computer retrieval systems do
not m a k e the large n u m b e r of associations between
information items as do humans. This is due to the fact that
systems have minimal encoding skills and must rely on term
based encoding as opposed to the human's semantic
encoding. The systems also do not use m u c h context in
retrieval. Typically, retrieval is performed using just a set of
words provided by a user, whereas h u m a n retrieval uses
m a n y additional contextual cues such as temporal and
locational information. Thus, improvement in information
retrieval models can be m a d e through tailoring the systems
to incorporate semantic relationships in encoding and to use
contextual information for retrieval such as user profiles.
Psychological models of m e m o r y and of retrieval strategies
highlight the current abilities of the h u m a n retrieval system
and can provide directions for information retrieval systems
to augment the human's ability tofindinformation.
Conversely, human m e m o r y retrieval can learn from the
insights into computer information retrieval. Information
retrieval researchers have developed efficent systems, taking
into account such features as the frequency of occurrence of
information, associative and feature based representations,
and h u m a n retrieval strategies. These models have become
fairly similar to those used in psychological m e m o r y
modeling. This suggests that both fields are searching for
analogous solutions. Developments of efficient information
retrieval models can provide guidance for psychologists as
to types of representations and algorithms to be used to
model efficient m e m o r y retrieval. The improvements in
retrieval when using relevance feedback suggests that the
automatic process of retrieval need not be entirely efficient
for human memory. With strategic intervention of relevance

feedback, a query can be quckly narrowed down to Ihe
relevant information. This may be the case too in human
memory. The actual automatic retrieval process need not be
entirely efficient, since we have stratet^ic skills for
developing the context and revising the cues to narrow down
on the desired information. There are few memory models
that incorporate both the automatic retrieval component and
the wealth of strategies used to develop and revise the cues.
In information retrieval, one of the key methods to
developing a retrieval system is based on knowledge of task
and environmental factors. As suggested by Anderson's
(1990) work and from the ecological approaches to human
memory, human memory models in the future may examine
more of what types of tasks human memory is designed to
do, and what are some of the environmental constraints in
which the memory must operate.
The insights from the two fields can provide guidelines to
aid development of better retrieval models. These models
will more likely fall under the category of hybrids
incorporating the best features and constraints of the two
types of retrieval. In the long run, these insights can provide
both a better understanding of how our own retrieval system
works and how to develop better external retrieval systems.
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Matching Method
Ongin of connections
Activation of items associated
Cues to item strength based on
with cues
S T M co-occurrence
Distributed
Human
Correlation of item feature
Feature similarity
vectors to cue vector
Human
Activation of items spread from Based on degree of association
Spreading
between items
Activation
cues and other items
Human
Rational Memory
Based on probabilities of history Based on probabilities of history
and context
model
and context
Inverted index
Boolean operations on feature
Feature similarity (term overlap)
Salton & McGill
IR
vectors
(1983)
Distance between item and cue
Feature similarity (term overlap)
Vector Space
S M A R T Salton & IR
vectors
McGill (1983)
Prob. a cue is in a relevant item Feature similarity (term overlap)
Probabilistic
IR
Bookstein &
vs. prob. in a non relevant item
Swanson (1975)
Semantic network based on featur
Activation of cues spreads to
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Memory Extender
(term) similarity
Activation
cues and other items
Jones (1986)
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Rose & Belew
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Activation of cues spreads to
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Table 1. Representations and methods used for h u m a n and computer retrieval models.
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Abstract
This paper describes Tabletop, a computer
progam that models human analogy-making in
a micro-world consisting of a small table
covered with ordinary table objects. W e argue
for the necessity, even in this simple domain, of
an
architecture
that
builds
its
own
representations by means of a continual
interaction between an associative network of
fixed concepts (the Slipnet) and simple low-level
perceptual agents (codelets), that relies on local
processing and (simulated) parallelism, and
that is fundamentally stochastic.
Several
problems solved by the Tabletop program are
used to illustrate these principles.
Introduction
Tabletop, the program described in this paper, is
a computer model of analogy-making. Unlike many
analogy programs, it does not attempt to discover
analogies between political situations, concepts in
science, or plots in literature. Rather, it operates in a
microdomain, the Tableworld, consisting of ordinary
table objects on an ordinary table. Imagine there are
two people, Henry and Eliza, seated at a table facing
each other. They play the following game: Henry
touches some object on the table and says to Eliza,
"Do this!" Eliza must respond by doing "the same
thing". In other words, she must find the object that,
from her vantage point, seems to correspond most
closely to the object that Henry touched. In a sense,
this is analogy-making at its most prosaic. And yet,
the psychological mechanisms that underlie h u m a n
analogy-making in this microdomain are, we believe,
of the same kind and complexity as in any real-world
situation.
Competing pressures
A h u m a n Eliza intuitively takes into account a
number of factors when determining her choice.
These factors include: the positions of the objects on
the table, the category to which they belong, their
size, and their functional association with other
objects (for example, cups and saucers are related in
away that cups and plates are not). Each of these
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factors exerts some pressure on her decision. S o m e
pressures, such as the ones just mentioned (except for
position), are relatively context-independent Other
pressures are evoked by the situation itself and cannot
reasonably be anticipated either by a h u m a n Eliza or
by a program simulating Eliza. Rather, they emerge
gradually as the person or program develops a
representation of the configuration of objects on the
table.
Consider the three table configurations in Figure
1. In the simplest situation (Figure la), the two
competing pressures are category membership and
position on the table. In this situation, the chances
are good that Eliza would touch the cup in the
diagonally opposite comer of the table. But when
both the touched cup and the glass direcdy opposite
it are surrounded by several objects, this changes the
pressures (Figure lb). The similar groups of objects
around the touched cup and the glass generate
contextual pressures that make it considerably more
likely that Eliza will touch the glass instead of the cup.
This probability is strongly enhanced by the fact that a
glass is conceptually similar to a cup. N o w what if we
modified these pressures further, by replacing the
glass by a saucer? Would this shift the balance of
pressures to favor the isolated cup? Probably, but not
necessarily; this is because even though cups and
saucers, stricUy speaking, do not belong to the same
category, they are conceptually related as "'objects that
are used together", in m u c h the same way that knives
and forks are normally thought of as being used
together. Finally, what if the saucer were replaced by a
salt shaker (Figure Ic)? This time the pressures seem
sufficientiy in favor of the isolated cup that Eliza
would probably touch it
Tabletop is an attempt to model the way humans
respond to these (and other) pressures in the
Tableworld. W e have argued in detail elsewhere
[Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter 1991] that a
satisfactory computer model of analogy-making must
be able to build its own representation of the
situation that it is faced with. W e have also argued
against the possibility of a separate "representation
module" that would act as a preprocessor to an
"analogy-making module". In accordance with these
precepts, the processes of representation-building
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Various c o m p e t i n g pressures in three table configurations

and
correspondence-finding are completely
integrated in Tabletop.
This represents a
significant departure from current analogy-making
programs [e.g., Burstein & Adelson 1987; KedarCabelli 1988; Falkenhainer et al. 1989; Thagard et
al. 1991] with the exception of Copycat [Mitchell
1990; Hofstadter & Mitchell 1991].
W e will begin our description of Tabletop with
a brief discussion of its architecture. W e then
explain why we believe this type of architecture to
be essential to models of analogy-making. W e
conclude with several runs of the program to
illustrate how it develops representations of
situations and uses them to make analogies. W e
argue that preprogramming explicit mechanisms to
handle the kinds of difficulties posed by these
situations is psychologically implausible. Rather,
implicit pressures should emerge that accomplish
the same things as explicit mechanisms. Our
architecture allows this to happen.
High-level perception and the architecture
of Tabletop
W e define high-level perception as that stage
of perceptual processing where concepts begin to
play a significant role. High-level perception
ranges from our ability to recognize objects to our
capacity to grasp grasp relationships among objects
and, ultimately, includes our ability to understand
entire complex situations, such as a love affair or a
war [Hofstadter 1985; Chalmers, French, &
Hofstadter 1991]. Tabletop simulates this range of
high-level perception in a number of ways,
including how it scans the table looking for objects
and groups of objects, how it discovers relationships among objects and,finally,how it
gradually builds up a coherent view of a complete
situation.
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Three central features of the Tabletop
architecture provide the basis for its high-level
perceptual abilities. Before illustrating several runs
of the program w e will briefly focus our discussion
on these features, which are:
• continual interaction between the associative
concept
network
(the
Slipnet)and many low-level perceptual
agents (codelets) whose job it is to examine and structure the Tableworld;
• local processing and (simulated) parallelism;
• stochastic mechanisms.
There are other features — most significantly,
computational temperature mechanisms [Mitchell
&: Hofstadter 1989] — that distinguish Tabletop
from other models of analogy-making. However,
in this paper we will restrict ourselves to a
discussion of the three features above.
Interaction between the Slipnet and codelets
Tabletop, like Copycat [Hofstadter 1984;
Mitchell 1990; Hofstadter &: Mitchell 1991] before
it, has an associative concept network, called the
Slipnet, and a Workspace filled with simple
perceptual agents, called codelets, responsible for
observing the Tableworld and building the
structures needed to understand it The division of
the program into these two aspects reflects the
traditional philosophical distinction between types
and tokens: the Slipnet contains Platonic concepts,
while the Workspace contains instances of those
concepts, which codelets observe and manipulate.
Examples of codelets include agents that look for
groups of objects on the table; agents that look for
neighbors ol a particular object; agents that, given

a particular group of objects, look for the same
type of group elsewhere on the table; and so on.
These perceptual agents are low-level observers and
builders in the sense that they do not have a global
view of the table at any time.
The Slipnet and the Workspace continually
interact with one another.
The Slipnet is
reminiscent of a typical spreading-activation
concept network [Collins 8c Loftus 1975] with a
number of differences, possibly the most significant
being that the distances between concepts in the
Slipnet vary according to pressures evoked by the
situation (and conveyed to the Slipnet by codelets).
In a reciprocal manner, the numbers and types of
active perceptual agents are governed by the
activations of concepts in the Slipnet.
Local processing and (simulated) parallelism
At no time does any codclet have a global view
of the table. At the start of a run, the program
knows only which object was touched by Henry and
where on the table that object is located. The
initial codelets that run may be thought of as scouts
examining the table for information (e.g., finding
an object in a particular location, discovering the
neighbor of a particular object, etc.) and looking
for various structures (e.g., groups of objects) that
might be useful to its subsequent understanding of
the Tableworld. Depending on their relation to
the touched object, certain areas of the table are
given preference and will generally be examined
first This can be thought of as a visual scan of the
table, a scan with top>-down control, one in which
the salience of objects preferentially determines
which objects will be attended to first, and,
significandy, one in which some objects, or even
groups of objects, might sometimes be altogether
ignored.
Consider, for example, group-finding scout
codelets. Suppose that the object touched is in the
left-hand corner of the far side of the table: then
these codelets will preferentially
(but not
deterministically) look in the corner of the table
diagonally opposite the touched object to
determine if there are any groups of objects there.
This bias is built into the program deliberately in
order to imitate typical h u m a n behavior.
It is important to note that group-finding
codelets, like all codelets, neither have an overview
of the table that would allow them to immediately
spot all of the groups of objects, nor do they
conduct a systematic search for groups, say from
the upper left to the lower right-hand corner of the
table.
Instead,
they
search
the
table
probabilistically. Codelets are biased to look at
difierent parts of the table with different
probabilities. Factors influencing the probability of
an area being looked at include the presence of
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objects known to be conceptually similar to the
touched object and being diagonally or directly
opposite the touched object.
O n e might object that such a probabilistic
search technique might allow the program to
overlook some structure that could be useful later.
This is true, but there is a trade-off — namely, it
allows the program to focus its resources on
avenues that seem most promising. T h e ultimate
reason for this strategy is to make the program
psychologically
realistic; in
particular, its
mechanisms should remain valid in scaled-up
situations. True real-world situations are generally
far more complex than these simple caricatural
situations, and brute-force search techniques are
entirely inappropriate. There have to be strong
pressures that serve to focus resources on
promising avenues.
Any probabilistic search
technique is a risk-taking strategy and as such,
sacrifices guaranteed success for greater efficiency.
Active concepts in the Slipnet dispatch agents
to look for instances of themselves. For example, if
the "group" concept is active, codelets will be
dispatched that search for groups in the
Tableworld. If one of these codelets succeeds in
finding a group, this causes more activation to be
sent to the concept "group" in the SlipneL This
amounts to a signal to the system to hunt for even
more groups; thus more codelets are sent out to
look for groups. However, as the rate of groupfinding falls (i.e., the rate of change of activation of
"group" decreases), proportionately fewer codelets
are sent out to look for groups. Eventually, the
program concludes that there are probably no
more groups to be found on the table.
This process is rather like a person w h o wants
to pick all of the apples from a tree. Initially, it is
easy to see the apples. She will lookfirstin the
most salient places on the tree (e.g., on the outer,
leafy branches). The sight of apples remaining in
the tree will encourage her to look for more. As
the number of apples in the tree gets smaller, she
will start to look in less likely places (e.g., on the
lower branches, closer to the main trunk).
Gradually, as fewer and fewer apples remain, it
becomes harder to determine if there are any left
at all. Ultimately, there will c o m e a point when she
will peer into the tree several times and decide that
she has gotten all the apples. But did she really get
them all?
Probably, but not necessarily.
Ultimately, though, the energy (to say nothing of
the eye-strain) involved in attempting to find any
additional apples becomes prohibitive, and she
stops looking.
The group-finding codelets find groups on the
table in a similar way. It is true that some groups
may be missed, but, on the other hand, the
program does not expend needless energy covering

every last square centimeter of the tabic lo make
sure that every single group is found, even ihose
that have very little chance of f)laying any role in a
potential analogy. In such a local approach, as
more group-finding codelcts fail to find groups,
fewer of these codelets run, untilfinallynone run
at all. The program has then "decided" — without
any given codelet seeing the whole table, any more
than the person could take in the entire apple tree
at one time — that it has found all of the groups on
tlie table, or at least all groups worth looking for.
This might seem somewhat strange at first
blush. W h y not allow the program to search the
table systematically to make sure that it has gotten all
instances of groups of objects? The answer is that
such a brute-force technique would lead to
unacceptable and
psychologically unrealistic
performance in scaled-up situations. Tabletop's
strategy of having a multitude of small processes
running in parallel provides an efficient focusing
mechanism that allows the program's attention to
be probabilistically shifted to promising areas of
exploration.
A fundamental assumption behind Tabletop is
that high-level cognitive processes are the
emergent result of myriad low-level, quasiindependent processes. It is our belief that it is the
interaction of these low-level processes that give
cognition its flexibility. It is therefore important to
attempt, insofar as possible, to model analogymaking by relying on low-level processes to
gradually build up the high-level structures
necessary to solve an analogy problem.
In Figure 2, we give some examples of
Tabletop configurations where a particular
structure
—
in
this
case, a
diagonal
correspondence — unexpectedly blocks a very
reasonable answer. There are, however, no special
"blockage-checking
mechanisms"
built into
Tabletop to deal with such situations. It would be
unreasonable to have a mechanism that invariably
looked for blockages of this type. This illustrates a
general principle about Tabletop — namely, the
lack of special-purpose mechanisms. Building in a
raft of diverse special-purpose mechanisms all of
which invariably get "wheeled out" for every
situation not only is psychologically implausible but
also poses severe problems of scaling-up. Rather
than
routinely
invoking
special-purpose
mechanisms, Tabletop evokes context-dependent
pressures that accomplish the same results but
without brute-force techniques.
Justification for stochastic mechanisms
O n e of the most surprising features of the
Tabletop architecture is that, at all levels, almost all
of the processes are stochastic. Hofstadter and
Mitchell have argued for the necessity of stochastic
mechanisms [Hofstadter & Mitchell 1991] in
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emergent
architectures
modeling
cognitive
processes. T w o significant advantages of stochastic
mechanisms for exploration and structure-building
are the following:
• they allow, on average, promising
avenues to be explored before less
promising ones;
• they also, on occasion, allow improbable
paths to be explored, whereas in normal
heuristic search, these paths might
never be chosen at all.
In the language of traditional artificial
intelligence, the stochastic mechanisms in Tabletop
are reminiscent of probabilistic heuristic search. In
deterministic heuristic search, if the program must
chose between action A, which will give an
estimated result of 60, and action B, which will give
40, the program will invariably select action A. In
probabilistic heuristic search, by contrast, A would
be selected 60 percent of the time, B 40 percent
W h y is this sensible? Shouldn't the program
always explore the most promising pathsfirst?The
answer is: no, sometimes it should not Tabletop
problems in particular, and analogy problems in
general, have the property that often several
solutions of different levels of quality exist
Pathways that don't look promising at the outset
may conceal very high-quality answers, and
conversely, pathways that look very promising at the
outset may lead to mediocre answers. A strategy
that always pursued the most promising avenues
until it found a solution would therefore miss any
hidden high-quality solutions (if they existed). O n
the other hand, it would not be wise to totally
ignore the estimated promise of pathways.
Standard AI strategies would deterministically
explore a vast number of possible pathways, leading
to many, if not all, answers, and then would select
the best answer. This type of strategy is appealing;
however, once again, it poses severe scaling-up
problems in real-world situations.
Tabletop's
strategy is poised between these two deterministic
types of strategy — it will sometimes choose less
promising routes, but the less promising the route,
the less often it will be chosen. This probabilistic
technique leaves all routes at least theoretically
open and so, on some runs of the program, the
hidden gems (if they exist) will be uncovered,
although on most runs the most obvious solutions
will be chosen. This non-deterministic strategyavoids any combinatorial explosion while at the
same time avoiding the trap of always following the
most obvious pathways.
Note that in the
microdomain w e could have opted for a brute-force
solution; however, since our research aims for
psychological realism, we eschewed this technique.

Henry

V

Henry

Henry

^

Eliza
Uanry

^

Elira

Eliza

Eliza

Figure 2 a
Figure 2b, parts i a n d ii
Figure 2c
T h r e e Tabletop p r o b l e m s (note the two solutions to the s e c o n d p r o b l e m )

T h r e e analogy p r o b l e m s illustrating these
mechanisms
In the second section of this paper we discussed
some of the competing pressures in the Tabletop
world that are involved in decidir;; which table
objects and relationships among objects are
examined and which structures are built in order
to arrive at an answer to the TDo this!" challenge.
These pressures include object category; whether
or not an object is in a group; what the neighbors
of an object are; whether or not the object is on the
edge of a group; whether there are other similar or
identical objects elsewhere on the table, especially
if they are in salient positions with respect to the
touched object (in particular, diagonally or directly
opposite it); whether an object or group of objects
is close to a particularly salientobject or group of
objects; and so on. These groupings, descriptions,
and relations are discovered only after the program
has begun scanning the table.
Descriptions
(neighbors, in a group or not, etc.) are gradually
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attached to the various objects, groups of objects,
and correspondences.
In order for the progfram to give an answer, it
needs to have built up one or more mappings
between objects or groups of objects across the
table (called correspondences).
However, the
erection of such structures is not separated in time
from the build-up of other representations
(descriptions, groupings, etc.); rather, it is part and
parcel of a single high-level perceptual process, in
which correspondences can become elements of
descriptions of objects and, conversely, descriptions
become
the
underpinning
of
new
correspondences. This fusion of representationbuilding with correspondence-building marks a
fundamental difference with many other current
analogy-making programs.
In Figure 2 we illustrate three separate
Tabletop problems.
In all three problems,
Tabletop is capable of producing more than one
distinct answer, but in thefirstand third problems.

there is one answer that swamps the others in
frequency, so it is almost as if there i« just oruanswer. However, in the second problem, there arctwo distinct answers both of which are produced
with fairly high frequency. These three problems
illustrate how an unanticipated pressure can
emerge that will significandy bias the program's
responses.
In thefirstproblem, the program, like people,
will usually touch the glass opposite the cup that
Henry touched. This is quite straightforward.
In the second problem, a single glass is added
in the upper right-hand comer of the table. Even
though one would not a priori expect it to affect the
description of any of the objects (e.g., it is not the
neighbor of any object; it is not part of a group of
objects; it is not in a particularly salient location on
the table with respect to the touched object, etc.),
its presence nonetheless significantly biases the
choice of the second object to be touched. As the
program
runs,
it
sometimes
builds
a
correspondence between the two glasses (Figure 2b,
part it). W h e n it does so, the new pressure that this
creates will often be enough to cause Eliza to touch
the very cup that Henry touched. O f course, had
the second glass not been on the table, such a
choice would seem rather strange.
In thefinalexample, there are two glasses in
the lower left-hand comer and two in the upper
right-hand
comer
of the
table.
The
correspondence between these two grow/Ji of glasses
is very salient and very strong, usually strong
enough to cause the program to touch the cup that
Henry touched.
Thirty-one h u m a n subjects were given these
three problems and, like the program, in the
second configuration, more subjects touched the
cup in the upper left-hand corner than in the first
configuration (40% vs. 3 3 % ) ; in the final
configuration, twice as many touched the touched
cup (66% vs. 3 3 % ) .
Conclusion
W e have described a microdomain for
computer analogy-making consisting of ordinary
objects on an ordinary table. This world has a
decidedly more "real-world" feel to it than the only
other program of its kind. Copycat [Hofstadter &
Mitchell 1991; Mitchell 1990]. W e argue that it is
necessary, even in this simple domain, to use a
model that builds its own representations by means
of a continual interaction between an associative
network of fixed concepts and simple low-level
perceptual agents, that relies on local processing
and
(simulated) parallelism, and
that is
fundamentally stochastic.
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theory construction, Shallice (Shallice 1988) has argued that
dissociations, and, in particular, double dissociation are
particularly valuable, since they m a y reveal the gross
structure or "modularity" of cognitive processes. In this
paper, w e argue that inference from double dissociation to a
particular modular structure of the underlying cognitive
system is problematic because double dissociations can be
observed in a fully distributed system - that is, a system
which does not decompose into isolable subsystems.
Even if double dissociations per se are not, as w e argue, a
sure guide to the existence of separable underlying
subsystems, it m a y be that for example, a dissociation
between "phonological" and "lexical" reading strategies do
indicate the existence of distinct phonological and lexical
routes. T h e plausibility of the dual route versus a single
route model can only be decided in the light of the relative
merits of specific models attempting to account for the range
of data from impaired and normal function (for example,
Patterson, Seidenberg & McClellandl989; Coltheart 1990).
one piece of data for which reading models must account
will be the dissociation of phonological and lexical reading.
O u r contention is not that double dissociations do not
amount to interesting data for theory development and
evaluation - rather w e argue that they have no special status
as a means of directly uncovering the modularity of the
cognitive system.

Abstract
Neuropsychological evidence has proved influential both
in testing pre-existing cognitive theories and in developing
new accounts. It has been argued that dissociations, and, in
particular, double dissociation are particularly valuable in
developing new theoretical accounts, since they may reveal
the gross structure or "modularity" of cognitive processes. In
this paper, w e show that even fully distributed systems -i.e.
systems with no modularity
can give rise to double
dissociations. W e give the example of a recurrent neural
network which draws loops and spirals which shows a double
dissociation between the two tasks when lesioned. This
result suggests that the observation of a double dissociation
implies little about the modularity of the underlying system.
In the final section w e argue that a dual task technique can
give additional hints about the structure of the underlying
system because the class of distributed systems w e describe
are not able, in general, to perform two tasks at the same
time. Finally, w e argue that neurobiology has to be taken
into account in order to interpret purely behavioral data.
Introduction
For several centuries neurological patients has been used
to inform and constrain psychological accounts of normal
function. Such evidence has served both to test existing
psychological theories and to suggest h o w n e w theories can
be developed. T h e value of neuropsychological evidence in
theory testing is at least relatively uncontroversial and has
been carefully analyzed (Caramazza, 1986). M u c h of the
current upsurge of interest in neuropsychology within
cognitive psychology and cognitive science has, however,
stemmed from the hope that studying impaired function can
play a role in the construction of theories of normal
function. For example, a centtal theme of Shallice's recent
and important book (Shallice, 1988) is that cognitive
neuropsychology can have an important and proactive input
into building theories of the processes involved across the
range of cognitive domains, from language, m e m o r y and
thinking to perception and action. W e share the hope that
evidence from impaired function m a y be an important and
m u c h needed source of constraint on cognitive theory, but
suspect that inferences from neuropsychological data should
be used to guide the development of n e w theories only with
considerable trepidation Other authors (Henderson 1981;
Crowder 1982), express of similar sentiments, though for
different reasons). In the context of theory testing,
Caramazza (Caramazza 1986) has argued that dissociations
and associations are equally important. In the context of

Single and double dissociations
The range of characterizations of the method of double
dissociation (Teuber 1955; Kinsbourne 1971; Shallice
1988) makes exposition of the method difficult. W e shall
assume what w e take to be a typical modern "functional"
formulation.
A patient with a lesion exhibits a single dissociation
between tasks I and II when performance on task I is very
poor, whereas performance on task II is either close to or at
a normal level, or at least very much better than performance
in task I (Marin, Saffran & Schwarz 1976; Beauvois &
Derouesne 1979; Shallice 1988). It w a s once thought that
such dissociations allowed one to infer that the set of
isolable processes underlying the two tasks must be
different. However, it has been argued that this inference is
not licensed, since task I m a y m a k e greater demands on a
single d a m a g e d subsystem(s) than does task II. A
subsystem working at, say, 5 0 % capacity might be adequate
for task II, but not sufficient for task I. This is often
referred to as the problem of resource artefacts (Shallice
1988; D u n n & Kirsner 1988).
In response to such
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typical of those that arise naturally. It seems most unlikely
that if these conditions are satisfied, a ...double dissociation
could be demonstrated in a properly distributed m e m o r y
system." (Shallice 1988:256).
While this claim is couched in terms of memory, the
domain in which Wood's network showed a double
dissociation, it is clearly intended to apply more generally.
W e n o w describe a fully distributed system which performs
two tasks - drawing loops or spirals, and which is intended
to satisfy Shallice's two conditions. W e shall introduce the
network in three stages. Firstly, w e describe the non-linear
equation which the network implements. Secondly, w e give
a simple "local" network implementation of the equation.
Finally, a totally distributed version of this network is
described, and the effect of damage to this network discussed.

difficulties, it has been proposed that double rather than
single dissociations are required to infer that two l:isks draw
on different processes, subsystems or modules. Tasks 1 and
II doubly dissociate if there are patients A and B, such that A
is more impaired than B in task I and. conversely, B is more
impaired than A in task II. The point is that, unlike single
dissociation, double dissociation cannot be generated with a
resource artefact explanation. If task I makes greater
demands on a single processing subsystem than task II, then
task II m a y be selectively preserved (generating a single
dissociation), but the reverse cannot occur. For if the
subsystem is sufficiently impaired to damage task II, then
task I, which relies on it even more heavily, will be even
more severely impaired.
Original formulations of the inference from double
dissociation (Teuber 1955; Kinsbourne 1971) assumed
distinct and consistent lesion sites for patients with each
kind of selective impairment. This anatomical assumption
has been dropped in more recent "functional" formulations
(Marin Saffran & Schwarz 1976; Shallice 1979; Shallice
1988). W e argue that this less stringent criterion, although
widely used (Caramazza 1990), m a y suggest an entirely
misleading picture of the modularity of the underlying
system.

The equation
The equation that w e chose is a simple iterative difference
equation, a variant of the logistic difference equation,
x(n+l) = lambda.x(n).(l-x(n)), used in classical population
genetics (e.g., Maynard-Smith 1968) which w a s
unexpectedly found to produce chaotic behavior (May
1976). O u r equation is the delayed logistic m a p :
x(n-Hl) = lambda.x(n).(l-x(n-l)) , which, w h e n x(n+l) is
plotted against x(n) for each n produces either spirals if
lambda is less than 2 and loops if lambda is greater than 2
(fig !)•

Double dissociations in distributed
systems
Shallice (Shallice 1988) observes that "to m a k e the
inference [from observed double dissociation to separate
underlying subsystems] valid, one would need to add the
assumption that [double] dissociations d o not arise from
damage to non-modular systems" (Shallice, 1988:248).
Prima facie, this claim runs counter to evidence for double
dissociation in lesioned distributed neural networks (Wood
1978; W o o d 1980; W o o d 1982; Gordon 1982; these studies
are based on the "brain state in a box" model of Anderson,
Silverstein, Ritz & Jones 1977).
W o o d specifies two patterns for the network to learn,
which differ in activation at just two of the units. Selective
ablation of each unit produces selective damage to the
memory for each pattern. Thus the m e m o r y for the two
patterns doubly dissociates, even though the memory for
each pattern is distributed through entire set of network
weights. Such examples rely on a close relationship between
the structure of the task and particular units. Shallice argues
that this m a y reduce their relevance to discussion of effects
of damage on real neural networks which "...will be
composed of millions of neurons... [of which] no individual
neuron is likely to have m u c h importance in determining
what output occurs" (Shallice 1988:255). H e thus adds two
conditions that a lesion in a distributed system would have
to meet to be threatening to the double dissociation
inference: "First, before the lesion is made, the influence of
any particular neuron on what output is produced should be
small. Second, the neurons affected by the lesion should
not be selected by s o m e complex algorithm that is
determined by the dissociation to be explained and that is not
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Figure 1. Loop and spiral drawn by the network (lambda
equal to 1.925 and 2.075 respectively).
This critical value, at which the topology of the output is,
in dynamical systems terminology, "structurally unstable",
is k n o w as the Niemark bifurcation. This equation is a
standard example in non-linear dynamics (for example,
Thompson & Stewart 1986). The parameter lambda, which
determines whether a loop or a spiral is drawn, and the
particular form of each, is what w e shall term the "global"
feedback parameter of our distributed network, and
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perturbation of this parameter due to damage can lead to the
selective loss of either spiral or loop drawing.

ii) E a c h single link between a pair of units is replaced
family of links, such that there is a connection between each
unit in the "source" group to each unit in the "target" group.
Thus, each unit in the target group is not fed a substantial
input from a single unit in the input group, but rather
receives a small a m o u n t of input from every unit in the
source group (fig3).

A local network implementation
A natural implementation of this equation in a simple
neural network is shown in Figure 2.
Output
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Figure 2. Local implementation of the delayed logistic
function.

Figure 3. Distributed implementation of the delayed
logistic function.

To draw a spiral a lambda of less than 2, say 1.95, is
necessary. A lambda of 2.05 might be used to draw a loop.
T h e structure of the network mirrors the fact that the
equation e m b o d i e s both non-linearity and feedback. All
units are linear, except for the single multiplicative unit
(Hinton 1981), which takes the product of the value of the
input, and the t w o previous values x(n-l) and x(n). T h e
delay-lines feed the activation of the x(n) unit to the x(n-l)
unit at the next time step, and the activation of the x(n+l)
back to the x(n) unit. All other lines propagate immediately
(with delay 0 ) . T h e delay lines serve to "feed back" the
output of the units at a given time-step as inputs at the next
time-step. T h e combination of non-Unearity and feedback is
required for a system to exhibit a range of dynamically
interesting behaviors, including chaotic behavior. It is not
important here that w e are using a discrete iterative m a p ,
rather than a system which continuously evolves in time
according to a set of differential equations. T h e advantage of
iterative m a p s , exploited both in the study of non-linear
dynamics and in our illustrative example, is simplicity.

An average (Chater & Ganis 1991) of the values of these
links corresponds to the value on the corresponding single
link of the local implementation (there is the additional
constraint that the values of the links from each unit are the
same, to keep analysis tractable).
Thus, the distributed implementation (figure 2) simply
reduplicates hardware so that the role of each unit is replaced
by a set of units. T h e values of x(n-l), x(n) and x(n+l) are
represented by the average of the activation levels of each
group of unit, and the large arrows denote totally connected
sets of links between groups of units with the ensemble
averages (1 or -1) as shown.
B y design, the distributed network behaves in the s a m e
w a y as the corresponding local network
the ensemble
average values of groups of units and links correspond to the
values of single units and links in the local implementation.
If w e consider the various w a y s in which the network m a y
be impaired by ablation of a subset of a single group of
links or set of units, then the d a m a g e d network will again be
equivalent to a local network. Suppose that s o m e proportion
of a set of links with ensemble average 1 are ablated. If the
links d a m a g e d are mostly positive, then the the ensemble
average of the set will be reduced - the equivalent local
network will have a single link with a value of, say, 0.8.
O n the other hand, if it happens that the links ablated are
mostly negative then the ensemble average of the set (and
hence the value on the corresponding link in the local
implementation) m a y be increased say to 1.2. T h e w a y in
w h i c h positive (excitatory) and negative (inhibitory)
connections are anatomically organised (whether, for
example, they are separated or together), and depending on
the typical size of the link values (e.g., whether the inputs
to a typical unit are, say, 0.2, -0.2, 0.4, -0.1, 0.4, -0.2, 0.3,

A distributed network implementation
In the local implementation, the loss of any unit or link
would lead to catastrophic failure. There are, of course, m a n y
w a y s in which this function could be distributed across a
larger n u m b e r of units - w e choose one of the simplest. For
each local element, a corresponding distributed network will
have the following properties (Chater & Ganis 1 9 9 1 ) :
i) E a c h single unit of the local network is replaced b y a
group of units in the distributed network. T h e m e a n
activation value of all the units in a group corresponding to
the activation of the single unit in the local implementation.
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0.2 (= 1) or 1, -5. 6, 2, 3. -3, 4, -7 (=1)) will have a
dramatic impact on the distribution of changes in ensemble
average that a lesion is likely to cause. W e shall consider a
full range of lesions at each of the links A, B, C, D. E & F
and ablations of units in each set of the units. Notice that
the ablation of a unit is equivalent to the removal of the
connections which feed out of that unit. Thus unit ablation
is simply a special case of the ablation of connections A-F,
except for the ablation of the x(n) group, which feeds into
both x(n-l) and the multiplicative units thus the ablation
of these units is equivalent to the ablation of subsets of two
sets of links - C & E. Suppose that the value of a link is
reduced/increased by a factor of m u (mul and m u 2 in the C
& E case). Then the equations governing the impaired
system is no longer x(n+l) = lambda.x(n).(l-x(n-l)) but:
A, B, C, D, F: x(n+l) = [lambda*x(n)*(l-x(n-l)]*mu
E: x(n+l) = lambda * x(n) * (1-mu) * x(n-l)
C & E: x(n+l) = [lambda*x(n)*(l-mu2*x(n-l)]*mu
Thus the general form of the equations after damage is:
x(n+l) = [alpha * lambda] * x(n) * (1-beta * x(n-l)
The beta term, which differs from 1 only in two cases,
serves only to slightly distort the spirals or loops drawn,
rather than changing their underlying structure. In
particular, it does not disturb the value of the Niemark
bifurcatiom. So, if the feedback parameter lambda is less
than 2, a spiral will be drawn; if lambda is greater than 2, a
loop will be produced. Hence, damage to the distributed
network has the same effect as setting lambda to lambda *
mu, in the corresponding local network. N o w it is clear
how a double dissociation may arise.
Suppose spirals are drawn with lambda 1.95, and loops
with lambda 2.05. Damage to the network which ablates
more excitatory than inhibitory connections will reduce the
amount of feedback, and mean that alpha is less than 1 - say
0.95. In this case, a lambda of 2.05 would correspond to
lambda*0.95, that is 1.95 : the network will no longer be
able to draw loops.
Notice that our example conforms with Shallice's
strictures. Firstly, the influence of each neuron on task
performance is small. Whereas in Wood's examples,
particular neurons were especially significant for
remembering certain patterns, in this example each neuron
has the same influence every other neuron, in both loop and
spiral drawing. Damage produces a dissociation by changing
global system parameters rather selectively impairing
particularly important individual units. Secondly, the kinds
of damage that w e have suggested do not involve any
complex procedure for selecting which parts of the net
should be ablated. Any kind of damage which alters the
amount of feedback in the system, whether as a result of a
chemical changes, loss of some external non-specific input
or some other pathology, is liable to generate a dissociation
of loop and spiral drawing.
Conclusion
W e have shown in this paper that fully distributed
systems can generate double dissociations. The fact that one
distributed system can produce a double dissociation does not
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necessarily mean that a large and neurally plausible class of
distributed systems can do so, and only in the latter case will
the inference from double dissociation to modularity be
impugned in practice. Certainly neural systems do fall into
the class of non-linear dynamical systems with feedback, and
will exhibit far more interesting and elaborate dynamics than
that generated by the logistic function. In particular, they
may have a far more elaborate range of distinct structural
configurations rather than just two, and the operative
configuration is likely to be determined by a complex set of
global parameters rather than the value of a single parameter,
as here. Further, which of these structural configurations is
operative may well importantly affect the task performed,
and the relevant parameter values may be altered by a range
of neurologically plausible forms of damage - chemical
imbalances, localized lesions, loss of non-specific input
from other centers, and so on. There is strong evidence that
real neural networks can be multifunctional; this means that
a single anatomically defined neural network can generate
more than one behavior , depending on the value of one or
more global parameters. 'Modulation of the network,
synaptic, and cellular building blocks can serve to adapt the
output pattern to ongoing needs or may dramatically
reorganize a network into an entirely new mode mediating a
different behavior' (Getting 1989). Therefore,
there
seems
to
be
plenty
of
scope for double
dissociations in real distributed neural systems. It may be
countered that, whereas it is easy to see how loop drawing
and spiral drawing may be products of the same system,
with different global parameter values, it is less easy to
conceive of how different global parameter values might
transform a system from, say, phonological reading, to
lexical reading. On the other hand, it is only easy to see
how different parameter values of the same underlying
system can produce loops and spirals in retrospect, and that
our understanding of the properties of complex non-linear
dynamical systems is too slight to put much weight on
intuition. It may be that confidence in the inference from
observed dissociation to underlying modular organization is
based as much on our current lack of understanding of
distributed systems, as on their underlying properties.
The question of how we can reduce the uncertainty of
inferences from double dissociations obviously arises. W e
suggest two answers, one tied to our particular example, the
other more general.
With regard to our specific example, w e suggest that data
from dual task techniques might be useful in interpreting
double dissociations. Indeed, the class of multifunctional
networks w e have described is not able to perform two tasks
at the same time (namely, drawing loops and spirals).
Therefore, if there is a double dissociation between two
tasks, and the subjects are able to perform both tasks at the
same time, it seems unlikely that the underlying system be
a multifunctional network like the one w e put forward. In
practice, results from dual task experiments may be difficult
to interpret; for example, it is obvious that it is impossible
to draw spirals and loops with the same hand at the same
fime; this, however, does not imply anything about the

existence of one or more cognitive isolable subsystems for
drawing spirals and loops.
With regard to the general problem of interpreting double
dissociations, we think that the only possible way to reduce
uncertainty is to take into account evolutionary constraints
and advantages (Weiskrantz
1990) and data from
neuroscience (Weiskrantz 1990; Sereno 1990). Indeed, we
think that the purely 'functional approach', still dominant in
cognitive neuropsychology, has led to '...a kind of candy
floss neuropsychology, brightly labelled, complexly
reticulated, full of growth but shifting in substance'
(Weiskrantz 1990), the reason for this being the systematic
overlooking of neurobiological data'.
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Abstract

This is an area in which there is rich and detailed data
about human development but no current theory that
Comparison is of two types, the implicit sort that adequately explains it.
is behind all categorization and the explicit sort by
In this paper we describe a connectionist model of
which two object representations are compared in
some of the basic facts of comparison along percepshort-term memory. Children learn early on both
tual dimensions. The workings of the model are bcised
to categorize and to compare explicitly, but they
on the idea that categorization (what color?) and comonly learn to use dimensions in these processes
parison {same color?) make use of the same dimension
considerably later. In this paper we present a conrepresentations and the same internal representations
nectionist model which brings together categorizafor objects. W e propose that these representations detion and comparison, focusing on the development
velop in response to the demands of the two tasks.
of the use of dimensions. The model posits (1) a
general comparison mechanism which is blind to
Categorization and Comparison
the nature of its inputs and (2) the sharing of
Categorization involves comparing a stimulus in
internal object and dimension representations by
short-term memory to representations of previously encategorization and comparison processes. Trained
countered stimuli in long-term memory. A simple paton the two processes, the system learns to use ditern associator performs this implicit form of comparmension inputs asfilterson its representations for
ison through the connection weights that make up its
objects; it is thesefilteredrepresentations which
long-term memory. Categorization can be in terms of
are matched in comparison. The model provides
either complex categories such as DOG and CHAIR or
an account of the tendency for early comparison
dimensional attributes such as RED and BIG.^
along one dimension to be disrupted by similariBut the implicit comparison between an item in
ties along other dimensions and of the process by
short-term
memory and long-term representations may
which the child might overcome this deficiency.
be quite different from the comparison of two items in
short-term memory. W e shall call the latter explicit
Background
comparison. If we take the evidence from language
seriously, this process goes on often in human cogniComparison and Cognition
tion. A sentence such as m y ball is the same color as
Generalization from past to present experience involves
yours requires speaker and hearer to maintain reprea measure of the similarity of present perceptual insentations of both objects in short-term memory, where
put to what has been perceived before. The likelihood
they can be compared. In this paper we will only
that we call some object a dog is a function of how
be concerned with that subtype of explicit comparison
similar that object is to other objects known to be
which is signalled in English by the word same along
dogs. But humans do more than categorize objects; we
with a perceptual dimension noun such as size.
also compare objects along a wide array of perceptual
In order for an abstract comparison device which
dimensions. For example, we judge a dog to be the
looks for symmetry in its two input patterns to make
same color as our cat or to be large for dogs in general.
judgements of "same thing," "same color," and "same
Indeed, what we consider higher mental functioning—
size," it must have access to representations in which
metaphor, poetry, science itself—involves pointing to
only the relevant dimension manifests itself. Irrelevant
and discovering novel kinds of similarity.
dimensions need somehow to be "filtered" out.
The problem of how a child develops a system of
multiple kinds of perceptual similarity together with
* W e are concerned here with categorization in the sense
of naming an object or sin attribute and not in the sense of
devices for linguistically communicating about similarity is clearly of great importance to cognitive science.
the underlying meaning of concepts.
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D e v e l o p m e n t a l Facts
There is a well-documented trend in the development
of object and dimensional comparisons and object and
dimensioned language. The following specific facts are
those that we are interested in accommodating.

SIMILARITY

1. Early object categorizations are principally across all
dimensions at once [Smith 1989a, 1989b]. The sensory features are somehow compressed into a single
representation in which all constituents are weighted
more or less equally.

CATEGORY
WORDS

2. The comparison of objects by overall similarity—the
judgement that two identical cups are alike in the
same way as two identical dogs—appears very early
[Smith, 1984]. B y 24 months, children comment on
the similarity of objects through iterative naming,
counting, and use of the plural [Sugarman, 1983].
The productive use of a form such as the plural at
this age suggests that there is a comparison component that operates early and that is independent of
specific perceptual properties.

/
COMPARISON
BUFFER

^

DIMENSION
WORDS

3. The ability to make judgements of sameness along a
single dimension—to know that two green objects
are alike in the same way as two blue objects—
develops later, after the acquisition of the words by
which we talk about the perceptuaJ properties of objects [Smith, 1984, 1989b].

%

^
PERCEIVED
OBJECT

PRE-PERCEIVED
OBJECT

Figure 1: Architecture of the Model

4. Early judgements of sameness along a dimension appear to be contaminated by overadl similarity. That
is, 3- and 4-year-old children will call a big red square
and a big orange square the same size but will refuse
to call a big red square and a big blue square the
same size [Kemler, 1982].

The Model
W e model these phenomena using a connectionist network which takes as inputs "pre-perceived" images and
dimension words such as size and yields lexical outputs
such as big and same. The architecture of the model
is shown in Figure 1. Boxes denote banks of units
and solid arrows complete connectivity between banks.
The main features of the model are the following:
1. Globed comparison and comparison along various dimensions are handled by the same subnetwork.
2. The dimension and the internal object representations are shared by the comparison and categorization components of the system.
3. Following training on categorization and comparison, input from dimension words "filters" out irrelevant dimensions in the representations of objects.
Categorization
The CATEGORIZATION component, shown on the right
side of Figure 1, is composed of a simple pattern associator. Input to this component comes in in the
form of a "pre-perceived object" (hereafter "PPO"),
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corresponding to the output level in a theory such as
Treisman and Gelade's [1980] (see also Smith [1989b]).
The PPO has been segregated from background objects
and contains information about its perceptual features.
There are separate sets of units for each of several
"pre-dimensions" at this level. However, the system
does not recognize these dimensions as such; they cannot be used in making categorizations or comparisons
along particular dimensions. The PERCEIVED OBJECT
("Po") layer corresponds to what is perceived or experienced. A pattern on this layer is a compression of
the PPO pattern and may be influenced by input from
other layers, in particular from the DIMENSION W O R D S
("dw") layer. This influence takes the form of the focusing of attention on one or more dimensions. For
example, the question what color is it? should cause
color information to dominate the representation.
O n the CATEGORY W O R D S level, attribute words like
red and big and complex category nouns such as dog
and chair are each assigned a single unit. In categorization this layer is the output of the network; the
system "sees" an object and names it or assigns it an
attribute. While the network is designed to learn both
complex categories such as DOG and attributes such as
BIG, we will be concerned only with the latter. The
CATEGORY W O R D S layer may also function as an input layer (indicated by the thin arrow in the figure),
e.g., in modehng the system's response to an utterance
like the marble is green. In this case, it influences the
pattern of activation on the PO layer.
During training and testing on categorization, the
network is presented with a PPO on its input layer,
consisting of a pattern of features on the various pre-

dimensions. A single unit is also turned on on tlic
D W layer, corresponding to a question about one dimension, e.g., what color is the object?. The nclwork
is trjiined using backpropagation (Runiclliart et al.,
1986]. In an effort to make the degree of supervision realistic, output targets are provided only for those units
which are above a response threshold, unless no unit
goes above the threshold, in which case a target (1.0)
is provided for a single appropriate unit.
Comparison
Alongside the CATEGORIZATION subnetwork, we propose a "dumb" COMPARISON component which does
not know what objects are being compared or the dimensions on which they are to be compared. It simply
compares patterns of activation. Selective attention—
changes in the dimensions along which the comparison
is to made—is accomplished by the same mechanisms
that are involved in categorization by dimension. The
overlap between these mechanisms is suggested by the
fact that languages refer to dimension categorization
(what color?) using the same nouns as are used for
sameness comparison {same color).^
The COMPARISON component is shown on the left
side of Figure 1. This is another pattern associator,
similar to the symmetry network described by Rumelhart et al. [1986], with a hidden layer to handle inputs
which are not linearly separable. The compared patterns appear on two input groups. One is just the PO
layer, which also participates in categorization. The
other is a short-term memory buffer which contains a
copy of a recent pattern from the PO layer.
This component implements two sorts of processes.
Run in one direction, it compares two input objects.
Input from the PPO and D W layers produces a pattern
on the PO layer. If a D W unit is on, the PO pattern
is a "filtered" version of the object. This pattern is
copied to the COMPARISON BUFFER layer, and a second PPO is fed to the network together with the same
D W pattern. Finally the two (possibly filtered) object
representations are compared at the SIMILARITY layer,
which consists of a single unit.
Run in the other direction (the thick arrows in the
figure), the network models responses to assertions
about the sameness of objects {my doll is the same
as yours). The input is a pattern on the COMPARISON BUFFER units representing one object, a pattern
on the SIMILARITY unit representing sameness, and a
pattern representing (possibly incomplete) knowledge
about the second object on the PO layer. The output
is an updated representation on the PO layer.

filtering effects of dimensional input. In order for the
CATEGORIZATION subnetwork to succeed on a dimensiond categorization task {what color is it?), the input
from the D W layer should highlight the relevant dimension and attenuate the other dimensions to the extent that only the appropriate output unit (e.g., RED)
reaches the response threshold. It is thus possible for
the network to produce an appropriate response even
with some contamination from irrelevant dimensions.
That is, training on categorization may not result in
DW-to-PO connection weights which completely eliminate irrelevant dimensions from a representation.
The comparison task is more demanding. Consider
the case of two objects which are the same on the dimension in question but significantly different on all
others. Any contamination from the irrelevant dimensions at all would adversely affect the output on the
SIMILARITY unit.
H o w might the system's performance on the comparison task vary with time? W e assume the COMPARISON
component isfirsttrained simply to detect similarity
between pairs of input patterns. At this point, the
system would be unable to make use of dimension information. Next, training on the categorization task
would result in somefilteringout of dimensions other
than the one that is input from the D W layer. N o w
the network should also begin to be able to detect similarity between two objects cdong a given dimension.
But, as in children, similarity judgements at this stage
should still depend on the overall similarity between
the objects. Training on the comparison task itself
would then refine the behavior of the dimension filter.
Given two objects and the assertion that they are the
same on a given dimension, theirfilteredrepresentations should be identicjJ. Thus thefilteredrepresentation of thefirstcould be used as a target for the filtered
representation of the second. Together with continued
training on the categorization task, this should result
in an adequate representation of dimension.
Experiment
W e ran an experiment in which the same network was
trained on categorization and comparison tasks. The
procedures described below were repeated six times
with different initial random connection weights.
Categorization Task

A categorization network wasfirstset up with random
initial weights. The PPO layer consisted of 28 units,
7 for each of 4 simple linear "pre-dimensions". The
PO layer consisted of 20 units; that is, there was some
compression of the patterns from the input layer. The
Dimension as a Filter
D W layer contained 3 units, one for each of the output
The CATEGORIZATION and COMPARISON components
dimensions, that is, those for which there were target
share the PO representations, which are subject to the
categories. There were 9 CATEGORY W O R D S units, one
for
each of the target categories.
^It remains to be established whether children know the
The network was trained to perform dimension
use of words such as color in comparison once they have
acquired their use in categorization.
categorization on 2500 randomly generated "pre-
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mensions from the input, the network has learned to
categorize quite well. Good categorization along dimensions and an inability to ignore overall similarity
in comparing objects on one dimension are precisely
the behaviors exhibited by 4- and 5-year-old children.

Table 1: "Same" and "Different" Pattern Distances
Before training
After categorization training
After comparison training

Same
1.464
1.172
0.314

Different
0.96G
1.211
0.519

Comparison Task
perceived" input objects. Input objects were constrained in waj's designed to model in a gross fashion
the structure that is present in the world; the details
need not concern us here. Also given to the network
was input from a single unit in the D W layer. Thus the
network's task corresponded to a question such as what
color is this object?. Output targets were provided using the procedure described above. That is, targets
depended on the system's own output, in ways that
seem to correspond to what goes on in actual language
acquisition contexts.
The performance of the network on categorization
improved overall, as would be expected, though with
the output-generated targets, improvement was not as
smooth as it would have been with completely supervised learning. For most of the runs, the network succeeded in correctly categorizing at least 25 consecutive
input objects by the end of the traiining.
The critical question, however, is how well the network learns to selectively attend to single dimensions.
To determine this, we created a set of 45 test pattern
pairs. These were of two types, those in which the
objects were the same on the input dimension and different on the other three dimensions (hereafter referred
to as the "same" pairs) and those in which the objects
were different on the input dimension and the same
on the other three dimensions (hereafter referred to as
the "different" pairs). Testing the network consisted
in running it with the objects in the test pairs as inputs and determining the Euclidian distance between
the PO responses to the inputs for each pair. Of interest is the relative distance between the pairs. To
the extent that the dimension input is behaving like
a filter, as described above, the distance between the
hidden-layer patterns for the "same" pairs should be
smaller than that between the "different" pairs.
W e made these comparisons before the network was
trained, after the categorization training on 2500 inputs, and again following the second, comparison phase
of training (described below) on 2500 additional inputs. Table 1 shows the results of the comparisons,
averaged over the 6 runs.
The "same" pairs start out considerably further
apart than the "different" ones because they differ on
three out of four, vs. one out of four, input dimensions. The effect of training on the categorization task
is to significantly {p < .01) diminish this difference,
though the "same" pairs are only slightly closer than
the "different" pairs. Although the dimensionfilteris
not doing a very good job of eliminating irrelevant di-
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During the second phase of training, the network was
trained on more categorization on half of the trials and
on explicit comparison on the other half. The comparison task was designed tofitthe real task in which there
are two objects in front of the child and the adult says
X is the same color as Y. This task conforms to running the network in the direction indicated by the thick
arrows in the COMPARISON part of Figure 1. Given an
input object which is red, big, round, and smooth, and
another which is red, small, square, and rough,^ the
system was expected to use the information that the
objects were the same color to help it later make sameness judgements of its own.
This task was implemented in the following manner.
The input pattern for one object was presented to the
PPO layer together with one lexical dimension on the
D W layer, just as for the categorization task. The pattern this yielded on the PO layer was then saved. Next
the second input object, identical to thefirston the
input dimension, was presented in the same way. N o w
the stored pattern was treated as a target for the PO
layer. Note that the idea is not that the response to the
first object is somehow superior to the response to the
second, only that training in this manner should bring
the patterns closer together. The important point is
that an effectivefilteringmechanism is learned via the
explicit comparison of objects along single dimensions.
W e did not actually use the COMPARISON component
for the implementation of this task. W e assumed that
the COMPARISON network, given afilteredrepresentation of one object in the COMPARISON BUFFER and an
indication of sameness to another object on the SIMILARITY unit, could generate its own internal target
for thefilteredrepresentation of the second object by
simply copying the pattern for thefirstobject.
Results of comparisons between the "same" and "different" pairs following this phase are shown in Table 1.
As predicted, the "same" distances have decreased significantly (p < .01) relative to the "different" distances. There is also a significant overadl decrease in
distances for both pairs. Because we trained the network only on comparison of objects that were meant to
be the same, this is not surprising. Though it learned
to treat some as more similar than others (those that
are the same on the input dimension), in general it
moved object representations closer together.

''Labels for the various dimensions are used for convenience only.

Discussio n
In our model dimension words such as color h;\\v tlusame internal representations whether they apply to
categorization or to comparison of objects. The two
tasks place similar demands on the dimension representations: within the distributed PO representations,
features of the input dimension must be played up and
features of other dimensions played down. As we have
seen, however, the comparison task is more demanding in this regard. This aspect of our model, which fits
with one current mathematical model of children's similarity judgements [Smith, 1989b], may help us understand why young children are able to categorize objects
even seemingly by a single attribute long before they
can make explicit comparisons along single dimensions.
Training on categorization is insufficient for the formation of an effective dimensionalfilter.Following categorization training only, the distance between pairs of
dimension-filtered representations is about the same
when the two objects are the same only on the input
dimension £is it is when they differ only on the input
dimension. It is training on explicit comparison in our
model that gives rise to effective dimensionfilters.The
developmental implications of thisfindingare clear.
Training children on the language of dimensional comparison may be a causal force in the emergence of the
ability of children in the late preschool period to selectively attend to single dimensions.
One possible criticism of our experiment is the sequencing that we imposed on the learning. Comparison training began only after categorization was
learned. This orderfitsthe developmental facts [Macnamara, 1982]. Nonetheless, determining whether (and
how) our results depend on the sequencing of training
will be an important aspect of future research.
This research makes three contributions. First, it
provides a model of one of the major trends in human development, from wholistic object comparison
to dimensional comparisons. Second, the model distinguishes categorization and comparison in ways which
clarify the theoretical issues and suggest new experiments. For example, it suggests that children's early
use of plural and iterative naming may depend on
global similarity, in addition to category identity, a hypothesis that could be tested empirically. Third, our
model may bring insights to connectionist modeling of
cognitive development. For example, the idea of using
one internal representation as a target for another may
be applicable generally when there is reason to posit
representations that are shared by processes which constrain them in different ways.

describing behavior at different developmental points.
W e know for example that 5-month-olds can discriminate colors, that 2-year-olds have difficulty learning
color words relative to other words, that 5-year-olds
have a rudimentary mapping of color words to the color
space, and that adults exhibit sophisticated and highly
structured color concepts. But we do not know how
the abilities of babies translate into the difficulties of
toddlers, the minimal competence of children, and the
sophistication of adults.
While the model described in this paper is still primitive, it already demonstrates how a system can get
from a stage at which it judges two objects to be the
same color only if they are similar overall to a stage at
which it can make the judgement without paying attention to irrelevant features. It does this by adjusting
its connection weights in such a way that dimensional
input has the effect offilteringout the irrelevant features in its internal representations for objects. Thus,
for the crucial area of comparison and categorization,
this connectionist model provides a starting point for
understanding developmental change.
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Abstract

contrast with Quinlan's (1986) Id3 and Aha's (1989)
IBL systems. The former do "learning from internal
In this paper, I combine the ideas of attention
feedback" (Billman & Heit, 1988), while the latter
from cognitive psychology with concept formation
"learning from example" systems use classified training
in machine learning. M y claim is that the use of
instances to learn concept definitions.
attention can lead to a more efficient learning sysIn this paper, I describe a system that applies selectem, without sacrificing accuracy. Attention leads
tive attention to concept formation. Machine learning
to a savings in efficiency because it focuses only on
is an appropriate place for such a wedding; a discithe relevant attributes, retrieves less information
pline with roots in both engineering and psychology.
from the environment, and is therefore less costly
Most previous concept formation research (Lebowitz,
than a system that uses every piece of information
1987; Fisher, 1987) has used all av^lable information
available. I present a working dgorithm for attento make decisions. In contrast, I will assume that some
tion, built onto the Classit concept formation
of the available input should be ignored; the task for
system, and describe results from three domains.'
the attention mechanism is to find the relevant attributes and allow the system to work with these alone.
M y goal here is simply to demonstrate the practical
application of attention to concept formation: I expect
In cognitive psychology, selective attention refers that
to attention can provide a tangible reward in terms
of efficiency. In most applications, there is a cost assofocusing one's cognitive effort (or processing power) on
ciated with retrieving information about an instance.
only a fraction of the perceptual input. Intuitively, this
This may be negligible in some applications, but in
is the ability to preferentially 'concentrate' on a single
others, such as diagnosis, information retrieval can be
task. This phenomena can be observed with visual
very expensive. If an attention mechanism focuses the
input - we can easily attend to part of a scene, allowing
system
on a small percentage of the available input,
unimportant areas and details to be ignored. This is
this
can
lead to a more efficient, cost-efi"ective system,
a well-studied phenomena, and it appears in a wide
without sacrificing performance accuracy.
variety of tasks and applications (Treisman, 1969).
1. Motivation

Unsupervised concept formation, like selective attention, is a basic aspect of human intelligence. Concept
formation can be viewed as a general problem that appears in a variety of practical, engineering tasks. In
statistics, this problem is known as cluster analysis
(Anderberg, 1973), and can be defined: given a set of
instances or objects,findor impose some classification
scheme on those objects. Note that the leaning system
is not given a set of classified training objects; thus it
carrys out unsupervised learning. In machine learning,
concept formation systems include Lebowitz's (1987)
U n i m e m and Fisher's (1987) C o b w e b systems; these
'This research grew out of work with the ICARUS
research group at UCI: Pat Langley, Kevin Thompson,
Wayne Iba and John Allen. Mike Pazzani also contributed
some key ideas about attention. This research was supported by Contract M D A 903-85-C-0324 from the Army
Research Institute, IBM Japan, and by Keio University.

The attention mechanism I introduce here is built on
the Classit system (Gennari, Langley & Fisher, 1989;
Gennari, 1990). Although this system is not a model
of human learning, it is closely related to Billman and
Heit's (1988) psychological model of concept formation
with attention. Their task is similar to mine: to acquire knowledge about which features are most helpful
for classification. However, their model uses a rather
different representation for knowledge, and is hmited
to learning rules about pairs of features. In contrast,
Classit uses probabilistic concepts for representation
(as in Smith and Medin, 1983), and builds a concept
hierarchy to organize its acquired knowledge.

2. A n overview of the C L A S S I T s y s t e m
For the Classit system (or for Cobweb) an important characteristics of the learning task is that it
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occurs in an incremental manner. This means that
the set of input instances is treated as a sequence over
time, and that the system must learn from each new
instance without reprocessing the previously seen insteuices. This restriction seems intuitive from a psychological perspective: h u m a n s do not remember every instance, and are able to learn despite a virtually
infinite sequence of instances. This requirement is also
reasonable for robotic or real-time applications, where
a response m a y be needed at any point during learning.
In this way, Classit differs from statistical methods in
cluster analysis and from non-incremental learning systems such as C l u s t e r / 2 (Michalski k Stepp, 1983).

1. Incorporate x into the root class.
2. Choose the best of four operators:
a) incorporate x into a child class.
b) create a new disjunct based on x.
c) merge tvo child classes.
d) split a class into its children.
3. If the nev class hcis no children, or
If the match is close enough, end.
Else, recurse on the chosen class.
Table 1: The incremental algorithm used by Classit.
hierarchy; they give the system some ability to recover
from a misleading sequence of instances.

Representation
Instances for Classit are described by a simple list
of attribute-value pairs. Attributes m a y be symbolic,
with a finite (and usually small) range of values, or
continuous, with an infinite set of possible values. Additionally, Classit allows for missing attributes: some
instances m a y not have values for every attribute. This
form of representation is reasonably general, but it cannot handle relational or structured information (see Iba
k Gennari, in press).
Like C o b w e b , Classit uses probabilistic concept
descriptions to represent acquired knowledge. Thus,
rather than all-or-none conjunctive concept definitions,
this approach uses probabilities to build approximate
concepts. For symbolic attributes, these probabilities
can be computed by counting the number of times each
attribute-value appears and the number of m e m b e r instances. For continuous attributes, where the probability of any single value is zero, the system uses the mean
and the standard deviation over m e m b e r instances.
These concepts are organized in m e m o r y in a
general-to-specific hierarchy. Toward the top of the
tree are general concepts, summarizing m a n y instances. Lower in the tree are more specific concepts,
and the leaves m a y be single instances. A leaf m a y
also summarize a number of (very similar) instances.
In this case, the system has forgotten those individual
instances, and can only retrieve the summarizing leaf
concept.

In order to avoid storing all instances, and to
avoid overfitting in noisy domeiins (see Gennari, 1990),
Classit uses a parameter called the recognition criterion as it classifies instances. This tells the system
that the new instance matches the current concept well
enough to consider that instance as recognized and to
halt the classification process (Step 3 in Table 1).
Evaluation function
In order to choose a m o n g the four operators, Classit
uses an evaluation function. This is an expression that
evaluates the quality of a set of concepts and returns
a numeric score, allowing the system to choose the operator that leads to the highest score. Classit uses a
version of category utility for its evaluation function.
This function is designed to maximize the predictive
ability of classes and was originally developed by Gluck
and Corter (1985). For Classit, category utility is:

J:J:P{Cj)Info{Cii) « J
I J

Infoidp)
>

(1)

for / attributes and J classes, where P { C ) is the probability of class C and d p refers to attribute i in the
parent class. Info{C) is a function that measures the
value or quality of class C . For a symbolic attribute i
(with V values)
V
/n/o(a) = ^ P ( x , J C ) 2
V

Algorithm

,

and for a continuous attribute i

Classit begins with an empty hierarchy, and adds to
its concept hierarchy as it classifies each new instance.
T h e algorithm presented in Table 1 is an overview
of h o w learning (modifying the hierarchy) and performance (classification) occur. T h e system cleissifies instances by sorting them through the concept hierarchy
from the root node d o w n to the leaves. At each level,
Classit can place the node in an existing concept or
decide that the instance is sufficiently diflferent to warrant the creation of a new class. T h e other two choices
(operators c and d in Table 1) reorganize the concept
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Info{Ci) = l/cic ,
where ct,c is the standard deviation of an attribute in
class C.^ T o summarize, this function sums over every
^With singleton classes, this standard deviation is zero,
leading to an infinite 1/<t. To solve this problem, CLASSIT uses an Acuity parameter that specifies a minimum
(non-zero) standard deviation. This limit corresponds
to the notion of a 'just noticeable difference' in psychophysics - the lower limit on our ability to make perceptual discriminations.

Classit. This mechanism is embedded within the basic concept formation algorithm as described in Table 1. Attention is used whenever making a clustering
decision: choosing one of the four operators at a level
in the hierarchy. If attention chooses to ignore some
attributes, these attributes are treated as missing: the
system simply makes classification decisions based on
partial information. W h e n Classit descends to the
next level, attributes that were observed earlier are 'remembered' and added to the list of known attributes.
Thus, the system must inspect more attributes in order
to make more specific classifications.

1. Select an unseen attribute with probability
based on its salience.
2. Update the salience of the selected attribute.
3. Compute the category utility score for the best
classification, X , based only on observed
attributes.
4. Consider all remaining unseen attributes and
compute scores for 'worst-case' scenarios:
where these attributes might match either
a) An alternative concept.
b) A new disjunct.
5. If either of these scores is better than X ,
then go to step 1.
Else, ignore remaining attributes.

With little or no previous information, all attributes
are equally salient, and the system must inspect most
or all attributes before choosing a clustering opera/Table 2: An algorithm for attention
tor. However, as more instances are observed, concepts
should emerge in which some attributes contribute
child concept, C,, and subtracts the information at
heavily to the total category utility score, while others
the parent, Cp. Thus, it measures the gain in Info{C)
contribute
less. This means that the salience scores
from parent to child levels of the hierarchy.
for attributes become more disparate, letting the system inspect only those attributes that have high scores.
The attribute learning process is synchronous with the
3. Attention applied to C L A S S I T
concept learning process: as the system defines conIn order to choose only the 'important' attributes,
cepts, it learns which attributes are more salient.
the system must learn the relative salience of atAs stated earlier, the purpose of an attention mechtributes. Note that this is not given a priori, so atanism is to improve efficiency by looking at fewer attention adds a second learning task to the system:
tributes. Yet there is no improvement in computaClassit must learn both concept descriptions and
tional efficiency with this algorithm. In particular, by
saliences of attributes. Salience is defined as the perapplying the halting condition after observing each of n
attribute contribution to category utility (see Equaattributes (Step 4 in the table), I have added an 0{n^)
tion 1). Hence, for a given attribute i,
cost to the algorithm. However, I assume that the cost
of observing an attribute is far greater than the time
required for internal computation. This is reasonable
Y,P{C,)Info{Cij) - Infoidp)
if one imagines an application to diagnosis or robotics,
where considerable work and real time may be needed
SaliencCi =
to observe features (Tan & Schlimmer, 1990).
These scores produce a dynamic ordering of the attributes from most salient (attributes that should be
4. E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n with attention
inspectedfirst)to least salient (attributes that probably need not be inspected). However, attributes are
The basic claim to be verified by experimentation
not always inspected in exact order of salience; inis that attention can increase eflRciency without a loss
stead, the system chooses attributes probabilistically
of accuracy. More specifically, it should decrease the
as a function of their salience. This allows the system
number of attributes the system must inspect withto recover from 'incorrect' scores: even a low-scoring
out decreasing its predictive accuracy. In addition, I
attribute may be occasionally inspected. If such an
should verify that the attention mechanism behaves as
attribute is 'noticed' in this way, and if that attribute
expected: the number of attributes inspected should
actually is salient, then its score will improve, and it
decrease over time, and the system should focus only
will be more likely to be inspected in the future.
on the "relevant" attributes.
In addition to an ordering, the system must decide
In the following experiments, I measure efficiency by
how many attributes to inspect before making a cluscounting the total number of attributes observed durtering decision. Classit resolves this 'stopping condiing cla.ssification of each instance. For accuracy, I meation' problem by imagining a worst-case scenario where
sure the predictive ability of the concept hierarchy on
the unobserved attributes match some other concept
unseen test instances. Both measures are taken with
perfectly, and then considering whether this informal
the system in a 'testing' mode. Learning (the modition would change the current clustering decision. If
fication of the concept hierarchy) is turned off during
so, theri it must continue inspecting attributes; if not,
testing, and the recognition criterion is set at a low
it has inspected sufficient attributes to make a decision.
level. The recognition criterion represents a trade-off
between careful learning and rapid recognition. LowTable 2 presents the attention algorithm used in
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Figure 1: Predictive accuracy - artificial domain
ering the parameter allows the system to quickly recognize an instance at a high, general level of the tree,
allowing the attention mechanism to use only a small
number of attributes.^
Results with artificial data
As an initial experiment, it is useful to investigate
Classit's performance with an artificial database.
With such a domain, one can guarantee that some
attributes are truly 'irrelevant' - their values do not
depend on class membership. In this experiment, I created a database with 20 continuous attributes, where
12 of these had generating distributions that did not
depend on class. A n y of the remaining eight attributes
can be used to distinguish a m o n g the classes, but four
are noisy: the difi"erences between classes are small,
and the standard deviations within a class are high.
Figure 1 shows a learning curve for accuracy with
and without the attention mechanism. T h e predicted
attribute is attribute 13, one of the clean, relevant attributes, and accuracy is measured as a simple average
of the absolute error of predictions. A s expected, both
systems reach the s a m e asymptote, although the use of
attention seems to result in a slower rate of learning.
This m a y be due to the additional learning task for
attention.
Figure 2 characterizes the behavior of the attention
algorithm. In this figure, the frequency of attribute
inspection is shown over time, for all attributes. Note
that the system almost always inspects the three clean,
relevant attributes (nos. 14, 15 and 16).^ Classit
next prefers the noisy attributes (nos. 17 through 20)
Without the use of the recognition criterion, attention
tends to observe all (or almost all) attributes. This is because different attributes are relevant at each level of the
tree. By the time classification reaches the leaves of the
tree (singleton classes), all or most attributes are 'known'.

r
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••• ••
• •• • •
I* • • • •
•• ••
• •••
• •• •
••
• •••
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Instances (time)
Using 10 orders, RC=0.65, Acuity=1.0.
Attributes inspected:
90-100%
• 25-49 % • 50-74 % • 75-89 %

Figure 2: T h e frequency of attribute inspection in the
artificial domain
and only rarely does the system inspect the irrelevant
attributes (nos. 1 through 12). This figure also shows
that the system begins by inspecting m a n y attributes
(about 12 to 15), and only after about 30 instances
does it 'settle' on the best attributes (inspecting about
7 attributes per instance). It is interesting that this
point in time matches the place in Figure 1 where the
two systems reach the same level of accuracy.
Results with real databases
In order demonstrate the practical use of a learning
system, one must demonstrate performance of the system in real-world domains. Here, I present results for
two databases from the U C I machine learning database
repository: ^ the voting database and the heart-disease
database. T h e voting database was collected from 1984
congressional records by Jeff Schlimmer, and consists
of 17 symbolic attributes per instance: 16 votes and
party affiliation. T h e heart disease database encodes
patient information from the Cleveland Clinic Foundation and was collected by Robert Detrano (see Detrano et al., 1990). This data includes eight numeric
attributes and six symbolic ones, including a binary
sick/healthy attribute.
Figure 3 shows the accuracy of Classit on these
databcises with and without the attention mechanism.
In both domains, the predicted attribute is binary and
symbolic: for the voting database, party affiliation; for
the heart-disease database, the sick/healthy attribute.
Thus, performance is measured by percentage error h o w often the prediction is incorrect. Although the
use of attention results in some loss of accuracy in the
heart-disease domain, this appears to be a minor efi'ect.

To obtain these databases or information about them,
* Attribute 13 is not available because it is used for thesend e-mail to ml-repository@ics.uci.edu, or contact Patrick
prediction task.
Murphy, ICS Department, U C Irvine 92717.
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Error (%)
50.
40.

Heart disease database (RC=0.6 Acuity=2.0):
•
• Error without attention
•- - - • Error with attention
I database (RC=0.6 Acuity>2.0):
Error without attention
Error with attention

chology to achieve improvement in a learning system.
In turn, I hope that as these computer systems evolve
and improve, they can lead to advances in developing
models of human cognition.
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The attribute frequency graph for the voting
database (not s h o w n ) provides additional evidence for
the attention mechanism. Although not as dramatic
as Figure 2, it shows that Classit focuses on partisan
votes such as 'aid to El Salvador' and 'aid to the contras', at the expense of non-partisan attributes such as
a vote about immigration. In this domain, Classit
focuses almost irrunediately onto about 9 attributes.
A simple explaination for this rapid learning is that it
is very easy (requires few instances) to distinguish between the two parties in this database.
T h e heart disease database has an attribute frequency graph that indicates a m o r e even distribution
a m o n g attributes. This suggests that all or most of
the attributes in this d o m a i n are relevant for prediction. This is not surprising since the attributes were
selected by an expert in the domaun. However, even
in this domain, Classit learns to use only about 7
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5. Discussion
One important domain for attention is visual processing. This is an interesting appUcation since realworld images have thousands of attributes and a large
amount of irrelevant information. However, before applying attention to vision, I must improve the 'stopping
condition' currently used by Classit. Experiments to
date have confirmed that the the current method is too
costly and too conservative about not risking accuracy.
The results presented here demonstrate that the attention mechanism does work as it should: it increjises
the efficiency of the system without reducing accuracy.
However, experimental results do not "prove" that this
is the best approach, nor support this research as a
model of human attention and learning. This is simply an effort to use a known phenomena in human psy-
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0. Abstract

B y postulating rules that operate on semantic structure as opposed to rules or transformations that are purely
syntactic, these theories manage to incorporate important
insights. First, different valence expressions are typically
accompanied by slightly different semantic interpretations
and secondly, alternations are c o m m o n l y constrained in
semantic ways (cf. Pinker 1989 for review and discussion).

It has recently been suggested that the different valence
possibilities of a single verb stem can be accounted for by
postulating lexical rules that operate on the semantic
structure of verbs, producing different verb senses. Syntactic expression is then taken to be predicted by general
linking rules that m a p semantic structure onto syntactic
form (Alsina and M c h o m b o 1990, Bresnan and Moshi
1989, Levin 1985, Pinker 1989, Rappaport, Laughren, and
Levin 1987). In this pauper, general problems with such
£q)proaches are discussed, including the following: a) such
theories require a large number of both distinct verb
senses and lexical rules, b) ad hoc and often implausible
verb senses are required, c) an unwarranted asymmetry
between different argument structures is posited, and d)
many generalizations are obscured.
A n alternative is suggested that involves considering the various valences as templates or constructions that
are paired with semantics independently of the verbs that
may occur with them. For example, abstract semantics
such as " X causes Y to receive Z," " X causes Y to become
Z" etc. are associated directly with the skeletal syntactic
ditransitive and resultative constructions, respectively,
allowing the verbal predicates to be associated with richer
frame-semantic representations.
I. Introduction
There is a widespread assumption in current linguistic
theories that syntax is a projection of lexical requirements.
This claim is explicit in T h e Projection Principle ( G B ) , the
Completeness and Coherence Wnciples(LFG), and in all
current "linking theories" which attempt to predict o v m
syntax from semantic role or theta role arrays. In all of
these cases, it is the verb which is taken to be of central
importance. That is, it is assumed that the verb determines h o w m a n y and which kind of complements will
cooccur with it. In this way, the verb is analogized to the
predicate of formal logic which has an inherent number of
distinct arguments. T h e verb is taken to be an n-place
relation waiting for the exactly correct type and number of
arguments.
At the same time, it is also recognized that the same
verb stem often occurs with more than one valence.
These two factors that l)syntax is taken to be a projection
of lexical, and in particular, verbal requirements, and that
2)the syntactic valence associated with particular verbs is
not uniquely determined, have recently led m a n y theorists
to postulate lexical rules which are designed to operate on
the semantic structures of lexical items. T h e overt complement structure is then to be predicted by general linking rules that m a p semantic structure onto syntactic form
(cf. Alsina and M c h o m b o 1990, Bresnan and Moshi 1989,
Levin 1985, Pinker 1989, Rappaport, Laughren, and Levin
1987).
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In this paper, however, I argue that semantic changing lexical rules are subject to m a n y general criticisms,
despite the fact that their semantic basis is well-motivated.
A n alternative is suggested which attempts to incorporate
the semantic insights while avoiding m a n y of the problems associated with postulating rules that change the
inherent semantics of the main verb. T h e alternative
involves considering the various valences as templates or
constructions that are paired with semantics independently
of the verbs that m a y occur with them. For example,
abstract semantic representations such as " X causes Y to
receive Z," " X causes Y to become Z " can be associated
directly with the skeletal syntactic ditransitive and resultative constructions, respectively, allowing the verbal predicates to be associated with richer frame-semantic
representations. This approach is currently being
developed as part of the theory of Construction G r a m m a r
(FiUmore, K a y and O'Connor 1988, FUlmore 1987, K a y
1990, Lakoff 1987). Aspects of this type of approach have
been recently suggested by Jackendoff 1990 and Wierzbicka 1988 as w e U .
2. Problems with (Semantic) Lexical Rule Approaches
There are m a n y problems with lexical rule accounts.
First, although such accounts only appeal to pair-wise
altOTiations, it should be recognized that the number of
distinct argument sdTictures that can be used with a verb
stem is typically greater than two. For example, an ordinary verb such as lack can appear with at least eight distinct argument stinctures:
1.
Joe kicked the wall.
2.
The horse kicks.
3.
Joe kicked the football into the stadium.
4.
Joe kicked at the football.
5.
Joe kicked B o b black and blue.
6.
Joe kicked his foot against the chair.
7.
Joe kicked B o b the football.
8.
Joe kicked his w a y out of the operating room.
T o relate these valences, seven lexical rules would be
required, to allow for eight distinct senses of lack. It is
clear that this approach leads to a proliferation of both
verb senses and lexical rules.
Moreover, despite claims that the linking rules mapping arguments to grammatical functions or to syntactic

there is a special verb sense send! which constraints its
goal to be animate. If a n e w verb sense were postulated,
w e would also have to also posit an ad hoc stipulation that
this sense could only occur in the ditransitive valence.
Notice w e cannot readily claim that the ditransitive syntax
is determined by general linking rules, because verbs
which d o lexically constrain their goals to be animatee.g., verbs such as give or h a n d - retain the constraint
w h e n they are used with other valences.

positions are general and language independent, the proposed rules are c o m m o n l y quite construction-specific; i,e.
they are often not general across construction types even
within a single language. For example, in English the
theme argument (the ball(s) in each of the following) is
mapped to subject in intransitive unaccusative expressions, e.g. The ball dropped, to direct object in simple
transitive expressions, e.g. Joe dropped the ball, to the
second object position in ditransitives: Joe threw M a r y the
ball, and to an oblique complement in She loaded the carton -with balls.

2 3 . Implausible V e r b Senses
Another serious problem with the type of entirely
botlom-up analysis of the lexical rule approach is that it
encounters problems w h e n faced with examples such as:
12. H e sneezed the napkin off the table.
13. She baked him a cake.
14. D a n talked himself blue in the face.

2.1. T h e Problem of Circularity
A fundamental problem that arises from assuming that
syntax is a projection of lexical requirements, is that such
an assumption often results in circular analyses. For
example, the theoy is forced into the position of claiming
that kick is a binaryrelation,and therefore must have two
and only two complements, except in The horse kicks in
which it is unary, and therefore has one complement, and
except in Joe kicked B o b the football in which it is ternary
and therefore has three complements.

In none of these cases does the verb intuitively
require the direct object complement T o account for 12,
for example, w e would have to say that sneeze, a parade
example of an intransitive verb, actually has a threeargument sense, "to laugh in such a w a y as to cause
motion." T o account for 13, w e would need to claim that
there exists a special sense of bake that has three arguments, an agent, a theme, and an intended recipient. This
in effect argues that bake has a sense which involves
something like "intend to cause to have." T o account for
14, w e would need to postulate a special sense of talk, "to
talk in such a w a y as to effect a change in the talker."

A constructional apjsxjach to argument structure
allows us to avoid the circularity of arguing that a verb is
an n-ary predicate and "therefore" has n complements
w h e n and only w h e n it has n complements. Instead, the
ternary relation for example, can be directly associated
with the skeletal ditransitive construction, and w e can
understand thatrelationto be imposed on kick w h e n kick
occurs with that particular construction. This idea is discussed m o r e fully below.

O n a constructional approach, w e can understand
aspects of the final interpretation involving caused
motion, intended transfer, or caused result to be conuibuted by the respective constructions. That is, w e can
understand skeletal valence constructions to be cjq)able of
contributing arguments. For example, w e can define the
ditransitive construction to be associated directly with the
semantic roles of agent, patient and recipient, and in addition associate the class of verbs of creation with the
ditransitive construction. W e do not need to stipulate a
specific sense of bake unique to this construction. In general w e can understand the direct objects found in the
above examples to be licensed, not directly as an argument of the verb, but by the particular constructions.

2.2. Sentential Effects
Anothw^ difficulty with lexical rule approaches is that it is
often not possible to determine whether a given argument
structure can be used on the basis of the verb alone. Fot
example, holding the verb constant, the following a) sentences are better than the ccxresponding b) sentences:
9a. ? T V is watched.
9b. T V is watched an average of six hours per day.
10a. *She sent the countryside a package.
10b. She sent the Countess a package.

2.4. L a c k of Explanation
In addition to these problems, there is reason to doubt the
explanatory nature of lexical rule accounts. It is wellk n o w n that there are cases which meet the structural
description of a particular alternation, but which do not
alternate. For example, in the case of the ditransitive, w e
find donate, explain, and choose which do not appear
ditransitively; in the case of the locative alternation, w e
find pour, drip, and coil which do not occur in the She
loaded the w a g o n with hay frame. Because of these cases,
m a n y theorists have sought to add constraints to the
relevant structural descriptions. Attempts in this direction
can be found throughout the literature. However, to date,
no general constraints have been discovered which distinguish the verbs which allow certain alternations from
those that d o not (see Pinker 1989 for a full discussion of

These effects are well k n o w n , but there is no natural
w a y to capture these types of constraints in the lexical
semantics of the main verb. O n a constructional account,
however, it is possible to associate constraints on the subject, direct object, or on the overall interpretation of the
expression directly to the construction. Intuitively it
makes sense to ascribe constraints that occur only with
particular argument structures directly to those argument
structures, instead of postulating n e w verb senses for each
of the verbs and then needing to stipulate that these particular senses only occur in the particular argument structure. Fot example, the constraint that thefirstobject must
be animate w h e n verbs are used with the ditransitive construction (cf. exs. 1 la-b) can be understood as a constraint
on the construction; it should not be taken to imply that
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the failure to find adequate ways to constrain, in a general
way, the application of particular alternations). Most
theories solve this ixx)blem by positing some type of
designation on either the verbs which allow the alternation
OT on the verbs which do noL

A broader perspective of the construction as an
entity in its o w n right leads to interesting generalizations.
For example, the expressions:
17. The wind blew the ship off course.
18. She forced him into the room.

Complementary classes of cases are also recognized
to exist Tliese are cases which have the "output" structure. But not the "input" structure. For example for the
ditransitive, envy, forgive, cost appear ditransitively. but
not with prepositional paraphrases. In the case of the
locative,fill,cover, inundate, adorn, etc., cannot occur
with directional phrases, but do occur in the with variant.

can be assimilated into an account of a construction
involving caused-motion, although they are not at all
relevant lo the "locative" with variant. Similarly, w e can
account for the metaphorical extensions:
19. H e drove her into a state of madness.
20. H e forced the idea out of his mind.
which are even more removed from the with variant, as
metaphorical extensions of the construction.

These two classes of cases, that the rules d o not
apply to all verbs with the correct structural description,
and that not all expressions with the "output" structure
have the same "input" structure, cast doubt on the explanatory value of the alternation account T h e alternation
cannot be stated as an implication in either direction.
Instead, the statement of the alternation can only say:
some verbs with argument structure X also have argument
structure Y. This is true, but it tells us nothing about
either of the argument structures or about the particular
verbs; it simply describes the fact that there is some overlap between the set of verbs associated with two distinct
valences.

2 ^ . AssiunpUons of A s y m m e t r y
Alternation accounts generally assume an asymmetry
between the two argument structures (Pinkw 1989 is an
excq>tion in allowing lexical rules to operate in both
directions). In a few cases this is desired, as it is m a y be
meant to capture a difference in markedness between the
two argument structures. For example, having a lexical
rule which transforms an active argument structure into a
passive argument strucuu-e captures the idea that the
active argument structure is in s o m e sense more basic or
less marked. However, active/passive pairs represent
I)erh£4)s the clearest case of an asymmetrical relation. In
m a n y other cases, the asymmetry is not warranted and
often is not defended.

2.5. Generalizations are Obscured
Further undermining the explanatory value of alternation
accounts is the fact that they, by their nature, obscure certain generalizations. Because the rules are written with
reference to one particular basic argument structure, other
rules with the same output but a different input structure
are postulated as independent rules. E.g. In the case of the
ditransitive, alternation accounts of the construction typically assume the existence of two distinct constructions:
the "ro-dative" and the "for- dative", because of the fact
that two different "input" argument structures are
involved. In this w a y the alternation accounts typically
ignore the fact that ro-datives and /or-datives are intimately related both syntactically and semantically (for
discussion, see e.g., Goldberg 1989). A related problem is
that the class of expressions that share the same output
argument structure, but that do not have any other relevant
argument structure are often not accounted for in any systematic way. Instead, cases such as
15. H e gave her an idea.
16. The music lent the party a festive air.

In the case of the ditransitive. H e gave the book to
her is usually supposed to be more basic than H e gave her
the book, (however, decisions as to which is m o r e basic
are not unanimous, see Dryer 1986 for the opposite
analysis). A typical reason that is given is that the verbs
which allow ditransitives are a proper subset of those that
allow prepositional paraphrases. However, this is not
actually so since refuse, and deny d o not have paraphrases
with to ox for, and neither do m a n y metaphorical expressions, for example:
2 1 a She gave m e a headache/a kiss/an idea.
2Ib. *She gave a headache/a kiss/an idea to m e .
C)ehrle(1976), moreover, has argued that there is no principled w a y to distinguish those cases which have prepositional paraphrases from those that do not.
Developmental data (Gropen et al. 1989) shows that
the ditransitive and prepositional paraphrases occur at
roughly the same time in children's speech, neither construction reliably preceding the other, so that evidence for
an asymmetry cannot be grounded in evidence from
children's acquisition of the forms.

are said to be idiomatic, and are often ignored.
In the case of the locative alternation, similar generalizations have been overlooked. Accounts of "locative" verbs have been systematically delimited to those
cases which alternate, or in s o m e cases (e.g. RappapcHt
and Levin ms.. Pinker 1989) to those cases which are of
the same general kind as those which alternate. However,
motion verbs such as: push, move, run. throw, and metaphorical cases are all excluded from analysis. (Talmy
1980 and Jackendoff 1985 are notable exceptions to this
generalization in examining all types of verbs of motion
as a class. However, perhaps tellingly, their discussions
are not m a d e in the framework of describing alternations).

The asymmetry implicit in alternation accounts is
even more difficult to defend in the case of the locative
alternation. In general, the valence associated with H e
loaded hay onto the w a g o n is supposed to be more basic
than H e loaded the w a g o n with hay. However, w h e n different verbs are examined, this asymmetry is clearly
unwarranted. So, although stack and plaster all allow
both argximent strucuires, there is no inmition that the into
variant is more basic than the with variant. That is, the
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for discussions of such classes). T h e caused-motion construction will m a k e reference to verbs of motion, verbs of
directed force, verbs of manner, verbs of instrument, etc.
(see Talmy 1976, Jackendoff 1985, Shibatani 1976,
Pinker 1989 for discussion of such classes).

following appear to have equal status in terms of being
basic or unmarked:
22a. H e stacked the shelves with boxes.
22b. H e stacked boxes onto the shelves.
23a. H e plastered the wall with posters.
23b. H e plastered posters onto the wall.
Moreover, adorn, blanket, block, cover, d a m , enrich, fill,
dirty, litter, smother, soil, trim, endow, garnish, imbue,
pave, riddle, saturate to n a m e a few, only occur with the
with variant. In fact in a detailed study of locative verbs,
Rappaport and Levin(ms) found that out of 142 verbs studied, only 34 alternate.
O n a constructional account, w e need not assume an
asymmetrical relationship between two constructions that
are found to be related. Instead, w e can describe
instances of partial-overl^ of syntax, semantics, or pragmatics as such, without necessarily assuming that one (V
the other is basic, the other derived. So, for example w e
can state that the semantics associated with the ditransitive construction is related to the semantics of the paraphrase with to; w e do not need to assume the primacy of
one over the other. Likewise, w e can describe the relationship between paraphrases with to and the caused
motion construction.

Consider again kick, to take a particular case. The
ditransitive consuiiction will m a k e reference to the fact
that it can occur with verbs which can cause ballistic
motion. T h e fact that kick is such a verb will be inferred
firom its frame semantics, i.e. from the fact that it kicking
can be used to cause an object to m o v e by an abrupt
motion of the leg. W e do not need to claim that the
semantics of kick undergoes any change when used
ditransidvely.
T h e fact that kick can be used with the causedmotion construction as in:
24. She kicked the ball into the end zone.
can be accounted for by the fact that the caused-motion
construction will m a k e reference to verbs of forceful
directed action, and it will be inferred from the frame
semantics of kick that it is such a verb.
T h e fact that kick can appear in the transitive construction will follow from the fact that the U-ansitive construction will m a k e reference to verbs of contact, and
again, the fact that kick can be interpreted as a verb of
contact will be inferred from its frame semantics.

3. T h e Interaction of V e r b and Constructional S e m a n tics
A constructional £^proach to argument structure allows us
to avoid m a n y of the problems discussed above. At the
same time, w e should not assume that all of the analysis is
top-down, that constructions simply impose their meaning
on unsuspecting verbs. In point of fact, there are reasons
to think that the analysis must be both top-down and
bottom-up. That is, the meanings of constructions and
verbs can be seen to interact in non-trivial ways, and s o m e
cross reference between verbs and argument structures
will be necessary.

In this way, w e d o not need to postulate different
senses of kick because of its different valence possibilities. Instead w e can understand the sentential interpretation to arise from a combination of verb and constructional semantics. Valence constructions will be associated
with one or more abstract semantic representations, and
will m a k e reference to classes of verbs. Whether kick
falls into the appropriate classes will be determined by
general inferences m a d e on the basis of the framesemantic representation of kick. That is, the semantic
representation of the verb m a y underdetermine argument
structure expression.

Minimal entries f w verbs will need to m a k e reference to:

A benefit to assigning the skeletal semantics sometimes described as the "syntactically relevant" aspect of
verb meaning directly to argument structure constructions,
is that Pinker's (1989) observation that the syntactically
relevant aspects of verb meaning are like Uiat of closed
class elements is predicted since argument structure constructions are closed class elements.

l)idiosyncratic facts(although typically motivated by 2)
about its syntax, semantics, and use, and
2)frame semantic knowledge of the concept associated
with the verb.
Kick's syntactic iMt)perties are not idiosyncratic, so no
syntactic properties will have to be listed in this case; any
idiosyncratic semantic or pragmatic properties that kick
m a y have are not immediately relevant, so I will for n o w
avoid discussion of them. The frame semantic knowledge
of kick must include something to the effect

4. Issues
The suggestion being m a d e here brings several tricky
questions to the fore. If argument structure expressions
are viewed as constructions, and w e wish to claim that
essentially the same verb is involved in more than one
argument structure expression, w e need to deal with
several issues. Exactly h o w is the verb represented if not
by some directrepresentationof an argument structure?
Another question that arises is, w h e n and w h y does the
same verb occur with more than one argument structure
construction? A n dfinally,if the verb does not explicitiy
specify the correct number and type of arguments, h o w
then do w e prevent the generation of:

kicking involves an abrupt forceful motion of the
leg such that the leg is thought away from the body
and then returned.
Argument structure constructions will need to refer
to particular verb classes. Thus, f w example, the ditransitive construction will need to m a k e reference to verbs of
ballistic motion, verbs of creation, verbs of future having,
verbs of refusal, etc. (see Green 1974, Oehrle 1976,
Wierzbicka 1988, Pinker 1989, and Goldberg to appear.
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25.
26.

*Joe touched B o b a cupcake.
*Joe murdered

however. For example, w e will need inter and intra
linguistic studies to determine which verb classes tend to
be associated with which constructions, h o w constructions
are related to eachother, and the exact w a y in which verbal, and m o r e generally, lexical meaning is to be
represented. W h a t w e stand to gain from such studies is a
deeper understanding of the nature of argument structure
than has heretofore been proposed.

I.e. h o w does this approach accomplish what was supposed to be accomplished by principles such as Projection
Principle of G B or the Completeness and Coherence Principles of L F G ?
However it should be m a d e clear that these problems are not created by a constructional approach. In fact,
although these issues are somewhat obscured by the
mechanisms of traditional theories, they are by no means
solved by those theories. For example, the question of
h o w to capture the meaning of a v w b independently of the
particular argument structures in which it appears has its
direct analog in more traditional accounts: the question
that requires explanation is, in what w a y are the lexical
items created by lexical rule related to each other? O n e
non-answer to this question would be to stipulate that the
meanings are not related semantically, that each is an
independent lexical entry. A n o t h ^ unint^esting answer
would be that the meaning of the verb stem is a disjunction of all of its argument structures: this would not
answer the question of h o w the disjuncts are related to
eachother.
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It m a y be suggested that the lexical rule itself
explains the relationship between two argument structures. For example, in the case of the causative lexical
rule, one might argue that that the relationship is captured
because the semantic decomposition of an inchoative
predicate is contained in the semantic decomposition of a
causative predicate. That is, the predicates m a y be said to
be related by a containment relation. However, it is clear
that simply stating that one representation properly contains another, does not explain the relationship between
the two. Moreover, not all containment relationships form
the basis of potential lexical rules, and conversely, the
relationship that is intended to be captured by lexical rule
is often not one of containment. Typically, the lexical
rule merely stipulates that there is a relationship, it does
not shed light on what that relationship is.
The second question as to w h e n and w h y a particular verb stem can occur in more than one argument structure, is also not explained by alternation accounts. A s was
discussed above, alternation rules simply say: s o m e verbs
with argument structure X also have argument structure
Y. This does not at all account for w h y a verb stem
occurs in both, it simply stipulates that it does.
Finally, concerning the question of disallowing the
following in a principled way:
27. *Joe touched B o b the cupcake.
28. * B o b murdered.
A s has been noted, appealing to the fact that a verb has n
number of arguments and therefore must have exactly n
complements begs the question, since the w a y n is determined is by considering h o w m a n y complements the verb
actually does occur with.
I take it to be a valuable outcome of the constructional approach that these issues are m a d e clear. Further
research will be necessary to fully address these issues.
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Abstract

situation will behave in a manner consistent with previous experiences of that situation, and that an agent
Spatial relations and spatial language form an confronted with a novel situation will attempt to adapt
important part of everyday reasoning. This pastrategies used in a previous similar experience. A n imper describes SPATR, a system which addresses
plication of this approach is that experience serves to
the labeUing of components of objects and the
guide the direction of attention within the environment
interpretation of spatial relations between ob(i.e., you look for things you expect to find from past
jects within the framework of adaptive planning.
experience) and that noticing novel features of the enS P A T R implements a model of spatial reasoning,
vironment guides the retrieval and adaptation of expewhich mediates a m o n g language, memory, and
rience (e.g., noticing an airport shuttle sign when you
perception. Using a case-based approach for reaneed to get from one airport gate to another to make a
soning from past experience, S P A T R makes use of
connection suggests taking a shuttle rather than walkspatial relationships corresponding to closed class
ing)terms, as well as a 3D, hierarchical representation
Within the context of the Airphone example, we
of objects for retrieving relevant past experience.
view the process as follows:
• The agent approaches the Airphone for the first
time. At this point in the interaction, the agent has
not conducted an exhaustive visual inspection of the
device, and therefore has only a skeletal representation for the Airphone,
• T h e agent is instructed to insert the credit card,
face up with card n a m e to the right. T h e 'figure'
of the insert (see [Talmy, 1983] for explanations of
the terms 'figure' and 'ground') is the credit card,
and an appropriate geometric representation of the
card is retrieved from memory. T h e ground of the insert is the Airphone, and the skeletal representation
for the Airphone is used. T h e semantics of 'insert'
suggest that an 'into' relationship is desired and this
causes the retrieval of a likely previous experience,
based on known features of thefigure,and known
and assumed features of the ground. For example,
the agent m a y be reminded of inserting a bank card
into an A T M .
• Inserting a bank card into an A T M consists, in part,
offindinga slot on the front of the A T M , and this information is used to constrain visual search for such
a slot on the front of the Airphone.
• This visual search fails and a n e w retrieval is performed based on difl'erent assumptions about the
ground (and perhaps additional known features
gained through the visual search). T h e agent m a y
then be reminded of inserting a library book return

Introduction
A n agent using instructions to interact with a device
must resolve several types of Natural Language references to spatial concepts. For example, when using
an Airphone (a special type of payphone found on airplanes), an agent m a y be instructed to 'insert credit
card, face up, with card n a m e to the right' into the
Airphone. Fully understanding the spatial aspects of
this instruction requires the system to decide what is
meant by "insert" (i.e., is it the kind of insert one uses
w h e n one wishes to insert a key into a lock, a pin into
a voodoo doll, a bank card into an A T M , etc.), what is
meant by the "face" of a credit card, what "up" means
with respect to this face, where the "card n a m e " is
and whether right refers to the agent's right (a deictic reference) or some intrinsic right of the card or the
Airphone.
W e view m a n y of these problems within the framework of Adaptive Planning [Alterman, 1986; Alterman,
1988]. Adaptive Planning suggests that engagement,
or interacting with an environment, is a m e m o r y intensive task wherein an agent confronted with a 'typical'
'This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, administered by the
U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract
#F49620-88-C-0058.
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card into the envelope on the front of a Hbrary hook.
This suggests a vertically oriented slot witii an o|)(>n
ing along its top, into which the card is insci led wi( li
a downward motion.
Visual search succeeds for this feature and this experience of insert is chosen as the case to be adapted.
'Face' of a card metaphorically refers to the front of
the card. W e do not provide a model for linguistic metaphor, however we feel that [Martin, 1990]
is more than adequate for these purposes. If the
agent does not already know which side of a credit
card is its front, then this decision could be handled by retrieving previous cases of labelling, and
adapting these cases. For example, the agent may
be reminded of a playing card where the front of the
card is the side with the picture and writing on it,
and label the credit card accordingly.
Face 'up' actually means face towards the agent,
given that insert requires a downward, sliding motion with the card oriented in a vertical position.
This could be handled as a metaphoric meaning of
up, an adaptation on the insert, or as a problem similar to the selection of the proper meaning of insert.
W e are assuming that the geometric representation
of the credit card has adequate ties to semantic memory tofindthe 'card name' of the card.
'To the right' requires the agent to resolve whether
'right' refers to deictic or intrinsic right. For a full
discussion of this process the reader is referred to
[Alterman et al., 1991].

^ >x^uw^|'

Figure 1: Pictorial Representations of Key, Lock, and
Key into Lock.

In [jackendoff and Landau, 1990] a set of extensions
to Biederman's approach to account for certain Unguistic terms is given. These extensions allow:
• The addition of secondary directing axes in addition
to a main generating axis to account for characteristic orientation of objects.
• Two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional subcomponents of objects (which offers a qualitative
distinction between things which are fundamentally
'sheet-like' as opposed to "very thin').
• Hollow objects (as opposed to shapes with slightly
smaller negative shapes inset).
• Texture or character for objects (such as smooth,
rough,jagged).
• Surface markings and/or color on objects (for example, writing on one side of a credit card).

SPATR's representational scheme for objects is
adopted from this approach. For example, SPATR's
representation for an (asymmetric) key would be a
frame that could be represented pictorially as shown
in Figure 1. The representation specifies that the overSPATR
all shape of the key is strip-like, with a directed main
This paper will describe SPATR (pronounced "spat- generating axis. For convenience, we arbitrarily label
this axis as a "Front^Back" axis (we will designate
ter"), a SPATial Reasoner which models the above prodirected axes from X to Y as " X ^ Y " and undirected
cesses. S P A T R is implemented as a distributed caseaxes as "X*-^Y"). The shape is further decomposed
based reasoning system built on top of Cognitive Sysinto
a disk for the "back" part (actually, one end of
tems' C B R Shell [Goodman, 1989; Goodman, 1990].
the
main
axis) and a strip for the "front" part. This
There are three components to S P A T R : the I/D La"front"
strip
itself contains a secondary directed axis
beller, C L T E R , and SPACL. These components comwhich we arbitrarily label the "Top—+Bottom" axis.
municate through a blackboard. Each component is
The "top" of the strip is an edge whose character is
geared to handle a specific type of spatial problem.
straight and the "bottom" of the strip is an edge that
is jagged.
Geometric Representations of Objects
Similarly, a lock could be represented cis shown in
In [Marr, 1982] a model for the geometric representaFigure 1. This representation consists of a generic
tion of objects based on a hierarchically organized 3D
(or unspecified) 3D shape which contains a negative
model is presented. For example, the overall shape of
strip (i.e. the hole where the key fits). This strip
has a directed main generating axis (which we laa person is cylindrical with a generating axis running
bel "Front-^Back" for convenience). The "front" of
from top to bottom, and this overall shape can be decomposed into a cylinder for the torso, cylinders for the
this strip is a negative edge which has an undirected
arms and legs, etc. Arms can be further decomposed
"Top•-•Bottom" axis. Note that since our representainto forearms and biceps, forearms can be decomposed
tion must account for world knowledge which is not
necessarily perceptual in nature (for example, that
into hands, which can be decomposed intofingers,and
there is, in fact, a negative strip inside the lock rather
soon. [Biederman, 1987] advocates a similar hierarchithan a spherical shape or a slab, when only the leadcal decomposition into 'geons' which are a fundamental
set of conies. Both approaches allow the recognition
ing edge of that strip is visible) S P A T R must either
and categorization of perceptual information to occur
deduce or explicitly represent the distinction between
at both coarse-grained andfine-grainedlevels.
what is known through direct observation (e.g. that a
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lock has a negative edge) and what is known through
other methods (e.g. that a lock has a negative strip).
Motion and Change in Orientation
Taking action in the world requires a representation of
motion and change in orientation over time. Inserting
the card, lowering the door handle, removing and inserting the handset, and removing the card all require
specifying paths between objects (as in [Jackendoff and
Landau, 1990] or [Talmy, 1983]). Representing these
paths may require specifying starting points (as in removing the handset and credit card), one or more midpoints (as in inserting the credit card into its holder
and the handset into its cradle), and/or end points of
the path (as in lowering the door handle over the card
and the location to which the handset is returned).
A n example of chainging the orientation of an object
is specifying the rotation of a credit card so that it is
"face up with name to the right."
Actions required to place a figure into a ground are
decomposed into specifications of axizJ alignment, rotational ahgnment, and movement along paths in a
manner akin to [Herskovits, 1985]. For example, inserting a key into a lock is represented as a frame
which specifies that the "Front—>Back" axis of the
key must be aligned with the "Front—•Back" axis of
the negative strip of the lock, the key should be rotated until its "Top—•Bottom" axis is parallel to the
'Top—'Bottom" axis of the negative edge of the lock,
and the key should be moved along the path specified
by its "Front—i-Back" cixis. This process can be represented pictorially as shown in Figure 1.
A n issue of primau-y importance is whether spatial
relationships should be represented as abstract generalizations over related meanings (as is practiced by [Herskovits, 1985], c.f. [Talmy, 1983], and [Chen, 1987])
or as discrete, though related instances of differing
relationships {Extended Category Structure: [Lakoff,
1987]). [Badler et ai, 1990] use an abstract notion
of the meaning of spatial prepositions, such as 'on,' to
resolve specific instructions, such as "put the block on
the table."
This approach, however, requires significant work
when given an instruction like "put the picture on the
wall," or "put the teakettle on the stove." W h e n placing a picture on a wall, the supporting surface is not
horizontal, and when placing a kettle on a stove, a specific sub-area of the stove (i.e. the burner) is usually
meant. SPATR's approach, following Lakoff, is to treat
putting a block on a table, a picture on a wall, and a
teakettle on a stove as distinct senses of 'on,' and to
adapt the most similar sense given a new instruction.
C L T E R , (pronounced as "clutter") the CLosed-class
T E R m library, represents each spatial interaction between afigureand ground as a distinct case, containing
geometric representations of thefigureand ground, and
decompositions of actions required to affect the spatial
relation. A working hypothesis of C L T E R is that these
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cases are organized primarily into less than 100 spatial
categories of interaction corresponding to the closedclass terms of a language (e.g. prepositions like 'in,'
'over,' 'at,' 'into,' etc. [Talmy, 1983]). Within these
spatial categories, concepts form an extended category
structure [Lakoff, 1987] with the leaf nodes for a category like 'into' being cases of, for example, 'inserting
key into lock' or 'inserting pen into pocket.' The position of a node in the extended category structure is
defined by its spatial characteristics (i.e. features of
thefigureand ground which account for differences in
the spatial relationships).
W h e n given a complete spatial representation of a
figure and a partial spatial representation of a ground,
C L T E R retrieves previously stored spatial relationships, whose grounds are used to constrain visual
search for necessary components of the ground. If this
visual search fails, C L T E R retrieves additional cases
within the given spatial category and the process repeats until the search succeeds or the possibilities are
exhausted.
Orientation and Labelling of Components
Many objects have seJient features which allow us to
distinguish between various orientations and sides of
those objects. For example, the instruction which requests that the credit card be oriented "face up with
name to the right" requires us to identify the card's
face and to orient it accordingly. A further example is the instruction which requests that the heindset
be replaced "heelfirst."Such instructions refer to the
fronts, backs, tops, bottoms, and left and right sides
of objects. S P A C L , the SPAtial Component Labeller
(pronounced as "spackle"), maintains a case Ubrary of
object representations with associated labelhngs based
on the encoding of'directing axes' in those representations (e.g. the top of a bottle is generally the side with
an opening, and the front of a credit card is generally
the side with the picture and bank name). These cases
are used to resolve the labelling of components of objects based on previous, similar labellings (e.g. The
front of the Airphone is the side with the phone hanging on it, based on our knowledge that the front of a
pay phone is the side with the phone hanging on it).
More information on S P A C L may be found in [Alterm a n et ai, 1991].
The I/D (Intrinsic/Deictic) labeller distinguishes between deictic and intrinsic reference systems given a
referenced object. The I/D Labeller uses a case-based
implementation of an algorithm suggested by Miller
and Johnson-Laird [Miller and Johnson-Laird, 1976]
to determine whether spatial descriptions imply intrinsic or deictic reference systems. Semantic knowledge of
the referenced object is used to decide if the object has
such characteristics as inherent perceptual apparatus,
a normal orientation with respect to people, a characteristic direction of motion, etc. W h e n these criteria
indicate that the referenced object has an intrinsic ref-
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Figure 2: Pictorial Representation of Card, Airphone,
and Card into A T M .
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Figure 3: Pictorial Representation of Return Card, Library B o o k , and Insertion.

erent for the relation specified, the intrinsic system is
used. A deictic system of reference is used w h e n no
intrinsic referent exists, or when insufficient semantic
knowledge is present. Additional information on the
I/D Labeller is also in [Alterman tt a/., 1991].

case of insert is retrieved. T h e indices used for retrieval
can be interpreted as:
• The Airphone has a main or secondary axis from
top to bottom. This is true since the Airphone is
m o u n t e d in a particular orientation.
• T h e Airphone is three dimensional. This is true from
a cursory examination of the Airphone.
• There is a s u b c o m p o n e n t of the Airphone o n its front
or back. This is true from our assumption that there
will be a place on the front of the Airphone in which
to insert the credit card.
• There is not a s u b c o m p o n e n t of the Airphone with a
top or bottom that has further subcomponents. This
index serves to discriminate between cases where
there is a slot or hole o n the top of the object (e.g.
a piggy bank or trash can) and other cases. Since
w e can't k n o w whether the Airphone has or lacks
this feature, w e assume the Airphone doesn't have
it. Note that our strategy will be to j u m p to conclusions to get a reminding, use the specific information
off" of the reminding to test its validity, a n d reverse
assumptions if w e fail.

FLOABN
S P A T R has been applied to spatial problems within the
context of the F L O A B N (For Lack O f A Better N a m e )
project {Instruction Usage: [Alterman and Zito-Wolf,
1990], Adaptive Planning and Learning: [Zito-Wolf
and Alterman, 1990; Alterman et ai, 1991]). T h e
F L O A B N project attempts to adapt previously devised
plans for the use of devices to new types of devices. In
doing so, it m a y need to m a k e use of instructions as
well as generic semantic knowledge of device use.
S P A T R will be invoked either through a failure in the
adaptive planner (e.g. the planner tries to insert the
credit card in a certain way, fails, and posts its failure
to the blackboard causing S P A T R to suggest different
types of insertion), through text inferencing on instructions (e.g. the inferencer posts a partial interpretation
of "Face up with card n a m e to the right" and S P A T R
activates to resolve references to the card's face, and
the orientation of the card [Carpenter and Alterman,
1991]), or through external reference resolution (e.g.
the text inferencer interprets "door handle" to refer to
a specific door handle, causing the reference resolver to
look for a door handle, causing a request to provide a
schematic description of a door handle, which activates
SPATR).

The case retrieved is that of inserting a bank card
into an A T M . T h e actions represented by this insertion are s h o w n pictorially in Figure 2. S P A T R posts
a request to the blackboard for the (unimplemented)
perceptual system to find a slot similar to the A T M ' s ,
which fails. Based on this failure w e reverse our assumption about slots or holes o n top, and re-retrieve.
T h e result of this n e w retrieval is inserting a return
card into a library book. A pictorial representation
for this insertion is s h o w n in Figure 3. Based o n this
retrieval, S P A T R asks the perceptual system to find a
slot oriented vertically on the front of the Airphone,
with an opening along its top. This request succeeds
and this meaning of 'into' is chosen as the appropriate
precedent for adaptation.
Next, S P A T R must identify the front of the credit
cjird. W h e n given a schematic representation of a
credit card, as in Figure 2, S P A C L retrieves a previous,
labelled representation for a similar object (in this case
a library book return card, s h o w n in Figure 3). T h e return card is selected since both objects are sheets (i.e.
flat rectangles) and both objects have words o n a side
referenced by a directed axis (i.e. there is a differentiation between a side which has words and the opposite

SPATR Example
Given a n e w device, such as the Airphone, and an instruction to "insert credit card face up, with card n a m e
to right," into it, C L T E R starts with a full representation for the credit card and a partial representation
for the Airphone as s h o w n in Figure 2. This representation states that the Airphone is overall slab-shaped,
with directed axis from top to bottom, front to back
and left to right (the directed aods follows from the
device being m o u n t e d against a wall, in a particular
orientation). T h e representation also states the expectation (from semantic m e m o r y ) that the Airphone will
have a negative space of undefined shape somewhere
on its front where the card m a y be inserted.
Indices are traversed and the most similar previous
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[Biederman, 1987] I. Biederman.
Recognition-bycomponents: A theory of human image understanding. Psychological Review, M - . U b - m , 1987.

side). The return card specifies that the front of the
return card is the side with the words (return dates)
on it. S P A C L uses this case to identify that the front
of the credit card is the side with the words on it.
FincJly, S P A T R must decide whether "name to the
right" refers to deictic or intrinsic right. The I/D labeller [Altermsm et al., 1991] decides that right is deictic (i.e. the viewer's) right, by analogy with mirrors,
pictures, amd playing cards, all of which are sheet-like
objects with images and/or words on one side.
Thefinalinterpretation for "insert card face up, with
name to the right" is, therefore, orient the credit card
with the side which contains words towards the agent,
with the edge of the card that contains the name toward the agent's right, and insert the card into a verticcdly positioned slot of the airphone with an opening
towards the top of the slot with a downwards, sliding
motion.
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relationships a m o n g the stages. T h e central, and most
complex, stage w a s comprised of a set of repetitive steps
which had to be repeated in each of four places, but
allowed the subjects some flexibility in determining the
specific order in which they were performed. Finally, the
complete task could be performed in several minutes, so
m a n y trials could be run and analyzed in the time available
for this research. It was felt that m a n y repeated trials were
desired to increase the likelihood that patterns in
performance would emerge and be identified with some
assurety.
Even in this relatively simple, short-term experiment, w e
found evidence for m a n y of the features of skill acquisition
and development identified by previous researchers. T h e
time in which each trial was performed decreased, roughly
following the power curve law of practice. T h e task
evolved qualitatively over time. There w a s evidence of
chunking as operations were combined into identifiable,
frequently repeated patterns. W e also observed a clear
occurrence of insight, and the context in which it took
place and the effects it had on overall performance gave
credence to established theories on the role of insight in
problem solving and skill development.

Abstract
An experiment was conducted in which subjects repeatedly
constructed Origami boxes, following example models
displayed by the experimenters. A microgenetic analysis
was performed on videotapes of the experiment. Results
show an increase in speed generally following the power
law of practice, and the rearrangement and combination of
operations into larger units. They give evidence for the
importance of external information in the tasks people
perform, and contain a possible example an occasion of
insight prompted by earlier breakdowns. Most importantly,
the experiment shows how an apparently straightforward
improvement in performance can be dissected to uncover the
myriad factors and effects that underlie it.
Introduction
M a n y researchers have investigated the ways people
improve w h e n performing repeated tasks. Newell and
Rosenbloom (1980) showed that the power curve of
practice can be applied broadly to m a n y aspects of
performance, and applied the chunking theory of
psychology as a partial explanation for this phenomenon.
Centner (1982), studying the evolution of typewriting skill,
and Agre and Shrager (1990), w h o performed a
microgenetic analysis of a copying machine task,
demonstrated the ways in which tasks undergo qualitative
changes as they are performed over time. N o r m a n (1988)
and Zhang (1990) discussed the ways in which external
information is used in problem solving tasks, not only as a
memory aid, but also as a mechanism by which the nature
of the task itself is changed. There has also been
considerable investigation into the ways in which people's
mental models of the tasks they perform develop and
evolve over time (Johnson-Laird (1988), Simon (1985),
Kintsch and Greeno (1985), and others).
W e set out to see h o w many of the phenomena identified
in the substantial literature on skill acquisition and
development would appear in a relatively simple, short
term study based on observing subjects as they repeatedly
constructed origami boxes. This task w a s chosen for
several reasons. Firstly, the task was complex enough so
that the task could evolve over time, yet simple enough so
that it could be learned quickly by novices. Secondly, the
task involves easily observable manual manipulations
which would, it was hoped, provide clues to the subjects'
thinking as they performed the task. Finally, the task
contains three distinct yet related stages, and it was hoped
that subjects would c o m e to understand the differences and

Experiment
Procedure
Subjects were presented with a set of ten models showing
each stage in the construction of an origami box. T h e
models were arrayed in order from left to right on a table at
which the subjects sat; each model was also numbered to
indicate the order in which the steps could be performed to
complete the origami box. This method of instruction was
chosen after attempts to devise a set of clearly
understandable, written instructions proved quite difficult.
Also, experimentation with published origami instructions
showed them to be confusing and hard to follow. It was
also hoped that it would be easy to monitor the use of the
models by the subjects, by observing when they looked up
at the models or took them in hand. T h e subjects were
given a stack of 8.5 inch square sheets of used copier paper
with printing of some sort on one side. A n experimenter
sat next to the subjects at all times, and was available to
answer questions and provide assistance as requested.
T h e subjects were asked to repeatedly m a k e origami
boxes, using the models in front of them as guides. T h e
subjects were told that their times were being recorded, and
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were given the stated goal of completing a box in under 75
seconds as the criterion for terminating the experiment.
The subjects were encouraged to ask questions as needed if
they encountered difficulties in understanding the
instructional models. They were also told to feel free to
deviate from the exact sequence of steps represented by the
models if they felt that doing so would be faster or easier
for them; it w a s emphasized that the time in which they
completed the boxes was important and not the specific
steps they followed to m a k e them.
T h e entire experiment w a s videotaped with the
permission and knowledge of the subjects. (The videotape
camera w a s clearly visible in the room, and red lights
visible to the subject indicated w h e n the machine was
recording.)
After the main trials, the subjects were asked to describe
the procedure for making an origami box from memory,
with neither paper nor the instructional models in front of
them. The subjects were then given a sheet of paper and
asked to m a k e an origami box while describing aloud the
steps they were taking.
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Fig. 1 T h e Notational S c h e m e
In this example, the subject performed steps 1 through 4, then step
5 in all four places, then step 6 in all four places, then steps 7 and
8 together in each of the four places, and finally step 9 to
complete the box. The "eye" symbol (^) indicates that the
subject glanced at one of the models at some point while
performing step 4.

Subjects
T w o subjects participated in the experiment. Both were
female college graduates in their mid-twenties, and both
were left-handed. Neither subject had extensive prior
experience with origami, and neither subject knew before
the experiment h o w to construct an origami box.

Results
The first subject was analyzed in the most detail, and it is
her performance that will be discussed in the most depth
here. Subject one showed a clear increase in overall speed,
roughly following the power curve of practice. Speeds for
individual stages within the trials also tended to increase,
though at different rates and following different 0-ends than
did the overall speedup. These results are plotted on a loglog scale in figure 2.

The Task
The process of making a box was divided into nine steps,
grouped into the stages of preparation, in which scoring
folds are m a d e which facilitate later structural folds,
folding, in which the major structural folds of the box are
m a d e , and inflation. The usual way of turning the flat
structure produced by folding process into a threedimensional box is to blow sharply into one end. These
steps are diagrammed in Appendix A. T h e folding stage
(steps 5-8) involved four folds that must be m a d e in each of
four places on the paper shape. The nine steps used to
m a k e the origami box are:

lotsi
la (MPS St)
• ^ r ^ - N ^ ^ : : Premrf(slirps
:
1-4)

preparation: 1. horizontal fold in half
2. diagonal fold
3. diagonal fold
4. "collapse" to a triangular shape
folding: 5. fold bottom corners up (in four places)
6. fold side corners to middle (in four
places)
7. fold top corners down (in four places)
8. fold corners into "pockets" formed in
step 6 (in each of four places)
inflation: 9. inflate into box

innate I'X'P ^1

Figure 2.

10
Tciil
T i m e s for subject o n e on a L o g - L o g Scale

A tfirst,the subject glanced frequently at the models, but
these glances dropped off rapidly to only three by the fifth
trial, and to only one in trials seven, eight and ten. After
this they were eliminated completely except for during trial
twenty-four, which will be discussed further below. T h e
glances were mostly m a d e during thefirstsix steps; in fact,
after the third trial the subject did not glance at the models
at all during the last three steps of making the boxes (steps
7-9). M a n y of the glances were "look-ahead" glances, in

We devised a notational scheme to represent the sequence
of steps in the order in which they occurred, as it is in the
changes to this order that s o m e of the m o r e interesting
results appeared. Diagrams of selected trials using this
notation a c c o m p a n y the text. Figure 1. illustrates this
notation.
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Trial 11

which the subject looked up at a model as she w a s finishing
the fold she w a s making, in preparation for beginning the
next fold (Figure 3).
Trials
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Fig. 5 Increased use of the " c h u n k " after a break.
From trial thirteen on, this chunk was used most of the
time for the top surface up to trial twenty-four. In each of
the three cases during these trials in which this chunk was
not used for the top surface, the subject had encountered
some difficulties in an earlier step. This included fumbling
during step four (trials 19 and 24) and a comer jamming
during step five (trial 17).
The fourth step, which consisted of collapsing the paper
to a triangular shape, caused the subject difficulties in
m a n y of the trials. This step was often accompanied by
noticeable fumbling. T h e subject noticed this problem
early on, as seen by the following exchange which occurred
after trial six:
S: Did you guys also have trouble with that middle
folding part, in step 4?
E: Uh... Different people have trouble with different
parts.
S: That's interesting...
There was some evidence that the subject understood the
purpose of the first three steps as creating creases to m a k e
this easier and neater. In trial five, the subject fumbled
during step 4 and then went back to rescore the diagonal
folds she had m a d e in steps 2 and 3. In fact, the subject
had, from the beginning, been making the first fold in the
wrong direction. Instead of helping the paper neatly fall
into place, the fold was actually working against the
subject, at best not helping and occasionally hindering her
efforts to collapse the paper into the triangular shape she
needed to proceed. This was something the subject did not
realize until the twenty-fourth trial (Figure 6).
Trial 2 2
Trial 24
Trial 2 3

Fig. 3 Glances during early trials ( s h o w n by ® ' s ) .
T h e subject started to m a k e errors in only t w o of the
trials. In the first trial, w h e n the subject w a s first learning
the task, and later in the ninth trial, the subject started to
m a k e a fold on a corner out of sequence (eg. fold 7 before
fold 6 had been m a d e ) , but she almost immediately realized
her mistake and m a d e the proper fold.
There w a s clear evidence of qualitative changes in the
task over time. T h e incidence of "chunking", by which w e
m e a n places in w h i c h operations w e r e c o m b i n e d and
performed in groups rather than singularly for each of the
comers, increased, as can b e seen in the detailed s u m m a r y
of trials in the appendix. A t first, these chunks consisted of
two operations being performed o n a given corner before
moving o n to another comer. In the seventh trial, a larger
chunk emerged, w h i c h w a s used for both the top a n d
bottom surfaces of the constmction (Figure 4).
Trial 6
3
4 fumbi

Trial 7

4 fumbles
The
"Chunk"

5

^

X ;«•:::¥::•

"5"
W ^

M
J

^umSIes

Fig. 4 T h e " C h u n k " which appeared in trial seven.
This chunk w a s then used consistently for each and
every one of the subsequent trials on the bottom, or second,
surface. It was not, however, followed again for the top
surface until trial thirteen, which w a s preceded by a
twenty-five minute break during which the subject walked
around, talked with the experimenters about topics
unrelated to the experiment, and drank a cup of
decaffeinated coffee (Figure 5).
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fumbles severely,
refolds fold 1 in
the other (correct)
direction while
trying to get fold
4 to work

Fig. 6 Insight after fumbling in trial twenty-four.

In this trial, the subject fumbled severely while
performing step 4 and in her attempts to guide the paper
into place, opened it up and forcefully folded the paper in
half d o w n the center. The subject then glanced up at the
models (for the first time since trial ten), collapsed the
paper more easily into the triangular shape, and glanced up
at the models again before proceeding with steps 5 through
9. After completing this trial, the subject had an exchange
with the experimenter in which she said:
S: That cost me time, but I just realized something.
Either I've been misunderstanding h o w this fold w a s
supposed to be m a d e , or it's just simply easier if you do it
the other way. It m a y eliminate m y fumbling.
The subject immediately incorporated the corrected step 1
fold direction into her procedure. Interestingly, this n e w
addition seemed to perturb the chunking the subject had
been using, causing the subject to deviate from using the
chunk described above. A s before, this deviation only
affected the first surface; the subject continued faithfully to
use the chunk on the second surface. Discovering the
proper direction for the fold in step one helped the subject
in two ways. Firstly, it reduced the time required, on
average, for step 4. Secondly, it m a d e the times for step 4
m u c h m o r e consistent than they had been. This is an effect
that the subject herself realized. After trial twenty-seven,
the subject c o m m e n t e d about the newly discovered fold
direction:
S: I was continuing to do this .../demonstrates the
wrong direction fold/... which meant this fold, this part,
w a s inside-out, and I had to play with it, sometimes it
worked easily and sometimes I fumbled quite a bit.
After performing the trials, the subject was asked to
describe, from m e m o r y , the steps taken to m a k e an origami
box, with neither paper nor any of the models in front of
her. T h e subject expressed the feeling that this would be
difficult, and that she w a s not sure if she could do it
accurately. While describing the steps she took, the subject
used her hands extensively, following m a n y of the motions
she would actually use to construct an origami box.
Discussion
T h e results from the trials with subject one showed
evidence for m a n y of the phenomena discussed in the vast
literature on the acquisition and development of skills.
Performance overall increased, roughly following the
power law of practice, yet this overall increase represented
the cumulative impact of several different qualitative
effects. A s mentioned above, there was clear evidence for
the combination of individual operations into larger
procedural units or chunks. This chunk was first used
consistently for the first surface after a break had been
taken, lending s o m e support to the idea that the chunk was
stored as a single unit, and retrieved as a unit by the subject
after she returned from her break. T h e hypothesis that this
chunk represented a rather automated procedural unit is
strengthened by the fact that subsequent deviations from
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use of this chunk were traceable to fumbling of some sort
in an earlier stage. It appeared as if these instances of
fumbling caused the subject to think consciously again
about what had become a rather automatic process. She
therefore neglected to use the automatic chunk but returned
to the more deliberate operations she had followed earlier
in the task.
It was after the chunks had been used repeatedly on both
surfaces that the subject remarked that the task was "just
n o w becoming mindless." T h e fact that this remark
happened to be m a d e after a trial in which she did, in fact,
deviate from using the chunk on the first surface need not
minimize its significance. It is even possible that the
fumbling which occurred in that trial, by requiring the need
for conscious intervention, led to the realization that she
had been performing the task automatically. It is also
possible that she felt that she had been performing the task
too automatically, causing her performance to become
more prone to mistakes and fumbling.
She seems to
express the belief that the task becoming more automatic
was a factor in its becoming sloppier w h e n she later states
that she w a s "starting to, like, just do it n o w , without
thinking" but that "it's getting sloppier also though."
Interestingly, the fastest time was recorded for the subject
in the last trial, in which she used the chunk for both
surfaces and which she performed, in part, while talking,
strengthening the impression that the task had truly become
an automatic one.
The instance of insight observed in step twenty-four, in
which the subject discovered that she had been incorrectly
folding folds 2 and 3 in the same direction as the first fold,
contained m a n y of the characteristics identified early on by
Ruger (1910), W o o d w o r t h (1939), and others both in its
causes and its effects on subsequent performance. This
insight w a s led to by the subject's manipulations while
trying to overcome severe problems in completing step 4.
It is significant that the subject had encountered similar
difficulties with this step several times before, but never
severely enough to cause the additional folding which led
to the subject's insight. T h e time required for the
"prepare" stage (steps 1-4) was therefore higher in trial
twenty-four than it had been in the immediately preceding
trials. This insight improved performance in subsequent
trials in two ways - the prepare stage w a s m a d e not only
faster but also more consistent.
Several insights into the mental models the subject was
using to complete the task can be drawn from observations
of her behavior, and through protocol analyses of the things
she said during and after the task. A s mentioned above, the
subject showed an understanding of the relationships
between the tasks, realizing, for example, that the folds
m a d e in the first steps would assist with collapsing the
paper in step 4. The subject seemed to realize early on that
steps 5-8 could be combined in any w a y she wanted, as
long as they were performed in the correct sequence within
each comer. The subject m o v e d her hands through the
motions of constructing an origami box w h e n she
attempted to describe the procedure from m e m o r y ,
implying that a s o m e w h a t kinesthetic procedure w a s
involved in the subject's internal representation.

insight that lead to qualitative changes in the tasks that are
performed. It gave evidence for the importance of external
information in the tasks people perform. Most importantly,
the experiment showed h o w an apparently straightforward
improvement in performance can be dissected through
microgenetic analysis to uncover the myriad factors and
effects that underlie it.

There was also subsianlial evidence for the role external
knowledge played in the subject's performance of the task,
in many of the same ways that were identified by Norman
(1988) and Zhang (1990). The paper being folded itself
provided an indication of where within the procedure the
subject was. It also provided certain affordances, helping
to insure that the proper sequence was followed since it
made some steps impossible before others had been
performed. It also provided constant feedback, in that a
wrong fold would lead to an unusual shape the subject
could recognize as one not normally encountered when the
procedure was followed correctly. This was seen in the
way the subject quickly recovered after starting to make an
error in trials one and seven when she realized that either
she could not yet make the fold she was intending to make,
or that it would not look right if she did. The subject
alluded to the use of these affordances when recalling the
procedure from memory. She mentions folding "the four
pieces you can" and talks about folds meeting and lining up
with other folds that had been made previously. A careful
reading of the transcript of this portion of the protocol
analysis shows obvious mistakes m a d e by the subject in
describing the shapes encountered at stages of the
procedure that caused her no difficulties during the actual
trials. It seems likely, therefore, that the subject was
making use of information beyond that contained in her
internal representation. It appears that the subject herself
acknowledged the importance of this external information,
in that she was not sure if she could accurately describe the
task totally from memory, and that after she attempted to
do so she asked, "Did I get it?".
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Summary
The illustrative experiment discussed in this paper
demonstrated many of the phenomena previously described
in the literature on skill acquisition. It showed h o w
operations can be rearranged and combined into larger
chunks, and h o w these chunks can then be stored and
utilized almost automatically. It revealed a clear example
of the effect that failure can have in prompting moments of
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Abstract

Studies of analogy in problem solving have investigated
transfer between problems from similar domains (withinIn a previous study (Hickman & Laikin, 1990), we indomain analogy) (Carbonell & Veloso, 1988). Psychologtroduced a within-trial analogy mechanism called internal
ical models of analogy have concentrated on the transfer
analogy that transfers both success and failure experiences
of knowledge between similar problems in different dobetween corresponding parts of the search tree for a single
mains
(cross-domain analogy) (Centner & Toupin, 1986).
problem. In this paper, w e describe powerful extensions
In general, both of these types of analogy require an acto the learning procedure and their consequences on probceptable partial match between entire problem instances
lem solving behavior First, w e explain how our similarity metric can be naturally augmented to provide a more
and then transfer entire problem solutions. O n the other
flexible partial match. To overcome the need for a static
hand, E U R E K A (Jones, 1989) uses analogical reasoning
measure, however, w e propose a mechanism that learns
to choose only the next problem solving step. Unlike
the appropriate level of partial match through feedback
all of these systems, internal analogy takes advantage of
from previous analogical reasoning. Second, w e show
whatever regularity exists between the two problems in as
how this partial match mechanism controls the problem
efficient a manner as possible. Since the process m a y be
solver's search. Protocol dau from a subject working in
applied to multiple subgoals while solving a single proba geometry theorem-proving domain provide support for
lem but does not require the entire problem definition to
the psychologicalfidelityof the extended internal analogy
acceptably match a source problem, it should be better
model.
able to exploit symmetries and other regularities that exist
in the search space. Being able to accomplish transfer at
Introduction
varying levels of granularity is an important mechanism
Analogical reasoning is a psychologically-motivated com- for optimally reducing search. A s a result, internal analogy
putational mechanism for efficient problem solving. In appears more widely applicable, providing greater search
essence, it reduces search by modifying and transferring reduction.
components of previous solution instantiations to guide the
The current implementation of intemal analogy procurrent problem solving. Unlike macro-operators (Andervides only for exact match and direct replay. In this paper,
son, 1983), chunking (Laird & Newell, 1986), and E B L
however, w e first describe h o w the information content
(MitcheU, Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986), analogy emmetric, our similarity metric, can be modified to impleploys partial match and adaptation of past knowledge inment a moreflexiblepartial match. In order to overcome
stead of exact match and direct replay. This allows a previthe need for a static measure, though, w e describe a mechous experience to provide s o m e search guidance even if it
anism that learns the appropriate level of match through
cannot provide an exact solution. Although the process is
feedback from previous analogical reasoning. Using this
not completely understood, evidence suggests that people
n e w match criterion, intemal analogy transfers the solureason analogically w h e n learning a n e w domain (Fanes
tion in an efficient compiled form and also automatically
& Reiser, 1988) or to reduce the amount of effort required
identifies what information is missing and requires adaptato solve a problem in a k n o w n domain.
tion. The adaptation process is carried out by recursively
In a previous study (Hickman & Larkin, 1990), w e inapplying intemal analogy or other general problem solvtroduced a psychologically motivated technique called ining methods to find the missing segments of the solution.
ternal analogy that transfers both success and failure expeSecondly, w e show h o w this n e w partial match mechanism
riences from a previously solved subgoal to a current subwill provide search control for the problem solver by usgoal that is contained in the same problem. M o s t previous
ing it to model protocol data of a subject solving geometry
problems.
This analysis provides even more support for
'Thisresearchwas supported in part by D A R P A contract
number F33615-87-C-1499 Amendment 20, and AIP-ONR con- the psychologicalfidelityof the intemal analogy model.
tract number N00014-86-K-0678-N123. Angela Kennedy Hickman was partially supported by a Zonta International Amelia The next section presents the model of the extended inEarhart fellowship. Marsha Lovett was supported by a N S F temal analogy process, and the following section provides
Graduate Research Fellowship. W e thank our collaborators, John evidence from the protocol that supports the psychological
Anderson, Jaime Caibonell, Jill Laikin, and Peter Shell for theirfidelity of the extended model. T h efinalsection s u m m a insights, and Peter for his invaluable help in the implementation rizes the results and discusses plans for future work.
of the model.
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macro-operators do not possess. All of these methods require complete justification before applying the compiled
knowledge. Thus, by using partial match and adaptation
during the reuse of experience, internal analogy will provide search control in m a n y cases that the other methods
cannot.
Next, w e refine the notion of partial match even further. First, w e associate a deviance measure with each
pair of types in the type hierarchy. Second, w e cache two
deviance weights for each operator precondition. The purpose of these weights is to reflect h o w closely the weakest
preconditions contained in the source information content are required to match the target. The first one of
these weights denotes h o w deviant it is for an information
content precondition to be totally absent from the current
working memory. The second weight denotes h o w deviant
it is for this precondition to be filled by the same type working m e m o r y element instead of by the exact same working m e m o r y element. To compute the deviance between
the candidate source and target subgoals, w e combine the
quantity type deviance measure with the information content deviarion weights, using the least deviant instantiation
of the target information content.
With the partial match mechanisms in place, w e can
extend the functionality of the system to learn the correct
circumstances under which solutions can transfer. Alternately, one could view this as learning the correct notion
of partial match for the domain. This learning is accomplished by the system as it tunes the deviance measures
described above according to feedback from the previous
analogical reasoning. The feedback contains information
about whether the analogy failed or succeeded and h o w
m u c h effort was required to adapt the retrieved solution.
In summary, not only do these deviance measures provide
the system with a method for choosing the best source,
they provide a way of learning the definition of "best" for
any given domain.
The consequence of this n e w flexible partial match
mechanism is that it provides even greater search control
for the problem solver than the mechanism did previously.
Comparing the deviance measures for all the candidate
sources, internal analogy can perform a least-deviant-first
search over its m e m o r y tofindthe best candidate source to
choose as the actual source. The lower the total deviance
of the source, the less adaptation that will be required.
A s such, there is a tradeoff between the amount of search
the system does to find the best source and the amount
of adaptation that source requires. In addition, the acceptability of the best candidate source is determined by
a threshold that rejects any source whose total deviance is
too high. This threshold is based on h o w m u c h search the
problem solver has already undertaken. If the best source
is determined to be acceptable, the problem solver reuses
the solution stored with that source. A s the deviance measures become "tuned" through learning, the search for the
'This can be viewed as using a form of guided lazy EBLbest source gets even smarter. Thus, internal analogy finds
for retrieval. However, the presence of the target goal provides increasingly better analogical sources by a smarter search
guidance as to 1) what to leam and 2)what amount of gener- through m e m o r y instead of by a constant reorganization
alization to perform. Since our original study in 1990, Veloso of it.
has implemented a closely related mechanism for P R O D I G Y , a
In addition to providing search control for backward
general purpose planner (Veloso & Carbonell, 1991).
Internal A n a l o g y M o d e l

Before describing the extensions to the model, w c briefly
review the internal analogy process. W h e n a new subgoal
is opened, the system examines previously solved goals of
the same type, the candidate source goals. It then calculates something similar to the weakest preconditions for a
candidate source's solution from the instantiated productions that compose that solution.' If these preconditions
are all satisfied in the current target problem (informationcontent(candidate) < information-content(taiget)), then
the candidate is chosen as the actual analogical source.
Otherwise, it is rejected. If the candidate is chosen as
the actual source, its solution is appropriately mapped by
instantiating the productions that solved it in the current
working m e m o r y and replaying them to solve the current
subgoal. This process operationally defines the relevant
structure that is important to be mapped. Since this newly
solved subgoal is contained in the current problem, it automatically becomes available as a future candidate source.
The system learns from its failures using the same mechanisms. The interested reader can find more details on the
algorithm in (Hickman, Shell, & Carbonell, 1991).
Empirical studies and a theoretical analysis demonstrate
that this version of internal analogy produces significant
savings in search during problem solving (Hickman, Shell,
& Carbonell, 1991). However, it is extremely conservative; it errs by undergeneralizing, not overgeneralizing.
This conservative strategy m a y inhibit the learner from
using source solutions that actually could provide some,
if not complete, search guidance. To reach its full effectiveness, the internal analogy process must be extended
to perform a moreflexiblepartial match and adaptation.
In the following discussion, w e show h o w natural extensions to the mechanisms already in place can produce this
behavior
The two similarity metrics the system currently uses are
the comparisons of 1) the quantity types and 2) the information contents of the source and target goals. O n e way to
relax the current exact match is by allowing goal types that
are "close" in the type hierarchy to match. Additionally,
w e can expand our definition of compatible information
contents. For instance, if in the initial state of the candidate source, a variable had a k n o w n value which is not
k n o w n in the current state, the candidate source m a y still
be determined to be compatible with the target goal. In
that case, internal analogy can apply the source solution
until the value of the unknown variable is needed. At that
point, it can recursively use the problem solver's operators
(which include internal analogy) to find the value of the
unknown variable. This affords internal analogy a way
of transferring compiled solutions at the correct level of
granularity to achieve maximal efficiency. The ability to
adapt the solution where needed and to fail it completely
if necessary are capabilities which chunking, E B L , and
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chaining as described above, internal analogy utilizes the
n e w partial match metric in a different w a y to provide
search control for forward chaining. In forward chaining,
there is no target goal driving the search. However, there
is a decision point at each operator application. Therefore,
instead of fixing the target goal andfindingthe source goal
via least-deviant-first search, the forward chaining problem solver picks a source goal, most likely via recency,
and uses the partial match mechanism to find the least deviant target goal. In this way, the problem solver uses a
k n o w n strategy to try to easily elucidate more knowledge
about a problem. A s can be seen in the next section, this
n e w partial match mechanism provides complex but useful search control guidance to the problem solver, which
is not easily explained using any existing theories.
Evidence from the Protocol

Given:
Prove:

WK = WE
HL is parallel to CE
HW = WS

H
10,12R

3S,5,6E
9,12R
S

Figure 1: Problem diagram. The numbers in this diagram represent theresultof WB's problem solving at each step; numbered
arcs denote congruent angles, and numbered lines denote congruent line segments.

The original computational model was compared with the
protocols of four subjects solving DC-circuit and fluid
statics problems, and traces of its behavior matched the
subjects' use of internal analogy. In the current paper, W B only gains two new pieces of knowledge.
w e explain the behavior of one subject, W B , solving a
W B ' s final path to solving this problem includes backproblem in the domain of geometry theorem-proving using ward chaining with multiple applications of internal analthe extended internal analogy model. This domain and ogy. In this segment, W B solves the problem directly with
the resulting problem space is more complex than the D C - no extraneous search.
circuit domain, and thereby provides an even better test of
In the following two subsections, w e present a more dethe extended model's psychologicalfidelityand its general tailed analysis of W B ' s protocol. It provides evidence for
^plicability.
the psychologicalfidelityof the internal analogy model's
T o begin the experiment, the subject, W B , studied a extensions - the n e w partial match metric and the associgeometry review sheet, which remained available to him ated least-deviant-frrst search.
throughout the study. Next, four problems were presented
to W B that had the potential to elicit both internal and inter- Partial Match
problem analogy. (In the analysis below, w e describe his
During the forward chaining opening segment of the proprotocol for the third problem.) After the subject finished
tocol, W B first uses internal analogy as his fourth search
each problem, the experimenter removed the review sheet
step (See Figure 2). His third step, then, is important
from view and presented the next problem.
because it serves as a source for the subsequent internal
W B ' s search for a solution to the problem in Figure 1 analogy. (Indeed, it is the only available source at this
can be segmented into three parts: the opening, the in- point in W B ' s problem solving.) In the third step of the
termediate segment, and thefinalpath. These segments protocol, W B tries to use the Alternate Interior Angles
are distinguished by the types of goals W B verbalizes, the Corollary (AIAC, Figure 3). However, there are two bugs
strategies he employs, and the degree of success he attains. in his application of A I A C . First he states that < H S W and
During the opening, W B restates the problem and < K W E are alternate interior angles with respect to the
weighs the potential of various solution strategies. H e parallel lines H L and C E and the transversal S K (Line 3S,
then embarks on a forward chaining sequence that includes Figure 2; and the corresponding step. Figure 1). This is an
all the conservative applications of internal analogy. Even incorrect definition of A I A C , which W B reuses throughthough W B ' s opening strategy does not seem to be directed out the protocol; w e call it AIAC-av. Second, W B does
at fulfilling any specific goal, it does provide a relatively not correctly write d o w n his verbalization of this step on
easy w a y of elucidating a lot of n e w knowledge about the the solution sheet. Instead, he transcribes that < S W H =
problem, some of which is needed for his solution.
< K W E , thus, introducing the second bug^ (Line 3, FigThe intermediate segment of the protocol is generally ure 2). W e call this incorrect definition of alternate interior
characterized by unsuccessful backward chaining and ex- angles AIAC-vv. (According to the A I A C rule in Figure 3,
haustive search. W B attempts to backward chain on the these bugs correspond to incorrect definitions of the precurrent goal three times during this segment, yet he never condition a/;-mr(<a>, < b > , <linel>, <line2>. <t>).)
gets beyond thefirstlevel of goal decomposition. Instead,
Next, W B immediately applies internal analogy saying,
W B spends the main portion of this segment doing ex- "through using the same theorem [AIAC], I can say that
haustive search through the entire set of operators. H e C W K , angle C W K , is congruent to, not sure if this is going
accomplishes this twice by reading through the list of theorems on the review sheet and sequentially checking the
^This secondbug fortuitously yields a correct piece of knowlapplicability of each one. During this segment, however, edge since < S W H = < K W E by the vertical angles theorem.
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U p o n applying the intemal analogy in step 4, however, he
Added knowledge
WK=WH, mj/ai
merely stales the changes to the source instantiation, the
crcp
m-SHW, tri-WKE, 7, 7
Suapend
n
e w pair of angles. (See *'d protocol excerpt above.) This
HU/CE
ALAT
same behavior was observed in the forward chainer from
HL//CE,SK. <HSW, < K W E Already |tivrii
3S. AlAC-av
AlAC-vv
HU/CE. SK, <SWE, < K W E < H S W . . . KWIi
the previous study.
HL//CE, SK. <CWK. <SWL <SWH= - KWl',
lA
HL//CE, SK, <CKW, <SWL < C W K = <SWL
4R. AlAC-av
Search Control
HL//CE,SK, <HSW, < K W E
lA
lA-aa
HL//CE, SK, <CKW. <WSL < C K W = <SWL
N o w w e describe h o w the n e w partial match metric exReplace knowledge from 5. < H S W = < K W E
6E. Told
plains W B ' s complex but useful search strategy. W B
<CKW=<WSL
<HSW=
Figure 2: The Opening Segment of the Protocol,
C T C <WKE
P = Con- begins his problem solving by stating the givens and the
gruent Triangles Congruent Parts, AIAT = Alternate Interior An- goals of the problem and then considers whether to use
gles Thm., A I A C = Alternate Interior Angles Cor., lA = Internal a generalized schema that consists of proving Congruent
Analogy.
Triangles and then proving Congruent Parts ( C T C P ; Line
1, Figure 2). In weighing the merits of this strategy, he
says, "Ok. There's a long w a y of doing and proving conIF
angle(<a>)
gruent triangles and then showing there are corresponding
angle(<b»
parts
of congnient triangles which might be easier because
goal(congruent( < a >, <b > ))
I've
just
done that [referring to an earlier problem in the
parallel( <linel >,<line2>)
study]. But then there's also this alternate interior angles
transversal(<t>)
alt-int(<a>,<b>,<linel>,<line2>,<t>)
theorem which actually probably gets m e the same w a y
THEN congruent(<a>,<b>)
just a little bit quicker." With the statements, "long way,"
and "quicker," W B weighs the complexity, which relates
Figure 3: The AIAC Rule.
to the size of the information content, and the optimality of
this solution (Carbonell & Veloso, 1988). In opposition to
this, he says, "might be easier because I've just done that."
to help m e but it never hurts, to angle S W L . " * (Line 4, With this statement, the subject is estimating the efficiency
Figure 2) The target in Line 4 is a partial match to the of finding a solution by referring to the last problem he
source in Line 3, and its information content deviance completed, during which he successfully used the C T C P
with respect to the source is very low. To understand schema. Thus, W B is considering using inter-problem
why, consider the A I A C rule shown in Figure 3. Since analogy, which can also be explained using our notion of
this internal analogy application transfers only a simple partial match. At this point in the problem solving, none
operator, the information content of the source includes of the preconditions of this schema are k n o w n ; the total
instantiations for all the variables in the left-hand side deviance measure exceeds W B ' s acceptability criterion;
of the rule. W B ' s target instantiation contains all the and the analogy is abandoned.
same working m e m o r y elements, except for the pair of
After reaching a dead end in Line 2, W B produces the
angles. This produces a deviation value whose only non- buggy intemal analogy of Lines 3 and 4 described in the
zero terms correspond to these n e w angle instantiations. previous subsection. At this point, the experimenter points
D u e to the physical constraints of the geometry domain, out that < C W K and < S W L are not alternate interior anchanging any other variable in this rule (e.g. the parallel gles with respect to lines H L , C E , and S K . The subject
lines or the transversal) would necessarily imply a change agrees and produces the behavior in line 4R. Notice that
of angles as well, and hence, a greater deviation value. he n o w has returned to his original buggy definition of
Therefore, the optimal choice for the target instantiation alternate interior angles first exhibited in Line 3S. W B ' s
is one that only changes the instantiations of the angles. second application of intemal analogy n o w occurs as he
This is exactly W B 's choice in his intemal analogy of Step reapplies in Line 5 the immediately preceding AIAC-av
4.
operator to obtain the congruence of < H S W and < K W E .
A s shown above, the partial match metric models W B ' s For the same reasons explained in the preceding section,
choice of a target for this intemal analogy because it uses this is the least deviant target with respect to the source
a deviance metric that is very sensitive to the similarity of in Line 4R; W B ' s behavior supports the predictions of
the source and target instantiations. This sensitivity eases the model once more. W B ' s third application of interthe problem solver's task not only by providing search nal analogy occurs in Line 6 when he says, "Through the
control (as discussed in the next section), but by easing same reasoning < C K W is congruent to < W S L . " In this
the burden of instantiation. B y using a least-deviant-first least-deviant application, W B introduces yet another bug
search strategy, the problem solver is guaranteed to choose into his original buggy definition of alternate interior anan analogy that requires making the fewest changes to the gles (AIAC-av). This bug yields the correct definition,
target instantiation. W B ' s protocol supports this efficiency and the subject proves < C K W = < W S L . Finally, the exargument, for when he first applies the A I A C rule, he perimenter corrects the knowledge W B derived in Line 5
verbalizes the entire instantiation: "Okay, and the what I and establishes the correct knowledge < H S W = < W K E
want to say in here is use line... Which do I want to use in Line 6E. At this point, there are no more analogous
as the transversal? ... Okay, first of all, I'm going to say applications of A I A C left that involve the transversal S K .
that H L and C E are bis- are cut by a transversal line SK." Since it is still early in the problem solving, changing the
Lostaotiatioo
sup Operator
0. Read problem Current problem
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analogies of the opening segment, the parallel lines and
Instantiation
Added knowledge
HU/CE, SK, <HSW. <EWK <HSW= <EWK
the transversal of this internal analogy are n o w only a type
HL//CE, HE, <SHW, <EWK < S H W = < E W K
match. Originally, this mismatch caused the total devia<Hsw, <SHW.
ws
HW=WS
tion to be too high, making this instantiation unacceptable.
<HSW,
<EWK, kw,
<SHW
<HSW=<SKW
(i.e. W B never took this step in the opening segment, even
Figure 4: The Final Path Segment of the Protocol. lA = Internal though he employed internal analogy m a n y times.) H o w Analogy, ITC = Isosceles Triangle Cor., T P = Transitive Property.ever, after the large amount of exhaustive search in the
step Operator
9. lA
10. U
11. TP
rrc
12R.

intermediate segment, W B ' s threshold allows for more
deviation and accepts the instantiation in Line 10. Line
transversal raises the deviation level too much, and it is 11 completes the subject's buggy solution, which resulted
not an acceptable target. A s a result, the subject has ex- from his buggy A I A C rule. A n d finally, in Line 12 the
hausted his available applications of internal analogy and experimenter asks W B to fill in the transitivity step he left
must pursue another strategy.
implicit in his solution.
During this opening segment, W B performs all possible
applications of internal analogy, with the constraint that he Conclusion and Future Work
allows only small deviations between the source and target.
In this paper, w e have first shown h o w a powerful adaptive
This strategy allows him to easily elucidate knowledge partial match can be integrated into the internal analogy
about the current problem, some of which is relevant to his
model by extending the basic mechanisms already prosolution. The forward chainer in the previous DC-circuit
vided. This extended model also differentiates to a finer
experiment employed this same strategy. However, the
granularity the general notion of exact match as previously
search space in that experiment was smaller due to the
defined by macro-operators and chunking. Second, the exsmaller number of operators (yielding smaller breadth)
tensions have proven useful for explaining the search conand the shorter solution (yielding smaller depth). A s a
trol of a complex protocol in a complicated domain. They
result, this strategy was sufficient for that subject to solve
were sufficiently general to model both the exploratory
the problem. W B , on the other hand, is still missing some
forward chaining of the subject's opening segment and
crucial knowledge at this point in the protocol. Also, when
the efficient goal-directed backward chaining of his final
W B uses a buggy source in this segment, he produces a
path segment. In the future, w e plan to implement and
buggy target solution (Lines 4 and 5, Figure 2). This too
demonstrate the computational efficiency afforded by the
replicates a result from our previous study where Subject
n e w extensions.
O n e used internal analogy to transfer a buggy equation to
a n e w situation.
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Abstract
Through a study with experienced driver-navigators, w e
have deduced some principles as to how route descriptions
are constructed and expressed by humans. Some of these
principles are implementable, and a rough outline of a program is presented. Given a plan of how to go from A to B in
a city, the program produces a non-linguistic object that represents all the route information needed to present the route
to a specific driver. A verbal description of that object is
then producedl. The goal is to incorporate verbal descriptions in route guidance systems, primarily aimed at drivernavigators with some knowledge of the city.
Furthermore, w e speculate into what kind of cognitive
processes are involved when humans choose and describe
routes.
1. Introduction
The purpose of the work described here, is to investigate
route descriptions given by h u m a n advisers, in order to find
principles as to h o w route descriptions are built and expressed. W e wanted to find principles that could be implemented so that, given a plan, w e would be able to generate a description of that plan automatically.
In the area of Interactive Route Guidance (IRG), systems
aimed foremost at drivers with no or very limited experience of a city exist. These systems are able to guide the
driver from one point to another in a city, for example see
[von Tomkewitsch 1990], through giving detailed information in each intersection of what to do next W e wanted to
deduce principles as to h o w w e could describe routes to
drivers with s o m e or a lot of experience of a city (we shall
hereafter refer to this group of people as residents). These
drivers would not be satisfied with a route description that
keeps giving detailed instructions in every intersection, and
does not tell them where they are heading. Instead an
overview of what route has been chosen, and a few helpful
instructions while driving, give enough guidance for these
drivers. T h e overview must, for safety reasons, be given
before the trip starts, as w e d o not want to interfere with the
abeady complicated driving task. This puts high demands
on the presentation/or/M, length and content. O n e question
raised on content was: H o w can w e abstract away from all
the tedious details of a route description and still keep the
description unambiguous?
The starting point for the study reported here was a pilot
study [HOok 1991] where w e tried to investigate the influThis work was sponsored by IT4 research programme, within
Prometheus, P R O - A R T European Cooperation.

ence of form (map or verbal) on content of h u m a n route
descriptions. Apart from demonstrating s o m e differences
due to the m o d e of presentation, this prestudy also showed
that people are able to "chunk" a number of roads into one
unit. For example, driving from the starting point to the
nearest big road, in our experiment the E 4 , involved four
roads. These four roads were "chunked" into the expression: "get d o w n to E 4 " .
W e found this chunking mechanism interesting, since it
could provide us with a means of reducing the length of a
route description while keeping it unambiguous. W e k n o w
from other studies on route guidance that h u m a n s choose
routes depending upon at least two important factors:
firstly, the route should, if possible, follow a pattern of trying to find a big road nearby, going on it for a while and
then getting off (even if there exists a route on smaller
roads that would be shorter) [Streeter 1985, Streeter and
Vitello 1986]; secondly, the hierarchical level of a road
(local, secondary and major roads) influences whether it is
chosen or not [Pailhouse 1970, Chase 1986, Streeter 1985].
W e were interested in seeing whether the principles for
route choice would be reflected in the route description,
and whether the reasons for route choice are the same that
underlie the choice of route chunks that humans describe to
one another.
In the study described here, w e asked persons w h o have
long experience of Stockholm and w h o from time to time
are asked to give route descriptions, to give us two kinds of
descriptions, one for a tourist, and another aimed at a
Stockholm resident. Contrasting these two descriptions
would give us a key to which principles had been used for
doing the latter description.
Apart from finding out about the underlying principles,
w e were also hoping to explore the kind of concepts people
use w h e n they describe routes in order to get ideas h o w to
generate, automatically, verbal descriptions of routes. W e
expected tofinda restricted language of route descriptions;
a limited set of expressions with quite definite rules of h o w
these expressions could be combined.
It must be emphasized that the study should foremost be
looked upon as a data collecting study rather than an investigation into h u m a n behaviour. W e are interested in finding results that can be implemented, and used as an interface to a route guidance system. In section 4, w e roughly
outline of h o w w e imagine that the results from the study
can be used to m a k e such an implementation. Even so, in
section 3 w e have allowed ourselves to speculate upon
what kind of mental processing is taking place w h e n the
subjects chose and describe routes.

2. Experiment set-up
'The description does not necessarily have to be verbal, it could
The experiment was conducted with routes in Stockholm,
also, for instance, be a combination of maps and words.
and the set-up consisted of 10 persons that were paid. The
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tion, which w e call the procedural description. The character of the procedural description (see also section 3.2) is
primarily that it is a description of a procedure, namely,
h o w to drive from A to B. Every road in the route is mentioned, and the subjects try to find properties of the road
that the tourist can use for recognition. Then there were
two kinds of descriptions aimed at residents, one which w e
could obtain just from taking the description aimed for the
tourist and cross out s o m e of the information, hereafter
called the mixed description, and another based on an entirely different w a y of thinking about the routes, which w e
call the declarative description. In figure 1 w e can see one
example of the difference between these three kinds of descriptions. (The example descriptions have been paraphrased according to the g r a m m a r in figure 2, for a full
transcript turn to [HOok and Karlgren 1991].)
The mixed description seemed to c o m e up whenever the
subject felt that the resident interviewer did not k n o w the
route the subject was about to describe. The route could
contain some n e w twitch not c o m m o n l y used, or it could be
that a part of the route was at a lower hierarchical level
than the rest of the route. Usually, this kind of description
w a s only used for a minor part of the whole route, but
sometimes the entire route would be explained at this level.
This kind of description is foremost characterized by the
fact that it used 'spatial markers' like 'left', 'right' etc., and
that w e could obtain this description simply from crossing
out certain extra information, like landmarks, lane information, etc., from the procedural description. Usually, no
objects (roads, intersections or landmarks) were skipped
from this description.
T h e declarative description aimed at residents, is most
easily characterized as an attempt to only mention enough
road names to exclude any other possible route, or rather
any other candidate alternative route. It is a kind of reflection of the search space that the subjects traverses in order
to decide upon a route. All the intersection and some roads
have disappeared from this description, and there are no
'spatial markers' left

subjects were taxi drivers, traffic policemen and residents
w h o all were experienced drivers used to giving directions.
T h e interviews took approximately 1 2 hours per subject.
T h e subjects were given six different starting points and a
destinations and were asked to do the following for each:
1. First find a route between the two points, either by head
or using a m a p provided by us. Subjects were encouraged to think aloud during this phase.
2. Give a verbal route description of the chosen route to
another experienced navigator (one of the authors). The
m a p w a s taken away so that no "pointing" at the m a p
would clutter up the results.
3. Give a verbal route description of the chosen route to a
"tourist" driver (the other author).
(Throughout the rest of the document, w e shall refer to
the experimental leader w h o played the role of experienced
driver as the resident, and the other experimental leader
will be called the tourist.) The whole session was videotaped. T h e staning and end points were chosen so that
routes between would vary in terms of:
• hierarchical level of the roads involved in the route,
where hierarchical is taken to m e a n whether the road was
an alley, big road or expressway;
• "patterns", where w e expected different patterns to
emerge, a pattern being, for example, drive from starting
point to s o m e big road, from big road to destination;
• distance, where two of the pairs had similar or identical
starting points, and differed mainly in the distance to the
destination.
3. Results
T h e influence of hierarchical level proved to be an important factor. W e confirmed that the route descriptions follow a pattern usually consisting of driving from the starting
point to s o m e k n o w n big road, and then driving off the big
road to the goal point. T h e subjects also chose different
roads for the tourist and the resident, sometimes explicitly
stating that the reason w a s that the route described to the
tourist w a s more easily described. W e found some interesting properties of the descriptions aimed for the resident,
s o m e of which explain w h e n and w h y something is turned
into a chunk. W e were also able to construct a g r a m m a r
that together with s o m e "heuristic" rules defines the route
description language.

3.2 What Does A Novice Description Looit Like?
A procedural description can be seen as a sequence of identify-act instructions. Firstly, a point along the route is identified and then the action that should lake place at that
point is mentioned. O f course, the main place where actions happen while driving is in intersections. Thus intersections are central to procedural route descriptions.

3.1 Three kinds of descriptions

W h e n analysing the experiment w e found three different
kinds of descriptions. Firstly, there was the tourist descripMixed
Procedural
Drive Valhallavagen past two roundabouts Find yoiu- way up to Valhallavagen. I>rive
up to a small divider that "stands out into Valhallavagen up to Artillerigatan. Drive
the street a little" on Valhallavagen, where Artillerigatan down to Karlavagen where
you turn left onto Artillerigatan. Drive it all you turn left. Drive Karlavagen up to
the way down to Karlavagen where you Ridmansgatan where you turn left. Drive
turn right. Drive Karlavagen which is a Ridmansgatan down to Sveavagen where
boulevard past a park on your left-hand side you turn left. Drive up to Tegnergatan
up to the second left after the park where where you turnright.Drive up the hill and
you turn left on Ridmansgatan. Drive it there is Tegnerlunden.
down past two red-lights, all the way until
Sveavagen where you turn left Drive immediately right onto Tegnergatan. Drive up
a hill to Tegnerlunden.
Figure 1. F r o m Gustav Adolfs kyrka to Tegneriunden; examples of procedural,
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Declarative
Drive Karlavagen to Ridmansgatan. Drive
Ridmansgatan to Sveavagen.

mixed and declarative route descriptions .

In procedural route descriptions w e also found two other
kinds of actions, namely to continue to drive along a road,
and to pin-point a position. W e call those the maintain and
placement actions.
Identifying intersections. There are several methods of
identifying an intersection. The most c o m m o n way of
identifying an intersection is by identifying the intersecting
road. Another methods is to identify it by n a m e :
"Brommaplan", but very few intersections have names in
themselves, and if they do, the names only very seldom are
poster. The type of an intersection can be used for identification: "a roundabout". If the intersection is of an unusual
type it is more likely to be used as an identifying feature:
roundabouts, T-crossings, forks, and merges are all used in
the interviews.
Intersections can also be referred to by using landmarks
situated near or in the intersection. The size of the intersection is sometimes used, which is derived from the hierarchical level of the roads intersecting. A n intersection is referred to as large w h e n the intersecting road is at least as
large as the street being traversed. O n e method (which
more often than not proved faulty), was to identify the intersection by the n u m b e r of intersections before it.
Sometimes subjects would use several of these methods to
identify the intersection. These methods can be (partially)
ordered: n a m e of the intersection is most important, then
comes type, landmark and size and thereafter intersecting
road and number of intersections.
Identifying roads. Roads need to be identified as well.
Roads are identified by n a m e by size or by type. The priority between the three is somewhat different from the identification of intersections. T h e n a m e is very important.
Even if the n a m e of a road is n e w to a tourist it will be
used. Lane information is very seldom used at all, but w h e n
it is, it seems to take on two different functionalities. It is
either a description of a road to help determine the size or it
is used to describe a turn in more detail.
Maintenance and placement actions. In the maintenance
action, where the driver is instructed to continue following
a road, there are several different w a y s for indicating distance: number of blocks passed, distance in kilometres, or
general expressions like "for a bit", "all the way", and so
forth. Maintenance actions appear whenever the road is
going to be driven for an unexpectedly short or long distance.

Route_descr -> Start Instruction* Goal
Instruction —> Action I Maintain I Placement
Start -* Placement
Goal -> Placement I Sign
Action -> drive Road (Roadid)
(UntU Intersection (Intersectionid))
(where you Do)
(Direction)
(into Road (Roadid))
drive Road (Roadid)
Maintain -•
{past Landmark I through Area I Sign I
towards N S W E I tmtil namechange to N a m e I Distance)

T h e placement action is not really an action but rather a
general description of a location: a description of a place,
an intersection, or a view. Placement instruction can be
compositions of several landmark references. Placement
instructions lend to occur in the beginning of procedural
descriptions, and then, later in the interview, w h e n s o m e
characteristic object or view shows up, most often an object
that is so visible that it absolutely must be mentioned. In
the latter situation the placement instruction serve as a
pause in the description. After the pause, the last part of
the trip is often repeated.
Beginning and end of the route. In the interviews,
tourists tended to be guided out from the starting point, and
also received placement instructions for the starting point:
the subject assumed that the tourist did not k n o w what the
starting point looked like.
Sometimes the end point would only be described by "then
you follow the signs", which is only possible w h e n the end
point is big enough to be posted. In other cases, the whole
end part of the trip was described and a placement instruction was given so diat the tourists would k n o w w h e n they
had reached the end.
A descriptive grammar. Bringing together what has been
said above w e find that w e have a small grammar for route
descriptions, seefigure2. It turns out that most regularities
of procedural route descriptions can be captured even with
this relatively crude formalism.
3.3 Differences between novice and expert
Given that w e k n o w what a procedural description looks
like, a mixed description can be obtained by deleting Irrelevant information that the resident navigator akeady
knows. T h e basic structure of this mixed description is not
identify-act but rather identify as simply as possible and
then acL B y identify as simply as possible w e understand
that no hierarchical information, descriptions of landmarks,
traffic, traffic regulations etc, are included in the description. W h a t will be left is simply the backbone of a procedural route description; "drive Roadl until Intersection!,
turn left and drive Road2". There are a few exceptions
ft'om this pattern. T h e road n a m e can be substituted by a
k n o w n landmark, and subjects sometimes feel inclined to
describe a road on a very low hierarchical level as "small".
Otherwise, mixed descriptions can be obtained by removing the "Intersectionid" and the "Roadid" from the gramm a r rule "Action", and take away the placement and maintain instructions from the grammar infigure2.
Placement -> You can see (Landmark I Road I... )
Roadid -»which has Feature
Until —> until I all the way until Irightto the end I...
Intersection -» N a m e I Type I Size I an intersection
Intersectionid —» which has Feature I which is by Landmark
D o —> turn left I turnrightI follow the traffic I go right through
Direction -> towards Area I towards N S W E I "down" I "up" I Sign
Distance —» N {meter I intersections I red_Ughts I blocks I ... )
I for a while I for a short while I directly
Sign —* following sign towards {Area I Road ...}
N-»
1121...

Figure 2. A descriptive grammar for tourist route descriptions.
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Declarative descriptions on the other hand, are fundamentally different from procedural descriptions. W e cannot
simply take a procedural description and cross out irrelevant information and obtain a declarative description.
Actions for residents d o not happen in intersections, instead
the description consist of a number of simple instructions
that in most cases simply is a road name, see figure 3.
Routedescr

Start Instruction* Goal

Instruction Start-)

Resident

[]

Goal ^ [] I Sign I Mixed
Resident -» drive Road I drive past Landmark
Sign -*

following sign towards {Area I Road ... ]

Mixed —>

see above.

Figure 3. A descriptive grammar for resident route descriptions.
Gaps in the declarative description. In the procedural
descriptions, every road, every intersection where actions
take place, and some of the landmarks were mentioned. In
the resident description, all the intersections, and almost all
the landmarks disappear. It is even the case that s o m e of
the roads are left ouL W h i c h ones?
Firstly, subjects seem to take away thefirstpart of the
trip. T h e subjects apparently assume that the reason for
asking about a route between the starting point and the destination, is that you k n o w where you are, but you do not
k n o w exactly where the destination is situated. The principle seems to be that all roads before a road with quite a
high hierarchical level, can be taken away, but not more
than 2 - 3 roads.
T h e end part of the trip is not described with the same
pattern, instead the mixed description is often used by the
subjects. Exceptions arise w h e n the goal is on a very high
hierarchical level or close to a road which is. Only then are
roads left out.
There are also gaps in the middle of the description
where roads have been left out, and the principle behind
those gaps is m u c h more complicated to depict. It seems
that the roads that are mentioned serve the purpose of excluding other possible routes. B y other possible routes, w e
do not m e a n any possible route, but rather any route that
would have been a likely candidate to get to the destination. T h e subjects also add roads that m a k e the route description complete, usually roads with a high hierarchical
level. A road which is only going to be followed for a minor part of its length, or that is on a lower hierarchical level
than the rest of the roads, is only mentioned if it gives the
route an unexpected twitch or if it leads to the goal. The
roads that are followed to their end are usually mentioned.

tions. Third, placement instructions usually consists of one
or more landmarks, used in a more checkpoint-like manner,
to indicate that a new series of instructions will follow after
that checkpoint.
With resident navigators on the other hand, landmarks
are used as choice points rather than as recognizable items.
Instead of using a road name, a landmark that uniquely determines that road can be used. T h e landmark is therefore
not described in any detail, but is only referred to by name.
For the tourist, landmarks are used whenever there is a
noticeable landmark in an intersection. A n intersection
without landmark is described by some other means, like
name, intersecting roads, hierarchical level, or U^ffic intensity. Landmarks along the road only appear when you have
to travel for s o m e longer time on that road, as in maintenance instructions.
In the resident descriptions, landmarks quite frequently
turn up when the subject cannot remember the n a m e of the
road, or w h e n the landmark is such a k n o w n item that its
n a m e would supersede the road name.
3.4 Route Choice
O n e of the pairs of starting and end points did not allow
different route choices, but the other ones did. W e found
that in quite a few cases, the subjects would choose different routes for the tourist and the resident, and they would
mention the fact that they did so, and sometimes why.
Usually the reason was that the route chosen for the tourist
was more easily described.
N o w , what makes a route more easily described than another one? [Davis and Trobaugh 1987] have defined some
properties of easily described routes; they should not contain too m a n y turns, and it should, w h e n possible, go via
important landmarks. O n e of our subjects explicitly exemplified the second property. H e consistendy tried to get the
tourist past big landmarks that were visually attractive.
T h e first hypothesis could also be verified, the tourist
routes had in general less turns.
W e would hke to add another property to do with hierarchical level of roads. O u r subjects frequently tried to
choose roads on the highest hierarchical level. The concern
seems both to be that the route be the short in terms of
time, but also that drivers, especially tourists, should not
get lost. A bigger road is easier to recognize, it has better
signs, and you can usually stay on it longer than on a road
on a lower hierarchical level. W h e n analysing the material
further w e found that the number of roads appearing in the
resident route is slightly larger, but the interesting difference is that the hierarchical level is in general lower for the
resident.
[K»IV«l|

plGaram boapiul
The use of landmarks. Subjects use landmarks in quite
different ways for residents as opposed to tourists. The obvious difference is that some landmarks are only visible/usable to a driver if she k n o w s the city. Tourists in general
were provided with a lot more landmarks than were residents.
With tourists w e found that landmarks are used for three
different purposes. First, they m a k e it possible for the
tourist to recognize an intersection where an action is supposed to take place. Second, they can be used to keep the
tourist on a certain road for a while, in maintenance instruc-

I DrocmAigfaoliii

PrirlhmwplM]

Figure 4. Going from Karlaplan to S:t GOrans
hospital or Drottningholm.
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Different routes were also quite frequently chosen for
goals along the same line, but with one goal further away
than the other. A n interesting pattern becomes apparent.
W h e n a route is chosen, the subjects seemed first to try
backtracking from the goal in the direction of the starting
point, to a well-known spot or road to which they knew
they could find their w a y from the starting point.
N o w , infigure4, w e see that one of the destinations tliat
w e choose for our study, lies very close to a big road,
marked as Essingeleden. This big road was very frequently
chosen for the second goal, Drottningholm, but not as often
for thefirstgoal, S.t GOrans hospital, that lies so close to it
W e found that since chosing this road would m e a n going in
the wrong direction a couple of blocks (in the direction
from the starting point), subjects were unwilling to m a k e
this connection, both for tourists and for residents. Instead
they connected the point Fridhemsplan with the goal, and
tried tofinda route from the starling point to Fridhemsplan.
The route through Fridhemsplan is m u c h more complicated
both to describe and to travel. Essingeleden is a route at the
highest level of hierarchy, and the speed-limit is here 70
km/h instead of 50 knVh .
T o some extent the w a y that subjects construct routes in
their minds, will manifest itself in their description. In the
example above, Fridhemsplan was mentioned as an important point in the resident description if that route w a s chosen.

Placement and maintain instructions will be added where
needed.
In the resident case, the route chunking mechanism will
change the plan by deleting all intersections and as m a n y
roads as possible. It will also serialise the objects to be described into chunks of reasonable size, and decide which
roads to substitute with landmarks or nicknames. Here w e
will use the same principles as did our subjects, for instance: which roads to delete will be deduced from their
hierarchical level and place in the pattern; all intersections
will be deleted; if an extremely low level road has been
chosen, w e will describe it if c o m e s in the middle of the
trip; the first and last parts of the frip will be taken away,
etc. W e shall look out for any sfrange twitch in the plan
where w e might need to use the mixed description rather
than the declarative description. T h e roads are given
names taken from the m a p database.
Lastly, the output from the generator is fed into a N L
generator. In view of the fact that the descriptions constitute such a limited subset of natural language, as can be
seen from our descriptive grammar, even a relatively small
and unsophisticated generator can be expected to produce
satisfactory results.

Dnver
Planner

4. Automatic generation of messages
Map-related
information -

W e aim to do a 'sensible' implementation of the principles
extracted from the study. Since 'sensible' is not necessarily equal to h o w humans describe routes [Riesbeck 1980],
w e also need to look at h o w h u m a n s understand and
misunderstand route descriptions. Luckily, there have been
quite a number of such studies [Sfreeter and Vitello 1986,
Labiale 1989, etc.]. W e k n o w that humans are bad at reading and understanding maps, bad at estimating distances
and number of blocks, that humans tend to forget instructions with more than 7±2 items, etc.
Let us explore a system for plan presentation. Given a
starting point, a destination, knowledge of the user's experiences in the area, and a database of the route to be traversed, the sfrategy for description will be based on a three
step process, see figure 5.^ First the planner constructs a
route. It consist of nodes and segments, where the nodes
roughly corresponds to intersections, and the segments to
roads.
Secondly, the route chunking mechanisms, using the
plan, the user model, and the m a p database, process the
plan into suitable chunks according to the results obtained
in our study. It will in the tourist case change the plan into
a "Roadl Intersection! R o a d 2 , R o a d 2 Intersection2
Road3" pattern with the intermediate road repeated. It will
then adorn this pattern with names of roads and intersections, landmarks, lane information, etc., where needed.

Route
Chunking
^

Messages
I
I

Text
generator
r
T

Textual
messages

Database

' In figure 5 we have left out a number of components necessary
for a route guidance system, for instance, a route monitor, some
integrated dialogue management, dynamic replaiming etc. For a
complete picture of the system architecture turn to [Brown et al.
1990].
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Figure 5. Route chunking mechanism.
T h e output from the route chunking mechanism, is
roughly equivalent to a message as defined by [Mellish and
Evans 1989]. It is a nonlinguistic object, at a more abstract
level than the linguistic level. A message is built from a
limited message language specifically devised to express a
certain domain, in Mellish and Evans' case, the planning
domain.
Our message language is m u c h more limited than Mellish and Evans' since it only will deal with sequential plans
instead of nonlinear, there is only one actor able to perform
the instructions instead of several, and the utterances w e
would like to express are fewer. Still w e would like to
m a k e our message language rich enough to later on be able
to express explanations, and as a basic datastructure for dynamic replanning2 reasoning.
A message isfirstlyan utterance, but also various ways
of combining messages. A n utterance in turn is either an
instruction to perform an action, an explanation of an action, or an expansion of a complex action into subactions,
etc. A n action in our case is what the driver can do while
following the route, i.e. turn, maintain, placement or drive
actions. T h e purpose of the route chunking mechanisms
^ Dynamic replaiming comes into play when the system can
replan due to traffic intensity or other variables. A new plan then
might have to be presented to the driver. Some reasoning as to
how much of this new plan needs to be presented, has to take
place.

will therefore be to take a plan and decide what is to be
said, in what order and to whom, and then produce a message with that information.
In figure 5 above, the user model only influences the
route chunking. It is important to point out that in this
case, and many others, a user model should really be allowed to influence earUer stages as well. Here, that would
mean influencing the planning process. If the planner can
be adopted for the tourist, so that it produces plans with
fewer turns, as in [Elliott and Lesk 1982], and includes
roads at higher hierarchical levels, it would indeed be
easier to describe the route to the tourist. The resident,
would benefit from the shortest route, even if it is hard to
describe and drive. In [Lindevall and HOOk 1991] we investigate this issue further and also look at other user
groups, as for instance the commuters.
5. Conclusions
W e have investigated the underlying principles of resident
and tourist route description done by humans, both in terms
of how they are described and, to some extent, why. W e
have also seen how the actual route choice differs for the
two groups.
Furthermore w e have indicated how these principles
could be implemented and used as an interface to a route
guidance system. W e believe that the solution we have
outlined is good for residents, but not as good for tourists,
though this needs further inquiries. W e intend to make an
implementation of the ideas, and to use a real world map.
This would enable us to test the obtained route descriptions
with humans.
Infigure2 page 4, w e have summarized the tourist route
description language. There are some heuristic rules as to
when the grammar rules come into play, like, for instance,
when describing an intersection, the name of the intersection is most important, then type, landmark, and size and
thereafter intersecting road and number of intersections.
The mixed description (as described above) can be based
on the grammar infigure2, by simply removing some of
the grammar rules.
For the resident descriptions, the grammar rule for the
surface language is very simple, seefigure3 page 5. What
is interesting about resident descriptions is that they are
very short: the instructions are not adorned with as much
extra information, and are declarative rather than procedural. The other reason to being short is that roads are left
out in the middle of the trip, the start of the trip, and the
end of the trip. Those gaps can be expressed with some
heuristic rules:
• Thefirst1 - 3 roads before a road on a higher hierarchical level, can be removed from the resident description.
• If the goal is on a high hierarchical level, the last 1 - 3
roads can be skipped.
• In the middle of the trip, only roads that help exclude
other alternative routes are mentioned, plus some roads
that makes the route description 'complete'.
There are also some principles for when a switch to
mixed descriptions is made. It occurs when a 'strange'
route has been chosen. Something seems to be a strange
route whenever roads on a low hierarchical level are chosen, or when the chosen route is much longer than the "as
the crow flies" distance.
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In terms of route choices, the underlying principles seem to
be that:
• Tourist routes are chosen by subjects for ease of explanation. A route is easy to explain when it is on a high hierarchical level, contains few turns, and goes by important
landmarks.
• Routes are constructed by tracing the route backwards
from the goal to a point that is easy to connect with the
starting point.
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Abstract
A set of ta^ks developed in accordance with
Kosslyn. Van Kleeck. & Kirby's (1990b)
neurologically plausible model of visual mental
imagery was used to explore effects of aging on
specific component processes involved in image
generation and maintenance. Contrary to the widely
held belief that age differences in cognition are
attributable to a single mechanism of global effect
(e.g., a reduction in critical processing resources,
Salthouse, 1988), results indicate that processes
involved in visual mental imagery are differentially
age-sensitive. More precisely, components required
to actively maintain images are particularly sensitive
to effects of aging, while those that access visual
information from memory are not especially
affected. Advantages of a componential approach to
understanding age differences in cognitive processing
are disscussed, as well as the potential for such agerelated changes to be a readily exploitable source of
information regarding the functional architecture of
cognition.
Age Differences in Visual Mental Imagery
Research into effects of aging on visuaJ mental
imagery has focused primarily on the ability to "mentally
rotate" disoriented objects (for a comprehensive review of
such tasks see Shepard & Cooper, 1982). In general,
results from these studies are consistent with age
differences found on virtually all speeded cognitive tasks:
That is, older adults perform more slowly than do their
younger counterparts (Salthouse, 1985). In addition to this
generalized, or task-independent, slowing, there is reason to
believe that specific imagery processes differ in their
sensitivity to effects of aging. A n unpublished task
analysis of the six most recent chronometric studies of
aging and mental rotation (Berg, Heruog & Hunt. 1982;
Cerella, Poon & Fozard, 1981; Gaylord'& Marsh, 1975;
Jacewicz & Hartley, 1979; Puglisi & MorreU, 1986;
Sharps & GoUin, 1987) suggested that observed age-related
slowing m a y be primarily attributable to specific deficits in
shifting visual attention. Furthermore, in the one mental
rotation task reviewed where attentionaJ demands were
minimized (by presenting to-be-compared stimuli
This research was funded in part by a College Grant from
Cornell Universitiy's College of H u m a n Ecology. This
manuscript was prepared while the author was a trainee on
N I M H grant # T32-MH19389-02.
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sequentially rather than simultaneously), older adults
performed as quickly and accurately as the young adult
group (Jacewicz & Hartley, 1979). Similarly, Dirkx
and Craik (1989) found that older adults were impaired on
certain tasks of mental image rotation (East-West Test)
and image generation (Qock Test), yet demonstrated
ncMinal levels of performance on anothw version of the
mental rotation task (Brook's Letter Test). Finally, in their
neuropsychological study of various imagery abilities,
Farah and H a m m o n d (1988)reportedage differences in the
ability of healthy, older control subjects to perform
judgements based on self-generated images in some, but not
all tasks.
In sum, previous research suggests that s o m e
aspects of imagery are particulaily sensitive to effects of
aging, while others are not uniquely affected. T h e
equivocal nature of thesefindingsis not easily reconciled
with the prevailing wisdom that age differences in
performance are attributable to a single mechanism of
global effect (e.g., a decline in the availability of critical
processing resources (reviewed in Salthouse, 1988), slowed
rate of neural conduction (Birren, 1974), or undifferentiated
information-loss arising from increased 'neural-noise'
(Myerson, Hale, Wagstaff, Poon, & Smith, 1990). If this
is so, performance of all imagery tasks should be similarly
affected by aging. Variability in effects of aging across
imagery tasks is to be expected, however, if: (a)
performance of visual imagery tasks demands conuibutions
firom numerous, relatively independent processing
components (e.g., Kosslyn, 1987; Kosslyn, et al., 1984;
Kosslyn, el al., 1990b); and, (b) such components are
differentially sensitive to effects of aging (e.g., Johnson,
1990, Johnson & Kosslyn, 1991; Johnson & Rybash.
1991). T h e present studies undertook to investigate these
possibilities within the contCAi of iwO basic imageiy
abilities - image generation and image maintenence.
A Componential Approach
Kosslyn and his colleagues (Kosslyn, 1988;
Kosslyn, et al., 1988; Kosslyn et al., 1990a) have
developed a set of tasks based on Podgomy and Shepard's
(1978) paradigm that provide a means of examining the
efficiency of particular component processes involved in
generation and maintenance of visual mental images.

Because these tasks allow one to study particular
components in isolation, they are ideal for evaluating
hypotheses regarding mechanisms responsible for age
differences in imagery behavior. According to Kosslyn et
al. (1990b), image generation and image maintenence do
not depend entirely on the same set of processing
components. Therefore, if components involved in
imagery differ in their sensitivity to effects of aging, then
image generation and image maintenance processes need
not be similarly affected. If age differences in imagery arise
from a generalized deficit that does not respect boundaries
between component processes, however, image generation
and image maintenance processes should be similarly
affected.

In addition to imagery, response latencies on this
Image Generation task reflect non-imagery processes used
to encode the probe and execute a motor response.
Because demands on these non-imagery processes do not
vary with complexity of the stimulus, however,
comparison of performance between trials with one, two,
and three segment stimuli should reveal only rates of
imagery processes (Kosslyn, et al., 1990a).
Perceptual Control Task. Differences in R T for
stimuli of different complexity, however, reflect not only
time to generate the image, but also time to search the
image for probe location (Kosslyn, 1988; Kosslyn et al.,
1988; Kosslyn et al., 1990a), and it is possible that rates
of image search m a y covary with stimulus complexity.
A Perceptual Control task was therefore included to
control for rate of image search. This task was identical
to the Image Generation task, except that both the probe
and the stimulus pattern were visible simultaneously so
as to obviate the need to generate an image: The subject
merely had to determine whether the probe was on or off
the pattern as quickly and accurately as possible while
both were fully visible.
Given the preceding logic, effects of stimulus
complexity on Image Generation and Perceptual Control
tasks can then be compared, and any differences should
reflect contributions of processes specific to image
generation, apart from contributions of those involved in
either non-imagery or image search processes. Likewise,
age differences in efficiency of image generation
components can be examined by comparing differences in
effects of stimulus complexity on Image Generation and
Perceptual Control tasks between younger and older
adults.
I m a g e Maintenance Task. Finally, an Image
Maintenance task was used to evaluate age differences in
the ability to actively maintain visual mental images for
varying amounts of time. Procedurally speaking, the
Image Maintenence task was identical to the Image
Generation task except that (a) no mask was used to
disrupt subjects' maintenance of stimulus patterns over
the delay, or interstimulus interval (ISI) interval; and, (b)
probes on half on the trials were presented 500 ms. after
the stimulus frame (the same ISI used in the Image
Generation task), while the ISI on remaining trials was
lengthened to 3000 m s .
According to Kosslyn et al. (1990b), image
maintenence requires a subset of processes used to
generate visual images from m e m o r y ~ those that
activate (or re-activate) patterns within a temporallylimited visual buffer. Since no mask was used during
the ISI, it was reasoned that an image of the stimulus
pattern would be actively maintained and, consequendy,
components used to access stored visual information
would not be required. Manipulation of stimulus
complexity and ISI should, therefore, place additional
processing demands precisely on image maintenance
components (Kosslyn et al., 1990a).

Isolating Coinponents
Eighteen older adults (ages 63 - 81) and 18
younger adults (ages 18 - 30), of comparable educational
and intellectual status, were tested on three tasks ~ Image
Generation, Perceptual Control, and Image Maintenance.
Tasks each consisted of 48 experimental trials preceded
by 12 practice trials and were administered in an order
counterbalanced within each age group.
I m a g e Generation Task. Subjects studied a black,
two-dimensional block pattern within a 4 x 5 cell grid
displayed against a whitefieldon a standard Macintosh
S E 2 0 C R T (Figures depicting similar displays can be
found in Kosslyn, 1988; P o d g o m y & Shepard, 1978).
W h e n thefigurewas committed to m e m o r y , subjects
depressed the space bar. One-hundred ms. later, a
homogenous black m a s k appeared for 500 ms.; followed
immediately by a blank 4 x 5 cell grid with an " X " probe
in one of the cells. Subjects were required to decide, as
quickly and accurately as possible, whether the probe
would have fallen on or off the block pattern, were it
still present in the grid. Reaction times (RT) were
measured from onset of the probe until subjects
responded by depressing either the "yes" or "no" key.
According to Kosslyn et al's. (1990b)
neurologically-plausible model of visual mental imagery,
image generation requires two subsets of processes: one
to access stored visual information from memory, and a
second to activate a pattern based on this retrieved
information within a temporally-limited visual buffer.
In an elegant series of experiments employing
tasks similar to those presendy discussed, Kosslyn, et al.
(1988) demonstrated that images are generated
sequentially - - one segment at a time (see also Kosslyn,
1988). Concomitantly, stimulus complexity can be
manipulated to affect varying degrees of processing load
precisely on those component processes involved in
generating images, and effects of these demands can be
observed to determine the efficiency of these processes.
T o this end, an equal number of trials consisting of
either one, two or three segment stimuli were presented.
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Results a n d Discussion
I m a g e Generation. A s intended, there was a
significant two-way interaction between task (Image
Generation vs. Perceptual Control) and stimulus
complexity(onc, two, or three segments) for both R T
[F(2,64) = 21. p = .0001] and accuracy [F(2,64) = 4.8. p
= .01] perfwmance. Thisfindingreflects the fact that as
stimulus complexity increased performance on the Image
Generation task decreased, while perfonnance on the
Perceptual Control task was unaffected (see Figure One).
Manipulation of stimulus complexity was,therefore.
successful in affecting additional processing demands
precisely on those components involved in image
generation ^art from either perceptual-motor or image
search processes.
There was also evidence for substantial age
differences in performance: Older adults were slower than
younger adults on both the Perceptual Control and I m ^ e
Generation tasks, F(l,32) = 40.81. p<.0001). Older
adults also committed significantly more errors than
younger adults [(F(l, 32) = 9.52. p = .004], indicating
that the main effect of age on R T was not attributable to
speed/accuracy tradeoff (see Figure One).
Consonant with the observation that age
differences tend to be more pronounced on tasks of
greater difficulty (e.g., Cerella, Poon, & Williams,
1980). age differences were of greater magnitude chi the
Image Generation than the Perceptual Control task
[F(1.32) = 7.46, p = .01]. Likewise, older adults were
less accurate on the Image Generation than the Perceptual
Control task [(F(l,32) = 6.3l,p = .017)], again
providing assurance that age differences in R T were not
attributable to speed/accuracy tradeoff (see Figure One).
Contrary to what is expected if components
involved in image generation are particularly sensitive to
effects of aging, variations in stimulus complexity failed
to exacerbate age differences in R T performance. F(2,64)
= 2.0, p = . 14. A g e differences in accuracy did,
however, show a tendency to increase with stimulus
complexity. F(2.64) = 3.18. p = .05 (see Figure One).
Thisraisesthe possibility that older adults m a y have
sacrificed accuracy for speed. Since errorraleswere quite
low (< 6 % in all cells), it seems unlikely that speedaccuracy tradeoff alone wasresponsiblefor this finding.
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Figure One depicts effects of stimulus complexity
on R T and accuracy performance of younger and
older adults on the Perceptual Control, Image
Generation, and Image Maintenance Tasks.
Image Maintenance. As expected, older subjects
were also significantly slower [F(132) = 29.02, p =
.0001)] and less accurate [F(l,32) = 8.69. p = .006)1 than
younger adults on the Image Maintenance task. In
contrast to image generation, however, there w a s
evidence that components involved in image maintenance
are particularly age-sensitive. M o r e precisely, age
differences in R T [F(2,64) = 3.2, p = .047] and accuracy
[F(2,64) = 5.48. p = .006] performance increased as a
function of stimulus complexity (see Figure One). A g e
differences in R T or accuracy were not, however, affected
by a six-fold increase in the interval over which images
were maintained for R T or accuracy performance [F < 1
in both cases].

General Summary
Support was garnered for the hypothesis that
aging has differential effects on specific components
involved in visual mental imagery: M o r e precisely.
processes required to activate stored visual information
during image generation are not particularly sensitive to
effects of aging, while those needed to actively maintain
p a u e m s of visual information are uniquely affected.
T h e finding that imagery components are
differentially age-sensitive is difficult to reconcile with
the contemporary wisdom that attributes age differences
to a single mechanism of global effect (e.g., Birren,
1974; Myerson et al., 1990; Salthouse. 1985).
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Cerella, J., Poon. L.W. & Fozard, J. L. (1981). Mental
rotation and age reconsidered. Journal of Gerontology,
36. 620-624.

These results instead suggest that age differences in
information-processing may, in part, be attributable to
highly selective mechanisms. Failure of previous
attempts to identify such mechanisms may be due to
employment of methodologies limited to examining
cognitive performance at the relatively gross level of
processing stages, rather than at the level of specific
processing components of which such stages consist (for
a comprehensive review of this issue see Johnson &
Rybash, 1991).
The fact that age differences obtain for image
maintenance but not image generation also provides
additional support for the hypothesis that image
generation and image maintenance do not recruit entirely
the same set of processing components. That image
maintenance processes are particularly age-sensitive,
while image generation processes are not is, however, a
somewhat curiousfinding.According to Kosslyn et al's.
(1990b) model image generation requires one subset of
processes to access visual information from memory and
another to activate patterns based of this information in a
temporally-limited visual buffer. In contrast, image
maintenance requires only the latter subset O n one
hand, processes that activate visual memories during
image generation may somehow offset age differences in
processes that activate patterns in the visual buffer,
thereby minimizing age differences in performance on the
Image Generation task. O n the other hand. Image
Generation and Image Maintenance may require entirely
orthogonal sets of processing components, with only the
latter set being particularly sensitive to effects of aging.
Further experimentation will be required to discriminate
between these alternatives.
To conclude, the presentfindingssuggest that a
componential approach may provide a better
understanding of mechanisms responsible for age
differences in behavior, and a potentially fertile avenue
for exploring the functional architecture of cognition.
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Abstract
Any single algorithm for abduction requires specific kinds of
knowledge and ignores other kinds of knowledge. A knowledge-based system that uses a single abductive method, is restricted to using the knowledge required by that method. This
makes the system britde, because the single Fixed method can
only respond appropriately in a limited range of situations
and can only make use of a subset of the potentially relevant
knowledge. In this paper, w e describe a framework from
which abductive strategies can be opportimistically constructed to reflect the problem being solved and the knowledge available to solve the problem. W e also describe A B D Soar, a Soar-based implementation of the framework, and
demonstrate its behavior.
Introduction

Fourth, the framework provides a very simple and general
mechanism for abduction that is capable of generating the
behavior of various fixed methods. Fifth, A B D - S o a r can be
used to experiment with different abductive strategies, including variations of existing strategies and combinations of
different kinds of strategies. Finally, the framework provides guidelines for building abductive systems because it
provides a theory of abduction and specifies the kinds of
knowledge needed to d o abduction.
The Abductive Task

Abduction,findinga best explanation for a set of data, is an
important part of m a n y knowledge-based ( K B ) systems,
particularly those concerned with diagnosis. In recent years,
several different algorithms for doing abduction have been
devised. A n y single algorithm for abduction, however, requires specific kinds of knowledge and ignores other kinds
of knowledge. Hence, a K B system that uses a single abductive method, is restricted to using the knowledge required by
that method. This makes the system brittle, because the singlefixedmethod can only respond appropriately in a limited
range of situations and can only m a k e use of a subset of the
potentially relevant knowledge. T o remedy this w e have endeavored to develop a framework from which abductive
strategies can be opportunistically constructed at run-time to
reflect the problem being solved and the knowledge available to solve the problem. In this paper, w e present this
framework and describe ABD-Soar, an implementation of
the framework. W e show h o w A B D - S o a r can be m a d e to behave like the abductive strategy used in R e d (Josephson, et
al., 1987), a system for red cell antibody identification. Finally, w e discuss the differences between A B D - S o a r and 2
tools for abduction: Peirce (Punch III, et al., 1990), and Mole(Eshelman, 1988).
This work contributes both to our understanding of K B
systems and abduction. First, it illustrates h o w the problemsolving capabilities of K B systems can be increased by using mechanisms that permit the use of all relevant knowledge. A B D - S o a r requires httle domain knowledge to begin
solving a problem, but can easily m a k e use of additional
knowledge to solve the problem better or faster. Second,
the framework can be used to provide aflexibleabductive
problem-solving capability for K B systems. Third, A B D Soar gives Soar an abductive capability such that m a n y systems written in Soar can begin to solve abductive problems.

Most Artificial Intelligence research on abduction is concerned with strategies for a type of abduction called hypothesis assembly. In hypothesis assembly, a complete
explanation of the data must be formed by composing a
number of smaller explanations. For example, in medical diagnosis the data to be explained are the signs and symptoms
of the patienL If the patient has multiple diseases, the best
explanation for the data will consist of all of the diseases
present. Each disease might only explain a subset of the
data, but taken together they must explain all of the data.
Most models of abduction can be described using four criteria to define the best explanation: coverage (the number of
explanata explained or covered by the explzmation), belief
(some measure of plausibility), parsimony, and consistency
(Josephson and Goel, 1988). T h e models vary in their interpretation of these criteria. For instance, parsimony can be
defined in terms of minimal cardinality, i.e., the fewest number of component hypotheses, or in terms of irredundant
covers, i.e., an explanation in which no proper subset of the
component hypotheses can explain the data. Belief is also
subject to different interpretations. S o m e models view the
most plausible explanation as that with the highest overall
plausibility. Other models view the most plausible explanation to be that in which each component hypothesis is the
most plausible explanation for at least one datum (this has
been called besl-for-some (Bylander, et al., 1988)). In general, there is probably no single model of abduction appropriate for all abductive tasks. Ultimately, the goals of the
specific abductive task and characteristics of the task domain define what counts as a best explanation.
A n analysis of the computational complexity of abduction
has shown that the problem is, in general, computationally
inu-acuble (Allemang, et al., 1987). There are, however,
some conditions under which the problem is computationally tractable. Bylander, eL al. writes:
Our primary conclusion is that very restrictive conditions must be satisfied for abduction to be tractable:
determining the plausibility and explanatory cover-

' This research is supported by National Heart Lung and Blood
^' An explanatum is a datum to be explained. Explanata are all
Institute grant HL-38776, and National Library of Medicine grant
the data to be explained.
LM-04298.
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age of hypotheses must be tractable, there cannot be
substantial incompatibility and cancellation interactions between hypotheses, and plausibility comparison between composite hypotheses must be loeically
weak. Specific domains m a y escape some of these
requirements if composite hypotheses arc guaranteed
to be small or if strong domain knowledge can rule
out most individual hypotheses. (Bylander et al.,
1988)
Thus, it is very unlikely that any single strategy for abduction is appropriate to all tasks. The efficient solution of most
real-world abduction problems requires the careful application of domain knowledge to transform the problem into either one that is tractable or one that is small enough so that
tractability concerns are unimportant Hence, it is very important to build systems that can m a k e use of all of the available knowledge when solving abductive problems.
Specifying Problem-Solving Methods
Before w e describe the framework for abduction, w e must
first explain h o w w e are going to specify it. Here w e address
this intiiecontext of the general problem of specifying problem-solving methods.
O n e view of a problem-solving method is that it consists
of a set of operators (operations on data) with preconditions
and knowlaige that indicates the order in which to apply
those operators. Since w e desire an opportunistic system, w e
need to be able to specify a set of operators without necessarily specifying a complete ordering of those operators. A n
opportunistic system works by enumerating possible operators to apply to the immediate situation and then selecting
one of those operators based on the current goal and situation. Furthermore, a flexible system must be capable of generating or using additional control knowledge. Thus, if a
system must decide between several operators, it must be
possible for the system to engage in complex problem-solving to determine which operator is best.
T o achieve these results w e have been using the problemspace computational model ( P S C M ) (Newell, 1990) to specify methods. In the P S C M , all problem-solving is viewed as
search for a goal state in a problem-space. Knowledge about
when operators are applicable to a state can be specified independent of knowledge about which operator to select O p erator selection knowledge, called search control
knowledge, is expressed in terms of preferences for or
against applicable operators. If at any time during the problem-solving the search control knowledge is insufficient to
indicate which operator to select, a subgoal is set up to generate additional knowledge so that a single operator can be
selected. This subgoal is achieved by searching another
problem-space. Operators can either be implemented by direcUy available knowledge or by using an operator-specific
problem-space. Implementation in a problem-space is similar to using a subfunction to implement an operator in lisp.

The Framework
The general abductive framework can be described by a single problem-space its goal, the knowledge content of its
states, the initial state, operators, and search control knowledge. Following the description of the problem-space, w e
describe the minimal k n o w edge required to use the framework.
Stale Description: The state contains knowledge of explanata, explanauons and an indication of the explanata Uiey
explain, knowledge about inconsistent or redundant objects,
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information about whether an explanation is the only possible way to explain an explanatum, and knowledge about
whether the implications of a newly added object have been
processed. In addition, any other information necessary for
solving the problem can be kept in the state.
Initial State Schema: T h e initial state need contain only
the explanata. Additional information can be provided.
Desired State Schema: The desired state must meet 6 conditions: 1) The explanation must be complete, i.e., all the explanata must be explained. 2) T h e hypotheses in the
explanation must be at the desired level of detail for the
problem being solved. For example, in diagnosis a disease
hypothesis must be at a level of detail such that a therapy can
be recommended. 3) N o part of the explanation can be redundant. 4) N o part of the explanation can be inconsistent.
5) All parts of the explanation must be certain. 6) All parts
of the explanation must be processed. That is, the implications of adding the object and its effect on the rest of the explanation must have been considered.
There are 7 operators in the abductive space. T h e last 3
are used to determine the logical implications of adding an
object to the explanation. 1) Cover explanatum is proposed
for each explanatum that is not yet explained by a hypothesis
(Uie explanation is not yet complete). Its goal is to add to the
composite explanation one or more hypotheses that explain
the explanatum. 2) Resolve-redundancy is proposed whenever there are redundant objects in the explanation. Its goal
is to make the explanation irredundant. 3) Resolve-inconsistency is proposed whenever there are inconsistent objects in
the explanation. Its goal is to m a k e the explanation consistent. 4) Determine-certainty object is proposed for each
uncertain object in the explanation. The operator is successfully applied when the object is deemed to be certain, or else
the object is deemed to be not present in the explanation. 5)
Determine-accounts-for hypothesis is proposed for each
n e w hypothesis. Its goal is to determine what explanata the
hypothesis can account for. 6) Mark-redundancies object
is proposed for each new object Its goal is to indicate which
objects in the explanation are redundant with the newly added object Hypotheses that offer to explain an identical explanatum (or explanata) are considered redundant unless
oUier knowledge indicates that they are not. 7) Mark-inconsistencies object is proposed for each n e w object. Its goal is
to indicate which objects are logically inconsistent with (or
contradict) the newly added object.
Search control knowledge is specified as 1) Determineaccounts-for is better than all other operators. 2) Resolve-redundancy, resolve-inconsistency, and determine-certainty
are indifferent to each other. [Note that an order can still be
imposed on these operators by preferring one over another
for a particular domain.] 3) Mark-redundancies and markinconsistencies are equal to one another and better than all
other operators except for determine-accounts-for.
This is the m i n i m u m search control needed to ensure correct operation of the abductive mechanism. However, this
search control only specifies a partial ordering of the operators. A n y control decisions that can be based on domain-dependent knowledge have been left unspecified. This allows
the designer of the system to add appropriate search control
for the task being done. For example, there is no knowledge
about what to do w h e n multiple cover operatorstiesince this
decision can be based on domain-dependent knowledge.
T o use the framework, a m i n i m u m of 6 kinds of knowledge is required: (1) knowledge mapping each possible explanatum to potential explanations (to implement cover); (2)
knowledge mapping an explanation to the explanata it can
explain (to implement determine-accounts-for); (3) knowl-

edge to determine the certainty of the explanations (to implement deiermne-certainty); (4) knowledge about the
consistency of the model (to implement mark-inconsistencies); (5) loiowledge about redundant objects (to implement
mark-redundancies); and (6) additional search control
knowledge to sequence the operators.
A s a result of the operators and search control, the basic
method is to pick an explanatum to cover, add one or more
explanations for that explanatum, determine what each new
explanation explains, and then pick another (unexplained)
explanatum to explain. This continues until all explanata are
explained. If at any time the model becomes inconsistent, redundant, or uncertain, an operator is proposed to resolve the
problem. At that time, a decision must be m a d e about whether tofixthe problem or continue covering explanata.
Implementing the Framework: ABD-Soar
ABD-Soar is a Soar-based implementation of the abductive
frameworic. Soar is used because it directly supports the
P S C M ; however, the framework does not absolutely require
Soar—other architectures that support PSCM-like functionality can also used. ABD-Soar supplies all of knowledge
specified in the framework: knowledge to propose the abductive operators and detect their successful application,
and the minimal search control specified in the framework.
This knowledge is encoded as a set of Soar productions that
can apply to any problem-space. This means that the complete bcxiy of abductive knowledge can be brought to bear
during any problem-solving activity. ABD-Soar also provides default implementation knowledge for cover, resolveredundancy, and resolve-inconsistency and a default method
for generating additional search control knowledge.
T h e default knowledge for operator implementation is encoded in three problem-spaces with names identical to the
operators they implement: cover, resolve-redundancy, and
resolve-inconsistency. Cover generates possible explanations and then applies knowledge to select one of the candidates. The candidates are generated in response to an explain
operator that must be implemented using domain specific
knowledge. Resolve-redundancy and resolve-inconsistency
remove each redundant/inconsistent object until the explanation is irredundant/consisienL If multiple irredundant/
consistent explanations are possible, then all are found and
the best one is used. This makes use of lookahead and the
evaluation function described below. A n y explanation that
is an absolute essential (i.e., the only possible explanation
for an explanatum) will not be removed. Also, it is possible
to resolve a redundancy by explicidy indicating that particular redundant objects are not a problem.
The default method for generating additional search control knowledge is to use lookahead and an evaluation function to determine which operator to take when multiple
operators are i^plicable. This is implemented in two problem-spaces:find-bestand evaluate-state. Find-best evaluates each operator and selects the operator with the best
evaluation. T o evaluate an operalorfind-best applies the operator to a copy of the original state and then continues to do
problem-solving from that state until a state is found that can
be evaluated. The default evaluation function for evaluatestate is a summation of the number of explanata left to explain, the number of explanations, the number of inconsistent objects, the number of explanata explained by
inconsistent explanations, the number of redundant objects,
and the number of uncertain objects. The model with the
lowest evaluation is chosen as the best alternative.
A B D - S o a r uses irredundant covers as the parsimony cri-
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Figure 1: Red cell antibody identification case
tenon; however, when the default evaluation function is
used the system also uses minimal cardinality to choose between competing composite explanations. The belief criterion (by default) is best-for-some since the method attempts
to pick the best explanation for afindingbeing covered. In
the absence of plausibility ratings, the evaluation function is
used to rate competing explanations for a finding and the
one with the best evaluation is selected.
T o use ABD-Soar the designer of a system must provide
knowledge to implement explain and determine-accounlsfor. W h e n necessary, knowledge must also be provided for
mark-inconsistencies, mark-redundancies, and determinecertainly. Given just this knowledge and the built-in defaults, abductive problems can be solved. A n example of the
behavior produced under these conditions is given below in
the section on demonstrating ABD-Soar.
Optionally, the designer can choose to add additional
search control knowledge and/or knowledge to override any
of the default knowledge. Adding knowledge beyond the
minimum requirements can greatly increase the efficiency
of the abductive system. ABD-Soar is completely open with
respect to the addition of new knowledge. Additional operators can be added to any space. N e w ways of implementing
existing operators can be added. Search control knowledge
can be added so that lookahead can be avoided. Furthermore, the additions can be made general so that they work
for all tasks, or specific so that they only work for a single
task or problem. Every addition of knowledge will alter
problem-solving behavior. In this frameworic the available
knowledge shapes the strategy, unlike the traditional approach where strategies must be designed to use pre-specified kinds of knowledge.
Demonstration of ABD-Soar
The problem-solving behavior of ABD-Soar changes according to the task and the knowledge available to solve the
task. Here w e describe the default behavior of the system
and show what knowledge must be added so the system will
behave similar to Red's strategy for abduction. Thefirstexample illustrates the system's default behavior. The second
example illustrates behavior similar to that of Red.
Both of the examples use the red cell antibody identification case shown in Figure 1. The details of the domain are
unimportant—only the knowledge of what each antibody
explains is necessary to understand the examples. The correct answer for this case is anti-K and anti-Fy^
Example 1: Default Behavior
T o solve the case in Figure 1 using default behavior requires
a domain space with an initial state containing the reactions
(the explanata) and knowledge to implement explain for
each reaction and determine-accounts-for for each antibody.

Explain is i m p l e m e n t e d using a single production for e a c h
reaction a n d explanation pair. T h e s e are o f the f o r m : if trying
to explain ] + on cell 1 then consider Anti-F-/^. Determineaccounts-for requires two productions for each anlilxxly:
one to enumerate the reactions explained by the antilxxly
and one to detect that the operator has been applied. Overall,
the case consists of 31 productions.
A fragment of the system's behavior is shown in Figure 2.
The numbers indicate the problem-solving sequence and are
used in the following description to indicate what part of the
figure is being discussed. Five cover operators (one for each
reaction) are applicable to the initial state. This leads to an
operator tie impasse (1) and the selection oifind-bestto
break the tie (2). Find-best evaluates each operator by applying it to a copy of the initial state of the domain space. The
figure shows a fragment of the lookahead process for cover
r2 (3). The domain space is selected (4) and cover r2 is applied to the state (5). T h e cover operator is implemented in
the cover space (6) by applying explain (7) which generates
a single explanation andtfienadd (8) to add that explanation
to the model. Once anti-K is addeid, cover r2 has been successfully implemented (9). Lookahead problem solving then
continues in the domain space by processing the newly added explanation (10) using four operators: determine-accounts-for, mark-redundancies, mark-inconsistencies, and
new-to-processed. Their location is indicated with an ellipse
in thefigure.Next, three cover operators can apply to the
current state so an operator tie impasse arises (11). This impasse is resolved using lookahead (not shown) resulting in
the selection of cover r4. This reaction is explained using
anti-Fy* which, when processed (12), results in a model that
satisfies the abductive criteria. At this point the state is evaluated (13) and the result of the evaluation is returned to the
find-best space (14). The system then repeats this process
with the remaining cover operators(15-18). In this example,
all of the cover operators evaluate to 2. lliis means that no
matter which finding is picked to coverfirst,the resulting
explanation will be equally good. Based on these evaluations yj«^-6ejr generates indifferent preferences for each of
the cover operators (19). This allows the system to choose a
cover operator at random. In this run, the system decides to
cover the 1+ on red cell 1 (20). This reaction can be explained by anti-Fy^ or anti-C, so the system uses lookahead
to rate each explanation (not shown). Anti-Fy^ results in a
better evaluation since it explains more than anti-C, so antiFy^ is added to the model and processed (21). Next the system randomly chooses to cover the 3+ on red cell 2 (22).
Anti-K is the only antibody that will explain this reaction, so
it is added to the model and processed (23). This results in a
best explanation that satisfies all of the abductive criteria so
the system halts. A total of 1038 decision cycles were required to solve the problem. A decision cycle corresponds to
the selection of a goal, problem-space, state, or operator.
This example illustrates h o w lookahead can be used to
generate knowledge about what to do w h e n the designer of
the system does not or cannot supply that knowledge. H o w ever, lookahead is quite expensive so it is desirable to add
additional knowledge whenever possible. T h e next example
illustrates h o w the addition of some simple search control
knowledge can greatly decrease the number of decision cycles needed to solve the problem.
E x a m p l e 2: Red-like A b d u c t i o n
Red uses two heuristics to help prune the search space: (1)
The system prefers to cover stronger reactions before weaker reactions. If reactions are equal, then one can be selected
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Figure 2: Default behavior of A B D - S o a r
at random to cover; and (2) Whenever muluple antibodies
can explain the same reaction, the antibodies are ordered according to plausibility and the one with the highest plausibility is used. If multiple antibodies have the same plausibility,
then one is selected at random. This knowledge can be added
to A B D - S o a r by rating antibodies with a plausibility and by
adding three search control rules: IDl) If rj >r2 then cover
rj is better than cover r2. ID2) If rj is equal to r2 then cover
rj is indifferent to cover /•2. ID3) If ay has a higher plausibility than 02 for explaining a reaction then aj is a better explanation than a2. Since it has not been specified that equally
)lausible antibodies are indifferent, the system will do loocahead to differentiate between them.
A s a result of this knowledge, the system solves the case
in 23 decision cycles (versus 1038 for example 1). First the
system decides, because of IDl, to cover the 3+ on red cell
2. It does this using anti-K, the only antibody that explains
the 3-I-. Next, because of I D 2 the system randomly selects
the 1+ reaction on red cell 1 to explain. This can be explained using either anti-Fy^ or anti-C, but anti-Fy^ is more
plausible so, because of ID3, anti-Fy^ is selected.
This example illustrates h o w small changes to search control knowledge can radically alter the behavior of the system. The system in this example exhibits behavior very
m u c h like Red. Furthermore, whenever the search control is
inappropriate, the system can fall back on the default knowledge to m a k e progress.

Comparison to Other Tools
Peirce
Peirce is a tool built to do hypothesis assembly (Punch III, et
al., 1990). It provides a control mechanism, called sponsors
and selectors (Brown and Chandrasekaran, 1989), to encode
search control knowledge for sequencing and achieving its
abductive goals in a somewhat flexible manner. Flexible
subgoal sequencing is accomplished by using knowledge
about the applicability of subgoals to the current situation
(sponsors) and knowledge about h o w to choose a subgoal to

pursue based on the applicability of all the subgoals (selectors).
Because of the generality of its goal/subgoal hierarchy
and its control mechanism, Peirce can be used to encode
many different strategies for abduction. However, it ultimately restricts flexibiUty by limiting the knowledge that a
Peirce-based system can use. First, there is no way to generate additional search control knowledge in Peirce at runtime. There is also no way to add new goals or methods at
run-time. This is not a problem in ABD-Soar because any
subgoal or impasse can be resolved using the complete processing power of the P S C M . Thus, search control knowledge, evaluation knowledge, or operators for a problemspace can be generated just like any other kind of knowledge
in ABD-Soar. The second limitation is that control knowledge is limited in Peirce because methods are encoded as
opaque lisp functions. Thus, once a method is invoked it is
no longer controlled by Peirce. This makes monitoring of
problem-solving progress difficult if not impossible for
Peirce. It can also be difficult to look at the local state of the
methods since the local variables of a lisp function cannot be
seen from outside the function. This is not a problem for
ABD-Soar because it is meant to be used within Soar, where
all "methods" are implemented within the architecture as
problem-spaces whose states are accessible by knowledge
associated with any problem-space. Finally, the goal/subgoal structure in ABD-Soar is muchfinergrained than the
one used in Peirce. This means that the abductive strategy
can be controlled at afinerlevel of detail in ABD-Soar.

in learning mechanism. This is because the low level representation of annotated models we used causes Soar to leam
overgeneral productions. This can be solved by using a different representation for annotated models. Such a version
of ABD-Soar is being planned.
Conclusion
ABD-Soar implements an exu-emely general framework for
building abductive systems. It can use a wide range of
knowledge and alter its behavior based on that knowledge.
Instead of programming a method for abducdon, a system
builder can give the system the knowledge available to solve
the problem and the system will behave appropriately. In the
absence of specific knowledge the system can fall back to
default knowledge to make progress, however slowly.
Along with itsflexibilityand generality, ABD-Soar provides guidance for building systems and acquiring knowledge because it provides a theory that specifies specific
kinds of domain and search control knowledge.
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Mole and Cover-and-Differentiate
Cover-and-differentiate (McDermott, 1988) is a method for
a form of abduction. It is implemented in Mole (Eshelman,
1988), a tool for building cover-and-differentiate systems.
McDermott defines its method as 1) Determine the events
that potentially explain the symptoms. 2) If there is more
than one candidate explanation for any event, then identify
information that will differentiate the candidates by ruling
out an explanatory connection, ruling out an explanatory
event, confirming an explanatory event, or preferring one
explanatory connection over another. 3) Get this information and apply it (in any order). 4) If step 3 uncovers new
symptoms, go to step 1 (McDermott, 1988).
TTiis method and Mole, in panicular, have several limitadons from aflexibilityperspective. First, the method is extremely rigid—it specifies a specific fixed sequence of
actions for solving the problem. Hence the search control
knowledge is fffe-specified and cannot be altered or extended. Second, the "grain-size" of the actions are quite large.
For example, all possible explanations for every finding
must be enumerated in a single step. This eliminates all
methods that decompose the problem into a number of
smaller problems. This, in turn, means that knowledge about
what to coverfirst(something that can increase the efficiency of problem-solving) cannot be used by the method. Third,
all possible candidate explanations must be statically preenumerated—Mole does not allow the candidates to be generated or constructed at run-time. Finally, the method is
most applicable when there is only a single fault—the method is not designed for hypothesis assembly.
Limitations
ABD-Soar has two limitations. First, to use ABD-Soar, a
system builder must be well acquainted with Soar. Second,
the current version of ABD-Soar does not use Soar's built-
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Abstract
This paper introduces Button Theory whose two principle
goals are,first,to provide a taxonomy of the ways that
students might usefully interact with and control a computerbased teacher, and second, to provide a natural mechanism by
which they may exercise that control. W e have developed a
small but comprehensive set of messages that students would
find it useful to convey to a teacher during a tutorial
interaction, and have associated each message with a button
presented iconically on the computer screen W e describe our
experience with the use of Button Theory in a prototype
computer-based teaching system, and demonstrate how, even
with rather simple mechanisms, this framework enables
surprisingly rich interactions.

the domain or task of instruction (questions), or about the
teaching itself (control). T h e feelings group contains
messages about h o w the student is feeling about the lesson,
allowing expressions of boredom, excitement, or disbelief.
T h e questions group, as its n a m e implies, contains various
questions a student is likely to ask {e.g. W h y ? , What's the
point?, etc.). T h e third group, control, allows the student to
change the progression of the lesson to suit his or her needs,
speeding up w h e n the material is loo easy, backing up when
it is too difficult, or getting m o r e detail about something
interesting.
A s the n a m e of the theory indicates, rather than using
natural language, the mechanism w e provide to enable
students to express these messages is a set of buttons
One of the more serious problems facing education today is presented iconically on the computer screen, each button
that students lack control over the instruction they receive
corresponding to one message. T h e user can "press" any of
(see, e.g., Schank & Jona, 1991). W h e n students feel that
these buttons using a mouse-pointer. This "Button Pad" can
their learning needs are not being attended to, the result is
be thought of as analogous to the remote-control clicker of a
boredom, frustration, and a dislike for learning in general. T V or V C R , except that instead of controlling the volume or
This is especially true in computer-based learning
the channel, it allows the student to manage the instruction
environments, where technological limitations, aggravated
he or she is receiving.'
in some cases by poor design decisions, have historically put
A s described above, the types of communications that
the student in an extremely passive role (see, e.g., Papert,
might take place between a student and a computer teacher
1980). This paper introduces Button Theory, developed in
can be divided into the three categories of feelings,
order to allow students using computer-based learning
questions, and control. These three categories are based on
environments to have as m u c h control as possible over what
the three naturally-occurring domains of discourse that exist
they see, hear, and learn.
in any interaction between a student and a computer-based
The two principle goals of Button Theory are, first, to
teacher, namely (a) the student, (b) the teacher/program, and
provide a taxonomy of the ways that students might usefully
(c) the domain and/or task being taught (see Figure 1).
interact with and control a computer-based teacher, and
T h e kinds of communications that fall into each of the
second, to provide a natural mechanism by which they m a y
three categories can be characterized as follows:
exercise that control. W e have developed a small but
• Feelings - This category concerns the student's internal
comprehensive set of messages that students would find it
state. B y "internal state" w e m e a n the states of the
useful to convey to a teacher during a tutorial interaction.
student's emotional and belief systems. These are
These messages are organized into three groups, feelings,
influenced by, a m o n g other things, various attributes of
questions, and control, reflecting the three natural domains
the domain and/or task, the teaching program, and the
of discourse in a computer-based learning environment:
idiosyncrasies of the individual student. T h e student
The student m a y wish to talk about himself (feelings), about
m a y feel bored or excited by the domain, m a y find his
or her beliefs challenged, or m a y be frustrated by his or
her inability to understand the material. Each student
This research was supported in part by the Defense Advanced
will also have different reactions to different teaching
Research Projects Agency, monitored by the Air Force Office of
styles and subject matter.
Scientific Research under contract F49620-88-C-0058 and the
Office of Naval Research under contract N00014-90-J-4117, by the
• Questions -This category concerns the domain and/or
Office of Naval Research under contract N00014-J-1987, and by
task being taught. Communicative acts in this group
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract AFOSRinvolve efforts by the student to comprehend the subject
89-0493. The Institute for the Learning Sciences was established in
1989 with the support of Andersen Consulting, part of The Arthur
^ See Schank & Jona (1991) for a fuller discussion of this analogy
Andersen Worldwide Organization. The Institute receives additional support from Ameritech, an Institute Partner, and from IBM. and its implications.
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Figure 1. The three natural domains of discourse in a
student-teacher interaction and their corresponding
categories of communicative acts (underlined).
or task which he or she is engaged in learning. The
student m a y be seeking to understand the reasons for
doing or knowing something, or m a y want to k n o w
what to do next.
• Control - This third category contains expressions about
the progress of the lesson. T h e student m a y wish to
speed up or slow d o w n the rate of instruction, or m a y
wish to have material presented in greater detail. T h e
structure of a lesson is often tightly linked with the
domain being taught, and hence the two are often
difficult to tease apart. Nevertheless, this category is
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intended to deal with the mechanics and style of
teaching rather than with the domain.
Within each of the above categories, w e have selected
what w e believe to be the five most important, most
frequently used communicative acts, and assigned each to
an iconic button on the Button Pad (sec Figure 2). The five
messages w e have chosen for each category are as follows:
• F'eelings — "Awesome!", "Boring", " N o way",
"Huh?", "Too hard"
• Questions — " W h y ? " , " H o w do 1 do that?", " N o w
what?", "What's the point?", "History"
• Control — "Change ta.sk". Back up". Big picture",
"More detail", "Skip this"
It should be clear that thefirststep in developing a theory
of communicative interaction in tutorial situations must be
to develop a taxonomy of kinds of communicative acts that
a student might be expected to perform in such situations, as
w e have described above. This is Uue regardless of whether
the ultimate application of the theory will be in the
development of the sort of iconic interface w e are pursuing,
or in natural language processing. That is to say, the first
step in developing any theory of this communicative process
must be to characterize the class of expected inputs.
Moreover, this characterization must be functional in nature,
that is, it must facilitate a determination of the intended
meaning of a communicative act, and of an appropriate
response. In other words, a representation theory must be
developed that enables us to categorize student inputs in
terms of both content and intent. The taxonomy described
above embodies one such theory.
It is certainly arguable that our choices within each
category are, to a certain extent, arbiu-ary, or that w e should
have chosen more or fewer items in each category. Our
response to such arguments is similar to that offered in
defense of any knowledge representation theory.^ W e may
not have the right number of buttons, nor do w e claim that
w e have identified the only possible "correct set." Rather,
w e claim that this is one reasonable solution, and that any
equally reasonable set of choices would be roughly
equivalent in a functional sense. T o put this another way,
the choice of buttons in each category is not a question of
right or wrong: The real question is, h o w well, and h o w
easily, does this comparatively narrow channel of
communication allow students to express themselves? Our
experience using the Button Pad in several computer-based
learning environments indicates that Button Theory provides
a good balance of ease of use and expressivity.
The Phone Tutor: A simple case study of
B u t t o n T h e o r y in action

m

Huh?

V h a f s the point?

M o r e detail

Too hard

History

Skip this

T o get a better feel for the kinds of interactions supported by
Button Theory, let's look at a concrete example of the
theory in action. The example comes from a prototype
system called the Phone Tutor which is designed to help
phone company customers learn h o w to use special phone

2 For example, see Schank (1975) for a discussion of this issu
it arises in the context of the Conceptual Dependency meaning
representation for natural language.

Figure 2. A condensed version of the Button Pad.
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services such as call waiting or call forwarding.^ The idea
behind the system is to provide users with an enhanced
telephone keypad containing a few additional biiitons ilial
enable them to interact with an on-line tutor. The three
additional buttons on the phone keypad are a small subset of
the fifteen buttons discussed above, one from the feelings
category ("Huh?"), and two from the questions category
("Why?" and " N o w what?").
The system responds to button presses with recorded
audio messages. A transcript of a sample interaction is
shown below. T h e student's actions are shown in boldface.
Practice
Thanks for calling the Phone Tutor. The Phone Tutor can help you
learn to use Custom Calling Services. Choose the service about
which you are confused. Press 1 for call forwarding, press 2 for
call waiting, press 3 for speed dialing, or press 4 for three-way
calling.
1
With call forwarding, you can have your calls — local or long
distance - transferred to another number. That means your calls
can follow you when you leave home or work. Is this the first time
you have practiced call forwarding?
Yes
OK, we will start by practicing the procedure for setting up call
forwarding. The first step is to dial 72. D o that now.
Why?
Pressing 72 is the special code that tells our computers that you are
about to set up call forwarding. Other special services use different
codes. N o w type 72.

N o w what?
Type the number you want to forward to.
S5S3500
So far you've practiced typing 72# and the number separately. N o w
try to do it all at once. Press 72, then the # key, then the number.
72S5S3500
Let's try that again. Press 72, then #, then the number you wani to
forward to.
72#555350O
O K , for practice, pretend you would like to forward a call to 5558989.
[dialog continues...]
The program that produces these dialogs is rather simple
in structure: It is essentially an augmented finite state m a chine, in which button presses and student responses are
used to determine what sort of action the program should
take, within the context provided by a network rcpreseniing
the hierarchical goal/sub-goal structure of the task, the student's current position in that task, and a few other features,
e.g., the last button they pressed. T h e relative richness and
coherence of the dialog presented above is not really due to
the algorithm employed. Rather, it reflects the utility of the
three queries permitted by the available buttons in conjunction with the content of the task network. The message here
is that with a good representation of what needs to be taught,
and a sensible taxonomy of student queries, even rather
simple mechanisms will suffice to produce relatively natural
and flexible interactions with a teaching system.

72
Buttons as conceptual interface

Good. N o w press the # key.
Huh?
The # key is just to therightof the 0 key. It is also labelled "No".
N o w press the # key.
Why?
Pressing the # key is needed to indicate that you want to access a
special service instead of dialing a regular number. All special
phone services, including call forwarding, require you to dial #
after the special code. N o w press the # key.
#
That's right. N o w type the number you want to forward to.
Huh?
After dialing 72#, indicating that you want to set up call
forwarding, the next step is to enter the number to which you wish
to have your calls forwarded. N o w type the number you want to
forward to.
N o w what?
Try it.

^ The Phone Tutor system was built by the first author.
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A n important goal of Button Theory is to shift the burden of
mapping from the learner's needs to the system's responses
from the learner to the system itself. For example, a great
deal of research in human-computer interaction is concerned
with h o w easily a user can associate a screen icon with a
system action or c o m p o n e n t (see, e.g., Pejlersen &
Goodstein, 1988; N o r m a n & Draper, 1986). In contrast,
Button Theory is concerned with making it easy for the
student to associate screen icons (i.e., buttons) with
conceptual categories that directly express his or her
feelings, questions, or desires. Determining h o w to interpret
and respond appropriately to a button press is up to the
system itself; the user need not—indeed, often c a n n o t —
specify the particular action to be performed by the system.
A s N o r m a n (1986) points out, the chief task of any interface is "to bridge the gap between [user] goals and [the]
system." H e continues, "there are only two w a y s to do this:
m o v e the system closer to the user; m o v e the user closer to
the system. Moving from the system to the user means providing an interface that matches the user's needs, in a form
that can be readily interpreted and manipulated" (p. 43).
Herein lies the strength of the Button Pad interface. B y incorporating the basic messages provided by our taxonomy

(b)

E

o

N u m b e r of Buttons

N u m b e r of Buttons

N u m b e r of Buttons

Figure 3. Schematic depiction of h o w disambiguation time and search time combine to shape the student's ease of use as a
function of the number of buttons.
of student-teacher communication, the Button Pad interface
enables the learner to express his or her needs directly, in a
w a y that is nearly as simple and natural as natural language
itself. This close match provides the Button Pad interface
with what has been called semantic directness, the ability to
easily express things of interest using the interface
(Hutchins. H o U a n , & N o r m a n , 1986). Interfaces that provide users with these important characteristics w e term conceptual interfaces.
T h e Button Pad (Figure 2) always displays the complete
range of expressions possible. T h e visual presence of the
Button Pad on the screen is a subtle but important aspect of
the efficacy of this type of interface. The sequence of mappings that the user must construct from the thought he or she
wants to express, to a screen icon, to a program c o m m a n d , is
m a d e simpler and more direct. T h e availability of the buttons offers a palette of general utterances from which the
student need only select the one closest to what he or she
wants to say.
A related question, given the restricted vocabulary provided by Button Theory, is the effect that the interface has
on h o w the learner thinks about the domain, "because the interaction language demanded by the physical system comes
to color the thoughts of the person" (Norman, 1986, p. 39).
T h e manner in which the w a y w e think about something is
shaped by the the vocabulary w e have for talking about it is
k n o w n as linguistic determinism (Hutchins et al., 1986).''
This is problematic in that the restrictions imposed by the interface m a y c o m e to restrict the user's ability to think flexibly about the domain (Hutchins et al., 1986). O u r expectation is that, because the Button Pad provides the learner with
an interface that embodies natural categories of expression,
it is unlikely to force an overly limited perspective on the
learner. In fact, because it always displays the entire range
of queries possible, the Button Pad interface turns linguistic
determinism to its advantage, by assisting learners in the
often difficult process of question formation. Indeed, it m a y
well lead to better, more creative thinking, because it encourages students to ask more and better questions than they
might ordinarily ask (Schank, 1986,1988).

T r a d e o f f s in d e s i g n i n g a set o f b u t t o n s
There exist a number of underlying tradeoffs in designing a
set of buttons. From the perspective of building a program
that can respond intelligently to button presses, clearly the
more buttons the better. M o r e buttons, in general, means
that there will be less ambiguity to resolve for each
individual button press. T h e range of possible meanings
associated with each button press will decrease as the
number of buttons increases, since more buttons are being
used to cover the s a m e range of possible meanings.
Unfortunately, an indefinitely large set of buttons is not a
plausible option w h e n building a user interface.
Moreover, from the user's perspective the situation is not
so clear-cut. With a small number of buttons, the student is
faced with the task of fitting his intended message to the
button that he thinks best subsumes that message. Whether
or not this is a severe bottleneck will depend upon the
details of the decision procedure the student employs in this
task. If the student first formulates an intended message and
then attempts to determine the button that best expresses it,
as seems plausible (especially in the case of novice users),
then his task will be the inverse of that facing the interpreter
of the button press, and he will face a similar problem of
ambiguity (Figure 3a). With a large number of buttons, the
student is faced with another difficult task, that of finding
the button that best expresses his or her question (Figure
3b). Presumably there is a middle ground (analogous to the
basic level for categories described by Rosch et al., 1976)
which closely matches the kinds of things students typically
wish to express, minimizing the cognitive effort the student
must devote to expressing his question by reducing the
amount of searching andfittingthat is required (as reflected
by decision time; see Figure 3c). W e have selected a set of
buttons which w e believe corresponds closely to the needs
of the student while at the same time providing sufficient
clarity to facilitate implementing the appropriate responses
in a computer-based learning environment.
Interpreting button presses
Another prerequisite for the success of Button Theory is thai
computer-based teachers employing the buttons be capable
of interpreting what the learner means by a given button

'^ This is, of course, closely related to the Whorf-Sapir hypothesis.
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press in the context of a tutorial dialog. The tractability of
this interpretive task is dependent upon the availability of
contextual information that can significantly constrain the
meaning of button presses. W e believe that this contextual
information can be made available in tutorial dialogs.
In computer-human interactions, context acts to reduce
ambiguity in two distinct ways. First, it can make the meaning of the buttons in a specific situation clearer to the learner
(Jones, 1987; Pejtersen & Goodstein, 1988), thus reducing
the likelihood that a user pushes the "wrong" button.
Second, the context naturally constrains the range of possible meanings the learner m a y be expected to have in mind
when posing a question to the program. For example,
Moore (1989) has investigated appropriate responses to
"huh" questions, Moore & Swartout (1990) present an analysis of " w h y " and " h o w " questions, and Kahneman &
Miller (1986) discuss "why" queries. This work, in conjunction with our o w n experience to date, supports the claim
that the disambiguation of button presses by a computerbased teacher is tractable.
Future work and conclusions
To investigate the usefulness of Button Theory w e have incorporated the Button Pad interface in several prototype
computer-based learning environments. In addition, w e are
currently investigating a number of empirical questions
raised by Button Theory, including whether all of the buttons w e have devised are indeed useful, and what kind of response a teacher should make to each one. W e have begun
to design a suite of experiments to investigate these questions, which are intended to shed light on such issues as the
optimal number of buttons, which messages are most necessary to include, what kind of response students expect when
they press a given button, what kind of response human
teachers actually give, and h o w well these latter two correlate. W e would also like to investigate the extent to which
the buttons affect both the quantity and quality of questions
asked by students. The hypothesis to be investigated is
whether, rather than constraining the kinds of questions
asked, the Button Pad will actually encourage not only more
question asking, but also better question asking (Schank,
1986,1988). W e hope to report thefindingsof these experiments in the near future.
It should be apparent that the problem of correctly interpreting and responding to a given button press by a given
student in a given context is, in its full extent, as difficult a
problem as natural language understanding. In fact, it is the
same problem. Our hope is that the framework provided by
Button Theory will permit us to tackle this problem incrementally, starting with simple responses for a subset of the
buttons, and gradually increasing the sophistication of the
interpretive mechanisms underlying each button as necessary. The key point is that even with rather simple mechanisms, this framework enables surprisinglyrichinteractions.
These interactions are only as successful as the taxonomy
upon which they are based; but even the rather straightforward analysis of student communicative needs offered by
Button Theory provides a great deal of leverage.
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to do, and this requires that the desired hand position or
trajectory be turned into desired postures.

Abstract

Reaches m a d e without visual feedback require a mapping
from visual information about target location to an arm
configuration. This mapping is ill posed since there are
multiple arm configurations which can produce any single
finger position. O n e w a y to learn an approximation of the
mapping, called flailing or direct inverse modelling
(Jordan and Rumelhart 1990), is to pick large numbers of
arm configurations at random and then combine all
random movements terminating in the same spatial region
by a mechanism that approximates the average or expected
values for each independent degree of freedom (Kuperstein
1988). These expected values can then be used to associate
a unique arm posture with each visual location. These
postures point to locations which approximate the
associated visual locations but d o not necessarily
correspond to them exactly, resulting in an errorfieldof
four dimensions for targets in a plane that can be
compared to experimental data. Prediction of minimum
possible error from the flailing model does not depend on
the details of the implementation of the model, as the
properties sufficient to produce error predictions are
embodied in the geometry of the arm and body and the
description of the task.

W e study the performance of human subjects in a task
which requires multi-jointed reaches to be made to targets
spaced over a wide area. In accordance with established
research, w efindthat subjects' reaches are not accurate when
they carmot see either their hands or the targets. The errors
subjects make are different at different targets, suggesting
that they are due to an error in the plaiming of movements.
However, contrary to existing models of this error, we find
that it is highly idiosyncratic. This leads to the rejection of
the most straightforward model of how reaching is learned,
and poses problems which a future model must address.

Introduction
W h e n h u m a n s reach to visually located targets without
visual feedback, they m a k e errors. T h e nature of these
errors is a reflection of the w a y the motor system is
controlled, and is the focus of this paper. W e investigate
visually directed reaches m a d e under a variety of
conditions, and find that subjects produce idiosyncratic
errors which vary with the target's location. If the
responses of a group of subjects is averaged together, the
individual idiosyncrasies cancel each other, and the average
error at any target is very small, approaching zero. T h e
behavior of the group is thus not representative of any
individual, suggesting that a model of motor control
should attempt to explain the variations observed to exist
between individuals.

Theflailingmodel accounts to some degree for the gross
quantitative properties of the error observed here, but it
does not account for the idiosyncratic variations by
subjects. T h e overall average magnitude of error predicted
by the expected values is close to that seen in the
experiments, differing by at most a factor of two from the
observed error magnitude. Both observed and predicted
error differ with target position, and not in any simple
way. A n individual subject will m a k e different errors at
different targets, but the direction of those errors is not
consistently related to any outside variable. While this is
true also for the predicted errors, the flailing model
predicts that there is one unique acmal response for each
target, w h e n in fact the responses are very different for
each subject.

Reaching, in the experiments described here, is the process
of controlling the arm in order to position the finger in
the environment. W h a t variables are controlled, and how,
is the topic of a variety of models. These models all
assume that thefinalposition of the finger is known, and
that the motor system works to achieve this goal state. If
the variables under control are joint angles or muscle
lengths, then clearly a transformation of the visual target
into an internal, postural one must precede m o v e m e n t
planning. Even if the position of the hand is direcUy
controlled, the joints and muscles must still be told what

The specific expected values of aflailingmodel depend on
the structure of the model arm and its task. W h e r e
Kuperstein's model w a s formulated using only a twojointed artificial arm, w e have attempted to construct a
more realistic model. Using data from a kinesiology text
(Luttgens and Wells, 1982) to establish the ranges of

* Research supported by N I M H grant N H 4 5 2 7 1 to David
Zipser, and an N D S E G fellowship to the author.
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long shelf. The experimenter sat behind the subject, in
order to operate the digitizer.

motion for the joints of the arm, w e have modelled a reach
as composed of thirteen independent variables. Expected
values for errors in finger location after reaching to
targets throughout the range of the arm are generated by
simulated flailing. Since the arm almost never reaches to
exactly the same place twice, the reaching space is divided
into cells and all reaches terminating within a cell are
grouped together for purposes of averaging. For each
joint the angles of the postures which reach to a cell are
averaged, computing a single angle. The posture resulting
from all the average joint angles represents the expected
values that would result from associational learning. The
location of the finger tip resulting from the average
posture for a cell is compared to the location of the center
of the cell, resulting in a difference or error arising from
the model. The mean magnitude of the errors made by
the model is 1.75cm over the entire reachable surface,
equivalent to approximately 2 % of average arm length.
The overall error magnitude is within the range of
Kuperstein's original formulation of the flailing model and
the available data from adult visually directed reaches.

Procedure: The subject's task was to m o v e their right
forefinger as fast as possible to land on a given target.
The arm movement involved in this action was m a d e
ballistically, with no visual guidance or feedback.
Subjects began each trial with their arm either inside the
box to their right or beneath the shelf in front of them.
T o initiate each trial, the experimenter identified one of
the fifteen targets by reading aloud the number which
labelled it. The subject was then given an indefinite
period in which to orient to the target and prepare the
movement. W h e n ready, the subject shut their eyes and
reached in one fast motion to place their finger on the
target. W h e n the movement ceased, the digitizer was
activated and the position of the finger recorded.
After the experimenter told the subject that the recording
had taken place, the subject was free to return their hand to
the starting position, and only then to re-open their eyes.
Since the box and shelf both obscured the hand from view,
this assured that the subject could not see their hand for
the entire experimental session.

Experiments
The flailing model predicts both large and small scale
features of the error distribution, predicting that
movements made to different targets should differ in their
error, regardless of variable starting position and speed,
and independent of the individual reacher. Our first two
experiments examine the structure of the error distribution
across a surface, the effect of starting position and
individual difference. Our third experiment focuses on
individual differences, studying three subjects' errors with
respect to starling position and movement speed.
Method
Subjects:
Fourteen undergraduates from U C S D
participated in the first experiment for partial fulfillment
of course requirements, or for payment. Nine such
undergraduates performed in the second experiment,
although one was discarded when equipment failure was
detected after the experiment. The third experiment
employed three volunteer research associates w h o were
naive to the hypothesis being tested.

Subjects in experiment one m o v e d to each target four
times from each starting position with a different random
order within counterbalanced starting position blocks for
each subject. This yielded 120 trials for each of the
fourteen subjects. After the experimental session, the
location of the targets were digitized by having the
subjects tour the targets with their eyes open.
Experiment two was identical to experiment one, except
that each of the eight subjects toured the targets both
before and after the session.
In experiment three, an additional speed condition was
added. Subjects were instructed to either m o v e as quickly
as possible (as above) or were told to take as m u c h time
as was needed to m o v e as accurately as possible. Each
subject moved to each target four times from each starting
position in each speed condition with a different random
order for each subject. This yielded 240 trials for each of
the three subjects.
Results

Apparatus: Subjects were seated at a 160cm x 160cm x
77.5cm high table so that their sternums were abutted
against a center mark. At the four comers of the table top
were set microphones comprising a collection array for a
three-dimensional audio digitizer (Graph Pen GP-6-3D-P).
The subjects wore two small. Plexiglass-encased soundemitters on their right index finger.

These experiments showed that individuals produce
systematic error when making visually directed reaches,
and that the errors made at particular targets varied from
individual to individual. Similarly, the errors m a d e by
any one individual varied from target to target. The
observed idiosyncrasy in the error makes it difficult to
conclude m u c h about the group performance, but is in
itself an important finding.

O n the table, fifteen two c m target circles were selected to
cover the reaching surface. These targets were selected to
be within range of all the subjects. Mounted to the right
of the subjects' chair was a large four sided box, open to
the subject and the table, set at table level. In front of the
subjects at an elevation of 15cm was an 8 c m wide, 100cm

In order to determine if subjects m a d e systematic error, a
test of each mean response was made. For the first two
experiments, a mean response was computed for each
subject at each target for both initial positions. The third
experiment included a speed condition, doubling the
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number of m e a n responses for each subject. Each subject
m a d e multiple responses in each condition, and so a mean
response was calculated.
mean response =

n

n

= ( X, y)

were made. Error in the X and Y dimensions was
generated separately, with a single value being selected
from each of two normal distributions of equal variance
and each with mean zero. For each target a simulated
mean response and standard error was computed in the
same manner as for the observed data, leading to a
judgement of confidence in the mean response error being
non-zero. Overall, more than one third of all mean
experimental responses (276 out of 835) were more than
9 5 % likely to not be zero for the observed data. This
compares with only 0.35% more than 9 5 % likely for the
Monte Carlo experiment.

(1)

Considering each response as a vector directed from the
target to the finger's location, the mean response is the
vector average of all responses in a single condition. T o
establish a confidence level in the distance of the mean
response from the target, the standard error of the mean
was computed in each condition. T o compute the standard
error, w e first computed the distance of the mean response
from the target.

D = ^ ^ X^ + y^

While there were a large number of non-zero errors, the
average across subjects of all responses at each target was
not discernible from zero for all three experiments. This
suggests that few of the non-zero responses contained the
same systematic error, as otherwise the mean across
subjects would s h o w a bias. T o investigate the
possibility that the biases were idiosyncratic, a pairwise
comparison of all non-zero mean responses at each target
was made. The likelihood that any two means were drawn
from the same distribution was computed to determine
h o w different each mean response was from the others. If
the likelihood that two means c o m e from the same
distribution is less than five percent, then the difference
between the means was taken to be significant.

(2)

The standard error is a measure of the dispersment of the
individual data points around the mean. T o measure this,
w e computed the distance of each individual response from
the mean for that condition.

d = V(x-^^(y-^^

(3)

Overall, there were 907 pairwise comparisons possible, of
which 768, or 8 5 % , proved significant. This percentage
was nearly constant across the three experiments, as 8 4 %
(495/587) of the comparisons in experiment one, 8 6 %
(197/230) in experiment two and 8 4 % (76/90) in
experiment three were significant. The source of these
differences was predominantly the difference between one
subject and another, rather than one subject reaching from
two different initial positions.

The actual standard error w a s then computed, using the
difference between the individual distances and the mean
distance of error.

CJdW

n-1

(4)

Discussion

SEM =

(5)

The results of these exp)eriments demonstrate that there is
a mechanism governing visually directed reaching which
produces different systematic error for each individual.
Reaching is a complex operation, and many factors could
contribute to the systematic error. Factors such as the
veridicality of visual and proprioceptive perception, the
appropriate use of feedback signals and an accurate
representation of the target for arm control are all
candidates, but only the last is a possible source of error
in these experiments. T h e flailing model predicts
systematic error due to an inaccurate representation of the
target, but it predicts the same error for each individual.
Without extensive modification the flailing model cannot
account for the observed reaching behavior.

Dividing the distance of the m e a n response by the
standard error gives a Z score, which can be used to
measure the certainty with which the distance is non-zero.
If the m e a n response is far from the target, and the
standard error is small, then there will be a high level of
confidence in the mean response not being equal to zero,
indicating that moving from one initial position to one
target, that subject makes a systematic error.
The perceptual-motor system is noisy, and this noise,
even if unbiased, can be expected to produce error in
reaching. In order to compare the observed results to the
result of noise, w e ran a M o n t e Carlo experiment.
Unbiased error follows from two assumptions, first that
the error has m e a n zero and second that it is distributed
with equal variance in all directions around the target.
Data was generated from these two assumptions. For each
of 850 separate simulated targets, eight simulated reaches

Given that m a n y factors participate in the control of
movements, what is the source of the error observed in the
experiments? W e postulate a control structure with four
basic components, any of which could introduce error into
a reach. The first step in making a movement is acquiring
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the spatial target, which involves visual perception and
memory. The perception of the visual target must then be
transformed into a desired posture. A feedforward attempt
to reach the desired posture is then begun, and, conditions
permitting, feedback can be used to correct the reach.
Visual information about hand position can be used
directly, or indirect feedback can be produced from the
proprioceptively perceived arm posture by a feedback
controller using a forward model of the arm's kinematics.

goal c o m m a n d . However, in the experimental paradigm
presented here, subjects are not required to remember the
target location for longer than it takes them to voluntarily
initiate movement. They are allowed to keep their eyes
open until they begin moving, and so have little chance to
forget the target location before making the movement.
Errors in motor function are similar to errors in
perception, in that systematic failures would be overcome
by learning. If one's elbow always extended farther than
desired, the extension c o m m a n d would be reduced to
produce the desired movement. While w e have not
presented the mechanism for these corrections explicitly,
they lie implicit in our discussion of learning through
association. In addition, the ability to achieve desired
postures is well documented in the context of posture
duplication. If an individual moves a finger to a certain
angle, and the finger is then displaced, the finger can be
returned to the initial angle with a high degree of accuracy
(Kelso and Holt 1980, Bizzi, et al 1982). This indicates
that motor system can achieve its desired postures well.

Perceptual errors will result in a reach directed to the
wrong spatial location, as will m e m o r y errors in the time
between acquisition of the target and completion of the
movement. If the inverse kinematics employed by the
feedforward controller are incomplete, the c o m m a n d e d
posture will not lead to the desired location. O n c e the
motor system tries to achieve the desired posture, the
interaction of the arm with the environment can introduce
more errors in the execution of the c o m m a n d . Inaccurate
direct feedback about posture can result in the arm taking
on a posture different from the desired one. If the forward
model used for indirect feedback is incomplete, then this is
one last source of error which could cause reachers to
believe their hands are not where they really are.

Both visual perception and motor execution are essentially
accurate, so w e must look to the control mechanisms
which govern reaching for the source of its errors. There
are two potential proprioceptive feedback systems which
can operate during movement. The first is direct feedback,
which compares afferent information about the current
posture with the desired posture to help achieve the desired
posture. Success in duplicating postures points to the
veridicality of this system. T h e second use of postural
information is for indirect feedback effecting the desired
hand position itself. Using a model of the forward
kinematics of the arm, an indirect feedback controller
maps posture into hand position. Actual hand positions
can be compared to desired ones, and n e w desired position
c o m m a n d s sent. This replicates the process by which
visual feedback produces accurate reaches. If the forward
m a p is inexact, then the computed hand position will not
be the actual one and 'corrective' signals will result in
additional error. There is evidence, reviewed by Olson and
Hanson (1990), to suggest that the forward mapping is in
fact inexact Researchers have found varying degrees of
constant error and directional biases in experiments
involving perception of hand position from postural
information. A failure to locate the position of one's hand
after a passive m o v e m e n t indicates that proprioception is
only poorly transformed by the forward m a p used by a
feedback conu-oller. However, the high speed required for
the movements in our experiments and the inability to
correct movements suggest that a closed loop system does
not underlie fast visually directed movements. Thus, the
possible errors due to feedback cannot appear in at least
ourfirsttwo experiments.

These four types of error: perception of the goal, noise in
the plant, inaccurate feedback control and incorrect
transformation of the perceived goal into an internal one,
each are candidates for explaining the observed errors.
Before considering each of these in turn, w e can
distinguish between two general classes of error which can
be introduced into the m o v e m e n t system. Systematic
error in reaching must be the result of a bias by one or
more of the elements of m o v e m e n t control. R a n d o m
error, or noise, introduced into the system will effect
motor performance on any given reach, but will disappear
when multiple reaches are averaged together. This is Uiie
whether the noise comes from vision, proprioception,
motor execution or a control command.
The perception of the goal can introduce error through
either perception or m e m o r y , as mentioned above. A n y
systematic error in visual perception will be transparent to
the motor control system, since motor behavior operates
in the visual world. This means that if an individual
always perceives targets to be to the left of where they are,
say, then they will also perceive their hand to be to the
left. The result of seeing the hand and the target in the
same space is to negate any biases in the visual system,
as is m a d e clear through experiments in which the visual
world is displaced, but where motor control quickly adapts
(Harris, 1965). Foley and Held (1972) showed that large
systematic errors result from reduced visual information
about target location. Since the experiments presented
here do not change the relation between the visual and
motor systems, perceptual mistakes cannot account for the
observed biases in responses. Systematic error can also be
observed if m o v e m e n t is delayed for an extended time
(Schoecting and Flanders 1989, vonHofsten and Rosblad
1988). This is most likely due to the forgetting of target
location, a process which can introduce biases into the

In order to produce fast movements, a feedforward
controller is a necessity. The transformation from desired
hand position to desired posture is potentially a source of
error due to the properties of the inverse kinematics of a
redundant manipulator like the arm. The excess degrees of
freedom of the arm means that there is no unique mapping
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Foley, J.M. and Held. R. (1972). Visually directed
pointing as a function of target distance, direction and
available cues. Perception and Psychophysics. 12, 263268.

from hand position to arm postures. T h eflailingmodel
describes h o w a mapping between desired spatial locations
(targets) and postures can be formed, and provides expected
values for the errors m a d e during visually directed
reaching. In the experiments w e collected data which can
be directly compared to the model's predictions.

Harris, C.S. (1965). Perceptual adaptation to inverted,
reversed, and displaced vision. Psychological Review,
11, 419-444.

A s a model of average performance, the expected value
model makes a little progress toward explaining the
observed data. It predicts successfully the magnitude of
error and the dependence of error on differences in target
location. T h e model does not predict the individual
biases, which were a major result of the experiments. Our
experimental finding of an average overall error magnitude
of 4 % of arm length for visually directed reaching is in
line with other findings (Olson and Hanson 1990). The
flailing model predicts an overall expected value error of
approximately 2 % of arm length, which Kuperstein's
implementation approached with a 4 % error. W h e n the
flailing model is tested at only the experimental targets
the predicted error increases to nearly 8 % of arm length,
suggesting that the inverse transformation is about as
accurate as individual subjects.

Jeannerod, M . (1988). The Neural and Behavioral
Organization of Goal-Directed Movements^ Clarendon
Press, Oxford.
Jordan, M . and Rumclhart, D (1990) Forward models:
Supervised learning with a distal teacher. M I T Center for
Cognitive Science Occasional Paper #40.
Kelso, J.A.S. and Holt, K.G. (1980). Exploring a
vibratory systems analysis of h u m a n m o v e m e n t
production. Journal of Neurophysiology,'X'i, 1183-96.
Kupcrstein, M . (1988). A Neural model of adaptive handeye coordination for single postures. Science, 239, 130810.
Luttgens, K. and Wells, K (1982). Kinesiology: Scientific
Basis of H u m a n Motion. Saunders College Pub.,
Philadelphia.

The failing of theflailingmodel lies in its determinacy.
Since predictions c o m e from geometric properties of the
arm and from principles of association taken to be
constant between individuals, all individual difference
must be explained only be differing bodily geometries.
However, the observed individual performance differences
are m u c h greater than the model can accommodate,
especially inasmuch as individual differences extend to
sensitivity to initial position and m o v e m e n t speed. In
order to account for individual difference, there must be
parameters of the model which are free to vary during
learning, and which do not deterministically relate to the
history of the learning period. This requirement stems
from our assumption that m a n y learning trials are required
for the acquisition of reaching skill, and that these trials
are essentially identical across individuals.

Olson, C.R. and Hanson, S.J. (1990).
Spatial
representation of the body. In S. J. Hanson and C. R.
Olson (Eds.) Connectionist Modeling and Brain
Function, M I T Press, Cambridge.
Soechting, J.F. and Flanders, M . (1989). Errors in
pointing are due to approximations in sensorimotor
transformations. Journal of Neurophysiology, 62, 595608.
von Hofsten, C. and Rosblad, B. (1988). The integration
of sensory information in the development of precise
manual pointing. Neuropsychologia, 26, 805-821.

W h a t then do these comparisons say about the flailing
model as a theory of h o w people m a k e visually directed
reaches? The gross characteristics of the data, which are
matched by the model, suggest that a feedforward inverse
transformation is appUed by people when they reach. The
model makes predictions detailed enough to be rejected,
but by the same token it demonstrates that theoretical
model at this level should and can be held closely to
complex aspects of the data for comparison. Attempts
have been m a d e to identify a variable responsible for the
idiosyncratic differences (eg., Foley and Held 1972,
Jeannerod 1988), but none have been satisfactory. The
prevalence of idiosyncratic error in our experiments leads
us to conclude that it is real, and that it must be
explained.
References
Bizzi, E., Chappie, W., and Hogan, N. (1982).
Mechanical properties of muscles: Implications for motor
control. Trends in Neuroscience, 5, 395-398.
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Abstract
While recent studies have demonstrated various ways
that transfer might be achieved in a domain, the
measures used to assess transfer rarely stray from lime
and error data. This paper examines transfer in the
complex skill of computer programming in order to
explore more flexible and sensitive methods of
assessing transfer. In the experiment, subjects wrote
both a P A S C A L and a L I S P version of two
programming problems. Although a simple accuracy
measure provides evidence for knowledge transfer
between the two programming languages, measures
based on analyses of the task domain (i.e., partialcredit accuracy, strategy use) provide m u c h stronger
evidence. Curiously, these measures target different
subjects as exhibiting transfer, suggesting that more
than one type of knowledge m a y be available for
transfer.

that transfer is measured. In a typical experiment, subjects
receive training in one domain and then are asked to
perform tasks in another domain. Evidence for transfer is
reported when subjects perform the transfer task either faster
or more accurately than subjects without the benefit of
training. O n e reason for this use of time and error data
might be because transfer has been investigated in fairly
simple, structured domains (e.g.. Tower of Hanoi: Smith,
1986; text editing: Poison, Muncher, & Engelbeck, 1986).
Those studies that use other measures of transfer, such as
subjects' use of a particular problem-solving strategy, tend
to involve more complex domains like physics and algebra
(e.g., Bassok & Holyoak, 1989).
Unlike most studies of transfer, the motivating question
for this research is not "Does transfer occur?" but rather
" H o w should transfer be assessed?". This paper describes
an experiment investigating uansfer of computer
B y using computer
p r o g r a m m i n g knowledge.
programming as the task domain, w e can explore a greater
variety of transfer measures than that possible in more
structured domains. Computer programming has the added
advantage that although it is a complex, semantically-rich
domain, it nevertheless has been intensively analyzed by
many researchers (Pennington, 1985). These prior analyses
form a basis for understanding h o w transfer might occur in
the computer programming domain.
Because the motivation for this work is an interest in the
nature of any knowledge transfer that might occur, the ideal
experimental task would be one in which the subjects are
likely to try and use previously generated knowledge. A s
discussed by Gick & Holyoak (1987), w h e n the surface
characteristics of two tasks are very similar, it is likely that
subjects will attempt to use information learned from one
task while solving the second task. Thus, in the
experiment, subjects were asked to write two versions of
the same programming problems, the versions differing
only in the required implementation language, P A S C A L or
LISP.
Most models of programming skill would predict that
transfer should occur in this situation. W h e n writing a
program, typically a programmer devises s o m e initial
mental plan of h o w the program should work, then begins
implementing that plan. Through the process of coding the
program, difficulties with the plan m a y be uncovered,

Introduction^
Transfer is the phenomenon in which knowledge or skills
learned in one context affect the learning or performance of
another task. Not too long ago, an article on transfer
would start with an argument for w h y transfer might be
found between two domains and end with inconclusive
results (Gray & Orasanu, 1987). However, the recent
literature has seen a w a v e of studies demonstrating the
various ways that transfer can be achieved through careful
analysis of the task domains (e.g., Singley & Anderson,
1990).
While the methods used to achieve successful results
have progressed, there has been little change in the ways

^This research was supported in part by a National Science
Foundation Graduate Fellowship and by Contract
MDA903-85-K-0343 from the A r m y Research Institute and
the Air Force H u m a n Resources Laboratory. Preparation of
this manuscript was supported by a grant from the Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science. I thank John
Anderson, Jerry Feigenbaum, and Claudius Kessler for their
comments on various portions of this work.
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requiring the plan to be refined or changed (Green, 1987).
The final result of this processing is not only a program,
but also the refined plan for writing the program, the latter
of which forms the programmer's mental representation of
the just-written program This representation is often
characterized as containing abstract knowledge independent
of the particular computer language used to implement the
program (Rist, 1989).
The programmer's representation serves as the starting
point for the implementation of the second version of the
program in the n e w language. T h e coding of the second
version proceeds as if this transferred information were the
initial plan developed specifically for the second version.
A s a result, in coding the second version, transfer should
occur because the program's plan need not be generated
from scratch. This notion of transfer of planning
knowledge is supported by verbal protocol data (Katz,
1988). Subjects m a k e less verbalizations referring to the
program plan while writing the second version of a
program, but produce an equal number of verbal statements
referring to the actual program code for both versions of a
program.

Procedure. After writing two simple warm-up programs
(one each in P A S C A L and LISP), subjects were given the
first problem description. The programs were written using
a standard screen editor, and subjects were able to lest their
programs whenever they wished. If a subject did not write
a working program within 3 0 minutes, the subject was
stopped and then given the instructions for the next
problem. Thus, at the most, the experiment lasted
approximately 2.5 hours, including the warm-up exercises.
Results and Discussion
While subjects overall had trouble writing perfectly
working programs (approximately 6 5 % of the programs
wriaen did not execute perfectly), by ignoring syntax errors
and mis-understandings of the problem descriptions, there is
evidence for knowledge transfer between programming
languages (Table 1). For thefirstversion of the programs,
only 4 8 % of the programs were correct. In contrast, 7 1 %
of the second versions were correctly written, and this
interaction is significant by a chi-squared test (x^(l) =
4.94, p<.05). Clearly, subjects gained knowledge while
writing thefirstversion of their programs that they could
apply in writing the second version.
Considering the closeness of the two tasks, however, it
is strange that so little transfer occurred. Only about onequarter of the subjects showed the expected accuracy
improvement. Overall accuracy might not be a particular
sensitive measure of transfer. W e need more flexible
assessments of subject performance, ones that are based on
an analysis of the problem-solving tasks.

Method
Subjects. Subjects were 21 students who had just
completed a four week LISP mini-course. All subjects had
already k n o w n P A S C A L before entering the LISP course.
Materials. Subjects were given two problems, called
Prinmums and Addfract, and wrote a LISP and P A S C A L
version of each problem. T h e Printnums problem w a s to
write a program that translates a given number between 1
and 999 into its corresponding words. Thus, if given
"115," the program should output " O N E H U N D R E D
FIFTEEN." Subjects were provided with functions that
returned the appropriate units-, teens, or tens-word given a
digit (e.g., the tens-word function returned "FIFTY" when
given "5"). T h e Addfract problem was to write a program
that accepts two fractions in numerator-denominator form
and returns the reduced s u m of the fractions, also in
numerator-denominator form. Thus, given "5 / 6" and "7 /
15" the program should return "13 / 10." Preliminary
analyses revealed that these two problems are of
approximately equal difficulty.

First Version
Second Version

Correct

Incorrect

20
30

22
12

Table 1: P r o g r a m accuracy

Partial Credit. Using a partial credit scheme for
scoring accuracy provides a more sensitive measure of
transfer. Thirty minutes turned out not to be enough time
for subjects to write a completely working program. Thus,
some of the programs written by subjects were incomplete
(i.e., missing some essential component(s) of a working
algorithm). However, if subjects reused their knowledge in
writing the second version of a program, then they should
have been able to progress further in writing the second
version than they did in writing thefirst.In other words,
they should have been able to "pick up where they left off
writing thefirstversion.
In order to judge the completeness of the programs, a
general algorithm w a s enumerated for each of the two
problems, Printnums and Addfract. A s an example, the
Printnums algorithm is shown in Table 2. While there are

Design. As stated above, all subjects wrote both LISP
and P A S C A L versions of the two problems — four
programs total. T h e ordering of the actual problems
received was counter-balanced. Thus, when discussing the
results, the particular serial order of programs will not be
considered.^

^ A n additional manipulation — whether or not subjects'
previous programs were available for reference — w a s
included in this experiment, but did not affect any of the
reported measures.
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alternative algorithms for the problems, the other
algorithms include approximately the same pieces as the
ones enumerated, except in a different order. The parts of
the algorithm that the subject tried to achieve were recorded
for each subject's program. It was not necessary for a
particular algorithm piece to be completely correct — the
important point is that the subject tried to achieve that
piece. This scoring of each program pair (first and second
versions) was done by a judge blind as to which of the two
programs in a pair was actually written firsL

Pgm. N a m e

More
Complete

Less
Complete

Both Fully
Complete

Printnums

11

3

7

Addfiact

12

4

5

Table 3: Partial credit analysis

1. Get
' number
2.:[s there a hundreds digit?
3.
Calculate hundreds digit
4.
Call units function with above value
5. PrintAmclude result of (4)
Print^mclude "hundred"
6.
Remove hundreds digit
7.
8. Is there a separate tens digit?
Calculate tens digit
9.
10. Call tens function with above value
11. Print/include result of (10)
12. R e m o v e tens digit
13. Handle separator ("-")
14. Is the number a teen?
15. Call teens function on number
16. Print/include result of (15)
17. Is there a units digit?
18. Call units function on number
19. Print/include result of (18)
Table 2: Printnums algorithm

If subjects reused information, then those subjects w h o
wrote an incomplete program for the first version should
have written a second version including all the pieces of the
first version, plus some more. In contrast, a lack of
transfer would show as the two versions being incomplete
in different ways. For example, the two versions might
consist of different patterns of missing and implemented
algorithm pieces, or the second version m a y be more
incomplete than the first. Finally, if the two versions are
both complete, it is ambiguous as to whether or not
transfer has occurred.
As shown in Table 3, in 7 7 % of the unambiguous cases
(i.e., excluding the "Both Fully Complete" column),
subjects' second version was more complete than the first
version, even though the two versions were written in
different computer languages. This result is a strong
indication of knowledge transfer; subjects used information
learned in the writing of thefirstversion when writing their
second version of the program in a new language. By reusing this knowledge, subjects built on work done
previously to produce a more complete program.
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Strategy Use.
Another method for assessing transfer
is to observe subjects' use of problem-solving strategies.
In the simplest case, possible strategies would include one
correct method for solving the problem and several incorrect
methods (e.g., "balance" vs. 'switch" strategies in the
Missionaries-Cannibals problem and its isomorphs;
McDaniel & Schlager, 1990). In a complex domain such
as programming, there m a y be a number of strategies that
all lead to a correct solution. Each of these strategies
would result in programs with different overall
organizations. For investigating transfer of strategy use,
the problem Printnums was analyzed because subjects
solved this problem in two very different ways.
The first algorithm used to solved this problem is to
categorize the given number into one of a set of mutually
exclusive categories. For example, some subjects would
categorize the number as either a one, two, or three digit
number and then do the appropriate actions. The important
feature of this solution is that, at the top-level, control is
given to only one set of actions. Subjects usually
implemented this algorithm using a single, nested
conditional statement, so this algorithm will be referred to
as the "nested" condition structure.
The second solution involves breaking the number into
its component digits and performing appropriate actions for
each of the hundreds, tens (or teens), and units digits.
Control-flow might proceed wherefirsta decision is m a d e
about the hundreds digit, and different actions are performed
depending on whether or not that digit is zero (i.e., if a
hundreds digit exists). In either case, however, control
comes back together to handle the remaining two digits of
the number. The distinguishing characteristic of this
algorithm is the recombination of control. Subjects
usually implemented this algorithm using multiple,
separate conditional statements, so this algorithm will be
referred to as the "separate" condition structure.
For the analysis, each of the 21 pairs of programs
written by subjects was categorized as reflecting either a
nested or a separate algorithm, or as ambiguous. A s
described above, the categorization of a program as nested
or separate is objective: if the program has a single, toplevel conditional statement, it is categorized as nested. If at
the top-level of the program there are more than one
conditional statements, the program is categorized as
separate. Ambiguous programs were so incomplete that a
distinction between the algorithms could not be made.

their programs. The measures based on analyses of the

T w o subjects wrote one ambiguous program apiece, and the
pairs of programs from these subjects were eliminated from
all further analyses, resulting in 19 pairs of programs.
The argument for transfer in this case goes as follows.
First one must demonstrate subjects' preferences for the two
algorithms under normal circumstances. That is, without
having written another program previously, which
algorithm are subjects more likely to use? W h e n writing
the second version, transfer would be evident if, as a result
of writing the first version, subjects show a different
pattern of biases toward the two algorithms.
For thefirstversions of each program pair, there was an
effect of language on algorithm choice. A s shown in Table
4, subjects programming in P A S C A L showed a strong
tendency to use a separate condition structure while the
LISP subjects showed no such preference. Although the
P A S C A L subjects' bias is significantly different from
chance (X^(l)=6.4, p<.025), the interaction is only
marginally significant (x^(l)=2.9,p<.10).

PASCAL
LISP

Nested
1
4

programming problems, the partial credit and strategy use
transfer measures, provide m u c h stronger and unambiguous
evidence of transfer as compared with a simple accuracy
measure.
Clearly subjects are generating knowledge while writing
theirfirstversions that they are able to use in writing the
second versions of their programs. Thus, there should be a
perfect correlation between the two measures of transfer.
Subjects w h o re-use information should show transfer on
both measures while other subjects should show a lack of
transfer no matter h o w transfer is assessed.
A s shown in Table 6, this simple model of transfer is
simply wrong; there is no evidence for inter-dependence
between the two measures of transfer. Approximately half
of the subjects w h o demonstrated accuracy transfer in the
partial credit scheme did not demonstrate strategy transfer
— even though the subjects wrote more complete programs
for their second versions, those programs did not always
reflect the same algorithm as was used on thefirstversion.
T h e same is true for subjects w h o did not demonstrate
accuracy transfer. Finally, subjects w h o wrote fully
complete programs for both versions, and thus did not
provide evidence either for or against transfer, used the same
algorithm each time.

Separate
9
5

Table 4: Condition structure choices in each
language (First Version)

Algorithm used on
First vs Second Version

A s for performance on the second program, subjects
clearly preferred to use the same structure that they had used
on their previous program, even though that program was
written in a different language (Table 5). If no transfer had
occurred, the previously mentioned language-induced biases
would have been evident on the second program as well.
Instead, 14 subjects kept the same general algorithm on
both programs, while only 5 subjects switched to the other
algorithm type (x^(l)=4.26, p<.05).

Second
First Version
Nested
Separate

More Complete
Less Complete
Both Fully
Complete

Separate
1

4

10

Different

6
1
7

4
1
0

Table 6: Partial credit a n d strategy transfer

T h e two transfer measures do not correlate probably
because they are measuring different kinds of transfer.
W h e n writing a program in one language, subjects use
knowledge previously generated while writing the same
program in another language, but that knowledge m a y
consist of more than one type of information. This is an
important result because most transfer studies attempt to
assess only one type of transferred information for a given
problem situation. W h a t are the two sorts of knowledge
that are indicated here?
During programming, a programmer breaks the main
goal of the program into a set of less complex, more
manageable subgoals. Through this activity, a programmer
can focus on implementing just certain subgoals, which is
an easier task than trying to keep in mind all of the
requirements of the programming problem (Fisher, 1986).
Furthermore, these subgoals must be combined so as to

Version

Nested
4

Same

Table 5: Condition structure choices for each
version

So far, w e have seen evidence for significant levels of
transfer along two fronts. Subjects' programs were more
complete on the second versions and the subjects tended to
use the same methods for implementing each version of
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represent how the program works. For example, Kant &
Newell (1984) argue that the subgoals are organized in a
way representing the flow of data through the program.
Thus, the programmer's representation should consist ol at
least two kinds of information: programming subgoals and
the way that those subgoals are organized. McDaniei &
Schlager (1990) note a similar distinction in their study of
a Missionaries-Cannibals isomorph. Solving that puzzle
involves knowing both the correct general strategy and the
particular moves needed to implement the steps (subgoals)
of the strategy.
These two types of program knowledge are separately
assessed by the partial credit and strategy use transfer
measures. Through the partial-credit measure, we assess
whether or not subjects transfer information about the
specific subgoals used in thefirstversion of the problem.
The strategy measure shows whether or not subjects
U^ansfer information about how subgoals are organized.
Thus, the assessment methods based on analyses of the task
domain demonstrated that more than one type of transfer
may occur in a single problem-solving situation.

McDaniei, M . A., & Schlager, M . S. 1990. Discover
learning and transfer of problem-solving skills. Cognition
and Instruction 7(2): 129-159.
Pennington, N. 1985. Cognitive components of expertise
in computer programming: A review of the literature.
Psychological Documents 15(2702).
Poison, P.G., Muncher, E., & Engelbeck, G. 1986. A test
of the common elements theory of transfer. In Proceedings
of the C H I '86 Conference on H u m a n Factors in
Computing Systems, 78-83. N e w York, N Y : A C M .
Rist, R. 1989. Schema creation in programming.
Cognitive Science 13:389-414.
Singley, M. K., & Anderson, J. R. 1990. The Transfer of
Cognitive Skill. Cambridge, M A : Harvard University
Press.

Smith, S. B. 1986. Transfer of learning between Tower o
Hanoi isomorphs. Ph.D. dissertation, Department of
Psychology, Carnegie Mellon University.
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mathematics. While the focus in naive physics research
has been on students' conceptions, the focus here is on
reasoning strategies, both deductive and inductive. In
contrast to typical classroom problems in math and science
which d e m a n d the application of a learned formal
procedure (e.g., prove X ) , w e gave students more openended problems (e.g., is X true?) for which the formal
deductive procedure is useful, but other, possibly informal
or inductive, strategies are also potentially useful. W e
were interested in seeing to what extent students would
bring the deductive strategy to bear, to what extent they
would use informal strategies, and, in particular, if w e
could identify biases in these strategies that lead to
systematic errors.
In previous research (Koedinger & Anderson, 1990), w e
found that skilled geometers initially plan proofs using
informal knowledge (perceptually based) and deal with the
formal details of writing d o w n the proof as a secondary
issue. T o better evaluate students' proof abilities in terms
of this distinction, w e wanted to design a task that tapped
only the informal planning abilities and did not require the
detailed proof execution skills. T h e geometry truth
judgment task poses questions of the form "If <givens>,
must <goal>?". Figure 1 shows an example item.
O n e approach to answering such questions is to try to
find a proof of the <goal> from the <givens>. Subjects
don't need to write d o w n this proof, but if they can c o m e
up with an accurate one, however informal, they can
reliably answer Y E S .
Besides our initial intention of using this truth judgment
task to measure informal planning skills, w e have found
this task interesting in its o w n right. F r o m a pedagogical
standpoint, it gives students an idea of the role of proof in
mathematics, that is, to help determine what is true. From
a scientific standpoint, it is analogous to other reasoning
tasks and thus, m a y elicit similar strategies to those
observed in everyday reasoning or in other laboratory
reasoning tasks. A n d lastly, it allows us to further explore
the complementary roles of informal and formal reasoning
strategies.

Abstract
This paper is part of an effort to extend research on
mathematical problem solving beyond the traditional focus
on formal procedures (both in the classroom and in problem
solving research). W e are beginning to investigate students'
inductive discovery-oriented strategies and the interaction
between these and formal deductive strategies. In contrast
to typical classroom problems in math and science which
demand the application of a learned formal procedure (e.g.,
prove X), w e gave students more open-ended problems (e.g.,
is X true?) for which the formal deductive procedure is
useful, but other, possibly informal or inductive, strategies
are also potentially useful. The normative approach for
solving these problems, in fact, requires the use of both a
deductive strategy, which is definitive only when X is true,
and an inductive search for examples, which is definitive
only when X is not universally true. W h e n presented with
these problems w e found that geometry students have some
limited facility to perform the deductive strategy (though,
less so in this context than when they are directly asked to
vwite a proof) and use a degenerate version of the inductive
strategy. Instead of considering multiple examples and
looking for a counter-example, students tend to read off the
conclusion from the single example (or model) w e provided.
Introduction
This paper presents a preliminary investigation into the
nature of novice reasoning in geometry. This area is
interesting theoretically as it relates to both research on
h u m a n reasoning biases and research on novice problem
solving, particularly in physics. Both areas have identified
a number of situations in which humans behave in apparent
contrast to normative expectations. Nickerson, Perkins,
and Smith (1985) provide a good review of the empirically
established h u m a n reasoning biases. T h e research on naive
physics has s h o w n that students' prior conceptions of the
physical world are often at odds with the m o r e detailed
conceptions of the science of physics. Both to add to these
bodies of research and for pedagogical purposes, w e have
b e g u n to explore novice reasoning behavior in
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ll.If^TQU = ^ R Q U a n d ^ Q T U s ^QRU,
must^STUS ^SRU?

YES
NO

Figure I. A n example "truth judgment" problem. Subjects circled YES or NO.

A Study of Novice Reasoning in Geometry
Geometry truth judgment problems are much like the
logical syllogism problems which have received m u c h
attention in the h u m a n reasoning literature. A logical
syllogism has two premises and a conclusion - these are
analogous to our <givens> and <goal>. A typical task is to
have subjects judge whether a given syllogism is V A L I D
(must be true) or I N V A L I D (not necessarily true) analogous to Y E S and N O , respectively, in the truth
judgment task. A leading theory on h o w humans solve
logical syllogisms is Johnson-Laird's (1983) mental model
theory. (Polk and Newell, 1989, have refined this theory
and implemented it in the Soar architecture.) Essentially,
the idea is that subjects convert what is nominally a
deductive problem into an inductive problem by thinking in
terms of possible models or instances of the premises and
testing whether the conclusion holds true for these
instances.
A deductive strategy for solving syllogism problems
would involve applying logical rules to the premise
statements in an effort to derive the conclusion. In
contrast, the mental model theory proposes that people
pursue a strategy of imagining one or more specific
instances which are consistent with the premises. Then
they check the problem conclusion to see if it is consistent
with the instances they have imagined. In other words,
they check whether the conclusion is a proper induction
from the instances. If it is, they answer VALID, otherwise
they answer INVALID.
W h a t is unique about our geometry problems is that
while in typical syllogism experiments subjects imagine
their o w n instance(s), here subjects are given a candidate
instanced T h e diagram that goes along with a typical
geometry problem is an instance of the problem premises
and, like any model, it has specific features that are not
explicitly stated in the premises. S o m e of these features
m a y actually follow from the premises, for example,
^ S T U = ^ S R U in the problem Figure 1, while others
may be fortuitous, for example, ^ S T U S ^ Q T U in the
same diagram.
B y giving subjects a model, the truth judgment task
provides a different kind of test of the mental models
theory. In the typical experiment, the match between the
theory and the subjects' actual reasoning process is
performed indirectly by comparing the error patterns
predicted by the theory with the subjects' error pauems. In
'Subjects were certainly free to construct other models of the
premises. However, subjects did this rarely, if at all.
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contrast, w e designed the truth judgment test, in part, to see
if w e might directly influence the reasoning process (and
the resulting answer) by changing the characteristics of the
model (diagram) w e provide. Figure 2 shows the item
design and an example group of 4 matched items varying
on whether the correct answer is Y E S or N O and whether
the problem givens and goal "look true" in the diagram or
the givens and goal "look false". Consider item b. In this
case, the diagram is more specific (has more features) than
the given requires and the problem goal A B X C D appears
moe when, in fact, it does not follow from the given A C =
C B . In this case, a subject reasoning purely from the
provided model would incorrectly conclude the goal was
true. In contrast, a subject reasoning purely deductively
would not be influenced by this instance, would fail to find
a proof and thus, would be led to answer N O (though not
with complete certainty since failure to find a proof does
not guarantee one does not exist). O f course, the ideal
subject would search for a counter-example at this point
and upon finding one would be certain that the correct
answer is N O .
Item c provides a second kind of misleading or
inconsistent diagram. In this case the correct answer is
Y E S yet the goal looks-false in the model (and so does the
given necessarily). T o the extent that subjects are working
from this model, they should be biased to incorrectly
respond N O since the goal L Q X R M does not appear true
in this diagram. In item types a & d, the model is
consistent with the correct answer, so model-based
reasoners w h o rely on this model only will perform better
on these item types than on the matched items c & b.
Stated another way, subjects w h o tend to use the provided
diagram as a model will answer Y E S on the looks-true
items more often than on the looks-false items.
Our hypothesis was not that subjects would rely purely
on the diagram provided. In fact, w e were hoping to find
evidence of proof planning done in service of solving these
problems. While finding evidence that subjects perform
above chance on this task would be consistent with the
hypothesis that they were bringing proof to bear, it would
not rule out other reliable strategies like considering
multiple instances of the given statements. However, w e
can get more discriminating evidence on the use of proof
by picking problems for which the underlying proof varies
in difficulty. If students are doing proofs, they should be
more successful on problems which have "easy" proofs
than on problems that require "hard" proofs. W e defined
difficulty with respect to the conceptual steps in the
psychological model of informal proof planning identified
by our prior research (Koedinger & Anderson, 1990).

Answer
Diagram
Looks-true

YES

NO
D

a:
If ^ B C O = ^ D C A .

mustABlCD?

Looks-false

c:
If ^ Q M R = ^ L M R ,
mustLQlRM?
1

B

C:

A
R\

A

^

-

B

C
Rv
\
\

d:
IfLMsMQ,
mustLQlRM?

\
\
^

D

b:
IfACsCB,
musiABlCD?

^

M

-Q

Figure 2. Truth judgment item types. Item types a & c have the same diagram, respectively, as item types b & d,
while apart from point labels, a & b have the same problem statement, respectively, as c & d.
The shortest proof that verifies a Y E S answer on "easy"
problems requires one conceptual step, while the shortest
proof that verifies a Y E S answer on "hard" problems
requires two or more conceptual steps. This categorization
is only directly relevant to the Y E S items (a & c), but in
reporting the data the matching items (b & d) will be
included in this categorization.
W e designed eight groups (1-8) of four items each (a-d)
for a total of 3 2 items. Item groups 1-4 are "easy"
problems, while item groups 5-8 are "hard" problems. T h e
item in Figure I is 8a: it requires a "hard" proof, the givens
and goal look-true in the diagram, and the correct answer is
YES.
Method
Subjects. 30 students participated for pay in the s u m m e r
crfter completing a high school geometry course.
Procedure. This data was collected as part of the pre and
post testing in a study comparing two intelligent tutoring
systems (ITS) for geometry proof problem solving (see
Koedinger, 1990). T h e complete set of 32 items was split
into two test versions: 16 items for version A and 16
matching items for version B. Half the subjects received
version A as a pre-test and B as a post-test; the other half
did version Bfirstand A as the post-test. Between the pre
and post tests, subjects received 8 hours of proof
instruction using one of the ITSs.
The test instructions (1) explained that any points which
appear colinear (on the same line) in a diagram can be
assumed to be colinear, (2) warned that "the diagram m a y
be misleading", and (3) provided two example problems
(types c & d) that both contained misleading diagrams and
that, in one case, illustrated an informal proof as a good
reason to answer Y E S and, in the other, illustrated a
counter-example as a good reason to answer N O .
Results
Thefirstthing to note is that on a separate test of proof
skill, w e observed a significant improvement in students'
ability to write two-column proofs. T h e m e a n score went
from 3 6 % on a pre-test before the ITS instruction to

on the post-test (p < .001). Given that the proof problems
on the proof test were equally difficult as the proofs
underlying the "hard-YES" problems on the truth judgment
test, w e might expect to see similar improvements on the
truth judgment task. However, truth judgment performance
showed only marginal improvement, going from 6 7 % on
the pre-test to 7 2 % on the post-test (p > .09) ^ While there
m a y have been some transfer, it appears that students were
not fully appreciating the relevance of proof to solving
truth judgment problems. This is not to say that students
were not trying proofs in the service of making truth
judgments, in fact, as demonstrated below it is clear they
were. Rather, it appears there was some slippage in the
transfer from the structured problems in the training where
a proof is explicitly required to the open-ended truth
judgment problems where students must determine for
themselves whether and when proof is relevant. These
results are not changed by focussing the data analysis on
the items for which improved proof skills might be most
relevant (e.g., the hard-YES problems): The improvement
trends of about 5 % are uniform across all problem types.
Given that there are no qualitative differences between
students' performance on the truth judgment pre- and posttests, the remainder of the analysis uses subjects' scores on
the pre- and post-tests combined. T h e goal is to get a
general sense of the reasoning strategies students used to
m a k e truth judgments. In particular, to what extent did
they bring proof to bear? T o what extent are they
influenced by the provided diagram? Is there evidence for
other strategies? T h e results are displayed in the left hand
graph in Figure 3. This graph shows the mean probability
of answering Y E S for the 8 cells in the 2x2x2 item design.
There are three significant main effects on each of three
dimensions (correct answer, difficulty, and diagram) and
one significant interaction between correct answer and
difficulty. They are summarized as follows by indicating
which item types lead to a higher probability for answering
YES:
^This improvement is not as quite as small as it seems since
getting 5 0 % on these YES or NO problems is not difficult.
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1. Main effect. YES items > NO items
2. Main effect: looks-true items > looks-false items
3. Main effect: easy items > hard items
4. Interaction: easy-YES > hard-YES,
but easy-NO = hard-YES items

strategy that involves looking for a proof (i.e., a sequence
of rules) which derives the problem goal from the givens.
If one finds a correct proof, one can conclude Y E S with
certainty. However, if one fails to find a proof, it is not
necessarily that case that there isn't one. In this case, one
can answer N O heuristically with some better than chance
All of these effects are significant across both subjects and
probability of being right. A n inductive example-based
items (p < .01). W e will consider them in more detail.
strategy is complementary in that when properly applied
Looking at the answer dimension (represented by the
one can answer N O with certainty, but can answer Y E S
two lines in the graph), students respond Y E S significantly
only heuristically. This strategy, like Johnson-Laird's
more often when the correct answer is Y E S (see the dark
mental model approach, involves considering examples of
line) than when the correct answer is N O (the light line).
the given statements and checking whether the goal is true
This indicates that they were not behaving randomly and
in these examples. If it is in all cases, one can answer Y E S
had some sense for correct answers: they got 6 6 % of the
but only heuristically since there is no guarantee that the
YES-problems correct and 7 1 % of the NO-problems. That
next example won't contradict the problem statement. If
proof skill was an important factor in this success is
the goal is ever found to be false, this example is counterindicated by the fact that performance significantly
example to the problem statement and one can answer N O
diminishes going from easy problems ( 7 6 % correct) to hard
with certainty.
problems (61%) and, more importantly, that this difference
The normative overall strategy is to alternatively pursue
occurs for the YES-problems but not for the NO-problems.
one and then the other of these strategies until one of them
Averaging over diagram appearance, subjects are 8 3 %
yields a certain result, that is, until either a proof or a
correct on easy-YES items but 4 9 % correct for hard-YES
counter-example is found.
items while they are 6 9 % correct for easy-NO items and
7 3 % for hard-NO items. In other words, the evidence that
A Mathematical Model
students are doing proofs is that students' performance
varies in a predictable way on the problems for which proof
B y looking at the statistical results from the study, it
is required, but not on the problems for which proof is not
appeared that students' behavior could be characterized by
required.
the interaction of a proof strategy and a degenerate version
Though smaller in magnitude, the diagram had a clear
of the inductive example-based strategy as follows:
1. Subjects initially attempt to find a proof and answer
and consistent effect on student performance. Independent
of the correct answer, students were more likely to say Y E S
Y E S if theyfindone.
on the looks-true items than on the looks-false items. In
2. If they don't fmd a proof, they "guess" at the answer
based on an induction from the provided diagram.
Figure 3, note h o w the points drop from the fu-st column
(looks-true) to the second (looks-false) and from the third
In mathematical terms, this is:
prob(YES) = p•^(l-p)g
to the fourth. This meant that they made significantly more
where p = prob offindinga proof
errors on problem types b & c where the correct answer
g = prob of guessing Y E S
and the looks of diagram were in conflict than on problem
This general form is instantiated in different ways
types a & d where the answer and diagram were in accord.
Stating this result in a different way, students showed a
depending on the problem characteristics. If the correct
significant tendency to reason from the provided diagram
answer to the problem is N O , the probability of finding a
(or model) making the inductive leap that if the goal looksproof is 0. If the correct answer is Y E S , the model claims
true (looks-false) in the model, dien Y E S (NO) it must (not)
that students find a proof with probability e for an easy
be true in general.
problem or probability h for a hard problem. If they don't
find a proof, they will guess Y E S with probability l if the
problem goal looks-true in the diagram or / if the goal
Modeling Reasoning Strategies and Biases
looks-false. In summary, p = 0 for N O problems, p=e for
In this section, w e first present a task analysis of what
easy-YES problems, and p=h for hard-YES problems while
strategies might be brought to bear on this task and the
g=t for looks-true problems and g=f for looks-false
circumstances in which they are effective. With that
problems.
background, w e next discuss what strategies these students
Note that the model implies that there should be no
appear to have used and h o w they interact. W e propose a
difference between the easy and hard problems when the
mathematical model as a concise summary of our claims
correct answer is N O . This is h o w the model captures the
about what students are doing. The model is supported
interaction between correct answer and difficulty. The
both by its closefitto the quantitative data as well as from
graph on the right in Figure 3 shows the model predictions
some preUminary protocol data.
for the following set of parameter values, e=.77, h=.29,
t=.37, f=.19. The model provides a closefitto the data. A
Task Analysis
chi-square test indicates that it does not deviate
significanUy from the data { X \ A , N = 3 0 ) = 2.19, p>.5)
Effectively solving these truth judgment problems, requires
two complementary strategies. A deductive rule-based
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Figure 3. Eight data points and model predictions for the 2x2x2, answer by difficulty by diagram, item design. In the
data, all three main effects are significant across both subjects and items and so is the interaction between answer and
difficulty. The model does not deviate significantly from the data (X^4. A/=30) = 2.19, p>.5).
This model of student performance suggests three
deviations from the normative one. First, the deductive
strategy component is quantitatively different in that
ideally students should be able tofindall the proofs for the
Y E S problems, not just 7 7 % (the value of e) for the easyY E S problems and 2 9 % of the hard-YES problems.
Second, the model's inductive example-based strategy is
different in that students are not considering multiple
examples, but are only considering the provided example
and also in that they are not realizing that the looks-false
problems are not good examples. Third, there is no
alternation in the model between the deductive and
inductive strategy.
Other Evidence for the Model
O n e source of additional evidence for the model comes
from the notes students wrote on the test handout provided.
In support of the claim in the model that students are not
pursuing a search for counter-examples and are not
recognizing that the looks-false problems are not good
examples, w e looked to see h o w often subjects drew
another diagram in addition to the one provided. There
were only three cases out of 480 possible opportunities in
which a subject redrew a looks-false diagram. While this
was a N O problem, none of these diagrams were a counterexample, that is, the goal still looked-tnie in the diagrams
the students drew. T w o other instances of redrawing
occurred on a different looks-true problem apparently to
match up corresponding points of potentially congruent
triangles.
W e recently gave a version of the test in which w e asked
students to give reasons for their answers. A large number
of the reasons students provide are idiosyncratic, along the
lines of "because I think so". But there are also a number
of more sensible responses. The reasons students provide
for problems they answer Y E S are often informal proofs,
citing intermediate steps and/or theorems from their
geometry class. O n problems they answer N O , w e have yet
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to find a single instance where the student provided a
counter-example.
Instead, the most typical, nonidiosyncratic reason for saying N O is that the student thinks
there is no w a y to prove the goal.
Conclusion
While these results provide some partial support for
Johnson-Laird's mental model theory, there are two key
differences from that theory. First, student reasoning was
not exclusively model-based (inductive), in fact, more
prominent in their reasoning is a deductive strategy to find
a proof. Second, while subjects solving syllogism
problems appear to consider multiple models, students in
this study showed little or no evidence of considering any
alternative models beyond the given one. This is
particularly surprising given that half of the provided
models (the looks-false items) did not accurately represent
the problem statement. From a pedagogical standpoint, this
study suggests that students need exua instruction both
1) in recognizing the applicability of the proof stfategy
outside the standard context and 2) in understanding and
executing the inductive model-based strategy.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the problem of how to implement
many-to-many, or multi-associative, mappings within
connectionist models. Traditional symbolic approaches
wield explicit representation of all alternatives via
stored links, or implicitly through enumeralive algorithms. Classical pattern association models ignore the
issue of generating multiple outputs for a single input
pattern, and while recent research on recunent networks
is promising, thefieldhas not clearly focused upon
multi-associativity as a goal. In this paper, w e define
multiassociative memory M M , and several possible
variants, and discuss its utility in general cognitive modehng. W e extend sequential cascaded networks (Pollack
1987, 1990a) tofitthe task, and perform several initial
experiments which demonstrate the feasibility of the
concept.
Introduction
In associative m e m o r y models, a function is applied to a
pattern which transforms it to another pattern. This transformation, or association from a domain set of noisy or partial patterns to a range set of correct patterns is often offered
as a model of m e m o r y retrieval or recall. Several connectionist models of associative m e m o r y exist, such as linear
associators (Kohonen, 1972; Anderson, 1972), Hopfield networks (Hopfield, 1982), and feed-forward networks
(Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986), each assuming a
many-to-one mapping from domain to range Figure la. For
noisy or partial m e m o r y retrieval, or for perceptual categorization, this assumption might prove valid, however, m a n y
other tasks exist, each indescribable within associative
frameworks. Consider associating a word with its possible
lexical categories or meanings, a chess position to possible
next moves, or a category to prototypical members; each input can have a multitude of possible outputs. Even categorization itself is k n o w n to vary over time in individual
subjects (McCloskey and Glucksberg, 1978).
In an attempt to address the issue of multiple output responses, this paper discusses the nature of multiassociative
memories capable of responding with one output from a set
of possible outputs to an input. T h e theoretical basis of this
class of models is the m a n y to m a n y mapping. Standard as-

1. This work supported by office of Naval Research grant
number N0(X)14-89-J 1200.
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sociative models use m a n y to one mappings, where several
input patterns can elicit the same output pattern. A n y system with an internal state, such as a recurrent network, can
be viewed as a m a n y to m a n y mapping, and this is our initial choice of model (Figure lb).
This paper begins by presenting formal definitions of
mappings, establishing the relationship between m a n y to
m a n y mappings and multiassociative memories, and identifying several problems in cognitive science which exhibit
m a n y to m a n y mapping properties. T h e discussion will then
turn to the relative computational and psychological merits
of two opposing implementation strategies, namely explicit
storage and enumeration. After establishing the practical
superiority of enumeration, this strategy will guide the implementation of a multiassociative m e m o r y system using a
sequential cascaded network, a high-order recurrent connectionist architecture. Reflection on the implementation
process and its results suggests possible difficulties with the
recurrent network, indicating directions for further work.

M a n y to M a n y Mappings
Associative memories take input patterns, process them,
and return output patterns (Kohonen, 1984). O n e w a y of describing this operation is as a mapping from input patterns
of the domain set to the generated output patterns the range
set. Mappings come in four varieties based on the relations
between domain and range: one to one, many to one, one to
many, and many to many. A simple example of a many to
many mapping is (A-> (B, C ) , B-> {C, E ) , C->{E, F ) . D>{E, F)} with domain set {A, B, C, D ) and range set {B, C,
E,F).
To capture such an association, a multiassociative m e m o ry system must be correct and complete. Thus the multiassociative memory acquisition problem is:
Given a many to many mapping from a set of input
patterns to output patterns,finda system that can
associate each domain element to at least one element from its range set during any memory access
(correctness) and also eventually generate all correct range elements within afinitenumber of
memory accesses (completeness).
It is quite trivial to implement this concept exercising
conventional symbolic means, employing either explicit
storage or enumeration of the associations. O n e just explic-
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itly stores associations as a linked-list in random-access
memory, and retrieve either all the outputs, or keep a
counter and get one at a time. This "explicit storage" method does not generalize to very large systems, like chess
moves, where it is impractical to store all associations in a
memory. Secondly, it is too powerful to be a good cognitive
model in that it has no distinction between "recognition"
and "recall". Consider the daunting task of recalling the
names of allfiftystates, as opposed to the trivial problem of
recognizing " N e w Mexico" as one of them.
Connectionist models also have explicit storage solutions. Through the manipulation of output patterns, the
power set approach involves allocation of one output node
for each element in the range (Figure Ic). Thus, any possible subset of the range can be captured by this representation. This localist approach has been used to encode
possible moves in a tic-tac-toe g a m e (McClelland and
Rumelhart, 1986) and the spreading of activation in a semantic networic (ColUns and Loftus, 1975). Unconstrained
representational power, however, is not without its costs.
Since individual elements of a range of n units can be adequately represented with a binary pattern of length lg(n),
using n units is exponentially more expensive than a sequential retrieval model.
A possible circumvention to this exponential explosion is
to limit the size of the subsets of the range by allocating a
fixed number of outputfields(slots, registers, or buffers) to
hold the representations of the elements. Figure Id illustrates a system capable of outputting at most three range elements for a given domain element. But determining the
needed resources a priori m a y be difficult, or in principle
impossible: What's the m a x i m u m number of possible
moves from any given chess board configuration, or the
m a x i m u m number of words in a sentence? Overestimation
wastes resources and underestimation might fail at a critical
point.
Enumerative approaches bypass this storage problem by
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not explicitly operating on the possible responses themselves, rather they calculate the desired responses sequentially. Since only one range element has to be stored at a
time, m e m o r y usage will be lower. Such a system must
have an "internal state" (or counter) that can be used to
keep track of the enumeration algorithm, and suitably powerfiil computational means to compute the output set.
Connectionist Implementations
A connectionist implementation of Multiassociative M e m o ry ( M M ) using enumeration would have an underlying state
machine, which can be implemented as a recurrent network.
M a n y such networks exist (e. g. Jordan, 1987; Elman, 1988;
Pollack, 1987) and already exhibit many to many mapping
ability. W h e n the input remains stable long enough to establish an periodic attractor (afixedpoint or limit cycle) in the
ou^ut, each element of the attractor corresponds to one of
the correct associations to the input pattern. Such a "temporal M M " accesses the range set in a particular order for each
input, whereas an "atemporal M M " just guarantees access
to the proper range subsets through an aperiodic attractor
(aka strange attractor).
To illustrate temporal/atemporal distinction, consider an
implementation of a many to m a n y mapping using a recursive auto-associative m e m o r y ( R A A M ) (Pollack, 1990b). A
R A A M consists of two functions, an encoder and a decoder.
T h e encoder takes two input patterns and combines them
into a single output pattern. T h e decoder takes one input
pattern and generates the two patterns the encoder used to
build it. Since all patterns have the same size, the strategic
application of the encoder and decoder can construct representations of recursive data structures such as trees and
stacks. A M M can be built around a R A A M by assigning
non-terminal symbols to the domain elements which eventually decode into elements in the image (see Figure 2). A
counter, or random number generator, could be used as the
internal state mechanism specifying a unique decoding
paths, /. e. whether the left or right decoding would be re-

non terminal pattern of A

A->{A,B.C.D}

Terminal Patterns: A

B

State
00

Output
A

01
10
11

B
C
D

D

C

Figure 2: Using a R A A M for Multiassociative M e m o r y
State Output Nodes

Output Nodes

Context
Nodes

I
Weights
Input Nodes
Figure 3: A Sequential Cascaded Network S C N
tained for further expansion. T h e counter implementation
introduces temporal relationships between outputs since it
would periodically visit every decoding path, while the rand o m number generator ensures little or no correlation between two successive outputs by randomly varying the
paths.
A drawback of this implementation is thatffeestructure
and state organization must be specified a priori. A more
interesting approach involves the evolution of state organization through learning. Learning, for a M M problem, has
two constraints. First, no "reset" information can be provided to the network between changing inputs. Second, only a
small number of examples will be available to the learning
procedure. The system must be able to generalize its internal state machine to have acceptable behavior over finite
but unbounded sequences of inputs. Sequential cascaded
networks have exhibited such inductive capabilities, as
demonstrated in (Pollack, in press), and therefore been selected for this initial study.
The sequential cascaded network ( S C N ) is a higher order
(sigma-pi) recurrent network. T h e weights are stored in a
three-d array (Context Netwoik) that is multiplied by the
current state yielding a weight matrix. This matrix, called
the Function Network, is multiplied by the input vector resulting in a net input vector. A sigmoid function is applied
to elements of this vector, yielding the next state and output
vectors. SCN's were originally used in a formal language
decision task, in which the network observed a sequence of
symbolsfi-oma two symbol alphabet (0 and 1) and calculated a single output value plus a recurrent state vector. The
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desired output value was 1 if the input string seen so far was
contained in the language, and 0 otherwise. Figure 3 contains a schematic representation of a S C N .
This paper extends the sequential usage of the cascaded
network by utilizing an output vector longer than a single
element Increasing the output width from a single value
necessitates a slight modification to the learning rules described in (Pollack, 1990). M o r e output nodes imply each
will contribute error to the context node error. The n e w error function derivative with respect to the weights feeding
into the state output nodes is

3£
aw ijk = ( £ i^a(")-da)8(2a(n))(^y^n)^alk))
<•€ A
8(2.(n-l))yj{n-l)z,(n-2)

and the error derivative for the weights leading to the output
units is
dE
^ - — = (z^(n)-dj8(z^{n))y/.n)z,(n-l).
In both equations, z-(n) is the output of unit i at time n,
yfji) is the i'* input at time n, g { x ) is the derivative of the
nonlinear squashing function in terms of the activation of
the unit, d^ is the desired output for output unit a from the
set A of output nodes, and E is the standard sum of squared
error function. The simulations below use baseline back

Input Sequences:

AAAA

bbbb

CCCC

DDDD
Learning rate
M o m e n t u m rate
Overtraining
High Symbol Value
Lx)w Symbol Value
Squashing Function
Error Tolerance
State Width
Pattern Width
Initial Slate Value

Training Sequences: BCBC DEDE EFEF EFEF
Figure 4a: Sample MM training set
Input
Sequence:AA**AABB**BBCC**CCDD**DDAA**AA
Output: BCBCBCDEDEDEEFEFEFEFEFEFBCBCBC
** Stands for 16 more input cycles

propagation (gradient descent with momentum) to modity
the weights in the network.
The training paradigm used in this paper attempts to exploit the inductive ability of this system by limiting the
number of exemplar sequences. O n e way to develop an
S C N training set for a particular mapping is to train the network sequence through the associated range elements while
the input to the S C N remains constant with the input vector
for the domain element For instance, the association A ->
{B, C ) give rise to the sequences
AAAAAAAAAAAA...

Output:

BCBCBCBCBCBC. . .

Figures

0.1
0.3
10
1.0

0,1
0.4
20

-1.0
tanh

1.0
3
3
0.9

1.0 & seefig.4
-1.0 & seefig.4
tanh
0.125

4
2
0.25

Table 1: Training Parameters

Figure 4b: Output From SCN as a MM

Input:

Letters

Since SCN's have shown induction of similarly unbounded sequences from short initial sequences, only two
such cycles for each domain element are presented to the
network during training. Figure 4a shows the training sequences used to capture a small many to m a n y mapping.
This training set, along with domain and range element pattern vectors, was presented to the S C N learning program
and after 10 passes through the training set (weight update
occurred after presentation of all sequences) the network
demonstrated that it could reproduce the training set within
tolerance. Tolerance was one half the difference of the maxi m u m and m i n i m u m values. Table 1 describes network parameters used for this experiment and the next. In this
experiments, the input and output symbols were converted
tofixedwidth random binary patterns. At this point the network captures only the explicit sequences in the training
set T o generalize, the learning program must overtrain the
network. Overtraining forces the network to go through
phase changes, drastic alterations in its behavior, as it tries
to separate the outputs more and more. Pollack (In press)
demonstrates the characteristic shift in behavior with a network which learns successively largerfinitesubsets of the
parity language (even number of 1 's in the input string) until it suddenly acquires the parity language for any length
input string. In this experiment, the learning procedure
stopped only when 10 consecutive overtraining passes occurred.^ Figure 4b illustrates the response of the S C N to the
string a20b20c20d20a20.

2. During an overtraining pass weights are modified, even
though the all of the outputs are with tolerance of their desired values.
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The next experiment demonstrates the possibility of storing visual images as many to many mappings. The domain
of ihis mapping is the set { T R I A N G L E , S Q U A R E ) , represented as binary patterns, {(0,1), (1,0)). The range set of
each of these symbols is the vertices of that object as shown
in Figures 5a and 5b. A similar training method was employed and Figures 5c, 5d, and 5e illustrate the results of
presenting the input string T R I A N G L E ^ S Q U A R E ^ T R I -

ANGLE^
Discussion and Conclusion
In both studies, the network created for itself a periodic output attractor for each input pattern utilizing hidden state information (which will be explored in a longer paper). W e
observed different organizations of internal state in different training runs due to back propagation's sensitivity to the
initial weights (Kolen & Pollack, 1990). In most cases, w e
also observed that quickly switching between symbols can
lead to several cycle delays of the correctness condition as
the output dances around the target response. W e believe
this parallels the "tip of the tongue" phenomena and suggests that enumerative multiassociative memories could
provide a useful foundation for modeling this psychological
phenomena and others. Nature's solution to the scaling issue, which affects all connectionist models, m a y turn out to
be tied to the distinction between recall andrecognition.A s
has been pointed out in the past, inverting a categorization
model or an associative memory is a difficult problem, because it requires a many-to-many mapping, not supplied by
the standard architectures (Williams, 1986). The inversion
of a multiassociative m e m o r y would remain a multiassociative memory.
The main difficulty with our initial M M model, and with
most recurrent back propagation systems is the reliance on
global state information and synchronous update of that information (Grossberg, 1987). A s nature teaches us, it is
much cheaper to build asynchronous and local parallel processing, which unfortunately can be quite unstable. The
multiassociative task is well-suited for an asynchronous and
local treatment Following Hanson 1990, w e have been experimenting with a model in which each weight in a system
is a dynamical system, loosely coupled to nearby connections, asynchronously changing over time. Learning does
not constrain the network to taking on particular values, but
of meeting the necessary functionality of the network in
terms of an atemporally multiassociative memory.
B y focusing on the many-to-many mapping as a cogni-
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-1
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-1

Figure 5a: S Q U A R E training data

Figure 5b: T R I A N G L E training data
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"1
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-1
Figure 5c: cycles 1-20

-T
•1
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'

'

i

-1

Figure 5d: cycles 21-40

Figure 5e: cycles 41-60

Figure 5: Training Sets and Output displays for the ( T R I A N G L E , S Q U A R E } problem.
tive task, implemented in an enumerative rather than explicit storage memory, w e see a new general-purpose
connectionist model beyond the categorization and associative memory of feed-forward and relaxation models, and
the prediction and sequence generation of recurrent networks.
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Abstract
In this paper we examine the role played by working memory
demands in determining problem difficulty during the solution of
Tower of Hanoi Problem isomorphs. W e do so by describing a
production system model that accounts for subjects'
performance on these problems via a dynamic analysis of the
memory k>ad imposed by the problem and of changes in that
load during the problem solving episode. W e also present the
results of detailed testing of the model against human subject
data. The model uses a highly constrained working memory to
account for a number of features of the problem solving
behavior, including the dichotomous (exploratory and final
path) nature of the problem solving, the relative difficulty of the
problems, the particular moves made in each state of the
problem space, and the temporal patterning of the final path
moves.

investigated consisted of problems that had the same problem
state space as the three disk Tower of Hanoi Problem. T w o
problem types were labelled either "Monster Move" problems
because they involved monsters passing globes back and forth,
or "Monster Change" problems because they had monsters
changing the sizes of globes they were holding. A major finding
w a s that isomorphic problems could differ significantly in
difficulty. In particular, they obtained difficulty (solution time)
ratios averaging about 2:1 between Monster Change and
Monster Move problems. Kotovsky, Hayes, and Simon (1985).
extended the investigation to a broader array of problems,
obtaining difficulty ratios of up to 16:1 for their
hardest/easiest pair of isomorphs; the easiest being the original
Tower of Hanoi disk/peg problem.
The different problems are defined by the subjects'
internal problem representation which included the m o v e
operators that define m o v e legality. This representation is
engendered by either an external depiction of important
features of the problem such as the physical pegs and disks of
the Tower of Hanoi problem, or a "cover story" that describes
the monsters, their globes and the m o v e s or changes the
monsters can make with their globes. Table 1 presents the rules
for two problems that were used to produce m u c h of the data
discussed here, a Monster Move Problem, and a Monster Change
Problem. The cover story that defined the problem had three
different sized monsters trying to m o v e or change globes to
convert an initial arrangement of monster—globe pairings into a
final arrangement.

Introduction: Human Problem Solving Performance
O n e of the large issues in problem solving research is the
question of vi^hat makes a problem hard or easy to solve. This
issue is of interest both to educators interested in designing
instruction so as to more effectively understand and promote
the growth of problem solving skills, and to cognitive scientists
interested in the information processing involved in problem
solving. It is from the latter perspective that w e attempt here
to examine h o w the processing demands imposed by different
problem features interact with limited working m e m o r y to
determine problem difficulty. W e do so by describing a model
of problem solving that accounts for subject performance on a
set of Tower of Hanoi Problem isomorphs. T h e model
incorporates a dynamic analysis of problem processing demands
in the form of m e m o r y load, the effects of changes in that load
over the course of problem solving, and the limitations inherent
in short term memory. In attempting to account for problem
difficulty by m e a n s of the processing d e m a n d s or "loadimposed by various features of the problem, the model includes
design parameters based on fairly precise data obtained from a
number of experiments with h u m a n subjects. The model is
tested via detailed comparisons of its behavior against that of
human subjects.
While the work presents a detailed analysis of the model's
application to a particular domain, a set of isomorphs of the
Tower of Hanoi Problem, the implications of the work are not
limited to that problem domain, but rather address a set of
issues applicable to a wide variety of problem solving situations.
In 1974, Hayes and Simon published the first of a series of
articles on Tower of Hanoi problem isomorphs (Hayes & Simon
1974,1977, Simon & Hayes 1976). The set of isomorphs they

Monster Move Problem
1. Only one globe m a y be transferred at a time.
2. If a monster is holding two globes, only the larger of the
two m a y be transferred.
3. A globe m a y not be transferred to a monster w h o is holding
a larger globe.
Monster Change Problem
1. Only one globe m a y be changed at a time.
2. If two globes have the same size, only the globe held by the
larger monster m a y be changed.
3. A globe m a y not be changed to the same size as the globe
of a larger monster.
Table 1: Problem Rules
The fact that the problems are isomorphic in the above
work removes problem search space structural features
(branchiness of the problem space, length of the minimum
solution path, etc.) as possible sources of the large difficulty
differences that were discovered. In an attempt to discover
what were the sources of the difficulty differences, two
findings emerged from the Kotovsky, Hayes and Simon (1985)
work that are the starting points for the research reported
here. Those findings are: (a) the crucial role played by the move

This research was supported in part by the Personnel and Training
Research Programs, Psychological Sciences Division, Office of
Naval Research, under contract N00014-85-K-0696.
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reducing the m e m o r y d e m a n d s involved in learning and applying
the problem m o v e legality tests during the course of solving the
problem (Kotovsky et al 1985).
This "rule learning" effect on the m e m o r y load imposed by
learning and remembering the problem rules or m o v e legality
tests occurred as people m a d e moves. They started out making
errors (illegal moves) because of starling to m o v e before they
knew the mles, but b e c a m e progressively better at using the
problem rules as they received practice. The difficulty of
learning the m o v e rules presented in isolation w a s determined,
and on that basis and primarily via a linguistic analysis of the
statement of the problem rules, the relative processing
demands of the various problems' rules were determined. This
"rule load" decreased as the problem solving proceeded and the
rules were learned.
The result of this rule learning w a s that subjects' m o v e s in
the state space regularly exhibited the surprisingly
dichotomous "exploratory" and "final path" pattern described
above. The exploratory moves were m a d e slowly, they occupied
the major phase of the problem solving time, and they were more
difficult (took m u c h longer) in the harder isomorphs.
Furthermore, subjects were as far from the goal after making
these moves as they were al the beginning of the problem. In
contrast, the final path m o v e s (after subjects had compiled the
problem rules) were relatively error free, were m a d e very
rapidly, were executed at a similar speed across all problem
isomorphs, and led almost immediately to a problem solution.
This dichotomous pattern of slow or difficult m o v e making that
m a d e no net progress, and whose length reflected the relative
difficulty of the problems, followed by a rapid dash to a solution
in the last minute or so of the solution process, regardless of
isomorph, is characteristic of a number of other problems as
well (Kotovsky & Simon 1989).
This discovery of distinctive exploratory and final path
phases provided a plausible link between m o v e operator
difficulty and problem difficulty. The issue w a s that although
the processing load imposed by the m o v e operators predicted
the ordering of isomorph difficulty, the differences in m o v e
time were not great enough to account for the very large
differences in problem solution time. The linkage w a s that
during the exploratory phase, the difficulty of remembering and
applying the rules (legality tests) prevented subjects from
planning m o v e sequences; even those of length two, and
prevented their making progress toward the goal (moving d o w n
the final path).^ An information processing analysis of the load
imposed in making goal-subgoal pairs of moves showed that the
harder. Monster Change problems imposed m u c h higher m e m o r y
loads than the Monster M o v e problems. A single m o v e in the
Monster Change problem always requires one more entity to be
imaged than an equivalent m o v e in the Monster M o v e problem.
The direction of this difference is what would be expected from

operator and its interaction with h u m a n information processing
limitations in determining problem difficulty, and (b) the
discovery of a dichotomous pattern of moves that occurred as
people moved through the problem space to reach a solution to
the problem.
The first finding w a s that more difficult problems
employed m o v e operators that imposed more of a processing
load via the number of entities (monsters and globes) and the
number of separate loci that had to be imaged in testing the
legality of a move. A ranking of individual moves or problems by
the number of separate entities and loci that had to be
simultaneously held in working m e m o r y w a s predictive of both
the difficulty of making individual m o v e s and also of overall
problem difficulty. Thus, in one experiment, w h e n subjects were
asked to judge the legality of single moves that were presented
tachistoscopically, their response latencies were correlated
with the number of entities that had to be imaged in order to
make the judgement. For example, in the Move Problem, subjects'
judgements were relatively fast w h e n they compared the sizes
of two globes held by the s a m e monster (Rule 2) and relatively
slow w h e n they compared the sizes of two globes held by
different monsters (Rule 3). T h e explanation w a s that
comparing two globes w h e n they were at two separate loci
entailed carrying one in memory and thus imposed an added unit
of memory load. A n even harder comparison occurs in the
Change Problem where subjects had to imagine changing the
size of a globe, and then test the imaged size against the size of
another globe that w a s held by either the s a m e monster (Rule
2) or another monster (Rule 3). In that case, the imposed load
w a s higher because of the need to imagine the size change
before doing the comparison. There were positive correlations
between the processing load imposed by the m o v e operators,
operator application time, and problem difficulty. In the
current work, this load is termed the "image" load.
The second finding w a s that subjects' m o v e making w a s
dichotomous, consisting of an initial, "exploratory phase" (whose
length differed across problems) in which m o v e s were slow,
particularly in the harder isomorphs, and resulted in no net
progress toward the goal, followed by a subsequent "final
path" phase (virtually identical across problems) where moves
were uniformly fast, relatively error free, and quickly led to the
solution. The difference w a s due to subjects in the final path
phase being able to plan and execute subgoals (as evidenced by
final path patterns of m o v e latencies), whereas earlier in the
problem, they were not able to.'' The empirical evidence
suggested that subjects attained this ability to subgoal by
'There is evidence that subjects, just prior to the final path, were
not able to successfully execute a subgoal-goai pair of moves when
they were in a situation that called for such a move pair. The
evidence was obtained from an analysis of moves made when
subjects were in a subgoal situation just prior to the final path. This
was defined as a locus in the problem state space that required a
subgoal move before a progress-making move could be made.
Even when the analysis was restricted to the end of the exploratory
phase, the move latencies indicate that the subjects did not execute
the moves as a move pair at a frequency greater than chance. If
they encountered the same situation during the final path phase, it
was con'ectly executed as a move-pair with a frequency well above
chance (Kotovsky & Fallside, 1989).

^^An alternative explanation for the exploratory-final path
dichotomy has been provided by Anderson (1990) as part of his
rational analysis of cognition. His very interesting analysis is
predicated on the relative costs of hill-climbing versus means-ends
analysis, rather than the near-impossibility of means-ends analysis
within the memory limitations we believe are operating. A detailed
comparison of the two models is beyond the scope of this paper.
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for displacement, with a probability obtained as follows:

the pattern of m o v e operator difficulties found for individual
moves in the various isomorphs. W h e n subjects tried to plan
pairs of moves, the load differences were magnified.
To test the hypothesis that subjects were planning movepairs during the final path phase, the move latencies of the final
path were analyzed for evidence of subgoal-goal pairs of
moves.3 The analysis indicated that the subjects solved these
five-move minimum path problems in two rapid sequences of
moves, corresponding to two goal-subgoal pairs of moves,
followed by a final fast move of the last globe to its final goal
position. The pattern of move latencies w a s long-short follov^red
by long-short-short. This is what w e would expect if the
subject attained the ability to plan and execute a subgoal-goal
m o v e pair, as contrasted with the pattern if they m a d e
individual moves, or planned and executed all five final path
moves as a compiled whole. The long-short pattern of move
latencies is presumably due to a planning-plus-move step,
followed by a move step. Not only did the subjects for w h o m
final path move latencies were recorded exhibit the long-short
and long-short-short temporal patterns, but as noted earlier,
subjects in the exploratory phase did not.

p(displacement) = , ^ Qbreakpoint - load
where
load =

"image load" (the number of imaged entities involved
in the move or planned move)
+
"spatial load" (the number of loci that had to imaged
in the move or planned move)
+
"subgoal load" (the number of subgoals)
+
"rule load" (remembering the current move rule)
The breakpoint is thus the point where the p(displacement)='/2.
The function rapidly goes to zero when the load is less than the
breakpoint and to one w h e n the load moves above the
breakpoint. This relatively steep function is meant to
approximate the behavior obtained in tests of memory span
where the break is fairly sharp as the limit of a person's span is
approached. For the data presented here, the breakpoint was
chosen to be five. (It is possible to vary this parameter to
match the performance of different subjects.) This stringently
limited ability to manage information in making or planning moves
is a major determinant of the model's behavior, as it is the
behavior of the subjects. This is particularly true during the
exploratory phase of the problem solving.
State Memory is posited to be a somewhat longer term
recognition memory for recently m a d e moves in the problem
space. It functions to prevent looping (repeatedly traversing
the same portion of the problem state space) or perseverating
on trying the same move over and over again. It is implemented
as a separate store to which the current move (and the state
from which it is being attempted) is added (with probability =
p) each time a subgoal or goal move is planned or made, and from
which the oldest element is displaced (with probability = q) on
each production firing. The probabilities, p and q, were set
equal to 0.5 and 0.1 in the model data reported here.
The rule load designates the immediate memory load
(number of chunks) imposed by remembering the problem movelegality rules. This was calculated primarily on the basis of a
clausal analysis of the statement of the rules, bolstered by some
data on the learning time required by subjects to learn to
paraphrase or repeat the mles. The rule "loads" imposed by
the problem rules in the order of source rule and destination
njle, were for the Move Problem, 3 chunks and 4 chunks, and for
the Change Problem, 4 chunks and 5 chunks respectively. Tliese
were the initial loads imposed by the rules. As subjects (human
or computer) started making moves, they often m a d e en-ors in
which case they were forced to take back the illegal move and
were re-exposed to the statement of the violated rule. This
learning experience, by which subjects eventually learned to
remember and apply the rule could eventually reduce the rule
load to one. It was implemented via the following mechanism.
Rule chunking is a learning mechanism that is invoked each
time a move rule was violated. Upon each violation, the relevant
rule was "chunked" (ie. its imposed load was reduced to 1 from
its initial value of 3, 4 or 5) with some probability. For the
results reported here, the probability w a s set equal to 0.6 and
0.3 for the Move and Change problem respectively. This
chunking in the model corresponded to the automatic
restatement of any violated rule to human subjects each time it
was violated.
Try Something Else is a mechanism that gets invoked

The Model
The model w e report on attempts to account for the above
findings with a small number of mechanisms and assumptions.
The model consists of a production system* containing 21
productions that incorporates the following features: a limited
working memory, a state memory that records recent moves and
acts to prevent looping, a representation of the relative
difficulty of the problem rules, a chunking or learning mechanism
that operates on the problem rules and a derived measure of
move latencies. These major features of the model are
implemented as follows:
Working Memory is the c o m m o n "work-space" of the model.
It is very limited, able to hold, in the "standard" version of the
model, about five entities or chunks. Its contents are the
model's current subgoals (the overall goal of getting each
monster its own sized globe is assumed to be in a longer term
store), the problem rules, and the entities (globes, monsters)
that have to be held in mind or imaged in order to be compared
as part of the rule-legality checks during move planning and
execution. The previously described image load acts here. The
load imposed by various items in its contents at any point in time
are calculated on the basis of empirical data acquired from the
experimental work discussed above. An additional feature is
that if this memory is overloaded, every item it contains is a
candidate for being displaced, with equal likelihood. There is a
wori<ing memory breakpoint, an inflection point near which each
entity currently in working memory becomes separately eligible
^An example of a subgoal-goal move pair is that encountered in the
Move Problem when trying to move the medium globe to the medium
monster when the medium monster is already holding the large
globe. The completion of the move requires the subgoal of
"clearing" the medium monster by moving the large globe elsewhere,
followed by the goal move of moving the medium globe to the
medium monster.
*The production system is written in a modified version of Grapes
(Sauers & Farrell, 1982).
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with the fit somewhat better for the C h a n g e problems than for
the Move problems.

whenever the model's planning function resulted in its looping
(perseverating) w h e n trying to plan a particular subgoal-goal
move pair or it's trying a m o v e that had recently t)een tried (ie.
was in state memory). The mechanism operated by randomly
choosing a m o v e from a m o n g the set of all lop goal" moves (ie.
moves that vwuld m o v e a glot* to its final or "home" position), +
all trivial m o v e s (ie. any m o v e s that do not require legality
checks at either the source or destination), + one randomly
chosen m o v e that is not curently in slate memory.
Move latency \s determined by assuming that the amount of
time it takes a production to fire is a function of the complexity
of a production (the number of elements on its condition side)
and the working m e m o r y load extant at the time of the
productions firing. The calculation assumes that the larger the
current contents of working m e m o r y (as a percentage of the
breakpoint capacity) the less resources available for the
demands of the particular production and as a result, the slower
the firing. This calculation of a memory-conditioned production
firing time allows us to derive a measure of m o v e latency by
simply adding the times of all the productions that fire between
a pair of moves. A m o v e latency measure is needed if w e are to
compare the temporal patterns of the model's m o v e s with the
characteristic temporal patterns obtained from h u m a n
subjects' data.

Problem: Start State
Human
Model
Subjects
M o v e Type
Change: L S M
Legal
13
12
Illegal
10
10
Ctiange: M L S
Legal
17
18
Illegal
11
14
Move: L S M
Legal
16
12
Illegal
9
6
Move: M L S
Legal
15
17
Illegal
11
8
Table 2: Solution Path Length (lumber of Moves)
M o v e latencies: knoiher w a y in which the behavior of the
model can be compared with the behavior of human subjects was
by means of the temporal patterning of moves and the rate of
progress toward a solution during various phases of the
problem solving. The issue is whether the model exhibited the
exploratory and final path dichotomy found in most subjects'
behavior; that is, whether the model exhibited a pattern of nonprogress making moves followed by a rapid dash to a solution. A
further question is whether the model also exhibited the
evidence of subgoaling that w a s so crucial an element in the
human subjects becoming able to move down the final path to the
goal. The derived time measure is at best only an indicator of
relative times, and its results should be interpreted with
caution. Observation of the model's performance did reveal the
characteristic dichotomy of exploratory and final path phases
of moving. That is, there w a s a period, often quite extended,
during which the model made non-optimal moves that contained a
high frequency of illegal moves and resulted in no net progress
toward the goal. This w a s followed by a rapid dash to a
solution, during which the model m a d e very few errors, and the
moves were optimally directed toward the goal. Further, the
temporal patterning of moves at the end of the problem solving
episode for an absolute majority of solutions in which the model
exhibited final path behavior did exhibit the L-S-L-S-S
pattern of move latencies that indicated the subgoal-goal move
pattern so evident on the subjects' final path. This evidence of
final path behavior captures a major feature of the subjects'
behavior; the learning of the problem rules and resultant
acquisition of a bit of expertise at using them to plan moves.
This learning occurs during the exploratory phase of the
problem solving episode and allows the planning of subgoal-goal
move pairs, thus permitting the subject, h u m a n or machine, to
plan moves within the sharp constraints imposed by a very
limited working memory.
Move pathways and state visits: O n e question that can be
asked of the model's performance, in addition to h o w m a n y
moves it took to solve the problem, is whether it moves through
the same portions of the problem state space as are traversed
by the h u m a n subjects. The answer to this question is
complicated by the fact that there is great diversity in the
pathways chosen by different subjects and by different runs of
the model. W e constructed a display system that mapped out
sets of subjects and sets of model m n s and displayed the moves

Results
The operation of the model consists of trying to reach the
specified goal state, which has each monster ending up holding
his/her corresponding sized globe, by trying to make moves that
will get the correct globes to their appropriate monsters.
W h e n moves are blocked by the problem's rules, the model tries,
as subjects do, to plan and execute subgoal moves that will clear
the way for desired goal moves. In the beginning of solving the
problem, the model often makes illegal moves (by forgetting one
or more of the m o v e legality checks). Further along in the
problem solving, the model, as it remembers to check the legality
of contemplated moves, tries to "unblock" desired m o v e s by
executing subgoal moves, but is unable to accomplish this
because of the memory load involved in planning and making the
pair of moves. This results in repeated attempts to m a k e moves
that are repeatedly frustrated, more error prone move-making
(when a legality check is one of the items displaced from the
overloaded working memory), or a retreat to an easier but less
useful move. Toward the end of the problem-solving episode,
the model frequently exhibits the h u m a n subjects' linal path"
type of behavior of efficaciously and quickly making m o v e s that
achieve the goal state. This is accomplished w h e n it has learned
the rules well enough so that they do not overload working
memory, thus allowing s o m e planning to occur. A s this verbal
summary indicates, the model's behavior is roughly similar to
that reported for h u m a n subjects. W e turn n o w to a more
detailed comparison of the behavior of the model with that of
people solving the s a m e problems.
M o v e data is presented in Table 2 which contains the
numbers of legal and illegal moves in each of four problems. The
problems are change and m o v e problems, each with two
different starting positions. T h e data show that the model
solves the various problems in abouttties a m e number of moves,
making about the same number of errors, as the human subjects.
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Figure 1: N u m b e r of Visits to Each State of the Problem Space, Model and Subjects
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(preserving their latencies) through the problem space from
start to goal. In general, the agreement seemed to be high; the
diversity in the subjects' moves w a s matched by the diversity
found a m o n g different runs of the model. A more controlled
comparison w a s performed by comparing the number of visits
to each of the 27 states (monster-globe arrangements) in the
problem space made by our human subjects with those made by a
set of model runs for four different f^onster Problems. The
four problems were two M o v e Problems and two Change
problems, where the pairs of each type were defined by
different problem start states.^ The data is contained in
Figure 1, where it can be seen that the state visits of the model
closely approximate those of the subjects.^
M o v e comparisons: A n even more detailed comparison of
model and subject behavior can be m a d e by comparing the
particular moves m a d e from each of the 27 problem space
locations. This provides 105 comparisons (the number of each
of the three legal moves together with the number of illegal
moves from each state in the problem space).^ The average
correlation between moves chosen for the model and humans
across the four isomorph types is 0.73, with the four problems'
correlations ranging from 0.60 to 0.87. An even finer grain
analysis can be m a d e by considering each type of illegal move
separately. That is, from each state in the problem space, there
are three possible illegal moves that can be m a d e by moving one
globe. (If w e allow the simultaneous moving of more than one
globe, then a move can be m a d e between any state in the search
space and any other state, producing a total of 27x26 possible
moves). The experiment constrained subjects so they could not
move two globes at once (something that rarely happens even in
unconstrained experiments), so the real limit on the number of
possible moves is 2 7 x 6 (3 legal + 3 illegal moves) from each
state, except for the three states where only two legal moves
possible. Comparing the model with the subjects on the choice
of moves for all 159 possible moves, the correlations range from
0.57 to 0.86, with a m e a n of 0.70. In evaluating this quite
positive result, one possibility is that the structure of the state
space itself constrains both model and subjects to certain
states and moves because of the particular transitions that are
allowed. In order to test this possibility, w e constructed a
random move generating model that randomly chose one of the
six possible one-globe moves, and con'elated its performance
with that of the subjects. The result w a s that there is a
correlation between the random model and the h u m a n
performance data, but it is small compared to that found with
the actual model. Thus the correlations between the random
model and the h u m a n data ranged from 0.37 to 0.50 for the
different problems, with a m e a n of 0.44. In addition, the
random model accounted for none of the temporally patterned

final path behavior that the model reproduced. Thus while the
structure of the state space does play some role in constraining
the behavior of those moving through it, it is not nearly
constraining enough to sen/e as the explanation of the results
w e have obtained.
Our model, which incorporates the findings that have been
m a d e about the difficulties imposed by various features of the
problem together with a sharply limited working m e m o r y
provides a good account of a number of aspects of people's
behavior on these problems. This is true whether the
comparison is of the portion of the problem search space visited
on a subject by subject basis, the frequency of particular state
visits, the aggregate frequency of particular m o v e s , the
relative frequency of legal and illegal moves, the frequency with
which all possible moves are m a d e or the temporal patterns
exhibited by the model in the final stages of its solution of the
problem. These and other detailed comparisons of the model
with human data allow a rigorous testing of the hypotheses that
underlie the model's design, and provided convergent evidence
for the conclusions reached in previous work on these problems.
The work with the model is still in its early stages. W e have yet
to investigate transfer from one problem to another, nor have
w e used the power of the model to systematically explore
factors that account for individual differences in performance
or for performance on a wider array of problem isomorphs.
Work on these issues is currently in progress.
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Abstract
To communicate effectively, intelligent tutoring
systems should be able to generate clear explanations of phenomena in their domain. To explain complex phenomena in scientific domains,
they must be able to produce extensive multiparagraph discourse.
Traditionally, discourse
planners have taken a monoiomc approach to generation: once they make a decision, that decision is never revoked. Because these approaches
make no provision for evaluating and modifying a
plan after it has been constructed, their flexibility
is limited. Tiiis inflexibility is particularly acute
when attempting to generate multi-paragraph discourse.
W e propose a revision-based model of discourse
planning that constructs instructional multiparagraph discourse plans, evaluates them, and
restructures them. This is accomplished by delaying organizational commitments as long as possible and interleaving the planner's content determination and organization activities. This
model accords well with research on writing. It
has been implemented in an experimental system, K N I G H T , a discourse generator for intelligent tutoring systems. K N I G H T generates multiparagraph explanations in the domain of biology.
A domain expert hais analyzed K N I G H T ' s explanations and found them to be clear and accurate.
Introduction
The principle mission of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is to communicate knowledge to a student
[Wenger, 1987]. The explanation generator of an ITS
should generate explanations that are appropriate for
the student's current mastery of domain concepts. Furthermore, an ITS for scientific domains must be able
'This research is supported by the National Science
Foundation under grant IRI-8620052; the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory under grant F33615-90-C-0014;
and donations from the research laboratories of Hughes and

to explain very complex phenomena, so its explanation
generator must be able to produce extensive (multiparagraph) explanations.
For the past two decades, researchers in natural
language generation have been exploring the problem
of constructing text from a formal representation of
knowledge. Generators that produce multi-sentential
or multi-paragraph text have traditionally taken a
monotonic approach to discourse planning. ^ W e say
that a discourse planner is monotonic if, once it makes
a decision, that decision is never revoked. For example,
schema-based planners generate discourse by instantiating the rhetorical predicates of schemata [McKeown,
1985, Paris, 1988, McCoy, 1989]; once the schemata are
selected and their predicates are instantiated, the content and organization of the discourse arefixed.More
recent, hierarchical discourse planners [Hovy, 1988,
Moore and Swartout, 1991] are also monotonic. Given
a rhetorical goal, these planners subgoal to construct a
tree whose leaves are specifications for producing small
pieces of text; they never revoke their selection of operators or change their binding of operator variables.
Because these approaches to discourse planning
make no provision for evaluating and modifying a plan
once it has been constructed, theirflexibilityis limited.
Therefore, they rely on designers to develop schemata
and planning operators that always "get it right" the
first time. As the length of the text to be generated expands, it becomes increasingly difficult to anticipate all
planning contingencies. This is especially true for a discourse planner that is supposed to be contezt-sensitive,
e.g., the discourse planner for an ITS that customizes
the content and organization of its explanations for a
student's current mastery of domain concepts.
What's needed is a morefluidmethod of discourse
production, such as the one employed by human writers. Researchers who study the writing process argue
that revision plays a crucial role in composition [Hayes
^We follow the typical decomposition of natural language generation into planning, which is concerned with
content determination and high-level organization issues,
and realization, which is concerned with sentential organization, pronominalization, ellipsis, and lexical choice.
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and Flower, 1986]. Although a good case has been
m a d e that natural language generators can benefit substantially from revision [Yazdani, 1987], only a few
projects have explored revision computationally [Mann
and Moore, 1981, Vaughan and McDonald, 1986,
W o n g and S i m m o n s , 1988, Gabriel, 1988].
These
projects contribute to our understanding of the revision process, but they focus on local sentential transformations, such as forming complex sentences from
simple ones and combining two sentences with the
same verb phrases, rather than on methods for globally
restructuring discourse.
W e have designed a revision-based model of discourse planning that constructs multi-paragraph discourse plans, evaluates them, and globally restructures
them. T h e planner can revise its plans because it delays organizational commitments as long as possible
and interleaves the content determination and organization activities. T h e model has been implemented
in an experimental system, K N I G H T ^ , a contextsensitive discourse generator for ITSs. K N I G H T generates multi-paragraph explanations in the domain of
biology.
Revision-Based Production
The revision-based planning algorithm controls the assembly of discourse plans. T o provide organizational
flexibility, it delays organizational commitments as
long as possible. B y delaying organizational commitments, it can more easily revise plans to improve their
organization and to include additional content. Initially, the discourse-elements—specifications for sentences to be generated—of an evolving plan are placed
in the planning space in a loosely organized fashion
(Figure 1). For organizational purposes, the planning
space is partitioned into clusters, each of which will
eventually result in a paragraph of text. A s the plan
develops, the planner adds n e w elements to the plan,
transfers elements from one cluster to another, and creates new clusters as needed. Thus it interleaves the
construction and organization of elements. It gradually
imposes increasing order on the elements until they are
sequential, at which time it passes the elements to the
realizer, which translates them into text.
T h e planning algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Planning begins when a query is posed. T h e planner
first constructs the initial group of discourse-elements
by identifying the relevant knowledge in the Botany
Knowledge Base, a large-scale, frame-based representation that w e and our colleagues have been constructing
for the past four years [Porter et ai, 1988]. This knowledge base contains over two thousand frames about
botanical objects (i.e., plant anatomy) and the processes that change them (i.e., plant physiology and
development). Next, the planner evaluates the ini-

Knowledge
Base

I
Query
Interpreter
Query

User
Model

^
Explanation
Planner

IE

I

Planning Space

Realizer

Explanation

Figure 1: T h e architecture
Plan <— construct-elements(Query);
repeat
for each restructuring operator R d o
if applicable(iZ, Plan) t h e n
Plan *— restructure-plan(P/an, R ) ;
for each elaborator E relevant to R d o
if applicable(£'. Plan) t h e n
Plan <— elaborate-plan(F/an, E ) ;
if changed Plan t h e n
for each patching operator P d o
if applicable(P, Plan) t h e n
Plan ^ patch-plan(P/an, P )
until no more changes
for each Cluster in Plan d o
Cluster «— schedule-elements(C/uater);
realize(C/uater)
Figure 2: T h e explanation planning algorithm

tial plan to determine if s o m e elements c a n b e rearranged to improve the organization. If so, it considers
forming n e w clusters a n d transferring elements a m o n g
clusters. If the plan w a s restructured, the planner determines if the reorganized plan should include additional content. If so, the planner applies elaborators
that construct additional elements a n d inserts t h e m
into the plan. It then re-evaluates the plan to determ i n e if a n y coherence has been lost. If repairs are
called for, it installs the necessary patches, which take
the form of outline statements, transition statements,
and summaries. Finally, it schedules the elements in
each cluster a n d passes t h e m to the realizer.
Planning a Discourse
To demonstrate K N I G H T ' s operation, it was posed
the query, "How does an embryo sac form?" The relevant portion of the knowledge base is shown in Fig-

^KNowledge-Iutegration-based Generator of Historysensitive Text
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Reproduction is a central function of biological entities. One kind of reproduction is angiosperm sexual
reproduction. Embryo sac formation is a step of angiosperm sexual reproduction. Before explaining embryo sac formation, we willfirstdiscuss some prerequisite information about cells.
Two kinds of cells are a diploid cell and a haploid cell. A diploid cell has 2 sets of chromosomes in its
nucleus, but a haploid cell has 1 set of chromosomes
in its nucleus. During meiosis, a diploid cell reproduces, resulting in 4 haploid cells. One kind of diploid
cell is a megaspore mother cell, which is involved in
embryo sac formation. One kind of haploid cell is a
megaspore, which is involved in embryo sac formation.
Now we can explain embryo sac formation.
Embryo sac formation is a kind of development. It
takes place in an ovule. An ovule is part of an ovary.
During embryo sac formation, a megaspore mother cell
develops into an embryo sac, which is a gametophyte.
Embryo sac formation consists of megasporogenesis, megaspore degeneration, and embryo sac development. First, during megasporogenesis, a megaspore mother cell reproduces, resulting in 4 megaspores. Later, during megaspore degeneration, 3
megaspores degenerate. During embryo sac development, 1 megaspore develops into an embryo sac.
Let's review the key points. Reproduction is
a central function of biological entities. One kind of
reproduction is angiosperm sexual reproduction. Embryo sac formation is a step of angiosperm sexual reproduction. Embryo sac formation is a kind of development. During embryo sac formation, a megaspore
mother cell develops into an embryo sac.
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Figure 3: Portion of knowledge base and student model
on embryo sac formation

ure 3. (The concepts that were familiar to the student
are indicated by the darkened outlines.) The explanation K N I G H T constructed is shown in Figure 4.
Initial Plan Construction
The planner constructs the initial plan by selecting subgraphs of the knowledge base, constructing
discourse-elements from these propositions, and inserting the elements into clusters. To determine the initial content of the discourse, K N I G H T uses graph
schemata to select the core of the explanation. It instantiates the graph schema associated with the type of
the query to extract subgraphs of the knowledge base.
For example, to explain a process P, K N I G H T applies
a process-description graph schema to define a graph
consisting of P itself, the actors in P, the location of P,
the subprocesses of P, and the subprocesses' actors.^
As it selects the relevant subgraphs of the knowledge
base, K N I G H T constructs discourse-elements from
the subgraphs' constituent propositions, and it assigns
them to clusters in the planning space. The types of
clusters, as well as their order, depend on the type of
query issued. For example, the cluster types associated
with the Describe process query type are the Motivation cluster, which conveys the overall significance
of the process; the Introduction cluster, which provides
an overview of the process; and the Mechamsm cluster,
which discusses the mechanism by which the process

Figure 4: Explanation of embryo sac formation

occurs. These cluster types were derived from an analysis of discourse patterns found in science textbooks.
Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the planning space after
the initial construction phase. Monotonic planners terminate after this phase, but K N I G H T evaluates and
revises plans to improve them.
Restructuring Plans
Once the planner has completed the initial construction phase, it evaluates the plan to determine if it can
make improvements. It decides if a revision should
be made by determining the conceptual similarity of
discourse-elements in different clusters. If elements
from different clusters satisfy the similarity criteria, it
forms a new cluster by grouping the similar elements
and positioning the new cluster in an appropriate location in the plan.
K N I G H T ' s criteria for conceptual similarity are
based on our theory of view types [Souther et ai, 1989],
which gauge the coherence of groups of concepts. Each
view type aggregates concepts according to a particu-

''Because K N I G H T is a context-sensitive planner, it
uses specialized selection strategies to determine additional
subgraphs that are appropriate for the student. W e discuss
these methods for context-sensitive discourse planning elsewhere [Lester and Porter, 1991].
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allows them to interject important supplementary information that is important in the domain. T h e planner uses elaborators for this purpose.
For example, after a categorical restructuring has
been performed, as described in the previous section,
the plan will include a cluster that discusses the subclasses of a particular concept. A n appropriate elaboration might add discourse-elements that compare the
subclasses. K N I G H T uses such a comparison elaborator. Given two categorical discourse-elements that
explain two concepts in terms of the s a m e generalization, K N I G H T searches for the crucial differences between the two concepts. W h e n it applies the comparison elaborator to the discourse-elements of the categorical cluster, it determines that megaspore mother
cell and megaspore are both kinds of a cell, and that
these concepts begin to differ in the taxonomy at the
concepts diploid cell and haploid cell. It constructs the
discourse-elements that discuss the two kinds of cells
and their differences and adds these elements to the
newly created Categorical cluster.
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Finalizing Plans
The ability to dynamically restructure discourse plans
and to generate elaborations on the fly provides high
flexibility. However,flexibilityis sometimes achieved
at the expense of coherence. In these cases, the planner
applies patching operators to restore coherence. For
example, it constructs an outline element and adds it
to the Motivation cluster, it constructs a transition
element and adds it to the Introduction cluster, and
it constructs a s u m m a r y cluster and attaches it to the
end of the plan. T h e final plan is shown in Figure 6.
T h e final step is to linearize the elements within
a cluster. T h e planner invokes its scheduling operators to provide this service. Each scheduling operator is based on a c o m m o n l y occurring pattern of text.
For example, textbooks typically discuss the subprocesses of a process in the order in which they occur, so
K N I G H T ' s Mechanism scheduling operator imposes a
temporal order on the elements that discuss the subprocesses of a process.

F i g u r e 5: P l a n after initial c o n s t r u c t i o n p h a s e

lar perspective. For example, the categorical view type
aggregates a concept and the concepts in its taxonomic
heritage. Hence, K N I G H T uses a restructuring operator to group "categorically" similar information. Categorical restructuring is accomplished by finding two
discourse-elements, each of which discusses two concepts as being specializations of a c o m m o n concept,
and grouping them together. In attempting to apply the categorical restructuring operator, K N I G H T ' s
search through the planning space reveals that a categorical element in the Introduction cluster explains
that a megaspore mother cell is a kind of cell, and another categorical element in the Mechanism cluster explains that a megaspore is a kind of cell. Rather than
distributing the discussion across two possibly distant
paragraphs, grouping the elements together provides a
coherent forum for presenting a top-down taxonomic
discussion of cells.
Of course, if the designers of the construction methods could have anticipated this situation, the categorical cluster could have been included in the initial plan.
However, the need for such a cluster must be determined at run-time; only then can it be k n o w n that
there are elements that fortuitously explain two concepts in terms of the same generalization.

Conclusion

Elaborating Plans
In addition to improving the organization of the discourse, restructuring also provides opportunities for including additional content. This is particularly significant for discourse planners used by ITSs because it
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ITSs in scientific domains require explanation generators that can produce coherent multi-paragraph explanations. T h e revision-based model of discourse planning satisfies this requirement. K N I G H T ' s output
was favorably evaluated by a domain expert, w h o analyzed three explanations it generated, including the
one discussed here. H e found the explanations to
be both accurate—their statements were scientifically
correct—and clear—their presentations were easily understandable.
T h e planner achieves these results by dynamically
restructuring discourse plans. Restructuring is possible because it delays organizational commitments. In

[Hovy, 1988] Eduard H. Hovy. Planning coherent multisentential text. In Proceedings of the 26th A n n u a l Meeting,
pages 163-169, Buffalo, 1988. Association for C o m p u t a tional Linguistics.

Planning S p a c e
1 Modvidon 1
(oonn«otlon-to-oor« EST r«produotIon)
(outlln«-»tmt c«ll tSF)
I Cttagorlcal ]
(«ctor-c«t«g m«g-moth»r-o»ll c«lll
(ACtor-catag mvgAapors call)
(ob3«ct-conp«r dlplold-c«ll h«plold-o»ll»
(Cwo-Xinds dlploid-c«ll hAploid-call)
(«pllC-conn*cC haplold-c«ll magaspor*}
(ipllt-oonn»cC dlplold-c«ll fii»o-moth«r-c»ll)
(involv»d-ln iii«g«spor« ESF)
IntroducUon | ESF)
<lnvolv»d-ln1n»g-moth«r-o«ll
(proc«as-datcr
ESP davalopmant)
(proc»sfl-d««cr maioila
r«produation)
(ako-proc«aa EST d*v«lopin*nt)
(actor-cjtt»g ES g*in*tophyt*)
(proc»«f-location EST ovul»)
1 MachanlMn
|
(•up«r«tructur«
ovuls ov»jy)
tproc«9s-d»scr
ES-d«v«l d«v«lopm«nt)
(ti'&J^sicion-atmt
ESF)
(proc*a9-d«scr iii«g-d*g«n d«g*nar«t Ion)
(proc«as-d««cr mag-g«na«l« raproduction)
m«g-d*g«n
ES-d«val)
(oonslsta-of EST m*g-g*n
|Summ>ry
|
(proc«s«-daicr ESF davalopmant)
(«ko~proc«ss ESF d*v*lopn«nt)
(connactlon-to-cora ESF raproductIon)
(aumiBary-atmt ESF)

[Lester a n d Porter, 199l] J a m e s C . Lester a n d Bruce W .
Porter. A student-sensitive discourse generator for intelligent tutoring systems. In Proceedings of the International Conference o n the Learning Sciences, 1991.
[Mann and Moore, 198l] William C. M a n n and James A.
Moore. Computer generation of multiparagraph english
text. A m e r i c a n Journal of Computational Linguistics,
7(l):17-29, 1981.
[ M c C o y , 1989] Kathleen F. M c C o y . Generating contextsensitive responses to object-related misconceptions. A r tificial Intelligence, 41:157-195, 1989.
[McKeown, 1985] Kathleen R. McKeown. Text Generation: Using Discourse Strategies a n d Focus Constraints
to Generate Natural L a n g u a g e Text. C a m b r i d g e University Press, 1985.
[Moore and Swartout, 1991]
Johanna D. Moore and William R. Swartout. A reactive
approach to explanation: Taking the user's feedback into
account. In Cecile L. Paris, William R. Swartout, and
William C. Mann, editors. Natural Language Generation
in Artificial Intelligence and Computational Linguistics,
pages 3-48. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, 1991.

Figure 6: T h e final plan

[Paris, 1988] Cecile L. Paris. Tailoring object descriptions
to a user's level of expertise. Computational Linguistics,
14(3):64-78, September 1988.

contrast to monotonic discourse planners, the revisionbased model allows decisions about organization to
be evaluated and revised at run-time. This accords
well with research on writing. In short, revision-based
planning offers cognitive plausibility and constitutes a
promising approach to multi-paragraph discourse generation.
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Abstract

by a violation of one or more of the semantic constraints
posed by the literal interpretation, usually in the form of
selectional restriction violations. Because metaphor is not
considered to be a conventional part of the language,
explicit knowledge about the metaphors in the language is
not available to these approaches.
T h e "literal meaningfirst"approach goes hand in hand
with the literal meaning hypothesis, which assumes that
sentences have well-defined literal meanings and that
computation of the literal meaning is a necessary first step
on the path to understanding speakers' utterances (Gibbs
1984). O n e version of the literal meaning hypothesis is
found in Searle (1975, 1979), where he developed a set of
principles by which a hearer is able to infer what a speaker
means w h e n using metaphors, ironies, idioms, or indirect
speech acts. His principles are 1) the hearerfirstcomputes
the literal meaning of the sentence; 2) the hearer decides if
the literal meaning is defective, given the context; and 3) if
the literal meaning is inappropriate, the hearer is led to seek
an alternative meaning, which, depending on the principle
of convention and his/her knowledge of speech acts, should
lead him/her to the speaker's conveyed meaning.
A number of experimental studies have been conducted
which suggest that literal meaning does not enjoy a
privileged status in sentence processing. Gibbs' studies
(1979, 1984, 1986) show that indirect requests take n o
longer to read than either literal sentences or direct requests.
Ortony et al. (1978) and Inhoff, L i m a and Carroll (1984)
have shown that the computation of metaphorical sentences
in contexts does not take longer than the computation of
comparable literal sentences.
Aiiother implication of the assumption is that a nonliteral interpretation is optional because it depends on
special triggering factors such as the violation of
cooperative maxims. Glucksberg, Gildea and Bookin (1982)
suggest that metaphorical meanings are not optional.
Instead, metaphorical meanings seem to be computed
involuntarily, even w h e n the task requires only literal
interpretations.
Keysar (in press) further supports Glucksberg, Gildea and
Bookin's position by concluding that metaphorical and
literal interpretations are functionally equivalent in
comprehension. Firstly, metaphorical interpretations are
constructed non-optionally in reading, just as are literal
interpretations. They are produced w h e n they m a k e sense in
context. Secondly, the metaphorical interpretations do not
take on an implied simile form. Like literal interpretations,
they do not need a transformation into a simile form. A n d
therefore models that give priority to literal interpretation in
sentence computation m a y be rejected, especially stage

This project is intended to ascertain the role of
conventionality in the use of metaphors in natural
language processing. It examines the relationship
between the degree of conventionality of a metaphor and
the degree of difficulty in processing metaphorical
meanings. The overall purpose is to obtain evidence
regarding the metaphoric knowledge approach (Martin
1990) which asserts that the interpretation of novel
metaphors can be accomplished through systematic
extension, elaboration, and combination of knowledge
about already well-understood metaphors. Subjects were
tested on parsing sentences with different degrees of
metaphorical novelty. Reaction times along with their
responses were analyzed. The results suggest that a)
degrees of conventionality in metaphorical use have a
significant effect on the processing of the metaphor, b)
degrees of novelty are proportionally related to the
degrees of difficulty in processing, and c) conventional
metaphors are as privileged in sentence processing as the
"literal meaning" uses.
Recent work on metaphor in linguistics (Lakoff and
Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1987, Lakoff and Turner 1989) and
in natural language processing (Martin 1990) has
emphasized the role of conventional metaphor.
Conventional metaphors are taken to m e a n metaphors that
are already commonly accepted as a part of the language and
novel metaphors are those that are newly "created". T h e
main thrust of Martin (1990) is that normal processing of
metaphoric language proceeds through the direct application
of specific knowledge about die metaphors in the language,
i.e. w h e n processing metaphoric language, people will
make direct use of their knowledge of the conventional
metaphoric meaning and apply it in the process of
interpreting a sentence rather than having to give priority to
the so-called "literal meaning" and resorting to metaphoric
use only w h e n the "literal meaning" is not compatible.
Correspondingly, the interpretation of novel metaphors can
be accomplished through the systematic extension,
elaboration, and combination of knowledge about already
well-understood metaphors.
There are, of course, approaches in which metaphors are
not considered to be a conventional part of the language,
e.g. the "literal meaning first" approach, (cf. Wilks 1975,
1978, Pass 1983, 1988, Russell 1976). T h e principle
characteristic of these approaches is that metaphor is treated
as a novel departure from conventional language. In these
approaches the only conventional meaning is the literal
meaning and a metaphorical interpretation is attempted only
if the input is clearly not compatible with a literal
interpretation. This incompatibility is typically manifested
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m o d e l s w h i c h a s s u m e that metaphorical interpretation
occurs only as a secondary or optional stage.
N o t e that all o f these studies are designed to address the
literal/non-literal distinction. A s such, they d o not shed a n y
direct light o n the issue o f the effect o f degrees o f
conventionaUty. It is to achieve evidence with regard to this
a n d related issues that brings u s to c o n d u c t the present
study. B y e x a m i n i n g the role a s s u m e d b y conventionality
in a metaphoric use, w e c a n find out about the m e c h a n i s m
that relates and/or distances the metaphors within a set.
A s s u m i n g m e t a p h o r is a basic, conventional part of the
l a n g u a g e , the conventionality o f a m e t a p h o r should b e
privileged in processing a sentence containing the metaphor
a n d that the conventionality o f the m e t a p h o r in question is
proportional to the ease o f its processing, i.e. the m o r e
conventional a m e t a p h o r is, the easier it should b e to
process it. S o the present study boils d o w n to testing the
following hypotheses:
1) Conventionality is privileged in m e t a p h o r processing;
2) D e g r e e o f conventionality is proportional to the ease
of m e t a p h o r processing;
3) Literal m e a n i n g m a y not b e privileged in real-time
processing o f a metaphoric use. Instead, w h a t is privileged
is conventional metaphor.

to judge the so designed degrees of conventionality of
metaphoric use and they all agree on the designs.
There were five of these sets, each designed this way. For
each set, w e designed a paraphrase sentence that is not the
same in form to any of the five sentences in the set. Take
the above set for example, w e designed the paraphrase
sentence "John caught his cold from Mike". T h e paraphrase
sentence is then paired to each sentence in the set. So, there
were 25 pairings of the stimuli sentence and test sentence.
The pairings were presented randomly. The subject first
sees on the C R T a paraphrase sentence, which stays on the
screen for 2 seconds. Then comes the test sentence. W h e n
the subject has m a d e his/her judgments, he/she presses the
space bar and proceeds to the next pair. Every subject went
through the same procedure, the only difference being the
order in which the sentence pairs were presented.
Presumably, for sentences other than the control
sentences, w e would ideally hope for a "yes" response, and
for the control sentence, a "no" response. The control
sentences were designed to determine the sincerity of the
subjects in performing the task and to assure them that the
answers were not all "yes"— they do have to do some
thinking!
Reaction times as well as correct responses in making the
judgments were recorded and analyzed for interpretation.

Method
Apparatus
Five I B M personal computers in the research lab of the
Department of Psychology, University of Colorado,
Boulder were used to conduct this experiment.

Subjects
Seventy freshman psychology students from the University
of Colorado at Boulder served as subjects. All were native
speakers of English and none had participated in any similar
smdies.

Results
T h e result obtained confirms that conventionality of
metaphor does have significant effect on processing the
metaphoric use. This is reflected in the m e a n percentages of
correct responses for sentences of the five different types,
which are shown in Figure 1.

Materials a n d P r o c e d u r e s
The test sentences were designed to exhibit metaphors with
different degrees of novelty. There werefivesentence types:
least novel use of metaphor, less novel use of metaphor,
most novel use of metaphor, literal meaning use, and a
control sentence. The five types of sentences were designed
with the closest approximation possible in terms of
syntactic structure and complexity. A n example of the five
sentence types is given below:

88.9
Control
Lrleral

Paraphrase:
Least Novel:
Less Novel:
M o s t Novel:
Literal:
Control:

John caught his cold from Mike.
M i k e gave John his cold.
M i k e passed his cold to John.
M i k e threw his cold to John.
M i k e infected John with his cold.
M i k e died of John's cold.

Most Nov
Less Nov
Least Nov
30

A s is clear from the example, the control sentence is
interpretable as inconsistent with paraphrase sentences and
is apparently incompatible with the meaning that the other
four sentences share. There is a decreasing conventionality
in the metaphoric sentences, from the most conventional to
the least conventional. T h e degrees of conventionality are
designed with serious consideration of word use frequency.
Also considered are the levels from which a metaphorical
meaning is extended. Three linguistic professors were asked

T
1
1
1
1
1
1
40
50
60
70 80
90 100
Percentage of correct responses

Figure 1. Average percentage of correct responses
sentence types

all

A s illustrated, there was the highest percentage of correct
responses for the least novel (78.3%). A s the metaphor gets
m o re novel, the percentage gets lower (59.4%) and for the
most novel metaphor, it reaches the lowest point (33.4%).
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W h e n it c o m e s to literal meaning sentences, the percentage
goes up again (11.1%) and for the control sentences, the
percentage j u m p s to the highest point (88.9%). A onefactor analysis of variance yields significant effect of
sentence types on correct responses, F (2.37) = 71.34, p <
.05. This meets our prediction that the more conventional a
metaphor is the m o r e agreements on its conveyed meaning
one would expect and, moreover, it supports the claim that
the m o r e conventional a metaphor is the easier it is to
process it and that the conventionality of a metaphorical
meaning does affect the processing of a sentence containing
the metaphor.
A 3-factor repeated measures analysis of variance of
sentence type, set n u m b e r and reaction time/response yields
no significant interaction between sentence type and set
number, F (1.64) = .646, p > .05.
The results of this analysis also s h o w that n o significant
difference exists a m o n g set numbers, F (2.37) = 2.318,/? <
.05. However, significant effect is found to exist between
different sentence types, F (2.37) = 4.965, p < .05.
The results at this stage of analysis are certainly not
totally reliable for any meaningful conclusion because what
has been analyzed includes reaction times for both correct
and incorrect responses. Nevertheless, looking at the
percentage of correct responses in each of the five sets, one
could see that they all M l close to the average line, as can
be well illustrated in Figure 2.

Control
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Figure 3. M e a n reaction times for each of the
five sets.
F (2.37) = .693, p >.05, though slightly significant effect
is found a m o n g set numbers, F (2.37) = 2.737, p < .05.
Significant differences, however, are found between different
sentence types, F (2.37) = 13.988, p < .05.
Given that n o significant interaction exists between
sentence type and set n u m b e r w e can disregard the factor of
set difference, since w e are not interested in the differences
between sentence sets anyway. W e n o w look at only the
correct responses for their reaction times. A one-factor
analysis of variance of the correct responses yields a
significant effect existing between different sentence types,
F (2.37) =3.374, p < .05 . T h e m e a n s of subjects' reaction
times to the five sentence types are illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Percentage of correct responses for each
of the five sets.
And, a two-way analysis of variance in terms of the
percentage of correct responses yields n o significant
interaction between set numbers and sentence types, F =
(1.64) 1.53, p > .05. T h e difference between sentence sets
are not significant either, F (2.37) = 2.325, p > .05.
A similar p h e n o m e n o n is found w h e n looking at the
means of reaction times for each of the five sets. They also
tend to cluster together along the average, as is s h o w n in
Figure 3.
A s with percentage of correct responses, w e performed a
two-way analysis of variance in terms of reaction times,
since the percentage of correct responses of the five sets all
fell along the average. Incidentally, w e find n o significant
interaction existing between sentence type and set number.
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T
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Sentence type

Figure 4. Mean reaction times of correct responses
in all sentence types.
Interestingly, the plot of mean reaction times for the
correct responses to the five sentence types s h a p e s
approximately like a mirror i m a g e of the plot o f average
percentages of correct response: for the m o s t conventional
use the m e a n reaction t i m e is the lowest o f the three
metaphoric uses (3.208 s e c ) ; the less conventional o n e s
take a bit longer (3.686 sec.) a n d for the least conventional
ones, reaction time climbs u p to highest point (3.801 sec.).
W h e n it c o m e s to literal m e a n i n g use, reaction time drops
d o w n again (3.256 s e c ) , but not as l o w as the m o s t

conventional. For the control sentence, the reaction time
sinks to the lowest point (3.025 sec).
Also, the reaction time tends to show a proportional
increase as the metaphor gets more novel. So a positive
correlation is found to exist between the novelty of a
metaphoric use and the difficulty in processing it. A s is
shown by Figure 4, difficulty in processing as measured by
reaction times increases as the novelty of a metaphoric use
increases.
Further analysis of the least significant difference (LSD)
indicates that liie difference between each sentence type is
significant ( L S D = .113). Not considering the literal
meaning sentence type, the rest of the four are all
significantly different, the smallest difference (.115) being
larger than the L S D (.113). T h e fact that reaction time of
literal meaning sentences c o m e s close to the most
conventional metaphoric sentences fits right into our
prediction: they should enjoy similar ease of processing.
W h a t is interesting is that the mean reaction time for the
most conventional metaphoric sentences is somewhat less
than that of the literal meaning sentences (3.208 sec. vs.
3.256 sec). This m a y indicate which of the two enjoys
more ease in real-time processing.
Also note that the percentage of correct responses, as
shown in Figure 1 previously, is another dimension which
demonstrates the fact that degrees of difficulty in processing
increases as the conventionality of the metaphoric use
decreases.
Discussion and Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to examine the role and
the nature of conventionality in the use of metaphors in
natural language processing. Our particular focus was 1) the
relationship between different degrees of conventionality and
degrees of difficulty in processing sentences of metaphoric
use; and 2) the assessment of processing status of
conventional metaphoric use and "literal meaning" use. T o
summarize the results, conventionality appeared to have a
significant effect on subjects' performance when interpreting
the sentence. Given the same syntactic structure and the
s a m e syntactic complexity, the more conventional a
metaphor a sentence contains, the shorter it takes to process
the sentence and the fewer errors the subjects make. There is
a positive correlation between the degree of novelty of a
metaphoric use and the degree of difficulty in processing it.
This suggests that there exists a larger conceptual distance
for interpreting the more novel metaphoric use, i.e. a novel
metaphor "travels" more conceptual distance before it is
understood. These results are supportive of the assertion
that the interpretation of novel metaphors can be
accomplished through systematic extension, elaboration,
and combination of knowledge about already wellunderstood metaphors, which could well be demonstrated by
the longer reaction times that are taken to process those
sentences. T h e larger the conceptual distance there is, the
longer the reaction time it takes to "travel through".
T h e differences that lie in the ease of processing
sentences with different degrees of novelty in metaphoric
use can be accounted for in terms of spreading activation (as
defined in Anderson 1976) in the metaphoric associations
between the source domain and target domain. The mapping
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of the metaphoric associations is a highly interconnected
structure. The basic mechanism at work is this: some of the
dimensions of the source domain get extended and sprout
and connect to a target domain, just in the same w a y a
pointer connects to a different node. That target domain may
later acquire the status of being a source domain when one
of its dimensions gets extended to a newer node, which then
becomes a target domain. Hence the process of interpreting
a novel use of a metaphor involves the making of a
massive metaphoric association net. Take the following
examples from Martin (1990).
a) Mary has a cold.
b) John gol his cold from Mary.
c) Mary gave John a cold.
The conventional metaphor Infection-As-Possession as in
M a r y has a cold serves as a source domain. It gets extended
to the target domain and acquires n e w metaphorical uses,
i.e. Becoming-Infected-As-Getting as in John got his cold
from Mary, and Causing-Infection-As-Transferring as in
M a r y gave John a cold. Both extended meanings are built
on the basis of the source domain. T h e primary
metaphorical meaning is Infection-As-Possession.
Becoming-Infected-As-Getting and Causing-Infection-AsTransferring are secondary to the primary metaphorical
meaning. T h e target domain exists on the basis of the
source domain.
That the conventional metaphor can usually serve as the
source domain from which a newer metaphoric use gets
extended means that novel metaphors are extended from an
existing metaphor rather than created out of nowhere. The
connection exists during the process of extension, even
though the reader/hearer m a y not be able to m a k e it, in
which case they tend to fail to capture the targeted
metaphorical meaning. W h e n processing novel metaphors,
people have to m a k e use of their existing knowledge about
the already well-understood metaphors, the ones that serve
as source domains. For the novel metaphors, people need to
m a k e the connections. Thus the more nodes there are, the
more difficult it is to process the metaphoric use and the
longer time it takes. Just as a larger spatial distance would
take more time to cover, a larger conceptual distance also
requires more time to complete the "travel".
The results showed no apparent advantage in processing
"literal meaning" sentences as compared to conventional
metaphors. In fact, the most conventional metaphoric use
took less time to process than the literal meaning
sentences, even though the difference m a y not be
significant. (3.208 sec. vs. 3.256 sec). The results of the
percentage of correct responses also demonstrated this fact
(78.3% vs. 77.7%). These results refute the claim that
metaphorical meaning is secondary to literal meaning in
processing. They also delimit the boundary between the socalled "literal meaning" and the most conventional
metaphoric meaning.
T h e present results on the role and nature of
conventionality of metaphoric use lend support to the
metaphoric knowledge approach in natural language
processing. In particular, they reveal the connections of
metaphoric uses that are otherwise thought to be
unconnected, and more importantly, they suggest that the

Most Novel
Literal
Control

connections are systematic and meaningful. These results
would certainly help build knowledge representations to
account for those otherwise seemingly distinct and unrelated
word senses.
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Appendices: Stimuli and Test Sentences
Set 1
Paraphrase
Least Novel
Less Novel
Most Novel
Literal
Control

John caught his cold from Mike.
Mike gave John his cold.
Mike passed his cold to John.
Mike threw his cold to John.
Mike infected John with his cold.
Mike died of John's cold.

Beth created the idea.
Beth produced the idea.
Beth manufactured the idea.
Beth assembled the idea.
Beth formulated the idea.
Beth disliked the idea.

Set 3
Paraphrase
Least Novel
Less Novel
Most Novel
Literal
Control

That politician was accused ofpromoting
dissent.
That poUtician was accused of spreading
dissent.
That politician was accused of sowing
dissent.
That politician was accused of planting
dissent.
That politician was accused of motivating
dissent.
That politician was accused of opposing
dissent.

Set 4
Paraphrase
Least Novel
Less Novel
Most Novel
Literal
Conttol

C a n you
process?
Can you
Can you
process?
Can you
Can you
Can you

tell m e h o w to terminate the
tell m e h o w to kill the process?
tell m e h o w to wipe out the
tell m e h o w to slay the process?
tell m e h o w to stop the process?
tell m e h o w to start the process?

Sets
Paraphrase
Least Novel
Less Novel
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Set 2
Paraphrase
Least Novel
Less Novel
Most Novel
Literal
Control

Teachers fertilize their students.
Teachers teach their students.
Teachers spoil their students.
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Teachers garden their students.
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Abstract

learning mechanisms employed and Section 4 gives details of the acquisition of internal models of the environment.

Intelligent agents interacting with their environments
combine information from several sense modalities and
indulge in tasks that have components of perception, reasoning, learning and planning. Traditional AI systems
focus on a single component. This paper highlights the
importance of the integrated perceive-reason-act-learn
loop, and describes a system designed to capture this
loop. A s a first step, it learns about simple objects, their
qualities, and the words that n a m e and describe them.
T h e visual-linguistic associations formed serve as a bias
in acquiring further knowledge about actions, which in
turn aids the system in satisfying its internal needs (e.g.,
hunger, thirst, sleep, curiosity). Learning mechanisms
that extract, aggregate, generate, de-generate and generalize build a hierarchical network (that serves as internal models of the environment) with which the system
perceives and reasons.

The Architecture of CHILDLIKE
The CHILDLIKE^ system is a computational
information-processing model (implemented in Common

Lisp) designed to learn about objects, their qualities, and
the words that n a m e a n d describe them; and, further,
to use this knowledge to satisfy its internal needs (e.g.,
hunger, thirst, sleep, curiosity).
T h e system is input sequences of simple "experiences"
from which it attempts to learn. A n experience contains
several different c o m p o n e n t s — for example, a visual pictorial scene, a short language utterance, an abstracted
action.
T h e visual input is a snapshot at a single m o m e n t of
time. It consists of a 4-by-4 or 8-by-8 image — typically
Introduction
one that a low- or intermediate-level computer vision sysIntelligent agents (embedded in an environment) rou- t e m might output — that encodes information such as
edges, or colors and textures, or simple shapes. These are
tinely sense information through one or more sensory
pre-processed as needed, using a network of convolutionchannels, engage in various kinds of perceptual reasoning
like mask-matching-plus-thresholding operations, to obin the process of recognizing a stimulus or a pattern of
tain primitive features such as long vertical or horizontal
stimuli, and respond, acting appropriately. Agents also
lines, the texture in a large segment of the image, or the
exhibit the capability to learn from repeated interactions
color of these significant regions.
with external stimuli. This continuing perceive-reasonact-learn-perceive-... loop is almost certainly central to
T h e language input consists of short (typically 2-5
intelligence, as evidenced by the behavior of animals, inwords in the current implementation) English language
strings (although any language could be used without
cluding humans. Systems that fully capture this loop will
e.xhibit the essence of mundane everyday reasoning.
changing any aspect of the system). A n example sequence of inputs to the system is s h o w n in Figure 1.
The acquisition of knowledge about the environment
starting with visual-linguistic learning has begun to gain
Visual Input:
Language Input:
attention among researchers (e.g., see Nenov & Dyer,
1988; Weber & Stolcke, 1990). Feldman et al. (1990)
have dubbed this a touchstone task for cognitive science.
red apple
a) Picture of an apple]
banana
b) Picture of a banana]
This paper discusses a system that we have designed
c) Picture of an apple and
and are implementing for capturing the perceive-reasonapple and banana
a banana side by side]
act-learn loop. First, the system learns to recognize and
brown table
Picture of a table]
name simple objects, and their parts and qualities. It can
apple on table
Picture of an apple
then learn, from strings of these perceptually grounded
on a table]
words, about classes, relations, and actions.
Section 2 describes the system's architecture and goals
Figure 1: A s i m p l e i n p u t s e q u e n c e
(also see Mani & Uhr, 1991). Section 3 examines the
'This research was supported in part by a Grant-in-Aid of
research from Sigma Xi.
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' which stands for Conceptual Hierarchies In Language Development and Learning In a Kiddie Environment.

Each visual input to the system is a snapshot of the environment in time. Using such simple ordered sequences
of inputs, the system is taught how to associate names
of objects with their shape, size and other features, and
further to associate relational words with visual features
that imply them. Once the system is able to ground language symbols in terms of information perceived through
the visual channel, it can be further trained by verbal input alone. Thus the system bootstraps itself, by first
grounding words in perceptual information, to the point
where it can learn from these grounded words only.
CHILDLIKE's parallel-hierarchical structure was chosen because it is general; successive compounding can
produce any possible set of functions, starting from a universal set of primitives. It also has the potential of great
speed and efficiency. And it is a widely used structure
fo: perceptual recognition of objects in 2-dimensional images (Hanson & Riseman, 1978; Li t Uhr, 1987; Taninioto <k Klinger, 1980; Uhr, 1987), parsing trees for
1-dimensional language strings (Chomsky, 1986; Osherson & Lasnik, 1990), and the hierarchical building up
of logical functions that accept the combinations of 0dimensional terms handled by concept formation and
similarity-based learning systems (Hunt, 1962; Michalski, 1983; Mitchell, 1982; Quinlan, 1986). It appears that
the multilayer, converging "recognition cone" structure
of micro-modular processes being developed for perceptual recognition tasks (Uhr, 1978; 1987) can also be used
for building linguistic structures and visual-linguistic associations. Building on these visual-linguistic associations, the system can further acquire memory structures
that encode the effects of actions and reason about needfulfillment.

Learning Mechanisms in CHILDLIKE
CHILDLIKE's learning mechanisms extract and incorP' 'rate information learned via interactions with the environment. These learning mechanisms can be grouped
ir to the following major types: extraction, aggregation,
generation, de-generation and generalization. Extraction
is involved with the process of carving out potentially
useful pieces of information from the visual and verbal
inputfields.Aggregation puts together pieces. Generation creates new links that encode, contain, and apply
this new information.
Extraction takes place by imposing windows on the
input array(s) containing perceptual information. This
embodies a local-receptivefieldheuristic that favors extracting connected, compact features from which nodes
that detect these features are generated. Evidence that
brains' neurons predominantly interact with near neighbors, and empirical evidence that such local receptive
fields are superior to random receptivefieldsfor visual
tasks in the recognition cone framework (Honavar and
Uhr, 1989) support the choice of this heuristic. This locality heuristic is used to aggregate compound features
at subsequent levels also.
The network of nodes created as a result of extraction,
a^,gregation and generation serves as an internal repre-
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sentation of the environment. Each node encodes some
feature or microfeature (e.g., one leg of a chair, the word
"leg"), or some compound feature or class (e.g., four legs,
the phrase "four-legged chair," furniture).
De-generation and generalization mechanisms simplify
and speed up processing, and combat potential combinatorial explosions.
De-generation involves the discarding of nodes and
links that appear to encode useless or wrong information. The value of a link is assessed (e.g., by its associated weight, or processes that estimate how useful it has
been), and the network pruned accordingly.
Generalization may involve removing certain links
(this corresponds to the dropping condition rule of
Michalski, 1983, in symbolic similarity-based learning),
replacing links to a number of nodes representing explicit
entities with a link to a single node which m a y stand
for any of these entities {turning constants into variables
rule), replacing links to nodes rik at level i with a link
to a node n at level t -|- 1 such that a majority of njt are
linked to node n (climbing generalization tree rule), or
replacing a sub-network with a node that stands for the
sub-network (constructive generalization rule).
The order of the training sequences also plays a significant role in knowledge acquisition. At each step,
experiences are judiciously chosen to slowly build on
prior learning. For example, training sequences aimed
at teaching relations such as "on," "above" and "and"
should contain visual information portraying these relations between already-learned objects, along with the
associated language string. A n example of such graded
training can be found in Figure 1. It should be noted
that a number of training sequences of the sort shown
in Figure 1 may be required before the relations are effectively learned. Training sequences m a y also force the
learner to focus on a particular aspect of the input by
varying all other aspects of the input (see below).
Acquiring Internal Models of the

Environment
Reasoning about the world is greatly facilitated by having an internal model of that world. The C H I L D L I K E
system's internal model consists of subnetworks encoding
associations among visual features, words, actions, needs
and compound features derived from them.
Learning Words About Objects
C H I L D L I K E learns about simple objects by "seeing"
them through the visual channel and simultaneously
"hearing" a linguistic description of the object through
the language channel. Often, the object is not named in
isolation but is named along with words describing other
properties (e.g.,"green apple") of the object or the scene.
Through repeated extractions from the sensory channels
and generation of associations, C H I L D L I K E learns the
word that corresponds to a particular object in the visual
field. It conjectures that other words (which do not appear to correspond to whole objects) m a y refer to parts

BEHAVING PHASE :
1. Input one of the arrays (visual or linguistic).
2. Extract primitive features, aggregate them into compound features, find the best-match for the entities in this
channel and find corresponding entities in the other channel
{More formally, the extractions and aggregations can be expressed as
(P stands for a primitive feature and C for a compound feature):
Level 0 Cy = Aj(Pi,5)
Level 1 : C), = A\{Ci, S) and so on for subsequent levels.
Here, t ranges over a local, connected window, S is an associated strength or weight vector (which gets modifled based on errors
made), and A j , Aic, etc., are aggregation functions. Matching is performed by aggregating evidence hierarchically and
collecting entities implied at each level.}
LEARNING PHASE:
1, Input visual and linguistic arrays (V and L respectively).
2a.Extract primitive features and aggregate them into compound features hierarchically
b.Match known entities across the visual and linguistic channels (call the matched parts v and I respectively).
c.Generate all possible links, subject to a resource constraint, between novel features (corresponding to (V — v) and (L — /)) across the
visual and linguistic channels, plus q (a changeable parameter) links involving already known entities (corresponding to v and /).
3. If normal-training
Change link weights using a Hebbian-like learning mechanism.
{More precisely, the learning mechanism can be expressed as W„eu,(Nl, 7V2) = Woid + t)/(Afl, N 2 )
where JVl is a (primitive or compound) visual feature and N 2 is a linguistic feature. f{Nl,N2) is non-zero only if the
features N l and JV2 are both present in the current input instance; currently a normalized frequency count is used.}
else (attention-focusing training)
Modify weights explicitly using a high learning rate.
4. Adjust link weights, delete nodes and links, and form compact structures or subnets using de-generation and generalization.
{De-generation heuristics and generalization mechanisms are described in the text.}

Figure 2: The algorithm for learning about objects, object qualities and words that refer to them

ol objects, their qualities, or even relationships a m o n g
objects.
Learning Words About Parts and Qualities
of Objects
A n explicit feature in the visualfieldm a y correspond
to certain qualities of the object (such as color or texture) or m a y constitute a sub-part of the object. Words
about these features often occur in the languagefieldof
the input. Associations between words and their corresponding features are generated by the initial experience,
and their weights strengthened (or weakened) by subsequent ones. Qualities and parts of objects will often also
tend to be highly correlated with (hence will be linked
to) the names of the object; for example, the color "yellow" from the visualfield— in addition to being linked
ti the word "yellow" with a strong weight — m a y also be
linked to the word "banana" and to the words for other
ytUow objects with moderate weights. But to the extent
tl at the system is input experiences where an object's
name is always present, and the names of qualities and
parts are present for other objects as well, it will learn
the information needed to assign names correctly.
The association between something like the color "yellow" and the word "yellow" can be further strengthened
by a process called attention-focusing training. This involves making the system concentrate on a particular
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sub-concept via a training sequence or set of examples
that focuses on the particular sub-concept. For example,
to force the learner to form a reliable association between
the color "yellow" and the word "yellow," one of the following strategies can be used: A ) a yellow object is input
through the visual channel and explicit feedback (which
is specially marked, or input through a specific explicitfeedback channel) refers to the word "yellow" on the language channel. Such specially marked training instances
are processed in a special way, resulting in the required
link's weight being strengthened rapidly (using a higher
learning rate). Note that although ad hoc, this is simply
a fast alternative to repeating a large number of training
examples such as those described next. B) a number of
yellow objects, with other attributes (such as shape and
texture) entirely unrelated to those of the objects experienced so far, are input through the visual channel along
with the word "yellow" on the language channel. This
helps in strengthening the required association without
adversely affecting other useful, previously learned associations. Any new associations that are formed (embedding the irrelevant features) get de-generated eventually
because they are not reinforced, and hence fall below a
dynamically-adjusted threshold.^

^Threshold adjustments are done when it is evident that
the system has made an error (e.g., the visual node for a ba-

L e a r n i n g Spatial Relations
(plcoh«r,tabl«)

Relations a m o n g object parts or between objects are
m u c h harder to learn if the notion of a relation (and
its arity) is not built into the system. In C H I L D L I K E
(which is designed to learn as m u c h as possible, rather
than use built-in knowledge), priority is given to associating words from the language channel with explicit
features or objects in the visual channel. W h e r e a word
and a sub-object have already been learned and linked
together, they are considered to be accounted for. Each
of the additional words is tentatively linked to each of
the additional sub-objects. T h e arity of the relation is
tentatively assumed to be the n u m b e r of structures in the
visual image already linked to words that are present.
W h e n an example such as

Ion 1 -

oris/ ancodlng rul«s for roactlng\.

on(L,M) <
L(yj)Oi - » • (
x_poi - X +-^lt
color
M(y_po« • Y
jpo. - X
c_f«tur«l
color • ,^^ hMndl9

Visual input:
Picture of yellow banana and brown table, with the center of the
banana having a y-coordinate 2 units (a unit is a certain number
of rows depending on the resolution of the input image) higher
than that of the table (the x-coordinates of the 2 objects are the
same or differ by less than 0.1 unit, a parameter which could be
a function of things such as object-size).

M«nori«a ancodlng vlaual atrueturaa

pitcher
hud la

Hanoriaa ancodlng llngvlatlc atrueturaa

Figure 3: A n overview of the m e m o r y structures
acquired by C H I L D L I K E
at different locations. Since other properties (such as
color and texture) do not change when an object moves,
the system learns to associate the (relative) positional
information with relational words.
This will handle scenes whose descriptions are, for example, "glass on three-legged stool," as well as scenes involving non-spatial relations, for example ones described
by "apple and yellow banana."

Language input:
banana on table
is presented for learning the relation "on," the system
finds the best m a t c h (the highest level structure implied
across the visual a n d language input) for each c o m p o nent, a n d hypothesizes " o n " to b e the quality of o n e o b ject a n d also to b e a relation b e t w e e n the t w o constituent
structures in the visual i m a g e that h a d m a t c h i n g w o r d s .
Subsequent training using e x a m p l e s such as

Learning About Actions and
Need-fulfillment
Reasoning about actions and their effects is an important
aspect of intelligent behavior. In C H I L D L I K E , sequences
of visual frames are used to learn about the effect of actions. From two visual frames, and an intervening action,
the system learns to associate an action (say ^1) with
the description of the two frames (based on a temporal
proximity heuristic). Needs are sensed internally (in the
same way that visual and linguistic features are sensed
externally) and action sequences that change need levels
favorably (indicative of need-fulfillment) are learned and
stored for future use.

Visual input:
Picture of red apple and white table, with the center of the apple
having a y-coordinate 1 unit higher than that of the table (same
x-coordinates).
Language input:
apple on table
rtinforces the latter hypothesis.
Finally, rules like the following o n e are acquired as a
rtsult of the training regime explained a b o v e (the rule
is a hierarchical s u b n e t w o r k within the system; w e h a v e
re-expressed the rule here in a m o r e symbolic f o r m a t for
clarity).

Discussion and Conclusions

on(L,M) <—•
L(y-pos = Y + (0.2), x-pos = X ± delta, color = •)
M(y-pos = Y, x-pos = X, color = *)
When necessary, spatial relations are also taught the
system in a m o r e explicit w a y , using the attentionfocusing training m e c h a n i s m described above. Several
experiences are input that contain the s a m e objects, b u t
nana being active along with the node for the word "apple").
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W e have successfully experimented with the current version of C H I L D L I K E using 5-10 object classes (such as
fruit, food and furniture) with 5-10 distinct objects in
each class (a large number of instances of each object are
possible since objects can vary in position and also in
their features and feature values). W e are in the process
of testing the learning abilities of the system on larger
sets of objects. Our preliminary explorations appear to
indicate that the underlying approach is sound; the system should not exhibit brittleness as the number of objects and their properties grows.
A snapshot of the memories acquired by C H I L D L I K E

grounding words in objects and relations, and in reasonis shown in Figure 3. Distinct memories are used to
encode the actions-related rules and their components;
ing are learned from experiences, starting with the most
these are linked to memories containing encodings of resimple ones.
lated visual structures and words. Thus a pre-condition
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Objectives

In our research, the reactive execution system is the
task-oriented system in which we embed the natural
We are developing an integrated system for planning,
language understander, and the human expert provides
language understanding, and learning through advicehigh-level "hints" that are the basis for extending the
taking (Martin and Firby, 1991). Our work brings toreactive execution system's performance.
gether two reasonably mature pieces of research: the
Reactive Action Package (rap) execution system of
Background
Firby (1989), and the Direct Memory Access Parser
The D M A P system is designed to function within a large
(dmap) of Martin (1991). Specifically, we are reforbody of existing knowledge. Rather than determine
mulating the RAP plan representation and execution
the meaning of a text, d m a p uses the text to recognize
algorithm in terms of the semantic network architecrelevant existing knowledge structures and then modify
ture used by the D M A P system. The result is a system
them to create specific new instances in memory that
with a uniform knowledge representation and processrepresent what is unique about the given text. N e w
ing algorithm that can both act in the world and proinstances remain in memory to aid in the interpretation
cess natural language. Furthermore, acting and underof future texts.
standing use a single process so the system can change
The RAP system is designed to carry out vague goals
its actions based on language inputs. That forms a
basis for learning new plans and actions by being told.
by waiting until execution time and then expanding
the goal into primitive actions based on the details of
Although "learning by being told in natural lanthe situation actually encountered. Possible plan exguage" might strike one as a natural area of research
pansions are stored in a hierarchical library of methods
in machine learning, a look through the proceedings
indexed by the goal they satisfy. The RAP interpreter
of the last three Machine Learning Workshops ( M L
selects a method from the library based on existing
1988, 1989, and 1990) and Readings in Machine Learncontext and either instantiates the method as a new set
ing (Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990) will demonstrate
of goals to achieve or executes the method directly if
that there is in fact no current machine learning reit consists of a primitive action. W h e n a method comsearch in this area. Most research on "advice-taking"
pletes (or fails) the interpreter checks to see whether
has concentrated on the operationalization of alreadythe goal was actually satisfied in the world and, if not,
interpreted input; an excellent example is Mostow's
selects and instantiates another method.
(1983) research. Broadly construed, this notion could
In bringing these two systems together we are dibe expanded to include any system that attempts to
rected by two "implementation" constraints:
improve its decision-making data structures using an
oracle, guided examples, etc. This is not our goal.
1. There must be a uniform representation for all
Instead, we have two complementary hypotheses:
knowledge in the system, regardless of whether it is
1. The natural language understanding process can be used for natural language understanding or planning
and execution.
greatly simplified by embedding the understander in
another task-oriented system, where "embedding"
2. There must be a uniform algorithm to operate over
refers to the use of identical data structures and a
the system's knowledge, regardless of whether the
single algorithm for both the task and the natural
system is engaged in natural language understanding
language understanding process.
or planning and execution.
2. The performance of a task-oriented system can beThefirstconstraint is hardly new to devotees of K R L
extended by learning specific local plan modificaand its many descendants, though the constraint is
honored more often in the breach than in the obsertions, derived by the overall system on the beisis of
vance. The second constraint is more radical; in efhigh-level "hints'' supplied in natural language.
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feet, it states that language understanding and planning and execution must be the same process. This
is our hypothesis, with the caveat that differences between acting and understanding do exist, and they will
manifest themselves in the system's representation.
The RAP model of execution provides a single, coherent representation for pl2uining and execution knowledge with a simple interpretation semantics that does
not require the maintainence of complex dependency
structures. The D M A P model of language understanding relies on expectations about language that arise as
a result of moving around in a semantic net. To combine the two, we have reformulated the rap knowledge
representation in terms of a DMAP-style semantic network that preserves the execution semantics when traversed in accord with the d m a p algorithm. The result
is a single representation and processing algorithm for
both acting on goals eind processing natural language.
W e have implemented our initial system in the
robot-truck simulator domain described in Firby and
Hanks (1987) and used by the rap system as described
in Firby (1989). W e are currently building initial representations for the same RAPs used in that work and
we anticipate working in this domain for some time
to create a Icirge D M A P system and refine our ideas.
Ultimately, we intend to demonstrate these ideas on
the robotic platform being built at the University of
Chicago.

Overview of the system
In keeping with the DMAP approach, the combined system expresses interpretation, planning, and execution
as recognition tasks. Intuitively, the idea is that the
system must have something similar to what it supposed to be doing already in its knowledge base. For
natural language understanding, the system must already know a concept similar to that being c o m m u nicated for the text to be understood correctly. For
task execution, the system must already know methods that will work for the current goal in c o m m o n circumstances. Naturally, new elements must be added
to account for the differences between what exists and
what is newly expressed or executed. For interpretation, these elements represent the content of the communication; for execution, these elements represent the
intention and record of action.
Representation

For example, the following memory units represent
a decomposition of the task of picking an object up
with a robot arm. There two subtasks: moving the
arm to the location of the object and grasping the object with the arm. Constraints (the non isa: and
index: forms) assure that variable binding is handled
correctly. The index form indicates that in order to recognize (or satisfy)' this unit, the two sub-units, taskl
and task2 must be recognized in the given sequence,
followed by a recognition of the success condition for
the task. Some of this information (such as the success
condition) is inherited from its abstraction.
(define-unit task
(success state))
(define-unit arn-pickup
(isa: task)
(arm ?arm)
(object ?object)
(success holding (arm ?arin) (object ?obj)))
(define-unit arm-pickup-simple
(isa: arm-pickup)
(taskl arm-move (arm Tarn) (object ?obj))
(ta8k2 arm-grasp (arm ?arm) (object ?obj))
(index: (taskl) (ta8k2) (success)))
The following is a more complex task to pick up an
object, which involvesfirstpicking up the appropriate
tool for the object and then the object itself. Note the
use of the instr constraint to assure that the ?tool is
appropriate for the ?obj. Notice also that this unit and
the arm-pickup-simple unit both inherit the same
success condition from zom-pickup.
(define-unit arm-pickup-s/tool
(isa: arm-pickup)
(instr instrtiment (tool ?tool) (object ?obj))
(taskl arm-pickup-simple (arm ?arm) (object ?tool))
(task2 arm-pickup-simple (arm ?arm) (object ?obj))
(index: (taskl) (task2) (success)))
(define-unit instrument
(tool tool)
(object object))
Algorithm
The basic d m a p algorithm is quite simple:
Recognize (.concept):
'Processing in the D M A P memory is driven by memory
unit indices. In language understanding, indices represent
expectections for particular words, phrases, and abstract
concepts. Processing thus consists of recognizing words,
phrases, and concepts as they arrive from a text. In extending D M A P to include execution, indices represent intentions as well as expectations. Processing thus consists
of both recognizing expectations and satisfying intentions.
The algorithm remains the same, but the intuitive nomonclature shifts a little. W e will use the words recognize
and satisfy interchangably while discussing the processing
edgorithm.

Representation is in the form of a semantic network,
organized by abstraction and labelled packaging relationships. This representation was chosen primarily for
the efficiency of the algorithm. Extensions to this basic framework include the specification of constraints
on the packaging relationships of sub-structures to ensure that variable bindings make sense. There is also a
system of indices used by the processing algorithm as
a means of maintaining ordering relationships between
concepts.
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If concept is a primitive operation
then apply it and process pending sensor inputs;
else gather indices to recognize concept,
for each index in indices,
for each element of the index,
call Recognize (element).

A friendly human wanders by and sees the robot's
plight. The human instantly sees the problem, and
knows that the grasping action would have succeeded
if the robot had previously attached the shovel tool
to its arm. There is precedent for this in the robot's
memory; had the original task been to pick up a fueldrum, the robot would have decomposed task (2) "pick
Primitive operations can be either sensor expectations
up a fuel drum" into (2A) "release anything currently
(such as measurements or words) the robot must wait
held in the arm," and (2B) "pick up the fuel-drum with
for or effector actions that the robot can execute. Efthe arm." The decomposition of (2B) would have been
fector actions include movements and active percepinto three tasks: (2B1) "attach refueling tool," (2B2)
tion. W h e n a sensor expectation is part of a memory
"move the arm to the fuel-drum," and (2B3) "grasp
unit index, recognition of that unit is blocked until
the fuel-drum."
data matching the expectation is generated by a senIn other words, the general plan for (IB) and (2B),
sor. W h e n an effector action is part of an index, it is
"pick up <object> with the arm" is able to discrimiexecuted immediately and that execution may genernate between task decompositions on the basis of the
ate sensor data.
<object>. This discrimination, of course, is repreSuccessful execution of an effector operation or the
sented in the vocabulary of plan descriptions. From
satisfaction of a sensor expectation both result in
the point of view of the robot, what is required to fix
the "recognition" of the corresponding <element> of
the rock problem is for someone to sit down and rethe <index>\ if all such <elements> have been recprogram the plan library so that the general plan for
ognized, the corresponding <concepi> is recognized.
(IB) and (2B) knows about rocks (and their associated
Recognition of a unit causes all other units with the
gripper) as well 3is fuel-drums.
recognized unit as an index element to specialized the
Unfortunately, the human who wanders by is not a
next element in their index. Specializing a unit inrobot programmer! (Perhaps the human builds robot
volves moving down the isa: hierarchy to find the
gripper-tools.) From the point of view of the human,
most specific memory unit that satisfies existing bindwhat is required is for the robot to somehow compreing constraints. Any newly discovered specializations
hend that this handy shovel tool should be used to
are instantiated by creating new versions of them in
pick up rocks in the same way that the refueling tool
memory with variables bound according to the conis used to pick up fuel-drums without having to have
straints. Units without indices are always specialit hand-coded into the plan library. W h a t the human
ized when instantiated and that is what moves actiwould like to do, of course, is to simply say, "use the
vation of arm-pickup to either arm-pickup-simple
shovel."
or arm-pickup-w/tool depending on the binding of
Our goal is a system that lets the human do just
?obj.
that.
When "gathering indices," all indices associated
with the <concept> and any of its abstractions are
collected. The system attempts to recognize all such
indices through "recursive" calls to RECOGNIZE. If a
complete unit index is recognized at any level of abstraction, that unit and all of its subunits are recognized together. That way, goals and concepts can be
recognized when they occur even if no specific method
or expectation set produces the required result.
For more details of the algorithm, see Martin (1990).
For more background on this research, see Martin and
Firby (1991).

The Context of Advice-Taking

There are a number of extra-sentential elements that
are important to understanding "use the shovel" as
useful advice. Chief among these is the fact that the
robot is actively engaged in a specific task which it is
failing to accomplish. This is a crucial piece of information; imagine the interpretation of "use the shovel"
when the robot is not having a problem: "for what?"
might well be the most appropriate response. However,
in this case, the clear implication is that the shovel will
be of use for the current task.
Execution Problems and Advice
This is essentially a statement of the advice-taking
problem our system is designed to address. The reConsider the following situation: The robot has task
(1) "pick up a rock." It decomposes this task into
mainder of the paper describes the way we have approached the problem of establishing the situational
two subtasks: (lA) "release anything currently held in
context for the interpretation of an utterance, involvthe arm," and (IB) "pick up the rock with the arm."
ing as it does tasks of both interpretation and execuThe latter task is in turn decomposed into the two
tion. The context we will discuss is the internal state
subtasks: (IBl) "move the arm to the rock," and (1B2)
"grasp the rock." Unfortunately, the grasping action
of the robot and not the external state of the world,
(1B2) fails when executed because the arm is not well
except for knowledge that a current action is not succonstructed for picking up rocks.
ceeding.
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E x e c u t i o n Failures

(arm arm-2)
(object rock-3))

In our example, an execution failure occurs when the
robot attempts to grasp the rock without the appropriate tool.

In this case, the failures that are generated and recognized are:
(instance failure-6
(isa: failure)
(source arm-grasp-5))

(define-unit primitive
(isa: task)
(primop $pri«itive)
(index: (primop) :ok (success)))

(instance failure-7
(isa: failure)
(source arm-pickup-simple-l))

(define-unit arm-grasp
(isa: task)
(arm ?arm)
(object ?object)
(success holding
(arm ?arm) (object ?object))
(primop $arm-grasp (arm ?arm) (object ?object)))

Generating Expectations from Failures
The recognition of these failure structures may, as with
any successful recognition, cause the refinement and
activation of further structures. The only structures
that make reference to failures in their indices are
those in the repair hierarchy. W h e n a failure structure is recognized, the D M A P system attempts to refine
the corresponding repair structures. One such candidate for refinement is repair-task/advice, given
below:

The goal of picking up the rock results in an attempt
to recognize arm-grasp which results in an attempt
to recognize, in sequence, the primitive $arm-grasp,
the :ok message from the effectors stating that the
primitive has been executed correctly, and the success
condition of the task. If the robot hasn't picked up
the appropriate gripper, the sequence of activity will
approximate the following:

(def ine-vinit repair
(failure failure))

1. The attempt to recognize $aa-m-grasp succeeds,
since an attempt at a primitive action always succeeds.

(define-unit repair-task
(isa: repair)
(failure failure (source task)))

2. The attempt to recognize :ok fails, since the result
from the primitive action is a notification that the
grasp failed . In this case, the failure occurs because
robot did not have the proper tools for success.

(define-imit repair-task/advice
(isa: repair-task)
(failure failure (source Told-task (success Tsuccess)
(advice mtrans (info ?new-task (success ?8uccess)))
(attempt Tneo-task)
(index: (failure) (advice) (attempt)))

All recognition attempts which fail—whether from
an attempt to recognize an execution sequence or a
natural language utterance—result in the automatic
recognition of a failure structure. This will result in
the specialization of concepts that have the appropriate
failure as an index and the eventual instantiation of a
repair memory unit.
The failure hierarchy parallels every hierarchy
which has indices; that is to say, virtually every hierarchy in the system. Every failure has a source, which
is the structure whose recognition failed. Moreover,
because each recognition task is the result of a "recursive call" to Recognize, the failure of one such task
implies the failure of its parent and so on, up the chain
of calls. Thus, the failure of the arm-grasp operation
results in the recognition—and hence construction—of
multiple failure structures.
Assume that the specific instances of the active pickup
units involved in our failure are the following:

The index to this structure implies that three recognition tasks take place. Thefirst,recognition of the
failure which has happened already, results in creating
a context that includes a constraint defining a communication event, signified here by mtrans, in which the
content of the communication is a task that shares the
success condition of the original task—that is, a piece
of advice.
This second element of the index is not an action
that can be undertaken by the robot, but instead represents a prediction that natural language input might
be forthcoming and that it will satisfy the advice constraint. In other words, upon the robot's failure to
execute a task, it will always expect that it may receive a communication of a task sharing the success
condition of the task that failed. This communication
will be a piece of advice on how to achieve the success
condition another way.

(instance arm-pickup-simple-1
(isa: arm-pickup-simple)
(arm arm-2)
(object rock-3)
(taskl arm-move-4)
(task2 eurm-grasp-B))

Interpretating Advice
In our example, the advice "use a shovel" is meant
to convey to the robot that the shovel is a tool which
the robot should pick up before trying to pick up rocks.
Note that the "tool-nature" of the shovel is not explicit

(instance arm-grasp-5
(isa: arm-grasp)
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in the utterance, nor is the fact that it is to be used for
rocks. The expectations set up by refining failur«s to
repairs sets up the context necessary for the robot to
understand that the phrase, "use a shovel" implies this
advice. Consider the following memory structures:
(define-unit mtrans
(info mobJGCt))
(define-unit mtrana-task-w/tool
(isa: mtrans)
(info task-w/tool (instr instminent (tool ?tool)))
(index: use the (info instr tool)))

system has learned that shovels are used for picking
up rocks.
(Note that too-specific memory structures might
as well be garbage-collected, except that determining
which concepts are too specific is not a trivial task. A
consequence of the recognition algorithm is that it will
always use the most specific concept that is relevant
to its inputs, but it is difficult to determine in advance
what that level will be. Since performance does not
degrade if these extra structures remain in memory,
no attempt is made to remove them.)
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Using Advice
Now that a task has been instantiated for the
attempt element of the index associated with
repair-task/advice, the next step is to recognize it.
This task is an instance of aurm-pickup-w/tool, and
will require picking up the tool (the shovel)first,followed by picking up the object. Presumeably, this attempt will succeed.
The general recognition algorithm described above
operates by creating specific instances of recognized
memory structures. Many of these are too specific to
be of later use to the system; for example, those that
deal with picking up rock-38. As a consequence of
instantiating these specific structures, however, more
general concepts such as the fact that shovels are useful instruments for picking up rocks are also created.
At this point, not only has the helpful human's advice caused the robot to change to a more successful
subtask, the process of interpreting "use a shovel" has
instantiated an instrument relation in memory which
can be used anytime in the future. Specifically, the
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the Knowledge Acquisition ( K A ) process will be improved
if w e take advantage of the complementarity of existing
techniques. W e are thus developing a framework that allows
the fruitful combination of a large range of existing K A
techniques, including machine leanung techniques.

Abstract
Knowledge Acquisition is a critical and time-consuming phase
in the development of Knowledge Based Systems. The A C Knowledge project aims to improve the efficiency of the knowledge acquisition process. The approach is to analyze and evaluate a variety of existing knowledge acquisition techniques, including machine learning methods. Taking into account their
complementarities, we integrate these techniques into a Knowledge Engineering Workbench that supports the Knowledge Engineer in his various tasks. This approach is tested on real life
applications, simple ones {e.g. analysis in metal fractures) and
more complex ones (e.g. failures in the Spanish data communications network).

The mere inclusion of these techniques into a single system
constitutes thefirststep for the construction of a Knowledge
Engineering W o r k b e n c h ( K E W ) . But this is not enough.
If w e want our workbench to be useful, w e also need some
knowledge about the usability of these techniques. With this
n e w knowledge about the nature and applicability of the techniques, the K E W will actively assist knowledge engineers in
their tasks, carrying out some parts of the work by itself, and
providing the user (knowledge engineer) with some advice
and guidance.

Key words: Knowledge Acquisition (KA), Integration of K A
techniques. Knowledge Engineering Workbench, Integration
of Knowledge.
1 Introduction
Currently, much work in the AI community is related to the
development of Knowledge Based Systems ( K B S ) . W e already k n o w that the real bottlenecks in the development of
such systems are the acquisition and modelization of the expert's knowledge. Knowledge acquisition refers to the initial
phase of K B S development where the Knowledge Engineer
gathers, analyzes and models the expert's knowledge. T h e
efficiency of knowledge acquisition and the quality of the
resulting model of expertise are crucial for the subsequent
development phases.

In this paper, w efirstdescribe in detail our vision of the
K E W , the functions it must provide and its general architecture. W e then explain the knowledge integration process,
central theme in our ^proach. Relation to other work in the
domain is described. Finally, w e give some information on
the real-life applications used for the validation of K E W .

2 The Knowledge Engineering Workbench
In this section, w e describe several aspects of the workbench
that w e are developing in the project
2.1 T h e K E W Vision
A s w e said above, the goal of ACKnowledge is to construct
a workbench, that incorporates different knowledge acquisition tools within a single integrated system. N o new
knowledge acquisition tools will be developed within A C Knowledge. However, new implementations will be needed
to provide a coherent integration of techniques. Moreover,
the workbench will have an open architecture which will
leave room for the addition of n e w tools to the system.

M u c h work aims at supporting the knowledge engineer in this
knowledge acquisition process. S o m e interview techniques
have been developed, some of them together with a software
support. But most of them only address particular problems
and are not general enough to cover the entire process.
During the European Knowledge Acquisition Workshop 89
( E K A W ) , one of the conclusions drawn was that the scientific
community should concentrate more on putting these tools
together and studying their synergy rather than developing
n e w and more sophisticated tools. It was also mentioned
that the twofieldsof "Knowledge Acquisition" and "Machine
Learning" should be more closely related.

The construction of such a workbench meant that the project
had to develop a conceptual framework adequate for characterizing, in a systematic and principled way, the function of

This is perfectly in line with the work that was going on in the
A C K n o w l e d g e project' [1]. W e believe that the efficiency of
' The ACKnowledge (Acquisition of Knowledge) Project is a 3 year project
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• The first level provides the knowledge engineer with a
support for his clerical activities. Editing examples for
K A tools, reporting on the current status of the K A process,
and all this kind of activities are gathered in this level.
• The second level concerns the execution of the various
K A tools included in K E W . Data inputs and presentation
of outputs of these techniques are also considered at this
level.
• The third level gathers the support functions that allow the
user to assimilate the results obtained with one particular
tool to other knowledge obtained previously. Section 3
explains this assimilation of knowledge in more details.
• The fourth level is the control part of K E W that will
provide the user with advice a n d guidance. For instance,
it will give information about what technique or sequence
of techniques is best adapted to the current phase of the
K A process.

Figure 1 Basic knowledge icquindoa cycle
various techniques a n d tools. T h e w o r k b e n c h m u s t b e able
to deal with a wide range of tools, input a n d output types,
and user interactions.

Each of these levels enriches the preceding ones: If one
considers the environment including the functions of the first
level only, the knowledge engineer has basically a tool for
his project management. With the second level, tools b e c o m e
available either for his interviews with the exjiert or for his
analysis of these interviews. B y adding the third level, the
synergy a m o n g all the tools appears and a real integration of
the knowledge obtained from these various tools is possible.
Finally, the fourth level gives intelligence to the workbench.
The knowledge engineer is not in front of a range of tools
without really knowing which one to apply: instead, he
receives advice on what the possibilities are at this stage.

Ideally, the user obtains a certain type of information with
one tool a n d other kinds of information with other tools. Furthermore, w e wanted the information acquired b y o n e tool
to b e usable by other tools. This required research into the
maintenance of k n o w l e d g e base coherence a n d methods to
effect transformations b e t w e e n various k n o w l e d g e representations. Part of this research is presented in section 3.
T h e knowledge engineer m u s t consider the k n o w l e d g e acquisition process as a n incremental process [2]. A t each
iteration of the process, information acquired so far is evaluated. B a s e d o n the result o f this evaluation, a n appropriate
technique is selected a n d applied to obtain n e w information
from sources of d o m a i n k n o w l e d g e such as h u m a n experts
and documents. This information is intended to refine a n d
enrich the current version of the integrated k n o w l e d g e base.

2 3 T h e K E W Architecture
The above analysis of the KA-process has been used as a
basis for the K E W system architecture, which is shown in
figure 2.

Further decomposition of o n e iteration of the K A process
reveals the following basic operations:

Central to the architecture is the C o m m o n Information
Repository (CIR) which stores all information needed during the Knowledge Acquisition process: partial or intermediate piece of knowledge, such as protocol transcript or
strucuu-ed cases; project management documents; and the
Integrated Knowledge Base (1KB) which is the final and
complete knowledge base that the K A process aims to produce. Different Knowledge Acquisition tools (KA-tools)'
support the K E W user during his basic KA-tasks. O n e such
task yields a Tool Specific Knowledge Base ( T S K B ) whose
content is to be assimilated later on into the 1 K B using appropriate Knowledge Assimilation (K-assimil) mechanisms.
'Tool Specific" means that the knowledge is represented using a language that is specific to the KA-tool. Knowledge
assimilation mechanisms will be detailed further in section
3. The reasoning component embodies an interpreter of the
1 K B knowledge representation and allows the user to perform reasoning on the knowledge currently contained in the
1 K B for testing or simulation purposes.

• select: identify which part of the acquired knowledge to
evaluate.
• check: check the selected piece of k n o w l e d g e in order to
find defects in quality^.
• p r o b l e m identification: identify a n d select w h i c h of the
defects to pursue at the current stage of the K A process.
• technique selection: find the adequate K A technique for
fixing the problem.
• technique application: apply the K A technique to the
piece of k n o w l e d g e selected in thefirststep.
• result assimilation: find out h o w results of the technique application c a n b e assimilated into the entire existing knowledge.
Obviously from the a b o v e decomposition, the control of the
K A process is mostly cyclic as described infigure1.
2.2 Levels of K E W support in the K A process
W e envisage workbench support to the K A process at four
different levels:

The User Interface (UI) allows the user to browse through
the CIR and access its constituents (via the C I R server), to

^ By qualities we mean properties like completeness, correctness, comprehensibility, modularity, etc..
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' The list of the tools included in K E W is given infigure4.

use the KA-tools (possibly under the control of the Advice
and Guidance module), and to reason on the knowledge
acquired so far.

The contribution of both knowledge transformation (KtransO and knowledge integration (K-integr) functions with
regard to the knowledge acquisition process is shown in
figure 3:

A n Advice & G u i d a n c e ( A & G ) module provides assistance
in decomposing the overall KA-process into KA-activities
and further o n into basic K A tasks, in selecting the appropriate KA-tool for the current K A task. This module includes a
planner component which instantiates the generic KA-cycle
presented in section 2.1 and which feeds an agenda containing remaining operations of the current KA-cycle plan, and
activatable operations ordered with respect to their relevance.
T h e agenda content is derived by using knowledge about the
K A process ( K A activity breakdown, constraints due to domain/appUcation characteristics), knowledge of generic m o d els (models of problem solving methods, domain structures
and content,...), knowledge of the KA-tools themselves (functionalities, input constraints...) and knowledge o n the results
of K A activity (evaluative knowledge: consistency, coverage, generalization). This knowledge is stored in the K n o w l edge Engineering K n o w l e d g e Base ( K E K B ) . M o r e details
about this component can be found in [3].
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T h e c o m m o n information repository h a s b e e n partitioned in
two areas:
• T h e n o n shaded area contains heterogeneous knowledge
bases that contain data used and produced b y knowledge
acquisition tools.
• T h e shaded area is called C o r e K n o w l e d g e Base ( C K B )
and contains knowledge bases expressed using the comm o n knowledge representation language.
Transformation functions produce temporary knowledge
bases as part of the Core K n o w l e d g e Base, b y transforming
the contents of tool specific knowledge bases into c o m m o n
knowledge representation structures. Integration functions
then merge the different temporary knowledge bases into tiie
integrated knowledge base.
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In the following sections w e analyze the main issues involved
in knowledge transformation and knowledge integration.

RcaMKLing

3.1 K n o w l e d g e transformation
W e have based our analysis of knowledge transformation on
the type of data used and produced by the K A tools tiiat
are to be integrated within K E W . Figure 4 enumerates those
techniques and their corresponding data types.

Figure 2 K £ W aicfaitecture

T h e diversity of knowledge representations is quite striking. A s one m a y guess, s o m e knowledge transformation
are straightforward, due to the similarity (formally and functionally) of the expressions. For example, entailment rules
produced b y Uie repertory grid are easily transformed into
C K B production rules. Transformation mechanisms mainly
involve syntactic manipulation.

3 Knowledge Assimilation
Knowledge assimilaticm is a key issue addressed in the
project [4], [5].
A s mentioned in section 2.3, the K A process generates a
collection of Tool Specific Knowledge Bases, resulting from
the different K A technique sessions. D u e to the multiplicity of K A techniques those T S K B s will have heterogeneous
knowledge representation. In order to assimilate the contents
of those knowledge bases, w e need functions which transform expressions written in the technique specific knowledge
representation formalism into a c o m m o n knowledge representation formalism. Thisfirsttransformation step produces
Temporary Knowledge Bases (Temp K B ) that are images
of T S K B represented in the c o m m o n formalism. Functions
are also required which integrate T e m p K B into the central
Integrated Knowledge Base.

O ntiieoUier hand, w h e n knowledge representations are very
different from one another (mapping between entities defined
within the two representation formalisms is not trivial), additional knowledge is required to bridge the semantic gap.
Usually, this implies user interaction.
M o r e generally, w e distinguish t w o aspects of knowledge
transformation: T h e syntactic aspect and the semantic aspect
T h e syntactic aspect of knowledge transformation refers to
h o w terms and constructs from one language are transformed
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core knowledge base editor

y/ithin K E W , w e have tackled this requirement b y designing
an algorithm for integration [4]. T h e algorithm involves four
steps:

Knowtadga repnsontatlona

• Ordering: Ordering the knowledge pieces into an integration order;
• Recognition: Identification of the k n o w l e d g e in the initial
base relevant to the k n o w l e d g e to b e integrated:
• Elaboration: Modification of the n e w k n o w l e d g e according to expectations provided b y relevant k n o w l e d g e in the
KB;
• Adaptation: Modification of die knowledge base to accommodate the elaborated information.
4 Relation to other work
The KBS development process can be looked at from three
viewpoints: activity-oriented, result-oriented and internal
view. These views enlighten particular aspects of the process
that must be considered for building a support tool [2].

frames
production rules
relations

Figure 4 Vanous K A techniques and theiT specific knowledge r^iesoiution
in the other language. A t this level o n e is concerned mainly
with s y m b o l manipulation. F o r languages based o n the
s a m e paradigms, k n o w l e d g e transformation consists mainly
of syntactic transformation.

The activity-oriented view is similar to the K B S life-cycle
view. The K B S development process appears as a set of activities ordered in time. Examples of such activities are: task
analysis, static domain analysis, expertise modeling or target
knowledge base construction. Activities give a macroscopic
view of the knowledge engineering process.
Activity support tools are dedicated to one or more activities. Expert system building tools such as KEE, A R T [6] or
Knowledge-Craft [7] belong to this class of tools. Obviously,
all the tools supporting a K B S development methodology are
also activity support tools (e.g. K P T [8] and more recently
Shelley [9] botii supporting the K A D S metiiodology [10]).

T h e semantic aspect of k n o w l e d g e transformation refers to
what primitives from o n e representation m e a n s with regard
to the other representation. In a m o r e practical view, semantical aspect of the transformation concerns the w a y basic
primitives o f the original representation s c h e m e will b e interpreted by the target representation s c h e m e . For example,
will a k n o w l e d g e source b e transformed into a set of rules
or into a procedure within the c o m m o n k n o w l e d g e representation language?

K E W covers die activity-oriented view because it gives
global guidelines for stiiicturing the K B S development
process. It providestiieknowledge engineer witii advice on
which activities are to be performed and in which order. It
also indicates which techniques are available for achieving
a particular activity.

Purely syntactic transformation is automatic a n d does not
require the interaction of the user, whereas semantical considerations often require user interaction to guide the tt^sformation.

The result-oriented view is concerned with the results to be
achieved during the development process. Lexicon, conceptual model or knowledge base are examples of such results.
In this view, we are mainly concern widi the contents and
representation of these results. Indeed, the same result can
be represented in different ways. For instance, a knowledge
base may be represented witii rules, classificationti-eesor
logical expressions.

O n c e a piece of k n o w l e d g e resulting from a K A technique
session has been expressed in the c o m m o n k n o w l e d g e representation language (via the appropriate k n o w l e d g e transfomiation application), it is ready for integration into the
integrated k n o w l e d g e base.
3 J K n o w l e d g e integration

Model/result driven tools guide the user widi models of die
results to be obtained in the K B S development. Teiresias
[11], Roget [12], Opal [13] ox Mole [14] belong to Uiis class
of tools. For instance, the model of rules to be obtained at
die implementation level is known in Teiresias.

W e define k n o w l e d g e integration as the operation of merging
t w o different pieces o f k n o w l e d g e to form a unique a n d
coherent k n o w l e d g e base.
T h e m a i n requirements for k n o w l e d g e integration are that
the semantics o f pieces o f k n o w l e d g e to b e integrated b e
preserved a n d that s o m e quality criteria b e fulfilled. This
requirement m e a n s that if t w o K A tools are to use the s a m e
piece of k n o w l e d g e (refer to an unique object in the real
world), it should have Uie s a m e m e a n i n g within each tool
framework.

In K E W , die result-oriented view is used as the basis for
representations that K E W has to maintain during the K A
process. In particular, K E W is equipped witii models of
results that should be achieved during certain stages of the
K B S development
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D u e to its laige set of cases, the application on recognition
of objects (viz cars/trucks etc.) in 2 D images was especially
suitable for the machine learning component of the K E W .

Toiniiu

The diversity of these applications gave us a clear idea of the
kind of data usually available to the Knowledge Engineer.

Ro|pi
5.2 T h e telecommunication network failure application
Op.1
Sbelley

PROTOS

The application that is being used throughout the project is
more complex. It deals with the Spanish Data Conununications network [19]. The final K B system must assist the
operators in initiating corrective actions when network
anomalies occur. For making such decisions, the operators
usually use network diagnostic aids and tools.

Mols

KBW

L

J
Figure 5 Oassificanoa of knowledge engineering support ux>ls

The internal view is a microscopic view of the process in
the sense that it s h o w s its internal structure. It highlights
the elementary tasks that compose the global process and
h o w they interact in order to achieve activities and results.
Examples of such tasks are vocabulary construction, concept
editing irrference modeling.
Intelligent support tools use some knowledge about the
knowledge engineering intanal process itself and are able
to perform parts of that process autonomously. Blip [15],
Aquinas [16] or P R O T O S [17] belong to this category. For
instance, Blip provides support by using knowledge about
generalization and integration processes in K B construction.

The operators are in charge of ensuring good network efficiency at all times. This problem is difficult because operational procedures are complicated and cases often arise which
are not completely described in the manuals. Furthermore,
m o d e m telecommunications networks are increasing in complexity. Effective maintenance thus requires assimilation of
vast amounts of operation and maintenance knowledge.
This appUcation often guided the specifications of our final
K E W . For example, the list of tools to be incorporated in the
K E W was drawn up from this application requirements.
5 3 T h e Ship Bridge appUcation
A new application is going to be implemented during the last
year of the project. T h e area w e have selected is n e w within
classification of ship and deals with bridge design. The rules
for this classification are aimed at verifying the design of a
ship bridge in order to faciUtate the shipmaster's work and
thereby m a k e the ship movements as safe as possible.

F r o m this internal view, the K A process can be split into elementary tasks that allow the identification of the appropriate
K E W components to be activated

There exists only a handful of experts in the area of bridge
design, and they spend m u c h of their time traveling around
the world, teaching local surveyors h o w to use the n e w rules.
This is both a tedious job for the experts and quite expensive
for the company. If a computer could do at least parts of
this job, it would be a major achievement.

Figure 5 shows a summary of the mentioned tools classification.The originality of K E W is that it is based on a synthesis
of the K A process views. This is a good ground for obtaining
a more complete and generic workbench.

5 Applications

The rules for bridge design are implemented as an electronic
rulebook. These rules can be used as a skeleton for adding
n e w knowledge, and/or be the object of improvement itself.
This appUcation will thus be a very good testbed for the
behavior of K E W in the refinement phase.

In our project, we are testing and validating our KEW on
several applications. W e have chosen real life applications
in order to m a k e a valuable evaluation of our K E W .
5.1 Simple applications

We first investigated the area with several "simple" applica- 6 Status of work and conclusion
tions, in order to provide data for testing ourfirstprototype.
Viewing K A as an incremental construction process based on
Thisfirstprototype was a collection of K A tools ruiming in
various elementary tasks and intermediate results allows us
the same environment but without any integration (level 2
to design a knowledge enginemng workbench that actively
of section 2.2).
supports knowledge engineers.
Different partners provided the consortium with such ^plications. W e have worked on various domains such as analysis
of metal fracture, object recognition and the 'Tomato Plant
Pathology domain" [18].

K E W is m u c h more than a simple tool box that allows the
execution of a collection of K A techniques. K E W provides
support for various integration mechanisms that allow an
effective combination of the tools: storage and representation
of acquired knowledge, translation and integration facilities
for partial results obtained with different tools, advice and
guidance for the selection of techniques taking into account

T h e analysis of fracture d a m a g e s in steel constructions is
used for instance in shipping where there is a wide range of
equipment prone to such failures.
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both applicability and purpose of K A techniques, as well as
advice for scheduling K A tasks.
From what w e have already achieved, w e believe that our
£^proach to the problem is viable and that the main functionalities of the K E W can be implemented shortly.
Currently the project is at mid-course. Until now, w e have
devoted most of our effort to the conceptual framework and to
the development of two prototypes written in Sun C o m m o n
Lisp [20]. Thefirstgathers some K A techniques without
integration of knowledge. The second has allowed us to test
some of the K A transformations that w e intend to perform in
the final K E W . Simultaneously w e have analyzed a large
range of existing K A techniques [21]. The difficult part
of our project remains the "Advice and Guidance module".
Most of the knowledge needed on the applicability or efficacy

of tools is still to be acquired. Evaluation work is therefore
going on for this purpose. W e have recently delivered the
functional specifications of thefinalK E W to the C E C . This
final K E W will be demonstrated in October 91 at E S P R I T
Conference, in Brussels.
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substituting the corresponding predicate and argument(s)
in the target for those in the source proposition.
Although several models of analogical transfer that
include the C W S principle have been proposed, no
systematic tests of robustness have been reported for
models of either mapping or post-mapping transfer
processes. Mapping models have typically been applied to
representations that are nearly isomorphic; it is unclear
h o w well the systems could m a p less orderly
representations. Naturalistic use of analogy typically
involves situations in which at least one of the analogs the novel target - is imperfectly understood. A model of
h u m a n analogical transfer must be sufficently robust as to
be able to identify systematic correspondences between
analogs despite gaps in the initial representations, and then
proceed to generate plausible inferences tofillthose gaps.
In this paper w e examine the inferential power of a C W S
mechanism as an extension of A C M E , an model of
analogical mapping by constraint satisfaction (Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989).

Abstract
The robustness of analogical transfer based on the A C M E
modeling of mapping by constraint satisfaction (Holyoak
& Thagard, 1989) was investigated in a series of
computational experiments using Hinton's (1986)
"family tree" problem.
Propositions were deleted
randomly from the full representations of either both
analogs (descriptions of an English and an Italian family)
or just the target, and after mapping a "copy with
substitutions" procedure was used to generate transfer
propositions intended to restore the full representational
structures. If as many as 5 0 % of the propositions in the
target analog were deleted, the system was able to recreate
all of the missing information without error; significant
recovery was obtained even if as many as 8 0 % of the
target propositions were deleted. Robustness was only
slightly reduced when the two analogs lacked any similar
predicates, so that mapping depended solely on structural
constraints. Transfer was much more impaired when
deletions were made from both analogs, rather than just
the target. The results indicate that for isomorphic
representations, analogical transfer by constraint
satisfaction can exceed the regenerative capacity of
general learning algorithms, such as back-propagation.

Learning Family Trees by Back-Propagation
Hinton (1986) describes a back-propagation network which
he trained on propositional representations of family trees.
T h e primary purpose of Hinton's study was to determine if
the hidden units of the network could develop intuitively
meaningful representations of abstract features of a corpus
of propositions. T h e basic family trees that the network
learned, also used in the present study, are depicted in
Figure 1. A s is visually apparent, these English and
Italian families have an isomorphic structure (e.g.,
Christopher enters into the same pattern of kinship
relations as does Roberto). Using 12 c o m m o n relational
terms (father, mother, husband, wife, son, daughter,
brother, sister, uncle, aunt, nephew and niece), each family
can be described by a set of 56 propositions about
relationships a m o n g the 12 individuals.
In Hinton's project, propositions of the form (personl
relation person2) (e.g., (Emilio has_father Roberto)) were
translated into a localist connectionist representation and
presented to a multi-layer network. Using backpropagation, the hidden units were able to abstract useful
features, such as nationality and generation, from the
training set. W h e n tested on its ability to complete the 4 %
of the propositions that had not been used in training, the
network was correct on 1 0 0 % of these in one run and 7 5 %
in a second run.

Introduction
Theoretical accounts of analogical transfer distinguish
various component processes, of which m a p p i n g is
considered central. M a p p i n g entails establishing
systematic correspondences between the objects and
relations of a source analog and a target analog. But in
addition to mapping, analogical U-ansfer depends on postmapping processes in which n e w inferences arc drawn
using the correspondences established by the mapping, in
conjunction with the structure of the analogs. Such
procedures can effectively fill in gaps of missing
information w h e n knowledge from a well-understood
domain is transferred to an analogous but less wellunderstood domain. B y analogy to perceptual mechanisms
for "filling in" missing information, w e will refer to the
generation of inferences based on analogical mapping as
analogical pattern completion. T h e simplest basic
mechanism for analogical pattern completion is copying
with substitution ( C W S ) , which in some form has been
included in all computational models of post-mapping
analogical transfer (e.g., Carbonell, 1983; Falkenhainer,
Forbus & Centner, 1989; Winston, 1980). The basic idea
of C W S is simple: for a k n o w n proposition about the
source, construct an inference about the target by

This research was supported by Contract M D A 903-89-K0179 from the Army Research Institute, N S F Biological
Facilities Award B B S 87-1420, and a grant from the Keck
Foundation to the U C L A Cognitive Science Research
Program.
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Chiilophcr = Penelope Andrew = Chrulirr

all of the constituent elements of the existing proposition
m a p to elements in the other analog, w e m a y reasonably
conjecture a n e w proposition. Formally, the procedure w e
use to generate propositions in the aftermath of mapping is
as follows:

MvgAict = Arthur Vicioru = Juncj Jennifer = Oiarlei
Cdin Qurlouc
Roberto = Miria

• If a proposition P consisting of relation r and objects
Oi, 02,...,o„ (notated P:r(oi,02 o j ) exists but does
not m a p to any corresponding proposition, and
• ifP's relation and objects have the mappings
r->r'
Or>Oi' (fori=l...n)
• then create the n e w proposition P':r'(oj',02',...,o„').

Ptcrro = PruiccicA

Gsu=Emilio Luua = Marco Aji^U = Iiniiami
Aifcxuo Suplua
Figure 1: Two isomorphic family Irccs. The symbol "=" means
"married lo". (From Hinion. 1986)

Analogical M a p p i n g and Pattern
Completion in A C M E
Mapping
Holyoak and Thagard (1989) frame ihc problem of
analogical mapping in terms of parallel satisfaction of
multiple constraints that jointly determine the optimal
correspondences between elements of the source and target
analogs. Their A C M E (Analogical Constraint Mapping
Engine) model receives as input a source analog and a
target analog represented in predicate-calculus notation.
Each analog consists of a set of propositions, where each
proposition consists of an /j-place predicate, a list of
constituent arguments of the predicate, and a proposition
label. For example, the fact that Emilio's father is Roberto
would be represented by the proposition
(hasjather (Emilio Roberto) II).
The full representations of each family would consist of 56
propositions, each involving a 2-place relation.
A C M E constructs a network of units representing
potential elemental correspondences between the two
analogs. The constraint that good analogies should tend to
be isomorphic is enforced by installing excitatory links
between consistent mapping hypotheses and inhibitory
links between inconsistent hypotheses. Units representing
mappings of semantically similar predicates are linked to a
"semantic unit", the activation of which is clamped to a
m a x i m u m activation value of 1. In the experiments
reported in this paper, only mappings of identical predicates
have connections to the semantic unit. Units representing
correspondences presumed on the basis of prior knowledge
are linked to a special "pragmatic unit". The network is
then allowed to settle using a relaxation algorithm (see
Holyoak & Thagard, 1989). T h e updating algorithm is
implemented in *L1SP on a C M 2 Connection Machine.
Pattern Completion
O n c e a set of mappings for objects, predicates, and
propositions have been obtained by relaxing the system,
w e invoke a simple C W S procedure to generate candidate
inferences based on the mappings and the structure of the
analogs. T h e intuition behind this procedure is that in
analogical transfer, there is a pressure for propositions in
the source to have corresponding propositions in the target,
and vice versa. If some proposition exists in one analog,
but has no corresponding proposition in the the other, yet
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The criteria for generaieinga proposition are that (a) the
best mapping of P must have an activation below s o m e
threshold value, and (b) the relation and objects of P must
have activations above the threshold. For all the
experiments reported in this paper, this threshold w a s
chosen to be .2. Note that the above procedure for inference
generation is inherently symmetrical: the n e w proposition
can be added to either the source or the target analog.
Transfer Tests
The family-u-ee problem has several virtues as the basis for
computational tests of an analogical transfer model. First,
the two complete family structures are in fact isomorphic,
so analogical mapping should be possible. Second, the
full representations are a well-specified set of propositions,
so w e can quantify the degree to which analogs have been
corrupted by eliminating propositions from the input
representations. B y deleting propositions from the inputs,
w e can systematically reduce the degree to which the inputs
are actually isomorphic, and hence examine the robustness
of the mapping and pattern completion mechanisms.
Mapping the Intact Family Trees
The first requirement was to demonstrate that A C M E could
in fact m a p the two analogs if the complete representations
(i.e., 56 propositions for each family) were provided as
inputs. This is a non-trivial computational problem
simply because the mapping network formed is very large
(3424 m a p p i n g units interconnected by 3 8 1 2 2 4
symmetrical links), due to the fact that all propositions
involve 2-place relations (so that any proposition in one
analog could potentially m a p to any proposition in the
other). T h e major parameter values used were .005 for
decay, excitation, and similarity of identical predicates, and
-.16 for inhibition. T h e network settled into a stable
asymptotic state after 196 cycles of activation updating,
producing a complete and correct set of correspondences
between elements of the two structures. All the correct
mappings had asymptotic activations close to the
m a x i m u m possible value of 1.
Reconstruction of Damaged Analogs With
Identical Predicates
Having established that A C M E can m a p the intact analogs,
w e next performed a series of computational experiments in
which w e randomly deleted propositions from the familytree rcprescniations provided as inputs to A C M E , mapped
the damaged representations, and then applied the C W S

pattern-completion mechanism to attempt to reconstruct
the complete analogs. T h e results of a scries of
experiments on analog reconstruction arc presented in
Figures 2 and 4.

Pru dalaUoo from bolh >i<ala|i

ddcdoa from a ilntU analoi

100 -I

rtMUicU4 dcktioa from bolh uialogl

codb:!

Figure 2: R o b u s t n e s s o f transfer (identical predicates)
In our first experiment, we randomly deleted
propositions from both analogs, and observed the
proportion of deleted propositions that were correctly or
incorrectly created by the C W S mechanism. The results of
this experiment are shown in Figure 2 A . The abscissa
represents the proportion of propositions that were deleted
from the entire set of propositions in the two analogs. The
ordinate represents the proportion of the deleted
propositions that were either created correctly (labeled
"correct"), as well as the frequency with which incorrect
propositions (labeled "commission error") were generated,
also expressed as a percentage on the deletions in the
inputs. Each data point on this and subsequent graphs
represents the average of the results of two runs. A C M E
w a s able to reconstruct 1(X)% of the missing propositions
w h e n 4 % had been deleted, and 5 3 % of those missing when
1 0 % had been deleted, without making any commission
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errors. Correct restorations diminished to 2 3 % w h e n the
deletion rate was increased to 2 0 - 3 0 % , and at higher levels
of deletion correct inferences were essentially eliminated.
Commission errors were very infrequent even at the highest
levels of damage to the analogs.
T h e above experiment involved symmetrical damage to
the two analogs, with bidirectional transfer between the
two analogs. In contrast, naturalistic analogical transfer
typically involves asymmetric transfer from a wellunderstood source to a poorly-understood target. T o more
closely approximate the naturalistic asymmetry of
analogical transfer, w e ran a second experiment in which
w e restricted proposition deletions to only a single analog
(in this case, it happened to be the Italian family). A s the
results in Figure 2 B clearly indicate, transfer was far better
than in the previous experiment. Full recovery of deleted
propositions was possible at deletion rates of up to 5 0 % ,
and even at a deletion rate of 8 0 % A C M E was able to
recover 2 4 % of the missing propositions.
T h e difference in robustness between the two deletion
procedures is extreme indeed. For example, deleting 6 0 %
of the propositions in one analog produces the same
quantity of missing information as does deleting 3 0 % of
the propositions across both analogs. Yet the former
procedure yields almost perfect recovery (Figure 2 B ) ,
whereas the latter procedure allows recovery of less than
1/4 of the missing information (Figure 2A). W e next
explored potential structural explanations for this difference
in robustness as a function of whether deletions were made
from one or two analogs.
O n e possible explanation is that w h e n random deletions
occur across both analogs, it is possible that corresponding
propositions (e.g.. E l and II) m a y bolh be deleted, in
which case the C W S mechanism is guaranteed to fail
(because there will be no proposition from which to
generate an analogous inference). (The proportion of deleted
propositions for which w e can expect such an event to
occur is 1 - (1 p) '^, where p is the proportion of the total
propositions that are deleted, and d is the number of
propositions that are deleted.) In contrast, if one analog is
left intact, it is guaranteed that one m e m b e r of each
proposition pair is available (namely, the proposition in
the source). T o test the effect of this structural advantage
for the latter procedure, w e introduced a third deletion
scheme that allowed propositions to be deleted from both
analogs, with the restriction that at most one proposition
from each pair of corresponding propositions could be
deleted. T h e results, shown in Figure 2 C , indicate that
although this procedure produces somewhat more robust
transfer than does free deletion from both analogs (Figure
2 A ) , it remains m u c h worse than w h e n deletions are
performed from only a single analog (Figure 2B). These
results indicate that s o m e other structural factor must
account for the greater robusuiess of transfer when deletions
are restricted to a single analog.
Another structural factor that varies when deletions are
m a d e from one versus two analogs involved differences in
the potential for generating incorrect proposition
mappings, as illustrated in Figure 3. In the case where
deletion is restricted to a single structure (Figure 3a), for
any proposition such as 15 in the target structure that is
deleted, the strongest mapping of its corresponding source

proposition, such as £ 5 = 1 1 0 , will be inhibited by the
correct m a p p i n g unit, here £ 1 0 = 1 1 0 . Since £ 1 0 = 1 1 0
represents the mapping of corresponding propositions, it
will have a high activation, and drive the mapping £ 5 = 1 1 0
well below the threshold required for generating transfer
candidates. H e n c e , proposition E 5 in the source will be
left unmapped, making it a candidate for generation of an
inference about the target by C W S .
In contrast, w h e n proposition deletions occur in both
analogs (Figure 3b), incorrect proposition mappings do not
necessarily experience the devastating inhibition described
above.
For e x a m p l e , consider the case in which
proposition E l O is deleted from the source and 15 is deleted
from the target If E l O and 15 share a c o m m o n relation or
object, they m a y produce a reasonably strong mapping.
Since neither £ 1 0 = 1 1 0 nor £ 5 = 1 5 exists, the mapping
£ 5 = 1 1 0 faces no serious competition, and thus is able to
produce an activation level above the transfer threshold,
preventing subsequent transfer from E 5 . T h e greater
potential for erroneous proposition mappings to emerge
w h e n deletions are m a d e from two analogs rather than one
appears lo be the main reason for the reduced robustness of
transfer for the former case.
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translated all the relation n a m e s in the Italian family tree
into their Italian equivalents. For example, the relation
Reconstruction of D a m a g e d A n a l o g s W i t h o u t
"has_father" became "ha_padre". Since A C M E only creates
Identical Predicates
a
strong link between the semantic unit and a predicate
T h e previous three experiments have s h o w n that missing
mapping
units if the m a p p e d predicates have the s a m e
information can be reconstructed under a variety of deletion
name,
this
modification prevents any useful semantic links
conditions. Such transfer is critically dependent on the
from
being
created. In addition, since the English family
quality of mappings A C M E produces. A s previously
m a p p e d to either the Italian family
tree
can
be
consistently
discussed, the mapping process is influenced by boih
tree
s
h
o
w
n
in
Figure
1
or a vertical mirror image of the
structural and semantic pressures. Since in this problem
Italian
family
u-ee^
(e.g.,
Christopher m a p s to Francesca,
w e are mapping two isomorphic structures, the semantic
etc.),
w
e
weakly
"presumed"
one of the appropriate
pressure generated by the identical predicates in the two
mappings
(by
giving
it
a
weight
of .005 o n its link from
analogs (e.g., hasjalher=hasjaiher) might be regarded as
the pragmatic unit) in order to provide a minimal impetus
superfluous, or as unduly "setting up" the mapping.
towards the "correct" set of mappings.

1 W e thank Ed Stabler for making this observation.
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W e next reran our three basic deletion experiments,
eliminating semantic pressure. The results, displayed in
Figure 4A-C, represent a qualitative replication of the
previous patterns of transfer, with some degradation in the
amount of transfer. This degradation is expected for two
reasons. First, the overall activations of the proposition,
relation and object mapping units are weaker when
semantic pressures are removed. Second, clusters of
mappings which are locally consistent but globally
inconsistent can emerge under this scheme, especially when
a significant amount of relational information has been
removed from the representations.
Conclusion
W e found that transfer was far more robust when deletions
were restricted to a single analog than if deletions were
made in both. This result leads to the prediction that
transferring knowledge from a well-understood source to a
poorly-understood target will be easier than transferring
knowledge between two moderately-understood analogs.
As far as w e know, this prediction has not yet been directly
tested for human analogical transfer.
It would be interesting to test the robustness of other
models of analogical transfer using the same basic
materials used here. It does not appear likely, for example,
that comparable results could be obtained using
Falkenhainer et al.'s (1989) S M E program with their
structure-mapping rules. A C M E is able to perform well
even when the analogs lack any similar or identical
predicates, whereas S M E with structure-mapping rules
requires that mapped relations be identical.
It is of interest to compare the performance of A C M E
with Hinton's (1986) learning by back-propagation as
applied to the family-tree problem. Our system appears
better able to recover implicit missing information for the
family tree problem; however, obvious and significant
differences exist between the two systems. O n one hand,
A C M E requires that the propositions about the two
families be explicitly separated into target and source
analogs, whereas Hinton's system received all propositions
intermixed, and in fact learned that the distinction between
English and Italian people was an important regularity. O n
the other hand, Hinton's generalization task involved
giving the system the first argument and relation and
asking it to generate the second argument, whereas A C M E
was asked to generate entire new propositions without any
explicit partial cues. In addition to these differences in the
transfer tasks performed by the two systems, the general
aims of each system are quite different. Hinton's system is
primarily intended to abstract general features from a body
of propositions. A C M E , on the other hand, has no such
generalization capability, but rather conjectures the
existence of unstated information based solely on structural
correspondences between two sets of propositions.
The present version of A C M E has a number of
significant limitations as a model of the post-mapping
processes involved in analogical u^ansfer. The success of
the C W S procedure depends upon the model's tacit
assumption that the source and target situations, despite
any apparent "gaps'" in their representations, arc in fact
isomorphic. If the source includes propositions that
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actually lack parallels in the target situation, commission
errors (i.e., erroneous inferences about the target) are likely
to result. Successful transfer between non-isomorphic
analogs will depend upon additional pragmatic information
that either prevents erroneous inferences from being
generated, or weeds them out after they are generated. In
addition, post-mapping u-ansfer processes must also deal
with cases in which some useful source propositions are
based on predicates or objects that are initially left
unmapped (in contrast to C W S , which can apply to a
proposition only if all its elements have been mapped).
Finally, a full model of analogical transfer between nonisomorphic situations will require processes of adaptation
(Novick & Holyoak, 1991) that modify the inferences
generated by analogical pattern completion in order to take
account of unique requirements of the target. For example,
an analogical solution to a target problem may have to be
adapted to incorporate extra constraints required in the target
but not the source, or to accommodate variations in which
problem elements are specified as unknown by the goal
description (Carbonell, 1983). W e view the present
extension of A C M E as only a modest initial step toward
accounting for the full range of transfer processes that
depend upon, but potentially go far beyond, the
information provided by analogical mapping.
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Abstract

D e s i g n constraints
In this section, w e present the major constraints that led us
to the model's current design. T h e psychological motivations are discussed for each constraint. In the next section
w e will explain our model and h o w these constraints influenced its design.

A cognitive model for learning associations between
words and objects is presented. W efirstlist basic
constraints to which the model must adhere. The constraints arise from two sources. First they stem from
observed psychological phenomena including typicality effects, extension errors observed from children
and belief-dependent behavior. Secondly they arise
from our choice to integrate the model in a unified
theory of cognition. In presenting the constraints to
the model's construction, w e motivate our design decisions while describing our algorithm that takes a
symbolic, production-based approach. T h e model's
adherence to the constraints is further supported by
some empirical results.

Constraint 1 The word-learning model must be consistent
with a unified theory of cognition.
A unified theory of cognition is a proposed system of
mechanisms capable of producing the full range of hum a n cognition [Newell, 1990]. Ideally a model should not
operate in isolation but rather play an integral and cooperative role with other cognitive activities. B y conforming to
a unified theory, the relationship of the various cognitive
faculties becomes more apparent.
Constraint 2 Learning must be incremental.

Introduction

A child learning words does not have the opportunity
to learn her entire vocabulary before applying it. Instead,
learning and performance are interleaved. T h e learning
of words is an ongoing, incremental process. For our purposes, w e will consider a learning model to be incremental
if the computational complexity of integrating a n e w instance into the system's knowledge is roughly constant
relative to the number of training dials.

In this paper, w e present a model for concept acquisition
similar to the learning tasks in systems such as ID3 [Quinlan, 1986] and C O B W E B (when used to predict features)
[Fisher, 1987]. However, our model has been subjected to
further constraints in its role of a psychological model. In
particular, w e account for phenomena observed in children
acquiring n e w words as well as the more general robust
phenomena observed in conceptual acquisition. Furthermore, in order to ground our model in a broader, existing
theory, w e propose to implement the model in a unified
theory of cognition.
In this paper, the task requires our model to predict
object names of unlabeled objects based upon training examples that include the object name. For our task, w e
choose to represent object instances as lists of atuibutevalue pairs. For example, a particular instance of a ball
m a y be represented as follows: [shape:spherical color:blue
texture:smooth size:large]. While hmiting instance descriptions to lists of attribute-value pairs admittedly restricts expressibility, the representation still permits specifications for an adequate assortment of objects and easily
suffices for illustrating some of the model's interesting behaviors.

Constraint 3 The model must exhibit typicality effects.
"IVpicality effects include: 1) typical instances are generally processed faster than less typical ones, 2) typical
instances lead to fewer errors in category prediction and
3) typical instances are frequently given as an example to
a category [Rosch, 19781. In this paper, w e limit ourselves
to showing h o w typical instances are processed faster than
less typical ones.
Constraint 4 The model must exhibit underextension errors in the early stages of learning.
Underextensions result w h e n the child's application of
a label is too narrow in contrast to the full adult category.
In regard to our model, an underextension occurs w h e n n o
object n a m e prediction is delivered for a particular object
instance even though objects of the same category have
been previously encountered. For example, a child m a y

'A similar version of this paper appeared as [Miller and Laird,
1991].
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an increase in efficiency has occurred. Although counterintuitive, previous work with Soar has demonstrated that
this technique can also increase the total knowledge of the
system [Rosenbloom et al., 1988]. This approach, called
data-chunking, is a precurser to the work w e present here.

be able to identify that a Softball is a 'ball' but fail to identify a football as being one. These underextension errors
often occur during the early stages of lexical development
[Dromi, 1987].
Constraint 5 The model must be sensitive to knowledge
as determined by the system's beliefs, goals and theories.

Describing the model

It is well documented that beliefs, goals and theories
play an important role in h u m a n categorization [Murphy
and Medin, 1985, Schank el al., 1986]. Our model addresses this constraint by operating at the deliberate level,
i.e. it can potentially bring to bear all pertinent knowledge
in guiding its decisions.
Constraining the design
In applying our first constraint, w e choose to construct our
model within the confines of Soar, a proposed unified theory of cognition [Newell, 1990]. Soar presents its theory in
the form of an architecture—a system of mechanisms that
applies knowledge, represented as productions, in creating
intelligent behavior. W e will further motivate our choice
of Soar, butfirstlet us focus on the n e w constraints that
result from this choice. They include: 1) all learning occurs through an experience-based learning mechanism, 2)
the system does not have direct access to its long-term
m e m o r y and 3) processing is fully symbolic with no native support f w frequency counts or probabilities. A basic
understanding of the system and its assumptions follow
within this section. In particular, a short review explains
s o m e of the basic ideas of h o w induction should proceed in
Soar. W e will then explain our model and h o w it coincides
with the rest of our constraints.
Learning in Soar
Problem solving in Soar [Laird et al., 1987] consists of
the sequential selection and application of operators to a
representational state within a problem space. Both the
selection and application of operators is determined by the
knowledge represented in a long-term recognition m e m o r y
encoded as productions. Learning involves the construction of n e w productions, called chunks, which s u m m a rize the results of a subgoal. A chunk in Soar is similar
to an operationalized result in explanation based learning [MitcheU et al., 1986, Dejong and Mooney, 1986].
Subgoals are b o m out of impasses caused by conflicting
knowledge or a lack of knowledge. Subgoaling relies on
additional knowledge to consider the alternatives, often requiring further search. During subgoaling, the system m a y
try out the alternatives or it m a y recast the problem. In
any case, the subgoal resolves the problem that caused the
impasse. Furthermore, the architecture traces back through
the conditions that led to the impasse's resolution. Using
these conditions, a n e w production is created that s u m m a rizes the subgoal's result so that, in analogous applications,
the summarizing information is retrieved. This avoids the
impasse and thus the costly search encountered w h e n the
Chunk wasfirstcreated. In this scenario, the knowledge in
the problem space has been partially operationalized in that
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For our approach, w e rely exclusively on chunking to
monotonically add productions that predict a concept n a m e
given a partial description of an object. The definition of
a concept is not localized to a single production, or even
a small set of productions. Instead, a concept definition
is distributed across the set of productions that predict the
concept name, plus a process that creates abstractions of
object descriptions, attempting tofindan object description
that can be matched by the productions. The search plays
an integral role in defining the concept; for it is here that
Soar brings to bear its knowledge in determining which
absu-acUons should be considered and in what order. In
the model presentation that follows, w e will see h o w this
fully symbolic learning process adheres to the constraints
described in the previous section.
W h e n attempting to predict the object's category, the
object's description serves as the initial state in a problem
space. For example, if w e want to classify a blue, smooth,
spherical object as a ball, the initial state would contain the
following object description: [shape:spherical colorblue
texture:smooth].
The operators of the problem space recognize descriptions and predict categories. Initially, the system will
have very few op)erators and be able to predict only a
few categories, but with experience, more operators will
be learned. For our example, let's assume that the system
already has acquired the following pnxluctions for creating
word-prediction operators:
[spherical, red, smooth]
— >
create-operator(predict word:ball)
[spherical, red] -->
create-operator(predict word:ball)
[spherical]
— >
create-operator(predict word:ball)
If one of these productions exactly matched the object description, it would fire, create an operator which would
then be selected and predict a word and w e would be
done. However, for a production to apply, w e insist
that it matches every feature in the object description, so
that a general production will only match an abstracted
description.' This means that even the third production is
not applicable for our initial object description because it
has no feature match for color and texture.
If an object can not be classified by the existing knowledge, no operators are created and an impasse results.
Within the ensuing subgoal, a search is performed to find
'Although Soar's production matching generally does not
have this property, by representing object descriptions appropriately (i.e., as linked lists), the object recognition productions
will have this property.

more specific. Thus, this learns the s a m e w a y as discrimination learning and previous data-chunking work in Soar
(Rosenbloom et al., 1988] (abstract to specific), but this
scheme attempts to perform classification by moving from
specific to general (through abstraction operators) while in
a discrimination test it is from general to specific (through
successive tests for the values of m o r e and m o r e features).
Before continuing with our model's description, let us
address h o w the approach already fulfills s o m e of our initial constraints. First of all, since training and performance
runs can be interieaved, learning is incremental, thus fulfilling our second constraint. In a sense, the Soar architecture already enforces this by disallowing direct access to
long-term m e m o r y , i.e. productions cannot directly access,
delete or modify productions. This simply prohibits any
action of massively reorganizing the long-term m e m o r y
every time a n e w learning instance is encountered. T h e
model itself has a surprising consequence in that learning
time per instance can potentially decrease as n e w instances
are acquired. This is a result of having each learning trial
build upon chunks acquired o n previous learning trials.
The more instances the system has encountered, the less
likely a n e w object description will have to be fully abstracted in order to be integrated with the current set of
productions.
The typicality effects (Constraint 3) are also a result
of h o w the model searches for the best and most specific
match first and then slowly generalizes until a match is
found. Here queries using frequent and typical objects will
find a match that is not only a better match, but they will
alsofindit quicker. This assumption stems firom the notion
that typical instances will already have several stored exemplars that nearly (if not completely) match them. Therefore litOe abstraction is required in order to find the match.
S o far w e have assumed that there w a s always s o m e
w a y of classifying an object correctly, even if it had not
been seen before. Within our model, that translates into
productions that do not test any features and predict the
words. Thus, the system must be "bootstrapped" with
productions of this form:

an abstraction that modifies the object description in such
a w a y as to allow it to be categorized. For our example,
the abstraction operators render an object description more
general by removing one of the attribute-value pairs from
the description. Let us assume the chosen operator removes the texture feature from the description, producing
the description (spherical, blue). Following an abstraction,
there is the potential that the n e w description can be categorized. However in this example, n o match occurs, and
another impasse and subgoal are created. Only after the
color has been abstracted out, will the object description
be recognized by the third production and a prediction for
the word will be made. For performance trials, the correctness of the prediction will depend on the object recognition productions store in long-term m e m o r y , as well as
the abstraction performed during the search for a match.
In this formulation, there is no explicit abstraction hierarchy; instead the abstractions are generated dynamically.
This allows knowledge to be used to determine which abstractions should be m a d efirst.T h e ramifications of this
approach are that novel objects will be classified into existing categories if it differs only in features that are abstracted early on.
For training trials, the purpose is not to predict a word,
but instead to learn the association between an object description and a word. Consistent with earlier work in data
chunking, our approach is to Ueat a training trial like a
performance trial, so that the system will attempt to predict which word it already would associate with the given
object. T h e prediction will be verified by comparing it
against the given word before accepting it. If necessary,
abstraction will continue until a very abstract production
for predicting the word is found. W h e n the correct prediction isfinallymade, the training trial is finished.
H o w has the training resulted in any learning? Recall
that in Soar, learning happens w h e n a result is produced
in a subgoal. In this case, the result is the correct prediction created in thefinalsubgoal where the object is
correctly categorized. For a performance trial, w h e n no
word accompanies the description, there is no attempt at
verification and no chunk is created. For training, learning occurs for the subgoal lying just above the subgoal
where recognition was achieved and verified. There the
object description [spherical, blue] eventually led, following abstraction, to the results created in the lower subgoal
(predict word:ball). Chunking summarizes the abstraction
and recognition processing in the subgoal, and builds a
n e w production:
[spherical, blue] —>
create-operator(predict

[] ~ >
[] — >
[] — >

word:ball)

In future training trials, this production will be available and allow a prediction to be m a d e even earlier, and
thus allow an even more specific production to be learned.
A s practice continues, more and more specific productions
are acquired. S o that, although the search for a category
proceeds from a specific example through varying levels
of abstraction, the learning proceeds from most abstract to
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word:ball
word:book
word:apple

Where do these productions come from? They in turn
must be learned from lower-level components such as
phonemes. This recursion bottoms out in s o m e primitive
set of components that the system can inherently generate.
T h e consequences of starting with these very general
productions could cause one to think that m a n y overgeneralized predictions during performance would initially
result, thereby contradicting our fourth constraint, that
underextensions must initially result. S o m e overextensions will be produced for this reason, but surprisingly,
the choice of these very generalized productions actually
lead to m a n y initial underextensions. During performance,
these very general productions will often suggest conflicting predictions. Since the system has n o w a y to choose
which prediction is correct, no prediction is m a d e when-

ever there is a conflict in predictions.^ Because the productions are so general, initially there will be m a n y abstractions in trying to categorize a word, and thus there
will be m a n y conflicts. Therefore, there will initially be
m a n y underexlensions.
W e have already discussed h o w our choice of Soar
has led to an incremental learning model. O u r choice
has also contributed to fulfilling s o m e of our other constraints. First of all, w e argue that placing the task
on Soar's deliberate processing level is the appropriate
for modeling typicality effects. In several psychological experiments, it was shown that differences in response times due to differences of similarity varied on
the order by several hundreds of milliseconds [Rosch
et ai, 1976]. Results from other research and analysis of Soar has led us to conclude that the application
of a primitive operator in Soar corresponds to a h u m a n
time of approximately 50 milliseconds [Newell, 1990,
Wiesmeyer and Laird, 1990]. Since difference in response
times in our model vary by several operator applications,
these results suggest that w e are in the ball park and that
oiu" explanation of typicality effects on an algorithmic level
is reasonable. This contrasts with other previous work
that seeks a quantitative approach (i.e. typicality is represented in the form of frequency counts or probabilities) for
explaining typicality effects. In taking these approaches,
strong assumptions are required concerning the underlying
implementation in order to explain similarity-dependent
response times. For example, in C O B W E B , category prediction involves traveling to a node that explicitly represents the instance's category. Typicality timing effects
c o m e only with the strong implementational assumption
that "the time required to reach a node is inversely proportional to the total predictiveness towards that node."
[Fisher, 1988].
Finally Soar provides us with the support of fulfilling
our last constraint—goal and belief dependent behavior in
categorization. In Soar, the selection of an operator is a
dehberate act, i.e. all applicable knowledge can potentially influence the choice of an operator. This knowledge, expressed through productions preferring s o m e operators over others, can also be learned through the result
of subgoaling. Although this paper does not emphasize
the learning of this knowledge, the issues presented here
remain a central concern of our research work. Briefly
w e can say that w e are concentrating on three kinds of
knowledge: 1) default preferences that prefer abstracting
out s o m e features before others, 2) abstraction preferences
learned from prediction failures and 3) abstraction preferences favoring features that lead to the system's goals.

Training
Trials

1
2

Average time in decision cycles
Similarity groups
5<=2.0 2.0 < 5 < = 3.0 3.0 < 5
23.0
i3.o

18.2
12.2

17.0

9.8

Table 1: Response time according to similarity group

For both of these, w c chose an assortment of objects that
are simply described by atuibute-value pairs, similar to the
examples given so far. For aU our data, w e chose objects
that roughly correspond with physical objects children are
likely to encounter. T h e abstraction operators generalize
the instance descriptions by removing a feature. Furthermore, w e have included additional heuristics that guide the
selection of these abstraction operators.
O u rfirstexperiment demonstrates the effect that similarity has on response time. A training set was presented
twice to the system. It is a collection of object descriptions, all of them representing different kinds of balls.
With each description, the appropriate French word for
ball was given (either ballon or balle). In French, ballon
is used to refer to balls that are inflated (basketballs, volleyballs, footballs, etc.), while balle refers to solid balls
(baseballs, golf balls, tennis balls). Thus, the system must
learn to distinguish between objects in the two categories
even though the critical feature (inflatable or not) is not
included in the input. Between the training trials, a set of
object descriptions were run on the system. For each of the
performance object descriptions, the similarity was mathematically calculated based upon the number of shared
features the object description has with the training object
descriptions of the same category. W e have divided the
performance descriptions into three groups of low, medium
and high similarity and average their response times in
terms of decision cycles. Table 1 shows that the instances
with a lower similarity measure require a longer response
time. This table also shows h o w learning times can improve as n e w knowledge is acquired. The performance is
faster after the second training trial because more specific
chunks have been acquired. This means less abstraction
need occur in order to m a k e a prediction.
In the second experiment, w e trace exlensional errors
by testing performance on one category of objects. Here
training instances drawn from several categories are given
one at a time. Between each opining instance, a set of
testing instances, all from the same category, are run on
the system. Figure 1 shows the results of the trace. Here
w e see an initial onslaught of underextensions and overextensions before correct predictions dominate. W e consider
the category to be underextended whenever the system
fails to m a k e a prediction. The category is overshadowed
by another category whenever a wrong response is given
for the category w e are testing. T h e latter is a case of
overextension, and w e have included in our figure a trace
of these errors for the sake of completeness. The par-

Empirical results
In this section, w e present two experiments that confirm
our predictions on exlensional errors and typicality effects.
^Conflicting predictions do not arise during training because
operators that suggest incorrect predictions are rejected. This is
possible because the correct answer is provided.
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Figure 1: Trace of extensional errors

ticular conclusion that can be drawn from this figure is
that several initial underextensions result from our model
even though the system starts by learning m o r e general
productionsfirst.A s w e have said before, this is the result
of several general conflicting rules matching at the s a m e
time.
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Abstract

Morpheme
Present Progressive
Plural
Past Irregular
Third Person regular
Uncontractible Auxiliary

This paper presents the result that a computer
program can mimic the acquisition by children of
a sdected set of grammatical morphemes. Roger
Brown [Brown, 1973] studied the acquisition of
14 morphemes, and showed how a set of partial
order relations describes this aspect of child language learning. W e show that these relations can
be given a computational basis. They follow directly from a class of Boolean learning algorithms
which have three simple constraints in the manner
in which they consider hypotheses. I will call these
three constraints the C A M constraints. C A M constraint 1 is to increase the length of the conjuncts
one term at a time. The second C A M constraint
is to consider all hypotheses of the same length
simultaneously. Finally, C A M constraint 3 is to
collect all single-term hypotheses involving noun
features into a single conjunction prior to Boolean
learning.

Meaning
Temporary duration;
Number
Earlierness
Number; Earlierness
Temporary duration;
number; earlierness;
(process-state)

Table 1: Excerpt from Brown's Table 60, p.
(Brown, 1973)

369

3). This computer model is based on a set of constraints for whose plausibility we hope to argue. I
will call these constraints the C A M constraints. The
C A M constraints are part of a larger model of language
acquisition called C A M (Categories, Agreement, and
Morphology) which has been implemented in C o m m o n
Lisp.

Introduction
The problem of how language is acquired is still one
of the core problems in understanding cognition. Contributions to an understanding of language acquisition
have come not only from Psychology and Linguistics
[Brown, 1973], [Pinker, 1984] but also from Computer
Science [Gold, 1967] and artificial intelligence [Berwick,
1985]. Therefore we would expect further progress in
the study of language acquisition to draw more and
more from multiplefieldsin the cognitive sciences,
rather than to draw from purely one area.
Brown's results [Brown, 1973] provide afineexample
of this interdisciplinary transfer. In studying the language development of three children, Brown focussed
his attention on the acquisition of 14 particular grammatical morphemes. Brown was able to write down the
acquisition order of a significant subset of these grammatical morphemes in terms of partial orders. This
still stands as a major result in the study of language
acquisition.
The goal of this paper is to exhibit a computer model
of some of Brown's acquisition order results (see Table
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Brown's Results
Brown used the idea of a complexity ordering to
lend an underlying paradigm to his order-of-acquisition
data. Different grammaticed constructions are ranked
on a scale of increasing complexity; the more complex
the construction, the longer it takes to learn. Brown
considered two complexity orderings, one based on syntax, the other based on semantics. The syntax-based
ordering is stated in terms of a theory which is seriously out of date (Chomsky's Standard Theory [Chomsky, 1965]) and also depends on transformations, which
C A M does not represent; this ordering will therefore
not be further considered here.
W h a t is of interest here is Brown's semantic complexity ordering. It is appropriate to begin with a description of the actual semantics that form the basis of
the ordering.
Table 1 shows the meanings of the plural and past
morphemes.^ Note that although Table 1 refers to both
'As Brown points out, the subjunctive use of the past.

regular and irregular forms, this distinction is not of
consequence here, since both forms encode the same
meaning. This is true of the past forms as well as the
third person forms. N o w the third person forms refer
to both N u m b e r and Earlierness, since this m o r p h e m e
can only be used in singular, present tense contexts.^
Finally, the auxiliary refers to three features: temporary duration,' Number, and Earlierness. T h e temporary duration feature arises from the correlation between the auxiliaries with the progressive, at least in
the data Brown considered:
I
am
walk -ing
IS A U X V
progressive

before third-person regular forms like John walks. N o w
"acquired" in Brown's usage refers to thefirstspeech
sample that is "thefirstspeech sample of three, such
that in all three the inflection is supplied in at least 90
percent of the contexts in which it is clearly required."
(Brown quoting Cazden, p. 258).'* For most of the children a speech sample consisted of two hours of taped
speech every second week (Brown, p. 52). T h e predictions of Table 5 are largely confirmed (Brown, p.
371) according to the 9 0 % criterion. T h e goal of this
paper is to provide a computationed model of these results. T h e specific results addressed by this paper are
the subject of the next section.

T h e other features reflect the particular choice of the
auxiliary: is, are, was, and were each m a k e different
commitments to N u m b e r and Tense; hence the need
for the features.
N o w that the meanings of the morphemes have been
explained. Brown's partial orders based on those meanings can be described. Here is Brown's actual listing
of the partial orders, redrawn slightly tofitin this column:
plural(z)
1
past irregular(j/) J

CAM
C A M is a semantics-based program in that it gets not
oidy a linguistic string as input, but a representation of
the string's meaning as well. In the interest of greatest
generality, the representational power of the meaning
formalism has been restricted as m u c h as seems possible. Oidy words referring to clearly perceptible physical objects, events involving physiced objects, or states
involving physical objects are labelled as such in the
meaning representation; all other words in the string
regardless of their syntactic category are given a null
lexical meaning. C A M ' s learning is interesting because
it can still form a g r a m m a r despite the impoverished
nature of its input.
A s mentioned before, C A M is a language acquisition
program concentrating primarily on Categories, Agreement, and Morphology. C A M has separate modules for
Category learning, e.g., see [NichoU and Wilkins, 1990],
C F G rule learning, affix order learning, and agreement
rule learning, a m o n g others. It is the agreement rule
learner that is of primary interest in this paper, since
the agreement rule learner is implemented with a simple bottom-up nominal-feature Boolean learning algorithm that obeys the three C A M constraints.

Uncont. copula(z + y)
3rd-person reg.(a; + y)

Uncont. copula(;. + I,) |
3rd-person reg.(a; + y) j

Jjn. Anx{x + y + z)
\
if
;

Progressive(z) < Uncontractible Aux(a! + y+ z)

Table 2: Brown's Table 61: " A partial ordering in
terms of cumulative semantic complexity."
In a formal sense, the less-than symbol '<' means
"less complex than". So for example, plural(i) <
third-person regular(z + 2/), a relation implied by Table
2, means that the plural, which depends on only one
variable, x (number), is strictly less complex than the
third person regular, which depends on two variables,
X and y, where x is number and y is earlierness. T h e
plus sign '-I-'just means "in some combination with";
it has no relation to arithmetic addition.
Fortunately, the purely formal, "less complex than"
sense of '<' corresponds to an important real-world
sense of '<': "acquired before". This means, for instance, that noun plural forms like boys are acquired

The Set of Morphemes Studied Here

For a variety of reasons I will explain shortly, C A M
cannot at present acquire all 14 of Brown's morphemes.
Fortunately, the C A M constraints are not affected by
any of these considerations, so it is entirely possible
that with appropriate refinements in other parts of
C A M , all 14 morphemes m a y someday be covered.
A quick examination of Table 1 shows that B r o w n
makes a distinction between the contractible and uncontractible forms of a morpheme. For example, you're
which is vised to refer to unactualized events, need not be
walking is a contracted version of you are walking,
considered here, since the children learn this meeining of the
but
are you walking? allows no contraction, and is
past long after the morphemes of interest here have already
hence uncontractible. Although syntactic factors do
been learned.
have a bearing on contractibility, it is also clear that
^ Brown has apparently suppressed Person from his
phonological factors are very important. C A M makes
Tables.
the important but certairUy not unprecedented distinc'I a m suppressing "process-state" from m y exposition
because there are too many exceptions to the notion
tion between syntax and phonology and hence has no
that the progressive somehow encodes the process-state
distinction.
*This is the " 9 0 % criterion" which I wiU refer to later.
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phonological component as yet. The fact that C A M
can still duplicate some (but not all) of Brown's major results, i.e., T&ble 3 (but not Table 2), is unprecedented, as far as I know, and is the major result of this
paper. The clear implication is that syntax and semantics are the principid (but not total) determinants
of acquisition order in this domain.
Similarly, Table 1 makes a distinction between regular {uid irregular forms. This distinction is largely
lexical. Since C A M focusses on the learning of general rules, irregular forms are neglected. This is borne
out in the data to some extent, since the learning of
irregular forms is different from that of regular forms.
Brown also distinguishes between copulzis and auxiliaries. C A M has no provision for copulas as such, due
to the semantic indistinguishability of stative verbs and
adjectives: both are states; both are predicates. But
since C A M can still learn the full agreement rules for
the auxiliary versions of all the copulas, this m a y not
be m u c h of a problem, especially if the acquisition of
copulas is regarded as "parasitic" on the acquisition of
auxiliaries. Possessives are excluded from the present
implementation of C A M due again to the difficulty of
learning states. For an enlightening discussion of the
zimbiguous representation of states in natural language,
see [Lyons, 1977]. Finally, the prepositions in and on,
like all other prepositions, fail the Relevance Property
[Nicholl and Wilkins, 1990] for frequently grammaticized features, and are therefore deliberately ignored

neglected here. As one might expect, -» is learned for
the third-person regular. The case of auxiliary verbs
is more interesting. C A M learns t«, are, was, were,
and am, but not be.'^ Although been and certain forms
of have are also learnable by C A M , they won't be addressed further here since they are irrelevant to the
subject of this paper.
Table 3 therefore summarizes the target orderings
C A M should be able to learn.
Input
The relevant excerpt of a typiced input to C A M is the
following:
((the) (man)
(is) (walk ing))
(()
(3rd-per8on ()
(present
singular)
progressive))

Thefirstline shows the linguistic string, which is segmented into words. If a word contains inflectional morphemes, these are segmented from their stems.
The second line of the input shows the features of the
perceptually salient words in the sentence. These features are assumed to be perceptually recoverable: a vision system capable of the object recognition required
for this task could presumably recover these additional
features with little difficulty.
The inputfilethat generated Table 5 consists of a sequence of 24 inputs as just described. While this input
format may seem a bit simplistic, it is sufficient for the
by C A M .
acquisition of most of the subject-verb agreement rules
in English. Also, C A M ' s inputs needn't be watered
down in order to avoid the occurrence of a construction
that might interfere with its ability to construct a
pit1eg2dar(y) } < Third-person regular(a; + y)
grammar. C A M is capable offilteringout inputs too
to handle. The ability tofilterout irrelevant
3rd-person ieg.{x + y) < Uncont. Aux(z + y + complex
z)
features, such as those encoding animacy or shape in
Progressive(z) < Uncontractible Aiix(a; + y + z)
English for example, has not yet been implemented in
C A M , but there is no theoretical problem with using
the Relevance Property [Nicholl and Wilkins, 1990] to
Table 3: Order of child language acquisition experido so, since no morpheme that falls under the scope
mentally observed by Brown, a subset derived from his
of the Relevance Property is relevant for animacy or
table 61, p. 370 (also Table 2, this article). The '<'
shape in English. The speed of the Relevance Algosign is Brown's notation for "acquired before." The
rithm used to implement the Relevance Property is
relations here in Table 3 have been computationally
such that many such irrelevant features can also be
duplicated by using the C A M constreunts. For examfiltered out.
ples, see Table 5.
Procedure
Of Brown's original 14 morphemes, this leaves the
C A M is actually a system of several learning procefollowing morphemes learnable by C A M : the progresdures each devoted to learning a different aspect of
sive, plural, past, third-person regular, and auxiliary
language. Before agreement learning proceeds, cateverb morphemes. Fortunately, these are almost exactly
gories are formed and C F G rules are built: this is why
the same morphemes covered by Brown's acquisition
the whole C A M system is necessary; a Boolean learner
order results (Table 2) so little is lost.
cannot handle syntax independently. For example, the
The forms of the morphemes learnable by C A M are
formation of one closed category ( A U X ) is discussed in
as follows. For the progressive, -ing is the form learned.
For the plural, -s is the allowable form because irreg*This is simply because modals have not yet been given
ular plurals are excluded. The same is true for the
to C A M in experimental trieds; C A M has no theoretical
past: -ed is learned, while the irregular past forms are
learnability problems with modals.
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The set of grammatical morphemes would look like
this:

1. Increase the length of the conjuncts one term at a
time.
2. Consider all hypotheses of the same length simultaneously.

verb-ending = -ing
ADX = is

3. Collect all single-term hypotheses involving noun
features into a single conjunction prior to Boolean
learning.

The term verb-ending is just for exposition; in actuality an internal syntactic representation is used instead.
Same for A U X . I shall avoid more precision in the interest of greatest generality.
Results

Table 4: Boolean learner constraints. These constraints are sufficient to enable a Boolean learner to
duplicate Brown's complexity orderings. See text.

(=
(=
(=
(=

(S 4 V 3 R 1) ING)
(S 2 V 2 R 1) ED)
(NP 3 N 2 R 1) S)
(S 4 AUX 2) (AM))
(S 2 V 2 R 1) S)
(S 4 AUI 2) (IS))
(S 4 ADX 2) (WAS))
(S 4 AUX 2) (ARE))
(S 4 AUX 2) (WERE))

[Nicholl and Wilkins, 1990]. Agreement rules are constructed after an input like that above in section 3.2 is
(=
fully parsed by previously learned C F G rules.
(=
Once an input can be unambiguously parsed by pre(=
viously acquired C F G rules, the features in line 2 of the
(=
input (see section 3.2) are percolated (or projected) to
(=
the maximal category of the word they correspond to.
C A M uses a traditional grammar formalism, so the
features Ord-person singular), which correspond
(= (S 2 V 2 R 1) ED)
to man, get propagated all the way to NP. A dif(= (S 4 V 3 R 1) ING)
ferent grammatical theory might propagate to JV^"*"*
(= (NP 3 N 2 R 1) S)
instead.^
( = (S 4 AUX 2) (IS))
Once the features are propagated, they are read off
( = (S 4 AUX 2) (AM))
the maximal categories in the sentences Jilong with
(=
(S 2 V 2 R 1) S)
their syntactic positions and collected together into
(=
(S 4 ADX 2) (WAS))
a set. Then, the grammatical morphemes already
(
=
(S
4 AUX 2) (ARE))
learned and recognized by C A M are collected into an( = (S 4 AUX 2) (WERE))
other set. So in the case of the example input in the
previous section, the feature set would look like the following, although with more precision as to the exact
Table 5: Edited output of C A M showing the order in
syntactic position of the elements in question:
which it acquires morphemes.
(NP 3rd-person)
(NP singular)
One can see clearly that this algorithm will duplicate
(V present)
Brown's acquisition order formalism, since his results
(V progressive)
show that children learn shorter conjunctions before
According to C A M constraint 3, the noun-related
longer ones. For example,
terms are collected together into one conjunction,
3rd-person reg.(z + y) < Uncont. Aux(a; -\-y + z)
shown below. This not only leads to faster acquisition, it also leads to more accurate results than otheris not only (1) one of Brown's acquisition order result
wise, since if this is not done, a "race condition" can
obtained from observations of children (Table 3), but
develop between noun-related terms and verb-related
(2) the order resulting from the C A M constraints above
terms, occasionally leading to acquisition orders that
(see Table 5). All the other results in Table 3 follow
violate Brown's orderings.
from the C A M constraints in the same way.
(and (NP 3rd-person) (NP singular))
N o w the actual runs of C A M shown in Table 5 manifest the C A M constraints as well as Brown's acquisi(V present)
(V progressive)
tion order results (Table 3). This is what we wanted
to demonstrate.
*'NP' is of course a more traditional representation for
'Noun Phrase', while 'N"^"' isfromX-bar theory. M y inDiscussion and Future Work
tention here is to keep the exposition as general as possible,
This paper has shown how the three C A M constraints
and avoid making a commitment to any specific syntactic
are sufficient to duplicate Brown's complexity ordertheory so workers in dififerent theories can still make use of
ings when applied to a Boolean learner embedded in a
what is presented here.
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latgei language acquisition piogiam. W e suspect that
prior work in formal language acquisition, e.g., [Anderson, 1983], [Pinker, 1984], cannot duplicate Brown's
results because these systems do not obey C A M constraints 2 and 3. Both systems examine one feature at a
time in sequence; if this sequence happens to be incorrect, their acquisition orders will deviate from Brown's
results. C A M constraint 2 prevents this from happening.

might be possible to extend the input to the Boolean
learner to include lexical forms. Possessives might
come next, especially if C A M ' s semantic input is extended: presently C A M has no way of representing
possession or any other adjectival property. Finally,
the copulas and prepositions might be mastered, but
oidy after cross-linguistic research has identified the
various syntactic realizations of states, and whether
there might be tests for these.
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Table 6: Some of the morpheme rules learned by C A M .
Lightly edited.
The CAM constraints are not logically necessary
constraints because there are potentially many other
constraints (or edgorithms) that coxild still duplicate
Brown's results. One possibility would be to simply to
replace C A M constraints 1 and 3 with: "add exactly
one verb feature at a time." This might work, since
in all of Brown's orderings (see Table 3), the only differences are due to the presence or absence of (1) the
past feature and (2) the progressivity feature.
The most obvious direction for future work would
be to extend these results to all 14 of Brown's morphemes. The irregulars are a clear target, in that it
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Abstract
Deductive representaticais are well defmed, easily
inspected, and precise. However, they are also
brittle, inflexible and difficult to debug. W e propose a plausible representation whose inference
mechanism is weaker than its deductive counterpart. This will allow it to reason with knowledge
which is less precise, andreplacesthe notion of
global consistency, with the weaker constraint of
local consistency in its explanations ^
1. PI-EBL approach
There are many advantages to a reasoning model based
on a declarativerepresentationof world knowledge. Such
representations m a y be leveraged by m a n y knowledge intensive mechanisms: it can be communicated to other
agents, multiple models can be combined, parts of a model
can be isolated and independently verified, etc. Because
deduction is well understood it is natural to ground these
models in a deductive framework. Requiring all knowledge to be expressed in a deductive form is restrictive, and
causes systems to be very brittle. Connectionist approaches, on the other hand, are not based on such a restricted language, which is a source of their flexibility [Rumelhart86]. T h e symbolic/connectiaaist distinction m a y
appear unimportant since the sources of knowledge potentially available are the same. However, research in connectionism is impeded by itsrepresentation—itsvery difficult
to understand what abstract principles are revealed by a
connectionist solution to a problem. T h e advantages of
both approaches can be achieved by a reasoning paradigm
based on an explicit world model (like symbolic approaches) using a non-deductive representation (like connectionist approaches). Research is facilitated by such a
paradigm, high-level knowledge intensive mechanisms
can be more easily constructed, and the principles underlying their success are m u c h more available for inspection.
In this paper w e introduce a logic of plausible reasoning
with these desired properties. A s in distributed connectionist systems, our approach crucially involves learning
through observations of the world..

The Explanation Based Learning paradigm is extended
to support learning over our logic cf plausible reascaiing.
E B L is a learning mechanism which combines a model d
the world with examples to construct explanations which
can be later used to reason about the w o t W [DeJong86,
Mitchell86]. Like other knowledge intensive mechanisms,
it gains its strength from its explicit world model. M u c h c£
EBL's potential as a methodology has not been tapped,
however, because the knowledgerepresentationit uses is
too restrictive. For example, EBL's restriction to s y m b d
level learning is due to its base representation, not an inherent restriction on the E B L paradigm. (Symbol level
learning adds n o new knowledge but simply makes some
knowledge easier to derive [Dietterich86].) EBL's limited
use of its training examples is also traceable to its base representation. The flexibility of any architecture depends,
in large part, on the representation language it uses, n o matter what high level task is being performed. W e present a
plausible representation and inferencing mechanism as an
alternative to classical deduction. The flexibility of this representation is demonstrated by using the Plausible Inferencer as the explanative component for an Explanation
Based Learner (PI-EBL). Through its flexible representation P I - E B L overcomes EBL's deficiencies mentioned
above, and acquires some advantages associated with both
connectionism and traditional induction by greater use of
its training examples.
2. Motivation Of Plausible Theories
Deductive framewoiks are not sufficient as a knowledge
representation mechanism. Their deficiency stems from
their precision. Knowledge placed in a deductive framework must be valid—true for all possible examples. This
is a problem since m u c h of the knowledge a reasoner must
deal with is true for most but not all examples; such knowledge cannot be used in a deductive framework. T h e impossibility of representingrealworld knowledge in a deductive
theory is noted by McCarthy as the qualification problem
[Genesereth87, McCarthy69]. The qualification problem
states that any universally quantified implication will need
a large (infinite) number of preconditions to exclude all
possible exceptions. The reader m a y be convinced by considering the implication: Bird(x) -» Flyix) . Correcting
this rule to handle exceptions would require adding
Alive(,x), ->PenguinOc), Sane{x), etc. as conjuncts. O f

1. This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant NSF-IRI-87-19766
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course such a deductive theory is not practical. The traditional approach to this problem is to translate the original
domain into a micro-world which is consistent with the
aiginal domain to a fixed level of detail. Because the micro-world does not reflect all details cf therealworld, it is
finitely describable using a deductive theory, thus a deductive theory m a y be employed. The disadvantage to this approach is that the model is really a model cf the microworld not a model of the original domain. T h e reasoner
using such a theory has no recourse if some important portion of the domain is not modeled in the micro-world.
Thus, the micro-world must be complex enough to handle
the most detailed example encountered by the reasoner.
This fcffces the entire system torepresentand reason using
this detailed and canplex theory for all examples, even
those which can be handled using a m u c h simpler theory.
Adapting the theory to handle one additional special-case
example can easily result in m a n y previously tractable
problems to becoming inaccessible. Furthermore, simple
theories which m a k e different assumptions (based on different micro-worlds) cannot be directly combined because
the resulting theory would likely be internally inconsistent.
This is a stifling restriction since different micro-worlds
(caisistent micro-theories) will be useful in reasoning
about different problems. Combining inconsistent microtheories into a single consistent micro-world willresultin
a the<xy which is too precise, it is too precise because the
closure of these micro-thecaies contain m a n y facts inconsistent with other micro-theories, and the combined theory
must be consistent with only one of these choices. Because
the ccmbined theory is deductive it must specify exactly
h o w its component theories interact, even w h e n the interacticxis are uninteresting parts of the deductive closure. Using
a micro-wcrid forces the thecay to m a k e predictions (by
w a y of its deductive closure) about hypothetical situations,
most of which are notrelevantto the goals of the reasoner.
N o deductive chain of inference n o matter h o w complex
m a y be inccmsistent with any other over the entire theory.
Requiring the theory to be internally consistent without
gaining consistency with the world gains us little power at
the great expense of sealablity. A reasoner using deductive
knowledge cannot accept any knowledge about the world
until all the interactions with the closure of its current
knowledge are precisely specified. This restriction is unacceptable. Avoiding this restriction and itsfixedlevel of detail forces us to abandon the micro-world approach.
Non-monaonic theories provide a mechanism for reasoning with incomplete knowledge [McCarthy86, ReiterSO]. McCarthy's A b n o r m a K x ) predicates allows one set
of rules which derives a conclusion tooverride another rule.
Like deductive theories, however, the sentences entailed by
a nonmotonic theory are still precisely defined without any
examples needed to disambiguate inconsistencies. T h e
whole notion of circumscription makes precise the closure
of a non-monotonic theory. In order for a representation
to be an effective alternative to the micro-world approach.
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it must incorporate a means of trading the complexity/precision of a theory against its faithfulness to the world. This
means the reasoner cannot close knowledge base (it cannot
assume it has complete knowledge of the domain). Instead
the world must be left open. Inferred knowledge should be
used as suggestions to be empirically verified, rather than
theorems with are necessarily true.
3. Representation Of Plausible Theories
Plausible domain theories are syntactically similar to a
set of implicatiois. Semantically they are quite different,
however, since the theories are not deductive. The theories
must suggest possible relationships between concepts
without entailing them. Semantically the plausible domain
theory m a y be interpreted as deductive implications with
missing preconditions. T h e missing preconditions are collectively called the implicit context of the implication. T h e
implicit context is the set of additional constraints sufficient to guarantee that the plausible implication deductively holds. Thus w e refer to plausible unplications as influents to emphasize the idea that the consequent is
influenced, but not entailed, by the preconditions. Asserting an influent specifies that its preconditions are relevant
to determining its consequent in some contexts. A n influent also specifies the direction of influence between the
preconditions and consequent, and they m a y be positively
or negativelyrelated.These influents provide the basis for
representing P I - E B L domain theories.
Influent:

P >

Q

Meaning: I /\ P -> Q
^Implicit Context
Figure 1: Semantics of an Influent.
4. Plausible Inferencing
T o build explanations from a plausible domain theory (a
set of influents) w e need an inference mechanism. Influents m a y be combined with other influents in the same w a y
deductive implications are chained together. Unifying a
precondition of one rule with the consequent d another
provides the first influent inference mechanism. Chaining
influents in this fashion m a yresultin explanations with important preconditions not explicitly represented since each
influent has an implicit context which also must be satisfied. Other chainings which derive this conclusion or its
negation will also have missing preconditions based on the
implicit contexts of its influents. T h e missing preconditions of the other explanations are likely to be very different, thus together these chainings could provide an explanation which is predictive over a greater range of examples.
This is the motivation for the second inference mechanism,
the join, which allows combining several influents with the
same consequent (or its negation) into an influent set. T h e
influent set contains no information regarding the applicability of its component influent chains but it does guarantee

that there is some combination of these chains which correctly predicts the conclusion of the influent set over the
relevant problem distribution. Unlike the chaining inference mechanism, the join mechanism only partially specifies the function mapping preconditicsis to conclusions.
Plausible explanations are generated by repeated application of these two inference mechanisms. Because of the influent sets within a plausible explanation it cannot be used
to directly make predictions about its conclusicai. The
meaning of a plausible explanation is analogous to the semantics of Stuart Russell's determinations [Grosof89],
both serve as a specification of the set of determining factors for some value in the dcanain. A plausible explanation
specifies that its leaf preconditions determine its consequent, without completely specifying the mapping. Unlike
Russell's determinations, however, there is no guarantee
that a plausible explanation actually does determine its consequent because nothing is known about its implicit contexts. So a plausible explanation must be empirically verified by checking that it is consistent with examples from the
domain before it can be accepted as a plausible theorem.

Many different explanations can be conjectured tor the
same observed behavior. Ideally, the most plausible explanations are generated first. If these are empirically rejected
(ie. the observed data contradicts them) the next most plausible explanation is hypothesized and so on until some hypothesis is empirically confirmed. Generation of plausible
theorems is more complex than its deductive counterpart
since is combines both analytical and empirical constraints.

In order to inductively learn a plausible theorem our r
soner must accept and reject potential explanations based
on examples. This is challenging since the influents that
makeup the explanatiais can be neither confirmed nor rejected based on empirical evidence since w e can never
know if their implicit context is satisfied. As yet we have
no restriction that a plausible explanation accurately predicts the world, it is this restriction which makes plausible
explanations testable. Thus we define a plausible theorem
to be a plausible explanation which contains influent sets
which satisfies the three prq)erties shown in figure 2 relating it to the set of observations. As shown in the figure an

Let O be the set of observations.
Let A and D be the preconditions of the affirming and denying influents in the influent set I.
Let c be the conclusion of the influent set I.

LetP^AuD.
Sat(predicate, observation) is true iff the predicate was satisfied in the particular observation.
Def: I is deterministic on O iff
Voi, oj G O
(Vp e P Sat(p, o,) = Sat(p, oj)) -* {Sat(c, o,) = Sat^c, o,))
Def: I is predictive on O iff
-'3o„OjEi 0;A' Q A
(Vp e P\A' Sat(p, o,) = Sat(p, oj)) A
(Va E A' ->Sat(,a,Oi) A Satia,oj)) A Sat(c,Oi) A ->Satic,Oj)
^30i,0jB0;D'QD
(Vp E P\D' Sat(p,o,) = Sat(p,oj)) A
(Va E D' ->Sat(a,Oi) A Sat(a,Oj)) A -<Satic,Oi) A Sat{,c,oj)
Def: I is relevant on O iff

VpEP 3o„o,G O
(Vr G P\p Sat(j;od = Sat(j,oj)) A
{Sat(p,od 7^ Sat(p,Oj)) A [Saticod ^ SaticoJ))
Figure 2. Consistency properties of an influent set.
influent set is deterministic if its consequent is completely When an influent is needed to distinguish between two observations, the influence it has oi the consequent must be
determined by its preconditions with respect to the set of
in the predicted direction. If two observations differ only
observations. There cannot be two observations which
in the truth values of the preconditions of several positive
agree on the truth value of all of the preconditions but do
not agree on the truth value of the consequent. This is the influents then the consequent must be true when those preconditions are true. This constraint ensures that positive
same constraint which Stuart Russell's determinations
values assigned to the preconditions can only have a posihave. The second consistency property is predictiveness.
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live effect on the consequent. T h e analogous negative relationship must also hold for negative influents. T h e final
consistency property is relevance. A n influent set is relevant over a set cf observations if the preconditions of each
influent are necessary for uniquely determining the value
of the consequent. In effect, n o influent superfluous to the
set of observations is permitted; each influent must be the
determining factor in s o m e circumstance otherwise it could
be eliminated from the explanation with n o effect on the
learned function. Relevance is required since it disallows
plausible theorems which are correct in the sense that their
preconditions determine their consequent, but are useless
since they have so m a n y irrelevant influents. A n y explanation that satisfies these three properties determines a functicxi which can be used to model the domain. This is PIEBL's ultimate goal. Thusthe P I - E B L approach is a search
fca-plausible theorems—explanations which are empirically s h o w n to be deterministic, predictive, and relevant.

their order provide an ordering bias for the entire P I - E B L
system. T h e a priori chance that an explanation is a theorem
can be approximated in several ways. T h e size of the explanation is useful, larger explanatiais generally must satisfy
a larger implicit context so they are more likely to fail.
Another promising estimator of predictiveness can be
derived by combining the predetermined predictiveness of
each of the influents in the explanation.

5. Reasoning With PI-EBL

Dead(x) > Immobile(x)

A fauh found with traditional EBL is its limited use of
training examples. Examples are m u c h more central to P I E B L learning. T h e P I - E B L approach has aspects of traditional induction, but it is not a hybrid system in the sense
that it can be easily decomposed into these separate components. Because of the homogeneity of the approach, aspects
of both approaches are intertwined in its learning. T h e
plausible inferencer is used to explain the value of the predicate of interest in the system's observations. Observations
are also used to verify or reject hypotheses generated by the
inferencer. This is done in a generate and test fashion. If
an observation presented to the system causes failure of the
current hypothesis to be deterministic, predictive, or relevant over the set of observed examples, then the hypothesis
is rejected and the inferencer is used to generate another
plausible explanation. A s plausible explanations are being
generated and monitored for correctness the observed examples are used foe yet another purpose. For every influent
set in the plausible explanation there is a function mapping
the the preconditions of the influent set to its consequent.
Observations are used to constrain these functions. This
use of the observations is more similar to traditional induction since they are used to learn a function with fixed attributes (preconditions of the explanation). Even here, however, the explanative structure is relevant since it constrains
the function being induced; it must be consistent with the
plausible explanation.

Bird(x) > Flyix)

The plausible inferencer builds explanations of the observation in m u c h the same w a y that traditional E B L explains the observations it is given. Unlike E B L , the P I E B L approach admits multiple incompatible explanations
of the same goal concept. Because of their implicit context,
the predictiveness of these explanations will vary greatly,
which places great importance on the order that the plausible inferencer uses in generating its explanations. Since
these explanations bias PI-EBL's learning, constraints on
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6. Learning Example
W e present a simple example of the PI-EBL learning algorithm to supplement its description and as a concrete example of its advantages over traditional E B L .

Clawedix) > Bird{x)
Feathered(x) > Bird(x)
Immobile(x) > Fly(x)

Figure 3: Plausible Domain Theory
Figure 3 shows a plausible domain theory which is used to
predict which objectsfly.The theory is plausible since it
draws contradictory conclusions about immobile birds.
Each of the influents are plausible in the sense that they
have m a n y exceptions. W e will demonstrate h o w an agent
can use the remainder of these influents to rectify one of the
missing preconditions in the Bird(x) > Flyix) influent.
For reasons external to the P I - E B L algorithm assume the
reasoner needs to learn which objects are likely tofly.T h e
first example seen by the agent is a clawed, feathered bird
which canfly.This is explained using: Clawedix) >
Birdix) > Flyix). This explanation is rejected w h e n the
agent sees a clawed, hairy bear which cannotfly.T h e next
most a priori plausible explanation chosen is consistent
with the examples seen: Feathered{x) > Birdix) >
Flyix). Even this explanation is insufficient in explaining
ahunters trophy: adead bird withfeathers and claws which
cannotfly.A s before, the explanation is rejected and the
next most a priori plausible explanation is generated. Fig-

Dead(x)

Feathered{x)

i
Immobile(x)

\
Birdix)

Flyix)
Figure 4: Plausible Explanation
ure 4 shows the next explanation, it has an influent set com-

posed (rf two influences at its tap level. There are two functions mapping deadness and featheiedness to the abil ity to
fly which are ccmsistent with this plausible explanaiion.
O n e predicts dead, feathered objeasfly,and the second
functicai predicts that they d o not. Both are consistent with
the theory but only the first is consistent with the hunter's
trophy so it is accepted. There are actually sixteen functicBS which accept two boolean variables, but only two of
the sixteen functions would cause the explanation to be deterministic, predictive, and relevant over examples consistent with the function. If the explanation is insufficient to
cover some example (it is not deterministic over the examples) then a n e w explanation is generated, and so on, until
enough examples are seen that are consistent with this explanation. At this point it is accepted as a plausible theorem
along with the classification function mapping the leaves
of the explanation to its caisequent.

a deductive model will retain these advantages, but avoids
the unnatural cOTStramts of global consistency and precision of traditional deductive systems. This is very important because the agent m a y accept and reason with n e w
knowledge without completely understanding all possible
interacticms with existing knowledge. The P I - E B L approach, because of itsrepresentation,allows very simple
and imprecise thecdes to be m a d e precise by learning h o w
the plausible knowledge interacts from actual w(xld observations (examples). In this w a y the agent can boot-strap itself into specialized domains by combining relevant portions of very general theories, thus building a specialized
theory which is adapted empirically.

Bird{x) > Fly(x) is missing the precondition "not

chine Learning 1,2 (April 1986), pp. 145-176.
[Dietterich86]
T. G . Dietterich, "Learning at the

dead". This isrectifiedby combining it in an explanation
dealing with immobility. T h e missing precondition was
"added" by building the composite explanation. If
Birdix) > Fly{x) is later used in another explanation its
simpler fonn m a y be used. This is important since it is quite
likely that the dead bird exception will be irrelevant (as will
the hundreds of other exceptions). A s w e discussed earlier
the deductive version:

... A ->Dead(,x) A Bird{x) >
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7. Conclusions
The advantages of knowledge intensive approaches are
well known. A reasoner using a plausible model instead of
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Searching a n Hypothesis S p a c e W h e n Reasoning A b o u t B u o y a n t Forces:
T h e effect of f e e d b a c k
Takeshi O k a d a & David Klahr
Department of Psychology
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, P A 15213

Abstract
This study addressed the following three questions: (1) To
what extent can people's naive, complex, and idiosyncratic
knowledge about a real physical domain be captured in a
formal representation of an hypothesis space? (2) H o w does
exposure to increasingly complex instances affect subjects'
search through the hypothesis space? (3) What is the effect of
feedback on hypothesis revision? Six adult subjects solved a
series of physics problems involving buoyant forces and
liquid displacement. A n analysis of subjects' verbal protocols
suggests: (1) Naive, complex and idiosyncratic knowledge can
characterized by an hypothesis space and changes in that
knowledge can then be described as a search through the
hypothesis space; (2) People w h o receive feedback from
experimental outcomes change their hypotheses and reach a
higher level in the hypothesis space. Mere problem exposure,
without feedback, did not lead to hypothesis revision.
Background and Purpose
Questions about the cognitive psychology of scientific
discovery have been approached from two relatively
distinct perspectives. O n e approach focuses on the formal,
domain-general, processes supporting the cycle of
hypothesis induction, evidence generation and hypothesis
evaluation. These processes have been characterized as a
problem-solving search in a space of hypotheses and a
space of experiments (e.g. Dunbar, 1989; Klahr, Dunbar &
Fay, 1989; Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; K u h n , A m s e l &
O'Loughlin, 1988; K u h n & Phelps, 1982; Schauble, 1990).
All of these process-oriented approaches have used either
arbitrary domains or very simple physical domains. T h e
other approach focuses on domain-specific content
knowledge about aspects of the physical worid ( e.g., mass,
density, heat, temperature, kinematics, etc.), especially in
the area of science education (e.g. B r e w e r &
Samarapungavan, 1990; Chi, Glaser & Rees, 1982; Reif,
1987; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1990). These studies focus on
people's content knowledge of the physical world, but
they do not articulate the process of hypothesis formation
and revision.
This study attempts to integrate the two perspectives by
studying people's naive, complex, and idiosyncratic
knowledge about a real physical domain, and by
representing this knowledge in terms of search through an
hypotheses space. O u r methodological contribution is a
n e w representation for capturing different levels of
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knowledge about the physics of buoyant forces. The
psychological contribution is a preliminary comparison of
the effects of problem exposure plus feedback versus
problem exposure alone on people's tendency to revise their
hypotheses. If there were a "test effect" from repeated
exposure to problems that varied along different physical
dimensions, then one would expect to see improvement
even in the absence of feedback. In contrast, w e found that
simply exposing people to a variety of problems, without
providing feedback about their predictions w a s insufficient
to cause substantial changes in their hypotheses. Only
w h e n feedback w a s provided did people tend to m o v e
toward increasingly correct and consistent hypotheses
about the domain under investigation.
Method
Tasks. T h e basic physical domain involved reasoning
about buoyant forces and liquid displacement. Subjects'
hypotheses were assessed by a series of pairwise
comparisons adapted from work by Itakura et al (1988).
(See Figure 1). There were two cubes and two beakers with
liquid on a balance scale in all tasks. Subjects were
required to predict which side of the scale would go down,
or if it would balance, if it were free to move. They were
also required to state the reason for their prediction. In
Task 1, there is a clay cube in the bottom of the water in
the left beaker and a styrofoam cube floating on the water
in therightbeaker. For Tasks 2 to 10, cubes of the both
sides are supported by stiff wire connected with iron
stands. Each task contrasts a different set of properties of
cubes or liquid (e.g. different volumes, or sizes, or
densities, or shapes of cubes, different depths of
submersion in liquid, different shape, different densities of
liquid).
Design. There were three conditions. In all conditions,
subjects were presented with a series of physics problems
about which they had to m a k e a prediction based on their
understanding of the underlying forces. In the Hypothesis Feedback (HF) condition, subjects were required to state an
hypothesis before receiving feedback on each task. In the
Feedback-Hypothesis (FH) condition, subjects were given
feedback before being asked to state their current
hypothesis. In the Hypothesis - N o Feedback ( H N )
condition, subjects were not given any feedback. In order
to analyze the hypothesis space search process in detail,
this investigation was designed as a series of related case
studies, with two subjects in each condition.

was asked about his/her background knowledge about
physics and science.

Subjects. Six native Japanese non science graduates of
Japanese universities were used. Subjects had not studied
Physics since graduating high school. O n e male and one
female were in each condition. The experimenter was a
native-speaking Japanese. All experiments were conducted
in Japanese.

-pr

•
'^^ '

1
Procedure. Subjects were run individually. They were
insuucted in h o w to give verbal protocols, and all of their
task responses were recorded on a V C R and an audio tape
recorder. Problems were presented both in a diagram and
on a video monitor. Following each prediction, the actual
outcome was presented on the monitor (in the H F and F H
conditions).
Subjects were told that the ten tasks were related to each
other to some extent. Thefirsttask had two parts. For the
Buoyancy pre-test subjects were asked: " W h y do you think
the clay sinks, while the styrofoam floats? Please talk
aloud about what you are thinking." Following the
subject's explanation, the experimenter asked: "On what
did you base your explanation?" After the subject's
explanation of the basis, the experimenter asked the subject
for a confidence rating on a 7 point scale.
The next question was a balance scale question (Task 1:
Balance scale pre-test). The experimenter displayed a card
with a picture and an information list of the features of this
task. Then the experimenter asked the subject to predict
which side would go d o w n or if they would balance. The
experimenter also asked the subject w h y he/she thought so.
After the subject's prediction and explanation, the
experimenter again asked for the subject's basis and
confidence level. Cards were displayed so that subjects
could refer to them at any time.
Then, task 2 was presented. In the H-F condition and the
H-N condition, the subject was asked the same question as
in the balance scale pre-test in task 1. Then, each subject in
the H - N condition went to the next task. Each subject in
the H-F condition w a s given feedback about the
experimental outcome through the display of the videotape
and was asked to state (a) a reason w h y he/she thought this
result occurred, (b) the basis of his/her explanation, and the
confidence in that explanation. In the F-H condition,
subjects were not asked to predict the outcome. Instead,
they were first shown feedback on the experimental
outcome and then asked to give a reason for the outcome,
the basis of the explanation, and the confidence level.
'The same procedure continued through task 10, after
which subjects were asked if they could state a consistent
theory that could account for all the tasks. Subjects were
also asked to state the basis of their explanation and their
confidence in it. Subjects were asked to sort these ten
tasks based on the similarity of the underlying physical
principle determining their outcomes. Then they were
asked to subdivide each category, andfinallyto combine
thefirstcategory to a higher group if possible.
Then subjects were asked the original buoyancy question
and the balance scale question in task 1 again (Buoyancy
post-test and Balance scale post-test). Finally, each subject
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Figure 1. Tasks in this experiment.
Results
C o d i n g of hypotheses. Subjects' protocols were
transcribed from tapes and coded at a high enough level to
describe the subjects' hypotheses. The coding categories are
shown in Table I and the hypothesis space is described as a
hierarchical tree structure (See Figures 3, 5, 7 and 9, which
depict individual subjects' m o v e m e n t through the
hypothesis space). Each node in the hypothesis space
represents a rule about h o w to determine the net force on
each side of the scale. T h e top node shows three types of
"Expert Physicist" theories.
1) Tension theory: F=Wc-HWl+Wb-T. In this case,
external force is the force on the container and the
water and the block.
2) B u o v a n c v theorv:
F=Wc-HWl+Dl*Vb.l*g.
Dl*Vb.l*g m e a n s buoyancy force, which is
determined by the density of the hquid, the volume of
displaced liquid (which is equal to the volume of the
block in the water) and the gravitational constant. In
this case, external force is the force on the container
and the block.
3) Hydrostatic Pressure theorv: F=Dl*Hl*A*g. In this
case, external force is the force on the container.
The hypothesis space is divided into three frames derived
from the expert theories: the Tension frame in the left
(which includes the Tension Hypotheses group), the
Buoyancy frame in the middle (which includes the
Buoyancy Hypotheses group), and the Hydrostatic Pressure
frame in theright(which includes the Hydrostatic Pressure
Hypotheses group). Because there is insufficient

information about the tension force, the Tension theory can
not predict the right answers. T h e S A M E
BLOCK
hypothesis does not belong lo these three frames, because it
is m o r e basic than them.

of the liquid and the height of the liquid (that is, the density of the
liquid times the height of the liquid determines the scale force).
F:D1*H1 (=F:SG1*H1) The scale force is determined by the
density of the liquid times the height of the liquid.
F = W c + D l * H l * A * g (Hydrostatic pressure theory). The scale
force equals the weight of the container plus the density of the
liquid times the height of the liquid times the bottom area times
gravitation force.
S A M E B L O C K If the same sort of blocks are put on the both
sides of a balance scale, the scale balances. This is a basic idea
about balance scale.
N O I D E A The subject did not have any clear idea about the usk

There are sub-categories in each frame. Levels are
loosely connected to the vertical dimension. Hypotheses
depicted near the top of Figure 3 can be regarded as being
closer to the Expert solutions. T h e nested boxes within a
larger b o x can b e regarded as in the s a m e level. Solid lines
between nodes m e a n that there is a direct relationship and
dashed lines m e a n that there is an indirect relationship.
Tabic 1 ^^ftdlng Catcgftrks of Protwol

2

T '^ Wb (F x; Wb) The tension from the wire supports the
weight of the block and the scale force is unrelated to the weight
of the block.
F : W b - T T h e scale force is determined by the weight of the
block minus the tension force.
F = W c + W l + W b - T (Tension theory). The scale force equals the
sum of the container weight plus the liquid weight plus the block
weight minus the tension from the wire. This is a physicist
theory.
F : Sb The scale force is determined by the size of the block.
F : Sb.l The scale force is determined by the size of the block in
the liquid.
F : W b T h e scale force is determined by the weight of the block.
F : Wb.l T h e scale force is determined by the weight of the block
in the liquid.
F : S A b T h e scale force is determined by the surface area of the
block.
F : SAb.l The scale force is determined by the surface area of the
block in the liquid.
F : V S A b T h e scale force is determined by the volume (which is
related to the surface area) of the block.
F : VSAb.l The scale force is determined by the volume (which
is related to the surface area) of the block in the liquid.
F : V b The scale force is determined by the volume of the block.
F : Vb.l The scale force is determined by the voliune of the block
in the liquid.
F : Dl„Vb.l (= F : SGl„Vb.l) The scale force is determined by
the density of the liquid and the volume of the block in the liquid.
In this case, subject m a y not know the clear relationship between
the density of the liquid and the volume of the block in the liquid
(that is, the density of liquid times the volume of the block in the
liquid determines the scale force).
F : Dl*Vb.l (= F : SGl*Vb.l) The scale force is determined by
the density of the liquid times the volume of the block in the
liquid.
F=Wc+Wl+Dl*Vb.l*g (Buoyancy theory). The scale force
equals to the weight of the container plus the weight of the liquid
plus the density of the liquid times the volume of the block in the
liquid times the gravitation force. Dl*Vb.l means the buoyancy
force.
F: HI The scale force is determined by the height of the liquid.
F : D1„H1 (= F : SG1.,H1) The scale force is determined by the
density of the liquid and the height of the liquid. In this case,
subject m a y not k n o w the clear relationship between the density
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F i g u r e 2. H y p o t h e s e s c h a n g e following e a c h task for
SI.
Individual subjects
W e will describe in detail only four subjects. Space
constraints preclude a description of the other two. Each
subject's search through the hypothesis space is depicted in
two ways. The tabular form (Figures 2,4 and 6) shows the
temporal dynamics of each problem and the effect of
feedback (if any). In these Figures, a plain line between
dots means that the subject changed hypotheses without
keeping previous hypothesis for previous tasks. Dashed
lines between dots m e a n that subjects searched for new
hypotheses while maintaining a previous hypothesis for
previous tasks. In addition to the temporal representation,
w e use the hierarchical representation of the hypotheses
space shown in Figures 3, 5 and 7. In thesefigures,plain
lines with arrows mean that the subject changed hypotheses
without keeping the previous hypothesis. Dashed lines
with an arrow m e a n that the subject searched for a new
hypothesis while keeping a previous hypothesis.
H-F condition, SI (male). Si's pre-test results showed
that he had basic knowledge about buoyancy and balance
scales. SI changed his hypothesis twice; after failure
feedback in task 2 and task 9. (See Figure 2) Failure
feedback was a key factor in his theory revision. His
confidence rating w a s also changed fix)m 7 to 3 after the
first failure feedback and 5 to 3 after the second failure
feedback. Figure 3 shows the change of hypotheses through
each task. SI m o v e d from the Tension frame to the
Hydrostatic Pressure frame in thefirstchange and moved
from lower level to higher level in the Hydrostatic Pressure
frame in the second change. For his final "integrative"
theory, SI actually maintained two distinct theories - one to
account for Tasks 2-8, and another for 9 and 10.
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Figure 3. T h e Hypothesis Space Trajectory for S I .
H-F condition, S2 (female). 82 incorrectly answered the
buoyancy pre-tests using only the concept of weight. S h e
did have basic knowledge about balance scales. 8 2 changed
her hypotheses seven times; (See Figures 4 and 5) after
failure feedback in task 3, before receiving feedback and
after failure feedback in task 4, before receiving feedback
and after failure feedback in task 8, and before receiving
failure feedback and after failure feedback in task 9. S h e
changed from a lower level of hypothesis to a higher level
of hypothesis in task 3. S h e changed from a less correct
hypothesis to a m o r e correct hypothesis in task 4 and task
8. However, in task 9, S 2 could not find any hypothesis at
all because she lacked a clear idea about liquid density.
Although she also changed her hypotheses w h e n she faced
n e w tasks before receiving failure feedback, the changes
were small or in the direction from a higher level to a lower
level. That is, she changed from the concept of size in
which the concept of weight a n d v o l u m e are not
distinguished in task 3 to the concept of weight which
became distinguished from the concept of volume.
The change from V to V S A in task 8 can also be regarded
as a small change. In this case, S 2 did not attend to the
relationship between v o l u m e and surface area before being
faced with task 8. O n task 8, her knowledge about that
relationship w a s activated from her m e m o r y as she stated
in her basis. T h e change from V in task 8 to S A M E
B L O C K in task 9 can b e regarded as a c h a n g e of
application of her existing hypothesis to the n e w task rather
than a discovery of a n e w hypothesis, because S A M E
B L O C K hypothesis is regarded as a basic hypothesis that
even children have. It is clear that S 2 m o v e d from a lower
level to a higher level a n d m o v e d from a less correct
hypotheses to a m o r e correct hypotheses in the B u o y a n c y
frame. W h e n she w a s faced with task 9, she applied a basic
hypothesis. H o w e v e r , she could not interpret last two tasks.
S 2 had three types of final hypotheses which applied to
different tasks. Although thefirstt w o hypotheses were in
the same category, she w a s unable to integrate them into a
unified hypothesis at the higher level.
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Figure 4. Hypotheses change following each task for
S2.
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Figure 5. Hypothesis S p a c e Trajectory for S 2 .
F-H condition, S3 (male). S3 had basic knowledge about
buoyancy and balance scales. H e changed his hypothesis
twice; in task 2 and in task 9. (Figures 6 and 7) Although
subjects in the F - H condition w e r e not required to state
their hypotheses before receiving feedback, w e infer their
implicit prediction from their hypothesis o n the previous
task. T h u s , w e infer that S 3 received failure feedback in
task 2 and task 9. In task 2, h e asked, "While the wire
supports blocks, the left side went d o w n ? " O u r inference is
that he had T ' ^ W b hypothesis a n d had predicted that the
scale should have balanced, but it didn't. In task 9, because
his hypothesis in task 8 predicts the w r o n g outcome, w e
also infer that he received failure feedback. In that sense,
failure feedback influenced him to change his hypotheses.
Figures 6 a n d 7 s h o w that h e m o v e d from the Tension
frame to the B u o y a n c y frame in thefirstchange and m o v e d
from a lower level to a higher level in this frame in the
second change. H e had a single hypothesis to explain tasks
2-10.
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subjects did make small changes in their hypotheses even
when they faced new tasks before receiving feedback.
3) There is no clear difference between the H-F condition
and the F-H condition.
4) Subjects in the feedback conditions used feedback
information from earlier tasks to solve subsequent tasks.
However, subject's explanations did not necessarily
generalize to all tasks. Instead, ihey used several different
explanations for different groups of tasks.
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Figure 7. Hypothesis Space Trajectory for S 3 .

H - N condition, S 4 (female). S 4 had basic knowledge
about buoyancy and balance scales. S 4 did not change her
hypotheses at d\\, although she stated a different hypotheses
vaguely at the same time in task 6 and 7. She remained in
the Tension frame throughout She had one hypothesis to
account for all tasks.
Summary of Findings
1) People's knowledge about physical domains can be
characterized as an hypothesis space, and changes in that
knowledge can be described as a search through the
hypothesis space.
2) There was a dramatic difference between the H-F
condition and the H - N condition. Subjects w h o received
feedback changed their hypotheses from a frame to another
frame or from a lower level to a higher level, especially
after receiving failure feedback. O n the other hand, subjects
w h o did not receive feedback did not change their
hypotheses. That is, simply being exposed to a variety of
problems w a s insufficient to m a k e subjects search the
hypothesis space. However, in the H-F condition (SI, S2),
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Abstract*
We examine the ability of an autoassociative memory
trained with faces to classify faces by race and by sex.
The model learns a low-level visual coding of Japanese
and Caucasian male and female faces. Since recall of a
face from the autoassociative memory is equivalent to
computing a weighted sum of the eigenvectors of the
memory matrix, faces can be represented by these
weights and the set of corresponding eigenvectors. W e
show that reasonably accurate classification of the faces
by race and sex can be achieved using only these
weights. Hence, race and sex information can be extracted in the model without explicitly learning the classification itself.
Introduction
Adaptive interaction with people in daily life requires
proficiency in processing faces in a variety of ways. In addition to our ability to recognize faces, w e are also
proficient at categorizing faces along a number of dimensions including sex, age, and race. Despite the ease with
which w e perform these tasks, face processing presents a
number of difficult computational problems. A s spatial
patterns, faces are highly similar in that they all contain the
same "features", (e.g., nose, mouth, eyes) arranged in
roughly the same configuration. Thus, the information
available for distinguishing previously seen faces from n e w
faces, and for classifying faces along other important
dimensions, must be found in subtle variations in this prescribed feature set and configuration.
Quantification and representation of the information in
faces in a w a y that makes the tasks of recognition and classification possible is a paradoxical problem. The purpose
of recognition istoclassify a face as familiar or unfamiliar.
Thus, a successful computational model of face recognition
should be capable of storing a face in a w a y that makes it
distinguishable from faces which were not learned. This
needs to be done regardless of the similarity relationships
a m o n g familiar and unfamiliar faces. It has been k n o w n
since Kohonen (1977) that an autoassociative m e m o r y ,
composed of faces represented simply by pixel values, acts
1. Thanks are due to June Chance and Al Goldstein for providing the Caucasian and Japanese faces used in the simulations,
and to Peter Assmann and Barbara Edwards for helpful comments on an earlier version of this manuscript.
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as a content addressable m e m o r y . O'Toole, Millward, &
Anderson (1988) used this type of model in a two-alternative forced choice face recognition task and showed that the
model distinguished learned from n e w faces with a good
degree of accuracy.
T h e problem of classification of faces, on the other hand,
requires that faces be categorized according to a set of defming characteristics. For simplicity, w e will confine the
discussion to categorization by race. But, the present
approach holds analogously for the problem of face
categorization by sex and age as well. In Bruce & Young's
(1986) model of face processing, the information needed to
do this kind of classification is called "visually-derived
semantic". T h e term makes the point that these
categorizations d o not require familiarity with the face. But
rather are based on perceptual information and so can be
done for unfamiliar as well as familiar faces.
T o say that certain categorizations of faces are based on
visual information, however, does not m e a n that learning is
not important. While it m a y not be evident in categorizing
a face as Caucasian, Black, or Oriental, it is clear that more
subtle race categorizations, such as categorizing an oriental
face as Chinese, Ji^anese, or Vietnamese, does require
s o m e learning. W e believe that perceptual learning is responsible for fme-tuning our ability to discriminate faces
both within and between categories (O'Toole et al., in
press).
There is abundant support for an other-race effect in
which people are better abletorecognize faces of their o w n
race than faces of another race (e.g., the meta-aflalysis of
Shapiro & Penod. 1986). O'Toole et al. (in press) modeled
the "other-race effect" in face recognition as a problem in
perceptual learning. With greater exposure to faces of a
"majixity" race, the model w a s able to m a k e finer discriminations between faces within the majority race and w a s better able to recognize faces (i.e., discriminate learned from
n e w faces) in the majority race than in the minority race.
Returning to the problem of face classification by race,
one approach would be to train a connectionist modeltod o
the classification (cf. Cottrell & R e m i n g , 1990; G o l o m b ,
Lawrence, & Sejnowski, 1991), reinforcing the model for
correct categorization. T h e difficulty with this strategy, in
its simplest form, is that learning the classification
amplifies the differences between face groups at the expense of de-emphasizing the differences between faces

within a category. This makes the representations of faces
within the model less suitable for recognition. Using backpropagation, Cottrell & Fleming (1990) and G o l o m b et al.
(1991) avoid this problem by preprocessing faces with an
image compression network before teaching the categorization. Both models perform well on the task of sex discrimination. In the present work, w e show that ability to classify
faces into one of two race categories is present implicitly in
a model that has not been explicitly taught to do this classification. W e use an autoassociative m e m o r y that is trained
for face recognition and show that information about the
race and sex of the face can be extracted with a reasonable
degree of accuracy.
T h e Autoassociative M e m o r y . The model is defined first
and then its application to the categorization problem is
presented. A n autoassociative m e m o r y was created as follows. A digitized image of each face was coded as a vector
of pixel elements concatenated from the rows of the face
image. Thus, the /th face was represented by a 7 x 1 vector
(where J equals the number of pixels in the image) denoted
by f,. The vectors were normalized. T h e faces were stored
in an autoassociative m e m o r y composed of J completely
inter-connected units. The connection strengths were
stored in a 7 x 7 matrix A constructed as follows:
A = Z f.ff
(1)
Recall of individual faces from the matrix was done as:

fpAi;-

(2)

ft
w h e r e f, is the system estimate of f,. T h e quality of this
estimate is m e a s u r e d b y c o m p a r i n g the reconstructed i m a g e
with the original image. This is d o n e b y taking the cosine
of the angle b e t w e e n f, a n d f^ Interestingly, the comparison m a y b e d o n e visually b y displaying the system output,
since it will also b e a vector of pixels. S y s t e m performance
w a s i m p r o v e d b y using the W i d r o w - H o f f error-correction
rule that iteratively c h a n g e s the weights in A to optimize
the quality of the recall across the stimulus set:
A ( , + i) = A ( , ) - 7(«; - A(,)£i)ff
where i is randomly chosen, and where y decreases as an
inverse m o n o t o n i c function of the iteration n u m b e r i.
W h i l e the formulation a b o v e s h o w s intuitively w h a t the
m o d e l is doing, clearly the eigen-decomposition of this m a trix is equivalent to principal c o m p o n e n t analysis
(Anderson, et al., 1977; Abdi, 1988). Further, since A can
be expressed as a weighted sum of the outer products of its
eigenvectors, recall of a given face from the matrix (i.e.
Equation 3) is equivalent to producing a weighted sum of
eigenvectors:
U = Af, = P A P ^ f i
N

N

ib k
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where P is the matrix of the A' eigenvectors of A with
eigenvalues greater than zero, and A is the diagonal matrix
of the eigenvalues in decreasing order, and p. is the kth eigenvector. The Widrow-Hoff rule can be expressed via the
eigen-decomposition of A (Abdi, in press):
A(,) = P I I - ( I - 7 A ) ' ] P '

(5)

W h e n converged. Equation 4 reduces to (Kohonen, 1977):
fi = Afi = PP^f,
N

N

* * (6)
(i.e., the eigenvalues are then equal to one). A s the dimensionality of our images is extremely large by comparison to
the number of stimuli, the capacity limit of the system was
not a problem for these simulations.
Using this latter formulation of the problem, O'Toole &
Abdi (1989) have pointed out the similarity of this approach to traditional multidimensional scaling approaches
to representing human similarity data. The axes of the
multidimensional scaling solution are analogous to the eigenvectors of the autoassociative matrix. The goal of multidimensional scaling is to represent the similarity relations
among stimuli using the smallest number of dimensions
possible. Frequently, human similarity data can be represented with a good degree of accuracy using only a few dimensions. Analogously, with an autoassociative matrix
composed of a pixel-based representation of faces, Sirovich
& Kirby (1987) have shown that faces can be reconstructed
to a quite recognizable form (lo within 3 % error) using only
40 parameters and the corresponding 40 eigenvectors.
O'Toole et al. (in press) showed that for the task of simply
discriminating learned and unlearned faces, even less parameters are needed. Here reconstructions based on as few
as ten eigenvectors were sufficient to produce excellent discrimination of learned and unlearned faces. Recently. Turk
& Pentland (1991) have elaborated on this approach in several ways including the addition of an algorithm to locate
faces in an image.
The purpose of the present work is to examine the usefulness of these coefficients (i.e., the set of weights used for
reconstructing a given face) for predicting class m e m b ^ ship. Specifically, w e will look at classification by race
and sex.
Method
Stimuli. One-hundred and sixty-seven faces were digitized from slides to 16 gray levels using a Fotovix digitizer
attached to a 286-based computer with a 16-bit T A R G A
board (True Vision). Faces were of young adults, with
roughly half Caucasian faces and half J^anese faces.
Within each race set, faces were roughly half male faces
and half female faces. N o n e of the slides pictured people
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Figure 1. Mean coefficient z-score profiles of Caucasian
Figure 2. Mean coefficient z-score profiles of male and female
and Japanese faces. Error bars show the standard defaces. The error bars indicate the standard deviations of the
viations of the z-scores. The best race separation is
male and female z-scores for each race of faces.
achieved with the second eigenvector.

with facial hair or glasses. T h e images were aligned, so
that the eyes of all faces were at about the same height.
The images were cropped to eliminate clothing. Each face
was 151 pixels wide and 225 pixels long (i.e., a 33,975-pixel vector consisting of the concatenation of the pixels row).
W e used a spatial differentiation encoding that enhanced
lines prior to the extraction of the pixel vector, (cf.
O T o o l e et al., 1988).
Apparatus. Simulations were performed on a Sun SparcStation and a Convex C-1 Vector computer.
Procedure. A n autoassocialive m e m o r y w a s created using
40 Caucasian and 4 0 Japanese faces. T h e eigenvectors
were extracted from the matrix and reconstructions of all
167 faces (i.e., 8 0 old faces and 8 7 n e w faces) were m a d e
using Equation 4, with thefirstseven^ eigenvectors.
Analysis and Discussion - R a c e Discrimination. A coefficient profile was constructed for each face using the seven
coefficients used to reconstruct the face. Since the absolute
magnitudes of these coefficients were different for different
eigenvectors, the face profiles were converted into z-scores.
Thus, each coefficient in a face profile w a s the z-score of
the coefficient with respect to that coefficient for all faces.
A n average coefficient profile was then calculated for Caucasian faces and for Japanese faces. T h e m e a n coefficients
for Japanese and Caucasian faces were significantly different for thefirst[t (165) = 7.87, p < .001], second [/(165)
2. The choice of seven was made somewhat arbitrarily to yield
moderate recognition performance. The model discriminated
learned from new faces with a d' of 1.08 using seven eigenvectors.
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= 15.25, p < .001], and seventh [/ (165)= 3.32, p < .01] eigenvectors. This indicates that information relevant to race
discrimination is present in each of these eigenvectors.
Figure 1 displays these average profiles along with error
bars indicating one standard deviation.
W e looked at the power of the coefficients for eigenvectors one and two, independently, for making race predictions about the faces. T h e simplest scheme for doing this is
to take the m e a n of the m e a n coefficients for the Japanese
and Caucasian faces, and to create a decision rule using the
m e a n of these two means as a criterion. Race membership
predictions are m a d e by assigning faces with coefficients
exceeding this criterion to one race (i.e., the race with the
larger of the two coefficient means) and faces with coefficients less than this criterion to the other race (i.e., the race
with the smaller of the two coefficient means). Using only
the coefficients for eigenvector one yielded correct race
predictions for 7 4 . 8 % of the faces. Basing decisions on
the coefficients for the second eigenvector fared better,
yielding correct race predictions for 8 8 . 6 % of the faces.
Analysis and Discussion - Sex Discrimination. Average
face profiles were created for male and female faces using
the procedure described above for race profiles. Figure 2
shows this analysis. These data show that the information
for sex discrimination in the model is not locahzed in one
or two eigenvectors. T h e m e a n coefficients for male and
female faces were significantly different for the fu-st [t
(165) = 3.01, p < .01], second [t (165) = 2.29, p < .05],
third [/(165) = 4.21, p < .001], and fourth eigenvectors [t
(165) = 4.07, p < .001]. Figure 2 indicates that with the
large overlap of the m e a n distributions, n o eigenvector

^

eg
Figure 3. The first six eigenvectors used to reconstruct the faces.

independently will be sufficient to discriminate male and
female faces. Since for all of these eigenvectors the mean
coefficient for male faces was greater than for female faces,
the simplest method f w combining information across eigenvectors was to add the coefficients for the four eigenvectors for each face and to use this to predict sex classification. Again, w e took the m e a n of the means of this predictor for male and for female faces and used it as a criterion sex value, assigning male to faces exceeding the criterion value and female to faces less than the criterion value.
Using the sum of these coefficients yielded 7 4 . 3 % correct
sex predictions.
Eigenvectors as Features. Since the face codings are
pixels vectors, the eigenvectors of the m e m o r y matrix are
also pixel vectors and s o m e examples appear in Figure 3.
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A s noted previously (Abdi, 1988; O'Toole & Abdi, 1989),
these vectors are face-like. Further, since any face can be
expressed as a weighted combination of eigenvectors, the
eigenvectors qualify in some ways as "features" of the face
with the coefficients indicating the degree of presence of
the feature. The idea of using eigenvectors as features has
been around for a relatively long time (Anderson, et al.,
1977). These are not localized features but rather more
global features. Since the eigenvectors reflect the statistical
structure of the stimulus set, a more race-homogeneous
matrix will yield eigenvectors that are different from those
w e have extracted from a matrix m a d e of equal numbers of
stimuli from two races. For example, Figure 4 shows the
first eigenvector from an autoassociative matrix created
from 9 5 % Caucasian and 5 % Japanese faces and from 9 5 %

mm

Figure 4. The first eigenvector from an autoassociative matrix created from 9 5 % Caucasian faces and 5 % Japanese faces and
from 9 5 % Japanese faces and 5 % Caucasian faces, respectively.

Japanese and 5 % Caucasian faces, respectively. Here the
first eigenvectors are typical of the "majority" race in the
matrix.
S u m m a r y . This work shows that the information needed to
make race and sex classifications is present in a model
trained to perform face recognition. While the discrimination ability of the model is not perfect, it is well above
chance. W e think that the competing concerns of recognition and classification should be addressed with a unified
representation of the stimuli. Future work needs to address
the question of h o w a single model can represent stimuli in
a way that answers competing task needs.
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Abstract

Important aspects of any tracer are (i) what information about internal mechanisms and transient states it
This study reports the effect of differences in foris designed to show, (ii) the notation or format in which
mat of Prolog tracers on Prolog problem solving
the information is shown, (iii) the method of controltasks. Three different tracers (Spy, T P M , and
ling the tracer i.e. its interface, and (iv) the intended
E P T B ) in different formats were tested to check
users and expected tasks for which it will be employed
for their relative effectiveness in solvingfivedif(Taylor, du Boulay & Patel, 1991).
ferent Prolog problems. 43 subjects attempted to
In order to be fully conversant with Prolog it is necsolve each problem with each trace (15 problems in
essary to understand its complex, internal and largely
total). Preliminary analysis of solution times and
hidden mechanisms. These operations can be deresponse data indicate that E P T B performed best
scribed and/or explained in more than one way (Pain
across all problems. A n account for thisfindingis
& Bundy, 1987) with different perspective emphasising
presented, as is one for a number of interesting indifferent aspects, such as variable binding,flowof conteractions between the effects of problem type and
trol, recursion, search space, etc., though most tracers
trace format, which supports the general concluusually provide the minimum information necessary for
sion that while format is a significant determiner
reconstructing the whole 'story' of a program's execuof access to information, it can also constrain the
tion. Tracers are typically evaluated in terms of varisorts of problems that could be solved readily with
ance in explicit information about these aspects, and
that information.
not whether such information is present or absent. The
explicitness of information is partly affected by format,
and that interaction was taken into account in designIntroduction
ing this study.
The basic aim of this study was to examine differences
in user performance due to differences in Prolog tracer
Differences between Prolog Tracers
format. The results of the effect of format, particuThis study concentrates on investigating two dimenlarly on the text-graphics dimension, on the utility of
sions on which Prolog tracers vary; the overall amount
information in solving specific problems encountered
of explicit information, and, the format of presentation
by novice programmers are reported. A tracer is a baof the information. Three tracers were evaluated. The
sic tool employed in a wide variety of programming
first tracer, Spy (or Byrd Box) is rather basic with limtasks as well as being used by beginners to help them
ited explicit information presented in a textual format
learn how to program. In particular, a tracer can exwhich is not always easy to comprehend (Byrd 1980).
plicate the relation between a program as a piece of
The second one. Enhanced Prolog Tracer for Beginners
text and the actions that it describes. So a trace of
(EPTB), also textual, was developed by Dichev and du
specific program is a sequence of changes in the data
Boulay (1989) to overcome some of the obvious shortstructures and control flow decisions that have caused
comings of Spy. The third tracer. Transparent Prolog
changes during program execution. In Prolog the tuMachine ( T P M ) , is an jrfeo/ised version of a commercial
torial function of the tracer is more marked than in
product based on work by Eisenstadt and Brayshaw
other programming languages because of the complex
(1988) which displays certain information such as flow
nature of the underlying mechanisms of this language.
of control and backtracking in graphical representations of A N D / O R trees.
'This work was supported by a grant from the U K Joint
H o w do tracers vary in terms of explicit information?
Research Council Initiative in Cognitive Science/HCI. The
In this context, the term information refers to informaexperimental work was conducted using the P O P L O G protion about when, how and which clauses are matched.
gramming environment.
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T h e following list of general advantages of graphic
format also serves to highlight the disadvantages of
text format. It is included to anchor some of the basic
differences between graphic and text formats. S o m e of
the advantages such as items 7 and 8 are dependent on
the extra degrees of freedom provided by computers
and bit-mapped screens.

h o w variables are bound to (and unbound from) particular values at certain points in the running of the program, and the overall flow of control, including backtracking, together with the success or failure of goals.
Tracers provide such information more or less exi)licitly
in different ways. For example, Spy does not explicitly
indicate which clause of a predicate is being used at any
point, whereas E P T B and T P M do. And, Spy refers
to program variables by their internal names such as
'.405' while, T P M systematically labels variables with
letters, and unlike both, E P T B uses the names chosen
by the programmer appended with a numerical subscript to distinguish between copies. Though all three
methods serve the same function, they are not equally
useful.

1. Impact.
2. Proportional spatial display can represent degree of
relatedness.
3. Clarity in display of non-linearly ordered information such as loops and backtracking.
4. A degree of abstraction can help overcome ambiguity
in information.

So tracers can provide useful information in different
ways depending on emphasis on particular perspective
of Prolog, which affects their relative informativeness.
Because information is partly implicit (e.g., d o w n the
screen ordering) and partly explicit (numerical goal
numbers) it is hard to determine the unavailability of
information. In order to avoid confusion due to this
it was assumed that, as far as the experimental task
was concerned, all three tracers provide the same sort
of information, and that any main differences in their
usefulness is due to format. More realistically, it is obvious that in most cases there would be some interaction between format and information content, and so
any explanation of helpfulness of tracers would have
to give an account of such an interaction. But our
strong assumption of information equivalence is justified because the stimuli problems were designed and
tested to ensure a fair evaluation of similar features of
each tracer. Further, the same rigour in designing the
task material enabled us to determine more clearly the
source of such interaction.

5. C a n display more than one perspective, if informjition points are related between dimensions. Also
possible in textual format.
6. Enables zooming in and out to access essential relationship between information points.
7. Greater possibility of displaying dynamic process
(animation) with real time updates. T h o u g h possible in text formats they would lack clarity.
8. More direct access to information though this depends on the versatility of the display method.
Note that some advantages are not exclusive to graphic
formats, and others are of limited value unless augmented with textual information. Aesthetic aspects
of graphic representations can improve communication
efficiency (Shu 1988), but such improvement often depends on the nature of information being displayed. In
the case of Prolog programs there is a limited number
of ways in which information about flow of control and
backtracking can be graphically displayed. For example, flow of control can be represented as A N D / O R
trees, OR-trees (Hook, Taylor and du Boulay, 1990)
or in terms of flow of satisfaction arrows (Clocksin k
Mellish 1981). In such cases the spatial arrangement
of certain aspects of information plays a crucial role
in capturing essential and important relationships between different parts of a program. This would be expected to be more helpful in solving problems related
to flow of control and backtracking. However, major
advantages of graphic formats combined with graphic
terminals, m a y be adversely affected by modality mismatch between textual source code and graphic trace,
which is a possible source of ambiguity that could affect ease of access to information. O u r results indicate that modality mismatch has s o m e adverse effect
on subjects' problem solving performance. T h u s advantages of graphic format should not be regarded as
uniformly beneficial.

So assuming that the information content of tracers
isfixedfor all relevant aspects of Prolog, h o w can they
vary in terms of format? Tracers can present information in a mainly graphic or text format. Aside from
trivial cases, the distinction between graphic and textual format is rarely clear cut; even in a fully textual
format the serial ordering of information about states
at each step in a program run reflects an implicit notion of temporal ordering; information at any step n
is partly dependent on information at step n-1 and
will itself determine the information content of step
n+l. Serial ordering information is such a case is not
textual but graphical. Conversely, a graphical tracer
would be of limited value without textual information
such as the value of bound variables at particular steps
in the run. However, for our purposes a crude distinction between the two categories of tracers is sufficient
because our aim is to concentrate on differences in usefulness due to very broad parameters; for example, the
difference due to the representation of flow control as
graphical A N D / O R trees or as linear ordering of textual information.

Details of tracers
While it seems that a graphic format has certain advantages over more conventional textual format, other
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factors can affect their usefulness for particular tasks.
Tracers used in this evaluation study are briefly described to illustrate major differences between them.
Most of the emphasis is on highlighting the effect of
format on information about certain aspects of Prolog, because, though the degree of differences between
tracers is partly influenced by how explicit an aspect
of Prolog is presented in a trace output, solutions to
problems used in this study depend to a very large
extent on the effect of format on ease of access to information. Note that the tracers were not used truly as
tracers in a dynamic way. In each case an appropriate
screen d u m p of the relevant trace output was shown in
its entirety, so users could not 'grow' the trace nor add
or delete information from it. Thus, variation between
method of control between tracers was eliminated. Our
intention was not to examine the tracers 'in the round'
but to focus on the influence of format on clarity and
accessibility of information.

E n h a n c e d Prolog Tracer for Beginners
E P T B is a textual (linear) tracer (Dichev and du
Boulay, 1989) with a strong emphasis on giving information about data structures and variable binding
in the trace output. It also has some other features
not present in Spy, such as information on reasons for
failure of goals. The tracer generally makes more use
of labels and symbols to describe different sections of
a trace output, and a wide range of options for adju.sting the degree of detail shown. It is expected to be
more helpful (than Spy or T P M ) for solving problems
involving data structures and variable binding.
Task and Motivation

The task was designed to evaluate differences in performance due to tracer type. Problems used in this
study can be roughly divided into two distinct groups.
Their grouping was crudely determined by how the solution depended on certain aspects of Prolog. Solution
to three problems depended on information related to
backtracking, clauses tried and undefined predicates.
Spy
And solution to two more problems depended on aspects of information about recursion, system goals,
Spy is a very basic textual (linear) tool and is included
goals with variables, and list manipulation. The reader
in this study because subjects were familiar with it.
need not be fully conversant with these aspects of ProThe version used in this study did not show system
log.
It will suffice to comprehend that these categories
goals. This tracer provides most of the basic informarefer to distinct aspects of Prolog and that ease of action necessary for programming or debugging in Process to information about them is helpful in programlog, but much of it is implicit. In particular, the relaming and debugging tasks in Prolog. The experiment
tionship between the source code and the trace output
examined differences in performance due to tracer (or
is not as clearly displayed as it is in T P M and E P T B ,
format) type. Since information about certain aspects
which are both designed to overcome some of the obviof
Prolog varied across tracers, as far as possible probous shortcomings of Spy. Given the basic lack of clarity
lems
were designed to address information about asin information presentation, Spy was not expected to
pects of Prolog which were common to all three tracperform better than T P M and E P T B .
ers. So, for example, no problems directly involving
cuts were included because the big difference between
T r a n s p a r e n t Prolog M a c h i n e
the information provided by Spy (which is implicit)
and T P M (which is very clear). Similarly solutions to
TPM tracer makes use of a modified and extended
problems that depended on explicit information about
A N D / O R tree representation, and is an interesting ilsystem goals were excluded because Spy and E P T B ,
lustration of how graphical techniques can be utilised.
unlike T P M , do not provide explicit information about
them. Problems related to such obvious differences in
The trace outputs used in this study were modified
to include all the relevant details which are normally
the extent and quality of information were avoided.
optionally selected by the user. The spatial layout of
Reference to quality is important because often what
T P M provides a great deal of information at a glance,
is not explicitly stated in a tracer can often be derived from available information on other aspects of
particularly on the flow of control and search space.
The trace also seems a lot less cluttered than Spy or
the trace. This makes it more difficult to distinguish
E P T B ; it gains in clarity by exploiting some of the
clearly between explicit and implicit information in
advantages of graphic format outlined above. Howtrace outputs, which is also affected by format.
The null hypothesis is that there will be no differever, the use of a graphical representation of A N D / O R
trees restricts the screen space available for information
ence in time or response due to trace output. In other
about predicates with a large number of arguments
words, format is expected to have no effect on either
and/or long lists, or variables with long names. This
the speed or accuracy of performance. If, however, a
significant difference in subjects' performance is eviconstraint is a consequence of the tracer format. This
dent then it was assumed that this would be due to
problem can be overcome by including a scrolling facility but the display of essentially textual information is
format and its effect on accessibility to information.
still poor compared to more conventional textual tracThis follows from the £issumption outlined above that
none of the problems were biased in favour of a particers such as E P T B and Spy.
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Problem
Tracer
TPM
Spy
EPTB
Mean

1
55.2
63.8
70.4
63.1

Group 1
2
87.1
102.7
75.8
88.6

3
60.2
77.3
81.7
73.1

Group 2
4
5
75.3 131.9
107.4 163.9
69.7 112.4
84.2 136.1

Problem
Tracer
TPM
Spy
EPTB
Mean

Mean
81.9
103.1
82.0

Table 1: ST's (sees.) of Problem by Tracer (n=43)

1
90.7
93.0
86.1
89.9

Group 1
2
3
88.4 72.1
58.1 76.7
76.7 79.1
74.4 76.0

Group 2
4
5
34.9 41.9
11.6 27.9
81.4 72.1
42.6 47.3

Mean
66.6
53.5
79.1

-

Table 2: % Correct Response of Problem (n=43)

information which can be taken in 'at a glance' which
ular type of tracer. The preliminary results presented
is particularly useful for solving those problems.
here suggest an interesting interaction between format
Differences in ST's are more interesting when jointly
and information.
considered with response data. A n A N O V A similar to
that of S T data was carried out on responses. There
Method
was a significant main eflFect of problems, F(4,8) =
All subjects had been exposed to the Spy tracer and
32.89, p < 0.001, which reflects the varying level of difwere given a computer-based tutorial designed to exficulty of problems. O n average subjects found Group
plain T P M and E P T B . O n reaching a required level of
1 problems easier to solve. There was also a significompetence in using these tracers subjects had to solve
cant main effect of tracers, F(2,8) = 23.06, p < 0.001.
15 Prolog problems with the aid of trace outputs. The
Overall subjects performed best with E P T B and worst
same problem, suitably disguised, weis presented three
with Spy, as illustrated in Table 2. There was a signifitimes; each time with a different trace output. Probcant interaction between tracer and problem, F(8,336)
lems were presented in a pseudo-random order. All
= 8.92, p < 0.001. Subjects performed less well in solvproblems had multiple choice responses. Subjects were
ing Group 2 problems with with T P M and Spy than
asked to solve the problems by referring to the accomthey did with E P T B . Taking into account the ST's for
panying trace output and to do so as accurately and
E P T B , the correct response data indicates that the exas quickly as possible. Forty-three subjects completed
tra time was well spent. For Spy, the results show an
this task, which together with the initial tutorial took
inverse relationship; higher ST's for problems 2, 4 and
about one hour. Data on time spent on solving each
5 are reflected in far fewer correct responses. Even
problem and correct response were collected.
when trying hard subjects were encountering severe
difficulties in solving problems (particularly, problem
Results
4) with Spy. Similarly, T P M was less helpful than
E P T B for solving problems 4 and 5, though there is
Solution times (ST) A N O V A was carried out with subno consistent correlation (inverse or otherwise) with
jects as the random factor and Tracer (3 levels) and
ST's.
Problem (5 levels) as fixed factors. All the data was
Apart from Spy accompanied with problem 2, all
included in the analyses. There was a significant main
tracers
seem to be equally useful for solving Group 1
effect of tracers, F(2,84) = 11.32, p < 0.001, indicatproblems.
But they take different ST's, which indiing that S T is dependent on tracer type. Overall, subcates that though all three traces have the informajects spent significantly more time on attempts to solve
tion necessary to solve these problems, access to it is
problems with Spy, than T P M or E P T B . There was a
significantly
affected by format. Given that Group 1
significant main effect of problems, F(4,168) = 42.14,
problems
are
less difficult to solve than Group 2 probp < 0.001. Variance in problems difficulty would be
lems,
this
indicates
E P T B is particularly helpful when
expected to have this effect on ST. Broadly speaking.
solving more difficult or intricate problems in Prolog.
Group 1 problems (1, 2 and 3) were easier to solve
than Group 2 problems (4 and 5), as is evident from
ST's in Table 1. However, far more interesting is the
significant interaction between tracers and problems,
F(8,336) = 3.53, p < 0.001. ST's vary according to
tracers for each problem, and these differences are not
consistent across tracers. For example, T P M aided solutions to problems 1 and 3 require less time E P T B .
The reverse is the case for the remaining 3 problems.
Subjects are particularly slow at solving problems 2,
4 and 5 with Spy. These sorts of differences in mean
ST's reflect differences in format, and therefore, ease in
access to information necessary to solve problems. For
instance, subjects' faster solutions to problems 1 and 3
with T P M is probably due to their superior display of
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Discussion
The results show a major effect of tracer format on subjects' ability to solve Prolog problems. Overall, and as
expected Spy had the most shortcomings. It does not
provide information on system goals, and the simple,
linear text format is not good at conveying information
about backtracking, more complicated retry clauses,
and information about variables involving list manipulations. T P M is good at giving information about system goals and provides list manipulations' information
that looks less cluttered than Spy or E P T B . However,
E P T B is better at displaying information about retry
clauses which explains the high frequencies of correct

solutions to Group 2 problems. EPTB's good performance across all problems reflects the benefits of a format that eases access to a range of useful information.
This results in a modest increase in ST's as users have
to work through a linear presentation of information,
not allowing them to be as selective about focusing on
specific chunks as in T P M . E P T B cannot exploit the
advantages of spatial representations for those aspects
of Prolog which can be better presented in graphic formats such as T P M . However, this shortcoming is offset
by other advantages such as better display of information on list manipulations and retry clauses, both of
which do not suffer from the constraints of graphic
format - this is particularly true for long list manipulations.
The linear nature of textual formats imposes fewer
constraints which partly explains EPTB's better performance, and the remarkable difference in TPM's performance between Group 1 and Group 2. Preliminary
analyses of ST's and responses highlight two major
effects of format on information accessibility. First,
graphic formats benefit from greater impact and clarity, and perform best for solving problems associated
with the relationship with various clauses in a Prolog
program. Second, this advantage only holds for simple
programs with short list manipulations and relatively
few retry clauses; programs with long list manipulations or many retry clauses severely test the limitations
of graphic tracers such as T P M version evaluated in
this study. Graphic formats are far more constrained
by a lack of space than linear textual formats. In the
latter more space is created by simply adding another
line; things are rarely that easy tofixin a graphic format tracers, particularly those, like T P M , which represent certain basic information in an A N D / O R trees.
Augmenting A N D / O R trees with textual information
can help overcome some of these constraints to a limited extent. However it is not clear that this difference
would scale up to large programs written by experts
where it has been argued (e.g., Eisenstadt & Brayshaw
1988) that information about the overall shape of the
Prolog execution tree is advantageous.
Given thefindingsreported here it seems that for the
presentation of information about Prolog programs executions, a textual format tracer would be adequate
for novice programmers. This does not imply that
graphic formats are inherently unsuitable, but the results indicate that advantages of graphic format vary
between different aspects of Prolog. For complicated
and inter-related information such as that of a Prolog
program execution, gains in clarity of graphic format
result in less than adequate treatment of related aspects (though a graphic based approach is probably
far more effective for teaching Prolog). Linear textual
formats are not similarly constrained; more than one
aspect of a complex piece of information can be simultaneously presented.^ W e are at present working on a

prototype (mainly textual) tracer tool which incorporates the relative advantages of each format type (Taylor, du Boulay k Patel 1991). It seems that though
format has a significant effect on ease of access to information for problem solving, much of this effect is
modified by other variables such as the amount and
quality of information and its relevance to problem solutions, and until we have a much better understanding
of this complex interaction, linear textual tracers such
as E P T B are more effective in helping Prolog programmers solve programming problems.
Acknowledgement
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Abstract
Successful and robust natural language processing must
efficiently integrate multiple types of information to produce an interpretation of input. Previous approaches
often rely heavily on either syntax or semantics, verbspecific or highly general representations. A careful task
analysis identifies principled subsets of information from
across these spectra are needed. This presents challenges
to efficient and accurate processing. W e present a modular architecture whose components reflect the distinct
types of information used in processing. Its control mechanism specifies the principled manner in which components share information. W e believe this architecture provides benefits for processing sentences with novel verbs,
ambiguous sentences, and sentences with constituents
placed outside their canonical position.
Introduction
The task of natural language processing is to produce an
interpretation of the linguistic input. This task is extremely difficult because the mapping from input to interpretation is complex: a single form can have multiple
meanings and a single meaning can be expressed in several
different ways. Further, language comprehension occurs
over a very wide range of circumstances. W e comprehend novel utterances, with novel verbs, Fax m e a better
copy as well as close variations on familiar phrases Hope
you 're feeling better. A s a consequence, it is hard to identify the information and processes sufficient for the task
across varied circumstances. Is the critical information
syntactic or conceptual? Is it highly specific, such as a
verb's meaning and argument structure, or quite general,
such as specifying that direct objects must immediately
follow the verb? Are sentence interpretations retrieved
from m e m o r y or constructed anew?
Our research attempts systematically to identify what
distinctions in the input and in m e m o r y provide the information needed. B y taking a task-analysis approach w e
attempt to specify just what distinctions of each type are
important. W e propose that very selective yet heterogeneous clues are used in interpretation. A discussion of this
proposal as well the assumptions w e have adopted from
the work of others can be found in (Peterson & Billman
1990). T h e focus of this paper, however, is to outline an
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architecture for sentence interpretation which efficiently
operates on these varied sources of information to produce
a sentence interpretation.

Prior Work
Natural language processing systems vary in their assumptions about the importance of syntactic versus conceptual structure. They differ in emphasizing general
principles versus specific content knowledge. A n d they
contrast in treating language processing as retrieval of an
interpretation from m e m o r y versus treating it as generation of a novel structure from m u c h smaller, known, components. T w o quite opposite sets of choices have dominated prior work. S o m e natural language processing systems emphasize detailed, highly specific representations
that contain primarily conceptual (or semantic) information and treat interpretation as retrieving the familiar events or situation being described (Riesbeck fc Martin 1986). Semantic expectations are central to this approach. W e shall call this extreme the conceptual recognition view. Other systems emphasize highly schematic
principles of broad scope that are primarily syntactic and
that treat sentence processing as generation of the novel
structure specified in a unique utterance ( W o o d s 1978).
W e shall call this the syntactic construction view.
T h e conceptual recognition view fares well w h e n the
sentence does indeed refer to a familiar event using a familiar form. For example, a famiUar verb can be accessed
from the lexicon, specify slots for its arguments, and thus
allow arguments to be bound to a completely prespecified structure in a simple and stereotyped w a y (Birnbaum
& Selfridge 1981). W h e r e expectations and background
knowledge are both complete and correct, this provides a
fast and effective processing strategy. Difficulties arise if
the detailed expectations mismatch the utterance. This
might be because 1) the event is unfamiliar, metaphorical, or in some w a y discrepant from expectation, 2) the
sentence form is unfamiliar or novel or 3) a novel verb is
used for which the system has no lexical entry. For example, utterances such as / stared the m a n out of the room,
a n e w sentence form, or Lucia zorched the book into the
fire, a n e w verb, would be uninterpretable.
T h e syntactic generation view has a complementary
set of faults and virtues. Here the system can process

syntactic
processor

lexical

working
memory

linking
rules

semantic
processor

•Output

Figure 1: System Architecture

novel utterances as well as stereotyped ones. However, the
generality is purchased at the cost of efficiency: a large
number of structures might be consistent with the initial
segments of input and a forest of possibilities generated.
Since many forms can encode similar meanings a multitude of parsing rules are needed and a multitude of partial
structures generated. Consider what would be needed to
interpret Which m a n did Pat punch in the mouth?: 1) all
possible functional roles for which m a n could be generated, 2) the identification of what element is being questioned must be delayed to the end of the sentence, and
3) m a n y sets of rules are needed since the rules needed
to process this sentence are not those used for related
sentences such as Pat punched the man in the mouth.
People do not seem afflicted with either set of problems.
N e w verbs and new uses of old verbs are constantly being
introduced into the language; introspection and anecdote
show people are quite capable of interpretation even under these circumstances. Psycholinguistic evidence shows
that people do begin interpretation of a clause as information accrues and are not hamstrung prior to the final
word.

memory will play comparably important roles in language
interpretation. However, the following questions remain
open: W h a t syntactic distinctions m a p reliably onto subtle differences in meaning? W h e n and in what form are
highly specific forms of information used? W h a t form
need to be constructed and what can be retrieved from
memory? Our research program divides in two parts: 1) a
task analysis for identifying critical distinctions that constrain meaning and 2) a processing mechanism that can
combine the multiple cue and constraints to provide an
interpretation. Clearly both tasks are substantial and in
both we are able to capitalize on many parts of analyses
done by others. W e focus here on describing an architecture that can derive lexical, semantic, and syntactic
information and use these distinct but principled sets of
cues to eff'ectively drive sentence interpretation.
Architecture
A n implementation of our approach needs to satisfy a
number of requirements. First, it must provide a means
of mutual communication between syntactic and semantic
processing. Second, it must access and use word-specific
information when it is available. Third, it must have a
general information to resort to when word-specific information is absent. Fourth, both syntactic and semantic
information must be used to guide structure composition.
W e propose the architecture pictured infigure1. The
architecture has been modularized to reflect the structure
of the task. Each module contains a distinct sort of information and distinct function. Within this model, data
flows along two paths. Word-specific information flows
from the lexical processor to the working memory where
it is made available to the semantic, syntactic, and linking rules processor. Structural informationflowsthrough
the linking rules processor. The syntactic processor and

Of course, the field is not as simply or as strongly
polarized between the two possibilities as sketched here.
Head-driven Phrase Structure G r a m m a r (Pollard & Sag
1987) relies on syntactic information to drive interpretation, yet it specifies this in a very specific, word by word
manner, not as general rules. (Lytinen 1986) proposed
an approach in which semantic constraints are used to
perform syntactic analysis. W e believe this type of integration must be taken much further. Successful N L P
systems will require a careful combinations of the available techniques and a careful analysis of what information
needs to be supplied. Both syntax and semantics, both
general and specific patterns, and both construction and
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Syntactic P r o c e s s o r

the semantic processor communicate their structural decisions to one another by sending their products to the
linking rules processor. T h efinalinterpretation is provided by the semantic processor. Below, w e dcHcrilx' each
of these modules as well as the system control.

T h e syntactic processor contains general rules of syntax
and constructs syntactic structures. It accepts as input
the lexical entries from the lexical processor and any argument bindings already assigned by the linking rules processor (see below). It produces as output a parse tree and
predicate argument bindings.
T h e syntactic processor is an adaptation of Abney's
Licensing-Structure Parser (Abney 1989). It has two basic modes of operation: attachment and argument binding. T h e attachment operation constructs parse trees.
T h e argument binding operationfillsthe predicate argument structure. Each attachment operation evokes a
binding operation updating the predicate argument structure of the mother node.
A s an example, consider h o w parser processes the follow
phrase segment

Lexical Processor
The lexical processor provides the word-specific information to the system. It accepts a character string as input,
and produces all the lexical entries associated with the
word. Each lexical entry is denoted by a unique identifier.
This allows individual components to ascertain which entry is being referred to in the working memory. Lexical
entries contain syntactic, semantic, and correspondence
information.
The syntactic information consists of a lexical category
and an argument structure. For verb entries, the syntactic information includes a predicate argument structure which represents the argument structure of semantic
functions (Rappaport & Levin 1988). Predicate argument
structures perform two services. First, they denote the
number of arguments a syntactic structure takes. For instance, the verb put has the following arguments

put :

external
direct
indirect

put Mike ...
T h e put is the head of the verb phrase, and Mike is a noun
phrase. A n attachment is licensed by p u t
put-.VP^V NP

x
y
z

This representation indicates that the verb has a subject,
a direct object, and a prepositional complement as arguments. Second, they denote the syntactic relations the
verb licenses.
put -.VP^NP PP [loc]
This indicates the verb-phrase can be the mother node
both a noun phrase and a locative prepositional phrase.
The semantic information is either a semantic function
or term. Verbs denote semantic functions. Consider the
semantic entry for put
put :

So the noun phrase Mike is attached to the verb ph
and assigned to y, and the processing of this fragment is
complete. In cases where the predicate argument structure for put is not available, the syntactic processor invokes a general set of rules that license argument attachment (i.e., lexical redundancy rules).
The syntactic processor must check for internal inconsistency. Parsing inconsistencies are simply misparses.
Misparses are identified with the aid of a parsing state.
This state is used to indicate how much of the phrase
has been parsed and what the possible continuations are.
for When the input is not a possible continuation, a misparse
has occurred.
Semantic Processor

ACTixy)
«"«"' effeCtU.entGOiy \j>athTO[j,,,ceZ]])]

It can be roughly characterized as 'an actor acts upon
an object causing it to move along some path'. Variables
such as y are used to maintain identity relations among
the semantic arguments. So for example in the lexical entry for put, the thing being acted upon y is also the thing
being moved. These variables are also used to specify semantic constraints. Above the semantic term assigned to
the variable z must be a place.
The correspondence information maintains the linkings
between the syntactic and semantic variables specified in
the lexical entry. Put specifies the following correspondences
external
put: direct
indirect

The semantic processor contains the general semantic information and constructs semantic representations. It
accepts as input lexical entries from the lexical processor and semantic function bindings from the linking rules
processor. It produces both complete semantic interpretation for system output and partial products used by the
linking rules processor.
Like the syntactic processor, the semantic processor
combines partial information. The semantic processor
has two modes of operation: semantic function argument
binding and function composition. Function argument
binding assigns values to semantic functions. As an example consider the processing of the following fragment

put Mike
ACTixy)
«"«"* effect'eventG O { y \pathTO[placeA])] .
Mike : [ H U M A N A N I M A T E T H I N G ]

put

= X in ACT{x y)
=
yinACT{xy)
=z zinGOiy [pathTO[j>laceZ]])
8S9

Since M i k e has no arguments, the possible assignments
are to an argument of put. There are two possible assignments y = M i k e a n d z = Mike. This assignment
m a y be initiated by either the information provided by
the linking rules processor or the semantic processor itself. Semantic function composition constructs complex
function structures from two functions and will be discussed in an example following this section.
The semantic processor must check for internal inconsistency. There are two types of inconsistencies, violations
of composition constraints and of argument binding constraints. The assignment z = M i k e violates the place
constraint on z; without a locative preposition, M i k e
does not designate a place. W h e n a violation occurs, the
semantic processor attempts to propose an alternative.

Communication
Informationflowsalong two paths in the system. Wordspecific informationflowsfrom the lexical processor to the
working memory where it is made available to the semantic, syntactic, and linking rules processor, and structural
information flows through the linking rules processor to
the semantic and syntactic processors. Consider flow of
information during the processing of the text fragment we
have been pursuing in this section.
1. lexical processor—*
[Put.\][Mike.l]
2. syntactic processor —*
direct = [Mike.l]

3. linking rules processor —•
y / A C T / E V E N T = [Mike.l]
The linking rules processor executes the bi-directional
4. semantic processor —^
mapping between syntax and semantics. Given a predA C T (...Mike.l)
icate argument binding (produced by the syntactic pro'"* effect[,^,r^tGO (Mike.l...)]
cessor)as input, it produces a semantic function binding
diS output. Operating in the opposite mode, given funcIn step 1, the lexical processor produces the lexical
tion binding (produced by the semantic processor) as intries for put and Mike. In step 2, the syntactic processor
put, it produces an predicate argument binding bls output.
assigns
[Mike.l] to the direct object position. This is comLinking rules allow the system to capitalize on regular cormunicated
to the linking rules processor. This processor
respondences between syntactic arguments and semantic
produces the semantic argument specification in step 3.
roles, as in lexical redundancy rules. It has a general set
In step 4, the semantic processor makes the assignment
of linking rules that can be extended by the corresponand
executes the inference that Mike is both the thing
dences specified in individual lexical entries. W h e n these
moving
and thing being acted upon.
are provided, it prefers the execution of these lexically
Global
consistency is maintained by keeping the semanspecific mappings over the general rules.
tic and syntactic processors internally consistent and reAs an example consider the following linking rule
quiring that the semantic and syntactic processors be consistent with the linking rule products. In cases where the
direct = y in ACT{x y)
products of the linking rule processor conflicts with the
state
If the direct object is bound by the syntactic processor, of either the semantic or syntactic processors, the
linking rule products take precedence; linking rule prodthe linking processor can derive a semantic binding from
ucts can only be overridden when they cause syntactic or
the direct object assignment. The semantic processor exsemantic inconsistencies or violate semantic preferences.
ecutes this binding when it is provided. If it results in an

Linking Rules Processor

semantic inconsistency, the semantic processor can propose an alternative (which is then communicated to the
linking rules processor.) In the case of a conflict, the semantic processor takes precedence.

Novelty Example
As an example of how such information could be used to
process novel verbs, consider
Lucia zorched the book into the fire.

Working memory

Since the predicate argument structure for zorched is un-

Working memory executes two roles. It provides a means
known, the syntactic processor must construct the parse
of communication between the lexical processor and the
tree with the lexical redundancy rules, producing

other processors, and it maintains the current lexical entries, a set of unique lexical items. The lexical processor
provides all the lexical entries associated with each particular word. Processing is initiated with most-preferred
lexical entries. If either processorfindsa lexical entry unacceptable it m a y select another (i.e., the syntactic processor communicates its lexical category decisions, and
the semantic processor specifies its selection of lexical entries.) Working memory must notify the processors of
changes in the current lexical entries.

external
direct
indirect

Lucia.l]
book.I]
into [fire.I]]

The linking rules processor executes the mappings
which are ambiguous. The subject-direct object pair
could correspond to a relation of possession or causality.
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Altos, Ca.: Morgan-Kaufman. 574-578.
Peterson, J. & Billman D. 1990. I'm With her and the
butler
did it With the Knife. Unpublished Manuscript.
y/ACT/EVENT=[book.\]
Pollard, C. k Sag, I. 1987. A n Information-based Syntax
y / H A V E / S T A T E = [book.l]
and Semantics, Volume 1: Fundamentals. Stanford, C A :
z/GO/EVENT = TO (IN {[fire.l]))
Center for the Study of Language and Information.
Riesbeck, C. k Martin, C. 1986. Towards Completely
Integrated Parsing and Inferencing. Proceedings of the
Given the mappings, the semantic processor attempts to
Eighth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Socompose the predicates. The mapping ambiguity is reciety. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
solved by the constraints on function composition, when
the partial results are combined. The information assoWoods, W . 1978. Semantics and Quantification in Natuciated with into is an effect of G O i n g and this must coral Language Question Answering. In M . Yovits (Ed.), Adoccur with actions; hence, the H A V E mapping (a nonacvances in Computers, Volume 17, 2-64. N e w York: Acation) can be ruled out. Only effects such as G O co-occur
demic Press.
with actions, so the H A V E mapping can be ruled out.

x/ACT/EVENT=[Lucia.l]
x / H A V E / S T A T E = [Lucia.l]

ACT{[Lucia.l] [book.l])
- - ' effectU.euiCO {[book.l] T O (IN {[fire.l])))] J
The resulting interpretation refers to an event in which
Lucia's acting on the book causes it to go into the fire.

Summary
Our approach to processing provides a means of handling
novelty. It also helps with some other difficult problems
in natural language comprehension. Consider the case of
prepositional attachment ambiguity. Giving the semantic
processor the ability to propose structure allows it not
only to identify semantic anomalies in the attachments
proposed by the syntactic processors but also propose alternative bindings. It also provides a means of making
early commitments in wh-questions. Rather than waiting for a gap in the parse tree, the syntactic processor
can tentatively assign the wh-phrase to a syntactic argument. This assignment is sent to the semantic processor,
allowing it to evaluate the assignment and to propose a
new one if the assignment does not satisfy the semantic
constraints. Finally, it aids in resolving lexical ambiguity.
Changes to the lexical semantic representation of verbs
can be partial. W e need not discard the assignments that
have already been made, if they still hold for the altered
verb representation.
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Ideally w e would like a planning agent to be able to m o v e
quickly enough to take advantage of opportunities as they
arise in the world, while at the same time deciding what to
do based on projection of the expected consequences of proposed action sequences. If w e view the two approaches to
planning described above—complete projection on the one
hand, pure reactivity on the other—as the ends of a specu-um
of possible approaches, w e would thus like a planning agent
to fall somewhere in the middle, and to be able to adjust its
position in the spectrum according to the demands of the
moment. Such an agent would thus be required to balance
the benefits of projection, in the form of making better decisions, against the costs, in the form of the time and information required. A trade-off must be made between increased accuracy in projection, and the increased cost of planning. In
this paper w e discuss an approach to this process, concentrating especially on the problem deciding under what circumstances the agent should try to gather more information.

Abstract
Existing planners fall into two broad categories: reactive planners that can react quickly to changes in the
world, but do not project the expected results of a proposed sequence of actions, and classical planners that
perform detailed projections, but make assumptions that
are unrealistic w h e n operating in a complex and dynamic world. Ideally, a planning agent in such a world
should be able to do both. In order to do this, the agent
has to be able to differentiate between those situations
in which detailed information would aid it in making its
decisions, and and those in which such information
would not materially improve its performance. W e
propose an approach to this problem, using well-characterized heuristics to decide what information would be
useful, whether to gather it and if so, how.
Introduction

There have been two main approaches to the problem of
Rock delivery
planning in complex worlds: ignoring the complexity of the
T o see what issues are involved in performing plan projecworld, and ignoring the complexity of the reasoning required
tion on the fly, let's consider the robot deUvery truck domain
to operate in it So-called "classical" planners are designed to
used by Firby (1989) and Hanks (1990). Suppose that the
operate in very simple worlds of which they have certain
truck is parked next to a red rock and a green rock, and has a
knowledge. (Sussman 1975, Sacerdoti 1977, C h a p m a n
goal to deliver a red rock to the red rock store, and another
1987). Planning is assumed to occur in advance of execugoal to deliver a green rock to the green rock store. Should it
tion, and to be subject to no limitations on the time allowed
pick up both rocks n o w , or should it pick up only one?
to produce a plan. W h e n there are several possible courses of
There are opportunities to further both delivery goals, and it
action, such a planner can thus predict the results of each and
must be decided whether to take advantage of either or both
choose the one with the best pay-off. These planners can
of them. If, for example, the u-uck had another goal, involvproduce plans that are optimal, given the assumptions under
ing, say, blue rocks, that could not be achieved if the time
which they are working; however, those assumptions are
were spent on picking up red or green rocks, it might be a
highly unrealistic. So-called "reactive" planners are designed
good decision to pick up neither rock. If the truck were runto operate in more complex worlds (Brooks 1986, Agre &
ning out of fuel, picking up both rocks (which uses little
C h a p m a n 1987, Firby 1989). Rather than planning in adfuel) then going off to refill its tanks would m a k e sense.
vance, such systems decide at execution time on the actions
W h e n a planning agent has recognized an opportunity to
to be undertaken, based solely on the current circumstances.
achieve a goal, it must consider whether taking advantage of
O f course, such systems are not i m m u n e from the problemthe opportunity would be worthwhile. If taking advantage of
atic interactions that projection is designed to discover; but it
the opportunity would be relatively costly compared to other
is assumed that the system's action rules have been written
possible methods of pursuing the goal whose achievement is
in a w a y that largely avoids such interactions. T h e issue of
facilitated by the opportunity, it m a y be best to ignore it.
h o w these rules are written has largely gone unaddressed.
O n the other hand, if there is an opportunity to do something very cheaply that would provide a large pay-off, this
This research was supported in part by DARPA, monitored by AFOSR
opportunity m a y be worth pursuing even at the cost of susunder contract F49620-88-C-OO58, and by AFOSR under contract
pending other ongoing plans.
AFOSR-89-0493. The Institute for the Learning Sciences was
established in 1989 with the support of Andersen Consulting, part of
The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization. The Institute receives
additional support from Amentech, an Institute Partner, and from IBM.
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utility
Traditionally, a goal is a logical expression describing iwo
regions of the outcome space: that in which the goal is satisfied (the set of states with high utility) and that in which it
is not (the set of states with low utility). Haddawy & Hanks
(1990) extend this notion by viewing a goal as describing a
partition of the outcome space such that within each region
of the partition, all utility values fall within given bounds.
Using this view, w e can express the idea that m a n y outcomes, while failing to achieve the slated goal completely,
nonetheless have a high utility with respect lo that goal. The
more complex characterization allows a planning agent to
consider the effects of different ways of failing to achieve a
goal, as well as providing a simple w a y of expressing goals
that m a y not have absolute criteria for achievement (such as
a goal to deliver as m a n y rocks as possible), and weighing
them against other goals in a rational manner.
Although the decision procedure can be summarized by
saying "choose the course of action with the highest expected utility" (Feldman & Sprouil 1977), the calculation of
the expected utilities is often no simple matter, as the following examples demonstrate.

can influence the decision as to which rocks to pick up now.
If one destination is directly on the w a y to the other, or requires only a slight detour, picking up both rocks at once is
likely to provide significant savings in time, fuel consumption, and wear and tear on the truck over delivering one rock
before returning to pick up the other. If, on the other hand,
the two locations are far apart and a good route between them
passes through the place at which the decision is being
made, it m a y be better to deliver one and then return for the
other.
In such cases there are m a n y factors to be balanced, all involving a detailed domain theory. T h e knowledge that is
needed includes facts such as:
• Higher speeds use more fuel, but m a y help meet a deadline.
• A bad hilly road m a y be shorter than a good flat road.
• Speeds are lower on hilly roads than on flat roads.
• There is more wear and tear on the truck on bad roads,
and fragile contents m a y be damaged.
Again, w e can see that the more information, in the form of
a detailed domain theory, that the agent has, the better its decisions can potentially be.
Alternative achievement

Deadlines
If our delivery planner has to decide whether to pick up the
red rock, the green rock, or both, it should compare the utility values arising from the expected delivery limes for both
rocks in all three cases, and choose the action with the highest associated value. T h e notion of a deadline can be expressed by saying that all stales in the outcome space which
involve delivering the rock before a certain time have a high
utility associated with them.
Given the expected utility values for ihe various courses
of action, choosing the one that results in the highest expected utility value is a simple oplimizalion problem.
Unfortunately, the specific utility functions for, say, the delivery of the red and green rocks will not usually be explicitly available. In order to calculate the expected utility of a
particular course of action, w e must calculate the probability
of each possible outcome associated with that course of
action, and the associated utility. Such calculations, which
are based on Bayesian theories (Hanks 1990), depend in turn
on many values of both prior and conditional probabilities.
In order to decide what lo do, a planner must formulate a
set of possible courses of action, then project the consequences of each. Each such projection requires information
about the possible results of all the component actions. The
real problem in choosing a plan is therefore one of information. If sufficient information is available, the decision-making process becomes simple.
Resources
M a n y of the conditional probabilities involved in evaluating
a proposed action sequence are based on reasoning about the
resources that will be consumed in performing the sequence.
For example, if the red and green rocks are lo be delivered lo
different locations, the relative positions of those locations
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W h e n deciding whether to take advantage of an opportunity
to achieve a goal, the agent must also consider other available opportunities to achieve that goal, and whether they
would have higher overall utility. For example, if the planning agent knows that there is a red rock at the green rock
store, an effective course of action might be to deliver the
green rock, then pick up a red rock at the time of delivery,
rather than pick up a red rock n o w and carry it around.
T h e factors that should be taken into consideration in
cases like these include:
• Likelihoods of other opportunities existing as expected,
and unexpected opportunities arising.
• Costs of taking advantage of the various opportunities.
• Creation of opponunities through substitution: if the
top level goal is tofilla container with red objects, for
example, the extra benefit obtained by delivering a
(large) red rock instead of a (small) red apple might not
be worth the extra costs.
In such cases the type of information that helps in the decision-making process is information about the state of the
world, including information about the probabilities of various facts being true.
Information and decisions
Although the specification of factors relevant in decision
making in the examples given above is not nearly complete,
in most cases w e would not need to consider the decision in
even this m u c h detail. Typically w e would believe, for example, that the extra load on the truck from a single rock
would affect its performance very little, that the time taken
to pick up one rock is unlikely to affect our ability to deliver
the other rock on time, and that there are few green rocks in
the world so w e should take advantage of the opportunity to
acquire this one. If these beliefs are true, performing more

detailed reasoning will not improve the decision. In m a n y
cases, then, it appears that a decision can be m a d e without
considering m a n y of the details of the situation.
However, in cases where decisions are more finely balanced, performing more detailed reasoning could make all the
difference. Detailed estimates of timings, routes to be taken
and so on, are needed w h e n the deadlines are tight, for
example. In order to decide on a course of action and be sure
that it is the best one available, all possible courses of
action must be considered and their possible outcomes projected. In an uncertain world, this projection cannot be performed deterministically, but must use probabilistic reasoning. The projection process needs information about probabilities for a wide range of possible events, about the actual
state of the world as observed by the planning agent, and
about the utilities of all the actions and outcomes to be considered. The projection process also requires time.
A n agent operating in a complex, dynamic world frequently has to m a k e decisions, and often crucial information
is unavailable and time is severely limited. There are therefore m a n y occasions w h e n the agent simply cannot perform
the detailed projections needed in order to m a k e the best decision. There m a y well be occasions on which the benefit
gained from making the right decision is less than the cost
of making the decision. In such cases, there is no net benefit
derived from the effort that is put in to making the decision,
and overall a better result would be achieved by simply picking a course of action at random.
Gathering information
A planning agent can choose actions in the service of the
goal to decide which action to perform next as well as those
in direct service of its explicit goals. A m o n g these actions
are methods of gaining more useful information about the situation. For instance, suppose the agent has decided to deliver the red rock and is n o w trying to decide whether to pick
up the green one. If there were a telephone available at the
destination of the red rock, it might be worth calling ahead
to find out whether there is a green rock there, too. Using
the telephone presents an alternative to cogitating about the
possible presence or absence of green rocks based on the
agent's prior knowledge. O f course, the planning agent probably does not want to call all possible places in the world to
see if there are green rocks available, but should confine its
calls to those places which fit in with its other plans. It
needs to have a characterization of the type of information
that will be useful in making the decision, and the likelihood
of gaining it through performing various actions, so that it
can decide which, if any, to perform.
Planners and information gathering
Purely reactive planners choose actions based on features of
their environment, with no explicit projection. In effect,
they have a set of rules that guess what the result of the projection would be if it were done, in that the rules are intended
to m a k e the agent react appropriately. Firby's R A P s
(reactive action package) system (1989), for example, has no
explicit knowledge of any probabilities that might affect its
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behavior. Instead of knowing that an action is especially unreliable, the R A P s system simply doesn't try one that has
failed often in the recent past. Agre & Chapman's Pengi
(1987) also performs no explicit projection. The system has
no preconceived notion of the results of performing an action, but has rules that arbitrate between possible actions.
The result of these rules is intended to be that the most appropriate action is chosen, but no representation or search of
future world states is performed w h e n applying them. Instead
the system's designer has built the results of such reasoning
into the rules. Classical planners, on the other hand, explicitly project the results of all the actions that they consider.
However, it is assumed that all the required information is
available to the system at no cost. Gathering information is
thus not an issue for either of these types of systems.
Deciding to gather information
W e need some w a y of looking at the utility obtained from
gathering information in terms of the role played by information in improving decisions. W e also need to be able to
estimate the costs involved in gathering it. Horvitz ei al
(1989), have looked at the possibility of controlling decision-theoretic inference by considering the expected value of
such inference in relation to the decision to be made. Their
method uses the properties of belief networks (Howard &
Matheson 1981, Pearl 1986), and in particular the properties
of the algorithm they use to evaluate the networks.
Unfortunately, reliance on a particular algorithm for evaluating belief networks is unlikely to be very useful in more
dynamic domains, where the agent can find itself in totally
n e w situations. A s w e discussed earlier, there is a large
amount of information required in order to m a k e good projections of the expected utility of the possible outcomes. If belief networks are used to perform the projection, a new network would have to be constructed for each decision in order
to take the relevant influences into account. Constructing
the necessary dependencies would be prohibitively expensive,
especially as the decisions must be m a d e at execution lime.
A n alternative approach is suggested by viewing information gathering as just one of the m a n y possible tasks that
can be performed at any particular time, and looking at h o w
existing planners decide between tasks. M a n y systems use
heuristics to m a k e decisions w h e n they cannot perform a
complete analysis. W o r k has also been done on approximate
analysis (Hanks 1990, Wellman 1990). T h e success of these
systems suggests that heuristics and approximations can
provide useful information that can help in making a decision. If w e view information gathering as a planning task, it
is reasonable to ask whether the sorts of decision heuristics
employed by planners can also be applied to the problem of
deciding w h e n to gather more information. W e believe that
the answer is yes.
However, in general the heuristics used by existing planners are at best ad hoc, and are often implicit in the control
structure. W e intend to characterize useful heuristics and approximations in a more principled way, so that w e can understand w h e n and h o w they should be used. This characterization will have to specify the results produced by the

would achieve the goal, and that certain states of the world
are true before a task is performed. In m a n y cases, the
resources needed in order to achieve a goal are plentiful.
However, conflicts can arise w h e n they are limited:
• If the truck were nearly full, picking up the green rock
would leave no room for anything else. This has no efEffective independence
fect on the goal to deliver the red rock, which is already
in the truck, but would m e a n that other delivery tasks
W h e n a planner is considering whether to perform an action,
could
not be undertaken.
it should consider the benefits and costs associated with the
•
If
picking
up a rock uses a large amount of fuel, and the
action. The benefits of the action can be measured through
truck's tank is nearly empty, there m a y not be enough
its (positive) effect on the goal that it directly furthers and on
to pick up the green rock and deliver the red rock withother goals. The costs can be measured through its (negative)
out refilling the tank. Thus the goal to deliver the red
effects on its o w n and other goals. The resources that are
rock could be affected in a couple of ways: the truck
consumed by performing the action affect goals inasmuch as
could run out of fuel, so preventing the delivery, or
they cannot then be used by other actions. The calculation of
could refuel along the way, thus delaying the delivery.
these benefits and costs requires information, as w e have disAnother
type of independence violation through precondicussed above, and w e intend to investigate methods of judgtions
arises
from the fact that performing an action can
ing what information would be useful, h o w that information
sometimes
change
the expected state of the world in a w a y
can be gathered, and whether it is worth gathering. W e have
that interferes with the achievement of another goal.
not yet considered he question of what effect an action has on
the goal that it directly furthers, and the information required Elements of the world state that can be affected include the
in order to judge that effect, but have started by looking at an weight of the truck, time, and location:
• Suppose that the truck's being under a certain weight is
action's effects on other goals.
a precondition of being able to cross a bridge which is
Our first step is to c o m e up with heuristics that indicate
on the route to deliver the red rock. If the green rock is
when the action's effects on goals that it does not directly
very heavy, picking up the green rock would violate
further can be ignored. In this case the planner does not need
that precondition by changing the state of the truck so
information enabling it to calculate those components of the
that the bridge would no longer bear it.
utility of the action. O n the other hand, if the effects on
• If there is a deadline for the delivery of the red rock, a
other goals are significant, the information relating to them
precondition for the delivery is that the transporting
is required in order to m a k e a good decision.
task should not start too late. Picking up the green rock
Clearly, if an action is independent of all goals that it does
would
delay the time at which the truck could start on
not directly further, the planner can indeed ignore its effects
the task of taking the red rock to its destination, possion other goals. Most actions are not, unfortunately, indepenbly violating the precondition if the deadline is tight.
dent of all other goals. In our delivery example, for instance,
• Even if there is no green rock at the same place as the
the goals to deliver the red and green rocks interact in imporred rock, there is always an opportunity to m o v e elsetant ways. These interactions are responsible for most of the
where to collect a green rock before continuing with the
complications w e discuss. However, in m a n y cases such intask of delivering the red rock. T h e change of location
teractions are insignificant. W h e n w e say that the exact time
would normally significantly affect the task of transtaken to pick up the green rock is unimportant because it is
porting the red rock, which would have to start from a
very short compared to the time available for the delivery of
place other than that which was expected.
the red rock, and that the weight of the green rock can be igA n action can affect another goal by changing the state of
nored as being negligible compared to the overall weight of
the
world by making it impossible to achieve the goal:
the truck, w e are saying that w e can treat the action of pick• Suppose that there is only one green rock, but that
ing the green rock up as though it were independent of the
there are also some green apples. T h e truck has goals to
goal to deliver the red rock. In this case w e say that the
deliver a green rock and a green object to separate locaaction of picking the green rock up is effectively independent
tions. If it tries to achieve the second goal by delivering
of the goal to deliver the red rock. W h e n actions are not efthe green rock, it has m a d e thefirstgoal unachievable.
fectivley independent, w e need to reason more about the inO
f
course,
in the last example, it is still possible to achieve
teractions. Heuristics to decide w h e n actions are effectively
the
goal
of
delivering a green rock. In order to do this, howindependent would therefore be very useful in determining
ever, the goal of delivering a green object would b e c o m e unwhether w e need more information about the situation.
satisfied: a post-condition of the goal is that the green object
should be left at the location to which it is delivered, and not
Violations of effective independence
m o v e d a w a y from that place. In this situation the agent
At present w e are considering two principal ways in which
would need to acquire information about the w a y s in which
independence m a y be violated: through preconditions and
both
goals can be satisfied, by using a green apple to achieve
through post-conditions.
the
goal
to deliver a green object, for example.
T w o of the more c o m m o n types of preconditions are that
the agent has sufficient resources to carry out a plan that
heuristics in terms of the quality of the decisions that use
them, and the costs of using them in terms of time and otJicr
resources. W e will investigate their use in the conicxi of
planning in a complex and dynamic domain so that their applicability can be demonstrated.
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Detecting threats to i n d e p e n d e n c e
There are three main ways in which ihe threats to independence that w e have discussed can be detected:
• A n action m a y be k n o w n to be liable to have a certain
effect on goals. For example, moving to another location will always cause a change of state, and should
prompt the agent to look for possible conflicts.
• A goal m a y be k n o w n to be sensitive to certain types
of interference. If the red rock is particularly fragile, for
instance, the agent should beware of actions involving
objects that might damage it. The principle involved is
very similar to the notion of protections used in classical planning (Sussman 1975, Sacerdoti 1977). Instead
of a violation being fatal, however, in this case it simply means that there m a y be a problem and that the
matter should be investigated further.
• A resource or state m a y be prone to conflicts. For example, if there is little fuel, or any other resource is in
short supply, the agent should be on the look out for
actions that affect that resource.
A planning agent can use these strategies in a two-stage process to determine if there is effective independence. The first
stage uses heuristics to decide whether to perform the second,
more detailed, stage.
In order to judge whether an action and a goal are effectively independent, the planning agent should consider
aspects of the action, goal, and world state. The agent should
perform more detailed analysis in the following cases:
• Action-driven
» There is a resource which the action uses heavily.
° There is a world state which the action changes
significantly.
• Goal-driven
" The achievement of the goal relies on a resource used
by the action.
» There are any world-states that are fatal to the
achievement of the goal.
• World-driven
° There are any resources that are in short supply.
Conclusion
A n intelligent agent must be able to differentiate between
important decisions and those that have few or unimportant
consequences. The complexities involved in such reasoning
in a dynamic world, in which exactly the same situation will
probably never arise twice, are enormous. A decision-maker
therefore must be able to reason about the type of decision
required in a particular set of circumstances and the information that is needed in order to be able to m a k e that decision
effectively.
This type of decision behavior depends on the ability to
estimate h o w good w e expect a decision to be, and the expected benefits of making it better. This means that w e need
ways of characterizing the quality of decisions, h o w the information used in them affects that quality, and the availability of relevant information. All these estimates must in turn
be related to the expected cost of gathering the information.
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A n agent reasoning in this way about decision making must
be able to so efficiently, otherwise the costs of the reasoning
will outweigh the benefits.
A s w e discussed above, the reasoning involved in making
decisions about planning can be very complex and time-consuming, and rely on large amounts of information which
m a y not be readily available. O n e approach to carrying out
this reasoning in a timely manner is to develop heuristics
and approximations that can be used when detailed reasoning
is inappropriate. Such heuristics must also be used when
considering whether it is worth gathering more information,
either by performing more reasoning or by other methods or
whether the less exact methods will be more appropriate in
the circumstances.
W e intend to continue our investigation of effective independence as one approach to the problem of characterizing
useful information in the context of planning decisions.
Effective independence concerns the relationship between an
action and a goal it does not directly further, and w e will
look at other aspects of that relationship as well as the way
in which an action affects the goal that it serves.
Acknowledgements: Thanks to Larry Birnbaum, Matt
Brand, Mike Freed and Bruce Krulwich for m a n y useful discussions.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of evaluating the "goodness" of hypotheses in the context of a reasoning task. W e
Abduction is often viewed as inference to the "best" explanafocus on explanatory hypotheses, which are causal chains that
tion. However, the evaluation of the goodness of candidate hyattempt
to justify a given anomalous fact in terms of causal
potheses remains an open problem. Most artificial intelligence
relationships with reasoner's prior beliefs. W e begin with disresearch addressing this problem has concentrated on syntaccussing the nature of explanatory hypotheses. W e then discuss
tic criteria, applied uniformly regardless of the explainer's intwo classes of evaluation criteria for such hypotheses. Structended use for the explanation. W e demonstrate that syntactic
tural criteria rely on structural or syntactic properties of the
approaches are insufficient to capture important differences in
explanations, and propose instead that choice of the "best" excausal chain. For example, a reasoner might always choose
planation should be based on explanations' utility for the exthe shortest causal chain as the best explanation. Utility-based
plainer's purpose. W e describe two classes of goals motivating
criteria select hypotheses according to requirements arising
explanation: knowledge goals reflecting internal desires for infrom the system's intended use for an explanation, such as
formation, and goals to accomplish tasks in the external world.
forming predictions about future events.
W e describe how these goals impose requirements on explanaAlthough structural criteria have received the most attentions, and discuss how we apply those requirements to evaluate
tion
in artificial intelligence programs, w e will argue in favor
hypotheses in two computer story understanding systems.
of utility-based criteria on functional grounds. Since these
In order to learn from experience, a reasoner must be able
to judge candidate hypotheses with respect to the parcriteria
explain what it does not understand. W h e n a novel or poorly
ticular task and reasoning needs that the reasoner is currently
understood situation is processed, it must be interpreted in
faced with, they are more likely to enable the reasoner to pick
terms of knowledge structures already in memory. A s long
explanations that are "right" for the occasion.
as these structures provide expectations that allow the reaW e divide utility-based evaluation criteria into two subsoner to function effectively in the n e w situation, there is no
classes: those based on knowledge goals, and those based on
reason to revise them. However, the expectations m a y fail to
tasks. Criteria based on knowledge goals attempt to evaluate
apply. In that case, the reasoner is faced with an anomaly
a hypothesis based on the reasoner's internal needs for knowl— a conflict between expectations and new information —
edge. For example, if a system is trying to form a distincand learning is needed to prevent future failures. In order
tion between two categories in memory, an explanation that
to revise its knowledge, the reasoner needs to know why it
provides the information required make such a distinction is
made the mistaken predictions, and to explain why the failmore useful even though it m a y not be the shortest explanaure occurred. In other words, it must identify the knowledge
tion. Task-based criteria evaluate hypotheses from the point
structures that gave rise to the faulty expectations, and unof view of the real world tasks that the reasoner is trying to
derstand why its domain model was violated in this situation. perform. A detective, for example, might need to build a very
Once revised, the knowledge can then be stored in memory
different explanation for a stain of blood on a carpet than a
for future use. Abduction, the construction of explanations, is
cleaner trying tofigureout h o w to remove that stain.
a central component of this learning process.
Our theory is based on a functional analysis of the purAbduction is often viewed as inference to the "best" explaposes for which explanations will be used, and motivated by
nation. However, there is often no one "right" explanation;
empirical psychological evidence. People quite clearly have
the definition of "best" is dependent on the goals of the reawhat psychologists often call "goal orientations," which have
soner in forming the explanation. In these situations, the
a significant effect on the inferences that people draw from
"best" explanation must be more than a causal chain that cortheir experiences. There is a large body of psychological
rectly describes the domain; it must also address the reason
research on goal direction in focus of attention, particularly
that an explanation was required in thefirstplace. The extent
from social psychology. Zukier's (1986) review concludes:
to which it does so determines h o w effectively the reasoner
"Experimental studies have clearly demonstrated that a percan learn from the explanation.
son will structure and process information quite differently,
depending on the future use he or she intends to make of it"
'Ashwin Ram's research was supported in part by the National
(p. 495). AI researchers have also proposed theories of "subScience Foundation under contract IRI-9009710. Both authors' rejective
interpretation" (e.g., Carbonell (1979), R a m (1989)) in
search was also supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research
which
a
system's prior beliefs and goals influence the interpreProjects Agency and the Office of Naval Research under contract
tations drawn in a given situation. In addition, AI research on
N00O14-85-K-O1O8, and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Reoperationality of explanations has considered the question of
search under contracts F49620-88-C-0058 and AFOSR-85-0343.
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generating suitable explanations for system use, although the
range of uses considered has been limited (see Keller (1988)
for a discussion of operationality considerations).
F r o m the functional point of view, these ideas are related
to the "goal satisfaction principle" of Hayes-Roth and Lesser
(1976), which states that more processing should be given to
knowledge sources whose responses are most likely to satisfy
processing goals, and to the "relevance principle" of Sperber
and Wilson (1986), which states that humans pay attention
only to information that seems relevant to them. These principles m a k e sense because cognitive processes are geared to
achieving a large cognitive effect for a small effort.
Utility-based evaluation of explanatory hypotheses attempts
to maximize the utility of explanations by explicitly considering the needs of the reasoner in forming the explanation.
Further examples of the task-sensitive nature of h u m a n explanation can be found in psychological research on excuse
theory, which demonstrates that people manipulate explanations to displace blame for poor performance (e.g., M e h l m a n
& Snyder (1983)).

Most structural criteria appeal to Occam's razor by requiring minimality of hypotheses. Simply stated, a hypothesis
that is "minimal" with respect to some criterion is preferred
over one that is not (e.g., Chamiak (1986), Kautz & Allen
(1986)). For example, Konolige (1990) argues that "closure
-I- minimization implies abduction." T o take another example, the T A C I T U S system for natural language interpretation
merges redundancies as a way of getting a minimal interpretation, which is assumed to be a best interpretation (Hobbs et
al, 1990). Minimality criteria include:

The explanation cycle

• Explanatory coherence: The cohesion of an explanation
is measured, based on the form of connections between
an explanation's propositions, and the "best connected" explanation is favored (e.g., Thagard (1989), N g & M o o n e y
(1990).)

T h e process model for the task of explanation consists of the
following steps:
1. A n o m a l y detection: Identification of an unusual fact that
needs explanation. (See Leake (1989a; 1989b) and R a m
(1989) for our approaches to anomaly detection.)
2. Explanatory hypothesis construction: Construction of
one or more explanatory hypotheses that would resolve the
anomaly and explain the situation. This is typically done
by chaining together causal inference rules through a search
process (e.g., Rieger (1975), Morris & O'Rorke (1990)),
through a weighted or cost-based search (e.g., Hobbs et
al. (1990), Stickel (1990)), or through a case-based reasoning process in which previous explanations for similar
situations are retrieved and adapted for the current situation
(e.g., Schank (1986), Kass el al. (1986), Leake (1989b),
R a m (1990b)).
3. Hypothesis verification: Confirmation or refutation of
possible explanations or, if there is more than one hypothesis, discrimination between the alternatives. A hypothesis
is a causal graph that connects the premises of the explanation to the conclusions via a set of intermediate assertions.
At the end of this step, the reasoner is left with one or more
alternative hypotheses. Partially confirmed hypotheses are
typically maintained in a data dependency network (e.g.,
A Q U A ' S hypothesis tree (Ram, 1989)).
Evaluation criteria
Regardless of h o w explanatory hypotheses are constructed,
the evaluation of these hypotheses (step 3 in the explanation
cycle above) is a central and difficult problem. W e categorize
evaluation criteria into structural (or syntax-based) and utilitybased (or goal-based) criteria.
Structural criteria
Structural criteria use the structural or syntactic properties of
the causal chain to evaluate hypotheses. A goodness measure
for each hypothesis is computed based on the length of the
causal chain, the number of abductive assumptions, or other
such structural properties.
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• Length: Causal chains with the shortest overall length are
preferred.
• Abductive assumptions:
Explanations requiring the
fewest abductive assumptions are preferred.
• Subsumption: If two candidate hypotheses are found and
one subsumes the other, the more general hypothesis is
preferred.
Another approach focuses on the structural relationship of
propositions in an explanation rather than minimality:

While structural criteria provide an easy way to evaluate the
goodness of a hypothesis, they are not very useful in real
situations. Explanations are not constructed in a vacuum.
Typically, there is a real world task that the reasoner is performing that requires the reasoner to seek an explanation. The
reasoner m a y also need an explanation to help it with a piece
of reasoning that it is trying of perform. Both these types of
motivations for explanation influence evaluation criteria.
Utility-based criteria
A n explainer's motivation for explaining will often place additional requirements on candidate explanations, beyond their
form. For example, explanations prompted by anomalies
must provide particular information, in order to resolve the
anomaly. For example, suppose that w e expected team X to
win over team Y because of the talent of X's star player, but
w e are told that team X actually lost. If someone explained
the loss by 'Y scored more points than X," the explanation
would be inadequate. Although it is a correct explanation, it
gives no information about why our expectation went wrong.
The explanation "X's star was injured and couldn't play"
does account for what was neglected in prior reasoning, and
consequently is a better explanation. However, this explanation would not be preferred on structural grounds alone. The
causal chain underlying that explanation is more complex, so
it would not be favored by minimality criteria. Likewise, the
explainer of the g a m e has access to only one observation, the
fact that team X lost, so coherence metrics that measure h o w
an explanation relates pairs of observations, such as those
described by N g and M o o n e y (1990), give no grounds for
preferring the second explanation.
T o state our relevance criterion another way, an explanation
must address the failure of the reasoner to model the situation
correctly. In addition to resolving the incorrect predictions,
it must also point to the erroneous aspect of the chain of
reasoning that led to those predictions. A n explanation is

• Calculated simplification - leam heuristics for w h e n to
check assumption in detail

useful if it allows the reasoner to leam, or to accomplish
current tasks. The claim here is that an explanation must be
both causal and relevant in order to be useful.
A n explanation of an anomaly, therefore, must answer two
types of questions:

• Explicit assumption - leam n e w knowledge to correct the
assumption
• Conjunctive assumptions - leam n e w interactions

1. W h y did things occur as they did in the world? This
question focuses on understanding, and learning about, the
causal structure of the domain.
2. W h y did I fail to predict this correctly? This question
focuses on understanding, and improving, the organization
of the reasoner's o w n model of the domain.
The answer to thefirstquestion is called a domain explanation
since it is a statement about the causality of the domain. The
answer to the second question is called an introspective or
meta-explanation since it is a statement about the reasoning
processes of the system.
Each of the above questions relates to a need to collect or
organize the missing information that caused the anomaly, and
that utility-based evaluation criteria must address. The first
question gives rise to knowledge acquisition goals, which are
goals to collect information or knowledge about the domain
that the anomaly has signaled as being missing. The second
question gives rise to knowledge organization goals, which are
goals to improve the organization of knowledge in memory.
Let us consider the second question first.
Introspective explanations: Addressing knowledge organization goals. O n e of the questions an explanation must address is w h y the reasoner failed to m a k e the correct prediction
in a particular situation. This could happen in three ways:

A hypothesis is evaluated from the point of view of knowledge organization goals by checking to see if it provides the
information necessary for the type of leaming that the reasoner is trying to perform. For example, suppose the reasoner
reads a newspaper story about a Lebanese teenager w h o , it
turns out, is blackmailed into going on a suicide bombing
mission. Even if the reasoner already k n o w s about terrorism,
religious fanatics and blackmail, the story m a y nevertheless
be anomalous if the reasoner has never seen this particular
scenario before. The difficulty arises from the fact that blackmail is not ordinarily something that comes to mind w h e n one
reads about suicide bombing. Here, the reasoner can leam a
n e w connection between the knowledge stmctures describing
suicide bombing and blackmail, respectively. In order to do
this, the explanation must provide the information required
to identify the conditions under which a suicide bombing is
likely to be caused through blackmail.
This type of analysis is essential in determining whether
an explanation is sufficient for the purposes of the reasoning
task at hand. In this example, the reasoning task is to satisfy
a knowledge organization goal, which is a goal to leam by
reorganizing existing knowledge in memory.
Domain explanations: Addressing knowledge acquisition
goals. Knowledge acquisition goals seek n e w causal knowledge about the domain. A domain explanation is a causal
chain that demonstrates w h y the anomalous proposition might
hold by introducing a set of premises that causally lead up
to that proposition. If the reasoner believes or can verify
the premises of an explanation, the conclusion is said to
be explained. Explanations are often verbalized using their
premises or abductive assumptions. However, the real explanation includes the premises, the causal chain, and any
intermediate assertions that are part of the causal chain.
In order to be useful, a hypothesis must provide the information that is being sought by the knowledge acquisition
goals of the reasoner. For example, if the reasoner has a goal
to acquire knowledge about the biochemical properties of a
particular virus, a description of a sick patient must provide
the biochemical information in order to qualify as an explanation from the point of view of that goal. A n altemative
hypothesis that provides causal information suggesting h o w
some drug might destroy the vims, while useful from the point
of view of curing the patient, m a y not provide the required
information.

1. Novel situation: The reasoner did not have the knowledge
structures to deal with the situation.
2. Incorrect world model: T h e knowledge structures that the
reasoner applied to the situation were incomplete or incorrect.
3. Mis-indexed d o m a i n knowledge: The reasoner did have
the knowledge structures to deal with the situation, but it
was unable to retrieve them since they were not indexed
under the cues that the situation provided.
W h e n an explanation is built, the reasoner needs to be able
to identify the kind of processing error that occurred and invoke the appropriate learning strategy to prevent recurrence
of the error. For example, if an incomplete knowledge structure is applied to a situation, the knowledge activated by the
resulting processing error must represent both the knowledge
that is missing, and the fact that this piece of knowledge,
when it comes in, should be used tofillin the gap in the
original knowledge structure. Similarly, if an error arose due
to a mis-indexed knowledge structure, the explanation, w h e n
available, should be used to re-index the knowledge structure
appropriately.
Knowledge organization goals can be categorized by the
type of gap that gave rise to them, or by the type of learning
that results from their satisfaction:

Task-triggered knowledge acquisition goals. Knowledge
acquisition goals often arise from an explainer's tasks. A
doctor wishing to cure a patient will seek an explanation of
the patient's symptoms that suggests the plan of action for a
cure; an epidemiologist m a y seek an explanation in terms of
environmental factors, to m a k e similar disease outbreaks less
likely. In order to reflect such factors in evaluation, w e must
identify the basic tasks that can be prompted by an anomaly,
in turn prompting explanations that focus on particular aspects of a situation. For example, each of the tasks below is
associated with particular knowledge acquisition goals:

• Missing knowledge - leam n e w knowledge tofillgap in
domain model
• Unconnected knowledge - leam n e w connection or n e w
index
• Implicit assumption - leam heuristics for w h e n to check
assumption explicitly
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• Choosing a response to an unexpected event - learn
causes that allow discrimination between possible plans,
by predicting events or identifying current circumstances
• Repairing an undesirable state - learn repairable causes
of that state
• Causing recurrence - learn achievable causes
• Preventing recurrence - learn blockable causes
• Assigning credit or blame - learn particular actors' influence on an outcome
• Replicating another actor's success - learn motivations of
the observed actor's unusual planning decisions

1. Believability: D o I believe the domain knowledge from
which the hypothesis was derived? This is an issue for any
learning program in a realistic domain for which a correct
domain theory is not yet known.
2. Applicability: H o w well does the domain knowledge (the
particular rules, cases or schemas) apply to this situation?
Did itfitthe situation without any modifications?
3. Relevance: Does the hypothesis address the underlying
anomaly? Does it address the knowledge goals of the reasoner? The hypothesis is evaluated in the context of both
knowledge acquisition and organization goals.

4. Verification: H o w definitely was the hypothesis confirmed
or refuted
Since each of these tasks requires different information,
ex- in the current situation? Does the hypothesis
spawn
new knowledge goals (requiring further information
planations to serve them must be evaluated in the context
to
help
verify the hypothesis)?
of those tasks. Evaluation criteria based on knowledge organization goals, knowledge acquisition goals, and tasks are
collectively called utility-based criteria in this paper.
Two case studies

5. Specificity: Is the hypothesis abstract and very general,
or is it detailed and specific? This is a structural criterion
in the sense that it is based on the structure, and not the
content, of the hypothesis. However, the structure of the
hypothesis is evaluated in the context of the organization
of causal memory.

W e have developed two computer programs to test our theory. Although space limitations preclude detailed descriptions
of these programs, w e describe them briefly to illustrate the Intuitively, a "good" explanation is not necessarily one
can be proven to be "true" (criterion 4), but also one that
kind of abductive reasoning that our theory of explanation
seems plausible (1 and 2),fitsthe situation well (2 and 5),
evaluation supports. It should be noted that both programs
and is relevant to the goals of the reasoner (criterion 3).
deal with real world examples in domains in which provably
A Q U A is a dynamic story understanding program that is
correct domain theories are unavailable. Both programs construct explanations in service of other tasks (e.g., learning, driven by its questions or goals to acquire knowledge. Rather
natural language understanding), and hence must evaluate ex- than being "canned," the program is always changing as its
questions change; it reads similar stories differently and forms
planations in the context of these tasks.
different interpretations as its questions and interests evolve.
The AQUA program
A Q U A judges the interestingness of the input with respect
to its knowledge goals (Ram, 1990c), and learns about the
Ourfirstexample program is A Q U A , a story understanding
domain
by answering its questions (Ram, 1990a). Both these
program that learns from what it reads (Ram, 1987; Ram,
processes are goal-based. Here, w e are proposing that the
1989). A Q U A reads newspaper stories about terrorism, such
evaluation of explanations be goal-based as well. It is imporas the "blackmailed into suicide bombing" story mentioned
tant for the evaluation criteria to be sensitive to the current
above (New York Times, Nov 27, 1985). In order to undergoals
of the reasoner.
stand text, A Q U A must integrate the text, which is often ambiguous, elUptic and vague, with its world knowledge, which
The ACCEPTER program
is often incomplete and possibly incorrect. In order to leam
from what it reads, it must detect perceived anomalies in the Our second example is A C C E P T E R (Leake, 1989b), which
was designed as the central understanding component for a
text which may identify flaws or gaps in its model of the
case-based
explanation system (Kass et al., 1986) to both dedomain, formulate explanations to resolve those anomalies,
tect
problems
in explanation and guide adaptation to resolve
confirm or refute potential explanations, and possibly leam
them.
A
C
C
E
P
T E R processes stories of episodes of death
new explanations or modify incorrect ones.
(such
as
the
death
of ^ e star racehorse Swale), damage (such
The process of natural language understanding generates
as car problems), and destruction (such as the explosion of
reasoning goals or questions, representing what the underthe Space Shuttle Challenger).
stander needs to know in order to perform an understanding
Like A Q U A , A C C E P T E R is a story understanding program
task, be it explanation, learning, or some other cognitive task.
that
detects anomalous events in the stories it processes, and
These questions constitute the specific knowledge goals of the
evaluates
the goodness of candidate explanations for those
understander generated during a parsing experience, and are
anomalies.
However, ACCEPTER'S evaluation of explanaused to focus the reasoning processes on aspects of the input
tions includes task-based criteria, according to user-selected
that are actually relevant. These goals are also used to focus
explainer goals. The system's evaluation criteria involve crithe learning process so that the understander learns what it
teria to determine:
needs to know in order to better carry out its tasks.
A Q U A uses the following criteria to evaluate hypotheses.
Although A Q U A uses a case-based approach using explanation patterns to construct explanations (Ram, 1990b), the
criteria listed here are applicable to other kinds of explanation construction methods which rely on domain knowledge
in the form of inference rules, cases, schemas, or other types
of knowledge structures.
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1. Relevance of an explanation to an anomaly (i.e., whet
the explanation accounts for why reasoning failed)
2. Plausibility of an explanation
3. Usefulness of an explanation for the current task
All three criteria must often be satisfied for an explanation to
be satisfactory, but in some cases not all are important (e.g..

plausibility might actually be undesirable in a humorous explanation.) Given a task, A C C E P T E R examines the causes
outlined in a candidate explanation, to determine whether
those causes are sufficient to accomplish the task. For example, suppose the explainer's task is to repair a malliinclioning
device. A n explanation must account for the sym|>i{)nis of
the malfunction, and show h o w those symptoms rcsuii troin
abnormalities in the device. For example, if a television set is
smoking, a good explanation for repair must say which parts
are causing the smoke, rather than simply saying the smoke
is the result of combustion within the device.
A C C E P T E R evaluates explanations for four purposes: predicting an event, controlling its future occurrence, repairing
an undesirable state, and assigning responsibility. Depending
on which purpose is in effect, the system requires different infonmation to be included in an explanation. For example, one
episode for which the system evaluates explanations involves
a car recall. It is offered two possible explanations for the
recall: that there was bad quality control w h e n the car was
manufactured, and that the car has a defective transmission.
Both explanations are plausible w h e n taken out of context,
but when A C C E P T E R evaluates them for the repair task, it
rejects thefirstexplanation and accepts the second, since only
the second provides the information needed for the repair.
A C C E P T E R ' S evaluation of usefulness is dynamic, depending on the current task. It m a y require that an explanation
include causes that are observable, predictive, and distinctive (for the task of predicting and avoiding future problems),
repairable (for repairing a bad state), controllable (for preventing or causing an outcome), or desirable/undesirable (for
assigning praise or blame). All these criteria reflect the content of the explanation, rather than structure alone. A more
detailed description can be found in Leake (1989b; 1990).
Conclusion
Abduction, or inference to the best explanation, is a central
component of the reasoning process. T h e "best" explanation
is not one that is the most "correct," if correctness is even
measurable in the domain of interest, but one that is most
useful to the process that is seeking the explanation. Consequently, criteria for evaluating the goodness of explanations
must depend on a theory of the types of uses to which explanation m a y be applied. W e have argued that two main classes
of purposes must be considered: those based on knowledge
goals reflecting internal desires for information, and those
based on goals to accomplish tasks in the external world.
The role of knowledge goals in explanation evaluation
has been explored in the A Q U A and A C C E P T O R programs.
A Q U A is a computer model of the theory of question-driven
understanding. A Q U A builds explanations in order to find
answers to questions raised by gaps in its domain knowledge,
and learns by incrementally improving its understanding of
the domain. T h e relationship between tasks and requirements
for explanations has been investigated in A C C E P T E R , a program to evaluate the usefulness of explanations of anomalies for major classes of overarching goals. W e are currently
investigating the relationships between tasks and knowledge
goals, and exploring h o w a system might generate different
knowledge goals depending on its current tasks. Both A Q U A
and A C C E P T E R take a strongly context-dependent view of
evaluation of hypotheses: thefinaldeterminant of an explanation's goodness is whether it provides the desired information.
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Abstract
In cooperative information-seeking environments,
we have observed that the dialogues have the following characteristics: (1) they contain sufficient
relevant information, (2) they are coherent, and
(3) they are well-structured. In this paper, we
describe a mechanism for plan inference which
takes advantage of these observed features to reduce the number of alternate interpretations of a
user's statements. This reduction is achieved as
follows: initially, we take advantage of the relevant information trait by using guiding principles
and meta predicates to constrain the number of
possible interpretations of a single statement. Discourse coherence considerations are then applied
to integrate subsequent statements and drop incoherent interpretations. The retained interpretations are evaluated using a measure of information content, which is used to prefer the interpretations that have more relevant information. The
entire mechanism is based on an approach that
takes advantage of the well-structured nature of
information-seeking dialogues to arrive at the intended interpretation as efficiently as possible.
Introduction
In this paper, we present a mechanism which infers the
plains and goals of a user in cooperative informationseeking settings, e.g., travel agency. The inference is
done by generating the possible interpretations of a
user's statements, evaluating them and then selecting
the more likely interpretations. A n interpretation of a
user's statements consists of a sequence of plans that
the user proposes to carry out, and a plzin consists
of an action defined by a number of parameters. For
instance, in the travel domain, the proposal toflyfrom
Melbourne to Sydney on December 1st, 1990, is a plan,
whereflyingis the action, and the parameters origin,
destination and departure date are instantiated.
Our inference mechanism operates in the framework
provided by a Natural Language Interface (nli) and a
planner. However, in this paper, we focus on the plan
inference mechanism, and the only references to the
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NLI and planner concern our assumptions about them.
In cooperative information-seeking settings, we have
observed that the diadogues have the following features:
(1) they contain enough relevant information so that
the information seeker's plans m a y be understood easily by the information provider, (2) they are coherent,
and (3) they are well-structured, i.e., the dialogue consists of an initial discourse, followed by a clarification
interaction. For instance, the following dialogue^ at a
Melbourne travel agency displays these features:
Traveler: "I need a ticket to Sydney tomorrow.
I a m going to Hawaii on the 11:00 a m flight.
By the way, I'll be leaving from Adelaide."
Agent: "What about your ticket to Adelaide?"
Traveler: "That is all arranged. Thank you."
Our plan inference mechanism takes into consideration these traits of the dialogue while interpreting a
user's statements. It differs from earlier mechanisms
for plan inference (Grosz 1977, Schmidt, Sridharan L
Goodson 1978, Allen & Perrault 1980, Sidner & Israel
1981, Carberry 1983, Litman & Allen 1987, Pollack
1990) in that it can handle multiple interpretations.
The problem of multiple interpretations has been handled by Carberry (1990) by using plausibility factors
of alternate hypotheses. However, in domains such as
travel, where the plcins in an interpretation are defined
by a number of parameters, this approach alone does
not cope with the problem of multiple interpretations.
The mechanism presented in this paper addresses this
problem by using the observed features of cooperative
dialogues, namely, relevance, coherence and structure.
Initially, we take advantage of the relevance trait by
using guiding principles and meta predicates to constrain the number of interpretations of a single statement. In thefinalstages, the amiount of relevant information in an interpretation is measured by its information content, and is used to prefer interpretations
with more relevant information.
The coherence of an interpretation is determined by
^This dialogue is similar to those found in the transcripts of telephone conversations at travel agencies, which
were provided by Prof. J. Roach and D. Sanford from the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

the relation between the interpretation of a statenx-nt
and the interpretation of the previous discourse. Litm a n and Allen (1987) have applied ideas related to
discourse coherence in order to select a preferred plan.
However, since they maintain only one preferred option, they m a y choose an interpretation that is locally
coherent, but does notfitin with the entire dialogue.
In this research, this situation is prevented by maintaining other interpretations with less coherent relations while pursuing the more likely interpretations.
All dialogues, whether well-structured or otherwise,
can be handled by a single approach, which w e call the
cognitive approach. In this approach the system draws
both direct inferences based on the user's statement,
and indirect inferences based on domain and world
knowledge from each statement as it is uttered. For
instance, upon receiving thefirststatement in our sample text, the system, after maiking all the direct inferences, will go on to m a k e the indirect inference that the
speaker is probably leaving from Melbourne, where the
conversation is being conducted. However, some of the
system's indirect inferences m a y have to be retracted
due to information provided later on, as when the traveler says "By the way, I'll be leaving from Adelaide,"
in our sample text. Evidence provided by written and
spoken text, where speakers/writers address inferences
presumably performed by their hearers/readers, leads
us to believe that this approach models h u m a n cognition. For instance, meta comments such as "however,"
"indeed" and "in faict" indicate violation of expectations, realization of expectations and violation of implicatures, respectively.
T h e cognitive approach is computationally expensive for the initial discourse, due to the retractions that
m a y have to be performed. These retractions m a y be
avoided by using another approach, namely the impkmentational approach. In this approach, the system
first draws all the direct inferences from all the statements in the initial discourse, and only then draws the
indirect inferences. In this case, there are less chances
of early unwarranted inferences, and hence, from the
viewpoint of implementation, this approach is attractive. However, this approach alone cannot cope with a
clarification interaction after the initial discourse.
In this paper, w e argue for a hybrid approach that
takes advantage of the benefits of both approaches
by taking into account the observed structure of
information-seeking diaJogues. In the hybrid approach,
the implementational approach is applied to the initial discourse, and the cognitive approach is apphed
to subsequent statements uttered either after a pause
or in response to a query posed by the system. T h e
rest of this paper describes our mechanism for plan
inference based on the hybrid approach, with particular reference to the strategies that take into account
the characteristics of cooperative information-seeking
dialogues in order to reduce the number of alternate
interpretations of a user's statements.

The Main Mechanism
The inference mechanism operates on input provided
by the NLI, consisting of predicates, such as FLY and
G O , and meta predicates that indicate the modality
of the statements, such as W A N T . Based on this input, it generates the intended plans of the user. T h e
mechanism is based on the hybrid approach and it consists of two parts: (1) the implementational part for
handUng the initial discourse 5,, and (2) the cognitive part for processing the clarification statements SeBoth parts apply three main processes: (1) Direct inference, (2) Indirect inference, and (3) Evaluation of
interpretations. However, they are applied at different
times in each part. In the implementational part, direct inference of all statements followed by evaluation
precedes indirect inferences followed by another evaluation. In the cognitive part, direct and indirect inferences are interspersed, with the evaluation performed
last. These three processes are described below with
reference to the two procedures Implementational-Infer
and Cognitive-Infer, which e m b o d y the two parts of
the mechanism. T h e set of interpretations, {IS}, is
initially set to nil.
Procedure Implementational-Infer (5,)
1 For each statement s in the discourse 5,- do:
2
Generate a set of interpretations I{s) using
guiding principles and meta predicates
3
Infer the set R of possible discourse relations
between /(s) and {IS} and order them
according to the coherence measure
4
C o m b i n e I{s) and {IS} using R to create
a n e w {IS}, and determine the likelihoods
of the interpretations in the n e w set
5
Use these likelihoods to prune unlikely
interpretations from {IS}
6 For each interpretation / in {IS}
7
Use the information content of / to revise its
likelihood
8 Prune unlikely interpretations from {IS}
9 For each interpretation I that is left in {IS}
10
Repeat until [ / is fully defined ] or
[ the information content of /
cannot be increased ]
11
Infer values for all undefined necessary
parameters in all the plans in /
12 Prune {IS} using information content (lines 7-10)
Procedure Cognitive-Infer {Sc)
1 For each statement s in the discourse Sc do:
2
Perform direct inferences as in lines 2-5 in
procedure Implementational-Infer
3
Perform indirect inferences as in lines 9-11 in
procedure Implementational-Infer to infer
the values of all necessary parameters, and
update them so that earlier inferences are
not refuted by later weaker inferences
4 Prune {IS} using information content as in lines
7-10 in procedure Implementational-Infer
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Direct Inference

basis of the existing information. In the implementational approach, only the parameters that remain undefined after direct inference are inferred. In the cognitive approach, however, all the necessary parameters
are inferred, and previous inferences m a y be refuted or
corroborated in light of new inferences.

T h e direct inference stage (lines 2-5 in procedure Implemeniational-Infer and line 2 in procedure
Cognitive-Infer) consists of: (l) Inferring a set of interpretations from each of the user's statements (line
2 in procedure Implementational-Infer); (2) Inferring a
set of relations between each interpretation of a user's
statement and the previous discourse (line 3); and (3)
Generating a set of n e w interpretations (line 4). In this
process, the likelihood of each interpretation is determined, and less likely interpretations are not pursued.
T h e inference of interpretations from one statement
issued by a user consists of inferring a set of possible actions which match this statement, and computing their
likelihoods. This inference is done by using a S T R I P S like operator library (Fikes ic Nilsson 1971) and plan
inference rules (Allen & Perrault 1980). Since the n u m ber of interpretations based on just one statement and
the operator library can be quite large in a realistic
domain, w e control the activation of the plan inference
rules by means of guiding principles, thus reducing the
number of possibiUties. In addition, meta predicates
are used during this stage to modify the strength of
the plan inference rules.
T h e inference of the discourse relations between the
interpretations of one statement and the interpretations of the previous discourse is done so that the coherence of the discourse is increased.
T h e inference of a n e w interpretation, based on an
interpretation of a n e w statement, an interpretation of
the previous discourse and one of the inferred discourse
relations, is done by updating the interpretation of the
previous discourse using the relation and the information in the interpretation of the n e w statement. T h e
likelihoods of the n e w interpretations are determined
using Bayesian theory of probability, and interpretations whose likelihoods Jire lower than an acceptable
threshold are dropped (Raskutti ic Zukerman 1991).

Evaluation of Interpretations
After a chunk of statements is processed, the generated interpretations are evaluated using a measure of
information content, aoid the interpretations that are
better defined according to this measure are retained.
This evaluation is performed twice in the implementational approach,firstafter all the direct inferences
have been drawn, and then agsiin after the completion
of the indirect inferences (lines 6-8 and 12 in procedure
Implemeniational-Infer). In the cognitive approach, on
the other hand, the evaluation is deferred until all the
statements in a chunk are fully processed (line 4 in
procedure Cognitive-Infer).
The Strategies in Detail
In this section, w e describe the strategies that are
used to reduce the number of possible interpretations
of a user's statements. These strategies take into account two aspects of observed dialogues in informationseeking settings, namely, coherence and relevance.
Guiding Principles
Guiding principles restrict the number of interpretations that match a single statement of a user by controlling the search through the operator library that
defines the basic actions in the domain. Each operator is defined in terms of its preconditions, effects and
composition (also called the body of the operator).
During the inference of interpretations of a statement that has been parsed into an input predicate, all
those operators that have the predicate in the definition of their precondition, effect or body, are chosen as
possible matches. This can lead to the selection of a
large number of operators as possible matches. Hence,
w e use the following guiding principles, which are based
on the relevance trait, to restrict the inference process,
so that only justifiable inferences are drawn.
1. Least Complication - requires that the most primitive of the matched operators must be selected. For
instance, w h e n a user says "I want to go to Sydney," then while both one-way and two-way travel
are possibilities, one-way travel is chosen.
2. Least Commitment - requires that the operator that
needs the least number of additional assumptions
be chosen (Sacerdoti 1977). In practice, this means
that more general operators are chosen, unless there
is an explicit reference to a specific operator. For
instance, unless there is an explicit reference to a
means of transport, those operators that are uncommitted about the means of transport are chosen.

Indirect Inference
T h e indirect inference stage (lines 9-11 in procedure Implemeniational-Infer, and line 3 in procedure
Cognitive-Infer) is used to infer information that has
not been explicitly stated by the user. In the implementational part, it is performed after direct inference
of a chunk of statements. In the cognitive part, it
is performed after direct inference of each statement.
T h e strength of indirect inferences is assessed on the
basis of their source of information. For instance, the
desired m o d e of transport between Sydney and Hawaii
m a y be inferred by taking into consideration typical
assumptions about the domain. This type of inference
is stronger than an inference based on general 'world
knowledge', but weaker than a direct inference.
Indirect inferences are applied to infer each of the
parameters that are necessary for plan definition, and
inferences are drawn until a complete interpretation is
inferred or no more inferences can be drawn on the
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latest topic is substantially reduced. T h e determination of the topics which are elaborated or corrected
is performed by following c o m m o n patterns of discourse, where the elaboration or correction of topics
mentioned later in the discourse is preferred to that
of topics mentioned earlier.
4. If neither atopic nor a discourse relation is specified,
then the inference of discourse relations is performed
by first determining which relations are possible and
then calculating the likelihood of each postulated relation. W e do not postulate that the n e w statement
is a correction or a digression unless there is an explicit indication from the NLI. Hence, the only possible relations are Elaboration of each topic in the
interpretation of the earlier discourse, and Introduction of a n e w topic. Like above, elaboration of topics
mentioned later in the discourse is preferred to that
of topics mentioned earlier. Introduction of a new
topic is always considered a possibility. However, its
likelihood is reduced if Elaboration is possible.

M e t a Predicates
Meta predicates, such as C A N and w a n t , ro|)r<'.sciit tlw
modality or prepositional attitude of the stattiiients.
They are returned by the NLI in order to retain information that m a y be lost when parsing from natural
language to predicates. T h e presence of a meta predicate enables us to resolve ambiguity when the input
predicate appears in both the precondition and the effect of an operator. For instance, if a user's request
about BEing at a place is expressed as "I want to be ...
" or "I can be ... ," but the nli returns it as be(...),
this predicate can refer either to the precondition or
the effect of an operator with equal likelihood. B y
taking into account the presence of a meta predicate,
we increase the bias towards the appropriate inference
rule, e.g., if the user had said "I can be ... " then the
likelihood of the precondition rule is increased.
Discourse Coherence
Discourse coherence considerations are used during direct inference to bias the inference process towards
interpretations that m a k e the discourse more coherent. T o this effect, the inferred relations are assigned
likelihoods that prefer normal patterns of discourse,
e.g., the elaboration of the latest plan is preferred to
the elaboration of older plans; the likelihood of an introduction is reduced if elaboration is possible; and if
there are cue words to indicate a relation, then these
are used during the inference of relations (Raskutti &
Zukerman 1991).
A new statement of the user can either elaborate on
an earlier topic, introduce a n e w topic, digress from the
last topic, or correct some information specified earlier. T h e different possible relations coupled with the
different topics that m a y be corrected or elaborated
give rise to a n u m b e r of different interpretations. T h e
likelihoods of these interpretations depend on the likelihoods of the inferred relations, which in turn depend on
whether the NLI has recognized a discourse-statement
relationship and/or the referred topic. Thus, there are
four possibilities:
1. If there is an explicit reference to an earlier topic,
and a discourse relation is specified, then the system
has no uncertainty about the topic or the relation.
2. If only a topic is specified, then w e assume an elaboration relation, e.g., "About the Hawaii trip, I'll be
flying QANTAS."
3. If only a discourse-statement relation is specified,
e.g., " O n second thought, m a k e it 10:00 a m " (correction), the system needs to determine which of the
earlier topics is being referred to. Notice, however,
that the only possible discourse relations pertaining
to previous topics are Elaboration and Correction.
This is due to the fact that in Introduction, the introduced topic is unrelated to previous topics, and
Digression is considered as a special case of Elaboration, where the likelihood of elaborating on the
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Strength and Categorization of Inferences
T h e strength of an inference is directly proportional
to the reliability of the information source on which
the inference is based. Hence, w e categorize different
information sources that are used to draw inferences
and list them below in decreasing order of reliability.
1. User's Statements - Direct inferences from what is
explicitly stated. While these inferences can be presumed correct, there is still a degree of uncertainty
in relating a n e w statement to the earlier ones due
to the different discourse relations possible.
2. D o m a i n Knowledge- Indirect inferences that are derived by using the system's beliefs about the user's
domain knowledge. A typical example is the inference of the arrival time at the destination once the
departure time is known.
3. D o m a i n Assumptions - Indirect inferences that are
derived by assuming what is normal in the domain.
For example, w h e n the m o d e of travel is not specified, it is possible to derive this information from the
usual m o d e of transport between two places.
4. User Model - Indirect inferences that are m a d e on
the basis of the system's model of the user. T h e user
model m a y be a default model describing a typical
user, or it m a y be more specific. In our system, w e
have adopted a default model based on the assumption that, typically, the information provider cannot
form an extensive user model.
5. C o m m o n - S e n s e - Indirect inferences that are derived
using c o m m o n notions outside the domain of interest. Typically, such notions are used w h e n w e postulate return journeys based on the assumption that
people usually do not m o v e from their residence.
T h e inference types are assigned a strength in the
(0,1] range, and this strength is used during the computation of the information content of a parameter.
T h e inferences derived from the user's statements have

a strength of 1 and all other inference types have a
progressively decreasing strength, according to the reliability of their source of information. The undefined
parameters are assigned a minimum strength. This assignment enables us to distinguish between parameters
that are defined inexactly by the user and parameters
that are left undefined, and assign less information content to undefined parameters.
During the process of inferring the value of a parameter, w e emulate one aspect of humaoi behavior whereby
once a conclusion is accepted with a peu'ticular degree
of confidence, people consider it to be certain when
drawing subsequent conclusions (Gettys, Kelly k Peterson 1982). T o this effect, each parameter in the
plans in each interpretation is tagged with the type
of inference that gave rise to the value of the parameter, without talking into account the inference types of
other parameters that were used for computing the parameter in question. Thus, like Carberry (1990), we do
not compound the uncertainty in chains of inferences.
The strength of the inference type in a parameter's
tag is used in the cognitive approach to determine
whether a particular parameter should be revised by
a new inference. If the strength of the new inference is
the same or higher than the strength of the inference
type in the tag, the new inference replaces the old one.
Otherwise, the old inference is retained. In this mauiner, a weaker inference is prevented from refuting the
results obtauned from a stronger inference.
Information Content
W e define the information content of an interpretation
as the sum of the information content of all the plans
in the interpretation, and the information content of
a plan as the sum of the information content of all
the parameters that are necessary for the definition of
the plan. The information content of a parameter, in
turn, depends on two factors: (1) its specificity, which
is defined as the reciprocal of the number of possible
values assigned to this parameter; and (2) its strength,
which depends on the source of information from which
this parameter was obtained. Thus, both a parameter
with multiple values assigned to it and a parameter
derived from an unreliable source of information are
deemed to have a low information content (Raskutti &
Zukerman 1991).
The information content measure is used to update
the likelihood of each interpretation in the set of interpretations. This set is then pruned by dropping those
interpretations whose likelihoods fall below a relative
rejection threshold. In this manner, the interpretations with more relevant information, i.e., those with
a higher information content, are chosen.
Conclusions
W e have offered a mechanism which directs inferences
towards more likely interpretations of a user's statements by using strategies which take into account
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the observed traits of information-seeking dialogues,
namely, relevance, coherence and structure. Currently,
the algorithm for the implementational part is fully
operational, with the indirect inference restricted to a
few rules from each category. The cognitive part is
in the last stages of its implementation. Finadly, our
experiments with a few discourse samples have indicated that our algorithm chooses the same interpretation that people choose. For instance, in the example
presented in the Introduction, our mechanism considers four possible itineraries, and then chooses the intended one, i.e., Melbourne —• Adelaide —» Sydney —<•
Hawaii —• Melbourne, as the best interpretation.
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parameters are also theoretically important because
conclusions about the algorithms and ^ e models using
them are often based on h o w quickly the models learn and
if they converge (e.g., Hinton & Shallice 1989, Small
1990).

Abstract
The learning rate and convergence of connectionist
learning algorithms are often dependent on their
parameters. Most algorithms, if their parameters have
been optimized at all, have been optimized by hand.
This leads to absolute and relative performance
problems. In absolute terms, researchers m a y not be
getting optima] performance from their networks. In
relative terms, comparisons of unoptimized or hand
optimized algorithms m a y not be fair. (Sometimes
even one is optimized and the other not.) This paper
reports data suggesting that comparisons done in this
manner are suspect. A n example algorithm is
presented that finds better parameter sets more quickly
and fairly. U s e of this algorithm (or similar
techniques) would improve performance in absolute
terms, provide fair comparisons between algorithms,
and encourage the inclusion of parameter set behavior
in algorithmic comparisons.

Researchers currently attempt to understand and
improve their networks by tuning these parameters by
hand. Sometimes this work is reported in the literature
(e.g., Fahlman 1988), and attempts are made to teach it
(McClelland & Rumelhart 1988). While a certain
understanding comes from observing networks as they
work, using researchers to do this exclusively will pay an
inherently large cost and suffer from the known pitfalls of
h u m a n thinking, such as functional fixedness, limited
memory, and slips.
Comparisons of different algorithms m a y optimize the
parameter set by hand for each algorithm (Fahlman 1988)
or m a y optimize one by hand and use the default values for
the other (Montana & Davis 1989). A t best, these
comparisons are comparing h o w well each reporting
researcher can optimize each Jilgorithm. This is useful
information about the algorithms' ease of use, but does not
necessarily indicate which algorithm learns faster or better.
There is little reason to believe that most eilgorithm
researchers or users are finding or using the best
parameters; the brief evidence reported below suggests that
this is not the case in practice. (For an excellent counterexample, see Belew, M c l n e m e y & Schraudolph 1990.
While they don't argue the same theoretical position, their
results are consonant with the work reported here.)

Keywords: Connectionist learning algorithms'
parameters, Genetic algorithms. Comparative
cognitive modeling, Learning algorithm optimization.
Connectionist networks have been used as a cognitive
modeling and machine learning algorithm in numerous
ways (for a plethora of examples see Rumelhart,
McClelland and the P D P Research Group (1986) or any of
the Proceedings of Cognitive Science, A A A I or U C N N ) .
Work with connectionist learning algorithms such as backprop (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams 1986), Boltzmann
learning (Ackley, Hinton, & Sejnowski 1985), the mean
field theorem (Peterson & Hartman 1989), and even
genetic algorithms (Montana & Davis 1987) have restricted
themselves to optimizing connection weights (or
additionally, the number of hidden nodes) within a given
network, leaving certain crucial parameters of these
algorithms, such as learning rate, to be set by the user.
These parameters, unlike the weights, are not optimized
automatically, yet optimal performance depends on them
(Kolen & Pollack 1990, McClelland & Rumelhart 1988).
Finding fast yet safe values for these parameters represents
an important but often neglected research area. T h e

Alternatively, researchers may just report the results for
a variety of parameter settings and let the reader judge for
themselves parameter sensitivity and optimality. Kruschke
& Movellan (1991) do this, and the results are compelling
because the algorithms are variants of each other and
technically speaking, one dominates the other. In general
however, this approach breaks d o w n from the
combinatorial explosion of possible parameter sets when
additional parameters and values are considered.
It should not be initiedly surprising that connectionist
networks are still optimized by hand. The algorithms that
connectionist networks exploit and that their designers are
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After randomly creating an initial generation of 30
members, Mendel-DP computed theirfitnessas the number
of epochs needed to learn the X O R logic function or the
artificial grammar to a stopping criterion (ecrit) of 0.1 T S S .
T h e m a x i m u m number of epochs allowed was 400.
Network runs that hadn't learned by 400 epochs were
assigned 400 as afitnessmeasure. In this algorithm, lower
numbers represented betterfitness.After the best genotype
was reported, the next generation was created from the
members of the current generation. This cycle of creation
and evaluation was carried out for 15 generations. The
proposed best solutions from each of the subjects and from
each run of Mendel-DP were then averaged over 150 trials
for comparison.

= 1); poor genotypes with fitness of 400 might have a
80/400 or 1/5 chance of becoming a parent once selected.
Extensions to genetic algorithms to handle noise. Each
time B P runs, it initializes the network with a different set
of random weights. This causes the learning rate to vary
wildly. Mendel-DP used two approaches to decrease the
effect of this noise on itsfitnessevaluation: 1) Fitness was
computed as the average across ten network runs. 2)
Fitness was saved and averaged across generations for
genotypes that survived, further smoothing the effect of an
individual evaluation.
Comparison of the Results

T h e genetic operators used. The best 2 0 % of the
genotypes were directly copied (survived) into the next
generaition. The remaining 8 0 % were created by breeding
with 4 operators. O f the four operators used to create n e w
genotypes, two of these, cross-over and mutation, can be
considered traditional (Holland 1975), and two, creep-value
and average, are relatively novel (Davis & Ritter 1987).
Cross-over selected two parents (as described below) and
for each parameter in the child, a value was randomly
chosen from the two parents. Mutation randomly changed
a parameter value in a genotype (choosing linearly in its
range) and put the modified version into the next
generation. Creep-value modified an interval parameter in
a copy of the parent, creeping up or d o w n 5 % . Average
averaged the interval parameter values from two parents to
create a child, and copied the categorical values from one
of them.

Table 1 shows the mean fitness values for the various
parameter sets. The top half of the table shows the
panmieter sets for X O R and the bottom half, the grammar
learning network. The results for the default values comes
first, then the subjects' results, and then the results from
Mendel-DP, our example automatic parameter set
optimizer. Interestingly, the results particularly surprised
the grammar learning researcher in several ways: he
believed that his parameters were optimal and that they
gave him learning in approximately 300 epochs.
The XOR network did not converge with the default
values. For this problem they are inappropriate, and this is
even well known (McClelland & Rumelhart 1988). O n the
grammar learning network they did better than the
researcher (but not reliably better, t(149)=1.69, p > .05).
The parameter sets found by Mendel-DP lead to faster
learning than the default set or those produced by hand.
For both problems, this improvement was reliable (in all
cases t(149) >= 3.3, p<.005), and these differences were
also large enough to be important, between 3 0 % and an
order of magnitude faster learning. The lower standard
deviation for the grammar learning task also indicates that
the learning was vastly more reliable.

The probability of applying each operator was adjusted
by a set amount each generation. The initial and final
values (and thus also the change each generation) for each
operator were copied with slight modification, from a
similar genetic algorithm (Davis & Ritter 1987). The total
probability of an operator applying was normalized to one
by appropriately setting the probability of a pass-through
operator that merely copied a selected parent into the next
generation. Cross-over started at .3 and was adjusted to .1;
mutate started as .1 and was adjusted d o w n to .01; creepvalue started at .01 and was increased to .1; average started
at .3, and was adjusted d o w n to .1; pass-through, wliich
normalized the probability, increased from .29 to a final
value of .69.

Not only did Mendel-DP produce a better parameter set,
it took less time. Even on the grammar learning network,
Mendel-DP running overnight took less total time than the
researcher did. The incremental cost of modifying MendelD P to optimize another parameter or to optimize another
network is quite small: less than an hour was needed to
extend it from X O R to the grammar task.

Parent selection. After an uniform random selection from
the 30 m e m b e r genotype pool, each potential parent was
probabilistically selected as a parent based on their fitness
compared to the best in their generation according to the
following formula:

Robustness of results. Although Mendel-DP is itself a
stochastic algorithms, the results reported here should be
robust. Genetic algorithms are not sensitive to their o w n
parameters (De Jong 1985) in the same way connectionist
algorithms are. The selection of parameters for Mendel-DP
should have little influence on its practical (finding good
P(genotypejj)=min-fitnessQgjj./Fitness(genotypejj)
parameter sets) or theoretical results (finding fair parameter
For example, if selected, the best genotype in a generation sets). O n the other hand, a more complete analysis of this
would be automatically used if selected (P(best) = min/min
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most familiar with do not lend themselves to self
optimization. These algorithms depend on the filrioss
function being local and inexpensive to compute.
Evaluating parameter sets are neither. W h e n the optimized
function becomes expensive to compute, these algorithms
do not optimize efficiently, and the user community
rightfully drops them for other methods such as human
implemented heuristic search. Such is the current place of
the Boltzmann machine: it requires too m u c h time to
compute to be currently considered a viable architecture.

T h e N e t w o r k s a n d Subjects
The problems. There were two networks used. The first
was the classic two hidden node X O R network provided as
a training problem (McClelland & Rumelhart 1988), the
second was an artificial grammar learning network with 9
input nodes, 6 hidden nodes, and 3 output nodes. Both
networks learned through the back-propagation (BP)
algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams 1986) provided
as part of McClelland & Rumelhart's (1988) book of
examples.

Automatic Computation of Parameter Sets
Let us consider a possible algorithm to optimize parameter
sets, without comment on whether it is the best possible,
just that it will serve as an example (for semi-automatic
methods see Nowlan (1991)). Optimizing functions that
are expensive to compute, such as the evaluation of
network parameters, are the natural domain of genetic
algorithms (Goldberg 1989, Holland 1975), a family of
algorithms loosely based on Darwinian evolution. They
optimize functions without assuming that the search space
will be linear. They start with a population of templates for
possible solutions (analogous to sets of chromosomes), and
evaluate them to determine h o w well they perform
(fitness). After the fitness values are computed, a n e w
population is created. A variety of methods have been used
to create the next generation, but in each case the
underlying principle has been to including copies of the
chromosomes proportional to their fitness, and at each
generation to create n e w combinations by combining two
parents' chromosomes. A n d then repeating the cycle of
evaluation and creation.
In the genetic algorithm presented here, Mendel-DP, the
chromosomes are sets of parameter values that initialize a
network, setting learning rate, learning grain size, and so
on. Thefitnessmeasure optimized will be h o w quickly the
network learns. In general, this could be any measure of
performance orfitness,including h o w safely the network
performs (e.g., misclassification measures favored by
Nowlan (1991)) or h o w m a n y hidden nodes were used.
These need not be combined into a single measure, but
could be optimized as a vector (Schaffer 1985).
In order to find out h o w well people can tune parameter
sets, several subjects optimized the parameter sets for two
networks. Their parameter sets, along with the default set
supplied with the algorithm and the parameter sets
produced by Mendel-DP, were evaluated by averaging over
multiple runs of the networks with each of them. In
addition to the ubiquitous X O R , to balance its simplicity
we also compared h o w well an artificial grammar learning
network learned with its default parauneters, those found
and used by an active researcher, and those found by
Mendel-DP.

The subjects and the parameters they modified. The
subjects optimizing the X O R network (students in a
graduate level P D P modeling course at C M U ) were
allowed to vary any parameter to any value. While they
did not modify all parameters, they did modify both
interval (e.g., learning rate) and categorical (e.g., training
regime) parameters. The active researcher quite naturally
manipulated a superset of these p)arameters. The complete
lists are displayed as the column headings in Table 1.
In order to create a stronger comparison, Mendel-DP
only manipulated the parameters that the corresponding
subject(s) did.
T h e parameters varied. Intentionally broad limits were
impwsed on the automatic search performed by Mendel-DP
for the parameters used by the subjects. Learning rate,
which determines h o w m u c h each training session
influences the node weights, was allowed to vary between
0.05 and 12. Learning grain size represents h o w m a n y
patterns are presented in each B P training cycle of
presentation of patterns, error accumulation, and then
weight adjustment. This parameter specifies that either
weight updates occur after every single pattern
presentation or after every epoch (presentation of all input
patterns). The training regime parameter specified the
order of pattern presentation. Patterns could be presented
in the same sequential order each epoch (strain) or in a
permuted order (ptrain). A s indicated in Table 1, a slightly
different set of parameters were varied for the grammar
learning network. The remainder of the parameters were
set to the defaults provided with the B P program
(McClelland & Rumelhart 1988).
The optimizing algorithm.
The genetic algorithm, Mendel-DP, optimized networks
through selective breeding of parameter sets. The detailed
description provided below
is for application and
explanation purposes; genetic algorithms are not
particularly sensitive to their o w n parameters (De Jong
1985), so this level of description should not be necessary
for the replication of these results or to support any of the
theoretical arguments.
T h e basic algorithm. Each genotype, or evaluated object,
was a set of values for the parameters described above.
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Table 1 Average epochs to leam (fitness) for generated parameter sets (N=150)
All other parameters left at default values.
A) XORTask
Source

Epochs
to leam

SD

B P Defaults
Subject A
Subject B
Mendel-DP

400

0

222
179

175
125

Leaming
Rate
0.05
8.0
1.0

130

131

4.6

Leaming
Grain
Pattern
Epoch
Pattern
Etxjch

Training
Refiime
Strain
Strain
Ptrain
Strain

Leaming
Rate
0.05
0.15
6.33

Leaming
Grain
Pattern
Pattern
Pattem

Training
Regime
Strain
Strain
Strain

B) Grammar Learning Task
Source

Epochs
to leam

SD

B P Defaults
Researcher
Mendel-DP

147
170
12

19
165
4

Wrange

Momentum

1.0
2.0
1.0

.90
.65
.67

parameter sets derived by hand were sometimes better than
the defaults provided by the algorithm's authors and
sometimes worse. But in all cases they were inferior to
those derived with the new method presented here.
Researchers could use systems like Mendel-DP to find
better parameter sets than they could on their own, in a
fraction of the time. If Mendel-DP only encourages further
explorations in automated algorithm evaluation, it should
be considered a success. However, it goes beyond this.

new technique on a practical level would require the ability
to characterize how long Mendel-DP must be run to
optimize a particular network. These differences may be
small because finding network parameters may be less
difficult than solving the network itself. This may remain
an empirical rather than theoretical question because we are
examining expected rather than worst case behavior. These
results will also depend on the choice of how to penalize
networks that get stuck in local mini mums.

In addition to promising to provide better parameter sets
than those found by hand, Mendel-DP and the data it
provides make several suggestions for connectionist
research. The problem of evaluating leaming algorithms
because of different comparison criteria has been noted
before (Fahlman 1988, Kmschke & Movellan 1991), but
the problem of comparing best discovered performances
should also be emphasized. Current comparisons often
depend on the optimization abilities of the algorithms'
designers instead of just the algorithms themselves. The
use of Mendel-DP or similar techniques would put
algorithms on a level playing field, and provide fair
comparisons between algorithms (as one reviewer noted,
there may even be biases inherent in this method of
comparison, but none are known or theoretically expected,
and this approach would still retain the advantage of
making the comparison explicit). The large standard
deviations and non-normal distributions reported here
suggest that hand optimization is particularly difficult and
that additional caution has to be taken in making such
Conclusions
comparisons. Standard statistics are not valid, and sample
sizes need to be large - two problems that particularly
Having a computer do our work faster and better, isn't
this
affect
human reasoning for the worse.
what we all have dreamed of? W e saw above that
Non-normal distribution of learning times. There is one
other regularity in the data worth noting. It is the large
standard deviations in the leaming rates, which are as large
as their mean values and significantly skewed. For
example, the distribution of leaming times for the first
entry in the table had a skewness measure of 1.75
(value/SE=8.75, p<.001), indicating a highly non-normal
distribution. Highly skewed distributions decrease the
sensitivity of significance tests (Mosteller & Tukey 1977)
and presumably of genetic algorithms. Future work
comparing parameters or network performance should use
transformed data, which will improve the ability to discern
rehable differences. The evaluation of Mendel-DP's resuUs
should be interpreted with this fact in mind. There may
exist significant differences between parameter sets that
standard statistical tests on untransformed data will not
find, and the seemingly large sample sizes may not be large
enough tofindoptimum values for minor parameters.
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This £^proach allows, indeed encourages, new concepts
in the evaluation of networks. With automatic processing
available, work can go into evaluating the network
parameters not only on learning rate, but also for safety and
reliability. A s noted above, because of the large variance
in the data and our Umited memory span, these concepts
are not necessarily even computable without it. The ability
to routinely find optimal or near optimal parameters should
encourage these parameters to become part of theories
rather than hearsay, and encourage comparisons of the
optimum parameters between networks and what
influences them. Important regularities of connectionist
learning algorithms m a y not be apparent untilfindingsets
of optimum parameters is routine.
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Abstract
We examine how acting in dynamic, complex, not entirely
predictable environments affects the indexing, storage and reuieval of cases in a memory-based system. W e discuss how
a hierarchical goal sUiicture can be exploited to provide indices for searching and storage when planning and acting in
everyday environments under time pressure. The tradeoffs between the costs and utility associated with attempting to preventrepeatinga failure or missing an opportunity are briefly
examined. Considering these tradeoffs leads to distinguishing
between when failures can be allowed torecurand when they
should be anticipated and avoided. The amount of effort expended when handling failures differs for the two situations,
but in both cases a hierarchical goal structure can be used to
choose effective indices efficiently. This paper describes the
approach taken in our EXPEDITER^ system and briefly compares it to other approaches.

B o b cannot just stop what he is doing and take time to deeply
analyze the situation and generate m a n y options to proceed.
H e has to continue to act while he is dealing with the failure.
The amount of effort he can put into analyzing the future
consequences of what he chooses to do depends upon h o w
m u c h time he has available and h o w m u c h effort it takes to
repair the cunent failure, to analyze costs and payoffs, etc.
Continuing with the example, w e see there are many factors
to be considered when deciding not only what to do immediately, but h o w current decisions m a y affect future actions.
Bob sees no suitable substitute for milk and cannot think
of one. H e decides that he does not have time to buy
more right now. H e needs something else to eat that is
as easy and nutritious as cereal. Seeing bread in the refrigerator, he decides to serve toast with jelly and orange
juice.
If the toast satisfies everyone and B o b decides the extra work
of putting away the unused cereal utensils is not significant,
he will probably not be concerned with running out of milk
again. All he needs to be concerned with is remembering
the "toast substitution" so he can use it if the same failure
happens again. H e is willing to face the failure of running
out of milk in the future because it is not worth expending
the effort needed to consciously alter his routine to avoid the
problems that arise.
However, suppose Bob's children are upset about having
to eat "boring, dry toast" in place of cereal and the ensuing
commotion makes B o b late. Not being a strict disciplinarian.
B o b decides that he would rather make sure that he can serve
cereal than deal with upset children on another morning. N o w
Bob's motivation to avoid the failure is stronger so he m a y
take some time to think of h o w he can alter his routines in
the future to avoid this problem. H e also m a y think of ways
to remind himself to make sure he has milk available at a
time when he can get more if he does not.

A c t i n g in C o m p l e x , D y n a m i c E n v i r o n m e n t s
Consider the following example of acting in a complex, dynamic, not entirely predictable environment and the difficulties for indexing and retrieving information that it highlights.
Bob gets himself and his two children ready for work
and school in the mornings the same w a y every day.
The routine includes fixing everyone cereal for breakfast. O n e day, however, after putting out the bowls and
spoons. B o bfindsno milk in the refrigerator.
At this point Bob is faced with a number of tasks:
• he still has to fix something to eat;
• he m a y have to undo some work he has already done (e.g.,
putting away unused utensils);
• he m a y want to consider h o w to avoid running out of milk
again;
• he m a y want to consider h o w he might reuse the alternative
actions he chooses if they succeed.

Indexing Cases While Acting

'Thisresearchis supported in part by D A R P A conu-act F4962088-C-0058 monitored by A F O S R and in part by a President's Fellowship from Georgia Tech.
^Exploring Planning and Execution in Dynamic Environments employing Routines, an exploratory system currently being
developed.

At the heart of memory-based systems that reuse plans and
learn from experience is the storage and retrieval of cases.
Storing information about experiences for later retrieval requires that the episodes be labeled in such a w a y that they
will likely be retrieved when they are most useful in the future. T h e problem of labeling m e m o r y and coming up with
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• Knowledge may be gained by adding cases to memory but
the knowledge m a y be erroneous.

everyday environments' where activity is repetitive, allowing
an agent to develop habitual ways of accomplishing goals.
O n e of our goals is to show h o w "routines" can be acquired in a memory-based planning and acting system via
repairing failures and noticing opportunities for optimization.
A routine is a set of actions ("primitive" steps or operators)
specific to a particular situation and environment which an
agent executes to achieve a set of goals. T h e execution order
of operators in a routine emerges with experience as failing
conditions and interactions are dealt with. Employing a routine helps reduce the computational load required to achieve
repeated conjuncts of goals by allowing the agent to ignore
preconditions, interactions, operator ordering, etc., because
those details have been iteratively ironed out during the evolution of that routine. While w e do not address the full set
of issues associated with learning routines in this paper, it
should be noted that the processes described here are part of
a larger system that aims toward that capability.
It is also important to note that "routinization" does not
simplify an agent's interactions with a dynamic environment.
Rather, it simplifies h o w an agent reasons about its environment. A n agent can view a familiar dynamic environment
as being more stable than it really is because the agent has
learned to reliably predict h o w the aspects it is concerned
with will change and interact. A n agent can assume that its
expectations about an environment and its o w n actions will
hold without checking their validity. W h e n expectations fail,
the experiences are stored to be later retrieved and employed
to avoid or cope with similar failures. This is w h y routinization is iterative. This paper presents a method for choosing
indices and organizing case m e m o r y under the time pressures
of a dynamic environment that uses a hierarchical goal structure to provide readily accessible context.
E X P E D I T E R operates in a small simulated work area occupied by various objects such as an oven, clothes, washing
machine, dryer, bread, etc. Objects, goals and operators are
represented in a simple frame system patterned after the organization used in P L E X U S (Alterman, 1988). Each object,
including the agent, has associated with it message handlers
which govern h o w the object interacts with the rest of the
environment at each "time" tick. T h e agent is limited in h o w
m u c h it can process at each tick, an important consideration
w e are working to define more carefully.

• Reorganizing m e m o r y m a y result in higher matching costs
when searching for repairs, etc., in the future.

Choosing Indices Under Time Pressure

labels during problem solving to retrieve useful past experiences is often referred to as the "indexing problem." While
considerable research has been done on the indexing |)roblem, little has been in the context of acting in dynamic environments. Planning and acting in complex, dynamic environments adds additional constraints and considerations to
indexing processes.
• Time is a limiting factor since the environment may change
while an agent is engaged in reasoning.
• Repair of the ongoing situation is necessary; there is no
going back.
• A n agent is concerned not only with accomplishing tasks
and satisfying goals in the current context, but also with
continued success in the future.
• The richness of complex environments m a y require an
agent tofilterthrough available information to get usable
indices.
While systems like CHEF (Hammond, 1989a), RUNN E R ( H a m m o n d et al., 1990). P L E X U S (Alterman, 1988;
Alterman, 1986) and F L O A B N / S C A V E N G E R (Zito-Wolf &
Alterman, 1990) are concerned with repairing failures and
with success in the future (through adaptation, anticipation of
failure and opportunity, etc.), they do not balance the cost of
indexing m e m o r y to enable such anticipation against the utility of doing so. At first glance, it seems that an agent would
always want to avoid repeating failures and to take every opportunity to optimize its activities. However, in environments
where changes can occur and time to act is limited, expending effort to carefully augment plans for future use m a y cause
additional failures or missed opportunities in the current time
frame. There are a number of tradeoffs to consider.
• The time spent reorganizing memory takes time away from
the current task, but
• reorganizing m e m o r y m a y result in improved actions in the
future by contributing to
- optimizing activity and
- avoiding failures.

The best indices are general enough to be applicable in a
sufficiently large number of situations yet concrete enough
to be recognized. Choosing good indices is hard because
it is difficult to determine features that will be predictive in
future situations. Part of the difficulty is in not knowing
the circumstances in which the case could be useful in the
future. The indexing process needs predictive information at
a useful level of generality from which to derive indices. A n
agent acting in everyday environments has s o m e advantages.
The routines, failures, repairs and opportunities it will index

These tradeoffs should be considered when decisions about
indexing and search are made. In particular, easy ways of doing the required indexing must be found for those situations
in which the harder work of blame assignment needed to
anticipate failure situations is deemed inappropriate. In this
paper, w e look at the ways indexing and search processes can
take advantage of the hierarchical goal structures employed in
planning to generate indices and annotate m e m o r y when expectation failures occur. A n expectation failure can be either
a failure or a previously unnoticed opportunity to improve.
W e show h o w indexing can be accomplished quickly w h e n
the cost of repeating a failure is not deemed to be high and
time is scarce in the current situation. W e concentrate on

'See Agre's discussion of everyday environments in (Agre,
1988).
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are all likely to be important in the future under the same
circumstances due to the cyclic nature of such environments.
The question w e must address is what "the same circumstances" means. Consider B o b in the example above. H e m a y
discover he has no milk w h e n he goes to the refrigerator, or he
m a y remember there is no milk as he walks into the kitchen
to m a k e breakfast or any time up to the time he looks in the
refrigerator. H e m a y also discover that he is missing utensils
or cereal. In a sense, all of these are the same circumstances
(it is breakfast time and cereal cannot be served). Certainly,
all can be repaired with the same fix (serve toast and jelly).
In other senses, however, the circumstances are different. In
the first situation. B o b is looking at the place where the milk
should be. In the other situations, he is not. Furthermore,
he has completed varying amounts of the routine leading up
to getting the milk. Clearly, the first instance of not having
milk (the one where he figured out that toast and jelly was
a good substitute for cereal) must be indexed so that it can
be recalled in all of these circumstances. A n d clearly, since
time is of the essence, the method of choosing indices and
storing cases must be fast. Search through m e m o r y needs
to be efficient for the same reasons. W h e n cases are sought
to provide repairs for failures, a quick response is needed to
allow action to continue.
Exploiting Hierarchical Goal Structure
The organization of a hierarchical goal structure can be exploited to meet these needs. In this section, w e will illustrate
h o w the goal structure can be used to organize the dynamic
m e m o r y (Schank, 1982) of which it is a part. Consider B o b
again. T h e circumstances under which he needs to remember substituting toast and jelly for cereal are when he has
the goal of having cereal for breakfast and cannot. While he
m a y not have been consciously considering that goal as he
was going through the routine of getting spoons and bowls,
getting cereal, getting milk, etc., it does organize that set of
actions. Using that goal as an index to the "toast and jelly"
case makes it accessible no matter when during the action
sequence the agent discovers that cereal cannot be served.
Such an index can be chosen quickly if m e m o r y is organized in goal/subgoal hierarchies that also organize actions
according to the subgoals they achieve. Figure 1 shows part
of one of these hierarchies. W h e n an action fails, the subgoals it is instrumental to can be found by traversing up the
hierarchy. The subgoals found this w a y become indices for
the n e w situation. Thus, w h e n B o b looks in the refrigerator
and finds no milk, he can quickly choose the indices "trying
to grasp-CEirton and there is no milk," "trying to get-milk
and there is no milk," "trying to prepzire-cereal and there
is no milk," and "trying to have-cereal and there is no
milk." T h e "toast and jelly" case will be indexed in all of
these ways. The figure also shows this configuration.
The hierarchy can also be exploited during search. If a
routine action fails and there is no case indexed under it,
traversing up the goal/subgoal hierarchy will quickly find
goals under which a case might be found. Thus, if B o b
remembers he has no milk while he is getting cereal from the
pantry, he can find the "toast and jelly" case by traversing up
the hierarchy from grasp-cereal-box to get-cereal to

prepsure-cereal, which serves as an index along with "no
milk" to the "toast and jelly" case.
A goal hierarchy preserves relationships between general
and specific goals which can be used to select indices pertinent to a problem solving situation at varying levels of generality. W h e n an agent is executing steps of a routine, it is
not concerned with the details of all the goals it is achieving. It is only immediately privy to information about the
step it is executing. However, it can follow subgoal links
up the hierarchy and generalize its knowledge of the current
situation by inspecting the goals itfindsat the higher levels.
W h e n it needs to search for or to index a w a y to handle an
exception, it has simple, directed access to indices which are
both generally applicable yet pertinent to the current context.
In the following sections, w e discuss our implementation
of this scheme in E X P E D I T E R and the control issues that
must be addressed to m a k e it work.
Implementing the Hierarchical M e m o r y . E X P E D I T E R ' S
m e m o r y has nodes corresponding to goals and subgoals that
are connected to each other according to goal/subgoal decomposition relationships. The agent knows, for example, that get-ready-for-Hork can be decomposed into
eat-breedclast and get-dressed. Goal/subgoal decomposition links are bidirectional. They can be used both to
find subgoal decompositions and to find goals a subgoal is
instrumental to. These connections are illustrated in Figure 1
in a small portion of E X P E D I T E R ' S memory.
The lowest level goals have action sequences associated with them that, when carried out, achieve the goal.
Get-cereal, for example, is carried out by the sequence
goto-pantry followed by grasp-cereed-boi. Action
nodes are connected to each other by sequencing links.
Goto-paintry is followed by grasp-cereal-box which is
followed by goto-cabinet, etc. Subgoals are connected
to each other in context and so are actions. Thus, because get-cereal and get-bowls are both subgoals of
prepare-cereal and in that context are carried out in a
specific order, the sequencing of the actions of each one is
specified in that context. W e assume that these sequences
c o m e from cases in which the same sequence of actions is
carried out over and over again.
Exceptions to routines are indexed from these memory
structures. In essence, each node in m e m o r y can act as a
"branch point," providing access to both normal and specialized ways of carrying out the action or achieving the
subgoal. Figure 1 shows h o w the "toast and jelly" case is
indexed from these m e m o r y structures. A pointer to it is
placed at each appropriate goal node in the m e m o r y structure, and the pointer is labeled with the circumstances under which that branch should be taken. For example, when
attempting to grasp-carton and there is no milk, rather
than going to the table (the normal routine), the have-toast
branch is followed (its sequence of events is not specified
in the illustration, but can be easily imagined). This same
branch is attached to the get-milk, prepaire-ceread, and
have-cereal nodes.
Traversal of the Hierarchy under Normal Circumstances.
During normal activity, goals arise through an agent's inter-
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Figure 1: Simplified goal structure and routine with annotations for substituting toast.

actions with the environment. Routine methods for achieving
those goals can be found by using features of the goals and
the current context as indices to memory. In the normal case
of getting up in the morning, for example, the actor's goal
of get-ready-lor-work and the fact that he is in his o w n
h o m e get him to the normal morning routine (beginning with
goto-pantry). H e follows the routine he finds there. W h e n
he gets to the grasp-cairton step, if he has no milk, he
follows the h a v e - t o a s t branch, otherwise he follows the
normal sequencing and continues with goto-table.

has previously repaired similar failures.
It begins by
looking for indices associated with the failed action that
might point to repairs. If n o appropriate one is found,
it looks next at the parent goal's indices, first for a direct match to the failure, and then for other branches. If
g r a s p - c a r t o n fails again, there will be a direct match
for the failure annotated at g r a s p - c a r t o n so no further search is needed.
If E X P E D I T E R "recalls" that
it has n o milk at g r a s p - c e r e a l - b o x , it finds a direct match at p r e p a r e - c e r e a l . If grasp-cere2d.-boi
fails, E X P E D I T E R can find the "have toast" branch at
prepeire-cereal because, although "no milk" is not a direct match, prepea-e-cereed is a failing goal shared with a
previous failure.

Indexing a "New" Case. New cases must be placed in
m e m o r y w h e n a failure is encountered or w h e n an alternate
way of doing something is found. Indices to the n e w case
must be general enough so that case can be found in a variety of appropriate circumstances. A s discussed above, this
is accomplished in E X P E D I T E R by placing indices on appropriate goals in the hierarchy designating that an alternate
branch should be taken. Indices either describe circumstances
under which the failure can be expected, describe the failure
itself (e.g., no milk), or describe an enabling condition that
allows the agent to take advantage of an opportunity to improve (e.g., "if a goal to do wash is active, then branch to...").
They point to the case that provides the set of steps that has
previously repaired the failure (or grabbed the opportunity).
O f course, the process must stop at some point m the hierarchy. O n e w a y to choose a stopping point is to only go as far
up as the goal that w a s substituted w h e n repairing a failure.
In Figure 1 that point is at have-cereal. Going farther up is
not warranted because there is no indication that goals above
have-cereal are affected since milk is neccessary for cereal,
not for breakfast in general. W e are considering other methods for deciding where to stop, especially for cases where a
failure should be anticipated and prevented.

Searching for a "New" Repair. If no particular repair is
found, the goal hierarchy can still provide clues that can
help in finding a repair somewhere else in memory. A c tive goals, along with their constraints, reasons, and needed
resources can be used to create a more abstract description of the situation needing repair. This more abstract description can be used to search more broadly in memory.
For example, if g r a s p - c a r t o n fails and E X P E D I T E R can
find no repair, descriptive features of g e t - r e a d y - f or-work,
eat-breakf ast, h a v e - c e r e a l , etc., can be used to describe
the situation. A description including the features "limited
time," "easy tofix,"and "breakfast food." would be created.
In the example scenario, "have toast" w a s chosen because it
was suggested by the presence of bread in the refrigerator,
although others m a y be equally usable. H o w these features
can be selected is an issue w e are studying.
In all of this, the goal hierarchy is providing a w a y to generalize a situation. It allows the choice of indices of varying
degrees of generality, starting with very concrete, which are
likely to be effective in both the current and future contexts.
T h e indices are available at little cost since the only work is

Searching for a Previous Repair. When EXPEDITER encounters a failure, it attempts to find ways in which it
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following subgoal links and gathering features from the goals.
Allowing and Avoiding Repeated Failure
W h e n cost/utility tradeoffs are considered, not all exceptions
merit equal treatment. For example, in thefirstscenario in the
first section, the failure is deemed to be a minor problem that
could be allowed to happen again. However, in the second
scenario where Bob's children get upset, the failure is too
"costly" to allow it to recur.
O u r discussions so far have addressed thefirstscenario.
The agent decides that there is no need to anticipate a failure
(it is willing to let the failure recur, or at least not to take
action to try to prevent it at the current time), and effort is
put only into recording the ways in which it was repaired. T h e
agent will want to recall h o w the current failure was handled
if it is encountered again, but only needs to be reminded if
the failure actually recurs.
However, w h e n a failure is deemed too costly to allow it
to happen again, it is not enough to index only on the failed
goal and its immediate parents since those annotations will be
encountered only if the failure happens again. Indices must
include goals that will be active and other context features
that will be present w h e n failures and opportunities need to
be anticipated. While this is a harder problem, w e believe that
the hierarchical goal structures can again be used to advantage. T h e extra step of blame assignment is required w h e n a
more costly failure occurs or an important opportunity arises.
Blame or credit must be assigned to steps taken earlier that
set up the failure or to steps which could have been taken
to prevent it. W e are not investigating the difficult credit assignment problem at this time; however, once an assignment
is made, a process similar to that described in the section on
exploiting goal hierarchies can be followed. Limited space
does not allow us to add details.

How EXPEDITER Relates to Other Approaches
Hammond's study of agency (Hammond et al., 1990;
Hammond, 1989b) is also based on a dynamic memory representation and the acquisition of "well-tuned, default plans" for
particular conjuncts of goals. Like E X P E D I T E R , the R U N N E R system is designed to act in a changing environment,
to learn from failure and to recognize opportunities. O u r approach differs in at least two important aspects: it provides a
method that allows it to choose effective indices rapidly and
it recognizes the variable importance of analyzing and processing exceptions. R U N N E R ' S spreading activation is good
for recognition and recall but it is not clear h o w its indexing
and search would be affected by considering cost/utility tradeoffs. Also, in H a m m o n d ' s systems, action is always taken to
attempt to prevent failure from happening again and every
blocked goal results in marking m e m o r y to set up a possible
opportunity to satisfy the goal. It is not clear that it is always
desirable to d o this since the effect on current activity m a y
be deleterious. O u r approach has a w a y to choose useful indices from knowledge of its goals quickly and can adjust the
amount of effort it expends on indexing repairs to reflect the
usefulness of doing so.
Alterman's work on adaptive planning and "ad-hoc" learning (Alterman, 1988; Zito-Wolf & Alterman, 1990) is similar
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to our work as well. P L E X U S adapts situated plans it already
knows to similar situations in order to avoid a more complex planning problem. The F L O A B N / S C A V E N G E R system
also adapts situated plans but in addition learns discrimination points and ad-hoc categories which allow it to apply the
adaptations it develops when it encounters the same situations
again. S C A V E N G E R addresses choosing indices from features salient to the system's current knowledge and expending effort on reorganizing the plans used the most. S C A V E N G E R ' S method of generating indices seems effective but
E X P E D I T E R goes farther by providing an efficient w a y to
choose effective indices along a range of generality. In addition, E X P E D I T E R addresses the placement of discrimination
points to support anticipation of exceptions and reusing repairs for related failures.
Conclusions
The computational load required for indexing and retrieving cases placed on a memory-based system in a complex
domain can be high. Reducing this load becomes more important when the additional constraints placed on a system
by dynamic environments are taken into account. However,
when everyday, cyclic activity is considered, the hierarchical
goal structures used in planning and routine activity m a y be
exploited to lessen the high load.
Our approach addresses difficult problems for indexing
cases in dynamic, complex environments. It allows choosing
from a broad spectrum of concrete to more general indices,
directed by goal knowledge pertinent to current context It
allows good choices to be m a d e w h e n time is limited and
better choices to be m a d e as more time is allowed. It is limited to k n o w n goal knowledge and m a y be too closely tied
to goal hierarchies but w e are working to better understand
these issues.
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Abstract

<property P > ( < b - f r a m e > , <assertion A > ) =
<degree that P holds for A > .
The B R model assumes that an assertion is any unit of
knowledge that can be attached to a property; for instance,
agents can attach the property "relevance" to an assertion.
Beliefs can in turn act as assertions to be acted upon by
other beliefs, as discussed later. In such nested beliefs,
all b-frames are that of the outermost belief, unless stated
otherwise. B R allows agents to adopt m a n y b-frames over
time, depending on the state of one's reasoning (e.g., when
exploring hypotheses within a temporary b-frame that can
be deactivated at a later time).
T h e most basic frame concerns belief influence (i.e., the
frame that indicates causes, or inferentifd support, or evidence). A link from a belief X to another belief Y indicates
that X influences Y in some fashion; belief X m a y not directly lead to the inference of Y , yet it m a y still influence
Y is some other indirect manner. The link from X to Y can
carry a degree of influence, depending on the rules that are
used by an agent to perform inferencing. Sets of beliefs,
and links that represent the degree of influence, form networks, which have been proposed and analyzed elsewhere
(influence diagrams (Howard & Matheson 1984) and belief networks (Pearl 1988)). For example, the b-frame of a
nonsmoker N S might compute that smoking highly aff"ects
cancer rates - i.e., influence( N S , (smoking,cancer) )
= 0.8, whereas the b-frame of a smoker S might feel the
influence is less - i.e., influence( S, (smoking,cancer) )
= 0.4.
Note that these examples of causal influence beliefs do
not indicate inferential support, only causal support. T h e
special case where influences have only 0 and 1 as possible
strength values (i.e., degrees of influence are either all or
none), and the influences indicate direct inferential support
(i.e., can be viewed as inference histories) is analogous to
a number of systems for automated reasoning - e.g., T M S ,
A T M S or R E V O L V E R (Rose 1989). Examples of support
influence beliefs might be: influence( N S , ( B l , B 2 ) ) =
0.7, and influence( S, ( B l , B 2 ) ) = 0.4, where Bl and
B 2 are other beliefs. B l might be influence( surgeongeneral, (smoking,cancer) ) = 0.9 and B 2 might be
influence( N S , (smoking,cancer) ) = 0.9. In other
words, NS's believed influence of smoking on cancer is itself influenced by (e.g., inferred from) the surgeon-general's
belief in this smoking-cancer connection, and N S believes
this support with strength 0.7. S does not hold this B1-B2
support as strongly (only 0.4); perhaps S feels the surgeongenered's belief only partly influences NS's stance on the
smoking-cancer connection. Later evidence m a y prove S

This paper describes a model of belief systems called
belief relativity (BR), which addresses the relationships and structure of knowledge held by multiple interacting agents. This paradigm uses belief reference
frames (b-frames) as the main unit of belief spaces,
within which an agent's beliefs are stored. B R is concerned with h o w beliefs are created and revised, h o w
they influence each other within or between b-frames,
and how one searches for b-frames that are useful (e.g.,
that remove contradictions). B R also deals with degrees of belief, propagated along the influences that
relate beliefs and b-frames to each other. B R attempts
to combine the best features of these idejis into a unified, synergistic framework.
Introduction
This paper presents a model of belief systems called belief
relativity (BR). The model consists of two main interacting
elements. First is the notion of belief reference frames (bframes), within which an agent's beliefs reside along with
their influences - i.e., supporting beliefs, and any other
more indirect evidence. This area of B R is concerned with
how beliefs are created and revised, h o w they influence each
other within or between b-frames, and h o w one searches
for useful b-frames (e.g., that remove contradictions). This
area has been studied in research on TMS-based systems
(Doyle 1979) as well as systems related to A T M S (de Kleer
1984; Rose &c Langley 1986). The second notion is degrees
of belief, propagated along the aforementioned influences
between beliefs. This area of B R is concerned with h o w
one can utilize various types of rules to infer the degree
to which a belieffitsinto a given property clsiss. This has
been addressed by work in fuzzy systems (Zadeh 1965),
as well as other methods for mathematical computation of
evidence (Shafer 1976). B R attempts to combine some of
the best features of these existing belief models - as well
as new ideas - into a unified, synergistic framework, one
which can hopefully apply to a wider class of problems, or
off"er insights into h o w they m a y eventually be addressed.
Beliefs and Reference Frames
One of the basic premises of B R is that the reasoning of
intelligent agents should be modelled &s reasoning with several types of beliefs, all of which can be grouped into reference frames (b-frames). In B R , beliefs are generally represented as follows:
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right (e.g., influences that neither S nor N S immediately
recognized, such as old experiential influences that over
time have lost nearly all their relevance to more current
beliefs). Also note that B l and B 2 need not be influence
beliefs, but can also be other types, such as relevance; these
new beliefs are discussed below. In general, the nesting of
beliefs within beliefs, and the interplay between beliefs of
multiple agents, are two of the strongest characteristics and
advantages of the B R framework.
Although influence networks are useful tools, the framework proposed in this paper does not limit beliefs to influences. A second type of belief would concern the degree of
certainty in the beliefs of the influence b-frame. For example, the smoker S above might feel highly certain about his
belief in the low influence of smoking on cancer. This could
be represented as:
certainty( S, influence( S, (sinoking,cancer) ) =
0.4 ) = 0.99.
However, S might also feel highly certain about how N S
feels about the influence of smoking on cancer-, i.e.,
certainty( S, influence( N S , (smoking,cancer) ) =
0.8 ) = 0.9.
T h e third main belief type in our framework deals with
relevance. A s an example, N S , being a nonsmoker, might
hardly ever think about smoking issues, and hence not find
S's beliefe very relevant; e.g.,
relevance( N S , (influence( S, (smoking,cancer) )
= 0.4 ) = 0.1. In fact, NS's o w n beliefs on the subject
m a y also have little relevance to N S :
relevance( N S , (influence( N S , (smoking,cancer)
) = 0.8 ) = 0.1.
However, like the other belief types, the degree of relevance might change as n e w beliefs become part of one's
current b-frame. A good example is the inclusion of goal
beliefs. Goals can be used to increase the degree of relevance of other beliefs. For example, the need to debate
a smoker might increase NS's relevance for his beliefs pertaining to smoking issues.
O n e of the interesting Eispects of including relevance and
certainty in the representation of agent's belief systems is
that they are likely to be intricately intertwined. In general,
the degree of belief in certain assertions m a y lead to inferences regarding their relevance, and the degree of relevance
can help drive which degrees of belief get propagated and
when. Let us look at additional examples which hopefully
illustrate these ideas. First, note that relevance m a y rise
if one's degree of certjiinty rises. For example, the more I
believe I have a cold, the more relevant "cold" assertions
m a y get (e.g., remedies; rules for getting well). Alternatively, relevance m a y decline if degree of belief rises. For
example, the more a M o m believes her son is safe, the less
she might worry about her son's safety. A third case could
arise where, for instance, an agent Y finds agent X's low
degree of belief (say in Y's abilities) a very relevant issue.
Note that relevance is a relative quality, depending on
one's b-frame. A s another example, an agent X's assertions
(and degrees of cert2iinty in their causal connections) m a y
m a k e a frame F very relevant to X, but agent Y's sissertions
and beliefs m a y m a k e it irrelevant to Y . More specifically,
suppose an influence frame consists of all beliefs and causal
influence links regarding the Kennedy murder conspiracy
theory T , and suppose an author A creates, updates, and
strongly believes T. T's assertions are thus highly relevant
to A , and are almost always active. A kid K might know

of T but not believe it much; hence T's assertions have low
relevance to K , and are almost always inactive. Lastly, a
hippie H might believe T's assertions as highly as A , but
have no vested interest in T. Hence T's assertions have low
relevance to H , and are almost always inactive.
Having different belief types m a y also allow more accurate modelling of cognitive phenomena. For example,
non-increasing relevance in one part of the influence bframe's assertions m a y gradually lead to the virtual deletion/forgetting of these assertions. That is, it m a y become last on the list of things to think about. This behavior might prove quite valuable. For instance, if one is
dealing in limited-memory scenarios (e.g., an autonomous
long-term learning system without hardware expandability,
such as in space domains), one could implement a LeastRecently-Used-type strategy; this method would explicitly
delete those assertions that are either least relevant or least
believed, taking into account in h o w long such a status held.
In summary, utilizing these and other types of interacting
belief types should provide a more powerful framework for
modelling complex belief reasoning phenomena. B y modelling not only h o w highly one believes an influence, but
also the relevance of that influence to one or more agents,
the B R model imposes a useful structure on an agent's
belief space, which would hopefully enable improved inferencing and revision performance.

Propagating Degrees of Belief
In a general implementation of the B R model, any belief
could be used as input to the degree-of-belief rule of any
property (e.g., attractiveness; tallness; relevance). For example, one can have a rule relating the weight oif someone
(input) to the certainty that that weight is a m e m b e r of
the property class heavy (output). (Note, however, that
relevance is currently the only property that can apply to
any belief.) These "degree-of-property" beliefe can then
be described by other properties, to any level of desired
nesting. A n advantage of B R is that degree-of-property
inference rules are independent of the influences that determine which beliefe apply to each other, and can be of
any type (e.g., fuzzy/probabilistic membership functions;
qualitative ranges; binary decision rules).
For example, a qualitative rule might m a p beliefe to qualitative values (e.g., if height(X) > = 6'4'', then teillness =
very-tall; else if height(X) >== 5'8", then tall = tall; else
tallness = short). Fuzzy membership functions might m a p
beliefs to a point on along a continuous curve (e.g., tallness( height(X) = 6'4" ) = 0.9). Note that the belief being
input can itself represent a degree of belief. That is, every
application of a belief strength rule by a b-frame results in
a new belief, which can potentially become a new input to
any other b-frame (e.g., a new domain value in some other
membership function). For instance, an agent X might not
find the tallness of anybody that relevant; e.g.,
relevance( X , taUness( X , height(Z) = 6'4" ) =
0.9 ) = 0.2 ).
In general, the same belief can be processed by different b-frames (i.e., different agents, or different hypothetical
views by the same user), and these different b-frames m a y
employ different rules for determining degree-of-belief for
different properties. Thus, if X worked for the Guinness
Book of World Records, and Y told X about an extremely
tall person, X might feel this quite relevant; e.g.:

relevance( X , tallnes8( Y , height(Z) = ? ) =
0.99999 ) = 0.9 ) .
Note that it is Y's tallness belief that excit<M X, not Z'a
actual height; X's relevance belief tepresentH the view from
X's current b-frame, where exact knowledge of Z's numerical height is not known yet (only exists in Y's b-frame).
Once X sees Z directly (height(Z) = 6'6"), X still thinks Z
is tall (e.g., tallness( X , height(Z) = 6'6") = 0.9), but this
is a lesser degree of tallness than Y believes. N o w using her
o w n tallness judgement - the tallness belief about Z from
her o w n b-frame - X revises her excitement downward; e.g.:
relevance( X , taUness( X , height(Z) = 6'6" ) =
0.9 ) = 0.3 ).
Let us n o w look at a more complex example, where
agents Jack and Kelly each use a b-frame (call these J and
K ) . K has two fuzzy membership functions: one for determining her certainty in the heaviness of someone, another
for determining the relevance of heaviness to her. W e will
eissume J has only one membership function, a fuzzy view of
K's heaviness-relevance belief about him. That is, J's relevance function determines the relevance of how strongly K
finds J's weight relevant to her. A chain of influences has
been constructed - from J's weight (belief W ) , to K's belief
in W's degree of heaviness (belief X ) , to K's belief that X
is relevant to her (belief Y ) , to J's belief that Y is relevant
to him (belief Z).
T h e resultant computations of degrees of belief for W , X ,
Y and Z can be summarized as follows. If J is 190 pounds,
let us suppose K's functionfindshim quite heavy (level 0.9).
This level then becomes the basis to compute the relevance
of this heaviness level to her; let us suppose her relevance
function indicates her attraction to m e n over 170 pounds
decreases fjist; at 190 her attraction level is 0.3 (hence her
degree of attraction to J is 0.3). Finally, this degree of
attraction that K feels for J is input for J's function for
determining his attraction for K . Since K feels attraction
for J of only 0.3, J feels attraction for K (assuming a linear
function) at the same low level (0.3).
If w e were modelling height instead of weight, the influences would remain static over time, since height is not
changeable. However, modelling weight 2Jlows changes to
be m a d e and propagated through the membership functions. If J's weight increases, K increases her certziinty in
J's heaviness. This belief then causes a decrease in her attraction to J. Finally, this lower degree of attraction that
K feels for J causes J to decrease his attraction for K .
Note that J's choice of using an attraction-for-K rule that
uses K's-attraction-for-J as its sole influence sets J up for
the effects of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957). That
is, J essentially likes K if she likes him back, but once her
interest falls, his does too. T h e richness of allowing multiple interacting b-frames, with interacting degree-of-belief
rules, at user-controlled levels of nesting, will hopefully allow agents to model (and, if desired, perform) m a n y qualitative classes of cognitive behavior. A n even harder problem is h o w an agent might decide a belief propagation rule
is yielding nonoptimal results, then begin a search for different influences (i.e., change b-frames, and hence change
belief propagation rules). T h e ideas in this paper should
provide a starting point from which to build such capabilities into future systems.
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Revision in B - F r a m e s
Several methods currently exist for doing belief revision
on influence networks, such as in representations where
premise beliefs support other inferred beliefs (e.g., T M S ,
A T M S , R E V O L V E R ) . However, these revision methods
tackle only one part of the b-frame proposed above: reasoning within one b-frame, and doing so only on influence
beliefs and links. A more general method of belief revision would enable operations that involve multiple b-frames
(e.g., h o w to change from one to another, and when), as
well as certainty and relevance beliefs and their eissociated
links. Possible revision operators might be: add or delete a
belief (essentially the operators of R E V O L V E R ) ; modify a
belief property (e.g., increcise or decrease certainty or relevance); change b-frames (e.g., adopt a larger or smaller set
of beliefs and links).
O n e issue involves the triggering of a change of frames.
For example, an agent might deem a particular degree of
belief to be too neutral (i.e., at or near 0.5). T h e agent m a y
then decide to form an opinion about this link, one w a y or
the other. Similarly, an agent m a y want to form an opinion based on beliefs (or degrees of belief) held by other
observers; that is, one might analyze beliefs from other
agents' b-frames to influence the beliefs or links of one's
o w n b-frame.
T o accomplish these revision goals, one might adopt a
larger (wider scope) b-frame, in the hope of obtaining more
evidence about new beliefs and using this knowledge to revise the beliefs (or belief properties) of one's old b-frame.
O n e method for revising one's b-frame to a larger belief set
might be to increase the relevance of other beliefe - in this
case, those observed to be present in other agent's b-frames.
O n e could begin by increasing the relevance of those external beliefs whose properties have the highest vadues in the
other agents' b-frames. This embodies the intuitive heuristic: "pay more attention to the strongest outside opinions"
(all other factors being equed).
In general, one might view belief revision Jis a search
through the space of b-frames, using the operators proposed
earlier. In most domains, there should also exist constraints
one can use to help control this search. For example, one
might utilize constraints on what evidence is needed to resolve a current conflict. T h e need to resolve a conflict between beliefs X and Y should lead an agent to limit revision
search to frames involving both X and Y ; the goal b-frame
is one where the X - Y conflict is resolved. A more complex
scenario would be to perform the above search, but do it so
that another agent's conflicts are resolved; i.e., put oneself
into another's head to help resolve a conflict. There are
several states that changing one's b-frame can result in. In
general, new types of beliefs, n e w degrees of belief, or both,
can be created or inferred due to a change in b-frame.
Note that allowing degrees of belief on links means a
reworking of the concept of contradiction. In the special
case where all degrees of belief are either zero or one, a
belief B is either held or not; holding both B and not(B)
would be a clear contradiction. However, contradictions are
more "fuzzy" if beliefs are held in degrees. For example, one
might hold B with certainty 0.3 and not(B) with certainty
0.4; should a pair of beliefs with these certainty levels be
deemed a contradiction?
T o address this, an interesting revision strategy might be
to use the degree of difference between two beliefs' certeiinty
levels to influence the degree of relevance of this difi"erence.

That is, as the difference in certainties between two conflicting assertions becomes closer to the standard definition
of contradiction (holding B and not(B) with certainty 1.0),
this change can be used to increase the relevance of this
difference; this acts like an attention mechanism, gradually
increasing the importance of this part of an agent's b-frame.
Once this relevance passes a threshold, which can be indicated by another belief (perhaps unique to this b-frame),
belief revision would begin. In short, we have a striking
example of how one can utilize the integration of influence,
certainty and relevance; a difference in certainties can used
to influence the relevance of this difference, which in turn
can be used to trigger revision of any one of these three
properties.
A brief example can illustrate the above strategy. A bframe containing the beliefs certainty(agent,B) = 0.5 and
certainty(agent,not(B)) = 0.5 would have a relevance too
low to trigger belief revision. Intuitively, the above situation indicates a lack of an opinion about either belief. A
different b-frame might have certainties of 0.8 and 0.2, respectively; these new numbers, like the previous ones, sum
to 1.0 and hence might be considered non-contradictory,
even though there isn't total support for either one. Note
that this second b-frame might result after new evidence
arrived and led to revision of the two beliefs' certainties.
A third b-frame might have certainties of 0.8 and 0.8; this
is getting too dose to the standard contradiction scenario
(i.e., 1.0 and 1.0), and hence might trigger belief revision.
These three b-frames hint that one informal rule of
thumb might be to begin increasing the relevance of a belief pair X and not(X) if their total certainties deviate from
1. However, this rule might befinefor one agent (i.e., one
b-frame) but replaced by a related yet different rule for
another agent (i.e., a different b-frame). This is one illustration of the nature of belief relativity: that b-frames are
best viewed as relative states, useful for adopting points of
view and exploring the consequences of such views.
A G e n e r a l V i e w o f Belief Relativity
A wider view of B R leads to several interesting issues;
specifically, one can produce certain claims based on an
analogy between B R and the relativity theory (Einstein
1905) of the physical world (call it PR).
First, just as there is no absolute physic2d frame of reference from which measurements can be made with complete
certainty, in B R there is no absolute b-frame from which to
perform belief computations with complete certainty. For
instance, just as velocity is a relative concept in PR, dependent on the frame one is observing from, the B R view is
that degree of belief is relative, depending on what b-frame
one is believing from. In PR, there exists the relativity
of motion; driver A may claim "I'm travelling forward at
5 mph; car B is still", whereeis driver B may claim "I'm
travelling backward at 5 mph; car A is still". Both are
correct, because constructing an answer is relative, and depends on the frame of reference from which one is viewing
the situation.
A n analogous example in B R is the case where one assertion can be cause different degrees of belief to be computed in different b-frames - e.g., belonging to two different
agents. For example, suppose an optimist O and a pessimist P view the same belief X representing the outcome
of a mutual friend M's test: X = (grade (M, test) = 79). O
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may happy about this: happiness( O, X ) = 0.8, perhaps
because this shows progress by M . P may not be as happy
about the outcome: happines8( P, X ) = 0.5, perhaps because P thinks M's parents will be upset that M didn't ace
the test. W h o is right? Both, because the answer is relative; multiple b-frames, even if they are constructing beliefs
about the same property, can process the same belief with
equal validity. That is, different b-frames can have different views of the same situation without contradicting each
other. In this case, both happiness levels are "correct",
depending on what b-frame one is in.
Note that the qualitative reasons cited above for O's
and P's happiness levels might be based on other beliefs
in their respective b-frames (i.e., previous experience concerning M's life). In general, B R provides a model for how
one processes a belief a certain way (e.g., like an optimist or
pessimist) based on the influence of other beliefs in one's faframe. The same agent can even act like either an optimist
or a pessimist, depending on what beliefs are used to compute degrees of certainty for a new belief (i.e., what b-frame
one chooses to view a situation from). Finsdly, whereas this
example dealt with how different b-frames view the same
property (happiness), earlier examples showed how different b-frames applied to a belief can also utilize different
property rules (e.g., tallness and relevance).
The second major claim is that adopting a higher-level
frame can resolve conflicts and increase certainty, but it can
also have the opposite effect. In PR, deciding which of two
motions are relative can only be done by comparing them
to objects in a larger frame. In the previous P R example,
an observer using a higher (more omniscient) frame may
decide that car A really was moving forward relative to car
B, and that the reverse does not hold, because A is moving
forward relative to other objects in the higher frame while B
is standing still relative to them. Similarly, the previous B R
example might change by adopting a higher frame which
includes M's statement that he is as happy about his grade
as O clndmed; this resolves the relative views of O and P in
favor of O. However, adopting still wider frames can again
lead to belief revision. A higher frame in the car example
might find that the object a believer used as a reference
to compare to A and B (e.g., a train) is ttse//moving, and
doing so with the same direction and speed as B; in the view
of this higher b-frame, where the new reference object is the
ground, A is now still while B and the train are moving,
thus contradicting the earlier b-frame belief. Similarly, a
wider b-frame in the B R example mayfindthat M is lying
about his happiness to hide his parents' unhappiness; this
now resolves the 0-P conflict in favor of P.
In summary, B R theory proposes that one can achieve
local certainty, but this is the best one can do. Absolute certainty is unattainable, because there is always the potential
offindinganother frame that invalidates one's "omniscient"
point of view. In short, one cannot attain permanent global
absolute certainty, since there is no b-frame provable to
be absolute over all beliefs for all time. However, finding
temporary locsJ certainty among one's beliefs is a useful
goal, such as to resolve apparent contradictions by going to
higher b-frame. In general, an optimal agent must be able
tofindb-frames that provide relative certainty, while sdso
being smart enough to know when to search for more useful b-frames (either to supplant existing ones, or add new
b-frames to one's repertoire). B R can hopefully provide a
framework to model and improve such behaviors.

Related W o r k
In B R , generating new assertions is performed insiilc a bframe, and evidence for these beliefs is also niaiutaiued
there. In this sense, B R is directly related to systems such
as T M S , A T M S , and R E V O L V E R . If one uses B R only
to infer new assertions from old via rules, and all degrees
of certainty are either zero or one, and relevance is not
represented, then B R is essentially reduced to these frameworks. Like ATMS-based systems, B R systems settle for
local coherence or certainty over global, and can opt to keep
non-currently-active belief groups in memory. If one augments ATMS-based systems with a method for propagating
fractionzd certainty levels, this type of system resembles influence diagrams, or belief networks. Further, if one uses
hillclimbing search for consistent belief sets, this type of
system would now resemble systems such as R E V O L V E R .
However, B R is designed to improve upon the above
methods when reasoning about how different agents process beliefs, and how one agent can adopt different points
of view. That is, B R provides a better mechanism for reasoning about multiple b-frames. For example, B R provides
a stronger framework for dealing with nested beliefs - beliefs about the beliefs of others. Even other b-frames can
be the focus of such nested belief (e.g., the degree of certainty agent X has in agent Y's beliefe about some topic).
B R also can utilize a more complete set of revision operators than systems such as R E V O L V E R ; the latter could
search for and generate new premise beliefs, but B R also
deals with creating new b-frames, as well as new influences
among them.
Finally, B R utilizes an explicit notion of belief relevance
that the systems mentioned above do not. This added
concept enables relevance and certainty levels to influence
each other to produce interesting behaviors (e.g., by nesting these concepts within one belief). However, degree of
relevance can also be used to compute a degree of activeness; that is, relevance can be used to focus system attention on the most interesting assertions. A n agent can
use such knowledge to control the propagation of certainty
degrees (e.g., perform such propagation only on those mostinteresting assertions). In short, just as other areas of AI
utilize knowledge to control search, so too can one use relevance information to control the search for useful beliefs
(i.e., those that are relevant to current goals), the beliefs
they influence, and the certainty levels of eJI such belief families. The above point is even more important due to the
oft-cited problems T M S and A T M S systems have regarding excessive computation required to process even small
sets of premises, due to storage of all inferred beliefs in
memory. T M S and A T M S systems give beliefs a status
of either active or inactive; T M S and A T M S can thus be
viewed as as a specisJ case of B R where all relevance levels
are either zero or one. By substituting degree of relevance
for active/deactive status, B R beliefs can be prioritized for
processing, which should lead to more efficient systems. As
is the case for certainty levels, relevance levels can be calculated using a method (such as that of Thagard and Kunda
(1987)) that will be independent of the methods used to
maintain the influence networks.
The second useful comparison is to fuzzy systems (Zadeh
1965). W e have seen how agents in B R can propagate degrees of certainty and relevance by using fuzzy membership
functions. In addition, like fuzzy logic, B R can deal with
the notion that an entity can "have" property P as well as
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not(P). For example, one agent X can believe that another
agent M is both happy and not happy in B R (where X is
viewing M from a b-frame that encompasses those of two
other agents observing M ) . However, unlike fuzzy logic, B R
can deal with reasoning on the more abstract b-frame level,
such as ATMS-type operations (e.g., maintaining chains of
inference support), and modelling different points of view
as well as what might trigger such changes.

Conclusion
I have presented a model cjJled belief relativity, a model
for reasoning about the structure of belief systems, and how
degrees of certsdnty and relevance are inferred. B R provides
a unified framework for idea^ from previous research, such
as influence/belief networks, T M S and A T M S systems, and
hillclimbing systems for belief creation and revision.
A n important advantage of B R is that influences, as well
as the rules for propagating certainty and relevance values
among them, can be represented and processed independent of each other. That is, B R belief systems can perform b-frame level tasks (keeping track of influences, trying out new sets of beliefs, creating new influences) yet also
perform tasks complementary to those concerning b-frames
(e.g., using membership functions to determine degrees of
belief, and propagating them along the influences set up
by b-frame resisoning). In short, B R should allow the best
features from ATMS-style systems and fuzzy/probabilistic
systems to be utilized in a synergistic manner.
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Abstract
The problem of evaluating explanatory hypotheses is to
choose the hypothesis or theory that best accounts for, or
explains, the given evidence. Thagard (e.g.. 1989) and
Ranney (in press; Ranney & Thagard, 1988) describe a
theory of explanatory coherence intended to account for a
variety of explanatory evaluations; this theory has been
implemented in a coimectionist computer model, E C H O .
In this study, w e examine three questions regarding the relationship between human explanatory reasoning and
echo's explanatory evaluations: Does E C H O predict subjects' evaluations of interrelated propositions? Are local
temporal order differences (not explicitly modeled by
E C H O ) important to the subjects? Does E C H O predict subjects' inflectional reasoning? W e found that subjects often
entertain competing hypodieses as nonexclusive and presume an implied backing for certain (superordinate) hypotheses. These tendencies were modeled in E C H O by assigning a fraction of data priority (usually reserved for evidence) to the superordinate hypotheses. In simi, the E C H O
model helps to interpret subjects' reasoning patterns, and
shows continued potential for simulating explanatory coherence processes.
Introduction
TTie assessment of explanatory hypotheses involves choosing the hypothesis or theory that best accounts for given
evidence. T h e theory of explanatory coherence (e.g.,
Thagard 1989) accounts for a variety of explanatory evaluations. In the theory, relations of local explanatory coherence and incoherence between propositions, interpreted as
hypotheses or evidence, are established via several principles. In general, propositions cohere with propositions
they explain, propositions they are explained by, or propositions they are analogous with; they incohere with competing or contradictory propositions. The acceptability of a
proposition depends on the acceptability of the propositions to which it is related, as its acceptability generally
increases with the coherence of the sub-system of propositions in which it is embedded. Propositions interpreted as
evidence generally accumulate acceptability more rapidly
than d o hypotheses, though the acceptability of a datum
m a y decrease if it is mostly coherent with propositions
that are unacceptable.
T h e theory of explanatory coherence has been implemented in a connectionist computer model called E C H O .
In E C H O , propositions are represented by nodes in a network that send and receive activation (the measure of acceptability) to and from related propositions. Hypothesis
evaluation is treated as the parallel satisfaction of multiple
constraints derived from explanatory and contradictory relations. O n c e an E C H O network has settled, propositions
with high activations are considered accepted (Thagard
1989, in press2). E C H O differs, however, from networks
in which node-node link weights are adjusted on each cycle

(see Rumelhart & McClelland 1986).
W h a t is the relationship between h u m a n explanatory
reasoning and explanatory evaluation as implemented in
E C H O ? E C H O has been used in the past to model juror
reasoning (Thagard 1989) in which explanatory coherence
plays a crucial role (Pennington & Hastie 1988), to understand mental models of social interactions and relationships (Miller & Read in press), and to model scientific
reasoning (Thagard 1989, in press 1). Ranney and Thagard
(1988), in the first application of E C H O to modeling experimental data, simulated {ex post facto) changes in subjects' beliefs and their conceptions of physical motion
(Ranney 1987/1988; cf. Nersessian 1989). Ranney (in
press) suggests that if E C H O continues to successfully
model h u m a n reasoning, it might be useful as a tool for
teaching coherent argumentation; however, speculation
about the relationship between E C H O ' S descriptive power
and prescriptive potential requires that w e address several
empirical questions about the psychological fidelity of
E C H O . W e describe here an empirical study that examined
E C H O ' S ability to model expiratory evaluations of textually embedded propositions (Schank 1991).

The ECHO Model
Coherence involves a relation between two propositions
that "hold together," while incoherent propositions resist
holding together. Relations of coherence (and incoherence)
among propositions are established via the following principles (Thagard in pressl; Ranney & Thagard 1988): (1)
Symmetry: Coherence and incoherence are symmetric relations. (2) Explanation: Hypotheses that together explain a
proposition cohere with each other, as well as with the explained proposition. (3) Simplicity: T h e coherence of an
explanation is inversely related to the number of co-hypotheses used in the explanation. (4) Analogy: Similar hypotheses that explain similar evidence cohere. (None of
our networks involved analogies.) (5) Data Priority:
Results of observations, such as evidence and acknowledged facts, have a degree of acceptability on their own.
(6) Contradiction: Contradictory hypotheses incohere. (7)
Competition: Competing hypotheses (which explain the
same evidence or hypotheses but are not themselves explanatorily related; see Harman 1989) incohere. (This principle did not affect the E C H O networks used in this study
since such competitions were explicitly m a d e contradictory; the competition principle is used to generate incoherence links.) (8) Acceptability: The acceptability (or believability) of a proposition depends on its coherence within
the system of propositions in which it is embedded. A
proposition's acceptability increases as its coherence with
other acceptable propositions increases. (A proposition's
acceptability is measured by its activation value, ranging
from -1, complete rejection, to 1, complete acceptance.)
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Hypothesis evaluation in E C H O is treated as the satis- differences in subjects' evaluations of different texts? Are
faction or multiple constraints derived from the explana- local temporal order differences (not explicitly accounted
tory relations, and several parameters provide degrees of for by E C H O ) important to the subjects? H o w well does
freedom (Thagard 1989, in press2). The number of parame- E C H O predict inflectional reasoning, in which new inforters used in computer models often leads to questions: mation presented in texts (cf. Kintsch 1988) yields signifiH o w arbitrary are the simulation findings? H o w stable is cant changes in subjects' beliefs (Ranney in press)?
T o investigate these questions w e conducted three conthe model under a given set of parameters (i.e., does one
set work over a wide range of tasks)? Should some param- trasts between E C H O simulations and subjects' believabileters be regarded as variant or invariant over tasks? ities. Each contrast involved three stages: (1) E C H O simuThousands of simulations have been done to determine the lations were run on given systems of propositions, (2)
impact of parameter settings on E C H O ' S performance, and subjects read textual embodiments of the same proposithe values of four parameters—the excitation, inhibition, tional system and rated h o w strongly they believed each
decay, and data excitation rates—appear most critical proposition, and (3) E C H O ' S ability to model the
(Thagard 1989; Ranney & Thagard 1988). However, the subjects' believability ratings was assessed.
criteria used to decide the default values of these parameters
have previously been practical rather than empirical. Contrast One: Difrerential Predictions. Given
Ranney and Thagard (1988) as well as this study provide textual propositions, h o w well do subjects' beliefs in the
propositions correlate with E C H O ' S activations for these
the first empirical backing for assigned parameter values.
The excitation value determines the weights on links be- propositions? For this contrast, two E C H O topologies
tween cohering propositions. T h e inhibition value deter- were used, the second of which includes an extra, critical
mines the weights on links between incohering proposi- piece of evidence that qualitatively changes the simulation
tions. The data excitation value specifies the weight on results. If two groups of subjects are given texts reflecting
links between data (usually evidence) and the "special evi- these topologies (with one group given the extra piece of
dence unit" (SEU, a unit with activation clamped at 1.0) information), does E C H O predict the differences a m o n g
to implement principle 4. T h e decay value specifies the the groups' beliefs in the underiying propositions? The
percentage of the (absolute) activation that a proposition major empirical question is: Are subjects' believability
loses at each cycle. Thagard (1989) describes interesting ratings reasonably consistent with E C H O ' S activations?
psychological interpretations of these parameters. The tol- Contrast Two: Temporal Order EfTects. Does the
erance of the system is the absolute value of the ratio of order of presentation of themes in a text affect the subexcitation to inhibition; highly tolerant systems m a y jects' believability ratings? Given that all propositions are
"believe" several competing hypotheses, while systems generally encoded during the same network cycle, E C H O
with low tolCTance tend to accept a single theory. Decay is activations are unaffected by the temporal order of proposithe skepticism of the system; as decay increases, asymp- tional encoding. If two groups of subjects are given texts
totic activation values of pro]X)sitions will be compressed reflecting a single network topology, with the second
toward zero (although the simulations will generally not group given a text that provides the propwsiiions in a difbe qualitatively different). Skq)ticism applies directly to ferent wder, will their beliefs in the propositions differ? If
all propositions, while tolerance is most directly relevant so, the finding could be used to suggest modifications to
to contradictory or competing propositions.
ECHO.
Given declared input propositions and relations between
them, E C H O aeates units to represent the propositions, Contrast Three: Dynamic Modeling. With its use
and sets up the following links (with additive link of data priority, E C H O is somewhat empirically biased.
weights): (1) excitatory links between propositions Are people as empirically driven as E C H O ? Once subjects
(including co-hypotheses) that are explanatorily or analo- are familiar with a text, does adding an additional piece of
gously related; (2) inhibitory links between contradictory information—one that produces a "Gestalt switch" in
and (n(Mievidential) competing propositions; and (3) excita- E C H O — i n d u c e a Gestalt switch in the subjects? T o assess
tory links between evidence and the S E U (with the data ex- this contrast, an E C H O topology was allowed to run and
citation weight). (The data priority of particular evidence settie, and then an additional piece of evidence—one that
m a y also be specified separately.) If there are unexplained yielded a theory shift reflected by inflected activation tradata, the decay rate is increased appropriately (i.e., unex- jectories—was introduced (see Ranney & Thagard 1988).
plained evidence raises skepticism). Unit activations are D o subjects also shift from accepting one theory to acceptupdated in cycles until the network settles and the change ing another upon the introduction of the new evidence?
in all units is asymptotic. At each cycle, the activation of Will adding an additional hypothesis, one that strengthens
a particular unit uj is determined by the decay rate and the E C H O ' S acceptance of the newly acceptable theory, further
net input to the unit (the weighted sum of the activation strengthen subjects' beliefs in the theory? Perhaps the n e w
of its neighboring units, where a weight is the c o m m o n hypothesis will shift subjects' beliefs toward the n e w thelink value, wij), and is updated using the following equa- ory if the additional evidence did not already do so. The absence of a change when evidence is introduced m a y suggest
tion (cf Rumelhart & McClelland 1986):
that people are more hypothesis-driven than is E C H O . T h e
uj(t+\) = uft) (1 -decay) +
[ netj {max-uj{t)) if netj >0 absence of any shift at all (or a shift only when both the
netj {ujit)-min) otherwise ]
datum and the hypothesis are introduced) m a y suggest that
where netj = Z. W y uj(t)
people are m o r e predicUvely intransigent (Ranney
1987/1988) than E C H O , and serve as a basis for re-evaluEvaluating ECHO
ating E C H O ' S data priwity aspect.
W e ask three questions about the relationship between hum a n reasoning and E C H O : H o w well does E C H O predict
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Materials
M e t h o d a n d Design
The lexis used in ihis study renect portions of ihe topol- The four texts were designed to be fairly context-free,
ogy shown in Figure 1, whichrepresentstwo conflicting while alternating between science and humanities domains.
theories, and lends itself to the questions in the above con- Four different topological sequences. SI through S4. were
trasts. In this topology, hypothesis H I explains evidence used to constrain the structures of these \£,\\s (see Table
El and E 2 , and is in turn explained by hypothesis H O . 1). Sixteen text-sequence combinations resulted (4 seHypothesis H 2 explains evidence E2, E3, and E 4 , and is quences X 4 texts, e.g.. Tl-Sl. T1-S2...). The physics text
explained by hypothesis H 3 . Subgraphs of this topology, below represents topology C ; its E C H O encoding is
shown in Figures 2 and 3, arc also used for the contrasts shown in Table 2.
of interest.
"Sue and Amy are trying to identify an atomic particle:
Sue and A m y fmd that it has a charge magnitude of
two electrons, high energy, a positive spin, and a
baryon number equal to zero. Sue says that physicists
(conflict)
think that zipums are rather common, which explains
her belief that the particle is a zipton. Sue also notes
that if one assumes that the particle is a zipton, that exwhy the particle has a charge magnitude of two
plains
Theory 1
Theory 2
electrons and why it has high energy.
Figure 1. Topology of two conflicting explanatory
A m y disagrees with Sue. A m y believes that the partitheories: dashes indicate theoretical confUcL
cle is a blinkon. which contradicts Sue's belief that the
particle is a zipton. A m y says that physicists think that
blinkons are easy to detect, which explains her belief
that the particle is a blinkon. A m y also notes that if one
HI--- H 2
assumes that the particle is a blinkon, that explains
why the particle has high energy, why it has a positive
A/1
A
A
A
A
E1 E2 E3 E4
El E 2 E 3 E 4
spin, and why it has a baiyon number equal to zero.
E1 E2 E3
Topology
B
Topology C
What do you think?"
Topology A
(evidence E4 added) (E4aitd H 3 added)
Table 2. Encoding of the physics text, topology C.
Figure 2. Topologies A, B. and C. (Topologies A and B Evidence:
were used for the differential predictions contrast. Topologies proposition El "the particle has the charge of two electTons'
proposition E2 "the particle has high energy"
A. B, and C were used for the dynamic modeling contrast)
proposition E3 "the particle has a baryon nimiber of zero"
HO
proposition E4 "the particle has positive spin"
H
ypotheses:
H
1
H
2
HI
H2
proposition H O "jAysicists think ziptons are rather common"
A
/\
proposition HI "the particle is a zipton"
E2 E3 E4
El E2
proposition H 2 "the particle is a blinkon"
Topology F
Topology E
Topology D
proposition H 3 'physicists think blinkons are easy to detect"
(theoretical
conflict) Explanations:
(partial right theory)
(left theory)
ContradlctioDs:
Figure 3. Topologies D, E, and F (used to assess temporal HO explains HI
HI contradicts H 2
ordering effects).
HI explains El
Data
priority for evidence:
HI explains E2
daUiElE2E3E4
Table 1. Four sequences X four texts.
H3 explains H 2
-Topology SequencesH 2 explains E2
II
S2
S2
S4
H 2 explains E3
E
D
A
B
H2 explains E4
E+F
D+F
<rcae>
<T(ie>
Subjects and Procedure
E+F+D
EMm-E
B
T o control for presentation orders, all 24 possible topolog<TCU>
<Tcte>
<rate>
ical sequence combinations were used, and both forward
C
(Tl. T 2 . T 3 . T 4 ) and backward <J^, T 3 , T2. T l ) text
<rate> -Decontextualized Textsorders were used. In total, 48 (4! x 2) subjects participated.
Subjects had various academic and occupational backTl
T2
T3
T4
grounds, and ranged in age from 18 to 60 years.
linguistics
physics
wine naming medical
Each experimental session consisted of four parts. In
each part, the subject was given a textreflectingone of the
Texts involving fictional theoretical controversies were
text-sequence combinations, never receiving the same text
generated to reduce the chance of subjects bringing considor the s a m e topology sequence twice. For each text-seerable extraneous information into their analyses. Since
quence combination, a subject was asked to read the text
dimensions of context are difficult to assess and control,
and then rate the believability of its propositions. Ratings
w e devised four texts in different domains. Subjects read
were on a scale from 1, "completely unbelievable." to 7.
the texts (given on separate sheets of p^)er) under no time
"completely believable" (4 was unlabeled). W h e n the sublimit, and then rated (on a separate questionnaire sheet; see
jects were finished rating all four text-sequence combinaTable 1) h o w strongly they believed the text's statements.
tions, they were asked (via audio-tapedretrospectiveprotocols), to explain h o w they c a m e up with their believ894
HO
I
H1 -- H2

HO
I
HI - - - H 2

HO

H3

Results a n d Discussion
ability assignments—in order to determine if they brought
extraneous information into their evaluations.
Interviews wiUi the subjects revealed that they adopted
The E C H O simulations were initially run with parame- some kind of implicit presumed backing (i.e.. other eviter settings used by Ranney and Thagard (1988). the first dence or beliefs) for the superordinate hypotheses H O and
application of E C H O to modeling cxpcrimcnial data. H3. The E C H O simulations were adjusted to take this into
Simulations were subsequently run with slightly adjusted account. Thus, before describing thefitbetween the subparameter settings, as discussed below.
jects' ratings and E C H O ' S activations, w efirstdiscuss the
subjects' believability ratings and comments to show h o w
Contrast One, Topology A vs. Topology B:
presumed backing affected their ratings.
Differential Predictions. Does E C H O differentially
predict subjects' responses to different texts? E C H O Subjects' Believability Ratings
activations for topologies A and B were compared in a The means of subjects' believability ratings (for proposipairwise manner with subjects' ratings on propositions tions in topologies A, B, and C are shown in Table 3.
from Sequences 1 (topology A ) and 4 (topology B. includ- Subjects rated the superordinate H O higher than its exing its extra piece of evidence. E4). (Subjects were given plained H I , and the superordinate H 3 higher than its exadditional text and questionnaires beyond topology A in plained H 2 . Subjects also tended to view H I and H 2 as
Sequence 1; see Contrast Three below and Table 1.) T h e nonexclusive hypotheses (in spite of the explicitly stated
added datum significantly changes E C H O ' S simulation: conflicts), particularly on the medical text
Without the extra evidence E 4 and the H2-E4 explanatory
link, hypothesis H I receives higher activation than H 2 in Table 3. Mean ratings for all ^}ivopriate propositions.
E C H O ; with the extra evidence and link, the reverse is
^Topology (within Sequence)
true.
Prop
Sla
S2b
S3b
S4b
Sib
Sic
El
6.60
6.52
6.50
6.56
6.58
6.65
Contrast Two, Sequence 2 vs. Sequence 3:
E2
6.67
6.58
6.58
6.31
6.50
6.65
Temporal Order Effects. H o w sensitive are subjects
6.56
6.19
6.52
E3
6.58
6.50
6.50
to the temporal order of propositions? Running E C H O on
•
6.58
6.19
6.42
6.46
6.63
topology B, hypothesis H 2 receives a higher activation E4
4.69
4.81
4.65
HO
4.60
4.88
4.73
than H I , given that all propositions are encoded during the
HI
3.41
3.58
3.46
3.27
3.29
3.35
same network cycle. For this contrast, subjects were asked
H
2
4.29
3.48
3.85
4.12
3.98
4.08
to read three portions of text (presented on separate sheets)
•
•
•
•
•
4.73
reflecting topology B, in which the order of sets of jmspo- H3
sitions in the texts were varied. Topology B can be decomposed into three subgraphs, representing a "left" theory, a Presumed Backing. Some subjects justified an implicit
partial "right" thewy, and a theoretical conflict (tqx)logies backing of the superordinate hypotheses by indicating that
D. E. and F in Figure 3). For Sequence 2, subjects were the word "Uiink" (in the texts) is used for conversational
given three successive texts: thefirstreflecting the left politeness; i.e., people use the word "think" when they retheory, the next reflecting the left theory and theoretical ally know something. Despite the attempt to generate deconflict, and the last reflecting the left and the partial rightcon textual ized texts, subjects (not surprisingly; Ritter
theories as well as the theoretical conflict (topology order: 1991) also considered other knowledge when reasoning
D, D + F , D-t-F+E). For Sequence 3, subjects were also about the texts, and this other knowledge likely congiven three successive texts, with the order of the left and tributed to their presumed backing of H O and H3. For inpartial right theories switched (E, E+F, E-nF-hD).
stance, one subject hinged his ratings of the wine text on
his belief that there are few types of wine, unlike atomic
Contrast Three, Sequence 1: Dynamic Modeling.
particles, of which there "are many." In contrast, another
H o w well does E C H O dynamically model inflectional reasubject held that there are not many types of atomic partisoning? In E C H O , hypothesis H I receives a higher activacles! Although subjects generally gave high ratings to evition than H 2 in topology A (see Figures 2 and 5). After
dence, these ratings still did not boost their beliefs in hythe netwoik settles, adding evidence E 4 and the explanapotheses H I and H 2 above their superordinates.
tory link H2-E4 causes the activation of proposition H I to
decrease and H 2 to increase, surpassing H I , thus simulat- Text Type and Text Order Effects. As expected, an
ing a mild Geslalt shifL Adding the hypothesis H 3 and the analysis of variance on subjects' ratings (ontiieTopology
explanatory link H 3 - H 2 causes H2's activation to furthCT C texts) revealed that effects of text type and text order
increase and Hi's to further decrease. For this contrast, allwere not significant (p>.05). There was, however, a
subjects were given a text structurally reflecting topology (nonsignificant) trend for the superordinate H O to resist beA, followed by a believability rating questionnaire. They ing overcome by H 3 with inaeasing experience with the
were then given a text reflecting topology B, followed by successive texts. (Nb. M a n y of this paper's inferential
a new questionnaire. Finally, the subjects were given a tests are based on standard statistical distributional astext reflecting topology C, followed by afinalquestion- sumptions that remain to be confirmed for this particular
naire. The subjects' ratings were then compared to activa- paradigm.)
tions from E C H O simulations during which propositions
E 4 and H 3 (and their associated links) were ackled dynami- ECHO Simulations
cally (i.e., in later network cycles, after successive set- In contrast to the subjects, a priori E C H O activations of
Uings). If subjects are as empirically driven as is E C H O , the superordinates H O and H 3 were lower than the hythey should "switch" from favoring H I to favoring H 2 potheses they explained (HI and H 2 ) across a wide range
when E 4 is added, and certainly with the addition of H3.
of parameter settings. Also, E C H O ' S activations of the
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conflicting hypotheses H I and H 2 were slighlJy more divergent than the subjects' ratings of these hypotheses.
This suggested that the apjjarent differences between subjects' ratings and E C H O ' S activations were due to a
presumed backing of hypotheses H O and H 3 and the tendency of subjects to view HI and H 2 as nonexclusive.
T o model subjects' presumed backing, H O and H 3 were
given partial data priority by linking them to the S E U
with a weight half of that given to evidence. This was encoded by adding these semi-hypotheses to the data statement:
data El E 2 E3 E4 (HO .5) (H3 .5)

tions for different sequences, difTerent texts, and overall.
A s shown in Figure 4, subjects' ratings are modeled
best when presumed backing isrepresentedin E C H O , and
when the decay and data excitation values are both slightly
raised, muting the differences between H I and H 2 (see
Tables 4 and 5, Run 4). As indicated in Table 5, the overall correlation between the subjects'responsesand E C H O
is high (rr,nked=-78).

Contrast One: DifTerential Predictions. An analysis of variancerevealedthat across topologies A and B,
subjects' ratings of hypothesis H I did not significantly
change (p>.l; see Table 3). However, as predicted by
E C H O , subjects' ratings of hypothesis H 2 rose signifiThe parameter values used for four simulations (see becantly
across topologies A and B (p<.05) with the introlow) are shown in Table 4 C'R&T"refersto values used in
duction of the evidence E4 (which H 2 explains). O n topolRanney & Thagard 1988).
ogy A (Sla), subjects' ratings of hypothesis H I were not
significantly higher than those of H 2 (p>.l). However, on
Table 4. E C H O parameter settings on simulations.
topology B (S4), subjects' ratings of hypothesis H 2 were
-no
—backingrarameiers
no backing—
significantly higher than those of H I (p<.05). as E C H O
Run
2
Run
3
Run4
Run!
predicts. W h e n presumed backing for hypothesis H O is
(R&T) (adjusted) (R&T) (adjusted)
represented in E C H O , therelationbetween the subjects'
excitation
.03
.005
.03
.03
inhibition
-.06
ratings and activations on topologies A and B is particu-.06
-.06 -.06
decay
.04
larly strong because the subjects' higher ratings of HO,
.15
.04
.15
.055
data excitation
to H I , are captured. With presumed backing, the
compared
.10
.055 .10
point-by-point correlation between the subjects' avwagcs
and E C H O is high on both topology A (rranked=.71-78),
and topotegy B (rranked=-80). (See Table 5, Runs 3 and 4,
"6.5
Evidence
SlaandS4b.)
Contrast Two: Temporal Order Effects. No differences between subjects' ratings of the propositions in
Sequences S2b and S3b (and even Slb and S4b) approached significance (see Table 3, S2b and S3b). With
presumed backing, the correlation between the subjects'
H2a H1b
averages and E C H O is high for both S2 and S3 (Table 5,
Runs 3 and 4). Nonsignificant hints of subjects' intransiJ P ^
3i
T
"Ti
5
is
gence were shown by ECHO'S slightly lower correlation
ECHO activations
with subjects' ratings for S2 (in which the "losing" theory
* multipie occurances, from ratings over Sequences SI to S4
is givenfirst),and by a smaller variance in subjects' ratFigure 4. Relation between mean believability ratings and
ings for S3 (in which the "winning" theory is given first).
echo's activations with presumed backing.
Still, as shown in Table 3, the subjects' mean ratings are
Table 5. Point-by-point ranked correlations between almost
ECHO identical on topology B for SI and S4 (Slb and
S4b), even with different subjects and an intervening ratactivations and subjects' belief ratings.
-no backing-backinging in SI, indicating few "prediction-freezing" effects.
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3 Run 4
Although one subject remarked after reading the SI
SEQUENCE
(R&T)
(adjusted) (R&T) (adjusted)
(dynamic) version of the medical text that "the more inSla
.71
.67
.71
.78
formation that comes up, the less I believe them 'cause
Sib
.71
.76
.78
.78
they didn't know it bef(xe," the local temporal cwder differSic
.56
.68
.73
.76
ences—which E C H O does not automatically take into acS2b
.63
.70
.73
.73
count—were not generally found to be impcrtant
S3b
.73
.79
.80
.80
Contrast Three: Dynamic Modeling. Across
S4b
.71
.78
.80
.80
topologies A (Sla), B (Slb), and C (Sic), subjects' ratTEXT
.77
.72
.66
.76
ings of hypothesis HI did not significantly change (p>.l;
linguistics
.76
.67
.61
.73
see Table 3). However, subjects' ratings of hypothesis H 2
physics
.77
.76
.68
.78
rose
significantly across topologies (p<.05). A s predicted
wine
.81
.79
.72
.80
by
E
C H O , the introduction of the new evidence E 4 (in
medical
.78
.74
.67
.77
Slb)
accounted for most of subjects' increased believabilOVERALL
ity in H 2 (p<.05), while the introduction of the superordiComparing Subjects and E C H O
naie H 3 (in Sic) had little extra effect on subjects' believFigure 4 shows the relation between the subjects' m e a n ability of H 2 (p>.l). O n topology A, the subjects' ratings
ratings and E C H O ' S predictions when presumed backing is of hypothesis HI were not quite significantly higher than
taken into account. Point-by-point correlations between H2; however, on topologies B and C, subjects' ratings of
individual subjects' ranked ratings and E C H O ' S ranked ac- hypothesis H 2 were significantly higher than H I (both
tivations were also calculated. Table 5 lists these correla896

tests p<.05). Thus, both the subjects and E C H O show in- implicit knowledge was modeled in E C H O by giving cerflectionalreasoningwhen the new evidence of topology B tain hypotheses a fraction of data priority. However, this
is introduced. The relation between the subjects' ratings suggests thai the subjects'representationsof the situations
and the E C H O activations is once again particularly strong were not completely captured by therepresentationencoded
when presumed backing of the superordinaic hypotheses is into E C H O . Thus, w e are n o w investigating ECHO'S abilrepresented in E C H O . Figure 5 illustralcs the inflectional ity to model individual subjects' beliefs about physical
reasoning captured by E C H O (e.g., for HI and H2). Table motion when they make their "implied backings" explicit
5 shows the high correlations between the subjects' ratings
and ECHO'S activations for topologies A, B, and C (rows Acknowledgements
Sla. Sib. and Sic).
W e thank Paul Thagard, Boaz Keysar, Pete PiroUi, Marcia
Like E C H O , the subjects "switched" and rated H 2 higher Linn, Mark Wilson, Jeff Schank, Chris Ritter, Peggy
than HI when the new evidence was introduced (see Table Carlock, Ed Lagache, Chris Borton, Mimi Recker, Steve
6). With presumed backing, the correlation between sub- Adams, and Michelle MiUion for their helpful comments.
jects and E C H O is also high when H 3 (of topology C ) is
added (see Table 5. row S Ic).
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Abstract
Macro-operators and chunks have long been used to
model the acquisition and refinement of procedural
knowledge. However, it is clear that human learners use
more sophisticated techniques to encode more powerful
operators
than
simple
linear macro-operators:
specifically, linear macro-operators cannot represent
arbitrary repetitions of operators. This paper presents a
process-model for the acquisition of iterative macrooperators, which are an efficient representation of
repeating operators. W e show that inducing iterative
macro-operators from empirical problem-solving traces
provides dramatically better efficiency results than simple
linear macro-op)erators.
This domain-independent
learning mechanism is integrated into the FERMI problemsolver, giving more evidence that humans have a similar
learning capability.

never generalize to an arbitrary number of applications of
atomic operators. For example, different macro-ops must
be learned to solve the 2-disk tower of Hanoi, the 3-disk
one, etc. It's clear that people have a more flexible
learning method than linear macro-operators, and that
they can s o m e h o w generalize to an arbitrary number of
applications of an operator. Furthermore, both linear
macro-ops and Soar chunks which encode multiple
applications of a rule turn polynomial-time matches into
Iterative macroexponential ones (Tambe, 1988).
operators, as depicted in figure 1-1, would solve the
"expensive chunk" problem in S O A R if adapted to that
paradigm. They also address the increased match-time
search problem which occurs w h e n large numbers of
macro-operators are learned (Minton ei al, 1988).

r " >

1 V
1. Introducing Iterative Macro-operators
O n e of the main goals of knowledge compilation is to
reformulate or recycle problem solving knowledge in
order to reduce the amount of search necessary to solve
problems. A number of different methods for reducing

W

search have evolved. For example, if the derivational
analogy algorithm (Carbonell, 1986, HickmanetalQO,
1990) can retrieve the solution to a problem similar to the
current problem, then it will adapt the previous solution
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In principle, there are two different ways in which
macro-operators (iterative or otherwise) can reduce
search. First, they can reduce the amount of search
necessary in the operator state-space. Secondly, they can
compile away temporary computation in the matching
process itself. Thus match-level optimizations can reduce
"fine-grain search" while operator-level aggregations can
reduce "coarse-grain search".
Although previous approaches to iterative operators

operators which can m o r e efficiently solve the problem
the next time it is encountered. Another reformulation
method is chunking in Soar (Laird et al, 1986) and
macro-operators (Anderson, 1983, Fikes, 1971). B y
summarizing the behavior of a sequence of forwardchaining operators, macro-operators also reduce the
amount of operator-space search required by the
problem-solver.
macro-operators and chunks, which iterative macrooperators address. Simple linear macro-operators can

A

Figure 1-1: Formation of iterative macro-operators

to the n e w problem. Explanation-based learning (DeJong
& M o o n e y , 1986), o n the other hand, reformulates
axioms which were used to solve a problem, into

There are a number of problems with both linear

w

A

such as (Cheng & Carbonell, 1986, Riddle, 1988,
Shavlik, 1990) address the coarse-granularity search
reduction problem, they d o not address the equally
important issue of optimizing the macro-op itself. If one
k n o w s that a set of operators will be applied in a fixed
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iterative sequence, then the operators themselves can be
transformed into more efficient iterative macro-operators.
The transformation algorithm has been generalized
since (Shell & Carbonell, 1989) to cover more domains,
and is summarized in section 2. Section 4 presents
empirical results in these new domains, showing
speedups as high as 14-fold. This is significant given that
the operators are implemented in a RETE-based system
called FRulekit (SheU & Carbonell, 1986), which is
already fairly efficient. Furthermore, new theoretical
results in section 3 show that iterative operators
significantly improve over linear operators in both the
coarse-granularity operator search space and in the
operator match space. These theoretical and empirical
results of the process model give more credence to the
idea that people have a similar technique for learning
general iterative macro-operators.

• Actions that modify objects that are matched by
the operator,
• And repeated actions which can be induced to a
single step as a function of N .
All other conditions and actions are retained.
The iterative operator is always equivalent to the
original. The outline of an iterative macro-operator is
shown in figure 2-1. This operator is used in the FERMI
system for solving systems of simultaneous algebraic
equations.
RULE Pre-Iterative-solve
CONDITIONS:
If all conditions of solve-unknown exist.
And we are not currently iterating
ACTIONS:
Add the goal to iterate solve-unknown
RULE Iterative-solve
CONDITIONS:
The goal is to iterate solve-unknown
And all of the retained tests of
solve-unknown are still satisfied
ACTIONS:
Perform the actions which were retained
from the original operator.

2. Iterative-Operator Composition
T o explain h o w iterative operators are faster than linear
operators, this section will summarize the iterativeoperator composition algorithm, and will show a sample
iterative operator. A more detailed description of the
algorithm is presented in (Shell and Carbonell, 1991).
Generating iterative-operators involves:

RULE Post-Iterative-solve
CONDITIONS:
The goal is to iterate solve-unknown
And the retained tests of solve-unknown
are no longer satisfied
ACTIONS:
Remove the goal to iterate solve-unknown
And update working memory w i t h the actions

I. Detecting the Repeated Operator. W h e n a linear
operator or macro-operator repeats, it is eligible
for transformation into an iterative macrooperator.
2. Encapsulation of the Invariant Structure.
Variables matched in the preconditions that bind
identically each cycle need not be rematched each
iteration.

Figure 2-1: Iterative operator to fmd the next equation
to eliminate, generated by F E R M I .
3. Analytical Results
This section mathematically describes h o w m u c h
iterative operators can reduce search over linear
operators. W e derive complexity analyses of both the
time for searching through a set of operators, and the time
to match and execute individual operators. This analysis
must be approximate, as there is not sufficient room to
look in detail at each test and action of every operator.

3. Solution of Recurrence Relations. Local data
updates
between
each
cycle
(such
as
decrementing an array index) are extracted into a
single step external to the loop. M o r e complex or
open-form updates remain inside the iteration
loop.
4. Composition of the Total Iterative
Macro-operator.
The preconditions, iterative
body and exit conditions are deduced from the
source atomic operator sequence and compiled
into production rules.

3.1. Search Speed-up
This section presents an average-case complexity
analysis of h o w m u c h iterative operators reduce search in
the operator space. Assume a breadth-first search
discipline with b operators and a solution at depth n. The

Iterative operators are efficient because conditions and
actions in the source rule that are unnecessary are
eliminated. Unnecessary conditions and actions are
defined as:

exponential complexity of search is: X/Lo'''' which is
dominated by the last term: b" for values of b > 2. If w e
introduce c linear macro-operators w e can estimate the
dominant term as:

• Conditions that match objects that never change
while the iterative operator runs,
• Conditions that match objects that are modified
by the operator.

(b + c)''/('+Pm('^i))
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In the formula, m is the average length of a macroA is the average size of the input;
operator (i.e., the number of base operators) and p ^ is the ^ is the number of tuples of objects which have
successfully combined at condition element n;
ratio of macro-operators to the total (base and macro)
C is the average cost of testing a condition element;
operators in the solution sequence. Adding many useless
D tells us how discriminating the conditions arc. If D is
macro-operators increases the base b + c considerably but
small then few objects pass the tests in the conditions.
does not reduce the exponent, whereas adding a few very
If D is big then there are more partial matches. I.e., D
useful operators reduces the exponent without
times [P„] times A equals [P„+i];
and
L is the number of conditions in the rule.
significantly increasing the base.
A n iterative macro-operator consists of repeated
applications of a base operator or a linear macro-operator.
3.2.3. Speed-up of the Iterative-Operator
A n iterative macro-operator is operationally equivalent to
As can be seen from the last equation, the speed of a
K linear macro-operators, where M is the maximal
rule is determined by the (AD) product - the rate at which
number of iterations reasonable in the given domain. The
the size of the partial match grows. In expensive rules,
search reduction, if all macro-operators could be reduced
the number of partial matches grows as the R E T E net is
to iterative ones would be calculated by dividing the
traversed. Thus, (AD) is greater than 1 and the cost
macro-operator branching factor by the average K:
increases exponentially.
(b + c/K)''/('+Pm('^i))
In this case, the second half of the above equation
The idea is to reduce search depth while minimally
dominates. Suppose that in the iterative operator, one
increasing search breadth. This translates into generating
condition element has been removed. Then the cost of an
the most powerful possible macro-operators.
action in this operator would be approximately:
ACP„_2lf;r' (AD)-l
Thus the speed-up of the iterative operator over the
linear operator, is the quotient:

3.2. Match Speed-up
In addition to speeding up the operator search time,
iterative operators match and execute faster than their
linear counterparts. This section will mathematically
analyze the amount of match speed-up realized by
individual iterative macro-operators.

Acp„_2Itr^Az^)'-'
I f ; ; (AD/-'

3.2.1. Sources of Speed-up
There are three different ways that iterative operators
optimize the matching of linear operators:

which, as L increases, approaches A D .
When t conditions are removed from the iterative
operator, the speed-up is:

1. They eliminate condition elements;
2. They eliminate actions;
3. They move tests to earlier parts of the rule.
Thefirsttwo are the most common and will be the
focus of this analysis. Eliminating unnecessary condition
elements makes the rule faster by decreasing the number
of tests which the rule must perform. Eliminating actions

itr <«)'-'
which, as L increases, approaches (AD)'.
In efficient rules such as the ones which were profiled
for this paper, the product A D is 1 for some conditions
and greater than 1 for others. I.e., the partial match does
not always grow. Thus, the speed-up will be polynomial
or Unear instead of exponential, depending on how many

also speeds up the process since the actions cause the
system to re-match.
3.2.2. The Cost of Performing an Action
The cost of performing an operator is the sum of the

expensive tests there are.

costs of the actions in that rule. The costs of those
actions in turn depend on how much matching the rules
perform. The cost Act-cost^ of performing any action a
in a RETE-based operator is derived in the report (Shell
and CarboneU. 1991). It is:

4. Empirical Results
Timings of the iterative-operator learning method on
three different domains is shown here. W e first present a
summary of the efficiency gains in each domain, and then
show graphs of the performance improvement of an
iterative-operator in two of the domains.

Act-cost^ = P^2C + ACp„_2ltr (^y~'
Where:
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4.1, S p e e d - u p of Iterative Operators
The domains for which iterative operators were tested
range from a nine-rule circuits problem solver to a more
realistic ninety-rule expert system. The second column

45.00
in

*
0-

I Original operators
-• Linear macro-op
O Iterative macro-op

I

shows the total run-time speed-up (time required to run
the linear operator divided by the time required to run the
iterative operator). The next column shows the speed-up

35.00
•I

in match time, which is the amount of time spent
matching in the R E T E net.

30.00
25.00

I 20.00
15.00 -

Speed-up of Iterative Operators
Domain
Circuits
Algebra
Machining

10.00 -

Run-time
Speed-up

Match-time
Speed-up

# Rules

1.69 X
4.66 X
ll.Bx

1.88 X
4.72 X
14.3 X

9
23
90

5.00 .
20

30
40
50
eO
N u m b e r of Equations

Figure 4-1: Time to Solve Systems of Equations

A s the table shows, the larger the domain, the better
the speed-up.

X-axis displays the number of holes it drills (figure 4-2).

4.2. Detailed Timings
For two of the above domains, the match times will be
graphed for the iterative macro-operator, the linear
macro-operator, and the set of base operators without any
macro-operators. The input-size is plotted on the X-axis
and the match time is on the Y-axis. A s w e shall see, the
iterative operator was always faster than the original
ones.
T h e Algebra D o m a i n . T h e algebra system is a set of
productions which solve simultaneous systems of N
equations in N unknowns. It is a module of the fermi
general scientific problem-solver (Larkin, Reif &
Carbonell, 1986). The X-axis plots the number of
equations and unknowns given to the system (figure 4-1).

2500.00 r

H
*
*•

1- Original operators
-* Linear macro-op
O Iterative macro-op

2000.00 .

1500.00 -

1000.00 •

500.00
As the graphs show, the "expensive macro-operator"
(Minton et al, 1988) problem rears its head again. The
linear macro-operator is initially faster than the original

0.00

rules, but as the size of the input increases, it becomes
more expensive.
However, the iterative macro-op
eliminates the expensive part of the linear macro-op and
is m u c h faster than both the linear macro-op and the
original rules.
T h e Machining Domain. The machining domain is
an expert system for process planning. T h e task is to

S - T-fr

I

15
20
25
N u m b e r of Holes

Figure 4-2: Time to Drill N Holes
A s in the algebra domain, the linear macro-op is more
expensive than the original operators, but the iterative
operator is faster than both.
5. Conclusions
Iterative operators generalize to N by efficiently
composing recursive subsequences. They have been
shown to improve on linear operators by as m u c h as 14fold. A s w e have seen through complexity analysis and
detailed empirical results, iterative operators effectively

produce machine parts that have specified characteristics,
such as a rectangular block of given dimensions m a d e
with a certain material and containing a centered hole.
This domain is the largest production set that the
iterative-operator algorithm has been tested on yet, and it
shows the best improvement over linear operators. The
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Learning Mechanism. Machine Learning, 7(1),
11-46.

address some fundamental shortcomings of the standard
macro-operator and chunking knowledge compilation
methods. They do this by requiring a smaller number of
total macro-operators, avoiding the "expensive-chunk"
and "expensive-macro-operator" problems, and
making the macro-operators more efficient.

by

Although this paper makes no claims about how people
form iterative macro-operators, this production-system
model for iterative macro-operators may be a starting
point for a cognitive model. Key questions to ask would
be:
• Under what conditions do people form iterative
rather than linear macro-operators?
• How do people form iterative macro-operators?
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Abstract

and pragmatically useful context for constructing a theory
of localization that will assist the design of intelligent
How do skilled map-readers use topographic maps to
systems to control vision-based robot navigation.
figure out where in the world they are? Our research
W h e n using a topographic m a p to solve a localization
addresses this question by studying the problem solving
problem, the map-reader must find the location a m o n g the
of experienced map-readers as they solve localization
contours that matches the viewpoint in the terrain. T h e
Where a m I? - problems. Localization relies upon
viewpoint is the location in the world where one happens
judgments of similarity and difference between the
to be standing. It determines what can be seen and what is
contour information of the m a p and the topographic
occluded. The viewpoint dependence of terrain information
information in the terrain. In this paper w e discuss
experiments that focus on how map-readers use attributes
tightly constrains problem solving. It determines the
and structural relations to support judgments of similarity
topographic features and relations a m o n g those features
and difference. In our field and laboratory experiments,
that can be used to generate and test hypotheses about
experienced map-readers implicitly define attributes to be
location. Map-readers necessarily relate terrain information
detailed descriptors of individual topographic features.
to their viewpoinL
They use structural relations that link two or more
The constraint of viewpoint dependance and the context
topographic features as predicates. The time-course of
by topographic m a p s transform localization into
provided
their problem solving suggests that attributes and
of finding the contours on the m a p that
the
task
relations are psychologically distinct. Attributes like
characterize
a layout similar to that seen from the
slope, e.g., "steep (hill)", support only initial judgments
viewpoint. Determining the correspondence between m a p
of difference. Relations like "(this hill) falls steeply
and terrain relies on judgments of similarity and difference
down into (a valley)" are more powerful, supporting both
between the contour information of the m a p and the
judgments of difference and judgments of similarity.
topographic information in the terrain.
Judgments based on relations are used to test hypotheses
There are frequently m a n y locations on a topographic
about location. Experienced m a p readers exploit the
distinction between attributes and relations as they solve
m a p that appear similar to the viewpoint. Each m a y be
localization problems efficiently.
entertained as a hypothesis. Selecting the hypothesis that
provides the best match to the terrain relies on judgments
Localization - the 'Where am I?' problem
that discriminate a m o n g competing hypotheses. Thus,
in n a v i g a t i o n ^
there are two basic steps to localization problem solving:
(1) generating hypotheses that relate m a p and terrain
Localization is the familiar task of finding the point on a information and (2) testing these hypotheses by identifying
the best match. Similarity judgment is essential to both.
m a p that represents your viewpoint in the world. Anyone
w h o has ever been lost knows that localization can pose a
Localization and similarity judgment
difficult problem. It is a fundamental component of all
navigation in large-scale space. Diverse professions (e.g.,
Genmer (1983) and Medin, Goldstone, and Centner (1990)
geology and airborne infantry) require individuals to
become skilled at localization. T h e work reported here
emphasize the role of relations a m o n g objects in
judgments of perceptual similarity. Their notion of
elucidates the roles of topographic features, attributes of
features, and relations a m o n g features in the judgments that
structure-mapping holds that the relations a m o n g objects
establish correspondence between m a p and terrain.
constrain judgments of similarity and are, in fact, more
central to the process of judgment than are the individual
M a p s are representations that preserve with fidelity a
selected subset of the information available in a section of
objects themselves. This emphasis on the structure that
the world. T h e information contained in a m a p provides a
relations impose on their constituent objects is intuitively
context for the map-reader: localization judgments based
consistent with the correspondences that map-readers must
upon a m a p can only be m a d e with reference to the type of
m a k e to compare a m a p to the terrain they see.
information it makes available. W e restrict our study to
Tversky (1977) introduces the notion that judgments of
topographic maps because they provide a clear, familiar.
similarity depend on the context of the task in which they
are embedded. H e specifies a rule for calculating similarity.
H e implies that application of the rule is dependant on the
task context but does not indicate specifically how. Medin
'This work was supported by N S F Grant IRI-8901888 (funded
et al. (1990) seize on this insight and suggest that the
in part by D A R P A ) and A F O S R Grant 88-0187.
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relational structure a m o n g objects provides the context
missing in Tversky's (1977) model. This too matches the
demands of the localization task. Topography provides not
only a context but also an intrinsic structure within which
a map-reader views both the terrain and the map.
A key component of the structure mapping hypothesis is
a fundamental distinction a m o n g objects, relations, and
attributes. W e embrace this distinction. In this paper, w e
call the topographic objects that capture a map-reader's
attention/earure5, e.g., "1 see a valley". A n attribute is a
property, like gradient, that embellishes the description of
a feature, e.g., "I see a steep valley". A relation is a
connective property that cannot be hung on any one
feature; relations span two or more features, e.g., " W h e n I
look southeast, I see the ground falls abruptly into a
valley". In this example, the relation is a predicate that
links the map-reader's viewpoint to a distant feature.
Since localization is a veridical task, individuals w h o
have developed this skill are readily identifiable. They
include professionals w h o m a k e their living finding their
w a y around the world using topographic m a p s (e.g.,
geologists and wilderness guides) and serious recreationists
(e.g., orienteers and outfitters). B y investigating the
problem solving of experienced map-readers as they solve
localization problems, w e gain insight into the methods
used in efficient localization problem solving.
These considerations lead us to believe that studies of
localization problem solving can shed light on three
current issues in similarity judgment: (1) the claim that the
structure of relations a m o n g features is more vital to these
judgments than features taken independently, (2) the utility
of making a distinction between relations and attributes,
and (3) the pnx^esses by which these judgments are made.

1988): its similarity to the correct solution and its position
in the center of the m a p lead m a n y subjects to consider it
early in their problem solving. Both have a pond to the
north. Other alternatives are also considered by most
subjects. S o m e subjects consider as many as eight different
alternatives. Selection of the correct solution does not
appear to depend on the number of alternatives considered.
The subjects' task was to find their viewpoint on the
map. During the drive to the site, they had been briefed on
the procedure and insuiicied to think aloud and to point to
what they were talking about as they addressed the task.
Subjects spent an average of 45 minutes on the task.
Subjects' verbal reports were recorded as they thought
aloud. Simultaneously, their behavior was videotaped to
provide information about where they were looking (and
pointing) while thinking aloud. T h e verbal reports were
transcribed and the composite audiovisual protocols
coordinated and scored. Scoring focused on two aspects of
problem solving: on the type of information attended to
and h o w that information was used.
T h e scoring procedure identifies the source of
information, the m a p or the terrain, and three categories of
information - features, relations, and attributes. W e define
features as individual topographic objects that our subjects
identify with a familiar count noun, e.g., hill, valley,
pond. Each subject's lexicon is small and consistent. The
composite lexicon across subjects provides a taxonomy of
useful topographic terms. Attributes are properties that
modify individual features. Subjects tended to use bipolar,
qualitative attributes to differentiate a m o n g similar
features, e.g., narrow or wide, steep or shallow. Relations
are connectives that conjoin two or more features into a
single structural unit w e call a configuration of features.
S o m e relations are purely topologic connectives, e.g.,
behind, below. Most configurations are expressed by
Experiment 1: Field studies
qualitative predicates, e.g., "and then it (feature 1) gets
The goal of Experiment 1 was to address these issues using steep d o w n into (feature 2)". Use of quantitative relations,
e.g., higher than, a mile apart, is less c o m m o n .
as data the thinking-aloud reports (protocols) of experienced
Configurations constrain problem solving more
map-readers solving a localization problem (Thompson,
effectively
than do individual features. For example, there
Pick. Bennett, Heinrichs, Savitt. & Smith 1990).
are fewer matches to "a high spot going d o w n steeply to
s o m e lakes" than to an individual hill or pond.
Method
Distinguishing a m o n g features, attributes, and relations is
S u b j e c t s . A total of 29 experienced map-readers
consistent
with the arguments m a d e by G e n m e r (1983) and
including professional geologists, champion orienteers, and
Medinetal.(1990).
wilderness guides participated in Experiment 1.
Analysis of the protocols also identifies components of
P r o c e d u r e . Individual subjects were blindfolded and
the
problem solving process. Three of these processes
driven approximately 30 miles to a road access about oneinvolve
judgments of similarity and/or difference.
quarter mile from the station point: the point in the terrain
Localization problem solving is initiated by an extended
to be found on the map. They were led across a level field
period of reconnaissance. Reconnaissance identifies
and up a hill to the station point. O n c e there, the blindfold
features, attributes, and relations for subsequent processing.
was removed and they were given a topographic m a p
Subjects return to reconnaissance to gather additional
attached to a clipboard. T h e m a p is a cropped U.S.G.S.
information. M a t c h i n g is a form of argument that
topographic m a p from which all non-topographic
marshalls
evidence that the features or configurations seen
information (culture) has been deleted. The m a p contains
in
the
terrain
correspond to those seen in the m a p , or vice
only contour information about elevation.
versa. Hypothesis generation is an explicit statement about
T h e station point is a roughly circular hill that is the
a particular location on the m a p that m a y represent the
westward extension of a larger highland. A distinctive
viewpoint. Localization concludes with wholesale
attribute is its steep slope to the southwest. A second
acceptance of a hypothesis.
round hill with a similar orientation is selected as an
Condition L The 17 subjects in the first condition were
alternative hypothesis by all subjects. This hill forms a
instructed to remain at the station point as they attempted
garden path hypothesis (Johnson, M o e n , & T h o m p s o n
to solve the problem. They were permitted to m o v e a few
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hypotheses. M a n y subjects spend considerable time
identifying features and assembling configurations of
features before generating hypotheses. Subjects then
proceed to focus on relations and judgments of similarity
and difference to evaluate those hypotheses.
Single attributes often provide sufficient information to
judge that a m a p feature cannot stand for a terrain feature.
That is, difference judgments are often based on single
features. A n example of a judgment of difference based
upon an attribute is shown in Table 1 (lines 87-90).
A s shown in Table 1, the subject follows his generation
of hypotheses with the assembly of several configurations,
one of which is contained in lines 15 to 19. H e conjoins
his description of his viewpoint, "a knob", to the "stream
valley below" with the predicate "gets pretty steep d o w n
into". The steep descent from his knob to the stream valley
becomes a structural constraint on similarity judgment.
After assembling several other configurations both in the
terrain and the map, he proceeds to attempt to match them.
This matching necessarily entails judgments of similarity.
O n e such match is shown in Table 1 (lines 38-43). H e
begins by reiterating a configuration extracted from the
terrain (line 38). H e turns his attention to the m a p to
match features constrained by the same relation (lines 4143). H e then judges the two configurations to be
sufficiently similar to support the hypothesis.

feet in turning around. A s this task proved extremely
difficult, a second condition was introduced.
Condition 2. In the second condition, the 12 subjects
werefreeto walk about and to explore the terrain.
Results
Solution. O f the 17 stationary subjects, only one arrived
at the correct solution. Six of the 12 exploring subjects
arrived at the correct solution. This difference in
performance is significant, x ^ = 5 6 0 , p < 0.05, df = 1.
Judgments of similarity and difference. All
subjects begin by identifying salient features from the
terrain and the map. They m a y begin with the terrain and
m o v e to the map, or begin with the m a p and m o v e to the
terrain. Subjects m a y identify a large number of features or
key on a few salient features. The subject highlighted in
Table 1 begins by describing his o w n position in the
terrain as a relatively high area and identifying similarly
high areas in the m a p (lines 4-5). Based on the few features
he extracts in thefirst25 seconds of reconnaissance, he
generates a pair of hypotheses (lines 10-11). O n e of these
hypotheses is the correct location on the map. The second
is the garden path hypothesis.
Reconnaissance followed by hypothesis generation is
typical of highly proficient subjects. Identification of
features appears to be sufficient to generate informed

T A B L E 1 S I M I L A R I T Y J U D G M E N T IN L O C A L I Z A T I O N
key: 4 - line number; M - m a p information; T terrain information
4
T
1 Identify features including
Allright,well I noticed I'm at one of the higher points within this area, so
viewpoint, relations, and
that's important
attributes. Match features to guide 5
M
So I'mfirstlooking on the map, for some higher points on the map.
assembly of configurations.
2 Assemble configurations 15 T
but what I was actually looking at is h o w steeply the hill drops off.
16 T
descriptions of the topographic
A n d it's kind of a knobrighthere we're standing on,
and then generally not very steep
layout of relations among features 17 T
including the viewpoint
18 T
and then it looks like it gets pretty steep d o w n into a valley to the east.
19 M Ok, so I'm looking for the same types of things on the map.
3 Generate viewpoint hypotheses
10 M
Urn, for example say, somewhere here ( H Y P O 1 - C O R R E C T ) ,
or on a hill here ( H Y P O 2 - G A R D E N P A T H ) .
11 M
4 Eliminating alternatives using
M
And, see I'm kind of looking up here ( H Y P O 3)
87
*cause this also has a hill
attributes to m a k e judgments of
88 M
but um,... N o w straight to the north it should be quite steep
difference
89 T
So, that doesn't seem likely. (REJECl H Y P O 3)
90 M
5 Matching configurations using
I'm at a high point. Directly north is a fairlyfiatarea and north of that it get's
38 T
steep and then there's the lake, ok.
relations among features to make
judgments of similarity
39 T
and I'm trying to match those features with what I see here on the map.
40 M
Ok, ah, for instance, again. Let's go back to this place ( H Y P O 1) , ok, so
here's a higher area.
41 M
Here's a generally flat area.
42 M
Then it goes d o w n steeper here and it looks like there's valley coming through
here.
A n d then possibly some lakes or ponds here.
43 M
6 Comparing hypotheses using
47 M
Ok, I still kind of like this area ( H Y P O 1),
48 M
But then I was looking up on the map. I also have a high here, ( H Y P O 2)
relations to make judgments of
and with (a pond?),.. that's not very far at all.
difference
49 M
It just doesn't seem to work well
50 M
because there's a fairly steep and long gradient here before you get to a flat part
51 M
52 T
and I don't see that where we're standing.
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This is a consistent pattern in our protocols. Judgments
of similarity are used to support hypotheses. They are also
used to compare hypotheses. One such comparison is
shown in lines 47-52. In this passage, a map configuration
relating a high area and a pond is compared with the terrain
configuration stated in line 38. This relation is a suitably
strong constraint to reject this alternative.

Summary
Thefieldprotocols reveal the critical role of similarity and
difference judgments in localization problem solving. Of
the six components itemized in Table 1. the final three
involve similarity and difference judgments. Topographic
relations that link features (including the viewpoint)
support both similarity and difference judgments.
Attributes of features support difference judgments.
This difference in power between relations and attributes
may explain the difference in performance between the
stationary and exploring conditions. Subjects who were
allowed to explore the terrain had better access to
information in general and better information about their
viewpoint in particular. They used this information to
assemblericherconfigurations that included the viewpoint
The experimental manipulation cannot distinguish whether
the information from the viewpoint or about the terrain at
large is the more valuable for successful localization.

For the experiment, either one view or three nonoverlapping views were selected for presentation to the
subject Slides were presented on a rear projection screen in
a darkened laboratory room. The subject sat 120 c m away
from the screen with a reading lamp illuminating the map
from behind. A remote control allowed the subject to
advance orreversethe slides at will.
Procedure. Subjects solved two types of localization
problems. In the first, one arrow was drawn on the map
leading from the center point. Subjects used a remote
conu-ol to view the three slides. Their task was to select
the slide that corresponded to the terrain that would be seen
looking in the direction of the arrow on the map. In the

second type of problem, three arrows separated by 120*^
were drawn on the map leading from the center point.
Subjects were shown only one slide. Their task was to
select which of the arrows on the map corresponded to the
view of the terrain in the slide. These procedures presented
options that subjects could entertain as hypotheses.
As in thefieldstudy, subjects were asked to think aloud
while solving the problems. Collection of concurrent
verbal reports, videotaping, and scoring of the resulting
protocols followed the procedures of Experiment 1.
Condition 1. To investigate whether information about
the viewpoint is favored over information from more
distant areas, map information was selectively masked in
thefirstcondition. In four of thefivetrials (one trial for
Experiment 2: Laboratory studies
each set of maps and slides) a black circle masked the inner
1/3 of the map. In the fifth (Arizona) a black annulus
masked the outer 2/3 of the map.
Experiment 2 is a laboratory simulation of the localization
task in which the amount of map information available to
Condition 2. As a control condition, subjects also
the subjects was manipulated. In an earlier study, maps
solved the same set offivetasks in a 'full map' condition
in which the masks were removed from the maps. Each
were masked so as to obscure a portion of the map
(Heinrichs, Montello, Nussl6, & Smith 1989). There were
subject solved the problems twice, first in the masked
condition and in the full map condition. This manipulation
three masking conditions in that study: the mask covered
either the inner one-third, the outer two-thirds, or the outer
allowed within-subjects and within-localion comparisons.
one-third of the map. The control condition used an
Results
unmasked map. Subjects were presented with one of the
Solution. Accuracy was significantly better in the full
four conditions. Five pairs of masked and control
map condition (66%) than in the masked condition(44%),
conditions were selected for the present experiment
t(9) = 3.16, p < 0.05. In the full map condition,
The goal of experiment 2 was to determine whether map
information around the viewpoint is generally more
performance is significantly different from chance, t(9) =
6.27, p < 0.001, but not in the masked condition.
informative than other regions of the map. A second aim
Judgments of similarity and difTerence. In this
was to elucidate better the different roles of relations and
section we compare judgments within subjects and across
attributes. The third aim was to examine a variety of
conditions for three of thefivetasks.
locations in order to generalize beyond the single location
In thefirsttask, subjects viewed one slide of rolling
used in the field experiment.
terrain typical of southeastern Minnesota. The major
Method
discriminating feature in the slide is a prominent hill.
Subjects. Ten subjects from the same pool of
Many subjectsfindthe hill so salient that they base their
experienced map-readers participated in Experiment 2.
judgments on a match to this feature. They were given a
map with three arrows to choose among. In the masked
Apparatus. Subjects were presented with topographic
condition, the mask covers the inner 1/3 of the map and
maps of five locations, two in Minnesota, two in N e w
Mexico, and one in Arizona. As in Experiment 1, the
totally obscures the prominent hill. One of the three
maps are enlarged and cropped copies of U.S.G.S.
arrows crosses a hill in the unmasked region of the map.
topographic maps with all culture removed. The maps were
Subjects who spend a disproportionate amount of time on
marked with a single point at the center of the map that
the slide select this (incorrect) arrow. The salient hill leads
identified the location from which color slides were taken.
them down a garden path. They ignore information about
The slides were taken with a camera mounted on a trifxxl at
the relation of distance between the viewpoint and the
feature and are led to an incorrect solution.
eye level. The line of sight was horizontal. A complete set
In the full map condition all subjects select the correct
of twelve pictures covered the whole 36(/^ panoramic view.
answer. The availability of information near the viewpoint
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pulls their auention to the distances between the viewpoint
and the various hills along the arrows. As only one of
these distances is similar to what is seen in the slide, the
correct arrow is selected.
In the second task, subjects viewed one slide of
mountainous Sonoran Desert terrain and were given three
arrows on the map to choose among. In the masked
condition, the mask covers the outer two-thirds of the map.
This task is unique in that most subjects correctly answer
both the masked and full-map conditions.
Subjects focus their attention on the orientation of a
series of small ridges and valleys. It is clear that the
relation of parallelism among these features (not including
the viewpoint) is sufficiently diagnostic to raise only one
of the offered choices to the level of a hypothesis.
The full map condition produces a secondfinding.It
reveals a high hill in the distance to the left of one of the
arrows. Subjectsfindthat the hills in the slide are not as
high and immediately eliminate that arrow from further
consideration. This result supports the inference that
attributes are sufficient to support judgments of difference.
In the third task, the inner one-third of the map is
occluded and one arrow is shown on the map. Subjects
viewed three slides of an area adjacent to a largerivervalley
in eastern Minnesota. Their task is to select the slide that
contains the terrain they would see looking in the direction
indicated by the arrow on the map. The mask covering the
viewpoint makes it appear as though the viewpoint is
within a valley and the viewing direction is up at a hill.
The viewpoint is actually on the crest of a smallridgethat
is completely obscured by the mask.
One of the slides contains a long gentle slope up to a
distant hill. In the masked condition, many subjects make
a reasonable assumption and incorrectly select this slide.
By occluding the viewpoint, the masked condition
eliminates vital information about the distribution and
relations among features in the terrain and prevents correct
solution. Correct solution of this localization problem
clearly requires matching on the basis of relations of
features that include the viewpoint
Summary
The first task shows the superiority of a judgment of
similarity based on a configuration over a judgment based
solely on a salient feature. The second task also shows the
superiority of a judgment of similarity based on a
configuration over a judgment based solely on a feature. In
addition, it reveals reliance on the attributes of a feature to
justify a judgment of difference. The third suggests that
successful localization often requires full knowledge of the
relations that tie the viewpoint to nearby features.
Discussion

The two experiments reveal that structural relations of
features play a key role in both the generation and testing
of localization hypotheses. They also show a fundamental
difference in the roles played by relations and attributes.
The protocols reveal that experienced map-readers make
this distinction. Attributes are used to make preliminary
judgments about potential hypotheses (Table 1, Section 4)
whereas relations are used to scrutinize hypotheses (Table
I, Sections 5 & 6). Features and relations guide the
assembly of configurations. Attempts to match map and
terrain configurations inform hypothesis testing. These
tests rely on judgments of the similarity of relations.
Relations are also used in judgments of difference to
discriminate among competing hypotheses. In contrast,
attributes are used only for judgments that either eliminate
an alternative or raise it to the status of hypothesis.
Three questions remain: In judgments of topographic
similarity and difference, are some relations more
important than others? In the judgments of topographic
difference, are some attributes more important than others?
H o w do these vary with the nature of the terrain?
The roles played by relations and attributes in judgments
of similarity and difference are pan of a larger theory of
localization problem solving. This theory is to be
embodied in a system designed to control the navigation of
vision-based mobile robots in dynamic environments.
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tions with structures and concepts developed in traditional theories, especially in cases where those theories
A method for deriving phrase structure categories from
have a strong empirical or intuitive appeal. T h e goal
structured samples of a context-free language is prewould be to use one or several of the learning techsented. The learning algorithm is based on adaptation
niques mentioned above to learn or develop representaand competition, as well as error backpropagation in
tions
that are meaningful in the framework of the theory
a continuous vector space. These connectionist-style
techniques become applicable to grammars as the traat hand.
ditional grammar formalism is generalized to use vecT h e remainder of the paper gives an example of this
tors instead of symbols as category labels.
general approach, applied to the theory of context-free
More generally, it is argued that the conversion of
grammars and the problem of learning category labels
symbolic formalisms to continuous representations is a
for the phrase types in a language. First we intropromising way of combining the connectionist learning
duce the the hybrid symbolic/connectionist formalism
techniques with the structures and theoretical insights
on which the algorithm is based, and then discuss learnembodied in classical models.
ing by w a y of a detailed example.
Abstract

Introduction
Connectionism, and especially Parallel Distributed Processing ( P D P ) has developed an array of models of
learning systems (backpropagation, Boltzmann m a chines, competitive learning (Rumelhart, McClelland,
& T h e P D P Research G r o u p 1986)). These models
typically operate on representations at a rather low and
unstructured level (unit activations, bit vectors, microfeatures) relative to the structures used in traditional
linguistic descriptions (trees and graphs, case frames,
g r a m m a r rules, stacks). This is a necessary feature, the
algorithms used are powerful and general precisely because they operate on simple and homogeneous representations. Simplicity and uniformity of the representations also allows for mathematical analysis, leading
to theoretically well-founded methods such as gradient
decent or simulated annealing.
A second prerequisite for these connectionist learning
algorithms is that representations be continuous. Continuity of the representation space (ofter paired with requirement that some performance measure be differentiable with respect to the representations), ensures that
adaptive learning can take place, i.e., gradual adjustment towards a specified goal. Again, continuity and
differentiability are typically not found in traditional
linguistic constructs, which tend to be inherently discrete (an exception are Fuzzy Languages (Zadeh 1972)).
It seems desirable, then, to investigate ways to combine connectionist (usually vector-based) representa-
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Vector Space Grammars
The formalism presented here has been dubbed Vector
Space Grammar (VSG) because it represents a generatization of traditional context-free grammars (CFGs)
in which the nonterminals are represented by points in
a continuous vector space rather than by symbols. Like
in C F G , nonterminal rules (in C h o m s k y Normal From,
C N F ) are of the form
(1)

X -•y z

and lexical (terminal) rules of the form
X —• a
(2)
But whereas in C F G categories (x, y, z) are symbols
in a space with a binary metric (equality/nonequality),
V S G uses vectors as nonterminals. This gives a continuous metric on the category space, thus fulfilling one of
the prerequisites for an adaptive learning mechanism.
Terminals (words) in V S G are still unanalyzed atomic
entities, and strings of terminals form the domain over
which a language is defined.
A standard non-terminal rule m a p s two specific symbolic categories into a third symbolic category (the lefthand side of the rule). Similarly, a V S G rule m a p s two
vectors onto a third. F r o m a bottom-up parsing point
of view, a traditional C F G rule is applicable if and only
if its two right-hand side categories match exactly two
other categories (roots of partial parses). In V S G , rule
applicability becomes a graded notion, and every rule

Learning with Vector Space G r a m m a r s
The problem of learning to parse strings of a language
can be broken down into two subproblems: finding the

m n i ]

terminal

m r ^

sy m

Figure 1: Vectors involved in V S G rule application. The
new root vector a is a function of the subtree root vectors
b and c and the vectors in the rule x —» y z, e.g., a =
(by)(cz)x.

will be applicable to every two categories to some extent. However, the formalism is designed such that
well-matching rules give a 'high' output, and poorly
matching rules result in a vector close to the zero vector. This is accomplished by the following 'activation
function' for V S G rules. Let x —> y z be the rule applied to two categories b and c (we use bold letters to
denote vector quantities). Then the category resulting
from the rule application is defined as
a = (b •y)(c • z)x

(3)

where • denotes the inner product of the vector space.
The two inner products on the right express the match
between the categories specified by the rule and the categories assigned to the substrings. Match values range
between — 1 and -1-1 if the category vectors are normalized. Since the right-hand side terms in a context-free
rule work conjunctively (all have to match), the match
values are multiplied. Choosing the inner product as
the measure of matching partly determines the structure of the category space: categories will behave differently to the extent that they are orthogonal. T h e elements involved in rule application are depicted schematically in Fig. 1.
Traditional C F G s can be m a p p e d into the vector
representation such that equation 3 works precisely as
traditional g r a m m a r rules do (using an all-or-nothing
match between categories). This isomorphism m a p s
each nonterminal in the C F G to a dimension in the V S G
category space, and demonstrates that V S G s are indeed
a formal generalization of symbolic phrase-structure
grammars.
Acceptance of strings by a g r a m m a r can be defined
analogously to traditional grammars, although acceptance becomes a non-discrete function (as in fuzzy languages) . Since these definitions are not directly relevant
to the learning procedure w e will omit them here and
turn immediately to the learning algorithm (see (Stolcke 1991) for details).
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structure of the parse tree (i.e., the phrase bracketing), and assigning category labels to the nodes in the
tree (the phrases). Current work with V S G s addresses
mainly the second of these problems, for several reasons.
There are indications that the two problems might in
fact be handled separately by natural language speakers, and that there are cues independent from category
assignment that allow speakers to derive the phrase
bracketing information. It has been shown that there
are very effective statistical methods to find phrase
boundaries (without phrase type classification) in text
(Magerman & Marcus 1990). Secondly, psycholinguistic data indicates that h u m a n s can learn language structures successfully only when they can draw from a rich
set of universal intra- and extra-sentential cues to induce phrase structure independently (Morgan, Meier,
k Newport 1987; Morgan, Meier, k Newport 1989).
Morgan (1986) has also argue for the prior availability
of phrase structure information on learnability grounds.
Another source of independent phrase structure information comes from strong correlations between syntactic and semantic structure, i.e., the fact that syntax usually exhibits a structure parallel to one of the
conceptual dependencies it expresses. This fundamental 'iconic relationship' between syntax and concepts is
understood by some linguists as the very essence of language (Langacker 1985). A learner could capitalize on
this principle if one assumes that certain general cognitive capacities are available prior to syntax learning.
For the purpose of this paper, then, w e will assume
that a learning system has access to phrase-bracketing
information from independent sources. W e will discuss
h o w the category system and the rules for a language
can be learned within the formal framework provided by
V S G , given positive (and possibly negative) instances of
the language along with their phrase structure boundaries. T h e kinds of structures available to the learning algorithm are familiar from Levy and Joshi's (1978)
skeletal structural descriptions, and have been shown
to be sufficient for syntax learning (Fass 1983). These
learnability results, however, use automata induction
techniques with very complex data structures (equivalence cl£isses of trees structures), and are therefore
not directly comparable to the methods employed here.
V S G learning uses only very simple vector data structures and works on-line, i.e., no history of past samples has to be stored. All the primitive computations
performed could be implemented using standard connectionist hardware, except for the global control and
structure allocation mechanism.
T w o global parameters of the system are the dimension of the category space and the number of rules to
be used. These parameters should be set 'large enough'
for a given language, and have an effect similar to the
number of hidden units in a backpropagation network.

W i t h too little resources, the system will not converge
o n a solution, a n d with too m a n y degrees of freedom
the solution might be redundant and not express certain generalizations about the input.
A t the outset of learning, then, a fixed n u m b e r of nonterminal rule 'templates' of the form (1) (with a given
vector space dimension) are allocated. Additionally, for
each terminal symbol, a rule of the form (2) is created.
All category vectors, in all rules, are set to r a n d o m unitlength vectors.
Given a sample string from the language and a parse
tree skeleton, w e construct a labeled parse tree from
the current set of rules. T o assign a category vector to
a node, the rule whose right-hand side represents the
best m a t c h for the child node categories is selected and
equation (3) is used to c o m p u t e the output category
for that node. 'Best match' is defined according to the
s a m e inner product metric as used in equation (3), i.e.,
using the value (b y)(c • z). Only the rules selected
at s o m e node will later participate in the learning process. Since only the currently best rules get selected the
whole process strongly resembles the m e t h o d of competitive learning (Rumelhart & Zipser 1985).
B y working from the terminal nodes to the root w e
arrive at a category label for the entire string. If the
training sample is a positive instance of the language
w e k n o w w h a t the target category for the parse should
be: the sentence category 'S' that every g r a m m a r has
to provide. Without loss of generality w e can fix S
throughout training to be a particular vector, e.g., the
unit vector (1,0,.. .,0).
T h e second idea adapted from connectionist learning
m e t h o d s is that of error backpropagaiion (Rumelhart,
Hinton, & Williams 1986). A t the root node w e can
immediately c o m p u t e an error term for the discrepancy
between the desired output and the actual output. For
positive examples this is just the difference between S
and the root category, for negative examples w e compute an error term which tends to m a k e the output category and S orthogonal. A recursive procedure (based
on the chain rule) can then compute the derivative of
that error with respect to every category vector occurring in s o m e rule (left of right-hand side) applied somewhere in the tree. T h e computation of error derivatives
is straightforward because of the simple linear operations used in equation 3 but omitted here for lack of
space (see (Stolcke 1991)).
Derivatives for each category vector are then added
up and multiplied by s o m e constant (the 'learning rate')
to give the adjustment to be applied to that category.
All rules are updated accordingly, all categories are
rescaled to unit-length, and the next training example
is processed. T h e algorithm cycles through the training set until the error becomes negligible or no further
improvement is observed over a long period of time.
It is important to realize that the backpropation step
can not assign errors that are due to choosing the
'wrong' rule at s o m e point, because rule selection is
a discrete step that allows no differentiation. Unfor-
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+ ({a circle) (touches (a square)))
+ ((tt square) (touches (a circle)))
+ ((» circle) (is (below (a square))))
+ ((a square) (is (below (a circle))))
+ ((a circle) (is (above (a square))))
+ ((a square) (is (above (a circle))))
- (a square)
- (a circle)
- (above (a circle))
(below (a square))
- (touches (a circle))
- (touches (a square))
- (is (above (a square)))
- (is (above (a square)))
(is (below (a circle)))
((a circle) (below (a square)))
- ((a square) (above (a circle)))
- ((a circle) (is (touches (a square))))
- ((is circle) (touches (a square)))
((a circle) (a (a square)))
- ((a square) (is (below (is circle))))
- ((a square) (touches (below (a circle))))
- ((a circle) (is (a square)))
- ((a square) (a (above (a circle))))
Figure 2: Training set used for the VSG learning experiment. T h e data is drawn from a fragment of English generated by the grammar given in the text. Positive training
instancesrule
are selection
labeled with
ones with
tunate
has+,tonegatives
be overcome
by -.
changing
the rules themselves, and competitive rule selection is
a heuristic to minimize rule selection errors.

A Sample Grammar
W e have run simulations of the algorithm described
above to verify that is can indeed converge onto working V S G g r a m m a r s for a variety of small artificial and
'natural' languages. A s indicated in the introduction,
one of our m a i n goals w a s to not only attest learning
success (as defined by the error function) but to try to
understand h o w the category vectors formed collaborate to produce a meaningful system of rules.
A s an example consider a fragment of English consisting of transitive sentences ('A circle touches a square')
and copula sentences ('A circle is below a square') involving the nouns circle, square, the verbs is, touches,
the prepositions above, below and the determiner a (this
fragment is borrowed from the Lq project d o m a i n (Feldm a n et al. 1990), a sample g r a m m a r for it is given
below).
T h e algorithm was run over a set of 6 positive and
18 negative samples, listed in Fig. 2. the n u m b e r of
rules was set to 5 and the category dimension to 15. At
a constant learning rate of 0.5 the error w a s typically
negligible after 50 passes over the training set.
A s a m e t h o d for analyzing the resulting V S G w e used
cluster analysis, which groups vectors according to a
distance metric in a hierarchical fashion. Fig. 3 shows
the result of clustering all vectors occurring in rules as
well as the fixed S vector.
T h e graph shows that the vectors fall into nine major
clusters of left-hand side and right-hand side rule vectors. W e can reconstruct a symbolic rule system from

Discussion
T h e details of the resulting rule and category structure are highly dependent on the training environment.
NTP
For the example in the previous section, extreme con- m i i-Kj
ditions were intentionally chosen to generate the per— rtu^R4
fect correspondence between the structure learned and
-lex-louche*
the traditional C F G . Specifically, constraining the n u m ber of rules to five forced a parsimonious use of catel-rtii2-R5
gories. With more rules to work with either redunrrhil-R5
dancies would have developed (several rules serving the
l-lex-if
same function) or some rules stay useless (never win- nn-R4
ning a competition and not converging onto meaningful
VP
_i-rt>i2-R3
categories). Also, the relatively large number of negative examples ensured that the categories formed were
•
|riis2-R2
sufficiently
discriminatory. With less or no negative exN 'la-cirele
amples
a
g
r a m m a r develops that accounts for all the
lex-tqiuR
positive examples but fails to exclude all the negative
IVt nui-K.
ones, due to overly general rules.
T h e need for negative examples is the most botherP — 1bx-«x)ve some problem if one is looking for a plausible mecha-iti -Rl
N -1» below nism for natural language acquisition (and widely acUU-R3
knowledged as a major challenge for m a n y theories of
•=
1
1S-citegoiy
acquisition, see, e.g., (Pinker 1989)). Although our current system is certainly too impoverished to claim to be
a model of natural language acquisition (it handles only
Figure 3: Clusters of category vectors derived from samsyntax,
for one thing), it would be nice to obviate the
ple language. Left-hand side a n d right-hand side vectors
need for negative examples.
in non-terminal rules are labeled by one of 'Ihs', 'rhsl' and
Experiments show that just dropping the negative ex'rhs2', and the rule n u m b e r (Rl-5). Left-hand side vectors
amples
from the training set produces grammars with
of terminal rules are labeled as 'lex' and the terminal they
generate. 'cat-S' is the fixed S category vector. Branches
too few rules. They account for the training data by
leading to clusters that can b e identified with non-terminals
clustering a large number vectors together, resulting in
from the context-free g r a m m a r given in the text are labeled
categories that are too general and have too little diswith the corresponding symbol.
criminatory power to rule out false negative examples.
This situation arises partly due to a well-known problem with competitive learning schemes. A small n u m ber of rules win most of the competitions early, thereby
the d i a g r a m b y identifying these clusters with (initially
pulling all category vectors into a few large pools. M a n y
arbitrary) s y m b o l s a n d then filling in the rule templates
rules never get applied and never learn to be useful as
used. O n c e this is d o n e , w e c a n interpret the rules o n
a result. T o counteract this tendency w e have recently
the basis of their interaction with other rules a n d remodified the learning algorithm to incorporate an idea
n a m e the s y m b o l s according to o u r traditional n a m e s
from learning in genetic systems (Holland 1975). In the
for syntactic categories if a n u n a m b i g u o u s interpretamodified learning schedule, rules that never are used are
periodically eliminated from the rule set and replaced
tion is possible.
by copies ('clones') of rules that are heavily used. These
Analysis of cluster diagram for this example shows
are the ones that tend to be overly general, and dunot only that a rule s y s t e m h a s b e e n f o r m e d that
plicating them allows the two copies to specialize into
accounts precisely for the input s a m p l e , b u t also
different roles in the grammar. A modified algorithm
that these rules a n d categories c a n b e p u t into
based on this heuristic does m u c h better in positivea one-to-one correspondence with a natural stanonly training, and is able to derive a category structure
dard C F G for the language at hand, such as:
similar to that in Fig. 3 with only one overly general
cluster (merged V P and P P vectors, an error that is
N -<• square 1 circle
s — NP V P
in fact motivated by the similar syntactic functions of
V T -^ touches
NP -^ Det N
these two categories).
Before concluding, w e would like to contrast the genV T NP
VP ^
V C — is
eral
line followed here with some of the pure P D P apP ^ above 1 below
VP ^
V C PP
proaches to language. M a n y of these take the view that
PNP
Det _• a
PP ^
learning networks have to 'discover' whatever structure is implicit in language, and are reluctant to pro(Fig. 3 explains h o w C F G symbols m a p to vector clusvide the network with clues to this effect. In this apters.)
-rtu2-Rl
f— rlh^R2
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Rumelhart, D. E., Hinton, G. E., and Williams, R. J. 1986.
Learning Internal Representations by Error Propagation. In (Rumelhart, McClelland, & The P D F Research
Group 1986), 318-362.
Rumelhart, D. E., McCleUand, J. L., and The P D F Research Group 1986. Parallel Distributed Processing:
Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition, vol.
1: Foundations. Cambridge, Mass.: Braulford Books
(MIT Press).
Rumelhart, D. E., and Zipser, D. 1985. Feature Discovery
by Competitive Learning. Cognitive Science 9:75-112.
Reprinted in (Rumelhart, McCleUand, L The P D F Research Group 1986), pp. 151-193.
Smolensky, P. 1987. On variable binding and the representation of symbolic structures in connectionist systems. Technical Report CU-CS-355-87, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Stolcke, A. 1991. Vector Space Grammars and Grammatical
Category Acquisition. Technical report. International
Computer Science Institute, Berkeley, Calif, in preparation.
Zadeh, L. A. 1972. Fuzzy Languages and their Relation to
Human and Machine Intelligence. In Proceedings of the
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proach, interpreting the results juid representation obtained through successful learning (as well as their theoretical implications) becomes a major problem. Frequently researchers resort to post hoc analyses hoping
tofindfamiliar structures in their data using techniques
similM to the ones used here (Elman 1988; Pollack
1990).
Part of the motivation underlying V S G s is that familisir structures (e.g., context-free rules) can be built
into connectionist representations as a bias, allowing a
more straightforward interpretation of the results. In
the example, traditional categories emerged as a discrete approximation to the cluster structures developed
in learning, thereby guiding their interpretation. (The
case for symbolic representations as approximations
to sub-symbolic entities has been m a d e by Smolensky
(1987).)
Conclusions
W e have argued for generalizations of traditional symbolic representations and models to benefit from some
of the learning power found in connectionist systems
without completely discarding the structural properties
and intuitions embodied in traditional theories. As an
example, we have introduced a generalization of phrase
structure grammars, Vector Space Grammars, that is
based on vectors instead of symbols to represent grammatical categories. A n algorithm using V S G s based on
the principles of adaptation of categories and competition between rules can be used to derive a syntactic category system from exposure to phrase-bracketed
sample sentences. The results of learning can be interpreted in traditional notions by interpreting vector
clusters as category symbols.
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Abstract

Text 2
Douglas hit Tyson. He wanted to win the title.

The traditional approach to dynamic inferencing
is to represent knowledge in a symbolic hierarchy,
find the most specific information in the hierarchy
that relates to the input, and apply the attached
inferences. This approach provides for inheritance
and parallel retrieval but at the expense of very
complex learning and access mechanisms. Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) systems have
recently emerged as an alternative. P D P systems use a very simple processing mechanism, but
can only eiccess high-level knowledge sequentially
and require an enormous amount of training time.
This paper presents Parallel Distributed Semantic (PDS) Networks, an approeich that integrates
the best features of symbolic and P D P systems
by storing the content of symbolic hierarchies in
ensembles of P D P networks, connecting the networks in the manner of a semantic network, and
using Propagation Filters to determine how information is passed between networks. Simulation
results are presented which indicate that P D S Networks and Propagation Filters are able to perform
pattern completion from partial input, generate
dynamic inferences, and propagate role bindings.

requires utilizing the specific knowledge that one reason why boxers hit one another is to win a competitive
activity.

Previous Work

Symbolic/Localist systems represent general and specific knowledge by forming an explicit hierarchy with
each concept represented by a symbol or node, and
with related inferences attaw;hed at the appropriate
level. Figure 1 is an example of a semantic network
with part of a simplified hierarchy for understanding
the texts above. At the top of the hierarchy is the
general hit ax;t (HIT), followed by levels for one person
hitting a person ( H U M A N - H I T - H U M A N ) , and a boxer
hitting his opponent ( B O X E R - H I T - B O X E R ) . Each of
these levels is connected to knowledge about the motivation for the hit act.
The language understander generates inferences by:
(1) searching the hierarchy for the most specific node
that applies to the input and binding the appropriate roles, (2) applying the attached inferences, and (3)
propagating the role bindings. A number of methods
for searching the hierarchy have been proposed, such as
localist connectionist spreading activation (e.g. [Waltz
Introduction
and Pollack, 1985],[Sumida et ai, 1988]).
The advantage of the hierarchical approach is that it
In order to dynamically generate inferences, a natural
provides an economical method for representing struclanguage understanding system must be able to actured knowledge (through inheritance) and it allows
cess knowledge structures at varying levels of generlarge amounts of knowledge to be searched in paralality and to use the associated information in making
lel (by applying the search procedure simultaneously
the proper inferences. For example, consider the folto different parts of the network). Unfortunately, this
lowing texts which involve both general and specific
approach suffers from three major shortcomings. First,
information about various hit actions.
i
t is not clear how specific the information represented
Text 1
in the hierarchy should be. Should there be an explicit
John hit Mary because she dumped him for Bill.
level for a male hitting a female? Second, a combinatorial explosion problem occurs when new information is
Understanding why John hit Mary involves accessing aidded to memory, since there are an enormous number
general information about why humans hit one anof ways that shared features can be combined to index
other, whereas understanding:
the new information. Third, the process of searching
the hierarchy introduces serious complexities. With
'This research is supported by a grant from the Keck
Foundation.
spreading activation systems, for example, the search
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resentation of structured knowledge and they store too
m u c h information in a single network. T h e first problem is that it takes an enormous a m o u n t of time to
train the network because of the incredibly large n u m ber of concepts that it must hold. T h e second problem
is the Knowledge-Level Parallelism Problem [Sumida
and Dyer, 1989]. Since the network can on y store
or retrieve one triple at a time, it is not possible to
search large amounts of knowledge in parallel. This is
particularly problematic in inferencing, where a large
n u m b e r of alternatives must be pursued in parallel for
efficiency reasons.
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Parallel Distributed Semantic (PDS)
Networks
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The PDS network approach is to combine the best features of symbolic/localist semantic networks and P D P
approaches by: (1) Storing the content of a symbolic
hierarchy in an ensemble of P D P units. For example, the HIT hierarchy of Figure 1 is stored in a P D P
network, as shown in Figure 2. Similarly, information about humans is stored in a second P D P network.
Each level of the hierarchy is represented as a pattern of activity over the appropriate ensemble. For
instance, H U M A N - H I T - H U M A N and BOXER-HITB O X E R are stored as alternative patterns of activation
over the HIT ensemble. (2) Connecting the P D P networks according to the structure of a semantic network.
In Figure 2, the HIT and H U M A N P D P networks are
connected in the same general manner as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: S e m a n t i c n e t w o r k with a hierarchy of H I T
acts. Single a r r o w s indicate parent/child (is-a) relationships. Straight lines indicate role/filler relationships. D o u b l e a r r o w s labeled " = " signify equivalence
relationships.

procedure itself is simple b u t the complexity is h i d d e n
in the procedure for determining the link weights.
Parallel Distributed Processing ( P D P ) S y s t e m s represent concepts as patterns of activation in a highly interconnected network of units [Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986]. P D P systems provide inheritance between
concepts by having the patterns for a general concept
and its descendants share parts, so that any effects
caused by the pattern for the general concept will be
transferred over to its descendants [Hinton, 1981]. Exceptions are encoded by the parts of the pattern that
are not shared, so that the unique parts of the pattern
can override information from the ancestors. Propositional information is stored in P D P systems by using
triples of the form (Rolel Relation Role2). A sequence
of propositions can be encoded in a P D P network (e.g.
[Pollack, 1988]) by generating a reduced description
(over the hidden units) for a triple, and presenting it
as input along with the next triple in the sequence.
P D P systems offer a solution to the problems plaguing symbolic/localist systems for storing hierarchical
information a n d generating inferences because they:
(1) d o not need to m a k e a discrete decision about what
knowledge structures to include in the network. T h e
extent to which a concept exists in the hierarchy is
determined by statistical correlations between training
patterns, (2) avoid combinatoric problems since the
network automatically determines (through the learning procedure) which of the shared features are salient,
and (3) use an extremely simple processing mechanism.
Unfortunately, P D P systems suffer from their o w n
unique problems because they have a very limited rep-

oooo
actor role
OOOO

object role
OOOO

oooo

sex role
oooo
^O O O O^

occupauon
oooo

(ji O O O ^

Q o O o o")

Figure 2: T w o P D P networks for storing the hierarchy
of Figure 1. T h e circled dots in the figure indicate an
ensemble of units. T h e conceptual ensembles (i.e., H I T
and H U M A N ) are labelled with capital letters and the
role ensembles are indicated by lower-case labels placed
inside the oval of units.
In a previous paper [Sumida and Dyer, 1989], we
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showed how P D S networks store static role bindiiins,
in which a previously encountered concept is Wound Lo
a role of a known proposition. This paper demonstrates
how P D S networks have been expanded to create generalizations and to generate dynamic inferences. In
order to generate dynamic inferences, P D S networks:
(1) store each hierarchy in the appropriate network by
presenting training instances and having the network
automatically generate the proper generalizations, (2)
classify new input according to the proper level of the
hierarchy from the generalizations made during training, and (3) propagate patterns for the role bindings to
the proper, related networks. For example, to understand Text 2 using P D S networks: (1) the HIT hierarchy is stored by training the H I T network on a number of instances of humans hitting one another and
boxers hitting boxers. The network then generalizes
the training data to learn patterns for H U M A N - H I T H U M A N and B O X E R - H I T - B O X E R , (2) a new pattern, Douglas hit Tyson, is presented and classified as
the B O X E R - H I T - B O X E R level of the hierarchy that
was generalized from the training instances, and (3)
the Douglas and Tyson patterns are propagated to the
C O M P E T I T I V E - A C T I V I T Y network.

units. The black arrows indicate connections from the
input/output layer to the hidden layer, and the grey
arrows indicate connections from the hidden layer back
to the input/output layer. The thick lines in the figure
connect a role group to an ensemble which canfillit
and indicate links which propagate a pattern without
changing it. The jagged lines in thefigureare suggestive of the patterns of activation that are presented
to the network. Suppose that we want to train the
network of Figure 3 on a tall, male boxer. W e need
to generate a unique pattern in the H U M A N ensemble
that is a reduced description of the input and that represents the boxer. The pattern is generated by placing
the features for the boxer into the appropriate ensembles (male into the S E X ensemble, tall into the SIZE
ensemble, and boxer into the J O B ensemble), propagating the patterns into the input/output role ensembles (male from S E X to sex role, tall from SIZE to
height role, and boxer from J O B to occupation role,
as indicated by the single dotted arrows in the figure),
and training the network by altering the connections
between the role groups and the H U M A N units that
form the hidden layer (the double dotted arrows indicate the training process). The resulting pattern over
the H U M A N units (Boxerl) represents the boxer.

Storing Information in PDS Networks
HUMAN

Hierarchical information is stored in a P D S network
by generating a unique pattern (for each training instance) that represents a reduced description of the input. The network automatically generalizes from these
training patterns to generate a pattern that represents
a level of the hierarchy. For example, to represent the
B O X E R - H I T - B O X E R level from Figure 1, a number
of instances of boxers hitting one another are presented
to the network, a unique pattern is generated for each,
and the network generalizes from these patterns to generate the pattern for B O X E R - H I T - B O X E R . A reduced
description of the input is generated by using a slightly
modified version of the standard encoder network. In a
standard encoder network, the input and output layers
have the same number of units and are presented with
exactly same pattern. The weights are modified so that
the input patterns are trained to recreate themselves
as output. The resulting pattern over the hidden units
is taken to represent the reduced description. In the
modified network that we use, the same set of units is
used for both the input and output layers. The network can be viewed as an encoder net with the output
layer folded back onto the input layer and with two
sets of connections: from the single input/output layer
to the hidden layer and from the hidden layer back to
the input/output layer.
As an example, consider the simplifiedfigureof the
H U M A N ensemble shown in Figure 3. The network
relates the representation of a human with the features of that person. The sex, height, and occupation
role groups cumulatively represent the input/output
layer and the H U M A N group represents the hidden
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Figure 3: Representing a boxer in the H U M A N network.
Suppose that we now want to represent a proposition
for one boxer hitting another, specifically, (BoxerlHIT-Boxer2). The idea is to use exactly the same
method described above for representing a human, but
this time applied to the HIT network of Figure 4. Thus,
the Boxerl pattern is propagated from H U M A N to the
actor role of HIT, the Boxer2 pattern is generated in
the same manner described above and then propagated
from H U M A N to the object role of HIT, and the network is trained so that the input/output pattern (the
conjunction of Boxerl and Boxer2) will recreate itself
as output. The resulting pattern over the hidden HIT
units is the representation and reduced description for
the proposition ( B O X E R 1 - H I T - B O X E R 2 ) .
The other training instances are created in exactly
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Figure 5, the "01" pattern over units 2 and 3 of the
selector opens up groupl of thefilter,which allows the
pattern to be passed fromsourcel to destinationl. The
pattern in source2 is not propagated because the units
in group2 remain well below threshold.
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Figure 4: Representing one boxer hitting another in
the H I T network.
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source2

the same manner. Various humans are represented in
the H U M A N network by presenting their features and
generating a reduced description. Various hit acts are
represented in the H I T network by presenting the actor
and object and again generating a reduced description.

O OO O
filler group2

destination!

Figure 5: A Propagation Filter with groupl enabled
a n d g r o u p 2 disabled.

Classifying the Input and Propagating
Role Bindings
As a result of the training process, the hidden units
learn to classify the input by responding to c o m m o n
features of the training patterns. Particular hidden
units develop patterns that generalize from the features
shown during training and thus represent a level of the
hierarchy. For example, in the simulations described
in the next section, two of the HIT units respond with
a pattern of "01" when two boxer patterns are presented. The hidden units allow the network to classify
a new concept based on its similarity to ones seen during training. W h e n the pattern for the new concept is
presented, the hidden units that are sensitive to its features become activated. The pattern over these units
serves to classify the input. The hidden units also help
the network perform pattern completion from partial
or noisy input, so that when an unfamiliar pattern is
presented that is similar to a known one, the hidden
units will respond to the similar features and recreate
the known pattern.
The subset of hidden units that classifies the input acts as a Propagation Filter that directs where
role bindings are propagated. Propagationfiltersare
based on the idea of skeletonfilters[Sejnowski, 1981,
Hinton, 198l] which use a pattern over one group of
units to enable a restricted subset of a group of filter units. Propagationfiltersconsist of: (1) groups of
filter units, each of which gate the connection from a
source to a destination and (2) a set of selector units
that choose whichfiltergroup to enable. The pattern
over the selector units opens up the properfiltergroup
by driving its units above threshold. For example, in
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T o illustrate h o w propagation filters are applied to
propagating role bindings, suppose that w e train the
network o n n u m e r o u s e x a m p l e s of boxers hitting o n e
another a n d of people hitting other people. A s w e m e n tioned earlier, one result of the training is that t w o of
the H I T units learn to respond with " 0 1 " w h e n t w o
boxer patterns are presented a n d with " 1 0 " or " 0 0 "
w h e n t w o non-boxers are presented. T h e s e t w o units
constitute a selector that enables the filters connecting
the roles of HIT with the roles of C O M P E T I T I V E A C T I V I T Y , provided that the pattern over the two
units is "01". Similarly, the two units enable the filters
connecting the roles of HIT with the roles of A N G E R if
the pattern is "10" or "00". For example, suppose that
we test the network on [Douglas HIT Tyson] by generating the pattern for Douglas in the H U M A N network
(by the procedure shown in Figure 3), propagating the
Douglas pattern to the actor role of HIT, and generating the Tyson pattern in H U M A N and propagating
it to the object role of HIT. As illustrated in Figure 6,
the network classifies it as B O X E R - H I T - B O X E R by
generating the "01" pattern over the two HIT units.
The "01" pattern enables thefiltergroup that connects the actor of HIT with thefirstparticipant role
of C O M P E T I T I V E - A C T I V I T Y and the object of HIT
with the second participant role of C O M P E T I T I V E A C T I V I T Y . Thus, the Douglas pattern is propagated
to the participantl role and Tyson to participant2.
Thefiltersthat connect the actor and object roles of
HIT with the roles of A N G E R (not shown in the figure) are not enabled, since they require that the two
selector units have a pattern of "10" or "00". As a
result, the Douglas and Tyson patterns are not prop-

ating the proper inferences. N e w humans were created
by varying irrelevant features (such as hair and eyecolor) of the humans that the network had seen during
training.

agated to A N G E R . Note that if the input had lu-eii
[John H I T Mary] as in Text 1, then the two HIT units
would respond with "10", which would instead open
thefiltersfrom H I T to A N G E R and result in John being propagated to the actor role of A N G E R and Mary
to the object role.

Future Work
DCAIN needs to be expanded to: (1) dynamically
form the overall PDS network structure. DCAIN can
add new information and form generalizations within a
single network while avoiding the problems of localist
systems. However, D C A I N does not currently learn
the overall structure of the system, and must be expanded to do so. (2) include structural language information and incorporate more conceptual knowledge,
(3) address the issue of ambiguity, (4) address timing
and sequencing issues, and (5) incorporate elements of
explanation-based generalization.
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Conclusions
Parallel Distributed Semantic (PDS) Networks store
the content of symbolic hierarchies in ensembles of
P D P networks, connect the networks in the manner
of a semantic network, and use propagationfiltersto
perform dynamic inferencing. P D S Networks are implemented in D C A I N , a natural language understanding system that: (1) uses a simple procedure for determining link weight values, (2) exploits automatic
generalization, (3) represents structure, (4) provides
knowledge-level parallelism, and (5) drastically reduces
training time. Thus, D C A I N has a number of advantages over previous connectionist systems, and integrates the best features of symbolic and P D P ap)proaches while avoiding their associated problems.

AW\

Figure 6: Testing the HIT network on [Douglas
HIT Tyson].
T h e "01" pattern over the two
units of H I T opens thefiltersconnecting H I T with
C O M P E T I T I V E - A C T I V I T Y , and allows the Douglas
and Tyson patterns to be propagated.
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n Details a n d S i m u l a t i o n
Results
P D S Networks are implemented in a natural language
understanding system called D C A I N which is written
in the C programming language and is fully implemented on the examples shown above. In our simulations, the H U M A N network weis divided into the
following 8 role groups: occupation (boxer, businessman, career w o m a n or teacher), strength (strong, average, or weak), height (tall, medium, or short), weight
(heavy, average, or light), sex (male or female), hair
color (blond, brown, red, or black) and length (short,
medium, or long), eye-color (blue or brown), and skincolor (dark or light).
The following is a list of the tasks on which P D S
networks were tested. In every case, the network performed successfully: (1) Retrieving the correct (i.e.,
consistent with the training data) features given a single characteristic. For example, given the boxer occupation, the network correctlyfilledin the strong, tall
and heavy features. (2) Retrieving the correct h u m a n
given enough distinguishing characteristics. (3) Categorizing familiar H I T acts (i.e., those seen during training) and generating the proper inferences. (4) Categorizing neu) H I T acts involving familiar humans and
generating the proper inferences. N e w hit ax:ts were
created by selecting a pair of familiar humans w h o m
the network had not seen hit one another. (5) Categorizing new H I T acts involving new humans and gener-
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Abstract
W e examined adult and 10-13 year old skilled and
average comprehenders' representation of spoken
sentences. In immediate probe tasks, skilled adults
were better than average adults at accessing word
order information, but they were poorer at accessing
sentence meaning. After hearing a text, skilled
adults were more accurate than average adults in
recognizing meaning, but they were less accurate in
recognizing the wording of test sentences. Speeded
speech increased the differences between skill groups
more for memory for wording than for memory for
meaning. The results suggest that comprehenders
compute representations of surface form and
meaning independently and simultaneously. These
representations compete for attention.
Introduction
Formal models of '.- ,,. je comprehension must
specify the nature of :'*-£ h--• otheses that comprehenders
form about utteranc % a;; J 'he mechanisms they use to
form them. One of lu . n ,/St striking facts about
comprehension is the :.•-: 'd at which comprehenders
form these hypotheses, i-or example, subjects can
shadow speech at delays as short as 250 m s and still be
sensitive to semantic context (Marslen-Wilson 1975).
The nearly immediate effect of semantic information
seems to rule out models in which comprehenders
compute successively more abstract representations
serially. Highly skilled comprehenders, however, may
be able to perform these computations rapidly enough
for some aspects of meaning to have immediate effects.
If serial models are correct, reducing the time that is
available for language processing should decrease
comprehenders' sensitivity to semantic properties
(French 1981; Stine, Wingfield, & Poon 1986),
particularly for less skilled comprehenders who may not
perform lower level computations as efficiently as
skilled comprehenders (cf., Daneman & Carpenter
1980; Lesgold & Perfetti 1978).
A second interpretation of the speed of
comprehension is that comprehenders m a p acoustic
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information directly onto a relevant discourse
representation without any independent representation
of sentence information. One direct model asserts that
comprehenders use expectations based on prior
knowledge to by-pass the computation of sentence
structure (Bower, Black, &. Turner 1979; Schank &
Birnbaum 1984). Thus, understanding a sentence is
more a matter of confirming expectations than forming
syntactic hypotheses. O n this view, less skilled
comprehenders understand text less well because they
fail to recognize the schemata that underlie texts
(Schank 1982). If "schema perception theory" is correct,
sentence structure should have a smaller role as
comprehension skill increases.
Another direct model acknowledges the use of
syntactic information during comprehension, but does
not distinguish its role from that of discourse-level
information. For example, a decrease in either syntactic
or semantic constraints may cause comprehenders to
build a new structure for subsequent words. Such a
"processing shift" might cause comprehenders to forget
the surface form and meaning of previous material.
According to this model, less skilled comprehenders use
sentence- and discourse- constraints less effectively than
more skilled comprehenders (Gernsbacher, Varner, &
Faust 1990). This model predicts that surface
properties of sentences will have a larger role as
comprehension skill increases.
A third interpretation of the immediate effects of
semantic information emphasizes the on-going
interactions between representations at different levels.
According to the representational model, comprehenders
compute form and meaning simultaneously and
independently. Access to semantic vs. syntactic
constraints depends on how comprehenders shift
attentional resources between representations at
different levels. Using a dual discourse-judgment and
speaker-monitoring task, Townsend & Bever (1991)
found that increased sentence-level constraints reduced
the time to detect a change of speaker, but increased
discourse-level constraints increased it. Thus, making a
discourse-level task easier decreases accessibility to
acoustic information. Other studies have shown a

functional distinction between representations at
different levels (Townsend 1983; Townsend, Otlaviano,
& Bever 1979; Townsend & Ravelo 1980; Townsend &
Saltz 1972). For example, Townsend & Bever (1978)
found that the position of up in fragments like Pete
called up his aunt each... versus Pete called his aunt up
each... influences probe recognition for U P more in
some clauses than in others, depending on the
discourse-level role of the clause. In those cases in
which the position of the target word had a large effect,
subjects were slower to judge that U S I N G T H E
T E L E P H O N E is synonymous with the clause. These
results suggest that representations of word order and
meaning compete for attention. S o m e aspects of
comprehension skill m a y depend on h o w
comprehenders focus attentional resources on already
computed representations.
Hypotheses
W e tested serial, direct, and representational models
by comparing skilled and average comprehenders at two
age levels. W e assessed their access to the meaning and
form of sentences in immediate and delayed tests.
T w o tasks assessed comprehenders' immediate
representation of isolated sentences. In a "meaning
probe" task subjects heard a sentence fragment that
ended just before the end of a clause, and then a short
verb-object phrase (Townsend & Bever 1978). T h e
subjects' task was to say as quickly as possible whether
the phrase was similar in meaning to the sentence
fragment. In a "word probe" task subjects also heard a
sentence fragment, but then a single probe word. N o w
the task was to say whether the probe word had
occurred in the sentence fragment. By varying the
location of the target word, w e assessed subjects'
sensitivity to word order.
If average comprehenders' inefficient lower-level
computations prevent them from computing meaning,
their deficits wtU be greater on the meaning probe task.
Since there is no linguistic context to activate a schema,
a schema perception model predicts that skilled and
average comprehenders will perform similarly. If
average comprehenders engage in more processing
shifts than skilled comprehenders, they should access
meaning and word order less effectively than skilled
comprehenders. If representations of form and
meaning compete for attention, comprehenders w h o
show mcreased access to word order will show
decreased access to meaning, and vice versa.
T w o tasks assessed m e m o r y for the form and meaning
of sentences in text. Subjects heard texts at two
different speeds. After each text, subjects took two
tests that assessed their recognition of the wording and
meaning of sentences.
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If average comprehenders inefficient lower-level
processes normally disrupt their computation of
meaning, a faster rate of speech will increase these
deficits. If the presence of a linguistic context allows
skilled comprehenders to by-pass syntactic processes,
skilled comprehenders will m a k e m o r e errors than
average comprehenders on recognizing details about
word order. If average comprehenders are less sensitive
to constraints of any type, they wiU m a k e m o r e errors
than skilled comprehenders on recognizing the form and
meaning of sentences from text. If comprehenders can
compute meaning independently of form, a faster rate
of speech will not impair their recognition of meaning.
Method
Subjects
The "skilled adults" were twelve college students with
Verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test scores of at least 610.
The "average adults" were twelve college students with
V S A T scores of 400-560. T h e "skilled children" were
twelve 10-13 year old school children w h o were reading
at least one grade level above their current grade, based
on the Verbal Standardized Achievement Test. The
"average children" were twelve 10-13 year old children
w h o were reading within one grade of their current
grade. Skilled and average subjects within age groups
were matched on quantitative achievement test scores.
All subjects spoke English as theirfirstlanguage, and
all were right-handed. Half the subjects in each group
were male and half had no left-handed relative.
Procedure
The subjects were tested individually. All subjects
received the text m e m o r y task before the immediate
probe tasks. T h e order of presentation of the
immediate probe tasks was counter-balanced. Matched
subjects received identical experimental materials and
presentation orders.
Immediate Representation. For the meaning probe
task subjects said as quickly as possible whether a
phrase probe was consistent or inconsistent with the
meaning of the sentence fragment. For the word probe
task subjects said as quickly as possible whether a word
probe had appeared in the sentence fragment. T w o sets
Table 1
M e a n Response Times (ms) on Meaning Probe Task
Skilled
Adults
Children

2230
2267

Average
2124
2808

Difference
-106
541

Table 2
Mean Response Times (ms) on Word Probe Task
_AMk

Early Target
Late Target
Early Target Advantage
Group M e a n

Children
Average

Average

M?an

Skilled

1561
1800

1446
1411

1504
1606

1551
1451

1837
1951

1694
1701

239

-35

102

-100

114

7

1681

1429

1501

1894

.SkilM

of six lists of materials were prepared. Subjects
received a list from one set for the meaning probe task
and a list from the other set for the word probe task.
Each list appeared as both meaning probe and word
probe across subjects. Each list had six critical positive
trials in which the fragment ended before the last word
of an initial clause. There were 18 trials that either
interrupted the final clause or required a "no" response.
The critical fragments were 9-11 words long. These
fragments contained a word that could occupy two
different positions without changing the fragment's
meaning. At least two words separated the "early" and
"late" positions of the target word and the average
separation was 2.9 words. A n independent group of
college students (N=31) rated how similar the meanings
of the phrase probes and the fragments were. O n a five
point scale, the average ratings were 3.65 for positive
trials smd 1.23 for negative trials.
A male speaker recorded the fragments, and a
female speaker recorded the probes. Each fragment
ended with a 50 ms, 500 H z tone. The tone signalled
the end of the fragment and triggered a Hunter m s
timer that stopped with the subject's vocal response.
The probe began 333 m s after the tone. Half the
subjects heard the fragments and probes in the right
ear, and half heard them in the left ear.
Memory Representation. Each subject heard one
narrative and one expository text. The texts for adults
were selected from a Scholastic Aptitude Study Guide,
and those for children from the McCall-Crabbs
Standard Test Lessons in Reading. The texts were 550
words long for adults and 200 words long for children.
Half the subjects in each group heard the texts in the
right ear, and half in the left. Each subject heard one
text at a "normal" rate and then one at a "fast" rate.
The presentation rates were 3.1 versus 6.2 words per sec
for adults and 2.2 versus 4.4 words per sec for children.
The tapes for the speeded conditions were prepared by
a speech compression system that does not change
pitch. Following each text, subjects received two tests.
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Thefirsttest consisted of two-choice meaning
recognition questions such as The writer says that the fog
was (a) rising and falling, or (b) like a wall. The second
test consisted of sentences to be classified as having
appeared or not appeared in the text. Half of these
involved changes in the wording of a text sentence
without changing its meaning (Sachs 1967), as in The
carrier's deck... vs. The deck of the carrier... Distractor
items were semantically plausible for the text. Each test
had 12 items for adults, and 6 items for children. Test
items were presented at the "normal" rate of speech.
Results
Immediate Representation. Tables 1 and 2 present the
average response times for positive initial clause trials
on the immediate probe tasks. Errors occurred on
1.7% of the trials for both tasks. Response times for
these trials were replaced by the cell means for correct
responses. Tables 1 and 2 show that average adults
respond faster than skilled adults on both tasks, but that
these skill differences are reversed for children. The
skill by age interaction was significant, F (1, 44) = 10.4,
£ < .01. These results disprove the claim that linguistic
contexts cause skill differences. They also disprove the
claim that average adult comprehenders access words,
meaning, or both, more slowly than skilled adults.
The size of the response time advantage for early
targets over late targets assesses sensitivity to the leftto-right order of words in the immediate representation
of sentences (Townsend & Bever 1978). The Early
Target Advantage in the third row of Table 2 suggests
that adults overall are more sensitive than children to
the left-to-right order of words, that skilled adults are
more sensitive than average adults, and that average
children are more sensitive than skilled children. The
interaction between age, skill, and target position was
significant, F (1, 44) = 4.83, £ < .05. Assuming that
children as a whole are less skilled comprehenders than
adults, it is clear that there is no direct relationship

Figure 1A
Adults" Error» on M e m o r y (or Text

Figure IB
Children's Errors on M e m o r y for Text
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between comprehension skill and immediate access to
surface form. However, access to meaning (Table 1)
and the Early Target Advantage (Table 2) are related
inversely: W h e n a group quickly accesses meaning, it
has poorer access to word order, and vice versa.
Memory Representation. Figures lA and IB show the
percentage of errors on m e m o r y for word order, shown
with circles, and m e m o r y for meaning, shown with dots.
Errors were more frequent for word order recognition
(44%) than for meaning recognition (27%), F (1, 44) =
55.7, £ < .001. Skilled comprehenders, shown with
solid lines, m a d e fewer errors overzill than average
comprehenders, shown with dashed lines, ( 3 0 % vs.
3 7 % ) , F (1, 44) = 5.86, £ < .05. However, Figure l A
shows that skilled adults actually m a d e m o r e errors than
average adults in recognizing word order changes.
Figure l A shows that the fast rate decreases
meaning recognition errors equally for skilled and
average adults. Figures l A and IB show that the fast
rate impairs performance m o r e for meaning recognition
than for word order recognition only for skilled
children. The mteraction between age, skill, task, and
rate was significant, F (1, 44) = 4.57, ^ < .05. The
results for skilled adults suggest that reducing the time
that is available for comprehension can improve access
to more abstract levels of representation.
Discussion
A s expected, skilled comprehenders' m e m o r y for
meaning was better than that of average
comprehenders. However, there were several cases in
which average comprehenders did better than skilled
comprehenders. These results present difficulties for
popular views about the organization of language
comprehension processes.
Serial models claim that comprehension mvolves the
use of shared processing resources to construct
representations at successively higher levels of structure.
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Less skilled comprehenders understand less well
because they have fewer of these resources. Serial
models predicted that the fast speech rate would
increase the size of skilled comprehenders' advantage
over average comprehenders m o r e for recognition of
meaning than for recognition of word order. This
prediction followed from the serial assumption that
computations of meaning depend on first computing a
syntactic representation that is sensitive to word order.
T h e serial prediction was not confirmed: the only case
m which the fast rate increased skilled comprehenders'
advantage was in children's recognition of word order.
T h e fast rate actually reduced the size of skill
differences for children's recognition of meaning. Thus,
skill differences do not depend on limitations in the
resources that are available for serially-ordered
computations.
A schema perception model (Schank 1982) claims
that as comprehenders leain m o r e about the world, they
m a p Hnguistic information directly onto m e m o r y
schemata without determining sentence structure.
According to this model, skilled comprehenders should
have done more poorly than average comprehenders on
remembering the syntactic details of sentences in text.
O u r text m e m o r y results confirmed this prediction only
for adults, not for children. In addition, skilled and
average comprehenders should have performed similarly
on the immediate probe tasks, which provided no
linguistic context to activate a schema. W e found
several differences between skilled and average
comprehenders in immediate probe tasks.
The view that skilled comprehenders use sentence
and discourse constraints more effectively than average
comprehenders predicted that skilled comprehenders
would access word order and meaning faster and more
accurately (Gernsbacher, Varner, & Faust 1990). W e
found that skilled children recognized the wording of
sentences from text better than average children did,
and they responded faster overall on immediate tests of
meaning. However, skilled children were Jess sensitive
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than average children to the order of words on the
immediate word probe task. Since all of these results
were reversed for skilled versus average adults, access
to word order and meaning is not directly related to
comprehension skill.
Our results suggest that comprehenders compute
representations of word order and meaning
independently and in parallel. However, those
representations compete for attention. Comprehenders
at different stages of proficiency may have different
"habits" for focusing attention on word order versus
meaning. The most salient results that support this
model are:
Independent Computations. The fast rate reduced
skilled adults' errors on recognition of meaning and
increased their errors on recognition of word order.
This result suggests that their computations of meaning
do not rely on computations of word order.
Competition. O n immediate tests skilled adults
showed greater sensitivity to word order than did
average adults, but they were slower than average adults
in accessing meaning. This result suggests that focusing
on word order draws attention away from sentence
meaning, and vice versa.
Proficiency. Children also showed an inverse relation
between access to word order versus meaning, but the
direction of these skill differences was opposite that for
adults. Skill in childhood involves an immediate focus
on sentence meaning, but skill in adulthood mvolves an
immediate focus on word order.
This model differs from previous models by
distinguishing different kinds of representations and
different kinds of processing resources. It also differs
from the modular view that distinct physiological
processes prevent syntactic and semantic processes from
sharing both information and processing resources (cf.,
Fodor 1983).
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Abstract

the goal is reached (Lcirkin, McDermott, Simon, <k Sim o n , 1980). In contrast, novices use means ends analysis, starting with a desired u n k n o w n and searching for
equations that include that variable, then generating
new subgoals to fill in terms u n k n o w n in that equation, and so on, thus reasoning backward from the goal
toward the given information.

In m a n y domains, novices exhibit a bias in the direction in which they reason about problems. Earlier studies of LISP programmers using a graphical representation suggested that novice LISP programmers tend to reason forward, working from
initial input data toward the goal. W e examined novice programmers learning LISP using the
G I L programming tutor and manipulated the direction subjects were allowed to reason (forward,
backward, or free). Subjects w h o were required
to work backwards (from goal toward givens) exhibited more difficulty solving the problems than
subjects working forward or subjects left free to
chose their direction. Backward subjects required
more time to solve problems, m a d e more errors,
and required more time to plan each solution. W e
suggest that these effects and preferences occur
because forward reasoning is more congruent with
the way novices reason about computer programs,
resulting in an increased working m e m o r y load for
subjects required to work backward.

In evaluating the source of this intriguing difference,
it is important to consider h o w novices reason in different domains. Rist (1989) found that novice Pascal
programmers tended to write their solutions in essentially forward fashion, writing each section of the program from the beginning of the block of code to the
end, rather than working backward from the goal of
the block to the initial statements. Anderson, Conrad,
and Corbett (1989) found that novice LISP programmers tend to construct their solutions "top-down, leftto-right." This corresponds essentially to backward
reasoning, constructing the final actions taken on the
input data before the initial actions.
W h a t determines the direction in which novices reason in a domain? It m a y be merely a preference due to
students' naive judgments about h o w to construct solutions. Alternatively, novices m a y reason in a particular direction because it simplifies the problem solving.
Thus, novices m a y reason backward in physics because
this is the simplest way they can select a m o n g possible
inferences, since they do not have the problem schemas
that enable forward inference (Chi et al., 1981).

Introduction
Novices reason in a different fashion from those w h o
have acquired more expertise in a domain. Experts are
better able to recognize the important structural features of a problem and initiate an appropriate solution
procedure, while novices require more search to construct a solution (e.g., Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981).
In some domains, this results in a noticeable contrast
in the direction of the reasoning steps taken. Larkin
and her colleagues have demonstrated that physics experts reason forward from given information, applying appropriate equations to infer n e w quantities until

Research on novice programmers provides an interesting case of forward and backward reasoning. Reiser,
Kimberg, Lovett, and Ranney (1991) argued that the
graphical representation employed in G I L (Graphical
Instruction in LISP), an intelligent tutoring system
for LISP programming, provides a more natural external representation for novices to record their reasoning than the traditional text form of programs.
Rather than simply retrieving sequences of functions
to achieve particular programming goals, novices tend
to reason about the behavior of the relevant functions
on an example to construct a chain of operations that
achieves the desired result. Thus, G I L is designed so
that students build a program by constructing a graph

'This research was supported in part by contract
MDA903-87-K-0652 from the Army Research Institute, by
research grants from the James S. McDonnell Foundation,
and the Xerox Corporation University Grant Program. The
views and conclusions contained in this document are those
of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily
representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of these institutions.
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of p r o g r a m constructs a n d the d a t a each manipulates.
S t u d e n t s specify the d a t a input to eacli function in
their p r o g r a m a n d the d a t a that results f r o m it, A
c o m p l e t e p r o g r a m consists of a g r a p h si)ecifying h o w a
chain of functions transforms the input d a t a to achieve
a particular t y p e of o u t p u t (see P'igure 1).

countered in the body of the text form (the "append")
is in fact the last component of the solution assembled
by GIL subjects (seefigure1). If students' reliance on
forward st(>ps in (JIL accurately represents their reasoning, then novices do not appear to plan their solution in the order in which the functions appear in
the text form of the solution. If students are led to
z i ^ s fiun
enter their code in an outside-in left-to-right sequence,
as students working with the text representation may
[(d a b c)
be, they may be led to construct a chain of functions
for each subgoal before entering it into their solution.
Reiser et al. argue that GIL's scaffolding of forward
reasoning is one reason why students solve problems
more easily with GIL than standard text LISP.
The preference of the GIL students for working forward in LISP appears to conflict with Anderson et al.'s
finding that their subjects tended to construct programs using backward reasoning. One possibility is
«Ci*0«
that subjects were not comfortable enough with the
editing freedom Anderson et al.'s tutor provided to
construct their code from the inside out, whereas GIL's
graphical representation is more neutral in biasing between forward and backward steps. Indeed, it seems
reasonable to expect that novices will feel compelled to
enter the components of their solutions in the "surface
order," the order in which these components appear in
(d c b a)
thefinalform of the solution. Such a concern with a
mismatch between natural ways of reasoning about a
problem and the format of a completed solution have
«E*»l
been the motivation for the graphical formats used in
a number of interactive learning environments (Anderson, Boyle, k Reiser, 1985; Collins & Brown, 1988).
(abed]
If novices indeed reason more naturally in one direction than another, then it should be possible to
facilitate their reasoning by providing a learning situation that supports that direction of reasoning. The
Cdefun rotater (lis)
initial evidence in programming relies only on subjects'
(cons (first (last lis))
preferences. The present study attempts to explicitly
(reverse (rest (reverse lis)))))
evaluate whether the direction of reasoning affects the
difficulty of learning to solve programming problems.
Figure 1: A completed GIL graph and the correspondW e used the GIL tutoring system because it makes
ing text form of the solution. The original GIL input
it possible to restrict the direction in which subjects'
is the list ( a b e d ) at the bottom of the screen; the
reason, and it allowsfine-grainedanalyses of the time
goal data is the list (d a b c) at the top. The modal
course and errors in subjects' reasoning.
sequence of solution steps is indicated by the number
Table 1 summarizes the three versions of our GIL
shown next to each function.
tutor used in this experiment.
Students are free in GIL to reason at any step either
from the goal data toward the original inputs (a backTable 1: Versions of GIL
ward step) or from the inputs toward the goal data (a
Forward
Only forward steps permitted.
forward step). Reiser, Ranney, Lovett, and Kimberg
From input data toward goal data.
(1989) found that novices exhibited a strong bias for
Backward Only forward steps permitted.
forward reasoning (95% forward steps, 5 % backward
From goal data toward input data.
steps). Reiser et al. argued that novices can reason
Frte
Forward or backward steps
more easily about the behavior of programs by workallowed throughout.
ing forward from the input data rather than backward
from the goal. Interestingly, the order of reasoning exhibited by GIL subjects is opposite that of the surface
The Free condition provides an opportunity to obform of the solution. For example, thefirstfunction enserve how novices choose to reason. The Forward and
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Backward conditions enable us to examine whether
there is an additional load placed on problem solving
by requiring students to reason in the backward direction. W e expect the Free and Forward conditions to be
similar, and problem solving to suffer in the Backward
condition.

Method
Subjects worked through two chapters of an introductory LISP programming textbook and solved problems
assisted by GIL.
Subjects: The subjects were 30 undergraduate paid
volunteers from Princeton University and other nearby
colleges. All had taken no more than one semester of
computer programming and had no knowledge of LISP.
Ten subjects were assigned to each of the Free, Forward, and Backward conditions, balancing programming ability across conditions, using Math S A T as the
predictor of programming ability (Mayer et al., 1986).
Math S A T scores ranged from 420 to 760, with a median score of 625 and means of 624, 627, and 627 for
Free, Forward, and Backward respectively.
Instructional Materials: The textbook explaining
data structures and LISP functions was used for all
conditions, with several slight wording changes to describe the process of chaining functions together. The
Free condition text was neutral, explaining how one
might chose to construct a chain either from the givens
toward the goal or the reverse, and the Backward and
Forward texts described the method for sequencing
functions appropriate to that condition. All subjects
solved the same fourteen problems, including one problem worked in conjunction with the Experimenter used
to demonstrate how to construct programs in GIL.
Learning Session: Each subject was given the first
of three sections of the text. After reading the first
section, subjects were led through a brief demonstration to familiarize them with the learning environment. The Forward condition subjects saw only forward steps; the Backward condition subjects saw only
backward steps, and subjects in the Free condition saw
steps in both directions. After the demonstration, subjects worked through the remaining text zuid problems
at their own pace.
Posttest: Subjects were given a posttest following
the learning session, consisting of three near transfer
coding problems. Subjects solved the problems on the
computer using the same graphical interface with some
additional editing features, but received no feedback.
The computer did not constrain the subjects' direction
of work on the posttest.

the performance in the learning conditions differed depending on ability. Subjects below the median S A T
score (420-620) were classified as the "Low S A T " group
and those above the median (630-760) were classified
as the "High S A T " group. W e performed an analysis
of variance with S A T level and learning condition as
independent variables.
W e examined the number of forward and backward
steps in the Free subjects. As expected, these subjects
strongly preferred to work forward (<(9) = 14.7,p <
.001). Subjects worked 9 5 % of their steps forward and
5 % of their steps backward. Thisfindingsupports the
use of a planned comparison to contrast Forward and
Free with Backward subjects.
To examine whether the direction of reasoning affected the difficulty of solving the assigned problems,
wefirstconsidered solution time. This was defined as
the total time required to solve the thirteen assigned
problems, not including the demonstration problem or
time spent reading the instructional text. Backward
subjects took longer to solve the assigned problems
than subjects working Forward or Free (47.6 min vs
31.5 and 33.4 min; F(l,26) = 9.08,p < .01). Figure 2
shows solution time partitioned into the time spent on
correct steps, error steps, initial planning, and cancelled steps. Not surprisingly. Low S A T subjects took
longer than High S A T subjects (41.7 and 33.2 min,
respectively; F(l,24) = 3.61,p < .10). There is a suggestion that the eflfect of direction is stronger for the
lower ability subjects, although this is not statistically
reliable (F(2, 24) = 2.23, p = .13 for the interaction).

Forward
Free
Backward

Correct Errors Setup

Cancel

Results

Figure 2: Distribution of learning session time. Time
shown is the total amount of time spent on each event
type across all 13 problems. Categories are: correct
steps, recovery from errors, setting up a plan, and cancelled steps.

W e expected subjects in the Free condition to work
primarily forward, so we used a planned comparison
to contrast performance in the Forward and Free conditions with the Backward condition. In addition, we
performed a second set of analyses to examine whether

There are several possible reasons why subjects in
the Backward condition may have taken longer than
the other subjects. First, we examined their errors,
which can be costly to repair. W h e n an error is made,
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GIL prints an explanatory error message, and subjects
must read the message and try tofixthe error. Indeed,
as Table 2 suggests, it appears that the Low S A T subjects in the Backward condition made more errors than
either the Forward or Free subjects, while errors produced by the High S A T subjects were not affected by
the learning condition (F(2,24) = 2.89, p < .10 for the
interaction). Differences in solution time may also result from the time subjects spent repairing errors. Subjects w h o have more difficultly constructing and implementing a plan m a y spend more time on errors that
they do make. Indeed, Backward subjects took more
time to repair each error than did Forward and Free
subjects (115 vs. 68 and 75 sec; F(l,26) = 4.36,p <
.05). Furthermore, Backward subjects also spent more
time aborting steps {F{1, 21) = 4.8,p < .05), supporting the hypothesis that these subjects found reasoning
more difficult.

rors these subjects made and the difficulty they had in
repairing them. The effect appears to arise predominantly in the lower ability subjects; the higher ability
subjects ase less hampered by requiring them to reason backward. The Backward subjects also had more
difficulty in constructing and implementing a plan, as
evidenced by their increased initial planning times and
greater tendency to abort steps.
The preference for forward reasoning appears to be a
strong one. Even after working all the learning session
problems using backward steps, the Backward condition subjects still chose to perform a majority of their
steps on the posttest using forward reasoning. If this
strong preference holds in the more advanced parts of
the curriculum in this domain, then these subjects'
problem solving during the learning session (in which
they were forced to use backward reasoning) may not
have prepared them for future problem solving as well
as the instruction the Forward and Free groups received. Indeed, the Backward condition subjects took
longer to solve the posttest problems, presumably because these subjects were relying on less practiced techniques of forward reasoning.
Taken together, these results support the conclusion
that, unUke physics, in which novices tend to use backward reasoning, in LISP programming, backward reasoning is more difficult than forward reasoning. Subjects' reliance on forward reasoning is not merely a
preference — subjects allowed to use this type of reasoning perform better than subjects who are required
to use backward reasoning, despite the fact that backward reasoning better corresponds to the order of solution components in the traditional form of LISP programs.
W e consider three types of explanations for these
results.
Naive Causal Models: Novices tend to reason about
how programs behave as they try to construct a program to achieve a particular goal. Functions have an
underlying directionaUty — they take in input data
and return output data. Novices can understand how
functions embed by viewing an embedded function call
as a causal chain, in which the output of one function
becomes input to another. This type of causal reasoning naturally starts with thefirstinputs, the initial
"cause," and progresses toward thefinalresult, rather
than reasoning backward from the desired output to
select a function and necessary input that yields that
result. The temporal directionality of operators may
have some effect on the direction people choose to reason in other domains. For example, chess operators are
typically applied in a forward direction (e.g., castling
will develop the rook) rather than backward (e.g., to
develop the rook, castle), although both of these processes may play some part in the reasoning process.
Constraint of the Problem Space: Because functions
are many-to-one mappings, the search of the problem
space is more constrained when reasoning forward than

Table 2: Mean number of errors in the learning session
Forward
Free
Backward

Low SAT
8.2
8.0
17.6

High S A T

8.2
9.2
6.0

Interestingly, subjects in the Backward condition
spent more time planning or setting up each problem
before they started working on it (F(l,26) = 7.01,p <
.05). Although the differences are small (mean planning time 37 sec vs. 26 and 28 sec), this suggests Backward subjects found constructing an overall plan more
difficult than other subjects.
Finally, we examined subjects' performance on the
posttest. Backward subjects spent more time on the
posttests than the Forward or Free subjects (19.7 vs.
14.9 and 16.3 min; F(l,25) = 4.78,p < .05). However, their scores on the posttest problems did not differ (F(2,22) = 1.06, n.s.). The posttest allowed all
subjects to work freely, so it was possible to examine
the direction subjects chose to work. Not surprisingly,
the Forward and Free conditions worked almost exclusively forward as they did during the learning session. However, the Backward subjects performed almost three times more forward than backward steps.
Although they were unaccustomed to working forward,
they chose to do so, and this may have resulted in their
longer solution times on the posttest.
Discussion
In the domain of LISP programming, subjects given
the choice of which direction to work prefer to work forward. This preference is apparently motivated by the
difficulty in reasoning backward in this domain. Subjects in the Backward condition took longer to solve
the problems than did subjects w h o worked forward.
This difference is primarily due to the number of er-
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when reasoning backwsird. That is, a function op«T;iting on an input has a unique output, but a funrtioii
could take many possible inputs that would produce a
desired output. Furthermore, there are a greater number of applicable functions when reasoning backward
than forward. Thus, students can select between fewer
potential choices when reasoning forward. This factor
may also explain why novices rely upon backward reasoning in physics. In physics, means-ends analysis is
profitable because'there is only one goal quantity (e.g.,
velocity), and there are fewer equations that contain
that quantity than the equations that could be used
to chain forward from all the given information. For
other domaiins, the direction of work with the fewer
applicable operators should be preferred.
Complexity of Planning: There are several reasons to
expect the planning to be simpler when reasoning forward. First, the subgoals are more independent when
reasoning forward. Many problems involve combining
separately obtained objects. W h e n reasoning backward, it is necessary to know what form the inputs will
be to know how to combine the subgoals. This often
requires further look-ahead, because the form of the
inputs to the step will determine which function to use
to combine them. In contrast, when reasoning forward,
it is necessary only to determine that a particular subgoal is needed, and then one can reason to obtain that
data independently of whatever else will be needed to
combine with that subgoal. Students can then make
greater use of opportunistic reasoning. The student
may realize constraints on a subgoal of the program
when building a chain to achieve its sibling subgoal. In
contrast, when backward reasoning begins with combining subgoals together, it is necessary to commit to
a particular combination of subgoals. Many domains
have operators that combine objects in a similar fashion (e.g., S A S or A S A for geometry). This hypothesis
predicts that reasoning forward should be easier for
those domains that have these types of operators.
A related point concerns the ease of determining
whether a particular inference is profitable. GIL students reason using a concrete example. Candidate forward inferences can be evaluated by comparing the results and determining whether each would be useful
for obtaining the goal data, which typically entails determining whether the candidate result is a component
of the goal. Backward reasoning requires determining
whether a particular input to a step can easily be obtained from the original inputs. It is typically easier
to see whether a particular object is a component of
the goal than to determine whether an object is of the
form that can easily be obtained from the inputs.
W e suggest that these factors together explain why
forward reasoning is simpler in this domain. The
greater look-ahead required, the larger number of alternatives to be considered, and the difficulty in mentally
simulating the execution of a program when reasoning backward all contribute to an increased working
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memory load, which results in greater difficulty in constructing and carrying out a plan. It is also possible
that the Backward subjects are indeed reasoning forward, but just entering their solutions in the backward
sequence as required by the tutor. This too would
result in an increased memory load, because subjects
would have to construct an entire chain of reasoning
before entering the outermost (first backward) step.
In future work, we plan to examine how features
of the domain can be used to explain the direction
that novices reason, and how problem solvers change
their direction of reasoning as they gain expertise in a
domain.
Acknowledgements: W e are grateful to Michael Ranney for many contributions to this research, and to
Adnan Hamid for programming assistance.
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Abstract
.R

Agents can rely on the patterns in the world to make their
A
problem solving more efficient. W h e n working with others, agents can also rely on patterns - patterns for communication and group behavior. W e discuss how these
patterns may be captured in schemas. W e present two
types of schemas: procedural schemas which suggest a
Figure 1: A U V with goal to pick up an object.
course of action for a specific situation, and contextual
schemas which contain knowledge about specific kinds of
problem solving. Both of these types of schemas affect an
agent's ability to solve problems and communicate. Both
these needs. Procedural schemas, m u c h like compiled
types of schemas also guide the coordination of the groups
plans, allow reuse of previous planning effort, either the
working together to solve problems. In this paper, we
agent's o w n or another agent's (e.g., a human's). Coniezfocus particularly on the ways in which a schema-based
iual schemas provide knowledge about kinds of problemapproach can help agents to work together by integrating
solving situations, which allows an agent to automatically
their individual problem solving with the constraints of
behave appropriately in its current context. Procedural
coordinated behavior.
and contextual schemas guide an individual's autonomous
behavior as well as its behavior within a group.
Cooperative distributed problem solving (CDPS) (Durfee et al., 1989) allows artificial intelligence systems to
An Example of Schema-based
reap the benefits of teamwork. C D P S systems can tackle
Cooperative Behavior
problems not readily solvable by single agents, such eis
simultaneous monitoring of environmental conditions in
We have chosen the domain of autonomous underwa
a large area or control of multiple autonomous agents
vehicles ( A U V s ) for this research. Ultimately, A U V s will
moving through an area and carrying out tasks. F r o m
replace h u m a n s for dangerous or expensive tasks. M a n y
the standpoint of cognitive science, C D P S research sheds
of these tasks either benefit from or require more than one
light on communication and cooperation between intelliA U V , for example: underwater photography, in which a
gent agents.
long baseline is needed between camera and light (Jaffe,
For an agent to work well as a collaborator, it must be
1988); and large-scale environmental monitoring, which
a competent individual problem solver as well as a helpbenefits from m a n y agents each monitoring a small area.
ful colleague. A s an individual, the agent must be able
Eventually, our ideas will be tested aboard the University
to achieve goals (some its own, some related to its shared
of N e w Hampshire Marine Systems Engineering Laboratask) efficiently in a complex, changing world. This means
tory's E A V E A U V s (Blidberg k Chappell, 1986). The
the agent must be able to plan quickly andflexibly,tailorexamples in this section are from the A U V domain.
ing its behavior tofitits situation. A s a collaborator, it
Suppose that an A U V is at position A in Figure 1 and
must communicate effectively with others and understand
receives a new goal to move the rock at position R. The
its role in the organization of the C D P S system. Its interA U V could simply go to position R and pick up the rock.
actions with others must be guided by convention so that
Here the A U V would use a procedural schema that tells it
all agents' actions can be easily understood by others.
h o w to m o v e to the new location. Part of this procedural
In this paper, w e discuss the role of schemas in a deschema would be to call its path-planner which would
sign for integrating problem solving, communication, and
guide the A U V from A to R.
cooperation. Only parts of this design have been impleUnfortunately, going from place to place underwater is
mented at this time. W e adopt a schema-baaed approach
not always "smooth sailing". Figure 2 shows a kelp bed
to cooperative distributed problem solving, based on our
between the A U V and the rock. T h e kelp bed is an exprior work (Turner, 1990; Turner & Cullingford, 1989b;
ample of a natural boundary in the A U V domain. Natural
Turner, 1989a; Turner, 1989c), which addresses both of
boundaries, such as vegetation, high rocks, outcrops and
strong currents, are especially difficult or dangerous for
'This work was supported in part by N S F grant numA U V s to cross. T h e environment can be partitioned into
ber BCS-8905888 (under agreement number 900622CR001spaces that are surrounded by natural boundaries (Fisher,
ITIOOIA with the University of Hawaii P I C H T R ) , O N R grant
1991). Procedural schemas that minimize the number of
N00014-89-J-3074, and a grant from the Hubbard Marine
natural boundary crossings exist for travel a m o n g oftenProgram Endowment. The authors are listed in alphabetical
visited sets of areas. These schemas' predictions help to
order.
decide when and where new goals m a y best be achieved.
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T h e Relationship b e t w e e n
Solving, C o m m u n i c a t i o n

.R

^

Figure 2: A U V with goal to pick up an object when there
is a natural boundary present.

R

Figure 3: T w o A U V s , one with goal to pick up an object,
when there is a natural boundary present.

If the new goal can be satisfied in an area that will be
visited as part of the schema, whether because the area
contains another active location or because it is on the
best path between two areas, the goal will be satisfied
at that location and can be delayed until the location is
reached.
If the A U V is not working alone, as shown in Figure 3,
the context of working in a group gives the A U V another
option. In this case, the A U V is being guided by a contextual schema representing "working with others", which
allows agents to ask for help. Information about the organizational context has priority over information about
the agent's individual context, so the agent commits to
achieving the goal by asking another agent and the goal's
priority is left the same. A procedural schema for communication tells the agent how to send a message to request
the other's help.
Communication can be further affected by the organization of the agents. This is mediated by contextual
schemas for different kinds of organizations. One kind of
organization is a hierarchy. Suppose in this context that
the A U V near A sends a message to the A U V near R requesting that the receiver adopt the goal of moving the
rock. If the sender has authority over the receiver, then
the receiver will raise the priority of this goal over its own
goals' priorities. If the receiver has authority over the
sender, then it will decide what the goal's priority should
be.
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and

Problem
Cooperation

Cooperation, communication, and problem solving are
all related. Goals related to communicating with another
agent can be achieved via problem solving (e.g., (Searle,
1969)) and goals related to problem solving can often be
achieved via communication (e.g., (Appelt, 1985)). Coordination between agents' problem solving is also achieved
via communication, for example, by communicating partial plans (Durfee et al., 1987). Cooperation, communication, and problem solving are also more deeply related
by the way in which they rely on patterns in the world.
Cooperation, communication, and problem solving all
benefit from the ability to make predictions about future
actions. W h e n an agent commits to a plan of action,
its plan can be seen as predictions that allow it to select
an order in which to achieve its goals. This allows goals
to be grouped together appropriately instead of simply
relying on the priority of the goals to provide an ordering. For example, in communication, goals related to the
same "topic" should appear together in the conversation
(Turner & Cullingford, 1989a); in problem solving, goals
that can be achieved near each other should be grouped
together (Fisher, 1991).
Commitments to future actions also allow agents to coordinate their behavior with others' and with the external
world in a way that cannot be done by simply reacting to
immediately-perceivable external conditions (cf. (Agre k
Chapman, 1987; Brooks, 1986)). For example, the agent
can commit to being at some location at a particular time
(e.g., for a rendezvous) or to communicating with another
agent at a future time.
Cooperation is facilitated by an agent's ability to predict other agents' behavior. These predictions not only
make another's behavior easy to understand, but also
allow an agent to coordinate its behavior with another
agent's. The most obvious example of this kind of coordination is the use of shared convention in communication. Language users share knowledge of syntax and
word meaning as well as knowledge of how conversations
are conducted. W h e n language users hear a question, they
not only understand what they are being asked, but also
that they should answer. W e believe that sharing patterns or conventions for problem solving will facilitate cooperation by making it easier for agents to recognize and
participate in each others' plans.
S c h e m a s for P l a n n i n g a n d C o n v e r s a t i o n
In our approach, an agent organizes as much of its knowledge as possible in schemas which reflect the underlying
patterns present in the agent's environment, its behavior, and its relationships to other agents. This has the
effect of reducing the size of the space in which the agent
must search for applicable knowledge by clustering knowledge into schemas. It also reduces the size of the search
space involved in planning, since each "operator" (planning schema) spans more of that search space than a single
primitive operator would (e.g., (Fikes et al., 1972)).
T w o types of schemas are used to represent an agent's
knowledge: procedural schemas and contextual schemas.
Procedural schemas, or p-schemas, control the actions an
agent takes to achieve goals. They are based on procedural schemas (Turner, 1989b) developed in our earlier work on reactive planning and on conversation M O P s
(Turner k Cullingford, 1989c) from our work on conversation. The procedural schemas presented here are very
similar in structure and function to conversation M O P s
(C-MOPs). Contextual schemas, or c-schemas, represent

the agent's problem-solving context and provide a background against which the agent's behavior takes place.
They are based on the contextual schemas in our earlier
work on reactive planning (Turner, 1989c).
Procedural Schemas
Procedural schemas can be compared to hierarchical
plans. Like such plans, they describe how a goal can be
accomplished by a (partially-ordered) set of steps, called
scenes.' A scene in a p-schema can be either a goal, another p-schema (sub-schema), or a primitive action that
the agent can directly carry out. Unlike hierarchical plans,
the order in which scenes are worked on during schema application depends only partially on the order specified by
the p-schema. The specified order represents the conventional way that the p-schema is applied. However, the
execution of p-schemas isflexibleenough to allow these
conventions to be modified by the agent's current intentions, reflected in its goal priorities (Turner & Cullingford,
1989c). The scenes and their ordering provide the predictions that allow an agent to organize its goals effectively
(cf. (Georgeff & Lansky, 1987; Firby, 1987)).
P-schemas are organized in a dynamic memory
(Schank, 1982) where they are indexed by features of the
environment. The most important feature for retrieving
]>schemas is the goal that the p-schema can achieve. Once
retrieved, a p-schema is instantiated to form a plan (as described in detail in (Turner, 1990)). Briefly, the schema's
scenes are specialized based on the current situation using the memory, and attention is focused on a particular
scene to execute based on an activation metaphor which
takes into account both commitment to intention as encoded in the schema ("MOP-based activation") and the
agent's current intentions as encoded in the priorities of
its goals ("goal-bcised activation"). As attention is focused, scenes m a y be re-specialized to reflect the evolving
problem-solving situation.
Contextual Schemas
Contextual schemas hold knowledge about kinds of
problem-solving situations; they can be thought of as generalized cases of problem solving (e.g., (Kolodner et al.
1985)). The information in c-schemas is used to contro
the overall character of the agent's behavior so that it is
appropriate for the situation the agent is in.
C-schemas impact several areas of an agent's behavior
(Turner, 1989c). They provide suggestions of goals the
agent should satisfy in a particular situation and suggestions of how behavioral parameters should be set. For
example, a c-schema representing the context of being in
a harbor would set bounds on both an AUV's depth (e.g.,
don't go too near the surface nor near the bottom) and its
speed (e.g., don't go too fast, since there are likely to be
other vessels and obstacles present). C-schemas also provide information about how unanticipated events should
be handled in a context-specific way, generally by creating a new goal in response. They also provide information about the relative importance of kinds of goals in the
situation, which aids the agent's attention-focusing process. C-schemcis provide information about the appropriate ways to achieve goals in a given context by suggesting
which p-schemas should be used to achieve the goals. Finally, c-schemas impact the manner in which p-schemas
are applied by changing parameters aff'ecting schema ap' Since p-schemas grew out of the work on C-MOPs, the
terminology of M O P s (Schank, 1982) is retained.
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plication, such as the relative worth of goal-based versus
MOP-based activation.
Contextual schemas are also organized in the agent's
dynamic memory, indexed by features describing the
kmds of situations they represent. W h e n found, a cschema causes the agent to automatically adjust its behavior to the context. T w o or more c-schemas may be
retrieved from memory for the same situation; these in
essence correspond to diff"crcnt ways to view the situation.
W h e n this happens, the information from the c-schemas
is merged to give a representation of the overall context.
Organizational Schemas for Cooperation

Just as problem solving and communication at the leve
the individual agent follows patterns, group behavior also
follows patterns. W h e n an agent participates in a group,
its behavior will be modified by its role in that group as
well as by the current phase of the group problem-solving
effort. Group behavior is captured by both p-schemas and
c-schemas.
Patterns in group behavior can aflFect the behavior of
an individual in several ways. One way is by impacting
the selection of p-schemas used by the agent. Coordinated behavior has patterns that can be captured in pschemas. The characteristics of the overall C D P S system
can provide indices into memory that help to specialize
p-schemas chosen by individuals for achieving their goals.
This tailors the agent's plan to the constraints of group
behavior. Another way group behavior impacts an individual is by affecting the character of the problem solving,
consequently affecting which contextual schemas are used
by the agent. Some contextual schemas will represent
patterns in group behavior that can be thought of as the
"global context"; this is in contrast to the "local context"
provided by the contextual schemas an agent would use
when acting alone. At any given time, due to features
of the group problem-solving situation, c-schemas representing both global and local context may be in use by
an agent. In our approach, information about the global
group effort has precedence over information about the
local activity of an individual; consequently, c-schemas
related to group activity take precedence over c-schemas
related to local activity. Although powerful individuals
m a y achieve their local goals before the goals given to
them by the group, their ability to do this is derived from
their power in the group—not from simply ignoring the
group.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss two types of
observed patterns in coordinated behavior and how they
can befitinto our schema-based approach.
E x a m p l e 1: Phases of coordinated problem solving. Group problem solving progresses in phases as the
agents move from getting to know each other and understanding the task to dividing the task and actually
performing it (Bales & Strodtbeck, 1951; Mabry, 1975).
These phases can be used to guide the behavior of the
agent and predict the behavior of others. Consequently,
the phases are represented in a p-schema with the scenes:
information-gathering, task-division, and goal-attainment.
However, such a p-schema does more than simply organize related actions into scenes. Each of the p-schema's
scenes also influences how problem solving and communication is conducted during that scene. Consequently, the
current phase of problem solving, represented by the scene
in the organization p-schema that the group is currently
executing, provides a kind of context for problem solving
and communication, and wouldfigureinto the indices the

agent uses to select c-schemas to represent its current situation. This would lead to a c-schema being found representing, for example, "being in the information-gathering
phase of group problem solving". This c-schcma would
recommend or facilitate the selection of actions relating
to providing information that has not yet been requested
by another agent. It would affect problem solving by increasing the priority of goals associated with creating the
overall plan as opposed to satisfying some particular subgoal. W h e n problem solving moves to the goal-assignment
phase, a c-schema representing that phase would be found
and used. Under the direction of this c-schema, priorities
would be lowered for goals to communicate unrequested
information. This would prevent other agents from being
distracted from their assigned task to process incoming
messages. T h e c-schema might also cause agents to lower
the priorities of goals not directly related to their individual tasks.
The use of p-schemas to provide indices for c-schema
selection is new. W e believe that the need for this mostly
arises in cooperative behavior, since this behavior is governed by organization p-schemas which span large periods of time and m a n y actions by m a n y different kinds of
agents. This means that the scenes of such a p-schema
are very general in nature, and that such scenes themselves are important indicators of the agent's context,
unlike scenes of p-schemas related to individual problem
solving.^
Example 2: Chain of command of the agents. A
great deal of attention in C D P S has been devoted to the
way that agents can relate to each other. This is often
called the organization of the agents and refers to the
power structure between the agents (like the organization of a company) instead of to the physical connections
between agents. M a n y organizations have been suggested
ranging from a collective, orflatstructure where all agents
are equal, to master-slave relationships where one agent
has power over another, to hierarchical structures where
agents can have one of several levels of power (e.g., (Malone, 1987)). In hierarchical organizations, agents m a y be
equal to some agents, in a position of power over others
and subordinate to still others. Another way to organize
agents is to allow them to choose the organizational structure which bestfitstheir current situation (Gasser et al.,
1989) so that their relationship with others is dynamic.
The relationship of one agent in a hierarchy to others
affects the nature, method, and timing of problem-solving
actions and communication. T h e relationship can best be
represented by contextual schemas, which we can think
of as organization c-schemas. Although type of organization and an agent's position in it can be used as indices
to the appropriate contextual schema, it is unnecessary
to have a separate contextual schema for each possible
combination of positions in each organization. Instead,
all of the implications of the organizational structure for
the agent's behavior can be captured by using a combination of c-schemas: one representing the kind of organization and others, drawn from c-schemas representing
generic relationships {equality, authority, and subordination), capturing the relationships between the agent and
others in the organization.^ Each of these contexts af'However, in the AUV domain, missions of long duration
may also be represented by p-schemas with some of the same
character, possibly leading to their scenes contributing to the
selection of c-schemas (e.g., for the mission phases of going to
the work site, working, and returning home).
* These contexts could affect the behavior in different de-
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fect behavior differently, but the s u m m e d contributions
from the c-schemas produce behavior appropriate for the
agent's role in the organization.
T h e most obvious example of h o w these contexts can
affect behavior is what happens w h e n one agent needs
help in achieving a goal. W h e n an agent makes a request
of another agent, it is asking that agent to cooperatively
assume some goal. For example, if an agent asks another
to m o v e a rock (like the too-distant rock in the example which opens this paper), the agent wants the other
to assume the goal of m o v m g the rock. Once we view
this request as a new goal for the other agent, it is easy
to see h o w the context will affect the problem solving of
the agent that has assumed the goal. If the receiving
agent's relationship to the other is captured by the cschema representing equality, the agent m a y not change
the priority of the goal at all. If the agent is subordinate
to the other, the priority of the assumed goal will be increased, to reflect the fact that the authority's goals are
more important to the overall problem solving than the
subordinate's goals. If the agent has authority over the
agent making the request, the assumed goal m a y have its
jriority lowered to reflect that the goals of the authority
lave a higher relative priority to the goals of the subordinate. B y changing the priorities based on the context
of relative power, the agents can automatically determine
h o w they should respond to requests from other agents.
T h e relationship between the requesting agent and the
agent which will provide aid can also affect the procedural schema chosen by the requesting agent to effect the
request. If the requesting agent is in control of the other,
it selects a p-schema that simply makes the request; in
this case, the agent assumes that the request wil be carried out unless it is informed otherwise. O n the other
hand, if the agent is in a position of subordination, it is
in a situation similar to that of reasoning under uncertainty. In this case, the p-schema selected should m a k e
the request, then check its environment to see if the goal
has actually been achieved (i.e., the request honored) by
the other agent.
T h e context determined by the organization and an
agent's position in it also affects the p-schemas the agent
chooses to satisfy its goals. So, in our example of needing
to request help from others, w e can expect that each agent
will have several specializations for the general p-schema
for getting help from others. A n agent needing help might,
for example, use a p-schema which simply requests help
without giving any rationale or a p-schema which makes
the request, but in addition gives reasons w h y the help is
requested or arguments for w h y the help should be given.
T h e organization context of the agent, represented by a
c-schema or set of c-schemas, should provide suggestions
about which specialization is appropriate. If the agent is
in a position of authority, it can simply send the message
that requests help. If it is a subordinate or an equal, it
will choose the p-schema which supplies reasons w h y the
other should assume its goal and provide the help.
T h e use of c-schemas to represent organizational information has another important advantage for cooperative
problem solving. It allows the agents' behavior, both individually and collectively, to adapt to situations in which
the organization of the agents needs to be dynamic. T h e
simplest way that our approach supports dynamic organization is that agents can change their view of the organigrees, if necessary. For example, extreme authority (like the
president of a company talking to the mail clerk) may have a
more extreme effect on the context-based decisions.

zational context as easily as they can respond to changes
in their environment (Turner, 1989c); in both cases, features of the changed situation provide indices which allow
the retrieval of c-schemas representing the new situation.
In addition, changes m a y cause the agent to notice, based
on information contained in its contextual schemas, that
an organizational change is needed. In this situation, the
schema-based approach can allow dynamically adjusting
the organization of the problem solvers as well as their
individual problem-solving behavior by changing which
schemas are in use.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have sketched a schema-based approach
to cooperative distributed problem solving. Schemas are
used to represent an agent's knowledge of how to solve
problems, communicate, and interact with other agents
in the C D P S system. Procedural schemas contain knowledge about sequences of actions. They are used to achieve
problem-solving goals, to communicate, and to coordinate
an agent's actions with those of others by providing an explicit structure for global problem solving behavior. Contextual schemas contain knowledge about problem-solving
and organizational contexts. They are used to adjust the
character of an agent's behavior to fit the situation it
is in. Contextual schemas impact the use of procedural schemas, both by helping to select them as well as
by modifying, in a context-specific manner, how they are
applied. Procedural schemas, especially those at the organizational level, impact the use of contextual schemas
by providing indices that help the agent select c-schemas
to represent the context it is in.
One advantage of our approach is that knowledge is organized so as to capitalize on patterns in the world; this
facilitates efficiently bringing the right knowledge to bear
at the right time. Another advantage is that schemas allow predictions to be made about how oneself and others
will behave in the future. These predictions enable agents
to more easily coordinate their actions with those of others. In addition, a schema-based approach to representing
and using organizational knowledge potentially allows a
C D P S system's organizational structure to change as the
situation demands.
This work is still in the early stages of development. As
our work progresses, we will refine and evaluate our ideas
in the domain of multi-AUV systems, both in simulation
and during in-water tests aboard A U V s .
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3

Creativity

What needs to be added to case-based problem-solving to
m a ke it capable of creativity? Consider this example of
creativity concerning the seven-year old niece of the
author:

Creating n e w solutions to problems is an integral part
of the problem-solving process. This paper presents a
cognitive model of creativity in which a case-based
problem-solver is augmented with a set of creativity
heuristics. N e w solutions are discovered by solving a
slightly different problem and adapting that solution to
the original problem. This model has been
in a computer program called
implemented
MINSTREL.

One day, while visiting her grandparents, Janelle
was seated alone at the dining room table, having milk
and cookies. Reaching for the cookies, she accidently
spilled her milk on the table. She decided to clean up
the mess herself.
Janelle went into the kitchen, but there were no
towels or paper towels available. She stood for a
m o m e n t in the center of the kitchen thinking, and then
she went out the back door.
Janelle returned a few minutes later carrying a
kitten. The neighbor's cat had given birth to a litter
about a month ago, and she had been over to play with
the kittens the previous day. Janelle brought the kitten
into the dining room, where he happily lapped up the
spilled milk.

1 Introduction
Creativity is the pinnacle of human achievement.
Intellectual heroes such as Albert Einstein, William
Shakespeare, and T h o m a s Edison are revered for the
originality and beauty of their ideas. But genius is not the
sole province of creativity. W e all create on a daily basis:
w e fix cars using spare change and bailing wire, invent
jokes based on the latest domestic crisis, and m a k e up bedtime stories for our children. The ability to invent original,
useful solutions to problems is a fundamental process of
human thought.
This paper presents a model of creative reasoning as an
extension to problem-solving. W h e n problem-solving fails,
the creative reasoner invents n e w solutions by combining
old knowledge in n e w ways. This model has been
implemented in a computer program called M I N S T R E L ,
which creates stories about King Arthur and his Knights of
the Round Table.

This story illustrates three important features of the
creative process:
(1) Creative solutions are both original and useful
(Koestler 1964; Shouksmith 1970). Janelle's solution is
original because it has significant differences from all other
solutions Janelle knows, and useful because it solves her
problem.
(2) Creativity is driven by the failure of problem-solving
(Weisberg 1986). JaneUe could not use (he plan she k n e w
for cleaning up a spill because no towel was available. In
this case, problem-solving failed because a plan
2 Case-Based Problem-Solving
precondition could not be achieved.
In case-based reasoning, problems are solved by recalling
(3) Old knowledge is used to create n e w solutions
similar past problem situations and applying the solutions
(Koestler 1964; Weisberg 1986). Janelle k n e w that kittens
from those situarions to the current problem (Kolodner
like milk and that she could find a kitten next door. T h e
1987; H a m m o n d 1988; Slade 1991). T h e problem-solver
creative problem-solver must be able to discover
recalls a past problem similar to the current problem,
appropriate old knowledge and apply it in n e w ways to the
adapts the solution from the old problem to the current
current problem.
problem, and then assesses the results.
Janelle's example illustrates that a creative problemThe advantage of case-based problem-solving is that the
solver must be failure-driven, able to use old knowledge in
task of adapting and assessing the recalled solution is
new ways, and able to produce novel and useful solutions.
simple, because the recalled problem is similar to the
current problem. The disadvantage is that case-based
4 Discovering New Solutions
problem-solvers cannot solve a problem which is not
Case-based problem-solving finds solutions by recalling
similar to a previous problem. W h e n a n e w problem is
past problems similar to the current problem. T o discover
encountered the problem-solver has no w a y to invent or
new solutions, the problem-solver must (1) recall a past
discover a n e w solution, and problem-solving fails.
problem different from the current problem and (2) adapt
the solutions from the recalled problem to the current
problem.
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contains both a problem transformation and a specific
adaptation to apply to recalled solutions.
T R A M s are added to the model of case-based problemsolving by augmenting the Recall and Adapt steps. During
problem-solving, a T R A M is selected from this pool and
applied to the current problem. If the T R A M succeeds in
discovering a solution to the problem, problem-solving
succeeds. If problem-solving fails, the current T R A M is
discarded, another selected from the pool of available
T R A M s , and the cycle repeated. The first T R A M selected
from the pool is always TRAM-Problem-Solving, a special
T R A M that implements normal problem-solving by
passing the original problem unchanged to the recall step.

M I N S T R E L implements this process as three part
Transform-Recall-Adapt Methods ( T R A M s ) . "Transform"
takes a problem and changes it into a slightly different
problem. "Recall" takes the n e w problem description and
tries torecallsimilar past problems from episodic memory.
"Adapt" takes the recalled problem solutions and adapts
them to the original problem.
TRAM-Cross-Domain-Solution is an example of a
Transform-Recall-Adapt Method. TRAM-Cross-DomainSolution suggests that a n e w solution to a problem can be
found by translating the problem into a new domain,
solving the problem in that domain, and then translating the
solution back into the original domain.
M I N S T R E L uses TRAM-Cross-Domain-Solution to
create the following story scene:

5 Imaginative Memory

One day while out riding, Lancelot's horse went into
the woods. Lancelot could not control the horse. The
horse took him deeper into the woods. The horse
stopped. Lancelot saw Andrea, a Lady of the Court,
w h o was picking berries.

The central step of the Transform-Recall-Adapt Method is
recalling a solution from episodic memory. But the process
ofrecallingsomething from episodic m e m o r y can itself be
viewed as a problem. What happens if creative problemsolving is used to implement recall?
To do this, the Recall step of each T R A M is modified to
recursively call the creative problem-solving process. To
prevent this from leading to endless recursion, T R A M Problem-Solving is left unchanged, and continues to recall
directly from episodic memory.
To recall something, the problem-solver uses creative
problem-solving with the problem specification "Find
something in episodic m e m o r y that matches these
features." TRAM-Problem-Solving is the first T R A M
used, and passes therecallfeatures unchanged to episodic
memory. If an episode that matches therecallfeatures is
found, problem-solving succeeds, and m e m o r y behaves as
expected.
Something more interesting happens whenrecallfails. If
TRAM-Problem-Solving cannot find an episode in m e m o r y
that matches the recall features, problem-solving fails and a
new T R A M is selected. This T R A M modifies the recall
features and recursively calls the problem-solving process
with the new recall features.
The first T R A M used on this recursive call is again
TRAM-Problem-Solving. If the new features recall an
episode, the episode isreturnedto the previousrecursionof
problem-solving, where it is adapted to the original
problem by the previous T R A M , and recall succeeds. But
because the recalled episode was clianged by the Adapt
portion of the previous T R A M , it is no longer the episode
tliat was found in memory. Recall has succeeded in a
strange way: by recalling an episode that does not exist in
episodic memory.
Episodic m e m o r y has become
imaginative.
Treating recall as problem-solving also enables the
problem-solver to apply multiple transformations to a
problem when necessary. Each time recall fails another
T R A M will be applied to the recall features. In this way, a
number of T R A M s can be successively applied to a
problem. Each T R A M changes the problem in only a small
way, but the cumulative effect m a y be large, enabUng the
creative problem-solver to discover n e w solutions

The original specification for this problem is "create a
scene in which a knight accidently meets a princess."
TRAM-Cross-Domain-Solution m a p s this specification into
the m o d e m domain andrecallsthis story:
Walking The Dog
John was sitting at home one evening when his dog
began scratching at the door and whining for a walk.
John decided to take the dog for a walk. While they
were out, John ran across his old friend Pete, w h o m he
hadn't seen in m a n y years. John realized that he
would never have run into Pete if his dog hadn't
wanted a walk.
This story is adjqjted for the original problem by
mapping the story back into the King Arthur domain,
creating a scene in which Lancelot's horse leads him to
Andrea. The resulting scene is creative because T R A M Cross-Domain enabled the problem-solver to discover a
solution different from the k n o w n solutions.
There are two major benefits to Transform-Recall-Adapt
Methods.
First, T R A M s discover n e w solutions by looking at
slightly different problems. A slightly different problem
shares m a n y of the same constraints as the original
problem, and its solution is likely to have some
applicabibty to the original problem. Looking at slightly
different solutions also simplifies the adaptation process,
since fewer changes will be needed to adapt the solution to
the original problem.
Secotxl, T R A M s further simplify the adaptation task
because the transformation itself can be used to guide
adaptation. K n o w i n g the transformation that led to a
solution, the problem-solver can apply a specific adapation
to reverse the effects of the problem transformation. In the
case of TRAM-Cross-Domain-Solution, the problem-solver
k n o w s to adapt the solution by translating back to the
original problem domain. In M I N S T R E L , each T R A M
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Figure 6.1 M I N S T R E L ' s Process Model of Creativity
significantly different from k n o w n solutions.
There are two advantages to embedding creativity in the
recall process. First, it implements the creative process at a
low cognitive level, making creativity transparently
available to any cognitive process that makes use of
episodic m e m o r y for reasoning. Second, it enables the
recursive use of creativity heuristics, greatly increasing the
power of even simple T R A M s .
6 A Model of Creativity
Figure 6.1 show h o w Transform-Recall-Adapt Methods
and imaginative m e m o r y are integrated into case-based
problem-solving. A n active T R A M controls the Recall and
Adapt steps. The recall step uses imaginative m e m o r y
instead of episodic memory.
The problem-solving cycle begins w h e n a problem
description enters the recall step. Initially T R A M Problem-Solving is in control of the recall and adapt steps.
The original problem description is used to recall previous
similar problem-solving situations from episodic memory.
If recall succeeds, the recalled situations are passed to the
adapt step. Under TRAM-Problem-Solving, no adaptation
is needed because the recalled solutions are very similar to
the original problem, so the recalled solutions are passed
along to the assess step. In the assess step, all active
assessments are applied to the recalled solutions, and if a
solution passes all the assessments, it is output as a solution
to the original problem. This is simply the normal
problem-solving cycle.
If TRAM-Problem-Solving fails, either because no
solutions were recalled or because the recalled solutions
failed assessment, TRAM-Problem-Solving is discarded
and a n e w T R A M selected as the active T R A M . The
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selection of a T R A M is based on the type of problem being
solved and the T R A M s previously used.
The selected T R A M transforms the original problem
specification, creating a n e w problem specification. The
n e w problem specification is passed to imaginative
memory. If recall succeeds, the recalled solutions are
passed to the adapt step, where the active T R A M applies a
specific adaptation which
reverses the
problem
transformation. If recall fails, then imaginative m e m o r y
recursively applies a second T R A M , and the problemsolving repeats at the inferior level.
Adapted solutions are passed to the assessment step. If a
solution passes all assessments, problem-solving succeeds.
If all solutions fail, the active T R A M is discarded, a n e w
T R A M selected, and the Recall-Adapt-Assess cycle
repeats.
7 Creativity in MINSTREL
The primary creative task in storytelling is scene creation inventing story events to achieve a particular storytelling
goal. This section illustrates h o w M I N S T R E L invents
three scenes in which "a knight kills himself."
Initially, M I N S T R E L ' s episodic m e m o r y contains two
story scenes:
Knight Fight
A knight fights a tioll with his sword, killing the
troll and accidently injuring himself.
The Princess and the Potion
A lady of the court drank a potion to make
herself iU.

Using these scenes and three T R A M s , M I N S T R E L
invents three ways for a knight to commit suicide. Figure
7.1 shows an abbreviated trace of M I N S T R E L creating
these three scenes and generating English descriptions.
Except for the deletions marked with "[...]", this trace
appears exactly as produced by M I N S T R E L .

MINSTREL Invention
Initial specification is #(ACT.105):
(A KNIGHT NAMED JOHN DID SOMETHING *PERIOD*
JOHN DIED *PERIOD*)
RAS Cycle: #{ACT.105).
Executing TRAM:GENERALIZE-CONSTRAINT. [1]
Generalizing :OBJECT on #{STATE.112}.
Recalling #{ACT.113}: #{KNIGHT-FIGHT) .
Minstrel invented this story:
(A KNIGHT NAMED JOHN FOUGHT HIMSELF BY MOVING
HIS SWORD TO HIMSELF IN ORDER TO KILL HIMSELF
•PERIOD* JOHN DIED *PERIOD*)
[TRAM Recursion: #{ACT.lll}.]
Executing TRAM:SIMILAR-OUTCOMES.
[2]
Recalling #{ACT.136):
NIL.
[TRAM Recursion: #{ACT.136).]
Executing TRAM:GENERALIZE-CONSTRAINT.
Recalling #{ACT.138}: #(PRINCESS-POTION}.
Minstrel invented this story:
(A KNIGHT NAMED JOHN FOUGHT A DRAGON BY MOVING
HIS SWORD TO IT IN ORDER TO KILL HIMSELF
•PERIOD* JOHN DIED *PERIOD*)
[. . .]
[TRAM Recursion: #{ACT.112).]
Executing TRAM:INTENTION-SWITCH.
[3]
NIL.
Recalling #{ACT.126}:
[TRAM Recursion: #{ACT.126}.]
Executing TRAM: SIMILAR-OUTCOMES .
Recalling #{ACT.128): #(KNIGHT-FIGHT}.
Minstrel invented this story:
(A KNIGHT NAMED JOHN DRANK THE POTION IN ORDER
TO KILL HIMSELF *PERIOD* JOHN DIED *PERIOD*)
[...]

Figure 7.1 Suicide Trace

7.1

TRAM-Generalize-Constraint

dead. TRAM-Generalize-Constraint suggests recalling
scenes in which one of these constraints has been
generalized.
At [1] in Figure 7.1, this T R A M generalizes constraint
(2), creating the specification "a knight killed
something." This recalls the "Knight Fight" episode.
"Knight Fight" is adapted to the current problem by
replacing the troll with the knight, creating a scene in
which a knight kills himself with his sword. T R A M Generalize-Constraint has used previous knowledge about
h o w knights kill monsters to create a scene in which a
knight kills himself.
T w o issues which must be addressed to implement
TRAM-Generalize-Constraint are (1) h o w a feature is
generalized, and (2) h o w a feature is adapted back into the
created scene.
M I N S T R E L uses two methods to generalize a feature.
First, the feature can be completely removed from the
problem specification. This is the broadest possible
generalization and is used to select the feature to be
generalized. However, it is so broad that it often leads to
the recall of scenes which are difficult to adapt to the
original problem. A better generalization would ensure
some similarity between the original feature and the
instantiations of the generalization.
O n e such
generalization is based on class hierarchies.
Qasses group concepts that have m a n y similarities.
The " h u m a n " class groups a variety of characters princesses, knights, kings, and hermits - that have m a n y
similar features. B y generalizing problem features within
classes, M I N S T R E L is more likely to find a useful
reminding.
TRAM-Generalize-Constraint uses class hierarchies to
create generalizations. In the suicide example, the
"knight" feature is generalized to "monster", because
both monsters and knights are in the "Violent Characters"
class. This generalization recalls the "Knight Fight"
episode, in which a knight fights a troll in order to kill the
troll.
The second issue in TRAM-Generalize-Constraint is
adapting the recalled episode to the original specification.
This is achieved by replacing the generalized feature
value with the original feature value throughout the
recalled episode. In the suicide example, the troll in
"Knight Fight" isreplacedwith the knight,resultingin a
scene in which a knight kills himself byfightinghimself
with his sword.
7.2 TRAM-Similar-Outcomes

TRAM-GeneraUze-Constraint suggests that a new
solution to a problem can be found by removing a
solution constraint, solving the n e w problem, and then
adding the constraint back to the n e w solution. For scene
creation, the problem constraints are the features of the
specification.
In this example, there are four constraints: (1) the actor
is a knight, (2) the object of the state is the actor, (3) the
type of the state is health, and (4) the value of the state is
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TRAM-Similar-Outcomes suggests that if an action
results in a particular outcome, it might also result in
similar outcomes. Ifridinga horse can carry a knight to
the castle, thenridinga horse might also carry a knight to
the woods.
At [2] in Figure 8.1, TRAM-Similar-Outcomes
recognizes that being injured is similar to being killed,
and transforms the scene description to "a knight
purposely injures himself." If M I N S T R E L canrecalla

scene which fits this description, it can be adapted to the
current problem by guessing that an action which results
in injury nught alsoresultin death.
However, the description "a knight purposely injures
himself" does not recall either of the episodes in
M I N S T R E L ' S episodic memory. Since recall fails,
imaginative m e m o r y recurses and applies a new T R A M at
the inferior level.
At this new level, M I N S T R E L apphes T R A M Generalize-Constraint to the description "a knight
purposely injures himself" and generalizes the "knight"
feature. This description recalls "The Princess and the
Potion" in which a lady of the court drinks a potion to
make herself ill. This scene is ad£q)ted by T R A M Generalize-Constraint by replacing the "lady of the
court" feature with "a knight,"resultingin a scene in
which a knight makes himself ill by drinking a potion.
This adapted scene isreturnedto the previous level and
is adapted by TRAM-Similar-Outcomes by replacing the
illness with death. This results in a scene in which a
knight kills himself by drinking a potion,fillingthe
original description "a knight kills himself." Note that in
the course of inventing this scene, M I N S T R E L has also
invented the idea of poison - a potion that kiUs.
The main issue in TRAM-Similar-Outcomes is
determining w h e n two outcomes are interchangable.
M I N S T R E L has two methods for deciding this question.
First, M I N S T R E L assumes that if an action can result
in a partial relative change of a state (i.e., drinking a
potionresultsin a partial negative change in health) then
the action can alsoresultin a completerelativechange of
the state (i.e., drinking a potion can make one's health
completely negative).
Second, M I N S T R E L assumes that two outcomes are
interchangable if it canrecallother scenes in which they
are interchangable. M I N S T R E L assumes that if two
outcomes are interchangable in any scene then they are
interchangable in every scene.

useful in a wide variety of situations.
8 Status
MINSTREL is written in Common Lisp and contains
about 11,000 Unes of code and representation.
M I N S T R E L implements twenty-nine T R A M s , twentyeight author-level storytelling plans, and has an initial
m e m o r y of approximately ten story scenes. M I N S T R E L
creates a small number of one-hsdf to one page stories
based on three story themes, invents novel story scenes as
iUustrated in the suicide example, and can do simple
mechanical invention.
9 Conclusions
Case-based problem-solving cannot invent new
solutions to problems. Transform-Recall-Adapt Methods
are heuristics that creates solutions by transforming
problems into n e w problems. W h e n integrated into the
problem-solving cycle, T R A M s give the problem-solver
the ability to invent new solutions and makes creativity
transparently available to any cognitive process that uses
episodic memory. The power and efficacy of T R A M s has
been demonstrated in M I N S T R E L , a computer program
that can tell stories and invent novel story scenes.
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while building the plan [Sacerdoti, 1975]. These planners typically output a partially ordered plan as opposed to a totally ordered one, and consequently the
term nonlinear plan is used. However, the essence of
the nonlineartty is not in the fact that the plan is partially ordered, but in the fact that a plan need not be
a linear concatenation of complete subplans, each for a
goal presumed independent of all others [Veloso, 1989].

Complex interactions among conjunctive goals motivate the need for nonlinear planners. Whereas the literature addresses leastcommitment approaches to the nonlinear planning
problem, we advocate a casual-commitment approach that finds viable plans incrementally. In
essence, all decision points are open to introspection, reconsideration, and learning. In the presence of background control knowledge - heuristic
or definitive - only the most promising parts of
the search space are explored to produce a solution plan eflBciently. A n analogical replay mechanism is presented that uses past problem solving
episodes as background control guidance. Search
efforts are hence amortized by automatically compiling and reusing past experience by derivational
analogy. This paper reports on the full implementation of the casual-commitment nonlinear problem solver of the prodigy architecture. The principles of nonlinear planning are discussed, the algorithms in the implementation are described in
some detail, and empirical results are presented
that illustrate the search reduction when the nonlinear planner combines casual commitment and
analogical replay.

W e advocate a casual commitment approach
[Minton et ai, 1989], as opposed to a least commitment
approach, to the nonlinear planning problem. This
paper reports on the full implementation of a casualcommitment nonlinear problem solver, which we refer
to as NoLlMiT, standing for Nonlinear problem solver
using casual commitment. This work takes context
within the PRODIGY integrated intelligent architecture
[Carbonell et ai, 1990].

Introduction - Why Casual
Commitment
Nonlinear planning was developed to deal with problems like Sussman's anomaly, which could not be solved
by rudimentary linear planners such as STRIPS [Fikes
and Nilsson, 1971, Sussman, 1973]. Least-commitment
planners handle this anomaly by deferring decisions
'This research was supported in part by O N R grants
N00014-79-C-0661 and N0014-82-C-50767, D A R P A contract number F33615-84-K-1520, and N A S A contract N C C
2-463. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors alone and should not be
interpreted as representing the official policies, expressed
or implied, of the U.S. Government, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency or NASA.

N o Limit reasons about totally ordered plans that
are nonlinear, i.e., the plans cannot be decomposed
into a sequence of complete subplans for the conjunctive goal set. At choice points, NoLlMIT commits to
a particular alternative, generating the planning steps
and testing their consequences, while searching for a
solution. All decision points (operator selections, goal
orderings, backtracking points, etc.) are open to introspection and reconsideration. W e claim that nonlinear
planning refers to searching to attain a set of goads,
allowing interleaving of goals and subgoals at different
depths of search. Hence, reasoning about totally ordered plans is not, per se, a characteristic of a linear
planner, as reasoning about partially ordered plans is
not either, per se, a characteristic of a nonlinear planner [Rosenbloom et ai, 199l]. In fact, NoLlMiT generates a partially ordered plan from a totally ordered
solution found, by simply analyzing the dependencies
among the steps, and relaocing unnecessary constraints
[Veloso et ai, 1990].
In a least-commitment planning strategy [Sacerdoti,
1975, Wilkins, 1989], decisions are deferred until forced
by constraints. Typically conjunctive goals are assumed to be independent and worked separately, producing unordered sets of actions to achieve the goals.
From time to time, the plannerfiresplan critics that
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1. Check if the goal statement is true in the current
state, or there is a reason to suspend the current search
path.
If yes, then either, show the formulated plan,
backtrack, or take appropriate action.
2. Compute the set of pending goals Q, and the set of
possible applicable operators A.
3. Choose a goal G from Q or select an operator A from
A that is directly applicable.
4. If G has been chosen, then
• expand goal G, i.e., get the set O of relevant instantiated operators for the goal G,
• choose an operator O from O ,
• go to step 1.
5. If an operator A has been selected as directly applicable, then
• apply A,
• go to step 1.
Figure 1: A Skeleton o/NoLimit's Search Algorithm.

check for interactions a m o n g the individual subpl.uis.
If conflicting interactions are found, the plaiiinT roiiimits to a specific partial ordering that ;ivoids llicsc
conflicts. In cases where actions stay unordered during the entire planning process, afinalpartially ordered
plan is produced. In this strategy, it is NP-hard [Chapm a n , 1987] to determine if a given literal is true at a
particular instant of time while planning, when actions
are dependent on the state of the world, as all paths
through the partial order must be verified.
Using a casual-commitment strategy, in the worst
case, also involves an exponential search over the space
of solutions. N o L l M I T uses control knowledge to reduce this exponential search. Provably incorrect alternatives are eliminated and heuristically preferred ones
are explored first.
The P R O D I G Y architecture is a testbed for exploring
machine learning approaches to automatically acquiring control knowledge. Casual commitment provides a
framework in which it is natural to reason and learn
about the control decisions of the problem solver, as
successful and failed commitments are explored and
can be analyzed. T h e learned control knowledge transforms a simple casual-commitment search strategy into
an efficient one.
In this paper we present h o w w e automatically learn
control knowledge by combining the basic nonlinear
casual-commitment problem solver with an analogical
replay mechanism. T h e derivational analogy learning mechanism presented consists of organizing and
reusing derivational traces of search-intensive problem
solving episodes. These search traces are annotated
with explicit justifications of successful and failed conditions explored by the casual-commitment problem
solver. Subsequent reasoning in similar new problems
is driven by the derivational analogy replay machinery.

T h e algorithm in Figure 1 describes the basic skeleton of N o Limit's search algorithm. D y n a m i c goal selection enables N o Limit to fully interleave plans, exploiting c o m m o n subgoals and addressing issues of resource contention.
T h e different commitments along the search algorithm as presented in Figure 1 m a y lead eventually into
dead-end situations. For example, a failure occurs if w e
reach a subgoal that is unachievable for lack of any relevant operators. N o Limit has several heuristics that
propose suspending a search path under various conditions such as when a path becomes unpromising (goal
and state loop detections) or when a path becomes too
long or costly according to some threshold. U p o n failure, N o L i m i t backtracks to a previous choice point. It
has the ability to call backtracking control knowledge
that select (or reject) particular backtracking points,
thus performing intelligent allocation of resources and
permitting dependency-directed backtracking or other
interesting disciplines [ D r u m m o n d and Currie, 1989,
Anderson and Farley, 1990].

NoLlMiT - The Problem Solving
Algorithm

In order to solve problems in a particular domain,
Control knowledge

PRODIGY mustfirstbe given a domain theory, including a set of operators. Each operator has a precondition expression and a list of effects that describe
how the application of the operator changes the world.
Precondition expressions are well-formed formulas in
a form of predicate logic encompassing negation, conjunction, disjunction, and typed-existential and universal quantification. Regular effects are atomic formulas that describe the literals that are added or
deleted from the current state when the operator is
applied. Conditional effects represent changes to the
world that are dependent on the state in which the
operator is applied [Minton ei al., 1989]. N o L l M i T follows a means-ends analysis backward chaining search
algorithm. N o Limit's nonlinear character stems from
working with a set of goals in this cycle, as opposed
to the top goal in a linearized goal stack.

T h e search algorithm described in Figure 1 involves
several choice points, to wit: the operator to choose
to achieve a particular goal; the bindings to choose
in order to instantiate the chosen operator; the goal to
select from the set of pending goals and subgoals; apply
an applicable operator or continue snbgoaling; suspend
the search path being explored; upon failure, the past
choice point to backtrack to, or the suspended path to
reconsider for further search.
T h e casual-commitment problem solver produces a
complete search tree, encapsulating all decisions explored
right and wrong ones
as well as the final solution. T h e analogical reeisoner uses this information to automatically generate and store annotated problem solving episodes (cases) into a library of solved plans [Carbonell and Veloso, 1988,
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Veloso amd Carbonell, 1991b]. This case-based approach combined with the nonlinear planner allows
past experience to guide the decision points in similar
new planning situations [Veloso and Carbonell, 1990].
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An Example in a Simple Transportation
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Consider a generic transportation domain with three
simple operators that load, unload, or move a
R O C K E T as shown in Figure 2. O f course N o L i M i T
solves m u c h more complex and general versions of this
domjiin. T h e present m i n i m d form suffices to illustrate
the casual-commitment strategy in nonlinear planning
allowing full interleaving of goals and subgoals. In
[Veloso ei ai, 1990] w e show several examples in a complex logistics transportation domain.
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(UNLOAD-ROCKET (MOVE-ROCKET
(LOAD-ROCKET
(params
(params ml)
(params
((obj Object)
(preconds
((obj Object)
(at Rocket locA))
(loc Location)))
(loc Location)))
(preconds
(effects
(preconds
((add
(and
(and
(inside obj Rocket)
(at Rocket locB))
(at obj loc)
(at Rocket loc)))
(del
(at Rocket loc)))
(at Rocket loc A)))))
(effects
(at obj loc))
(inside obj Rocket))(effects
((add
((add
(del
(del
(at obj loc)))))
(inside obj Rocket)))))
FiguTV 2: The ONE-WAY-ROCKET Domain.
The operator MOVE-ROCKET shows that the
R O C K E T can m o v e only from a specific location locA
to a specific location locB. This transforms this current general domain into a O N E - W A Y - R O C K E T domain. A n object can be loaded into the R O C K E T
at any location by applying the operator L O A D R O C K E T . Similarly, an object can be unloaded from
the R O C K E T at any location by using the operator

UNLOAD-ROCKET.
Suppose we want to solve a simple two-object problem. In the initial state objl, obj2, and the R O C K E T
are at location loc A. T h e problem consists in moving
the two objects objl and obj2 to the location locB.
So the goal statement is the conjunction (and (at objl
locB) (at obj2 locB)). Without any analogical guidance
(or other form of control knowledge) the problem solver
searches for the goal ordering that enables the problem
to be solved. Accomplishing either goal individually,
as a linear planner would do, inhibits the accomplishment of the other goal. A precondition of the operator
L O A D - R O C K E T cannot be achieved when pursuing
the second goal (after completing thefirstgoal), because the R O C K E T cannot be moved back to the second object's initial position (i.e. locA). So interleaving
of goals and subgoals at different levels of the search is
needed to find a solution.
N o L l M l T solves this problem, where linear planners
fail (but where of course other least-commitment planners also succeed), because it switches attention to the

mRocxer3
HKOCKCTttA

Figui-e 3: The Complete Conceptual Tree for a Successful
Solution Path. T h e numbers at the nodes show the execution ortler of the plan steps.

conjunctive goal (at obj2 locB) before completing the
first conjunct (at objl locB). This is shown in Figure 3
by noting that, after the plan step 1 where the operator
( L O A D - R O C K E T objl locA) is applied as relevant to
a subgoal of the top-level goal (at objl locB), NoLlMiT
suspends processing and changes its focus of attention
to the other top-level goal and applies, at plan step 2,
the operator ( L O A D - R O C K E T obj2 locA) which is relevant to a subgoal of the goal (at obj2 locB). In fact
NoLlMlT explores the space of possible attention foci
and only after backtracking does it find the correct
goal interleaving. The idea is to learn next time from
its earlier exploration and reduce search dramatically.
A solution to this problem is the plan shown in
Figure 3: ( L O A D - R O C K E T objl locA), (LOADR O C K i:Tobj2 locA) ( M O V E - R O C K E T ) , ( U N L O A D R O C K E T obj2 locB), ( U N L O A D - R O C K E T objl
locB). In [Veloso et ai, 1990] we show the algorithm
that N o Limit uses to further return the partial plan
embedded in this encountered totally ordered plan by
simply analyzing the dependencies among the plan
steps.
Replay by Derivational Analogy
Derivational analogy is a reconstructive method by
which lines of reasoning are transferred and adapted
from .similar earlier problem-solving episodes to the
new problem to be solved [Carbonell, 1986]. The ability to irplay previous solutions requires that the problem solver b e able to introspect into its internal decision cycle, recording the justifications for each decision
during its extensive search process. T h e s e justifications a u g m e n t the solution trace a n d are used to guide
the future reconstruction of the solution for subsequent
problem solving situations w h e r e equivalent justification^ hold true.
In a casual-commitment search approach these justifications arise in a natural w a y , covering the set of
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in the current problem state, it is merely copied, a n d in
case it is not valid the system has three alternatives:
1. Replan at the particular failed choice by establishing the current subgoal by other m e a n s substituting the n e w choice for the old one in the
solution sequence.
2. Re-establish the failed condition by adding it as
a prioritized goal in the planning and, if achieved,
simply insert the extra steps into the solution sequence.
3. A t t e m p t to perform the partially unjustified action anyway; if it is successful, the system interacts with the experimentation m o d u l e to refine its
knowledge according to the experiment.
T h e replay m e c h a n i s m in the context of casual c o m mitment as opposed to least c o m m i t m e n t [ K a m b h a m pati, 1989] allows naturally to combine guidance from
several past problem solving episodes. Replicated
adapted decisions can be interleaved and backtracked
u p o n within the totally ordered reasoning plan. W e
n o w provide examples that illustrate the derivational
analogy replay mechanism in terms of its effect in problem solving search reduction.

successful decisions, and pointing out other failed alternatives also explored [Veloso and Carbonoll, IDUO].
Decision choices according to the algorithm in Figure 1
involve creating goal or operator decision nodes. N o LlMIT m a y either apply an operator whose preconditions are satisfied (if any), i.e. its left hand side is true
in the current state, or continue subgoaling in an unmatched precondition of a different chosen operator.
Figure 4 shows the skeleton of the different decision
nodes. T h e different justification slots capture the context in which the decision is taken and the reasons that
support the choice.
Goal Node Applied Op Node Chosen Op Node
:step
:8tep
:step
:sibling-goal8
:sibling-goal8
:sibling-relevant-ops
sibling-applicable-ops :sibling-appUcable-ops :why-thi8-operator
:why-8ubgoal
-why-apply
:relevant-to
why-thiB-goal
-.why-this-operator
:precond-of
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4' Justification Record Structure: (a) At a Goal
Decision Node; (b) At an Applied Operator Decision Node;
(c) At a Chosen Operator Decision Node.
The step slots show the selection done. The siblingslots enumerate the alternatives to the choice m a d e .
N o L l M i T annotates the reason w h y these alternatives
were not pursued further according to its search experience (either not tried, or abandon due to a described
failure reason). T h e why- slots present the reasons (if
any) the particular decision w a s taken. These reasons
can range from arbitrary choices to a specific control
rule or guiding case that dictated the selection. These
reasons are tested at replay time and are interpretable
by N o L l M I T . Finally the subgoaling structure is captured by the slots precond-of at a goal node and the
slot relevant-to at a chosen operator node.
T h e problem and the generated annotated solution
become a case in m e m o r y . T h e case corresponds to
the search tree compacted into the successful path as
a sequence of annotated decision nodes as presented in
Figure 4. A s w e describe below, a case is not used as
a simple "macro-operator" [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971,
Minton, 1985] as it guides and does not dictate the
reconstruction process. Intermediate decisions corresponding to steps internal to each case can be bypassed
or adapted, if their justifications do not longer hold.
T h e general replay mechanism involves a complete
interpretation of the justification structures in the n e w
context, and development of adequate actions to be
taken w h e n transformed justifications are no longer
valid. W e follow a satisficing paradigm where planning
effort is minimized by recycling as m u c h of the old solution as possible. T h e syntactic applicability of an
operator is always checked by simply testing whether
its left hand side matches the current state. S e m a n tic applicability is checked by determining whether the
justifications hold (i.e. whether there is still a reason to
apply this operator). In case the choice remains valid

Pursuing the One-Way-Rocket Example
Let us return to the O N E - W A Y - R O C K E T p i o h l e m to
illustrate the derivational replay process. While solving the two-object problem, N o L l M i T automatically
annotates the decisions taken with justifications that
reflect its experience while searching for the solution.
A s an example, suppose that the correct decision of
choosing to work on the goal (inside objl R O C K E T )
was taken after having failed when workingfirston (at
R O C K E T locBj. T h e decision node stored for the goal
(inside objl R O C K E T ) is annotated with sibling goal
failure as illustrated in Figure 5. (at R O C K E T locB)
was a sibling goal that was abandoned because N o LlMIT encountered an unachievable predicate, i.e. (at
R O C K E T locA), as there is no operator that moves
the R O C K E T back to locA.
Frame of class goal-decision-node
:step (inside objl ROCKET)
:sibling-goals
(((inside obj2 R O C K E T ) not-tried)
((at R O C K E T locB) (:no-relevant-ops (at R O C K E T locA))))
rsibling-applicable-ops NIL
:why-8ubgoal NIL
;why-this-goal NIL
:precond-of (UNLOAD-ROCKET objl locB)
Etep of next-decision-node (LOAD-ROCKET objl locA)
Figure 5: Saving a Goal Decision Node with its Justifications.
Let N o L l M i T use the two-object problem to guide
similar problems, namely moving three and four objects. W e show the empirical results in Table 1. T h e
solution is replayed whenever the s a m e step is a possible step and the justifications hold. For example, in
using the two-object case as guidance to the three- (or
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four-) object problem, the failure justification for moving the rocket - "no-relevant-ops (at R O C K E T locA)"
is tested and this step is not replayed until all the objects are loaded into the rocket.

7600^

I
New
Prob
2objs
3objs
4objs

Base
Search
4.5s
14.75s
117.5s

- *-

•a NoLimit
/
-* NoLimit + Analogy'

Replayed cases
|
Case
Case
Case
2objs 3objs 4objs
2s
2s
2s
4.75s 3.25s 3.25s
7.75s 7.75s 5.75s

Table 1: Replaying a Justified Past Solution.
The improvements obtained are high as the new
cases are extensions of the previous cases used for guidance. MaLximad improvement is achieved when the case
and the new problem differ substantially (two-objects
and four-objects respectively). W e further show experiments from other two substantially more complicated
domains.

10 15 20 25 30 35 40
N u m b e r of Problems
(a) Process-Job Planning D o m a i n
2500
I
C/)

Process-Job Planning and
Extended-STRIPS Examples

B
- ^

-B NoLimit
/
Hit NoLimit + Analogy /

W e ran N o Limit without analogy over a set of problems in the process-job planning and in the extendedSTRIPS domains ^. W e accumulated a library of cases,
i.e. annotated derivational solution traces. W e then
ran again a new set of problems using the case library

organized as a linear sequence of past problem solving episodes. W e used a direct rudimentary similarity metric [Veloso a n d Carbonell, 1991a] that m a t c h e d
the goal predicates, allowed substitutions for elements
of the s a m e type, a n d did not consider any relevant
correlations. Figures 6(a) a n d (b) s h o w the results for
these t w o d o m a i n s . W e plotted the average cumulative
n u m b e r of nodes searched.
W e note f r o m the results that analogy s h o w e d a n imp r o v e m e n t over basic search both for the process-job
planning a n d scheduling d o m a i n , a n d for the extendedSTRIPS d o m a i n . T h e test problems in these d o m a i n s
are considerably m o r e c o m p l e x than in the simple
transportation problems s h o w n above. H o w e v e r even
the simple similarity metric used can lead to search improvements in the p r o b l e m solver. In [Veloso a n d Carbonell, 1991a] w e s h o w results of further search reduction u p o n using a m o r e sophisticated similarity metric.
T h e s e results illustrate the point that learning from analyzing successful a n d failed choice points reduces the
search effort of the casual-commitment problem solver.

I
5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
N u m b e r of Problems

(b) Extended-STRIPS Domain
Figure 6: Results in the Process-Job Planning and
Extended-STRIPS Domains.
or automatically learned control knowledge in all its
choice points. N o L l M I T efficiently solves problems
in several other different domains, e.g. multi-agent
stripsworld, blocksworld, matrix-algebra, transportation, and process-job planning worlds. The system has
additional features not reported here, such as a sophisticated T M S that enables deduction and control
of beliefs, and a type hierarchy to organize the objects
of the world.
W e showed h o w the casual-commitment planner becomes more efficient by learning by derivational analogy. W e only covered in this paper very briefly the
derivational analogy full mechanism. W e focused on
showing the results obtained in terms of search reduction. O u r current work in analogical problem solving
has new contributions beyond the original derivational
analogy framework as presented in [Carbonell, 1986].
Besides the m e m o r y model under development [Veloso
and Carbonell, 1991a] we refined the initial framework

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we reported on N o Limit as a completely
implemented nonlinear problem solver that uses an informed casual-commitment strategy to guide its search

process. N o L l M i T has the ability to call user-given
'This set is a sampled subset of the original set used by
[Minton, 1988].
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[Kambhampati, 1989] Subbarao Kambhampati. Flexible
Reuse and Modification in Hierarchical Planning: A Validation Structure Based Approach. P h D thesis. Computer Vision Laboratory, Center for Automation Research, University of Maryland, 1989.

in the context of a nonlinear planner. W e deal therefore with a considerably larger space of decisions and
with more complex planning problems.
Previous work in the linear planner of prodigy used
explanation-based learning ( E B L ) techniques [Minton,
1988] to extract from a problem solving trace the explanation chain responsible for a success or failure and
compile search control rules therefrom. T h e axiomatized domain knowledge was also used to learn abstraction layers [Knoblock, 1991], and statically generate
control rules [Etzioni, 1990]. W e are in the process of
extending the nonlinear planner into a hierarchical one
by using Knoblock's abstraction hierarchies. W e are
also analyzing the extension of the E B L and S T A T I C
modules to the nonlinear framework. T h e use of casual commitment as in the linear planner makes the
extension look promisingly successful.

[Knoblock, 1991] Craig A. Knoblock. Automatically Generating Abstractions for Problem Solving. P h D thesis,
School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, 1991. forthcoming.
[Minton et al., 1989] S. Minton, C. A. Knoblock, D. R.
Kuokka, Y. GU, R. L. Joseph, and J. G. CarboneU.
PRODIGY 2.0: The manual and tutorial. Technical Report
CMU-CS-89-146, School of Computer Science, Carnegie
Mellon University, 1989.
[Minton, 1985] S. Minton. Selectively generalizing plans
for problem solving. In Proceedings of AAAI-85, pages
596-599, 1985.
[Minton, 1988] Steven Minton. Learning Effective Search
Control Knowledge: A n Explanation-Based Approach.
P h D thesis. Computer Science Department, Carnegie
Mellon University, 1988.
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Neural M o d e l of T e m p o r a l Sequence Generation
with Interval Maintenance^

DeLiang Wang and Michael A. Arbib
Center for Neural Engineering, University of Southern California
Los Angeles. C A 90089-2520. U S A
this model of S T M are able to learn and reproduce complex
temporal sequences. W h a t distinguishes our model from
others are two basic hypotheses embodied in the model: (1)
W e assume that there is a c o m m o n mechanism to process
both complex sequences and simple sequences; (2)
Reproduction of a component in a sequence is based on
recognition of the context of the component.
Since S T M is modeled by decay, it has a fixed temporal
course, which makes the previous model unable to handle
the time-warp problem. For a solution to the time-warp
problem, w e wish that a network can recognize a timewarped sequence for sequence recognition, whereas for
reproduction w e wish that a network can reproduce a
sequence with the same temporal course as the learned
sequence. This is the central theme of the present paper.

Abstract
Based on an interference theory of forgetting in short-term
memory (STM), we model S T M by a network of neural imits
with mutual inhibition. Sequences are acquired by
combining a Hebbian learning rule and a normalization rule
with sequential system activation. As long as sequences are
acquired, they can be recognized without being affected by
speeds in presentation. The model of sequence reproduction
consists of two reciprocally connected networks, one of
which behaves as sequence recognizers. Reproduction of
complex sequences is shown to be able to maintain interval
lengths of sequence components. A mechanism of degree
self-tuning based on a global inhibitor is proposed for the
model to optimally learn required context lengths in order
to disambiguate associations in complex sequence
reproduction.

A Computational Model of STM

Introduction
A temporal sequence 5 is denoted as: Pi-P2---PN> ^"d the

A model of S T M must provide the following four basic

length of a sequence is the number of components in the
sequence. A n y Pi-Pi+]---Pj, where 1 < i < j <N, is called a

functions:
(1) Maintaining a symbol for a short time period. What
causes forgetting? A n interference theory proposes that other
materials or tasks interfere with m e m o r y and thus cause
forgetting. A decay theory proposes that forgetting occurs
even if the subject had to do nothing over the retention
interval, so long as the subject did not rehearse the material.
(2) Maintaining a number of symbols. Miller (1956) tells
us that the number is about seven. (3) Coding the order of
input symbols. (4) Coding the length of the presentation of
each symbol. T h e function of S T M provides first level
information for solving the time-warp problem. W h e n
learning a sequence, one can recognize it even though each
component of the sequence is presented at considerably
different intervals. This function is called interval
invariance. Yet, a professional musician can recall a
multiple-page score, reproducing almost exactly the
memorized length of each note. This function is called
interval maintenance.
O u r previous model cannot code the length of each
symbol presentation, and therefore cannot solve the timewarp problem. Furthermore, the model conforms with the
decay theory of forgetting, whereas the current majority
view seems to be that, although some decay m a y occur, the
amount of forgetting caused by decay is substantially less
than the amount caused by interference (Murdock 1987).
Our following model is based on the interference theory.
Let us assume that there are n m e m o r y units, numbered
1, 2,.... n, with each unit inhibited by all the other units.

subsequence of S. If S contains repetitions of the same
subsequence, like A - B in C-A-B-D-A-B-E, it is called a
complex sequence, otherwise a simple sequence. In complex
sequences, the correct successor can be determined only by
knowing a subsequence prior to it. W e refer to the prior
subsequence required to cue unambiguousely the current
symbol Pi in S as the context of p/, and the length of the
context as the degree of p/. The degree of a sequence is the
m a x i m u m degree of its components.
Neural networks to reproduce a temporal sequence of
input stimuli have been previously studied by a number of
investigators (among others see Grossberg 1969; Dehaene,
Changeux, & Nadal 1987; Kuhn, van H e m m e n , & Riedel
1989). In most of these models, reproduction of complex
sequences poses great difficulty. Recently, w e have proposed
a n e w mechanism for learning temporal sequences (Wang &
Arbib 1990) in which w e model S T M by units comprising
recurrent excitatory connections between two local neuron
populations. Each neuron population is represented by a
single quantity corresponding to localfieldpotential. The
activity induced by an input signal to a unit oscillates with
damping. B y applying a Hebbian learning rule at each
synapse and a normalization rule a m o n g all synapses to a
unit, w e have demonstrated that the neural networks with

^ The research described in this paper was suported in part by
grant no. IROl N S 24926 from the NIH (M.A.A, PI).
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as shown in Fig.l. Each unit receives an external input £/,
which is 1 so long as the external input is on and 0
otherwise. The internal state of unit /, S(, is defined as

si(0 = { l

i{Ei(t)=l,Ei(t-l)=0
otherwise

(1)

simultaneous inputs by a competitive network). A n y n e w
item input to S T M decrements the excitation levels of all
active units in S T M . Therefore S T M can at most code T
items so that T is the capacity of the S T M model. A
symbol gets lost from the S T M model because there are
other m o r e recent symbols input into the model,
conforming with the interference theory. The order of input
symbols is coded since the larger the excitation level of a
unit, the more recent is the symbol represented by the unit.
Finally, the length of a symbol's presentation is reflected by
the time period while the corresponding external input is
on, and its coding will be given later.
Layer^
(detector layer)

I

^
Figure 1. Diagram of the S T M model. Each unit projects
and inhibits all the other units in the model. Shown in the
figure is only outgoing projections from one unit. Minus
sign indicates inhibition.

Layer;
(input layer)

From the definition we can see that the internal state is
activated only by the beginning of an external input. The
excitation level of each unit has value range {0, 1,.... T ) ,
and is defined as

(T
Xi(t) = Xi(t-l) - 1
[xi(t-l)

i{Si(t)=l
i{xi(t-l)>0,yi(t)=l

Figure 2. Architecture for complex sequence
reproduction. Within layer f (the input layer), every unit
inhibits every other one to form the S T M model shown in
Fig.l. Within layer |(the detector layer), all units project
to a global inhibitor which further projects back to them.
Plus sign indicates excitation, and minus sign indicates
inhibition.

(2)

otherwise

where >>/ represents overall inhibition that unit / receives
from the other units, formulated as

Network Architecture

OY

yi(t) = / ( X 'iO-J) - 1)

From the above definitions w e see that whenever Si(t) =
1, xi(t) is brought to its highest value T and unit i is

The structure of the model for sequence reproduction has
two layers, as shown in Figure 2. Layer C^s called the input
layer, which basically serves as a S T M model shown in
Fig.l. Multiple occurences of a particular symbol in a
sequence is represented by one single unit in this layer, so
different units represent different spatial patterns in layer ^.

activated. If any of the units is activated, the inhibition that
it exerts on the rest of the network will drive all other active
units, i.e. those whose excitation levels are larger than 0,
down to the next lower level.
This model satisfies the above four requirements for an
adequate S T M model. It preserves a symbol on a unit whose
excitation level codes the item. Let us assume that external
inputs arrive at S T M serially (it is easy to serialize

Units in layer ^ function as sequence detectors, and there is a
global inhibitor within this layer (see footnote 2). These
units recognize the contexts of individual components in a
sequence, and anticipate the occurence of these components.
Layer ^connects with layer ^^bidirectionally, and before
training connections between them are complete. T h e
projections s h o w n in Fig.2 depict what results from
training, such that unit i in layer ^ receives projections only

with

if ;c > 0
otherwise

(4)

from those units in ^that represents symbols in the context
•^ Since the weights of inhibitory connections are the same, the
mutual inhibitory connections can be replaced by an global
inhibitor. A n global inhibitor can reduce the number of
connections by one order of magnitute, but results in a less
reliable system due to information centralization in the
inhibitor.
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detected by unit i, and unit; in layer ^only receives units in
^ that anticipate the occurence of the symbol represented by
unity. This resulted connection pattern is formed through
learning. During the training process, a sequence with

various component intervals is presented to layer C- At the

Viyo = wyt-l) + Ci s^M) Mxjrit), di)

end of each component presentation, a unit in layer ^ is
randomly selected (but fixed in successive trainings) to fire.

'^

^

n

m

^

(8)

The recurrent connections from layer 4 to layer ^are formed
according to a Hebbian rule as following. If unit i in layer ^
(recorded as </, C>) and unit; in layer ^ (recorded as </, ^>)
are firing simultaneously then a connection link from <j,
^> to </, C> is established, and its weight will be defined
later. All connection weights from units in ^ to ones in ^
are initially zero.
W e proposed in the previous paper ( W a n g & Arbib 1990)
that a unit w a s represented by an expanded network, such
that it has multiple terminals to hold different occurences of
a symbol. Each terminal directly connects to other units,
and thus a unit has multiple channels to connect to another
unit. T h e following description combines this idea for
solving the overwriting problem with the n e w S T M model.
Suppose unit <j", C> has m terminals, and the excitation
level of its rth terminal is represented by Xjy. T h e S T M
model (Eq.l through Eq.4) and the definitions of £,, s,-, and
yi remain the same except
\i Si(t)=\,r=\
xir(0 = <

Xir(t-l) - 1

iisi(t)=\,r>\^ir.i(t-l)>Q
i{Si(t)=0^ir(t-l)>0,yi(t)=l

(5)

otherwise
T h e global inhibitor in layer ^ receives input from all
units in the layer and projects back to them. A degree
parameter dj is introduced for </, ^>, and it affects the
dynamics of the internal state of </, <^> in the following

M r=l
where C,- is a gain factor of learning. T h e effect of learning
on the detector is to change the distribution of all weights
to that unit, so it is reasonable to assume that initially all
weights arc set equal.
Since without a further activation the excitation level of
a unit in layer ^ is monotonically decreasing, the formal
analysis in our previous paper ( W a n g & Arbib 1990)
applies. In particular, if the threshold of unit </, ^> in (6)
is set as

(?)
then the result of training is to build up activity so as to
fire the detector by the presentation of a specific
subsequence. Furthermore, after the detector has learned the
sequence (simple or complex), only presentation of that
sequence induces the m a x i m u m activity on the detector unit,
regardless of presentation speed of the sequence. T h e idea
behind this interval invariance is that during presentation of
a sequence component, only the beginning portion of
presentation is captured by the recognition model (cf. Eq.l),
and therefore it does not matter h o w long that presentation
lasts. Separation of effective input from external input is an
intrinsic property of the S T M model, which exhibits
differences in computational power resultingfi-omdifferent
models of basic brain processes like S T M .

way
Degree Self-tuning
Let the activity of the global inhibitor of layer ^ b e

sf(t) =/(£ £ W'.j h(xj/t-l). di) + iJU-l) - T<) (6)

represented by z, and q represent the number of units in

j=l r=l

layer ^. Variable z is defined as
h(x..y)=

i{ X > T - y
{

otherwise

(7)

where label ^ in (6) indicates layer ^, x.y is the excitation

level of the rth terminal of unit <j, C>. and W^. representsand therefore the inhibitor will be activated if there is mor
than one unitfiringsimultaneously in layer ^. According to
the connection weight from the rth terminal of unit <y, (>
(6), the internal state s^(t) can be triggered either by syst
to <i, ^>. Symbols n and m stand for the number of units
I
and the n u m b e r of terminals for each unit in layer f
input (called attention) through Ir(t-l) or by input signals
respectively. T h e domain ofrf/is {1,2, ..., T ] . Through
function h(x, y) the role of d/ is to gate in certain excitation

from layer ^. The latter is called anticipation. What the

levels of units in layer ^ Obviously, the larger isrfj,the

inhibitor actually does is to detect conflicts a m o n g those
detectors in layer £,. Since system attention is always

more items can </, ^ > sense from layer C- Learning, or

sequential, the inhibitor can only be activated by conflicting
attention and anticipation or just by conflicting anticipation
of the detector layer.

modification of connection weights W.., follows a Hebbian
rule and a later normalization as follows
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Degree d/ 0 = 1,.... q) is initially set to 1. Self tuning of
di is done according to

input of the unit corresponding to that component equals 1.
This is equivalent to the period when the excitation level of
the unit equals T. In sequence reproduction, a unit in layer ^
detects the onset of the context of a component in order to
trigger that component in the reproduction process. In 5 ^

diU) = di(t-l) + 1 i{s^(t-l)=\,z(t)=],di(i-l)<r (11)

above, for example, there is a detector in layer ^ that is
that is, the degree of </, <^> increments if this unit together
with other units causes activation of the global inhibitor. If
the degree of </, ^> increments, there will be one more
item from the input layer that can be sensed by <j, ^>.
Thus the previously learned weight distribution to the unit
(see Eq. 8) will have to change its direction of distribution.
In the situation, the model re-initiates the weight

trained to detect the context D-A-B-A and to anticipate the
onset of symbol E. According to the model, after training
this detector is activated just one time step after the second
A starts to occur (see Eq.6). But E should not be triggered
until the whole interval of the A occurrence has elapsed.
The idea for interval maintenance is to code intervals by
connection weights from the detector layer to the input

layer. Since the backward projections from layer (^ to f are
many-to-one correspondence, the interval of a symbol
presentation can be simply coded as the reciprocal of the
according to (9) based on the new value of rf/. From (6), (7)
corresponding connection weight, so that temporal
and (8), it is clear that if di(t) grew larger than T, the S T M
integration of the entire interval is required to trigger the
capacity of layer C, it would be equivalent to that di(t) = T
next component.
in the dynamics of the internal state and weight distribution
In general, one interval series of presentation m a y be
different from another one. In order to cope with this
of <i,^>. That is w h y di(t) has an upper limit of T.
situation, instead of storing one interval directly in a
A computer simulation of the model was conducted for
weight, two parameters are stored in the connection
reproducing a complex sequence 5^: J-B-A-C-D-A-B-A-E-Fterminal, one is an average n of different training intervals
A-B-A-G-H-A-B-A-H-I. Learning a complex sequence is
slower than learning a simple sequence, because the
and another is a deviation a^. During reproduction of a
complex sequence needs dynamically increasing the degrees
sequence, a Gaussian number is generated based on ^ and
of certain detectors, and each time such self organization is
cr, to control a specific interval. Each generated interval
done earlier training of those detectors has to be discarded.
will also modify ii and a ^ like a presentation interval.
Roughly speaking, time required for training increases
Therefore, learning is nothing but formation of ^ and cr^.
linearly with the degree of a sequence. It took 18 training
Let ei represent the interval of the I'th presentation of a
u-ials before the model learned to reproduce S^, whereas 6
distribution to <i, B> and threshold F. is also modified

trials suffice to reproduce a simple sequence. The degree
vector acquired by the degree self-tuning mechanism is {1,
2, 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 2} for those
detectors. The ninth component E , for example, requires to
memorize the prior subsequence of 4 components D-A-B-A
in order to be generated; and the second component B ,
however, only requires to m e m o r i z e the previous
component / in order to be generated.
The above neural algorithm optimally identifies amount
of context required to reproduce any complex temporal
sequence unambiguously. T h e same problem of finding
minimum amount of context has been studied by Kohoncn
(1987) for producing unambiguous inference rules in
sequence generation. T h e proposed solution relies on
explicit rules for resolving inference conflicts. A basic
difference of our proposal from his is that w e do not resort
to any external rules. Units representing symbols and
detectors in our model are connected in a neuron-like
manner, and communication a m o n g units is typically
neural.

symbol. T w o factors are taken into consideration for
forming n and o^. First, each interval should contribute a
certain amount. This is called an averaging factor. Second, a
recent interval should have more impact than a remote one.
This is called a recency factor. These two factors are
embodied in the following learning rules.
H l = ej
(12)

where P is the recency parameter ranging between 0 and 1,
which describes that except the first interval the most recent
interval has a constant amount of contribution, regardless of
the presentation history.
The following recurrence learning rule for the deviation
can be derived from (12)
ctJ = 0
(13)

Interval Maintenance
In our model, the interval length of a component
presentation is the time period during which the external

, and it is easy to see thatct,= 0, if ej = ... = e/^.
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S BFigure 3. Reproduction of the complex sequences^; J-B-A'C-D-A-B-A-EF-A-B-A-G-H-A-B-A-H-I. The interval series
{9,3,6,9,5,9,7,3.6.4,9,4,5,8,5,4,5,3,7,8} was first randomly generated, and fixed in subsequent training trials. All units in
layer f have 3 terminals, and C,- = 0.3. The other parameters are )3 = 0.3, and 7 = 7.
With the learning rule of (12) and (13), interval
maintenance defined above is thus achieved. A computer
simulation of the model w a s conducted to reproduce the
complex sequence S^. A s previously stated, the model took
18 training trials to leam the sequence. T h e number of trials
is basically decided by requirement of degree self-tuning.
After learning, the entire sequence with various interval
lengths w a s able to be reproduced by the initial context of
the sequence, subsequence J in this case. Fig. 3 presents the
simulation result, which contains a temporal course of the
last training trial together with the reproduction process.
Since in this simulation the speed of presentation is the
same from one trial to another, the acquired deviation for
every link interval is zero. Therefore the time course of the
sequence is faithfully preserved in reproduction.
In s u m m a r y , this article presents a neural model of
temporal sequence reproduction, which is based on an
interference model of short-term memory. T h e model of
neural circuit proposed reproduces any complex temporal
sequence which m a y be distorted in time (time-warped). The
n e w abilities demonstrated in this paper, particularly
interval maintenance, demonstrate that a dramatic difference
in computational power could be lead to by results from
basic studies of cognitive science.
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Abstract

T o address this gap w e propose a family of inductive methods, called the 7-continuum, that can be thought of in several
ways:

Probabilistic models of pattern completion have several advantages, namely, ability to handle arbitrary conceptual representations including compositional structures, and explic• From the associationist point of view, a functional specifiitness of distributional assumptions. However, a gap in the
cation for a class of pattern completion models.
theory of induction of priors has hindered probabilistic modeling of cognitive generalization bitises. W e propose a fam• From the learning point of view, a non-Bayesian inductive
ily of methods parameterized along a value 7 that controls
learning m e t h o d for a probabilistic inference engine. A n
the degree to which the probability distribution being ininductive bias is determined by a set of abstractive reladuced generalizes from the training set. The extremes of the
tions.
7-continuum correspond to relative frequency methods and
extreme m a x i m u m entropy methods. T h e methods apply
• From the probability theory point of view, a method for
to a wide range of pattern representations including simple
generating priors from a training set. T h e method incorfeature vectors as well as frame-like feature D A G s .
porates an a priori abstractive bias that causes the model
to m a k e generalizations.
Introduction
Our driving application is probabilistic pattern completion
The motivations for this work arise from the shortcomings
to support integrated natural language parsing and semantic
of existing theoretical frameworks in two fields:
interpretation, where the patterns combine lexical, syntactic,
and semantic structures. In a probabilistic pattern comple• Many neural network pattern completion models have the
tion model, the input is an abstract or partial pattern, and
desirable characteristic of being inherently biased to genthe task is to select the most probable complete pattern.
eralize from training data. T w o drawbacks, however, are:
T h e proposed methods are moreflexiblethan neural net(a) frequently there are no clearly specified desiderata o n
works with respect to representation constraints; concepts
the nature of statistical distributions to be learned by a
need not be represented as feature vectors, but only need
neural net, and (b) w e are currently unable to efficiently
to satisfy a weaker semi-lattice constraint, explained berepresent compositional structures as feature vectors.^
low. Limited forms of compositional conceptual structure
are permitted. A t the same time, the nature of the proba• Probabilistic and statistical inductive models, being symbility distributions that can be learned is clearly formulated,
bolic, can easily handle compositional structures. H o w and these distributions are better for modeling generalizaever, there is a lack of models that can be biased to genertion from a training set than either relative frequency or
alize from training data; specifically, the most c o m m o n
m a x i m u m entropy priors.
methods for inducing prior probability distributions—
Our proposalfillsa gap in the existing theory of probabilrelative frequency priors and m a x i m u m entropy priors—
ity distribution induction. However, it is not intended that
are inadequate.
the distributions generated by our methods necessarily be
evaluable
by computationally tractable means. T h e meth'This paper hjis benefitted greatly from helpful discussions with
Terry Regier and Steve Omohundro, and I a m grateful to M^lrti Hearst ods are information-theoretic functional specifications, for
for implementing code to generate the induced distributions. Thauiks towhich different approximation heuristics m a y be appropriate
Nigel Ward for proofreading, and also to Robert Wilensky, Jerome Feld-depending upon the domain.
man, and the members of the BAIR ^lnd Lq seminars. This research was
sponsored in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency P a t t e r n S t r u c t u r e a n d t h e A b s t r a c t i o n S p a c e
(DoD), monitored by the Space 2md Naval Warfare Systems C o m m a n d
W e shall only consider examples where the patterns (inunder N00039-88-C-0292, the Office of Naval Research under contract
stances) are encoded using feature-vector and feature-DAG
N00014-89-J-3205, and the Sloan Foundation under grant 86-10-3.
A number of recent proposaJs employ recurrent nets to achieve "dy- (frame-like) representations, though the internal structure of
namic compositionality" that csui sequentially "'expand out" composi- patterns is of no consequence to the inductive methods and
tional structures (e.g., Pollack 1989, 1990), but there is httle consensus
m a n y other representations could be used as well. T h e set
as to the limits of such approeiches.
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Figure 2: Semi-lattices for (a) incomplete feature abstraction,
(b) position-insensitive feature abstraction.
of possible patterns m u s t be finite (though arbitrarily large)
and forms the space of simple events. T o perform pattern
completion using probabilistic inference, w e need to k n o w
the probability distribution over these events.
C o m p o u n d events constitute abstractions over groups of
patterns. Note that all patterns are defined to be simple
events; c o m p o u n d events or abstractions are not proper patterns, but partial or incomplete patterns. This usage should
not be confused with the conventional A I use of the notion
of abstraction as an epistemologiceJ relationship between two
concepts.
T h e shape of the abstraction hierarchy is determined by
a set of abstractive relations. Figure 1 shows, for 2- and
3-bit vector patterns, the hierarchy determined by a featureabstractive relation that substitutes "x" or "don't care" bits
for feature values. T h e leaf nodes are complete patterns (simple events); the internal nodes are incomplete patterns (comp o u n d events).
In a pattern completion task, the input is an internal node
representing an abstract or partial pattern. T h e task of completing the pattern corresponds to selecting the m o s t probable leaf node (complete pattern) under the internal node.
(The term "simple event" is s o m e w h a t counterintuitive w h e n
speaking of complete patterns, which are m o r e fleshed out
than incomplete ones.)
Minimal constraints are imposed on the shape of the abstraction space. In fact, the only constraint is that the abstractive relations m u s t determine a semi-lattice hierarchy,
m e a n i n g that for any two concepts there m u s t be a unique
least upper b o u n d (most specific c o m m o n ancestor). Figure 2 shows other useful examples of abstractive relations.
T h e sorts of patterns that motivated development of the
7-continuum are m o r e complex than feature-vectors. These
patterns, which derive from semantic network and predicate logic languages, can be represented as feature-DAGs,
and allow compositional structures and variable unification.
Figure 3 shows t w o (complete) patterns that demonstrate
h o w feature-DAG representations can be used (the details
are unimportant here). A n example of a feature-DAG representing plan decomposition is s h o w n in (a). For our parsing
and interpretation application, a sample feature-DAG for the
nominal c o m p o u n d weekend guest is s h o w n in (b). Details
on h o w w e m a p unification-grammar structures into feature-

fUSI
Figure 3: Feature D A G s (see text).

6J

A

A

Figure 4: Semi-lattice for a feature-DAG pattern space. The leaf
nodes (shaded) are the simple events. Here each feature-DAG
is restricted to depth 2 and branch factor 2; there are only two
concepts a and 6, and a is superordinate to h; and there are two
primitive roles x and y that combine to form a third composite
role z.
D A G s (for a simpler probability model) are given in an earlier
paper ( W u 1990).
Given these sorts of feature-DAG patterns. Figure 4 shows
the semi-lattice determined by the abstractive relations we
use for our parsing and semantic interpretation model, making some simplifying restrictions. T h e abstractive relations
determine h o w to generate all the ancestors of any pattern.
T h e four relations used here are: superordinate concept substitution (an ancestor can be generated by replacing any concept with a superordinate concept), s u b - D A G partition (an
ancestor can be generated by extracting any partition that
is itself a D A G ) , concept unification option (an ancestor can
be generated by adding an option to unify any two compatible concepts), and role de-unification option (an ancestor
can be generated by adding an option not to unify the primitive roles comprising a composite role). These abstractive
relations m a k e it possible to represent such things as the
conditional probability of two roles orfillersbeing unified,
something feature-vector models have difficulty with.
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I n d u c t i v e M e t h o d s for P r o b a b i l i s t i c M o d e l s ing set permits no generalization. Yet h u m a n learners genThe problem of inducing probability distributions from a eralize. Neural network research has demonstrated, for a
finite sample, or training set, has a long history. In the number of different neural models, plausible ways in which
past, m u c h debate about the validity of various proposals generalization biases can be inherent, e.g., restricting hidhas arisen from different interpretations of probai)ility the- den layer sizes. This is actually a stronger version of the
ory (see Weatherford 1982; Hacking 1975; Mortim.T 1988; first problem; the reason w e do not want zero probabilities
Cheeseman 1985). Probability theory, as a mathematical assigned to novel events is that some generalization ought
framework, can legitimately be appropriated for different to occur and thus give nonzero probabilities to novel events.
purposes, so long as the interpretation is m a d e clear. Three N o n e of Carnap's methods perform generalization: an event
of the main schools are subjective probabilities, which denote in the training set never raises the probability for other simdegrees of belief; relative frequency probabilities, which de- ilar events. T h e probability for the best interpretation of
note real-world physical properties; and logical probabilities, weekend guest should not only be nonzero, but in fact should
which are purely logical relations. T h e acquisition of priors be greater than that of any other interpretation, because of
is a problem that plagues all probabilistic inference mecha- its similarity to other events that are in the training set such
nisms, including the widely used Bayesian networks (Pearl as, say, holiday visitor.
O f the methods for inducing priors that allow generaliza1988; natural language interpretation is done by G o l d m a n &
Charniak 1990), but little if any work has attempted to in- tion, m a x i m u m entropy has been the most popular method
terpret the priors as a model of the a priori cognitive biases (Cheeseman 1987; Jaynes 1979). Given some set of probabilities for c o m p o u n d events (joint probabilities), the probathat give rise to generalization tendencies.
Assume w e have a probabilistic pattern completion engine. bilities for simple events are computed by choosing the disW h a t should its priors be, i.e., what is a legitimate source tribution that maximizes an entropy measure
c
of initial probabilities? A n y set of priors incorporates biases;
there is no such thing as absolutely uninformative priors.
(Equiprobability a m o n g all events is deceptive: splitting any «=i
one event into two causes all other probabilities to be revised while still satisfying the given joint probability constraints.
for no logically justifiable reason.)
In other words, what m a x i m u m entropy does isfillin probHowever, the fact that priors incorporate a bias is a plus abilities to complete the joint distribution, given constraints
rather than a negative, given that our purpose is to model hu- on the values for s o m e of the probabilities. There are
m a n inductive generalization. T h e important thing is just to information-theoretic arguments that this method minimizes
match the model's bias as closely to a human's as possible.^ the amount of information assumed. M a x i m u m entropy
This puts our use of probability in the subjectivist school, methods do not specify whether joint probabilities are relrelated to logical probabilities but outside the relative fre- ative frequencies, but this is usually assumed.
quentist school. W e n o w examine w h y two of the most comT h e problem with using m a x i m u m entropy methods for
monly used methods for establishing priors are not suitable generalization is that they do not specify h o w to choose which
for our purpose.
c o m p o u n d events to assign probabilities to. Training sets
There are two main problems with setting the prior dis- contain simple events, not c o m p o u n d events. T h e relative
tribution equal to the relative frequency distribution in the frequency distribution for the simple events fully determines
training set. T h efirstproblem holds for both subjective and the joint distribution for c o m p o u n d events—there is no room
logical probability models: any event not in the training set is for making generalizations. In order to get generalizations,
assigned zero probability. For example, in our nominal com- some of the simple events' probabilities must be discarded
pound interpretation domain, m a n y nominal compounds like (as well as some of the c o m p o u n d events' probabilities, for
weekend guest are novel constructions one would not neces- even more generalization) and then recomputed by maxisarily expect in a training set. Nonetheless, a nonzero prob- m u m entropy. (This is generalization because, for example,
ability should be assigned to the best interpretation. T h e if for some c o m p o u n d event, m a x i m u m entropy replaces all
major contribution of Carnap's (1952, 1962) classic work on its simple events' probabilities with equal probabilities, and
logical probability is a solution to the zero-probability prob- the simple events originally had different training set frequenlem, called the A-continuum of inductive methods. This is cies, effectively a single generalization about all the simple
a family of methods for inducing a prior distribution from a events comprising the c o m p o u n d event is made.) M a x i m u m
sample (training set), parameterized by A. H A = 0 the priors entropy does not specify which probabilities to discard, and
are exactly the relative frequencies, but if A > 0 there are no depending on this, different generalizations will be made. In
nonzero prior probabilities. At A = oo equiprobable priors the extreme, if all relative frequencies are discarded, m a x are assigned to all simple events, and there is no sensitivity i m u m entropy makes all simple events equiprobable; this
to the sample.
is extreme over-generalization because it generalizes every
The second problem holds for subjective probability m o d - training event to all other simple events.
els: using the relative frequency distribution from the trainW h a t we propose is a continuum of methods that vary
^It is beyond our present scope to offer methodologiccd guidelines according to a parameter 7 that controls h o w m u c h generalization occurs. T h e extreme ends of the continuum turn out
for matching biases.
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Figure 5: Effect of a training instance 010 for (a) 7 = 0.5, (b) 7 = 1, and (c) 7 = 2.
to b e the s a m e as Carnap's A-continuum. However, where A
dictates the degree of sensitivity to the training set, 7 dictates the degree of generalization from the training set. A t
7 = 0 n o generalization is done a n d the priors are the relative frequencies, a n d at 7 = 00 w e get the m a j c i m u m entropy
over-generalization extreme.

proportion that depends o n logical distance. For each training instance <„ that is a simple event qj, if the proportion
of the "unit" given to the simple event is Uj, then the proportion u, given to any other simple event qi satisfies the
constraint
^ _ 2-''(?..«>)/-^
Uj

T h e 7-continuum of M e t h o d s
Let us first examine the extreme-case behavior. At 7 = 0,

Denote the set of concepts or simple events by Q =
Ui/uj = 0 and so u^ = 0 for all i ^ j and Uj = 1, thus
{?i, 92, • ••, 9c}, and let X be a random variable with values

degenerating into the relative frequency method. A t 7 = 00,
ranging over Q . Given a training vector T = (<i,<2, • • -.^n)
Ui/uj = 1 and so u,- = Uj for all i, thus incrementing every
where ti G Q ,
simple event equally, regardless of w h a t the training instance
is.
Pi %' Pr{X = «.) 'i' 1 Yl "orm[2-<'(«-'")/^]
N o w consider again the simple binary-tree space, and exn=l
amine the effect of a single training instance 010 assuming 7 = 1 as in Figure 5(b). T h e greatest proportion is
where norm means normalization to 1 as follows:
uoio = 0.4, followed by a lesser proportion for the closest
simple event uoii = 0.2, a still lesser proportion for uqoo =
"001 = 0.1, and finally uioo = uioi = " n o = «iii = 0.05.
^' - AT 2 ^ r
Figures 5(a) and (c) show h o w the value of 7 controls the degree to which the "unit" is "smeared" toward progressively
a n d d{qa,qb) is the logical distance between t w o simple
dissimilar families of events; the m o r e "smear", the more
events. T h e logical distance derives from the bias given by
generalization.
the abstractive relations. It is defined in terms of the logical
A s a slightly m o r e complex example, consider again the
class cardinality
pattern space of Figure 4. A training set containing 100 instances w a s used. Figure 6 compares generalization behavlcc(qa,qb) = \leaves{lub{qa,qb))\.
ior for three different values of 7. In (a), 7 = 0 and so the
distribution is exactly the relative frequency of the training
The logical distance is then
instances. T h e non-uniform smoothing of the distribution in
(b) and (c) shows the effect of the abstractive bias.
d{qa,qb) = log2ilcc{qa,qb)) = log2\leaves(lub{qa,qb))\.
T h e joint probability for any c o m p o u n d event is just the
s u m of all its simple events' probability. If a c o m p o u n d event
For e x a m p l e , consider the simple binary-tree space f r o m
Figure 2(a). T h e least upper b o u n d /u6(000,001) is OOx, is comprised of a set of simple events {si, S2,..., Sr} where
which has only the t w o leaves 000 a n d 001. T h u s the logical Si E Q , then
class cardinality /cc(000,001) = 2, a n d the logical distance
d ( 0 0 0 , 0 0 1 ) = 1. Similarly, the logical distance <i(000,100) =
/o^jS = 3. ( T h e logical distance between a node a n d itself
is always /o^jl — 0 ) ^^ •'he general case, logical distances
for semi-lattices are usually non-integers; in Figure 4 the
logical distance between the two leaves m a r k e d with asterisks
is log^QIntuitively, logical distances encode a n a priori semantic
distance metric from the built-in inductive bias set u p by the
abstractive relations. In relative frequency methods, each
time a simple event occurs in the training set, its frequency
is incremented by 1. W e can view this as adding one "unit
of count" to the simple event. T h e 7-continuum m e t h o d s
instead distribute the "unit" a m o n g all simple events, in a

r

P r { X € {si, sz,..., Sr}) =

2-d(»„tn)h
1 ^
^
N
^
«'=i . „t1 [ E L i 2-''(-.*»)/-]

Conclusion
T h e lack of theoretical tools has hampered the study of how
a priori biases—especially abstractive biases—in a pattern
completer's conceptual representation system affect the tendency to generalize. Generalization is necessary when the
size of the training sample is small compared to the size of the
domain, a condition that almost always obtains in the real
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Weighting schemes can be added to the logical structure to
provide more a flexible modeling tool. Also, there are other
possible logical distance metrics that possess the same essential characteristics.
Because of the size of the event space for practical domains, heuristic approximation methods are needed to evaluate these distributions. Whether heuristics can be used depends on the types of abstractive relations. In the case of the
abstractive relations we use for parsing and interpretation,
we are investigating various greedy algorithms including parallel intersection search techniques like marker passing ( W u
1989). Also, w e are studying whether existing neural networks or other statistically-based models of generalization
can function as heuristic approximation methods for certain
types of abstractive relations.
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Abstract
In these studies I examine the role of distributed cognition in
problem solving. The major hypothesis explored is that intelligent behavior results from the interaction of internal cognition, external objects, and other people, where a cognitive
task can be distributed among a set of representations, some
intemal and some external. The Tower of Hanoi problem is
used as a concrete example for these studies. In Experiment 1
I examine the effects of the distribution of intemal and external representations on problem solving behavior.
Experiments 2 and 3 focus on the effects of the structural
change of a problem on problem solving behavior and how
these effects depend on the nature of the representations. The
results of all studies show that distributed cognitive activities
are produced by the interaction among the intemal and external represenutions. External representations are not simply
peripheral aids. They are an indispensable part of cognition.
T w o of the factors determining the performance of a distributed cognitive system are the structure of the abstract
problem space and the distribution of representations across
an intemal mind and the external world.
Introduction
T h e traditional approach to cognition in general and problem
solving in particular focuses on an individual's intemal mental states. In the traditional view, cognition is exclusively the
activity of an intemal mind. External objects, if they have
anything to d o with cognition at all, are at most peripheral
aids. There is no doubt that intemal factors are important in
cognition. They are not, however, the whole story. From
the distributed cognition perspective, cognitive activity is
distributed across intemal h u m a n minds, external cognitive
artifacts, groups of people, and across space and time
(Hutchins, 1990, in preparation; Hutchins & N o r m a n , 1988;
N o r m a n , 1988. 1989. 1990).
In this paper, I develop a framework of distributed problem representations to analyze a set of distributed cognitive
tasks. M y focus is on the nature of extemal representations
and the interactions a m o n g intemal and extemal representations. I show that extemal objects are not simply peripheral
aids—they provide a different form of representation.
Extemal representations are interwoven with intemal representations to produce distributed cognitive activities.

This research was supported by a grant to Donald Norman and
Edwin Hutchins from the A m e s Research Center of the National
Aeronautics & Space Agency, Grant N C C 2-591 in the Aviation
Safety/Automation Program, technical monitor, Everett Palmer.
Additional support was provided by funds from the Apple
Computer Company and the Digital Equipment Corporation to the
Affiliates of Cognitive Science at U C S D .

Distributed Problem Representations
T h e basic principle to be explored is that the representational
system for a problem can be considered as a set, with some
m e m b e r s internal and s o m e external. Internal representations are in the mind, as propositions, mental images, or
whatever (e.g., multiplication tables, arithmetic mles, etc.).
Extemal representations are in the world, as physical symbols (e.g., written symbols, beads of an abacus, etc.) or as
extemal rules, constraints, or relations embedded in physical
configurations (e.g., spatial relations of the digits on a piece
of paper, physical constraints in an abacus, etc.). Generally,
there are one or more intemal and extemal representations
involved in any problem.
Figure 1 shows a representational system for a problem
with two intemal and two extemal representations. Each intemal representation resides in a person's mind and each extemal representation resides in an extemal medium. T h e intemal and extemal representations involved in a given problem together form a distributed representation space mapped
to a single absu-act problem space that represents the abstract
properties of the problem. Each representation in the distributed representation space sets s o m e constraints on the abstract problem space.
T h e distributed cognition perspective demands the decomposition of the abstract problem space into its intemal
and extemal components. In the traditional studies of problem solving, however, m a n y abstract problem spaces having
intemal and extemal components were mistakenly treated as
solely intemal problem spaces. Generally speaking, the abstract problem space of a problem is not equivalent to its intemal problem space.
The Tower of Hanoi
T h e T o w e r of Hanoi ( T O H ) problem (Figure 2) was chosen
as a concrete example to study distributed cognitive activities in problem solving. It is a well-studied problem (Hayes
& Simon, 1977; Kotovsky & Fallside, 1989; Kotovsky,
Hayes & Simon, 1985; Simon & Hayes, 1976). M u c h of the
research has focused on isomorphs of the T O H and its problem representations. The basic finding is that different problem representations can have dramatic impact on problem
difficulty even if the formal structures are the same.
External m e m o r y aid is one major factor of problem difficulty. Thus, Kotovsky et al. (1985) reported that the Dishm o v e isomorph of the T O H , in which all mles had to be remembered, w a s harder to solve than the P e g - m o v e isomorph, in which one of the mles was embedded in physical
configurations. Modifications of these two isomorphs were
used in two of the three conditions in Experiment 1 of the
present study {1123 and I12-E3).
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Distributed Representation Spaec

Abstract
Problem Space
(D)
(E)
Figure 3 Problem spaces constrained byfivesets of rules. (A)
Rule 1. (B) Rules 1+2. (C) Rules 1+3. (D) Rules 1+2+3. (E)
Rules 1+2+3+4. Lines with arrows are uni-directional. Lines
without arrows are bi-directional. The rectangles (problem
states) are not shown in thisfigurefor the reason of clarity.

Figure 1. The distributed representation space and the
abstract problem space of a problem with two internal
and two external representations. The abstract problem
space is formed by the conjunction of the internal and
external problem spaces.

Rule 1: only one disk can be transferred at a lime.
Rule 2: a disk can only be transferred to a pole on
which it will be the largest.
Rule 3: only the largest disk on a pole can be transferred to another pole.
Rule 4: the smallest disk and the largest disk can not
be placed on a single pole unless the medium
sized disk is also on that pole.
A n y of these four rules can be either internal, memorized,
or external, externalized into physical constraints. In the
experiments ihal follow, I varied the numbers of external
rules. In one condition, 1123 (Figure 5 A ) , no rule is external.
In a second condition, I12-E3 (Figure 5 B ) , Rule 3 is external.
In the 11-E23 condition (Figure 5 C ) , both Rules 2 and 3 are
external. In the /1-E234 condition (Figure 6 D ) , Rules 2, 3,
and 4 are ail external.
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Internal and External rroblem Spaces. A problem space
is composed of all possible stales and all moves constrained
by the rules. Figures 3 A - E show the problem spaces conFigure 2 (A) The TOH. The task is to move the disks from strained by Rules 1, 1+2, 1+3, 1+2+3, and 1+2+3+4, reone configuration to another, following two rules: only one
spectively. These Five spaces can represent internal problem
disk can be transferred at a time (Rule 1) and a disk can only be
spaces, external problem spaces, or mixed problem spaces,
transfened to a pole on which it will be the largest (Rule 2).
depending upon h o w the rules constructing them are dis(B) The problem space of the T O H . Each rectangle shows one
tributed. A problem space constructed by external rules is an
of the 27 possible configurations of the three disks on the three
external
problem space, one constructed by internal rules is
poles. The lines between the rectangles show the transformaan internal problem space, one constructed by a mixture of
tions from one state to another when the rules are followed.
internal and external rules is a mixed problem space. Figure
SI, S2, and S3 are three starting states, and El, E2, and E3 arc
4 shows the internal, external, and abstract problem spaces
three ending states. They will be used later.
of the standard T O H .
Internal and External Rules. The TOH problem actually
has three rules, not just the two staled earlier. Rule 3 is that Experiment 1
only the largest disk on a pole can be transferred to another
The standard T O H has three rules which can be distributed
pole. In the representation shown in Figure 2 A , Rule 3 need
a m o n g internal and external representations. Different distrinot be stated explicitly because the physical structure of the
butions m a y have different effects on problem solving bedisks and poles coupled with Rules 1 and 2 guarantee that it
havior, even if the formal structures are the same.
will be followed. But if the disks were not slacked on poles, Experiment 1 investigates these effects. M y hypothesis is
explicit statement of Rule 3 would be necessary.
that the more rules are distributed externally, the easier the
In m y studies I used four rules:
problem. There are three conditions, isomorphs of the T O H ,
SI

E3
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T A B L E 1. T H E R E S U L T S O F E X P E R I M E N T 1
Conditions
Measurements
I1-E23
1123
I12-E3
131.0
Times (sec)
83.0
53.9
19.7
Steps
14.0
11.4
Errors
0.61
1.4
0.22

DitDibulcd Reprctmuiion Space

T A B L E 2. T H E p V A L U E S O F E X P E R I M E N T 1
Measurements
|
Comparisons
Times
Steps
Enors
Main Effect
<.005
= .05
<.05
I123VS.I12-E3
<.03
<.l
<.l
I123VS.I1-E23
= .001
<.01
<.02
I12-E3VS.I1-E23 >.3
>.2
>.4
N O T E . Fisher PLSD test was used for the multiple comparisons.
I1-E23 condition, three plastic cups and three paper plates
were used. All three cups werefilledwith coffee.
Design. Each subject played all three games, one for
each of the three conditions, once in a randomized order.
There were six possible permutations for the three games.
Each permutation was assigned to a subject randomly. For
each subject, thefirst,the second, and the third games always started at positions SI, S2, and S3 and ended at positions El, E2, and E3. respectively (see Figure 2B).
Procedure. Each subject read the instructions^ aloud
slowly. Then the subject was asked to repeat all the rules. If
a subject could recite all the rules twice without error, he was
instructed to start the games. Otherwise he reread the instructions until he reached the criterion. A subject's performance was recorded on a video camera.

Figure 4. The distributed represenution space and the
abstract problem space for the standard T O H . The
distributed representation space is composed of the
internal and the external problem spaces, which are
constrained by Rules 1+2 and Rules 1+3. The abstract
problem space is the conjunction of the internal and the
external problem spaces.

O

O

Results and Discussion
The average solution times, solution steps, and errors are
(B)
(C)
shown in Table 1. The statistics is shown in Table 2.
Figure 5. (A)/y2J. N o physical constraints. (B)/;2-£?. The
Problem difficulty measured in solution times, solution
physical constraints (coupled with Rules 1 and 2) guarantee
steps, and errors for the three problems was consistent. The
that Rule 3 is followed. (C) I1-E23. The cups werefilledwith
more rules externalized, the easier the task. The order of difcoffee. A smaller cup could not be placed on the top of a
ficulty was. from hardest to easiest: 1123 > I12-E3 >I1-E23.
larger cup (Rule 2), as this would cause the coffee to spill. A
The difference between n 2 - E 3 and I1-E23 was not statisticup could not be moved if there was another cup on lop of it
cally significant. All errors m a d e were for internal rules:
(Rule 3).
none were for external rules. Rules, once externalized,
seem to be error-proof.
which correspond to three different distributions of the three
rules.
Experiments 2 and 3
In Condition 1123 (/ = Internal rules and E = External
Different numbers of rules give rise to different problem
rules) condition. Rules 1, 2, and 3 were all internal (Figure
spaces. Figure 3 shows that the problem space structure
5 A ) , In Condition I12-E3 (Figure 5B), Rules 1 and 2 were
changes with the number of rules. There are at least two riinternal, and Rule 3 was external. In Condition I1-E23
(Figure 5C), Rule 1 was internal, and Rules 2 and 3 were ex- val factors involved. O n the one hand, the fewer rules, the
more paths there are from an initial state to afinalstate.
ternal.
Hence, fewer rules might m a k e the problem easier. O n the
other hand, the more rules, the fewer the choices. The probMethod
Subjects. T h e subjects were 18 undergraduate students
enrolled in introductory psychology courses at the University
of California, San Diego w h o volunteered for the experiment
in order to earn course credit
Materials. In the 1123 condition, three pla.stic balls and
three porcelain plates were used. In the I12-E3 condition,
three plastic rings and three plastic poles were used. In the
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•^ Due to the maximum length limitation of the paper, the instructions are not shown here. The instructions were three restaurant
stories: Waitress and Oranges, Waitress and Donuts, and Waitress
and Coffee. For example, in the Waitress and Coffee condition.
Rule 1 was slated as "only one cup can be moved at a lime", and
Rules 2 and 3 were not stated because they were external.

TABLE 3. THE RESULTS OF EXERIMENTS 2 AND 3
®

©

0
(A)

1

-

L

j

11

i
rimes/min. step
Steps/min. step
EiTors/min. step

(B)

2.3
1.0
0
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(C)

11
(D)

rimes/min. step
Steps/min. step
Errors/min. step

Figure 6. T h e materials used in Experiment 3. (A) U .
(B) 11-E3. The sizes of the three straws were such that a
smaller straw inside a larger one could not be moved out
without the larger straw being moved away first (Rule 3).
(C) I1-E23. The same as the U-E23 in Figure 5C. (D) 11E234. The cups were filled with tea. T h e sizes of the
three cups were such that a smaller cup could not be
placed on the top of a larger one (Rule 2), only the topmost
cup could be moved (Rule 3), and the largest cup and the
smallest cup could not be placed on the top of each other
(Rule 4).
lem solver can simply follow where the highly constrained
structure forces one to go. So, m o r e rules might m a k e the
problem easier. This analysis implies that the problem difficulty might not increase monotonically with the n u m b e r of
rules. In addition, the relationship between the problem difficulty and the n u m b e r of rules might depend o n the nature
of the rules (whether internal or external). Experiments 2
and 3 investigate these effects, with Experiment 2 focusing
on a change of internal rules and Experiment 3 o n a change
of external rules.
Both Experiments 2 and 3 have four conditions. In
Experiment 2, all rules were internal. Condition // has Rule
1, Condition 113 Rules 1 and 3, Condition 1123 Rules 1, 2,
and 3, and Condition 1 1 2 3 4 Rules 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Experiment 3 was exactly the same as Experiment 2, except
that Rules 2, 3, and 4 were external rather than internal.
Condition 11 (Figure 6 A ) had only Rule 1 (internal).
Condition 11-E3 (Figure 6 B ) had Rule 1 (internal) and Rule
3 (external). Condition 11-E23 (Figure 6 C ) had Rule 1
(internal) and Rules 2 and 3 (both external). Condition 11E234 (Figure 6 D ) had Rule 1 (internal) and Rules 2, 3, and 4
(all external).
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 48 (24 for each experiment)
undergraduate students enrolled in introductory psychology
courses at the University of California, San Diego, w h o volunteered for the experiment to earn course credit.
Materials. In Experiment 2, exactly the same materials
used in the 1123 condition in Experiment 1 were used in all
current four conditions. In Experiment 3, materials for
Condition II were the same as for Experiment 2. In
Condition I1-E3, the straws and tiny plates were made from
paperboard. Materials for Condition I1-E23 were the same
as for the I1-E23 condition in Experiment 1. In Condition
I1-E234, the four cups were m a d e from metal cans and were
all filled with tea.
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2.5
1.0
0

Experiment 2
1123
8.8
21.5
2.7
1.9
0.28
0.06
Experiment 3
I1-E3
11-E23
9.0
6.9
1.8
1.3
0
0

113

|
11234
18.5
1.8
0.26
|
I1-E234
12.5
1.9
0

TABLE 4. T H E p VALUES OF EXERIMENTS 2 A N D 3
1
Experiment 2
Comparisons
Errors
Times
Steps
=.0001
Main Effect
<.0001
<.0001
11 vs. 113
<.05
<.06
<.005
<.001
11 vs. 1123
<.00001
<.00001
11 vs. 11234
<.00001
<.001
<.01
<.005
113 vs. 1123
<.02
<.01
<.01
113 vs. 11234
>.6
<.005
<.003
>.75
1123 vs. 11234
>.36
1
Experiment 3
Steps
Comparisons
Times
Errors
-<.0001
Main Effect
<.0001
—
I1VS.I1-E3
<.l
<.01
—
11 VS. I1-E23
<.0001
<.0001
—
11 vs. I1-E234
<.00001
<.00001
I1-E3VS.I1-E23
>.18
—
<.01
<.0001
—
I1-E3VS.I1-E234
<.0001
I1-E23VS.I1-E234 <.03
>.4
N O T E . Fisher P L S D test was used for the multiple comparisons.
Design. The design for Experiments 2 and 3 were the
same. Each subject played all four g a m e s , once each. There
were twenty-four possible permutations for the four games.
T h e twenty-four subjects were assigned to these permutations randomly. D u e to a limitation in the n u m b e r of subjects available, the first, second, third, and fourth g a m e s alw a y s started at positions S I , S 2 , S 3 , and SI a n d ended at
positions E l , E 2 , E 3 , and E l , respectively (see Figure 2 3 ) .
Procedure. T h e procedures for both Experiments 2 and
3 were the s a m e as in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
T h e results are s h o w n in Table 3. T h e m i n i m u m n u m b e r of
steps from the starting state to the final state is 2, 4, 7, and 8
for Conditions 11 and II, 113 and I1-E3,1123 and 11-E23,
and 11234 a n d 11-E234, respectively. In order to m a k e
meaningful comparisons, solution times, solution steps, and
errors for each condition were normalized b y being divided
by the n u m b e r of m i n i m u m steps from the starting state to
the final state. T h e statistics is s h o w n in Table 4.
Experiment 2 shows that w h e n all rules were internal the
hardest problem w a s neither the o n e with the fewest rules
(II), nor the o n e with the m o s t rules (11234), but the o n e
with an intermediate n u m b e r of rules (1123). W h e n solution
times or errors are used as the difficulty measurement, the
difficulty order w a s , from easiest to hardest: 11 < I 1 3 <
11234 < 1123. T h e difference between 11234 and 1123 w a s

not statistically significant. W h e n solution steps arc used as
the difficulty measurement, the difficulty order remained the
same (77 < 775 < 11234 < 1123), but in this case the difference between 77J and 772J4 was not statistically significant.
Experiment 3 shows that when all but one rule were external problem difficulty increased monotonically with the
number of rules. W h e n solution times are used as the difficulty measurement, the difficulty order was, from easiest to
hardest: 77 < 77-£i < I1-E23 < I1-E234. The difference between I1-E3 and I1-E23 is not statistically significant. If solution steps are used as the difficulty measurement, the difficulty order remained the same, but the difference between
11-E23 and 11-E234 is not statistically significant. Subjects
didn't make any errors in this experiment.
All four rules in Experiment 2 were internal. Rules 2, 3,
and 4 in Experiment 3 were external. Comparing the results
in these two experiments, we found that the conditions in
Experiment 3 with external rules were easier than their counterparts in Experiment 2. This further supports the claim that
the more rules externalized, the easier the problem.
General Discussion
A problem can be represented among a set of internal and
external representations. Given the same set of rules, the
more rules were distributed externally, the easier the problem. Given the same initial andfinalstates, the problem
difficulty increased monotonically with the number of rules
if most rules were external. W h e n all rules were internal,
however, the hardest problem was the one with an intermediate number of rules. In addition to memory aids, external
representations play other important roles. They provide a
different representation. External representations have the
following properties.
External representations provide external memory aids.
For example, for all of the games in the present study, the
goal problem states didn't need to be remembered, because
they were represented by the diagrams placed in front of the
subjects.
External representations can provide information which
can be directly perceived and used without being interpreted
and formulated explicitly. For example, in the I1-E23 condition. Rules 2 and 3 were not told to the subjects: they were
built into the physical constraints and perceived and followed directly. W h e n the subjects were asked to formulate
the rules after the games, few could do it
External representations anchor and structure cognitive
behavior.
The physical structures in the external world
constrain the range of possible cognitive behaviors in the
sense that some behaviors are allowed and others prohibited.
For example, in the 77-£25 condition, external Rules 2 and 3
could not be violated. They construct the external problem
space and hence structure the cognitive behavior.
External representations change the nature of a task.
Norman (1990) proposed that external representations
change the nature of a task from the task performer's point
of view and enhance the system's ability from the system's
(task performer + external representation) point of view. In
the 7725 condition, a problem solver had to process three in-

ternal rules, while in the I1-E23 condition the problem solver
only had to process one internal rule. The cognitive processes of the problem solver were different in these two conditions. Nevertheless, the performance of the system I1-E23
was much better than the system 7725.
Conclusion
The framework of distributed problem representations is
useful for analyzing distributed cognitive activities. Under
this framework, a problem is represented in a set of internal
and external representations, and distributed cognitive activities are produced by the interaction of internal and external
representations. External representations are not simply peripheral aids, they are an indispensable part of cognition.
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rrvDre tempered by data than s o m e of other areas of connectionist theory,
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in the contributions to this volume.
Contents: B.L McNaughton. L Nadel, Hebb-Marr Networks and the Neurobiological Repre-(
sentation of Action In Space. M.F. Bear, L.N. Cooper, Moleculor Mecfionlsms for Synaptic
Modification in the Visual Cortex: Interaction Between Theory and Experiment. R. Granger,
J. Ambros-lngerson, U. Staubli, G. Lynch, Memorial Operation of Multiple, Interacting
Simulated Brain Structures. M.A. Gluck, E.S. Reifsnider, R.F. Thompson, Adaptive Signal
Processing and tr>e Cerebellum: Models of Classical Conditioning and the V O R Adaptkxi.
W.B. Levy, C. Golbert, N.L. Desmond, Elemental Adaptive Processes of Neurons and Synapses: A Statistteal/Computational Perspective. H.T. Wang, B. Mathur, C. Koch, I Thought I
Sow It Move: Computing Optteal FkJw in ttie Prlnnote's Visual Systenrts. K.D. MUler, CofretatiooBased Models of Neural Devetopment. D. Zipser, Modeling Coftteol Computatton With
Backpropogatkxi.
0-8058-0504-4 (ckjtti) / 1990 / 424pp. / $59.95
0-8058-0619-9 (paper) / $29.95

•Edited by DavkJ E. Rurrtelhart,
the Developments In Connectionist meory Series brings togettier research on brain style
computation as It has been Irv
stantioted In tt>e fields of
neural networks, connectkjnist
architectures, fxjrallel distributed processing systems,
neuromorphk; computatkxi,
and ortlftekjl neural systems.

L a w r e n c e Eribaum Associates, Inc.
365 Broadway, Hillsdale, NJ 07642
201/666-4110 FAX 201/666-2394
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edited by
William R a m s e y
University of Notre D a m e

S t e p h e n Stich
Rutgers University

D a v i d E. R u m e l h a r t
Stanford University

A Volume in the Developments in
Connectionist Thieory Series'
The philosophy of cognitive science has recently b e c o m e o n e of the most
exciting a n d fastest growing domains of philosophical inquiry a n d analysis.
Until the early 1980s, nearly all cognitive models viewed the mind as a
"physical symbol system." Models adopting this perspective treated cognitive processes - processes such as problem solving, language comprehension, a n d m e m o r y - as rule-governed symbol manipulation. This w a s primarily
d u e to a lack of alternative perspectives, rather than to public support of
the concept. During the past six years, there has been a n enormous shift of
attention toward connectionist models - inspired by the network-like architecture of biological brains - which have h a d a revolutionary effect in the
cognitive science community a n d in related disciplines. This collection w a s
designed to provide philosophers w h o have been working in the area with a
forum for expressing their views on these recent developments a n d exploring
the philosophical import of connectionist research.

Contents: Part I: Connectionism and Other St^ of Cognitive Modeling. M.A. Boden, Horses
of a Different Color. D.C. Dennett, Mother Nature Versus the Walking Encyclopedia: A
Western Drama. Part II: Representation in Connectionist t\Aodels. T. van Gelder, What is the
" D " in "PDP"? A Survey of the Concept of Distribution. J. Haugeland, Representational
Genera. R. Cummins, The Role of Representatbn in Connectbnist Exptanatbns of Cognitive
Capacities. A. Clark, In Defense of Explicit Rules. T. Goscfike, D. Koppelberg, The Concept
of Representation and the Representation of Concepts in Connectionist Models. G. Hatfield,
Representation in Perceptbn and Cognition: Connectbnist Affofdances. Part III: Ptiilosoptiical Implications of Connectionism. W. Ramsey, S. Stich, J. Garon, Connectionism. ElimlnatlvIsm and the Future of Folk Psychology. M. Davies, Concepts, Connectionism and the
Language of Ttiought. W. Lycan, Homuncular Functionalism Meets PDP. W. Ramsey, S. Stich,
Connectbnism and Three Levels of Nativism.
0-8058-0592-3 (cbth) / August 1991 / approx. 336pp. / $59.95
0-8056-0663-3 (paper) / $34.50

•Edited by David E. Rumelhart,
the Developments In Connectionist Ttieor/Series brings together research on brain style
computation as it has been Instantiated in th>e fields of
neural networks, connectbnist
architectures, parallel distributed processing systems,
neuromorphic computatbn,
and artificial neural systems.

L a w r e n c e Eribaum Associates, Inc.
365 Broadway, Hillsdale, NJ 07642
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A STUDENT'S H A N D B O O K
O F COGNITIVE P S Y C H O L O G Y
S e c o n d Edition

VISUAL PERCEPTION
Physiology, P s y c h o l o g y a n d Ecology
S e c o n d Edition

Michael W. Eysanck

Vickl Bruce
Patrick R. Green

Bedford College, University of London
Mark Keane
University of Wales, Cardiff

University of Nottingham

"/ think this is an excellent book which has a good
chance of captunng the market as the definitive text
book on cognitive psychology. It is a marked advance
on the previous 'Handbook:' interweaving the three
approaches, experimental, neuropsychology and cognitive science, m a k e s the book more interesting, more
authoritative a n d distinguishes it from other texts."
Gillian C o h e n
The O p e n University
Regarded as a second edition of the extremely
successful Handbook of Cognitive Psychology, this
revision has been entirely rewritten and updated in
response to the changes in cognitive psychology itself.
Traditional, experimental cognitive psychology is
not supported by a cognitive science perspective that
stresses computational modelling and a cognitive
neuropsychology that points up the effects of brain
d a m a g e on cognition. O n e of the major changes in this
n e w Handbook is its treatment of the dynamic impact of
these different views on the main topic areas of cognitive
psychology including perception, attention, memory,
categorization, language, problem solving, and reasoning. A s such, it provides a very comprehensive account
of the current state of cognitive psychology.
This text will be easily accessible to undergraduate students through the use of section summaries and
point-by-point accounts of theories, and should be of
value to students of psychology at all levels as well as
those taking courses in computer science, physiology
and medicine.
0-86377-153-X [cloth] /1990 / 432pp. / $39.95
0-86377-154-8 [paper] / $19.95

| E ^

"A very thorough updating. Will make the textbook even
more useful than before. I think the book is the best on
the market, by far, for second and third year undergraduates taking perception courses in psychology,
zoology and visual science/optometry. Also undoubtedly
provides good groundwork for post-graduates and
researchers in the field of perception, animal behavior
and computer vision."
Mark Georgeson
Bristol University
Recent theoretical developments and research
findings from three different approaches to visual
perception are brought together in this book. The first is
physiological - describing the evolution of different types
of eyes and the physiology of mammalian visual pathways. The second is the traditional psychological
position " discussing perceptual organization, the
perception of depth and motion, and pattern recognition
in terms of the processing of information contained in
retinal images - with special emphasis placed on recent
computational work on these processes. T h e third
viewpoint is ecological, particularly as it is applied to
problems of animal and h u m a n locomotion, event
perception and understanding of the social world,
including the h u m a n face.
This important book stands out from other texts
on visual perception in treating both the computational
and ecological approaches in detail, and in seeking to
clarify the points of contact and controversy between
them. It is also distinctive in placing emphasis on animal
vision as well as that of humans.
Aimed at advanced undergraduate psychology
and zoology students, this volume will also prove valuable to postgraduate students and research workers.
0-86377-145-9 [cloth] /1990 / 348pp. / $49.95
0-86377-146-7 [paper] / $18.50

C a U toU-£ree to order: 1 - 8 0 0 - 9 - B O O K S - 9
9am to 5pm EST only.
Lawrence Eribaum Associates. Inc.
365 Broadway. Hillsdale. NJ 07642
201/666-4110 F A X 201/666-2394
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THINKING, PROBLEM
SOLVING, COGNITION
Second Edition
RICHARD E. MAYER

Third Edition
J O H N R. A N D E R S O N
Carnegie-Mellon University
"I especially appreciate Anderson's Integration of findings from neurosclence and
cognitive science. His text Is one of the all-toorare fevf that explicitly treats the relation
between the mind and brain."
—Stephen Chrlstman, University of Toledo
John R. Anderson presents a fully systematic
Introduction to h u m a n cognition, relating
neural functions to mental processes, perception to abstraction, representation to meaning,
knovirledge to skill, language to thought, and
adult cognition to child development. This
edition Includes extensive coverage of the relation between cognition and neuropsychology,
several revised chapters on language that focus
on the cognitive Issues in language structxire,
use, and comprehension, and a n e w chapter on
the nature of intelligence that examines
individual differences in cognition.
1990, 519 pages, cloth; 2085-X, $32.95

University of CaUfornla, Santa Barbara
tOHNK MitXXSCH

MIND SIGHTS
Original Visual Illusions, Ambigxiities, and
Other Anomalies, with a C o m m e n t a r y on the
Play of M i n d in Perception and Art
R O G E R N. S H E P A R D , Stanford University

MINDSIGHTS

THE EMERGENCE OF
LANGUAGE
Development and Evolution
Readings from Scientific American
Edited by W I L L I A M S-Y. W A N G
University of California, Berkeley
Twelve key articles address the development
and evolution of langueige. This reader Includes
w o r k o n language acquisition, language
processing, and the psychobiologlcal bases of
language.
1991, 182 pages, paper: 2146-5, $11.95

//

From one of the twentieth century's great
psychologists of perception and cognition
comes a book both stlm\ilatlng to the eye and
provocative to the mind. In M i n d Sights Roger
Shepard Introduces us to his wonderfully
original drawings of visual tricks, to the
origins of his scientific and artistic work, and
to his brilliant reflections on the nature of art,
perception, and the mind.
1990, 228 pages, cloth: 2134-1, $24.95;
paper; 2133-3, $14.95
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THE PERCEPTUAL WORLD
Readings from Scientific American
Edited by IRVIN R O C K
University of California, Berkeley

Richard E. Mayer provides a balanced survey
of cognitive psychology while focusing o n
h u m a n thinking, problem solving, and learning. This n e w edition, revised and updated
throughout, features n e w chapters on expert
problem solving, analogical reeisonlng, and on
thinking in social contexts.
1991, approx. 544 pages; cloth; 2214-3, $35.95 (est.)
paper: 2215-1, $21.95 (est.)

*
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Beginning wrlth a valuable overview of the field.
The Perceptual World progresses to topics
TM( iCItNCt Of W O B D 4
ranging from brain mechanisms and the
nature of illusions to computer simulations of
vision.
1990, 176 pages, paper; 2068-X, $11.95

THE SCIENCE OF WORDS
GEORGE A. MILLER, Princeton University
George A. Miller illuminates the fascinating
nature of the word as a universal design
feature of h u m a n communication. Pulling
together m a n y lines of research. Miller
addresses both word forms and word meanings, with special attention to the cognitive
mechanisms of storage and retrieval within the
mental lexicon.
A Scientific American Library book
1991, 276 pages, cloth, 5027-9, $32.95
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W. H. Freeman and C o m p a n y
T h e b o o k publishing a r m of Scientific A m e r i c a n
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M O D E L S

edited by
Dedre Centner, Albert L. Stevens
Bolt Beranek a n d N e w m a n Inc.
A Volume in the Technical Monographs
AND Edited Collections in
Cognitive Science Series
"This book goes far beyond earlier work,
both in research methodology, and specificity of theory."
- American Journal of Psychology
"Mental Models succeeds as an introduction to the vigorous, multidiscipltnary attack
on the ethereal problems surrounding
knowle(^e representation."
— Dennis E. Egan
A T & T Bell Laboratories
This classic volume compiles and describes
interdisciplinary research on the formal
nature of h u m a n knowledge about the
world. Three key dimensions that characterize mental models research are examined: the nature of the domain studied, the
nature of the theoretical approach, and the
nature of the methodology.
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REASONING
Christopher K. Riesbeck
Roger C. Schank
Yale University
" for the reader who wants to know how
recent C B R programs work, there Is no
better source than this volume."
- Contemporcury Psychology
Introducing issues in dynamic memory and
case-based reasoning, this comprehensive
volume presents extended descriptions of
four major programming efforts conducted
at Yale during the past several years. E^ch
descriptive chapter is followed by a companion chapter containing the micro progreim version of the information.

The authors emphasize that the only true
way to learn and understand any AI program is to program it yourself. To this end.
the book develops a deeper and richer
understanding of the content through LISP
Contents: A.L. Stevens, D. Centner, Introduction.programming instructions that allow the
D~A- Norman, Some Observations on Mental
running, modification, and extension of the
Models. A-A. diSessa, Phenomenology and the
micro programs developed by the authors.
Evolution of Intuition. R.M. Young, Surrogates
and Mappings: Two Kinds of Conceptual Models
Contents: Case-Based Reasoning: An Introducfor Interactive Devices. K.D. Foibus, Qualitative
tion. Case-Based Reasoners. Implementing Micro
Reasoning About Space and Motion. J.H. Larkln,
MOPS. JUDGE. Micro JUDGE. CHEF. Micro CHEF.
The Role of Problem Representation in Physics. D.
Plan Creation. Micro COACH. Case-Based ParsCentner, D.R. Centner, Flowing Waters or Teeming. Micro DMAP. Cases and Intelligence.
ing Crowds: Mental Models of Electricity. M.D.
0-89859-767-6 / 1989 / 448pp. / $34.50
Willianis, J.D. Hollan, A.L. Stevens, H u m a n
Reasoning About a Simple Physical System. J. de
IQeer, J.S. Brown, Assumptions and Ambiguities
Available from...
in Mechanistic Mental Models. E. Hutchins, Understanding Micronesian Navigation. J.C. Creeno,
Lawrence Erlbaiun Associates, Inc.
Conceptual EnUUes. A. Bundy, L. Byrd, Using the
365 Broadway
Method of Fibres in Mecho to Calculate Radii of
HUlsdale. NJ 07642-1487
GyraUon. M. Wiser, S. Carey, When Heat and
201/666-4110
Temperature Were One. M. McCloskey, Naive
F A X 201/666-2394
Theories of Motion. J. Clement, A Conceptucil
Model Discussed by Galileo and Used Intuitively
by Physics Students.
m .
0-89859-242-9 / 1983 / 352pp. / $39.95
Call toll-free to order: 1-800-9-BOOKS-9
9ara to 5 p m E S T only.

T h e

A d a p t i v e

John R. Anderson
Carnegie Mellon University

C h a r a c t e r

o f

T h o u g h t

series editors:
Allan Collins, BBN Laboratories a n d Northwestern University
Edward E. Smith, University of Michigan
Kurt VanLehn, Carnegie Mellon University

The first publication in the Studies in Cognition series, this important volume examines the phen o m e n a of cognition from a n adaptive perspective. Instead of the typical cognitive psychology practice of trying to predict behavior from a m o d e l of cognitive mechanisms, Ttie A d a p tive Ctiaracter of Thought develops a n u m b e r of models that successfully predict behavior from
the structure of the environment to v^^hich cognition is adapted. The methodology ~ called
rational analysis ~ involves specifying the information-processing goals of the system, the structure of the environment, a n d the computational constraints o n the system. This allovys predictions about behavior to b e derived by determining w h a t behavior would b e optimal under
these assumptions.
The book applies the rational analysis methodology to these four cognitive phenomena:
^
M e m o r y - showing that m e m o r y p h e n o m e n a c o n b e understood as optimal responses
to the task of information retrieval in the presence of uncertain cues.
A
Categorization ~ showing that categorization behavior c a n b e understood as a n
attempt to optimize the ability to predict features of n e w objects.
A
Causal inference - showing that causal judgments reflect a n attempt to maximize
prediction about the future given the scientific structure of the environment.
A
Problem solving - analyzed as a n attempt to maximize the external goals achieved
while minimizing both external a n d mental effort.
Contents: Part I: Introduction. Levels of a Cognitive Theory. Current Formulation of the Levels Issue.
Theoretical Framework. Is H u m a n Cognition Rational? The Rest of the Book. Part II: Memory. A Rational
Analysis of Memory. The History Factor. The Contextual Factor. Relationship of Need Probability to Probability
and Latency of Recall. Combining Information from Cues. Implementation in the A C T Framework. Effects of
Subject Strategy. Conclusions. Part III: Categorization. The Goal of Categorization. The Structure of the
Environment. The Optimal Solution. An Iterative Algorithm for Categorization. Application of the Algorithm.
Survey of the Experimental Uterature. Conclusion. Part IV: Causal Inference. Causal Estimation. Cues for
Causal Inference. Integration of Statistical and Temporal Cues. Discrimination. Abstraction of Causal Laws.
Implementation in a Production System. Conclusion. Part V: Problem Solving. Making a Choice A m o n g
Simple Actions. Combining Steps. Studies of Hillclimbing. Mean-Ends Analysis. Instantiation of Indefinite
Objects. Part VI: Conclusions on Rational Analysis. Implementation in ACT.
0-8058-0419-6 (cloth) / 1990 / 304 pp. / $45.00
Special Prepaid Offer! $27.50
N o further discounts apply.
Lawrence Ertbaum Associates, Inc.
365 Broadway, Hillsdale, NJ 07642
201/666-4110 FAX 201/666-2394
m .
Call toll-free to order: 1-800-9-BOOKS-9.
9 a m to 5 p m EST only.
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•Special Prepaid Offers. N o fiirther discounts apply. Please stop by the LEA booth
at the Cognitive Science Meeting to peruse and/or purchase these volumes and earn
valuable show discounts on other relevant LEA titles.
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